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PREFACE.
MUCH
*"

THE
tion,

what

usually stated in a preface will
be found mentioned in the Introduction.
of

is

work with the Introducbut without Index, was completed in July
printing of the

and thereupon the book was registered under
Act XXVI of 1867. For one reason or other,
last,

met with by the

chiefly the difficulties

owing

the printing of the Index

MY

printers

of Plague in Bangalore,

to the prevalence

was delayed

till

now.

was drawn

in the early part of
the
Hon.
Professor Max
September
Right
Miiller's latest work, Contributions to the Science

attention

last to

of Mythology, a copy of which was obtained from
a well known Firm of Booksellers in Madras in the

month on

the receipt of their

supply from England. I owe
publications, and if I had read

much to his earlier
this new work from

early part of this

his peri entirely devoted to the Science of

logy, I

to his views.

Dr. Muir's

Mr.

Mytho-

should have been able to refer more
largely

Griffith's

Among

Sanskrit

other books of reference,

Texts

translation

with

translation,

of the Rig Veda,

Hang's translation of the Aitareya Brahmarca
Pandit

Taran&tha

Tarka-Va^aspati's

Dr.

and

Sanskrit

which quotes many Puranic and Vedic
have been very useful to me.

dictionary,
stories,
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How
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...
...
...
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foi'm, by his maya.

used in the .Rig Veda
338* 339
killer
of
as
of
each
Mahhaghna,
Indra, Rudra, Agni, spoken
Sacrifice, in the Yedas. How the head of Sacrifice is cut

In what sense maya

is

off, how Sacrifice is resuscitated by joining the head again,
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cloud as an emblem of Sacrifice Vislmu.
Indra shoots the Boar of Sacrifice and gets the

Badra

...

...

altar Yedi.

339350
350354
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The version of the story as found in the Mahabharata. The version as found in the Harivamsa, where
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,.
...
...
with the Oi-ipp
35,4365
Uddalaka and Svetaketn, and a wonderful story about Udas

Vedas.

aaiaka.

...

Other versions of Budra's

...

...

killing

Daksha's

saci'ifice.

...
365~-367
rDaksha's

daughter Sati or Garni, the spouse of Rudra, compared with
367 375
Bhrigu'a daughter Lakshmi, the spouse of Yishwu.
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texts about the three castles of the A suras, one of iron,
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Vedfe

afeher.

..,

...

...

...

...

...

it .
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shooting Tripura, the three

about Eudra's
and burning them and killing their Asura lorda
Tarakasha, Kamalaksha, and Vidyunmali. Their wonder379381
...
...
ful son Hari who had a well of nectar.
stories

castles,

XX.-ASUR1 V.BIKA OR BHASMA.
Purawic story about VHka, Rudra and Vishnu.
/Sakalya of the Brihudarawyaka Upanishad.

Vidagdha
...

385392

XXL THE CREATION.
The main Vedic idea

is

that the Creator (Issuer)

Fat her of Self-Sacrifice and

He

One who

is

is

our Spiritual
i.e.
Wise.

Poet

Bnhaspati, Va&aspati, Brahma, Prajapati, VisvaHe is like Mind, doubling himself as Yak or
Sarasvati, Speech, and wording Himself through Her
is

karma.

as the whole universe consisting of the brilliant celestial

and

objects

all

all

creatures- all

Himself, as

He

these

are words of

His

has entered into

poetry
all, loving
each one of them as Himself. He is thus Father, Mother,
and Sou a Son who is Yisvarupa, Manifold, as the Son, the
Creator's entered aspect, is His sacrificed aspect, placed

completely in the heart of every one of us creatures. The
Vedic idea that He is the husband of His own daughter is
an innocent paradox based upon a play upon the word
Prajapati, Ac.,

The

&c

,

393405

idea of Creation

by the self-sacrifice of our Father Yisva40641 3
...
karma, as found in .Rig Yeda X. 81, and 82.
Hira'/iyagarbha of .Big Veda X. 121 is the Son aspect of
Prajapati.

Visvakarman's

...

of self-sacrifice
(1)

...

413416

is

:

Prajapati as Agni creates the
himself
(fifafcap. Br.)
.

(2)

...

...

put beyond doubt by the idea
being wide-spread in our old works, thus

self -sacrifice

universe

and

sacrifices
...

417418

Prajapati creates by becoming the goat, the Victim, and by
418-419
,
(Taitt. Sam.)..,
sacrificing it himself
.

24
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(3)

the horse tbab is sacrificed in the
Prajapati becomes
Asvauiedha a wonderful story bristling with puns and

(4)

Mahadeva performs

(5)

great and Vis yarupa. (Mahabharata).
Creation by Pnrusha's Sacrifice (.Rig

puzzles,

(i)

are

420427

(Brih. Ar. Up.)
self-sacrifice

becomes

and thereby

427

...

...

Veda

X

901,

where

Purusha, (ii) Virat, and (iii) Purusha that is sacrificed,
God in His three aspects of Father, Mother and Son.

not the male Viratf of the Pauiawics, but female
representing Yak (Vidya). Purusha Navayawa of tbe

"Vivat is

jSatap.

.

Br.Purusha-medha

sacrifice.

...

...

427

437

Asat and Sat in several places of the .Rig Veda
'and also in the famous Sukta about creation, X. 129,
which speaks of Kama, the Betas of Mind and the Bandhu
of Sat found in Asat. Kama (Love) is the fcou aspect of

The

riddle of

-

our Father.

.

438445

...

The same Kama, the Retas of Mind, seems to be described
Taitt. Aranyaka as Prajapati's Rasa, Juice, exhibited

in

in

the metaphor of a tortoise and clearly identified with
Purusha, the In-dweller, who, as Aruwa-ketu, creates the
universe as bricks for the altar of His sacrifice. ...
445448

The Anandavalli of the Taitt. Dp. about Creation, ridding
with Asat and Sat, and praising the Creator Brahman
that made Itself the Self as being the matchless Sukrit

448453
(good-doer) and Krasa or Juice of Joy or Bliss.
The same Joy, the all-loving Son aspect of our Father, counted
as One and Hundred, i.e. the One-Manifold, in a so-called
. . .

-

gradation list of the joys of different kinds of celestial
beings with Brahman placed even at the top of Prajapati.

The

nishads.

position of Prajapati in certain other

Upa-

453468

...

...

The Bnhadarjwyaka about the same Juice
Asat and Sat in the X7taudogya and

468, 469

477
469,
grand Sad-vidya.
Creation by Eudra's shooting Prajapati who, as JRisya stag,
loves his daughter, a deer a Vedic story connected with
its

the Orion and the star Rohmi, found in the Ai. Br.
explained and compared with the ancient German tradition

477484

about the stag

The #atapatha and Kaushitakl Brahrnawas about the birth of
Prajapati's Son Eudra, who is identical with Agni and the
Bhargas of the famous Gayatri
the la-dweller.

,

,,,

,

verse,
,,

and who' is Purusha,
,.,
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A
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.
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Mn?irfaka Upanishad.
/Svetasvatara Upanishad,

Ram&yawa.
Bh^rt.

Bhag. Purana,

Mah^bharata.

Bhagavata Purana.

INTRODUCTION.
Srivatsa appears and

is

due respect by

received with

Atreya and Bharadvaja.

$R1VATSA.
this

Atreya

your bosom

!

I have heard about your

Concern

friend Bharadvaja.

work from,
is,

I learn,

felt that, being nnknown beyond a small circle of friends
and sympathisers, you have no patron among the great

men known

to

the literary world to
I think
to it.

hand and introduce you

yourself with such information

what you

are

as

and how you came

take you by the
you may introduce

would give an idea of

to entertain the

theories

which to many are likely to strike as being very strange.
ATREYA. I am but an amateur, a strange one, as Bharadvaja has often whispered to me ; and I do not know how
far

my

performance would be liked by experts and

An amateur will be

$R1VATSA,

that he has an intense

allowed at least this

love for his

subject.

critics.

merit-

His happy

world must be wholly himself and his work.
*

ATREYA.

few lines about young days
which in nine cases out of ten will have a halo of poetry

Then,

in addition to a

homesteads and which nobody who is allowed to
speak of self can refrain from touc'hing upon, I shall say

in

all

only so

tency

much about myself

to

do

as would

show

full justice to the vast subject

my

ineompe-

of ludo-Aryau

mythology.
I-

Salutation to the Lovely

Boy Vish?iu-Vamaa,

his three strides pervaded the whole universe, and
the Infinite Spiritual World in the heart of man

Who by
Who is

!

I was born in

of Mysore.

August 1846

in a small

town south-west

I belong to a Srivaishnava family of the Gotra

of Atri, with the Kn'shna-Yajur Veda as

Apastamba

as

its

Sutrakara.

My

father

its -Sakha and
was the Manager
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of a branch office of the British Commissariat Department
and was highly esteemed for his goodness and respectability.

He. married my mother on the death of his first wife, who
bore him three sons and two daughters some of whose
children are older than myself, for I delayed coining int.p
the world, having been preceded by four ute'ine sisters.
This has given me the proud rank of being older than my
age, by being uncle to older nephews and nieces and granduncle to their

My

children.

extremely orthodox

mother,

and

'

religious and gifted with a strong retentive memory,
had, in addition to learning numerous vernacular songs of
1

Puranic stories from her infancy, begun, some years before
my birth, a session of hearing the popular Purarcas read
put in Sanskn't and

when

came

I

imbibed much
me,

for

was attacked by

she

revived, the

interpreted in the

vernacular,

so that

be in embryo I was in a mother who had
Puranic lore. But a great danger threatened

to

dire

disease had

cholera, and

reduced

although she

her to such a poor

gossips who gathered round her
decided that her case that time was one

condition that the female

convalescent bed

not of being with child but of a tendency to obesity which
to remove.
If, as the Hindu idea is,

Devi M&rik& did well
a soul

when

knowing

in

all

the

about

womb
its

is

in

a

conscious

state,

have mentally laughed
dames, when really I had the prospect of being born

and

mother's faith, combined

good family. My
brought up
with her Puranic knowledge, made her verily liken
in

even

previous transmigrations, I must
at the decision arrived at by the

a,

my

birth to that of king Parikshit to destroy whom in Uttara's
womb A svatthaman discharged the apancZavasfcra bufc whom

Knslma

protected..

out during her

her mind, Kn'shna had taken me
and placed me in again when the
had she not heard of the transfer of

To

illness

danger was past ; for
Baiarama in embryo from Devaki

to

Rohini for the sake of

protection from cruel Kamsa ?
JShe was allowed to give any name she liked to her first
son and she named me Narayana after her own father whose

INTRODUCTIONonly issue she was.

was a custom in vogue to
been
nativity, I should have

If there

name one after the star of his
named Kartika or K&rtikeya,

that beautiful asterism,

after

the Knttikas or the Pleiades.
to

Coming
young mind

my

an age which I can recollect
mother poured all her Puranie

time for imparting

into

my
-The

lore.

was mostly the time when mother and
mill stone and ground jointly all

it

children sat round

;

the

during a week or so previous
to Kn'shraa's Jayanti for making all sorts of victuals to be
offered to that Beloved Child.
Every time the mothersorts of corns

and

pulses

young ones were bound

narrator took breath the

to say

(

ay'

they had heard her attentively ; so that there
was the triple harmony of her voice, the chorus of ays

to indicate

and the mill-sound, which latter was no doubt the most
delicious music to my young ear as I had a personal
interest in it ; for, as my birthday was only one day before
the Jayanti,

was simply

my

feast

so

in Kn'shna's

merge

the usual

fasting

till

:

I

the

then eat for days afterwards the good
as

many

to

day with

to wait for a

time of worship and
things,

was made

no mortal's

in

are

birthday-feast

prepared.

Along with Puranic

lore,

about

her

vision

of light she once had
of

face

visions of
to

my

belief regarding ray

the Narasihma

God which

have had.

So, I

God Knshna, who

as

mother had told

Parik shit-like birth,

which she saw the

in

took

priest
it

all

the
lion-

of

Vishnu, and the

of the

family was stnted

incarnation

the

me

into

my

head to think that

a boy had freely played

with the

Gopa boys, should appear to me (for was I not a boy ?)
and make me learned at once by impressing His conch
on my mouth as Vishnu did to Queen Suniti's young
son Dhruva who, thus impressed, began to pour forth
most profoundly learned praises of Vishnu and got a world
1

for

self

himself in the

do whatever

room

(just to

I

North Pole

may

close

Star.

my

But

eyes

coax the Boy God not to

feel

let

my young

well in a lonely

shy) and put out

INTEODTTOTION.

my tongue

ever

This showed that

knowledge and

nothing was impressed upon

so long

was not

I

receive

to

fit

gifts,

lettered, croak over niy

hooka incessantly

occult

any

and that I must, in order

to

(as the

if;.

become

Kanarese

Bnt in ray
the frogs of the rainy season.
in
native village all I could accomplish
English was to do
my spelling book and vocabulary and write a passable hand;
saying is) like

At the

early age of 14

Kind

father.

[

had the misfortune

family and the education of

was able

for the

relations did their best

to drive

my

quill,

it

of losing

younger brothers.

my

my

support of the

As

I

was intended I should enter

the public service at the earliest opportunity.

My

maiden crop

of self-earning

was when a high placed

elderly English Officer came from Madras on a hurried tour
without his clerks and presented me with 10 Rs. and a
I
penknife for being his writer for three or four days.
recollect with regret that boyishness overrode good manners;
for on one of those days, seeing his face whitened with soap
an operation never before
in the operation of self-shaving

witnessed

I burst

laughter, at

into a

fit

of

smothered but irrepressible

which he growled terribly but which he at
to

generously forgave, adding bounty
remuneration received was too much
that was done.

I was then about 15.

last

forgiveness, for, the
for.

the

Two

paltry

work

years later I got

into the public service as a clerk in the English Department
of a big office in the northern part of Mysore, and by trying
to

make
to

out the

meaning

of the

letters

copied by me, I

pick up a smattering of English.

began
Like

English, I had to pick up my Sanslmt by
without
self-study,
uudergoing a regular Siksha in gram-

my

mar, lo^ic, alanka-a, Dhaimas^stra, Vedanta, &c., in the
orthodox manner. One incentive to know Sanskrit was
the desire felt for mastering the literature that had giown
about the burning questions of widow re-marriage arid

sea-voyage in both of which my sympathies, though without influence, were on the side of the reformers. I had fco
learn a bib of Bengali also to be able to understand Pandit
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Isvarafcmdra

(Sri

Books and dictionaries

widow re-marriage.
But

silent teachers.

subject o
no doubfc

work on the

Vidyasagar's

or

self-study,

-are

of a

silent study,

dea<J

have tried

I
for, although

language has its disadvantages;
to read and understand some of the ancient Sanslm't works,
I

not able to speak or write in that divine language.

am

1876 I travelled on a pilgrimage
I
consider it an event in my life
and
in Northern India,
the venerable Pan^ifc
the
had
that I
privilege of seeing
and
also the celebrated
at
Calcutta
Isvara&andra Vidyasagar

In the

latter part, of

Dr. Rajendralala M.itra and Kristodas Pal.

from

names in Southern- India,
the Tamil

means

'

ai',

five,

who

one

has
the

compound of two words,
sign, and
anga

a

is

and the Sanskn't
certain five

Pandit

Ascertaining

affixed to Srivaishnava

me. that the epithet, Aiyangar,

3

'

,

or

signs

essentials

of

'

said

Then,

&ivaish?iavism,
humourously
I call you a Pafi&angi in unmixed Sanskrit ?' I had to
'
for that might
remonstrate saying
Please, do not Sir
:

may

!

reduce

am
me

me

to a

Panfcanga-Brahman, an astrologer, which I

not.'

On

in his

own palanquin and

College

;

one of the days of

and reclining

my

with

stay

me

sent
face

with him he put

to see the

sky- ward

I

Sanskn'fc

laughed

strange sounds sung by the
f
Here I am, a nobody in,
bearers and at the thought of

throughout the way at the

:

my own

in

Naravahana,

country, going
even in the capital of India

presented

adding

me

to the

'
!

At

like

parting,

Yaisravana,
the

Pa?z$ib

with valuable books, which, though greatly

bulk of

my

luggage as a third

class passenger,

cheerfully; for did not even God Indra carry
loads of fuel several times in his
studentship of Brahma-

I carried

vidya under Father PrajApati ?
But I nearly lost the books by getting myself left in
the Railway Station next to Shahjehanpur, the train having
moved on with the bag containing them and all my things.

Making

a

sign

to

the guard

that

my bag

was

in the

train, I ran over the line to catch the train before it left that

big station, but by the time I could get there with

my

boots
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vi

in

in

my hand (for my feet, booted in Calcutta for the first time
my life, were not well accnstomed to them), the train

had passed

on, bnt the guard

had dropped down the bag in

ihe station-master's room.
the next train I reached the

By

junction

station

on

where every body was going for the
my way
which
may be truly called the Rajasuya of
epochal event,
Historic India, when Her Most Gracious Majesty the Queen
to Delhi, to

assumed the

title

of

Train after train

Empress of India.

of passengers from Cawnpur side would pass on to Delhi
without an inch of space for any of the passengers
collected at the

junction

station

to

get in.

Among

these

were
Oudh, whose influence
dignifcories
with the station master procured at last two open trucks,
into which they and I and as many others as possible
few native

a

of

threw ourselves in a rush, and being linked

to the

next

we were conveyed like so many bricks
of the Empire. The golden orb of day on high became
an umbrella as it were of genial warmth to protect us from

train that came,

the cold of winter.

Although India is a large- country of diverse Iancastes and creeds, still the Vedas and Sastras,t
images,
o
<D
J

?

.

from which the creeds have sprung like so many rivers
from the same Hirna^as, and the Puranas and the
classics,

which are held

common

in

esteem, have

been

exercising a unifying influence, despite differences, so
far as the Hindus are concerned.
As regards the
other religionists that form part of the Empire, the

enlightened spirit of the present time in which a comparatiye study of

on

is

risen,

all

religions

trying to show that
are flowing

common
religious

into

is

mosfe

zealously

carried

them, in whatever lands
One Ocean. But, above all, a
all of

upon the principle of perfect
and
neutrality
conceding equal rights of citi-

sovereign, governing

zenship to all, seems to be a very great factor in welding
the different peoples into one nation a factor greater
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perhaps than even a common religion. All/hough England,
Scotland and Ireland were Christian their internal feuds
did not stop until they became the United Kingdom. The
best ideal of Government preserved in Sanskn't literature is

one sovereignty for

all

the mutual

of

strife

the

forming

principalities,

by putting down
petty principalities and then perIndia, achieved

those
Rajasiiya sacrifice in which all
the centres o local strength, united in

paying homage to the sovereign, the common strength
of all; and the grand object of the Rajasiiya is anamifcra
(p.

86),

and

the

external

sovereign

is

state

a

of

state

being without enemy, internal
which can only exist when the

strong both morally and materially. Since

cement of peace and progress everywhere in
India (and not less markedly in Mysore) need it be said
there

is this

that there are

held

millions

together in

of

bricks of all castes and

unity in this

creeds

our Empire, even like the

grand solar and starry systems of which are
held together as the shining bricks of the altar of the
Great Sovereign Lord of Self-Sacrifice Whose Love is their
universe, the

cement

(p.

448).

Bombay, the hospitable Ba> Saheb Khanderay
Chimanrav Bedarker welcomed me and introduced me to

At

the already brilliant star of Bombay, K. T. Telang, who,
with all his learning, struck me as extremely modest,
II.

A

Hindu who, by means

of the

English language, im-

bibes the scientific spirit of the nineteenth century is sure
to get something of a critical and analytical turn of mind

and a freedom of judgment even in respect of religious
legends. The fame of Professor Max. Miiller had reached
remote town where I was employed more
than 25 years ago and I lost no time in reading such of the
learned Professor's works as I could get, the first being
the small and

I was very much struck by the solar and dawn
Pururavas and Urvasi, A confidence in this
about
theory
the Chips.
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theory was begotten when it was found from. his History of
Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp 529 and 530, that so old

an orthodox Pandit as Kumarila had explained the
of Indra

and Ahalya and

solar myths.

1

Giving

full

and

of Prajapati

scope to

his

stories

daughter as

imagination I could

my

see nothing but solar myths in one form or other in many
of the Purarcic stories, and as early as 1880, I was so bold

read a paper in the Reading- Room of Shimoga
showing that Rama, the hero of the Ramayana, was the sun
as

to

and Sita the dawn. Not one o my hearers could concur
with me. Still I held to my opinion and prepared a work
dealing not only with
nages for submission
it

by as

to be

Rama
to

but

brought

in.

other Pura?iic perso-

Max

moon

Milller.

Bub Ikept

had a great claim
to the sun
addition
in
Thenceforward,

struck rne that the

it

many

Professor

and dawn, the moon occupied
next the stars, of whom the

also

my attention
moon

is

very much, and

king, asserted their

claims.

In the story about Trisanku in the Eamayawa I saw it
is a constellation hanging head-down-

stated that Trisanku

wards in the sky.

A

local Joyisa (a

name

consulted in

for astrologer in
about 1884 said

this part of India) that was
that of the three stars of the Orion's Belt one

was Iksh-

Since then
the third Kuru.
vaku, another Trisanku and
I began to gaze at the Orion, the deity of which is the
three varied
moon, and fancied those kings to be merely
under one
the
Orion
with
names of the moon as connected

Ikshu is sugar-cane to which a line
fancy or other, thus
drawn over the Belt may well be likened, the three stars
Sanku is a
of the cane.
serving as the parvans, knots,
stars
three
its
Belt
with
the
and
might well be
:

straight

peg

Trisaiiku

;

but at

Trisauku was

to

last the conclusion

was arrived

at that

be found both in the Orion and in the

Southern Cross, in which only, the head downward form can
be seen if the two stars above the Gross are added to it (vide
p.

98 and 106),

As regards Kuru,

it

was found from the

Mahabharata (Salyaparvan, 53) that king Kuril ploughed
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his sacrificial field

kshetra.

and that therefore

Karu means

,

it

was

called

Kuru-

performer of sacrifices (vida
great dictionary of the profound

the

Kurusravawa, p. 1 8). The
Pandit TAranafcha Tavka-Ya&aspati

showed on Vedic
Devas was called
authority that the sacrificial ground
it
was
Orion
at
the
Kurukshefcra. Gazing
easy to taka
of the

that beautiful starry square to be the sacrificial field of
the gods, the sun and moon, in the sky. This idea nes6
.

led to the stories connected with the shooting of the Sacrifice

by Rudra and of- its running to the sky in the form of
and the Harivamsa version made it clear that tha

a stag

;

Sacrifice-Stag was the Orion, either the Belt or the head o
which is the asterism Mn'gasiras, the Stag's head (vide the
essay on Pravargya). Similar to the story of Rudra's shoot-

ing the Sacrifice-Stag was the story of Rudra's shooting
the stag-form of Prajapati referred to in Pushpadanta's
Stotra, which a Smarfca scholar by name Bank

Mahimna

Veukatappa

of Ghifcaldroog read to

the Vedic basis for which

is

to be

me

in about 1885

and

found in the Aifcareya

Brahmawa, from which
the Orion.

About

it is quite clear that the Stag is
that story I read, in Dr. Rajendral&la

Mitra's Indo Aryans, Professor Kahn's comparison of id
with certain German myths connected with the Orion as
the Stag.

While on the one hand the Joyiaa's pointing to the three
Orion as Trisankuj Ikshvaku and Kuru

stars of the Belt of

led to the results above mentioned, it, on the other, led me
at once to try to find in the]0rion an explanation of mytha

connected with 'three' and other objects to which tha
Orion might ba likened by the varied fancies of
poets ; and
I settled in my mind that the ancient
poets likened the
Orion not only to the sacrificial field but to various other:
objects, among which the castle is one. Among those myths,
the Puranic story of Rudra'a burning Xripura was the firsts
that was solved as referring to the Orion,
which, with the
three stars of the Belt in its middle, makes a beautiful

Tripura or three-castle, and which, so

fco

say, is burnt

up by
B
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solar fire

comes

when

the sun, -who is one of the forms of

with

in conjunction

The name
castle,

and the

Tripura,
castle

it.*

connected as

fancy

it

is

with

the Orion, directed

of

my

attention to the .Rig Vedie name, Purandara, of Indra,
who too is a. solar god. It means * he who demolishes
the castle.' I had learnt from an English astrouomy

something about the precession of the equinox and I
thought it probable that the sun's name Purandara arose
afe a time when the colure of the vernal
equinox was
passing through the Orion .| About this more anon.
Pondering over many Yedic and Puranic stories, I

came

to entertain the idea that

systematically

metamorphosed

our ancient

the

poets

had

heavenly objects as

Human

beings, extraordinary .Zfo'shis, demi-gods, gods and
goddesses and had so read the phenomena connected

each poet in his own way as to yield or
illustrate moral and religious lessons, the advantage of
dealing with the heavenly bodies being that the element

with them

of the marvellous and superhuman could be introduced

with

full poetical license.

Each story

has, it appears to me,

*

the Castle.
Tliis is the main idea of the burning of
See
the essay en Upasad about the Vedic idea of three -castle, its amplification in the, Pudtnio stories, and the phenomenal and esoteric .expla
nations of them. As the Purinic stories connect the idea of burning
involve the combination of
svifch" Eudra's, discharging his arrow, they
several fancies.
Under one 'fancy the three stars contribute to the
idea of the Orioa as the Three-castle.
Under another fancy, the
pame three stars make an arrow, fancied to be discharged by the star
And as the
Sirius, the deity of which is Rudra, into the Castle.
Bun's fire or heat begins to increase when, he comes in conjunction
with .the Orion, the further fancy is as though at that conjunction
the sun. as fire (which also is one of the forms of Rudra) rose from
fiirius Eudra's arrow, the Belt, and burnt lip the Castle.
Esoterically,
the burning means Rudra's understanding the Orion-Sacrifice by
the fire o his keen, penetrating, intellect.
,

:

;

;

:

t:'At

=

fessor.
'*

esteemed friend, ProM.A., published in 1891, there is this passage ;
it said that there are mythical stories current in Sanskrit

page 33 of the work on Tngas by

my

M. Rangafcarya,

have heard
literature which .refer to a time when the vernal equinox took place
jwith the sun in the Mngaslrsha (Orion) constellation/' Mr. Eangafcarya
writes me to say that he distinctly remembers my telling him in 1885,
When he met me at Chitaldurg, that the story of Tripura-dahana refers
to the time when the colure of the vernal equinox was in the Orioa
and that there were several other myths referring to that period,
I
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s

ita

own

esoteric meaning, whicb, when. got at,

almost needless;

that is

*

makes the

attempted
phenomenal explanation
the following essays as in
in
is
retained
also
but the latter
of the heavenly objects
utilization
the
many of .the stories
truths
is, to my thinking, so
to illustrate moral and religious
be
not
should
and
overlooked. The
very plain as cannot
was
in
me
felt
by
dealing with the puns,
difficulty
greatest

met with in many- of the stories, and
puzzles and paradoxes
this led to the seeing of the marvellous power which words in
Sanskn'li

by

bad

and paradoxes
and
meaning
by the division

in engendering myths, puzzles

their different shades of

o words in more than one manner.

Some

of the stories are

outwardly so absurd aa would never bave been preserved
as sacred literature, unless there was some simple meaning
hidden in them. I think the authors of the Puranas, in

which term I include the Ramayana and the Mahabharata
also, have regularly inherited from the Vedas the traib
of speaking in parables, puns, riddles and paradoxes.
Wherever such things are found in the Yedas, we find
the case of many of them this steriotyped expression*

m

*

'

Parokshapriya/i iva hi Deva/i'
The gods .are fond of esotery/

In approaching God, all kinds of moods of mind seem to
have been employed the awfully serene and circumspect,
the most buoyant and confiding, the most fearless, familiar
most ardently loving, and sometimes the
most playfully humourous, jovial and funny j and since the
inner meaning was all right, no fear whatever stood in

and

friendly, the

Para-Brahman being outwardly subjected
from the pranks of $abda-Brahman the pranks of words in puns and puzzles. To teach
by means of riddles and paradoxes has the advantage of
exercising the mind of the enquirer, and when he solves
them and finds out the hidden truth, he would cherish it as
self-acquired wealth. For ages there seems to have been a
the

way

of even

to all the paradoxes derived

poets who composed stories containing such
and their esoteric meanings were sufficiently well

.school of

riddles,
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known to their cofcemporaries and successors. Bub a time
came when they were forgotten and only the outer meanings
left.

the

There was never any immorality of the Gods, nor of
spoken of in our Puranas, and the laws of con-

JBi'shis

duct maintained in the different Sakhas were rigorously
enforced. If anybody asked, how is it Indra did so and so

and this

or that Rishi of old did so

and

so,

he was

told that

those were extraordinary persons and that all those days
were gone. Or, without stopping to argue with him, he

Was sternly

told in the

Dharma-Sutras

like this

:

" Dn'shio
dharmavyatikrama/i sahasam 7ca muni"
" 38% Deva-ftaritam /caret."
Uktam
narn."

dharmam

sama/caret."

'Transgression of the law and intrepidity of
*
No one
conduct are seen in the case of Kishis.'
should do a (bad) act (because it is said to have
'
One should follow
been) done by the Devas.'

only the conduct that is laid down in the DharmaSastras.'

only rarely that Pandits trie! to solve the
Kumarila has done in the case of the so-called
as
riddles
It

was

adultery of Indra and the daughter-incest of Prajapati;
The stories preserved in our old sacred literature appear
.

yery hoary-headed, hut in that old garb we should not fail
to detect the jovial punner and riddler and play with him

very freely. Unless we do so, he will not reveal his true
Preconceived ideas in vogue for centuries benumb our critical sense. The European scholar has the
nature.

advantage of being free from them.
against them

We

have to contend

at every step.

In addition

to explaining several

Vedic

stories, I

have

brought many texts of the Vedas and Upanishada to bear
upon the Puramc stories to show that they have grown from
those texts and that they should not be rejected as the
aberrations of a fallen age but accepted as the direct
descendants of the Upanishads which are so much admired.

For showing

the drift gl the Upanishacls, as those stories are
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more ancient than the works of the commentators, they
are more valuable. The different schools of the Vedanta
are free to find in them each the shadow of its own philosophy, and 1 have used freedom of judgment in finding out
what I consider to be the spirit of the stones and the texts
brought to bear upon them. The esofcerism of these stories
was never intended to be kept a secret mystery, but was to
bo found by any body to be no other but plain truth, as
plain as any ordinary

mind may understand,

as truth

is

always simple.

The subject

of

our mythology

is

very important

because there is not a branch of our ancient

knowledge
O
which mythology has not entered in some shape or
other. I had to work at odds and ends of time in the midst
into

of heavy office

had.

Many

work

at stations

where DO library could be
and flighty theories

errots, faulty conclusions,

and the language, being foreign and uct
be very clear and correct.
not
The work
well-learnt, may
to
induce
more
others to a study of our mythois intended

may

have crept

in,

logy in a systematic manner than to claim for itself any
right to teach them.

Now, about the ancient time when the colure of the
vernal equinox was passing through the Orion and to
which probably Indra's name Purandara and other myths
refer, it

may be

stated here that

if

the Eig Vedic Asva-

Horse-head of Dadhya^ which the sun Indra wields
as his weapon, is the asterism Asvini and if this feat of
airas or

the sun refers to a time
solstice or the

when

the colure of the winter

beginning of the Uctarayana was in that

asterism, it would be a time
vernal equinox was in Punarvasu

when

the colure of the

a time which would go
to about 1,800 years prior to the time when the colure
of the vernal equinox was in
Mrz'gasirsha of the Orion
or to about 3,600 years prior to the time when it was in
the Kn'ttikas or the Pleiades. This would
put too long an
interval between the time of the
Rig Veda and the lima
of thg Biihrnanaa

of the Yajar

Veda .which count

the
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asterisms beginning them with the Knttikas, thereby indicating that the vernal equinox was in that asterism at the

For reasons given at pages 333
and 334, 1 came to the conclusion that the Horse-head
.spoken of was not Asvini but Mngasiras, which is either
time of those Brahinanas.

the Belt or the head of the Orion, and that the Orion, the
celestial sacrificial ground personified as the Deity Sacrifice,

was

likened, sometimes to the stag

and sometimes

to

one Vedic saying (quoted at
that
Sacrifice
ran away from the Devas
the
effect
to
p. 350)
in the form of a black deer or stag, there is another Vedic
Just as there

the horse.

is

VI. 7, 18) to the effect that
saying (Tandya.Br&hmana
in the form of a horse/*
Devas
the
from
Sacrifice ran away
with
Vivasvan
to
I have tried
Prajapati fp. 196).
identify
described in the Aitareya Brahmana as
having assumed the form of a Risya, stag, the Yedic story
about the birth of the Asyins describes Vivasvan as having

Just as Prnjapati

is

assumed the form of a horse; and since the stag form
is clearly

form

identified

most

also is

with the Orion

(p.

likely a varied fancy of

481),
it.

the

The

horse

asterisra

'
the head of the Deer/ is called ' the head of
Mn'gasiras,
Prajapati' in the Satapatha Brahmana referred to at p. 333,
evidently because the Orion-Deer represents Prajapati.

IsMfv'gasiras.the Orion's head or is it the Belt? Taking
the four corner-stars of the Orion to be the four les
O of

the Orion-Stag, its head may be the group of small stars
midway to the north of the shoulders, and placed in the
head, of Orion as depicted in European astronomy. But at

334 I have supposed the Belt in the middle of the Orion
to have been more probably Mn'gasiras, the head of the
p.

Stag. The reason
The Belt consisting

an arrow

is

for this strange supposition
,

is

this.

on a straight line like
most conspicuous next to Aldebaran Rohini,
of three stars

and indeed in the story of the Aitareya Brahmana the Belt
is fancied to bei an arrow discharged by the Dog Star
*
.

'

Yajfio Devebhyo 'svo-bMfcv& 'pakramat,
tara Dovafc. pvastarewa' 'ramayan',
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Stag (vide the story

Sirius into the heart of the Orion

at p. 478 as explained at p. 481).

Among

fabulous astras

our Puranas mention Hayasiras and Brahmasiras (vide
B&m. quoted at p. 69 about Hayasiras, and Apte's Die.
about Brahmasiras). Astra means a missile or ah arrow,
and probably it is the Belt of the Orion which, as already
stated, is the horse

form

of Prajapati alias

Brahma

that is

called Hayasiras (Horse-head) or Brahmasiras (Brahma's
head) ; and by reason of its being dedicated to the moon, it ia

the Horse head of

moon Dadhya&

also,

which the sun Indra

wields as his most powerful weapon in order to put an end
to the powers of winter. The locality of the Horse-head
is clearly

stated to be the jaghatirdha or hip region of
(p. 332); and as the sacrificial field Kuruk-

Kurukshetra

its hip region is where the Belt is.
If
would follow that the Belt was called
both sara, arrow, and siras, head, by two independent
The arrow form of the Belt is plain enough but
fancies.

sbetra

is

the Orion,

all this is correct it

in the middle of the Orion-Deer, how can it be its
head
? The
siras,
reply is this. As the square of the Orion
is the sacrificial ground or altar of the Devas and represents the Deity Sacrifice and as the fire pit is in the middle

as

it is

of the altar and

is

as

it

were the mouth (which can only

be in the head of Sacrifice eating all the oblations
thrown into it, it may well have been fancied to be the
head of Sacrifice.* By taking the three stars of the
33elt as

three heads, the Orion becomes Trisiras and the

sun Indra, coming in conjunction with this asterism which
is dedicated to the moon Soma and which becomes invisible

by the conjunctional

light of the sun, is fancied

to kill

him, the killing being a riddle meaning that Trisiras, the
In the Puranas We
celestial Soma, is pressed (p. 203).
meet with a strange demon called Vakshogriva, one who

had

his

altar
.

head or mouth in

may

his chest,

but as the middle of the

well be fancied to be both the

mouth

or head

and

*By eating all the oblations Sacrifice is asva, horse, in the sense
of a great eater, vide p. 426 'about this meaning of asra,
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the chest of Sacrifice, this strange demon may be the Orion
with the Belt-head in its middle or chest.
Rising heliacally,

the

Orion-Sacrifice

runs away from

the nights of winter as if he is a demon
all the same his sacred character as

of

the

sun

to

winter; but

Sarifice

nob

is

Thus, the ideas of the Belt's being (1) the
btiange head in the middle of the Orion, (2) the arrow
discharged into it by Sinus, and (3) the horse-head missile
forgotten.

or arrow of the sun
to

appear

be

in conjunction with

when he comes
combination

the

three

o

it,

independent

original fancies of poets.
Among these the second idea of
Sirius Rudra's hunting the Orion-Stag, which is well known
as Taramn'ga* or Starry Deer, having the discharged Belt-

arrow imbedded in the middle of its body, seems to have
survived the two others in popular recognition. In its
very inception this picture of the arrow being in the middle
of the body of the deer must have had the group of the
small stars to the north for the head of it, It is when the
character of the Orion as the sacrificial ground asserts
its importance that the mouth or head is seen in the Belt
in the

middle.

Pandits

Sir William

at Benares

describes

Jones

Mn'gasir-as

"three [stars], in or near the feet

Mithuna

or Pair],

who

[of the

consulted
to

the

consist of

zodiacal

sign
perhaps in the Galaxy," vide p. 82

IV of his work, published in 1807. He quotes the
stanzas of Sripati, author of the Ratnamala, in which
Mr/gasiras is likened to the head of a stag, and the figure
of that head as drawn in the plate printed between pages

of Vol.

74 and 75

ibid is

made up

of three stars

somewhat

like a

triangle, with no likeness whatever to the Orion's Belt
which has three stars on a straight line. The three stars
like a triangle in the plate resemble the three stars in
the head of Orion and may be those stars. It ia said

at p. 79

*Ia

ibid

that in another

Sanskn't book Mn'gasiras

describing the deer form assumed by Kavawa's uncle Marifca,
and hunted by E&na, both the Ramdyawa and the Rdmopakhyana in,
the Arawyaparra of the MaMbharata liken that deer to the Taramriga
of the sky,
The TarjUnnga or the starry deer, cau only bg the Orion.
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is

likened to

"a

cat's

In the description, prevalent
about the

paw."

among the astrologers of this part of India,
of the
form, and number of stars, of each
is said to

Mn'gasiras

ma,

be like a

asterisms,

arrow, consisting of

As thus the descriptions vary, it is likely
three stars.
that under one fancy Mn'g;isiras was taken to be the head
it was
by the combination of two fancies
Unless
arrow.
seen in the Belt both as the head and the

of Orion while

the varied fancies
lecognise the very natural play of
of poets we cannot get over seeming contradictions aud

we

confusions.

As another

instance

of the play

of varied

Head of
very subject
have
is
the
tried
to
asterism
Sacrifice, which,
show,
I
refer
to
the
Vedic
may
story according to
Mn'gasiras,
which the sun is the head of Sacrifice aud fchat head is cut
in

fancy

respect

of

of

this

the

I

from the body of Sacrifice and travels in the sky
The solar globe is as it were a head of
350).
(pp, 341

off

light

and becomes the head

of Sacrifice-Orion,

when

in

conjunction with it. Soon after the conduction, the sun
goes to the next asterisms and the Orion rises heliacally,
as

if

cut off from the solar head

(p. 350).

This view of

the sun being the head of the Orion-Sacrifice

is

thus a

fancy independent, and not contradictory, of the asterism

Mn'gasiras being the head of Sacrifice.
As thus the horse- head of Dadhyafc is the asterism
Mn'gasiras and not Asviui, I gave up the idea of the time

Big Veda being the time when the solstitial colure
was in Asvini. Then, which is the time of the Rig Veda ?
The reply is that it may be the time when the colure of
the vernal equinox had begun to be in Mn'gasiras and
was in the course of precession towards llohiui. The

of the

reason for this

is

that

an

examination of the $ig Vedic

stories about Urvasi, Sarajiyu,

and Brahma-jaya and of the

Subrahma?iya formula about Ahalya, shows that all these
personages are iudentical with the star Rohini aud that this
star plays a prominent part in

Orion,

many myths along with the
couueoted
the Orion may have been
with
Myths
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kept

rolling in popular tales for centuries, gathering

oil

before

additional traits,

them

referred to
of the Big

the

Veda even

a period,

to

of the Big Veda
So by assigning the time

poets

in their songs.

when

the colure of the

vernal equinox had begun to be in the region of Rohini and
was gradually in the course of precession towards the
Knttikas, we will provide amply for the importance of

Rohmi, without lessening that of Orion, because in that
period the sun whose apparent journey over the asterisms
asterisms in a month, was passing
is at the rate of 2
on to Orion from Rohiwi in the same month of the
vernal equinox, and this is quite enough to account for
myths connected with these parental asterisms, as
Rohini is the mate of Orion. The J?ig Vedic period

all

may be roughly placed from 600 to 900. years previous to
1426 B. 0., which latter is the period when the point of
the vernal equinox is said to have been in the region of the
Knttikas with the autumnal equinox in Visakha and the
summer and winter solstices in Asleslia and Srona or
Dhanishi/ta.
If in the Puranas

varied descriptions of

Orion

and

Rohi?zi

ifc

we meet with

stories

which are

phenomena connected with
does not follow that they were

the old

composed
days when the colure of the vemal
in
asterisms but that poets subsequent
those
was
equinox
Brahma?ia
the
to
period also remembered those old davs
in the old

tf

and the importance attached to those stars as emblems of
Sacrifice

and Vidja, and composed poetical and

myths about them.
The period of the Kn'ttikas
the period

now

in

also

religious

having long passed,

vogue has Xaitra and

Asvayuja as the

months

of the vernal

and autumnal equinoxes, A:sharf/ia and
as
the
months of the summei^and winter solstices,
Pushya
respectively.
Although the period of the Kn'ttikas has
passed, still its months of Vishuvas or equinoxes and

Ayanas

or solstices viz., Vaisakha and Kartika,

and

M%ha,

are

still

held very sacred,

Sravawa

The Vishnu-purana
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after mentioning the Vishuvas
one
equinoxes,
commencing with the first point of
Mesha (Ram) and the other with the first point of TuIU
one, with the sun in
(Scales), mentions the old Vishuvas
(II. 8,

7479), immediately

or

and the other with him

Kn'ttikaa

kalas, sacred periods,

fib

for

Visakbl

as punya-

charities.

The com-

in

giving

mentator Visbnu-ftitta says that these are Vishuvas of
M&gha,
past time still kept up for religions purpose.
the

first

mouth of the Uttarayana of that

celebrated as

still

such.

past time, is

has a feast called Ratha-

It

saptami performed on the seventh day of the first or
As the sun's chariot is
bright-fortnight of that month.

drawn by seven horses or by only one horse
named Sapta, Seven (Rig Veda I. 164, 2), so the seventh
day of that month was selected apparently to represent the
horse Seven or the seven horses as having begun to draw
fancied to be

Similarly, although the time

the sun's chariot northward.
is

past, yet

by reason of

its

sacred character

several stories referring to that time

seem

still

to

kept up,
have arisen

even centuries after the lapse of that time.
In this volume I have explained the story of Asura
Vn'ka (pp. 385 392) as referring to the Ayanas' of that

The most remakable

period.

Vishuvas

that

of

Rudra's Son

period

Kumara who

form, chipped

off

Kartikeya and whose another
from his body by Indra, is Visakha.*
is

My explanation of that story in
the second volume,
As
the

first

referring to the
the birth of Agni-

story as

about

is

all its details will

appear in

Garcapati, the elephant-headed God, is said to be
son of Rudra and as his festival is celebrated on the

4th day of the bright-fortnight of bhe month of Bhadrapada, I entertained the idea that, while the second son

Kartikeya
first

in

son

is

may

assigned to the period of the Kn'ttikas, the
be assigned fco the MWgasiraa or Orion
period

which Bhadrapada was the

first

month of Dakshinayana,

*
At p. 33 of Ztye Yugas, Mr. M.pangacMrya Jura
already pointed
out this signifioance( of the (story of K&rtikeya.

.".-.;.'
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But I had to give up that idea as my speculations about
what the elephant-head of this god is led me another way.
It. seemed to me that the word Hasti-Maya, Elephant's
shadow, was likely to throw light upon him. G-obhila
(Sutra VII. 8) says that special fifraddha to the
should be performed at the time of Hnsti-Maya.

commentator explains
in

support

The

Hasti-7c/(aya variously, quoting texts
One of the tests says that, the

him.

of

Pitm

arnavasya or new-moon day which comes when the sun is
The
in the Kara alias Hasta asterism is HasH-Maya.
majority of the

xts quoted in the Va/caspn tya

t>

under the

Kunjara-Maya and GajaJcAaya and another text
mentioned to me by my Ohitaldurg Parcrfit, Bank Venka*

woi'ds

tappa, define HiistWcAaya to he the 13th

day

of dark-fort-

night when the sun is in Hasta and the moon in the
asterism Magha alias Pitn'daivatya., so called because it
is

dedicated to the Fathers.

Of

these, the first or the new-moon day with .'the
Hasta can only take place on the new-moon day
of Bh&drapada.
Hasta has the sun for its Devafca or
so
that
the
sun in that star becomes one with
Regent,
his elevated starry form, and it, is obvious that the idea of

siin

in

Hasti, Elephant, in the word Hasti-Maya, refers to the
sun, who with the Hasta star directly above him as if it
were his head becomes Hasti, literacy 'he who has the Hand

but poetically the elephant, as husta means also the
proboscis which the elephant has in the head portion of its
star,'

body. If thus the elephant meant is the sun, the Elephant's
shadow cannot b darkness or absence of light, [t, is solar
;

shadow thrown by the sun can only be his
and iudee 7cAaya tnean.s also light-. The Upanishadic

light, as the

light

idea

1

is

that the Path of Light for the sinless souls to the

Eternal World

is

through the sun,* who

is

emblem

iti'c

are carried there by the solar ray^-f

of

The

knowledge. They
sun enters the month of Bhadrapada by just having been
* " Sftrya-dv&rewa
t "Tarn nayaufcy

te

viraja/t pray&nfci."

ettlft

if nnd.

Sfccyasya rastuayah."

Up.

I.

Ibid 1.2,

2,

5,

11.
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in the asterism of the Fathers, viz.', Magba, and as he closes
that month at a time when he has become one with his

own starry form on the day of
moon day, the religious poetry
to the souls of

asterism

the Fathers,
is

viz.,

the

as though the sun

newcomes

Fathers gathered in their
to pass them on to Heaven

the departed

Magha

in order

through his sacied kara, hand=rays, at a time when
towards the end of the month he is in conjunction with
his starry hand on high, namely the asterism Kara alias
far-reaching rays points to an
immensely higher region. This I thiuk is the reason why
the month of Bhadrapada became the month nio^t sacred

Hasta,

which with

its

for performing special iSYaddhas to the departed Pitns for
sending them to Heaven, a month whose name -also, derived as it is from Bhadra-pada, is susceptible of meaning
the month in which the Pitra obtain Bhadra-pada, the

state or place of Bliss.

So much about the

new-mo

>n

day of Bhadrapada

Now about the 13th day of its darkbeing Hast.i-Maya.
In that fortnight the moon comes to Magha",
the asterism of the Fathers, on the llth in one
year,

fortnight.

and | on the

or 13th in

The moon is the
others.
and seasons, and including
the intercalary month there are thirteen months.
The
intercalary or thirteenth month adjusts lunar time to solar
time and makes the moon to be in
harmony with the
maker

of

12th

tithis,

months

sun,
the great Emblem of
Knowledge, otherwise he would be in
discord wuh him. From the
religious point of view, the

months and seasons represent

moon Soma

is

religions time (p. 4,88).

The

having the Fathers, while they a; e
Saumyas, delighting in Soma (p. 137), the moon Soma of
self-sacrifice being the delicious drink of the
gods and the
Fathers.

Pitn'mftn,

Therefore

of the twelve

months

order to represent fully the maker
an>l the thirteenth month and also to

in

denote that the Fathers like that moon

concord
his

wuh

the sun

own higher

aud

that sun

who

Soma who

is in

is

in

concord with

starry form iu the flaata usterisni, the 13th

INTRODUCTION,

day

5*4

seems

to

have been selected as another

fit

aspect of

the time of Hasti-Maya when, in addition lo the sun being
Hasta, the moon is in Magha, thereby making the

in

Fathers, the Regents of Magha, really Saumyas and himself
Pitn'man, by his presence with them in their own month,
It is needless

say that this

to

concord between the sun and
the

sun

and

the

star

in

order

to

composed

Hasta
serve

heavenly poetry of

moon and between

the
is

fco

as the

be

understood as

hand

sign-post or

Our Savitn, Father, Who is in the Paramavyoma, High Region, of His infinite moral purity nd
goodness, always in concord with them, and that unless
the performer of the Sraddha is in concord with or
pointing to

faithful to his higher

spiritual Life, the

!

nature

and

Father

his

Sraddha performed

Who

his

is

will be faithless

and

useless.

In either

case,

that

is,

whether the Hasti-Maya

taken to be the new-moon day or the 13th day, it
sun who is the elephant by being then in Hasta.

is

is

the

Now

let us go back to the 4th day of the bright fortof
the
month, which is the day of Ganapati. By an
night
examination of the almanacs of several years I find that on

that 4th tithi

the

moon happens

to

be in Hasta in some

years and in Sitbraor Svati in others, and that in any year
that tithi is the latest tithi on which the moon will be in

Hasta: in no year will he be in Hasta after that tithi in that
I therefore take Gr;iwapati to be a representation

month.

moon

depicted as elephant-headed, by resori of his
then conjunction with the Basta asterism.
Although that
of the

on the 2nd or 3rd or 4th?
of the festival the 4th seems

conjunction takes place either

the purpose of fixity
have been selected, as that

still tor

to

in all

is

the

years he will hive had the

limit

Hasfca

which

within

union in that

* In the Almanacs
prepared in this part of India the 13th day
of the dark-fortnight of Bhadrapada is marked as the anniversary
of the beginniag of Kaliyuga, .and if. that I3bh day happens to have
the saa ia Hasta and the moon in Magha, it" is marked as Hasti'

'
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As Hasta

month.

the starry

is

aspect

of

the sun, the

elephant-headed moon worshipped as Ganapati, which
name tnus.t have meant the moon as the lord of Tararganas^
or groups of stars, represents a uaoon who is in concord
with the sun or Knowledge. Such is the moon Soma, who
is the pet of the S luinyas, Fathers, and who is seen and

worshipped and feted and fattened
their own month in order no doubfc

in the
to

early

become

full

part of
on the

full-moon day and then become by his self-sacrifice the
drink of the gods and Fathers in the course of. the dark-

own month.

fortnight of their

There are
try to explain

idea

is

several stories about Giwapati.

them

that the

I

shall

in detail in the second Volume.

One

moon laughed

at the strange

face

and

and another that if on Ganapati's
should
see
the moon he will fall into an
day anybody
accusation of theft. Thus outwardly Ganapati is said to
big belly of Ganapati

than

be other

theory then
poet,

may

?

Am

moon.

the

The moon,

No.

well laugh at

Gajanana and since

it

is

I to

surrender

all

my

hands of a humorous
the strange form given to him as
the

in the

moon

that

is

worshipped

in

the elephant-headed symbol, the whole of the attention of
4
the devotee

must be centred

in it for the time

he should not think that there
does so, he will be stealing

and that
in the

is

moon

no worship.
that

is

away

is

another

his

It is the

worshipped

being and
If he

moon.

mind from the symbol
Upanishadic Purusha

in the

elephant-headed

image; and that Purusha is everywhere and infinite;
and when the purpose of worship by fixing the mind is
served, the mud image is thrown into water and dissolved.

The

seen by

the religious poet in all
more particularly in the sun and moon,
.things having light,
Infinite Purusha,

to be realized as being melted and pervading every-^
where (vide the simile of the melted salt,, in .g7i&nd. Up.
quoted at p. 474). In the dark fortnight the moon melts

is

teaching us self-sacrifice and the sun also by
of his light or heat is always melting himself into all

himself as

means

if
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creatures and plants for universal good. In Southern Tndia,
when tlie Utsava-vigraha of a temple is taken out in car-

procession, the Mftla-vigraha or tbe fixed image in it is not
allowed to be se^n, for the Deity symbolized by that image
is

not different from the Deifcy symbolized by the other
is taken out.
Thus the custom of the wprshippeis. of

that

Guwapati not seeing the

on the Garaapiti-day goes to
with
the moon.
prove Gauapati's identity
in >ou

Another story is that the elephant-head worn by Ganawas taken from the body of an elephant that was
That elephant I take
lying with its head to the north.
pati

to

be our Orion whose head

stated,

tbe

Orion

is

tbe

is

As already

to the north.

moon's

star

known as Mn'ga, the Deer, the moon is
The Orion is not only the Deer but also

and as
called

it

is

well

Mnganka.

the Elephant, as

'innga* bas that meaning* also. We must remember tbafc
the Orion represents Sacrifice and that the head of Sacrifice

As
not only the Orion's head or Belt but also the sun.
the starry bead of the Orion is a fixture and cannot be
separated from it, we have to take the sun to be the head tbafc
is

is

The heavenly poetry indicated is this, The sun
conjunction with the Or ion- Sacrifice, and soon

meant.

comes

in

afterwards the Orion rises heliacally as if cut off from the
sun. This is one fancy while another fancy -of the same
phenomenon is as though the sun himself sprang forth from
the Orion-Sacrifice or altar Aditi and thereby became Aditya,
son of Aditi. Thus -born from Sacrifice he becomes the

summer sun and

sacrifices,

that

is

gives, his

summer

light

good; and that is the reason why he
deserved to get the -high starry form as the Kegent of the
It is thus the cut off sun-head that becomes the
flasta star.

and heat

Hasta

for universal

star

and serves as the elephant-head of ^the moon

Ganapati in the month of Bhadrapada.
The idea of elephant-head must have originated from*the
Hasta asterism. That was the original fancy of one poet and
* The
Aifcareya Brahrnawa 71 II. 23, 2, in describing the gift made by
Bharata, sou of Dushyanta, mentions
mngas having sukla-dantas, white
5
tusks. S&yawa readers 'mnga as elephant } Yicte p..52S of Dr, Saug's book,

it

must have been well known to

his co-temporaries and, also

many years, to his successors. They knew that Ganapati,
the wearer of that head, was the moon. The question probably
for

the moon who had his own Mn'gasirsha asterism
was his Deer-head, could be called Gajanana;and
led to the secon^myth or fancy of how the Orion Mrz'ga

arose
as

how

if it

this

might also mean the elephant, how the sun-head of it went
off and became the Hasta star and how, therefore, that star
also

might well be viewed as the head of

true that the connection of this

myth

Sacrifice.

with the Orion

It is

may be

vernal equinox that was
Bhadrapada was the first

forced to refer to the colure of the
in Mrigasiras

month

of the

when
Dakshinayana. But
a time

afc

if

there

is

no other proof,

any myth, however recent, about the moon whose asterism
for

all

is

ages

that old period.

.Mn'gasiras, may claim to be assigned
'Even if the story be taken to point

to

to

that old period, the story itself may have originated from
the fancy of a subsequent poet who knew the old period by
tradition ; for the stories about Ganapati do not appear
to

me

to be as old as

those about

Kumara; and

idea of Ganapati being Jyeshi/ta or the First,
to

it

as for the

seems

to

me

be due to the utilization, for his worship, of the Eig Vedic

verse (II. 23,

1)

:

" Gananam tva
Ganapatini havamahe

...
This verse

is

Jyeshi/m-rajam brahmanam

about the Yedic Bnhaspati

alias

.

.

.

..."
Brahmanaspati,

the First or Highest King of brahmans, words.
Bn'haspati
is Ganapati in the sense of his
being the lord of the ganas,

groups
so

(of words).*

He

is

a

became the wise Purohita

god of poetry and wisdom and
of the gods.

While the elephant-headed god is the god of learning
to the Smartas and
many other sects, the god of
and
wisdom
to
the
is Vishnu himself
Srivaistmavas
learning
and wisdom

Hayagriva, horse- headed, pictured to be in the lunar
globe. This seems to point .to Vislmu as Purusha in the moon

as

* The
Gawa-patfta of

Sauslsn'fc

ranged into several groups.

grammar

is

a

collection of

words ac

whose starryform

the asterism Mn'gasiras which, as

is

we

have seen, is also Hayasiras (horse-head), and which as the
head of Dadhyafc is connected with Pravargya-vidya and
of
Madhu-vidya from the Vedic age. The dhyana-sloka
Hayagriva, in Vedanta&arya's Stotra of Him,

is this

:

Jnananandamayam^Devam
m
adharam sar va vidy anam
Hayagriva m upasmahe.
ni

As

it is

a

1

a

ph at i k akviti

s

custom to pay homage

a general

to the

God

of

in this Introduction will, I hope, be excused.

how

I have explained

I was led in about

to think about the importance of Orion

and

,

at the beginning of a work, this disquisiton about

knowledge

Him

r in

to

one

and other

who had
of

to

begin

mythology

then been

speculating about it
encouraging news to learn from
work of Mr. B. G. Tilak of Poona,

was

it

stars,

the reviews

since

1884

in our

the

published, I believe, in the latter part of 1893, that the
Orion had engaged his attention and that he had fixed the

age of the .Rig Veda with reference to it. About the same
time Prof, Jacobi also published a discourse as the result of
his

researches

began
but it

to

chide

will

be

on

the

me

same

about

my

that a

seen

subject.

My

friends

now

and talking;

simply sitting
wide range of

our myths

having hidden Vedantic meanings very difficult to unravel
had been engaging my studies, and I thought that in.stead

of giving out

would be better

single

to issue

stories in

them together

phamplet forms, it
book form with

in a

each other wherever they throw light
This volume has been in print since
another.
one
upon
November 1896 and my being in out-stations engaged in
cross references to

work very much delayed the correction and transmission of the proofs. There still remains on hand much
official

many popular stories including the
intended to be published in another

matter, connected with

Bamayana, which
Volume,

is

AND PURURAVAS.

XJRVASI

The following extract from the $atapatha Brahmana of
White Yajur Veda is from Prof. Max Miiller's Chips

the

Vol. II:

"

Urvasij a kind of fairy (Apsaras),

fell in

love with

Pumravas, the sou of Idh and

when she met him, she

Embrace me three times

a clay, but never, against

t

'

said:

my

will/

and

me

let

never see you without your royal

garments, for this is tlie manner of women'. In this
manner she lived with him a long time and she was with

Then her former

child.
'

let
(

i

h

)

with two lambs

of Urvasi, and the
said:

i

v a

).

ed her husband

(

u

r

Gandharvas

'They take away

laud where there

aja u a

Gaudharvas, said:

a long time
among mortals;
back'.
Now there was a ewe

us see that she come

av

friends, the

now dwelt

This 'Urvasi has

)

tied to the

couch

one of them. Urvasi

stole

darling, as

hero and no

is 110

They

my

a n as

man

if
(

I lived iu a

a v

i

r a

i

va

stole the second, and. she

again.

Then

upbraidPururavas looked and

'How can that be a land without heroes or men
where I am ?' And naked he sprang up; he thought it
said:

too long to put on his dress.

Then

the Gaudhavvas sent

a flush of lightning, and Urvasi saw her husband naked
Then she vanished; ' I come back' she
as by day light.
said

and went.

bitter grief

;

Then he bewailed

his vanished love in

and went near Kurukshefcra.

There was a

lake there, called AnyataAplaksha, full of lotus flowers,
and while the king walked along its border, the fairies

were playing there

And
with
'

in the water, iu the
shape of birds.

Urvasi discovered him, and said: 'That is the man
whom I dwelt so long'. Then her friends said;

Let us appeav to him',

before him,"

She. agreed,

and they a
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Here comes the dialogue between Pururavas and Urvasi
Mandala X of the .Rig Veda,

as narrated in Sukta 95 of

The Brahmana proceeds
"
Then at last her heart melted and she
:

me the
me for

said

(
:

Come

to

.

be with
night of the year, and then thou shalt
one night, and a sou will be born to thee'. He

last

went the last night of the year to the golden seats, and
while he was alone, he was told to go up, and then they
Then she said: ' The Gandharvas
sent Urvasi to him.

tomorrow grant thee a wish; choose'. He said
<
'Choose thou for me'. She replied: Say to them let
me be one of you.' Early the next morn, the Gandharwill

vas gave him his choice; but

when he

said:

'

Let

me

be

'

That kind of sacred fire is
one of you,' they said
not yet known among men, by which he could perform a
:

and become one

sacrifice,

of ourselves'.

.

They then

ini-

Pururavas in the mysteries of a certain sacrifice,
and when he had performed it, he became himself one of

tiated

the 'Gandharvas."

The learned

"This

Professor observes:

is

the simple

story told in the Brahma?za,.aud it is told there in order
to show the importance of a peculiar rite, the rite of

kindling the

fire

by

friction,

which

is

represented as the

one by which Purftravas obtained immortality."
About the etymology of Urvasi and Puriiravas he
" The
etymology of Urvasi is difficult. It cannot
says:
from
u r v a by means of the suffix s a (Pavuui
derived
Tbe

V.

2, 100),

and

because there

because

l

y uv

a

s

a

&

is

derivatives
c

.

,

no such word as
in.

s

a

like

,

have the accent on the

urva,*

r o in

a

s

a

,

last syllable.

* Note. Although the Word 'nv va,' does nob occur in the
Big Veda,
the Vufcaspatya under that word says that in the Tanclya Briihmana,
arer
mentioned
as
s
v
a
a
kind
of Pitri-Devatus that are
ur va (u
/O
supposed to be hovering over the earth, the word being derived thus
'
ti
v
i
the
has
is
r
v a li '. Tims the word having
he who
,
earth,
existed in the Brahmawa period, the idea that Urvasi, though a nymph,
to
the
earth
and
down,
loved
a
mortal may have received support
went
In $ig
Tby looking upon Urvasi aa somehow connected with U r.v a ,
95; 18, Fwurayas is said to haye. been a mortal at first',
:

i-

i

U
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I therefore accept the common Indian explanation by
which this name is derived from u r u } wide, and a
a

root

s,

to pervade,

and thus compare u

r

u

-

a

with

s i

another frequent epithet of the Dawn, u r ft. lei, the
It is frefeminine of tirti-a/t? fargoing
that she prolongs the life of man.
said
of'TTshas
quently

Again, she

called

is

antarikshapra,

filling the air, a usual epithet of the sun,

diva

with mighty splendour,

presence of the

dawn

sound, yet the root
cry,

i

rava

r

u

h a d

-

indicating the bright

solar hero requires

Though

proof

b r

That Puriiravas

appropriate name, of a

is

all

is

is

an

hardly any
used of

generally

which means originally to

,

also applied to colour, in the sense of

a loud or

himself
Besides, Pmiiravas
crying colour, i.e.
a s i S Ii t h a (the brightest) which, as we know, is
a name of the sun ; and if he is called Aida, the son of
rod.

calls

V

Irfa,

to

the same

name

elsewhere (R. Y. III. 29, 3) given

is

Agni, the fire."
Ho concludes thus

:

" The root of

all

the stories of

Pururavas and Urvasi, were short proverbial expressions,
of which ancient dialects are so fond.
Thus 'Urvasi
'

dawn rises '; Urvasi sees
Pururavas naked' meant 'the dawn is gone'; 'Urvasi

loves Pururavas

finds

It

meant

'

Pururavas again' meant
seems

c

the

'

the sun

is setting'."
I
to me, for reasons which
have endeavoured to

explain below, that Pururavas and Urvasi are not the sun and
the dawn, but the moon and his favorite
spouse, the stai?
Rohini. personified as the two a r a n i s
pieces of wood,
,

from which the summer
is

fancied to be churned.

light, likened

to the sacrificial
fire,

Vak

The

Rohini star represents
,
In winter
(vide Essay on Creation).
she comes clown to the
night as if to woo the moon, who is
of mortal man in the
king of night and who is the

Word

or

Knowledge

type

sky

because he dies on
every
to

have arisen to

new moon day; and the story seems
illustrate how she
put him in the way of

securing a place high in the starry region as the

3

d e

vrta
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or regent

Orion's

of the

Belt Mngasiras, where, he, it is
united
to her, as the two asterisms
permanently
Eohini and the Belt are near each other. As winter, the ni<>-ht
is

fancied,

-

-

-

j

-

%-)

period of the year, is succeeded by summer or poetically
gives birth to it, the fancy of the poet is that the Bohi?a star
met the moon in the nighis of winter, conceived of liirn

and brought forth the summer
An esoteric meaning,
light.
which will be explained at the end, seems to underlie the

With

story.

this introduction let

me

proceed to the details.
fire, the

In giving directions about the churning of

$atapatha Brahmana says
Thereupon he lays the lower churning-stiek (with the
top to the north) with 'Thou art Urvasi.' He then touches
:

the

(ghee in

a
a

r

a n

i

with

)

ghee-pan with the upper churning

.the)

'Thou

stick with

(

art Ayu', he puts

Thou

nymph and Pururavas was

(child)

down

(on the lower

For Urvasi was

her husband

which sprang from that union was

Egglmg
Part

it

art Puriiravas'.

in the Oriental series edited

II. p. 91).

know

(fchee)

name

of

.

Again,

Go

Ayu

"

May

Agni

and the

Ayu (Vide
Max Miiller,

called

Nabhas

Agni, Angiras! with the

thou,

(life)"

the

by

;

(ibid p.

118).

It is thus clear that the ritualistic formulas,

which the

Brahmawa quotes, and which may be older than the lig
Veda in whose period the rite of Idudling the sacrificial fire
by churning the two a ran is was well known (H. V.
III. 29), the fire thus kindled being described as the infant
son of the two a r a, n i s (V. 9, 3), and these being some-

two fathers (1.31,4,) and sometimes, the
(I. 31, 2,)
identify Pururavas with the upper
with
the lower, and their son Ayu,
Urvasi
churning stick,
first with the ghee as evidently the seed or embryo, and then
times, called the

two mothers

with the

fire

generated by friction.

much'

Pnruravas or

'

he who

cries
is an
appropriate name for the upper a r a n i
which produces the sound of much laborious churning neces-

,

sary before the. fire can be generated. Urvasi, according to
Moier Williams' Dictionary, means s wish, ardour, hot

4
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desire

'

who

'she

The

&c.

Max

in

list

much.

eats

Vedic expressions

'Bra
a

n u

s

in a

li

e

t

a in a

s

The

5

Eating
'5 n u

's o

:

s

u u

The lower

'.

Sam.

Taittiriya

t

e

a

r

means enjoying,
e

t
'

s

';

an

a r

s

a

k

a

van
a

1

vide the

k a

m

m

a n

b ha d

r

a

'

;

m

which, so to say, "wishes
the churning is Urvasi (tiru-asj).

and enjoys much

for

as primarily means, to eat, vide
Science of Thought.
Urvasi then is

root

Miiller's

I. 5,

i ,

47, says that Agni, the

fire,

kingdom ( v i s v & o s h a d li i r
Veda X. 124, 2, Agni is said to go
a v i v e s
the churning sticks, and
into the navel called a r a n i
a r a n i s
III. 29, 2, says that Agni is placed in the two
two
as g a r b h a
The
next
verses
describe
the
embryo.
entered' the

vegetable
a ). In Rig

,

,

instantaneous birth of Agni from

him

calls

Agui

but also of

llii

s

as

a

r

o

m

a

though
v a n a

a
s

22; and

a n

i

mean

B

4 h

of

m

the

is

s o

lord

and

a r a n

i ,

The

jnice.

o

s

ma

s o

h a d h

i

,

and

s

.

it

which says

'

Vanas-

May

The

Brahmans

a n a n a

Taittiriya

the
first

is

Sam.

:

the

a in a

passes

Brahmaus

or

8,

10, also

m

because

to drink the

Vislmu Purawi

new moon

into

1.

Vanaspati and that he
S o in o 's m & k a

Raja
m raja, evidently

idea found in

word

does along with the sun, seems

II. 12,

s

it

o

was

ma

.

slokas 9

moonless)
then into all the

(literally

water and

and plants, and that therefore a person who cuts down
any way injures any plant or tree on that day incurs
a li in a h a t y a the sin of killing a Brahman, seems to be

trees

or in

b r

a

of all

moon, king Soma,

moon

and

i

the sun, be full of sweets to
us,' the

moon.

10, that on

day, the

m

in I. 90, 8,

the exclusive privilege of the

The

a n

plants and trees (Rig Veda X. 97, 18;
called Vanaspati in IX
12, 7, is

s,

occurring as

the

king
r

.

moon, and

says that the
is

r

have been reason for conceiving the
Soina has three forms, viz. the moon,

Soraa,

and Surya

Vaiiiispati,

to

t

28).

probably the
pati,

i

to

plant and the

plant,

p a

a

the fire altar. Thus,

is

There seems
the

lower

not only the son of the mother
or Ida, the altar.

poetically,

moon

the

IZa's son, placed in I/a's seat

,

5
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very old. I take the water to be the conjunctional solav rays
in which the moon disappears on new mooriday. The moon's
entering trees and plants appears to be a myth derived from
the moon's woody nature as Vanaspati; and the belief that

moon

disappears or dies,* he is not lost altoother form, the trees and plants,
gether,
tear that he might be killed if
the
rise
to
apparently gave
these were cut.

although the

bufc exists ia his

h a ranked foremost,' because ife is the tree from the wood of which the two a r a n i s
are made. In 'Rig Veda X 97, 5, the trees as va 1 1 h a and
p a r 71 a_ are personified as the seat and home of all plants,

Amongo

p a

the

v

a

the trees the

n a

v a

s

1 1

tree being also used in sacrifices as

r

a n a

is

performed,

honored by the adjective
being Vanaspati, the lord of wood,

is

sacrifices are

to

fit

tho

vats a ceremony
In Rig Veda I. 135, 8, Soma
asvattha. Thus the moon

tree with the branch of which the

p & k a

it is

-

called

all

wooden things used

be conceived as forms

of the

moon

in

in his

11
p a, the sacrificial
(Big Veda I El. 8). Thus the

character as Vanaspati; for instance, y
post,

a

r

a n

of the

called

is

Vanaspati

made

i

of the

wood

of the

asvattha

is

a form

moon.

I shall nexfe attempt to show how the word a r a n i was
Under Rig Veda V. 9, 3,
capable of giving rise to a myth.
it from the r.oofc r z
derives
in which the word occurs, Stiyana

(No.

118

Max

in

i

,"

i.e.

'to

go or advance,'
a g n i r i t i
a r t
g
the two pieces of wood are called a r a n i

am

a b h y

thus,

a r a n

Mailer's

List),

a k k

i

ha

t i

because from them the

fire advances.
Supposing this is corwas susceptible of being misconstrued, or
as a - r a n i , that
purposely construed for the sake of pun,
which is without r a n a , joy. R a n a is derived from

rect,

r

a n

the word

(No. 107 in the

ran ay an

(I.

100,

list),

7),

'to shout,
.r

a n a

rejoice.'

(IX.

The verbs

7, 7),

ran an

*
The Ai, Br&hmawa V. 28. p. 534 of Martin Hang's Translation says
" The moon at the time of the new moou is absorbed
by the sun.
With the death of the 'moon my enemy shall die and disappear."
,

6

:
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.(X, 25, 1)

and

R

cheer.'

AND PESURAVAB.

aranayaii

a n a

means

also

(X. 88, 2)

war

(I.

mean

i

to rejoice or

61, 6), because

much

The word a - r a n a occurs in
many places in the Rig Veda as meaning sorrowful, without
without love; ia the last sense, it means a stranger or
joy,
shouting takes place in

it.

enemy. Therefore, the upper stick or the churn is Pururavas,
the vehement crier or 'shouter, only when he is associated
of wood, Urvasi, and he is
he
a na
is separated from her.
joyless, when
Now, taking the moon and the star Bolrini to he Puriira-

with his wife, the other piece
a

- r

vas
fire,

.

,

and Urvasi, the generators of the heavenly summer
arose as to how the former lost his wife and

a story

a, joyless, and

became a-r a

how

at last the son

was born.

explain what that story means phenomenally,
the
-Satapatha Brahmana and the facts to he
taking together
found in the dialogue in Rig Veda X. 95.
The year begins with the Day period. Both the moon
I shall

now try

to

and Rohwi are now

whom
logue

the renewed

in

moon

conjunction Avith
springs forth.

says:' When Pururavas
in battle field.'

Dasyus

solar light,

is

which go

sun,

from

born the self-shining

The Devas created him

rivers nourished him.

born from the sun *

\vas

the

Verse 7 of the dia-

for killing the

This seems to mean that the moon
nourished by the rivers, the flood of
globe to make him shine

to the lunar

and

kill the
Verse 4 says
Urvasi gives
nightly darkness.
wealth and food to her s v a s u r a , t father-in-law, and then
wishing for the company of her husband goes from a n t i g v Hi a the near house, to a s t a , the house (of her husband),
;

,

*As to the idea that the mooa is the offspring of the sun, vide the
concluding portion of Ai. Br.
word Svasura occurs in Rig Veda X. 28, 1, also. The DovatA,
fThe^
of that Sukta is ludra.
In verse 1 a female, who is supposed to be the
wife of Iti dra'a. son
Vasukra, says: "All the gods have come to my
(sacrifice
bub my svasnra has not come." Some of the other verses of
this
are attributed to Vasukra, who describes himself as
being
Sukta^
endowed with
extraordinary powers. The Sukta is, in my opinion, put
mouth
of the
and
his
the
moon,
wife, the
luto^the
heavenly sacrifice!-,
Eohint, The gods, the solar
rays, at the evening twilight, approach and
advance upon the Orion-Sacrifice a few
before the sun ludra comes
;

{?.

.W^ofo

clays

vtob ib
-Being impatient of his delay the fiohin! Bays
the gocie bare
come", 6e,
-

,

;

AND PURURAVAS,
where they

love each other.'

Her husband,

the

moon,

This

may be

construed thus:

the sou of the sun. Afc the period
of the conjunction she strengthens and enriches the sun, her
father-in-law, with the

may

is

summer rays in the near house, which
when in conjunction with the

be taken to be her position

Being now merged

sun.

Day, she

husband's house, which

when

position

is

in the world of

here are evidently the solar rays.
period next begins, Kohini has now come

The Nigh b
to her

in the

who

the Gandha'rvas,

may

in opposition to or far

be taken to be Im-

away from

the sun,

but in conjunction with the full moon, which is the point
down below the sun. Therefore it is fancied thab she went

down from

the upper world,

lower, the Night, or

the glorious autumnal full
palace. Verses 8 and 9 say:
his

the

autumn and

Day

or

summer,

moon, when he
(

to the

winter, in which ghe loves
is

in the Orion-

Purui-avus, the mortal, throws

arms around the

flighty immortals; they tremble away
trembling doe'. The moon is mortal, beThe
subject to death on new moon day.

from him

like a

cause

is

lie

immortals

moon.

may

full

fc

moon

a
light, and it is fancied there was
he should not appear naked. He embraces

fully clad with

stipulatiou that'

dimmed by the light of the full
moon oi s a r a or autumn he is

be the stars

Being the

Urvasi three times a day and makes her happy (verse 5).
This has reference probably to the worship of Agni three times
a day at the three savauas, the wife being, according
or fire in
to an ancient idea (Kliim. Up. V. 8, 1), the
which the husband sacrifices himself to be born as the son.

Agm

Urvaa! dwells with him. four iiigUs o
probably has reference to four

full

moon

sarat,

(which

nights of the

Night

period),

The Conjunction again,
beginning

moon

is

appear to

at the

end

of the year

and the

This being new moon day the
naked. The two lambs
and
therefore
ray-less
be the twin Asvins, who are the deities presiding
of

another year.

over the peep of day (vide essay on Asvins).

During the

night period they are supposed to have remained fastened to

'AND PtJI$RiVA8/

Urvasi^s couch;-

Now that they are required

summer

the'-peep of

or

of the

summer' sun.

and' so,

The

to preside over

is

fancied^ they ai'e
the
Ganclliarvas,
advancing rays

day-period,

drawn out from* there by the

it

9

heliacal setting of Rohini
follows,
bitter grief"

the moon "bewails his vanished love in

and becomes- a-rana.
1

But

in

being now' in the

due course, the

star rises helia-

Dawn

region "she addresses the
cally
Dawn in verse 4, and telling her that she would go and meet
aiid'

1

her 'husband; she goes to the point of Conjunction with the
full

moon.
Thefre she meets the

moon Pururavas

in Kurukshetra,

be another metamorphosis of the same Orion
which 'was exhibited as palace before. Kurukshetra means
whi'ch'seems to

ground '(vide p. 15), a proper place for the
arama to meet and the dialogue in which Pururavas cries

the' sacrificial

to her to stay

and present him with a son seems

to be the

sound" of churning poetically converted into a dialogue
between the couple. Her saying that she willnot stop, seems
to mean that unless firmly held, the lower a r a n i will slide

Pururavas begins the dialogue
in the act of churning.
some
to
words with her, but she says
exchange
wishing
by
she is gone like the first of the dawns and is hard to be

away

1 and 2.)
This seems to mean
commenced her journey sunward. In

'wind (verses
cauglit'iike the
1

'

that

the

'

star 'has

verse 8 Piiruravas refers to ''that non-heroic event

(

av

i r

e

hi which "the lightning flashed like an arrow

kratau)"

a swift steed
discharged from the quiver, like
winning
the
and
shoutevs
( d h u n a y a h )
cattle, winning hundreds,

bleated like lamb."

Sayana takes the

na

in this verse to

'
the negative, but Mr. Grifiith (akes it to mean like'
and"T follow him. He explains the verse thus: 'Yes,

mean

me with the speed of an arrow or a racer.
deluded us. They bleated like a
Graudharvas
The cowardly
that
'one of thy pets was in pain or
think
lamb to make us
thoti wentsfc

from

:

a flash of fictitious lightning made me
danger, and'then by
In verses 10 and 12
visible to thee in my nakedness.'
:

eaysi-^'May Urvast who shines like lightning

AND PURTJKAVAS.
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heavenward

grant

my

When

will

and cling

a brave son be born;

will

he cry and shed tears

son.

for

When

?

parents

the svasuras

among

be the wished

to

May

When

?

affectionate

to his

shine

(the fire)

Agni

he be born

desire.

answer.

In due time thy son

thy joy.

I shall send thee that of thine

embryo)

in

Go thou

me.

to

s t

in verse 17 Pururavas says:

Then

and shed

will cry

a

will

Agni,

Sayawa rightly takes
She replies: ( Take my

?'

a

,

f

I,

which

tears for

(now as
house again.'

the

is

who am

Vasishz/a,

householders and sacrifices) hold
moves in the sky ( a n t a r i k s h a p r a ) and

the best of dwellers

Urvasi who
who measures

thou be blessed

(i, e.,

waters

the

come

!

isni-vartasva.
slip

away.'

,,

a

j

The
Taking n i

'

v

i

in

original of
to mean

an
'

i

)

May

..

come back'

n

i t

a

r

a

m

,

'

Pururavas must remain with him.
translates

a s o

do thou remain well and steady and
Probably this is the sense, as Urvasi held by

the sense would be

not

( r

back',

Vasishi/a'

as

{

Professor

Max

Miiller

the

brightest sun/ deriving ifc
'
from the root v a s , to beam. The same root means also to
dwell' in which sense Sayawa construes the word here thus
:

sam&nanam madhye atisayena vasayita.
'

Antarikshapra'

is

an epithet which may be applied to any

heavenly object, such as the sun,
shaprud'

occurs in I.

116, 3, as

moon

or star.

meaning

*

'

Antarik-

moving

in the

'

Rajaso viinani' is rendered by Saya?ia as she who
sky.
is the manufacturer of waters' but the expression may be
vimame rajamsi (I. 154, 1) said of
compared with
5

"

(

;

Vishnu, who

is

well

known

in the Rig

Veda

as the

god who

measured the universe in three steps. The lady Rohira
measures the waters, i. e., the sky, by her apparent complete
In the last verse, viz 18, with
circuit of the sky in a year.

which the fcukta (X. 95) concludes, Urvasi says finally to
" The Devas
Purftravas thus
say ( a h u h ) to thee this,
:

who
namely, Thou

art (now) in the bondage of death wilt
become even that (which thou art wishing for i. e,, thou
wilt become father); thy praja, offspring, will worship
'

the gods with oblations and thou wilt rejoice in

10

s

va

r

ga

,.

TJttVASI

The

offspring is the wished for son Agni himself,
well known in the Rig Veda as the Hotar, as one who

heaven'."

who

is

II

AND PUBTJRAYAS,

1
brings the Devas and worships them for ns (I. 13, j 15, 12.)
This verse, making as it does the birth of the son and his

to
worshipping the gods the means of the father's going
in the
found
idea
the
ancient
must
rise
to
have
heaven,
given
1

Puranas and

also in the story of Haris/fondra in the

Aitareya

Brahma?m (VII. 13, verse 9) that a son-less man cannot
go to heaven. But the son of Pururavas is clearly Agni,
age the only way
of Agni, that is,
father
the
go to heaven was by becoming
the
and
thereby performing
by kindling the fire by friction

and

it

is

no wonder that in the

sacrificial

to

sacrifices.

The R\g Veda

is

silent

about Urvasi's asking Parura-

vas to meet her on Uie last night of the year.
Confining
ourselves to the Rig Veda, the phenomenal poetry is, I
think, simply this.
Getting the star Rohini again in the
or
the
night
winter,
moon, personified as the Churn, churns,

dialogue the churning sound with her,
throughout the night period, for it is no easy task to generate the fire
by the attrition of the a r a n i s , as the Ai.
Br. (p. 534) says that Agni " is produced by friction practised with (great) force and restraining the breath." The

holding the

churning in the sky goes on, the moon crying for the birth
son, and the star, representing the lower aram,

of the

assuring him that the

fire latent in her will be born in due
She makes the same assurance finally in the name
the Devas, the solar rays, from whom she came rising

time.
of

whom

going back for heliacal
setting, when, the moon, ending the night period on that
new moon day which comes when the star has set in the sun,

heliacally

is

and

to

she

is

fancied to succeed in generating the

summer

order, I fancy, to complete the sequel intended

Veda, the $atapatha

fire.

So, in

by the

7?ig

Brahmana makes the moon Pururavas

go up to the golden seats, evidently the conjunction with
the golden sun, on the last night of the year ; for on the
new moon day ending the year, the moon is not to be

11
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found in the night, and
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fancy is that he went on
that night to the Gandharvas, the solar rays, "with -whom
the moon is then in conjunction. OH course, he there

now being one with day

light,

said to be Urvasi in the sense in which Prof.

Max

meets the star

may be

the

"so

"who

Roliini,

Muller takes her, viz. the wide pervading light. By the
favour- of the Devas he learns to kindle Agni as his son and
sacrifice

performs

through him as

Let ns fancy

his Hotar.

who gave np

that the soul of the moon,

body, on the new moon day, as his

all

his light=flesh

sacrifice,

became

=

all

he
pervading pervading generally in all the stars of whom
is king, and specially in his own star, the Belt Mr/gas'iras, in
beautiful square of the Orion viewed

the

how

hall, of

heaven.

sacrifice

becomes immortal

The

This

is

the

moon

as the

s

man

or

a b h a
of

,

self-

lesson poetically taught by-Urvasi seems to be that

of the
just as at the break

Day

period the queen star Rohi/d,

other stars, enters the solar light along with
representing
the self-sacrificing moon of the new moon day, and all the
all

phenominal lights become one with the sun, so should we all
As the sacrificial
become one in Brahman by self-sacrifice
Agni can only be churned out from the a r a n i s made of
the

wood

of the

asvattha

have seen, the a
his son, the

fire,

s

va

h a

1 1

,

tree,

and as the moon

follows that he

it

from himself. The churned

seen from the essay on Vasishi/ta.

va

is

considered to be the father

pu

i

likens

t r

a

na

m

the soul to

a

s

i

)

The

.

Agni, the

is, it

a v a n

i

y a

fire,

will

(A

t

the

i
,

t

Upanishad (IV.

latent in

be

The

fire.

himself renewed
Kai/ia

we

as

a h u

treated as an

oblation, by being thrown into the a h

son

fire

is,

churned out

m

a

8),

ara?zi.

Belief in an after-life as pure spirit,

and

capable of pervading
thing, necessitates the

1

everywhere
knowing every
* s a r i r a t va
the state of being
giving up of .love foi'j
with body, which is considered to be a bondage.
The
,

* This word

gya

Up

i

is found in the Kat/ia Up., and the more ar.ciout SMndo" a sari ram
v&va
expresses the satne idea by saying:

santam na priy&p.riye

sprisata/v/'

12
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Aitareya Briihtnana teaches us that the victim offered in the
the

sacrifice is

Karmu-KIWa
that

body

is

the

for

substitute

or the

Vedic

sacrificer;

and

so

the

ritual exacts the sacrifice of the
in order to rise in spirit,

exacts self-sacrifice

comes from the Supreme Self like the moonIt should be churned out from body or
from
the
sun.
light
Thus churned out from body, it poetically
selfishness.

The human

soul

becomes afigaja, body-born or son, audit should be
poured into or merged in the All-intelligent Supreme Self.
The royal garment seems to be an allegory upon all
.

worldly, dazzling useless possessions. So long as Purftravas
saw but a worldly woman in Urvasi they were deemed
1

,

indispensable, but

all

her when

she

is

still

Being
one with the

a worldly man he cannot see
sun, the emblem of the All-

glimpse of Urvasi as a

Later on he had a

Father.

seeing

type of the Gandharvas, the holders of

and learnt the

were ephemeral

that pleased the senses

and soon vanished.

o

g

light,

knowledge

fire, the self,
kindling
First
to
heaven.
and performed self-sacrifice as the only way
he is made clothless, and then even bodyless.

rite

the sacred

of

The Vislmu Ptirana IV.
In reply

to the

6, in narrating this story says:
wish of Pururavas to be united again to

Urvasi, the Gandharvas gave him a vessel of heavenly fire
(Agni sthali) and said: Divide this fire into three parts
'

and perform

them, having in mind the object

sacrifice in

of union with Urvasi'.

He had become

a

monomaniac by

As he was
always thinking about his vanished love.
'
a fool I
to
he
said
himself
What
the
fire
bringing
:

am

was carrying Urvasi. It is not she,
thought
but a vessel of fire'. He kept it down and went to his
I

I

!

But at mid-night he recollected what the Gandharvas had said ani hurried back, but found that the
capital.

fire

vessel had

a s v a

1 1

h a

disappeared and _that in

tree,

containing a

grbliam* asvattham)

s

a in

i

had grown.

\ts

tree

place an
i (s a

m

He removed

* Taitt. Bi-ahmwu I.
Evi1,9 says
cjUtni^arbhad Agiiitn inauthati"
dently the object is to salecb the wood of the oldest Asvafctha tree,
and the Sami.grows aa a parasite oa old Asvattha trees generally.
'
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the tree and

mad e

ran

a

is

crat

wood, and

of its

as

when doing so he repeated the Grayatri verse, the a. rani
hecame twenty four fingers long in accordance with
the number of letters in the Gayatn. He then churned
and dividing
fire,
intended sacrifice and

the

it

into

many

performed the

three,

other

by the

sacrifices,

merit of which he went to the world of the Gandharvas

and obtained union with
only one

fire

Formerly there was

Urvasi.

but from this act of Pururavas in this

;

fires came to be in vogue.
The following passage occurs in Rig Veda I, 31
T v a m Ague! M a u a v e d y a m a v a s a y a h

Mauvantara, the three

:

Pururavase sukrate suk
Sv

a

t r

va

t

ri

1 1

mu ky a s e
p
m
u
r
v
a
n
a
n
a pa r a m
a
a
y
p

e

na

vat

t r

i

manu

Taking the word

o

to

mean

a

h

r a

parya
p it u a h

r

man and

the

an

to be

adjective of Purdravas, the verse may be rendered thus:
Agni you make the sky roar for (the sake of) the man
!

Pururavas,

and

for

better

who performed good deeds

(such as sacrifices)

whom yon

(being the divine sacrifices*) are of
As soon as you come out by friction

deeds.

from the parents they take you to the east
a h a v a n i y a fire) and then to the west
r h a p a
But Maun

g a

fact that
of the

t
is

Manu is

y a

fire)

(as

the

(as

the

.

(vide Manu and Deluge), and the
here called Pururavas shows that the idea

moon

the

moon being

the heavenly upper
the time of the Big

Aran

i

was a well

Veda.

The sound

produced by churning accompanied by the

flashes of fire

known
is,

idea

at

in the opinion

of the devout poet,

metaphorically

thunder produced in the sky by the

Under

this

poetical

view,

it is

fire

the

of

lightning.
the fire which is being

the root meaning
generated that causes the sound; but that
to be indiseems
overlooked
not
is
Pururavas
of
altogether

cated by saying that the sound
r a n i
who cries
the upper

A

,

is
for/

made

and then as the man Moon, performs the

U

for

Pururavas,

the birth of the
sacrifice.

fire,

Thus,

URVAS1 AKD PtJETJEAVAS.

Jg.

the sacrificial fire cannot be generated without the
churn Puriiravas, the myth arose that
King Puruvavas was
the first to churn it arid make the one fire into the three
as

fires

which, are essential for animal sacrifices.

What

Vishnu Purami says about Pururavas and

the

TJrvasi seems to

two

me

to strengthen the fact of their being the

it teaches

aranis.

that

the

sacrificial

fire

should be

was brought directly from heaven
in a vessel representing its mother Urvasi.
Both remained
with man so long as he carried them devoutly on his head
regarded as heavenly.

It

but they vanished when he put them down. It is implied
since then the heavenly fire concealed itself in the

that

asvattha

tree

aad has

be

to

brought out by churning

The Purana, it
the wood of that tree.
makes Pururavas cut down the whole tree.
indicates complete sacrifice of

body

for

will

be noticed,

This apparently

churning out the

self

Pura/ia belongs to an age when the esoteric
of
the
asvattha tree as the body of man was
significance
8 about cutting
well known, vide the Bhagavatgita XV. 1
as

Agni

down

;

for, this

a

this tree of

s

va

1 1

h a by the sword of

a

a n g a

s

.

KVJEUKSHETEA.
The reasons

for

considering

Kurukshetra

be the

to

heavenly sacrificial ground of the Devas (vide page
now be explained

The

Devas., literally the' glowers or shiners,

The Rig Veda says about
u d a g a d a n i k a m .''

the solar rays.
"
e v an a

m

D

will

9)

seem

to be

the rising sun
*
The face of the
i

When commenting upon this in the Yajur
" D e v a u am
Vidyara/zya says
rasminamj

Devas has arisen/
Veda,
ani ka

:

m

arisen'.

s

a

li

g h a

t

a

m

"

;

that

'

is,

Another well known name

the mass of rays has

for the

Devas

is

the

Ai'anyaka V. 37, identifies the
Maruts with the solar rays ( A s a u k li a 1 u v a A d i t y a h
t a s
a r u t o r a s in a y a h ). The
p r avar gy ah
ya
Marufcs;

and the

,

Taitt,

M

atapatha Brahmana says that Kurukshetra is the
y a j a n a or sacrificial ground of the Devas, thus

15
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;
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"Kurukshetre
vate"

(4. 1. 5,

Devah

'mi

a

y

m

na

j

t

a n-

13).

"

T e s h a m K u r u k s h e r a m Devayajanam,
m a d a h u h K u r u k s h e t r a m D e v a n a in Devayajanam, as mad yatra kva a Kuruks h e t r a s y a
u ga kkha
tad e v a m a n y a t e
d a m
tad hi D e v a n a m
Devayajanam
Devayajanam" (14, 1, \ 2).
t

ya

s

t

7c

t i

i

i

i t

i

;

}

thus

The Vajasaneya Sam. I. 1, 28, addresses
" P r i t h i v i
Devayajani !":
:

them

who

art the sacrificial

following verse
Pura kr
11

Yam
t

a in u d h

Yajiia,

to the

i r

a

s

o

an u d

V
j

i

s

r a

s

p
-

v a
s

i
i

i

repeated Vedic saying is
Following the commentator
:

"

Y aj n

ya ya

the

Vishnu

o

verse

!

nu

m

vad h ab h

va

a n

j

commentator, this verse
in his form as Vedi,
of

u

i

d a

altar,

V

i s

which
oft

"
hnuh

rendered

be

may

s

e,

for the

;

i

t

i

addressed

is

Sacrifice,

he takes to be one of the forms

thus

!

Then comes the

P.

ground

earth

Earth

:

ur a s y a v i s r i p o
d a d a y a P r i t h i v i in
e ra y an k a n d r a m a s

According
to.

the
<

I

:

f

Virapsiu

!

(or the

vehement

forth in the sacrifice being as
fice.)

order

it

crier, the

were the

Yedas sung

cries of Sacri-

That life-giving Earth, whom they (the Devas) in
to protect her from the tumultuous k r u r a

,

took up along with the svadhas (Vedas)
and deposited with the moon, Her (the Earth) only the
battle,

sacrificing wise (priests)

see (in their Yedi,

fire

altar,

here.)'

The commentator quotes the $ruti: " S a n g r a in o
v a i k r ft r a m ," for taking k r u r a
cruel, to mean
battle. He narrates an Akhyayika to the following effects
" Once
upon a time a battle with the Asuras*becarne
Let us
imminent to the Devas, who deliberated thus
,

'

:

the Devayajaua (the sacrificial ground),
the essential part of Earth, with the moon, If.

fight, depositing

which

is

KtJEUKSHETBA.

we are

defeated, let us perform sacrifice on the Devayaj-

ana (which
merit

of

essential

moon

17

\ve

it)

deposit

with

the

defeat the Asuras'.

part of the

moon) and (by the
So they extracted the

Earth and deposited it with the
That part is still seen to be

(for safe custody).

black (on the lunar globe.)"
This is a poetical explanation of the k a

1

a

uka

moon; but at the same time

streaks visible on the

it

or dark

appears

ground taken up (to the sky) and
deposited with the moon must be the square of the Orion, of
which the Belt Mw'gasiras is dedicated, in the Vedic calendar
to uae that the sacrificial

of the asterisms,

seems

to

to the

moon.

So,

be tho Kurukshetra or

the

Orion in the sky

sacrificial

ground of the

Veda

The

/tig
places the horse head of
Curd-white
man?) in the house of the
DadhyaS. (the

Devas.

JBzshi

moon

by another name, Saryaniivat, which seems
to be the place of the heavenly soma juice and which a
Briihma?za legend places in the j a g h a n a r d h a or

and

calls that place

middle region of Kurukshetra. As Raja Souia, the king
of liquids, is identical with the inOou Soma, the place o
the celestial soma is to be found only iu the Orion, the
house

of the

moon

as

well

as

the

heavenly

sacrificial

ground. Now,
year from the
to
the
Conjunction up
Opposition, the Orion remains with
the DevaSj the solar rays ; and when at the Opposition it
the

in

fully in the night

bright half

of the

from sunset

to sunrise, the Devas, it is
with the moon, the lord of night. Thus,
leaving their Dovayajaua alias Kurukshetra with the moon,

is

fancied, deposited

it

the solar rays fight with the Asuras, the powers of darkness^
in winter and are worsted ; but when the Conjunction comes,
they,

it is

fancied, perform sacrifice

on the Orion and conquer

the Asuras, as the bright half of the year has now come back,
the most
If a part of Northern India is called Kurukshetra,
sacred ground,

it

shows that

ifc

was one

of the oldest

settle-

ments where our ancients established their homo and their
sacrificial places,
sacrificial

Having conceived the Orion

to be the

ground of tho Devas, they sauotified their earthly

17

8-

Kiivukshotra by thinking it to be the Orion itself brought
down, with all the Devas as the performers of their sacrifice
shall see in the essay on Vasish/<a
here on the earth.

We

bow

our ancient saerificers brought

down

the Devas, the

rays, to perform sacrifices as their priests here.
Although the /iig Veda has not the word Kurukshetra,
it

addresses Kuru$ravaia as the giver of wealth (X. 32, 9);
f
in the next hymn (33, 4) the Rishi says
I choose

and

:

(a,vrini) Kurusravana, the king-, the son of Trasadasyu'.
'
Sayana explains Kurusravana to mean the hearer of the

Kurav a

praise of sacrificers' (
s t u ti n a
t e s h a in
.

Thus

kuru

sacrificial

and
was

m

means the

5 r

o

called

r

the

Kurukshetra.
is

j

was

r t

a

r

a

ft

avan a h

,

).

and in a

the performer

;

or field,

ground
The manner in which

known Vedic king Soma,

18

5 r

sacrificial

addressed as a deity shows

probably the well

ka

performer;

sacrifice

Yajna-bhumi,

Kuru-sravana

=Ya n a
=Ku u

a

doer,

age the performer of

so his

li

t

that he
the

is

moon.

kinoO

most

YASISH77/A, VISVAMITRA AND AGASTYA.

Dr, Martin Hung, iu his Introduction to the Aitareya
Brahmana, page 57, says:
"
The sacrifices first mentions the gods who are to
act as his priests

(the sun)
(the

fire) is

ray Hotar,

Aditya

Moon my Brahma, Parjanya
my Udgatar, the Sky (akasa) is

Adlivaryn, the

my

god of

'Agni (the

rain)

Sadasya (superintendent), the waters are
Hotrasamsis (all the minor Hotri-priests), the rays

my

jKamasa Adhvaryus (cup-bearers).
"
I choose
(for

The

my

my
my

These divine priests

sacrifice).'

dawn suggests

to the imagination two poetical
that
the
the
solar
(1)
gods,
rays, as the priests, have
kindled the morning sacrificial fire in the
sky, and are

fiery

ideas:

rising sun, the emblem of God,
under many names, such as Indra, Brihaspati, Mitra, the
celestial Agni, &c.
and (2) that the same rays, as warriors,
offering

oblations to the

;

waging a bloody war with the Rakshasas, the powers of
darkness, and are conquering them. Thus, the dawn is both
are

the

sacrificial

selves to the

field

dawn

and the

battle field.

Transferring ourwe go to the

of the year of the olden time,

region of the Pleiades, the Aldebaran and the Orion, and'
there the old Vedic poets saw, iu the beautiful square of the
This is but
Orion, the celestial sacrificial field of the Devas.

one of the numerous metaphors which
conferred upon the Orion.
the Devas, the solar rays,

with
fiold;

While

it is

the

Vcdic poets

the sacriBcial field of

when they come in conjunction
once a year, it is also at the same time their battlefor, the advent of the sun and his rays there, signifies

ifc

their victory

over the

dark powers of winter. Thus, the
The
j[?z'shis and
fighting warriors.

gods are both sacrificing

Orion, as the sacrificial ground, is the celestial place of the
dual gods Agnishomau (Agni and Soma), because the sacrificial ground is the natural place for the fire Agni with all
the hosts of his rays, and because the Orion is the home of

the

moon Soma,

the

regent of Mjvgasiras.
19

So, both-

-

Agni

VASISHTHA, V1SVAMITBA AND AGASTYA.

and Soina, along with

tlieir
rajs, are, among other gods of
the atmosphere, the celestial sacrificers worshipping the sun
ill the sky; or sometimes the sun himself as
Prajapati is the
1

sacrifice!

If mail, the

.

making

the

priests.

.Big

I

am

priests

of opinion that

Veda were composed
that

;

in

many

as if

it is

the
for

addition to the
of the

hymns

of

sung by the celestial

Agni and Soma, with
Vasish^/w, Yamadeva,

sacrificers, chiefly

peoples

to
fly tip

them down; and

his sacrifice here, a celestial sacrifice, that he appoints

the gods themselves to act as his

human

cannot

sacrificer here,

gods in the sky, he devoutly brings

their rays
A.tri,

as their

Visvamitra,

Bharadvaja, &c. who are the reputed authors of the hymns,
are names of the celestial sacrificers Agni and Soma, into

whose * month

to
put them in order
make the sacrifice here a celestial one and that as they are
thus gods metamorphosed as sacrificers, we find here and
.

it

became necessary

to

;

there in those

things

said

would haYe

of
said

very hymns, very strange and supernatural
in a manner which, no human authors

them

Whoever

of themselves.

the authors were,

as they composed the hymns for the celestial sacrificers, they
were free to reveal here and there the character of these sacrificers.

The custom which now

after their gods, such as

must be ancient; only

prevails of

in the

men

being named

Kumara, &o.
ancient days, the names of the

Rama, Kr/shna,

Siva,

gods were different. Supposing that in the Vedic days there
were several names for the gods Agni, Soma, and others, and
that the several families took up, each,

some one

of those

names, they would naturally be known as the Yasishf/tas,
the Kusikas, the Bharadvajas, &c. They knew very well
that the family

names they bore were names

and when they composed hymns,
clan should give preference

it

to the

of

the gods;

was natural that each

name

of the god

it

bore,

in dedicating the authorship to him as its celestial poet and
Hence the peculiarity of the />ig Yeda that in
sacrificer.
its

human

poets the celestial poets are often merged.

* In some instances the JStshi-uames o tli6 iSfuktaa have
Dev'afcfis themselves to have beeu the Bishis.

fancying the

20

arisen by

VA8ISHTSA, VI8VAMITBA AND AGASTYA,

In

this essay,

I shall

attempt to show that

and Agastya, Avho are born from Urvasi in a very strange
that Yisvamitra is another
manner, are Agni and Soraa
;

metamorphosis of the moon, king Soma; that the story of the
rivalry and animosity between him and Vasislif/ta is a myth

which arose

Yedic age, by misunderstanding
meaning of a certain verse and by

in the post

or misinterpreting

/?.ig

the

conjuring up the phenomenal animosity which can be easily
imagined as existing between the sun as Agni, the day priest,
and the moon, the night king; and that Visvamitra and king

Sudas are identical. An examination of the several passages
connected with Sndfis has, to my mind, revealed the fact that
the following names which occur in the /?.ig Veda, and some
of which are believed to be the
are

names of

distinct personages,

names of the moon:
Yijvamitra.

Asvatha.

Sudas.

Bharadvaja.
Bharata

Divo-dasa.

Snmitra.

Maim.

Kasoju
Subandhu.

/vYnvana.

UVinara.

Atithigva,
Prastoka.

Ikshvaku.

I shall begin with
about the Vivsishf/ias,

had

Veda VII.

whom

fancied to be in the Orion

Indra

Bhajeratha.

ftig

far

gone

33,

which

is

I take to be the rays

a

hymn

of

Agni

sacrifici.il field.

away

to

drink the

soma

of

Pasadyumna. son of Vayafa; but the Vasish^as brought him
to themselves in order to. drink their soma; and thus
brought, he says: 'Those white-colored singers have made me
standing on the b a r h i s h (the sacred grassy seat
joyful
;

at the sacrifice)

L

of help be near to

tell

me'

the heroes

Vasishf/ias! for the sake

(verses 1* and 2).

* In verse I the Vasislif/ias are further
spoken of as wearing their
lock of hair on the 'right side of the crown of their head.
If there is
reason to believe that this was the peculiar custom of the family of
VasishMas eren at the tiivn of tha R'. Vecla, it only indicates that the
marks of one of the most rospacted fainilies of those days Tyere tiansferred to the heavenly poots-
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VASISE5FEA, VISYAM1TRA

.

AND ACtABTYA/

This looks as if the sun goes away from the Oi'ion in
winter to receive the worship of some mythical person, but
at the Conjunction, the rays of Agui supposed to be in
the Orion

sacrificial

He

him.

drinks

him on

offered to

Just

strength.

the sun

ground, bring him hack and worship

so ma,
new moon

the
this

as, at the daily

when he goes up

to

the moonlight
and
day,
gets his summer

evidently

dawn, the rays of Agnijoin-

him with the

oblations, so at

the break of the bright period in the Conjunction, the rays
of the heavenly Agui, in the Orion sacrificial field, attend

upon the sun, as the summer rays, and he asks them
be with him and help him (in conquering the powers

to

of

darkness).

Accordingly,
(either the

river

them he

kills

darkness)

;

with

Night

the
or

crosses the

Indra

Vasishi/ias,

Day conceived

as

river);

with

Bheda' (a mythical personage, probably the
their b r a h in a n
song, he protects
*
Sudas, the liberal giver, in what is called the Dasarajna,
This looks as if the moon
i.e. the fight with ten kings.

and with

,

Sudds had to fight with the powers of the darkness of winter,
In the Conjunction, when the sun has arrived at the moon's
house, the Orion, he is fancied to have come up to the moon's
rescue (verse

3).

with the songs of the Vasish(/<as, who are
Indra turns the axle of his cur (in order evidently

Pleased
Fathers, |
to go

up

to

them

to receive their offerings)"

and

blesses

them

(

by saying: may you never become thin, since by singing
aloud your sakvari % verses, you have infused vigour into
vouv Indra' (verse 4).

*Some ten kings not named, hue who were non-saerificers (ayajyavnh)
and besieged and pressed SudAs down together
joined together on one side
with the warriors called T-n'tsns on the other but the gods Indra and
7 and 8).
Yai-mia protected them (VII 83,
as to the solar rays being
t Vide the Angiriises, (page
),
conceived as oar Fathers. In X. 15, 8, the Yasish//ias are called our
ancient Fathers; .and X. 66, 14, says thnt Father-like and Jttshi-like the
;

;

;

Vasish Mas 'sing to the gods for happiness.
J Sakvari is one of the metres. It is derived from
strong. Probably Sakraii was a martial air.
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,

to
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VASISHMTA; VIS7A.MITRA AND AGASTYA.
Being surrounded (by enemies) and feeling thirsty in
the Dasarajna fight, they (Yasish^as) implored heaven
Indra heard the praising Yasishf/ia (their chief Agni) and
;

made

the

outlook

or

view

(loka)

\vide

for

the

Tn'tsus

(verse o).

This shows that the Vasishtf/nis are identical with the

When

r

iV/tsus.

the sun comes to the Orion, he

makes the

outlook wide by lengthening the days.
In that Dasarajua fight, the Bharatas were cut up and
thinned ( p a r i k Jc h i u n a h B h a r a t a h a r b h a k a s a h ).
Yasisht/ta

became

(their)

leader and then the tribes

of the

extended themselves (verse 6).
This shows, as indeed Sayana says, that the Tw'tsus and

Tvv'tsus

Bharatas are identical,

We

shall see farther

on that Bharata

name

of Sudas, the liberal king Moon. Bharata
means the supplier of oblations and as such a sacrifice!'. So
the Bharatas are identical with the Sudases, the men of kinoO
is

but another

/

Slid as.

cers of

The summer rays, -which though fiery are
the summer rains, may well be fancied

the produto be the

offspring of both Agni, the fire, and Soma, tlie lord of the
a juice, which is the liquid of liquids. In the Conjuncs o
tion, both the rays of Agni in the Orion and the moon-

m

beams
at the

of the moon, who gives them up on. the new moon
day
end of the dark period, are fancied to enter the sun

and make him the scorcher as well as the rainer of summer.

But when winter comes,

the fiery

Orion, to smoulder there as if they

rays disappear into the
were cut up by the powers

of darkness, and though, under another fancy, the same
rays
are transferred by the sim to the moon of $arat, to shine as
moon-beams in the night portion of the year, they too are

cut up Ly the powers of darkness in dark fortnights. But
when the Conjunction comes, Agni Vasishi/ia becomes the
leader of

become

the

hitherto

smouldering summer rays, and they

victorious and extend themselves every

shape of

summer

where in the

heat and rain.

Like the sun's growing glory is the splendour of the
Vasishi/ias, and like the seas is their tmfathomed gi'eatness*

VASlSHF&A, YISVAMITEA AfcD AGABTYA.

The

Vasishi/ias, with their hearty songs,

move on

the hidden

thing. Weaving the cloth spread or ordained by Yama. they
sit near to the Apsarases (verses 8 and 9).
I take the hidden thing to be the Orion-Sacrifice, hidden,

because

pare

now

it is

in Conjunction with

this verse with the first verse of

the deified

thing
tj

Sacrifice,

is sacrifice.
.

will

it

the sun.

become

Under one imagery,
C3
/

It'

we com-

X, 180 7 which

/

is

clear that the
it is

about

woven

a tree of thousand

branches, as there are several kinds of rites to be performed
in the sacrifice. Under another imagery, it is the cloth

spread

by Yama, who here is to be understood as the moral govenorr
of the universe, from the root yam, to control,
Yama
himself wove and spread

The

in order that

it first

plural form Apsarases

men might do

intended for the singular
as
is
stated
further on, is Urvasi.
clearly
Apsaras, who,
In the Conjunction, the summer rays, us priests, move on the
so.

Orion in performing their
the star Rohini

is

Having thus described the
Vasisht/tas,

and

sacrifice there,

sit

by Urvasi,

feat of Vasishf/ia

the poet enigmatically describes

and the

the birth

of

and Agastya in the remaining verses.
Vasishi/ja, endowed with many a gift and bestowing
thousands, sprang forth from the mind of /Urvasi (like) a
Vasishi/ta

in order to weave the cloth spread by
light of lightning,
Yama: That was his one * birth, when the dual gods Mitra

and Varuna saw him
brought him

flash forth as

when Agastya
12). He Was bom

such, and

to the people (verses 10

and

is Maifcravarwia. He is the
drop {d r a p s a)
with
the
divine chant, i. e< when the hymns
that was effused
were being chanted, and was laid in the p u s h k a r a by all
the gods (verse 11). The two (Mitra ancUVarumi), born

from Urvasi and

in the

taking

sacrifice
j

a

t

a

u

(

to

s a

1 1

r e

mean d

j

i

a

k

t

s

*

a

u

h

i t

),

a

i. <?.

u

)

(as

Say ana

initiated

says,

t in the

One may be taken to mean here noteworthy, celebrated.
t In support of Siiya?ia's rendering it may be stated that the d i k s h a,
or Initiatory rite at the sacrifice givea the sacrifice!' a new birth. The
" The
Ai. Br. I. 3, says
priests make him whom they initiate (by means
of the Diksha ceremony) to be an. embryo again (i, a, they produce him
.

altogether,"

Hang

?ol,

Hi

p. 8.
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both dropped similar

sacrifice,

r e t

a

ku

into a

s

pot; thence, from the middle (of the pot), there rose

name of'Agastya), and

(another

mbha
r

they

thence,

,

np Mana

saj

Rislu

,

Vasishi/ui was born (verse 13).

Thus
in

Vasishi/ia flashes forth like lightning
Pushkara
means the
p u sh k ara

and

.

Asvins being called p u

s

is

laid

lotus,

the

'

'

the

h ka

r

a

a

s r

j

a

,

adorned with lotus

The Taitt. Aranyaka, I. 22 and 25, regarding
garlands.
the Ariitta-ketukaA'ayaua, says that the northern Vedi or
be dug knee-deep and filled with water anklethat spreading in it lotus leaves, lotus stalks and
and
deep,
Thus a
lotus flowers, Agni, the fire, should be established.

altar should

flowery seat is prepared for Agni.
Eig Veda. VI. 16, 13, says that Atharvan churned

push k a r a lotus :-" T v a m Ague
a d hi At h a r v a n i r a m a n t h a t a ."
on the

This verse

V.

1, 4,

p a

r

p u

because Atharvau

u
( p
d a t

hka

s

h

r

a

-

first

pa

Vasisl^/ta,
t li

words

a

li

r

n e

a

cl

(

is

sh n a j in

i

this

a),

being done

found Agui resting on the lotus leaf
hyena m u p a s r i t a m a v i n -

a d a b d h a v

and he

),

r

on the lotus

stated there that

is

It is also said there that

).

and
i s

It

placed on the black deer's skin (k T
is .spread as a seat for the churned fire,

mud

Agni

hk a

s

lotus leaf.

,

s

quoted in the Taitt. Sam. IV. 1, 3, and
h k a r a is taken to mean pus h k a r a -

is

where,

n a

leaf,

pu

,

asked

to

Agni
r

a

t

is

a p

the Hotar, (priest)
a
a t i r
a s -

perform the

V

m

r

sacrifice.

These

'

'

adabdhavratapramatir Yasishi/m/t are taken from
the Itig Veda itself (II. 9, 1), and are quoted
Ai. Br.
"
A g n i r va i DevaI, 28 also, with this explanation
viz.

m

:

n a

m H

Vas

i

s

o

h

t

mentioned

t

Agn

a

h a h ".
in the

r
v a i D e v a n a
Purohita
to the
Agrvi's being
gods

Big Veda

i

also, for

instance

X. 150,

m
is

4.

In many places in the Tiig Veda, Agni is called Purohita,
Hota, and Ihe sacrifice! , Gr/hapati; and he is distinctly
called Vasishi/ux along with the epithets 8 u k r a ; bright;
1

p av

a

k a

Vasisltf/w

3

is

purifier

(VII, 1,8).

derived from the root v a

s

}

which, accord"

VASISETHA, VI8VAMITEA AND AGASTYA.

ing to

beam,

J

E rof,

Max

brightest,
Vasishi/ta,

i. e,

Muller's

and

to dress,

has three meanings, viz

list,

He takes Vasish^a to mean

to dwell.

to

the

But deriving the Big Vedic Agni
sense of the root \vhich means 'do dwell',

the sun.

from that

he

is

is

continuously

the best dweller, because the

five

householder

of the

maintained in his house and

is

therefore

called gWhapati. It is this divine gn'hapati who is the Hotav,
to whom the mortal yajamana or sacrifice!
priest,
piously
transfers his k a r t r i t v a or acts.
1

One
it

great mystery of the sacrifice

is that
by performing
be
born
supposed
again with a celestial
In the Dikslul ceremony, the water
sprinkled on him

the sacrificer

body.

is

to

represents the seed required for the new body, Ai. Br. I. 3,
Hang's Translation p. 8. In the Pravargya ceremony, the

milk, &c. put in the heated pot, called g h a
" He who
the seed.
knowing this, sacrifices

a

r in

,

represent

according to this
"
rite is horn (anew) from the Avomb of
Ai. Br. I.
Agni,
18-22 pp. 41-51. In the animal sacrifice, the vap& or

omen turn seems
self

offered as

to represent

* the

sanctified

an oblation into the

fire,

sacrifice!'

that

is,

him-

offered as

self-sacrifice, for the

purpose of spiritual birth, as it is said:
" The
priest having (by the v a p a oblation) made (the sacvificer) just such a man (composed of five parts), offers him in

Agni, who

is

the

womb

of the gods.

For Agni

is

the

womb

of the gods; after having grown together in Agni's womb
with the (different other oblations) he then goes up to heaven

with a golden body", Ai. Br. II. 14, p. 103. The same work,
VI, 27, 28 and 29, pp. 423429, may be referred to, as to
IKHV the Hotar

priest spiritually "effuses, the sacrifice!

1

in

the shape of the seed ", how the Maifcravaruua priest forms
liis breaths and how the BrahnKmaM'amsi causes him to be

born out of the

sacrifice,

* " The animal

is

which

instead of

sacrificed in the fire goes to
shape of the animal. The

fclio

tlie

is

womb

the

sadrifider himself.

gocls,

animal

The animal when

aud so does the

sacrifice

is

of the gods,

sacrifice!' in

vicarious.

Being

tho

thtta

received among the gods the sacrificer is deemed worthy to enjoy the
divine beverage, the Soma, aud participate in the heavenly king, who la
Soma". M. Haug's latvoctoction. to the Ai, Bi:. p. 60,
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by infusing

into

repeating the

him the Atman

which

or Self,

Vmhakapi hymn (R, V. X.

is

done by

86).

the Vasisht/ia of Eig Veda VII. 33, also to
be Agui, there are in that hymn, as \ve have seen, two descriptions of his birth. According to one (verses 10 and 12),

Now, taking

lie

springs forth as lightning from Urvasi, the mother Ara?n;
Agastya who is the s o m a in its three aspects, the

;and

;soma

creeper, the

so

ma

juice and the

moon,

said to

is

"bring him, probably because the fire is produced by friction
a creeper is purchased and brought in a car
after the s o

m

to the sacrificial

ground, vide

A.i.

Br. I. 15, p. 35.

According

to the other description, Vasishi/ia is effused as the drop, and
It looks as
(the same is said of Agastya (verses 11 and 13).

the poet, in describing the churned Agni Vasishf/ia as the
'drop, wanted to establish a close comparison between this
If

divine sacrificing Hotar,

who

is

jata, newly born

this

priest,

and the human Yajamana

spiritually sacrificed as the seed

tho Ahavaniya

on

priests are called

to lay

churned Agni,

or

which

fire,

is

for, it is to

;

called the

him

(

s

i

s

i

1

a

),

thrown into

is

womb
11.

be noted,

in

which

42; the verb si sit a implying that he is laid as
infant.
This sacrifice of the churned fire in the
firo is

Ya

j

done by repeating Rig Veda
m a y a j a n t a D e v a-h

na

Gods worshipped Yajua, taken
fire, with Yaj'iia, the churned
Br.

I.

to

I.
,

sisu,

Ahavaniya
Y aj 3 e n a

164, 50:

which means that the

mean here

fire,

the

V. VI. 16, 41;

as an

the

Ahavaniya

offering, vide A.i.

16, p. 38.

And

there

and the so

great similitude between the churned fire
Both are Atitlns, guests, and should be

is

ma.

honored with the

and Ai. Br.
(vide R. V.

I.

I.

fttithya-ishfi (K. V. I. 91, 16; VIII. 44, 1;
15 and 17). Both are called
sisus, infants,
145, 3 ; II. 35, 13.. about Agni; and IX. 1, 9;

33, 5; 38, 5, about the

s o

m a ).

Both have ten

sisters,

who

are the fingers of both the hands

and pressing the
former, and IX.

s
1,

used in churning the fire
o m a , (vide R. V, III, 29, 13, about the
Both come out from
7, about the latter).

the vegetable kingdom, the churned

27

fire fro.in.

yanaspati

l(f

VISTAMITRA AND AGASTYA,

VASISfiflffA,

wood

or tree, from the

the

o

s

(III.

ma

juice from

well

is

Agni

18

1,

as king,

of

j

still

'known
is

o
as

s

h a d h

he

still

priest-,,

a n

r

are made, and

s

i

or the plant.

i

described as k a v

i

,

Although

also called

is

and although the so

55, 41;

he

which the a

ma

is

king

known

well

r ia\ii

and v

is

called

and

r

p

i

a

JMslri

14,1;' 107,7);
Agastya
Both Agni and Soma have three forms, the
179,6).
former as fire here on earth, as lightning in the aereal regions
or a n t a r i k s h a
and as the sun in the sky the latter 5
(IX.' 12, 4;
(I.

;

,

as the

moon on

as the

plant and juice here,
as the Belt, the seat of the celestial

and
or

o m a

s

And

highest heaven.

(1)

lastly

s

m

o

a

the

or

oblation

the

high,

in the third

(2) the oblation of

tin-owing of the churned Agni into the fire,
the s o in a juice, (3) the oblation of the v a p a or
and (4) the oblation of the ajya are all called

omen nm
am rz ta-

bu

tis, or oblations of ambrosia, by which immortality

The pressed
k a las a

called

72, 11, the

poured into

mean

the

s o

or

ma

put in a wooden vessel
drona (IX. 3, 1; 8, 6;; but in A7 III.
called there m a d h u , is said to be

,

vessel

called

recepticle of the churned
of the

pn

s

pressed
r a

hka

s o

ma

,

is

juice

ma
pushkara,

s o

is

*

gained (Ai. Br. II. 14, p. 102).

.

l

which

Sayana there takes

upayamani;

so

Vasishi/ta, and the

fire,

are

known by

that

io

the

recepticle

the same

name,

.

That the pot should be the womb of the so ma is as it
should be; but that the churned fire should be conceived as
into the same pot is rather incongruous, though it
should be remembered that the poet looked upon both these

effused

infants as the drops and 'as such fit to be put in a pot.
This
incongruity seems to have attracted notice subsequent }'.
" from the middle of the
Taking advantage of the expression,
1

pot there rose up

was paved

Ma'na or Agastya" (verse 13), a way

the pot-birth to Agastya; for,
the Bn'haddovafa of Saunaka/ quoted by Sayana, says that
the r e t a s fell partly inside the pot and partly outside on

the

for

restricting

floor, that the

former became Agastya

28

and the

latter
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and that the gods

ia,

k ar a

Accordingly,
the

ma

as

Vasishf/ta

is

it

may

as

Agastya

stuck

is.

in post

Like-

Agastya more

to

be noted that in the preparation of the

juice, the priest called

much

has very

of the Hotar,

known

not so well

Kumbha-sambhava,

name Maitravaruna has

and

closely,
s o

push-

in the

(leaf).

Vedic literature
wise,

laid Vasisbj/ia

duction to the Ai. Br.

Maitravarua, the

first

assistant

Haug's Introin the Tfrg Veda, Maitra"
as already shown, in VII.

to do; vide Dr.

But

p. 19.

varrma occurs only once, and that,
83, 11, in which Vsish^a is addressed as Maitravamna.
Dr.

has shown

Hang

/Samstar was the

that

Maifcravaritrta priest in the

time of the

fiig

name

Veda; and

of

o-ods Mitra and Varima are mentioned in verse 10,
dual ~

probahle that the Maitravarima of verse 11
and not the priest of that name.

is

the

as the
it is

a patronomie

The

birth of Vasish^a and Agastya may be unriddled
The Bn'haddovata says that when Mitra and Vamwa
were performing a sacrifice, they emitted their r e t a s hy

thus:

Mitra is one
seeing the Apsaras Urvasi, and put it in a pot.
of the well known names of the sun.
Varuna is well known
as the

god

I would take

of water.

him here

so ma juice, 'the king
evidently wants to show that Agni and the
the lord of the

to be the

liquid.

moon,
The poet

s o m a should not
be supposed to be earthly
but
are
the
objects
very sacrificed
selves of the
heavenly sun and moon, sacrificed, because the

sacrifice
sacrifice!-,

sacrifice,

It

is

in

which the v a

is

offered,

by which

for this

is,

the

spiritual

as

p a

,

representing the sanctified

we have

sacrificer

birth

seen, symbolical of self-

obtains a spiritual

that sacrifice

form.

was

performed.
be taken to mean

So, the words

s a 1 1 r e
should
j a t a u
Mitra and Vurmza were,
by means of sacrifice, born
a
spiritually in the forms of our Agni and the s o
Enamoured of Urvasi or
with
Vidya

that

m

cogitating

.

Lady

knowledge the fatherly Mitra and Varuna are born as the
two infants Agni and the s o in a
Vasislrf/wi flashes forth
from the mind of Urvasi or
Vidya in order to weave the
.

'

29
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cloth
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spread by

Tama

'

AND AGASTYA.

in order to

perform

sacrifice,

for

our Agni is the Hotar, priest, and the sacrifice he performs
is self-sacrifice,
for as soon as bom by attrition lie is

Ahavaniya fire. Thus should man marry
cause
his soul to be born in her, as light, as
and
knowledge
the knower, for being sacrificed as a fit oblation unto the
sacrificed in the

bigger fire the Supreme Self.
In his Vikramorvasi, KMdfisa describes Urvasi as horn
1

*

from the thigh of fi/shi Naraya?za, This is an attempt to
derive the name from urn, thigh, based apparently upon

some Parana.

when

There

is

a Pimurie story to the effect that

N&rayana was performing a severe tapas the
Devas sent an Apsaras nymph to tempt him; that he was
J&'shi

such a firm minded Tiipasa that her beauty and coquetry

made no impression upon him; that, in order to pay the
Devas in their own coin, he created and sent out from his
thigh, Urvasi (or rather TJrvaA-i to suit the mode of creation),
the most bewitching woman in the whole world ; that she
went to where the Devas were pet-forming a sattra,
sacrifice, and that Mitra and Yani/za wore so much over-

powered by her mere look that Yasishtfa and Agnstya were
born in the manner related in the
/2ig Veda..
This may be explained thus.
The Apsaras nymphs are
considered to be the common women of the
Dovas, as Amara
r v a s iu k h a/a
says: S v a r v o s y a li
This idea

U

m

.

must have arisen from Rig Yeda X. 123, 5, which
says that
the Apsaras approaches the Jar a
'Jara' there
(Indra).
simply means the lover, bat taking it in its other sense, viz
adulterer, the

myth seems

are prostitutes.

But

it

have arisen that the Apsarases
appears to me, from an examination
to

of several stories, that
knowledge and other spiritual qualities
are the common women of the Devas, the shiners, the knower?,

because each one of them should have them.

As Urvasi

is,

knowledge, the mother of self-sacrificing Agni,
the clever Pauramc seems to have
purposely gone to Purushaof
the
Pnrnsha
Suk
ta
Narayana
(#. V. X. 90) to find an
esoterically,

appropriate father for her; for, Purusha-Narayana was sacri-

30
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ficed in the

13

beginning in view to his becoming the Self of

all

creatures (that He may love them all as Himself).* It is to
be noted that the Mantra (X. 90, 1 5), mentioned in connection
with the sacrifice of Purusha as Yajiia, is the same as that

used in sacrificing the churned Agni.
Having thus gone to
the Purusha Sukta, it seems not unlikely, at any rate, not

beyond the range of

that the

possibility,

Pauranic

poet,

brooding over the mythical vesya nature of Urvasi, was
struck with the similarity of the word v e s y a to the word
v a i s y a in. the sentence
u rii tad asya yad vais:

and concocted the pun, that like the
ya/i
12),
the
Yaisyas,
vesya Urvasi was born from Puruska-Nara(X, 90,

y ana's

ft

r

fi

,

thigh.

By

this

pun,

the

Paiiranics

made

Urvasi, Urvasi, a form given in the Ya&aspatyara as the
variant of the name Urvasi.

over a vear with the sun,
let us go
fj
the
star
The sun Mitra is enand
Hohmi.
Urvasi,
moon,
amoured of the star Rohmi so long as she is in the Day.

Phenomenallv,
V
J

When

she

tejas
loved

or

falls into

summer

4/

the Night, she has taken away the sun's
In the Night or winter, she is
light,

by the moon and

may

be fancied to absorb his light,

each succeeding mouth in the six mouths of the. dark
period, the moon, when in conjunction with the star Robini
for in

once in a month, becomes lesser and lesser, until, on the new
of the Conjunction, he gives up all his
light.
This exhibits the sun and moon as spending or sacrificing

moon day

their lights, lives, the one in

summer, the other in winter,

for

general good, Urvasi or knowledge making them do so. The
sons born are Aguisliomau, the flash of lightning and its

twin brother rain, both spending themselves for general
good. Thus, the churned fire and the pressed s oma appeal

4

to be emblematic
shiners,

knowers

of the

the

spiritual

sun

essence of the heavenly

and moon

and

to

represent;

respectively the light, and the drink, of self-sacrifice,
* About the Purusha of the Purusha Sukta and
about His being
QU Creation}

identical with Nar&yatta, the Kiehi of that Sukta, see the
essay
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The authorship

Mandala VII of the .Rig Veda is
But it is not easy io believe

of

attributed to Vasishi/ta himself.
that

any human poet described himself as the seed effused
The poet, whoever he is, addresses Vasish<!/m

into the pot.

'Vasishi/m! honor Indra in the battle (VII. 23, 1).
Vasish/ia
carry the delightful and bright hymn to Varuna
thus:

!

(88,

From

1)'.

this

it

is

the poet asks

evident that

Vasishi/ta, the messenger, to carry his sono;
O to
'

'

<-J

i/

'

in 96, 1, the poet says:

Vasishi/ta

!

A gni

O7

Varnna. Again,

sing a lofty song to

the goddess Sarasvati, the mightiest of rivers'.
All this in
have seen how with divine attributes the

We

the vocative.

of Vasish/<a

poet spoke

and the Vasishi/tas iu the third

person iu Siikta 33. In other
the third person is used, thus:
you, killed Jarutha

ma?zc/ala VII,

A gni!

Vasish/ia, fattening
churned fire, put in the

The

(9, 6)',

also of

places
'

Ahavaniya fire, accompanied by the necessary oblations of
and clarified butter, may well be said to fatten Agni.

fuel

in VII. 1, 7,

Agni himself is said to have killed Jarutha,
only be some mythical being-, representing darkness
The poet says further
Thus hath Vasish^a
or ignorance.

Nay,

who can

'

:

for wealth.
May lie bestow
praised victorious Agni wishing
Indra
understand well this
\vealth on us (42, 6).
my
!

The poet

word which Vasishi/ia utters

(22, 3).'

hands over his song

for being- carried

suns
?j

to Indra,

to

Agni
'

Again:
C5

Vasishi/a praises
-I-

Indra

help for us (26, 5).

course

!

Vasishi/ia has poured forth his
like a cow (18, 4).
Maruts

;

we have

choosing you
sent

the

as

swift

All this

you

(59, 3).

let

the sacrifice

follow

(messenger)

VasishJ/m

3).

its

Vasishf/ia opens the doui

s

quite appropriate of the divine priest Agni.
occurs similarly in Ma?z<r/ala X. 65j

of Vasishf/ia

15; 150, 5;

Vasishi/ta

is

!

of

walker

aroused you with prayers (73,
of Riia, for Sarasvati (95, 6).'

The name

by him and
Indra to brinoQ

!

prayers desiring to milk you
Vasishi/za does not overlook the lowliest
Asvitis

evideutlv

181,

It

1.

became the

so that every

is

ideal

uo wonder that Agni
of sacrificers and gw'hapalis, so

therefore

body wished

to

become Vasisto/w j

fop
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ri

in the Pit7'i-tarpa?za mantras, the man offering
water to the Fathers says " May I become Vasishtfta to
*
V a s i s h t h o b h u y a s a ' )".
you
Before going to the other Rig Vedic verses, about

instance,

:

m

!

Agasfcya, and to the

Pnramc

stories

about him, I propose to

examine
the verses relating

(1)

names

to

king Sudas and the other

names of

referred to at page 21, ante, as

the moon, and to Vasishf/ia's so-called rival Visva.-

mitra

;

about
(2) the BrahmaJia/ and Puranic stories
Vasishi/a's progeny, and
the stories about Visvamitra's daughter

(o)

them and
Sakuntala

and incidentally those relating to S&vitri, Triand Haris&andra to whom Visvamitra

saiiku

becomes a

priest.

Sudas (SudaA) means 'he who gives well', the liberal
giver, vide Yaska's Nir 2. 24. (S u d a h k a 1 y a n a d a n a h)
In
under
I.
VIII.
6.
78, 4, Indra is
47,
quoted by Sayana
.

called Sucla/t, the liberal giver (of blessings).

and 185,
So,

if

Sudas-tara

9,

In

I.

seems to mean most

184, 1

j

liberal.

name of Sudas, it is a name of
ana
the father of Sudas was
that
Say
says
us see first how the latter is described in the

there was a king of the

quality.

As

Divodasa

let

Big Veda.

He is a being protected by Indra in the battle faught
with Dasa /Sambara ; for his sake Indra kills <Sambara and
Sambara's

castles, the

number

of

which

is

variously men-

tioned as ninety (I. 130, 7) as ninety nine (II. 19, 6 ; IV
26, 3); and as one hundred (II. 14, 6 ; IV. 30, 20 j VI. 31, 4).
;

Sambura, meaning among other things the cloud, seems
some mythical being connected with the powers of

to be

He

probably the Belt conceived as the Cloud.
The Belt, with its three stars as p a r v a n s , knots or
peaks, is parvata mountain, and parvata means
darkness.

also the

winter,

is

rain cloud,
is

The Belt

33

into the night in
Orion Castle the rays,

falling

supposed to conceal in his

AND
As between

Caters, of .summer.
the sky, the former

the

sun and the moon in

the master, Indra, and the latter the
The Dasas are some had beings killed by
is

servant, Divodasa.

Indra; hut Diyodasa is a good being, who, with his light,
copes with the powers of darkness in the long nights of
winter, until the Conjunction comes, in which the sun Indra
<

/Sambara and breaks the Orion Castle, which, though
single,, is multiplied, in order to magnify Indra and also
kills

because Indra

the feat every year.
This Orion
Castle, pur a,
evidently the same as tfushna's quickmoving castle which Indra crushes (VIII. 1, 28). Suslma
repeats
is

aio is called Dasa (VII. 19, 2.) From this feat Indra is
known as P u r a m b h i n d u h (I. \ } 4), and P u r a in dara/i (I. 102, 7 and many other. verses). It is evidently
this Orion p u r a which A gai
evidently the sun as Agni
1.

,

lights

up

(I.

149,

'8)

."It is this casfcle

which

is

the iron castle

which the moon bird Garutman enters (as the fall moon of
Sarat) and brings from it, in the Conjunction, the s o in a
(the

summer light)
The G-oddess

for the

sun Indra (VIII 100,

8).

Sarasvati gave Divodasa to Vadhryniva
(VI. 61, I}," explained to be the father of Divodasa. In X.
69, Vadhryasva's Agni, fire, is addressed as Vadhryasva and

spoken of as grown and nourished on his lap. The authorin the
ship of that Sukta is attributed to Sumitra, mentioned
Auukramani as the son of Vadhryasva, evidently because in

4 Vadhryasva is mentioned as having kindled and
praised Agni in the olden time ( p n r v a in ) and because

verse

succeeding verse Sumitra speaks in the first
if he is the praiser in the
Verse
present time.
-which Man a which
8 speaks of that newest face of

in

the

person, as

Agni,

Sumitra
takes

made

Manu

to

glow

(samidhe).

to be different

from

Sumifcr-a,

The commentator
but

that the epithet Manu applies to Sumitra
Man, the celestial man, the Moon.

me

it
appears to
himself as the

'

In verses 5 and

JKyavana occurs. It is of
vide
remarks
further on in eonnec*
Very great significance,
46
Subandhu
It
tion with
seems to mean the.drpp
jwst).
(page
6, the epithet

;

34
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(in the sense of r et a s ) that issues forth,

I.

17

would render*

the second halves- of the verses thus :
*

Issuing forth like a bold hero,

forth the title

I,

of.

Sumitra,

tell

(Agni) Vadhryasva
Agni. ! mayst
Issuing forth like a bold hero,
'
thou subdue the men who long for battle (6).
(5).

*

Both the

Soma

math it a,

that

is

su-t'a;, pressed out,

and Agni

drops, vide
of Agastya
birth
28
about
the
27
at
and
ante,
remarks,
pages
a
and VisishfAa; and so, in verses 5 and 6, Sumitra, the S o
that

is

churned

out,

are

the

m

described as issuing forth (probably in the Conmoon,
in
which
the moon is renewed for the new year) and
junction
his
asking
Agui to issue forth (in the shape of
or

is

companion

summer

phenomenally, and of knowledge, esoterically) and conquer the enemies (the powers of darkness pi'
the

light,

sinful qualities)

.

Thus Sumifcra is
is

identical with Divodasa,

also called Atithigva, Prastoka,

(1.

112,

14';

viz., 4-7, is

IY, 26, 3

;

VI. 47)

.

This Divodasa

Asvatha the son of Srmjaya

The

iu praise of his liberal gifts.

mentioned Sukta,
Agni gives abundant

last

who is Bharadvaja, the giver of oblations
This
(VI; 16, 5).
epithet b h a r a d v & j a occurs in close
connection with Divod&sa in I. 116, 18, where Sayawa takes
boons

to

Divodasa,

an adjective of Divodasa ; also in VI. 31, 4, where,
however, and in VI. 16, 5, he takes Divodasa and Bharadv&ja
to be separate names; but there too the latter appears to be

it

to be

an adjective qualifying the former. The same Sukta (VI. 16)
which in verse 5 says that Divodasa is Bharadvaja receiving
boons from Agni, says in verse 4 that Bharata implored
Agni for bliss, and in verse 19 Agni is called Bharata arid the

good lord of Divodasa.

who

me

that Bharata, the

another adjective of the liberal moori
in the Conjunction kindles Agni, the summer

giver (of oblations),

Divodasa,

It appears to

is

flame/called Bharata after the kindler, to

whom

in return he

* The rendering is in the worda of Mr.
Griffith, with this dif&renca
that where.as he takes Jfyay&na to be .some person to whom Saraitta and
Agni are coirfpkve'd, I take the epifchei as applicable td themae'Ives;

35
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In

112,14, Divodasa is called Kasoju,
which, Sayana says, means one who enters the water; for,
Divodasa, he explains, went to enter water for fear of the
gives boons.

I,

This looks as

Asuras.

the dark

if in

moon

the

fortnight

is

away from the night by the
new moon day he enters the
rays (viewed as the water) to hide him-

fancied to be gradually chased
powers of darkness until on the

conjunctional solar
self in.

Now

Sukta VII.

about Sudas.

Sudas

gifts of

alias

1

8 is

in praise of the

Verse 25 says

Paijavanu.

'
:

Imam

naro Maruta/t sas&ata nu Divodasam na
p

i.

t

a

r

a

genitive
*

m

uda

!

ral

way

The

verse

The

'.

last

word

s'u d a s a

Sayana renders

h

is

the

thus:

this

attend on this (Sudas) as on Sudas' father Divowhich seems to have given rise to the

is

is

'.

the son of Divodasa.

to take

may be

this Divodasa,

rality

ah

of suda/i.

It is this verse

'.

idea that Sudas

on

s

singular

Maruts

dasa

s

imam,

'

rendered thus:

who

is

But

the most natu-

this', as qualifying Divodasa.
'

heroic Maruts

like father of the liberal

L

!

e.

attend
of libe-

This would render king Sudas of the Vasishf//a
to be identical with the liberal Divodasa, whose

Mandala VII,

name

occurs often in

almost all the Maw^alas, showing
most favorite being sung in the Rig
His well known liberality gave him the name o

thereby that he was a

Veda.

Sudas and sometimes

(as in

the verse in question) the Father

of the liberal.

The Sukta in question, VII. 18, in which .the
Sudas of chariots and horses is described, has Indra

gift

by

for

its

by Sayana that the poet Vasishf/ja was the
It may be either that Agni Vasislrt/ta,
recipient of the gift.
been
having
metamorphosed as the priest, is made to receive
the .gift and describe it in verses 22 and 23, or that, as these
deity.

Ifc

is

said

verses are preceded by verses which praise Indra, it is Indra
himself who is the recipient. The verses 22 and 23 say:
Agni Singing like the Hotar I move
!

round the
Paijavaua's

sad
gift,

ma

(sacrificial

hall),

Four horses, the
3S

deserving

gift of Paija-

VASISHTHA, VISVAMITRA AND AGASTYA,
vana
bear

with pearls to deck them
iu foremost place.
StidaV brown steeds

trained steeds

me

firmly stepping, carry
glory.
All this

the

19

may

fitly

Orion chariot

is

me and

son for progeny and

be said by the sun Indra, for whom
brought by the moon Sudas in the

hall.
Conjunction and who is then in the Orion sacrificial
the
and
the
to
summer
taken
be
be
heat,
may

Indra's son

summer

creation his progeny.

Turning now to Visvamitra, to whom the authorship of
Mam/ala III is attributed, his men, the Kusikas, strike us
as being as peculiar as the Vasishi/tas.

the

ku

5

They appear

to be

a or grasslike rays.

Sukta III. 33 consists of a dialogue between Vwvamifcra
and the two rivers Vip&s and SutudrL The legend that
has grown to explain it is that Visvamitra once officiated as
Pnrohita to king Sudas, received gifts of wealth from him

and came
fordable

two rivers and made them

to the confluence of the

But

by praising them,

in this S'Cikta there is

no

mention of Suda*.

The two rivers flow together impelled by Indra (verse
Kusika's son (Visvamitra) begs them to stay a little (5).
They say that Indra, the slayer of Vr/tra, dug their channels
2).

and that at his sending forth they flow expanded

(6).

He

must ever be praised (7); hearing
which they appear pleased and bless him saying: ' Let honor

snys that Indra's exploits

be to thee

He

'

(8).

who cometh
Be lowly down

bard

"
says

Listen,

:

you from

to

far

Ye

sisters, to

the

and wagon.

with car

'

be easy to be traversed
stay, rivers
with your floods below our axles" (9). They
comply with
his request and then the warrior host, the Bharatas, who are
:

;

urged on and sped by Indra, cross the rivers; and the singer
(Visvamitra) wins their favor.
Let us now go to Sukta III. 53 the authorship of which"
also is attributed to Visvamitra

The

liberal

bh o

a

:

)
j
Angirases of many
forms (virftpas), .the brave sons of
mighty

(

s
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Dyaus

(|sky),

bestow wealth

oil

Visvamitra and

prolong his life (verse 7).

The great

Zftshi,

god-born and god-impelled,
Indra was pleased with

stopped the billowy river.

when Visvamitra carried Sndas * (9),
Let the soraa be pressed.
yon Kusikas,
sages and .Zfo'sliis, drink the soraa with the
the K'usikas

gods (10).

Come

forward, Xiwikas, and be attentive

loose the horse of

Sudas

to

;

let

win him riches and

let

the king slay Vn'tra, the enmy (11).
I have praised Indra who sustdns- heaven and
earth.

This prayer of Visvamitra keeps secure the
a r a t am j a n a m ) (12).
{ B h

race of Bharatas

The Visvamitras have sung
to

From
is

forth

this

prayer

Indra (13).
all this it

looks

n s if

Vi sv am tr a, the Friend of All
most probably S o ra a , the
i

either Agui, like Va$ish/ia, or

at the morning dawn,
First, taking him as Agni
and
meet
two
as
the
rivers
Day
Night
impelled by the
sun Indra; because they are due to the apparent diurnal
movement of the sun; and our Agni, the carrier of oblations,

moon.

has to pass through the surging waters, the Asvin light,
before he reaches up the rising sun.
Next, taking Visvamitra as the moon It is true the Ai.

Brahma?ia in the story of Sunassepa makes Visvamitra act as
the Hotar priest, but it calls him Kaja-putra and Bharata'

rshabha,
of S.udas.

the best of the Bharatas

a description appropriate
',
I would take Visvamitra to be another name of

Sudas and the Kusikas

summer

to be identical with the Bharatas, the

rays conceived as the offspring of the

idea that Sudas and

Vwvamitra are

m

different

moon

The

seems to have

* The
a v a h a t Sya?ia construes a v a h a *
original is S u d a g a
as a-y a/jay-at i. e. Visvamitra caused Sudas to -perform sacrifice. But
in 1. 47, 6, where the Asvina are stated to have carried wealth to
Sudas in a chariot, the verb used is a'vahatau, the satne as in thia
verse. Mr. Griffith renders a-va hat as moaning escorted. What seems
to ma to be the meaning of the word Sudftaara will be explained
'

.

'

further ons

;

.
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sudasam a v a h a t in verse 9.
sudasam to mean su d a a s am j a -

arisen from the
expression
But I would take

n

am

the liberal race,
Bhara

,

occurs

as the

same race which in verse 12
ana m
Indra is pleased
3

the
t

a

m

.

when the moon Yisvamitra brings the race

or host of the

summer

rays in the Orion-Chariot in the Conjunctiou.,
crossing the Asviu light as the two rivers into which he as
new moon enters; and then his horse, the Belt, is let loose
i. e,

through the year.
Vaisvamitra McwZala ill, does

rises heliacally for passing

Nowhere

else

the

iu

Sukta 33, in

Suda.s occur; and as the

describes

qtiestion,

Visvamitra, and as the peculiarity of the Big Veda seems to
be to distribute the several names of a single heavenly object
names too many to be put in a single verse over several
verses of a Sukta, each verse
itself,

being generally complete in

I feel almost certain that Yisvamitra, the friend of

king Sudas.
names of Sudas

We have

is

all,

seen that one of the numerous

alias Divoclasa is

I shall attempt to show further

Su-mitra, good friend, and
that. the moon has some

on

more names, nmoug which

is 'Su-bandhu,..
good kiusman.
be nothing in the Rig Veda to show
that VasishJ/ia and Yisvamitra were rival priests and. hated

There seems

each other.

How

then ? I thiuk

it

to

did the idea of their mutual enmity arise
arose by. a misunderstanding, of verse 6

33 already explained

of VII.

repeating:

(p.

It

23, .ante}.

is

worth

.

In that Basarajila fight the Bharatas
were cut up and thinned like staves for driving,
1st half:

cattle.

2nd half :
and then

Vasisltf/ta

became

the clans of the

leader,

pur.a-eta,

Tn'tsus .extended

themselves.

This rendering

Sayana.

The

is

in accordance

latter says that

with Mr. Griffith and

'Tn'tsus'

is

name

another

of

the Bharatas, that they had reverses in the battle, but that

\vheu

Vasishf/ta

prospered

became

( a p r a

fc

,

their

purohita,

h a n t a =? a y .a
39

r

,d

hau

t

priest,

a

)

.

,

they
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The

Tn'tsus occur only in the VasishJ/ta Marafola

whereas the Bharatas, as already shown, occur not only in
it but also in the Vaisvamitra ManrfaJa III.
The idea of
:

seems to have arisen by taking the Bhavatas alias
Saudasas (the men of Sudas,) of the first half of the vevse, to
be a people distinct from, and hostile to, the Tn'tsus of the
hostility

second half; and by construing the verse to mean that
when Vasish^a became their p u r o h i ta , they conquered
the Bharatas and extended their own sway,
Bnfc how can Sudas and his people, the Bharatas, be
considered hostile to Vasishi/ja, in whose Manrfala, leaving

name of Sudas occurs twenty
have counted correctly, of course, with the help
of Prof. Max Miiller's Index to the Big Veda), and that
it occurs
only
'always in a most friendly manner, whereas
alone the verse in question, the

times

(if

I

twice in the Vaisvamitra Mawdala

from being discomfited by
thus

:

True,

the Bharatas

this

?

But mythology, far
might answer it

question,

were the greatest favorites of

Vasishi/ta; hence his friendly notice of

them so many times;
but this must have been only at first ; for some cause or
other the Bharatas must have given up Vasish^a and gone

over to Visvamitra j hence the tatter's leadership of them ;
'but Vasishtf/ta conquered them by leading the Tn'tsus.
It is likely that in the Brahmarca period there prevailed

some such idea as

this,

the outcome of which

is

enigmatically

recorded in the Taittariya and other works.

The
quoted in

sons killed
I get issue

men

Sam. VII and the Kaushifcaki Brahmana
328, say that Vasish^/ia having had his

Taitb.

Muir

I, p.

(hataputra/t)
r a j a
( p
May I
)

of Sudas)

J

,

and

.

that

expressed the wish: 'May
conquer the Saudasas (the

he invented and performed a
got issue and

sacrifice, by the merit of which he
conquered the Saudasas.

certain

'In his introduction to the

Kig Veda VII. 32, Sayana

has the following notice from the Anukramani:
" The
/Sathyayana Brahmana says that / /Sakti (son of

when being thrown

into the fire

40

by the

|
of
(by inspiration), the concluding ^ragatlia
the hymn.
He was burnt; after he had spoken 'half 6 rik

received

1

completed what his son 'trad uttering.
r
T&ntfaka say3 that it was VasishUa himself who
whole Verse when his soii was slain '." Mmi? I. p. &29.

and

Tfl6

Vasisltf/ja

^&e the

the 'SaMasas are

Saktii nor

But neither

ine'titton&ci

in

The prayers contained iii It, are a
this Sukta, 32.
It has 'twenty seven vote's U
as in riiany other Sftktas.
the

p

r

a ga

t

ha

vei-se is

the tweritjr

lsthalf~Q indra

bring

!

sisiih, \vhiblj 'saysY

kr

a til

,

sacrifice,

to us, as father to his sons.

much

2ndlialf~Q Puruhiita!
guide us in this
vv-e,

is,

It

man

living, enjoy light

as

siih's

room

y&

is

Sayaa
light

c

explains,

day

stifprising

to the

myth

thrown into the

;

how

that

fire.

storieis

his sons'

in the

y

way
61

i

.

Ma^

i

that

(of sacrifice)
r

a

niay we

s i iii

a 'h

to see 'the

live

after day').

it

this

simple verse could Hare

was uttered when Sakti was

In the whole Bukta there

tion of any person being

Paurawc

j

(

,

invoked,

thrown into the

about

/Sakti

first

half,

is

no

ni'en*

nor do the

fire,

say any thing about it ; on the
that
he
died
in some other manaeri
The
contrary they say
utmost that may be imagined is that the words 'as father to

which

is

been

fancied to htive
:

uttered

by

how be

appropriate for a son

Vasishi/ta's son before

he was burnt, migh t sbme:

to utter, that

the iipt in the

second half might somehow mean the sdn, the

ligjit

and joy

of the house, and that therefore the \yish to see hiin is appropriate to a father*

But

this

important

pragatha

5

verse

must have been

pondered over by the BrahmavMiris of th Br&hmsKa period
in order to draw from it the milk of a sublime esoteric

meaning which it was capable of yielding, The S;tf|^m'4
Self being Eratu or Yajna, Sacrifice, \vhb, as the Pttfuilia
of the Purusha Sftkta, was burnt in sacrifice by th e DeVaB in
order to realize Him as the diffused Self of all creatures, and
:

father fisvaka^uiaBi saonfi'ced

HiaisW

aiid

'became

s

2f
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-

the Self of

all

Kratu of the

Father brought down

He

of sacrifice, for

was easy

it

creatures,

look upon the

to

for

verse

tbe-Brahmavadins

in

question as

our

as the

to us,

very personificatipu
keep Himself to Himself,

did not selfishly

but sacrificed and diffused Himself as the heart's wealth of
all his

the Jyotish

as

sons,

Knowledge, whom

<?.

(i,

Param

man

the enlightened

Jyotish), Light,
wishes to enjoy. The

result of yasishi/ja's realizing this Light, this sacrifice,

is

that

for, the Saudasas, though
in
the
Yasishi/ia
hostile to:
worldly point of view, are spiri-

all his

worldly desires are sacrificed

inasmuch

tually benefactors to him,

own

bis

limited

the

son

which a

selfish

man

personification

man

of the

calls

t

as they

burn

of every

his

flesh-

worldly object

and when that son or the

his;

d e ha

burnt, there rises from

;

mabhava

it f.he

in. a single body is
universal Son, the Grand Son,

the Svayain Jyotish or the Self-Light and Uttaina-Purusha
the Bestdr. the Best-Man of the ^Chandogya Upanishad,

Man,, because, getting, rid of the veil of the single body, he

pervades everywhere and in

all bodies,

creatures,

The Sha^vimsa Brahmaa of the Samaveda says:*
"Indra declared the uktha* (hymn) to
......
;

,.

and

Yisvaiiritra,

Vasishi/ia,

(he

,

...

made known)

..

ma

.

"Vasishi/ia.

is

brahman

the

The u k t h
the

,;ji

to

a

is

expression

Visv^mitra;
that

soul,

Hence,

this

(he

(devotion) to
v ft k) 5 that
(

brah-

and the

made

brahman

known)

to

(devotional

let
power) belongs to the Vasishf/tas. Moreover,
either a. person of this description or a man of the

-

family of Vasishf/iabe appointed a brahman -priest,"
Muir I. p. 334.
'

-

Here,

the.

superiority

clearly asserted.

This

is

of Vasishf/ta to

Visvamitra

is

the outcome of Vasifch^a's mythi-

victory over the Bharatas; and evidently the voice of the
.frig/Veda has been so powerful that its addressing Vasish^a
cal,

as'

age
,_...;,

Brahman

m- VII. S3, 11,

to select the Brahma-priest

compelled the subsequent

from the Vasisbfc.

$\IQ TJJj^oundeci animosity between Yasisjtf/m

and
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imagination has run

mitra having thus come iuto existence,
riofc

in trying to find

21, 22, 23, and 24 of

it

It is

everywhere.

Big Veda

said

verses

that

III. 53, contain Visvamitra's

imprecations against the Vasish^as. But not even their
name does occur in Mandala III, and the verses referred to
*

contain only such prayers as

:

Indra

May

kill

our enemies.

he overcome the enemy who hates us, and whom tve
hate' prayers found commonly in the Vedic literature,
from the ftig Veda down to the Brahmanas. There is there-

May

fore no reason to suppose that the verses
in view,

Similarly, Vasishi^a

is

had the Vasishi/iai

supposed to have uttered male-

dictions against the Visvamitras in verses 13, 14, 15 and 16
It is admitted that the first
of VII. 104.
part of that Sukta

contains

the Rakshasas

imprecations against

'(i.

e.

fiends,

demons, goblins), called also there by the names of k r a v y ad a h , eaters of raw flesh, and a ti i n a 7i , devourers. Following Mr. Griffith, the purport of the verses is this:
Soma does not aid the wicked or him who
falsely holds the warrior's

He

power

slays the Rakshas and the

(

k

s

ha

t r

a

m

)

.

speaker of untruth

(13).

As
are

if

I worshipped deities

you angry with

who

those

lie

So may
man's
Yea,
with

is

I

life

may

of falsehood,

why

Agni Jatavedas? May
against you be destroyed (14).
I die this day if I have harassed
any
us,

or if I be a

he lose

all

demon

his ten

(yatudhana).

* sons
together, who
Y a t u d h a n a (15).

tongue called me
May Indra slay the Rakshas who says that he
pure and who calls me a y a t u d h a n a though

am

false

not a y

Both y

atu

Thus, like the

atu
and

first

y a t u d h ana

mean

the

demon.

part, the latter part also of this Sukta

contains imprecations
believe that

(16).

Vimmitra

against demons, and it is difficult to
in whose Manila the word
yatn

* Ten hero
evidently meana many.

-

"~-

"

,

does not appear- to occur at
-all, ever
atud h an a
$ut the verses tlieiu^

yatu4navna

OIL*.

AND

VlSyl>riTEA

Va|iish% a, Y
ye^y ipteresHng as pufe into the mouth of the
divine
Agni Yasish^a. The demons appear (o, be the
cajie,d

.

seiY,e.S:av.e.
;

Driest,

powers of darkless likened to

:

sorts

of bad

to liars.

Thus

all

ea|w3,of rawfl'esh, to Ganmbals,

beings,
reviled

to

by

wh,o are the solar rays and other bright beings, the
detnona retort and. say that i t is not they, but one of the

the

gods.,,

:

Deya

ya

viz.

theffiselvea,

in, d

h4 n a

,

4g#i,

bepause

lie is

the' fire

s

a,

r

va

-

Vasishf/ia,

b hak

w.ho

hah

s

is,

the

,

indiscriminate devourer of every thing, good or bad, put into
him.
?uloma I*arva '(Maha BMct. I, 8, and. 9) , which
!IJhe

seems

r

ope, of the

to oe

Parva?zs.

^yhich

contain

very old

legends, says.that for a .certain reason Rislii

Aghi

become sar,ya-bhak.s ha.

to

Bhr'gu cursed
Thus cursed, he

got angry and refused to carry the oblations to the gods,.
saying: 'Am I to be called so--I, throjjgh %yhom the Gods

and Father;i eat the holy oblations ?' So, all, sacrifiQes came
the Ife'shis, the god Brahma
to a stajud-stili.
Appealed to, by
him to^thjs effect: ( '0 Agni you
pacified; A ghi by praising
are the, creator and upholder of all the wprhls. It is not in all
your forms that you are s a r v a b h a k s h a Only those rays
* a a n a are
of
that
ave in
hiu.d
-

f

!.

.

yours.which

being youj k
standing
just like

r

so,
)
ypur
part ( p
a v y a d a or demoniacal form. But (notwith-

you are always pure, sanctifying every thing,
all. things touched by the sun's rays become pure '.
this)

It is very likely, that

demonical

forni o

r

Agni

called

is

V'i

s

r a.v

yad

a

or

dpwn from the J?ig ^edic
the. funera.l hymns (Big Veda
16)^

Agni has

verses'quo^ed. lndee d in

k

the idea of this

vdd

}

cojne.

X

all-deyourer, and.

K

r.

av y ad

,

eater of dead body.
So, Agni Vasis.h^a, in the. verses in
seems
to
be
as not liking the opprobrious
exhibited
question,

epithet

Y&tudhana

or

Krayyad.

In the story of the attempted human sacrifice of 4>unassepa which occurs in the Ai. Br^hma?iaj it is said that the
'
''

^0

A'gni Jdbavectes

an^ wfto/kijV

fe

Ar, Uj>,

!

those

roau's; wished-for

8fcb-

Adhya-ya,

a, I.

tiryanKa
objeobs, to

devas (ray8),tyho apt in

them

I

offer this

y,qu
oblafcidn.

71S7ASTOA ASD
who

priests

as

Hotar, Jamadagni

Ayasya

in that

officiated

as Udgatar.

Adhvaryu,

about their mutual animosity.
evidence is not enough to show

that in the days of the Ai.

not arisen.
the office

Hotar

Brahma, and

is said

kind of negative

Brit this

were Visvamitra. as

Yasishi/ia as

So, here, the so called rival priests act

and nothing

in concert

sacrifice

Br&hmana

the legend about

it

had

noteworthy that this Brahmawa also assigns
of Brahma to Vasish^a.
In it, Visvamitra, the
It is

priest,

is

addressed as Raja-putra, prince, and BharatarBharatas. Was it permissible for a

shabha, the best of the

Ksha,triya in the days of this

Brahrajwa to

officiate as priest?

very Brahmana, the

Brahman is
u yan va i

said to be greater

In

this

than

the

Kshatriya
a t )
and
i.y

Kshatr

;

b.h

Rama Margaveya

Brahman a h
invents a substi-

o in a juice for the Kshatriya, holding that the
In descrialone is competent to drink the so

tute for the

Brah man

(

.

s

ma

.

bing Visv&mitra as Hotar as well as king, does the Ai,
Bi;'ahmana simply give expression to an older legend ? It
may -haye arisen from there being in the Yisvamitr a Manilla
;

(B. V. III. 43, 5)

this,

prayer addressed to Indra: *Make

me

the guardian of people, make me a king, make me a Zfo'shi, the
drinker of the Soma (rishim papiviimsain sutasya),

gite

me

Soothe same

wealth that would last forever*.,

person wishes to, become both king and Zfc'shi. Does the
aijiective, drinker of the Soma, applied to,4^.hi'^ indicate that
even in the days of the Rig Yeda> the drinking of so

ma

ir;

the s o

by

priests

in
?

a sacrifice was a privilege exclusively enjoyed
Even assuming that the PnrushaSukta, in which

the four captes are distinctly mentioned, is later than other
portions of the Big Veda, the mention, in the latter, of several
;

kinds of priests, indicates
already become

that

the;

so very elaborate as to

priests specially ti-ained for

it,

side

by

sacrificial

work had

demand the.services
side with

men

of

specially

devoted to military work and called Kshatriyas; and although
in those days. there may not have. been a caste barrier between

and the warrior, so that a warrior might, if fit,
bioome a priesjij still, the pciest and poet o> ay. have ranked,
tlie.pries.t

;

VA8ISH Z!ffA, 'Tw.MMR A AND
:

the

iu.

higher

S

honors of the

o

ma

Atf ASTYA,

sacrifice,

while the

Kshatriya had his own superiority in the Rajasiiya
Before going to the

and
Snbandhu.

Paur&mc
let

Vasisltf/u,

sacrifice,

about Visvamitra

stories

us examine

what

is

said to

.

be another

of rivalry
v

and ammositv
*J

found in the Suktas 57, 58, 59 and 60

between priests

to be

of

Ma?i<?ala

Rig Veda,

instance

X.

Sayana interprets these four

in accordance

with a legend to be found in the
Sahyayaua Biatima?ia about them, and, thus interpreted, a
But confining ourstory of rivalry is evolved from them.

Siiktas

the Suktas themselves, there really seems to be
in
them about any such rivalry.
nothing
Suk ta 57 prays for the coming back of the life of a
selves

to

1

:

Sukta 58 has a repetition
person who has apparently died.
'
in each of its verses of words to the effect
cause thy
life to come to thee again that thou mayst live and
sojourn

We

they are said to do, whether that life has
to the sea or to the sun or to the rays or
gone
Sukta 59
to the other places mentioned in the verses.

and

here

to

this

Yania or

"
His life has been
by exclaiming to this effect
renewed, and dripping (JTyavana/a) he 'seeks the goal
with quickened vigour' "-, and it contains the prayer: May

begins

:

'

Heaven and Earth
trouble

thee'

Subandhu

bless

Subandhu

(vide verses

8 and

that had died but

of the next verse (10)

may

;

misfortune never;
it

was

first

half

This shows that

9).

came back

which concludes

to

this

The

life.

Sukta 59, addresses

{

Indra drive forward
Indra enigmatically to this effect
d
ha
ii
n
which
has
v&
bullock
the
m)
(a
brought Usinarani's
*
The second half repeats
may misfortune never
wagon.)'
!

:

The word theelm-Q, as in the repetitions in
8 and 9, refers to Subaudhu and it appears to me
is Subandhu himself who is described as the wagon's

trouble thee'
verses

that

it

bullock.

The above may be explained thus: iSubandhu, the good
is the moon.
Dragging the Orion- wagon, for
he
a bullock, from the point of
becomes
whidi purpose

kinsman

VASISETflA,

Opposition,

VISVAMMA AND

A&ASTYA,

he arrives at the Conjunction and dies there in

new moon day phenomenon; thereby completing one year.
The three stars of the Belt, conceived as his kinsmen, mourn

the

for his death, and,

as magicians, utter the

Mantras that con-

tain the repetitions, in order to bring back his life; and as
soon as he is resuscitated he is sent out by the sun Indra on

a career to do another year.

The word ./iTyavana/i here should not be passed
over lightly. In numerous. places in the /tig Veda the Asvins
are said to restore /fyavana from old age to youth; and
from the Brahmanic and Paura?dc

he seems

to be

night the

moon becomes

stories

no other than the moon.

about Ifyavana,

In the dark

fort-

thinner and thinner, and entering
at its end, comes out from the same

the Asviu light (dawn)
light (now the evening twilight) as the growing young moon
of the bright fortnight. ICyavana is derived from a root
to

meaning

drip.

Issuing forth as a drop from the sun the

moon drips* down to the Opposition. to shine as full moon.
Usinara is a name connected with Sibi, who is identified
with the moon, (vide /Sibi, page
Usinarani means
),
the queen of Usinara. She seems to be the star Rohini, having
the Orion us her Avagou. Probably Usiuaraui's wagon was an
old

name

when

of the Orion at the time

the

poet composed

these Suktas. Borrowing this name, the poet, either

knowing
knowing its etymology, but knowing well that it was
a name in vogue for the Orion, contributes his own poetical
or not

view of the

Now

stars of the Belt as the

Sukta 60.

kinsmen of the moon.

is, I thinkj a slightly different
the
of
same
description
phenomenon by the same poet. It is
as
I
interesting
adding,
think, more names to

to

It

Subandhu,

who being moon,

is

identical

The

with Sudas.

verses are to.be taken, together.

first

four

They begin by saying:

* The Sukta that
immediately follows these Subaudhu Siiktas ig
about Nabhilnedistfia, about -whose etymology and about his being spiri)J
the seed for "

tually
see Dr

making the new

Hang's viewgj Ai. Br. Vol. I

celestial

p. 27.
occurs.

body

to the

In verse 2 of the

sacrificer

MbhanedisMa

Sukta also, the word JTyavana
Saya?ia, referring to Ai. Br.
V. 14, connects it with lludra. Probably the verse contains the

u the stpiy

of

i/Iio

birfft of

Sauito

is

derived,

namas,

"'Bearing dm-

salutation,

(which word seems

jana

uoun meaning a group

to

we have come

to tlie

be used here as a collective

of beings)"; arid

they 'describe

'tjhe

ana

as magnificent looking; as praised among the great
j
i
(verse ) ; as unequalled in smashing (enemies) ^-a "s a in a t i in
ni-tosanam; as controlling the chariot; as protecting

Bhajeratha (verse 2) ; as overthrowing in battle, with spear,
or even without spear, beings who are like bufialoes (verse 3);
and as that ( 3 an a ) by observing whose v r a t a , ordinance,

Ikshvaku prospers rich and bright (verse 4). Verse 5 invokes
Indratoput power into the unequalled (asam&tlshu)
'
Rathaproshi/aas. Verse 6 enigmatically says
Indra,
:

A

you yoke your horses for Agastya's n a d a h (
gastyand
the
asya nadbhyaft.);'
remaining verses address

Subandhu

to

this effect

:~

{

Subandhu

your father and mother and have come

to

!

get

be your

up;

I

Jifej

which

.ain

I hold for your security aiid not for your death, and which
'
I have brought back from Yatna ; and, (to quote the last two
verses from

Mr.

Griffith)-

"The wind

.

blows downward from on high,
downward the sun-god sends his heat, downward
the milch-cow pours her milk, so downward go
thy pain and grief ". Verse 11.
(t
Felicitous is this mine hand, yet more
This hand
felicitous is this (the other hand).
contains all healing balms, and this makes whole
with gentle touch". Verse 12.

I would take these sii verses, 7 to 12, as uttered by
ladra, and not by the brother or brothers of Subauilhu, as

Say ana, relying on the /Sai/iyayanaka, does. Likewise, Sayana,
relying on the SafAyayanaka, takes Asainati to be a king of
He takes Bhajeratha and Ikshvaku to be two
that name,
separate kings.

Rama

The

latter

name

is

well

known in the list of
name may be the

Dasarathi's ancestors, and the other

older form of Bhagiratha
explain the Sukta thus

of the

same

list,

I venture to

':

the three

stars of the

Belt arrive ad the ConjiiBction/

VASISHTHA, YISVAMITEA AND AGASTYA,
Subandhti, who, it is fancied, died
Ikshvaku appeal to be other names
and
Bhajeratha
same moon. The moou having the Orion-car is
The other name is connected with i k s h u ,
ratha.

newmoon

with the

there.

of the

Bhajesugar-

cane, which, the Belt as the yielder of the heavenly in d'd- h u
or so ma, is.
Being now in conjunction with the sun, the

three stars, as the kinsmen of the moon, praise the jaua,
the group of the conjunctional solar rays, because the moon

one
a

man

s a in

a

That

renewed from them.

is to rise

but a multitude of

t i s

hu

men

j

a

u a here means not

indicated

by the plural
The
the
solar rays,
5.
Maruts,
the daivya-jana, as a a r a A ,
they are known for their spears. They
is

in verse

occur as the troop, as
heroic men, &c ; find

handle or control the Orion-car, which has

now completely

entered their light, and with this phenomenon the adjective
li a t h a p r o s h t h a ,
applied to them, also seems to be
The prayer for power being given them, indiconnected.
cates that the solar rays

become strong in summer.

Having

thus lauded them, the three stars laud their master, the sun
Indra, by saying that he is coming for Agastya's n a d a h .

What

does this

Agastya's

mean ? Sayana

says that the n a d a h are
sons and that Indra came for the purpose

sister's

I take Agastya's nadaA to be the
protecting them,
a d h a r a h , flowing into the vessel when
Agastya,
the so
plant, is pressed, and as the dh&ra/t make
of

s o in

ma

sound

(vide R. Y.

nad

IX.

2, 6)

when dripping down, they are

If Sayaua had older authorn
a
d a h to be his sister's sons,
ity
taking Agastya's
the ten fingers are the sisters of the S o m a
plant, and the
drops pressed out by them are their sons. The three stars,
called

a

Ji

,

the noisy.

for

situated as they are in the
Orion,
s o
a juice, have these s o
a

m

m

the palce of the

heavenly
drops ready in the Orion'

sacrificial ground in the scene of the
Conjunction, and so
Indra goes there for
(drinking) them, wherewith to get his
summer strength. Thus worshipped, he, as a magician,

resuscitates the

of his

moon by

hands, rays,
conies out from the

the life-restoring effect of the touch,

Touched by them the renewed moon,

Evening

twilight,

'

TASISHTSA, VISVAMITRi AND AGASTYA.
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Now

to the legend.
The $&%ayanaka quoted by
not fully intelligible to me; but with the help of

is

Sayarca
Prof. Max Miiller's notice of

it in his
History of Sanscrit
Literature p. 486, I give its purport below:Kiug Asamati had four priests called Bandhu, Su-bandhu,

/Sruta-bandhu and Vipra-bandhu, who were brothers!and who
belonged to the family of the G-opayanas. Not satisfied with
them he dismissed them and appointed two new priests, called,

who had. magical powers. The
used incantations against the life of
the king, the new priests took away the life of one of them
viz. Subandhu, when he was sleeping, and concealed it within

in

the dual,

Kilatakuli,

dismissed

men having

the p a r

i

d h

made

(an imaginary fortification for Agni

the sticks

by placing
manner on
by means

i

the altar).

of the

of certain kinds

of trees

in a certain

His three brothers prayed to Agni
i
p a d a metre ( cl v a i p a -

Sukfca of d v

dena Suktena), Agni came out and enquired why they
had come to him. They said: 'We beseech you for the life
.of Subaudhu
He said
Here it is within the p a r d h
f

'.

take

'They took

it

up'.
7 to 12.

i

:

Such legends

as

ifc

up by

repeating the six

howsoever they

this,

i

;

verses,

may seem

to

stones of the .Rig Veda, do
but
hover over them, giving
not altogether fly away from,
The moon can be a
facts.
sometimes significant additional

confuse the simple plot of the

good kinsman only by having a good kinsman
Hence his brothers have names similar to his.
worthy that

tlieir

Belt, viz, three,

Some men
life
Iris

number is exactly that
the newmoon day in
it is

kinsmen.

It is note-

of the stars of the

On

of the black art do,

or

the

fancied,

Conjunction,

take, the

moon's

and conceal it in the Or iou-fi re-altar, but by the help of
brothers and the kindness of Agni, he comes out resusci-

tated, in order to

make

the mouths of the

new

year,

nothing in these Suktas to show that Agni was
j but Rig Veda V. 24, consisting of four verses in the
praised
dvipada metre, the authorship of which is attributed in the

There

is

Anukramawi

to these

very four brothers, who,

50

it

says, are
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or Laupayanas, prays to Agni to this
our nearest friend and deliverer. Come
be
effect:
Agni,
This
seems
to be the dvaipada Sukta
tojis&c.&c.'

either

Gaupayanas
'

referred. to in the SzUAyayanaka.

story of the

how

got loose

it

Mandala X, it is curious
from that Mandala and found a place

Subandhu Suktas

in the Fifth or the

If this formed part of the

of

Atreya Mandala.

The name Ikshvaku does not occur elsewhere in the
R\g Veda. The Puranic stories call Sudas as Sudasa and
make him a descendant of Ikshvaku. This shows how they
hang over the Rig Veda and how their authors saw reason
Ikshvaku with Sudas. Likewise, they refer not
Sudas or Sud&sa, but to his son Saudasa, as the king
whom Visvftmitra tried to draw away to himself from

to connect
to

Vasish^a. This is evidently the result of the Brahrnawas
speaking about the hostility between Vasishf/ia and Saudasas.

Probably the Br.ahmanas meant by the Saudasas the people
of Sudas; but the word can be looked upon as a patronymic
derived from

Sudas. Hence the Pauranic idea that the
was
between
Saudasa and Vasish^a.
hostility
Now to the Paurawic stories. Sarga 65 of the Uttaraof the Rarn&yawa says

:

There was a king named Virasaha, son of Sudasa
of the solar line.
He went out hunting and killed
one of two Kakshasas, who, disguised as lions,
were killing all inferior animals. The other Rakshasa cherished revenge,
just completed a

and so when the king had

sacrifice,

with the assistance of his

priest Vasishf7ia, the Rakshasa appeared before the
king in the form of Vasisht/ia, and said The sacri'

:

fice

has come to a close^

food.

Do

not hesitate'.

Entertain

me

with meat-

The king ordered

his cook

ms

to prepare the food, but the cook
astonished.
The Rakshasa then assumed the form of the cook

and took human
;

by

his

flesh to the king,

queen Madayanti, offered
51

who, accompanied

it

to the real priest

VASISIITHA, VISVAMITRA
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AND AGASTYA.

Vasish/ia, -who found out that it was human flesh
and cursed the king to become a Eakshasa, The

innocent king got angry and took up -water in order
to curse Vasishi/ia in return, but the
queen stayed
him saying it would not be proper to curse the

In the excitement of the moment, the
king
the water on his legs, which at once became

priest.

spilled

(Icalmashatam gatau)

black

ward

Thencefor-

name became Kalmashapada. He became
-a Rakshasa, but
Vasishi/ia, coming to know the
circumstances under which the king offered him
his

Jbuman

flesh,

removed

his

Rakshasahood at the end

twelve years.

<o

-The two lions are probably the sun and the Orion in

Conjunction, killing and devouring (pisita) raw flesh,
the darkness of winter. In the jRig Veda, the sun Rudra,

which also

mv

a

i

is

a well

(m r i g a

g
means there the

known name

m

lion.

n

a

b hi

of Agni, is likened to the

mam

II. 33,

The Orion- Sacrifice

is

1

1)

which word

also

mr

I

ga

,

vide the story of Daksha's sacrifice (page 360 supra)', and
r i g a there means the deer, yet the poet was
although

m

free to utilize

Now,

it

in this story in the lion-sense of the word.

as soon as the scene of Conjunction begins, the

Sudas commences

his career of

In six months he comes

year.

which, as full
fice.

Yajna

moon, he

kills

making the months

moon
of the

to the scene of Opposition, in

the

in r i

ga

,

the Orion-sacri-

or Sacrifice represents Purusha,

the

Supreme

Self as the In-dweller of all creatures loving them

all

as

himself.

The G-opatha-Braihmana, about tlie Gayatri, says:
" V e d a i r Y a n o 'b h i a n n o
p
j
"
grasitah par amrishta
which means that by the Vedas or knowledge is one enabled
//.

get at, (2) seize and (3) understand
This tantamounts to saying that by knowBut Mythology
a truth understood and digested.

surround or

to (1)

the Sacrifice.

ledge
asks

is

how

to digest

without killing and eating

52

?

Similarly

VASISHWTA, VISVAMITRA AND AQASTYA.
the three words (1) a b h

p

a r a

mr

i s

h

t

p anna

i

j

r

g

(2)

a

mean

a not only

s

i t

35

a

,

and

(3)

seized, and

(I) got at, (2)
(3)
understood, but also have this second meaning, viz. (I) killed,
(2) swallowed (g r a, s a , the morsel of food being derived

from the same

root),

and

(3) grasped,

moon

the full

or

So, as a virodhabhasa

of the

paradox,
Conjunction kills the
i
g a , the Orion-sacrifice, that is, understands Sacrifice by
grasping it with his full light or knowledge. Also, the body

mr

is
ignorantly attributed to Purusha or Brahman must
be killed in order to realize Him as the Atman or spirit

which

One who understands Him

pervading everywhere.

as the

must give up his deha.bhim ana and become
The moon does so, thus
himself a sacrifice.
In six months from the Opposition, the Conjunction
sacrifice

:

,

which was the starting point of the year, comes again as the
ending point. The moon performs a sacrifice, the fire
of which is the Solar Agni Yasishi/ia,. now in conjunction
with

The

moon.

the

killed or understood,

with the sun, that

AMrya

Guru

or

now

is also

had

been

in conjunction

one with the sun, appears as the

is,

of the

which

Orion-sacrifice

and which

moon and

tells

which should be taken

to

be the

victim thrown into the

fire

Vasishf Aa.

him

to offer

up

vapa, omeutum,
If,

flesh,

of the

as I have tried to

show, Vasishf/ja- is the fire Agni, it is no wonder that he
should a&k for flesh in the shape of the burnt offerings.
The Guru says: 'Offer up flesh, do not hesitate' and the

phenomenally on the newmoon day of the
Conjunction, by the moon to the sun Agni, is no other
than the light or flesh of the moon. In other
words, on the
flesh offered up,

newmoon
as the

Solar

day, the moon, likened to the

sacrifice,
fire;

and

it

knower of Brahman

completely performs self-sacrifice in the
should be borne in mind that the
Upani-

shads teach the knower to look
upon himself as Yajna, the
sacrificial oblation, and that the
vapa of tha victim sacrificed represents

the

vapa

the

offered to

law. of rituals,

Yajamana or sacrificer himself. Thus,
Agni Vasisht/ia is, in the eye of the

human

flesh.
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y a tu d h & n a

His curse

or cannibal.

to the

king

is

really

for, the inoon, travelling as he does in the night,
so to speak, a R&kshasa or Nisa&ara,
by his

a blessing;
is,

devouring

the darkness representing
light the darkness of the night,
all the sinful
qualities infesting the human body, while

the sun Vasishi/ia also

is a great Rakshasa or killer, by
removing darkness or ignorance completely from the day.
Thus, both phenomenally and esoterically, these two paradoxical yatudhattas, the sun and moon, are two heavenly

Yogins

killing

and eating without remorse the human

called Lust, Hatred,

p

Anger, Pride, &c., &c.

Kalmasha means black as well as variegated colour, and
a Rakshasa. The moon, although white, is also referred

also
to

foeasts

sometimes as
r a

Max

s

ya

ma

,

black

( s

y am at

$

a b a

I

a

m

vide Ifhand. Up. VIII. 13 as quoted in Prof.
)
Miiller's Psychological Religion, page 120.

pa

dy

e

'
she who exhilaI take the queen Madayanti (literally
or
the
be
rates') ,to
Brahma-Vidy&
knowledge of Brahman,

by drinking which
unbounded joy.

s

o

ma

beverage, the Yogin feela

as I think, the RzshiYisvainitra.

If,

have

as the

called YasishiAa a

Yatudhana

who

in the

is

supposed to

Rig Veda,

is

the

moon-king Sud as, does not that theory receive support from
the fact of the Pauranic author making king Saud&sa offer

human

flesh to Vasishf 7ia

as if the

latter

were a Yatudhana

or cannibal 9

The

esoteric character of this

cannibalism

will,'.'.I

hope,

be made clearer when viewed along with the cannibalism,
which most curiously Vasish^/za's twin brother, Agastya, also
performs, and which will be explained in due course.
Another version of this story, with more facts than are
:

stated in the

R&inayana

is

to be found in the

Mahabharata

1.176:
Vasishi/a had one hundred sons, who were all
by king Kalmashapada, the Saud&sa, of the

killed

line of

Ikshvaku, under the following circumstances.
the king went out hunting and met Sakti,

One day
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the

first

son

AND AGASTYA,
akti

ou the way.

of Vasish^a,

thought that the king should give him way ; but
the king thought that the Brahman
youth himself

must give way

to the ruler of the world, and so

he

pushed him aside and passed on. iSakti was offended
and cursed the king to become p u r u s h a -

at this

da,

cannibal.

Taking advantage of

this

curse,

Visvamitra, who was desirous of becoming the priest
of the Ikshvakus, set a Rakshasa, named Kiukara,
to possess the king,

who, thus possessed, went ou
he met a hungry

In the wilderness,

hunting.

Brahman, namad Mitrasaha, who wanted to eat
animal food. It so happened that no meat could be
procured then, and so, the king procured human
from the executioner and had

flesh

it

served to the

Brahman, who, however, found it out and cursed
the king to become a p u r u s h a d a , cannibal,
even as Sakti had cul'sed him before. As soon as
the

pu

r

curse was uttered thrice, the king became a
u s h a d a ; and going directly to /Sakti and

telling

then

him

to suffer for his curse, ate

him

first,

and

ninety nine brothers, one after another.
But though
Yasish^a thus losfc all his sous through
Cj
Q
all his

the machinations of Visvamifcra, he did not think of

He grieved

only in himself, and in order to
commit suicide, jumped clown from Mount Meru but
He fell into the ocean, tying
'alighted like cotton.

revenge.

a big stone to his neck, but the waves washed him to
the shore. Thus lauded, ho came home, but started
again and binding himself with
into a river ; but she cut the

fell

him

to the shore.

cord she got the

He

then

away

fell

to one

From
name

this

of

act

pas a,

cord, he

cord and washed
of cutting

tlie

Vipasa (Vedic Vipat).
she ran

into the river Haimavati; but

hundred directions and was therefore

Satadru (Yedic $utadri). Being thus unable
to die, he was one day going sadly, when he heard
called
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sound of the Vedas following him. Turning
back, he saw his daughter-in-law Adrisyanti, the
tlie

widow

and came

of Sakti,

to

know

was

that she

pregnant and that the child in the womb repeated
the Vedas.
So, there was some hope of posterity
left to

He

him.

king came

was taking her home, when the
but Vasishi/w removed
;

to eat her also

the curse hanging

on him and freed

him from

Rakshasahodd. During his Raksbasahood, the king
had eaten a 'Brahman when the latter -was in the

had
conjugal embrace of his wife, and for this act
if
he
to
Brahmani
suffer
death
the
cursed
been
by

and

have issue only by
The king,
Vasishi/ta "whose sons he had devoured.
who had no issue, was thus obliged to solicit his

embraced

his

wife,

to

to raise issue for him by appointment,
The boy
according to the n i y o g a d h a r in a
e
He of stone 3 , because, the
thus born was Asmaka,

Guru

'

.

child having

remained

in the

long

his

womb,

mother, the queen Madayanti, beat her belly with a
stone and forced

him out

in

the twelfth

year

pregnancy. In due time Admyanti gave birth
Parasara^ the grandson of Vasish^a.
It will

be seen how slender

is

there was a necessity to mention
of Sudas,

which I have

to

the connection

mitra with this story ; and yet his name

name

of

him

tried to

is

of Visvamentioned as if

in connection with the

show

is

another

name

of Visvaniitra.

I would interpret the story thus: The sun Vasishi/m
and the moon Sudas or Saudasa are two knowers,
outwardly
hostile but really

each other.

benefiting

I shall

give the

phenomenal explanation of the story after giving the esoteric,
j&ikti, brute force, represents egotism, pride, anger, or worldly

Kama,

desire,

au ga

j

a

,

which,

body-born,

springing in one's own body,
a n a s i j a , mind-born, and

or

m

in that sense regarded as a
son,

adopt the principle of

'

might

is
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is
is,

knower ought never to
right *\ for no man, however

AND
Strong bodily, can long rely on his strength, as the body is
subject to decay and a stronger wrestler may come into the

Brahman

indeed the

as

field,

out

pushed

was overpowered and
So, dismissing mere

Sakfci

the Kshatriya king.

by

brute force as useless

to

social maii, let

us take intellectual

The

power and see the

result of its

Brahman can wag

tongue and wish ill of another play
ruin him; but sooner or later his own

misuse.

intellectual tricks to

demon on himself and

tricks recoil as a

intellectual

his

him. One should

kill

man

and so
;
look upon others as himself as at
another a demon is to make the way to suicide. If

the one the educator, the other the upholder

and Kshattram

go on fighting

of order

make
Brahma

to"

hand, what safety

is

going hand in
the Brahman,
So
society?

like this, instead of

there

to

Kshatriya to bring cooked flesh, the brutal
passions subdued; and when the Kshatriya does so, he becomes
fit to
govern, punishing the wicked, to whom he is a demon,

educates the

and man-killer

too,

for the

murderer

becoming a demon, the good king
and numerous other bad qualities.
free from them, he

is

kills

put to death. So,
Vasish^a's egotism

When

becomes
shown by his

Vasishf/ta

becomes immortal as

is

and he gets his spiritual grand birth in the
Grandson Parasara, born from the womb of goddess
Yak, the Vedic Knowledge. She is Admyanti, Invisible,
and is evidently that Upanishadic Knowledge which teaches

inability to die;

shape of

a

the
(pi-

s

a

r i r

43- ante)

a

or bodyless

that in the

All-pervading

Big Veda,

Self.

We

Vasishf/ia said: /

saw

"May

We

I die this day if I have harassed any man's life ".
may
well console him by saying:
'0 Vasishf/ia Brahman' I
your devoted Puranic poet has shown, by your ordeals,
!

that

you are an immortal

sage, who, far

anybody, did not even wish

ill

of your

from harassing

enemy '.

The poet

has also shown in his

own way that the p r a j a or progeny,
to get which Vasishtf/ta, according to the Brahmana stories
(vide p.

killed

40 ante), performed a rite, after all his sons were
after $akti was thrown into the fire, is his own

and

liberated

God-become Self in the shape of grand

son, born

Pride and other bad sons were sacrificed,
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Thus the king
turn

sishf/ta in his

a real benefactor

is

Va-

of Vasishi/m,

One

the king's benefactor, thus:

is

aspect

of the king's Rakshasahood was that it was meant as a metaphor for his ferocious hatred of all bad qualities. Now let us

take

a

s

in

it

its real

msara

Man

aspect.

hunts in the wilderness of

To

for selfish pleasures.

murders and robs, and

eats the wealth of his fellow creature
as his sustenance

bah

i

s

Kama

ka

r

his

ah

p

r

and Manyu

fulfil

desires he

his

a man-eater, because he takes and

is

very
an ah

selfish

who had looked upon

as the
saying

life,

a r

is:

t

it

hah

The evil passions such as
desire and anger
are as it were
.

a demon possessing the poor soul and making it do bad acts.
When men are under the influence of demon Kama they are
called

kamopahata/cetasa/t,
kama'. A

beaten by

yens

(akarshit), Kama
(

ka

r t

a*

to be

Kama

).

Kama

is

Kinkara, the

the king, means the

those whose souls are

japa-mantra repeated by the

to the effect that

is

'

the

doer,

Manyu
Manyu is

of the

demon who

name

servant, the doer, and

may

Taittiri-

has done

has done,

the

doer

possesses

be taken

Under

the principle of 'might
right' the stronger man seeking self aggrandizement is
death to the same kind of aspirations of the weaker man.
Therefore the Mnndakn, Upauishad (II. 12) says that seeing
the uselessness of the reward of selfish acts, man should go to
or

Manyu.

is

the

Guru

only

(

gu

r

u

m

e v a

the

)

Guru

that

is

Brahma-

to acquire Brahinanishlfta, well established in Brahman
of
the
end
his
the
at
useless hunting, goes to
king,
Vidya. So,

Guru Vasishf/ta

at a time

and 99 others), the

Vidyavau, as Adnsyantiis

latter is really

Now

the king's wife Madayanti also, literally 'she
exhilarates' is another personification of the eternal-joy-

Vidya.

who

when, freed from his passions (Sakti

giving Vidya in respect of the king.

The king should be

How ? The last sentence
the A chary a or Guru who

sou.
spiritually born as his own

of the Prasnopauishad says that
enables the disciple to cross (the

ignorance,

is (to

* This Mantra

be looked upon

js-quotecl in the

ocean

of)

As

a

v

i

d y a}

to

why

Mab&D&r&yawa Upanisfcad,

18. 2,
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Guru

is

commentator Raftga-

called father, the Visishiadvaita

R&manuja quotes the following- Vedic text :
" S a hi
v i d y a t a s t a in j a
ta/c

/b/n'

41

naya

t

i

j

esh i/jam janma."

He (the Acharya) procreates him (the disciple)
through Vidya" (knowledge); that is his superior
birth (superior to the worldly birth which he had
from

Now
that

his father).

one poetical relationship of Vidya to the knower is
she is his devoted wife; and when under another

Guru procreates him through Vidya there
d h a h h a s a or apparent paradox of the

poetical aspect, the

comes the

v

i

r o

teacher VasishiAa begetting a son for the king.
I do not
mean to say that the custom of n i y o g a did not exist in
the olden time.
It existed as an a p a d - d h a v
a
a

m

custom

to

be had recourse to under misfortune

tune of not having issue.
long after the

But our Pauranic

the misfor-

poet,

must have looked down upon the three worldly
(Bnhadaranyaka IV.

4, 22), evidently

man is under misfortune only when he
He cannot be so born without having
and so the king seeks

by the Guru

only
it is

a

5

m

ka

a

of the king's

lived

ha

for salvation

only.

The

is

in the twelfth
;

s

,

means that

not born spiritually.
recourse to his Guru j

ipad-dharma

by the

spiritual birth is

permanent:

stony, adopting the metaphor of a durable

,

sou

quite unnatural

&
.

L o ka

is

object to express spiritual permaneuc}'.

born

i s

that for sou, that for wealth, and that for

desires, viz.

or objects

who

Upanishad period, and who, as a Vedantist,

revealed

further

year of conception.

The

spiritual nature

by the fact that he

Taken

is

literally this is

but according to the Dharma-Sasfcras, the
'

TJpanayana ceremony in which the Guru
imparts the Gayatri, the Veda-mata -or mother of all Vedic
knowledge, to the disciple, and thereby gives him his
d v i j a t v a or second birth, is the seventh or
eigth year in
the case of a Brahman
and
the
eleventh
or
twelfth year
boy
period

for

the

in the case of a
Kshatriya boy.
fact that the birth
given to

by
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Guru

is

to conceal the

at ouoe the full
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fledged birth of spirituality, the .child of the king is put
eleven years in the womb, with
apparently the further object
of indicating that spiritual birth can be had
only after a long

period of repentance for past sins and of intense yearning for
Brahma?hood. When we go to the stories about Agastya,

the twin brother of Yasish^a,

we 6nd

there

the

also

noteworthy in this connection, that Agastya's son
the seventh year of conception.

is

fact,

born in

Yidya imparted by a Guru to his disciple is the spiritual
daughter of the former wedded to the latter ; and if, under
another fanqy, the Guru procreates him spiritually through
In exhibiting Yastshtf/ta,
her, he becomes a grand-father.
the Brahma priest, as having had intercourse with Madayantt,
who, from a religious point of view, stood in the relationship
of daughter to him, the poet has simply followed the Veclic
which, God Prajapati, who is known in
Puranic literature by the name of Pitamaha or Brahma, had
The extreme innocence
intercourse with his own daughter.
story, according to

and simplicity of that myth

will

be seen from the essay on

Creation. Lifee the Creator, Yasishffia

is

Brahma by being

Brahma priest, Pitamaha, by getting his Grand Spiritual
son Par&sara, and Prajapati too, by obtaining the emancipa?

the

ted Self as the only

p

r

a

his hero, YasishMa, as

progeny. The poet exhibits
double grand-fatherpaternal, to

aj a,

Parasara, and maternal to Asmaka, whose mother was from
a religious pojnt, daughter to him.

What

is

the

meaning of the king's

and getting the curse

?

own accumulated Karma viewed

Brahman
Brahman is man's

lulling the

I think that this

as the Creator of

s

a

ms ar a

jn conjunction with A.vidva. In calling him Brahman the
who has two
poet had evidently in view the Creator Brahma,
aspects

and

Murtam, the phenomenal, connected with samsara
and Amur tarn, the Immortal bodyless Self. So,

(leath,

Karma and Ayidyfi are the parents of samsara; and as
the killing of any qne of them puts a stop to further procreation? th.e

king

kills the

husband, and thereby becomes

get spicitua,! birth through, the

Guru,

The

curs

is

fit

to

a truism;
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Vidya, krida (love) with
her must bring death to man's kavmaic existence : embracing
Vidya, he departs from here and obtains Heaven, just as on

for, as
.

the queen Madayanti

is

newmoonday, king moon embraces day light, dies, *
and becomes one with the sun, the emblem of the Supreme

the

Self.

Let us now go to the phenomenal interpretation of the
story, which no doubt would be insipid compared with the
esoteric,

but which

a manner which

The

able to explain Vasisht/ta's ordeals
all poets ought to be content with.
is

Orion's Belt, which

is

a straight thing,

is,

as

it

in

were,

He is the sun
weapon, personified as man.
Vasish/ta's son, by rising heliacally and thereby coming
out as it were from the sun's body. Going to the point of

the $akti

Opposition, he walks in the path of Night of ignorance,
egotism, pride and is pushed by the king, the moon, now
full

moon.

human

flesh

In fifteen days, the moon, as newmoon, offers
his own light fancied to be flesh (vide Sibi)

sun Brahman and becomes the confirmed Rakshasa,
prowling in the nights of winter. Under another fancy the
to the

fill!

moon

of the Opposition kills

the Belt Sakti and all the

obliterates

i.e.

summer

and devours

rays, fancied to be the

one hundred! sons of the sun, the number 100 meaning
many, innumerable. From the Belt as mountain, when in
Conjunction, the sun in sis months falls down to the point

The sky of winter is the Ocean into which he
it.
In
the
Veda, s a in u d r a ocean, is a well known
plunges.

opposite to

,

* It

is noteworthy that queen Madrl in whose conjugal embrace king
the White Man, dies, is a name derived from inad-ra, that
or
a d a , exhilaration, like the name Madayanti.
which gives

PiiTidu,

mad

m

t Probably the Vedic expression that Yasishtha was hatapntrafo
one whose sons were killed (p. 40 ante), gave rise to the idea that
he was sataputrah., an expression giving two opposite meanings,
one that he had s a t a or hundred sons, the other that he was one whose
sons were sat a or cut down. Sat a, hundred, seems to be derived
from the root sat, to cut (No. 7 in Max Muller's list). If in counting,
a man took up a long green twig and made a bite upon it with a sharp
stone for e. very set of d a s a or ten fmgera opened out, and cut off the
twig when ten dents were made on it, the bit thus out off would be s a ta,
hundred, that which was cufc off; and if ten such bits wera macte and pat
together, they would be sahasra.
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name

for the blue sky.

entwine him as

if

la

-winter, the

powers of darkness

when he plunges into
him from the cords.

the y are cords, but

the

Day river or summer, she frees
Then he plunges into the river Haimavati, which, as the
name denotes, is the h i m a or cold season, winter, and
which also at the end disappears, just as the night runs
away, as

it

were, in

hundred directions when the sun

It will be seen that the

two rivers are the very

rises.

rivers which,

according to the Big Veda, Visvtimitra fords, (p. 37 ante),
the Vedic poet likening day and night to two rivers and
But
giving to them the names of two of our Paujab rivers.
the poet of this story appears to change the Vedic names a
little,

purposely to illustrate his view of them in relation to

when the nighfc-hulf of the year
the
moon's
Rakshasahood
is removed and the sun
goes,
comes in conjunction with the star Rohwi or Aldebaran,

his hero Vasish^a. .At last

who

stands in two relationships to him, as daughter as well
as daughter-in-law, the two grandsons Asmakaand Para&ira
being probably the summer light in its two aspects as the
so in a and Agni (Somagni). Stone, called adri in the
Rig. Veda, is used in pressing.' out the
mother, the o s h a d h i

s o in

a

from

its

.

In the Kaushitaki' Brahmana Upanishad, Indra

is

exhi-

bited as saying to Pratardana that the merit of the

knower

he should

commit

1

of

Atman

will

not be destroyed even

if

theft.

This

is

horribly
patricide, matricide, child-murder,
absurd and cancels the ethics of common humanity, whether

that

iSastras

vada

But

or other.

Aryan

.

It

such

it

is

well

language

known

is

to students of

what

called

is

simply extols the knower of Brahman.

loves the Self and realizes

all

creatures

as

Hindu

arthaHe who

himself cannot

Puch sins said in respect of the
and steal.
possibly murder
knower are paradoxical and not real and so the clever poets
;

of the

Pauramc

school have vied with each other in invent-

ing puzzles, which, when unriddled, are most harmless. If
the Guru marries Vidya" to his disciple and also procreates

him

spiritually

through her, he commits mythical incest
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with daughter.
disciple

gets

and yet the

If VidyH, is the Guru's wife

her and loves

her,

he

45

commits mythical

incest with

mother-- a conduct deliberately attributed to
TTandramas, the moon, who, it is said, committed adultery
with the wife of Bn'haspati, his Guru. The innocence of
that

myth

when we deal with
moon is there plainly

will be explained

to it here, because the

it.

I allude

exhibited as

the disciple of the sun Brzhaspati.

There
Nimi.

is

another story of priestly jealousy said of
The Vishrcu-Purana IV. 5, says:

Vasishi/ja.

King Nimi, son of Ikshvaku, intended to
perform a thousand-year-sacrifice and invited VasishiAa to be his Hotar priest.
VasishfAa said
:

'

Indra has already invited

year-sacrifice.

Wait

till

me to his

five

hundred-

I return from it/

The

king madejno reply. Vasisbi/ia thought that the
king had assented to what he said, went to Indra

and came back in due time. By that time, the
king (thinking that life was uncertain, vide the
Bhag. Purana IX. 13 about this very story)
had begun his sacrifice, engaging Gotama and
others as priests. When he was asleep, Vasishf/ia cursed him to become v i d e h a , bodyless, because be did not wait for Mm.
Getting

up, the king cursed Vasishi/a in return thus:
1
Since yon have cursed me unawares when 1 was

may you also lose your body.' So saying
he gave up hia body. VasishZ/za also gave up
his body and was born as the son of Mitra
and Varuna at the sight of Urvasi. The body
which the king gave up did not decay. At the
asleep,

conclusion of the sacrifice, the gods desired (the
soul of) Nimi to choose a boon; and he said to

them thus
saric

:

sorrow.

'You are the destroyers of
There

is

all

sam-

not a greater sorrow

than that of the [separation of soul and body.
63
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So,

I would-

grafted

w^
Hence,

reside in. the eyes,

like, to

name

the. (soul

the eyes

placed, in

his,

Niini

ol

his, body,

making
Janaka was born.

the. ararai,

it.

of. the)

all o.reatuT^ai.
.

of. the

twinkling

(t.lie

As< he was, sonjess i; the

eye).

The.

body, again..'

up.

aa&

boon,

idle;

of. all

:

and not take

cre,aiure.S;

;

chuiined,

pries.fcs

,

and a spn named;
:

From

the previous stories, we have learnt to read
as blessings.
The. whole aim oE saprifice and
Vedanta is to. realize the self as, being, bqdyless. So,,
curses

curse

Vasishi/2'a's r

prabu.d.dha,
not putting

is

c

tlie-

mak.ing

blessing,,

who

a

king

awakened,' as a reward for
sacrifice, but. doing it afc once.
is

We

the

off

a.

one

should not put off our religious duty, for life is uucert.aiu ;
and the awakened state is the seeing state the knowing
state

to

for

see

king bodyless as

making the

Vasishi/ta's

to. know...

is

he came, back from Indra and
the eyes of all. creatures,, seems

soon, as

the king's residing in,
to be an illustration

of

Indra in the

is

what,

Father

by

taugl.it,

YHI.

7 12.
Up.anishad
This Puranic story portrays Bishi VasishMa a,s haying
brought from heaven the divine teaching which Indra

Prajapati to

Indra

telling

eye and
mortal,,
(

d

hu

.

own
eye

that

and that

t, v.

a

a. r i

r

s.ees

JSig

Prajapati,, as

m, ) the
state;

?.elf-iu.minp.^

which

saym*
SeJO

the.
at

Self

the.

concludes by

when the

ife

The teaching begins by Prajapati

from Prajapati.

learnt

jSjkan.d,

a

is

:

Veda X.

is

evidently

The Purasha|

in the,

that

$

if

a^

anct

bodiless,,,

a9' the,

1,

sa,r

th.a.t

nietaphor

82,

Purush.a,

the.

in

it.

knowledge

speaks of Yi*va,kar-man
(

He

Kak
h

^

Uq

s

ha

h

is

off

ia his

IJ^bama Purusha.,
for

the

bo,d.y.,

cMting

f ram.

body, springy

Father of the eye
nae.ans

is

The
and
alias

pita),

Father o| kno.wledge.

eye^ the,re,fp.re, me,ans the re.aj Self
tbe
| eyft-^-through
through
knowledge, as, his
the
is
to
ina.de
So,
eye.
king
give up his, bqcjji'VT-the
selfish state of being in one b^dy -and bec.oqes the e.ye

who

sees

slf^-.pf

as he sees them, all.as.self,

creatures,

alii

makjng,no difference w.hateyer between them and; himself.
If,

make, themselves, the- Seer, w.hq out of
himself as<the self, of, alj,

they. wqulqL, only

uniyersaljpy^ha.s distributed
they too would- give ap
realize, the.
s.v a,r a.j

Dyaitic difference.

king

ancl, strife

and

themselves,
they would become
by reason q each and everyone, of tjiein,

sejf-ldng,

,

all

as.

in.

The. If iug therefore. ^Q, is,
beinj* the qne self all in all.
awakened, l?y Quru VasisJ^Aa^ndi becomes the. body less, se.er. ,
;

pays him

The

coin.

disciple must pay hi^.gurais to make, the. Guru also

and the p lyinent made

;

i.he

makes,

fi,rs.t

disciple a

and the sou then tnakes

spiritualjy,

tual father

before the sou

1

for,

;,

m utu aliy..

The
him
knower, by procreating

Thu^s they regenerate. themselves,

bo.^yj^ss.,

Gacu

own

in his

1

daksliw;"

is

;

;

the. (jruru

a real

born there

spiri-

be no

c-au.

The
son thereforev is. pitushpita
!.--."." spiritual
-fi'1.
v
s^.t, the father of his own father Guru Vtisisl^/ta's spiritual birth is tbat one unequalled birth, which he got from
fatherhood.
O iTi
*

-

:'

"'

-

;

.

".'

..

'-.

'

^

-

-

:

.

-

-

i

-_

xt,

!

ij

;

a,s

the

a;a?zi

Such
is

that,

Janaka

rep,q,w,ned as kiu.g

in the B?'/hadaranyaka
"/i&,ndqgyaaiid the B?'z'hadai'a?iyaka being

The

Upani.sha.d;.

i^q

the wonderful birth which this Puranic
great sa,Gi;ificer as well as the knower.

i,s.

sfjotvy as.ci.ibqs, to,

who

In imitation of this the king's, body is,
and his own enlightened self is born as

the ara?i i.

of tbe, oldest Upanvs.hads,

the author of the Puranic

story appears tq have qyqiyed father Yideha alias
f rqrn the fqrmer and the son .Janaka fi-qrn the latter.

Thp Mah& BMrata exphuns

fil^on.t Pai-asfira.

Parilsara.

this

y.ame in the story iu question, thus:-

Pa

a

a y at as t en a
h a h sthap it q
a r b h a s 1 1^ e n a
t a to I
q
r

Va

G
is

s

u,

s i
i

A

s

h

s

t

mun

i 7i

ke
amrita.h.
i

,

Pa

He

Nimi

r

a

s

a

r

a

i

t

i

called Parasara because
-.''
'.,
r

existence,

'

i\\

by revealing his
the wo.mb he stayed (the life of)
fcjie,

sage Vasishi/ta

who had almost
6,5

.*.

<

died from (grief).
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This

is

made

a fanciful derivation

to suit the idea that

had only after much repentance and sorrow.
mentioned enigmatically along with Satayatu and

spiritual birth is

Parasara

is

V. VII.

Vasishi/tfi, in JR.

is

Sakti.

Referring
a r a s a r a 7i

to

one who worshipped

18, 21,

as

strives

hard

The commentator

Indra.

this

to

show that

Satay&tti

passage the Nirttk'ta VI, 30

says P
parasirnasyaVasishi/iasya
sthavirasya jajne Muir L 329. This shows that
:

,

even at the time of Yaska, the legendary derivation of the

name was in existence.
But when the word p

a

r

a

s

ar a

occurs as an adjective

Indro Yatun&m abhavat parasara/i,

of Indra

Sayana, having no legend here to hamper
'
Indra became the parasara,
him, construes it thus
* This
a
Y
t u s ,
of
demons,
p a r a a 5 a r a h .'
destroyer
seems to be a correct derivation, and indeed the author of
R. V. VII. 104, 21

:

.

the

Maha Bharata seems

.

to

have had

legend therein about Parasara,
from this sense of the word.

know
a

was

his father

that

called

sacrifice

The

R.kshasas.

seems

in view; for the

have originated

Parftsara,

killed

Rakshasasattra
ntter

it

to

it

says,

came

to

by a Rakshasa, began
and burned hundreds of

annihilation

of the

race was only

and Pulastya (the progenitor of the
prevented by
on forbearance. Then he stopped
a
sermon
him
race) reading
the sacrifice and let loose the fire of it on the slope of the
Vasishi/ta

Himalayas in the north, where, the legend says, it
consuming Rakshasas, trees and stones at the p a
(I.

r

seen

v a times

181).

The

names Parasara, Satayatu and Vasishi/ia in
may be taken to be names of the divine sacrifice!

three

VII. 18, 21

1

A^ni, trebled,
Sata-yatu

off.'

darkness,

is

*

it

may

were cut

the
the

is still

may

be,

in

imitation

be taken to mean

'

of

he by

the

three

whom

fires.

the Yatus

This feat of killing the Yatus, the
powers of
not
performed
only by the sun Indra, but

is Parfi-sarafo.
Sara, the arrow, means
and Parasara seeins to mean. ( he who kills away'; compare
dl^gha form part with para sriwitam inverse 1 of the

The p a d a however

killer

same

5

Sftkta.
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by the fire Agni. Indeed, there is a special long hymn
(X. 87) devoted to a description of Agni as Rakshoha, the
killer of Rakshas alias Yatudhauas.
That the Rakshas or

also

demou
clear

by

(verses

the personification of sin seems to be pretty
his being called the killer of truth by falsehood

is

1 1

and

and a g h a

s

a

Nay, he

12).

msa

demon away, p

a r a

peated in verse

1

Rakshasfis, to be

4.

,

is

s

r

i

So, I

n

i

h

Vr

called

sinner (20)

.

i ,

is

i

j

i

na

asked

Agni
an expression

,

sin (15)

to. kill this

thrice

would take Parasara, who

kills

re-

the

Agni Rakshoha, exhibited by the Pauranic

as esoterically the

enlightened

self,

The

the killer of sin.

slope of the Himalayas is, according to the Pur&waa, the
region of the god Kubera, the lord of the Rakshasas and

other

mythical beings. So, Parasara's fire consumes the
Rakshasas, the powers of sin, even as trees and stones are
burnt and scorched when a conflagration takes place in the

lower Himalayan jungles.
I reserve to the end the stories about

Par Lara's son Rishi Krishna, and

the

his son Suka,

birth of

who

is also

when
Araneya,
was churning out the fire. The noteworthy
fact is that the line of the Vasish^as commences with the
because he was born from the arawis

called
his

father

Vedic Vasishi/m, who flashed forth from the mind of
Urvasi, the mother arani, and ends with the Pauranic

jftg

who

too

We

is

born from the churning

saw what the
tha,

Visvilmitra's

sticks.

stories about the feud

and king Sudas

signified.

through the stories that have
the
tried

name Vimmitra
to

show,

is

between V&sishLet us now go
gathered round

who, I have
with king Sud&s.

himself,

identical

The idea of enmity between these two Jfo'shis having arisen
from a mis-conception of a Eig Vedic verse as already
the poets of the Panranio periods, who knew well

explained,
that they are respectively

the solar

Agni and the moon

Soma, seem to have pondered over old texts and developed
their ideas -as to the exact nature of the feud 'between the
07
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warrior as representing brute force, and the Brahman as
representing knowledge. In a hymn (III. 53, 18) of Yisvainitra's

Mandala, ludra

strength, and this word

suggested

apparently

strength and got

it

balam,

asked to give his praiser

is

This
repeated four times therein.
the idea
that Visvamitra coveted
is

from the Devas by performing severe

It is only fair to ]ook upon the strength
pas
which he obtained from the god Indra, as the strength of
knowledge. In jRig Yeda III. 43, 5, the poet asks Indra:
t a

,

austerity.

Dost thou not make me a Raj a, king? Dost thou not
make me a Soma- quaffing .Bishi ( r i s h i in p a p i v a m s a m
As the belief became fixed that the whole of
s u fca s y a ) ?
f

'

the Mar/ala III was sung by YisvamHra, and as the Aitareya

him Rajapntra and yet makes him officiate as
a priest in the /Suuassepa sacrifice, a Pauramc story arose that
Yisvtiinifcra was a king 'and aspiring (as in E. Y, III. 43, 5)

Brahmana

calls

succeeded in becoming one, learning by
mere
bodily strength was useless and that the
experience
r a h m a n , knowledge, was the
b
of
strength. In the
strength
strict sense of the word, the Brahman becomes a Brahmawa
to

become a

7?/shi,

that

when he is regenerated by the Guru by the latter imto him the Yak, word or knowledge of Brahman; and
parting
Yak is Cow Viraj, the brilliant cow (vide the essay on the
Purusha Sukta). One of the mantras used in the Upanayana ceremony says to the initiated boy: A g n i r a Hir ya s
tava, Agni is Guru to thee'. As llk\\i Vasisltf/ta is
Agni, his cow Kamadhenu, can only be, esoterically, the cow
of knowledge, yielding Brahman Itself as the object of the
only

'

kuower's

kama,

desire. Yisvamifcra, the

moon,

may

well look

upon the sun as Agni'Vasishi/ta, as his Guru. Now, in the
Yais\ amitra Mancfala III, Sukta 58, and verse 1,
sh a s ,
the Dawn, is addressed as the Ancient's milch-cow yielding

U

7

the

wished

for

things

yarn duhana), and
Dakshi?*a, the
,Aucienfc

d h

the

e

nuh

sun

is

same dawn, meaning

'

(

(

seeins to

mean

the sun,

sucking the Dawn-cow's milk: he

k&

m-

stated to be the son

of

Prat

s

ya

'the powerful.

who

is

ua

as

3

The word

were, the calf
because
he has
ancient,
is,

it

AND AGASTYA,
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been in the sky from remote age.
Vasishi/ta's

Kamaclhenu

It

seems

to

of the Pura?iic stories is the

51

me

that

same

as

the one addressed

by (the moon) Yisvamitra in III. 43, 5,
and that the Paura?iics have viewed the bright
Dawn killinoo
o
1

the darkness in the

cow

the

of

represents the

Let

its

daily -phenomenon, as

emblem

the

The Rohini
killing ignorance.
in the yearly phenomenon.

knowledge

Dawn

now go

to the stories

:

Once upon a time, King Ym-amitra, accompanied by his regiment, came to the hermitage of
JBi'shi Vasishf/ia, whose cow was Kamadhemi, so
named because she would yield every thing that was
wished for. At Yasishtf/ia's mere will, she yielded food
to the

'

Yisvamitra coveted the cow

whole regiment.

and wanted

to take forcible possession of her as

When

she refused to go to him.
people, she,

who

also called

is

dragged by his

aba/a, created and

issued out a host of Paplavas, Sakas, and Yavanas,

who fought with Yisvamitra but were

killed by
The cow then created from her body another
host of those tribes and also of Kfimbhojas, who

him.

were as bright as the sun. These completely
routed and destroyed Yisvamitra's force.
Earn, I.
54 and 55.
Yisvamitra also had one hundred sons, but in

them died except one. Inwent to the forest and
king,
stalling
as
and
received
from Rudra all
performed tap
the above battle

him

sorts of

all

he

weapons

Raudra,

of

as

(

Aindra,

a s

t r

a

)

viz.

Agneya, Yaruna,

Manava,
Mohana, Gaudharva, Svapana, Jranbha?za, Mad an a,
Santapana,

Pasupata,

Vilapaua,

Aishika,

Dajidastra,

Vislmu-&akra,

Kala/cakra, Trisiila, Haya-siras (Horse-head)

&c.

Armed

Vasishf/ta again
tage.

with

these,

Visvaraitra

and destroyed

Vasishi/ia

held

his

his asraina,

stick

dan^a, which at once swallowed

69

called
all

&c.,

attacked

hermi-

Brahma-

the aforesaid

of

Star
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which Visvamitra discharged against him.
a last resort Visvamitra discharged the

asfcras-

.As

Brahmasfcra, but Vasishi/ta swallowed

w as

that time Vasish/ia

r

issuing out from the pores

The Munis praised him:
is

incomprehensibly
down Visvamitra.

of his hairs

'

Brahman

Be

to

pleased

power of the Kshatriya

power

is tlie

Ram.

power.'

I.

j

put
down.'

really
cool
c

Crest-fallen, Visvamitra said to himself
tible is ;the

rays

like fire.

your power

!

You have

great.

At

it also,

look at,

to

terrible

Contemp-

the Brahman's

56.

In order to become a Brahman, Visvamitra
went to the south and performed severe tapas.

Brahma

him

called

Rajarshr,

but not satisfied with that
tapas, but

it

was

lost

by

title,

Royal Jfa'shi,
he continued his

his foolish attempt to send

He

:

king Trisanku bodily to heaven.
to the west and performed tapas

then went

at Pushkara,

but

there he had to devise a plan for
saving $unassepa
from being sacrificed. After that he sat fixedly to
tapas

and

got

the

title

Not

of Rishi.

satisfied

with

and the
it, he continued the tapas, but Indra
Devas sent the Apsaras nymph, M.enaka, and he fell
a victim to

her

and so

beauty,

He went

to the north

the

of Maharshi, but

title

At

lost

his

tapas.

and performed tapas and got
still

the

he continued the

the Devas, the
instigation
Rambhft
went
there
fco
Apsaras
tempt him. Seeing
her and remembering that Menaka had
destroyed

tapas.

his tapas, he

become

of

got angry

But

and cursed

Rambha

to

temper and
cnrsing;Rambhfi took away his tapas. He, at last,
went to the east and succeeded in his tapas, and
got the
Devas.

,a

title

He

rock.

his

losing

of Brahmarshi from
said

'
:

Let Vasishz/ta

Devas .induced Vasishf/ia to

Brahma and

the

me

The

call

so.'

call him so.
Thus,
Vkvamitra
bcame.,a
Brahman. iRam, I.;65.
King

71SV&HTM
Kamadhenu

or

VasisMia, whose

Br.

Ar. Up. II.
va m p riya

s

a r

desire or love for

cow of

the

like

desire is

2,

m

all

Atman,

in the universal love derived

cow

of

That

self.

the state of

Knowledge

looked upon as the

B

is

Brahman
of

to a

knower

or

ah

r

is

that

bhavati',
to

him,

become dear

if

to the

they do not merge

by looking upon

mananda

the sake of

for

is,

other things

knower. They do not become dear

Atman,

Vidya

Atman; for the
kama,
savs: 'Atmanas tu k a may a
desire,

all

creatures as

unlimited joy of

,

Atman. Guru Vasish/<a who has the

Brahman, and who,

Supreme

Self,

Guru, should be

as

as one

i.e.

with

Him,

is

to

to

king
through
supply plentiful enjoyment
Visvamitra and his regiment his aspirations, But instead
her,

able,

Atmaic point

of view, the king looks upon
from him-s<?Z/and goes to deprive him
To such a man the Cow
of his cow by means of brute force.
of
of Desire, instead
appearing as Yidya, becomes Avidya,
of taking the

-

Vasishf/ia as different

cow
cow or

the

She becomes

of selfish desire.

cow

the

of

many

colors.

<SabaZa, the brindled

This

name

should

be

compared with the Aja or she-goat of the Upanishads,
having the three colors of black, red and white, and giving
m e k a m. o h i ta birth to similar kinds of issue

('Aja

1

fiukla-k j'z'shnam b alivim pr aj a m ja n a y antiin
s a r u p a m )
Aja is Prakr/ti or Avidya, The different
races of fighting men born from the dragged cow Saba/a are
'

.

the free-hooters born of selfish desire. Visvamiira succeeds in

putting them down and
the Atmaic power of the
po\verful.

Having

his

is

himself completely conquered by
as Yidya, who is d a k s h i n a
}

cow

evil

desires

thus

put

down,

he

becomes a knower.
His obtaining the astras of the gods seems to indiThey are all but one God

cate his attaining to their Ideal.

sad vipvti b a hud ha
The Upanishadic saying is
Brahman becomes Brahman. The Mundaka

under different names

va

da n

that a

t i

.

It!.

knower of

V.

I.

(Ekam

164, 46).

Upauishad says that the kuower should shoot his Atrnan, self,
an. arrow into
Brahman, the aim, and become tan m a y a ,

as
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one with Brahman.

So the a

s i r

a or arrow called Brah-

mastra seems to be the Brahman-become knower shooting
himself into the Supreme Self, the Great Guru, the Great
Ideal,

Thus absorbed by Brahman, Yisvamitra
fie, iu regard to brute force (i.e.
fellow creatures as different from
ot'

its

way

cries

d h

of looking

i

k

,

upon

-

self), and extols the power
which conquers all selfishness by
as self.
He must be pronounced to have

Bralunaic knowledge

looking upon all
become a Brahman as soon as his Brahmastra was ab-

Indeed thenceforward he, the story says, became a

sorbed.
t

a

'p

a

v

s

The

i

.

stories put together

in order to

show that he

lost

his tapas over and over, bear that aspect only outwardly; but
inwardly, as will be shown when explaining those stories, they

proclaim, one after another, his in a h i in a or greatness, just
as the absorption of his astra, which outwardly is his
defeat, is

Brahman,

away

inwardly his victory

There are critics

the fact

who

his attaining oneness with

say that in order to explain
being the JBz'shi of the

of king Visvamitra's

third Manrtala of the JBig Veda, the subsequent caste-ridden

Brahmans invented tales about his having become a Jfo'shi or
Brahman by extraordinary merit, not possible to acquire by
the non-Brahman castes of the Kali age.
The Br<'hmau no
doubt has kept his caste to himself as a social distinction 3
but he has distinctly laid down that though Brahman by
birth he is virtually a fliidra unless he is regenerated and
merits

his

Brahmanhood, by

should therefore,
that true

think, be

I.

Brahmanhood

tained. as a

reward

for

is

good deeds.* The stories
understood as illustrating

not easy to attain to and is obmerit, be the possessor of the

real

merit a Brahman or a Kshatriya or any other by caste.
Knowing Yisvamitra's mahimA, or greatness, Yasish^a
himself calls him a Brahmarshi, a title which
two senses, one as the Eisln or seer of b r a h
#

f

'

J a n in a n a
Kar anh

m

j

a,

3 ft

y a t e $ 11 cl s a h
y a t e D y i j a h ,"

is

true of

him

in

man, the words

VASISETffli

VISVAMITR A AND AGASTYA,

,

of Vedic poetry contained in

Veda

the third

Mandala of the

the other as the seer of Brahman, the

;

5

Self.

Supreme

In the monthly phenomenon, the sun's cow or light fills
the moon's belly on the full moon day.
This is one poetical
aspect, the moon of the bright
as
he
out
does from the evening Twilight,
fortnight, coming
be
fancied
as
may
dragging her as the cow. From her the

Under another

aspect.

powers of darkness are born as it were, as the Twilight is
succeeded by darkness; but he is able to kill them more
and more

till

moon

the full

day.

Then he

turns towards the

and the Dawn, whom he approaches the more and more
in the dark fortnight, becomes the cow for him to drag and
sun

;

result that on the newmoou day, the bright
get at with the
or
the
Kambhojas
conjunctional solar rays, put out all his

power, rays, and make him give up selfishness. The description that Visvamitra performed tapas for thousands of
years would be quite true of king moon, who has been
shining for thousands of years. Tapas is from
scorch or glow.
By glowing, the sun performs
( s

u

r

a

h

t a

a t

tap to
tapas

The moon

also glows or shines,
end on the uewmoon
day.
In the yearly phenomenon, the Kohki Shir is the Sim's

y

p

i

)

.

to achieve self-sacrifice in the

cow

of knowledge.
As, rising heliacally, she falls into the
night period, the moon, it is fancied, drags her to himself, and
the powers of the darkness of winter come
forth, for him to

contend with and put down.
comes, the

At

last

when

the Conjunction

summer

rays are born and they put an end to
winter, and to the powers of darkness. As the Supreme Self
is our Guru and as -the sun is His
emblem, the
\vlio

moon,

springs from the sun at the beginning of the
shoots himself back into him at the end of it.

The Orion's
it

were, his

moon

Belt,

which

is

dedicated to the
moon,

is,

as

self as the

arrow. Immediately after the full
of the
Opposition, the Belt begins its career sunward, as

if it is

by

own

lunar month)

the arrow
discharged

the

sun

that

is,

to

by the moon to be swallowed
become one \vith him in the.

Conjunction,

?a

10

AND
The

spiritual birth

makes a Brahman a
place

when

called the second birth, \yhich alone

real Brfthman,

the boy receives in the

is

stated

fitly

as taking

Upanayana ceremony

the

sacred Gayatri verse:

Tat 8 a. v i t u
J)

:

b h a

r

h

o

with which he

i

is

able light of the

Of

Vfisdom.

all

g

o

r

va

Pev

a

n ah

o

r

e

nya

m

y a d h i in a h
p ra kodayat

s

i

y
y
made to conceive or contemplate the covetSun so that He may quicken our intellect or
the numerous Gayatri verses found in the

this particular verse is appropriately selected for
the ceremony, as the success of the lad put to the school,

$ig Veda,

equally with that

f the,

grown up man, mainly depends

upon his possessing a penetrating intellect or wisdom.
That the sun, full of light in. the visible heavens,
represents

the. unseen,

the, universe,

sandhyu
Yedic

Supreme

the

Intellect,

Author of

indicated by the use in the
performed by the Brahman, of the

is sufficiently

worship

Asftvadityo

text:,

Brahma*

there

'

Ihis

sun

is

can be no doubt that the

(neuter) ;' so that
a n d h y a worship, in which the j a p a of the gayatri verse
adi ty ais the principal thing to be done, is the a n t a r
vidya of the Upanishads, and it is therefore no wonder

Brahman
s

tliat the.

Brahmanas

and;

Upanishads attach immense impor-

It occurs in the Vaisvamitra Mimrfala

tance to this verse.

of the Rig Yed.a (III. 62, LO); so that the whole Brahmaudom
is indebted to B/shi Visvamitra (to. whom the authorship .of
the: Mar/rfa.la is dedicated) for

The

its

dv

i

j

a

t

va

or spiritual

ma} not be repeated without at first
the
hallowed
name of this /if'shi;and the
gratefully repeating

second, birth..

verse

r

Puramc stories ought to bo thanked for engrafthim
the ideal of a man. who became a Brahman, not
ing upon.
but.
by sheer hard-won merit, for, otherwise he
by birth,,

authors of the

should npfcjiaye deserved, to occupy the position of the giver of
Brahinauhood:, and his sacred Gayatri would be thrown away
if the

wisdom necessary for the
Tftitfc.

jyata.

II, 2,

spiritual birth is not cultivated.

VASISHTHA, VISVAMITBA AND AGASTYA.

What

is

s

11 - 1

r

'

means
i

k

,

is

?

father' in the sense of genitor,

to press out or extract.

sons from

issues out his

one who

Let us approach the Gayatri
Savitar, one of the names given to

for a reply.

verse again
the sun,

wisdom

that

pressed out;

57

himself

and

;

The

from the root

father

presses

or

s u t a , son, means
same reason, the so ma,
The idea intended
u ta

and

for the

pressed out, is called s
conveyed is that the sous, before birth, are potentially in
the father, like heat in the a r a n i wood, and that they are

juice that

is

.

to be

pressed out, like fire forced out by attrition ; and for this
reason the sacrificial fire that is generated by attrition is
called suta, son, in the R\.g Veda.
The name Savitar,

when

prasava,

the sun

to

applied

god, is always connected "with
the Vedic saying is:-~Savita

for

issue,

v a i pr a s a v a n a m i s e - Savitar is the lord of issues'.
In the .Rig Veda 1. 164, 16, there is the expression
s a
'
he is father's father ' U. grand
p i t u s h pita sat,
father, meaning that he is very wise; the grand-father, who
has had the benefit of a long' experience of the
world, being
'

:

evidently used as a metaphor for wisdom.
Now, in quoting
the above verse in a most esoterical manner, the Taitfc. Aran-

yaka

I.

Anuvaka

1

1

gives a different reading, viz.

s

pita sat, using the word s a v t a r in the place
The same Arawyaka, in verse 15 of the Naraya?ia
i

av

i t

uh

pitar
or Yajnika
of

*

section of the Taitt. Upanishad, has another enigmatic verse

containing the expression

:

s

av

i

t

u h pita

s

a

t

,

'he is geni-

shows that in the Vedic days Savitar
was actually understood and used in the sense of father; and
so, in trying to find out the meaning which the Gayatri verse

tor's father.' All this

was capable

of,

we ought

Savitar, the deity of

which

it, is

to lay

stress

on the fact that

Father, and that His b h a r

g

as

,

ordained to be contemplated or conceived as
light,
the most covetable (varejjyam) thing is evidently a
metaphor for knowledge or wisdom; for, otherwise, the mere
is

contemplation of light will not accord with d h i , wisdom,
which is clearly stated to be induced thereby. The sense
then of the Gayatri would be:
'We contemplate the

75
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wisdom

Our Father. May He induce or guide our
Now, the name of the deity Savitar, Father, at

of

wisdom.'

once takes us to Visvakarman alias Prajapati of Big Veda X.
81 and 82, who is called. Oar Father (
o n a li pita

Y

n

and also Eye's Father (ftakshii shaft pita),
the eye being evidently used as a metaphor for knowledge;
Thus Visvakarman
for, the eye sees, and to see is to know.

j

a

i t

a

)

Father and

our

or Creator is

What is His wisdom

wisdom.

is

Father of knowledge or

His wisdom

?

in

consists

sacrificing Himself and thereby becoming all the worlds and
creatures by entering them (p r a t h a m a & h a d a varan

av

i

v

e s a

solace

By

),

of'till

an act

vide the essay on Creation.
God, the joy and
did
not
to Himself.
Himself
creatures,
keep

of

self-sacrifice

in full to each

and

all

and

lie gave II im self

love,

of his sous and

became

all

of

away

them by

entering them, this spiritual quality of entering being necessary for His truly and logically regarding all creatures as

Himself.

This then

is

His Fatherly wisdom, most desirable

contemplate upon, in order that man's wisdom may be
guided by It in order that, guided by It, he may flow as
to

love and sympathy, and enter all creatures, to regard one and
all
of them as himself.
By doing so he too becomes

sa vitar,
from

father,

he creates or

for

presses

himself out

selfishness into the vastness of the Self of all.

To show
Jabfila.

that not purity of birth, but truth and an
ardent desire to know and realize Atman, who is

Satyam, can make one a Brtihman, we may refer
the 7(7tandogya Up. IV. 4, which is to the following effect:
Satyakama, the Jab&la, i.e. son of a woman
named Jabala, wished to become a BrahmaKirin,
in other words,

mony,

to

undergo the Upauayaua cere-

in which the sacred Gcayatii

asked his mother to

tell

him

the

is

name

taught.

He

of his gotra

She said:
that he might mention it to his Guru.
'
I lived freely in my youth and do not know to

whom you

were born.

Say

that

you are your

.

to

VASISHTJJA, VISVAMITRA

mother's son, and that your

AND AGASTYA,

name

*

is

Satyakama.'

He

went, and repeated these words when the
enquired about his gotra. The Guru said:

one who

Brahman can say

not a real

is

confess the

and' so

truth)'

59

so

Guru

'No
can

(i.e.

saying he performed

Jabtila's

Upanayana ceremony.
The goddess Gayatri is invoked

in our

Sandhy& worship
She is

Gayatri, Savitri and Saras vati.

under three names:

a goddess that gives the spiritual birth, compared with which
the natural birth due to
is impure.
Esoterically,

karma

woman

bad people, has been the
As soon as he repents and makes up his

Avidya, the free

mother of man.

of

all

mind to learn and realize Brahman, his mother changes
from Avidya to Sraddha, Faith; for, he is then born of
Faith; but she too has been a free woman loved by all kuowers for their getting the enlightened self as their spiritual son,

who

is

why

ask anything about parentage

to be

Brahman,

it is

About

and consecrated by the Guru. So,
?
As what is longed for is

initiated

sufficient if the

boy said

I

am Satyakama.

the Sarasvati's

grace in befriending the impure
by birth, provided he is godly, there is a legend in

Kavasha.

the Aitareya Br. II. 19:
Ci

session

The
on

7fashis,

(the

the

Kavasha,
sacrifice,

k

i

t

son of

(saying):-

slave-girl
(

when once holding

banks

a v a

)

of) the
Iliisha,

'How

a sacrificial

Sarasvati,

from

expelled

Soma

(their)

should

the

putt- a h)

a

son

of

a

(dasya/j
gaine-ster
who is no Brahman, remain among
,

,

us and become initiated'.

Thev turned him out
*/

into a desert, saying that he should die

by

thirst,

and not drink of the water of the Sarasvati. He,
being vexed by thirst, saw (the mantra called)

A ponap triy am

X of the
*
also

'

Literally

/2ig

Veda.

One who

."

It is Siikta

As soon

as he

30 of Manrfala

composed

loves Truth, or lo ngs for Truth,'
Self.

Brahman, the Supreme

-

77

it

and

Satyam means

VASISHTHA, VISVAMITRA AND AGASTYA.
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fc

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

,

praised the

Waters by

surrounded him on
(leaving the

ted and called

and 113).
The Sukta
of

ceremony

As

page 161.

us

LJ

!-

-

'.

1-

the goddess Sarasvati
and followed him

The

Bz'shis said

call

him

him back,

.r_

back'.

(vide Martin

:

'Even

the

All consen-

Hang,

p. 112,

question seems to be used "in the
fetching the sacred waters required for the

of

preparation

let

^-^r.-.,..

--.-

sides

all

Tfo'shis).

gods know him;

it,

T

in

the
it

Soma-juice,"
the

praises

vide

Griffith,

Waters and

Vol. IV.

12 of

in verse

it

asks Sarasvati to give full life to the singer, a legend arose
that Kavasha, to whom the Suktas X. 30, 31, 32, 33, and 34

are attributed, must have

felt

thirsty

there ?

Because,

it

was easy

and where could

;

have been except in a waterless desert

Why

?

to conceive,

it

he go

did

he was expelled in

consequence of his being a gamester and sou of a dasi. As
the Sukta 34 is about k i ta va the man who gambles with
dice, it was probably known as the Kaitava Sulita, the hymn
,

about the kitava; but as Kaitava yields also another shade of
(

meaning, viE, the hymn of the kitava' or kitava's hymn,
the idea seems to have arisen that he to whom the hymn is

must have been a gamester.

attributed

As regards

the idea

dasi, verse 6 of 30 says:
" So maidens bow before the
youthful gallant
who comes with love to them who yearn to meet

that he was the son of a

him".
This

is

Griffith's Eig Veda, Vol. IV. p. 162.
an innocent description' of the waters that are

mixed in the preparation of the deified s o m a , the gallant
But this sentiment of love apparently converted the
youth.
poor author of the

Sukta into a man born from

free love

a son of a kept woman.
Yet, his low birth did not prevent
his becoming the godly Rishi or seer of these hymns.
The hymn X. 30 not only speaks of the Waters but also

A p a m n a p a t , the son of the Waters, one of the
names of Agni. The idea that Rishi Kavasha praised the
Waters seems to be derived from verse 10, which says:

of

1

.R/shi

!

praise

(vaudasva)
78

the Waters,

who

are the

VISVAMmA AND

AGASTYA.

This, to my mind, shows that the
he
whoever
was, asks the JRishi, evidently the
author,
divine Rishi Agni, the Hotar priest, to worship the waters,
and that JRz'shi Kavasha, the sounder, * to whom the authorthe son of the
ship is transferred, is no other but Agni,

mothers- of the world.'

human

The

Sam.

explained by the Taitt.
Br. 3, 3, 6, addresses Agni as a deer ( k r i s h n a ) that ran
a n-a s p a t i wood.
away from the gods and hid himself in

Waters.

Taitt.

as

I. 1.9

V

,

Another idea expressed .in the Big Veda S. 51 is that Agni
fled away from the gods and hid himself in the waters
and the vegetable kingdom and that the gods had to
implore him to come out.

summer

heat,

is

Agni,

bora as

it

waters, and disappears into

in his

were,

them

at

aspect

of the

sun's

from the sky, the vast
the advent of winter; but

the gods, the solar rays, praise him to come out
day period begins at the Conjunction, at which the

when

the

sacrifice

The lightning fire of the rain cloud
be another aspect of Apamnapat. If

in the sky takes place.

in the sky seems

to

under one aspect the reason for Agni's disappearance was
that he himself runaway, another poet was free to
change
the reason and say that he.
because
he
was
disappeared
driven out.

Whether Agni, the emblem of the spiritual son, runs
away himself finding us unworthy- to have him, or whether
he is driven out by us not knowing his worth, the- result is
the same: no sacrifice can. be completed
is

the

emblem

He

of selfrsacrifice.

without him, for he
nuist be found out and

brought back, to the altar, the human heart, He must be
brought out from within the hitherto dark depths of the
heart, like the brilliant fire of the dawn, from the darkness of
the night.
Faith,, the

observed

at

mo then

of

the

77

soul of

a free

the knower,

woman

ante,
page
knowers in order to get the enlightened

son.

Similarly,

contrasting

through whom, a son

in. flesh

her

is,

by

as
all

self as their spiritual

with

and blood

* One o; the names, of Aguiis.Budra, the

loved

the
is

orier,

wedded wife
had, she

is

as

VASISHMTA, VISVAMITRi AKD AGASflYA.

ifc

were a

Das

i

concubine, or

,

1.

1

a

r

a

,

the other

woman

and through her the spiritual son
is born. Paradoxically therefore, the spiritual son is D a sip u t r a or Aitareya. It must be borne in mind that poets
are free to treat Faith sometimes as the wife, aud sometimes
(other than

the wedded),

as the other

woman,

'

At

of the knower.

the Conjunction, the

.B/sliis,

sacrifice at the Sarasvati river,

solar rays,

begin their

whose heavenly form seems

Rohini, the emblem of Vak or knowledge
on
Creation). The summer fire Agni remains
(vide essay
at the sacrifice at first, but when winter, the night period
emblematic of man's state of ignorance, pride, selfishness,

to be the

&>G. }

star

comes, he

is

Thus

expelled.

expelled,

he goes

to

the night, with the result that the sacred star Aldebaran also
goes to the night. But in dark, inclement, winter, the R/shis

mistake and repent, and

(rays) find out their

and with him the

star

also

comes back

to

call

him back,

them

at

the

Conjunction.
I shall

now

try to

narrated
the following effect

show that Visvamitra's daughter

the sacred Gayatri,
The story as
in the Maha Bharata I. 08 to 74 is to

Sakuntala

is

:

The Apsaras nymph Menaka, who
Visvamitra, conceived of him and gave

captivated
birth to a

female child and abandoned her on the bank of the
river Malini in the Himalayas.
jS/shi

by

Her

foster father,

Kanva, found the child sheltered and protected

sakunas,

birds,

She grew

Sakuntala.

and therefore named her
to

be a beautiful damsel.

Once upon a time, king Dushyanta set out on a
hunting excursion, and after killing many beasts of
prey aud deer, came upon a serene forest. Ascertaining that

it

contained the asrarna or

abode of

Kawva, he went there to pay his respects to
but
as the JBz'shi had gone out to bring fruits,
him;
12/shi

his daughter

akuntala received the royal

80

guesfc,
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who

at once fell

from her own
her father

in

Kanva

with

love

her, and, learning
she had once overheard

thai

lips

a visitor that her real parents

tell

were Menakaancl Visvamitra,married her on the spot
according .to the Gandharva rites, giving her a pledge
that he would make her son the heir apparent to his
throne.

with his

Kanva, though absent, saw the wedding
divine eyes ( d i v y e u a k a k s h u s ha )

.

Dushyanta went away promising
tala to the capital in regal

do

At

so.

to send for

but he failed to

style;

the completion of three years

birth to a sen,

who, even when six years

so valiant as to catch lions,

Sakuu-

she gave
old,

was

boars and wild

tigers,

them up to the trees of the forest,
tame and ride them; and so the people of Kanva
Kawva
called him Sarva-damaua,-the All-stibduer.
buffaloes, tin

then sends the boy and his mother to the king ; but
the king ignores her altogether and calls her a

wicked woman.

A

(l

Vedic text

She

is

dumb

struck

into honest anger and

then, falling

ii

him

g ad au gat

s

a

m

for a time,

quoting the
J
b h avasi '

words of Narada in
the Haris&audra storv of the Aitareva Brahmana)/

&c., she tells

(in nearly the
\)

that the husband

tS

born in the wife as son; that
therefore the husband of a wife who has borne

him

in the

is

form of sou should look upon her as

man

mother; that a son born to a
'

original is

ag am a va

ta/t

of religion (the

pumsa/i'

to

i.e.

man who

a
is

P

u

Put;

t r

has the figamas or Vedas as his guide)
a he who saves parents from the hell of
,

that his (extraordinary) son born at the

com-

pletion of three years (from the time of conception)

one who would destroy his sorrow and perform
one hundred horse-sacrifices; that he should be true
to his word, for Truth is the Highest Brahman.
is

(

Ra

j

a n

!

Sa

t

y a

m Pa

r

a

m Brahma

)

;

that if he should ignore the marriage thinking that

si

n

VASISH7&A, 'VISVlMIT'RA AND A&ASTfA.

was present at it, he would siu
Old Sago residing in the heart, the
Antara-Purusha or In-dweller. * To all this, the
else

nobody

against the

king

replies that her

impudence well

suits

the

daughter of a father who lost his tapas by lust and of
a mother who was so cruel as to abandon her new

horn

child.

mother

?

She says: Do you decry my heavenly
I shall show you the superiority of ray
'

you grovel here on earth I move

birth: while

in the

mansions of the gods,
and
Varuna. I go away
Mahendra, Kubera, Yama,
from the man of untruth, and in spite of you, my
sky and

find entrance to the

son will rule the whole earth.'
tala

started

So saying

when, a voice in the sky

j

akun-

uttered by

f

Deva-duta, the divine messenger, said
Dnshyanta
Maintain (bharasva-) the son and do not dis!

regard Sakuntala. What she says
'
the father of this child
(Tvam

true

is
A:

a

s

;

ya

you are

dhata

The king then apologises to her
gat
if he had admitted the child without this
that
saying
divine proof shown in the presence of his people the
would have been questioned.
legitimacy of the boy
bha

As

s

y a)

.

'

the divine voice said

b

ha

r a s

v a ', the child

became known as Bharata, and from him came the
b h a r a t i k i r t i h or the renown named after

him and the

line of

kings called the Bharatas.

Menaka is Mena in disguise
Uma, who represents Vidya. In the
Mena,
KaZidasa
sa}^ that Meua is the mental
Kumarasainbhava,
It appears to

me

the mother

of

that

of the Fathers.
daughter
a

He must

authority for saying

I

Dhl/t or

mind

so.

of Visvamitra,

have had some Pur&nic

take

Meuaka

and

akuntala to be the famous

to

* Eko'ham asrnifci fca, manyase tvara
na Imt-sayam vetsi Munim Pura?iam
Yo vedita karmaa?i papakasya
tasyantike tvam v'ijinam karoshi

Manyase;papakam

kritva,

na

viadauti ftainam Dev^s

kasfcifc

Jca

yas

82

vetti

raam

iti

represent the

VISVAMITBA.

AND AGASTYA.
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Gayatri verse E. V. III. 62, 10, which, being the product of
his mind, is daughter to him.

Here

let

us take notice of a legend

in the Taitt.

Sam.

39

VI.

41 that the Vedic metres Jagati, Trishfrtbh, and
1,
Gayatri, daughters of Suparni (or she who has wings) went

one after another

to

heaven, that the

bring the

two

success, but also losing

first

s

o

ma

plant from the third

came back, not only without

some of

their

letters;

but that the

Gayatri metre brought the s o in a and also the lost letters.
As the older legend found in the Rig Veda attributes the
bringing of the s o m a to the bird Garutman and as the

Sam. IV. 1, 10 describes that bird as made up of the
Vedas and the Vedic metres, it is evident that the Metres,

Taitt.

when going up for the s o m a were birds like their mother
Suparm. The myth that Gayatri succeeded in bringing the
,

s

o

ma

seems

to

have arisen from the fact that the greater

the .Rig Veda which is. wholly
part of the ninth Mandala of
a is in verses of the Gayatri metre.
in praise of the s o

m

Naturally, ihe metre which came to be looked upon as the
a , and with which the Rig Veda
bringer of the sacred s o

m

begins, became Goddess Gayatri; and of all the Gayatri
verses of the Rig Veda, the Gayatri (III. 62, 10) of Visvamifcra became ".JThandasam-Mata", the mother of
metres,
"
and
Veda-Mata", the mother of the Vedas, by reason, evidently, of her being the first taught to the student of the
the first which he has to cherish to the last.
Her

Vedas

bird-nature being granted, tfakuntala
may, perhaps, be taken
to mean the she-bird, if the word can be formed like the

Vedic

mean

kanyala
'

she

for

kanya,

who can assume

damsel.

It

the form of bird

would then

'

(aaknntaSakuntala). But

bh&vam

Hti grhatiti

our

apparently takes the word to be formed like

author

the words

mean

<

which
attend

she
is

/cudala,
und&la, j a*fcla,
who has birds to attend
her
upon

illustrated

upon

&c.,

and

to

'

her

by the

may

be

a

story, itself.

meaning
The birds which

taken to be

the

metres.
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Who

Ka?zva

is

derived from the root

As Ktmva is
name maybe
Rig Veda (I, 118, 7),

brings her

that

kana,

to

up?

sound, the

taken to denote the singer.* As in the
the Asvius are said to have restored eves to Ka?iva, he too
i

tj

be a mythical being, probably the moon, who loses
his eyes, light, on the newmoon
day, but who comes out
renewed from the evening
as the seeing
moon of
twilight
<j
o
c?

seems

to

the bright fortnight.
He is the man in the sky in the guise
of a poet, singer; and a singer is
necessary for the goddess
'
'
she who sings
G&yatri a name meaning
(of course,
through the singer).
song composed by a poet is given
out to be adopted and sung by every
singer.

A

TOo

is

The Aitareya Hralnmnu (VIII.
who was inauemperor by the MaMbhisLeka ceremony. As
Dnslivanta

23) mentions

gurated as

among
is

Lira

other kings said

the

?

as the

father of Bliarata

have been similarly inaugurated

fco

god Visvakarman,

the

Bhauvana,

whether Bharata's father was a

doubtful

is

it

historical personage.

In

what sense the name Dushyauta was understood in the time
of the Brahmana is not known.
But ib is apparent that the
Pauranic author of Hie story has taken Dushyanta to mean
faithless.
There is the root dush,tofail,

one who was

to be faithless, from
is

formed.

be

seen,

which the verb d u

In the story in
becomes faithless

corrects and

bring?
c;

to

fitly
./

s

h

3*

a

t

i
,

the king,

he

fails,

it

will

who however
By takingo him to be

/Sakuntala,

him round.

Le would
the sun in disguise
O

&ikuntala

question,

/

fill

a place
which
L

suo-o-esls
c3rt

the Gayatri (III. 52, 10) of Ybvamitra;
the
conceives
the b h a r g a s or light of the sun.
for,
Gayatri
itself, if

is

So through his laudation personified as his daughfer, the sage
Visvamitra conceives the light or knowledge of the sun, who
represents the Unseen Brahman; in other words he takes in
the knowledge of Brahman and thereby obtains for himself

the grand religious birth in the shape of the grandson
The three years during which the child is in the
Bharata.
*

The

Taitt.

Sam. IV.

3,

13 asks the Karevas to sing

abhipragayata).
84
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indicate the necessity for conceiving the Bhnrgas
the spiritual
long iu the mind, in deep contemplation, before
birth can be hoped for.

womb, may

.

Bharaia, the -enlightened soul of Visvamitra, subdues
the wild beasts, which may be taken to be the senses ; in
other words he becomes
If Sakuntal&
is

found

may

is

j

i

t

e

n d

r

i

the Gayatri, the

ya

li

,

where she

river Malini

well be taken to represent the

j

apa

-

ma

1

a

or rosary, which, being in continuous motion at the time of
the j a p a
is as it were a river.
,

Thus, Visvfimitra

identical with Bharafca

is

according to

the Pur&nic story also, as above explained.
As to the Yedic
literature I have already tried to show that Visvamitra has

many names, Sudiis, Bharata and others; and
Aitareya B rah mafia he is called Bharatarshabha,
Bharatu means the

the Bharaias.

therefore the sacrifice!
him is Bharata *

1

,

and the

offerer

(vide p. 35 ante).

by

the best of

of oblations

kindled

fire

in the

that

and

and maintained

But how

is

it

that

our author construes Bharata as the child that was maintained

The reply

i?

that the Puranas sometimes
adopt

and fanciful etymologies,
and 66

?

ungrammatical

instance see Parasai'a, pp. 65
know the correct deriva-

(for

they do not

anta); not that

tions, which are so well known as not to need any exposition
from the mythologists, but that it is the whim of the latter to
indulge in paradoxes and puzzles and now and then in

grammatical paradoxes also, in order to suggest the drift of the
Man should
religious lesson they wanted to teach thereby,
kindle bis Self and maintain
sacred
child

fire in

the Vedi.

Agni who

in the

is

always in the heart like the
4) says that the

churned out from the Aranls

house of every

j*rzhe)

Him

The fligVeda (V.ll,

sacrifice!-

(

v

i

is

maintained

bharante

g

r

i

h e

it

appears to me, the story exhibits the
enlightened Self born from Vidya Sakuntala in the guise of
the sacred fire and tells the
king to maintain Him. Thus

'The
because

lie

havyam

.

So,

Taitt.

Sam.

li. Oj 9,

however, says that Agni

carries or offers oblatioas to the
gods

bharafci).
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maintained in the Vedi of the
really

human

heart, Agni, the Self,

becomes the Hotar, the divine

sacrifice!'

and carrier

of oblations to the gods
the oblation being esoterically the
Self
.offered
The
tip to the Supreme Self.
enlightened

churned out Agni

himself as

offers

the

ainrztahuti,

immortal offering (vide p. 28, ante}. If Agni, the Self, is
b h r i t a maintained, he becomes b h a r a t a
the offerer
,

,

of

the

the

oblation,

performer of

.

Such

self-sacrifice.

is

Bharata, the Grand Son
If in the olden time India was called the land of the
of Visvamifcra.

Bharatas

it

must have meant the land of those who mainfire and offered oblation.

tained the sacred

In the
Taitt.

rate

Sam.

rituals
I. 8, 10,

of the Rajasftya sacrifice as laid down in
the gods are invoked to spiritually gene-

(suvadhvam)
which

fice, for a reign

who performs the said sacrifrom enemies (anamitray a);

the king

is

free

then the Adhvaryu priest addresses the people thus:

Esha vo Bharata/i! Raja.
Ye

Bharatas

this is

!

your king.

Then

the BrahniEt priest says:
aka
o 's
So

m Brahmawanam Raja.

m

m

Soma (moon)
This shows that the
performs

the

converting
i s v a
as

V

the king of us Brahmans.
Brahmans loolr upon the king
is

as

RajasUya

a n a in

i t

r

a

this expression into a positive form, as

m

i t

r

a

,

creatures as friends

creatures but

is.

the good friend,
that

at peace

one

is

the

who

enemy-less

,

s

u

m

man who

i t

a

has all

who

does

not hate

all.

This

is

with them

or
r

any

the VedAntie

quality of looking upon all as self and it appears to me
that a king who does not possess that quality is not fit to

perform

the

solemn

universal king, and

rites

that

of the

the

Rajasuya and become the

ajatasatru belongs
only to the king who, being full of d ha r m a, justice, and
a i t r a , friendliness to all creatures, performs the Rajasuya.
The Brahmaws look upon such a king as their heavenly king,
Soma, the moon. The above texts are quoted to show how
title

m

the Bharataa are mentioned along with the king moon.
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The sun and moon

are

object

lessons.

The moon

Vwvamifcra conceives the light of the sun by his prayer, and
as
thus getting light from the sun shines as the full moon

At the end

the knower.
\vho

is

of the

the dearest star of the

Night period, the Rohini star,
moon and whom I take to

represent the moon's sacred prayer iSakuntala or Gayatri,
comes in conjunction with the sun, the emblem of the Sup-

reme

Self,

wedded by Him. At the time of this
moon Kanva is absent because he is not
new moon day, and because the knower, when

and

is

Conjunction, the
visible

on the

absorbed in deep contemplation of the Self in the heart, is
Thus absent
quite oblivious of his body and the outer world.
or absorbed, he mentally sees the Self wedded to his Gayatri
contemplation. The b h a r ga s or light of the sun to be
conceived, is not the visible light, but the Self or Purusha in
,

the sun according to the aufcaradifcya-vidya.
idea of Purusha in the sun that luminary

Considered

as

a

Without
is

useless

this

for

globe, of

light,
merely
contemplation.
the sun, like the moon, becomes an object for illustrating
the career of a mortal.
Thus, on the one hand, the moon,

as a knower, achieves his object by conceiving the Purusha
who is his aim in his month-making career,

in the sun

on the other, the

while

sun Dushyanta, to

goddess Gayatri as tfakuntala

is

whom

the

offered, that is, married, is

taught to look upon himself as a mere mortal and upon the
goddess as praising not his mere light but the Self in him.

Under

this

view she
as the

metamorphosed
as his aim in

him

thus.

From

his

is

higher

than him; and therefore,

Aldebaren Rohini, she is to be taken by
year-making career, which I illustrate

the winter solstice he begins to hunt and kill the

darkness or ignorance which is personified as so many beasts,
and as a reward finds the star at the Conjunction and marries
her.

But

as the sun goes forward soon,

making

the star rise

fancied that Dushyanta went away
making
promises and that she gave birth to the summer light Bharata
as the offspring of her marriage or conjunction with the sun.
heliacally, it is

Then

the sun, going farther and farther, reaches the point of
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opposition and so

it is

fancied that he forgot

all

about his wife

In other words

or did not intend to carry out his promise.

he becomes unrighteous, the reason being his going towards
winter darkness. Until the autumnal equinox or the time of
the sun's opposition to the star, the boy Bharata, the summer
light, is seen subduing the wild beasts or darkness, thereby
making the days in summer longer than in the other, the

Then

dark, half of the year.

ward begins and the summer
so
to

it is

fancied that she took

hand him over

light disappears

away

from us

and

;

her son with her in order

and removing his ignorance by her

divine teaching of the Self or the Old

him the glorious summer sim
knowledge,

of the star sun-

Accordingly she reaches the sun

to the sun.

at the Conjunction again

movement

the

or a

Man iu
man

the heart

of full,

makes

regained,
is not

regained, because the value of an object

fully appreciated unless contrasted

with

its loss

;

and his sou

own self poured fourth for the benefit of all iu the shape
of the summer light, whose other aspect is the heavenly
soma, the summer rain. A life spent for common good

is his

with the Supreme Self, who, as Prajapati,
into all beings.
Thus
performed self-sacrifice, and entered
the
two
of
is
the
One
Self
the child Bharata that is obtained,
obtains oneness

shiners, knowers, the sun

and moon.

Visvamitra's Gayatri is also called Savitri, because the
Her saving
the sun.
deity of the verse is Savita,
in
about
illustrated
the
is beautifully
her, in the
story

Savitri.

power

Maha Bharata Aranya
follows

parva 292 to 298,

which

is

:

Asvapati was the king of Madra.
10,000

Homas

in o- out

from the

to the

He

offered

who, springsaid that he would get

goddess Savitri,

Homa

fire,

In due course, the queen gave birth
a daughter, who was named. Savitri in honor of

a daughter.
to

the goddess.

came forward
father's

Savitri
to

was

marry

permission,

so brilliant that

her.

she

set

One
out

day,
in

nobody

with her

search

of

a

as
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of
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Dyuraat-

This king had los't his
sight, been dethroned by the neighbouring kings,
and was living under a Sala tree in a forest called

senai king

of the

Salvas.

Medliyaranya, with his wife and only son Satyavan,
because he was very fond of

also called jKitrasva,

Savitri
horses and used to write pictures of them.
came back and informed her father of her selection.

Just then

Jfe'shi

Narada caine

in

and said that the

boy was destined to die in a year and that she
13 ut she said she had given
should not marrv him.
O
*/

The
to him and would marry him.
lived
tvith
was
and
she
duly performed
marriage
her husband, in the forest. Ou the day on which
it had been foretold he would die, she fasted and

away her mind

prayed; and with the permission of her parents-inlaw went to the wood with her husband, who 'was
the only support of the family/ and
fruits, firewood, &c., daily.

On

was bringing

that day he exerted

much

in cutting firewood that towards evening he
complained of head-ache and breathed his last while

so

resting his head on the lap of his wife. Yama himself
came and took away his life. Savitri folio wed Yama,

although he told her that

it

was useless

to

do so

and that he would grant her anything she required
She entertained Yama
except her husband's life.
with conversation on the way and pleased him so
that he first granted sight to her father-in-

much

attempt "which the latter

law, then success in the

kingdom and reign

might

make

justly,

and then one hundred sons

to

souless father.

she wanted.
further

In

that

regain his

to

her

own

At last Yama asked her what more
if you are
She said
pleased, grant
l

:

I

should

have

one hundred

.sons'.'

word, yea, came out from
and then Savitri left it to him either

spite of himself, the

Yama's

lips;

to liiake his \vord true or

retract the

boon granted,
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for she said,

she would

back her hushand's

never have any pleasure

Yama was

without her hushand.

obliged to give

She then went to the place
where his body lay and found him brought back to
life.
The night was far advanced and lighting a
life.

show the way, she supported him
and conducted him home. By that time his father
had.g'ot his sight and was anxiously searching for

fire in

the

wood

to

him.

All the other boons which she received from

Yama

were duly

fulfilled.

A heroine of disinterested
casting her lob with a poor

love and inflexible
penniless

man

devotion,

destined to be

and abandoning the pageantry of the palace to
find peace and happiness in the service of her husband
and his blind father in a forest-home, Savitri has been
short-lived,

deservedly held out

to. succeeding

generations as the ideal of

womanhood.

But what does the miracle

of Satyavan's resurrection
but a swoon and that the
there
was
To
that
mean.?
say
really
and
zealous
of
a
fancies
imaginative wife were pour tray ed as

would be doing but poor justice to the ancient
Vedantic poet of the Purarca. I would take Satya\an, mea-

real truths,

'

ning
of

he who has Satyam/ one- of the well known names
to be the enlightened soul of a knower.
He at

Brahman,

plays with the horses, the senses; but finding out by
experience that the pleasures they give are insipid and
His father is
unreal, he converts them into lifeless pictures.

first

probably the personification of Kama, Desire, having at first
for his fulfilment the d y u in a t , shining, s e n a ,
troop, of
the phenomenal forms

or objects

of the

selfish

world,

hi

their pursuit he is at last

worsted by stronger selfish men
and finds himself to be really poor and blind, not having yet
realized the all loving Self who is Sarvantara/i, all in
in the wilderness of samsara, he repents and cries:
will I see light ?

he has
son

his

When

will

own enlightened

is self-sacrifice,

I be fulfilled ?

self as the

In

So

When

this

sou of support.

as he devotes his life to
support

90
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manual labor

his

disinterested love, elects

A svapati,

father

Gayatri

alias

of Brahina-vidya, the heroine of
fit husband for her.
as the

Savitri, the personification

Her

So, the sacred

poor parents.

him

only

of horses,

the lord

who has subdued
signify one
Wedded to
to be her father.

may

be taken

to

As such he is fifc
Satyavau lays down his

the senses.
her,

in the service of his distressed parents and thus completes
The" result is that Desire is fulfilled and
his self-sacrifice.

life

son who

see his
gets eyesight* to
sen-sacrifice

to

be

to

the

III. 7).
genifcor,

ma,
with

identical

Atman who

by

immortality

the god of d liar

justice,

the

controls

Savitri's father
alias Prajapati.

(

is

-the

the

who

Atman,

risen from

favour

of

the

Sarvantara/j,

ya m ayat

i

)

Yama;

Vedanta seems

in the

Antaryami,

inside

(Br.

Up.

be in disguise God Savitar,
His one hundred sons may be taken

seems

to

all round in regarding all
all
As the knower also
in all.
in
and
self,
being
in all, Satyav&n
all
all
as
self
and
should
be
creatures
regards
too gets one hundred f sons.
The knower becomes quite

to

be the effusion of His love

creatures as

U
is

m

m

u paiti) .
Brahman ( p a r a a m s a m y a
In the Ka^/jopanishad, Na/ciketas, who is evidently an
p a ni t a boy, initiated'io the sacred Suvitri Gayatri verse,
delivered up by his father to Yama, Death $ but the boy

similar to

succeeds in getting from

Here

also,

by Yama

wedded
and

Him

the knowledge of immortality.

or initiated to Savitri,

rises

from death.

Satyavan

is

grasped

Yaraa, the god of death,

*

About the knower "who obtains the Self the ZTiand. Up. VIII. 4, 2
a n d h a h sann a n a n d h o bhavati.
f Sata, hundred, means a large number, often used in the sense of
innumerable. So, the one hundred sons of the emancipated may mean the
aspect of his becoming hundred-fold, thousand-fold, JiT/iand. Up. Til. 26, 2.
Or, as the same Up. (Hid. 2G, 1 ) says that the knower obtains all his objects from the Self (atmata/i), they are atniaja/i., born from the Self, and
therefore, poetically, sons. Or the one hundred (innumerable) a n a n d a h
joys, of Brahman, which, the Taitt. Up, says, is obtained by the knower
who is a k a m ah a t a not tainted by selfish desire, are the one hundred
n a n d a n a 7i sous, literally joy-givers. The meaning of all thee texts
seems to be the same. The knower's becoming all in. all is his thousays

:

,

,

,

sand-fold aspect, is his hundreds of joy, is his hundreds of darling babes
whom to enjoy the sweets of fatherhood.
| Yama is there addressed aa Mrityu.

with

.
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doers, putting

them

which ends in death over and

over.

if death

to: evil

AND AGAST7A,
Samsara
knower who

in the vortex of

But

to the

Yama who controls the inside conscience and
makes the mind righteous, death is the gate to immortality,
The phenomenal illustration of the story is simple. The
realizes

.

sun
star

emblem

the

is

Rohini

is his

of the

Unseen

Savita.

The Prajapatya

daughter, as she rises heliacally

.

to

Going

the night she marries tfatyavan, the moon, as the moon, the
man in the sky, illustrates the highest truth self-sacrifice

on every newmoon day.
wintry

pi;

She supports him to tid e; over his
At last when the newmoon

sarasaric difficulties.

day of the Conjunction conies he

on the lap of Rohifti,

dies

We

not farfroni Yaraa, the regent of the aster ism Bhava.ni.

may take his regenerated aspect to be the elevated state of the
mpon as. the regent of Mn'gasiras, so near to Rohira.
Gfhe

Sandhya worship,

in

which the Gayatri

is

used,

There is an account of
seems, to be of very ancient date.
in the, Taitt. Aranyaka II. 2 to the following effect:

In the

.olden

time

(pur

Rakshasas (used in the neuter)

o

n uv

ak

it

e), the

performed severe

The god Prajapati asked them what boon
tapas.
they wanted, They said: 'grant that we should
3

He

'

Therefore
Fight.'
these Rakshasa.s fight with the rising sun (and keep
But they are put down by means
on) till he sets.

fight with the sun.

of the water consecrated

Therefore, these

said

by uttering the Gayatri.

Brahma-vadins, facing the east at

the (morning) sandhya (that portion of the dawn
the sun is rising), throw * up water conse-

when

by uttering the Gayatri. The particles of
water become the vaji'a weapons and throw

crated
that

the Rakshasas
haruwa.,

By

down

into the island called f Maiide-

turning |

round

to

the

right (after

* This

is done by taking water in their joined palms ( a n j a 1 i ).
f A. compound of m and eh a and aru?ia.
$ Brad-a kahili a. It is the going round a priest, father or other
great man or an object of worship as a sign of respect. In the sandhyft
worship the pradakahiwa is for the sun.
,
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throwing up the water) they (the Brahma-v&dins)

blow

B

f

(

away
r ah

The

sin.

man

o

vid van

'

who

)

knower

the

Brahma?ia,

contemplates

the sun at sunrise and at sunset and performs

(the

throwing up of water), eats (i.e. enjoys) all blessing.
This sun is Brahman, He who knows this becomes

Brahman itself and goes to Brahman.
The Taitfciriya Aranyaka seems to belong
which there was no divorce of the

in

to that

rituals

Vedic

from know-

period
ledge, the former being a symbolical enactment of the latter.
'
the Self of all, the
It says of the Supreme Self that He is
ruler, ruling
t

a

s

Ji

a

s t

men by

a

a

j

Anta
m Sarvatma.'

entering them

nana

:

7i

pfavishIt

here

and

there lets out the esoteric significance of certain rites. In the
story under consideration, about the sandhyft rite, there can
be no doubt that the Rakshasas it speaks of are the powers of

darkness, which, having roamed in t,he night, presume to fight
with the rising sun and want to rush into the day also, but

which

are,

it is

island conjured

fancied,

up

thrown down into an aruna or red

in the sea

where the red light of the dawn

But the weapons used, viz. the
region seems to touch it.
of
thrown
water
particles
up as an offering to the sun by us,
would
strike any one is childish,
insignificant creatures,

some allegory was intended. As it is clearly stated
in the latter
part of the above extract that sin is blown down
unless

by performing the

rite, let

us

Rakshasas or the

take the

darkness to represent sin. Among the mantras used in the
sun worship performed by the Taittiriyins occurs ' S u r y a
a

t

m

a

115, 1),
stands.
to be. in

j

a g a

t

a s

meaning

tas.

thus has.

that the sun

is

ka

'

the self of

(Rig
all

that

Veda

I.

moves and

Enchanting and sublime the word a tin an was felt
the days of the TJpanishads.
Of the many things

contributing to the birth of religion in the human mind
is the
contemplation of the methodical revolving of the starbedecked firmament in a calm night. In rushes the concept
of the

able

All-intelligent Architect,

guh&

or cave

in the

sky

from the remotest imagin-

on,
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heart of the poet so as to make this at once the
guhsi for His
residence.
This is talcing' the Atman in by the mode called

Harda-vidya or

Dahra-vidya, the science of the heart.
it, it wants to salute Him; and if,

The moment He

enters

from thehahifc

bowing before the

of

figures of elders,

it

feels

an appropriate metaphorical figure for the
or
Figureless
Unseen, there rises in the east the magnificient
who
is
full
of light, \vho sheds his light on all creatures
sun,

at a

for

loss

alike disinterestedly,

whom

and

creatures, roused

all

from

the death-like slumber of the

He

as

is

it

night, glorify as their life.
brilliant seat of the In-dweller of

were the

nil

hearts put outward,*

is

what

the

called

is

This

of unselfishness.

the "ideal

or

Antaraditva-vidya
*

f

of

science

i/

Another Vedic prayer used in the sandhya
It prays to
prescribes self-sacrifice as an atonement.

In-the-sun.'
rite

the sun for protection from, and

was committed

in thought,

Ida m
S U.
1

r

y

a h a in
e

j

y o

word

mam

ti s

h

i

j

removal
or deed,

a

mr

1 burn myself in the sun, the Light,

this the

and

:

a

-

.

the

y onau
S v aha

seat of

!

immorta-

sun

signifies

to the.

i

After
being the emblem of Brahman).
water consecrated by the Gayatri is thrown up

(the

lity,'

1

2

m

u h o

whatever sin

of,

and concludes thus:

Atman

probably the
in the

sacrifice-purified

sun, the ideal

of

soul

offered

This

unselfishness.

repeutence and sacrifice puts down the Rakshasas or
arising from selfishness and ignorance, and strengthens

rite of

sins

us to keep the deity of goodness in us, free from temptation,
from sunrise to sunset, from the age of thought and discretion
up to death. In the evening sandhya worship, Agni, the
fire,

substituted for

is

Jyotish, in which the soul
*

/

sun and he

the

is to

is

called

Satyam

be offered as an oblation.

In the JS/iandogya Upanishad Viro&ana of the Asnras
mistakes the body itself to be the Atman, while Indra of the

Devas learns the Self and the

fact

that

likes

and dislikes

(priy&priye)do not touch the soul that has become a

*Adityo ha vai bahyafr prana/i udayati.
III. 8

:~There

riaes the

sun who

is

indeed our outward

life.

s

ar

i

r

a,

Prasna Up.
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This

be taken

may
bodyless.
state is that in which

mean

to

that the

77
embodied

man

confines his self within a single
therefore thinks that he is no other than his body
and
body
and looks upon all others as aliens and entertains likes and

dislikes in respect of

ha

r

nna

and a

r

11

,

desire.

passions,

compound

selfish end.

of the

the red island

The knower

words

If

M ande

-

manda, iha,

be taken to signify the

may

of blood as the abode of

human body

aha,

the

is

n a

them with a

manda, foolish,

leaves the

Rakshasas,

to grovel in the bloody island,* the

selfish,

the brutal

embodied

state,

and rising superior to that state, realizes Brahman and
becomes Brahman, that is, grows or bursts forth into the
vastuess of Atinau.

I shall

now proceeded
Trisafiku.

Trisauku

to examine the stories relating to
The Ramayana I. 60, gives the fol-

lowing account of him:
Trisanku was king of the Ikshvakus He was
satyavadi, truth-loving, and jitendriya,
one who had mastered

his senses.

He

asked his

family priest Vasishi/m to make him perform a
sacrifice in order to go to s v a r
g a , heaven,
with his s a r i r a , body. Vasish^a said : ( Impossible.'

Thus

refused,

he

went

to

the

one

hundred sons of Yasishi/ia that were performing
t a p a s in the south and made the same
request to

They said that he was childish in corning
them when their father, who knew so much, had
He got angry and said that he
said,
Impossible.'

them.
to

f

would go

to another priest.

cursed him to

become a

They get angry and
Iftwrfala.

He

at

once

became a -Kampala and all his ministers and people
He went to where VisvAmiira was
forsook him.
Yisvamitra took
performing tapas in the south.
as
his
officiated
him
and
priest saying
pity upon

:

* Of.
So?iitapura, the bloody town of Asura BSna, whose story will ba
explained in the essay on Krishna.
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*

I will

make yon

heaven even with the

go' to

or form of a /^wdala.

A&D AGISTYA,

3

Thousands of

tended the

r

up a
at-

JRj'shis

his

if

sacrifice, fearing
anger
they
should refuse to go. But the sons of VasishiAa
did not go and they ridiculed the idea of a Kimd&h

performing a

with a Kshatriya as priest
it and
eating .Kampala's

sacrifice

andof Br&hmahs attending

Hearing this, Visvamitra cursed them to hecome decrepit and deformed Mashiikas eating dead
hodies, and one of them by name Mahodaya, to
become a Nishada for a long time. At the end of

food.

the sacrifice Trisanku

went

to

heaven with

He

hut Indra hurled him down.

his bod)'-,

head-down-

fell

wards crying to Visv&mitra fcr help. Visvamifcra
{
said:
stop, do not fall '; and he stood in the sky.
Visvamitra then created a new

and other
a

create

stars

for

the

new Indra and

receive his

set of

seven

Jfo'sbis

south and was about to
a

new

Devas

set of

when

protege into their heaven,

to

the

Devas respectfully told him that it was impossible
Visvafor a man. to go to heaven with his body.
mifcra, said

" I do not like to break

Let there be a heaven
Let the

stars created

word.

my

Trisanku with his body.
in the
me * stand

for

by

firmly

sky beyond the path of Vaisvanarii as long as the
universe lasts. Let Trisaiiku shine among the stars

even with his head down
all

(avak-sirah)

and

The Devas granted

the stars follow him."

let

this.

The Harivamsa, 7.6 sloka t 51, when describing the
autumn, says that Agastya, the Star Ganopus, travels in that
& a, direction (i.e. the south) which is T r i s a n k u- k a r i t a
* Visvdmitra's creating new
I, 71, sloba 34 thus

Bhdrata

sfcara is briefly

mentioned

:

fca lokam vai
kruddho, nakshatra sanipada

ITakara 'nyam

Prati-Sravaiia-purva?i.i
uakshatrawi fcakara y
t The text

a

is:

Tris anku- fcaritam as am
Agaetyo vifcariehyati.
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i.e.

which Tmaiiku

in

This indicates Trisankn to be

travels.

The

late Siddhanti

Subrahmanya
Madras informed me, in January 1888, that Trisan1 o k a , world, is a cluster of stars
consisting of two big

a southern constellation.
-Sastri of
kti's

and several small ones situated

stars

itself is in the

which

of the celestial globe,

dakshi?ia-gola
and that
I

Visvamifcra's Svarga.

work

this

Anuradha,

or southern half

this cluster is in

what

is

called

was not able to gather in what old

described; but as the learned Sastri's des-

is

Svarga

to the south of

cription gave me a
it remained for me

general idea of the region of the cluster,
to find out, in or about that
region, the

head-downward Trisanku of the Ramayana. An English
work on astronomy had made me familiar with the Cross,
and having gazed at it over and over, I consider that the
Svarga or heaven of Visvamitra consists of many of the stars
of the constellation Centaur us plus the Cross; that the star

being the biggest and
Rislu
group
Visvamitra, shining
brilliantly i.e. performing tapas in tlie south, his place in the
north being in the Great Bear along with Vasishi/ia and other

Alpha Centauri, by reason of
the

brightest of

is

its

our

and that the head-downward Tmaiiku

JBz'shis;

phis two stars which

are

to

the

north

of

it

is

the Cross

and which,

according to Proctor's Star Atlas, belong to the constellation
Centaurus. The reason for taking Trisanku to be the protege
of

Alpha Centauri (Visvamitra), seems

to be the proximity of-

these two to each other, the brightest star of the group being
taken naturally to bo the Guru or priest. The accompany-

the prominent stars of Trisanku and
a to h. The stars a to f (of which
marked
Vwvamifcra,
the
b
form
a,
Cross) represent the body of Trid,
c,
sanku and suggest beautifully the idea of a man hanging
head-downwards, a the lowermost star being his head, b and

ing

plate

shows

}

c

his

stars,

two
his

sides,

two

If, as I take

it

d

legs.

his navel,

The

to be, it is

and

star

g

e
is

Vimmitra,

and /, the uppermost
the Alpha

Centauri.

the bright star h near

be viewed as though it is his outstreched hand
commanding Trisuuku not to fall down but stop where he is
it

may
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even with his head, the

The

south pole.

star a,

downwards

distance of a to tha pole

and Trisanku, from head a

to feet e

is

and /,

i.e.

towards the

about 27 degrees,
is

a large constel-

extending over 15 degrees north to south, from about
the 48th to the 63rd degree south of the equator.
As these
stars a to h are almost opposite to the Great Bear in the

lation

may fitly be called the Great Bear of the south.
As Trisanku is not far from the south pole, he describes

north, they

a small circle diurnally in the sky while the stars on the
Hence the saying
equinoctial line describe a larger circle.
that Visvamitra ordained other stars to rotate round Trisanku.

Visvamitra who figured as the moon in the older story
of his fight with Vasish/ia, acts as the regent of Alpha CenIt must be remembered that the 28
tauri in this story.
asterisms and

many

other

several Vedic gods and

Now,

the Gross,

stars

have been named

after

Jfo'shis.

with the stars

e

and/, though pre-

senting the picture of a man hanging head downwards,
could hardly have suggested the name of Trisanku. That

name seems
Orion to the

to

me

to

have

tjeen

transferred

from the

tfanku ordinarily means a peg, or
spoke (S.V. I. 164, 48J. The Orion's Belt, with a line
drawn over its three stars, would be Trisanku, i.e. the spoke
made of the three stars. As the regent of the Belt is the
Cross,

moon, the Belt is his starry form located in the Orion town
or body; and the moon who is thus in the Belt can be

He who has the three spoke-like
designated as Trisanku
stars/ So, I would take the hero of this story to be king moon
'

under the name of Trisanku.

How

the

moon

obtained an-

other starry form as the Cross (plus the stars .e and /) and gave
his name Trisanku to it, will b@ explained after indicating
the probable esoteric significance, to illustrate

which riddles

and phenomenal metaphors have been used in the story.
Was it not presumptuous on the part of Visv&mitra
'

to

have sent up his disciple Trisanku with his body to Indra's
heaven ? It is easy to condemn Visvamitra if we are carried

away by

the outward aspect of the story.

But

if

we ponder

VISVAMITRA. AND AGASTYA.

over its paradoxes it must strike us that there must be some
hidden meaning in them. In the previous stories we have
seen that the enmity between Yasishi/ja and Yisvamitra was
unreal,
friends.

and that they, as Agni and So ma, are most intimate
In this story there are the riddles (1) of the king

becoming a Tfamiala and yet performing a Yedic sacrifice,
(2) of YasishtfAa's sou Mahodaya becoming a Nishada (3) of
Yisvamitra's sending his protege bodily to heaven, for, if he
is

*

king Soma, who

is

immortality on those

Agastya and

in the story of

Brahmaus, he

the king of
that drink

is

Ilvala

man

the last

sending a man, with his

Brahmans, who confers
him and who as Yatapi
the

shatters

bellies of

have fallen into the error of

to

body, to heaven;

(4)

of the

king

being able to go actually to the heaven of Indra, let the latter
hurl him down afterwards; and (5) of his not falling down

but becoming a constellation, which means that he attained
can be illustrated phenomenally; and

to the highest state that

the explanation I would venture to suggest

The Brahma"

Brahma

whom

priest VasishiAa

is

the

emblem.

the

One

the

Son God Rudra, who

Brahma's

Self located in the heart's

Svisliakr/fc,t that

all

womb

known

well

is

hunter, hunting and killing

Agni

is

given below.

identical with the

god

Prajapati and with His aspect as Indra, of

alias

the sun

rificed.

is

sacrificed aspect as

of all creatures

as the

is

bowman and

beastly passions; and

Rudra is

one who makes a sacrifice well sac-

is

The Upanishads say

that

man

should regard himself

as Yajiia, sacrifice, for, by sacrifice of flesh i.e. by self-sacrifice, he should rise in spirit i <?. obtain the spiritual quality of

regarding

all

creatures as

well sacrificed,

the

So, in order to

self.

necessary for

Son God Rudra, who must

sacrifice.

his

it is

own

To

man

to

make

himself

have the Ideal of

be present in the
Mahodaya, the Great Rise, is

therefore

Vasisht/ta, his son

sacrificed state as the enlightened Self, called son

because that state

is

a

ng

a

j

a

,

risen

away from body.

In

* "Whoaver
enjoys the Soma beverage, he certainly will be immortal" Aifcareya Br. of Dr. Rang, p. 493.
t Vicle Veclio texts quoted in Muic IV. p. 200.
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the story under consideration Visvamitra's protege Trisaiikn
wishes to perform a sacrifice in order to become an enlightened
Self.

me

let

Here,

refer to the concluding portion of the

K/jand. Upanishad, according to which Indra studies Atmaat last
vidya under Father Prajapati for 101 year sand learns

that body
off the

body

(

u

d h

va

t

s

in his state as the Self,

it

The

is

original

a

r i r

Jy
r

a r

i r

o

t

u pe

a

s

s

t
i

r

mpra sad o

's

m

a

'b

of

h

'

n

i

in

h p ad y

s

i

s

s v e
t

v a * to

-

m
e

n a

.

state as Self'

his

I take the word

a

a

a

s

t

n m 11 1 1 h a y a Par
upa-sampad ya

a

?i

original
.

m

a

:

E sha

Thus the
r u p e n a

casts
self, the knower,
from
forth
and
)
springs
having approached the Great Light.

mortal, that the immortal

is

mean a

is
t

s

veil a

man

,

s?lf.

Here, u p a which ordinarily means 'form' such as an object
having a body has, means the freed, bodyless state, as
r

another Upanishad

knower

is

that

(M.und. 3, 2, 8) clearly says
freed from name and form :
t a t h a

n&marftpad vim u k t a h
*

But the verv

.

/

the

vi d van

fact that the

2T/iandogya used the equi vocal word r u p a appears to me to
have given room to tho paradox that Trisanku wished to go to

heaven with his

r

u

When he asks

p a, form.

to prescribe a sacrifice

and

the VasishiAas

view to his going
to heaven with his body, he must be taken to use the word
body in a double sense, one outward or apparent, meaning
the

human body which

meaning the

is

officiate in it in

mortal, the other inward or real,
state s v a - r u p a or the Self

immortal

Self's

himself as the vast body or

I

o

k

a

,

world.

Taking the out-

ward sense they
a

sacrifice,

embodied

the

rightly refuse to prescribe, and officiate in,
object of which is the permanency of the

state: it

cannot be called a sacrifice at

the inward sense he says that he

from another

* Of. Br.
Up.

svam
1

oka h

Realizing the inner sense,

priest.

I.

4,

15,

where

lokaui adriahfva
ia the expression,

at

is

all.

Taking;
O

will seek spiritual salvation

svafe

loka/i

they reply

in the

furbhar on scatei to be

expression

afcma

ma a am. eva lokam np&stta
ioo

:

eva
.
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become a KunMh.' Now the /jowrfalas are
Matangas,
they who get intoxicated
(vide Sabari, M&fcanDundubhi
in
and
the
on
the
ga,
essay
Ramayana). Though
'

Do

thou

'

(

Brahman

the

a tea-totaller, he sticks to his

is

age in the most solemn of his

sacrifices,

ma-pithi

o

s

ma

bever-

namely the

s

ma
m a,

o

He becomes
appears to me to

s o

own way
become
*

a -fi/.uu/ak or Mataiio-a,
a drunkard
O

sacrifice.

drinker of

,

o

s

which
symbolize ihe drink of knowledge,
and which makes him immortal as the Aitareya Brahmana
l(
whoever enjoys the So ma beverage, he certainly will
says:
be immortal/' Thus, as a riddle or paradox the knower must
in his

The

reply, therefore,

an instruction
rii

true

be explained.

I

to

drink

nature,

who

to Visvamitra,

VasishiAa's son

want

'If you

:

or

pa

/

which outwardly

is

to

go

so

the

a curse

is

heaven in the

ma.'

!
.

inwardly
Self's

So, he goes

The curse bv which
king 8 o in n
a
becomes
Nislrda
Mahodaya
may likewise
is

,

take Nishada to be used here in a double sense,

one outward, meaning the hunter, the other inward or esoteric,
'
meaning one who sits down/* Kow, no sacrifice can be

performed without there being a Brahma priest

in

it,

and the

Vedas say that the Brahma priest should be a Vasishf/ta.f
The Brahma priest sits throughout the sacrifice superintending

it;

and

and other
he

is

his sitting so

a do-nothing, vide

by Dr.

without doing what the Adhvaryu

numerous remark that

priests do, gave rise to the

Hang

Mg

Veda

Y I II. 92,

in his Ai. Br. Introduction

p.

30, as interpreted
20.

The

riddle

* Nishada, the
hunter, seems to be the compound of ni and sMa,
meaning one who by hitting the hunted baast makes it lie down well
Sadin means both one
(nitarauiX that is, dead never to rise again.
who destroys (makes his enemy lie down dead) and one who sits down.
One who sits down nviy well be looked npnn as a do-nothing as contrasted with one who is up and doin. In this way, Nishada, as a pun, is
capable of meaning one who sits well a sense in which the word is
actually used in the Pura.)&as about the bad being who sprang forth
from Vena's body. Ths priests said to him nishida, sit down, and
he at once became a Nishada, vide Vislmu-purana I. 13, 36; Bhagavatapurana IV. 14, 46; Harivamsa, 5, 18.
1

t A.houfc a Vasisht/ta bein^ S3le::b3rl as the Brahma, priest, vide the
Shadvimsa Br. quoted afc p 43 ante. Tan Taifct. Sara. III. 5, 2 says that
Vasish7ia saw Indra with his own pyes while other JJishis could not, and
thab therefore a VAsisht/i-a shoild ba tn id a bb_3 Br.ih.tul prieat: T a s in a d

I3rahm& kary

ah-

.
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Mahodaya, the Vasishi/ta, having been made a
Nishada seems to mean that he was actually engaged to sit

therefore, of

Brahma

as the

If such

is

priest in Trissmku's sacrifice.
the meaning of one curse, the other curse

which the 100 sons

must

of

became

Vasisltf/ta

the

That curse

be capable of a similar explanation.

also

by

Miishiikas

'Let them become the cruel Mushiikas, the Mn'fcapas,
and the eaters of clog's flesh, for seven hundred generations.'

is:

A.

mr

commentary takes
eaters

shaka/t,

i t

a p ah

dead

of

mean sava-bhak-

to

to
Apte's
Dictionary the Mn'tapas are a class of persons of the lowest

who watch dead

bodies,

Mushiika, among

other

'

caste,

&o.

J

encounter or

have

also

carry them to the cemetery
tilings,

m ushti-yudd h

meant the

According

body.

a

means a

boxing, and

,

wrestler or boxer, as Balarama

pugilistic

seems
is

to

said to

have conquered an Asura named Mushtika in the Mallayuddha fight.
According:
O
O to the same dictionary, the Mushdkas
t/

are an outcasfe
are

known

They

race

known

as the

for their somersets,

are a low class addicted

in question

a Jfaw/ala,

was a retort
the

The Dombas

rope-dancing, wrestling, &c.
to drink.
As the curse

much

the

to.

Mushdkas

'

Dombas.

alias

one which made Trisanku
spoken of must
drink as the K&nd&-

Mr/'tapas

have been a people almost as addicted to
The 'faith. Samhita I. 8, 18 says that in the Dasapeya
las.
ceremony of the Rajasuya one hundred Brahmans drink
the

Soma

juice out of ten cups at the rate of ten Brahmans for
There cannot be a worthier set of Bramans to drink

a cup.

thesoma than the 100 Vasish/ias, who,
their fulfilling this part, are

spoken

in

view apparently of

of paradoxically as the

Mn'tapas. The word m r eta- p a , which has been taken to
mean one who watches the dead body, may well be construed
to mean the drinker of the dead, as p a means both to watch or
to drink.
protect and

Soma

is

One

of the

names

for the sacred liquor

amra'ta,

immortality, evidently because, being
the drink of knowledge, it confers immortality.
This sacred
pressed by beating and squeezing his body, the Soma
creeper, as if taking the life out of him; and so as a riddle ,

Soiua

is
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king Soma who

Brahmans

thus

is

mrz'ta, dead,

mr

a

for their

a

i t

t

v a

,

drunk by the

is

immortality.

Therefore,

appears to me that the paradoxical Mntapas are Amn'tapas,
the drinkers of the Soma, and that the Vasishi/tas

it

actually

attended Trisanku's

and were honored with the

sacrifice

sacred drink.
If this

is

the

of Trisanku's sacrifice, his going
heaven can only mean his going in his
The god Indra of this
true nature, as the Self.

meaning

bodily to Indra's
s

va

r

up

a
,

story seems

IV.

2,

to

be the Supreme

2, takes Indra
'

Indha,

whom

He who

they

call

illumines

Indha

Self, as the

and

';

it

esofcerically

Devas are fond of p a

o k

r

Bn'hadaranyaka

the Purusha in the eye, called

to be

s .h

a

,

'

says:

It is this

Indra

k s h e n a ); for the
(
esotery, and are pratp a r o

haters of exotery.' Pratyaksha, the
before the eye
what is seen, and includes

yaksha-dvisha/t,
patent,

is

what

is

phenomenal forms. Paroksha, the latent, is "what is
beyond the eye what is not seen,and means the Unseen Seer
the

all

concealed in

forms as the All-pervading

all

So, the

Self.

Devas, the kuowers,are fond of the bodyless Unseen Self; and,
as if to suit His latent character, the authors of Pauramc stoappear to have vied with one another in teaching

ries

men by means
we

of parables

and

are under of rejecting the

the Great Light, the

Self

:

s

r .d

p

;

na

e

mediately after this, the

;

thus bursts forth as the

Best

Man

is

Geing to, or attaining to the
knower bursts forth as the
b h i n i s h p a d y a t e and im-

/fAandegya says that he (the

who

Now,

goes to Param Jyotis,
can never fall, as

Self, the

Supreme

vena

Sel-f)

the definition of

pu

r

a

ka k
s

A a
1

k

r e

5, 18,

thus:

p ad ah
t u s h pa d a h
ki bhut va

dv

r e

i

& a

Pur ah sa p ak s
pur a A purusha
103

knower

Uttama-Purusha, the
the Upaaishadic Purusha

is

contained in the Bw'hadaranyaka IL

Puras

to

Self Indra,

Supreme

he becomes one with Him.
state of, the

patent,

A knower who

latent in these stories.

Him

Hence the necessity
and finding out the

riddles.

avisat
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The meaning

is

that

Punisha made

the

all

bipeds and

many towns and that becoming a bird he
quadrupeds
them.
entered
Man is Purusha because his soul dwells in
So long as he grovels in selfishness, and
the body-town.
thinks that he is not other than his body he confines himself
so

in one body.
By this he makes himself a small man. But
the knower soars like a bird up to the region of universal
all bipeds and quadrupeds
love and entering all creatures

makes them his towns his kingdom as he makes himself
the One Vust Self by looking upon them all as himself he
is all in all; and this is the quality of the Best Purusha, the
:

Best In-dweller.

Thus, the bird metaphor denotes the freed
Now, another name for the bird
enlightened state of man.
*
is
p a t a ri g a
meaning that which flies. It is derived

from the root pat, which has a double meaning, one to fly
and the other to fall ; so that when it is said in this story of
riddles that Trisaiiku

means that

fell, it

lie flew.

When the

knower becomes the Infinite all-pervading Self, encompassing
height and depth, there can be no fall to him.

Now, phenomenally,
performed by the moon
day tin which the moon
sacrificial

let

is

began on the

in conjunction
it

making

ground,

the I&shis, the solar

us suppose that the sacrifice

'IVisaiiku

rays, in

with

ablaze with

his

full

moon

the

Orion
All

fire.

which are included the sun

reflected. t

sons, attend it, as the moonbeams are solar rays
I would take Mahodaya, the Nishada hunter, to

be the

star

Vasish^/ta's

'*

Dog

Patanga

is

Sinus, the well

ccmstrued as

known Mngavyadha

or

patana-slla, pater angafc-pra

The Taitt. Sam. V. 2, 5 says that Purusha, man, who is
measured by Yajna, sacrifice, becomes a bird: pakshi bhavati,

tyayaft.

n a

hy apaksha/i patitum arhati.

f Our ancients seem to have been fully aware that the moon shines
with solar light. s3aya?ia says that that is the meaning of verse 15 of
Rig Veda I. 84. His rendering is based on Yaska's Nirukta on that very
verse. The Nirukta says One ray of this (sun) makes the moon shine
reflected (fcandramasam prati dipyate); therefore it should
be inferred that the moon's light is from the sun and there is (to that
'
Sushu
n a li S u r y a - r a s i s
effect) the Nigama which says
jfandrama G andhar va/i. This Nigama is one of the Jayadihoma Mantras, Taitt. Sam. III. 4, 7. As g o means ray, as well as water,
many other things, Gaaclharva is capable of different shades of
:

;

:

'

m

m

gf

He

hunter.

Dog
Brahma,

as

self-sacrifice

by

looks

lie

therefore, is his s v a r

The Orion-sacrifice
object

is

upa

upon
,

is

called

,all

divine

as

Yajna,

self.

soon as

sacrifice,

;Self^sacrifice,

Atmaic

r

moon, with the Orion
for, as

sun;

r

is

the moon's celestial form.

is

to send the

his body, to the

as

The knower

asisli/a.

priest

exhibited

is

In this

A,gni B,ndra, the
the son of the Brahma

star, the devata.of which

story, the

sou of

always near the Orion-sacrifice.

sits

u p a , form.
The poet's

or Sacrifice as

'the full

moon touches

sunward career begins, making the moon
sacrifice himself and become thinner and thinner every time
he meets the Orion during the next five months, until his

the

its

Orion,

becomes complete on the new moon day of the
when, along with the Orion (which then sets
he
becoines one with the *sun Indra.
Thus he is
heliacally),
Indra
to
sent up
with Sacrifice as his body. The ancient

self-sacrifice

sixth month,

idea

is

that the

moon

is

Sudhamaya,

full of

nectar, that the

gods drink him in the dark fortnight, and that at the end
ofit(/.e. on the new moon day) the fathers quaff him
II. 11, verses 22 and 23).
In his career
the
moon
is
fancied,
to
be
sunward,
waning
sacrificing his
of
for
the
sake
the
sohir.
-who
are
the gods and
rays
body

(Vish?iu-pura?ia

As lie is thus nn emblem of self-sacrifice, they
him and enjoy him as their sacred drink. The
Vasish^as are our ancient Fathers (R. V. X. 35, 8). "When

Fathers.

delight in

the

moon

gives

up

his

whole body on the new moon day,

death under one aspect but under another it
self-sacrifice leading to immortality.
So, on the new

it is

day

his

is

his

moon

of the Conjunction, the Vasishtfias, as the solar rays,

of rays or as the holder of water. In the
a name applicable to all heavenly bodies, sun, moon,
and star, shining with ray, light. The meaning of the Nigama seema
to be this
The sun's ray (that enters the moon) is s u s h u n a ,
bright, and the moon is the holder or container of (that), ray.' The
Purimic idea that the moon is above the sun seems to be due to the
fact that the Rig Veda (X. 85, 2) speaks of the moon as placed on the
This is a poetical description of the night, in which
lap of the stars.
the moon's progress from one star to another is watched. The moon is
only apparently on the lap of the stars. But taking the expression
literally, we get the idea that the moon is actually ou the lap of the
.whose regioa is higher than that of th.9.8un,

meaning

as the holder

former sense

it is

'

:

m
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moon and become thereby Mn'tapas,

the drinkers

of the dead paradoxically, but the drinkers of the juice of
Thus strengthened by the sacred
self-sacrifice esoterically.

drink at the advent of the bright portion of the year, they
show their prowess as wrestlers and boxers in thinning

who had overgrown in
from the phenomenon to

the ranks of the powers of darkness

The poet now

winter.

which I

fancies,

shall presently refer, that at the completion of his

along with the Orion, on the newmoon day in
the
spirit of the moon, who thus went to the Great
question,
the
sun, was hurled down the Milky Way and became
Light,
self-sacrifice,

a huge Man, head-downwards, in the shape of the Cross with
In those parts of India where the
the two stars above it.
southern Cross is visible it is best seen as the Man liead-

dowmoards, when

it is

which coincides

at its culmination,

with the Orion's setting below the western horizon and
on the one hand the Orion, which is the town or
so, while
;

moon and which gave him. its name Trisanku,
and disappears or in other words sets
sun
enters the
let
and
us celebrate this disappearance on the
heliacaliy

body

of the

new moon day which comes during

the time the Orion
remains in conjunction with the sun there is seen on the
other the Cross Man in culmination, but lo
topsy-turvy, as
!

though the inoou Trisanku, by going with his Orion-body
to the sun, fell down and became the Cross, the topsy-turvy
Man o huge body. This is the poetical reason for transBut this paradox
ferring the name Trisanku to the Cross.
of the fall vanishes if we realize the fact that the Man is
head-downwards only apparently

to us

who

are in the north.

He is

near the southern Dhruva or pole with his head towards
the south pole and the stars of the ecliptic below his feet.

Such

is

the

mah ma
i

or

greatness of

Jfo'shi

Visvamitra,

that he made the mortal moon the decayless, self-shining

starry

Man, the

round whom all the stars of the
k s h i n a as if he is a Great Man

go in p r a d a
Uttaraa-Purusha he made

ecliptic

or

Cross,

him

a

Nakshatra,

that

which does cot decay, as our grammarians have understood
ioa

AND AGASTYA,
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that word to

mean

na k

(i.e.

ha

s

a

r

nak

i t i

t i

89
h

s

at

-

Dr. Hang, ia his. Introduction to the Aitareya
Brahmawa, p. 45, derives the word iu two ways, both

ram).

indicating the station of the moon, one from the root
n a k s h , to arrive at, with the suffix at r a , i.e. the place of
arrival for the

moon

monthly career from one

in his

to another of the 28 asterisms; the other fi'om

and
as

s

a

1 r a

1

asterism the
s

ha

t r

wards

,

a session,

moon

He

is.

it is

possible

to see

star

night,

metonymieally came to mean

what

in

word

considers that the

a arose with reference to the 28 stars

it

,

the moon's station for the night,

i.e.

only in the night that

it is

nak

n

and that

a

k

-

after-

stars in general. I think

Hang's derivation of the word is more probable
than that of the grammarians, bufe from the remotest time
that Dr.

there has been a tendency, when the true etymon of a word
has been forgotten, to derive it in a way which would suit
any other reasonable concept. The very fact that metony-

nakshatra

mieally

came

to

be understood as star iu

cability

was capable of putting to the shade the
of the word to the stars of the ecliptic

of the

and of importing into

general,

moon,
would apply to

stars in general.

The

special appli-

the stations

a meaning which
stars, when contrasted
it

with the moon, the planets, and the apparent motion of the
sun over the asterisms, are fixed. They are dhruvas as is
evident from the Vedic expression that the star Arundhati
had d h r u v a t a conferred upon her (vide the birth of

Kuraara

the

in

became

the

because

it

on Rudra).

essay

dhruva

among

has not even the

the south, the Cross is very
thus dhruva, fixed and

a very
appropriate object

all

The North pole

the

dhruvas,

star

stars,

apparent diurnal rotation. In
near the south pole and being

permanent,

it is,

phenomenally,

serve as a metaphor for the
incorruptible permanency of the liberated, bodyless self.

There

is

to

a different

quite

story

about Trisanku in

Harivamsa 12 and 13, according
to which he was not hurled
CJ
down at all from heaven, but went to it even with his body.
'

This story, when
compared

with that in the

107

Ramayana

to

AND A&ASTYA,
which I have just referred, will show how free the poets of
those da^s were in dressing the same subject in diverse ways.
1

Among other things,

makes Trisankii a man
he'aven.

The

story

nk

/Sa

means

ti

sin,

and the Hitrivamsa

of three sins and yet sends

the following effect

is to

him

tfp

*
;

Trisanku's great-grandfather was Sudhanvan,
whose son was Tridhanvan, whose son Was Tfayy&ruwa, whose son was Satyavrata, which was TrisanIn his youth he brought away
ku*s original name.

by force a

girl

who was being married
For

married her himself.

this sin

to another,

and

his father Tra-

yyarima expelled him. He had expected that the
family priest YasishMa would argue in his favour

and urge that there was no illegality in his marrying
a woman who had not become the other man's' wife
brought her aWay before the s a p t a p a d i
But
sevdn-step ceremony had taken place.

as he
or

remained passive. So, with a grudge
against him, he left the capital. A famine of twelve

Yasishi/ta

came over the kingdom as the
His father having retired to the
and he himself havitig had to do penance

years' duration

of his sin.

forest for hid sin, Vasishf/ia,

bri

tapas

having anything

forest

in the

carried on

Yisvamitra had then gone to
the sea-shore.
His wife not

the administration.

perform

the priest,

result

to eat,

Went about with her middle

son tied in a sling to her

neck

in order to sell

him

;

but Satyavrata prevented the

sale

and thenceforward

hunted and supplied

to

her every day, by
he could not go

tying it to a tree
near her house).

(as,

flesh

being in sin,

Having exhausted all the wild
Kamadhenn, and

game, he killed Vasishi//a's cow,

supplied the flesh to Visvamitra's wife and children, eating a portion himself.
Coming to know of
this,-

Yasishf/ia said

-'
:

Alas, I would have

somehow

removed the sin which he committed by displeasing
his father, if h$ did iiot add two mofei to it, viz, the

to

AND
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of killing bis Giiru's cow, and the sin of eating

sin

tmconsecrated flesh (that

the flesh of an animal

is

killed otherwise than in the

came

vrata

to

be

known

So, Satya-

sacrifice)'.'

as Trisanku.

Afterwards Vis vamitra returned from his tapas,

and being pleased with Trisariki], pressed him to ask
for a boon. Trisanku wished to go bodily to heaven.
that time the famine had gone; and Visvamitra

By

installing Trisanku on the throne of his father caused

and sent him bodily to
His
Trlsanku's queen was Satyaratha.
heaven.
son was Haris/caridra, who was the great king who
performed the Rajasuya sacrifice and whose son

him

to

perform a

sacrifice,

was Rohita.*
Thus, in accounting for the name of Trisanku, this story

makes him a g o g h n a , cow-killer, and beef-eater, in order
at the same time to account for his having become a .Kandala.
But with all this he is made to go to heaven without anything
being said of his fall. There seems therefore to be a
paradox in this story as in all others connected with Vasishtf/ja
and Vi.svamitia. Trisanku's name Satyavrata reveals him as
a kriowei of Brahman, Satyam, Truth, and as one who
1

practised

It as his

the

Satyaratha,

vrata,

vehicle

of

cherished

object.

Truth,

Sraddha, Knowledge or Faith. He
grasp of world liness and marries her himself.
that he goes to the

forest

His queen

be Vidya or
rescues her from the

can only

and roams

The

result

is

as a hunter,

hunting
two kinds, one worldly
and selfish, the other, godly, that which longs for the
state of the Infinite Atman
A t in an as tu k a may a
(
the

Kama,

passions.

Desire,

of

is

.

s

a

r

v a

m

dhemi, the

p

r i

cow

ya

m

b h a va

t

i

)

;

and

therefore

Eaiuu-

of desire, has two aspects, one as Avidya, the

* This
story, according to which Trisaiiku incurred the displeasure of
his father and maintained Visvamitra's wife in the forest, is
briefly referred to in the MahabhaTata I. 71, Verses 31 35. What is noteworthy is
that tli3 Mahabharata mentions
Uajarshi Matanga asthe name of Trisanku.
I would take the name
Mafcanga as mdicafci&g Trisanku as the drinker
of the Soma
driuk the
(in the form of a substitute, as kings may no
Soma itself, vide Ai, Br, VII,- Chapter 5).
fc
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of three colors, and the other as Vidya.

Aja

former aspect, she
she

is

Taking her in the

Taking her in the

is killed.

latter aspect,

capable of removing the hunger
Trisanku but also of the family

eaten as the only food

for selfish desires, of not only

of Visvamitra, the

intimate
sins

three paradoxical
the merit of a religious
CJ
8

o

ma

Knndah

/enable Trisanku

to

Thus the

frieni of Vasishi/ta.

are the three merits,

go

which added to

or the drinker of the sacred

to

heaven

in his

s

v

upa
A- man

u r

,

the soul's real state as the bodyless Infinite Self.
who lias deserved the favor of the father of the sacred

Oayatri will not

fall.

He

will

become Nakshah-a, permanent.

The following note is found in Garvett's Classical
Dictionary under the name Satyavrata at page 570:
" Wilson surmises Trisanku

to be

Orion's belt

;

while

Von

Schlegel thinks Trisanku to be some southern stars unknown
to the Indians as long as they remained in the neighbourhood
of the

Ganges but known

to

them

savs

'

Bv

the favor of Visvamitra, the illustrious Trisanku
heaven along with the gods, through the kindness
v

,/

shines in

when they
The Vayu Pura?za

at a later date

colonised the southern regions of India.
I

of that sage.
Slowly passes the lovely night in winter
embellished by the moon, decorated with three watches and
'
ornamented with the constellation Trisanku ". According
O
to the

explanations suggested

above,

appear to be right in their surmises.

both

these scholars

Trisanku

is both the
southern Cross * (taken together with the two stars above it)
and the Orion's Belt.

There can be no doubt that Trisanku's son Ham^andra,
mentioned in the Harivamsa, is the same Haris&andra of the
Ikshvakus, who, according to the Aitareya Brahmawa, performed a sacrifice, with flunassepa as the human victim.
Sunassepa's story in the Ai. Brahma.a occurs in connection
* So far an I could calculate
roughly by the aid of the Atlas and
Proctor's Stiif Map, the lower or hear! aud shoulder part of fchia head-down
ward Man would no; be visible to the north of Benares or thereabout.
The story therefore, probably arose in some country between the latitudes
of Benaves and Vidarblia, the name of which is mentioned in many ancient Pur&rtic stories; or, it may ba the Brahtnaus of the Gangetie valley
saw the constellation in their travels in the south aud made the story.
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with the Bajasuya sacrifice, and the Harivainsa says, regarding
its Ham/and ra, that he was the a h a r t a
the performer, of
,

the R*jaaiiya. Bat in the Ai. Brahmana, Haris/candra occurs
as the sou of Vedhas.
According to the Kamayarca, it was

king Amharisha who performed the Sunassepa sacrifice, and
in the list of Rama's ancestors in sarga 70 of the Bala-kao?a,

he occurs as the son of Prasusruka while Trisanku occurs
several generations above Prasusruka.

poet constructed

his

own fancy

to a

of his

own

list

This shows that each

of geueology and gave a

mythical king.

given to Trisanku's father in the

name

Trayyarima, the name
is

noteworthy.

patronymic of Tryaniwa (i.e. Tri-arima),
occurs in R'\g Veda V.27,along with Trasadasyu

which name

Harivamsa,

It is a

and Asvame-

dha. Tryaruna is also called Traim'shan or He of Tri-vnshaw.
have seen how the numerous names of Divodasa are dis-

We

tributed over several

hymns and how

the different

names

of a

over the different
single individual are separately distributed
verses of one and the same hymn, viz. .verses 22, 23, 24,

and 25 of VI. 47. Likewise, it appears to me that .the
several names which occur in V. 27 are of one and the

Of those names, Trasadasyu occurs

same person.

other places, out of
in

which

it is

said:

which

'

let

Asvins

!

in

many

me

single out I. 112, 14,
in the ASambara-hatya (i.e.

the fight in which Sambara was killed) you guard Atithigva,
Divodasa, Kasoju; you guard Trasadasyu in the Purbhidya
in which flambara's castle is demolished).'
(i.e. the fight

The Sambara-hatya and Purbhidya being one and the same
on all hands to
fight, and the first three names being granted
it appears to me that the last name
to
one
belong
person,
Trasadasvu also

is

t/

another alias of Divodasa.*

the moon.

In

name compounded with three viz.Trwolsa*
and
what
is
said of Trisoka in other par Is of the Itig
occurs,
Veda makes it probable that this too was another name for
verse 12, another

the

moon

;

and there

^

is

no knowing how many of the other

* With the aid of the
Asvins, Trisoka drives forbh the cows (I 112,
Indva for the sake of Trisoka clave the hill, the wide recepticle,
12).
so that the cows might issue forth (VIII. 40, 30). May the car called
(rendered by -Mr. Griffith as the oar of triple splendour) bring
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names which occur in the Sukta referred to (I. .112) are that
of the moon. The truth seems to be that the Rig "Vedic poets
have metamorphosed the sun, moon, Agni, the Orion, &c,, as
and bathed them with a
poets, kings and many other objects,

shower of names of quality, the

now

import of which it is
of those names were not of

real

liard to find out; that

many
own coinage but came down

to them from an older age
which
with
they no doubt perfectly
legends
accompanied
understood ; and that it is only a few of those names which

their

:

were most commonly applied to the sun, moon, dawn, &c.,
come down to us with their meaning.
:

that have

the Harivamsa in evolving an etymological parentage connected with the word three for Tri-saiiku has
purposely gone to the Tri-aiwm of /ftg Veda V. 27. This
I suspect that

hymn
of

it

has six verses.

Now,

Tri-aruna occurs, that

in each of the first

is to

times, and similarly in each of the

say, that

three verses

name occurs

last three verses,

three

Asvamedha,

a being of that narne, occurs, that is to say, Asvamedha also
Therefore
occurs three times immediately after Tri-aru?ia.
the Harivamsa, I suspect, .takes Asvaraedha to be

the son

him Trayyaruna. But why should
the Harivamsa thus concoct a patronymic

of Tri-ariina and calls
the

author of

without at the same time mentioning the real name A svamedha? It may be the poet thought that the patronymic
was preferable as giving a name connected with three and
it Asvamedha would be easily understood.
The poet of the Harivamsa found from the Aitareya

that by

Brahinafta

that

Haris&audra was a Purushaghna

to

all

the hundred heroes with Kutsa (X. 29, 2). In II. 38,5, soka occurs in
the sense of light, Agni'a light. The Orion having the three stars of the
Belt as the three lights, corresponding to the three fires of the sacrifice,
may well be called the car Trisoka. In the Conjunction this car brings
the heroes, who may be taken to be the summer rays brought back
along with the moon in the garb of poet Kutsa renewed for the purpose
of making the months of the new year. The moon also may be
called Trisoka as the three stars of the Belt belong to him.
In the
Conjunction, the moon Trisoka sends out or yields up the cows, the
summer light supposed to have been pent up in the Belt in winter.
Changing the fancy, it is the sun Indra that smites the Belt tnountain and
liberates the summer light in the year-opening Conjunction, in order that
the moon may perform bis career of making the months of the uew year,

w

intents and. pur poses, for he deliberately tied a
to the sacrificial post;
s

h

e

so

he constructs a

human
t

r.

victim

ip a u

r

or a line of three generations of kings, thus:alias Asvamedha, the Horse.-killer

ya

(1).

and

Trayyaruna

u

-

i.e.

the performer of the Horse sacrifice, the Pauranie
taking the horse to; be: the senses as the Eat/ja

(2).

I ndriyani hay&ny ahu/j.
Upanishad says
His son Trisanku, the Goghna, the killer of the cow

(3).

His son Haris/candra, the Piirushaghna or man-

:

of selfish desires.

killer,

the

human

himself spiritually

victim

of the sacrificer

sacrificed

in order

to

being

become

bodyless Infinite Self.

the'

The Story

of $unassepa occurs in the Aitareya Br&hmana, of which the text as well as a translation
Harisfcandra
will be found in Prof. Max Miiller's History
and Suuassepa.
Anoient ganskrit Literature. The story

^

is briefly

as follows:

King Haris&andra, son
line,

wives.

The

of Vedhas, of Ikshvaku's

although he had one hundred
In his house lived Parvata and Narada.

was

childless

the king to go to Varuna and
him " May a son be born to me, and I shall
Varuna said yes
sacrifice him to you."
Accordingly a: son named Rohita was born; but the king
latter advised

say to

'

''.

off the sacrifice from time to time saying, (1)
the victim pass the ten days (during which the
child is impure in the s ii t i k a g r i h a ) ; (2) let

put
let

come ; (3) let his teeth fall out; (4) let
his teeth come again; and (5) .let him become -a
Varuna
warrior (kshatriya) girt with his armour.

his teeth

:

granted all these requests successively. "When the
boy became a warrior, the king asked him to consent
to be sacrificed; but he said no' and taking his bow
'

ran away to the forest and lived there for a year.

Yaruw

seized

HarMandra, whose

belly thereupon
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swelled (by dropsy). Rohita heard of this, and five
times did he set out successively in the second, third,

and sixth years to go hack to his
of a
father, but each time Indra came in the form
Brahman and induced him not to go. While he was
fourth,

fifth,

travelling in the forest in the

starving Rishi

named

sixth

year, he

met a

a
Ajigarta, sou of Suyavasa,

descendant of Aiigiras.

Ajigarta had

three sons,

uno-Iangu!a. Pur/Sunassepa for a hundred

una/i-puMha, Sunassepa, and
chasing the middle son

cows (for, the father \vould not part with the first,
and the mother with the last, son) Rohita came to
his father, who then went to Yarima and said:
*
*

I shall sacrifice this

All right.

man

to

you/

Yaruna

said

:

A Brahman is better than

Then commenced

a Kshatriya.'
the sacrifice called Rajasuya, in

which Yisv&mitra

officiatad as the

Hotar

priest, Ju-

madagni asAdhvaryu, Yasishi^a as Brahma, Ayasya
as Udg&tar. They found nobody to bind $unassepa
post and kill him. His father
Ajigarta volunteered to do these acts for another
two hundred cows. He bound him and came whetto the sacrificial

ting his sword
will really kill

;

when, $unassepa thought: 'They
as if I was not a man.
I shall

me

He prayed to Yaruna and other
and
at last to the Dawn Ushas in three verses;
gods,
of which the first, as soon as repeated, loosened the

pray

to the gods.'

cord, the second

thinned Haris&mdra's belly, and

the last completely liberated Sunassepa and made
Haris&andra well again. Yisv&mitra adopted Sn~

nassepa as his eldest son, naming him Devarata,
god-protected. Yisvamitra had many sons, MadhuM/tandas, Jfo'shabha, Renu, Ashfaka and others,

fifty

older than Madhu/c/c/tandas and fifty younger. The
elder sons did not like to give up their birth right
in favor of /Sunawepa and were cursed by their
father to

become

outcasts.
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Pundras, /Sabaras, Puliudas, Mutibas, and many
other outcast tribes, so that the descendants of

became the worst

Visv&mitra
fifty

brothers

younger

of

Dasyus.

The

Sunassepa as

recognised

their eldest brother.

The manner

which the Ai. Brahmana

in

refers to the

that the Rig Veda, at least Mandal& I, had already been arranged with the names of the seers

Yeda shows

verses of the Big

or .Rishis

and the Devatas in the very form in which

come down
24

The authorship

to us.

to '60 of the

has

attributed to Sunassepa himself,
is evident that the author was

is

Mancklal,

but from internal evidence

it

of the seven Sukfcas from

ifc

some person not known but other than Sunawepa. These
seven Suktas were probably composed by one poet and
formed
the

a group of songs, used in a particular rite; and as
of xSunassepa occurs in Sukta 24 which is the first

name

of this group, the

whole group seems to have become known

an expression capable of giving
the misunderstanding that Sunassepa himself was the
But a perusal of the following verses will, I trust,
author.

as the Sauuassepa Suktas,
rise to

show

that Sunassepa

This
is

is

was not the author.

what they

what the desire

that king

Vanma whom

seized liberate us

For,

me day and

told

of (my) heart

says,

night, this
viz,

may

Sunassepa invoked when

(verse 12).

Sunassepa,

three places of the

when

wood

seized

and

tied at the

(the sacrificial post)

invo-

*
ked the Aditya (Varuna)
king Varuwa
may
who is wise and never deceived liberate him,
may he loosen the bonds (verse 13).
;

Varu??a

!

we wish thy anger down by

salu-

wise king, loosen (the bonds

tations

committed (by us)
(verse 14).
Off from us loosen the upper bond,
away the middle, and down the lower. And then
of) sins

Varuna

!

* Or ifc
may be rendered thus Sunassepa invoked the Adifcya (inorder that) he, king Yaruwa, might liberate him, might loosen the cords.
:
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Adidyal may we,
and feelong to Aditi

sinless,

be in thy ordinance,

(verse 15).
that the poet uses Sunassepa as a simile,
and prays for being liberated from the triple bonds of sin,
just as flunassepa was, from the triple bonds of the post.
Another poet, in verse 7 of the second Sukta of the fifth

me

It seems to

Mandala
thus

called the

Atreya Mandela,

uses the same simil^

:

Agni you liberated the bound Sunassepa
from the yupa (sacrificial post); for he prayed with
I

Even

fervour.

In order

so,

Agni

!

loosen our bonds.

to use the simile of

the poets of the Rig

unassepa in this manner

Veda must have had an

older legend
abopt him, and it is quite possible that that legend came
down to the author of the Aitareya Br&hmana, mixed up
with the group of the seven Suktas in one of which Sunas-

prominently mentioned and which being called
/Sunassepa Suktas gave rise to the idea that he was the seer

sepa

is

them

of

all.

Hence, he

is

tossed about

from one god to

another in the order in which the Devafeas occur

in

the

Sdktas themselves, with the consequent anomaly of his going
to

Agni

twice.

Two

sons

are

mentioned in

this story

viz. the

son of a

king and the son of a Brahman. If we lay stress on the
fact that one runs away to the woods and the other is bought,
they would stand revealed as Agni and the s o m a respectively.

waters

The running away
is

a familiar

of

Agni

the

to

theme of the Vedas

woods or the

(vide texts referred to

The Rig Veda X. 51 is a hymn
containing a dialogue between the Devas and the run -a way

under Kavasha at

p,

79

ante}.

'

'

Agni, who in that hymn seems to play the hide and seek
with the Devas. The character of Agni as therein revealed
would be realized if He is taken to be the Self concealed in
all

phenomena,

solid

and liquid

(the stars

and

all
4

forms and

the vast sky).
The Devas begin by saying:
Agni, one
god hath found out thy having entered the waters covering
firm ulba, the case or womb
thyself with the great and

US
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phenomena), and hath seen thy manifold forms (taking
each phenomenal form to be as it were Agni's body ; for the
Thus addressed he asks: What kind
Self is in all forms).
(of

of

god

me and my many forms? Where

he who hath seen

is

are Agni's

a

s

m

i

d h ah
(

ward (heaven-ward)?'

sacred firewood, that lead one godSamidh ' means that which makes
,

blaze well.

Righteousness is the fuel making the
Without man's bringing
o o it the Self will not
blaze forth.
Thus questioned by Agni the gods reply that
god Yama found him out. It is not perhaps by an accident

the

fire

ftelf ablaze.

that

Yama

sions

is

seems

mentioned here.

Yama, the subduer,

to represent righteousness

of pas-

a fact well realized

by the Paurawics who call Yama, D bar ma. Then to
Varana Agni says that the fate which befell his brothers of
old ( p u r v e b h r a t a r a h ) made him flee in fear from
sacrifice

This assumed fear of child

and conceal himself.

'

'

Agni when caught in the hide and seek may be explained
by the fact that the churned fire Agni is sacrificed in the
"
Yajnena yajnam ayajanta"
Ahavaniya fire with the word
(I.

Br.

164, 50 vide p. 27 ante), and that for that reason the Ai.
(I. 15 p. 35) says that Agni is the p a s u or victim sac-

hi Devanam pasu/i').
rificed by the gods (' A g n i r
The previous brothers appear to be so many churned Agnis
The gods, hearing of Agni's fears, confer on him
sacrificed.
allot
to him the first
long life (dirgham a y u 7i )
oblations, beseech him, who is sujata, nobly born, to
come out from gloom and bear the oblations and <l make the
,

path leading god-ward clear and easy"; and they conclude
"
thus
Let all this sacrifice be thine,
Agni, and let the
:

world's

four

regions

bow

before

tbee."

Thus should^

it

would seem, the Self Agni, the god in man and in all forms,
be found out in his holy aspect as the victim of sacrifice and
addressed

gloom of

'
:

my

selfishness

soul,

my

darling,

and perform

thereby long-lived, immortal.
Now to revert to king Haris&andra.
the

names of the

s

o

ma

I

come out

self-sacrifice

from- the

and become

Ha.ri being one of
take the king to be the moon,
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whose son,

like

means the

red.

son of Puniravas, is Agni.
Rohita
In the Rig Veda (L 14, 12; IV 1, 8;
VI11. 43, 16; X. 7, 4), Rohid-asva, meaning one who has
red horses, rays, flame, is one of the names of Agni.
He
the

represents the king's enlightened Self, which is born for the
purpose of self-sacrifice ; but as the condition imposed is

infringed the Self runs away to the woods and the samsaric
man gets the swollen belly, which being the seat of hunger

and

thirst,

seems esotericully

The

thirst for selfish desire.

to

symbolize the hunger and

Self then takes pity on

him and

m

a creeper which is disguised as $unassepa,
buys the s o
The buying of she s o a is necesthe dog's sepa or tail.
for
the sacrifice (vide Ai. B. I. 12, p. 26 ; also ante
sary

m

The dog seems

p. 27).

the dog) and the

s

o

to

ma

be the
creeper

moon Soma
is

as it

^vide essay on

were the moon's

Although the s o m a is well known as king, and
v i p r a or Brahman, still they are sometimes called
each by the names given to the other, vide pp. 27 and 28

tail.

as

Agni

and the reason why the Soma Sunassepa is made the son
Brahman may be that the Soma is the king of Brahmans
As outwardly
and as such fit to be had from a Brahman
the idea of a man selling his own son is reprehensible denot-

ante ;
of a

the middle son
ing want of love, $unassepa is exhibited as
cared for neither by father nor by mother; but the names

given to the two other sons Suna/tpuMha and Suno-langula,
tail are synonymous with Suna-ssepa; so

both meaning dog's
that the

Vak

or

Brahman parents, probably Brahma and His wife
Vidya who have the inexhaustible knowledge of

*
shape of their son the s o m a in trebled
to
themselves, and ample to spare to
names, have him .ample
to the whole world
as self-sacrifice is infinitely
another

self-sacrifice in the

great,

and the soma who like the churned Agni

is

one of the

* I think the one Son the sacred Soma is trebled in order to indicate
his vyapti or pervasion in the three worlds, viz. the zenith, the earth, and
the nadir. The leerend is that the Soma was brought from heaven to this
our earth. The heavenly Knowledge pervades everywhere. When we
on the earth realize It, we will be said to have brought It from Heaven.
The middle Son would therefore represent the heavenly Soma brought
down here. The earth is called Madhyama-loka, the middle world.
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immortal oblations,

and

tied to the post

but he

;

is

So Sunassepa

victim of self-sacrifice.

too

like

another p a

is

u

or

brought

bought,

Kohita,

s

manages

to

escape, satisfying the gods with his prayers.
"What, does his
mean?
or
liberation
The
Ai.
JBr. VII. 17,
escape
p. 468

says that as soon as Sunassepa was liberated he invented the
a juice and that he
method of direct preparation of the s o
the juice into the Drona-kalasa and getting Haris&audra

m

1

put
to touch

it

sacrificed

ib

s o m a

(the

)

into

the

This

fire.

shows how intimately Suuassepa is connected with the
and how, notwithstanding the outward release of
s o in a
Sunassepa, the requirements of the ritual had to be satisfied
,

sacrifice of the

by an actual

ceals himself in the

but

who comes

assuring
O him

a

r

an

s
i

o m a
Like Agni who conwood and thus binds himself,
.

out and thus liberates himself on

that he

is

immortal

the

gods

that self-sacrifice far from

confer immortality on him
being death as he feared would

and enable him
and acceptable
be viewed

may

Self as the only sacred
gods so the Soma also

to carry the sacrificed

the

oblation to
to be in a

bound condition

so long as he is

concealed in the soma creeper he too fears that he would die
by sacrifice and implores the gods. They hear him, liberate
him and thereby make him long lived immortal. Taking
;

out soma juice symfrom the gloom of ignorance, that

his liberated state to be the pressed

bolical of the Self released
state

becomes immortal by reason of

the pressed

s

o

ma

the Self

self-sacrifice,

because

sacrificed into the fire

soma

The sacred
Self.
Brahman and the Kshatriya who

Supreme
the

is

is

the

the sou or Self of both
are allied together by

so it would seem
mutual relationship of spirituality,
of Visvikaitra, who is
Suuassepa ultimately becomes the son

and

both

and Rajaputra.
Phenomenally the moon's son
.B/shi

is

the

summer

fire

who

mouths of summer and who,
roams about during the
star Rohini the
purchasing from the sun Brahman and the
six

heliacally risen Belt

tfumwepa, gives

him

of

Orion as the

the

to the

moon when
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the latter as full
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moon

is> in
conjunction with the Orion aiid when ha shines
with his full limb or belly.
The object of giving the Belt ta

is to make him bellyless, bodyless, which phenomenon
takes place six months thence on the new moon day when the
Orion-sacrifice is ablaze with the sun ; and when the Soma is

him

pressed out and liberated from the Belt and offered into the
fire.
ThuSj allowing himself to be sacrificed paradoxically
the Belt

liberated

the

Dawn

We

Soma

or

Sunawepa

from

rises heliacally

Ushas.

saw that Trisanku's

s v a r g a , heaven, is, according
one fancy, the Southern Gross and according to another
the Orion. His son being our Haris^andra, it is noteworthy
that Haris&andra-pura is explained in the Vaftaspatya to be

to

is explained as a town
travelling
town must be the Orion-town which travels
the sky, and which being the abode of the moon

Saubha-pura, which again
.

So

at will.
at will in
is

this

of the
appropriately the town

moon Har is/Sandra.

means that whidh has good splendor
has good or beautiful stars

same

authority,

(su-bhani).

Harisfcindra's

Saubha

(sti-bh&) or that

town

is

According

which
to

the

synonymous with

Kha-pura, the town-in-the-sky, which means also (1) the
town that travels iu the sky, of Daityas and (2) Gandharvain the sky, both being considered to be of
nagura, a to\Vn
This shows that the Orion has been taken in two

ill-omen.
aspects,

good when it is in the Day; bad when going into
it becomes the home of darkness.

the Night,

Khapura
nagara of

ill

in addition to being the magical

omen,

is

also the

chief is called Jfitra-ratha, er

Gandharvatown of the Gandharvas whose

'He who

has got the beautiful,
i t r a s
vide

or the starry 'chariot'; for, the stars are called &

the vedic saying 11 a t r i r v a i h i t r & v a s u h. This shows
that the Orion is not only town but also chariot and the
ana
vehicle called v i
Whenever the Pauranic heroes

m

.

have ganied victories they are lauded and showered over
with flowers by the celestial spectators seated in their
celestial v i m & n a s
These Vairn&nikas, besides the Maruts.

or the gods, are

(.1)

Gandharvas,

(2)

Kinnaras

alias

Kirnp-
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rushas,
(6)

(3)

Yakshas,

Vidyadharas,

(4)

Rakshasas,

(7) Guhyakas, &c.
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(5) Uragas (snakes)/
Kubera alias Vaisra-

In the Hig
is the king of all these.
Veda Gandharva means the sun in the sense that he holds
the rays. The Gandharvas may be taken to be the mythical

vawa, the Maha-R-Vja,

personages supposed to reside in the Orion holding the summer rays. As g o means also water the Gaudharvas are the
holders or guardians of the heavenly

means

also

s o in

vak or sound, they are the

The summer

As g o

a juice.

celestial songsters.

The holders of

light is Vidya, knowledge.

it

in

the Orion are Vidyadharas. Taking the Orion to be the
guha or hiding place of the summer rays, they are Guhyakas.
Both the rays and darkness are snakes,* and the darkness is
the Yakshas and Rakshasas.

They

too reside in the Orion in

The Belt is straight like man and may well be called
Kim-purusha. The sun fights with the powers of the darkness o'f winter and gains his victory when he comes in conwinter.

junction witli the Orion; and so, the celestial beings, both
good and bad, who are fancied to be located in that Virnana,
applaud him and shower on him the flowers of his summer
glory.

Man's good and bad desires are

his

good and

evil

The evil
spirits residing in the guha or akasa of his heart.
him
as
molest
so
he
to
But
loug
yields
spirits
temptation.

when he becomes the invincible victor, they give up all enmifcy
with him and join in his worship and praise, saying: .* You
are indeed a great man.

What
Agastya

the

are really conquered.'

name Agastya means

dictionary
(

Lopainudrfi.

We

things,

a

ga

is

is

not clear.

stated to mean,

a water jar

as in

In Apte's

among

other

Agastya (kumbhas-

* The
Sarpa-bali Mantra of the Taifct. Sam. IV. 2, 8 says
t e b h y a 7v sarpe'Ye v a Suryasya r a s ni i s h \i
b li y o n a m a h '. The idea of there being snsxes in the solar rays
seems to be clue to the fancy that the rays, which are called rasmaya^,
meaning also ropes, are the loug rope-like gnat s. A Nighanin quoted
by Sri Isvarafcandra Vidyasagar in his edition of Kalidasa's Meghaduta
iu explaining the expression 'v al tnikagr a-,' says that valmika,
As tie ant-hill is considered
ant-hill, is one of the names of the suai.
to be the abode of snakes, tbe sun must necessarily become valmika,
i

.

if

.

.

.

his rays are snakes,

181
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AND

If this is the original meaning of
Agastya, it is
of
the
s
o
a
that
is
juice
quite appropriate
kept in the

ty&na)'.

m

vessel.

In E. V.

180, 8,

I.

it is

said that Agastya, the best

of

heroes, awakens the Asvins every day with a thousand lauds,
for the attainment of the vi-rudra p r a s r a v a n a or

This looks as

roaring stream.

if

the

moon Soma

in the dark

fortnight awakens the Asvins, who are the earliest peep of the
a being pressed and kept ready before
dawn. Or, the s o

m

the Asvins

it

rise,

fancied that the juice sings to

is

and makes them get up in order

to drink

them

The roaring

it.

stream may be taken to be the flood of day light which the
Asvins send forth and which roars by rousing men, birds,
and animals to a state of bustle and noise from the stillness

may be the n a d referred to at page 49 ante.
the name of Agastya's wife, Lopamudra,
what
Likewise,
clear.
Does it mean ( she who disappears
not
is
means,

of night; or,

( 1

o p a

If

so,

'

)

in

Madayanti

it

and

at the

her

is

is

combined

'

gives pleasure (m u d r a) '?
both the
Admyanti and

Vasish^a-Saudasa

of the

disappearance

same time

story.'

This

found in Sarawyft, Ahalya and

trait

Bhek,

of
all

whom appear, for the reasons explained when dealing
with their respective stories, to be identical with the star
Eohini. Indeed, this trait will be found worked out in the
of

case of

Lopamudra

herself in the Puvanic story

as to

how

she disappeared from her husband and became a river.
When the star Rohini disappears into the conjunctional
light of the sun, and then, six mouths afterwards, into the

moon, she gives to them their, respective
and so, I would take Lopamudra
;

light of the full

summer and autumnal joy
to be the star

Rohini,

The

exhibited as

the

"wife

of the

moon

were free to marry that star someAgastya
times to the sun and sometimes to the moon. The Puranic
old poets

is that she is the dearest of the moon's wives
an idea
found in the Yajur Veda itself (Taitt. Sam. II. 3, 5).
Both Agastya and Lopamudra occur in a most curious

idea

manner

in R,

Y,

I. 179,

the subject of which

122

is

stated to be
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Verses

has six verses.

It

love.

Bati, conjugal

AND AGASTYA,
1

and

2,

Lopamudra, say
For past autumns, nights and days and dawns
that make people old, have I pined. Old age des:

Husbands must be

troys the beauty of the limbs.

with their wives

(I).

Those ancients who practised
and who spoke r

i t

for (without

so)

doing

Wives must be with

husbands

their

In verses 3 and 4, Agastya

Not pined

r

i

t

a , truth,

with the gods, emitted ; *
they did not attain the end.

a

made

is

(2).

-

to reply thus:

vain; for the gods protect us.
(dual) subdue all enemies; we win the race of
the hundred-fold praise ; for we, a well-matched
in

We

pair, are

The

brought together
desire (kama)

come upon me from

(3).

neighing (horse) has

of a

here, from there and from every-

where. Lopamudra calls out to the husband;the timid
woman draws to herself the brave panting man (4).

Then, the concluding verses say:
I pray to this

s o in

a

who

is

near and who

is

drunk in the heart (hrztsu pitam). May
he forgive the sin that we have (plural verb) committed ; for a mortal has

hi
for

m ar tyah

(5)

)

many desires (pulukamo

.

The fervent (ugra)
issue and strength

ba1a

m

i

k kha

in

Ifa'shi

Agastya, wishing

(prajam apatyam

a n a h)

,

dug

with

pickaxes

(khanamana7^ khanitrai/t) and benefited
both colors (ubhau varnau puposlia).
He

obtained permanent blessings

The view expressed

above that

receives support from the opinion of

among gods
Agastya

M. Bergaine

is

(6),

Soma,

referred to

* The verb is a v a s u h
explained by S&yawa as ava-kshipant
The sense is thab unless a son is born, there is no beatitude. Ifc
will be Seen from the essay on Pururavas that the son he got is Agni, the
emblem of the enlightened Self. Here also, we will see in the sequel thab
the re tas emitted is Agasfcya's enlightened Self, born as the spiritual son,
,

ret a h

.
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by Mr.

Griffith

scholar

is

AND AGASTYA.

Rig Veda Vol.

in his

I.

appendix

That

I.

"the

stated to be of opinion that

hymn (I. 179) has
a mystical meaning, Agastya being identical with the celesital

whom

Lopamiidra, representing fervent Prayer, succeeds after long labor in drawing down from his secret

Soma,

dwelling place." The Agastya of I. 179 seems, however, to
be the moon Soma, whose praiseworthy race is the one which

runs in

he constantly

the

sky,

introducing Sarats after

moon, embracing the star
Brahma, represents Sraddha

arats by, as/uZZ

the daughter of

Knowledge.

We may

compare

this

Kohirci,

who, as

Vak, Faith or
race with the race which
or

the gods ran keeping the sun (the emblem of God) as the
winning post, and which the moon won, by reason of which

all

(success)

he married the sun's daughter called Surya.

The

Lopamudra, goes to the night in order to
her husband, the moon.
She meets the fall moon,
and they are well met ; for, immediately after that phenomestar Bohini, as

elevate

non, her movement sun-ward, light- ward, begins; and so, she
may be taken to be Lady Sraddha, Faith, conducting her

husband

to

his

when

on the new moon day which

self-sacrifice

comes when she

is

in conjunction

with the sun, that

she too sacrifices herself in the solar

The Big Veda X. 151
realized by one's yearning

praises
of

the

and

is

fire.

Sraddha
heart

(

as

a

8r

a d d

goddess

ha m

Anukrama?zi says
hrz'dayyaya akutya);
or
that the seer of this Sukta, the Devata
subject of which
the

Sraddha Kamayaut This shows that the
name of the Devata has been made to serve as the Ifo'shi
name also. Sraddha is faith arising from the heart's a k u t i
is

tfraddha,

is

,

As akuti and
yearning.
seems
Anukramani
the
thing,
to qualify

kama
to

mean almost

have selected the

the

same

latter

name

Sraddha.

be Sraddha, the object of
the son born from this
Agasfcya's love or heart's yearning,
own
spiritual nature as the
holy wedlock seems to be his
So, taking

Lopamudra

to

which is called the celestial form
enlightened Self, the same
which the sacrificer obtains by means of the priests effusing

VASISHfffA, VISVAMITRA

him in the

which he becomes the father

sacrifice, in

Soma

that is churned out and of the

extracted from the

AND A6ASTYA,

Soma

1Q7
of

Agni

juice that is suta, son,
have seen that the

We

plant.

praj& or issue of Pururavas is Agni (p. 11 ante}. .The same
Agni and the Soma juice are, I think, the praja or issue
in verse 6 Agastya, wedded to Faith, wishes to
Then
for what does he dig ? As in another connection
have.
reference
will be made presently, the
to which
jRig Veda

which

speaks of digging up a particular oshadhi or plant for performing a rite with it, so here in the case of Agastya the
thing which is dug up, but which is, by an ellipsis, left as
understood, seems to me to be the Soma plant. If thus
Agastya is held to have secured that plant and performed
the

Soma

sacrifice,

the further question is, what are the two
by him ? I think they are the

benefited

varnas, colours,
Brahman and the Kshatriya, as it is only these two classes
that are entitled to the sacred drink, the one
directly and the

other by means of a substitute made by " squeezing the
airy
descending roots of the Nyagrodha tree, together with the
fruits of the Udumbara, Asvatfcha, and Plaksha
vide
trees,"

Dr. Hang's Aitareya Brahmarca (VII. 30), p. 486. As to
how the substitute came to be used, the same Brahmana
explains that the god

Indra,

the head of the Kshatriyas,

was excluded

from participation in the Soina beverage,
because he killed Vn'tra and committed other acts; that
although, afterwards, he managed to have a share in the Soma

by carrying it off from Tvashtn, the Kshatriya
race remained excluded from it, until a Brahman named

for himself,

Kama Margaveya

felt

when he was being
sacrifice of

compelled to prescribe the substitute,
by the Kshatriyas from tha

expelled

king Visvantara.

But

all this

seems to be fable

invented to account for the king's peculiar Roma, which
must have come down from time immemorial j and so fan
as the oldest

Vedic record,

viz. the

Big Veda, goes, Indra
and
was
Soma. Did the substitute:

praised in it for his killing Vn'tra and other demons,
there seems to be nothing in it to indicate that he

is

ever excluded from his share in
arise

by the king's looking upon Soraa, who
125

is

known as

Kaja",
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AND AGASTTA.

King, as being himself, and thinking that he would be
doing a

selfish act if

he ate

directly himself?

it

Whatever

the reason, the selection of the fruits of the four
majestic
and long-lived trees is highly befitting the
dignity of the

king, and these are the trees the idhma or wood of which is
used for the sacred fire ( { naiyagrodha audumbara a*vattha/i
plaksha iti idluno bhavati,' Taitt. Sam. III. 4, 8),

In connection with Soma

Brahmana
drink

it

it

:

(I. 10, 1

looks as

if

occurs in

to

.Rig Veda, the epithet
persons competent to

applied
close connection with

VII. 103, 7 and 8

;

in the

;

Brahmanaa

VIII. 17, 2 ; 31, 1 3 32, 16;
he who enters [the bellies of]

IX. 112, 1; 113, 6). Soma is
Br&hmanas (X. 16, 6). The Saumya qr Soma-deserving
Fathers are Brahmanas (VI. 75, 10). Br^hmanas who
press Soma (i.e. perform the Soma sacrifice) discharge
their rina, debt (VIII. 32, 6).
No one-*no parthiva or one

who

dwells on earth

?can taste that [celestial]

Soma whom

Brahmanas know, although he may think that which he
extracts from the plant here is [the celestial] Soma [whom
the plant symbolises] who has his place in the midst of stars,
and who, when they (the gods or Fathers in the sky) begin to
,

drink him, swells out again,

2

There

5).

inananJtin

Sam.

I. 8,

praja/i.'

is

the Vedic

raj,.V-$oma

is'

i.e.

is

inexhaustible (X. 85,

saying:/ Sorao 'smakam Brah-

king to us Brahma?^as,^ (Taitt.
eva no rajety &hur Brahmanife

and:' Soma

10);

II. 10).

Homa

who is our King.
The Ksbatriya, who in the Rajas%a

<The Brahmanas say,

(Ekaguikanda

he

it is

Soma, though in the form of the substitute,
be considered a Brahmana so long as that sacrifice
In the Rajasuya the priests
(A.i. Br. VII. 23, p. 476).

sacrifice drinks
is to

lasts

'

Tvam

rajan Brahma 'si.' ?0 King, thou art
Sam.
I. 8, 16).
Brahmana.--"(Taitt.
But does it follow from the expression ubhau varnau
that in the time of the .Sig Veda there was an ethnological

say to him:

'J

distinction of colour

No.

Varna

is

between the Brahman and Eshatriya ?

derived from vri, to cover, and although

paeans colour-*?that which,

it

by being rubbed over, covers the
120
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it

"body

means

also a

description,

1Q9

such as might serve to

distinguish the priest Brahman from the warrior Kshatriya,
and the Kshatriya from the Vis, the common folk, by their
respective professions, dress, and paraphernalia. These social
and professional distinctions existed in the days of the Big

Veda, as they must have existed among any ancient people
having a settled government based on morality and religion,
with the priest to expound the truths and enact them symbolically in sacrifices, and the king to enforce them.
So, these

two were two great distinctions
honors of the

Soma

fames

entitled

to

the

sacrifice.

As regards the expression that Agastya dug with pickaxes, we may compare it with the Rig Veda X. 145, which a
wife suffering from the troubles given by a sapatni or co-wife
repeats when digging up a certain plant, explained to be
pa/ia, with which she performs a charm to make the husband
firmly attached to herself. The first verse begins by saying:
'
I dig up this Oshadhi which is very strong and with which
I put

down
'

I

the co-wife and get my husband
a
k h an
y o shadhi
vi rud h a
b a1av a11a

m m

am

m

:

m
m am
.

Yaya sapatnim bad hate
yaya sam-vindate patim.'
It is noteworthy that the

to Indrani

and

Anukramani

attributes this

says that the subject matter of

it is

hymn
'

Upa-

nishat-sapatni-badhanam '. It is evident that the author of
the Anukramani lakes Indra's wife, Indrani, to be identical
is no other than
Brahma-Vidya,
that Lady Knowledge digs up
and
Brahman,
Knowledge
the plant, which may well be taken to be tfraddha, Faith,

with Lady Upanishad, -who
of

all

whom

she gains her husband, the Purusha or the Self in
creatures, completely to herself, and puts down the

with

who can only be what the Upauishads call Avidya.*
Let us now go to the Puranic story about Agastya to
see in what light he is understood in it.

co-wife,,

* Vide the character of the
sapatni in Kadrft in
Suparna, and in Devayanl in the story of Yay&ti.
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The story

Agastya in the Maha Bharata,
Aranya-parva 96, 97, 93 and 99, is very

Agasfcya, Ilvala

related

of

and Vatapi.

-

interesting
He was fond of tapas and did not think of
marrying. One day he saw his forefathers hanging
:

down, holding the slender roots of shrubs on the
brink of an abyss.
They told him that they would
soon

down

fall

to

into the abyss unless he married and

Not finding a woman suitable
him he extracted what was good in everything,

became a

father.

created with

it

a beautiful

woman and

to be born as the

caused

of Satyavati, the

her
wife

daughter
king of Vidarbha. She was named Lopamudra. When she came of age, Agastya asked the
of the

king to marry her to him. The king did not quite
approve of him on account of his fondness for
asceticism, but being afraid of the consequence of
his displeasure, he gave her away.
Agastya was
too poor to clothe and ornament her in regal style.
He therefore set out as a mendicant to earn wealth,

and went successively to three kings viz. /Srutarvan,
Bradhnasva and Trasadasyu, son of Purukutsa,

and asked them

to give

him

as

much money

as they
but
injuring others,
finding that
their receipts and disbursements were equally
balanced and that by taking gifts from them people

could

without

would be iojuredj he went with them to Ilvala,
a rich Danava king of the town of Manimati.
This king, however, was an enemy of the Brahmans

and was
asked a

but as

killing

them

in a strange

manner.

He had

Brahman to make him get a son like Indra;
the Brahman refused to do so he began to

He

hate Brahmans.
ful dinner in

would invite them

which the

who would assume

to n deceit-

flesh of his brother Vatapi,

the form of a goat, would be ser-

ved ; but as soon as the Brahmans had eaten it, Ilvala

would address

his brother

128

to

come

outj

whereupon
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Vatapi, bleating like a sheep, would cotne out burst-

ing open the

bellies

Br&hmans and thereby
Many a Brahman had thus

of the

causing their death.

been

killed.
Ilvala prepared the deceitful dinner
A.gastya and the three kings. Telling them
not to be afraid, Agastya ate away all the food him-

for

self,

and when the king

come

He

he

out,

"
said,

has been digested

usual called Vatapi to

as

How
in

can Vatapi come but

my

?

Thus the
belly."
He gave immense

Daitya king was outwitted.
Wealth to the three kings and thrice as

much and

a golden chariot to Agastya; who then went home
and asked his wife how many sons she wanted*
'

She

replied

son

who

is

man

austere

:

virtually a thousand

is

vidvan,

is

better than

knower,

!

;

be one

let

there

for

one (son) who

sadhu, righteous,
are unrighteous.'
Then

and

many who

the couple, of equal purity of conduct, rnet-^he,

who

had Faith, and she, who was Faithful. * As soon
as she came to be with child he went away to the
The embryo grew in
forest and became a tapasa.
the

womb

for seven

autumns and when the seventh

a,
year was passed it issued out ( p r fc y a v a t ) in
the form of a great kavi, poet, and dvija,
Brahman, beaming with splendour and repeating

ang a s
This son
and
was
he
named
was also
Dn'cZhasyu
Agastya
called Idhmavaha because he carried i d h m a ,

the Vedas together with their

.

of

sacred, firewood, even in his boyhood,

In the
the Bishi or
the.
its

so

ma

Anna

or

which

seer of

drink

eater a stout

is

Food Sukta
is said

I..

187, of the

to

Big

be Agastya himself,

addressed as food Vatapi that makes

man (Vatape! piva id bhava).

Agastya's scrupulously avoiding to take anything from
the three good kings, contrasted with his taking gifts and

*Sameye sama-sJlinya
sraddh&v&u

er
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food from the Danava king who is guilty of the sin of
seems
Brahma-hatya, the darkest sin conceivable in India,

be a puzzle

to

As Vatapi, the
a hidden meaning.
the
food
of
esoterically
knowledge, I take

-with

soma, represents

his elder brother Ilvala,

Ty&ga

cation of
kancfo,

one

who

gives wealth, to be the personifiaccording to the jnana-

Sanyasa

and of Sacrifice according to the karraa-kan^a. If
become a Sanyasin or anchorite he is bound to

is to

perform

and

or

t

yag

the giving up of all worldly possessions
Similarly, the sacrificer is bound to perform

desires.

a

,

Y a g a by giving away all his wealth as dakshina.
He is therefore D a n a v a the giver this word being
In the Big Veda su-danu/i
derived from d a n u h
t

,

.

means one who gives

well.

I would take the three kings to represent three persons
for their objects the three purusharthas called d h a r-

having

ma, artha
wishing

and

kamajand A gasfcya

for the fourth or highest

object,

to represent one

namely

moksha

attainable by complete self-abnegation. The merits earned by
the first three objects, viz. by doing lawful acts, earning money
in a lawful manner, and marrying and enjoying conjugal love

with

its

up children and educate them in
and when enjoyed leave no residue.

obligation to bring

godly ways, are

all

limited

The gain and expenditure are equi-balauced. These objects
are not capable of enriching a man like Agastya whose object

moksha.

So, it is no wonder that Agastya takes the
three kings to Sacrifice Ilvala, and that by eating prince V&tathe food of the Knowledge of Brahman, he enriches himself
;

is

pi

and them.

The

state of

Brahman

or

Atman

is

that in

which

man

regards and loves all creatures as Atman, self. For
the sake of the love for the Atman, all things become dear. *
the goodness of
charity and love displayed
objects; but generally their scope is
confined to a homestead or a group of related families or a

Nobody can deny
in

the

first

community.
It

But the charity and

Atmauas

Br.Ar. Up, H.

7r

three

bu

love

of a

man

of corn-

kamaya sarvam priyam bhavati.

2.

13.0
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plete

who

self-sacrifice,

unbounded.

His

is

regards all creatures as
the abundant wealth of

self,

are

moksha,

derived from Sacrifice, which alone is capable of enriching
a man in any station of life by enlarging his sympathies.

When

one realizes universal love, bathing in

kith and kin and

p

r

i

ya

in

all

others allh^ to

wife, son,

dear or beloved.

,

So, the wealth obtained

wealth of Sacrifice

Sraddha

is

it

him every one becomes

;

and

Kamayani,

if,

it

by Agastya seems
as I think, his wife
is

as

it

should

to

be the

Lop&mudra

be

he seeks

that wealth immediately after marrying her.
This Pauranic story seems to have derived from the Rig Veda itself

the

idea

raddha;

of
for,

wealth being obtained when one is wedded to
the hymn X. 151 about raddha says that man

:$raddhaya vindate

obtains wealth through Sraddha
v a s u . In the opinion of the

Vedantic poet, the wealth

obtained through Faith can only be the wealth of Heaven.
Another fact that maybe noticed here is that as the JBig

Veda calls Agastya an u g r a jR/shi, so the Paurawic story
also makes him a zealous Tapasa.
TTgra is one of the names
of the god Rudra, who is well known AS a Tapasa; and so, it
appears to me that u g r a should be taken to mean not
angry, but fervent. Verses 2 and 3, taken together, of
hymn X. 151 about Sraddha, closely connect s r ad d ha

the

with

p

r

i

ya

m

,

love or endearment

:

Make this my p r i y a m love, rise (my)
love, OSraddha! to the man who gives; (my)
love, 0$raddha! to the man who is disposed to
,

give; (my) love in

respect

of the liberal sacri-

ficers (2).

As

the Devas [the solar rays as the sacrificers

sky] showed sraddha (intense love) in respect
of the ugras, asuras,* i.e. the fervent mighty
(gods such as Indra, Varuwa, Soma and Agni), so

in the

* The asuras here cannot be taken to mean the enemies of the
Devas. They are the mighty gods, vide the essay on Ktlvya CTsanas,
''
the -Asura Guru, about he history of the word a sura.
.

AND AQAS TYA.
;

roalse this our
tfre

(

pa*

iy a

m

The, sacrificers are liberal
their wealth as d a

k

hiaa

s

Dakshina means

ciabion.

Yeda

IQVQ

,

vis$

}

iut

respect of

liberal sacrificers (3).

:
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*

because

which

largess,

,

she

who

they

is

:

away

give

all

signifies re-min-.

Rig

able, potential.'

IE praise of goddess Dak-shind and of
Dakshkavan, the man who givea krgess. Verse 7 says:
Pakshina bestows horse, cow, and the
3;.

is

glittering

Dakshina showers that food which

gold.

Atman,

The knower makes DakshM

Self.

is

our

herself

his armour.

Dakshi?i^

!Bo>

is

the most potential

and means, the giving
creatures as

If

self.

the

knower does

and

as wealth

unbounded Self

Lady Renunciation
and regarding all

up. of all selfishness'

this,

he obtains the

and joy.

food,

man had not the always hungering and thirsting
he
would be an angel, above all temptation. The Taitfc.
belly,
Samhifca (I. (?, 7 and; II. 4, 13) says metaphorically that the
If

;

belly,

is;

the.

that;hi

weapon.

demon Vf z'tra;

that

;

be killed

should-

by

So, taking the

hunger

is.

the great enemy,aud

Sacrifice wielded as the

iu

belty

the

to

story

:

Yapa.

symbolize

the hunger and- thirst for objects oj? selfish desire, it is no
wonder thai the Vatapi food of Knowledge, which is identical

with

the; enlightened,

belly of

a

many

infinite Self,

enlarged!,

knower

Brahman, the

the sacred

entering, th' bellies; of Bi;ahmans,

them,

puts; an-

end

to.

their

of

shatters

Brahman.

so

ma

the

By

bursts

mortal state of hungering and
as; R. Y. Y1II. 48, 3

thirsting and makes them immortal,

says

:-r-.

"

We

have drunk the Soma, we have become.
we have entered into- light/ we have

immoEta],

gods; what can; an enemy/ now do
"What can the malice' of any mortal effect,.

knpiwn

the.

;

;

mortali (Soma,)=,"

To be

Muir

III,, p.

praised, like this, the

symbolic: of the

immortality

.

Supreme
The $o,ina is
;

;

us ?

0,

im-

265,

Soma drink must have been

Self
the,

to

as.

the drink

yery self and

132
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&

(

m

t

yajn

$>

a s

y a , IX.

6,

8; jyofcir y a

j

3 a

y a

s

IX. 86, 10),

About
mans,
which

us here take

let
is

the idea of the

saci'ed

a funeral hymn.

It says:

Whatever wound
the serpent

the

or

caused to thee,
all-eate.ii,

Soina entering the Brah6 of R. Y. X. 16,

notice of verse

s

the black bird or the ant or

v a p a d a (wild beast)
(the funeral

may Agni

and may

Soma who

also

fire)

hath

hath

who

is

entered

Brahmans make thee a g a d a , free from pain.
If we take only the outward meaning, this prayer
would apply when cremating a man who was killed by
a-

wild

beast

or

snake

by

bite

and

whose body was

But if, having
jackals, crows and vultures.
the sublime character of Agni and Soma, we

torn by dogs,

regard to
take this to be a metaphorical language, the sinful selfish
:

man

torn to pieces by his evil passionsr-^auger,
avarice, &c. ; the only deities who are able to cure
is

hatred,

him and

are Agni and Soma, the one the fire of,.
and the other the drink of, the knowledge of Brahman
that sacred s o in a drink which enters the Brahmans, the

make him sound

The original is:
S oma s 7ca yo
Br {Hunan an a vivesa'. The Purawic story must,
have had this text in view when making Vatapi enter the
knowers

of

'

Brahman.

Brahmans; and as the story is a. very old one and
clearly conceals an esoteric meaning, the author of

bellies of

as
it

it

may have

a true

inherited

traditional

meaning

of

this

metaphorical verse.

But why did not Vat&pi burst the belly of Agastya P
The reply is that as the story is about t-he mahim& or
it was
necessary outwardly to say
greatness of Agastya,

1

;

<

:

that he did not die.

The inner meaning

isihat having eaten
the. stoutness-conferring food> capable of bursting the belly
of selfish desires, the sage Agastya became stout and<. strong),

m

athe stoutness ;being the enlarged state of the selfus u^t- 1 a
the
best
as.
in.
all.
Ibve,. pervades?
man, who,
pnrush-a.,
:

;

bodies, to

regard

all

creatures

as

self.,

This seems, to

be;
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indicated

whom
ted
t

by the name Idhmavaha given

I take to

to Agastya's son,
be Agastya's spiritual birth, which is indica-

by Idhmavaha's birth taking place

a in a

in the

when

or eighth year of conception,

gavbhashthe

Upanayana

ceremony, symbolical of dvijatva, is performed. The
name Idhmavaha, which means the carrier of fuel, takes us to
the E7ttndogya Upauishadj according to which Indra carries
fuel to Father Prajapati over and over, and, after a studentship of 101 years, learns the Knowledge of the bodyless Self
that springs forth from body in the Self's own aspect as
nttama-purusha. Thus the fact that, at the end of the
story, a son

is

born, shows that Sacrifice

wish to see an Indra-like sou born

llvala's
l.esson

named Idhinavaha

illustrated being that

whoever

and eats the food of knowledge

is

will get

is

fulfilled,

enriched

by

the

sacrifice

an Indra-like son, viz.

As the saying is that father himself is
the enlightened Self.
born as son that he bursts himself out with his form as son

(ud jatena bhinat ud
kam/a-mantras

janitvai/i,

vide Ekagni-

the

II. 11),

Agastya's getting
enlightened
Self as his son implies that he burst himself out from body in

his

own

spiritual aspect.

is the esoteric meaning of this old
story, the
Sraddha oblations which the Fathers are always yearning to
have, would be self-sacrifice, and the sou they wish to see

If this

born, the enlightened Atman of man born from $raddha.
Unless this spiritual Son is born the Fathers are not satisfied.
Thus Agastya discharges his debt to the Fathers by

eating the soma V&tapi and getting the enlightened Self as
His eating all the food himself is in keeping with
his son.
the fact of the

Brahman

alone being entitled to eat directly

He benefits both the v a r n a s ,
the princely food Soma.
the Brahman and the Kshatriya, as both he, a Brahman, and
the three kshatriya kings are enriched by his approaching
the Soma-Saorifice Ilvala.

Phenomenally, there can bo no doubt that this Puramc
story about Agastya is connected with the Orion, as, accord-

ing to Amara, the Ilvalas are the stars at the head of the
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:

asterism Mrigasiras, which, being dedicated to the moon
Soma, would fitly represent the Soma food Vatapi. The
object of the two knowers in the sky, viz. the sun and moon,
is to

come

in conjunction with the Rohini star, Faith,

and then

with the Mn'gasiras Soraa, in order to eat it as the food of
knowledege. ,The sun Brahman does so in May or June

when he comes in conjunction with the Orion and when he
showers his summer light and rain for general good. That is
his aspect of self-sacrifice, and when the Dark
period begins
at the end of

summer, he

his belly burst

is fancied to have died
by getting
merit of eating Vatcapi: the aster ism

by the

Mn'gasiras makes the sun Brahman full of summer light in
comes out aS it
the Conjunction, but when it rises heliacally

were from the sun's belly
performed his

having

Then the

K&rt'ika, he, as full

full

moon

eats the

summer
moon

of the

career

following month

the sun dies at the end of summer,
career for

moon, marries the

star Rohini,

Mn'gasiras

and in the

November), he as

of Margasirsha (about

asterism

general good.

In the month of

begins.

as

the

Soma

food

Vatapi, and shines seated on the golden chariot, the Orion
Thus enriched by Sacrifice he spends his light
MS Sacrifice.
for general

he

good throughout the dark period and on the new

at the sun's conjunction with the Orion Sacrifice,

moon day

retires,

Idhmavaha.

giving birth to the summer fire, as his son
may here fancy that in that holy conjunc-

We

Sun, who is
moon Agastya

tion with the Sacrifice-blended

the

emblem

of

soared high to
in
as
all the stars,
the starry region and pervaded
light
more particularly in the star Canopus which is dedicated to
In other words, by marrying /Sraddha and eating
Grod, the soul of the sacrificed

Agastya.
the

Soma food and getting the sacred fire Agni as
moon Agastya became the brilliant star Canopus.

his

son, the

The
carrier

sacrificial fire

of

fuel,

may

because

well be

the

called

samits

or

Idhmavaha, the

idlimas are

put
on him, and carrying them as it were on his head ho blazes.
The verb pra&yavat used in describing the birth of
this

sou Idhmavaha

is

noteworthy.
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It
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him

to

be

,
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an epithet of both Agni and Sorna,

,

ante.

-vide p.

35

.

In

this story the

Brahm&

is

similarity

pretty

was

(

Rudra who

god

Agastya's twin brother

illustrated in the case of

vide essay on Creation
is

identical

)

similarity to the, god
saw that the same

We

indicated.

own daughter Vak or
and Brahma's sou is the

The god Brahma weds

Vasishi/ta.

Word

knower Agastya's

clearly

his

The reason

with Agni.

for

the saying that the knower of Brahman
similarity
becomes Brahman.
So, the knower Agastya marries the
most beautiful lady Sraddha created by himself out of the

this

is

essence of
is

all

Agni, the

that is good in the Universe, and the son horn

emblem

of the enlightened Self,

Whether Agastya was regarded
Agasfcya or Canopus
as the star of Sarat
or autumn.

T

.

better

t.

be

period he

regent of

as the d e v a

t

a of re-

gent of the southern star Canopus even in
the Vedic period, is a question which had
i

/?.

lerfc

is

open,

s

a

r

*

T>

the 'Jriminic

found fully recognized as the

Canopus, whose heliacal

denote the advent of

in

rise

was considered

a t or autumn, vide the

to

texts

quoted in the Va&aspatya under the word Agastya. The old
stories found in the Mahabharata about Agastya's drinking
the sea, about Agastya and Nahusha, and about Agastya's

making the Vindhya mountain proatrate,
upon Agastya's regentThe same star Agastya is meant when the
ship of Canopus.
Ramayana says thafc Agastya is in Trisanku's region (p. 96
to the south

going

are, as will be seen further on, based

Rama

ante).

the south.

about

the

finds the hermitage of

The reason why
origin.

&c.,

of

Agastya in

in the Uttarakanda

the Rakshasas

of

his exile in

the stories

Lanka are

by Agastya, seems to be that the southern star Agastya
was considered the most eligible to he made the knower

told

things about the mythical beings of the south\
and for the same reason the ancient Dravidian Brahmaus

of

all

appear to have dedicated the authorship of the Tamil gram-

mar

to Agastya,

"VASISHfHA,

"vWAMITEA AND AGASTTA.

The "VMaspatya, under
texts

from which

word A gas tyaMra, quotes
Canopus was reckoned

the

will be seen that

it

latter part of the month of Bhadra, about
September, when the sun comes in conjunction with his own
asterism Hasta, and to set when the sun comes in conjunction

to vise in the

with the star Rohiui

(

in the

month

of Vaisakha, or

about

a large country, and unless the place where
the rise of Canopus was observed to coincide with the advent

May). ludia
of sarafc is

is

known, the period when such coincidence was

first

As Canopus is a southern
observed cannot be computed.
in the south of India than
is
heliacal
rise
seen
earlier
its
star,
in the north of

Hasta and Rohini are two of our most

it.

the one connected with the Hasti/chay& * and
the other with Vidya; and it may be that what was intended
sacred stars,

waSj not the exact,

but;

the approximate period of the

rise

and setting of Canopus, conventionally fixed so as to include
The Fathers are intimately connected
the two sacred stars.
In the Vedas they are often called
Soma.
moon
the
with
Saumyas, while Soma is called Pitn'manjt and as the
south was assigned to the Fathers as their region, the
southern star was

fit

to

The month

of

be the starry form of the moon
is the month of the Fathers,

Bhadra

Agnstya.
and so, a brilliant southern star that was reckoned to rise
heliacally in

their

month was considered

born to discharge their debt.

the enlightened Self as son to show

through the sun

;

to

be their son

All that the Fathers want

and therefore the

them the Path
rise of their

of

is

Light

Son-star

is

appropriately assigned to that period when Savitar (Genitor,
the sun) is in con junction with his own star Hasta, and his
setting (i.e. becoming one with the Self) to that period when
the sun by conjunction with the
Prajapatya star Rolmu is

The Puranic story about Agastya's
Prajapati.
the
debt
of the Fathers must therefore have
discharging
Father

long after the period when Agastya, the moon,
was made the regent of Cauopus and the story seems to have

arisen

;

* About this vide the
essay on Ga?iapati,

t Taitb, Sam,

1, 8, &,
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been invented in order

man

in the sky,

to illustrate

how

performed the Sorna

the moon, the typical
sacrifice

and became

the brilliant star of the Fathers.

Yarahamihira refers

custom of a

to the

r

g h y a honours

being offered to the heliacally risen Agastya. That, of all the

Cauopus should have been selected for this honour, was
due probably to the fact of there being numerous Vedic ex*
pressions
praying for longevity up to one hundred sarats or
autumns.- Of all the seasons, the return of sarat is the most
stars,

eligible to

be wished

the fruit of the year's labour
rising of Canopus
sarat, the ancient

the season of harvest in which

for, as it is
is

reaped

was reckoned

Hindu saw

to

;

and when the

signify

heliacal

the advent of

that star of life's fruition every

year and paid homage to it as the Ideal Son of the Fathers,
so that he too might marry Faith and discharge the fatherly

debt by
loves all

issuing himself out as the enlightened soul that
creatures as self.
father of such a son becomes

A

ham bhavami', jST/iand. Up. VIII.
fame (j'Yaso
a
man
Such
expects this religious duty from his son,
14').
3

latter not fulfil it, i.e. if he do not beget in his
turn the spiritual son, he will put the fame of the house in the

and should the

hell of ill-fame

the

praja-tantu

the thread of the fame of the

or the

Gotra, the house,

continuity of
will

be cut

asunder.

As

another reason

selected

165

to

for

worship,

191

of

why the star Agastya was specially
may be stated that the Suktas

it

Rig Veda

I

are

attributed or dedicated

Agastya, and that in some of these Suktas, viz.
165,166,167,168 and 177, the last verse has this refrain:
'0 Marufs this is praise to you and this the song of k ar u

to

.22z'shi

!

Mandarya Manya.' Mandarya seems to be derived
to be exhilarated
by d link, to rejoice, and
may have been a name of the soma drink personified.
(poet)

from

mand,

* Such as

'Sata

:

m jivema

sarada/i

'Jtvantu saradam satam.
'Satam jivantu s a r a d a h

'Pasyema sarada/i safcam,
e

at ft m

'

suvira/i'.

3

'

Rig Veda X, 18, 4.
jiveina sarada/i.

&o.| repeated erery day ia the BUU worship,
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Manya seems
'

called

E,

"V.

Manasya

is

means

(1)

'

son of Mana,' as he

Agasfcya

measure or the act
the

is

distinctly

have seen that in

M&na

is called

How

Mana and Manya.

both

which

We

suau/i' in I. 189, 8.

13

VII. 33,

So, he

mean

to

of measuring,

is

25 ante).

(p.

Mana

this?

and

(2)

honour,

measure of one's worth.

Praise by
means of poetry is measure because the very nature of
poetry is metre. It is the distinguished mode of praise.
"When one is so praised, he is reduced into metre and

praise,

is

so

becomes,

to

say,

name Mana

So, the

measure

itself-

poetic

fame

itself.

as the personification of

depicts Agastya

honour, while the name Manya means worthy of honour.
But, is not Mauya a patronymic, seeing that he is called son
of

Mana

The reply

?

is

that

when

the Sruti

calls

Agni

Sahasas putro adbhutaA,

the prodigious: son of
the very essence of might.*

might, it simply means that he is
So, son of honour' should, I think,
'

praiseworthy or worshipful; and

be taken to mean most
when the name of our

worshipful Agastya was given to the star Canopus,it became

worthy of worship.
While in the Suktas referred
is

Manya
171, 5

5

spoken

of as the singer,

182, 4; 184, 5) the

to

above,

Agastya as

in others (namely* 169,

M&nas

8.;

are mentioned as singing

The Manasf
receiving boons from the gods.
and
the
sonaa
are apparently
moonbeams,
drops, sacrificially,
the

hymns and

phenomenally.
This story, as well as the story of Agastya's becoming
a
inks
tte sM

Aga

^e

hearer, of king Nahusha, is
with the stories connected with

P^anqu"1

interwoven

*
Similarly, when the .RigrVeda calls. Indra SaMpatifr, the husband
of S&lci, it means that he is the lord of strength.
f Agastya as the sonia juice haa the cup as his measure. So, he is
M&na by being in the cup, aad M&nya,- fit to -be measured. In comment'
A.pa'ntainanyufo' ityadi, in Taitt. Sam. II 2, 12,
ing upon the verse
about the fibma juice, BhaWa Bhaskara renders si'miva'n as
k a r,
v^anj, and explains it as meaning, one. haying, the .different
processes' of m, a u a , abliishava, pavana, grahatia &c., performed one
after another*
:

:

ma
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Indra.

They

essay.

Only

explain the
stated here

will

be analyzed in

much

so

myth

the

of

detail

story

of Agastya's

as

a

in
is

necessary
sea

tlie

drinking

separate

will

to

be

:

In the Kn'ta-yuga, the Devas fought a battle
with the Danavas, called Kalakeyas or Kaleyas, and
although Vrz'tra, chief of the Kaleyas, was killed
fear took

by Indra,

hold of

him and he ran away

and hid himself in the water of a

The vanquished Kaleyas

s

a

r

a

s

river.

,

away and they hid
themselves in the sea, but, coining out unawares
during nights, molested the Devas and Jfo'shis,

who then sought

the

also ran

help of JKi&hi Agastya.

drank away the sea and

laid bare the

were hiding in the water.
oiit

and

killed, vide

He

Kaleyas who

They were then found

Mahabharata, Aranya-parva,

100.

The Big Veda IX. 64, 8, addresses the Soma drink as
Thou art s a m u d r .a , thou swellest'. The
dra
*

s a in-u

d

h&

is

r

:

a/a or drippings of the juice

being pressed, are called

Samudra

means the

s

a

when

as in

sea,

the

mudrasa
.Rig

li

soma creeper
( IX. 80, 1).

Veda

I.

116,

5

drinking the sea would mean,
the
This is another way of
drank
soma.
he
that
simply
saying that he ate Vafcapi,

So, the riddle of Agastya's

away after killing the serpent Vn'tra
^ig Veda 1.32, 14, which says that

Indra's running
.

is

described in

thei

slew the dragon, fear possessed his heart and
an
like
flew
he
affrighted hawk through the regions, crossing

when Indra

nine-and-ninety flowing rivers.

This

may be

taken to

mean

that at day break the sun Indra kills the darkness snake, and,
as if afraid to stop at the horizon

he

flies

up

to the zenith.

the year begins,

the sun

where he slew the demon j

Similarly,

Indra

MO

kills

when

the day period of

the darkness of winter
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to

and flying up
the

clouds

rain

the

region

the

aerial

of

summer

solstice

crosses

of the

rivers

monsoon, or,
according to the Puranic view, conceals himself in them.
the sea, often means the sky.
In the Vedas, s a m u d r a
In summer, the sky is really s a m u d r a
excited, and
,

,

summer rays and rains, which however
advent of sarat, autumn; and as the

foams with the
disappear on the
star

Agastya or Canopus

drinking the sea

the

is

of sarat,

star

may

Agastya's

be taken to mean that the

heliacally and puts an

end

to the rainy

star rises

the flood of

season

and then the Kaleyas, who may he taken to be
the sky-sea
the stars, are laid bare in the clear blue skv
of autumn and
v
'

*

When

winter.

day period of the year

the

Devas, the solar rays, catch hold of the

stars,

the

dawns,

the friends of

darkness, and kill them.
Esoterically, the

belongings of Kali, sin
lust, avarice,

&c

i.e.

In post Vedic times

makes

is

taken

aga came

to

in,

the

they are laid

mean

a

and Agastya is taken to mean
p a r v at a m, s t y a y a t i=s
;

.

.

.

mountain

the

be

to

the powers of sin such as anger,
in the depths of man's mind,

.

7

itiAgastya/t
or

taken

They lark

but when the drink of knowledge
bare and killed.

stya and the
Vinclhya nibutitain.

be

may

Kaleyas

to

be

>

i

i.e.

stiff or

to

he

mountain,
'a
a b

t
i

who

g am
hnat

to

i ,

i

besieges

The

standstill.

following story found in

seems

=

Mahbaharata, Aranya Parva, 104,
have originated with reference to this meaning of

the word Agastya.

Once
Agastya formerly resided in the north.
the
addressed
mountain
the
a
time
Vindhya
upon
" You
mountain
the
round
sun thus
golden
go
Go round me hereafter." The
Meru
:

every day.
" I
it is ordained
sun said:
go round Meru because
I
do so.
should
that
of the Universe
by
J the Creator
_

1 have no option and therefore

you."

On

hearing

this,

cannot go

round

Mount Vindhya got angry

AND AGASTYA.
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and grew so high into the sky as to obstruct the
sun's path.
The Devas and jRz'shis implored
Agastya's help on behalf of the sun.
north, and

from the

started

Vindhya,

(t

said

Agastya then

coming

best of mountains

gome urgent business

!

mount

to

I have got

do in the south.

to

So, be

kind enough to give me way by becoming low and
You may afterto remain so till I come back.

wards grow to any height you like." Accordingly
Vindhya became low, and remains so even now
expecting the return of Agastya, -who

still

remains

in the south.

This story

which says

is

to in

alluded

briefly

Ramayana

III. 11,

:

n'iroddhnm satatam

M&rgam
Bh4ska

r

a

s

y&

'k a

Nidesam palayan

o

11

ya

s

1

a

mah

ya

Vindhya-sailo na vardhate.
According to another popular version of this story,
no doubt on some Puranic authority, the reason why

based

A gasfcya was had recourse to is that he was the Guru of
Mount Vindhya, who, on seeing him, prostrated, before him
show respect to him, and remains prostrate expecting his
return from the south.

to

Mount

Mem

and

Mount Vindhya appear

to

be two

of the Belt mountain,

separate metamorphoses
Meru, the golden mountain,

also

called 2&shabha, the
These
Bull,
correspond to the
three stars of the Belt.
Comparing the square of the Orion
to the whole
earth, conceived as a flat k s h e t r a or field,
is

said to have

three peaks.

who resided in the north and who took the
north pole to be the centre of the earth,
appear to have
sanctified it by
likening it to the Belt mountain which is in
our ancients

the centre

of the

Orion-Earth.

The

sun,

of course, in his

apparent diurnal circuit goes round the earthly Meru, the
north pole. Comparing the square of the Orion to India
only, from the Himalayas to

Cape Comerin, the
142
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would become Vindhya or f He who cuts through '
Our Vindhya here is on the northern
the middle of it.
tain

limit of the torrid zone, and the sun
it

at about the

summer

solstice.

comes on a line over
The Belfc-Vindhya on the

equinoctial line is on the apparent path of the sun and moon
in the sky. The/it^ moon which takes place in the month of
the winter solstice will be at the northernmost point possible
for

the

the/wM moon

summer

Hence the idea
south

to go, while the full

solstice

of the moon's journey

from the longest night

the

the

called

holy period
dedicated to the moon,
disciple.

it is

of the

month

with

day,

As

Uttarayana.
the

point.

which

is

Belt

is

the

moon's enlightened

self or

journey when the

of the
the

of

from the north to the

to the longest

In about the middle

sun comes in conjunction

moon

be at the southernmost

will

it

Belt,

is

fancied that

an obstruction in the sun's path.
On
the new moon day which comes during that conjunction, the
moon performs his self sacrifice and it is fancied that his soul,

the Belt mountain

the Belt,

the

is

became thenceforward humbled and bowing,

Belt's position

is

square of the Orion hut

not straight with
is

reference

oblique or inclined.

to

as

the

Thus the moon

bow for the sake of the
emblem of the Supreme Self. After this obeisance
the moon Agastya goes to the longest day
and on the new
moon day of the mouth of the summer solstice i.e. the last
month of the sun's Uttarayami, when our earthy Vindhya
is
directly under the foot of the sun, the moon Agustya gives
makes

his enlightened self, the Belt,

sun, the

;

his body and his soul soars up to the starry region and
becomes thenceforward the regent of the southern star

up

Cauopus, by reason of his self-sacrifice at the end of that
month, the full moon of which was in the southernmost point,

In that brilliant star of first magnitude Agastya is stationary
and permanent, while the Belt, the moon's own asterism, is
always in an inclined posture, as if to sho\v that the soul
of ..the

knower should be ever humble and

Supreme Self and should ever be

inclined towards the

established

like the inclined Belt in the Orion-Sacrifice,
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What

the river

the
Agastja and the

i

is to

Ganga

the

men

is

to the

Kaveri

river

A

n the south.

word

of the

is

the

men

of Dravirfa

European Tamil
considers Kaveri to he

learned

Scholar, Rev. Oald.well,

name meaning

a Dravidian

of northern India,

muddy

correct, the southern

If this origin

river.

Brahmaus have purposely

K a among other
imported a Sanskrit etymology into it.
and
Kaveri is taken
and
ve
means
ra,
body,
water,
things
to

mean

which

The hill in
or body is water.'
Western Ghauts in Coorg is called

She whose form

'

this river rises in the

about her is this:
Brahulagiri, and the Sthala-Purana
wife
A gastya confined his
Lopamudra in the water of his
*

pitcher and placing it on the
did not like to be confined

perform tapas. She
A crow came
in that manner.

hill

went

to

and overturned the pitcher, and Lopamudra, thus liberated,
A large jatia
flowed as water and became the river Kaveri.
takes place every year at the source of the river when the
sun enters the Tula sign, the Scales, when, it is believed,

Granga comes

the river

water of this

underground, and merges in the

The

river.

priest of the place,

guided by the
exact time of the Sankramana,
proclaims
and then, whether the tima be in the day or in the night,
the

almanac,

the thousands of pilgrims

congregated bathe

in.

the sacred

stream.

As

the

Dravadians reckon their months according

the solar calendar, their sarat or
the sun

comes

to the
to be

rivers

to

autumn commences when

Scales.

Esoterically, all our sacred
of
the stream of Knowledge or
symbolic

appear
which to cleanse our mind while undergoing the
outward ablution. If one has got Knowledge or Faith, he

Faith in

can

iii

his

mind's eye see the sacred

which he bathes.

So, that sacred

6uua

river is

in

any stream

made

to

in

come un-

der ground and show herself in our Kaveri, just as the river
Sarasvati is fancied to come underground and join the

Ganga,

The

selection of the advent of $arat for the

that the ancient Dravaditms looked
jatra indicates
river

as

symbolic of

the

Kaveri

upon

their

goddess .$kada alias Sarasvati
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Tab,

or

Word

the hill in

crow

is

of the

the bird

Sraddha
Seeing

o'r
Knowledge; and therefore, it seems i>Q me,
which the river rises is named Brahma-gin. l*ne

how

Fathers and

closely the

moon'

Soina

Fathers, I consider that the crow
is

called

oii

Sy a'in

other days,

a,

lie

given a ball

is

end of the

at the

eat

food to

of the

Sraddha ceremony.

.is

connected with the

represents the

moon, -who

black, because though white more or less
is black on the newmobn
day, the day of

the Fathers (vide p. 54 ante}.

The myth

of the crow over-

turning- the water jar and making the river flow forth seems
to indicate that the sacred river of the south of India was

regarded as the river of the Fathers whose region is the
south, Dakshina, which word means not only right, powerful
but

also

renunciation.

tyaga,

And

as the

Fathers are

fond of the Sraddha, their river can esoterically be Sraddha,
Faith. Thus our Kaveri may be taken to symbolize the
combination of Knowledge, Faith, and Renunciation.

In the sky, the
to

Brahma.

wife of the
bird, crow,

star llohini is Brahrai,. being

She represents Vak and Sraddha.

As observed

moon Agastya.

dedicated

She

is

the

above, the Sraddha

seems to represent the moon. If we commence
new moon day which comes when the sun

the story from that
is

in conjunction

with the star Rohi/ii,

one fancy

that the

is

moon

confined the star in the coujunctionel solar rays water ;
that thus making her Lopa* or one who has disappeared

from our view and become one with the sun, the emblem
of Brahman, he too disappeared; and that his Self soared
high to the starry region and became a
in the form of
Canopus. Another fancy

moon

of self-sacrifice overturned her, in

and taking a

circuit in the sky.

as well as the earth, the star

moves

brilliant
is

view

to her

day light

same

flowing

As go means ray
in

Tapasa

that the

or light

and therefore

flows underground
so long as the day period including the
But when the sarafc or
of
the
cloudy sky
rainy season lasts.

autumn comes she
the night,
O '

as

the

reveals herself fully and shines throughout

ruling
O

is also called

goddess of sarat and
O

is

therefore

Lopa vide Apte's Dfotfonary,

fti

19

This

called Sarada.

Sarada.
of

AND AGASTYA.
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As Sarada

Knowledge

;

how

is

she

is

and what

is

the

name

the goddess

Savasvati,

knowledge and faith and
as she becomes Sarada,

As soon

renunciation she teaches?
the star of sarat, her

I would account for the

of course

sun-ward career begins, and just as she

as well as her Tapasa husband Agastya or Canopus ultimately
falls into the conjunctional solar light and becomes one with

the Sun-god, so should
proceed God-ward by a

with the Supreme

we who
life

are in the night of samsara

of self-sacrifice

and become one

Self.

The Ramayana UttarakancZa, Sargas 77 and
73 has the following story:
Once upon a time Agastya spent a night of the
hot season in an extensive forest of 100 Yojanas all

Agastya and

King

/Sveta,

round,

It

was devoid of man or

tained a beautiful

s

ar a s

,

lake,

When

and

beast,

con-

having beautiful

morning came he
the
and
lake.
He saw in it a
approached
got up
a j a r a , free
a
which
was
v
s
a
,
corpse,
huge
from decay, and was shining with splendour. As
he was wondering what the corpse could be he

birds in and about

it.

the

saw there a celestial being seated in a celestial
i m & n a or vehicle carried
by swans. The celeswore a garland, and a thousand Apsaras
tial

v

nyinphs

attended upon him,

some singing and

dancing and some fanning him with fans having
He got down, ate the flesh of the
golden handles.
drank
from the lake, and prepared
water
corpse,
to ascend the vehicle,

'Who

when Agastya made

bold to

thou? Thou art like a god and yet
eatest abominable food/
Thus questioned, he reask:

art

plied with joined hands to this effect:

was Sudeva, king

of

the

Yidarbhas.

"

My
I

father

was his

son named Sveta by one of his wives and had a
named Suratha.
step-brother
Having reigned

first

justly for a thousand years, I installed Suratha and,
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retiring to tliis forest, performed tapas for three
thousand years and went to Bvahma-loka. But
even in the Svargii, hunger and thirst did not leave

Pitamaha

I asked

me.

reason

why

I

felt

(the

hungry and

god Brahma) "the
thirsty, and what

He would give ine. He said: 'Eat thine
own sweet (svadu) flesh. Performing the best
tapas, thou hast nourished thine own body.
Devoting thyself entirely to tapas, thou didst

food

not give any thing to a Yati who came to you as an
a t i t h i , guest. Therefore, satisfy thyself by eating thine own fattened body, which is the best
a

mr

a

i t

- r

a

s

a

juice of nectar, to thee.

Thou

when Agastya happens

to see

,

wilt find release

Agastya I have been eating
many years and yet it has under-

Therefore

thee.'

for

this

!

my body
gone no diminution". So saying, Sveta offered a
splendid golden a b li a r a n a ornament, as gift to
Agastya, and as soon as the latter kindly accepted
,

:

it

manusha

the

or

human body-

of the king disappeared,
(i. e.

,

corpse^

to Tridiva

Svarga).

The moral
ty a g a

the

and he went

of this story

charity, gift.

is

It recommends
quite plain.
*
is the Vedic
saying:

There

Kevala 'gho bhavati kevaladi
Taitt. Br. II. 8, 8.

He who
to others

wholly

What

eats solely

such

(without giving a morsel

as- atithis,

wayfarers),

becomes

sin.

selfish man
enjoys is, as it were, the 'dead flesh
of himself; for, the
indulgence of selfish desires puts man in
the ever turning wheel of samsaric
births, which are destined

a

* The same idea

is expressed
by Mann and the 'Glta :sa
keVaTam
bhtinte
Agh'atn
Ya/i pa/iaty at m a k ii,r a & t Manu 3.
118),
Te tv aghata bhufijate papafr
Y e p a a n t y a t;m a k a r a i t (Gttft 3, 13).
:

fc
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to

end each time iu death

he

so,

;

is

ever eating

death-

corpse.
Many a man rates himself the most learned, goes
in the most fashionable vehicle, wears ornaments, and

the church or temple

attends God's hoiise

concealing

tbe time a corpse-eating selfish soul. He
considers that he is in Brahma loka in the Temple of God;

within himself

all

while really he
the

God

Bralima-loka

Only a
in

is

outside

of self-sacrifice,

man

Him.
So far

is

The holy

It.

of Prajapati,
the unlimited

Self

everywhere and

is

(Brahmaiva loko Brahma-loka/i)
can be really and spiritually

of self-sacrifice

plain; but

it is

we

if

dive deeper into the story,

there stares at us the paradox of a man's going to Brahmaloka by the merit of his t a p a s and yet coming down to

the earth every day to eat corpse, in spite of the solemn
assurance with which the JOandogya Upauishad concludes
that he

who

goes to

Brahma

loka never comes back to

I shall try to explain the paradox by alluding
texts of the Upauishads which the poet of the

the vortex.
to those

1

had apparently in view. In several places, t a p a s ,
contemplation, is mentioned as the mode of obtaining
Brahman, for instance:

story

Tapasa My ate B r a lira a (Mund!. I. 1, 9).
Satyena labhyas t a p a s a hy esha

Atma

(ibid III. 1, 5).

Tapa/j-jraddhe ye hyupavasanty
ar any

Ye

7ce

J

ity
Wherever

in this

e

(ibid I, 2, 11).

me 'ranye

s r

a d d h &

upas ate

(Kh&nd. V,

manner

pa s

t

a

is

1

tapa

0, 1).

mentioned,

it

must be

good qualities such as s a t y a m ,
d
a- nam
charity, s r a d d h a faith, d a y a , kindtruth,
Wherever in the Pnr&was
an
ti
s
ness,
patience, &c., &c.

understood as including

all

,

,

,

we

read of the scorching

of their

Tapas

tapas

in

of JBa'shis,

deep thought
having sat
derived from the root tap,

is

It seems to have primarily

or
to

we

get the idea

contemplation.

burn or heat,

meant an object shinmg with a
148
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burning,, brilliant, light, as the sun

him

He

is,

called

is

Tapana

a p a t i ' he burns or
blazes ',
By blazing, he sees all alike as he is the Eye of the
gods.
By his rise he rouses men from their slumber to

and

it

of

said

is

e s

:

ha

their slate of thinking, seeing,

t

:

and doing; and

the

flashes

of their thoughts may well be compared to the darting of
the sun's burning rays.
The Samsaric man is in darkness

ignorance, which cannot be removed if he only twinkles
like a star.
He must become a knower, a seer, and burn

and blaze

like the sun,

none but

Helf,

who

sees, as it were, in all the

heavens

merge in and
become one with his all-loving
He makes onlyv one
O lio-nt.
c3
exception, and that is in the case of the waning moon, who is
as

he makes

all

the stars

even in day light in the early part of the Pifcrz'paksha,
and who might well be seen with profit and even respectfully
carried on one's head, as he is then on a career of self-

visible

Indeed, the representation of Siva, the great God
his head the moon having only a

sacrifice.

of

ta p as, as bearing on

small streak of

light

like

seems to be the

a horse-shoe,

morning sun of the fourteenth day of the Pitrapaksha,
which is Siva's day. T a p a s therefore seems to mean to
strongest and brightest rays or penetrating
for seeing one's self as the unbounded

the

blaze with,

power of thought

To

Self.

sit to

thing as u p a

s

Brahman

:the

sitting

Upasana seems
the

the sitting

,

contemplation in

deep

name given

Upanishad

is

always sitting

make

tap as seems

perform
a n a

order

to

by

by

at

the

same

(Brahman) in
the

state

of

order to become

It,

attain

the Ideal in

mean

to

or

to

be of the same import as Upanishad,
to the knowledge taught about Brahman.

to

word and

a feminine

by

Brahman

so is

always at

Lady Knowledge,
It

in

order

to

known to us, like light always attending upon
the sun, like Vak, word, upon the thinking mind.
Now,
the prescribed mode of upasana
is
to contemplate
It

Brahman as Self (Brahma Sutra IV. 13,) as So 'ham:
I'
The knower makes no distinction between God and
If he is
himself as the enlarged S elf he wishes fco become.
'He

;
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from him how can he become one with

different

and universal

self-sacrifice

complete
every one and
A. t

AND AGASTYA.

man

love,

Ah

creatures as

a

?

By

looks

upon

m

'I'

,

as

So, the knower should strive to attain to

'Self.'

,

the

of

all

Him

God

the Ideal and become the enlarged Self as his whole world
Himself as the whole universe as the Brihadaranyaka I. 4,

15 says

'He who departs

world without seeing (rea(as the) World (S v a in 1 o k a in a d r i
lizing)
sh t va), him, He who is not understood (realized), will not
:

this

the Self

protect.

.

.

One

.

should

(Atmanam eva

World

sit

the Self only

at

(as his)

loksim up as it a).'
me that the story is about

It therefore appears to
the
u p a s a n a of Brahman and that the Brahma-loka to which
$vefa is stated to have gone is the Self as the World in

which the Upasaka ought

The
the

lovely

to put, himself

forest denotes

a quiet place free from

upasana

nien and animals should be selected

pure

(jfif/tand.

during his

that for the

Up. VIII.

15,

;

1)

and

and

life

here.

performance of

the

disturbance of

should be s u k\

it

,

manonukiila,

pleasing to the mind (Svet. Up. IT. 10.)
The reason for locating the place on the earth seems to
be that the earth which is called Kshama and Sarvamsaha is

symbolic of forgiveness and patience. It
quiet place but it would be useless if there

mind

inside.

the

So,

Moreover Bhumi,

Upasaka should

the earth, seems to

who

is

well to select a

is

no calmness of
on

rest

patience.

be a pun to suit the

The
Bhiiman, vast.
the
Bhmnan
Upasaka sees, hears, and knows nothing but
(TfMnd. Up. VII. 24).
The lotus lake seems to represent the heart in which the
Self to

he attained

Upasaka

to,

recess

is

for the

locates the Self, the Purnsha,
to

inward contemplation.
heart

called

is

a

PuWanka,

of the

aka

s

According
and the Self

lotus,

a

the

,

sky,

lotus of the heart and the sky

in the

is

heart.

purpose of his

Upanishads the
innermost

in the

Evidently the

in the heart depict

the Self,

the former in the metaphor of the sacred sacrificial Agni, for
whom a lotus seat is made (vide p. 25 ante) and the latter in
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the metaphor of the brilliant sim shining in the
Self must rise in the horizon of the heart and

dark passions.

the
s

a

In the Rig Veda the sky

mud

1

a

i

It

sea.

5

me

to

appears

is

133
sky.

The

remove

all

often called

that the

story

has

in the heart into a lake of sweet water to

converted the sky

enable the lotus to grow in

as the seat fov the Self.

it

nymphs who attend upon Svefca
The Upauishads are all
appear to be the Upanishads.
Words flow from the watery
sacred VafcaA, Words.
mouth, and Vak is the goddess of speech, Sarasvati, who is
a river also.
The birds may be taken to
represented as
denote the Yedic metres. The Upasaka makes a paraor water

The Apsaras

yan

a

or

texts about

d e

s

Q

s

VIII. 15).
The reason
be that the

va

m

kam
t

a

t

e

.

a d h

j

.ui&au

vide

AMrva,

t

y anah

(jK/iand.

Up.

resort to the lake seems to

fov Sveta's daily

upas ana

i

be performed until death;

should

the text above

va

r t

a n

a

The student under

Mrin, and

mean

m

quoted comes this: Sa khalv
a
y v a d a y u s h a m B r a h in a 1 o y
abhisampadyate, na & a punaravar-

for, after

e

learnt from his

v adhy ay a

and Upanishadie

Vedic

the

of

study

daily

Brahman

AHrya

the

the going

b

through

r a

man,

h

Brahma-

called

is

which seems to

his student-life, Brahma-A'arya,

But the

the Veda.

In a higher sense
study does not stop with the student-life.
Brahma-fcirya seems to mean to practise Brahma, the Ideal

Atman by subduing

all

passions

:

B r ahm a- 1 oka m Br a h m a- k a
'

nuvinda

Yad

i

kk

kar a n

T

e s

ha

m

li

t i

a n

t i

t

Kh a n d

(

o

B

r

a h

(Kat/m II. 15).
i s h a
B rah

(Prasnal.

t

a p o

B

r

a

y

e

na

4, 3).

m a- ka rya m

e v a

Yesham

,

r

up VIII.

h

m

ma

a
-

1

o

ko

&a

r

ya

-

m

2),

Brahman, the Self as the real Veda, knowledge, is a lifelong study or practice. In a matter pertaining to conduct,
knowing does not deserve to be called knowing in the full

m
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the word, unless it is accompanied by
is to
knowledge
regard and love all as
highest
for that purpose one's self as the enlarged Self.
ledge will not become complete, unless there
sense of

lie-ing.

The

making
This know-

Self,

is

continuous

death; and therefore, the d liar a of knowledge
le-ing
should be as continuous and unbroken as the d h a ra of
till

oil

poured from above.
The hunger and thirst seem

desire for the Self; for the

represent the ardent
knower should be Satyakama.

The I/tandogya concludes
by saying
dhi/i. Purity

the chapter on the Bhuman,
s a t v a - s u d -

Ah ar a-sud dh au

:

Self,

to

;

of

food

is

conducive to purity of (man's)

nature.

a

Such being the case the corpse in the wafer can only be
The Upasaka ought to have nothing else but the
in the heart for his spiritual eating
enjoyment. The

riddle.

Self

Self in the sky or water of the heart is called the Purusha,
to the Purusha-sukta is Yajn.a, Sacrifice, that

who according
was

sacrificed at the

begining for

His being

realized as the

Self of sacrifice residing in the heart's womb of all; and
This
Sacrifice is Vish?zu one of whose names is Kesava.

name though

not found in the Vedas seems to be older than

for it appears to me that from that name
;
has arisen the myth that a hair of Vishnu became incarnate
as Kn'shna Vasudeva.
In the Puranic days each poet was

the Mahabharata

free to give his

Kesava
seems
'

own

to

etymon of a name, and reading
Purnsha of the lake of the heart

fanciful

as Ke-sava, the

have become the corpse in water, as k e means
and 5 a va, * a corpse. $ava means also

in the water'
*

Sava is derived from sav (1) to go, to approach, and (2) to
change. In the latter sense., s a v a is corpse as ib undergoes alterIn the former sense savasana means a trvelation, decomposition.
ler a road, and the same word in the latter sense means a cemetery.
Un'der the word Kesava Apte's Die. quotes a text from Stibhasliita containing a pun

alter,

:

Kesava m patitam

drishiva,

Pawdava/i harsha-nirbhara7i.
Seeing Kesava fallen the Piwdavas became glad. But the real
is
Seeing a corpse in water the white (eagles) became glad.
This kind of pun ou the word Kesava must liave been handed clown from
a remote age,

meaning

:
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one that moves.'

and

ajar

is

The Self resides or moves in the heart,
from decay, whereas the corpse de-

free

a,

a
composes. As

AND A8ABEYA;

riddle, therefore, the Self is a decayless

huge

because the Self is Bhuman, Vast, and it is
corpse, huge
Svetii's own body, in the sense of sva-rupa (vide Tri100 ante), as the knower's true nature is not different
saiiku
p.

from that

of the

Atman,

Him by any name, Brahman or
Kesava then is the pure food of

call

Vishnu, the All-pervador.
the knower.

Sveta

king, evidently because the
(JO&nd. Up. VII. 25, 2) the

exhibited as a

is

knower becomes a S v

a r aj

,

in all, in the Self-world.
Self-king, by reigning as Self, all
As there can be no true t a p a s without t y a g a
gift

or

renunciation,

the

}

Maha-narayana Upanishad says

n y a s a (which is another name for t y a g a ) is
Brahman and that n y a s a excel? t a p a s (21, 2 ; 23, 1 ;
and 24, 1). The same Upnishad 10, 5, says in three stanzas
that

to this effect:

Certain (great) men obtained immortality not
by works, not by getting children, not by getting
wealth, but by t y a g a . The bright Naka, Heaven,

concealed by the Great in the cave (of the
heart).

is

Yatis (men of subdued passions) enter It (1).
The Yatis are s \\ d d h a - s a t v a h , pure, and

have

by

T

learnt the
s

e

an n

B

r

truth of the

settled

Vedanta*

renunciation ; and
yasay o ga
a h m a 1 o k e t u pa ran t aka1e
:

,

Par&mj'z tat

pa

r

i'm u /cy

an

ti

sarve.

They in the Brahma-loka, at the great end-time,
are emancipated by the great Immortal (2).
* This stanza
(2) is the same which occurs in Miwid Up. III. 2, 6.
The word Vedanta occurs also in the 8 vet. Up. VI. 22. It may have
arisen from the use of the word a n t a in the older npanishad BHhadara

wyaka (II. 4>, 1) under the following circumstance On the eve of retiring
from the world Yajiiavalkya says
Well, I shall make the a n t a with
Maitreyi', meaning evidently 'I shall hold the last conversation with
her'; and then the conversation held is aboiit the Atman for whose sake
alone all things on earth become dear. A n t a , the last, means also
the conclusion.
Vedanta, therefore, may be taken to have meant the
:

'

:

conclusion.

the final

teachingof

the Vec$s,
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There

is

AGASTYA.

that sinless subtle Puwdfarika, the lotus

(heart), which is the hall of the

Great and which is in
(human body); in that (heart),
there is the subtle sky free from sorrow ; and That
which is in it, That should be sat ty { t a s m i n
the middle of the town

Yad antas Tad upasitav-yam)
is

(3).

It will be seen that the subject matter of these stanzas
the up a sana of the Self; but, 'the great end-time'

in

the

Brahma-loka was capable of being misunderstood
end-time of the

/faturmukha-Brahmakalpa of the
Accordingly there is this Paurawic text quoted
by the commentators under the Brahma-sutra IV. 8, 10
B rah in an a saha to sarve
as the

Pauranics.

:

samp r apt e- prati-sau&are
''nte K> 1 a m a n a
pravisanti Pa ram Padam.

Brahmano

But under sutra 15
* the Brahmaloka
explains

1

t

7t

of IV.

3, Bhagavau Rarnanuja
Upauishad above quoted to
be Brahman Itself, as Loka, World.
As death, the end, has come over and over to the man

of the

of Sainsara from a beginning-less time, the last death to him
would be when he dies a knower attaining to the state of
:

Brahman, he would die no more, t
death is the great or ultimate
occurs in the

So, the time of the last
end-time.
Parainn'ta clearly

Mund. Upanishad

II. 1, 10

in

the

sense of

as everything, including disinterested

Purusha as Brahman,
acts and Tapas.
The knower is /Sveta, white, because he

is

suddha-satva,

pure.

Now

about the ty&ga or gift which Sveta makes to
Sapatni, the co-wife, has been looked upon

Agastya.
an enemy

as

*

so

much

so as

to

give enmity the

name

Brahmaloka-sabdasya karinadh.araya-vrity&
ayafc vat, Brahmawi upasy e va rtaman^ h

Br alima-viah

;

p ar si n t a k a 1 e>=k

aramadeliavasanasainaye; Paramritat
=Parasmad B r ahmawa/i upasanapr i tad h,eto/i; parimufeyanti=sar va smad bandhanad vimuX;yante.
B h fiy o n a
f The same Upanislmd (i.e. Mahanarayawa 24, 1) says
vidvan!
:
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sapatnara.

When

to his father's

Sapatni's
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Sveta gave up his whole kingdom
son and retired to the forest, he

renounced everything and performed tyaga. But only that
thing which follows man to the other world can he called
the Yedanta

wealth.

According to
the
but
enlarged
nothing
'
rit a
III. 2, 6 says

his true
is

Am

:

Immortal

m

the Self in the sun

pure metal,

is

va

i

:

The SMwfogya

indeed gold/

is

that wealth

The Taitt. Samhita
hira nya m
The

Self.

6 says that
This shows that gold, which is a

gold.

I. 6,

used as a metaphor for the pure

is

The

Self.

Wealth, the great Loka or world, can he said
had not by simply renouncing the worldly wealth, but

Self, the great

to he

only by the
or

regard

Self

by

man becoming

the Self by a lively, active love
of all creatures as self ; and he becomes the

his strenuous

iSveta has

upa

s

a

n a of the

Ideal.

Therefore

nothing to give and cannot give the thing worth

having, until his tapas or upasana

who

becomes the

is

until

completed

he

that Infinite -Wealth, which notSelf,
the
remains
to the giver as complete
withstanding
giving,
as before, like the light of a lamp from which thousands of
is

He
are lighted.
The Self then
Sacrifice.

other lamps
gift

himself becomes the great
is the wealth which is fit to

be accepted by Rishi Agastya, who found it, not in the three
kings, but in Ilvala, whom I have identified with Sacrifice

In the fiunassepa story of the Aitareya
(p. 30 ante}.
Brahmarca we hear of God Indra having appeared to Rohita
in the form of a Brahman, and likewise in several Pur&nic
stories

we hear

God having appeared

of

form of a Brahman.

Brahman Agastya

in the

to devotees

I would therefore take the Rishi or

to be the

Supreme

Self,

Now

Brahman.

us go to the conclusion of the Mahan^lrflya?ia Upanishad,
where we find the last act of self-sacrifice. It says:-

let

'Upayama-grz'hito

'si.

'Brahmanetva Mahase Om!
Ity A t m & n a in yunjita.
'

(0
vessel.

soul

!)

Thou

art held

(I offer) thee to

up

in the

Upayama

the Vast Brahman,

1S5

3

Om

'
!
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'-Thus should (man) unite his

a

t in

n

a

soul

,

the Vast Br&hnian)',

The Upayama

is

a vessel in which the

Soma

held up and sacrificed into the fire, saying:I n d r ay a tv
Agnaye tva
;
'

I offer thee to Indra

to

;

Agni

,

juice

is

&c.

'&e.

Tlius the Upanishad means that the enlightened self of man
should be thrown as an oblation * into the Supreme self and

Him; and

b0CQine one with
(

winds up by saying;

is

He

gods.

it

the great Upanishad, the secret of the
who knows this obtains the greatness of

This

Brahman'.

When

thus the great sacrifice

unseen Infinite Self obtained,
~

j

all

completed and
such us
metaphors
t
is

the

the

paradoxical corpse, &c. disappear.

The phenomenal explanation of the story is simple.
King moon Sveta, the White, commences his u p a s a n a
The
as the full moon of the mouth of Margasirsha.
Orion, with which he

is

then in conjunction,

is,

under

vehicle, and under another, his own huge
fancy,
celestial body, as it is the town
It
belonging to the moon.
is Sacrifice, ope of the forms of Vishnu alias Kesava,
By

his

on.e

his full light or

Orfpni-KesaYa

moon

is

months

is

knowledge he
in

eats

Kesava as the

Self.

The

the blue water of the sky (lake) and the

Sis
attended by stars as the Apsaras nymphs.
this, the sun comes in conjunction with the

after

Orion at a time when the
heliacally set.

Being

as

it

star t Oanopus or Agnslya has
were one with the star Agastya,

the sun, the emblem of Brahman, is then Agastya-rupi ; and
on the newmoon day of the conjunction the moon SVeta offers

whole light==?wealth==Self, along with his starry
the
Belt, the ornament, to the Agastya-riipi sun, and
form,

up

his

becomes one with Brahman; and

his

Orion-body disappears,

A

* This oblation

is

kaovyn as

Atma

-

hayi

s

h

or self oblation.

hau been shown tha.tj tfoe star Agastya
waa "regarded as heliacallj setting when the sun comes to the
Which ia nep-r the Qrion,

t vide p 137

ante, prhere
'

jfc
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The description that Agastya
has heliacally set now.
a,
on
in
the Nidagha, or hot season is
received the gift
day
true phenomenally, as the hot season comes when the Orion

as

it

sets.
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ATRI.
The

Veda

is

whole of the

seer of the

stated

be Risln Atri

to

like Yasishi/a, Atri also is

fifth

but

ManrZala of the Rig
o

appears to rae that,
Although the whole of the

;

Agni,

it

fifth Mattrfala is attributed to Rislii Atri,

of

some

of the

of

yet the authorship

attributed

to very strange
hymns
have belonged to Atri's gotra, Some of
those Z&shis appear to be simply names of the subject matters
Ra'shis

of the

is

it

said to

hymns, For instance ;
The Rishi of V. 2 is said

Kumara

occurs in

that

be

to

as the

hymn

Kumara but
name of the
;

newly churned Agni who is praised in it. The
hymn had apparently been designated the Kauma-

ram Suktam

i.e.

the

about Agni as Kumara,

hymn

the infant.

Hymns

2, 4, 5

Yasu-srutn

Rislii

;

and 6 of

V

are

attributed to

but in these hymns, the d e v a

or subject matter of

which

addressed as Vasti. So,

it

is

Agni, the

t

latter

a
is

would appear these hymns

had been designated Ydsu-srutam i.e. those about
Agni, who is heard or known in them as Vasu.

Hymns
Isha

7 and 8 of

but in

;

meaning

them

V

i s

are attributed

h a and a n n a n

food, are mentioned

they had been designated
hymns about food.

Hymns

9 and 10 of

V

;

and
the

to Bz'shi
i
,

both

would appear
Aisha Suktas i. e.

so, it

are attributed to Rislu

Gaya but in them Agni, the Hotar of the li@use,
home or wealth.
is asked to increase our g a y a ,
;

So they seem

to

have been called the

Gayam

i.

e.

the hymns about home or wealth.
are attributed to Rishi
Hymns 11 to 14 of

V

Sutam-bhara j but they describe the newly churned
Agni as j a t a arid p u t r a , sou a son whom
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2

keep and maintain in every house,
bh a
g rthe grihe
So, it would
appear that they were designated Santam-bharam

the

Scacrificevs
r

i.e.

an t e

hymns about maintaining
another name for .p u t r a ,

the

which

.

is

It is thus clear that

time of the

names

suta,

son.

names which arose from the subject

hymns were misunderstood or wilfully used, at

matter of the
the

the

preparation

The

also.

of the

Anukramam,

as

Rishi

Anukraraani found groups

fraraers of the

of hymns designated as Vasishi/iam

Vaisvamitram, Kautsam,
and so on, containing such expressions as Vasishi/ia prays,
Visvamitra praises, Kutsa sings, &c. expressions which
indicated

known

them

others to

whom

the case,

they
devatas also in

Even

to

that those

be the reputed authors. They must have
authors were the divine priest Agni and

the authorship was dedicated.
Such being
could find no difficulty in converting the

some

previous to the

necessity

for

cases into

Biahmana

designating

the

J?z'shis

or reputed

authors.

period, there was, I fancy, a
principal

hymns by some

names, for the purpose of one priest giving directions to
another as to the Siikta to be rehearsed in particular sacrifices.

Such names seem

names

to

have arisen in two ways, one, after the
mentioned in the Suktas them-

of the divine B/slris

selves,

the other, after the devatas

or

The

subject matter.

framers of the Anukrama?zi appear to have utilized both
kinds of names, wherever they existed, as Rishi names, and
invented more or less on the same

lines

new names

in the

hymns which probably had neither kinds of names.
Such hymns would probably be found more largely in the
tenth or last Ma?idala. To detect any allusion to the subject
case

of

matter in the Rishi names, their etymological significance, if
possible to make it out, must be very closely compared

it is

with the subject matter under

all its

synonyms

be seen from V. 11, 14 that the word
found in them as an epithet of Agni

Anukramani

as

suta

in the

jata
is

for,

;

or

exhibited

it

will

pu.tr a
in the

name Sutam-bhara.

In several of those short enigmatic, expressions which

W

AtfRt.

3

are the peculiarity of the .Rig Veda, Bislii Atri is stated to
fire, which the morning gods the Asvins

have been in a pit of

kindly make cool for him ; they deliver him from distress
and darkness and make a snug dwelling place for him. *
They bring him back for us (V. 73, 7). If Atri is Agni,

he is seen in the fire of the dawn, brought back to us
from the darkness of night. Metamorphosing fire Agni as
a

.K/shi,

the idea arose

Was

altar.

deities to

that he

he not burnt down

make

the

was a
?

Rislii in

the fire-pit or

No, there are the morning

altar of the dawn-fire cool for

him with

In I. 117, 3 Atri is called the JBi'shi
Whatever PanVcajanya meant, Agni is also

the morning dews.
Pafifcijanya.
called /frshi

When

Pan&ajanya and Purohita in JX. @6, 20.

Agni was made our divine priest and sacrificer, it became
necessary to make him praise ail our gods, including Agni
himself.

Agtii saves

The Atris (men

Atri

of Atri)

in the

ca.yern (X. 60, 3).
and
Agni
beautify him with
Atri invites Agni to come (V. 74, 1).

song (V. 22, 4 39, 5).
Hymn V. 40 is very
;

upon

important as

The

divine character.

Atri's

fiery

exalt

throwing

light

deities praised in it are

When Svarbhanu, the
Indra, Surya, and Atri himself.
Asura, pierced Surya, the sun, with darkness, all creatures
were bewildered; Indra smote the Asura down, and Atri
by means of his
Surya concealed
the

in

shiner

turiya

the

or highest

prayer discovered

gloom (verses 5 and

in

sky, seems to

be

6).

Svarbhanu,

the moon,

the lord

the unfriendly aspect, overpowering the sun
not only with the darkness of the eclipse but with the daily
darkness that at sunset overpowers him. At the jdawn,
of night in

however, Agni, the fire in the dawn, says his prayer as a
Rishi and makes the sun to come out from the nightly darkness,

which

is

killed

by Indra, the martial aspect

Verses 8 and 9 say:

'Atri as

Brahma

of the sun.

priest, setting the

m

a juice) and worshiping
the s o
press-stones (i.e. extracting
the Devas with salutations and prayers, established the eye of
* vide

1.

112. 7j 16}

116, 8

;

119, 65 V, 78, 4

7,8jX,89,9j 80,3,

160

j

VII, 71, 6

j

VIII, 73,

ATRI,

4.

Surya in the sky, blowing off the machinations of Svarbh&nu.
The Atris found the sun again, him whom Svarbhanu of the
brood of Asuras had pierced with gloom. This, none besides
had

power

In verse

do'.

to

Siirya, the

7,

sun,

says

to

Atri:
"

Let not the oppressor \vith this dread, through
Atri.
anger swallow me up, for I am thine,

Mitra art thou, the sender of true blessings:
thou and king Varuna be both my helpers." *
All this
as the

is appropriate of the divine priest Agni, who, coming
dawn-fire earlier than the sun, is fancied to release

him from darkness and help him to rise.
The Agniupakhyaua in the Aranya-parva

of the

Maha-

bharata 216

221, describes several Agnis, ceremonial fires,
and says in conclusion that all the fires were born from Atri,
who, wishing to beget sons, held them in his own body, and
that

all

from

it the Agnis, fires, are
constantly springing.
'Atri' means the eater, thedevourer. Fire consumes

things put into

The Panranic
eye of Atri.

who

it.

Vide page 44

idea

is

Atri's eye

ante.

that the

moon was born from

seems

be no other than the sun,

to

represents the Omniscient Self.

the

From him the moon
new moon day.

of self-sacrifice springs immediately after the

aud destroying fire, appears
represent the knower who destroys all bad qualities and
Esoterically, Atri, the eating

to

eats

i.e.

enjoys

Atman

as

the eternal joy.

The

Self

is

t^e

Golden Embryo in the heart of man, who would oppress
It if he harboured the dark passions there.
So, the Embryo,
like the sun

still

hidden in darkness,

cries

to

be relieved

from the oppressors, the powers of darkness; and when,

man performs his Sandhya worship f
a good life, the Embryo will be
and
leads
every morning
born as the brilliant Self and shine in the sky of the heart,
hearing the

like the
*
Atri,

cries,

sun in the sky.

King VaruTia, the lord
seems to be the soma

So, the

sun,

the

emblem

of liquids, referred to here along

of the

with Agni

juice.

f About the significance of the Sandhyft worship, see pp, 9S-~ 95

W

El,
to the

worshipper Atri:

'

I

'

am

thine

Atri'!

ideas viz. that the
Apparently, combining the two ancient
sun is the Self of all that stand or move and that he is the
of the gods (R. V. I. 115, 1), the Pauranics have

Eye
made

sun the -Eye of Atri, meaning by the Eye the

the

Upanishadic Purusha in the eye.
The Paurattics have wedded Atri

to

Anasuya, a name

meaning the divine quality of Free-from-envy. The Puranas
speak of two sons of Atri/ namely Durvasas and Dattatreya.

The former may be taken

to represent asceticism, ill-clad and
the
ill-housed; for,
ascetic, almost naked, wanders houseless.
The latter is Datta-atreya. If we take away the prefix

which

is

patronymic, Datta

his

is left

and

it

means Gift or

Charity.

The following wonderful story which has largely entered
folklore of the Brahmans of Maharashtra and

into the

Karnaia, which many a housewife there knows, and which
must have been based on some Purana, is told about the
merit of the matchless pativratya, love and devotion,
of

Anasuya to her husband Atri
Once upon a time Rishi Narada who
:

is

known

in

the Puranas as a

and a great

traveller through the three worlds,
plotter, plotting feuds and strange

things always ending in victory on the side of the
of the gods and
good, went to the assemblage
goddesses, and, in course of conveying news, said that
there was not another pativrata like Anasuya
in all the earth

and heaven.

The goddesses Saras-

vati, Lakshmi and Uma, the spouses, respectively, of
the Tri-murtis Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesvara,

said

'
:

How

can you

say so in our presence';

for,

they considered themselves unrivalled in all good
'
to decry you,
'I do not wish' said Narada
qualities.
but if you are equal to Anasiiya, cook these iron

To prove what he
kanakas, chick-peas, as she can.'
to cook and make
her
to
went
he
said,
Anasuya", got
p fty ft

s

a ,of the iron peas (w,

<a

preparation of peas

,

.

ATRI,
in milk

boiled

g

and sugar) and took

desired
goddesses. They
means
or
by,'some
prove

pa

steadfast in her

t i

it

other that

v

r a t

y

a

.

the three

to

their respective

husbands to

Anasuya was not
Accordingly, the

Brahmans and
Atri was
guests.
absent, but Anasuy& received them and spread the

Tri-murtis disguised themselves as

went

to Atri's

house as

leaves for their dinner.

eat in her house, only

if

atithis,

They said that they would
she should serve food quite

She knew how inhospitable

naked.

it

w.ould be to

send away hungry guests from her house. So,
equal to the occasion, she sprinkled on them the
water of her husband's

and they at once became
She became naked and fed

jar,

three innocent babes.

and then, dressing herself, put them in
three cradles, and was rocking them singing nursery
If to be a father of twins is no small disditties.

the babes,

what was the joy of Atri to find on coming
had become the father of three divine

tinction,

home

that he

'

*

sous.

Days went

put in a terrible

became

and the three goddesses were
state of mind not knowing what
on,

,

of their husbands.

sent Indra to find

They
them out. He went to many places but in vain.
At that juncture, Narada met the goddesses, and

how the Tri-murtis had disappeared from their
envious wives,and become dear babes to Anasuya
of
matchless
pativratya. The goddesses

said

ran

at

once

to

her

house and

were received

with due respect. They begged her to give them
back their husbands. She sprinkled the same water
over the

babes and

they became the Tri-murtis

again and asked her to take a boon from them. As
'
her husband was childless, she said
May you
three be born in me as one son/
Accordingly
:

Dattatreya was born with three heads,
in many other myths, so here etymology and esotery
If Atri is the great
have, contributed to mould the story,

As

eater, his

wife must be a consummate

Taking her name, for the sake

anas, which among

with

she would be a good
Jhe proper way as
a n - a

ook.

l

s ft

ya

to feed

him.

of pun, to be connected

other

food-,

cook

things means

'Taking
free

,

.her

cooked

name

in

from

envy, she
can be free from

"becemes etymologically the only lady who
envy and whose a n a s u y a t a even the goddesses, though
having bright names, splendid in their own way, are not able

away. Love, which a wife has for her husband, for
whose sake she -leaves father, mother, brothers and sisters, and
whose difficulties she shares, is indeed a divine quality. The
but by the
spouses of the gods have that love in abundance

to take

;

them they cannot be
being
is
under no such diswife
knower's
The

reason of their

very
mothers to them.
ability.

Being a

vrives

to

pativrata

steadfast

she can at the same time love

to

her husband,

God with

a motherly love the
highest degree of disinterested love that can be had on earth.
Even animals have it. The cow, the mare, the lioness, bring up

young, not for any personal benefit so far as we can see,
but solely for love's sake. To show that love, Devald obtains
Vishnu as Son Kn'shna, hr joy, as he is called Devaldtheir

nandana.

Man

before God.

or

woman

should

be

in

Can anything be hidden from

naked simplicity
the Omniscient ?

So, there ought to be no a n t a r a or screen or cloth between
man and God. This truth seems to be illustrated in the boy

Kn'shna's taking away the cloths of the Gopika females.
What can we say of Anasuy&'s motherly love, who not
having children of her own, converts others into babes

and loves them as

if

they were her

own? Such

a

mother

is

from envy is pure disinterestedness; and
anasuya,
she deserves to be the mother of the gods themselves, for the
free

gods are pure disinterestedness ; and the gods selected for
Brahma
the sonship are all noted for their self-sacrifice
as Visvakarman offered himself as an oblation in the sacrifice;
Vishnu as Purusha or Yajna was sacrificed in the beginn-

ing and about Rudra the Mahabharata distinctly says that
he became the great Gtod Mahadeva by sacrificing himself
;

ATSI,
in the Sarvaraedha sacrifice.

One

is

in the

shown

8

That these three Gods are really

one son obtained.

of

The iron peas cooked sem to represent the tendencies
mind made mature hy e^afeentment. As the horses are

a

well

known

metaphor for the senses (indriyawi
and as in upper India they are fed on
),
the poet of this story seems to have selected the

ah

h a y & ny
k a n ak a,

ka

n h

peas to show that the objects,

selfish,

eaten by

the senses, would ever be as hard and uncookable

as iron,

Jean a

inasmuch
ana s

the

one

as

uya

t

selfish

desire leads to

a or contentment

feed well

is

if

another, and that

the only cook able to cook

and make the horses sadasvas, good horses.

m

TRITA AND THE WOLF.
A

certain sacrificial vite consists in washing with water
the vessel that had contained flour and in offering that water
to the deities Trita, Dvit.a, and Ekata.
Under Rig Veda I.
52, 5 Sayami quotes the Taitt. Brahma?ia 3, 2, 8, 10 to show

that these three deities are Agni's sons born from Apa/i (fern,

The tfatapatha Brahmana 1,. 2, 3, 1, quoted
under the word Ekata in the Vakaspatya narrates the same
legend. In the Rig Veda, Trita is mentioned in several

plural), waters.

Dvita occurs in V.

places.

mv

i

k

av aha

t

18,

meaning,

,

maimed

of a

receiver

s

2,

and he

according to

or imperfect

there

is

Mr.

oblation/

called
'

Griffith,

the

as indeed the

washings of the flour vessel may well be said to be. So,
it is
apparent that in the time of the .Rig Veda the rite of
offering flour water

they were

known

Aptya in VIII.

Agni

He

?

Agni

seems

is

the

known
emblem

well

all

three deities existed,

sons

Who

12, 16,

to be the

as concealed in

to

as the

as

of Waters.

Trita

and that
is

called

could be these three sons of

Apamnapat, son

of

Waters.

of the universal Spirit, conceived
phenomena, and therefore, poetically, the

in the watery u 1 b a m or? bag in the
embryo
womb. Another name of Agni is Tanunapat, the son of
(his own) body, all phenomenal objects being &s it were the
s a ri r a m
body, of the Self concealed in them that Self,
whom the knower churns out from his body as fire from the

the

child

,

Ara?ii

;

and

diffused

number

so, Ag-ui's

as 5'elf

three sons appear to be

iu the three

one, in the sun

lights,

who ranks

viz.

Agni himself

(1) as

Ekata, or

being the brightest
as
the
Dvita, or number two, in
heavenly lights, /(2)
among
the moon, the light second to the sun, and (3) as Trita or

number three,
and moon are

in the/Stars generally, which next to the sun
the third light, and in the Orion's Belt of three

stars particularly, taking
stars.

Under

first,

it

to be the representative of all the

this view, Trifca

would be theTretagui or three-

Dakshinagni and Ahavaniya, located

fold fire of Gr&rhapatya,

in the three stars of the Belt of the Orion-sacrificial ground.
Thus Agni is diffused in all heavenly lights as flour in the

water.

From

the verses noted below

it

will be seen

that Trita

closely connected with the celestial Soina juice, the place
of which, I have tried to show, is the Orion, the houee of the
is

moon Sonm.
Indra (the sun) found the threefold Amnta,
nectar, that had been concealed in the lucid regions
of the

Tritas in the

Triteshu)

sky
YI. 44, 23.

(divi

r o & a~n e s

hu

Strengthened by the exhilarating (Soma)
pressed out by Trita, Indra smashed Arbuda, II. II,
20. Indra loves the
song
Trita's maidens

YIII. 52, 1.
the
Han (one
(fingers) press
of the names of the
with
the
stones, IX. 32,
Soma)
2;

38,2; and Trita

The Soma pressed

sung by

filters

in

Trita,

the Soma,

Trita's

ibid 34, 4.

high ridge makes

the sun shine together with the sisters' * IX. 37, 4.
Indra drinks Soma in (the house of) Yislmu,
5

Trita Aptya, and the Marufcs, YIII. 12 6.
may be taken to mean that when the sun, after
;

All this

performing his winter career, comes in conjunction with the
Orion, the place of Sacrifice- Vish?m and the place where the
summer rays as the Maruts are concealed, Trita, the Orion's
praises the sun Indra,

Belt,

makes him the powerful sun

To such

presses the
of summer.

soma

for-

him and

a worshipper Indra must shower boons; and so,
" I
brought forth kine to Trita from

in X. 48, 2, Indra says:

In winter Trita is in the darknights,
the Dragon's grasp."
far from the cows, the solar rays, which undergo rough
treatment at the hands of the darkness-snake of winter; but

when

the

sun comes

brings them as

it

* Mr. Griffith takes th0
to be the solar rayg,

to

were

the Orion he

releases

them and

to Trita,
:

sisfcers to

be the dawns, but.Sayawa takes them

WffifA

The Maruts
and Indra, in
he

who

AND TIE WOLF.

reinforce the power and strength of Trita

their battle with Vritra,

VIII.

7, 24. Vn'tra,

envelopes, seems to be the darkness of winter, killed

by the sun Indra when he comes

with Trita,

in conjunction

the Orion's Belt.

Although Indra

is

known

well

the

as

of the

killer

three-headed Visvarupa, the -son of the Creator Tvashtar
(X. 8, 9), still in R. V. II. 11, 19 it is said that Indra gave

up Visvampa
beating him).

to Trita (evidently for

when Indra fought with
was Indra's ally Trita who

says that
rupa,

it

of Trita's

the purpose

The Satapatha Brahma?za above

referred to

the three-headed Yisvabeat

him over and over

and killed him, and that as he thereby incurred sin, the
rite of washing the flour pot was invented in order to

wash

off that

siu.

Soma juice, which

may be
A gni, seems

also, like

the Creator's Self, diffused in

nil

r

up

be

to

take.n

Visvarupa

the

to be symbolic of

a s

,

forms

;

and as

the moon represents the Soma and has the three stars of the
Belt as his three heads (as the d e v a t a of the Belt is the

moon), Indra's killing him on that new moon day on which
the new moon is in conjunction with the Belt, would simply

mean
order

that Indra presses the
of course to drink

aspect as the Son

what

is

stated in

to

stated in IV, 18, 3, in

a riddle

kills

him

Creator's

enjoythe

in

holy

concealed in

which the poet says:

Tvashfar has Indra drunk the

and

as

all forms.
Indeed,
* seems to be
9
a
as
riddle
8,
plainly

the Self

X.

Soma

sata-dhanya,

Soma who

is

In the house of
s

u

t

a

,

pressed,

worth hundreds of wealth. Tvashiar

one of the names of Prajapati, and we will see in the
essay on Creation that the Orion is the emblem of PrajaSo, taking the Orion
pati's form as the deer of Sacrifice.
as the house of Sacrifice-Tvashter, the sun Indra is fancied

is

to drink there, as

Son,

aknower, the heavenly Soma, who is the
the Self of Prajapati, and who is

the very juice

*In the verse Apantamanyu/i, Taitt. Sam. II. 2, 12, the Soma is
described as tripala-prabharm&, one who is beaten or molested
the three stones for his flowing forth as
o
(the Self of) all :--S Q

m

atasfc

van&ui,
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worth the whole world. Thus, when the sun
Indra comes iu conjunction with the Orion-Sacrifice, sometimes it is said that he himself killed i. e. pressed the
worth hundreds

sacred

Soma

three-fold

and sometimes

Visvariipa,
or

fire

to

supposed

Tretagni,

that

Trita,

be in the

the

three

stars of the Belt, did so.

Similarly, as the sun's arrival at the Orion puts an end
to winter, the feat of killing the

demon

Vn'tra, the darkness-

snake of winter, is in many places attributed to the sun
Indra, but sometimes also to Trita ; for R. Y. I. 187, 1 is
to the effect that invigorated

Vn'tra

rent

lirnb

harmony with

by

the

Soma

drink, Trita

In order no doubt to secure

from limb.

the

Pifcu,

oft-repeated

statement that Indra killed

Vn'tra, Sayana explains Trita of this verse to
" who
a god
pervades the three worlds."

mean Indra as
But this well

known feat of Indra's killing Vn'tra is attributed in IX. 87, 5
to Soma also, as Indra does the feat invigorated by the Soma
drink. Thus, Indra, Soma and the three-fold Agni Ttita are
all

the killers of darkness, ignorance.

The Rig Veda
(Maruts), consume
According
the

Soma

to

Mr.

drink.

back-soma,

i. e.

II.

34, 10,

says:'

ye the

infallible

Trita to smash the reviler of your bard.'-*

Griffith,

Ludwig

takes Trita to

mean here

This
one

may be, as the tri-pn'shi/ja or triplewho is on three peaks, spoken of in

IX. 75, 3 and 90, 2, may well be said to be in th Belt Trita.
is that the summer light
The thing
and flood lightning
<j
Cj
<^
^3
and rain are typical of the twins Agni and the soma
established on high in the
of the Orion

sacrificial

Belt Trita which

is

in the

middle

ground, and that therefore both A gni

and the Soma are named

after the Belt Trita.

Verse 6 of VIII, 41, which is a hymn to Varuna,
says:
'Haste ye to honor Trita.' Here Sayavza takes Trita to

mean Varuna
the

as pervading

lord of water,

is

the three worlds.

If Varuna,

one of the names of the moon,

he

*

n i cl e j a r a y a f or smashing the reviler, may be compared with
the expressions: Yrttraya hnntave
(III. 37, 5);
fce garave hantave (X. 125,6),

Brahma-

TRITA ANB THE WOKBV

may

well be

Belt

as the

called Trita

In X. 64,

he moon.

Trita

3,

is

is

praised

the starry form of
as a god along

Yama, Vata, Dawn, Night and the
which
is a
115,
hymn addressed to Agni, verse
him Trita, and Say ana explains Trita to mean here the

with the sun, moon,

X

Asvins. In

4 calls

Tretagni, the three-fold fire.
Thus Trita is a deity. Yefc in

VIII. 47,

1317,

the

gods are invoked to remove evil dream far away to Trita,
This seems to be an adverse descripto Trita and Dvita.
In

tion.

the-'

nights of winter, the Belt and

moon may

the

demons troubling men with bad
the gods are asked to consign such dreams

well be fancied to be nightly

dreams, and so,
back to the demons.

But the friendly description
of

attributed to

which

is

reverts.
Among a group
Manilla, the authorship of which is

of the first

hymns

105, the

hymn

is

Kutsa,

stated to be

either

Trita

addressed to the Visvedevas.

It

Aptya

know

implores the gods
third,

as

" I

my

this

now

(prayer).'

in the

first

or

Kutsa.

a plaintive

is

the refrain at the end of each verse, of

Heaven,

E/shi or seer

.

It

the

man who sang

when Soma
Yet torturing

of

hymn

'

ye earth and
The reputed author

person,

and anon in the

old full

a laud

many

flowed.

cares

consume me

as

the wolf assails

the thirsty deer" (7).
Satakratu
my ribs are breaking. ... ..(8).
" Where those seven
rays are shining, thence my
!

house and family extend.
This Trita Aptya knoweth well, and speaketh out
for brotherhood" (9).

"

High

in the

mid ascent

beauteous pinion

Back from

of

Heaven those

birds of

sit.

his path they drive the wolf as he

would

cross the restless flood." \11).
(S

Trita,

when buried

in the well, calls on the
gods

to succour him.

TO

is

with

:

am

of

TRITA AND THE WOLfl.

That

call of his

Bn'haspati heard and

from distress"

A

released

him

(17).

dark-red wolf, the maker

of

months (ua&saknt)

He
I was going by the path.
like
the
beat
smith
crouched and bent (to
me)
saw me when

(who bends in beating the iron) (18.)
is the Belli, he worships the sun and the solar

If Trita

the Soma for them
rays and presses
The conjunctional
tion with them.

which he likes
distress,

;

and longs

for

moon

of

brotherhood

falls

for

because,

it,

in conjunc-

to catch

home

into darkness,

companion-ship

The wintry night

came

winter,

is

solar light is the

but when winter comes he

again with the solar rays.
which he falls. He fell into
the

when he

it is

is

the well into

fancied, the wolf,

him.

According to

S&yarni, the birds of verse 1 1 are the solar rays, and according
O to him and Yaska.* the wolf that is driven out is the

This seems to mean that on new moon day, the moon
rushes into the flood of solar rays but is soon driven out by
them to become the full moon. Thus driven out he comes

moon

.

again and again to trouble poor Trita in the nights of the
wintry months. At last when the conjunction comes at the

end of winter,

it is

fancied that bis prayers were heard and
the lord of prayers, lifted him

that Bn'haspati, the sun, as

up from the well.
Yaska takes the wolf of verse 18 also to be the moon.
He takes in a s a k r i t to be one word, meaning the maker
But /S&kalya takes it to be two words, in a and
of months.

sakrzfc, meaning:
the

'

The wolf saw me once when I was
Even allowing this, there remains

path.'
going by
Yaska' s clearly expressed opinion that the wolf of the
is

hymn

the moon.

The Paur&nic would be nothing
over the enigmatical

them

in his

own way.

stories

We

of the

if

he did

not ponder
to read

Vedas and try

find the following

MahabMrata, Salyaparva 37
Ekata, Dvita and Trita were sons
Gotama, Of them Trita was well versed

story

in the

:

m

of Rishi
in the

TBITA AND THE WOLF,

Vedas.

The

three brothers officiated

as priests in

and obtaining many cows as a
Trita in the
were
gift,
coining along with them
and
in
The two
Bkata
and
Dvita
the
re>r.
van,
a Sorna sacrifice,

latter conspired

learned as

together

thus

who

able

Trita,

is

{
:

to

We

are not as

earn cows

for

himself independently of us.
So, let us walk away
with the cows next morning.' As if to help them,
it so
happened that Trita met a wolf on the way,

and running

He

for life,

cried out

partly from

him

with them, leaving

of

him

To

staring at Trita.

the

into a deep waterless well,

brothers

of the wolf

fear

desire to deprive

Soma

fell

to his

his

in the

as the

well.

Death was

the

the

he

Therefore, by
took a long wild

was hanging down and saw

Soma

but they,

;

to hell.

devotion of his mind

creeper that

help

without performing

die

would lead

sacrifice

for

and partly from the
cows, walked away

little

creeper,
to scoop out as the clarified butter,- and

and sand in the well as sugar.

it

water he

He

then

mentally

was able
the stones

commenced

chanting Vedic hymns, the
noise of which reached heaven and brought the
Devus. Bnhaspati who headed the Devas took him
to extract

the juice,

his soma, such as it was,
pure intention. From that time
the well was known as Trita's well, and the Devas
out.

The Devas accepted

having regard

to his

said that whoso sipped

of sipping the

its

water would get the merit

somainihe Soma-sacrifice.

Trita

then went home, and cursed his brothers to become
wolves.
Accordingly, Ekata and Dvita at once

became wolves.
This
this story

may be

explained

Ekata seems

to

as describing a year thus:

In

be the sun, Dvita the moon, and

The year commences when they are
The cows they then get are
all together in the Conjunction.
the summer rays,
Rising heliacally, Triba leads them until
Trita the Orion's Belt.

TR1TA AND THE WOLF,

g

autumnal equinox comes, when they disappear, and he
on seeing the full moon as the
falls into the night of winter

the

wolf.

the

He

prays to the gods and is taken up by them when
Conjunction comes back. I would read his curse as a

truism, as the two luminaries, the sun and moon, are wolvesj
of darkness.
killing and devouring tlje sheep

The Rig Veda

(I. 112, 8; 116, 14; 117, 16) says that
bird Vavtika from the jaws of the
female
the
save
the Asvins

wolf.
Quoting Yaska, Say ana says that the bird is the
dawn, and the wolf the sun. Vartika is the quail, one of
the first birds that return to the Northern climes with the

return of spring (vide Prof. Max Miiller's Science of Lan. II.
The Vartika of the Zfrg Veda does not appear
p. 533).

be the daily dawn, but the dawn of the year as represented
by the star Aldebaran or Rohini (vide Essay on the Asvius).
to

When

she

morning

rises heliacally it is fancied

that the Asvins, the

her from the sun's mouth or conjuncthe heavenly quail that has

deities, rescue

and make her visible as

tion,

brought back the bright half of the year.

The Eig Veda (I. 116, 16; 117, 17 and 18) makes
mention of another wolf, a she-wolf. The ass of the car of
the Asvins became a she-wolf.
To feed her, a prince named
But his father Vrahagir
B/jrasva killed one hundred sheep.
and
made
him
blind
but the Asvins save
at
this
got anory
J
n J
O
:

him
rises

This

eyes.

may

O

be explained thus

:

with the Asvius, the morning deities,

ass yoked

away
moon

the

to their

car.

She

sheep of darkness.

of the

is

she-wolf,

Even

darkfortnight rises and

The dawn who
is,

she eats

than

her the

the

sheep as

coming dawn. On the new moon day,
the sun, makes him blind; but as that
phenomenon
by the bright fortnight, he gets his eyes.

feed the

were, the

it

because

earlier

kills

as

if to

his father,
is

followed

THE DOG AND THE COWS.
8v

Iu the Rig Veda,
the sense of
55, 3;

dog
IX, 101,

from

svan,

(I.

1

and 13

to

"

Dogs and waves
related by the early
in

n (nom.

a

;

X.

swell.

v a) always occurs in
13 ; VIII.
j IV. 18,

s

161, 13; and 182,

4

10 and 11), and

14,

Max

Professor

is

Miiller

derived
says:

were certainly considered as closely
* The waves swell
poets."
up or heave

and the dog
quick succession;

succession of his respiration,

noted for the quick

is

or

waving

heaving in his rapid

breathing.

mention

In the Big Veda,
.

'

Matar-isva.

is

.

.

X. 48,
Dadhya/c
52, 2, he

2,

Indra

iiatarisva.'
is

said to

made

He who

Matarisva, or

.

(dadhi7e
drink s o

,

to

called

In

give cow-stalls to

matarisvane),

ma

deity

in the sky.
.

said

is

of a

swells

and in VIII.

in the house

of Matarisva.

Sayana seems to take Dadhya/b to be a person different
from Matarisva. But it appears to me that but one person is
is to say, Dadhya/c is Mafcarisva.
Matarisva is
in
connection
wii.li
mentioned
To
him Agni
Agui.
repeatedly
was first disclosed ([.31,3). To him Agni, born in the

intended, that

m

m

a n appeared (I. 143, 2).
e v y o
highest heaven, p a r a
He established Agni in the sky (III. 2, 13). He churns and
,

brings Agni from far, from above the Blm'gus, from above
He churns out
the Devas (III. 5,10; 9,5; VI. 8, 4),
the concealed ( g u h a s a n t a
)
(I.
Agni
141, 3; 148, 1).

m

I would take
silvery

M atari's va

to

be the moon,

who

is

the sky-sea's

or growing bigger and bigger
rolling on swelling
He is, as it were, the tide on
the bright fortnight.

wave

during
high ruling over the tide of our seas. The Bha\gavatapuraa III. 17, 26 calls Varuna's town Vibhavari, which is
one of the names of the night apparently the moonlit night.
Our Neptune Varuna would thus appear to be the moon.

The moon Matarisva
* Science

is

the

custodian

of Thought, p, 811.

174

of the

cow-stall,
~"

the

~~
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Orion, obtaining

it

from the sun Indra,

rising heliacally,

as,

The Agni of the highest
goes to the night.
heaven is another conception of the summer cows, rajs,
having the heavenly sacrificial ground, the Orion, as their
the Orion

The Belt being above the sun, the summer Agni is
churned and brought out in the Conjunction from above the
stall.

who

gods,
into

are the sun's ordinary rays.
The Belt is the cave
the summer flame is fancied to disappear in

which

winter, in order to be churned and

In

the Conjunction.

Matarisva

96, 4,

1.

sent out by the
is

said

moon

in

find a

to

The son seems to be no
son.
path-way for his t a n a y a
In III. 5, 9
other but the Agni churned out by Matarisva.
.

and X. 88, 19, Agni himself
the fact of the
the

summer

name Matamva

is

is

Matarisva, either from

called

heat spreading in the atmosphere, or
used here as a patronymic.

Matarisva has in later times

come

to

mean

V

a.-

yu
5

wind, as

In

wind may well he

all this,

being a dog

there

but

;

called the

is, it is

when

s v

a

true,

n

,

wave

of the atmosphere.

no indication of Matarisva

meaning both the wave and

the dog, became the moon, we should not be
surprised, on
the contrary we may expect, to see the moon as a
dog also
in the Rig Veda.

I

may
.

here refer to Rig Veda VII. 55.
The Devata of
the first verse of this Sukta is Vastoshpati.' the
.

Yastoshpati.

Guardian

killer of all disease, as

or

one

the House.

who

He

.

is

has entered into

as being the

auspicious friend of all.
He is
a dog is described.

But

,

praised
all

as the

forms and

in the remainino-

white
Sarameya,
his
teeth.
The purport of
hard
and
showing
sharp
barking
these verses, taken from Mr. Griffith's work, is this
verses

the

:

'

Sarameya

Go away.

Why
a

s

!

Bark

at the

robber and

thief.

Why

dost thou bark at Indra's praisers ?
dost thou behave like a bad dog to us ( k i

m an

Let the

m

du&Hiun&yase)? Go
and

to

sleep.

mother, father, kinsmen,
and all these people who are round about ( a y a m
a b hi to jana/t) sleep, (If without going tg
clog

(his)
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any man

sleep)
\ve

kill (i.e.

or

walks;

their

eyes

sits,

blind)

t

e s

hanmo akshani)
house.

who

from the

rises

(these)

and

people,

by him we

sea,

lull

horns,

and make

women

scented

well

(their)

us,

m sam
h army a,

h a

as we do this
who has a thousand

Bull *

That

on

looks

or
(

sleep.

As

the Orion

the .house

is

the

of.

moon Soma and

is

the heavenly sacrificial ground, both tfoma and Agni may
be said to be Vastoshpatis. The Sfikta which precedes

VII. 55
is

about Vastoshpati and

also

is

name of Soma. According
Rudra is Vastoshpati, who,

a

10,

and

kill

the

sacrifice!' if

to

calls

the

it is

him Indu, which
Samhita III.
will become Agni

Taifct.

said,

he does not perform the

rite called

and according to the /Satapatba and KauVastosbpatiyam
shitaki Br&hmajias about the birth of Rudra (Muir IV. pp.
;

oil and 345) the moon is one of the eight forms of Rudra.
There is no real difference between Agni and Soma, the
former the light, and the latter the drink, of knowledge.
j

The Soma drink

man

the

in the

represents the higher

aspect of the

when he performs

sky,

When

becomes the delicious food of the Devas.

moon,
and

self-sacrifice

the

higher

as the Guardian
realized in the heart as Vastoshpati
in the soul's house or body, the lower man, with all his kith

Self

is

and kin

At

with

all his

bad desires,

is

put to sleep

i.e.

silenced.

the solar rays receive and honour as
their Vastoshpati, the Orion's Belt which is the higher or
starry form attained to by the moon through self-sacrifice.
the Conjunction,

This
the

d.one, the lower aspect of the

Dog who had guarded

who,

at the Conjunction,

the

moon

is

taken notice of as

Orion-house in /winter but

barks at the inrush of the solar

But
rays as though they were strangers come to the house.
and
silence
blind
him
and
and
the
the
stars
him,
they
powers
of wintry darkness,

has come.

moon
*

now

that the

Day period of the year
Thus, I would take the dog of VII. 55 to be the

of winter.

Rightly taken by Mr, Griffith as the evm,

ire
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There are
Suna and

in the

Rig Veda two

called

in the dual

Sira.

(payas)

:

Max

Rig Veda

may

swell

sun a in

means auspiciously,
or
in
such
a
manner as plenty
think, swellingly
8
of the same Sukta (IV. 57) says
Verse
up.

I

is,

it

this

occurs as an adverb in the
that

The

which yon make in heaven pour

earth" (IV. 57, 5).
Miiller has shown that wherever

down upon
Prof.

Sira,

and praised
i

Sunasirau, be pleased with this prayer.

milk

may

una and

,

thus

"

deities,

as Sunagirau

it

:

May our plough-shares plough the land sunain ;
the plonghers with the plough-oxen proceed

(with their work) sunam ;
the laud) with sweet water
Sira place

sunam

It seems to

and Sira place

may Parjanya (shower
may Suna and

sunam

;

in us.

me

'
that in the last expression,
may Suua,
sunam in us/ sunam is used in the dvitiya

vibhakti or objective case and that ib means swollen plenty,
while the three other sunams are used adverbially, the idea
conveyed being May the ploughs plough and the ploughera
rain pour, in such a manner as to make the field
with
swell up
plentiful crop. In Rig Veda VIE. 70, 1 a horse
is called snna-pw'shi/io asva/j, meaning evidently a horse
having
" But there
a plump back or posterior.
are compounds"

work and

the learned Professor,

" in which suua would
seem

meaning of dog. In VIII. 46, 28,
likely means carried by dogs, and

name

of a couple of

$una, the

name

latter

deities, the

Yaska

Sira.

s

nna

in

- i s

h

says'

to

former of which
recognises
Sira a name

m

most

we have a

/Simasirau

in

a

i t

have the

is

said to

this

be

Suna a

of Aditya, or
Vayu, or the wind, in
the sun.
Another authority, Saunaka, declares $una to bo

a

of

name

of

Indra,

(Srauta-Sntra,

meant
gether.

for

Vayu,

II.

Sira
20)

or for

This shows, at

a

name

declares

of

that

Indra, or for
all

Asvalayana

/Sunasirau

may

be

Indra and Surya to-

events, that the

names was doubtful, even among

Vayu.

meaning of the two

early native theologians."

Science of Language II, p. 525.

:
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In Amara. Sunasira occurs in the singular
as a name
O
and Prof. Max Milller quotes a Vedic text from
'

of Indra

;

Asvalayana, in which Indra is called Sunasira. This shows
that the Big Vedic dual name meaning the two deities was
the singular and applied to Indra,
subsequently changed into
the Rainer.

The reason why the ISu.ua of tfunasirau was understood
due to the fact that the last
by some to be Indra may be
* of the
verse of several hymns
Rig Veda uses the word
sunam in such a manner as to be susceptible of being
Sunam h u v e taken as an adjective qualifying Indra:
c

ma Maghavanam

I nd

a

r

m

'.

occurs in
Sira, a feminine word,

I?.ig

Veda

I.

174, 9;

some

4, in

IV. 19, S;X. 49, 9; 97,9; 101, 3;
singular, and in the others in the plural as sir a
always meaning riyer
" If we want to

or

know,

for

Max M tiller

Prof.

rivers.

what

instance,

thought when they spoke of a

the

the

ft,

but

says

:

ancients

answer

the

river,

in

is, they
and
called it,
they
thought
as we: know, in different ways, either the runner ( s a r i t ) ,
or the noisy ( n a d i or d h u n i ); or if it flowed in a

of

it

straight Hue,

exactly what they

the

it,

plougher or the plough

,
plough), or the arrow
a tar)
mother (
the
fields,

s ir

called

a

or

;

m

{

s i r

a

river,

,

seemed to nourish the

if it

separated and protected one country from another, the defender ( s i n d h u
from s i d h , s e d h a t i to keep off)." Hibbert Lectures
or

if

it

,

As regards Sira, the masculine word, our dicp. 191.
tionaries say that it means the plough and also the sun.
I propose three alternative suggestions aboub our
Sana is the rnoon and Sira, the
sun produces rain, and the moon also as the

/Sunasirau

:

(1)

soma, the liquid of liquids,

is

fancied

to

The

sun.

lord of the

be the source of

The Aitareya Bi-aiimana calls
the Dog star nob the dog, but the hunter Rudra, M?v'gavyadha, hunting the deer Orion and piercing it with the

rain (JCfeand; Up. 5,

j

II

I

-

II

III, 30; 31

}

1),

(2)

_n

-..

32; 34; 35;

.

36; 88;

X. 104,
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39;

48;

49; 50;

._^

aud also
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discharged arrow, the

Dog

a

star Sirius

If Sira

Belfe.

is

name derived from

a

the same as

the

Greek root mean-

being dedicated to Rudra who is the fire
Agni shows that in India also the star Sirius indicated the
scorching or fiery days which come when the sun comes
its

ing scorching

to the region of that star

beneficent

summer 'rain.

sun Indra and the

star

and which are attended by the
$una and Sira would thua be the
Sirius

Puramc
which

respectively.

(3).

But

if

undoubtedly means in the
* and was
synonymous with Ian gala
mentioned in the agricultural hymn IV. 57

Sira meanfc the plough (as

it

literature)

also is

along with p h a 1 a , the plough-share, we may take the
Orion Kshetra or field to be the appropriate place in

which to find the plough. If we view the Orion when it
has risen in the east, the Belt would be the plough planted
Thus
slantingly in the field in the act of ploughing it.
ploughed, the Field Orion would become the ploughed
land, Sita, who too is a goddess praised in this agricultural

hymn, thus
"

:

be present, we

Auspicious Sita,

glorify

thee, that thou mayest be propitious to us

;

that

thou mayesb yield us abundant fruit."
"
May Indra take hold of Sita ; may Pushan

guide her

;

may

she well stored with water yield

as milk, year after year,"
The field is blessed by the
it

sun in his two aspects,

one as Indra the Rainer, the other as Pushau the maker
of plenty.
When she is thus benefited she may be
said

up

become UrmiZa, one who has swollen up heaved
(with crop). Urmi means the wave which is the swell
to

of the sea.

Similarly the crop

is

the swell of the

and although the name UrmiZa does not occur
still

the fact

sisters

that the

Ramayana makes

Sita

in the

field

;

Veda,

and UrmiZa'

shows how beautifully they are connected.

* Bala-R&ma

is called

Sira-pa?ii,

having the plou gh iu his hand aa

his weapon,
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Under

this view,
Kshetrasyapafci, the

Lord

of the Field,

with whose praise the Sukta begins, would be the
himself as the master plougher of the Orion-field.

moon

The next name bearing on the present subject
which

to

would call attention is Sarameya,
about which there are very curious passages

Sarameya

in

mother Saram&,

I

the

Taitt.

EkagnikaWa

believed that these
to be uttered as a

charm

II,

16.

It is

passages are intended

to drive

away sva-graha, hooping
cough, from a child. Their purport, so far as I have been
able to make out by the aid of Haradatta's commentary,
is

as follows

tail

:

There is (the dog) Kurkura, having circling
? ( v a la b a n d h a n a h ) who travels in the

third heaven from here.

ye persons

!

who

(1).

sons

are

of Alaba,

call

him

(the said dog), (also thedogs who are) the sons
of jRfcji (namely)
/Syama, the black, Saba&i, of
beautiful colors,

one

Adhorama,

who

is

black

below, and Ulumbala, the powerful. Sarameya runs
looking at s a in u d r a , the sky, wearing necklace

and

gold(nishkam

who

is

Subiriwa and

fca

who

is

rukinam

True

(spasayasva)

''

and

"I

ask for a v a

!

!

it is

spied them and came back.
"
Thou saidst
thou spied ?
said)

he

Leave, Sirrah
Indra told thee to spy
Thou
bring the cows.

Subiriwa, the best of dogs
leave (the boy).

&a),

the best of dogs. (2.)

r

a

,

Ho

asked thee:

"Hast

t(

(Indra then
Spied/'
boon."
(Thou saidst)

kumara," boy (that is I want to
and
trouble boys ) (3).
possess
Blandishing thine arms thou swimmest looking
select

at the sky

and wearing necklace and gold, (0 thou)

Subirma the best of dogs

(4).

Subirma, the best of dogs
Leave, sirrah
True it is Sarama is thy mother
leave (the boy).
!

and Lohita thy

father.

!

ye of the waters (born
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the

ta?2rfa

8

sky whose names are) Teka, and Sasaramaand Vitula and Arjuna and Eoliita Dnla is
!

your mother and Mandhakaka your father.

down

in the sky.

has the Aakra

do not come

Taksha, the

weapon)
(here).

Sisavama

horse.

Run

(he

who

(Therefore)

(5).

Go away

!

!

Begone

;

as swiftly

salutation

as a strong

(6).

Sisarama!
to

will beat you.

Sarameya

!

Sisara

to thee,

&akrin

and not

Begone; salutation

Sarameya!

Sisara

thee,

Let

1

(one)

the purusha (man).

dog eat another dog
(7).

Comparing the hooping cough to the harking of a dog
and imagining the cough to have come from the cold moon,
the lord of waters,

prowler, that

is

The moon brings
tion of the

seems

it

sought to

to be the

moon-dog, the nightly
he driven away from the hoy.

the cows, the

summer

rays, at the conjunc-

Orion with the sun.

I would identify Saram&, the mother of Sarameya, with
According to the Rig Veda,

the star Rohini or Aldebaran.

the Panis or miserly beings under Vala carry away the cows
The
of the gods and hide them in a mountain or fortress.
find out where the
gods send their bitch Sarama to go and
the
waters of the Rasa
crosses
cows are.
Accordingly, she
and finds the Panis and the place where they had concealed
A very interesting dialogue
their treasures and the cows.

takes place between

which

is

them and her (X. 108), the purport

given below

:

Panis

Sarama come on

intention has

With what

this distant and tortuous journey

she cross the waters of the. Rasa

Sarama

?

How

did

(1).

I come as Indra's messenger, desiring,

Panis, your great treasures.
to cross the

Panis

?

Rasa

What kind
Indra?

of

So, I was able

(2).

man and

of

Let him come here

cowherd of our cows.
181

(3)

.

what look

is

and be the

of
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No body

Saramd

can subdue him.

do not deter him.
him.

Pants

You

Deep streams
be killed by

(4).

These are the cows, flying about the ends
Who would give them up
of the sky.
without fighting?
sharp

Saramd

our weapons

for,

are

too

(5).

Whatever be your weapons and the impenetrability of your

will not spare

Panis

will

We watch

you

stronghold/ Bnhaspati
.

(6)

You

our well secured treasure.

have come in vain to this plaoe (7).
Saramd " Let only the R/shis come here

fired

with Soma, Ayasya (Indra) and the ninefold
Angirases ; they will divide this stable of
then the Panis will vomit out this
;

cows

speech (va&aA)"

Panis

If
let

Saramd

(8).

you have come from such

us
I

terrible

gods,

make you our sister, do not go away (9).
know nothing of brotherhood or sister-

hood (with you). Indra and the Angirases
seemed to me anxious for their cows when I

came

;

therefore

the cows

away from here

get

come out

straight

(n'tena),

;

let

the

which Bnhaspati, Soma, the presand the wise fi/shis (the Angistones
sing
have
found when hidden (10 and 11).
rases)

cows

The cows and the wealth appear

They disappear

at the

to

be the summer rays.

advent of winter, and

it is

fancied that

the Panis, the. powers of darkness, hide them in the Orion
The sun Indra whose another
fortress, the Belt mountain.

name

is BWhaspati,* thus losing the cows in
winter, in
which he is far away from the Orion, is fancied to have sent

the star

Rohi?ii

as

his

bitch,

and thus

sent,

she

enters

* This is clear from the manner in Tvhich the name
Brthaspati
occurs in verses 6 and 11 in the plaoe of Indra, and from the fact that
is
called ValabMt, Gotrabhit, &o., names
in the Big Veda Brihaspati
applied to Indra.
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Rasa, the winter nights
of the

guardians
then when

the

vernal

have come back

to

cows and

the

that

and holds the
dialogue with

Orion, which

to

is

equinox

close

to

comes

the

that star; and

she

is

fancied

sun Indra, and told him
are
hidden in the Orion.
to

Day

wealth

in one bound ( for, after
coming to the star Rohini, the
next
asterism is the Orion the sun Indra alias Bn'hasvery
pati rushes upon the Orion, with the Angirases who are his

Then

)

and driving away or killing the Pa?iis, releases the cows,
of summer.
The epithets applied to the
the
viz.
and
Angirases,
Navagvas
Dasagvas"^ are applied to the

rays,

the rays, or days,
Marufcs; and

when

in II.

34 which

is

a

hymn

about the Maruts,

they are called, in verse 12, the Dasagvas that were the first
to bring and perform the sacrifice, Saya?ia explains that the

Dasagvas are the Angirases and that the Mar tits took the
form of the Angirases when bringing the sacrifice. This
he does, evidently
are said to kindle

to suit

83, 4, in

I.

A gni and offer

the wealth and cows of the

which the Angirases

the oblation

Panis.

first,

Thus he

conquering

finds

that the

Maruts.aud the Angirases are identical, and yet he ingeniously makes a distinction between them. It appears to

me

that Bn'haspati alias Brahmanaspati

as a

or

fice
is

High

ffo'shis

indeed, in II, 24, 9 he

;

is

the sun conceived

Priest, as a poet, with his rays as the seven Vipras
in imitation of the seven principal priests of sacriis

called Purohita, while

Indra

same sun conceived as a hero attended by the same
warrior troop of the Maruts, and that notwith-

the

rays as the

standing the etymological conception of Bn'haspati as poet,
the lord of words, his martial aspect as the conquering sun,
Hence, the same
Indra, is not forgotten in the Big Yeda.
to {he one apply to the other.
descriptions which apply
more
names are given to the same
or
Yet when two

object,

the

force

of the

etymology of the different names

in several distinct aspects) is so great that
(pourtraying it
in course of time the one object comes to be looked upon as

These names mean probably thabthe Aigirases, the rays, go or
nine directions, tea directions

i.e,

m

to all directions,
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Even in the Rig Veda, II. 23, 18, ifc is said that
Bnhaspati opened the stall of kine with Indra for his ally
(Indrena yuja), thus making a distinction between Bn'has-

many.

pati and Indra, though it
thab in doing the valorous

is

likely

deed

that

the

poet

means

Bn'haspati was comhiued

with his aspect as the warrior Indra.
The seven Angirases are the finders of the path of /fata
In many places Sayana unhesitatingly
(III. 31, 5 and 6).
I think the abode of
construes -Rz'ta as meaning sacrifice.
.

Beta spoken of in the Eig

Veda must be

a specific locality in

the sky. It, seems to be the Orion, which is the sacrificial field
of the Devas. In JBig Veda II. 24, 7, Z?eta and Annta are thus

constrasted:- Angirasas perceived the Ann'tas, turned back,
stood again upon lofty ways, and (becoming) JB/t&vans, cast
on the rock a fire, which did not exist before, but which
they blew forth from

dhamitam).

Ifc

is

their

shoulders

(bahubhyam

said in V. 11, 6, that the

Angirases
found out Agni concealed in a cave. This shows that Agni was
found out like the cows and the wealth. All this may
be

The
explained from different poetical stand points.
is conceived under several
as
the
aspects,
light

summer

COAVS, the

wealth, the fire Agni.

In winter

taken away and concealed in the Orion

all

these arc

castle or rock.

But

vernal equinox, the solar rays,
at the approach
of the sun, first spread over and
Angirases, the van guard
catch hold of the Orion.
Likening the rays to shoulders and
of the

become strong or fiery in summer,
seeing that the rays
fancied that the summer light or fire was generated

it is

by

of the sun, just as fire is made
blowing the ordinary rays
In winter the ordinary rays go along
ablaze by blowing *.
with the sun to the south and finding that the path there
is

Ann'ta,

opposed to

Tfo'ta,

they turn back and come to

* In the geneology of mythical names occurring in the SamvartaMaruttiya Upfikhyana of the Asvameclha Parvan of the Mahabharata, a
forth wealth by simply blowing his hand
.king named Suvarfcas blows
and thereby gets the name of Karam-dhama, and it was the wealth of
king Marutta which the Pawlavas obtain for performing their horseMarufcta's wealth may be identified with the wealth Which the
.-sacrifice.
Angirasee alias Marutfj find, agcordjng to
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the Orion, the abode of sacrifice, and thereby become
and perform sacrifice by finding the concealed

jfo'ta,

jR/tavaus,
in

Agni

the

Orion, nay by blowing forth

Agui from

that Agni, who, on the one hand,

shoulders

is

their

the sacrificial

to the gods, and on the other, is the fire of destThe
ruction thrown on the rock and castle of the enemy.
Orion Rz'ta being in the higher or northern path of the sun,

fire

be named

In

autumnal

to the

from the vernal

the path of

III. 39, 5,

equinox-, that path

may

well

Bzt.a.

said that Indra, with

it is

the

Navagvas

and Dasagvas, found Surya, the sun, lying hidden in the
darkness.
Surya ordinarily means the sun; and if Indra
too

is

phenomenally, as stated by

the sun,

the

Ahalya

explaining
the sun finding the sun.

Indra

is said, to

Kumarila when,

myth, there is the paradox of
In other places in the .Rig Veda,

have created the sun.

This

paradox

can

only be removed by supposing that Indra and other deities
are invisible spiritual gods described by the metaphor *f the
sun, and therefore they transcend the sun whenever the veil
metaphor is lifted up. The Invisible God finds and

of

brings back for us the sun from the womb of the darkness of
Night or winter. Or, in the verse in question, Siirya, the

bestower (of desired things), may be taken to be either Agni,
the fire concealed in the Orion, or the Orion Sacrifice that

was in the night

The

JBig

in winter.

Veda

I.

62, 3 says that at the

desire of Indra

and the An^irases, Sarama found food for her son ( v i d a t
Sarama t a n a y a y a g h a s i m )'; that Bnhaspati cleft
the mountain and found the cattle; and that the heroes (the
"
The legend
Angirases) shouted with the kine in triumph.
cattle
of
stolen
the
that
Sarama
to
in
search
says
go
agreed

on condition that the milk of the cows should be given to
As Sarameya has been
her young ones"
Griffith I. p. 112.

shewn

moon
him may

to be the

obtained for
reflected

(vide pp. 180

well be

The Rohim

on the moon.

pati's wife,

As

the sun

and 181

taken to be

is

ante), the

the

solar

light

star (Sarama) is Praja-

one of the forms of Prajapati

185

milk

THE DOG AND THE COWS.
moon

as the

is .the

well be said to

be

moon (Sarameya) may

son of the, sun, the
,

the. son of

The Bnhaddevata

SaramEL

gives

a,

new

the story

to

feature

having been faithless to
as
been
and
therefore,
having
Indra,
punished by him. 'Oh
she
fora drink of milk.
the;
to
Paws.
" asked them
going
'
-;.-;
O
O
-,(;,.
"After having drunk the milk, she reerossed the Rasa,
and;,when she was, asked after the cows by Indra^'she
It .describes

of SaramjU

'

'

J

her

,as.

'

i

<

;

,

,

.

denied having seen them. Indra thereupon kicked her with
his-foot, and she vomited the milk, and ran back to the
...

;

Indra then followed her, killed the demons, and
recovered the cows" Max Miiller's Science of Language
Panis.

,

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

..
:

.

.'

:.

This..

be explained, thus.

may

The summer

is

light

coneeived^by two me.taphpr.s, namely, .cows and milk. The
Rohiwi star .goes into the. night, that is, rises acronycally,

and the milk, given her

summer

the light

is

of the full moon, the
from us at that time of "th'e

light that disappears

Sh e
year being fancied .to. have gone to the lunar globe
drinks it, because,, in .the succeeding four months, the moon,
when with her, is seen to be thinner and thinner, and finally
becomes the new moon at the" end of
" the last month when
.

..

r

,

'

'

'

'

'

'

<

>

.

/

.

'i

.-.

she comes back to the sun ladra, having fully drunk the
moon-Soma. as,.ihe.milk of .self-sacrifice. The sun, then

with .his. foot, or. con junatipnal rays, and
summer
;vomit ithe
same, milk in thqrv form ,of the
...
';:.'.

kicks her
:

'-her

:-

>

.)

,

i.j

(^

which now

NQW

makes

.

So much, about the

reappears,,.

.

;

'

;-

j

"
light,
?
-

.milk, metaphor.

about the cow metaphor., Kjcjfed by the sun, the star
and runs back to the. night, that is, to the

rises heliacally

^

point of her acronycal rising. Then, the sun runs and meet-ing her- atithe end o.f. winter, pounces upon the bovine
Thus the Bn'haddevata appears to
treasure in the Or ion.
,

:

:

spread

ihe.-

story

pver, :> tw.o

confines it :tp. one year.
w
'

.

v*-.*:.

.....

.....

years,

.*.'.'

cows*

may

out,

be taken
&'

.,';;)'"

.
,

The words which, Sarama

to vomit

whereas the Big Veda

,

says, the

'

to be another

u

.

186

'

Panis' will be

made

aspect of the

THE BOG AND THE COWS,
The Augirases

are the sons of heaven

the solar rays may well be said to be.
sun Indra is often called Angirasvan
f

Antnraseg'.

Fnis

14
(III. 53, 7), as

In the Big Veda the
he who has the

i.e.

?

hame may
" be
.

name Marutv&n.

187

with iris^other
compared'*
V .....
5.

THE MARUTS,

DITI

AND

ADITI.

The Rig Veda says (for instance, see II. 34, 2) that, the
Maruts are the sons of Budra and that they were born within
Prism's resplendent side,
Rndra, as Agui, is the powerful
sun of the bright half of the year, and the strong summer
rays are his sons, the Marnts, whose power, as the darting
or scorching rays,

is emphasised by the description that they
armed with spears. They are always described in the
the
plural and are a troop.
Sayana takes Pn'sni to be

are

'f

who in the form of a brindled cow was inpregnated
Prof. Max Miiller has
Rudra"
(Griffith I. p. 388).
by
shown that Pmni means a speckled deer (Chips. II. p 87).

Earth,

I take the speckled deer, the mother of the Maruts, to be the
Orion, who is well known to be the Taramn'ga or starry-

deer-form of Sacrifice, vide Essay on Pravargya. As soon as
the sun Rudra comes in conjunction with her, the Maruts *
are generated; and as these powerful rays are fancied to be
cause of the summer rain, they, though sons of Rndra,
attend upon the sun in his aspect as Indra, the miner, and
thereby make him Murutvan, one who has the Maruts.
the

The Rig Veda

Kim

(I.

na

170, 2) says:

I n d r a

jighamsasi

bhrataro Marutas

tava.

Indra

kill

why

dost thou wish to

(We) the Maruts are thy
This verse
that Indra

is

?

brothers.

being construed as meaning
brothers, the Maruts, and so, I

susceptible of

wished to

have supplied the

us

kill his
(

we.

J

As, to hate uterine brothers
not quite natural, it was supposed that the brothers whom
Indra wished to kill must have been his step brothers, and so,
ellipse

is

*

* The Taitb

Auauyaka I. 3, 3 says that Rudra-gana (the troop of
Maruta), clad in white, come^always with the Gnshmi or. hob saason.
The sama V. 4, 8 says that A.dibya, the sun, is Pravargya and that his
rays are the Maruta. In classical Sausorit Marat means ihe wiai and
also the Devas.

188

THE MARUTS,

DITI

AND

ADITI,

a story arose (Ram. I, 46 ; and the Bhagavata Purana VI.
to a
18) that Indra's step-mother Diti wanted to give birth'

son capable of killing Indra and becoming Tndra in his place;
but that Indra watched for an opportunity, entered her

womb when

was asleep during mid-day and cut
the half-developed embryo into seven bits and then each bit
into seven parts.
These 4-9 bits became the Maruts. Indra
she

made them his companions. The Bhag. Parana says that,
they were made one with Indra (satin yarn prapita/i).
Now, like the seven solar rays, the number of the Maruts is
known to be seven, and the Aiigirases also are spoken of as
the seven Vipras. To show that the number of the solar rays
should not be rigidly confined to seven a number which
seems
solar

have been the outcome of the conception of the
rays as the seven sacrificial priests of the sun the
to

seven seems to be multiplied by seven. In other words, the
solar rays are the troop consisting of the many Maruts.

Taking the grishma season to be the midday part of the year,
the Orion Diti (for, I take her to be the Orion,) sets at that
time heliacally, and so, it is fancied she went to sleep. The
sun Indra enters the Orion, strikes the Belt which is in her

womb, and makes the Maruts,
come out and be his troop.

the strong rays of

summer,

to

The name

Diti seems to have arisen as a necessary
the
word Aditi, like the word Sura in contrast to
contrast to

Asura.

mean akhandita,

Aditi seems to

breakable.

It is a

name

to the vast effulgence of the

That

Dawn

Ditij in correlation to Aditi,

illustrated in

which

of quality

or

to

not cut, not

be applied

may

the vast

means one who

the story of Indra's penetrating her

is

earth.
cut, is

womb and

Rig Veda I. 164, 36 enigmatically
cutting off her embryo.
seven
sa y s;
'The
nnripened germs (sapta ardhag a r b h a 7i) are the

r e t

They stand everywhere

a s or seed of b

(

dh

i t i

a

,

existence.

at the ordinance of Vishnu. They, the

seers wishing to be all round

ceiving mind

huvan

bh

i

r

(

in

pa

r i

bhu v ah

)

with con-

an a s a pervade everywhere
)

(pari bhavanfci vi^vata/*).' S&yarai takes the
189

seven.

THE MAEUTS, DITI AND

3

AJDITI,

be the solar rays. The original of e unripened germs ;
a r'dli a - g"a'r b h'-a h J If wertake ar 4 h a,.,., not..in the

germs

to

r

is'

sense

:

(

but inits Vedic sense'of -place or house, the sey.en

of' half,;

'rays- or 'the -Maruts- are the seven gharbhas or seeds haying
the Orion as their place, home.' They are the retas or fructi:

fiers ,
:

earth,

'

becausey ak their advent in summer, the .winter beaten
permeated by the-heat of the summer rays, begins to

'teem with" 'animal and vegetable life/ ;and so,
they pervade^ everywhere, -In course of time;

it is

a.r

said that

dh

a lost

;

shade of tneaning as place or home,. and. a
"the seven rays were half <or tmripened gar bhas
its

:

;;

5

led
;:

from

the'

:

womb.

Maruts begih
at the

:

the

'to

when the -heavenly

sacrifice is

;

time when the Orion-sacrificial Vedi or

In commenting upon

Ha

arpse.that

germs expel-

As Vishnu

;

donj unction with'the sun'
:!

or;

is the god of sacrifice, .the
and
pervade at the ordinance, of
spreads

1

Sacrifice- Vi'shwUj

myth

"^

!

performed
altar
......

^

Veda

JKig

III. 27, 10

'of 'Dafeha detains-thee'-^-Sa-yana takes

is

in

...

'OAgni!
11^, to.,

mean

- ru
'the 'goddess earth in the form of the- fire-altar (.V e d i
p&
with
X.
72.
"B h ii m i li } and identifies hes*
Adifci, quoting

""

1

'

-

,

The Orion

'

is

constellation.
1

;'

the -altar' of the/ gods. :She is Aditi, the vast
As the heavenly soma.juice seems to be, the

same 'solar rays personified as the vigour-imparting drink,
the ten sisters, the ten fingers, are said, to squeeze him .put in
5

the 'place, of Aditi' ( A4*i t e;r up a s t h;e.) where there is
the hidden abode of the* cows (Gro/ apl^.yam pad am),
have seen that the .cow's place is the ..Orion
IX. 71, 5.

We

'''

Go'tra, cowfoldj'in

u

i!

which the -Panis hide the

by breaking which Indra

or -Bn'haspati

In'the adverse description, -the Orion
by the sun Indra alias Puram-dara

-

is.

and

Yet, notwithstanding

.

;

stolen cows,

becomes Gptrabhit.
the town cut asunder

by him every year, the Orion remains the
and so, in the friendly, aspect,
undemolished heavenly town
l

this feat repeated

:

;

!!!

mother.

Aditi, exhibited under .the
of
"the
altar
bear
>her.
son Indra, like the sacred
ing
metaphor
--it'
But the Orion cannot ever remain with the sun., She
'fire.
!

it ''becomes 'IMr'as's'

:;

:

goes to the point

;

of-

opposition in

.

winter: as

if

she

was

THE MARUTS,
inimical to Indra.

AND

DITI

ADtTI.

Orion seems

aspect of the

-This inimical

to have been personified by the Paurauics as Diti (the
opposite of Aditi), from whom are. born, the Daifcyas, the

powers of darkness personified as the demons opposing Indra.
So, the inimical step-mother is cut through at the conjunction,
show that she is Diti.
This adverse description is

to

pregnant with the friendly description .also ; for, the step
mother is converted into mother, by reusonof ludra's coming
out from her womb, simultaneously with her heliacal rising,
quite unhurt and, giving her
the
to
attend
Maruts,
powerful sous,
upon the summer sun.
There are three classes of collective gods called in the

and she

is

Aditi, having risen

.

Rudras, and Adi ty as, who are located
in the earth, in the aerial region ( a n t a r i k s h a ) and in
plural, viz. the Vasus,

:

O/\
;

'

the sky,

appears to me., that all these are
rays which extend from the sun in the

respectively.

It

names of the solar
The Vasus
sky down to the earth
or golden rays.
The Maruts, whom
;

'',-,

'

are

I

,

the

pervading

have

identified

with the strong- rays .of the summer sun, are often called
Ru'dras/as they are sons of Rudra.
Similarly, from another
:

:

name

of the

sun,

Aditya, they

If as observed above ^ Aditi

is

well be called, Adityas.
altar, Aditya means the

may

the

son of the 'altar, ^e, born, of sacrifice.

_;

name has been

This

applied to several other gods including Varuua.
Thus, as Indra* s mother Aditijs the altar, his father

'

;i

Kasyapa may be

with Yajfia, the deified Sacrifice.

identified

In other words, the same

sacrifice

which, in the aspect of the

(a feminine, word), is mother, is, when
conceived in the aspect of Yajua (a masculine word), father.

altar

-IZa

or

Aditi

Eig Veda IX. 11 4, 2 says
jRe'shi Kasyapa

:

;

The

!

Increasing the (sound

of)

chants by mea^ns of the praiseSi of hymn-makers, pay
reverence 'to king Soma, the ruler of plants.
Bishi

or seer

himself; but

it

of this

to

Sukta

me

is

that

appears
'
Rishi Kasyapa
address himself as

I

to

.said

the
*;

Ka*yapa
does

He.- segins to

the deified Sacrifice Kasyap^a to receive the

191

be

author

Soma

not

address

plant, the

THE MARtJTS,
king, the great

a

t 1 1

h

Toy

or guest

AND ADlTL
(when the plant

welcoming him by means

to the sacrificial hall),

sung

i

DITI

is

brought

of the chants

the priests.

Eig Veda X. 72 says:
"

Eight are the sons of Aditi who from her body
sprang

to life.

With seven

she went to meet the gods: she cast
"
far away
verse 8.

Martanda

With

sons Aditi went up to the ancient
u (upaprait p 11 r v y a

the seven

junction

m

Y

gam).
She brought Martanda again

for life

(prajayai mra'tyave

)

and for death

verse 9.

This seems to be the only place in the Rig Veda where
the name Martanrfa is mentioned.
If in the time of the Rig

Veda

this

was one

of the

names of the sun

as

it is

in the

Puranic age, the verses may be explained thus: At the conjunction; the sun as well as the seven summer rays spring
forth from Aditi, the Orion altar,

the ancient meeting place
where they received the sacrificial honours. But
when the Orion rises acronycally she is fancied to have cast
the sun far away, and gathering or withdrawing the seven
of the gods

rays from us she commences the journey back to the meeting
which is described in two ways,
place, viz. the Conjunction,

one as though she herself went there with the seven

summer

as though she called back the sun there,
rays, the other
life and for death/
evidently for his going through the

mer and then the winter

of the

new

year.

<

for

sum-

Thus, in summer,

the Orion gives away her son, the sun, for life for producing
and in winter to Death (Mn'tyave)the p r a j a or creation
not to be killed but protected by Mn'tyu. In the Upanaya-

na ceremony, the parent gives the boy

to the protection of the

deities

Agni, Soma, Savitar, Sarasvaii, Mn'tyu,* Yama, Grada,
Antaka, the Waters, the Oshadhis, the Earth and Vaisva-

nara, vide Ekagnik^nrfa Mantras, II. 13
* "

24.

M?-ityave tva paridadaini, Yainaye tva pandad&rai, Gad&ya,

pa.ridad.anii,

Antakaya

fcva

paridadami."

ASVINS.

T<HE
"

With Ushas,

the

Dawn,

the daughter of the

sky, the Asvins are united or go together."
I.

B. V.

183, 2.
"

Come

Asvius, we have crossed this darkness.
along the paths by which the gods walk."

tt.V.

I.

183,

6.

Savitar, the sun, sends forth the chariot of the

Asvins before Ushas, the Dawn. R. V. I. 34, 10.
It is evident from these verses that the Asvins are the
early
first

flood

morning

appearance

of,

of

the

light,

Dawn.

1

preceding, or indicating the
would take them to represent

the churned Agni and the pressed Soma
two
immortal
infants of the sacrificer.
the
juice,
They are
the light, and drink, of knowledge, with which to remove

Agnishomau,

i. e.

our darkness, ignorance, and are metaphorically seen in the

dewy dawn.

earliest flush of

birth;

They

lead

man

to his spiritual

and so they are the heavenly physicians.

The .Rig Yeda I. 181, 4 says that one of the Asvins is the
victorious prince of sacrifice and the other the glorious son of
heaven.
latter to

Sayaa

Asvins are the
the
1

,

takes the former to be the

be the sun.

Soma

Soma

juice,

moon and

the

This goes to confirm the view that the
and Agni ; for, the moon is the deity of

and the sun the Agni in the sky.

the Asvins are called the sons of heaven.

represent the best in the

day and night

In

I.

182,

They seem

to

the strong fiery light

of the one, and the nectarian moonlight and star light of the
other; and, in order to pay equal homage to these twins

together

as

the

first

duty of the early

riser,

the early

morning when night and day gently mingle together seems
to

have been selected as the time of the

Asvins.

Whea

thus they were identified with day and night, the idea of
their being the sons of heaven has had to yield to the idea
that they

are the sons of the sun, as day .and night

come

from the apparent movement of the sun,
108
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THE JJVISS.
The story of their birth, -found
now be examined. The verses are:

Eig Veda X. 17

in

Tvashia duhitre vahattim Krniotitidam visvambhuvanam sameti.
Yamasya mata paryuhyamana ma ho
jay a Vivasvato nanasa (1).
A p a guhan amrttam martyebhya/i
krz'tvi savarnam adadur Vivasvat e

.

vinavabhar a d yat tadasidajahad dva mithuna Saranyuft (2).

Ufcas

following Prof.

Very nearly
these verses
translate

(Science of

them

Max

Miiller's rendering of

Language Vol.

II. p.

528), I would

thus:

Tvashter makes a wedding for his daughter,
thus saying, the -whole world comes together.

Yama's mother, the wife

the great Vivasvat,

of

*

(1).
being wedded, disappeared
They hid t that immortal -woman

mortals: making her savarwa, a

woman

from the

of the

same

colour [as himself], they gave her to Vivasvat,
She bore the Asvinau (the two Asvins, the word

She left (behind) the Two,:}:
being in the dual).
the couple (i,e, the Asvins), she (who is) Sarawyu,
the running woman
(2).
Yaska " in order to explain the disappearance of
Saranyu says that the night vanishes when the sun rises"

Max Miiller
who

night,
in other

ibid p. 528.

So,

Yaska takes her

daybreak comes

at

words,

is

married to

leaving her children, the Asvins,
*

The

in

him,

who

to

be

contact with the

the
sun,

but who disappears,
are the

morning

light.

original is nanslsa.

t The hiding

is

the reason for her disappearance from the view of

the mortals.
J Not two couples. In classical Sanscrit, mitlninam is always
neuter and means the couple but in the J?ig Veda it occurs in the
masculine dual, mithuuau, an epithet often applied to the
5

194

THB..ASVIHS.

It appears to
is

me

a /f/iandasa instance of

ya

the dual

we should

ay oh

ra

read

'

y amasya
va&anavyatyaya and means

that the singular genitive

.

the mother of the

other than the two

YamasfrA in R.

Asvins.

V.

III. 39,

thus:The mother *

'

Yama's mother',
twins/ the twins being no

If so, instead of

Indeed, their mother is called
3, which Prof, Max Muller

renders
(p. 53!)
(i

twins

of the

has

borne

the

twins; the tip of my tongue falls, for she approaches;
the twins [mithuna, lit. the couple] that are born

they the conquerors of darkness that
have come at the foot o the sun."

assume form

Max

Prof.

Muller takes

Saranyii

to

Dawn.

be the

After quoting the above verse he says:
" We
might have guessed from the text

itself,

even without the help of the commentator, that
'
'
here spoken of is the
the mother of the twins

Dawn

;

but

loo, adopts

it

may be

this

" The time

stated that the

commentator,

view."
of the Asvins is

by Yaska supposed

time other gods
their
and
offerings, and first of all
appear
require
Dawn.
the
Ushns,
Here, again, a distinction is
made between the dawn of the air and the dawn of
to extend to about sunrise; at that

the sky, a distinction which

it is

difficult to

under-

stand."
If

we

one day

bear in mind the ancient idea that our one year is
Devas, the dawn of the sky spoken of by

to the

Yaska was most

likely the star Rohini

at which
( Aldebaran),
vernal equinox, the beginning of the
day
period of the year, was taking place in the olden time.
So,
Ushas, the Dawn, has two places, one in the morning flush of
the atmosphere, the other in the red star Rohini in the sky.
Who is right Yaska, who takes Saranyu to be Night, or

or near which, the

the commentator Pay ana, who takes her to be

Dawn?

It upsets

* No other fcwius than the two As Tins
appear to be meanfc,
YamasAft. because she gives birth to the Asvina as tlie twins.

195

She
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THE ASV1NS,
our notions of the Eig Vedic Ushas, the

Dawn, to be told
*
Pur
thai
ana
Ushas is night, and Vyusli^i,
by
day but the commentator of that Pur ana supports this view
all

the Vishnu
;

by quoting

the following Vedic

viz

test,

The word

tJsh&,aharVyushitiL

It

:

a

va

t r i r

occurs-

vyushii

in the Rig Veda X. 41, 1, in connection with Ushas. That
verse prays to the Asvins to come in their chariot at the vyu-

.

to

Ushas

or flush of Ushas.

shtfi

derived from the root u

is

burn, and denotes .the dawn

goddess.- Vyushii also

burning

s

h

,

or

blazing
derived from the same root with the

is

preposition v i ( thus:
has well blazed forth.

to be a

v

i -

u

s

h ti

,

and means that which

)

The verse means then: 'At the well
of
the
forth
blazing goddess we invoke the Aivins.'
blazing
In course of time Vyushd became one of the names of the
Dawn, she who blazes well and compared with it, the
;

name Ushas, meaning simply

the blazing woman, suffered
a defeat and was transferred to the Night, who too shines
with starlight and moonlight but not so brightly as the

The expression nisa prabhat^, means

Dawn, Vyushii.
that the night

Rohini

itself

becomes bright
well

dawn.

at the

be looked

Similarly,

upon both

as Night
and Dawn, the former when it is in opposition to the sun
and is seen conspicuously in the nights of winter j the

the

latter

when

star

may

in conjunction with the sun, in the day period of

the year.

I would, therefore, take Saranyu to be the star Rohini.
of this star is Father Prajapati, whose another

The regent

name

is

Tvashiar.

pati's love with his

cally represents

Rig Veda

own daughter

That story

Prajapati.

itself; for, it is

alluded to in

duhitur garbham adha t'
va

d uh

from the story of Praj&that the sun metaphori-

It will be seen

m

),

h

is

I.

1

as

old

64, 33

(

and X. -61, 7

k

n

the

as

<

P

i t

a

'(Pita

'

y a d i ).
y
Duhita, daughter, is derived from the root d u 7t , to milk, and
means f she who milks.' There is the ancient idea (found in
the KBndogya V. 8 and 9; tin B/'/halarmyaVi VI .2, 13;
a t

s

* Ushlt

in

i

t

a

r&brifo sanft&lsliyata

r

a

a d

i

s

h

a

Vyushiis J^pyuohyata diuam
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and

the"]

man

sacrifices himself in his wife in

story in'the

Stoaampa

Aitareya Br&hmana) that
order to be born as son

j & because he himself is born in
Thus, the wife becomes the mother. By
simply applying this idea to the mode of his spiritual
birth through sacrifice, the fire-altar Vedi would, under

and that she

called j &

is

her again as son.

one view, represent his
preparing her

or

for

daughter, by reason of his making
the purpose of her drawing for

of his spiritual life; under another, his wife,
her
of
reason
bearing the mystical seed of his spiritual
by
* while under the third, she becomes his mother when
birth;

him the milk

bom

spiritually. This would explain why in Rig
Aditi
Veda X. 72,
(the fire-altar, vide p. 190 ante) is said to
well
as the mother of Daksha.
as
be the daughter
Vedi, the
name given to the fire-altar, is derived from v i d to know,

in her he is

,

and may have meant the same thing which in the Upanishads
is

Vidya, in whom the knower is spiritually born.
would take Vivasvan to be identical with Tvashjar, and

called

I

the

wedding to be the

wedding

spiritual

of himself with his

own daughter. The name Vivasvan is taken to mean one
who is radiant. But it seems to have also meant the sacrificer.
Big Veda I. b3, 1 says that Vivasvan's s a d a n a is
'where Tndra

is

praised.

So,

it

must be the place

of sacrifice.

In III. Si, 3 Indra is said to take delight in Vivasvan's
s a d a n a
Agui, who is well known as the messenger of the
sacrificers as he carries their oblations to the gods, is called,
.

I. 58, 1, Vivasvan's
messenger. In II. 13, 6 it is said
Indra gives boons to Vivasvan; and there,
Sftyana takes
Vivasv&n to be the sacrifice!
The name seems to be

in

1

.

derived from
the

g

vas,

r ill a p a

t

to dwell,

i
,

and

to

have probably

meant

householder.

So, Vivasvan, as a name of the sun, seems to
depict the
sun as a householder and sacrifice!'. The whole of the winter-

beaten world anxiously looks forward to the sun's
conjunction with the star Rohmi and to his spiritual birth
through her
*
About the mystical seed vide Dr. Hang's Introduction to the Ai
Br&timawa pp. 2327, about Nfibhanedisht/ta aiicl Prajapati's sacrifice.
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t.

when he performs the sacrifice in the Orion
The gods wed her to him by making her

sacrificial

ground.

savarn&, ie. of the
sa,me, colour as the sun, because the colour of the star Rohini
is r.eddish.

They hide her from

because she has heliacally

set.

the vulgar view of the mortals,
For the same reason she dis-

appears from their view. Thus .wedded to the sacrificing
sun, she gives birth to his divine sons, the twin Asvins, Agni

and Soraa, who are the

and drink, of knowledge, capafrom
mortality to immortality to
men,
Phenomenally, they are the summer heat and
light,

ble of resuscitating
spiritual

rain

life.

resuscitating

winter

beaten

nature to

summer

life.

Saranyu seems to mean sarana-sila, she who moves or
flows, and may be taken to be an alias of Sarasvati, who is
the .wife of PraJEtpati, and who, indeed, is praised in verses
and 9 of the same Sukta, X.

7, 8,

1-7,

the Asvins from, Saranyu is described.
In subsequent time the etymology
luive given rise to the

myth

that

in

which the birth of

of Saranyu seems to

Saranyu ran away from her

husband, as will be seen from the stories found in the Bn'haddevata and the Harivamsa regarding the birth of the Asvins.
The former is translated * by Dr. Muir as follows
:

" Tvashtn' had twin children

(a daughter) Saran-

He gave Saranyu in
(a sou) Trisiras.
marriage to Vivasvat, to whom she bore Yama and
Yamij whp were also twins. Creating a female
~like herself without her husband's knowledge and
yu and

making

the twins over in charge to her,

Saranyu

took the form of a mare and departed. Vivasvat, in
ignorance, begat on the female who was left, Manu,
a Royal

Jfo'shi,

who resembled

his father

in glory.

But discovering that the real Saranyu, Tvashtn's
daughter, had gone away, Vivasvat followed her
of the same
quickly, taking the shape of a horse
that
form she
him
in
she.
as
Recognising
species

approached him with the desire of sexual connecIn their haste his seed
tion which he gratified.
*

Vide

,M.

M, Kiwte's Aryan

Civilization p. 58.
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fell

on the ground, and she, being desirous of

spring smelled

From

it.

this act

off-

sprang the two
Dasra, who are

Kumaras (youths) Nasatya and
lauded as Asvins (sprung from a horse)."
The story of the Asvins grew as time rolled on.

The

narrated in Harivamsa, adhyaya 9
following story
Kasyapa had, by his wife Dakshayam, a son
is

:

sun. whose

named Vivasvat, the

wife was

Samjna

From her
Suremi, daughter
and
a
Vivasvat had two sons
daughter, namely (1)
of TvashZar.

alias

Manu

the

(the river)

Vaivasvata,
;

Yama

(2)

and

day .by day, so
became
scorched
and black.
body

Samjua

did

and

so,

creating from her

or a

woman

nofc like this

ugliness of

like herself,

reveal the secret
father

Yamuna

The light
much so that

of Vivasvat increased
his

(3)

the two latter were twins.

His wife

her husbandj
~

Maya, shadow, Savarna,
and

telling

her not

Tvashfar,

refused to take her

house because

into his

it

wrong on her part to have left her husband.
cover her shame she made up her mind to
incognito, and becoming a mare,
to the jungles of the Uttara
alias

to

anybody, she went away to her
who, however, chided her and

to

was

To
live

(barfaba) went

Kuru

Kh&ya, so well personated

country. Savarna
Samjna that the sun

never suspected her to be other than his dear wife.

She gave birth to two sons (1) Manu, the Savarni,
and (2) Sanaisfcira, the planet Saturn. There were
thus four sous and a daughter

In
in her charge.
her treatment of them, she was partial to her own
children. Manu, the Vaivasvata, the son of Sarajna,
did not

mind

this,

but

Yama

lost

his

temper and

went to kick Savarna with his foot. She cursed
him saying " may your Ka.ra.na,, foot, fall down."
Trembling with fear Yama went to his father and
confessing his folly begged him to counteract the
curse,

But Yivasvat

said
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<(

you have

really

done

THE
wrong in going

mother

kick your

to

;

but as you

repent, may the flesh of your foot be taken away
by insects to the earth and may your foot remain

Thus disposing of Yama's case,
Vivasvat turned round to his wife and demanded

without flesh."

the reason
children.

with

she was not impartial to all his
She then revealed the secret. Burning

why

he ran

rage,

however,

Tvashtor, who,

.to

was his own burning
that
was
to
and
that, if he wished,
blame,
light
he would convert his charred form into a lovely
pacified

him saying

that

The sun begged

form.

the sun on

b ha

r in

i

it

it

to be done.

Then putting

(rotation or rotating wheel)

Tvashfar lessened his light, and created from this
surplus light the twelve Adityas, viz, 1 Dh&tn, 2

Aryaman, 3 Mitra,

"4

Varuna, 5 Amsa,

<3

Bhaga, 7

Vivasvat, 9 Ffishan, 10 Parjanya, 11
Tvashter, and 12 Vishnu. Thus getting a lovely
form, the sun went to the Kuru jungles, and there,
Indra, 8

finding his wife in the form of a mare, he became a
horse and begat the Asvins (in the manner des-

cribed

in the

Bn'haddevata)

the planet, and

Manu

tapas expecting to

.

became

Sanaisifora

S&varm is still performing
become the Manu of the future
the

Ivalpa.

Thus, the poet of the Puranic school, as a moralist, has
utilized the, old story to teach the following morals:
(1)
that the wife should not forsake her husband on any account;
(2) that her father should not countenance bad conduct in

her

;

(3) that

sons should not be rude to their

mothers

that a mother, though she be a step-mother, should
the children of her husband alike ; and (o) that the
also should

I have
identical.

mend

said

already

But these

stories

(4)

husband

his defects.

that

Tvashfar

stories take

them

to

and Vivasvat are
be different beings,

the one as father-in-law, the other as son-in-law.
pf these

;

treat all

is

io

bring together in one
.
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children of Tvashfor and Yivasvat,

taking

each

name

as a

have to be

The names
distinct personage.
far detached from each
gathered from several Rig Vedic hymns
other. (1) There is in the Eig Veda a being called Trwiras alias
of these children

taken to be
Visvarnpa, son of Tvashfoir, and so T risiras was
the brother of Saranyu. (2) There is Yama Vaivasvata (son of
taken
Vivasvat), with Yami as his sister; and these two were

have been born previous to the Asvins, the author of the
Bn'haddevata apparently thinking that because III. 39, 3 says
to

Yamasu/t bore the twin Asvins, Sarawyu must have
been Yamasu/i, mother of twins, even before she bore the
that

Asvius as twins; but it appears to me that she is called
Yamasu/i by reason of her bearing the twin Asvins, and that
the verse implies no other twins. The .Big Veda gives no

matronymic to Yama and Yami, but it was easy to suppose
that the mother must have been the same Sarajzyu, who, as
wife of Vivasvat, bore the Asvius.
(3) Th ere is Mann called
the Vivasvat] in VIII. 52, 1, the Samvarani/i in VIII. 51, 1,
and tho Savarni/i in X, 62, 1 1 , the two latter being matro-

nymics, indicating him to be the son of Samvarana or
Savarna. Taking Samvararca as another name of Savarna,
the

Bn'haddevata

X.

17, 2,

identifies

her

with

the

Havarwa

of

and takes her to be distinct from Sarawyu; and

Maun to be the son of Savanva, taking the
Vivasvat
epithet
applied to Mann in VIII. 52, 1, to be
intended for the patronymic
Vaivasvata ; still in conseit

so,

states

quence of the very name Vivasvat having thus been applied
to him, it seems to have found it necessary to
say that

Maun

resembled his father

Vivasva.t

in-

glory, L
the
on

The Hadvaima,
glory.
evidently takes Manu !3amvara?ii and Manu
Vivasvat

two
or

and

in

e.

he was

contrary,

Savarni

to

be

Manns/ calling the former the so n of Samjna
Snrenuj which name it uses in the place of Saranyft ;
distinct

it

adds Saturn, to the list of Vaivasvatas. How the
the son of the sun will be considered

planet Saturn became
in another
place,
all

names of

the

Trisiras,

Yama

and

Manu

appear to be

moon, the Big Veda calling the
201

moon
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JO
Tmiras

in one place,

Yama

in another,

and Mann in the

third.

It appears to me, as already explained , that
herself that is

made Savarna

it is

Sara?iyu

purpose
marrying her
to the sun Vivas vat.
The story in the Bn'haddevata seems
evidently to be the outcome of an attempt to incorporate in
it,

in

a modified manner,
as

a

for the

of

the trait of

deer after

the Vedic

story of

his daughter.

running
So, it
the
of
the
the
simple story
changes
Rig Veda, spreads
plot
over one .full year, and puts the birth of the A^vins at the
end of it i. e. at the commencement of the new year, thus:

Praj&pati's

At

the Conjunction the star Rohi?ii marries the sun, but she
cannot always remain with him; she must rise heliacally

and go away, and the Harivamsa says that she did so because
she was unable to bear the heat of her husband, the sun.
This description must, I think, be taken to apply, not to any
but to the
daily phenomenon connected with the Dawn,

Grishma

or hot season in

which the sun's becoming very hot

coincides with his conjunction with the star liohmi.
So,
as if unable to bear the burning sun, she goes away towards
the night. As she goes more and more into the night from

the time of her heliacal rising up to the time of her acronycal
rising, it is fancied that she ran away from the sun, leaving

with the sun the

Dawn

colour as the star

Savarna,

Rohmi.

But

who

is

of the

same red

at her

acrouycal rising,
the sun setting in the west sees her directly opposite, and
finding that she has run away far from him, he commences
his

career of running as a

after her acrouycal

horse in order to catch her; for,

rising the sun

commences

his

journey
towards her, and his running indicates that in winter he runs

through day very swiftly. At last, the Conjunction comes
back and joins the pair, and the Asvins are born. From the
very fact of the twin sons being called Asvins, a name derived
from a root from which asva, horse, is derived, it became
necessary to make their parents horses, and the nose affair is
the Asvins
apparently an invention in order to account for

other name, N&satyau,

What

that

name

originally

'

meant

THE ASVINS.
is

not clear; but the Bn'haddevata
evidently takes

it

as Nasa-

'

pertaining to nose,' like atra-tya/
'
he of here and he of there.'

tya/i,
1

and

tatratya/j,

'

N W

ab ut Tri5iras > the son of Tvashter and the

Tririras.

the

as

brother,

Bn'haddevata takes, of Saranyft.

with Visvarapa, the Tvashdra (son of
three
whose
heads Indra cut off (X, 8, 9). VisvaTvashtar),
rupa means one who has many forms. He is evidently the
Trisiras is identical

moon, who assumes different phases. As the Orion is the
moon's house, the three stars of the Belt I take to be his

On

three heads.

sun Indra

kills

the

newmoou day

of the

the three-headed moon.

Conjunction the
In 'other words he

Soma in his own house, the Orion, and becomes
the powerful sun of the bright period.
Yama and Yami are twins, brother, and sister. Yama

presses the

Yama and

meaning son

described

is

A

Yarai.

He

the

of

T.

.

is

.

Rig Veda as king.
?
(X. 14, 1), a patronymic
Vivasvat.
Prof. Max Muller
in

the

_

.

Vaivasvata

sun

summarises the description of Yama, gathered from the many
" as the leader of the
scattered passages of the Rig Veda,

human

race,

of the

departed, as worshipped with the

witness

of

as himself a mortal, yet as a king, as the ruler

an immortality

fathers, as

to be enjoyed

by

the

the first
fathers,

by the gods themselves."
was mortal became immortal. From X. 14,

similar to the immortality enjoyed

Yama who
we find that Yama
the departed.
He
Thus

is

the gatherer of men,

travelled

i.e.

of the souls of

on high and searched out and

world) to many. He was the first
to find the road to where our ancient Fathers have departed,

showed the path

(to the other

and where reside Matali (taken to be Indra), Yama Varuraa,
Bn'haspati and our Fathers, called the Angirases, Navagvas,
c
Atharvans, Bhn'gus, Kavyas. Verse 5 says
Come, Yama
with them, rejoice at this our worship. I call Vivasvan, too,
!

thy Father, hither'; and verse 8 addresses the departed thus :
Jf
Meet Yama, meet the Fathers, meet the merit of free or
ordered acts, in highest heaven. Leave sin and evil, seek anew
thy dwelling, and bright with glory wear another body."
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Thus, the Son Grod Yama resides ia the highest heaven
with His Father and the good souls
and no sinful man can
:

go there. Phenomenally Yama seems to be the moon sprung
from the sun Vivasvafc. Every month the renewed moon

comes out from the sun, from his evening
lie is
twilight,
fj
o
mortal becausa he dies on every new moon day. But this
is
As he is one of the celestials and has his
only a myth.
.

home and
he

soul in the starry Orion, of

immortal.

is

torthe

Yama,
of

educator

which he

the Controller,

men's minds

is

and

is the
regent,
the inward moni-

subduer of

the

To those who do not heed his
darkness,
ignorance.
Bat those who are sukn'ts,
teaching-, he is Mn'tyu, Death.
or

the doers of good acts,

with him for ever,
along with the

live

went before .them

sukn'ts that

as

occurs

Heaven.

to

In the Kaiha Upanishud,

Sou God Yama most

this

the teacher

of the knowledge of im-

deservedly
I take Na&i-ketas to
mortality to the youth NaMketas.
the
same root from which nukta.3 night,
be derived from
O '
is derived.
Probably .there was such a word as uaA\ If so,

NaMketas would mean 'he who twinkles
twinkling

moon removes
Of

all

are

stars

for

it

the

in

the stars, let us take Na&iketas

but

darkness,

nightly

them by giving

'The

in the night.'

his light,

to be the

the

knowledge.
moon's star

Mngasirsha, either the Orion's head or the Belt. Rising
heliacally, that star, let us fancy, was given birth to by
Father

Sun and was put on

his

career

in

the

world.

middle and youth of his
is,
the
himself in
to
he
opposition and finds
career,
goes
full night, in the full darkness of winter, in ignorance.

In

But

there he

king, and
lie

that

six mouths,

turns

in

the autumnal full

finds

receiving

sunward,

god-ward,
light,

with his Father,

the sun.

the

Unseen

NaJbiketas, that

seems to be the

Thus, the sun

The sacred

the fire which

fire

Yama,

as

and reaches

when he comes

Creator.

is,

moon

from him

instruction

realm of blazing
for

the

Yama

the

Guru,

Heaven, the

in
is

his

conjunction

the metaphor

fire

to

known

as

NaHketas,
Both
of the knowledge of Brahman.
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Soma and Agni

Yama

are gods of self-sacrifice

teaches the

Like
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fire

;

and

so,

from the sun, so are we
in which we are lost

from the Creator unto a world
rance and go far away from

But

all

bora

in -igno-

righteousness, just as they go
as each of the stars of the

as soon

conjunction with the

one after another, in

comes,

ecliptic

moon

of self-sacrifice.

stars heliaoally risen

away from the sun.

the

of the full moon,

its

journey
an oblation
up
sunward, and, reaching him,
unto him and becomes one with him, just as the churned
knowledge,

light,

it

begins

offers itself

as

put into the Ahavauiya tire. Whereas the heliacally
take one year to return to the sun god, the moon
does the same in one month and repeats his self-sacrifice
fire is

risen stars

and over, as

over
again.

And

are

one in

all

if to

teach

in the realm of

god-ward path again and

the

God, the teacher and the taught

Him, enjoying holy communion with Him,
new moon day, the moon and

just as in daylight, say of the

the stars are one in the sun,

The Paurauics have made Yama

a terrible subordinate

god keeping the hell as a jail superintendent and tormenting
the souls of the wicked according to their deserts.
But they
have not forgotten the serene, august, aspect of the Vedic
They say that Yama resides in the heart and that if

Yama.

one has no differences with

Him

he need not undertake any
Kurukshetra. * Thus,
pilgrimage
Gauges
stress is laid upon purity of heart, and pilgrimage is useless
if the heart is not pure.
Another oft-quoted text says that
to the

or to the

whereas the king punishes the open sins and crimes of men,
Yama Vaivasvata who punishes men for secret and

it is

hushed up

sins, t

of conscience.

Thus

By

Yama

is

a moral

the etymology

of his

governor, the god
name, he has every

be identified with the Supreme Self in the aspect of
Antar-yami, the In-controller a name which the Bn'haright

to

daranyaka Upanishad III. 7 applies to the Self that is in all
things and in all creatures, controlling them ( y a m a y a t i ).
* Tena

fced

avivMaa

te

ma Grangam

f Autaftpra&fc/ianua-papanain

sasfeft
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The Rig Veda X. 10 contains a dialogue between Yama
sister Yami.
She coaxes him to

Vaivasvata and his twin

marry her; and deriving an argument from the fact of their
having been pufc together in the same womb, she says in
<{
verse 5
Even in the womb, our Savitar (father) god
:

* the creator and
shaper of all forms, made us
"
'
But
with all her entreaties and
consorts.'
dampati,
"
the
Yama
They have
rejects
proposal, saying :
arguments,
called it sin that a brother should marry iris sister, prepare
Tvashfar,

thy pleasures with another."
This may be explained

Rohmi

star (taking

her

to

thus:

be the

Rising heliacally, the
of the Creator

daughter

because that god is the regent of that star) goes to
the night, and meeting the glorious autumnal full moon Yama,
Prajiiipati

him to marry her, he being her brother because
he too springs forth from the sun. But he rejects the offer
and makes her go sunward.
I venture to think that the dialogue is the outcome of
she presses

Yama

and Yami from different etymological stand
First, taking Yama to be a twin male, Yami would
points.
be a twin female, and so he and she are brother and sister.

viewing

Yami

Secondly,

as the wife of

is,

Yama,

I

Brahmana; Indrani, the wife
wife of

of being construed
words Brahmani, the wife of a

think, capable

like the

of Indra;

Vnshakapayi, the

Ymhakapi Varunani, the wife of Varuna.
word Yami wants her brother Yama to make her
;

So, the
wife

his

But, thirdly, there comes the etymology "of Yama, from
to control, and decides the point.
As the controller
,
controls
he
Yami
and
directs
her
not to marry
(of morality)

also.

ya

m

being prohibited. The other
he refers her, must be the sun, to whom she
must return at the Conjunction. Our Father is the only

her brother,

sister-marriage

person to

whom

Lord

whom we

to

spiritually
*

So,

Tvashiar.

brothers and

sisters

should

like

to

be

wedded.

Yama and Yami

are here distinctly called the children
Their father Vivasvat must therefore be another name

Tvashtar.

-..
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The etymon

of

Yama

kick

to

as the

controller,

seems to be

The person

kick his step-mother.

indicated in his going to

who wishes

15

his leg, in preference to

naturally uses

That limb of Yama, \vhich kicks well those
who do not see all God's children alike, can only be the Self;

any other limb.

and the so called curse, by which the limb became fleshless
i.e. a mere bone, seems to
pour tray the Self as immortal; as
the bone, which is the most permanent part of man's body,

may

well be used as a metaphor for the permanent Self.*
The Big Veda X. 14, speaks of Yama's two dogs, "blood-

Yama's two

broad-snouted, brown,

thirsty,

A

clogs.

Sarama].

four-eyed,

.

r

.

,

pale and Sarameyau [the sons of the bitch
They are called the messengers of Yama

is told to pass them
by on his way to the
are rejoicing with Yama; Yama is asked to protect the departed from these dogs ; and finally the dogs them-

The departed
Fathers, who
are

selves

them

implored

see the sun

to

again."

to the
living,

life

grant

Prof.

Max

Miiller

and

to let

takes these

dogs to represent Time, in its double aspect as morning
and evening. Representing Time in all forms of its double
as morning and evening, day and night, bright and
dark fortnights, bright and dark halves of the year the two
dogs are probably indentical with the twin Asvius, who, in
Eig Veda II. 39, are likened to two dogs, two goats &c.,

aspect

and who, in the view I have taken of them are Agnishomau
These two watch dogs have double
(vide page 19$ ante].
pairs of eyes, one pair with
acts of

men

;

the

powers of vision,

which

other pair

to

with

to see their secret

see, like us, the

which,

thoughts and deeds.

* Vide
explanation of the ^ig Yedio story aboub the bone of
Dadhyafc,
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BRAHMA-JAYA.
JR3g Veda X. 109 is a very enigmatic Sukta. Its purport,
consulting Mr. Griffith's rendering, may be stated thus:
The boundless Water, Mataiisvan, the fierce-

glowing

(Fire), the strong, the

Waters,

goddesses

together in respect

Brahma.

first

the

bliss-bestower,

born

with

R/ta,

of Brahma-kilbisha,

spoke

the sin of

(1)

Without reluctance King Soma

of

first

all

gave back Brahnm-jaya (to Brahma); Mitra and
Varurca followed (her); Agni the Ho tar leading her
by the hand. (2)
said

They

ad hi,

her

jaya;

worthy

[when doing

f

so],

miserable

of being taken

in

up

This

situation,

hand

Brahma-

is

indeed

is

(i.e..

o

being-

sympathised, with) ; she did not (even) stand for the
7
Thus [by the merit
help of a d u t a , messenger
of their taking her by the the hand and restoring
her to her husband] was the kingdom of the
.

Kshatriya
tected.

The

down

to

(thus):

[meaning evidently King Soma]
seven

gods, the

ancient

/?e'shis

who

sat

perform tapas

exclaimed in respect of her

'Terrible

the

(upanita)
she

pro-

(3)

to

is

wife

Brahmana

:

that

is

restored

in the highest

bears unbearable [splendour],

heaven

(4)

The Brahma&arin goes engaged in duty he
Through him Bn'has:

is

the one limb of the gods.

pati

obtained

his

wife,

as

the

gods the

ladle

(5)
brought by Soma.
The gods, the men, the truthful kings, gave

back Brahma-jaya

[to

Brahma].

(6)

Giving Brahma-jaya back making [her] sinless
"
with (the aid of) the gods
they shared the fulness
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BRAHMA4AYA.
won themselves extended sway."

of the earth, and
(7),

It will be seen that the
is

called

Brahma,

being

whom

to

and

Brahraana,

his wife is restored

Another

Bn'haspati.

name of Bn'haspati is Va&aspati, the lord or husband of Vak,
Word. Bnhaspati's identity with the god Brahma alias
Prajapati

indicated

is

by the

of.Sarasvati alias Yak.

summer rays

Taking

his

star

Rohini or Aldebaran

to

sun's conjunction with her

alias

moon,

is

star, the light as it

Being dedicated

When
Brahma-jay a.
were of the sun, falls

It is fancied that the sun discarded her

into night.

her a k

she

Prajapati,

winter comes, this

being the lord

the day period of the year was

time of the jRig Veda.

beginning in the

Brahma

latter

the sun to be poet Bn'haspati

be the words issuing from him, the
is the Word of words, as with the

and

to

fact of the

b

ha

and did

wrong, thereby. King Soma, the
the lord of night, protects her and restores her to

the sun

i 1

s

i

when

or

,

The other kings

winter ends.

that take

The gods, 72/shis,
part in this act are evidently the stars.
and the heavenly waters who also take part, appear to be
the solar rays, which, as the evening twilight, first throw
their light

on the

star

taking her by the hand
removing from her by their sacred

Rohini as

to reunite her to the sun,

if

touch whatever uncleanliness the sun might have fancied
have seen in her during her sojourn in the night; and it
fancied that

men

their ardently

also took part in

longing for the return of

Soma, the moon,

who

BrahmaMri, devoted
the sun

at

the

every

restores

the

divine

Rohim

to the

in order

to

sun.

sun,

is

he goes to

to Brahmel, the sun, because

newmoon

is

marriage by

to the

star

to

obtain his light

The moon's kingdom is well
knowlegde .from him.
to the distressed, like the Rohini
if he
succour
governed
gives
But when restored, she becomes
separated from the sun.

or

awfully grand by the splendour of the summer heat which
comes immediately after her conjunction with the sun. The

summer having thus come,

the solar rays, as

if life

showered

forth, spread and extend themselves everywhere,
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The planet Mercury

is called

reason for this

Her son

Budlia.

is to

,

fact ot

Bndha, the knower,

The

be found, I think, in the
'

'

..

Budna

proximity to the sun, leading
to the impression that by his knowledge and devotion he took
s

np that position in order always to pay worship to the great
Guru/ the sun Bn'haspati. He is mostly in the lap of the sun's
dawn light or evening twilight ; and therefore that red light,
mother, as his matronymic Rauhineya sigheliacally sooner and oftener than the

his

Bohim,

is

nifies.

As he

sets

other planets, and as the heliacal setting represents, esotericalself-sacrifice in, and the becoming one with, the sun, the
ly,

emblem
son

of God, the poetical fancy

of the

moon

arose that he

of self-sacrifice.

must be the

Hence the following

story:

King moon,
sacrifice;

at the completion of his

Bajasuya

carried off Tara, the wife of Bnhaspati,

Guru of the Gods. As he refused to give her
a
np, terrible battle ensued, in which Sukra (Venus),
the Guru of the Asuras, sided with the moon, while
the

Budra and

other gods sided with

Bw'haspati.

At

god Brahma took away Tara from the moon
and restored her to Bn'haspati. As she was then

last the

with child, Bnliaspati said that he would not have
She cast it out and it at
another's embryo in her.

once became the planet Mercury. All the gods
admired the splendour of the child and asked Tara

whose son he was.

From shame

she remained

silent; when, the boy, vexed at not being informed

who

his father was, prepared to

pronounce a curse

upon her. But the god Brahma prevented him,
and ascertaining from her aside that the boy was
the moon's son,

him

named him Budha and 'established

as the planet.*

Another popular version, for which there must be the
authority of some Purawa, is that when the moon was a
*
ViBhwu-purawa, IV. 6; Bhag. pin-ana,, IX. 14; Hai-ivatnsa 25; and
the Kiisikhand'a quoted in the Vafcaspatya u&der the word Budha.

Griiru Bnhaspati, the latter had
a
few
abroad
for
months,
leaving the student at hoine;
go
with
Tara and that Biidha was
love
in
fell
latter
that the

Brabma&afin student under

to

The

born to him.

was adjudged

child

son.
pati as his Kshetraja
It is impossible to

to belong to

conceive that unless a

Bwhas-

Ved&ntic

they would have been
Can any king who
our
sacred
literature.
preserved among
riddle

was concealed in these

stories,

.

can any student
Kajafcilya sacrifi.ce,
his
act
in the mariner
G-uru,
learning Brahmavidya under
the moon is stated to have done ? And further, think of the

performed the solemn

expelled

is

woman

not a

no adultery. She is
the spiritual lady Brahmavidya.

fore there is

of flesh;

The moon

represents Brahmavidya.

we may

at the end of

call it his

already

and there-

Vak, Word, representing
The Dawn who removes

the nightly darkness and introduces us to

sacrifice

As

embryo becoming the planet Budha.

observed Bn'haspati's wife

is

Rajasuya

the sun, the Self,

on a career of

self-

in the dark fortnight,

which he enters the dawn, as

if
loving that
the purpose of his spiritual birth ; and the
which he pours to the sun on the new moon

spiritual lady for
soul,

light,

fancied to have shot forth as the planet Budha.
The
story, however, in saying that the lady was Tara, star, deals
with the yearly dawn, viz, the star Rohmi. That Tar& is

1

is

day,

identical

with

Kauhineya.

moon

is

Rohim,

In winter

is

clear

from 'Budha's matronymic

when Kohini

in the

is

fancied to have carried her off from

the Conjunction

she

is

the

At

him, and Budha is born
one with the daily dawn.

restored to

when the yearly dawn Rohim is
The Santi contained in the Taitt. Upanishad
ing

night, the

the sun.

for study-

Brahmavidya requires both the teacher and the
to say:
May (Brahman) protect us together and
'

disciple

nourish us togethor; let us do v l.r y a
let us become brilliant and well read ;
other.'

man

m

,

let

valour, together

;

us not hate each

The /fMnd. Upanishad

(I. 1, 10) says that what
does through Vidya, $raddha, and Upanishad, that alone

becomes most valorous.

Brahmavidya
211

is

such a profound
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makes himself a co-student with

subject that even the teacher
his

own

As

disciple.

requires one to regard

it

creatures

all

as himself, there can be no completion of this knowledge if it
is not always practised till death ; and so, even the Guru is a
lifelong

The

student.

that

discussion

goes on between the

teacher and the student about the pros and cons of a subject
before the conclusion is arrived at, is valour or warfare,

The

but without mutual hatred.

student. takes the teacher's

knowledge; both love her; and the enlightened Self, Budha,
is the universal
that is born through her is the Self of both
Self.

The Puranic

Brahma

be

to

literature

we

stories

distinct.

will find

above quoted make Bn'haspati and
But as we ascend to the Vedic

them

to

be identical.

While the story

found in the Aifeareya Brahmana makes Prajapati (who is
identical with the Puranic Brahma) love his own daughter
IJshas, the

dawn,

whom

same story ultimately

the

with the star Rohini, the Taitt. Sarahita
the dearest wife of the moon.

(II. 3, 5)

identifies

makes her

"

relates that Prajapati
he
gave to king Soma.
thirty-three daughters,
the
of
Rohini only. This
Soma, however, frequented
society

It

whom

had

aroused the jealousy of the rest, who returned to their father.
Soma followed, and asked that they should go back to him,
to which, however, Prajapati would not agree till Soma had
all
He agreed; but
equally.
promised to associate with them
as before, when he was seized with consumpbehaved
again

tion"

Muir V.

p.

264.

consumption of king moon,
sents

Brahmavidya, the

how Jiaja-yakshma, the
As Eohini repreexplained.

This
is

moon

is

is

rightly devoted

than to others, and the consumption he gets
to the state of

his

body lessness

performing

to her

is his

more

attaining

self-sacrifice

The
as the result of his spiritual love of the spiritual lady.
in
a
a
k
s
h
his
is
moon's self-sacrifice
,
worshipful quality.
y
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AHALYA.
formula, which praises Indra as
well
worthy of praise', and in which he is
Subrahmattya,
of Ahalya, is contained in the Taitt.
or
lover
the
called
jam

The

Subrahmanya
(

Aranyaka

12, 3

(I,

and

4)

Subrahmanyom
liidra

Subrahmanyom

!

agaM7ta, hariva

1

Mesha

Gaaravaskattdin

Meue

Kausika

Ahalyayai

!

Brahimma

!

!

(vide Dr.

as follows:

is

Subraliinanyom

!

!

agaM/ta Medhatithe/t

!

Vn'shanasvasya

!

and

382384),

Ai. Br. Vol. II.

Haugh's

Vedic works

other

!

ji'ra

!

Gautama! bruva/ui

Excepting the thrice repeated exclamation

'

!

Subrahman-

yom!', the other portion is translated by Dr. Hang thus:*
" Come Indra come owner of the
yellow hor!

ses

ram

!

of Medhatithi

thou buffalo

(gaura)

in the

LI

of Vrz'shanasva

ascendest

the

Ahalya! sou

son of Gotama

1

of

(come) thou

!

female

Kusika

who

!

art

"

called

Dr.

!

of

lover

(avaskandin)!

Brahmana

Mena

!

who

!

an

of opinion that this formula, which

is

Agnishfoma and Soma

sacrifices, is

is

used

one of the Nigadas

more ancient than the Big Veda I. 51, the first verse of
which says that ladra is mesha, ram, while the thirteenth
Mena 'bhavo Vn'sha?uisvasya sukrato
'Thou
verse says:
!

who

doer

art wise or the

of

become Meua

good, didst

to

Vrishanasva.'

The verse
the

ram

It

51,

1,

of Medhatithi.

construes

'

stated,

support

calls

Indra a ram and not

The commentator of the formula

however, that Dr.

was ram

Indra
of

simply

Medhalifche/i' as '(Indra the god) of Medhatithi.'*

must be

that

I.

a

to

Medhatithi

Brahma?ia legend.

* Or the sentence

may perhaps

Hang's rendering
seems

io

have the

Mesha means sprinkler

be construed as

:

come, owner of yellow horses to (the sacrifice of)
Medhafcithi'. To Hedhatithi of the Gotra of Eauva is attri
the ^uktas 13 to 23 of the first Mftw^ala pf the

'

Come Indra

!

!

J?ig

m

AHALYA.

(miha

sefcane),

means that he

and when Indra

called mesha, this simply

is

the showerer of rain

is

of boons.

epithets Kausika and Gautama may be taken to mean
'of Kusika or Kusikas', 'of Gotama or Gotamas i.e. the Indra

The

5

of the Kusikas

ped by them,

Mandas

of

In

I.

Kusika Gotra, Indra
(

meaning evidently

As

regards
it

buffalo,

the deity praised and worshipEz'shi of which is Madhu/cthe
10, 11,

and Gotamas

addressed as

is

'

Kausika

'
!

'0 thou (the deity) of the Kusikas'.

the idea

appears

me

to

found

in

Indra being the ascending

of

that

it

is

a

variant of the

old

Brahmana

the

Vedic story
(which
Aitareya
be explained in the Essay on Qreation), according
loves
to which Prajapati becomes the Risys stag and

will

his

own daughter who becomes

a

deer.

It

be

will

seen

there that Father Prajapati is Creator in the metaphor of
the sun when in conjunction with the Orion, and that his

daughter
as

who,
form of

is

Dawn

both the

and; the star Rohini (Aid ebarau),

shown in the Essay on the Asvins, is the celestial
For the sake of the birth of the Asvins,
the Dawn.
sun as Vivasvan aud the same

the same

Kolmii as

star

Saranyu were described as horse and mare. Here, the same
sun as Indra is described as gaura, buffalo, whose another
'
the great' or
mahisha, which word means also
mighty'. The sun Indra becomes mighty when he comes,

name

is

.

in conjunction with

near the Orion and

the

Orion,

embraced

is

and as the
at that

Rohini

star

time by

the

is

arms,

rays, of the sun, he loves her aud pours his tejas or heat, and
thus the sun and the star Rolmii become the parents of the

summer milch-cow or
As bearing upon

rain cloud.
this idea

Subrahma?iya formula, I

Veda

I.

121, which

is

a

and

also

upon the idea

of the

may bring in here verse 2 of -Righymn praising Indra. The first

that

He, the skilful worker, propped up
says
heaven and poured forth the cow's wealth that nurtures
and strengthens heroes; and then the second half says

half of

it

J

Ami

svajam mahisha/* fcikshata
asvasya pari mfttarain

814

vram
go/*..

AHALYA.

This

be rendered as

may

The Buffalo ogled
is

Horse's

Mena and

Horse's

Mena means

Indra.

Thus, there

:->-

his

own daughter

is

horse's

mother
mate

of

i.e.

(svaja),

who

cow.

The Buffalo

mare.

is

the riddle of a buffalo loving a mare
mare becoming the mother of cow. I think the

and the

same being

is

one place called Asva, Horse, and in another
Vrtshan-asva, probably meaning the powerful Horse. Thus,
reading I. 51, 13 and I. 121, 2, together, we find two ideas,
is

in

Mena who is his own
he became Mena to the Horse.

one that Indra loved
other that

Regarding the first

idea,

daughter,

Prajapati's |love of his

the

own

two other parts of the Rig Veda
and as I take the buffalo Indra
(I. 164, 33, and X. 61, 7)
who ogles his own daughter Mena to be identical with the

daughter

is

alluded to

stag Prajapati,

Indra

is

it

in

follows that Ahalya,

mentioned as

buffalo,

in

respect

identical

is

of

with

whom
Mena.

Phenomenally, Ahalya is the star Rohini and the sun
Indra loves her when in conjunction with that star. In the
Essay on Bralmmjaya of Rig Veda X. 109, I have tried to

show that the same

Brahma

alias

star

Rohini

Prajapati, and that

is

Brahmajaya, wife of

Brahma

is called
Bn'haspati
here in the Subrahmanya, Indra is
addressed as Brahmana Poet.
Bn'haspati means the lord of

and Brahinana.

words,
p.

182

i.

e.

So,

poet, and Indra

is

identical with Bn'haspati (vide

ante).

Kumarila, who is anterior to SankaraHrya, construes
Ahalya as one who. merges in Day and takes her to be

Night (ahaui liyamauataya Ahaly& ratri/i).* He takes jara
to mean the miner or destroyer
he who causes jarana or
According to him the jara of Ahaly& means the
morning sun that destroys the night. But jara, lover, cannot mean destroyer, but seems to mean one who approaches

kshaya.

* It is worth while
quoting Kumarila in full as he explains both
Indra's love of Ahalya, together.
Prajapati's love of his own daughter and
He says " Prajapati the Lord of creation is a name of the sun, and
he is called so, because he protects all creatures. His daughter Ushas
is the dawn.
Aad when it is said that lie was in lova with her, chia
:

215

4
The

l
she who
etymon' of Ahalyjl as
in
be
but
she
merges
Pay' may
quite correct;
may not
be
the
as
the
dawn
-at
who
comes
the end
necessarily
night,
is
loved
the
sun
pf wight
and may well be said to
by
rising

his

love.*

lady

merge

In the case of the dawn's celestial form as

in day.

the star

the

Rohi/d,

when

at the time

merged in day
But what

meaning

the sun loyes

and

suits

most beautifully,

that, star

she

is

completely

therefore Ahalya.
lesson
is there in sayiq g
religious

light

for

is

:

that the

daily sun loyes his .own daughter, the dawn, and the yearlysun the star Rohii? The .reply is, that these are metaphors

denoting higher concepts.
the formless

and who

is

The sun,

fulil

of .light, represents

Creator, whose avar.npa, nature.,

the all-knowing Mind, while the.

is

dawn

knowledge,
represents

Vak, Speech, as she rouses men and most of the birds
a.nd animals from their deathlike slumber of the night, in
means that at sun-rise the sun runs (abhyeti) after the dawn, the
dawn being at the same time called the daughter of the sun, because
she rises when he approaches. In the same manner, if it is said that
Indra was the seducer of Ahalya' this does not imply that god Indra
cpmmitted such crime, but Indra means the sun and Ahalytt (from ahan

only

and li) the night and as the night is seduced and ruined by the sun of
the morning, therefore is Indra called the paramour of Ahalya" (Max
Miiller's H. S. L. p. .54
where the original Sanskrit version is given).
1

;

,

may perhaps be

derived in anohhor manner. Allan, day,
compounds, for instance
ahar-j-ati, the sun
as. the lord of day
ahar-agama, the advent of day; ahar-adi, dawn, the
beginning of day ahar-ga?ia. a series of saciificial days. And as 1 and r
are interchangeable, we may perhaps take Ahalya to have meant Ahar-ya
5
'
Prof. Weber, in a paper the purport of which
she who goes to Day.
is given in the Indian Antiquary for Octr. 1888 Vol. XVII. p. 302,
considers the etymon of Ahalyii in many ways and comes to the conclusion
that she signifies 'clearness', 'light', 'Aurora', and that her PaurSniic
husband Gautama, very rich in cows', may be either the sun or moon.
Ahalyfi

becomes sometimes

aliur in

;

;

'

-*

Knmarila derives jara from the root jri, to rub, waste, the same
which jara, old age, is derived. That root is included in group
No. 3 of Prof. Max Miiller's list in his Science of Thought. The list has
another jri in group No. 119
meaning, to sing, from which is derived
the Vedic Jaritri, singer. When t.h.e flig Veda says that Agni is the
lover of maidens (jarafe. kauinam, I. 66,
4) and the lover of dawns
(ushasamJtlra/i, VII. 9, 1), when it says
Prabodhaya jaiitar jaram
Indram (X. 42, 2):
singer! wake lip the lover Indra, it would, I
think, be rather inappropriate to say that jara means destroyer. Probably the word is derived from jar, to go, to approach, which is & root
in group No. 118 of the list. The
Rig Veda (X 3, 3) says about Agni
thus
SyasSram jaro abhyeti -.The lover ajiproaches the sister (the
root from

fc,

.

:

no thinking and no wording, to. the awakened
of thought and word and deed.
In the Z?ig Veda the

which there
stale

dawn

is

the mother

described sometimes as

is

cow suckling

her calf the sun, for first comes the dawn and then the sun
someas if she brought him forth; sometimes as his sister
;

wife; and sometimes as his daughter, for what
the dawn but the light born from the sun ?
All these

time's as his
is

The
the yearly dawn Rohini.
dawn by opening our view brings forth aa it were all
is seen and named, while Rohmi in
conjunction with the

relationships would apply to
daily

that

sun

as it were the mother of animal and vegetable kingwhich
are resusoituted and brought forth and nourished
doms,
is

Similarly, to the Creator as

in the bright half of the year.

Mind, His faculty of speech, Vak,

is

poetically daughter,
mother, nay He Himself is She in the aspect
Speech, and all creatures and objects of the

sister, wife, or

of flowing
universe are
for the

Her,

words uttered by Him in conjunction with
Vedic mode of creation is by naming, and by

naming out the universe He says
sense that

Himself.

He
He

is

the

himself

I

am

all

these',

in the

them all as
Son
Father, Mother, and Son

Self of
is

because every creature

'

all

and

loves

Bis son loved by

is

Him

as Himself.

represents Brahma-Vidya" in conjunction with whom
the Creator has showered Himself as Son, the In-dweller>
All these ideas
the spiritual Wealth, in every creature.

Vak

be

will

discussed

fully

in

the

Essay on Creation. The
and cow seems to mean

paradoxical riddle of buffalo, mare,
this

:

Mena

The Creator Indra
is

not

is

not buffalo but the great Mind;

mare bat Saranvu or Saras vati, the

Mind's

running aspect as Vttk, Speech ; the cow is not cow but
io.>rd, to be understood here as a collective name for all
creatures

who

are

all

so

many words

or

names worded oat

and enselfed by the all-loving Creator, by realizing whose
all-love man becomes righteous.
Therefore, Indra is SuhrahHis ascent as lover of daughter is a
ma/zya, praiseworthy.
riddle derived from the name Prajapati and means His spiritual eminence or high-soaring flight (vido Essay on Creation).
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According

to Professor

Weber, Indra

called

is

in another version of the

jara/ lover of sister,

'

svasnr

Subrahmanya

In Big Veda VI. 55, Pushan, the solar god, is
called the Son of deliverance and is spoken of thus:
'We

formula.

who

praise Pushan,

praise

who

is

called

svasur jara, sister's lover

matur didhishu, mother's

suitor

the brother of Indra and

is

we

;

sister's lover,

may

;

our friend, hear us.'

The

sun's aspect as rainer is Indra, while his aspect as maker
of plenty is Pusha?z, and so the, two aspects are brothers.
Yama's reply to Yami (p. 206 ante) shows that in the time
of the Rig

Veda

sister-marriage was prohibited, and therefore

highly improbable that matn'-gamana and duhitn-gamana were ever looked upon as anything but abominable sin.

it is

Our ancient poets were
ot the

of

many ways

their

yaugika

sense

riddles and one

lovers of paradoxical

making

riddles

as

the

to

use words

to

is

rud/ii.

in

To the

opposed
Creator as Mind, Vak or speech is sva-sW, his own floiv, as
the current of words ; duhitn, ' she who milks', as
milking
'
or drawing concepts from him; matW,
she who measures',

by naming them, for the name of an
were the measure of some main quality

as measuring objects
is

object

as

it

it
jaya, ''she who (conceiving concepts from
him) gives birth' to names of objects. The Creator loves
Vak under all these her yaugika meanings, ; but under the

peculiar to

:

nidki meanings he

is

not only

wife's lover but paradoxically

lover or suitor of .sister, daughter, and mother.
Regarding the second idea, viz. that Indra

became Mena

VWshanasva, I take the latter to be the moon. Both the
moon, viewed with reference to their apparent
are horses or birds;, but
daily-motion from east to west,

to

sun and

viewed with reference to their circuit over the asterisms, the
is a slow buffalo as it were, taking one year to do the

sun

circuit

;

while

horse, doiuoO

it

the

moon

in a mouth.

is

Vn'sha?iasva,

The

star

Rohini

powerful swift
is

loved alter-

7

moon
nitely by the sun and
when

when

by

the

former in summer

she merges in day, by the latter in the cold season
she is in night and when the moon the lord of night is
-.218
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in

his

autumnal

phenomenon

to

According

glory.

of her

to

going

night

is

one

read

fancy,

the

as if the

sun

moon protects her and joins her to the
on
Brahma jaya). According to another
essay
the moon is the lover of sun's
light which is

discards her and the

sun (vide
fancy, as
reflected
celestial

on the lunar globe, and as the star Rohirci is the
form of the sun's daughter, the dawn or solar light
the Vedic idea that Prajapati married his daughter
?

there

is

moon and

Rohijii to king

loves Rolmii the
p.

212

ante}.

and

daughter,

his wives

that of ail

the

moon

most, as she represents Yak, Vidya (vide
Therefore she is Indra-Prajapati's svaja,
the moon Vn'shanasva's wife Mena,* In

Indra's loving her there

the paradox of his loving his

is

daughter, another's wife. But
that Indra became himself the

own

the

poet takes care to say
Mena or wife of Vn'shanasva,
so that by loving her he
really loves himself and looks upon
her husband the moon as himself, as husband and wife are

one

(the

patui).
all

Yedic saying

As

is

the story deals

ardho va esha atmana/j

:

with

Indra

pure, sexless, celestial love.

When the

and atmaratiA.

may be

sun

celestial

is

is

phenomenon,

yafc
it is

simply &tmakrirfa/i

in conjunction with

Rohii,

Ilohim-rupi and so has
become the moon's most beloved wife Kohirci, loved by the
moon when he is new moon. Fifteen days afterwards in the
it

poetically

same month
Jyeshi7ia

IV.

said

is

of Jyeshi/ta, the full

who

4, 10) is

he

moon

to the list of

loves

stars in

(according
another Rohini, the devata of

the star

Taitt. vSam.

whom

is

Indra.

She is the starry form of Indra. The sun and moon are
lovers of each other's light, which really is one light seen on

Hence the paradox of the sun
the solar and lunar globes.
Indra being a jara, setting the modesty of another's wife at
himself becoming that man's wife and
and
naught

yet

Veda 1. 51, 3, refers to a later legend
"
Indra became himself the daughter of king
according to which
Vrishawasva". I think that when Mend is the mate of Asva^ the Mena
But as poetically the sun's light is
of Vriahamasva must be his wife.
either his wife or 'daughter, so is moonlight either moon's wife or daugh*
is solar light reflected,
Anyhow
ter, become so by the sun, as moonlight
* Mr. Griffith, xinder Rig

both are lovers of

light,
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8
receiving a severe lesson on modesty; for let me bring in here
another remarkable verse of the Big Veda, viz. VII t. 33, 19.
It rs a hymn about Indira and the verse addresses him thus:

Look down and not up

'

stand with thy

;

none see what thy garment
(Poet), hast become a female'.*

let

veils

feet closely set;

for thoti, the

;

Brahma

Now, viewing the moon

as the upasaka or worshipper
us go to the IVar/wic to see
Irow ingeniously he construes the Stibrahmanya.
For the
sake of his myth, suppose that he read Gaufcama-Brah-

Self in the

of the

sivn, let

marta-bruvana as one compound word; it would then make
i.e. Indra
one who gave out that he was the

Kausika

Brahman

Gautama.

do by taking
of Ahalya
Lover
;
!'
are
the
so-mad e comKausikaimmediately preceded by
pound word, it became easy to assume that Ahalya must

Gautama's form

This

he

could

and as the words

best

'

!

:

have been Gautama's wife for Indra's so personating him
and loving her
So, a story [Ramayana I. 48 and 49]

when Muni Gautama went to a river to bathe
Indra came in his form and loved his
Gautama met him in that form and divining
wffe Ahalya,
wha't he had done cursed him to lose his manliness and
Ahalya to become invisible. The Devas made Indra Meshaarose that

and say

his prayer,

The meaning

of this

knowei'j the knowledgeful

the most beloved

wife

myth seems

in

To the
Brahman is

yearning

to liuite in

to be this.

Sraddh& or Faith

Vak Ahaly&

the spiritually brilliant Supreme Self.
He eonDay
Him
as
Self
149
and
ante)
is, at the time of the
templates
(p.
in

upagana, quite oblivious of anything else and is therefore as
submerged in water and absent. The Deity contemplated
upon as Self can only appear as Self. Thus appearing, He

if:

accepts and loves the kuower's Faith and is addressed as
'
Vr/shana
words both of which mean the
'0 Mesha
:

!

showerer

of:

!

the rain of immortality

but which, joined toge-

* Adha/i
pasyasva mo 'pari, sam taram p&dakau liara,
w& fce kasa- plakau cWsau sfcri hi Brabant babhuvitha,

AttALYA.

ther,give the paradox of Indra having become Meshavrashana.

Phenomenally, on the new moon day p.n winch the sun is in
the regiou' of the Orion and the star
Rolmii^the moon
bathes in the river of the solar
and
light
says his Vedantio'
Indra is in the form of
prayer of So 'ham asmi'. The

mm

'

the moon,, because the Orion's

sun

at that time

is

Belt or

in conjunction

is

Head with which the
the moon's

star.

In

that form he loves the moon's
prayerful Vak Rohi?d offered
np along with the whole of moonlight held upwards towards
the sun and she becomes invisible, because she is now

Ahalya,

having merged in Day, and the moonlight also which is now
wholly on that half of the moon which is now .sunward

becomes

invisible, as

no moonlight

Words beginning with
of

ceptible

as A-halya,

Seems

to

pun than

the

is

seen on

letter 'a'

new moon

day.

more

sus-

are

Dividing the name Ahalya

others.

the following story, in the

Ramayawa.VIL.30j
The god Brahma says to Indra

have arisen;

thus -i*' I created the most beautiful Ahalya. Halya is
(like a plough) crooked and ugly, but A-halya, the reverse qf
it, is

,

most beautiful.*

husband
wife,

for

her.

but I placed

I

was anxious

to

find a

suitable

Ton

thought that she ought to be your
her as a trust with Rishi Gautama and he

kept the trust inviolate. Being pleased with his strength
You then loved her.'
of mind. I married her to him.

The

object of reading Ahalya as A-halj4 seems to me
living, in a forest which is un-

to indicate that to a /fo'shi

Vedantic Lady Vidy a is the goddess
Guarding her faithfully he becomes fit to wed

ploughed ground

his

Arany&ni.
her and makes her acceptable

*

to

God.f

Halyam nameha vairupam halyam tatprabhavam
Yasman na vidyate halyam. tena 'halyeti visruta.

f See p. 302 further on about Aianyani.
about A-halyfi again when Rama meets her
or ploughed ground.
goddess of furrow
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We
oil

bhavet.

shall

his

have to speak

way

to Sita, the

MA/VDUKI OR BHEKI.
In Chips II, p. 248, Professor Max Muller says:" Bheld the
frog, was a beautiful girl; one
day when sitting near a well she was discovered,

by

who asked

a king,

on

consented,

show her a drop

She

her to be his wife.

condition

that

he

never

should

the king forgot his
and
Bheki disappeared.
promise, brought water,
the
time when Kapila
at
This story was known
of water;

wrote his philosophical aphorisms in India; for
is there quoted as an illustration."
The very manner in which the story

briefly alluded

on a certain con-

to in the Kapila- Sutras for illustration
troversial point

is

it

shows that the story had existed in detail.
find it in detail in the Mahabharata

Accordingly we

122:
Aranya-parva, adh.
The king was Parikshit of Ikshvaku's line,
whose capital was Ayodhya. He met a most

woman

beautiful

at a

beautiful

in a beautiful green forest

and quench his

thirst,

saras

where he went

or lake
to

bathe

having been much fatigued

hunting after a deer. The marriage took
the condition already stated and the
place on

by

queen was taken to
s i b i k &
palanquin.
,

the

palace

No

water was allowed

in

a covered
to

be taken into her apartments, The minister, in
order to find out the secret, caused a beautiful

vana

park,

,

pond, in

be prepared with a v a p i ,
with clear, nectarian water.
He

to

it, filled

invited "the king and

queen to enjoy in it. The
from one tree or scene to
royal pair went on
another and came suddenly upon the beautiful
pond,

The king who had apparently
,222

forgotten

OR
the

./

BfiEKl.

condition of the
marriage

'Let us bathe in
dipped, in
the pond

this

said to his wife

beautiful

pond.'

:

They

but the king alone emerged. He had
emptied, bnfc the queen was not found;
ifc

only a manduka, frog, was found in it.
Thinking
that the frog must have eaten
away the queen,

he ordered the
slaughter of all the manukas,
frogs, and when accordingly many manaukas,
were

frogs,

killed, fear

(bhaya) seized the remain-

ing frogs and they ran to the king of frogs,
mamed Ayu. He went in the form of a Tapasa
to king Parikshit and said that the
queen was his

own daughter

named

Su-sobhaLa (the Good-

Auspicious Lady) and that she had disappeared
from many a king before like this. v He gave her

back

to the

who thereupon

king,

took her as

if

she was the wealth of the three worlds.
It

seemed

to

me

that Bheki in this story

meant a

star,

view was confirmed by the following passage
from a Nanarthakosa: bhekas tu tarake trishu

and

this

va

r s h a

b h v i p nm

form b h

i

,

va

is

derived

to fear, because frogs, basking in the

margin

s

y

e

Bheka, frog,

.

get frightened at the approach of man or beasfc
disappear into the water. Similarly, the stars as if

of a pool,

and

afraid of the snn,
of

iufco

disappear

water,

the Jayadi Horna Mantras, says:
Sushumna/i sur y a- r a

ra

in

a

r aw

y

day

sm

i li

light.

One

/Sand-

s y a
nakshatGandha va
na ma
Bhektirayo
Apsaraso
/a

i'

,

.t

a

.

(called) Sushunwa (susiimna),* good joy; the moon is Gandharva
to him the stars are the
of that ray)
(the holder
named
Bhekuris.'
(nymphs)

'The

sun's ray

is

;

Apsarases
This Mantra

is

that the Vedic people

*Sumna means
sacrifice,

most ancient authority to show
were aware that the moon gets light

the

1 a

hymn, 2

joy, happiness,

m

8fv<*, protection

j

4

OR SHEET.
from the sun (vide note at p,
good sun makes a sacrifice or

who

takes

among
ray
the

is

104 and 105 ante).

gift of his ray

The

to the

moon,
becomes Gandharva (G-am-dhargo'. Go means many things,

joy, and
who carries

it as

va), 'one

p.

others, cow^ word; earth, ray, water.

So, the solar

of knowledge, the nectarian water, for which
thirsts; and as, in Vedic literature, Gandharva

cow

the

moon

always associated with the water nymphs, Apsarases,
a name connected with ap, water, ifc seems 'to tne that
is

Gandharva, as the holder of water, was one of the oldest
shades of meaning which that word was capable of. As

means also song the Paurarcics have it that the
Gandharvas are masters of music ; but the old shade of

gam

meaning

is

not forgotten,

as the locality assigned by the
these mythical beings is the .Himalayas,

Paurawics to

which always carry water on their snow-clad peaks, from
which numerous streams issue^
It will

be seen that the Mantra

calls

the stars the

Apsarases Bhekuris. Under one aspect, the blue sky is
the sea containing the stars as the water nymphs, ApsaraBut take the solar light as a flood of water, and the
ses.
the stars become frogs which can remain
aspect changes;
both in and out of water, out during the night when they
are seen,

and

in,

into day light.

when afraid of the sun, they disappear
The word Bhekuri seems to be derived

from the same root bhi,

to fear.

But in referring

to

this very Mantra, the Satapatha Brahrnawa 9, 4, 16, quoted
in the Va&aspatya under the word Bhekuri; says that the
stars are called Bhekuris because they are the makers of

bha,

or

the

namaitebhani

('Bhekurayo ha
nakshatrani kurvanti

twinkling

bright

hi

taking the word evidently as compounded of
Bhe-kuri. But this is a poetical derivation. The author

iti'),

may

have

known what

the true etymon of the word was,

but he shows how he can pun. It appears to me that the
word must have been b h e k u or b h e k u - r a in the
masculine, and

bheku

r

i

in feminine, like the worcj,

A

A

A

MAMDUKI OR BHEKI.

kavbu

or

form

which

of

I would

variegated colour, the feminine

karbu-ra,
ka

is

r

bu

Manduki

take

who

Rohini or Aldebaran,

r

i

.

be our old friend the star

to

has figured in so

many

stories as

Vak

or Vidya, and who, as Ahalya, became, as we saw,
Her, husband Parikshit seems to be
invisible iu daylight.
to me that this name was suggested
Mundaka Upanishad, Khancfo II, which
says P a r i k s h y a 1 o k a n &c. Parikshit is the knower,

king moon.

by verse 12

It

seems

of the

who, looking about and testing (parikshya), finds
that the Lokas, worlds, earned by deeds done with selfish
ends are not permanent. In Samsara he hunts after Kama,
the deer of worldly desire, or we may say, the wild goose,

and being unable to quench his thirst, finds the lake of
v a i v a g y a and the damsel Vidya. Phenomenally, let us
suppose that the moon begins, with the month of Vaisakha,
of making the twelve months of the year
and goes on hunting. In six months he arrives at the

his career

full

moon

the star
sun.

of Kartika.

She seems

to denote that

He

there,

as

the knower, finds

who has come from her

Rohini,

father,

the

be metamorphosed as

to

she

is

Mandukya Upanishad,

the frog-lady
or
Vidy&
Upanishad, to wit, the

which

is

named

after

rnanduka.

This name, inanrfdka, seams to be the oldest commonIn a remarkable Sukta (VII.
ly used for the frog.
103) th Big Veda compares the croaking manukas of
the rainy season to Brahmans repeating the Vedas by
p a r y a y a j turns, that is, one set of Brahmans repeating

one sentence or verse and the other set the next, till the
first, taking breath, takes up the third sentence and so

ona practice continued down to the present
may

also be stated that the

commences
coming

at the

day

;

regular study of the

and it
Vedas

Upakarma ceremony performed on the
The Mandukya Upanishad may

of the rainy season.

have been named

after

the

Mandftka, to show that she

-is

an Upanishad] who ought to be repeated and studied over

and over, as containing the pith of the Yedftntio religion*

m
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Maw^uka seems
rate,

with

rejoice,

many

mandJ

be derived from

to

and seems to indicate

colours

to

be speckled

to; calls

and

to

be adorned
or be

rejoice

Indeed, the Eig Veda, in the

merry with their out-pourings.
Sukta just referred

to adorn, deco-

the. frogs to

the frogs

by four names:

G o in ay u lowing like cow.
A j a m a y u bleating like goat.
PTis n
speekled, spotted.
,

,

i

,

Har
Our

who

is

a

i t

,

of

tawny

colour.

story seems to have understood

well decorated

beautiful, as

and therefore shining

indicated

by her

also good, auspicious.

meaning

MaMiikl

as one

1

handsome,

well,

name Su-sobhana,
name worthy

It is a

a

name

of

Lady

The story uses the word Mamfuka throughout and
Vidja.
never the word b h e k a
though it is evident that the
,

author had that word also in view, inasmuch as
that b h a y a , fear, entered the frogs.

it is

stated

Thus, out of the two Upanishads similar in sound, viz
the name of the hero Parikshit

Muwdaka and Manrfukya,

has been coined from the former

Manrfuki from the latter; and

aud that of the heroine

Mawddki

justifies her

month of Vaisakha coming on
Bheki, when, the

synonym

again,,

the

moon puts her in the conjunctional light, water, of the sun,
and she disappears in it. In other words on the new moon
when the sun is on a line or
which comes once a
year
with the star jRohir/1, she and her husband
nearly on a line
the moon become one in the sun, the metaphor for the

day

is

Prom

Self.

Supreme

moon

able to

fortnight,

the conjunctional solar light, water, the
in a day as the moon of the bright

come out

but the star

and 'so, the king

is-

remains heliacally set for some days,

fancied to have lost his wife.

As teaching

can have no personality other than that of
the Self; and so, when the elf in the sun is reached she
the

One

Self, she

disappears
Viz.

that

in

Him.

The moon

this fact,
ultimately realizes

he too must set in the Self; and when he in his
the Orion's Belt, sets in the sun, he holds Rohinl,

starry form,

star of Yidya, as the real wealth of the
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whole universe,

MAMDUKI OR BHEEL
The story

6

in the Mahabh&rata does not stop with the

above account of Mawduki,

It gives

us an account of her

three sons:

When

her father
giving her back to the king,
said that as a punishment for slipping away she

would have bad
her three sons

sons.

named

The king Parikshit

had, by

Sala, Dala, and Bala.

In

course of time the king became old and went to the

time-$ala

Once upon a
The deer which he

son $ala.

forest, installing his eldest

went out hunting.

chased ran so swiftly that his charioteer said that
only the two. horses called
Ra'shi

went

Yamadeva would he

Vamis or Vamyas of

able to overtake

and obtained the horses

to the Bz'shi

it.

Sala

as a loan

promising to return them soon ; but finding that
they were excellant horses, he was tempted to keep

them

The Eishi waited

for himself,

for a

month

disciple Atreya to bring them ;
but the king refused to give them up. The Rishi
himself went and yet $ala refused to give them

and then sent his

Then

back.

four Rakshasas

came on the scene

The people then
instantaneously and killed Sala.
installed Dala as king; but he too refused to give
up the horses and
the

hitting

named

Ra'shi,

Senajit,

shot an arrow, which instead of
hit

and

a boy

own son

Dala's

killed

of ten

years.

By

this

Dala was the more enraged and took up another
arrow to shoot the JRi'shi
but his hands became
;

Out

stiff.

cannot
life

;

of sheer

despair Dala

said

'

Since I

him he seems to be endowed with long
" Touch
let him live long.' The R/shi said,

kill

so,

this Mahishi,

Queen, with the arrow, and you will
The king did so and became

be freed from sin."

a good man by the blessing of the Rishi, who was
moved by the entreaties of the good queen who

had daily advised the king to seek truth from
Brahmans. He delivered back the horses,
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OR BHHEI.
Here the story ends and nothing

From

son Bala.

me

that

some

If Mano'uki

the general tenor of

esoteric

is

meaning

Brahma-Vidya

birth to bad sons

is

as.

said

is

the

about the third

seems to

it

story

concealed

is

throughout.
shown, her giving

already

clearly a paradox.

Perhaps, without any intention to stultify the meaning
of the story which ends happily with the

of that section

reunion of Mantuki with Parikshit, another train of thought
arose by looking upon her other name, Bheki, from another

Her being afraid of water, the solar light, is
a
myth. She loves it and becomes one with the sun,
simply
k
But taken outwardly, there is the
the emblem of God.

stand-point.

description that she was

afraid of light.

It is

A.vidva

only

and so, our Lady,
knowledge
though Vidya as Mandnki, was capable of being looked upon
Let us now see what the TJpanishads say
as Bheki AvidyiL
that

should be afraid

of

;

how to get rid of it.
The Brihadarawyaka I. 4, says

about fear and

to this effect:

In the beginning, the Self existed as a Purusha,

Man.

Looking about,

He

(him-) Self.

infested
'

said

He saw
I am
'

nothing else except
(A. h

He

am
'

a

i

;

)

...

with enemies) ; but He said, to himself
cause for fear, for there
is no

Verily there

me and

else

nothing
except
a second' So saying,

is

being alone,

He

(

e

and

I

am

comes only

gave up

i

;

if

being alone

is

;

But

for, there is

narainate).

no
So,

created

all

the creatures,

all these.

no cause
selfish

there

fear.

This beautifully teaches us that if each
himself one with all creatures in order to love
there

is

man and woman (whom we

identify with Vak),
said

He

k ak

he doubled himself as

may

fear

did not find love

love in loneliness

self,

m

s

3

1
got the name of A ham,
who
a
is
alone
man
like
feared,
(in a wilderness

therefore

He

'

for fear

;

there

is

oneness

there will be universal love

practises this teaching.

The same universal love
228

man makes
them

all

as

without his
if

mankind

of one

who

OR BHBKL

makes

all

creatures himself

atmaivabhut),*

(yatra
taught in

is

Upanishad
As the Supreme Self

8

asya sarvam

Y&

the same

of

11.4,14

.

is

the Ideal of universal love, the

Anandavalli of the Taitt. Upanishad says that when one is
there is no fear to
that is realizes Him
established in Him

him

;

but that

if

ud a

he makes

r

the smallest reservation in respect of
ness), there

comes

a n

a in

Him

t

a r a

m

,

even

(in favor of selfish-

fear to him.

The Bwhadaranyaka Upanishad (IV. 3.) speaks of the
three states of man viz J a g r a t , wakeful, S v a p n a ,
dreamless sleep. The
dreamy, and Sushupti, complete
first two are compared to the two banks of a river of mixed
man like a fish tosses himself
pain and pleasure in which

about to and fro ceaselessly to the shoreless sea of atmosphere
in which he like a bird goes round and round without rest

by sheer exhaustion he hastens to the third state in
which " he desires no more desires, and dreams no more

until

dreams."
are

The stand-point from which the

condemned seems

to

me

two

first

We

to be this.

states

commence

life

an objective world full of diverse forms and of the differences and distinctions arising from them.
Being embodied
in the forms, each limits his self within his own form

in

and

sees,

hears,

touches,

smells,

and

tastes

others for

all

aggrandizement feeling pleasure when successful, and
sorrow and fear when worsted and put down by those who

self

are

more strong and more

in its accustomed

wakeful

crafty.
state.

Such

is

the selfish world

In the dreaming

state,

although the outward senses sleep, the mind, saturated
with the habit of the wakeful state, makes itself pleasant or
miserable with the fantoms of the objects of that state,
so wonderfully

permuted and combined and so

real-like,

* Of. verses 6 and 7 of bhe
Isavasya Upanishad. which belongs to the
as the Brihadanmyaka. Those verses say
He who sees

same Sakhfi

*

:

creatures in himself and himself in all creatures will not have remorse,
To the kaower who himsoif has become all creatures (by reason of his
o h a , snare, any
looking upon them as himself), where is there any
s ok a, sorrow, to one who thus sees e k at v a, oneness ?'
all

m
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though unreal,
fear, pain,

Just as the mind creates by Avidya unreal

or pleasure in dream, and experiences

ifc

as real,

the pain or pleasure of the wakeful state is to a great extent
the creation of the mind. When in a given circumstance

one fancies he

is

the most

miserable being on the face of the

earthj another would feel he is quite happy.
By this it is not
meant to deny the reality of the sense of pain or pleasure.

Much
and

real pain is inflicted for the sake of

real pleasure not learnt.

so far as

sleep in

it is selfish, is

which man

no more

(selfish)

not allayed until

desires no more

dreams.

imaginary pleasure,

Therefore, the objective world,
it is

put to dreamless

(selfish) desires

When

and dreams

the selfish world of

man

is

to dreamless sleep, there is then revealed his enlightened

put
and knowing

less sleep, the

Self,

about whom, immediately after the dream-

Bnhadaranyaka says

When he,
all this

',

that

to this effect:-

minds

like a god, like a king,

is

his highest, world; that

is

'

riipa (beautiful) form, free from sin and
Embraced by the Prajna Atman, the Knowing
he knows nothing
is

his

(true)

fulfilled,

in

form,

(else)
{<

in

inside.

outside or

which

which the Self

his

(only)

I

fear.

Self,

That

katna, wish,
is

am

his (true)

is

wish, in
sorrow." *
his

which no wish is left, free from any
The expression Like a god. like a king may be comS a Svarad bhavati' (TOnd. Tip. VII.
pared with
'
becomes S elf-king.' The knowers who regard
He
25, 2)
and love all creatures as self are self-kings, all in all; and in
'

*

<

:

them

is

the

harmony

of the subjective

oneness not opposed to multitude

and objective worlds?

and multitude not opposed

to oneness.t

*

am

He who

'
all this,' will love all creatures as self.
I
truly minds
his highesb world, in the sense that if he practises universal love
here, he qualifies himself to enteir the Supreme Self, who is the highest

That

is

'

The original of the Self (only) is his wish is Atma-kamaTi. who
seems to be the same as the Satyakama and Satyasankalpa of the Rh&nd.
Upauishad.
t The Visishiadvaitins say that otherwise the s v a r a s y a or
beauty of the simile of king lyould be lost. There can be no idea of king
without people, arid a good ki-ag ought to look upon all his people as self.
world.

'
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MAttDUKI OS BHEKI.

Lady Ma?zduki

the Upanishad of our

Now,

is

entirely

of

Jagrat,

devoted to the description

of the

Svapna, and Sushupti,

and
language highly enigmatic

in

three

states

as
mystic, and speaks of a fonrth state, the state of the Self,
the allayer of the (selfish) world, as calm, as Si vain,
e

good, as

ka

t

m

y ap

Adva

therefore as
looks

upon
were

it

m

a

'

the Self

y a ya

t

s

,

r

a in

the essence or

,

One-Self-hood, and

without a second

That

is

a

of

conviction

the

is

(for

the knower

That

Self.

the fonrth state, which

is

is to

be

encased

and which shines serenely when the
dreams are put t'o sleep.

in the third,

world and

onfcer

i t

all as Self).

Thus

known'.
as

a

r

the

juice (consisting) of

its

1- would take the

three sons

Evil thought

three states.

of

Bheki

represent the

to

is

accompanied hy
which therefore is

evil

karma,
The

deed, in the

first

second state

impure in thpught only ; and as the impurity
due to its progeny, the evil desire Kama,

of the

mind

we may

Kama

is

is

take

the

state,

Dasa-varsha or

the

mind becomes

the state of existence, of

man
b a

1

simply breathes.
,

ten-year-old

When

attended by the ten indriyas,

is killed,

to breathe.

life,

It

It does

When

existence.

Kama

as in deep dreamless slumber
JBala,

from

breath,

not offend
is

any body, and so ifc
said about it than its mere

evil Desire is killed

fixed, it

be

son to

this evil

third state is simply

therefore

is

would appear nothing further

nis/cala,

The

fixed.

killed.

and the mind becomes

becomes the arrow

of

ekagrata

or

keen singleness of purpose with which to study the Queen,
who may be taken to represent either Sraddha or Brahma-

The great Teacher

vidya.

whom

is

Vamadeva, the Lovely God,

I would take to be the very

of One-Self-hood.

Upon Him

the

iSelf

of the

fourth state

arrows of selfishness

fall

upon an adamantine rock; and the defeated
and educated man realizes Him to be the Immortal Eternal

as impotent

Victor.
'

as

Soj let us say in the words of the Keuopanishad
in a hi y ad h vain

:

Brahma wo va etad-vijaye

"Be

ye

great only

by

this

exclaim with the Pawanics:

$81

victory

of

Brahman'

\

.'

and

MAM>UKI

R BHEKI,

Bagavata tena
Harina loka-dharina.

Jitara

About Vamadeva's

to Riski

pair of horses, \ve have to go to Sukta

The whole

15 of Rig Veda IV.

of that

Agni and has ten

the third person. Then, suddenly, a
speaks in the 7th and 8th verses thus

When Kumara,

is

attributed

da ram

when

man

in the first person

:

the Sahadevya

(son of .Saha-

me

with two bay horses I made no
(I did not reserve or conceal myself),

roused

deva)

u

Mamfala

The Sukta 15 is addressed to the god
The first six verses praise Agni in
verses.

Vamadeva.

called

by him.

(7)

And

straightway I took the two bay horses
from Kumara, son of Sahadeva), who offered them
to me. (8)

And

then the remaining two verses address the Asvins, asking
to make Kumara, son of Sahadeva, long lived.

them

As

the Sukta

Vamadeva, the man who

attributed to

is

speaks of himself in the first person is taken to be that

jfo'shi,

supposed, got two horses from Kumara, who, in
order to be able to make the gift, is taken to have been a

who,

it is

king of that name.

Vamadeva

Asvins,

Kumara

be Indra, the sun, and

known

as going to the

rising sun

to

Brahman

the

gift,

it is said,

of the first
person

be Agni, who is well
our oblations, and

with

who, in the Atreya Mandala, is called Kumara
t
His father Sahadeva or He who is with God'

new moon

to be the

On

the

moon's

morning

The two

sacrificed

horses,

represent time in
the

bright

and

158

may

ante}.

be taken

who is with the sun god.
14th day of the dark fortnight, the

his

or

own

merged

light or

in

the

Self as
sun's

Agni

dawn

is

light.

appear to be the twin Asvins, who
twin aspect as the day and night, as
dark fortnights and as the bright and
its

dark halves of the year,
the

(p.

of self-sacrifice

of the

spiritual son

completely

poet

to give
long life to the

But I would take the individual

king.
to

Having got the

asks the

The moon who

is

the

maker

of

mouth springs apparently from the sun and goes back

MAWDUKI OB BHEKI.
to

him

as

though

to offer to

12
the Hotar

him through

Agni

the completed two fortnights as horses. From the sacrificed
point of view, the moon may be said to be even the maker of
tithis of

days, as the

reference

to the

month are

the lunar

calculated

-with

moon's phases and his progress from one
For this reason it would appear the

asterism to another.

moon is called A h n a m k e t u h
Rig VedaX. 85, 19, which I would

,

the denoter of days, in
interpret

as describing

the two fortnights thus:

The

flag or denoter of days (the

new and new, being

Thus moving

dawns.
ficial

moon), becomes

He comes

born.

on, the

moon

before

the

allots the sacri-

oblations to the gods and confers (on us) longe-

vity.

The

first

sentence seems to pourtray the renewed moon
and the second sentence the moon of

of the bright fortnight,

the latter part of the dark fortnight.
of the

newmoon and fullmoon

The

oblations are those

days, and of the seasons.

So, at the end of the lunar month, the pair of the horses
of the

two fortnights

Kumara,

is

by the Hotar Agni

rites of the two
fortnights put
horses
the
the sun feels delighted, and
Receiving

the essence of
together.

offered to the sun

not only an account of time rendered but also
all sacrificial

'and in the
sings the 7th and 8th verses;

he asks the Asvins themselves

Time

9th and 10th verses

make Kumara long lived.
be made by God the means

to

religiously spent here will

of conferring eternal time on the worshipper.

As, thus, these two horses of
attributed to

Vamadeva

Kumara

(one of the

occur in the

names

hymns

of

Rudra-Agni),
they became celebrated as Yamadeva's horses. The moral
outwardly taught in this story is that he who retains
another's property

dishonestly,

deserves death.

An

inner

two horses represent
meaning may
the Asvins it was right that the king kept them steadfastly
and got hi s selfish state killed.
also be detected.
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If the
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A/l/I-MA/l/DAVYA.
The following
Mahabharata

story about

Man^avya

given in the

is

:~

Mandavya was

a very pious

much absorbed

that he

knew

He

Brahman.

in deep contemplation of the Supreme
door of his own hermitage in a forest.

sat

Self, at the

He

was so

not what took place

what injury his own body received.
While he was thus seated, robbers committed theft

outside and

neighbouring city and were hotly pursued by

in a

Thus pursued; they entered
the forest and concealed themselves in Mamfovya's
hut.
The Rakshins came in and asked him whether
the Rakshins, Police.

but receiving no answer they
searched the hut, caught the robbers together with
the stolen property, and placed them before the

he saw the robbers,

king along with Mawotavya

cunning accomplice

that

whom

they took to be a
pretended to be a Muni.

The king

passed sentence of death on them all, and
Mawrfavya was impaled on the iron pin of the ula

and

left

exposed to rot and wither.

But in

the horrible impalement he did not die.

spite of

His fellow

Brahmans came
what

in the form of birds and
enquired
he committed to be thus impaled. He
Whom should I find fault with ? There is no

sin
(

said

3

who

sinned against me.
and the Police found out that

other

him,

Many
life

days passed

still

existed in

Hearing
strange thing the king concluded that he must be an innocent Brahman and
this

ordered the pin to be pulled out from him ; but
with all their might the king's men were unable to
pull
t/he

:

and in the attempt the pin broke (from
frame) and became fifmly fixed in Marcdavya;
it

out,
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and from

or

Mawdavya,

Pin-M&ndavya.

becoming a
reward

man who thought

iipon a deluded

this a satire

Is

he got the niok name of Awi-

this fact

Mahatma by mad

The humorous poet may have intended

?

of;

asceticism, but got piles as his
this out-

wardly, but the esoteric meaning seems to be quite different.
The whole story seems to have been suggested by the Vedic

B

formula

r

a

h

mana

a ni

Ji

-

s t

h a h which occurs in the

Ekagni-kam/a Mantras in connection with the Upanayana
ceremony.

The boy, immediately after receiving the S&vitri
i t u r
va renyam
&c. to which he is
I have grown *
touches his upper lip saying
'

'Tat S a v

verse

'

initiated,

indeed.
his

Sanraya

own

!

my

Grani'd

soul)

Breath or Life

Prana,
s

m

va

(that

(he addresses

what

is,

is

mine,

whole property, in the shape of the Savitri
brahman or word which I have received).' I have elsewhere

what

is

shown

my

wisdom

of our

creatures

alike.

that the Savitri verse contemplates the

who became

.Father

the

One

Self in

all

After touching the lip as above, the boy touches his ears
'
you (the two ears) are
saying the above quoted formula,
established on the
plains that

an

i

or pin of

Brahman means here

Brahman.'

Haradatta ex-

the Savitri verse.

receiving the sacred verse, the boy says that

which he wishes

it is

So, on
a pin on

his ears or sense of hearing.

to establish

In

other words, he pins his sense of
so that

it

sruti

may

hearing to the sacred word
sharpen his intellect and make him grasp the

or lessons learnt

of

by

rise to

giving
capable
be pinned to the pin, or

ear.

the
e

This curious
that a

idea

kag

r

a

t

a

formula was

knower should

contemplation, of

Brahman, the Self, and so, the Self, as pin, firmly attaches to
the knower Maradavya, whose name is derived from Mawdu,

name wanting only the affix k a of the frog's other
name shows that this story also is based
on the Mandukya Upanishad. Embraced by the Prajfia
Atman Mawdavya knows nothing else outside or inside.

frog

a

name

Mararfuka. This

AvT id ham

from v r ul h

to grow, to increase,

23:5

The

fellow Brahraans

knowers of Brahman

VI.

of the

It

,

who

him

accost

Under

him.

Sanat-sujatiya,

Brahma
na

like

as

birds

are

9 of chapter

verse

Bhagavan Sankara quotes

this

ye vidvamsas te pakshi-

ye 'vidvamsas

t e

'

p a k

s

h

i

nah

.

They who know Brahman (the Self) are winged
who do not know (Brahman), are
(i.e. birds) ; they
not winged.
Thus, in this story the knower

is exhibited in two
apoue'as
and
fixed, the other as freed
impaled
parent paradoKes,

and flying everywhere, He who is inseparably fixed to the
Self is freed from samsara and is flying everywhere in the
Self-World.

I shall attempt to give a phenomenal explanation also.
the dark period comes, the moon Eishi is seen in deep
full moon, at the door of his own hut, the Orion.
as
tapas

When

The robbers are the powers of darkness who, it is fancied, rob
away the summer rays, wealth, and conceal it in the Orion.
months thence, the Conjunction comes, when,, the
Rakshins, the conjunctional solar rays the same as the
In

six

Angirases of the Vedic story about the Panis find the
wealth and get the powers of darkness killed by the sun.

In

this

newmoon day phenomenon,

to be impaled to the pin, the

the

moon

Orion's Belt,

also is fancied

the square of the

Orion being likened to the frame of the'Sula with the straight
Belt as its pin. The Orion is the Deer or sacrifice form of

and as the moon is the regent of the
Prajapati alias Brahma,
latter
is the an i or
the
Belt Mngasiras,
pin of Brahma to

which the immortal soul of the moon
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is

firmly pinned.

MANDHATA,
Mandhata, son of Yuvanasva,

is

considered to have been

The Bhagavata-purana IX. 6

an emperor.

narrates this

strange story about him:

Yuvanasva was

and kept sanctified

Yuvanasva came

him

to get

performed a h o m a
water in a vessel.

issue, his priest Vasish^/ta
fice

In order

childless.

sacri-

Bufc

the place of the sacrifice in the

to

middle of the night when the priests were all fast
asleep, and feeling very thirsty he drank away the

which was of such

sanctified water,

as to

make even him,

infallible effect

A

a male, big with child.

son

was born by bursting open his belly. Having no
mother to suckle him, the child filled the house with
his cries.

The

dhasyati'?
Child

Do

!

said

pity!

'

not cry.' So saying, he gave his d e

he shall suck

his

me

father

did

'

the

name

sacrificial

to suck.

i

m

By

s

in

i

%

,

As Indra

the child became

not

the belly), but obtained
in

k

suck,

Then, instantaneously, Indra came
He shall suck me (m am d h a t a).

by the name of Mamdhata.
gods

child

i
:

the pointer-finger, to the child
said

The poor

What shall he

cries for mother's breast.

down and

'

priests said:

the favor

known
of the

die
s

i

ground).

(by the bursting of
d d h i there only (i. e,

Indra gave him the

of Trasadasyu, because he was a terror to the

Dasyus.

(not

The Eig Yeda speaks of a person named Mandhata
The Asvins defend him in kshetraMandhata)
.

p a t y a , his mastery of the fields (I. 1 12, 13). In another
<
I have thus
part (R. V. VIII. 40, 12) the poet says:
sung
to Indragni like the Fathers, like
7
Mandhata, like
Angiras

Sayana takes Maudhata

to

be Yuvauasva.
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Mandhata would

A

A

A

MANDHATA,
thus be a patronymic derived from Mandhata.
also is a name oft-repeated in the Rig Veda,

Trasadasyu
been

It has

Puraraics to ponder over old Vedic names
and weave them into riddle-like stories containing a hidden

the work of the

Vedantic

word

the

Now,

meaning.

kshetrapatya

must have enabled the Vedaatic poet to understand Mandhata
to be a knower who mastered his k s h e t r a
body, and
,

the

obtained

word
for,

enlightened

Mam

dhata.

A h a in
the

Self as

which

I,

,

d v

the

is

his

spiritual

son

Mam-

y a or objective case of the
a synonym of A t m a n , Self ;

i t i

is

VII. 25, in the Bhuma-

/{"Aandogya Upanishad

vidya taught by Sanat-Kumara to Narada, gives the two
adesas, viz Ahankaradesa and Atmadesa, which are worth
quoting in

"

full

:

Now

as the I

:

I

follows the explanation of the Infinite
am below. I am above, I am behind,

and

before, right
11

Next

as the Self:

right and

Self

I

am

below, above, behind, before,
this."

is all

delights

and understands

in the Self,

revels

he becomes a

in the Self

(an autocrat or self-ruler)
all

all this."

the explanation of the Infinite

sees, perceives,

Self,

Self, rejoices

is

Self

left

" He who
loves the

left

follows

;

he

is 'lord

this,

in the

S v a raj

and master in

the worlds."

live

" But those
who think differently from this,
in perishable worlds, and have other
beings for

their rulers."

The

(MaxMiiller

Infinite Self

creatures as Himself

124)

p.

who pervades everywhere and
to

is

loves

all

every one of us for the

preached
purpose of every one of us looking upon all others as himself.
Every one of us should thus enlarge his self, for if he
does not do

so,

he cannot view the others as himself.

This

enlargement of each one of us for being all in all enables us to
attain to the Ideal, and when that is attained there can be no
difference in quality between

and

love.

There

is

God and man:

then oneness
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of

both are purity

the Self

ruling as

A

A

A

HANDHATA.

Svaraj, self-sovereign,

and

But

left,

there

will

if

be so

below, above, behind, before,

men do

not

knew and

discordant

many mutually

and putting each other in

finite,

right

realize this oneness,

rulers limiting

perishable, selfish worlds.

Therefore, the sanctified water that is drunk is the knowledge
of the Infinite Self or Oneness, and it is drunk to allay the
thirst of samsaric

selfish

which trouble us when we

desires

are in the darkness of samsaric night

bursting open the belly

by
from

all selfish

thirst

is

and the son born

;

the enlightened Self born

and hunger.

As

away

the enlightened Self,

looking upon all as (him)-self closes his eyes virtually to the
idea o another as disincfc from himself, his supreme joy
consists in enjoying Aham or Atinan
enjoying himself
that has

become one with the

means Atrnauain-dhata.

Infiuite Self.

Such a man

is

Upanishad says, he is Svarai, Self-king.
in disguise the a d e
fiuger seems bo be

So Mfim-dhata

emperor
Indra's

s

as the

desini

a of the Self as

taught in the /C/iandogya. The Self that is in that a d e sa
ov d e s i n i finger is the milk of immortality sucked by
the spiritual child. The knower who has such a soul as
his child, bora
desires, is

by bursting the Sarasario

really Trasadasyu, the fear

belly of selfish

of the

Dasyus

or

the evil desires.

has

Phenomenally, the full moon of the night is one who
with the drink of knowledge, solar light,

filled his belly

with the result that on the new moon day his samsaric
belly bursts,
of the

and

he, as the

new

sun Indra, sucking his

or child moon,

finger, ray,
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is

in the lap

SUPAR/VA.
In numerous places in the
drink the

s

om a

brought by

the bird of good flight

Rig Veda, Indra

80, 2

(I.

is said to

a Syena,
hawk, called Suparna
"
III. 43, 7

IV. 26, 4,

;

5,

6,7; IV. 27); and the son of the hawk (X. .144, 4).
The sun and inoon are two birds in the sky. Suparaa appears

moon Soma, and the s o m a to be the
which
light,
disappears at the advent of the dark
half of the year and is restored to the sun Indra when he

to

me

to be

the

summer
comes

in conjunction

The

with the Orion.

ma

o

s

seems

be but another metamorphosis of the summer cows fancied
to be confined in the Orion ; and whereas in the story of the
to

Panis

(p.

183 ante] Indra (the sun) besieges the Orion and

gets the cows released, the fancy is changed a little here and
the moon is exhibited as conquering the Orion castle as full

go sunward and delivering up
to the sun at the Conjunction.

moon, as making
the

-s

o

ma

,

it

its

contents,

The place of the heavenly s o m a is guarded by a
Gandharva (IX. 83, 4) ; and this Gandharva is probably the
Gandharva guardian who is called the archer Kr/sauu (I.
112,

155,2;

21;

three

Agni, who

is

identical

star Sirius, the well
this star is

Tishya

is

77, 2).

(1)

The archer Kn'sanu

and (3) Rudra.

the

IX.

IV. 27, 3;

archers are mentioned, viz,

Kudra

with Rudra)

known

In

Krzsanu, (2) Tishya,
(one of the names of

seems to be the

The devata

hunter.

X. 64,8,

in the aspect of the hunter,

Mngavyadha,

the third asterism to the east of the Orion,

other

regent of

Ardra and

archer,'

which
Sirius.

about Prajapati's

mav
/

also is

to

Rudra,

be the star Ardra, the
*

Rudra, he being located both in

It is true

love of his

as Rudra, the archer,
as the arrow.

be taken

Dog

or regent of

who

that in t-he Brahmana story
own daughter, Sirius figures

shot

the Orion deer with the Belt

But here another

poetical fancy seems to be

suit the fancy
adopted, in order to
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that

the Orion

is

the

soma. As

place of the heavenly

such

it

became a precious

place to be well guarded, and the guardians

mentioned

whose position

stars,

Belt, the star of

to the

moon Soma,

the

are the above-

east of .the Orion's

give to them,

in their

the appearance of their always following
guardin g the soma supposed to be secreted in

diurnal rotation,
the Belt, as

The

it.

if

Taitt.

Samhita

I.

mentions

7

2,

Svana

(1)

(2)

Anghari, (4) Bambhari, (5) Hasta, (6) Suhasttt and (7) Kn'sanu * as the guardians of the soma and as
receiving and protecting the cows given for purchasing the
Bhravja,

(3)

soma

creeper.

these

names seem

these

If

to

their invincibility.

also are stars in or near the Orion,

have been coined for them as indicating
Of them Hasta and Su-hasta may have

been suggested by the cubit-like Belt.
It is said in Big Veda VIII.' 100,

8, that

the bird rushed

and brought the Soma to
seems to be the Orion, which the

into an iron castle in the heavens,

Vajrin (Indra).

moon

full

The

besieges.

castle

In the fight with the guardians of the
by the arrow discharged by Kmanu,

castle, the bird is struck

m

with the result that a single p a r n a
falls out (IV. 27, 4). This

loosened and

when

that

the

falls

moon comes

,

quill,

may

of the bird is

be taken to

mean

in conjunction with the Belt;

under one fancy, the arrow discharged at the
moon by Sirius Kraanu; under another, it and the other stars
the Belt

are

the

is,

guardians

and

obliterated

moon; while under the third,

it is

conquered by the

full

the moon's quill fancied to

have been plucked in the fight and left on the spot. It
moon's quill because it is his own asterism Mngasiras.

is

the

The guardians of the Soma are appropriately called GanG'o means cow, word, or water; and Gandharva

dharvas.

would mean one who holds the (summer) cows or the sacred
liquid.

The Mahabha rata
*
thesa
sin,,

who

I.

adhyayas 20

to 34, contains a

According to the commentator Bhatta Bhaskara
(1) Sounder, (2) Shiner, (3) He who

names mean

(4) He who routes enemies, (5)
thing (the ranks of enemies),

Hand,
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(Vol.
is

the

k

(6)

Good-h^nd,

I.

very

p. 177)

enemy

and

(7)

ft,

of

He

elaborate Story about

Suparna,

alias

the bird that brought the Amn'ta,
his

the soma> for

Indra.

Garutman

nectar,

step brothers, the snakes,

It is as follows

or Garuda,

otherwise called

by conquering

:-

For a

sacrifice performed by Prajapati Kasyapa.,
to get a son, Indra brought a mountain
wished
who
load of idhma, faggot, a load suited to his great

while the Lilliputian Efo'shis called Valaable to bring Only a small stick of
Ithilyas were
in fording a small
Pa'l&sa-, feeling great difficulty

prowess,

stream with their small load on their heads.

Indra

them and proudly jumped over them
big load. They are described as a n g u

laughed at
:

with his

shf/aodaravarshmana/i and
ii\ as

small as

a

thumb

and as

mar

i

kipah

,

drinking the

They got angry with Indra, and performed

rays.

tapas and a

Homa

rite

wishing for the birth of

a son to

Kasyapa capable of surpassing Indra.
But Kasyapa pacified them and settled that as there
should be only one Indra according to the law of
the god Brahma, the son to be born should not

supplant Indra but become the Indra of birds,
Kasyapa had two wives (1) Kadru, the mother of

Once upon
snakes, and (2) Vinata, a female bird.
a time these sapatnis, co-wives, saw Indra' s horse
at the sea shore

the horse.

and had a bet about the colour of

Vinata said that

it

was pure white

all

and Kadru, that its tail was black. By the
time they saw the horse next, Kadru, to gain her
point, had got her sons, the snakes, to get into
over,

the

and thereby make

appear black* Winning
the bet by this deception, Kadrfl made Vinata her
While Vinata was serving as a slave in a
slave.
tail

it

distant place, her son, the bird

Supama, the Indra

was born, bursting himself out from the
she.
had laid (and left behind). This bird
egg.
likt a sun, & ; &c:
Carrying oa his wings

of birds,

4

SITPAMA,

Aruna who was vikalanga,,*
*
incomplete in limbs, he went to where his mother
was, at the sea shore in the east, and became a
his elder brother

help to her.

Once upon a time the sun god was displeased
with the Devas, because when Rahu, the eclipse,
.

grasped him, they did not come

became so angry as
his fire, the heat of

to begin to

which was

felt

But the bird Suparwa placed

Anma

even at midnight.
elder

his

so

Thenceforth

placed Aru??a lessened the sun's heat.

Anma

brother

when

before the sun, and

the east,

in

He

to his help.

burn the worlds by

became the sun's charioteer.

Kadru ordered Vinata

to get her son .Suparna

to carry her

and her sons, the snakes,

of the

in the sea.

to the

Taking them on

home

his

wings
Nagas
he flew so high that the sun scorched them. But
Kadru prayed to Indra, who sent a copious shower
,

of rain,

which cooled them. At

last

Suparna placed

the snakes in a beautiful island called
situated in Rasatala,

the netherworld.

asked to be carried to
enjoy themselves.

why he was

to

had become a

He

other

Bamarciyaka
They. then

beautiful places

to

questioned his mother as to

do their bidding, and learnt that she
He wanted her .to ascertain

slave.

from the snakes what they would name as the price
of her release.
Wishing to become immortal, and
seeing that

he was a very able bird, they said that
if her son should
bring

she would get her release

Amn'ta, nectar, from Indra's heaven for them. The

mighty bird started
what food he should
to eat the

at

once and asked his mother

on the way.

eat

NishMas but

spare

the

She

told

Brahman.

him
!

He

* Aruna is called
Anum, thighless. The reason for his being born
incomplete is nofe stated here. The popular idea, .no doubt based on soma
Purina, is that his mother was so impatient to get a son as to hatch? the
egg prematurely, with the result that a thighless son' was born .
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sign he should

asked her by what

Brahman.
fire

She

said

and would scorch

make out

the

that the Brahman, was like
his throat.

Accordingly, on

his way, the bird ate a group' of Nishadas
their home in the bowels of the sea.

who had

In the group, there was a Brahman who had
married a Nishadi woman, and as he scorched the
bird's throat

and would not come out unless his

wife also was spared, the bird opened his mouth
and the couple came out. He still felt hungry,

went

where

to

Kasyapa was, and

his father

as in-

by him, he caught in his talons a huge
and an elephant, who were always fighting
with each other. With benb head the elephant

structed
tortoise

was always pulling the tortoise
s h a t y a v a n m- u k h a h )
In
,

(

s

a d a

k a

their former

r life

they had been two brothers, named Vibhavasu (the
elder)

wanted
elder

The

and Supratika, the younger.
The latter
to live separately and demanded from the

brother a division of the family property.
that 'union

elder brother said

and that brothers should not

divide.

was

strength

But as the

younger insisted upon division, the elder brother
cursed him to become an elephant and was in
return cursed to become a tortoise
order

to

eat

these two,

In

(ku'rma).

on a

Suparna alighted

huge branch of a huge Rauhina tree, but the
weight was such that it broke down. The ftzshis
by that branch head-

Valakhilyas were hanging
a

severe t a p a s
downwards, performing
save them, he took the branch in his mouth.
it

in his bill

talons,',*

and the

tortoise

.

To
With

and elephant in

his

he went to his father Kasyapa at Mount

Gandhamadana.

Kasyapa

told the ifo'shis that the

* The
original says that as blie bird thus flew (nddin&h) with a
weighb ( g u r u b h 3, r a ) ho was called Garuda. This is not
etymology, but pun,

..great
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SUPABffA,

bird was at an endeavour to save

they should approve of
left

branch and went

the

mankind, and that

Hearing

ifc.

to

this, the Bz'shis

Mount Himavat

t,o

perform tapas. The bird then flew one hundred
thousand yojanas, threw down the branch on a
snow-clad mountain which was
bereft of

human

elephant on

its

heaven, fought

nish-purusha,

and ate the

beings,

tortoise

and

He

then flew up to Indra's
peak,
wifchand killed Bhaumana, the

guardian of the Soraa, and took the Soma vessel,
routing the other guardians named Asvakranda,
loenuka,

Krathana, Tapana, Uliika, Svasana,
Nimesha, and Praruja. Indra himself came and
gave the bird a blow with no less a weapon than

was only able to take out a
single feather, which the mighty bird condescended
his

but

Vajra,

it

to
give up in honour of the Kz'shi (DadhyaA) with
whose bone the Vajra was made. The bird told
Indra that he must take the nectav down in order

to release

his

mother, and that as soon as this

was gained, Indra might; bring it back in
any manner he liked. Accordingly, the bird
delivered the pot of nectar to Kadru and freed
Vinata. The snakes went to bathe, preparatory

object

to

drink

it

;

but Indra came unawares and took

to

drink

snakes were not destined

So, the

the pot away.

the

juice of immortality.

Suparna

is

Nagcantaka, the killer of snakes.

As already observed, the soma-bringing bird seems to
be the moon. The Taitt. Samhita I. 2, 9 addresses the Soma
that

plant

is

brought

to the

sacrificial

the forms of the nioom Soma) thus:
fly.

May

molest

not the

thee.'

(and
a

is

one of

hawk and

Gandharva Visvavasu and the wolves

Arurca not only

morning glow.
Of the two ideas

hall

'Become

means the sun but the

In this story Aruna
viz (1) that

is

the

Garutmau

younger brother of Ariwa, and
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(2) that

is

morning glow.
the full-fledged

he placed Aruwa

StJBABfll,

before the

sun, the

idea

first

may have been a

distinct

fancy depicting the sun himself as G-arutman, and mixed
up somehow in this story of the moon bird. Tlie

morning

with the full-fledged sun, is an inas
complete bird
though the impatient mother-bird broke
the egg too soon at the eastern horizon and
got the
contrasted

glow,

light, and as though, from another egg, a mature
one, hatched exactly at the time of sun-rise, the full-fledged
sun burst forth. First rises the elder brother, the

morning

morning

Aruwa, and then the sun as if he is the younger
brother.
First comes into view the charioteer Aruwa, and
glow,

then

sun.

Thus, according to one fancy, they would be
brothers; according to another, one would be the driver,
and the other, the driven.
In the second idea, the
th,e

bird Garutman,
sun's

take

charioteer,

him

who

must

morning glow Aruna
that,

the

other than

be

moon.

to be the

dark-fortnight, we see the

him

Aruna before the sun as the

places

Watching

moon comes

as

the

first,

though .the

the sun,

and

I

and then the

moon appointed

charioteer to drive forth the sun.

placed before

sun,

the night in the

But the idea

Aruna lessened the

sun's

burning light, cannot be explained by any daily or monthly
phenomenon. To explain it we must have recourse to an
The morning glow Aruna, the
annual phenomenon.
red, is simply

a masculine

representation of the feminine

Dawn, Ushas, whose starry form is the red star Rohini or
Aldebaran (vide p. 195 ante}. Let us take this star to
be our Aruna inlthe annual phenomenon.
the sun

becomes very

hot.

In

summer,

In the story about the birth

Asvins (vide p. 202. ante) the Rohini star, as Saranyu,
wife running away from him,
not being able to bear his intense heat; in other words, she
of the

is

exhibited as the sun's

unable to be with the burning summer
Tn this story, as soon as the same star, as Aruna,

rises heliacally, as if

sun.

heliacally that is, is seen at the eastern sky along
with Aruna's daily form as the earliest morning glow, the
sun is fancied to be driven, forth by :it in the diurnaJ
rises

SttPAHWA.

rotation.

The

heliacal rising of the star is soon followed

by

the sun's Dakshi/iayna or southern career, and he becomes
milder and milder as he goes gradually towards winter.

Let us now
(so

for

as

I

see.

what we can learu from Vedic sources

have been able

about the Vala-

to gather)

khilyas.

Between the
of the

48fch

and

49fch

Suktas of the 8th Mandala

Rig Veda are inserted eleven Suktas containing
Eor what reason

in all 78 verses, called the Valakhilyas.

were called Valakhilyas

these eleven Suktas
clear.

is not very
28 contains the

The Aitareya Brahmawa VI. 24

following story about these Valakhilya Suktas:
"
The gods after having perceived the cows to

be in the cavern, wished to obtain them by means
of a sacrifice.
They obtained them by means of
the sixth day.

They bored

the cavern with the

at the

morning libation
nabh&ka*)
(

bore mantra

After having, succeeded in making on opening, they
loosened (the stones), and then, at the third libation,
broke up the cavern by means of the Valakhilya

with the Ekapada as

verses,

Va.&a/i

Kuia,

which served as a weapon and drove the cows out."
The original for the cavern is v a 1 a In the Big Veda,
.

Vala occurs as a demon, whose b i 1 a , cavern, containing
the cows, is broken by Indra (I, 11, 5).
According to

Mr.

"Vala

Griffith

is

the brother

himself under another name,
'

and hid them

who

of

Vntra, or Vntra
cows of the O
gods

stole the

a cave."
Vntra was ah i, snake, lying on
the mountain; killing him, Indra freed the waters (I. 32,
1).
It appears to me the .summer
rays which produce the summer rains or which melt the wintry snow on mountain
tops
are personified as the sun Indra's i n d r i a n i
or
,
y
in

senses,

the powers

of his

knowledge, described as cows as well as
waters fancied to be released from the Orion, as soon as the sun
strikes it at the Conjunction.
Indra's name Puraudara.

*

Big Veda VIII, 41,

StJPAfcffA,

9

the breaker of the town or castle, seems to mean that at
the Conjunction the sun breaks the Orion, which is castle

under one fancy and cavern under another. Yala or Yn'tra,
therefore, appears to be the power of darkness holding the
Orion

winter and killed or driven

in

away

at the Conjunc-

The Satapatha Brahmajia quoted in Muir Y. p. 96,
says that Indra is the sun and Yn'tra the moon, thus

tion.

identifying the lord of the night with the power of dark-

the starry form of the moon. The
aspects, one as the demon of the night, and

The Orion

ness.

moon has two

is

the other as the soul of sacrifice pressed out and drunk
in the form of the soma.
The good aspect of Yn'tra is
indicated when the Yajasaueyins say about him thus
" In
Vn'tra were contained all the gods, all the sciences

and

all oblations" (Muir II.
The soma juice, the
p. 384).
drink of knowledge, represents Indra's senses or powers of
the knowledge of the Self, the In-dweller, who is to be

realized

and enjoyed by extracting Him from all phenoor bodies, just as the soma juice is extracted

menal forms

from the soma creepers. Indra Purandara, therefore, as
the Ever First Ideal knower, breaks the cavern, the body,
and liberates his cows whose milk is the Self. In other
words,

man

if

extricates

senses from the phenomenal

his

world, they yield him the Self. As the Yalakhilya Suktas
are mostly in praise of Indra, and as one of them seems to

speak of the senses, as will be shown further on, they seem
to have been viewed as the
very powers of Indra for the
to

sacrificer

break the cavern with.

If

so,

were these

Suktas named Yalakhilyas, because, with them, Yala, the
cavern,

is

vanquished

(khilikri)?

The Aitareya Brahmana,

after stating the story about

breaking the cavern, distinctly says that the Valakhilyas
are p r a n a h and gives directions for repeating the Vala.

khilya Suktas in a peculiar mixed manner for the purpose
of making the breath and speech, eye and mind, ear and

Atinan

(the

soul)

regenerated in the

of the
sacrifice.

sacrificerj

who

is

spiritually

SUPABKA;
About the great

sacrifice called

Garuda-fcayana) in wliicli

$yena-Mt

an altar

is

(also

called

constructed with a

* number of bricks, called d h e u u f milch
,
cows,
in the form of a hawk in a flying state with extended

large

wings, the Taitt. Samhita V. 3, 2, 5 says :~
a 1 a k h i 1 y a /<
purastad
Sapta

V

upadadhati, sapta pas /cat;
sapta vai 5 i r s h a n y a

/i

prana/j.

He

places seven (bricks called) Valakhilyas
from the east (to the west,) seven from the west
(to

the east); seven indeed are the

prana/j

in

the herid.

Thus, like the Aitareya Brahma rca, the Taitt. Samhita
also identifies the Valakhilyas with the prana/i.
The

commentator, Bha^a Bhaskara^ says that the seven p r a n a h
If a k s h u r a d i
,
sight and other senses. J

jn the head are

This take% us directly to the Bnhadarawyaka Upanishad
which quotes an old verse about the Seven Ifo'shis in
the head of man and says that they are the two

II. 2,

eyeSi

two

ears,

two

nostrils,

are the prarcas.
viz:

five,
s

a

man a

to as seven

*H

and the mouth, and that these seven

Thus the pranas, though well known as
a pan a, vyana,
udan.a, and

prawa,

are mentioned

,

^f

in the places above referred
and mean the senses or rather the manifesta-

oue performs

this

sacrifice for the

first

bricks, are used; for the second time, 2000 bricks;

3000 bricks (Taitt. Sam. V. 6, 8.)
I s h t a k a h dlientir
t The text is
:'

time, 1000 ishtakas,
for the third time

and

yajamanaTi knru'te.

$ Bhaiia Bh4skara seems to say that these seven bricks are technically called Valakhilyas either because they are placed in the va"las t h a n a of the bird-like altar or because
they are named after the
V&lakhilya Jfoshis. This portion of his commentary,, however, is not yefc
printed and the manuscript is not free from, errors. According to a
firauti whom I consulted, seven bricks run from the head down to near
the tail, and the other seven from there up to the head.
According to
Silyana, the bricks are named after the Valakhilya jRishis, who, he says,
saw the two sets of Yajush formulas 'Murdha 'si rai' and six
others,

when

and

'Tantri rai'

and

placing the two lines of bricks.

six

others, repeated respectively

If The MivncJ Up, 2, 1, 8, and Mahanar. Up. 8. 4. say
Prom
sprang the seven prawas, the seven rays, the sevea eamits and. the
:

or jih.Y&s (of Agai),

Him

.

tioniof the soul

Samhitai V.

prawa by means of the senses.

Visvedevas.

Taitt.

4 says that the pranas are the Devas;

1. 10,

and: further on

The

(V,

This

is

2, 2, 1 )

that the prawas are the

said in explanation of the Visvedevas

mentioned in the following verse found
Samhita IV. 2, B.

in the

Taitt.

TJdutvaVisvedeva/i
Agne bharant.u fcittibhi/i
S.a; no bhava sivatama/t
supratiko vibhavasu/
May the Visvedevas bear thee with knowMay thou, who hast a lovely form and
ledges.
Agni

!

*
bright wealth, become extremely good to us.
Katf/ia
the
the
V,
In
Yisvedevas are used
Upanishad
3,
of the senses, which are devas, shiners, as
the
of knowledge
vehicles
are
they
The formula in the Taitt. Samhita 1.4, 2 and 3,
about making an offering to Prana and Apana, says that

in the sense

the indriyas, senses, are divyas and parthivas, heavenly
and -earthly ; and these are explained in the Taitt, Samhita

all

the Devas and men ; the former, according
4, 5, to be
Bhaiia
to
Bhaskara, are the jnanendriyas and the latter the
karmendriyas. In the same formula, the Devas are called

VI;

who

are explained
the
solar rays
Vlt 4j 5 to be

Mari&ipa/t,

in

the

Taitt..

Samhita

:

Adityasya vai rasmayo
Deva/j mari/feipa/i.
Bhafta Bhaskara takes these Devas to be residing in
the solar rays ; and as pa has the double sense of guarding and drinking, he explains
.

either

c

they who guard

the sun

ma

r i

who

It i

is

p a A to mean

mariHman

1

(having rays) or 'they who guard the solar rays as well
This very epithet mari/cipa/i is
as drink them'.
* This verse must have been
pondered over by the author of our
story, in which the elephant and the tortoise, whora I shall try to explain
further, on,' ate called Supratika and Vibhavasu, names of Agui in this
:

terse,
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applied in our story to the Valakhilyas,
capable of meaning will be stated farther on.

The

What it was

Suktas are attributed to

so called Valakhilya

several fanciful Bz'shis, viz.

Pushiigu, III to Sfrusheigu,

hymn I to Praskanva, II to
IV to Ayu, V to Medhya, VI
VIII to Pn'shadhra, IX and X

to Matarisva, VII to Krz'sa,
to Medhya again, and XI to

All these are
Suparna.
descendants of Kanva. Verse 4 of VII

said to be the

addresses the Kanvayanas themselves like this,':
Ye Kanvayanas! Ye are Su-devas,
travel

"through

life

on life"

who

(vayo-vayo

vi-&aranta/j). Ye have travelled
(asvaso na fc.ankramata).

like horses

The next verse is extremely difficult and enigmatic
Then they made (sang) the great fame of

:

Sapfca who was not yet full (na anuna/j);
and the dark ones " rushed along the .paths, so

that no eye could reach to them."
means not only a period of

Vayas
and

bird,
'

flying

so, if

and

vayo-vaya/i

flying,'

the Kanvayanas

morning rays, coming on
SID gin g the

On

their

praise

of

life

may

swiftly like birds

who

and horses and

powers
once.

As the

is

rising sun.

are evidently

of darkness, rush along the paths

sun's horse

mean

be taken to be the

the not yet fall-fledged

advent, the dark ones,

but also, a

can be taken to

the

and disappear cat

called Sapta

(Rig

Veda I.

164, 2), our story seems to have construed the not yet if all
'
'
Sapta as he who has Sapta to drive, and therefore the

sun's charioteer Aruna, who,
bird.

But seeing that even

we saw,
in the

is

an incomplete

Taitfc.

Samhita,

;the

devas are used as the pranas or senses and that the horses
also are esoterically the senses
good horses when well
controlled,

and bad ones when
verse 4

not controlled

was susceptible

(Eai/ia.

of being viewed as
Up,
the
that
were
meaning
Kanvayanas
good souls, Su-devas,
having the devas, senses, made good and pure. 'Unless
some ^portion or other of the Valakhilya mantras could :b'e
3, 4), the

;

13
understood as referring to the senses, the applicability of
those mantras to the ritual of
sacrificer

would not

making tho senses

of the

exist.

In Sftktaa VII and VIIJ of the Yalakhilya mantras,
the bounty of a being named Dasyave-vnka, the wolf or
The white oxen
tearer of the Dasyus, is highly extolled.
" are
in heaven, so
him
the
like
stars
shining
given by
to
seem
the
His
tall, they
prop
bounty is exhaustsky."
less

and "its fulness

is

He

as broad as heaven."

is

stated

Putakratu. Immediately after praising the
bounty of BasyaYe-vn'ka, Agni, the bearer of the oblations,
is praised as
being the great Sura (sun) shining with his

to

be the

son'jof

resplendent flame, ay the Surya (sun) shining in the skyThus, Agni, the sacrificial fire, is identified with the sun,
in the sky. Likewise, the moon would be
identical with the sun Agni, if we look upon the moon-

the source of

fire

light as the sun himself reflected.

God

reflected.

Man,

if

righteous, is

X

Verse 2 of the Valakhilya Sukta

most <sublime in preaching the One God as

is

things. It

all

says:

"Kindled in many a spqt, still One is Agni; Surya is
One though over all he shineth.
Illumining this All, still One is Ushas. That which is
One hath into All developed." Griffith.
E kam va d a m
The original of the last sentence is
v i babhuva sarvarn. The One hath become all this.
Thus, by the metaphor of fire, sun, and dawn, the Unseen
:

One, who

is

i

the Self that has entered into

all, is

preached ;
another 7easou no doubt why these Valakhilya
mantras are used in putting the purified pra?zas, and

and

this

above

is

the Atman, into the sacrificer.
appears to me that Dasyave-vn'ka

all,

It

is

the moon,

identical with Agni, inasmuch as he has Agni, the solar
and that the Supavna of our story is
light, as his Self,

Dasyave-vn'ka himself changed
*
One who has pure sacrifice.'
one, that

is

in name.

by performing a holy

It is

Pu akralu means

by becoming such a

sacrifice, the

ICasyap* of

14
our story gets the bird Suparna as his son, that is, churns
out the fire, the Self, from within himself. As Suparna is
the full-fledged bird,
Su-fcandra,

IV.

2, 19

beautiful,

VI. 17,

;

Agni called Anuua, full, and
II. 10, 6 ;
(Big Veda I. 146, 1
The Taitt. SamhMIV. 1, 10, 5 has

so

4).

is

;

a formula in

which the bird-like

sacrificer is

made

altar is praised as Suparna
and as being the embodiment of all the Vedic man-tras and
rituals, and he is asked to fly up to Heaven (Divanj
ga/cfeha, Suva A pafca); aud the same in V.
formula the
1, 10, 5 explains that by repealing this

to

go to

Jayadi-homa mantras

Suyarga,

Sam.

Heaven.

In the

III. 4, 7,)

Suparaa is
with Dakshwa, largess or
Agni, the churned fire, is Yajna,

(Taitt.

identified with Yajna, Sacrifice,

charity, as his consort.

inasmuch

as

fire (vide p.
f

May

he
27

is

the oblation

The

ante.}

offered into the

Taitt.

Yajna ascend to Heaven.

Samhita

Ahavauiya

I. 6,

May Yajna go

3 says:

to

Heaven.

Devas by the path of Devayana.' As
May Yajna go
it is the knotver who
goes to Heaven by the path of
to the

Devayana; as he should regard himself as Yajna, Sacrifice;
and as the bird signifies the knower (vide Vedic text
quoted at p. 236 ante), the bird-like altar seems to represent
the sacrificer himself regenerated and endowed with subdued and purified senses, with Agni placed in the middle

He

as his Self.

which
Infinite

is

Agni and flies up to Heaven,
Supreme Self Himself as the

thus becomes

the All -pervading

World. The

1

Samhita V.

Taitt.

7,

Agni-/at or fire altar (in the form of the
himself as v a y a li , bird; and the same in

He who

wanfcs

fco

to

go

performs
to the

heaven should perform
s j e n a ,
hawk, is

He

birds.

this sacrifice)

bird) is Agni
V. 4, 11 says:

The

the Syena-feit sacrifice.

the swiftest of

6 says that the

^the sacrificer

becomes a hawk and

who
flies

Suvarga World.

In the Taitt. Arawyaka

I. 23,, the

valaA,

hairs, of

the Creator Prajapati are stated to have been sent forth as
the Valakhilyas.
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*
According to .Apte's dictionary, the word k h i.l y a
means, (I) V.edic,. a desert and (2). a piece of rock in the
earth. ilC hi 1 ,y a occurs in Big Veda W. '28,: 2, in which
;

Indra

.thevg.od

is isaid

wealth of .the .godly

to

increase :ever more and more the

man and

place

him

in an a

bhin na

,

unbroken, khilya.
likely that Indra placed
the godly in ^desert, and so, if in the verse quoted 'the
word k'h i ly a has any connection with a desert, ib means
It is not

;

an oasis in a

mosfcllikely

may .not; mean a
:

desert..

desert in the

.But although

k h i.l y a

hymn. above quoted,

may

it

have been used in that sense elsewhere.
If

we bear in imind

more meanings than
and :the .latter as a

v

that

.one,

part,

would .not be a surprise

if

Ma

and

khilya

yield

the former as hair and

tail,

a place, and a desert, it
we found reasons to think that

in -our story the Valakhilyas are used in different, senses one

after another.

the rays or .hairs of the sun and the sparks of fire
for the souls who are sent forth by the

As

are :me,taphors

Creator fi'0m within Himself, it .appears tome that our
story has understood the .lilliputian Valakhilya Rz'shis,
;

who

in the

rituals

senses. and the

The

are so intimately

soul 3

!

to be

connected with the

the souls, having the senses.

be infinitesimally small, in the

souls are described to

Svetasvatara Upanishad Y. 9, thus:

V a 1 a\g r a s a

t

a b

haga

s

ya

satadha kalpitasya ^a,
B;h.ag<o

sa
If the

vijneya/z

ka'nantyayakalpa fce.
hundredth part

into

hundred

the

j

i v

jiva/i sa

a,,

parts, 'One
soul,

who

of the

end of a hair

is

cut

such part is to be considered
endures for eternity.

*:In 'the BnhadraM.yaka Upanishad II. 4, 12, 'the 'word saindhava-khilya occurs aad seems to mean, rock-aalfc or saltpetre, which
is the particles of salfc compressed and hardened.
The same Upanishad
in another part (IV. 5, 13) uses the word s a i n d h a v a g h an a which
seems to mean the g hanibhftta, hardened salfc.-i.e. roek-salfc. The
word khila as applied to certain literary works is uadersfcood to mean
sarataft- sankshipta, essential parfca which had.-bBan/, scattered
but were brought aad pat together in a small compass.

25 i

Valakhilya was quite susceptible of being looked upon,,
in the later age of riddling Puranics, as the human, soul of
the $vetasvatara
the soul who has for the metaphor or- simile-

most subtle

of his

state as spirit the infinitesimal

kh

i.l

a

*
,

In the verse above quoted, aata
means, not simply hundred, but a large, countless,, number ;
so that, the sense intended to be conveyed is that the soul

vala,

part, of

a n

is

u

hair.

the size of a

is,

Yet

infinitely small.

,

Then, what

soul,

;

and the

it is

thumb

?

capable of pervading.

of the Valakhilyas being, of

the

is

meaning
Taking the heart

size of the heart to

poetically attributed to the sizeless

soul as

His aspect as the

in

Self

Supreme

he the station .of ;the

to

be that of a thumb, that size
well, as to^the

In

In-rdweller.

the

when Satyavan died, Yama, it is said,
Savitri-upakhyana,
n
u
a
drew out the
g s h t h a m a t r a p u r u s h a from the
There, the purusha of the size of thumb

of Satyavan.

body

.

seems to be the jivatman.
If the

the

human body,

souls,

were free

to

Rauhina, the name

Vaa

the

probably

select

the tree to

head-downwards seems to ba-

as the tree of samsara.

selected for it in this story, is

old poets

human

Valakhilyas are thus

the branch of which they cling

Our

tree.

any tree they liked as the
If one selected the A svattha^

metaphor for the body-tree.
Vibhitaka
tree, another did the

a third the Vafa-tree,

tree,

and so on, each imparting into the etymon of his tree
the esoteric meaning he wished to suggest.
Rohitaj
;

seems to be derived: from

blood,

evidently because
mities of the body
is

ascends

it

or

means, among

by

be the

man

tree

indulges

ever sprouting

*

A

things,

I would

colour of blood.
of

in

blood,
selfish

bhu

-

to rise, to ascend,

to

the

all

extre-

circulation from the heart.

derived from the same root.
other

rnA,
goes

r

The feminine of
the

cow

Rohini,

it,

colour,

the

therefore take, the Rauhi?za tree to

the

human

desires,

u h a on the

k h i 1 a meaaa whole,

of red

Rohina

entire,
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body

soil of

and so

So

body.

the

Is

h

i I

lono-

tree

is

as

the

the accumulated

a

is

a part

f

SUPRAffA

17
From

karma.

the seed comes the tree and from the tree the

In the case of trees snch as the Vafa, the branches of
which send down to the earth long descending roots and
seed.

thereby become

new

trees,

the branch would

represent the

root or seed of the samsaric tree. *

So, the branch must be
and thrown in a place, such as a snow-clad place
where it cannot grow and -which must be far away from us

cut

off:

beyond the reach of temptation. The only Son who is
capable of cutting off the branch and relieving the souls

far

from
that

the

it is
is

pine,

Valakhilyas
the Fathers

enlightened

His

for

birth,

Self.

So, they perform tapas,

and do a

Homa

sacrifice.

The

who hang by

the branch may be compared to
\vhom Agastya found hanging on the brink of a

Man is
and who pined for the birth of his Son.
a creature of desires (ZMnd. Up.
III.
t u -in a y a
his
desires
so
will
he
as
become.
are,
15, 1). f
According

pit
.

k

a

r

,

becoming Satyakamas, the

Therefore,

souls long

for the

Son, the enlightened Self, being born from Kasyapa,
is

who

Pasyaka, t the Seer.

The Puranic Kasyapa Prajapati, the progenitor of all
kinds of creation by several wives, seems to be in the main
identical with the Vedic Creator Prajapati. Kasyapa means
a tortoise. The ASatapatha-Brahmana IT says that Prajapati
took up the form of a k u r m a tortoise, and created the
,

creatures, that as the tortoise

is (also called)

Kasyapa,

* The Vaia tree would very well illustrate the
Tnnajalayuka-nyaya
'
the Bnhadarawyaka Upanishad IV. 4, 3, which says : Just as the
Tnwajalayuka caterpillar goes to the end of a straw and leaves it after
catching another straw, so, the soul of man (who is in samsara) discards
one body and goes into another.' Likewise the life of the Yata tree,
leaves the' old root and stem after striding on to the branch that has
of

,

become a new
t

"

tree.

Now man

is

a creature of

will.

According to what his will

is

in

Sacred Books
this world, so will he be when he has departed this life."
of the East, Vol. I. p. 48. The. Upanishad then says that man should
have the will or desire for the Self.
J About this pun on Kasyapa see the Taifct. Arawyaka 1. 1, 8 which
says
asyapafc pasyako bhavati, with the commentary
thereon,
:

K

f VII,
ws.

5, 1,

5 quoted at p. 368 of

Mas

Mutter's India, what can

it

18
creatures are

all the

called

(sous of the

Kasyapya/i

Creator Kasyapa) and that the tortoise is Aditya. The
tortoise which conceals itself in its shell seems to be used
as a metaphor for
is

He

the In-dweller

The Purusha

Purusha.

the Vedic Prajapati, which, when
offered Himself as an oblation, sprang forth from the

that holy aspect of

altar Aditi

and entered into

all

Hence His name Aditya, son
in the

creatures as their

of the altar.

One

Self.

In several places

Yajur Veda and in the other Brahmanas, Prajapati

is

called Yajna, Sacrifice, evidently because He offered HimThe idea that Indra is the son of
self as Yajna, oblation.
Kasyapa and Aditi, seems to have arisen by taking Kasyapa
to be the

deified Sacrifice,

and the

altar Aditi as his wife

giving birth to His aspect as the spiritual Son Indra, the
Supreme Self, As another name for sacrifice is k r a t u ,

and as the creator creates the creatures,

action,

'them forth again and again

i.

e

sends

to saiusaric forms,
according to

the tendencies of their begiuningless accumulated k r a t u ,
actions and desires, all the creatures with their good and

bad tendencies are potentially in the creator Kasyapa,
and inasmuch as he cogitates with those tendencies when
creating, they are fancied to be his wives.

Therefore, Kasyapa's wives Kadm and Vinata may be
taken to be Avicha and "Vidya respectively. The latter is
v i u a t a , modest and humble in spirit, while her s a p a t n i ,
rival,

is

colours

kadru, gaudy
being

evidently

with

variegated

colours; the

the lohita-sukla-krishwa

colours

spoken of as given birth to by Aja. Unfortunately in this
world of sin, Yidya, knowledge, is overpowered and enslaved
a g a s, snakes,
by Avidya, whose 'sous are the j i h

m

literally the crooked-goers,

as

bird
tively straight flight of a

contrasted with the comparalike the hawk.
Hence the

snakes of this story appear to be metaphors for sinful, selfigh,
worldly desires. If man had no hunger and thirst, he might

not be under the necessity of robbing his fellow creatures.
The belly is the seat of hunger and thirst. The snake has. a
long belly and no legs, and makes the belly

S57

itself its vehicle,

3

In other words, the
'crooked walk

and

selfish

sinful

man

by means of the hunger and

He

worldly pleasures.

always walks the
thirst he has for

does not scruple to say an untruth in

seeking self aggrandizement, and so, he is a venomous reptile
having two tongues, one the tongue of his conscience, the
other the tongue in the mouth, which he makes quite different

from

that;

when he

of his conscience

utters

an untruth. Indra's

pure white horse seems to represent the intrinsically pure
nature of the human soul, alike in all when earthly distinctions
'and

purposes are discarded, and quite capable, while

selfish

in samsaric state, of recovering its purity when it realizes
the Pure Self, who out of infinite love has poured Himself
into the heart's

and

horse, black

They do not
'find

womb
make

to cheat others

sinful,

like the

His light

of all creatures.

own pure

their

by

soiling

sun-ward,

Selfish

men

in order

soul, the beautiful white
ifc

with their bad desires.

God-ward, career.

of Gne-Self-hood too

strong.

They
They get'

cooled by the showers of the sensual world of Indra, |Indra
being taken as the lord of the indriyas, senses).

liere

^Downward

their career, to the island of Ramaraiyaka, the

is

So, their entwining themselves
seems to be an illustration of the name

'island of selfish pleasures.
to the

v a1a

tail,

,

V&lakhilyas in the sense of

(

who

those

find a place for their

bad desires in the tail.' The result is that they hang headdownwards by the branch of the tree of samsara. The epithet
applied to them is explained as meaning
that they drink the solar rays and are thereby satisfied
S u r y a - m ar ikia e v a p i t v a t r i p y a n t i ) This
(

tnari&ipaA
'

.

when they have become knowers

;

may be,
Soma drink. The
(iST/iand.

Up.

sun

III. 1, 1),

mous with madhu and

called

is

and

entitled

to the

Deva-madhu, god-honey,

as the Soraa drink

the drink

siguifies

of

is

synony-

knowledge,

the solar rays are metaphorically the arnsava/j of the
But before the souls became knowers, they
sacred liquor.

might be fancied to have been pursuing evanescent worldly
mari&ipa7t' is capable of
pleasures, and so the epithet
f

meaning the drinkers

of

mar
258

i ft i ,

the mirage, which

is

also

The happiness looked

mriga, trz'shna.

called

for from

selfish,

worldly pursuits

disoonfcentful,

and

unreal as the water of the mirage,
to

In one of his

it.

Stotras,

as

is

often

is

compared
Bhagavan Saukara says
:

Vishnu! put down the vishaya-mrigat v.i s h n a '.
* would
Here, in connection with the mirage, Valakhilya
the
The
unensanas'ira-marukautara.
mean, esoterisally,
'

lightened souls are in it and drink the mirage. The soul
is
grasped by the Samsaric ignorance, as the sun by the

and thus grasped, gives up calmness of mind, and,
heated by the fever of k a m a , desire, generates selfish
pleasures, which in the end prove to be as unreal and
eclipse,

useless as the mirage caused

by the burning sun. Just as
begins to cool when driven by
the heliacally risen Aruna, the red star, Aldebaran, so the
soul, in order to get rid of the fever of desires, must be
the sun of the hot season

driven, that

guided, by the Sad-vidy& of the K/jandogya
a si. * Thou art
Upanishad which teaches Tat
This vidya or knowledge is taught by Uddalaka, son
It.'
is

tvam

of

Aruna

and as the father himself

;

is

spiritually

born as

may be looked upon as Aruna, and his
as
teaching
having been named after himself as Aruna; so
that, esofcerically, the charioteer Aruna of our story may be
the son, TJddalaka

the teaching

'

Thou

Kama

or Desire,

small

load

the

b

fuel

hu m

tu&Ma,

of firewood, their

ways and means

'

To keep the fire of their selfish
the unenlightened souls bring their

art It.'

alive,

'

;

carrier of

alpa or
low,
while the load of the Great Self, Indra,
the .KTiandogya

a; vast and great. The

Himself as the Vast Self

Upanishad renown, is
is no other than

load of Indra

sacrificed

as the sacred firewood to

Himself as the Fire, the Knower, that sees all
keep
When the Samsaric Tfo'shis, grovelling
creatures as himeslf.
alive

on earth with their small load, have a glimpse of the heavenly
Indra who jumps over them surpasses them with his big
* The desert of the
linga-sarlra, the

about Rudra,

it

tail.
The tail has the sense also of linga. The
very root of samsSra, must be cut off. In the storiea
will be seen he cuts off his linga.
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load, they find out their mistake,

and do the homa

rite for

the

birth of the spiritual Son, and wait for His
coming. In due
born
is
as
the
He
of
Son
Vinata and Seer
time,

Knowledge

Pasyaka, bursting himself out from the egg- with heaven-ward
Both
aspirations, and therefore a bird soaring in the
sky.

the

knower and the bird are

The body

called

d v

i

j

a

,

twice-born.

viewed in two aspects.

It is a prison so
the
its
does
'not
as
see
dweller,
soul,
long
beyond it. But
if he swells beyond and
all
creatures
as self,
regards
is

becomes the high pedestal for the lamp, the soul,
to see, love, and sympathise with all around.
It then
deserves to be called Brahmapuri, the town of Brahman,

it

Brahmablrata or enlightened

of the

soul, inseparably asso-

ciated with the

Supreme Brahman, who, realized as the
All-in-dweller, is the nectar not far away from, but in one's
own body. Now, the Self is the Indra or King of birds,
V

He

the knowers.

is

He

their AM,rya.

breaks the prison

aspect of the body-tree, liberates them from
the nectar in its aspecb as the Brahmapuri.

it,

and

finds

Now, who are the Nishadas whom the bird, the knower,
One of the well known names of the bird
gulps down ?
Suparmi is Tarkshya. The Rig Veda X. 178, 3 is about
Tarkshya, supposed to be one of the representations of the
sun as a horse. It speaks of Tarkshya as having spread the
five

cal

Knshiis with
with the

These

his might.

Pan7i-janas

five Krislitis

are identi-

spoken of enigmatically

in other

* takes them sometimes as
Sayana
parts of the Rig Veda.
the four castes of men with the Nishada as the fifth caste ;

sometimes as the Devas, Gandharvas, Apsarases, Asuras, and
and sometimes as the (1) Devas, (2) men, (3)
;

Rakshasas

Grandharvas and Apsarases,

(4<)

Serpents, and (5) the Fathers,

of the last view, the Aitareya Brahma?m
quoting, in support
But the E/g Vedic Pan&a-jauas
III. 31 (Baug, p. 214).

cannot

be the four castes with the Nishada as the fifth;

according
* Vide
61, 12

;

to the

commentary under Big Veda
X, 53, 4 and 5.

VII. 15, 2

for,

Rig Veda, the Pan&a-janas are in the sky(X.

;

260

1,

100, 12

;

117, 3; VI. 51, 11

;

22
; they are
y a j n i y a s a h , worthy to be worshipped,
and are entreated to accept the oblations offered to them

60, 4)

(X. 53, 4

and

they are invoked along with

5);

Pushau,

Bhaga, Aditi and other deities, to increase the wealth of the
homestead

(VI.

In his note under X. 60,

51, 11).

thinks the five tribes in the sky

Griffith

Mr.

4,

to be the deified

counterparts of the Indo- Aryans of the Rig Vedic period who
might have been divided into five peoples residing in five

mentioned

as

the

likely,

Soma and

five

solar

(vide

rajs

Pusha?t

which has

five

the

seasons.

is

Either the

districts,

adjoining

is

I.

are

and

12

164,
the

whose number

seasons,

five

Pafi/ra-rasmi

called

13), or,

The

janas.

is

more

car

(II. 40, 3),

of
that

rays or ropes, reins, which, Say ana takes to be
True, the number of the solar rays
better known as seven, which idea seems to be the
five

outcome of likening the solar rays to the seven sacrificial
Bat as the Rig Veda II. 34, 14, mentions the five
priests.
it would appear that the
priests are sometimes
mentioned as seven and sometimes as five. Pan/a, five, is

Hotars,

derived from a root

meaning

to

expand

or cook.

counting, the fingers of the closed fist are
by one, the fifth, or last finger opened out,

an & a

When,

opened

in

out one

makes the palm

expanded, and therefore, the expanding of the whole
palm seems to have signified the number five. The reason
why the root means to cook also, seems to be that corn, &c,
p

,

cooked, become expanded. Jana is a collective noun for men.
As the solar rays are all together like the five fingers of the

hand, and as the
the setting sun

solar ray is well

grasps as

it

known

were within

closing rays of the evening twilight

as

the sun's hand,

his fist

within

his

the whole outlook and

beauty of nature which is the wealth for the eye to see and
This wealth belongs to the solar rays, as without
enjoy.
them without light we cannot see it; and the sun Indra,

who has

these rays, has this, their wealth, in his hands.

At

The peeping rays
the peep of day, the sun opens his fist.
are, as it were, the pan&a- janas, the expanded and opened
five

fingers of the solar

hand
201

letting

oat as

it

were

from

23
outlook

the

it

So, the meaning

of nature.

X. 178,

of

3,

referred to above, seems to be that the rising sun-bird spreads

own

his

rays as the five

tribes.

These

are

tribe's

five

mentioned along with the morning deities, the Asvins and
Ushas : the extended car of the Asvins come to them (VII.
.

69; 2)

;

Ushas, the Dawn, comes from far and
them (VII. 75, 4) ; and they are the five tribes

yoking her

at

once

of

men whom

visits

car,

she arouses

bodhayanti

p

(VII.

an

79,

7s

1

a

man u shir

kshitir

The goddess

).

Sarasvati

Sarasvati
prospers or increases these five tribes (VI, 61, 12).
seems to be the Dawn in the daily, and the star Rohini in the

When

annual, phenomenon.

with Rohiwi, she increases
'

he of the

five

tribes' is

the sun

comes in conjunction

the solar rays.

an epithet

Pafi&ajanya

Indra (V. 32,

of

11),

or
as

As men

should rise early and
Agni (IS, 66, 20).
the emblem of God, viz the rising sun and the fire

well as of

worship

and their morning
Agni, in their morning Sandhya prayers
five
tribes
these
take
if
we
Homa rites, so,
who, according to

X. 60,

celestial

the sky,

are in

4,

to

be the ever

brilliant,

holy,

rise early punctually

every morning,
and worship the rising sun and the celestial fire Agni seen
in. the fiery Dawn, and thereby make the sun and Agni their

own

people,

they

own

their

deities,

spiritual Sons, if

be a patronymic. These
Agni with homage (VI. 11,

to

But

five

we

take

Janas adorn

(

Panfcajanya
a

nj

a n

t i

)

4).

X. 119, which is a hymn put into the mouth of
"Have I
Indra, and in which each verse has this refrain
not drunk of Soma-juice ?", there is an enigmatic verse, the
in

:

sixth,

which says

:

me akshi-pat &ana
a
h
k
m su h pan ka-k v sh
k
a

Na

hi

t

The

five

men

i

t

a y a h.

never covered or obstructed

my eye-

*
sight.

* This
rendering

is

in accordance with
Sayaraa,

=

who

says

:

" me=

madiyam, akshipat =fcakshu7i-patanam
dnshi-sanMrain, na hy
Mi&mtsufe=na hy apavrwvaiifciy.&Tiadi. avavaram''

202

a&-

If

the -poet did not

be that

may

meaning
dazzle our

conceal a
the

*
disadvantage from them.
later poets.

five

never

drunk the Soma

people,

But

saying,

the

solar

this

its

rays,

not under

such

is

The knower Indra

obstructed

my

'

?

is

this

precisely a saying
to yield an esoteric
meaning at the

being made

hands of the
people

five

in

but that the seeing sun

eyes,

capable of

:

riddle

Now,

eyesight,

Soma

as the

is

'These

says:

for.

have I not

the drink of

know-

by drinking it Indra's intellectual eye-sight is
not obstructed by the five people. Who then can they be?
With very little imagination, a Vedantic poet would take
ledge,

'

them

be the

to

The five senses are to man what
taking him poetically to be a great

five senses.

the rays are to the sun,
His rays are his kn'shtfs,
seer or knower.

the

literally

By means of them he draws as it were his knowfrom him they may be on the
of
ledge
things, however distant
all
and
and
tastes
moisture
So does man
earth,
juicy things.
drawers.

draw knowledge and enjoyment by means of
viz,

the senses of seeing, hearing, smelling,

They

tasting.

rays or

are his

senses pan fa jnauani, t the

man the knowledge
are good

when

to

five

say

tliat

calls the

They give

knowledges.

to

phenomenal or objective world, and
But when, by a b h e d op a k a r a
the objects drawn by them, and are
,

there exists nothing else but the objective

also

is

smelt and tasted, and named,
else but an object or body,

nothing

they assume undue glitter or
blind to the Self,

to

and

were; for which

of the

world seen, touched, heard,

and that mac'

of

drawers,

controlled.

are personified as

they
allowed

it

Katha Upanishad VI. 10,

evidently, the

reason,

lights, as

his

touching,

who

is

importance and make him

the real seer,

namer, &c, capable

naming and unnarning, and who, as a knower, can afford
I unname all these diverse, discordant names and
say
'

:

forms, and look upon

them as My-Self.'

H

all

men do

like

* The Isivasya Upanishad verse ]&, prays to the sun for his withdrawing his dazzling rays to enable the devotee to see the Purusha in the
sun.

f
"

" Sankara.
" Jnanarthavat
Srotradinindriya?n pananyufcyante
aneneti
iudriyewi'V
Rangavyutpatya jnanani
JMyate
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this, there will

So, what Jndra

then reign the love of One-Self-hoocl in them.
said was capable of being taken to mean
:

and therefore these
sipped the drink of knowledge
five senses do not obstruct my psychical vision.
I have

The

Taitt.

Samhita

12 has this verse

I. 6,

:

Indriyani Satakrato!

yatejaneshupanfeasu,
Indra!
Satakratu
of thine

t'ani ta avrz'we,
Indra

!

!

I wish for those indriyas

which are in the Five Janas.

Here the word

indriyani means
rudriyani (in R. V, I,

the word

But in

might.

later

Sanscrit

the -senses, and, so understood,

with the senses.

five janas

In

Indra's might, just as
43, 2)

means Rudra's

indriyani came

to

mean

the verse would connect the

.

this connection there is a

remarkable passage in the

Bnhadaranyaka IY. 4, 17 about the Paiifca Pan^a Janas.
The author of the Brahma-Sutras refers to this passage in
The commentators, Bhagavau Sankara
and Bhagavan Raraanuja, say that the Pan/ta Pan&a Janas are
not the five times five=25 tatvas of the Sankhyas, nor even
some five and five=10 persons, but certain five persons known

his sutras I. 4, 11-13.

as the Pan&a-janas, as in the expression

Pan

/c

-

a

j

anan a

m

'

(Taitt. Br.

I.

'

Pa n k

6 ; 2, 2)

;

,

na

m

and that

t

va

in the

passage of the Bnhadaranyaka, they mean breath ( p r a n a ),
* and
mind, which are mentioned in the
eye, ear, a n n a m
.

,

* The
Madhyandina-paiTia of this Upanisliad counts annam, while
the Kanva-patha omits it. In Ms commentary on this TJpftnishadj Bhagavan
Sankara says nothing about the Pa7ca-janas being prana, eye, ear,
annam, and mind. On the contrary, he Mays that they are either the (1)
Gandharvas, (2) Fathers, (3) Devas, (.4) Asuras, and (5) Eakshasas ; or
the four castes with the Nish&das as the fifth. But when commenting
'

on the Brahma-sutras, which distinctly say
Pra^adayo vakya'
he interprets the SutrakaTa to mean that they are prawa,
s e s h a, t
eye, ear, annam, and mind, and says in the end that some take the Paiifcathe four others, while according to others
janas to be the Gandharvas and
they are the four castes, with the Nishadas as the fifth (Nisha"dapan/canids fcatv3.ro varw&Ti). Any how, they are not the 25
This shows that even before Bhagavtm
tatvas of the Saukhyas.
Saukara, opinions differed as to who the Paiifca-janas were. But there is
the fact that so old au authority as the Sfitrakka takes them to be the
,

senses,

6

StJPABNA,

Bhagavan Uam&nuja explains p r a n a
(wind) to represent the sense of touch, and annara, food,
which is the product of the earth, to represent the senses of

passage next to it

both smell and
with

senses,

XV.

7 says

Now,

We

taste.

the
'

:

mind

as

manahs

have thus the group of the five

the sixth, as the
has hth anind r

Bhagavad-gita.

y a ni .'

i

us take the Nishadas of our story to mean
group of the senses and mind. As a pun,
* i. e, rereason of their
Nishadas

let

the aforesaid
these are

by

said
u.

be

to

na

d a

five

and

a

man

make them stand

still

his

is

in

practising

senses and mind and

with

$ simultaneously

and suppressing breath, called pra?ias
"
Pranan ayamya
the formula is:
breath

is

Prana, breath,

The kuower,

a'.'

to control

his yoga, is required

body.

prana, ap&na, vya.na,

tas

fold,
s

sitting

human

the

in

maining together

his holding

the

in

As

."

as

plural,

the inhaled

held and suppressed for a while; as the suppression
is to be simultaneous with it; and as this act

of the senses

and subduing

of controlling
that,

down

is

called

ya

in a

the riddle

,

is

along with breath or the pranas, the knower bird gulped
i t a
the senses, Nishadas, and made them y a
,

m

subdued and put down. As the knower repeats, over and ovetj
this p r a n a y a m a of inhaling and suppressing breath, he
is,

as

it

were, the eat or of wind.

Who

then are

In performing the
while

is let

m-

the

Sav
The

i t

u

j

U

Brahuuui and his Nishadi wife?

a p a

,

the breath

that

is

held

for a

out, accompanied, each time, by the utterance of
k a r a first and then the Savitri verse ('Tat

is

ny

m

'

ifcyadi) along with the Vyahn'tis.
a deep sound proceeding from the throat. It,

va

r

m

fp

the

r e

a

* Vide
p. 101 ante about a similar puu on the word Nish&da.
t Vide Mud. Up. III. 1, 9 and Svefc. Up. I. 5.
.

$

"

SaiM en driyitni sarn pr atishthitpy a
f

V1IT.

."

JBT/iztncl.

15, 1.

"YadS, paii&a avatisli t Tiante ." Kat/ta. VI. 10.
'Sthira)m indriya d k draw am." ibid. 11.
"Sam-niyamya indr iya-gramaru." Gita. XII. 14

^ TLe

ascetic is called Yayubliakskewa, eater e

wiud.

Up.

3(8

'the

is

the

b

r

man

ah

the

Udgitha extolled in the Mandogya
most sacred of all the Vedic words.

m

the

,

j

by

ap a

r

ak a

m

As word
b

r

a

h

is

ma

,

Upanishads

In performing
Concordance}.
Savitri verse should always be preceded

the

,

The N& rayaniya

Om-kara.

bharata,

a

t

Colonel Jacob's

quoted in
the

called

(vide the Jabala and other

saviour word,

the

is

tfpanishad,

describes

S&ntiparva,

Eurusha, as the embodiment of

section of the

Maha-

the

Great

as

Narayarca
all

the

Vedas and

sacrifices,

and as the Highest Brahma&arin, * repeating the Om-kara
and E5avitri and the Vedas and Ararayakas. Verse 7 of
Adhyaya 340 says
;

:

Om-karam ndgiran
Savitrim
This shews that Savitri

same

who

section

speaks of

is

vakt'rat

tad-anvayam.

fca

Om.

the close follower of
as

Mrayana

The

Vidyasahayavan, One

always accompanied by knowledge Vidya. The
tJpanishads attach'the highest importance to Om, and take it to
represent the Self.
Metaphorically, the brilliant sun is the
is

;

Grea t Knower, the

Self,

with his light as his

Vidya.

In

this metaphorical sense should, I think, the Jf/jaudogya I. 5, 1

be understood when

it

Brahman

"I'takethe

says that the Udgitha
story to be the

of the

Om is

the Sun.

word Om.

The

out from his throat, and as it is'metaphorically
called the SUn, it is fancied that it scorched the throat and was

knower

lets it

The wife

therefore let out.f

be Vidya
v
riddle,

Savitii,

she

'

"*

let

out along with it can only
in the uiapa.
Asa
A

uttered forth with

Om

.

is

a Hishadi, but,

esbterically,

dhe seems to be

tlpauishad, as Vidya sits always by 'the Brahman, Self.
TJpanishad is a feminine word, and as the S&vitri verse

teaches the

Wisdom

with Brahma

'the

of Savitar,

same who

Our Father, who is identical
Brahman she

in the neuter is

* The highest
concept of an ethical God. Inclra, the Great Student
of the .ST/iand. Upanishad, and Siva, the Great Ascetic, are each an inde 1
pendent representation of this concept,

f 'Phenomenally, the moon of self sacrifice puts into
gun in the solareclipse and 'lets 'him' out as if he Is the Om
:

266

his

mouth the

utterecl^forth,
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Brahmi Upanishad. * So, she is Nisbadi or Upanishad
as well as Brahmi or Brahmani, the wife of the Braftmana,
Udgitha, which is a masculine word. The Upanishads attach

is

as great a

do

to

Om

Udgitha

Gayatri^Savitri verse as. they
(vide the texts quoted in the

to our

significance

the

In

Concordance under Udgitha and Gayatri).
yana ceremony, she confers Brahmanhood

the,

Upana-

on the initiated

to make
boy, and as the whole teaching of the Upanishads is
it
ia no
of
the
man a Brahmawa in the true sense
word,
the
to,
be,
wonder that our story indicates the Gayafcri-Savitei

Upanishad of Upanishads.

Now

I take them,

about the elephant and the tortoise,

be respectively the Jivafcma and Paramatma,, the human
soul and the Supreme Self, about whom there is the celeto

brated; verse'
I. 164,,

'

Dva

uparn &

s

Its sense is this

20.

Two companion
One

tree.

of.

s

birds have

them

a.y u.j a/ ityadi,. S-ig Veda.

:

eats. the.

embraced the same
s v, a d u
sweet fruii
(,

the other, without eating,, looks on*
pi ppa1am )
The Munafaka Upanishad bodily quotes this verse
;;

the head
that

in

of

its

the tree

third chapter,

common

(to

and then says
the

two),

man

at.

the effect

to.

is

sinking

and sorrowing by reason of being a n i s a a slave, but. that
when he sees the Other, the Lord (laa) who is* javshJa, t
,

happy
sorrow.

when he
This

has sacrificed
tree

of all

His greatness he becomes- foee from
be taken to mean; that tha Lord, who!

sees

may

Himself into the

creatures,,

and

heart's^

loves-,

them

womb:
all

as;

of;

the body

Selfi,

w the

1

One happy reigning Lord all in all so., long as? man' doe?
not see and realize Him, he sorrows as- the slave (of
selfish desires),, but when He realizes Him: and the greatness
;

of His; One-Self-hood, he is freed from sorrow, and, as the
next verse says, obtains extreme similarity (para Hi
5

*

am

This word occurs in the Kena TJpanishad IV. 7.
f This word'ia derived f com the'roofc j:us>h feo enjojr.
means the enjoying man, and so, j u s ht a seems to mean. the jpjfnl, the
happy, one'-wllb Has made Himself happy.
1

.

samyam
as

sama,

the

the godly quality of looking upon all
This
equal to, or the same as, himself.

a ra y a

s

whom 9 With

Similarity with

upaiti).

Lord. Or,

is

perfectly

by seeing the Lord.
To persons who doubt whether the two birds of the Rig
Veda I. .167, 20, above quoted, could be the human soul and

quality he gets

the

Mundaka Upanishad understands them
manner

evident from, the
at the

an authority as the

Self, the reply is that so old

Supreme

head of the chapter,

human

speaks of the

the Lord,

soul

in those senses, as is

in which, after
it

quoting the verse

same tree and

to the

refers

being entangled

happy, and that

in

while the

it,

Veda

the

itself
Other,
/?ig
did not conceal an esoteric meaning in the verse, it was
capable of yielding one, when milked by the subsequent
The commentators say that the eating bird is the
poets.

human

is

soul, eating

the other bird

the fruit of accumulated kavma, and that

the Witness, the

is

karma

the fruit of

if

For

part, I

how

it

likes to eat, to

would take the eaiing bird

be

be the

to

always eating the ever sweet fruit of eternal
Therefore, I should think, the Muwaaka calls Him the

Supreme
joy.

my

to

called sweet, they say

that the deluded soul fancies whatever

sweet.

As

Self.

Supreme

or samsara can be

Self,

Happy.
The Rig Veda
.

I. 164 contains,
immediately after verse 20
two
more
21
and 22, about Suparnas,
verses,
to,
and
makes mention of the sweet fruit again in verse
birds,

above referred

22.

It

is

thus necessary to consider these three verses
meuning. Verses 21 and 22 are to

together to find out their
the following effect.

Where
with

ever

bh&ga

or

the birds (plural s

wakeful

distribution

Lovely Protector

Who

up

a r

nah

)

praise
the

(animesham)

eyes
of

Amn'ta, there

(gopa/i)

has entered me, the child

the

of
(

p ak a

vesa) (21).
The tree in which the birds
(plural
n a h ) are m a d h v a d a h eaters of
,
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is

the

Universe,

m
s

av

u pa

i

-

r -

sweetness,

30
and in whioh they are
its

upon

(off-spring),

all

stationed and generate

top they say

is

the sweet fruit

None

(svadu pippalam).

eats

who

it

knows not the Father (22).
Seeing that the same sweet fruit is mentioned in verse
22 as being that which nobody who knows not the Father can
it

taste,

and

this

consider,

who

cannot, I think, be the bad karmaic fruit

sublime language ought

make us pause/ and

to

and what the sweet

the Father,

fruit,

;

can be, and whether a

deep esoteric meaning is nofc concealed in these verses. I
would take the fruit to be identical with Am/via, the nectur
of immortality, spoken of in verse 21.

sweet

to suit the

fruit,

The Father

is

Vaisvakarma'
has

that

to be the

a v

i

eats this fruit,

is

exhibited as the

Father, who/ according to the

an

8-1

82,

1

is

the

First Sacrificed
all

the creatures

This, His distributed aspect, seems
of Aum'ta, the Soma juice of

v e

bha g a

The Supreme

X.

Himself and entered

sacrificed

(avaran

Oar

evidently
iSiiktas

It

concept of the eater being the bird.

s

a

)

.

immortality.

Self,

who

that

is

one with the enlightened Self,
The two birds, the
enjoys the Self.
is

and God, are together as companions. Man has two
It is in his godly aspect that the
sides, bad and godly.

soul

God

of self-sacrifice,

who

loves all creatures, dwells,
en-self-

if I may use the expression.
Although the soul and
are together in the heart, still, so long as man does
not realize Him, he cannot taste the juice of Self.
So, it

ing

it,

God

would seem, the

poet, realizing

that has entered

His

child,' as

subsists.

all,

though

says

He

The knowers

getting spiritual

:

is

in himself Father

Prajapati

'The Protector has entered me,
the milk on which he as a child

Self as Honey, and
thus,
become
generators, fathers, by
vigour, they
eat

the

spiritual rebirth.

This may be phenomenally illustrated thus. The two
birds are the sun and moon perched on the same tree, the sky

on high.
sweet

dew

The sun, by his powerful light, is able to eat the
drops and rain drops, while the moon of the night

simply looks on, his light not being strong enough to evapo-

when he

This- is the view of the, moon

rate them.,

is

in the

moon of
he is
in
when
when
he
is.
self-sacrifice,
day light
completely
one with the sun^ the emblem o God. On that new moon
Bui there

night.,

is

the

other view of him,

the

as,

day which cornea when the moon's starry form* the Orion,

is

moon

in conjunction with the sun, the solar rays praise the
Soma, and drink him as their honey, and become the fathers
o

summer

the

to

Now,
became the
birds are,
tortoise,

creation.

about

revert to .'our story

tortoise

and the elephant.

the;

In, it

brothers

the companion

appears to me, changed into two brothers. The
which conceals itself in its shell, represents, as
it

already observed, the

Supreme

the In-dweller,

Self,

evident- from the fact that the Taitt.

Aranyaka

the tortoise: to be the Rasa,

of Prajapati

which

entered, the created

The

firm.

who

Juice,
1

beings

altar is constructed

Sam. V.

in order

upon a
This

as

is

23 describes

I.

to

that Juice

make them

tortoise buried in the

is

ground

(Taitt.

of

Great In-dweller being the basis and Self of the

the:

2; 8).

evidently symbolical

The In-dweller is Yibhavasu, Light-Wealth,
Wealth: of knowledge. The knower ought to look uppn
as Atmau r as himself, and should not divide himself

Sacrifice-bird.
i..e.

Him

from Him,

vide, the-

Upanishad texts upon which the follow*

ing aphorisms of the Brahmasutra. are based :

At me

Na
.

'ti tu'

Afcmd, p

r

pagafc&Aanti.
na hi

pra'tike*.

sa/i.

ak&ran&t

,

should

objectively,

when

in

t

1, 3.

1,4..

...

A vibhage'na, drish ia
Me

IV.

.

4,3.

vat.

4,4..

be realized and enjoyed, subjectively and not
i.e.

as arc object

samsarai,

looks:

body, and thinks that God
from, himself, as

when

limited, in

upon himself
also is

space.
as

But man,
1

nothing

,

but

an object or body distinct

hsi takes the solar globe or

any image

God, instead of realizing the All-pervading Self in his
own. soul and! in- all the objects, the sunj moon>, stavs,, &o.
to.

be*

So, the

ignorant man.

thecefore. is likened;

to-

is-

Su>pr,a(ika,

(

wells-emiBodied,,

and

an elephant^ .the.higgesiolejnbodiLedt

He wants

creatures.*

to live separately

from God, and desires

a division of the wealth, which, being 'the unbounded Self,
capable of being taken
in a double sense
one, as well embodied, the other, as
having the soul's true spiritual rupa as the Self. The

can never be divided.

Su-pratika

is

unenlightened man, and ths
who, when he attains to his 'true
becomes Vibhavasu, the wealth of light

former sense applies

'to

the

latter to the enlightened,

rupa as the

Self,

or knowledge.

Trisanku
says

p.

About the 'true rupa of the knower,
The $vetasvatara Upanishad
ante.

100

vide
I.

6

:

P v 4 t h a g At ra & n a m P r e r i t a r a m k a ma t v
jushtas 't'alas Tena 'mritatvam eti.
He who knows himself and the Councillor
(the

a

Supreme Self) to be separate (from the Brahmaor phenomenal world spoken of in the first
of this verse) and is made happy by Him (i.e.

/tfakra

half

he who realizes the happy Ideal of the Supreme
Self) will get immortality.

So, our bird

Garutman's

knowing the human

soul

and the Supreme Self to be separate from the perishable
body, which 'the one has in the samsaric state, and which is
:

attributed
is his

to

the other

eating up
himself.

the

The consequence

two,

is

ignorautly or by metaphor,
and making them united in

either

that the

JRz'shis

go

to the

Himalayas,

which, as the abode of -Siva, represent high, calm,

Heaven.

* In the stories about
Siva, it will be seen he kills an Asura of elephant form, which, seems to represent the embodied state. The Bhagavata
purana VII I. 2 says that an elephant of the name of Indradyumna was
seized by a crocodile in a lake and cried for many years to all the gods
for succour, bub none came. At last, he- cried to Vishnu, who came at once
on the wings of the bird Garutimvu, killed the crocodile with his Sakra
weapon, and rescued the elephant. Here also the elephant seems to represent the deh in, man, troubled by the samsara crocodile. Gaja, elephant,
seems to be derived from g a r j or gaj, to roar or trumpet. Man
must cry for God's succour loudly and with all his heart's strength, for
which reason, Indradyuinna becomes the biggest creature that can cry
the loudest; and Vishnu, who is the god of sacrifice and whose vehicle is
the bird of se]f-sacnflce, succours him.
<

;

33
Or,

ifc

be, the

may

Himalayan mountain represents the
in which the puri-

kuower's head (the peak of the body),

are finally located in a
calm, contemplative, happy state, thus making them
s i r s h a n y a h
Their bird, the Self, obtains
pranah
as the

fied Valakhilyas,

pranas,

.

am?' zta, the nectar

of immortality. In the

Br&hmanas there are

such expressions as that the knower conquers Svarga, Heaven,
meaning thereby that he acquires Ifc. Hence, the paradox in
that

this story

am v

i t

a

Garutm&n

conquered

Such a knower

.

releases his

Indra and

got

the

mother Vidya from

bondage.

The Fatherhood of God consists in His ever having Indra as His Son
a Son by whom He regards and loves all creatures as
Himself, Unless man makes his soul to be born as Son,
the Self, exactly like Indra, he can never hope to become
one \vifch Our Father ; and as this spiritual birth is godly,
it is to be sought for from God, who is so graceful as to be

The

gist of the story

may be

stated thus.

ever ready with His sacrifice, if only man would join in it
with self-sacrice as the oblation, for the birth of the Son.

The Son, whom

the all-souls, Visvedeva- Valakhilyas,

get,

subdues the senses, Nisbldas, performs steadfast Upasaua
and japa of Om and Gayatii, and understanding the nature
of

the

soul

and God and how the soul should not seek

separation from but be one with God, cuts off the tree
of samsara, liberates the all-souls from it, obtains the
nectar

of

immortality,

and releases Mother Vidya from

bondage.
Phenomenally, the Orion is the place of the tail-like
It is under one" aspect the town or
body in the
sky containing the summer rays as the souls, and under
another, the heaven containing the same light as nectar,
Belt.

The

sun, as the creator, ha,s two wives, Night

and Day.

.The snakes, the powers of darkness, are the sous of the
former, while the moon is the son of the latter, as the new

moon

issues forth

from day.

The pure while horse seems

to be

a metamorphosis

of

8OTABMA.
the
ifc

sun Indra
tlie tail

were,

more and

The

himself.
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Evening Twilight is, as
and becomes gradually

ot the sun-horse,

more

dusky

themselves

with

as

if

the

snakes of

darkness

enslaved by Night in.
Day
mingle
The
as
the
winter,
maker of the seasons, scorches
moon,
the snakes in the hot season, in which the hours of night
are lessened

summer

then comes the rainy season,

and the
placed, seems

solstice;

are finally

The

;

is

ifc.

bird, as full

after

the

which the snakes
to be the dark half of the year.
moon, cuts the Orion and carries it up,
island, in

along with the Jfo'shis clinging to ib, to the sun, at the
Conjunction, when, be it fancied they finally leave the
Orion and become the nebulous stars of the Milky Way,

which may well be likened to a range of snow-clad
mountains. According to Apte's English and Sanscrit
the Milky Way is called Viyadganga, the
Gaiiga river in the sky. As that rivev rises in the Himalayas, the Milky Way may be fancied to be both the
dictionary,

Himalayas and the Ganga
his Sanscrit dictionary,

rivev in the sky.
According to
f{
a class of
the Yalakhilyas are

thumb and produced
and
to precede the sun's
said
body
There must be some Puranic authority for tho
chariot."
idea of their preceding the sun. Thus, while under one
divine personages

from the

of the size of a

creator's

fancy they are placed on the Himalayas, they are, under
another, located ultimately before the sun, to show, evidently, that they are the enlightened souls putting down
the evil desires, like the morning rays that precede the
sun and put down darkness. They are in the mane as ife

were of the sun horse, as the Dawn (the morning rays) is
called the head of the sacrificial horse (vide the opening
sentence of the Bn'hadaranyaka).
About the nectar. On the

comes when the sun

is

newmoon

in conjunction

day which
with the Orion, the

heavenly soma, the nioon conquers, that
Indra
obtains,
by self-sacrifice ; and then, the heliacfancied
to be the vessel full of nectar,
is
ally risen Orion
place

of the

is

273
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the

summer

the night.

light,

Just

taken gradually by the

when

it

moon towards

rises acronically,

to the night and to the

and

is

snakes of

thus

it, the
completely brought
and
Orionalso
his
the
vessel
sun withdraws
summer light,
goes back gradually to the sun. Thus, the snakes of darkness,

who

represent low selfish desires, do not get the nectar.
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The planet Venus is masculine in Sanscrit. His names
Kavya, Kavi, $ukra, &c. Usanas seems to have

are Usanas,

been his chief name, derived from the root v a s , to desire, or
The Rig Yeda speaks of Usanas Kavya (son of
to shine.
Some of these verses will be
Kavi, poet) iu many places.
referred to below:

The lovable (vena) sun (Surya) is born.
Kavya Usan& brought back the cows with him
(I.

83, 5).

mean that Venus, as the morning star,
back
to
the
eastern sky the cows, the dawn rays,
brought
western
from the
sky, where they had disappeared in the
This seems to

evening, it being fancied that Venus, who is both Morning
and Evening Star, has control over the east and the west, and
over the cows, the solar rays, far from which, he (Venus)

does not go.

Usana

makes Indra's might (meanIndra rejoices with Usana
10 and 11). Kavya Usana fashions

fashions or

ing his Vajra weapon.)

Kavya

(I.

51,

and gives Indra

his Vajra weapon (I. 121, 12).
to have been brought back by the
fancied
The dawn rays,
to
be here conceived as being the weaMorning Star, appear
fashined and given to the rising sun Indra, for
of
light,
pon

killing the darkness.

The Asvins
together (V.
divine Ho'tar

seek the praise of Usanas Kavya
and Indra and the Devas come

He

(I. 117, 12).

29,

9;

81,

Agni (VIII.

All this would

8).

He

establishes the

23, 17).

with the morning star that comes
with the Asvins and the sun about to rise. He is the
early
riser

fit

iu

and the young heayenly poet Kavya, *
lauding the

* I would take Kavi's son to mean the
boy poeb, the planet being a
boy when compared with the sun and the apparent size of the moon.
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rising sun with his praises, and seeing the

morning sacrificial
and worshipped with its heavenly prototype in
the dawn fire. Verse 2 of IV. 16. says:
Like Usanas the

fire

kindled

priest shall praise Indra.

Born from might,
the

m u s h ay a
from

the

Aruna has thrown up
(v a /ram
Kavi thou hast come

wheel and stolen the word

sun's

t

i

Usanas

).

!

!

far to protect us (I. 130, 9).

The commentator seems
Mr,

ing sun Indra.

adjectives' qualifying
'

Arnwa

to take

to he the

morn-

Usanas and Kavi

takes

Griffith

to be

Indra, who is the deity of the Sukta,
one who lias eager speed.' The rising

rendering Usanas -as
sun may as well he addressed thus:
(Light) that has come back
her calf u s a t i r i v a

'

the yearning
poet,
mother cow yearning
a r a h
an expression

to us (like

ma

for

t

used in respect of the Divine waters)'.
But, although the
deity of the Sukta is the sun Indra, other objects may well
"be

light conceived as a male

Indra^

who

is,

as

it

Aruna, the red dawn
throws
god,
up the rising sun

with him, thus:

described along

were, the sun's wheel,

The same Aruna

i.

e.,

the SITU as a

and brings for us the Word,
the
which may be taken to be
day that had been stolen away
of
at nightfall by the powers
darkness; and as soon as the
-to
protect us.
day is brought back, its lord, the sun, comes
wheel.

steals

Or, Usanas, though called here
he the planet Usauas himself,

Kavi

instead of Kavya, may
coining as the morning star

and poet, along with Aruna, the red light that throws up the
solar wheel.
Probably the planet's PaurAnic name Kavi was
derived from this very verse, and the other

name Kavya from

the other verses.

Quite distinct from Kavi or Kavya Usanas, there
the

.Rig

Veda

(II.

23,

(Kavi/t Kavinam),
Brahmawaspati,
Before going to the

1),
viz.

a pre-eminent

the

:

god

poet

of

Bn'hashati

is

in

poets
alias

Pauranic- story about Bnhaspati,
the priest of the Devas, and Usanas or $ukra, the priest of
their enemies, the Asuras, it may not be out of .place to 'trace

TAYa.II.

,

the history of the word a

s ti r

*/

from a .s u

derived

mean one who

breath,

,

is full

a from the
life,

of breath,

Riv
Veda. Asura
c3

and.'A'.su-ra, seems
or strength

life,

;

for,

is

to

a strong

healthy man-can exert much without losing breath, while a
weak man loses it and gasps for it. That this sense of the

word has entered
the Asuras

giving
7?ig

the Puranic story about the priest of

into

evident from the fact of his being exhibited as
fco even
dead persons.
In many places in the

is

life

Veda, several gods are

called Asnras,

meaning that they

down the Dasas, Dasyus, Rakshases
With the aid of the index of names

are powerful to put
and other enemies.

(o Mr. Griffith's Rig Veda, I find that the
gods are
Asuras in the following hymns:
Varmia in I. 24, 14; IE. 27, 10; 28, 7 j VIII.

nttao.li.cd

called

42,1; X. 132,4.
The dual gods Mitra and Varuna

in I. 151, 4;

VII. 65, 2 (they are the asuras and aryas of
the Devas i. e. they are strong and friendly);
VIII. 25, 4. In V. 63. 3 and 7, they are invoked
to shower rain or boon by the m a
y a or genius
of the Asura, taken to be either
or

Heaven

Dyau/t
VIII. 20, 17;

X.

in

31,

I.

DyauA
131,

1

;

6; 67, 2;

or Parjanya.
III. 53, 7;

92,

6.

The

Angirases are called in III. 53, 7 to be heroes, the
In X. 67, 2 the. same
sons of Dpu/i, the Asura.
is

description

were the

repeated with the addition that they
think of the abode of sacrifice, and to

first to

occupy the

of vipras ( v

state

dadhana/i).

i

p

r

a

m

pad

a

The same sous and heroes

m
of

Asura Dyau/i are spoken of in X. 10, 2 as the upholders of heaven and as witnesses of men's acts.
Savitar

V. 49, 2

;

In X.

in

I.

Pushan
93.,

85,
in

V.

7

and

10

IV. 53,

1

;

51, 11.

14 the poet praises

Ramawhose fame was heard when
vana, Vena, Asura

horses (to their chariots.)

Du/mma, Pnbha-

these wealthy beings

they yoked five hundred
It is

noteworthy that

SUKRA, KAffA, YAYATI.

Ramas

of the Pauranics are strong heroes,
viz: Parasu-Rama, who annihilated the Kshatriyas;
the three

Dasarathi-Rama, who killed the Rakshasas
Vasudeva's sou Rama alias Bala-Rama, the

;

and

Rama

of strength.

Rig Veda
the
(

r

sons

a,

a

j

n

t

i

Vayu and
Indra

).

The

III. 56, 8 says:

the

of

are

Asura,

three heroes,

ruling

or shining

to Sayarca they are

According

Agni,

Surya.
is

called

VIII. 90, 6; X.

Asnra in
96, 11

;

I.

99,

174,
2

;

1, III.

38, 4;

In him the

12.

Doras placed asuryam, A sura-strength, or
among the Devas it is he who holds asuryam,
VI. 20, 2; 36, 1; his a s u r a t v a m is matchless

(mahan
X.

in a

asuratvam ekam),

h at y a

55, 4.

Agni is called Asura in II. 1, 6; IV. 2, 5;
V. 12, 1 ; lb, 1; VII. 2, 3; 6, 1 30, 3; he is
Asura Svarvit that found heaven, X. 56, 6.
The asuryam might rests on Agni, V. 10, 2.
;

In III. 29, 14, Agni

from
j

a

t

the
a

li

r

of

belly

a d a

j

ay a

is

the
t

a

),

said to

have been born

Asura

(Asurasya

whom

Griffith takes to

be Dyau/j, and Wilson, the Arani wood.
Rudra is one of the names of Agni
.

He

is

73,

1

called

Asnra

The Soma
;

he

is

in

juice

the

V. 42,
is

(II. 1, 6).

11.

called

Asura

bountiful Asura,

in

IX. 71, 2

;

assuming white

(S v e t a m rupam kurute) 74, 7.
must be borne in mind that the moon Soma is

colour
It

one of the aspects of the Soma.
So much about the gods being called

Asuras in

the

R\g Veda. Now, the evil powers also are called Asuras in
the Rig Veda, because they too are strong to molest men,
but the gods are able to put them down:
Bn'haspati pierces the heroes of Asura Vw'kadvaras, II. 30, 4.
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Svarbhanu, the Asura, beats the sun with
darkness, "V. 40, 5. This seems to refer to the solar
eclipse;

in the

and the demon Svarbhanu, he who shines
sky, seems to be the moon who causes the

eclipse.

Indra

VI. 22,

is

Asuraghna, the slayer of the Asuras,

4.

Weaponless are the godless Asuras (anayudhaso Asura/i a-deva/i), VIII. 96, 9,
This evidently makes a distinction between godly
Asuras and ungodly Asuras. Indra brings joys from
the Asuras and prospers therewith, VIII, 97, 1.

Here

Bak-

the Asuras are taken to be the powerful

shases

but

;

be they are the beneficent godly

may

it

Asuras.

The gods break

the forts of Asura Pipru, who
X. 138, 3; that is, who too had

may in,

was

genius, but evil genius.

In X.

53,

'/

by, we, gods,
'

s

u

r

With

i

meant

spirits

to

priest, says:

will utter,

Asura foenien

quell our

d evah a

reference to

says:" The Asuras
evil

my speech I now

may

an ab h

the Asuras are

Agnij the divine

4,

This prelude of

a

s

ma

)

."

( y e n a
Here too

beihe godless Asuras.
Mr.

the last quoted verse

in the later

in perpetual

where-

hymns

hostility

of the

Griffith

Rig Veda are

with the gods, not to be

confounded with the great celestial Asuras, the chiefs of the
;
It will be seen, however, that even hymns subsequent
gocls.'
to

X.

53, 4, for instance

X,

56, 6

gods Asuras, while even in the

;

96, 11

;

99, 2

;

earlier part of the

12, call the
.ftig'Veda,

powers are given the same
This shows that Asura was simply a name of quality,

for instance in II. 30, 4, the evil

name.

meaning strong, mostly applied
sometimes also to those powers

the powerful gods, but

who were

considered

enough to molest men, but never strong enough
match with the a s u r a t v a or strength of the gods,

to be strong
to

to

of evil

279

But it must be admitted that X. 53, 4, taken by itself
and without the implied qualification of ungodly, was capable
of engendering in a subsequent age the idea that an A sura
was the enemy of the Devas.
the

Brahmana

we

period,

So,

find the

shine,

and seems

is

A suras

to

always
d i v

derived from

have meant the shiner, the glower,
As light is a metaphor for

to

such as the sun and

Devas and

Deva

mentioned as mutual enemies.
to

when we come down

moon.

knowledgej Deva was pre-eminently a name which could be
applied to God, the All-knower, without any qualification,
whereas the double sense in which the word Asura was used
in the .Rig Veda, sometimes as the strong gods and sometimes
as their strong enemies, would necessitate the subsequent

authors,

the

if

they applied the

word godly,

name

to the gods, to qualify it

them from the a d

to distinguish

e v a

by
or

Naturally therefore, the equivocal epithet
Asura was rejected as not suited to the Deva ; and the very

ungodly Asuras.

two names into etymological
with each other, as knowledge or righteousness
versus brute force or the powers of darkness.
fact of the rejection drove the

contrast

The

Taitt Samhita

I.

5,

9 says

:

Day

belonged

Devas and night to the Asuras; the Asuras
carried away the cows of the Devas and entered

to the

night.

But the Devas found out that night was

Agneyi

(she

who

aud, thus praised,
cows.

Night
'

is

has

Agni); they praised him.
Agni brought back the pasus,

Agneyi, because the Rig Veda

1.

95, I, says:

Two sisters, dissimilar in appearance,

that of the other

;

with the

suckle their calves, each
one the tawny calf acquires

strength; with the other the Sukra calf.
Sayana says that
the sisters are day and night, and that their sons are Agni
and the the sun, respectively. Night give's birth to the morn-

ing sun and gives him over to Day.

The

sacrificial fire

Jed in the-day shines well in the night, as if

him.

Night nourishes
Rakshohan, killer of the
to be explained by taking the latter to be the

The character

KakshasaS)

is

kind-

of

Agni

as

StTRRA, KAtfA, YAYATI.

Shining iu

powers of darkness.
they

us

represent, sin,

Pap ma vai

tlie

the Taitt

night, Agni
Samhita V. 1,

'Sin

tain a A.

8,

darkness.'

is

Asuras who entered the night seem

kills

them,

says

:

the

So,

represent the powers

to

of darkness.

The

which the soma juice

vessel, in

is

offered in succes-

am

a , and the
deities, is called u p a y
holding up the juice, preparatory to the offering, is
The grahas intended for the different deities
called g r a h a

sion to the different

act

of

.

have been given different names. Among those deities, there
occur two strange deities whose names are Siuuh and Marka,

and

their grahas are called

Sukra and Man thin.

But, instead

of offering the contents to Si\nd& and Marka, they are offered
to Indra.
Uegardiug this, there is a story in the Taitt.
4, 10, (vide Muir V. p. 230), which, the commentator Sayana quotes, and explains thus:
* was the Purohita or
priest of the
Brihaspati
Devas, and Samiamarkau (Simda and M-arka) were

Samhita VI,

'

They were both b

the priests of the Asuras.

manvanfca/i,

devout, and

Marka, who

said:

you hold up grahas

up the grahas

'

Very

invited
\ve

-

to

Sunda and

will attend if

The Devas held
Sukramantbinau (Sukra and

for

culled

well,

ah

were not able

so,

The Devas

surpass each other.

r

us

also'.

Manthiu) for them, but offered the contents to
Indra, and rubbed off the particles of dust that had
stuck to the outer side of the bottom of the vessel,
*
$anrfa and Marka, begone
saying this formula:
(be

blown

off)

Thus, "the"

along with this dust/

gods sent away Sunda, and Marka, and

offered

up

themselves to Indra."

Sayana takes Sam/a and Marka

A sura Guru

Sukra, but

Vedic authority

may
*

it is

be the sons of the

doing so. These dual $a?^amarkatt
with the two magical priests Kilatakuli

for

be compared

Brihaspati occurs as PuroMta even iu the

is called

to

known whether he had any

not

the Brahnul priest in X. 141,

291
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24, 9,

3.

-86

HQ

(p.

50

In verse 24 of

ante).

Veda X.

JBig

hyiim about Agni Bakshohan, Agni

87, which

is

a

asked to burn the

is

* In
dual Yatudhauas, called the mithuna (twin) Kimidina.
II, 30, 8, Indra is said to kill the Vnshabha, V,he bull
or

and the name of that

the chieftain, of the Sandikas,

chieftain

of the

is

supposed

same

who

be Vnkadvaras mentioned in verse 4

The name Marka occurs

Stikta.

which says:
van. Mr*

to

-Suras &a mark
Griffith

a

in

X. 27, 20,

uparo babhu-

ft

"

renders this as the

all-cleaning sun

above us"; but at the same time he says that Profesas meaning
sor Roth interprets
obscuration', and
is

Marka

that Professor

thinks that the moon,

Ludwig

of the sun' is meant.

'

'

the obscurer

In the Taitt.

Ekagni-Kanda II. 13,
Saw^a and Marka occur, among others, as evil spirits troubling
young children but driven away by repeating that Mantra.
Sanda means the bull, and, if the Sa?idikas were a neighbouring

people

named

whom

the Vedic Aryans hated, they

may have

their evil spirits of winter after the Sanrfikas,

and

cele-

summer sun

Indra's victory over them. At the
and
of
winder
the Asuras and the Devas
summer,
junction
the
to
a share in the joys of
Asuras
claim
meet,
presume

brated the

summer light but they cannot have
j

it;

and as only the holding

was promised, it is held up, but in the meantime
the summer sun rises and gulps down the contents.
So, to
a
the Asuras, there is slip beween the cup and the lip,,and they

tip of the cup

The cup TJpayama
Sayana quotes the Vedic text:

are blown off like darkness at sun rise.
dentified with the earth> for

<Iyam va Upayama':

*

this

(earth)

indeed

is

is

the

Upayamai' The Upayama cup is also called Antavyama, which
name is explained to have arisen from the formula which
c

says

Antar ya&ha, Maghavan!

van (Indra)! make
hidden.'

That

is,

(this

as

Upayama

'

Sayana explains

pur enemies, the Asuras.'

If

Magha-

vessel containing the

we take

Make

it

Soma)

invisible to

the vessel to be the

Orion ^ representing in the sky our earth quite brimful
* Mitbuni Yatudhdud

of all

Khnldinu, aeem to be the masculine dual
Yatudh&nau and Kimldinau.

STJKEA, KAJTA, YAYATI,

summer

she becomes invisible to mortal eyes when
the sun Indra applies her to his lips, because she has helia^

her

joys,

The dual Asuras, Sandd and Marka, may probably
cally set.
be the day and night of winter, or the sun and moon of
winter; for, the Mahabharata I. 65, Sloka 28, says that the
sun and moon of the Devas are different from the sun and

moon of the Danavas.
The Mantra which
the

ukra-graha .to

Ve

11

The
him

a

'

authorities differ
to be the sun,

JSandra, the

Vena
is

is

when offering the soma of
Veda
X. 123, 1:
Rig
Ay anj

repeated

'

is

It is a Sukta, the devata of

&e.

/i

is

Indra

as to

who Vena

is;

is

Vena,

Griffith takes

but says that Mahidhara takes him to be

moon ; and

that according to Professor

Ludwig

the moon, and the Gandharva mentioned in verse 7

Vena means

the sun.

'

the

beloved

summer light personified as the Soma
Vena and offered to the sun Indra.
It

which

Mr.

is

not

clear

why,

',

and probably the

juice

is

praised as

the planets, the Paurawics

of all

considered the planet Usanas to be the Guru of the Asuras.
Was it because Osanas was viewed as the moon, the lord of
the
night, in miniature, and because another name, Sukra,
time
in
of
into
for
that
course
vogue
planet and
bright, came

the
got mixed up with the Sukra-graha held up for one of
A sura priests? If so, the application of the name graha
to

one planet, Usanas, seems

to

have paved the way for

At all events, the
planets
grahas.
idea of the connection of Usanas with the Asuras was older
calling the

other

also

Puranas; for, the Taitt. Samhita II. 5, 8, 5 says
that Agni and Usanas were the messengers respectively of
The Kamayana 1. 25, 20, says that
the Devas and Asuras.
than the

the mother of
to

Kavya was

killed,

because she wished the world

be without Indra.
But, whatever

as the lord

seems

to

Pauramc
for his

maybe

the mythical bad aspect of Usanas

of night in miniature,

have asserted
idea

is

its

that 6'ukra

full
is

his

name Kavi

or

etymological force,

Kavya
as

the

a very learned personage noted

niti, wisdom.
288
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already observed, the word

Veda

a

u

s

r a

was used

in

senses, good and bad, nnd d e v a in a
d
e
v
a
also, in course of time, seems to have been
good sense,
degraded by construing it as derived from the root d i v, to

the Rig

in

two

gambling, is derived. Even
in the Upauishads, sometimes, the word Devas means the
* senses
Still, even
they that play with desires.
indriyas,

devana,

from which

play,

though so construed, the word Deva would seem
for a

good meaning,

the sense of

iu

Kr

1

contend

to

d a v a n

the

,

spiritual lover of all creatures.

As, thus, Deva and A sura were each capable of being used
in either a good or a bad sense, the
riddling Pnnr&wics were
free to pourtray the Devas and Indra, sometimes in their

Vedic grandeur and sometimes as being in a non-eterna^
world of pleasures, looking upon Indra as a god of i n d r i -

yani,

Similarly, in personages

senses.

exhibited

openly

Asuras or Dauavas, we may often delect most charitable
and righteous beings, as in the Danava king Ilvala (p. 130

as

ante).

The following
Mahabharata
'

story about

and about

of the Asuras,
I.

7593

Usanas,

the

Brahman

his son-in-law Yayati,

is

priest

from the

:

Lacking the knowledge of resuscitating dead
persons, the Devas sent their Guru Bnhaspati's son,
v id y a or knowledge from Usanas, becoming his disciple in disguise.
The Asuras suspected who this new student was,

Ka/ca, to learn the life-restoring

and

killed

him, over and over again,

in the wilder-

ness, where he was grazing the cuttle of Usanas ;
but Usanas resuscitated him each time, for the sake
of Devayani, Usana's daughter, who loved Ka&a

without his knowing that she was doiuo<Tj

so.

At

last,*

one day the Asuras reduced K:i/ca into ashes and
mixed them in Usana's drink; and when TJ.sanas
said

'

Ka/<u! where are you

my

boy/ he replied

* The Kaf/ia
'Visvedevilfo
Up. V. 3, says
aa ft a k s k u r ft cl a y a h -i.e. fche senses
:

up 4 sate', which
.

SUKRA, KAtfA, YAYATI.
'

Sir, here

I

am,

in your

stomach

I,

the son

So, TJsanas was obliged to teach
the 'knowledge to Ka/ai, and said to him
Nobody
of Bn'haspati'.

'

who enters

come out

belly can

my

Come

Brahmana.

a

is

thereby

become

Indra.'

Ka/t-a

out,

from

he

alive unless

my

bod}'

and

you are not
out, bursting open the Guru's
and
but he was so
thereby killing him
belly
grateful as to bring him back to life by the

my

son

as well,

if

came

;

knowledge he had
io

he

obtained permission

was

leaving,
Devayani
but
he refused, saying
him;
marry
her father had become his father also,
(by

iiskt'd

that

lie

learnt,

When

depart.

io-

Ka/i:;i

reason of his coming out from him), and that therefore he looked

and

'

said

May

to you.'

so; but

it

may

his sister.

the secret

be of no use
it

She got angry
knowledge learnt by you
But he said in return
Be

upon her as

*

be efficacious with him

to

whom

and may you, a Brahman's daughter,
it,
may
whose blind love does not see the right man from
teach

I

the

wrong man, marry

a

non-Brahman

'
!

Accordingly she marries the Kshatriya king
Yavati under strange
" circumstances. As her father
*/

Usanas

or

Snkra was the

priest of the

Asura king

Vn'shaparvaw, one day, she and V?'?'shaparvan's
daughter SarmiskM,, and her companion girls, went
to bathe in a river, keeping their cloths on the bank;
but Indra, coming down as wind, mixed them up, so
that, when the girls came up to dresa, SarmishiAit

mistook Devayaui's cloth fur hers and wore it.
Uevayavii did not brook a Kshatriya girl wearing her
cloth and upbraided her.

A quarrel

ensued, result-

ing in the king's

daughter shoving Devayani into
a waterless well and going home with the other
Yayati, who was hunting, happened to hear
from the well and took out Devayaui, who,
She
being thus touched by him, married him.
girls.

cries

285
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prevail

upon

SUtfRA,

12
her

got
to

father

to

marry -Sarrnishiha

her a

sapatui,

da si,

slave,

on

VWsliaparvaw

also to

So, making
Yayati.
her -her
co-wife, she made
the hard condition that Yayati

should not meat her, and

that if she ever got
sons they should not have the kingdom. He, however, met her secretly, and a beautiful son named

Druhyu, was born. Seeing him, Devayani. thought
that $armishi/ia must have committed the sin of

She said
adultery, and questioned her severely.
that an austere Ris\u of solar splendour gave her
the child as a boon.
Then Devayani had two sons,

Yadu and

while

Travasti,

more sons in

secret,

5armishf/ta

Anu and

Devayani caught her husband

in the

had two

One day,

Puru.

park in the

who were like
himself, and questioned them who their father
was.
They innocently pointed to him and ran
company

up

of her rival's three

to him,

sons

but he dared not caress them, in her

His discomfiture was complete. She
took SarrnisbfM to task, bufc the latter was bold
enough now to say that she had done nothing
presence.

wrong, and that she loved her husband better than
she did. With tears in her eyes, Devanyaui
ran to her father Usanas, and poured forth her
complaint as to how her husband had broken the

compact, and how her rival had three sous, even
one more than she had. Usanas cursed him to

become

man

old.

and

enough

Instantly, he became a decrepit old
that lie had not yet enjoyed

said

with

youth

and

Devrayai.i.

'

'If

so,'

exchange your
age with the
who
of
sons
of
may be willing to
any
your
youth
him
None
make
after
and
king
you',
give it,
said Usanas,

of the sons liked

old

the idea

S*armish^Aa's

last son,

of

becoming

Puru,

who

old,

gladly
except.
his
his
father
to,
and
old
his
took
&ge.
youth
gave

280
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younger than he was
the government, in the hands

Becoming thus young again
b e f ore

Yayati left
and enjoyed pleasures for one thousand
years, sporting with the Apsaras nymph Yisva&i,
sometimes in Indra' s garden Nandana, sometimes
of Puru,

'

Alaka (Kubera's town inhabited by

in

the Gaudharvas, Apsarases, Yakshas,
times on the summit of Mount

)

Mem

all

by

his people,

&c v and some(the abode of

the gods), only to learn at last (as summarized*
the author of the Vishnu Purana in narrating
that the

this story)

enjoyment

of

any amount

pleasure does not satisfy the desire for

contrary increases

it,

like fire fed

it,

with

clarified

Taking back his old age, he installed Puru,

butter.

and became

a

Vanaprastha

spent

formed

in the forest, where, he

in the

company of Brahrnans, perdays
a p a s in the midst of five fires ( p a u m a d h y e ), and at the end, dieii and

his

t

k a g n

i

encompassing earth and
rodasi.) In Deva-sadma,

wenfc to Svurga, heaven,

sky

of

but on the

a v

(

'

Home

z

t

ya

1

the Devas, he was honored by the
Maruts
and
Vasus. He travelled at will
gods,
in Deva-loka and Brahma-loka.
Once upon a
to
Sakra
went
and
he
there was thu
tinie^
(Indra},

the

of

following discourse between them:

Indra Tell me what didst ihou say to thy son
Puru when he took thine old age and governed ?
Men excel
Yayali I told him (to this effect)
all other creatures, and among men,
the knower
*

excels others; never be angry, never

hate, never

say havsh word, surround thyself with good men,

honor them, show friendship, charity, mercy to
(all)

creatures.'

Indra,
ficial acts,

*Na

]4fcU

Yayati, completing all karmas, sacriand renouncing home, thou wentst to

k4ma/v k4manam upa-bhogeua samyati

kr iBhnavartmeva

bhtya

ev&'bhirardhafce,

-flUKRA, KAffA,

14

I ask

the forest.

a p a

t

s

None

whom

like

tliee

austerity

,

Yaydti

YAYATL
art them- in

?

like (my) self, do 1 see, even

among

the Devas, Gandharvas and great j&'shis.' *

Indra

I'hou

extollst

decrying others,
puny a

thyself,

thine wovMs are therefore limited, and the

good acts having come to an end now,
fall tliou down.
Yaydti If so, grant that I do fall among the
1

or acquired

good (satammadhye).
Be it so.
Indra
'

Accordingly, he
to the earth.

but did not come down

fell,

As he was

falling do\vn,

he

was

accosted, one after another by Ashiaka, Pratardanu,
Vasumanus and $ibi, with each of whom he holds

a dialogue, the main drift of which may be given
to denote each one of them:
as follows, using

X

X

Do

not

thou

fall,

the sun. Take the fruits of

Yaydti

No, I

who

my

not

will

art

as

brilliant as

pious acts and go up.

take

the fruits

earned

by another.

X

Thou

coming from

art

know what worlds await me
Yaydii

X

Dost thou

Infinite worlds, all blazing like lightning.

Take them

Yaydti

X

heaven.

there ?

all.

Be they

for thee.

buy them from me,

If thou wilb not like to

take them as a gift.
Yaydti

No, I find no pleasure

others.

in worlds given by

.

Allthe four togeJier~*-lf thou wilt not relish our
individual worlds, we give thee all ours collective:

ly

Na

and go

kajtt

to

hell rather than see thee fall.

Deva m anii shyesht; Gandh arv eshn Maha[rshisliu,

tapt\sa tulyarn kau/cH

88$

-

pasyami

Visa, va
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Strive ye for
ye truth-loving souls
deserve: wliafc I myself did not do before,
that I do not know.

Yaydti

what

!

I

Whose

They

we

are these five golden chariots that

See yonder

These

Yaydti
ye;

?

(for")

five

golden chariots will carry
the good souls will glow upward like the

flame of the

fire.

and tranThey Ascend these chariots,
king
scend the sky; we shall follow thee when our time
!

comes.
Yaydti

We

here

the

to go now
we have conheaven
quered (earned)
together; come along,
is

Home

the

of

are

;

there

;

painless path to

Deva-sadma,

God.

So saying,
of the last, viz.
ness

all

they
/Sibi,

all

went up, and the chariot

surpassed the others in swift-

had given away all he had, and
was nobody on earth who equalled him in
for

ibi

charity (vide the story about Sibi's self sacrifice).
'
He
They then ask Yayati' Who art thou ?
c

says

1

am

son of Nahusha and father of Puru.

am

your maternal grand-father. I conquered
the whole world and reigned, and made a gift of

I

it

to

My

Brahmans, performing the horse-sacrifice.
Truth, upholds heaven and earth,

Satyam

,

Agni, the fire, glows among men.
I tell ye not in vain. The good ( s a n t a h] honor
Sattyam, Truth.

and by

It,

that must strike any one who reads this
that Kafea, the s.on of Bn'haspati, the Guru of the

The paradox
story

is

Devas, becomes the son as well of Usanas, the Guru of
their enemies, and that the Guru of the Asuras has a

name connected with Deva.
of the Asura Guru should
overlook fiig Veda III. 29, 14 (already

daughter named Devayaui
Ka/ca's birth from

make

us not to

the

a

belly

in which
quoted, vide p, 278 ante),

it is

said that

Agni was

StfEM,
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born from the belly of the A sura, As Bn'haspati is one of
the aspects of the sun as poet, and as he is known as the
Purohita or priest of the Devas even in the Yedas, that
Asura, who, of all the Asuras of the Rig Veda, was most fit
to be conceived as the priest of the Asuras, the
powers of
darkness,

is

who
who

in

He

Soma.

the inoon

and

the goal of the souls

is

Path of Sinoke, and
go by
are hurled down to be born again and again in Samdie

sin

sara (vide Bn'h.

V. 10, 5

)

and

;

Ar.
this

the

16; and /f/tand. Up.
2,
be the meaning of the Asura

VI.

Tip.

seems

to

Guru's resuscitating dead persons.

moon was
seems

to

fancied to

be that he

is

The reason whj the

goal of the Path of Smoke
the lord of night and he himself is
be

the

born phenomenally again and again. But there is another
aspect of him as the glorious inoon of self-sacrifice, and we

must not forget that he is counted as one of the deities of
the Path of Light also, which leads to Brahman, and from
which there is no return to Samsara (vide the ^ame Upauishads and others quoted at p. p. 541 and 545 of Max

M

tiller' s

Psychological Religion}.

Thus, the

moon

has two

aspects.

There

is

which Soma

a

passage in the Rig Ve.da (IX. 87,
who is elsewhere often called king,

3)

* in

is

des-

cribed as Rishi, as Vipra, as Pura-eta (Purohita), leader,
of the JanaSj as the knower of the concealed secret name
of the cows,

seems

and

as

Usanas by Kavya.

have arisen

to

The Pnranic

by pondering over

story

this verse

and

construing it in two different ways to suit the two aspects
of the moon Soraa.
First, in the bad aspect, the cows or
cattle
*

.R

are

the

creatures

and

their

concealed

secret

s h i r vipra/i pura-eta
jananam
i"ibhur dliira Usana Kavyeua,

Safcidvivedauihitamyadasam
ap kjam gu hy a m na m a g o n am
i

.

Mr. Griffith construes ' Utfana Kavyena as "Usana in wisdom,1 '
'
Saya?ia seems to take Usana here to meam wishing for aiid
'

'

'

Kavyena

'

poetry'. The meaning, according to him, would be
The
jRishi Soma, desiring by (the outpourings of) his poetry (to
discoYer),
hidden
name
the
the
of
cows.
discovered,
to

mean 'by

:
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word, which the moon knows,

is their accumuKarma, by uttering which he brings them
embodied state, of their
again and again to the r u p a
samsa'ric life.
The word is secret and concealed, because

ra

lated

,

selfish

,

men into mutually discordant, mean,
and make them hide from each other their
self-seeking, siuful thoughts and designs. The Janas whom
he leads are the indriyas or desires (vide Panl-ajanas
selfishness reduces
little entities,

The Isavasyain the story of Suparna, p. p. 260-265 ante).
upanishad, verse 3, says that the Janas who are Atmahans,
dark worlds, called Asuryas,
which,
from the Vedaritic point of view, may be called Janas or
Janakas, begetters, of Samaric births, and which kill the
One-Self-hood of the Self. As the Isavasya concludes by
killers of the Self,

go

to.

the

It is the selfish desires

pertaining to the Asuras.

quoting the
clear that it

A gni's
is Isa,

Is,

another

name

is

Rudra, the Crier

the Upanisad commences with

and

identifies

conscience,

name

c
Big Vedic verse A g n e n a y a
takes Agni as symbolical of the Self

teaches-

and as Rudra

;

name

as

the Controller of

Yama,
and with Projapatya, Son of
stories

&o., it is
it

that very

the Self with

leads us to the Vedic

;

which

Prajapati,

be stated

will

(which

Son God
and
Bnhaspati are
Prajapati
Prajapati.
latter's
son
the
Ka/ca, meaning the Sound or
identical,
a
to
be
seems
Sounder,
representation of the Self Agni as
in the Essay on Creation) about the birth of the

As

Rudra from

Word.

Bn'haspati, the lord of words,
of
the Self as the Word.
the father
Here,

the

is

appropriately

Word seems

to

^

represent Atinaic Knowledge, and is therefore one with the
cannot separate Knowledge
Self, the subject of it.

We

from the

Self,

This

Knowledge.
spiritual birth

the other

is

This Good

whose very

s

va

Good Word

for his springing

r

upa

is

,

nature,

necessary

for

is

True

man's

in his svarupa, while
the bad word leading to his Samsaric birth.
Word, Agni-Rndra, is (by his another name)

up

Gopa or Pasupati, the lord of cattle, which, as already
observed, represent the creatures, 'bub -which, in connection
;
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with Ritdra, are to be taken in the aspect of pasus, victims,
While he is tending the
at the altar of self-sacrifice.
the Asavas kill him again
showing that they are Atrnahans.
cattle,

How

to

the good aspect.

and again, thereby

When

the Asuras find out

martyrdom at their hands is the
become good Asuras
they beAs such, they mix Him iu the

that the Self that suffered

immortal

Word, they

:

come Satfya-kamas.
Soma drink of Knowledge and make

Him

in himself; for

is the real

their master realize

secret

Word,

of spiri-

the concealed Self of the creatures.

tual regeneration
is

He

He

concealed, not in a far place but in the hearts of all
Purusha or In-dweller of Infinite Love.

creatures, as the

He is the open secret 01 all; yafc, men neglect Him. If
Soma does not show the way how to realize Sell: Agni that
lias
is

come

own house, who else can ? As the Soma juice
moon Soma, the fact that the Self

to his

the very Self of the

of B?'haspati

drink,
Self.

Self.

may

*

is

When
By

spiritual

mixed

in,

and made one

with,

the Self-

be taken to indicate that Soma realizes
this is done, there

is

Him

as

no more

killing of the
gets the Self as his

complete self-sacrifice, Soma
Son, borii by bursting open

the belly,

which

represents tho hunger and thirst for selfish objects; and his
resuscitation by the Son, can only mean spiritual regeneration.

The son makes

the father,

there

as

fatherhood without a son.

The kuower

with animal fatherhood, t

His aim

is

lias

can be no

nothing

to

do

to get the spiritual

fatherhood; and Father Bnhaspati has given His Son to
creatures in order that each one and all of them may

all

make Him

their

Son as

well.

whom

pati's son Kavya,

enlightened Soma became
men, the knower of the
* The knower
says
Up&sana.

'

& o

the

is how
by Kavi Bn'hasPauramo named Ka/c-a,, the

This

.Zfo'shi,

Vipra, the leader of good

Good Word, and Usanas whose

'ham':

'

I

am He

fPrajam na k&mayanfce, kim

y & m a h ', Bnh, Ar, Up, IV,

4, 22,

',

vide p. 149 ante, about

praj ay&

karish-
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another name
the Self,

lie

is Kavi or Kavya. In other words, by Kavya,
became Kavya the Self. The Self is the real

Thus, the knowledge of
Ka7ea
extracts from Soma,
which
spiritual regeneration
is self-sacrifice, and if, as I have tried to show, Ka&a is

kavya,

poetry,

of the soul.

needless to say that lie proclaims that knowledge to the world, not by simple precept, but by example;
for, as soon as the sacrificial fire Agni is churned out from
it is

Agui,

Arani wood (which represents the moon, the man in
the sky, vide Essay on Purnravas), he is sacrificed into
the Ahavaniya fire a rite which, the Mantra '
a j n. e n a

the

Y

a

j

n.

a

m

'

&c. says,

was the

first

which the D'evas per-

formed.

Whenever man does wrong and is selfish, he kills the
The kn.ower must become Asura, giver of life, i. e.
Self.
the performer of self-sacrifice, for His sake ; and to him,

He becomes Asura, giver of immortal life.
l
Come out if you are not Indra',
In the expression
Tndra seems to be used iu the sense of one who indulges

in return,

in the senses.

In that part of this story which is about Kafca, the
Asura Guru's daughter Devayani represents probably
Vidya, who makes the killed Self resuscitated again and

again.

Ka&a

treats her as his

test his

sister,

and, like

Yama

(p.

marry her. Probably she wanted to
disinterestedness; and the so called curse he gets

206 ante), refuses

shows that he

is

to

above any personal

of spiritual regeneration

by

benefit.

self-sacrifice

The knowledge

benefits

mankind

in general.

Phenomenally, the solar light Agni enters the moon

and bursts his belly, on the newmoon day. It was probably
fancied that his soul shot forth and became the bright planet
TJsanas alias $ukra, which is one of the names of Agni,
vide .Rig Veda VII. 1,8.
Before going to explain

the remaining portion of the
connects
with Yayati, I may here
which
Devayani
story
state that Yayabi, Yadu, Turvasa, Dmhyu, Auu, and
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mentioned in the

Piiru are

'Rig

Veda along with other

names In such a meagre manner that nothing definite can
oufc about them beyond
that they are probably
some heavenly objects, and that of: them, Yadu and Turvasa
be made

are mentioned together oftener than the others, thus:

By means

of

Agni we

Yadu, Turvasa, from
vastva,

Brj'hadratha,

call

on Ugradeva,

Agui, bring Navasubdue the foe

afar.

Turvlti, to

Indra protects Turvasa and Yadu and
takes them across a roaring flood, over the sea

(I. 36, 18).

(I.

54, 6; 174, 9; IV. 30, 17; V. 81, 8; VI. 20, 12).

The Asvins and the Maruts protect them (VIII.
18;
'

9,

In VIII.

14).

May we

see Turvasi

For Puru,

7

there

and Yadu.

for Divodasa,

7,

the prayer,

is

5

Indra shatters ninety

For Purukntsa, Sudas, Indra
breaks seven castles; he brings gain to Puru
The Purus (men of Pfiru) follow the
(I. 63, 7).
forts

.

4,

(I. 130, 7).

Vr/tra slayer Agni (I. 59, 6).
gifts to the Purus (IV. 38, 1).

Trasadasyu grants

Mitra and Varuna give the horse Dadhikra
to the Purus (IV. 39, 2). The Purus worship Indra
with their sacrifices .(VI. 20, 10).
Mag'havan what strength there
!

in Tn'kshi,

is

Puru's men, bestow that on us in
Druhyus,
order to subdue our foes in fight (VI. 46, 8),
in

(V.

in

The Anus prepare a chariot for Indra's horse
He is with them and Turvasa (VIIL
31, 4).

4,1).

Whether, ye Asvins, ye are with Druhyu or
Anu or Yadu or Turvasa I call ye hither to come
(VII L 10,

5).

The gods

sit upon the sacred grass of Nahusou Yayati (X. 63, 1).
While thus the above personages are spoken of in the
most friendly manner, there are at the same time verses in

ah.i's

which there

is

an opposite description, thus
294
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in sacrifice conquer scornful Puvu
For the sake of the Tn'tsus and
18, 13).

May we
(VII.

Sudas, Indra conquers Druhyus, Turvasas, Puru,

Anu, and others (VII. 18).
Mr. Griffith (under I. 36, 18) takes Yadu, Turvasa,
Druhyu, Ann, and Pur a to be epoaymi of tribes of these
names, that

is (o

say they are fabulous heroes

or progeni-

and though departed, are worshipped as
Just as each of these names is often mentioned in

tors of those tribes,
spirits.

the plura], the Kavyas* (the plural of Kavya ) are
mentioned in the Aitareya Brahmana, VII. 34, as a division of the Fathers along with Urva-ritaras and UmaPifcaras.

Among

the

Fathers are included the Bhn'gus,

and the Pauramcs have taken Kavya Usanas to be a
Bhargava. If Kavya Usanas is the planet Venus, ib
is likely
that Yadu, Turva^a and others are some of
the other planets or some bright stars.
The sun Indra,
the Asvins,

and the Maruts are with them

at the time of

their heliacal setting, and receive worship from them and
the people that are fancied to be in those lokas, worlds.

Thus worshipped, those gods are fancied to protect them
and enable them to cross the flood of the light of the eon.,
and they are invoked to come down spiritually to
sacrifices, whether they be with the oueo: other of them

junction,

our

bring them to our sacrifices and confer their
wealth and strength on us All this is friendly description.

and even

to

In the adverse -description, they
solar light, as if the

are

obliterated

by the

sun conquered them in

conjunctional
order to secure their riches for his worshippers.
their relative apparent

Some

and
them, according
have
been
named
after
names
of
tribal
brilliancy, may
to

of

principalities

more

or less extensive.

size

Excepting Fsanas

Venus, there is not a single planet whose current
The Rig Vedic
to be found in the Rig Veda.

name

or.

is

Bn'haspati

is

not Jupiter but one of the names of the sun.

The

.Rig

* In the
Rig Veda X. 14, 3, the Kavyas (without the dirgha 4) are
included among the Fathers Angirases, Bhn'gus, aucl others.
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Vedic people must have noticed such a bright planet as
Jupiter and others whose positions in the sky change from
day to day or month to month, and must have given them
some names, although they may nob have correctly calBut those names
culated the periods of their revolutions.
must have gone out of use when the Pauranics gave
new names to them in their popular stories. Thus,
when once the moon Soma was fancied to have be-

come the planet Usanas alias Kavi or Kavya, the name of
the solar Kavi Bnhaspati was, 1 think, transferred to Jupiter, the other bright planet, whose apparent motion is
slower than that of Yenus; and these two planets became
respectively the miniature moon and sun, in comparison
with the swift moon and the apparent slow sun. When
the very swift Mercury was named Budha, the Learned,
and made the son of the moon, iu illustration of a Vedantic
riddle (vide p. 210 ante), the very slow Saturn, called on
that account Sanais&ara, had to become the son of the SHU

Vivasvat and be included

among

the Vedic children of

Vivasvat (vide p 199 ante). Thus, of the lords of the week,
the sun and the moon are the originals ; Venus and Jupiter

and Mercury and Saturn, their sons.
;
Only Mars remained to be accounted for poetically; and
was called Angaraka, the Live Coal, and Mabisutaj the sou
These new
of the earth, from its red and muddy colour.
their miniatures

it-,

names must have driven out whatever old names the
planets had, except Venus whose old name Usauas seems
The regular knowledge of the
to have been retained.
it was
whether
indigenous or borrowed, seems
planets,
to go back to a time some centuries prior'* to the knowledge of the Zodiac, about which,
are no Paur?nic stories.

so

far as I

know, there

Whether Yadu, Turvasa, Druhyu, Anu and

Pui-u

were

* The Rishi of
Rig Veda X. 101 is put down as Budlia, son of the
d
simply because the first verse commences with the verb
This shows that at the time of the AnukramaTW
Mercury was Jjuown to be the son of the moon*

inoou,

budhyadhvam.

U
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names or some heavenly objects,
as rife about their real nature
seems
to
have
been
speculation
as about the Pan&ajanas
and; just as the
Pan&ajanas
were supposed to be the Gandharvas, R&kshasas, &c., or
of tribes of those

eponymi

;

the four castes

with the Nishada as

the

fifth,

the Adiparva

(Muir, II. p. 260) says that the Yadavas sprang from Yadu, the Yavanas from Turvasa, the
of the Mahabharata

Vaibhojas from Druhyu, and the Mle&Ma tribes from Anu.
Now about the explanation of the second part of the

There can be

no doubfc that in it
* as
meaning the vehicle or
Devayani represents Avidya\,
the
The Mundaka
in
the
sense
of
senses.
of
the
devas
path

story in

question.

Upauishad
vanti

'

:

says:
In the

knowers who go
Iiidra mixes up the
to

Pare 'vyaye sarva ekibhaHighest God all become
him give up all their worldly

one'.

The

distinctions.

cloths of the girls, in order to see whether

in cleansing their bodies they have cleansed their minds also.
The result shows that Devayani had not. She fights for the

outer distinction and does not see that spiritually all become
one when they bathe in knowledge. She is revealed as the

Whatever the name of Yayati meant
was a name which the Pauranics might well

personification of envy.
originally,

it

denoting a man who is in the y & t a y a t a or
vortex of samsaric births and deaths. Like the Danava kinoO

utilize for

Ilvala of Agastya's story,
this story

seems

to be outwardly.

the

to be different

I take

him

Asura king Wz'shaparvan of
from what he is represented
to

be king Dharma,

daughter, to be Righteousness or Faith.
beautiful name, meaning, I think, one who

and his

arnrishtha
is

is

a

most capable of

Her third sou by
protection or saviourship.
she excels Devayani in the number
in the wealth

sarman,
whom

of children seems to be Tyaga,

Renunciation, as denoted by

away his young age to
renowned for his politics

his giving

Guru
fully

is

shown

in so arranging

* Of. Bhekf, who iu the
the second pare as Avidyft.

first

his

father.

6'ukr a- niti,

the plot as to

The Asura
which he has

out-wit

his

own

part of her story figures as Yidyil, and iu
.
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envious daughter, and award ultimate victory to her perMan gives himself up to the pleasures of
secuted rival.
and
it
is
as if by stealth that he snatches a second to
Avidya

Even

meet Faith.

that

sufficient for the merciful, noble,

is

him the son Pu.ru, a name probably
royal lady,
in
the
sense
of Abundance or Fullness
the ever
adopted
fullness of mind derived by renunciation or contentment. So,
bear

to

Puru

the

is

hi

praja

spiritual

Yayati becomes

or son, by
Vedic saying

as the

full,

manushya/t

whom

A double

piir/ia/i.

P

is

r

the

man

a

a y a

j

meaning runs

throughout the story, not only in respect of the names of
deva and a sura, but in all other respects. The poet
moral that even with renewed youth lust is
and that a voluptuous life leads io a heaven of
So much out-"
pleasures from which there is a fall at last.
if we
But
the
marvellous
probe
wardly.
paradoxes, Yayati
would be revealed as the best of knowers from the moment

teaches the
insatiable

he met <Sarmish#ia, and, got Puru
be any

when such

fall

a

How

as son.

son

spiritual

is

born

?

can there
So, the old

age got by the so called curse of the Asura Guru seems to
be jii an a v ar dh iky a and the youth given by the
spiritual son to be the ajaratva or decay less freshness
of immortality
as

mortals,

young

age,

loves the

for,

;

well

Yayati

nymph

opinion that the

Devas are

as

the gods

are called

nirjara/t,
acts

like

a

ageless.

Deva,

I have

Visva/ci.

Getting this

He

spiritual lover.

elsewhere expressed the
loved by Indra and the

Apsaras nymphs
good qualities such as

spiritual

araara/t, im-

faith, truthfulness,

mercy, knowledge, &c. The name VisvaM seems to mean
that she is the woman of Visva, the All, that is one who regards

all

creatures

as

self.

She may be

taken

to

be

kuowers ought to love. How can Indra
Vidy&,
hurl down a knower who went to the forest and knew even

whom

the five fires ?

all

Then, what

is

the

meaning

of Yayati's fall

?

The fall seems
flight (vide Tmanku p. 104 ante).
He alights among his own four grand-sons, whom I take to
be no other than his own Self by whom he became Pitamaha,
to

be his
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grand-father

the

i.e.

evidently of the

grandly

ivise,

omniscient

or

four-faced

even fourfold, in imitation

God, Pitamaha

The
highest god of the Vedic period.
four-foldness seems to mean the spiritual quality of pervading
in the four directions, i.e.
every where. The Kh&n. TJpanishad

alias Prajapati, the

VII. 26 says about the knower:
t r i d h a
bhavati, p a ii

8a
Ic

ekadha bhavati,

a d h &

himself.

before the
sons.

Self

be

will

Ifc

seen that

Yayafci

The knower

&c.

,

becomes manifold because he looks upon

all

creatures as

extols himself both

and afterwards when going up with his grand'
himself he means; not the lower self, but the

fall
'

By
with whom

he has become one.* Pleased with the praise
who is a god on the Devay&na Path of

of the Self, Indra,

Light, makes Yayafci

Self- World of
fly up to the boundless
Pitamaha Brahma ; for, he who knows Brahman becomes
Brahman. The Truth which Yayati proclaims is the Truth

of the Self, that

made

wide

Truth by which the Path of Devayana

as

Devayana

it

(Satyena pantha

is

is

vitato

Mimdaka

III. 1, 6).
Yayati does not
have any thing earned by another than the Self.
Thus ends the story as told in the first Parva of the
li ,

like to

Mahabharata. Nothing

is

there

said

about how the four

persons Ashiaka, Pratardaua, Vasumanas, and Sibi became
But we find the following wonderful
Yay&ti's grand sons.
story in the Udyoga-parva 105
Mftdhavi and her four sons:

In order
ing

t

went

to test

22 about Yayati's daughter

Visv&mitra who was perform-

a p a s to become a Br&hman, the god Dharrna
to him in the disguise of Rishi Vasish^a and

begged

for

food.

but began to cook

VasishMa
ate

1

the

(for

food

Visvamitra had no food ready,
In the meantime Dharmait.

we may

so call the disguised person)

offered

by other E/shis who had

it

* About the
Self-praise, vide the s a tn a n
psalm, sung by the
H&! HA! Hav! I am the maker of
knower in the Taitfc. Upanishad
poetry, I am the maker of poetry. I am the first born of Ribs, (sacrifice)
having been in the navel of the Immortal even before the Devas '> &c.
,

1

:
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when Visvamitra completed cooking

ready; and

and carried

food on his

the

Vasishi/aa, the latter said

'

head

Dharma-.

to

have just eaten. Wait
Visvamitra stood with

I

and went away.
the food on his head expecting Dharraa-Vasishi/ia,
and eating nothing, for one hundred years. All

a

little',

that while, Galava was the

only disciple that stood
At
Vasishi/ia returned,
DharmaVisv&mitra.
last,
By
Visvamitra
ate the food, and went away saying:
{

!

am

very much

a Brahman'.

pleased with you; you have become
Visvamitra was filled with joy, and

he

steadfast disciple Galava

I

said to his

'

you

h:ive

You

studies.

can go wherever you
Guru, Galava wished to

completed your
Before leaving his

like.'

present some remuneration,

g u r udakshina,
him who, however, wanted nothing, and being
annoyed at his still pressing him to name something,

to

said .:

;

'

me 800

If so, fetch

ears on one side

nowhere

and white

find such horses,

horses

bodies.'

and

tap as,

on the wings
Garutman, he came
the east, where a

S&ndili was sitting in deep

contemplation.

Garutman

beautiful

this

having black
Galava could

sitting

of his friend, the heavenly bird
to Mount Ez'shabha-$?'inga in

Brahman damsel named

all

damsel

thought
as a

of

carrying away
object
to be presented to Prajapati, Mahadeva, Vishnu and
Dharma ; but as soon as this idea of carrying her

away occurred

to

fit

him he became a lump of flesh
But on supplication to her he

bereft of his wings.

got his wings back,

Not

finding the horses there,

and in many other regions of the sky, Galava went
to king Yayati ; who .said he had no such horses,
but would give his daughter Madhavi. Galava took
her; and Garutman then went away telling him that
he would get the required horses through her. With
her, Galava went to Haryasva, king of Ayodhya,
who gave him 200 horses of the kind required, in
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Madhavi living with the king till
him a son named Vasumanas. She then
hecame a virgin and was taken by Galava to Divodasa
consideration of

she bore

(Bhaimaseni/i) king of Kasi,

till

too had only 200

Giving them to Galava, he lived with
named Pratardana was born. She

such horses.

Madhavi

who

a son

then became virgin and was taken next to king
Ansinara of Bhojanagari, who too had only 200 such
He gave them to Galava and lived with
horses.

Madhavi

till

a son

named

Sibi was

born.

Galava

thus secured 600 horses but could nowhere find the

remaining 200 horses. He went to Visvamitra, gave
horses, and offered Madhavi herself, the

him the 600

virgin again, as a substitute for the remaining horses.
Visvamitra gladly took her saying that if she had

been offered
as fully

to

him

equal to

he would have taken her

first,

the 800 horses.

She bore

to

Visvamitra a son named Ashfaka, and then married
This probably denotes that she
Vaiia, the forest.

became a Tapasi.
Thus we have here quite a

different story

from that

how Visvamitra became a
found in the Ramayana as
Brahman (vide p. 72 -ante). Theatithi who comes in the form
to

Supreme Self. The knovver ought
become the enlightened Self and offer himself to Him. But
Visvamitra had not yet cooked away the rawness of the sen-

of VasishMa seems to be the
to

as

ses and made himself the Self,Vasish/ta goes to other knowers.
Then Visvamitra cooks himself into the Self, and his

steadfast waiting seems to represent the intense e

or singleness of purpose with which he

the

Supreme

a

t

a

all

be the sacred syllable Om, uttered from
in
continuous
succession in the j a a
The
throat,
p

the while,

gala,

r

The student who attends upon him

Self.

seems

kag

makes the npasana of

to

.

Harivamsa 13 says

that Galava

mitra; that as the latter went

saw no means

of livelihood

tying the child to her

was the middle son of Visv&-

away

in the

gala,
301
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child got the name of Galava.
The
Pauranics are clever in inventing fanciful etymology to
conceal an esoteric meaning. The Omkara represents the Self,

and that therefore the

and
j

* in the knower's
were, the student or practiser
or will-endeavour to become the Self.
Sent forth as

as

is,

a pa

it

the Self from the throat, it is as it were the spiritual Son,
the only valuable coin with which to buy spiritual food in

famine produced

the

by the
word Om,

desires.

The upasaka looks

(or any other Mantra adopted
upon
for the purpose), and the Supreme Self contemplated
upon,
to be one.
When the Self is cooked and made ready,

himself, his japa

VasishiAa

the

accepts

Then

Visvamitra.

Food and confers Brahmanhood on
Om, on the pretext of reward-

the student

ing the Guru who successfully toiled with him, proceeds on
a career of himself to show that he is the obtainer of all the

Perched on the wings of Sacrifice, for
be such, he goes to S&ndi\i, who appears
This Vidya is found in
to be the Sandilya-vidya.

Vidj'as and sacrifices.

I take
to

Garutmau

me

to

.KViaud. TJpanishad III, 14.

the

It teaches the In-dwelling

Self to be greater, than the Universe.
gets new wings from this atma-vidyu, and
to obtain Madhavi, who seems to be Madhustudent
helps the
that Honey, the
of the Self as Hon.ey
vidj'a, the knowledge
Sacrifice

best of the foresfc produce, which the knower in his retired
fact that Madhavi ultimately marforest-life, gels. From the

Forest, she seems to be the goddess Aranyani,
(like Indrani and other words of that kind)

Vana,

ries

which word

may be

construed as

The Rig Veda X. 146
in attributing that

meaning the wife
is

of

Avanya, Forest.

The Anukraraani,
Deva-muni Airammada,

about Aranyani.

hymn

to Rishi

compare this name with the saras or river
called Airamraadiyam, said to exist in Brahma's heaven
VIII. 5, 3). It is so called because it contains
(.ff/tand. Up.

induces us to

In
the exhilarating drink of eternal joy.
Muni
of
this
the
the
to
godly
joy,
hymn
*
over

the
evi-

Brahman should

till

based

attributing

Anukramani

be. studied iu 'the TJpasana performed over and
death, vide the texts upon which the Brahmasutra IV. 1, 1 is

.

.
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dently takes Aranyani, the d e v a t a of it, to be the Siddhi
or fruition of the forest life of the Yanaprasfcha.
As Madhu

means

also the

knowledge

of

soma

it.

juice,

Being

ever virgin, and of her

Madhavi may be taken

the

knowledge

to ,be the

of immortality she

a Rajarshi of old fame was
the
bovn, himself as
Son, the Self freed from body.
The 600 horses obtained may be taken to be the six

is

many

the sacrifices performed in them,
In other words, the complete year is brought as Sacrifice, aud
the story ends with the Brahmanised knower VisvAmitra's
seasons, symbolical of all

getting the Self as Son Ashfaka, who seems to be the prototype of the famous God Rudra Ashiamurfci, the Self of

names and forms, the Son

of

Brahma.

80S

SIBI.
The story about the

self-sacrifice of Sibi, king of the
Uanaras, is called Syenakapotiyam, the Hawk and
Dove. There are three versions of it in. the Maha-bharata

with very
(1) in

and

between them in substance, viz
(2) in the same parvan 196;

difference

little

Vanaparvan 130 and 131;

(3)

in Anusasaua-parvan

where

32,

tioned as Vn'shadarbha alias Usinara

seems

and

be the oldest version

to

his

of Kasi,
is

to

name is menThe second
the

following

effect:

king Sibi, Indra became a
Pursued by the hawk, the
and fell on the lap of /Sibi, who

In order to

hawk and Agni
dove ran for

test

a dove.

life

was seated on a royal

His

(divyasana).

seat

priest observed that the fall of

a dove * on

one's person portended danger, and that to avert it the king
The dove said that
should give money in charity.

he was a Srotriya Brahman well-read in all the
VedaSj and implored to be protected. The hawk
came and wanted to have his god-allotted food.

The king asked

hawk

the

to take the flesh of

a fat

any other animal in lieu of the dove, but
receiving an answer in the negative, said that he
bull or

would rather forego his own life than give up one
who had sought his protection.
Then/ said the
{

(

dove by giving me his weight of
from your own body.' The king gladly
consented and went on cutting his flesh and putting
it against the
dove, who became heavier and

hawk,

save the

flesh cut out

much

having no

heavier in the

balance, so

more

king put even his skeleton into the

flesh the

Then

the

so, that

'

hawk

flew away, saying you
have well protected the dove.' Then the dove said
balance.

-'

-._.

-

* In
.Rig

Veda X.

165,

the
'

1

messenger of Yaiua, Mrityu and
a, fire vessel,

dove, is mentioned as the
as finding a place for itself in fire, in

Kapota,

to the king

came

to

*

I

test

am Agni, and the hawk
you.

The

flesh

is

Indra,

We

which you have cut
will become a sweet-

from your body to save me
scented, handsome, golden-coloured lakshman,
mark, to you, and a Purusha, Man, named Eapotaroman will be born from your side, bursting himoff

self

out,* as your famous son.'

The first version says that the testing of -Sibi took place
when he was in his y. a j n a - v $U a place of sacrifice ; that
,

the satisfied gods, Indra and
Agni, blessed the cut off flesh to
become the permanent bhasvati kirti/z, splendrous

fame, of Sibi, pervading the whole universe
went to Heaven with a blazing body.

The

light of Agni, the

fire, is

;

and that

/Sibi

dimmed and overpowered

by the superior light of the sun Indra. So, as if pursued by
daylight, Agni goes to the lap of /Sibi, whom I would take
to be the moon, the lord of night, in which fire shines well.
Supposing that Agni enters the night on the full moon day,
moon goes on cutting off liis flesh or light day by day in
the dark fortnight, until on the new-moon day, being in

the

conjunction with the sun, he gives up his whole body for the
sun-hawk to eat. This is Sibi's self -sacrifice, by which Agni
1

is

well protected , as he can shine

undimmed

in the dark night.

Esoterically, man's enlightened Self must merge in and
become one with the Supreme Self, as the light of fire

merges in the sun's

light.

God

drives the Self

home

into

the righteous man, who, thus getting the Self, subdues the
flesh and offers himself up completely to God ; and the son

himself as the realized Self born

born

is

saric

body and shining in

his

own

away from

spiritual

s

va

r

the sainft

pa

.

}*

Body devoted to or sacrificed for the Self, becomes the golden
emblem of fame of immortality. There is nothing in the
*,The original is: Etasm&t parsvafc purusho janish
yafci Kapotarome 'ti 7ca tasya nama. Kapotaroma.

warn /Sibinaudbhid

am

jputr am pr&psyasi,

&o.

t Cf Jpndhlttar's son who is born by bursting open, the belly, p. 237
mtet AbQuG SYaiwpa, vide IrisaSku p, 100
.

'
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world which can weigh with the

Self, except

complete

self-

sacrifice.

The Buddhist Sibi Jataka, translated from the Chinese

by

the Rev. S. Beal,

Vol. IX. p. 145.

Many

published in the Indian Antiquary,
to the following effect:

is

It is

-

kalpas ago there was a king called
a charitable daughter of a most

Pad ma, who had

" Silver colour". She cut
dazzling whiteness called
to
her
breasts
off
appease the hunger of a starving
woman who had just been delivered of her first-born
"
Silver
son and would have devoured the child, if
had not appeased her hunger. " Silver
colour" had nothing else to give and there was no
time to go home and fetch food. People said she

colour"

was vain-glorious, but

to

convince them of the

she said:
sincerity of her charity

{

Let

breasts again'; and she got them.

Indra
miracle, the god

came

to

me

have

my

Seeing this

To con-

test her.

She
vince him, she said: Let me become a man.'
was at once transformed into a man and wandered
from place to place. He was at last installed king,
In another birth, Silver-colour,
after Padma died.
(

body to the birds and
whose name was yeou-

as a noble-man's son, gave his

beasts and allowed

a

bird

sbeu (" having a hand") to peck out his eyes, "till
were left." In a
naught but the bleached bones
third birth, he

was born as the son

of a

Brahman

of a tigress

to appease the

and gave his body
hunger
who had just brought forth her young and would
have either devoured it or died of hunger but for
Buddha gave this sermon about charity
his charity.

when he was

in the country of Sravasti

clusion said that

it

his former births

denying

and in con-

was he who was Silver-colour in
and that by reason of

his self-

others he
charity in bearing sorrow for

had

attained Perfection of Being.

$he learned

translator says that the

name

SUveir-oolotur

"

is

and

probably a corruption or supposed derivation from Sibi
tliis
story is therefore the northern form of Sibi Jataka.

The derivation would be from the root
which comes

s

ve

t

Phenomenally

a

,

it

s

v

i

to shine,

,

from

white".

moon who

the

is

is

Silver-colour,

while esoterically the whiteness represents the purity of the
man of righteousness who is /Suddha-satva (vide Sveta p. 154
ante).
Likening the moonlight to milk, the moon seems to

have been fancied to be a

woman

having

breasts, literally milk containers.

At

payodharau,

the end of the dark

fortnight the moon, as the breast, is offered to the Dawn
woman, the mother of the baby-sun. Of course the moon
Silver-colour gets her breasts again in the bright
fortnight;
but the play on the word payodhara being over, Silvercolour is changed into a man, the moon
being of the mascuThe tigress seems to be another
line gender in Sanscrit.
personification of the
kills the

up

to

She

is

the tigress, because she

She gives birth to the young tiger, the
At the end of the dark fortnight the waning

darkness.

baby-sun.

moon

Dawn.

disappears into the

dawn

light, as if

he gave himself

be eaten by the Dawn.

About

giving his eyes to the bird, the

Silver-colour's

Ramayana Ayodhyak&nda (Sarga
14, verses

4 and

5)

to the

refers

12, verse

43, and Sarga

Syenakapotiya story and

afterwards that likewise Alarka gave his
says immediately
who begged them of him. There
Brahman
eyes to a learned

must be some story in
not been able to find

about Ala'rka, though I have
According to the Buddhist work

detail

it.

The Question of King Milinda (Sacred Books of the East,

XXXV.

p. 179),

"King

Sivi gave his

eyes to the

man

who begged them of him and when he had thus become blind,
new eyes were given to him from heaven."
The Buddhist Jataka story surpasses the Brahmanical
trebling Sibi's self-sacrifice, in order apparently to
heighten the importance of Buddha. It is but natural that

story

by

Buddha, the great man of renunciation, was identified by
his followers with /Sibi of older fame, whose story must be
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very ancient, seeing that he is stated by the Buddhists
themselves as having been Buddha in iiis former births.
As an instance of how stories of this kind find their

way

unperceived into the literature of people of other religious
persuations, I may mention that at a gathering of the Musalmans at Ohitaldroog, during the Moharram in A. D. 1885,
I heard a piece of
poetry* in Hindustani to the effect that
once upon a time when Mahammad was in the Musjtd at
Medina a dove fell before him and implored to be protected

from the hawk who was pursuing her when going about in
quest of food for her (dove's) two young ones in the nest;
that the hawk urged she had two young ones, to feed whom

she was pursuing the dove

;

that

Mahamraad

offered to give

the dove was spared ; that the hawk said
she would be satisfied with the flesh of his face; thereupon
his

own

flesh if

Mahammad
flesh,

when

hand and

took up the knife and was about to cut off the

hawk

revealed

itself

said that

God had

sent

the

as Israel and held his

him

Gabriel as the dove in order to test him.

as

the

hawk and

This seems to be

but an adaptation of the story of Sibi.f
Immediately after the second version,

the Mah&bharata
Vanaparvan 197 has another story about Sibi and his three
step-brothers Ashiaka, Fratardana and Vasumanas:
* Orthodox Mussalmans regard such stories as this about their
Prophet as apocryphal and due to poetical license.
f lu February 1886 I contributed an article on Sibi to the Harvest
Field (a Monthly Magazine of the Wesleyan Mission, then published at
Bangalore, now at Madras). I mentioned in it how Prof. Max Mtiller
had shewn thafc a certain saint of the Roman Catholics was Buddha himdisguised ; and without meaning any. disrespect to anybody, I
"
But after all a Christian may get up and snatch away
concluded thus
Sibi-from the Brahman, the Buddhist and the Mahammadan. There are
European Scholars who have identified the Svetadvipa, the white island
in which Vishwu is supposed to reside, with some Christian country in
Europe, and who say that the doctrine of bhakti, faith, to be found
in the BhagavadgttEt and the Purareas, was borrowed by Narada from
the early Christians. Perhaps philosophers of this school may couie to
the conclusion that Sibi, the white man, is Christ himself borrowed and
changed by the Brahinans; for, may not the dusky sons of India well
describe the fair Jew as being white when compared With themselves?
And are not the death of /Sibi for the sake of another and his resurrection
somewhat like the death of Christ for the sake of mankind and His
self

:

resurrection ?

****''.

&1B1

,

Once upon a time Ashfakaj son of Visvamitra,
performed a horse sacrifice, and at the completion
of it, he drove in a chariot with his brothers and
meeting Ifo'shi Nevada took him also into the chariot.

Then

him

the following dialogue ensued between

and Narada:
yls/tfa&aSupposing we four brothers wish to go
heaven in this chariot, which of us will have to

-to

get

down

(as not being

Ashfoka

Narada^

worthy

to

You must

!

go there) ?
get down.

number

I saw a large

When

of \sows

I once drove with you
and asked you whose they were. You said that
As you proin charity.
they were given by you
own gift, you must get down.
claimed
youa-

Js/^a^aSnpposiMg the remaining three wish
which of them will have to get down?

When

ATarafta-^Pra tardana.
;

once

drawn

a chariot

in

to go,

he

drove with

by

four

me

horses,

a

Brahman came and asked him to give him one of
to wait till he should
He told
the horses.

Mm

from the drive but being pressed by the
Brahman he gave the horse. Similarly three more

'return

Brahmans came one

after another, pressed for the

and took them,
to the chariot
himself
the
then
and
king, yoking
I
have
the
nothing to give to
Brahmans,
said, Oh,
of the remaining three horses
gift

them

As he gave with

hereafter.'

a half heart, he

must get down.
Between the remaining two, who has
Aslitaka
!

down
$$mfk-

ge't

he

?

performed

gave

yotrrs.'

I went to his house

Vasuma'nas,

chariot called
it

to

to

On

me

a

festival

in connection

when

with a

Pushparatha. I praised it and he
'
saying Since you praise it, it is

a second occasion I praised a similar

chariot and he gate
third occasion I

it

began

to -me.

to praise a

But wh'en on the
fchM chariot, he

stopped

me

mans.

So he

Ashtaka

who has

grudgingly and showed
shall get down.

Supposing the

down

to get

Ndfada8M
for, I

am

came

to

(Sibi) wishes

last

to go,

go and I should get down;

shall

him and
of food

Brah-

to other

?

One day

not equal to Sibi.

'What kind

it

'

said

:

I

Sibi,

Sibi .asked.

?'

a

Brahman

want food.'
The Brahman

'

Let your son Br z'hadgarbha be killed and
his flesh .cooked for me'.
Sibi got his son killed and
said :

cooked, and carrying the food in a vessel on his head
went in search of the Brahman. While thus going,

he was informed that the Br&hman had entered his

Without minding this in
palace and set fire to it.
the least, /Sibi went to the Brahman and said
The
'

:

The Brahman was dumbstruck and
ready.'
his
down
Sibi begged him to eat the
head.
hung
The Brahman hesitated and said:' Eat it
food.

food

is

his

own

of his

flesh

hand and

the sake of
;

is

prepared

to

eat the

when the Brahman held
'You are indeed free from

son,

said:

There

passion.

vanished

/Sibi

Accordingly

yourself.'

nothing which you will not do for

B rah mans ?

and Sibi saw

'

So saying the Brahman

his son standing before

him

It was the god Vidhata that
like a divine youth.
had come in the disguise of the Brahman to test
'

The ministers enquired
Desirous of what
have you done this you who are a knower ?

Sibi.

:

'

Sibi said:.

f

l did so without wishing for any reI did so simply because the

putation or reward.
people before

good

The
of

it.

object of the

Pratardana

is

me

story

did likewise/
is

to extol Sibi

who

is

the hero

an old name occurring in the Kaushi-

Brahmana Upanishad as one learning the knowledge of
Brahman from Indra. Narada is another old name occurring
in the .KMndogya Upanishad as one learning the same know-

taki

ledge from Sanat-Kumara,

Ashteka occurs in the Aifcareya
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8

Brahmaa

Vasumaas one of the good sons of Visvamitra,
nas also must be an old name. So, these old knowers are
fancied to have admired the self-sacrifice of the

subsequent
hero Sibi and acknowledged him to have surpassed them in
In order that he may so surpass them they are made
merit.

assume the respective demerits. The first instance refers to
the demerit of proclaiming one's own charity; the second
to charity performed asked and with a half heart; and

to

the third to charity performed unasked to some extent
The fourth is a terrible test, couched in a horrible
only.

No God or
paradox.
ed the killing of a son

Brahman could ever have demandby his own father, and Sibi could

not have meant son-killing and cannibalism as the ideal good
The son
acts done by the good men that went before him.
killed can only be

the worldly

Kama, who

desire

is

called

Manasija, Mind-born, and A ii g a j a , body-born,. which
word is synonymous with son. The boy's name Bnhadgarbha,
Big-belly, may be compared with the description of Kama
in the Gita III. 37-39 where he is referred to as Mah&sana

When

and Dushpura,
that

is

revealed in his

born away from

this

son

place

selfishness.

is

is

killed,

the divine son

own

enlightened Self
of $ibi

one's

The unconcernedness

burning of his palace seems to be in illustration of
* that even
king Janaka's gadha
though his whole city

at the

old

Mithila,

would be destroyed
Self

i.

e.

and

was burnt
;

destroyed nothing that was his
a knower like Janaka the Infinite

for, to

himself realized as the Self

literally that

which

is

known

or found

is

his

vi

1 1

a,

wealth,

by knowledge.

*This ga<M occurs in the Mahabhal'ata Mokshadharma, Saati-parvan
Adh, 178. The original is thus
:

Anantam bata me

vittain

ine nasti

kin&ana
Mithilayam pradip tay&in
yasya

'

The v i 1 1 a ,

na nte kinfcit pradahyafce.
wealfcb, of mine who has nothing is

indeed endless.

Even though. Mithila is burnt down nothing mine would be burnt.'
The knower has nothing outside himself to wish for 5 for he becomes
the Self of

al},

w.

Phenomenally,, $ibi, the moon, commences the year by
promising to feed the Br&hman, the Sun. In six months.,
takes it
uSiJbi, a^ full moon, kills his, son the Oi'ion's Belt, and
;

:

suni^ard; and

;

when

;

at the end of the year he returns to the

Conjunctipn it is fancied that while on the one hand the sun
burns the, mpqn's palace the Oripn, the moon, on the other;
ofljers.the cppked Belt to, the sun ; as his own enlightened

;

Self as Sacrifice,

JANTU.
The Mahabharata, Vana-parvan 127 and 128,
says:

There was a king named Somaka, He had
one hundred wives, but no issue until he became
very old, when one of the wives gave birth to a son

named Jan hi.

All the wives

upon Jantu as their

common

king looked

of the

child granted after so

many years of anxious longing

One day

.

the child,

stung by an ant, fell into a fit of crying, at which
the one hundred fond mothers, fearing some danger
to their
cries.

priests

only son,

filled

the

palace with

their

The king who was in the hall with his
and ministers ran in, found that it was only

an ant-bite and

wives.

his

pacified

But

their

anxiety and cries produced a deep impression upon
If the worst had happened to this only
his mind.
child

Oh!

the

idea

having an only son

of

The state
he
was,
thought, worse

was distressing.

H

than that of having none.
e and his wives were
But if, he said, his priest would
very old.
think of any rite by which he could become
father of one
at

any

cost.

you can do

hundred sons he would perform it
" There is a rite if
priest said

The

it."

:

The king

"

"Mention ifc
The priest said!

said:

please at once, and I shall do it."

your only son, Jantu, was sacrificed as a burnt
offering, all your wives would become pregnant by
They would
simply smelling the smoke thereof.
If

give birth, at the rate of one each, to one hundred
sons, of

whom

Jantu would be one;

for,

he would

be born again of the same mother with a sign of
The king began the
gold in his northern side."
once
and
his
sacrifice at
got
priest to officiate in it*
It

wag a most dreadful scene.
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When the child Jantu

JANTU.
to be killed he was made a tug of war
between his one hundred weeping mothers and the
bound
priest. The latter having begun the rite was

was taken

to

finish

it,

and succeeded by superior force in
away and putting him into the fire.
.

pulling the child

The

sacrifice

being thus completed, the wives
one hundred sons, of

gave birth in due time to

whom

Jantu, bora again, became the pet.
The priest died first and then the king. In the
hell the king was astonished to see his priest suffer" This"
replied
ing in fire and asked for the reason.
" is the fruit of
the priest
officiating for you."
G-od Yama and begged him to
and put him instead into the fire,

The king met the
release the. priest

was he who got the priest to perform the rite.
But Yama said that the author himself of a deed
must suffer. Thereupon the king shared the hell

for it

with his priest and becoming freed from sin, he
was released with him to enjoy (in Heaven) the

(subh&n kaman)

pure joys

(good) deeds.
Soinaka, the

name

acquired

of the king, clearly indicates

by

him

to

be the moon, who, esoterically, represents man. The son
born in extreme vayo-vardhikya, physical old age,

extreme growth of life-time, when the fecundity
is at an end, can only be the Self born in

literally the

of organic

life

jn&na-vardhikya, extreme growth of knowledge, when,
fecundity

The

of selfish

of the allaying

by reason

is

gone and

sacrificial

fire

desire,

the karmaic

succeeded by spiritual fecundity.
that is churned out represents the
is

the p r i y a , darling, 3 a t a , newis
born babe, thrown into the Ahavaniya fire (vide Aitareya
Self.

That

fire

Brahmana

I. 16, p, 37),
So, the dear child Jantu, literally
the Born, seems to be Agni Jafca. The one hundred mothers
of the Self appear to be the numerous good qualities of the

knower with Sraddha, Faith,

as the chief

among them, They

appear to be the same as the hundreds of Apsaras nymphs
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JANTU,
who, according to the Kaushitaki Upanishad I. 4, attend
in the Brahma-loka, which is the Supreme

upon the knower

The Self, the dear Son,
becomes hundred-fold, that
The .ZTAandogya VII. 26, 2 says about the
is manifold.
knower:" He is one, he becomes three, he becomes five, he
Self Himself as the Infinite World.

thrown into the Supreme

Self,

becomes seven, he becomes nine; then again he is called the
eleventh, and hundred and ten and one thousand and twenty."

The

Self

is

One and yet

manifold, because he looks upon and
(Mvasya Up. verse 6). The

loves all creatures as himself

:

golden sign seems to represent immortality, as the Taitt.
? t a in vai
Samhita III. 2, 6 says:
hiranyam.

Am

-

As, for the sake of the riddle in the story, it became
necessary to say outwardly that the crime of killing a child

was committed, it also became necessary to say that the
criminal had to suffer in hell. Bufc if we view Yama in
his

Vedic

can go

to

light,

Him.

it

is

only the Su-kn'ts, Good-doers,

who

THE SEVEN /?/SHIS; THE TREE
OF LIFE.
The

Anusasauaparvan 93, contains an

Mah&bharata,

Upakhyana called Bisa-stainya, or the story about the theft
of lotus stalks. It is to the following effect :
There lived

in a forest the seven Ris\ns

Attri,

Kasyapa, Bharadvaja, Gautama, Visvaand
.mitra,
Among them was ArunJaraadagni.
of
wife
udra couple
Vasishi/za, and a
dhati, the
Vasisht/ia,

'

named Pasu-sakha and

Once upon

his wife Ganrfa.

a time they went to the sacrifice of king Vn'shaAs he had given away all his wealth, lie
darbhi.

gave them his own son as d a k s h i n a , largess.
They took the boy with them and spent many years
with him. Then a dire famine came over the land

and the boy died

hunger. The tfishis having
nothing
began to cook the corpse of the boy
in order to make a meal of it that day.
At this
of

to eat,

juncture king Vn'shadarbhi happened to come there
and seeing their distress offered them most valuable
gifts

of horses, cows,

wealth and land, but they

refused to accept them saying that

accept gifts from kings.
the corpse but found that
therefore left

it

it

was

sinful to

They went on cooking
it was uncookable.
They

and went in search of

fruits

and

As the king wished to make them accept his
money somehow or other, his ministers gathered a
few fruits of Udumbara and offered them to the
roots.

Jfo'shis,

the

Bat
thrusting a gold coin into each fruit.
said' Thanks, we are wide awake, we

.Rz'shis

know
Even

Do not allure us.'
gold.
woman Ganda and her husband

the fruits contain
the servant

Pasusakha refused the

fruits.

The king

flew into a

rage and performed a ho ma, from the fire of which
sprang forth a Yatudhanj woman as fearful as the
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'
Go to
darkest night. Her the king commanded
the Rz'shis, ascertain their names and the names
:

woman and her husband and what
names mean, and destroy them all; and
then you are free to go anywhere you like.' She

of the servant
the

went and stationed herself at a beautiful pond of
The R/shis were sustaining life
lotus flowers.

by roots and herbs, when an ascetic who called
T
himself iS una/-sakha came accompanied by a dog,
and joined them in their march from place to
Alas how lean they had become and lo!
place.
1

how

stout

he was.

selves that he

They said among themmust have got his wealth of body
.

by doing very meritorious acts. At List they
came to the pond of lotus flowers and made
up their mind to gather the lotus stalks ( b i s a)
for their food that day.
First, Ri&hi Attri entered
the pond, but the Yatudhani woman stopped him
and asked after his name. He gave it in a stanza

so full of etymological puzzle that she was
unable to understand it and allowed him to go in.

In this manner the remaining Z?z'shis and Arundhati and the Sudra couple gave their names in
etymological puzzles and were allowed to go in
unhurt; for, she was first to know the meaning
of

names before killing them, but was
by the puzzles. The ascetic who was the
man called upon to give his name said to her :

their

baffled
last
'

I will not tell

others.

my name

My name

is

(in a puzzle) like the

Suna/i-sakha-sakha'.

.She

could half understand

this, because, as he had a
dog his name was plain as far as $una/i,-sakha,
Dog's friend and iu order to make out what the
;

additional sakha

the

name

again.

not;understand

meant she asked him to repeat
But he said -'Since you do

my name

Tridawda stick of mine.

5
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once said, die by this

So saying

lie

dealt

her

TIB $E7SN

3
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a blow with the stick and she was instantly burnt
He did: not enter the pond but
to ashes.

down

sat on the bank.
ion of the stalks

The Jfo'shis made a good collectand flowers, placed them on the

bank and went in again in order to bathe and
perform their Brahmayajna before eating. But
by the time they came out the stalks and flowers
had completely disappeared. Who stole them ?
All the jfo'shis and Arundhati and the -Siidra couple
.

the thief, whorepeated a stanza each denouncing
ever he was, and cursing him to meet the deserts of

such and such a sinner; but when the turn came
for the ascetic to say what he thought about the
thief,

to

he said"

May

an Adhvaryu~to a

the thief
Rz'tvij

marry

his daughter

who has performed his

Brahma&arya". The giving of a daughter in marriage is considered a very meritorious act and how
great the merit should be

when the bridegroom

is

who

As thus the
practised Brahman ?
ascetic extolled the thief, the others caught hold
''
of him saying : you are the thief/ ' Yes/ the

a youth

ascetic said 'I

am

the thief.

See

stalks are concealed in me.

I

am

how

the lotus

Indra.

Seeing
be tempted by gold
I came to protect you from the Yatudhani woman.
You have earned Heaven. Come along.' So say-

your firmness

ing-

in refusing to

he took them

all to

Trivishiapa.

The paradoxes to be noticed in this story are
The acceptance of the boy as a gift
(1)
from the king -and yet afterwards the refusal
to accept further gifts from him
who else but a
:

Kshatriya can give gifts to Brahmans ? Yet receiving gift from a Kshatriya is denounced here.
(2)
viz.

The existence of only one Rishi woman,

Arundhati, in this motley assembly.
(3)

The cooking of dead human

these celebrated JB/shia as

if

flesh

by

they were cannibals,

SMS*

Tfif
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under distress which they could have removed by
accepting the proffered help.

The uncookable nature of the flesh.
The stout body of the ascetic compared

(4)
(5)

with the emaciated condition

of:

the others.

His being accompanied by a dog.
(6)
Nilakawi/ia, the great commentator of the Mahabharata,
tries his best

names of the

explain the etymological puzzles of the
As regards the ascetic's name he says

to

^z'shis.

Dharma, that Dharma's friends are
is their
or
Munis
the
pious men, and that the ascetic
does
not
NilakaniAa
this
But
friend.
help us to
beyond
that the dog represents

of the paradoxes noticed.

any explanation

Th& Aitareya Brahraa?ia V. 30 quotes a verse as being
an old gatha, which is very terse and which, with the help,
of Dr. Haug's translation, may be rendered thus
:

'

He who

does not receive

in the evening will

(even) one guest
e. ; will incur the

charge (i.
innocent with guilt and take
transferred to himself) the guilt from
(i. e., get
the guilty. He is (like) a thief that has stolen
sin of charging) the

lotus stalks." *
5

This shows that theft of lotus was considered a great

*

The Original

is

:

An en a sam enasaso'bhisastat
enasvato va 'paharad enaTt
Ekatithiin apa sayam runaddhi
bisa'ni steno apa sa jahara.
The verse seems

atithis,

to be about the great merit of housing

wayfarers, and the sin of not doing so.

expressed thus

and feeding

The sense may be

:

Such a bad householder

in a

community

sets

a bad example and con-

when the neighbour, hitherto
And when the wayfarer, spurned and

taminates his neighbour with his guilt,

MB example.
turned out by him, goes to another

innocent, follows

Bin that

mau had before

will

man and is received by him, whatever
go to him who did not receive the way farer*
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sin,

and yet

in our story there is the
paradox of the holy
committing it.
Both the fruits of the Udtimbara, the Indian
fig tree,

ascetic

and the

lotus stalks are forbidden food,

The seven

.Zfo'shis

when mentioned

in other stories

may

be the seven Hotar priests; but the fact that there was
only Arundhati in their company and that they were curiously associated with the tfiidra couple led me to suspect
that the seven

Ifo'sbis

in this

story were the two ears,

and the mouth

two

Brahmans,
eyes, two nostrils,
by reason of their being in the head; that Arundhati was
Buddhi, intellect, which also is located in the head and
therefore a Brahrnawi woman; and that the j agh a n e n d riya, the sex, being different in man and woman, it
was personified as the Sudra couple, Thus it seemed to me
that the story was about the

all Eishis,

human body with its suppliers

from seeing, from
from
from
from
eating,
smelling,
hearing,
thinking, and
from the sex^ I found this view confirmed when some
of different kinds of pleasures-^-pleasures

years later I read Bhagavan 6'ankara's commentary on the

Bn'hadarawyaka II. 2, which compares human life to a child
fed by the head portion of the body as if the Lead was a
drinking cup, and which quotes an old saying
this

jfifamasa*cup with root or bottom

upward (urdhva-budhna) and cavities
downward (ar vag-bila). In it is placed
the fame of many forms. On its bank or outskirts
are seated the seven j&'shis

and

also the eighth

(who
goddess) Vak, word, who is one in
samvidj consciousness, with Brahman (also
is

word, but evidently meaning here thought).

The upanishad
head

is

itself

explains this by saying that the
the cnp, with the skull as bottom upward and the

cavities (of eyes, ears, nostrils,

and mouth or

gullet)

down-

* Whereas the
ordinary otip has its bottom below and mouth up
head as cup is quite the reverse of it,

ward,- the
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fame of

the

a're

Q

forms; that

are these'

t'vfo,

and Gautama that/these (other) two,
Bharadvaja
Visvamitra this and Jainadagni that; these (other)
this

viz.,

viz.,

two Yasisht/ja

this

food

is Attri, fov

and Ka'syapa that
eaten

is

Vak.

bjr

the eyes, ears, and nostrils,

inasmuch

as Attri

Attri

why

is

Thus

still it is

clear

mentioned as the

*The Pr&nas

meant

these are

eater.

are generally supposed to be five

prawa, apana vyana,

viz.j

Vak,

be seen

The reason

Vak

is

eating and speech.
Our story seems to

the

breathing

this

will

tasteful

goddess of knowledge f
exhibit this lady Vak as Arundhati,
is

it

mentioned both as the eater and

is

that the tongue represents both

Vak

and that

;

not expressly stated to be

that although the three pairs are

is

riiany

who

the same Pr&wa'S are the seven flzshis;

LIFE.

different kinds of

udana and samana.

Their

mimber

"
sometimes mentioned as seven, as in the verse Sapta-pra?iah"

&c., -of

Up. and also of M.und Up. 2 1, 8. Here the Br. Up.
itself explains the Pi-anas to be the JJishis
eyes, ears, nostrils and moufch
with power of speech. When all these are complete in man he is as it
Taitt. Uanana'r.

were f ullin yasas, fame, such as when it is said he sees well, hears
well, &c. All these senses must be in complete health and strength for
a man to find out the Self.
f The Sukla Yajur-Veda has another description of the Seven Bishis
in the following verse

:

-

Sapta jRishayah pratihitaTi sarire.
Sapta rakshanti sadam apramfidam.
svapato lokam lyuft,
Sapta 'pa
Tatra j&grit&h asvapnajau sattr asadau
ft

The commentator takes these Seven

.Rishis to

lt&

devau)

be the senses of

'(i>

and

(^)

touch, (2) sight, (3) hearing, (4) tasting, (5) smelling. (6) mind,-

buddhi

,

intellect.

in verse 2 of

Indeed, these

Adhyaya 6

Asvamedhaparvan

of the

of the

The Seven

tect the abode

forming part of the
According to the commentator

Brahmaiiagitd,

MaMbharata.

the verse of the Sukla Yajur
1

are mentioned as Seven Hotars,

Veda means

this:

Eishis are placed in the body.

(body^tten&rely.

The
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Here
having

it is

root

its

Veda X.

root

their

bud h nun
trees

:

you made the

Indra,

The

LIFE,

necessary to take notice of the tree of life
upward aud branches down\vard. The Big

73, 8 says

with

THE TREE OF

RJSHIS;

bottom

or

v an

i

na

s

v an

i

upward

n

s
(

,

trees,

u p a

r i

fcakartha).

mentioned here are the rain clouds, the Vedic

poet having conceived the rain cloud to be a strange tree,

head downward with

its

root in

shower as the branches,

all

the sky and the

directed

columns of

downwards, yielding

us the drops as fruits. The rain cloud which yields life as
it were in the shape of the rain drops
may -well be called
the tree of life ; and it should be remembered that the

Upanishadic idea is that the souls that go
are showered down in rain drops.

The Big Veda
tree thus

I.

24, 7 speaks of another such strange

:

King Varuna
the

to the lunar globe

rootless

i.

of hallowed

e.

might sustains in

supportless

(

region

m ) the stem
a bu d hn e u
(vanasya stupam). These
r d h v a

(

root

is

for us ( a s

May

me

above

of the tree

rays whose

(upari budhna/i)

above

downward.

)

stream

they be well established inside

an

t

ar

nih

i t

ah

k

e t a

va h

syu/j)spoken of as waters because the senses pervade the body) go to the
world of the sleeping [Soul] (that is to say, when man is in sound sleep,
these seven senses slumber in the sleeping soul whose world then is
the Sat as mere existence, as all ideas of forms, i.e., the objects of
the external world, are at rest then; cf. Svam apito bhavati
of JCTiand. Up. VI. 8, 1). There (then) are awake the two gods, who are
sleepless

and who are

at the

work

of sattra.'
(<

The commentator takes the two gods to be Prana and Apana, the up
and down breathing, who know no rest so long as there is life in man and

who

are (always) at (the function of) protecting

sat,

existence,

life.

f tta- slvEtt

T alurig

a

s in

iaSHId } THE)

&s a s tn 4

6

rays mean Pranas,

s

ttfeEfl tttf ilftto.

u

,

Sayana says that the

and that the prayer means,

life,

Mr.

''

May

says that
of
ancient
the
world
the
the
source of
myth
tree,
"perhaps
in
as
As
renders
alluded
to."
be
Sayana
life, may
life

b

I. 9,

7; 8

in

well established

us'.

(Griffith

me

a

S

me

tree

is

and other places as asmabhyam,! have takeri
*
I think that this
to mean for us' and not in us'.
'

the sun as the root of
Streaming- dowri

fays

prayer means

'
:

May

life in

the sky, the solar
branches. So, the

to us being
those rays be well established in

may shower them down

(the sun) in order that he

tar

our

benefit'.

The Sig Veda X. 8 1,4 asks:
*
What was the wood and what the tree from
which earth and heaven were fashioned out.
O ye wise men, enquire in your mind about It,
which, holding

the worlds,

(all)

rules

over or

controls (them)'.

As of course by "T a
was meant,
called 'It*;

this verse

and as

Taitt. Br. II. 8, 9,

t"

may

the Creator Visvakarman

It

have given

rise to

His being

neuter gender of
6 contains the reply:

if

'Brahman

to suit the

is

the

wood and

which earth and heaven

were

t

It',

the

the Tree, from
fashioned out.

ye wise men, enquire in your mind, (and find
that) Brahman, holding the worlds, rules over
(them)'.

As the sun

metaphor for Brahman he is the
upward with his rays as the downward branches yielding the fruit of life. God, a fruit tree
in heaven, is so kind as to extend Himself as the downward branches for us to pluck the fruits easily.
is

the

strange tree as the root

1 think this

X 5,

shad

I

as

'This

is

the tree

spoken

of in the

Kafha TJpani-

:

is

the

eternal

Asvattba tree

with

It is
upward and branches downward.
It is called Immorbrightness. It is Brahman.

root
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In It are

talifcy.

beyond

all

LIFE.

the worlds and no body goes

It'.

Asvatbha, the name of this tree, is one of the names of
the sacred Sorna which is stated to have been brought

down from heaven by Gayatri

or by Garutman, the bird of
8, 5, 3 says that in the

The K/tand. Upanishad

Sacrifice.

world of Brahman there
savana, that

is

is

the Asvafctha tree called

a tree which yields the

Soma

Soma-

juice,

and a

lake called Airam

Madiyam. Brahman Itself is Heaven,
the holy. Tree of knowledge and the Lake of the juice of
immortality. So, the Kaha Upanishad seems to have
simply upturned

fche

make it accessible to
The same Tree
Arawyaka
'

I. 1 1,

says

Asvattha Tree in order,

heavenly

to

us.
is

probably

meant when tha

Taitt.

.

:

He who knows now

the Tree which has root
and
branches
downward
need never fear
upward
that Death will kill him'.

But since the Br/badaranyaka said that the human
head was an ftrdhva-budlma cup, and since the same Upanishad, in another part (III. 9, 28), likens the human body
to a tree which sprouts again and again unless it is comfor the clever
pletely up-rooted, the way was paved

Pauranies to make the

dencies

as

the

human body an urdhva-budhna

tree

with the soul's downward hellish ten-

a tree of desires

downward branches; and

the

old

name

Asvattha received an esoteric meaning, signifying that
is a tree in which the horses, senses, are stabled, or that,
as the commentators explain, it is Asvattha, that which
does not stand for the morrow. Accordingly, the Bhagavadifc

gifca

XV.

1-3 says

:

He who knows

the

a v y a y a or decay less

Asvattha tree of upward

root

and downward

branches, whose leaves are the Mandamsi,
knower of the Veda, knowledge.
really the
.

is

Its

branches extend up and down, nurtured by the
g u n a s , qualities and having the
(three)
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vishayas,
the
.

...

(ever

root

in

of

objects

sensual

new

sprouting)
tree

It

*

karmas, acts.
should be cut

(selfish)

as

pleasures,

leaves.

*
.

has its
*
This

down

by the
aud
then
That
weapon
sang
Way or
Place should be searched for from whence there
Asyattha

a

oi

a

no return.

is

to me that the word ft/tandainsi, which,
means the Vedic metres, is purposely used as a
puzzle here, and that it should be taken in its other

It appears

ordinarily

pun

or

viz.

sense,

'

'the

the wishes',

desires'.

commentators

A.

Pauranic text

that the weapon, for
of
this
tree
is the sword
down
Samsara,
body,
cutting
of Jnana, knowledge. This tree does not decay so long

quoted by the

as there

to

me

different

selfishness

is

that

are

identical

of the

sa} s

sin

from the Asvattha

and that the view
trees

or

Asvatfcha

this

7

in

tree

it.

of

tree of the

Thus it
Samsara

appears
is

quite

Kaiha Upanishad

commentators, that both the

It must
requires reconsideration.
that they
regard the whole-

admitted

be

however
phenomenal world as the Murtam aspect of Brahman, an
aspect which should be cut down or discarded in order
to; find the

bodyless aspect of

Brahman

as the Self of all

creatures.

Now to go back to our story; having such a body tree
ofiSamsara in his mind, the Pauranic poet purposely adds
the Sudra couple to
complete.
or her trial

By

make the group of worldly pleasures:
we get a man or woman put on his

all this

in. this

world.

King V?'zshadarbhi seems

the moon, in his aspect as the lord of Samsara.
when viewed in his aspect as self-sacrifice he

teacher

of

the

way

to

immortality.

to be.

Of course,
is

the great

When

approached
king of Samsara, he gives his own son,,
who, it is plain from the story of Sibi, is Kama, Desire,
who is insatiable, for as soon ns one pleasure is enjoyed he
craves for another. One way to get over him is to refrain
in his aspect as the

from indulging in him and thereby starve him
325::
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So, the boy flies and further gifts from the king oi Sauisara
are resolutely refused. When compared with the Aiim'ta
or immortality obtainable by pra6tising the unselfish One-

Kama

of selfish and sinful desires is Mn'ta,
can never be cooked to com pYetion
which
Death, corpse,
When
Which
and
therefore is discarded.
by indulgence
this is done there comes on the scene Sannyasa, the giving
all selfish desiveg; which holds the tiidaniia stick to
ujit)f
Self-liood, the

denote 'that the holder of

over the three

coiitrol,

it

viz. }

has or ought to have d a

ml

a

>

and mind; and

action, speech,

followed by the Dog Dharina; or, the Dog is the
controlled inind faithfully following the resolute will of th&

which

1

Is

knower.

Indulging
all

knower who

Purusha, great

woman that

in

selfishness the

man

in

Samsara

is

confined to himself; whereas the
looks upon all creatures as himself is Maha*

lean because

his love

man

is killed

is

big man stout man. The Yafcudhani
can only be Avidya, and the bundles o

lotus stalks that disappear in the ascetic, the acquired and
accumulated fruits of Ear ma. The Bhagavad-git& distinctly

Sannyasa to be ilot the giving up of doing good
which
works,
ought to be done, but the giving up of the fruits
of them. In other words, theknower should disinterestedly
defines

Work for work's own sake and not for any personal reward
from it. Thus; as Sannyasa gives up the fruits of action,
fancied to be a paradoxical thief depriving the soul
of What it hitherto regarde'd as its own property. -The
it is

sun Indra who takes the Rishis to Heaven seems to

i*e*

present the asceticism called Hamsa One of the names of
the sun-^the same which is the Way of Light to Brahman,
in contradistinction to the

As

to

why

I take the

mind

sent his subdued
stofy
11-6

found

the

in

Smoky Way,
dog of the

I shall

stoiit ascetic to

illustrate it

of the

Santi-parvan

repre-

by the following
Maha-bharatii

and 117:
There lived an austere,
lonely

Muni

always

a

a

t

pacific,

and well learned,
He was

or Kzshi in a dense forest.

Va

m * &st h

i

i
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ness,

and

.

*

so

much

so that all the

satvas,

animals

became friendly to him,,
his welfare every
about
hjm
day and then
enquiring
about their business. But a domestic animal,
going
beasts, of t.he forest

him company out

a dog, always kept

him and

tion to

A

lay at his feet.

of love

and devp-

panther came to

and eat the dog, but on the latter's beseeching
the Rishi for protection, he
metamorphosed him

kill

a

into

stronger

whom

panther, seeing

panther took to his heels.

In

this

the real

manner the dog

was changed successively into a tiger, an elephant, a
lion, and at last a sarabha of eight legs and up-

ward

eyes,

to molest

began

when one

after another these beasts

Having become

him.

to kill all other beasts

came

asarabhahe

and acquire a taste for

he one day thought of eating his
the
Jfo'shi
benefactor,
himself; but the Rishi saw this
his
of
by
eye
knowledge and changed him back to
blood so that,
;

his former state-as- degv

The
of

sarabha

killing

even

is said to

the

lion.

be a powerful beast capable
this fabulous beast of

What

eight legs means I shall try to explain when dealing with the
It appears to me that in
(Sarabha incarnation of vSiva.
of prey becoming pacific towards
as
in forests, the beasts esoteritap

stories like this, of beasts

Munis,

ascetics, at

or desires
cally represent the mutually antagonistic qualities

of the worldly man, but whom the Muni, the knower of the
Self, is able to tame and render harmless to himself, the

The dog seems
So, the Muni gives

forest representing the samsara-kantara,

to be the

subdued mind of the Muni.f

him increased strength

in proportion to the strength of the
beasts of temptation that come to overpower him.
This
and arrovictory of the mind may sometimes make it

proud

*

Probably satvam is used here in the sense of Sat, the Self, aa
being the strength of the knower who is friendly to all creatures.
1 1 am indebted to my friend Arvmafcalasastri of
Chikballapur for this
hint about the dog being the subdued miad.
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gant.

So, pride wants to attack the Muui; but our Muni is
to the subdued mind:
You are welcome to

wary and says

be a 'panther, tiger, elephant, and even the lion-killing
sarabha to my internal enemies; but to me you are always a
faithful dog ; for, if I allow you to be otherwise, there cannot be

a. greater

enemy

to

me.
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THE PRAVARGYA,
The Aitareya Brtihmana
'

rite.

Pravargya

(

Ya

j ua

,

I.

1,

18

Sacrifice,

22,

about the

is

went away from the

The gods said:
'I shall not be your food '.
shalt
be
our
food'.
'Do .not go; thou alone
They then
But when he was thus killed, he was
kill ed him
(Yajna).
gods (saying)

found not

him up

be

to

sufficient.

They then

him

dressed

filled

u h ), and asked of the Asvins, -who
are the two physicians of the gods, and their two Adhvaryus,
(

s a in - j

a b h r

With this preamble the details of
him."
" The
given.
Pravargya ceremony," says
"
lasts for three days, and is always .performed

to doctor or repair

the

rite

Dr.

Haug

are

twice a day, in the forenoon and

Soma

animal and
it,

no one

is

afternoon.

It

precedes the

For without having undergone
take part in the solemn Soma feast

sacrifices.

allowed to

prepared for the gods. It is a preparatory rite, just as the
Diksha, and is intended for providing the .sacrificer with a
heavenly body, with which alone he is permitted to enter the
of the

residence
Sacrifice,

gods."

who seems

The ceremony makes

to represent

the

sacrificer

the killed
himself, a

new man

altogether, with purified vital airs, speech, desires,
One of the chief implements of the ceremony
strength, &c.
is a peculiar earthen
pot called Ghanna or Mahavira.

on the Vedi, altar, the Adhvaryu makes a circle
of clay, called Khara, because it is made of earth brought on
the back of donkeys to the sacrificial compound. He places
Placing

it

the pot on the circle, and heats

it,

so as to

make

it

quite hot,

and then, milking a cow, pours the milk into the heated pot
and mixes it with the milk of a goat whose kid is dead, and
then the contents of the pot are thrown into the
Ahavaniya
and the sacrificer drinks milk from a large wooden

fire

spoon which has been first sinelled by the Adhvaryu (vide
Dr. Hang's note at pp. 41 43 of his book). It would
appear the whole of the contents of the pot is not thrown
into the fire

;

for,

about eating the remainder of the

THE PRAVARGYA.
Brahmana says: "The Hotar wants

the

to

When

eat.

'

he says: let us eat the (remainder of the) offering
which has been offered, of the sweet offering which has

eating

it,

been thrown into the most brightly 'blazing (i n d r a t a m a)
divine Gharma (the contents
fire
(Let us eat) of t,hee,
!

Pravargya vessel) which art full of honey, full of sap,
Praise
of food, and quite hot (angirasvat)

of the
full

to

.

thee

(0 Gharma

!

do

);

"

me no harm

The milk rethe Brahmami

!

presents the seed for the spiritual birth ; for,
"The milk (in the vessel) is the seed.
distinctly says
This seed (in the shape of milk) is poured in Agui as the
:

womb

of the gods for production.
For Agni is the
" and it
t(
the
rite
thus
He who
praises

the gods;
this,
is

:

sacrifices

according

born, (anew) in the

womb

rite

(

Y aj

n.

a

k

of

knowing
r a t u
)

,

Agni and the offerings, and,
Yajurmaya, Samamaya, Vedamaya,

.Emmaya,

becoming

to this

womb

of

Brahmamaya and Amn'tamaya,

apyeti)."

The

goes into the Deity (D e v a t a
contents of the Gharraa seem to be

looked upon in the light of the Soma juice, as, when keeping
the pot down the Hotar repeats .Rig Veda IX, 7.1, 6, which
praises the darling Soma as flying like a s y e n a , falcon,
to his own golden place among the go'ds (Ait. Br. p. 50).

As

there are Brahma-na stories about the Asvius bavin v
o

from

learnt

Ii/ishi
the knowledge
of
Dadhya/c
J
B
winch
honey by
they became able to resuscitate
the cut off Sacrifice, let us now see what can be gathered
from the Uig Veda and other sources about
who

Dadhyafr.

,

,

,

.

,

.

.

,

,

,

.

Dadhya/j,

is called

DadbUl

in the Piiranas.

Dadhya7c was the son of Atharvan (Z^ig Veda VI. 16,
the first to perform sacrifice by
churning
from
Pushkara, lotus (I. 83,. 5 ; VI. 16, 1 3; X. 92,
Agui
declares to
Wearing the head of a horse

who was
.

14),

out
10).

the

Dadhya/tf

Asvins the knowledge of
The Asvius give the horse's
the honey of

mad hu
head

,

honey

(I.

1

16,

1

2)

.

him and he tells them
Tvashtor (1.117,22).
About Dadhyafe aud
to

Indra there are these enigmatic verses
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Armed with

A
o

the bones of Dadhya/o Indra killed

ninety nine Witras.

He, searching

(verse 13).

head which lay
found it in /Sarya-

for the horse's

concealed in the mountains,
rcavan.

(verse 14).

Here

in

the house

straightway find the

moon
name of

the

of

concealed

cow.

(verse 15),

other verses of the SCikfca

(I.

evident that the three verses

The Puranas say

subject.

of the bones

na

Indra's

DadhiM

man

to

Vajra weapon was
an idea derived from

be mentioned in vevse 14

verse seems to speak of it as
of
Tvashiar's
cow. If so, Saryanavan
name,

The next

as the horse's head.

where the

about one and the same

are

that

of Rishi

It is

84) are in other metres.

The same bones seem

verse 13.

the

they

the
G-ayatri metre while

These three verses are in the

made

did

Tvashiar's

,

horse's head

was found seems to be identical with

name was found.
The iSa^iyayana and the Vajasaneya Brahmanas quoted
by Saya??,a under Riot Veda I. 116, 12, and I. 84; and also
the Talavakara Brahmana * are to the following effect
the moon's house where the

:

?5

Indra

taught Pravargya-vidya and MadhuDadhya/c, saying that if he revealed them

vidya to

any body else he would cut
Asvins wanted to acquire the
to

off his

The

head.

Revidyas.
horse's

said

moving Dadhya&'s own head, they placed a
head

and learnt the vidy&s from that
Indra came to know of this and cut off the

in its place

head.

horse's head thinking that

head

;

fixed the

again.

it

was the

.Zfrshi's

but as soon as Indra went away the
Jfo'shi's

When

own head and brought him

this JRz'shi

Dadhya/i;

was

own

Asvins
to life

alive

the

Asuras were vanquished by his mere sight. In
course of time he died. Then the earth became
* Prof.

W. D. Whitney's translation published in the Proceedings
American Oriental Society, May 1883, republished in the Indian
Antiquary for January 1834, Vol. XIII. p. 21.
of the

.
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them

TJnable to fight with

the Asuras.

full of

Indra went in search of Dadhj'afc but heard that he
had died. He enquired of the people there if there

was no remnant

-

of his bod) left.
7

"'

said

They

There

was that horse's head by which he imparted the

Madhu-vidya to the Asvins ; but we do not know
where it is now." At the request of Indra they
searched for it and found it in $arya?iavan which
1

a

is

na

a r a s

s

1

d h a

r

/?,?'shi

the middle

,

Dadhya/c,

the

connected

milk-curds', seems to be the moon, who
Taitt. Samhita V. 6, 6', 3 says that

is

Acmi
O

rs

in the

reflected on the

name

moon

father

the

of

sense
is

of

-

that

the

d a d h

with

Atluirvau

His\u-

solar

i

is

,

The

milk-white.

Prajapati and that Atharvaft's son Dukhya/c

mooii

ag h a

j

region, of Kurukshetra.

name

a

in

flowing

(river)

is

Agni.

The

as

Agni
o

light
o

the moon's Self.

Alharvan, the
seems to be a name

Dadhya/s;,

connected with arvaw, horse ; and Atharvasiras the head
of Aiharvaw, denotes knowledge concealed in ritualistic

symbolism and is
to
an tlpanishad
/

akin to the

name

celebrated

horse

n IV. 40, 5

of

also a

given in recent times
o
Purusha Naraya?za.
Nearly

Da dhya70,
:

called

praised

there is

in the

Veda

/Jig

Dadhikrti or Dadliikravan, *
<

is

name

about

Ham

s

a

li

a

who,

su7cishat',

&c.,

meaning:

He
or

wind

is

the flamingo (sun) placed in light; Vasu,
mid-air; Hotar (Agni) in the altar;

in

Atithi or Guest in the house

brought

to the sacrificial hall

He

men

is

in

(probably as

Vara (probably the

(probably

and honored

the

Soma

as guest);

Agni Vaisvauara)

sacrificial

ground); in

;

in

Vyoma
He is

or the sky (pervading as light in the stars)
born of water (probably as Agni A {lamnapiifc); born
;

"
*
a personification of the morning
Siipposed by Mi Griffitli to be
The name is probably derived from
sun in his rapid course
sadhi, thickened milk, and kri, to scatter, in allusion to the rising
dun spreading dew and hoar-frost like milk."
1

.
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Cow

(probably the cow of knowledge called Vak,
sun from the Dawn cow); born of Rita.na ;
adri
born of
(probably the soma juice pressed out

of

like the

by the pressing stone); He is JK/tam.
The Upanishads apply this verse to the Supreme Self.
and Bitajn, born of sacrifice, are, I think,
Tfa'ta, sacrifice,
Prajapati's

born from

the Self

as

aspect as self-sacrifice

self-sacrifice

sun, moon, men, everywhere and
The
holy things-.
opening portion of the Bn'hadaranthat Prajapati wished:
May this mine (body)

and pervading
in

with

to identify this horse

enough to enable us

all

in- fire, air,

'

yaka says
become m

h y a in
worthy to be sacrificed, and may I
tin an vi, one who has the Self (or
thereby become A
who is the Self)'; that so wishing, He became the horse of

the

e d

Asvamedha

as his

,

component
is,

(that

performed

nak

(

s

ha

and that the

t r

a

a

y

h

s t

are the

stars
i

n

trace the horse's head to the

i

.

)

Orion for

:

It is

spoken of as found

The Orion, the Belt
to the
(2).

Himself

sacrificed the horse

self-sacrifice);

Now, we may
(.1).

the objects of the universe

He

parts; that

bones of that horse

four reasons

with

sacrifice,

moon,

is

in the

or head

the celestial

house of the moon.

of which

homo

is

of the

dedicated

moon.

<Sarya?iavan lake where it is found occurs in the
Veda in close connection with the Soma

R\g

(VIII. 6, 39; IX. 65, 22; 113,1); it
Mr. Griffith says
Indra drinks the Soma.

word

is

used metaphorically,

scholars, as the

holds

the

name

Soma

to

(<
:

Soma,

it,

The

according to some

which

certain vessel

As

juice,"

celestial place of the

seems

of a

there

is

the
as

Orion

is

the

the Soraa-lake,

be fancied as brought down in the form of

the vessel.
(3).

Kurukshetra where

it is

found

is

the Orion-sacrificial

ground, deposited with the moon, vide pp. 15
(4).

The Satapatha Brahmana

II. 1, 2 (quo'ed

R. C. Dutt's Ancient India, Vol.
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18.

Mr.
says
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that the asterism Mn'gasii'sha, literally the Deer's
head (which is either the Orion's head or the

Orion's Belt, more probably the latter)
of

Prajapati.

The Orion

the head

is

Deer form of

Brahmana about Rudra's shooting

Aifcareya

Him; and

the

be seen from the story found in

Prajfipati as will

the

is

as

form as the

Prajapati's

Horse of

known and as in many places
Veda
Yajur
Prajapati is called Sacrifice,

sacrifice is also well,

of the

may be presumed that the Orion-Sacrifice's Belt
was sometimes called the Horse's head and some-

it

times the Deer's head.

For these reasons, the Orion's Belt seems

to

be the

bone of the moon Dadhya/c.
At the
Conjunction the sun Indra wields the Belt as his Vajra
weapon and kills the Vnfcra-s, the powers of darkness, who
Horse's head,

had

the

grown strong

in

In

winter,

this

moon

the

story

The waning moon
Dadhya/c seems to represent Sacrifice.
month
enters
the
the
lunar
Asvin light at the
of
the
end
at

Dawn,

as if giving

Asvins.

all his

light, knowledge, to the
Springing from the sun, who represents the Supreme

away

moon

Self, Tvashfcir or Indra, the

derives

his

Him

and, at the end of the month,
and offers himself up as an oblation unto

from

sacrifice of the

moon

is

the

Honey

Honey, Self/

returns

Him.

learnt

by

to

Him

This

the

self-

Asvins,

The sun Indra considers him to
the divine physicians,*
him off, on the new moon day,
cuts
be a fit Sacrifice and
and the Asvins resuscitate him in his starry form as the
from which the honey or
regent of the horse-head Belt,
Indra cuts him
life of summer is fancied to be derived.
in order evidently to

prove that

he as a true knower will

Self selfishly to himself but
Sacrifice-Honey to the divine doctors for

not keep

his

of their using

it

as

* The Asvins are

become

the

purpose

the effectual medicine for the spiritual

regeneration and perpetual divine

(X, 39,

will

known

as

the

summer

life of all

knowers

physicians even in the Big

5),
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who

become

likewise

permanent
Self, of

man

as

for the

fit

as the

Sacrifice,

the

is

immor-

Big Veda

(vide

I.

8,

weapon capable of

only

man's dark passions.

conquering

weapon

a

is

metaphor
body
knower ; and our Indra uses the bone, the

Self of the

tal

The bone, which

Sacrifice.

part of the

Sacrifice
3

and

;

is

the

the Yajra

Sam.

Taitt.

1.6,7,4).

The Bn'hadaranyaka Upanishad II. 5, bodily quotes
the Rig Veda 1, 116,12, and 117,22 and

the verses of

says that the

knowledge of which
Atman, the Purusha,

the

of Tvashfcir

Honey

Dadhyafc imparted to the Asvins is the

pervading in all bodies. The Upauishad does not appear
to have imported anew
meaning to the Honey; for, even
'
the Taitt. Samlrita II. 3, 2, 9
The Atman (Self) is
says:
the

man and when

of

Honey

he virtually throws

The

name
is

original of the verse 15 of

t r

;

a

li

Tv
i 1 1
{

'

gor
vide

na

g o

r

84 about the concealed
house of the moon,

i

g o r amanv a ta n a
u r a p i It y a m
a n d r a m a s o grille

a
s

K

h a
ap

a

h

p.

ante}.

and as

190

.

m

k ya

ante),

o u a

m

'

na

ma

'

be compared with
of IX. 71, 5 (about which

summer

may

a p i k y a m g u h y a m
IX. 87, 3 (about which vide p. 290
the place of the summer cows or rays ;

and

with

'

of

g
The Orion is
the summer rays attended by

the cause of the

ma

t

api&yam pa dam'

ma

as the

I.

the

in

:

A

The

cow found

of Tvashfcir's

this

the sacrificer sacrifices honey

his Self into the fire.'

teeming

creation

is

summer rains are
summer creation and

the

of the

life

taken as a simile to the

Creation

at the beginning, the rays

showered by the summer sun are

metaphorically the
Creator Tvashfar.

of

to

creatures

sent

forth

by

the

Tvashtor, meaning the fashioner, seems
be one of the names of the summer sun who is the

metaphor
of

souls

for the Creator.

Tvashfar

is

known

as the

maker

The forms
forms, (Rig Veda X, 110, 9).
are the bodies of creatures and
He
is
called
Vimbeings,

rupani,
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rupa, the wearer of all forms (I. 18, 10), evidently because
is the Self in all forms.
The Creation is called v y a-

He
k

a

r

an a

ma

n a

of

-

r

up e

the

,

of

making

name and

form (KMud, Up. VI. 3, 2
and Br. Ar. Up. I. 4, 7).
This theory of uaina-riipa seems to be as old as the fiig
Veda itself; for, in VIII. 41, 5, names aui forms are
;

mentioned

in

such close connection as

knowledge

of

names

of

about the forms of them,

show

to

that

necessary to

is

objects

and the verse

is

a

bring

noteworthy as

'
mentioning the same
mysterious hidden names/ which as
above shown, are mentioned in I. 84, 15 IX. 71, 5 and 87,
;

The
Varuna
3.

verse

about the

is

Creator under the

name

of

:

Yo

d h a
a p

i

r t

fc

a

ya

b hu vauan a

v

e

da

na

m

m

an

,

i

ya usrana
g uhya,

Sa kaviA kavya puru-rupam
Dyaur iva pushyati.
He who supports the worlds and is

the

m

Poet

knowing the mysterious hidden names
He brings forth and maintains each varied form,

of the usras,
like

Dya.uk, the sky.*
Usras mean both the morning-beams and cows. This
verse seems to mean more than merely the advent of the

Taking the morning as a simile to the dawn
rays.
of the period of Creation, the Creator Varuna, who as the
omniscient Poet has all the names the concepts^-of all the
morning

would-be creatures concealed in his mind, utters forth those
names and thereby makes the varied forms, just as at the

dawn

of

summer

names and forms

me

the sun showers
as

it

forth

his rays as so

many

were of the summer creation.

It

Vedic poets looked upon the names
appears
of objects as the very souls of those objects. Indra the rainer
He
is :ancther name of the summer sun as the Creator.
to

that the

the concept
of the summer creation in
finds the name
the Orion- Sacrifice when he comes in conjunction with it.
*

The vast sky that contains the

to God.
,

stars

seems to

toe

used as a simile

THE
The Bnhiitlwiyaka IT. 5, already referred to about
the Honey being ihe Atman, quotes also verse 18 of Kig
Veda VI. 47, as containingthe Honey which Dadhya/b taught
The
to the Afivins and which the K/shi of that Sukta saw.
verse says about Indra thus
- r u
ft ft p a
p a
p

m

m

:

a

r

t

i

upo

- r

b ab h

11

va

,

ya
y a ru p a m
pr a t i
I ud r o mAy a bh i A pu r u r u pa iya t e,
t a
d asa
y uk t a h y a s y a h a r a ya A s a
Forin-aud-form has ha become a model form (V)

tad

a

s

or every form.

Indra

is

h a

That

is

his

form

k

s

h a n&

to

(for us)

.

see.

moving (having become) multiform by his

maya/j, measuring or forming powers ; his
times a hundred horses are yoked indeed.*

The various forms of
different kinds of crops,

birds and

.

many kinds

the

summer

herbs, and

of animals

creation,
fruits

may

well be

ten

such as the

and insects and
to be

fancied

evolved by the heat and rain of the summer sun, as if he
himself became all these by means of his rays, like the
father

Moreover, the beneficent
multiplying as his sous.
sun looks upon all alike. That is his
spiritual

aspect

worthy
mutual

be seen by us for the purpose
The horses are his
strife.

to

moves with them and pours them down
forms are evolved. That the Indra o

of our

summer

giving up

life, when the
this verse means

the Creator in the metaphor of the sun is evident
being called Tvashfar in the next verse. The

Indra appears

to

be His

He

rays.

as

from his

maya

of

measuring, that is,
of forming every object by naming it.
Maya seems to bo
derived from ma. There are two roots of ma, one

numbered

as 23 and

in Prof.

of

Max

Miiller's list

meaning

f

'measure' or
(

119, meaning

114

power

knowledge', and the other numbered as
Do the two roots converge
noise, bellow.'

and give one and the

same meaning?

Bach n a

in

an

* Mr. Griffith has rendered
'.
With this
prati-riipa as the model
verse iu view, verses 9, 10 and 11 of Kat/ia Up. II. 5 seem to have
been composed.
'
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or

word

having its o\vn meaning. It is a
and is the knowledge of it.
means;
object,
the knowledge of the object would be vague

is noise,

sound,

measure of the

Without

it,

and

indefinite

the

mind.

it

and not

The

fit

to be s r

Creator's

i s

h

t

a

issued out, from

,

wondrous power over the yet
that is comprised within
so true and He is so Truthful

of nature

formless subtle material

His Infinitely vast Self is
He has simply to word out His concepts from within
Himself, with the forms as the simultaneous result with

that

Himself as the In-Dvsreller in every one of them.
The verse VI. 47, 18 of the Rig Veda above quoted
may be compared with the first half of verse 8 of the same

Veda

which says:

III. 53,

Rupara-rupam Maghava bobhaviti.
m aya krinv an a s t a n vam pa r s va m
i

li

Maghavau
may a/i with

Tanu

(Indra)
his

ordinarily

obiects are as

it

becomes

own

t

means

were forms,

a n

u

form-aud-form,

.

making

.

body and

as

the

the

to

bodies,

phenomenal

Self

who

is

the

Antaryami-Bi:ahmana III. 7 of the
(vide
measures them out from
Bn'hadararcyaka Upauishad), he
the

In-dweller

One

means Indra's spiritual nature as the
has measured
in order,

therefore

it is
it is

his Self completely into

tanu

Or

Himself when wording out the universe.

Self of

here

He

all.

every form, creature,

and love
implied, to regard
multiform.
became
he
said

all as

If

himself,

and

we count the

maintained in every house, the sum total would be
thousands of Agnis, and so Agni though one is manifold.
Likewise the One Purnsha by reason of being fully in each
fire

sacred

and

all

them.

the

He

creatures
is

is

manifold

in the innermost

and only of the

size of

m

The word
Rig

may

priest, sends

many

few here

upward with
838

all

of

if

viewed in

but really infinitely great
m ahiyan ) .

a occurs in

Veda, of which I select a

Hotar

one and

of every heart, small

aiigushf/ta, thumb,

the size of the heart,
respect of
a h a t o
niy an
a
r
o
a u

(

alike in

recess

his

:

other places in the
Agui, the diviue

maya a hymn

of glorious
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The sun purifies the worlds with
maya (I. 160, 3). With his maya Indra stays the
canopy of heaven from falling (II. 17,5). The immortal

brilliancy (I. 144, 1).
his

the

leads

Agni

with his

with his

way

resists the

maya

maya

(III. 27, 7).

Indra

stream, and with his

overflowing

maya and weapons he puts thirty thousand Dasas to slumber
(IV. 30, 12 and 21). Mitra and Varnna, by the maya of the
Asura, cause heaven to rain; their maya rests in heaven;
and they guard the ordinances with A sura's
(V. 63, 3 ;

mya

Here Asura means the most powerful god and not
an enemy of the gods, and his maya cannot be any deceitful
magic power but true power. But there are verses in which

4; 7),

the evil powers also are stated

mean

to

mayas, which

have their

thoughts and designs and which
crumble to pieces before the maya of the gods. With his
'
ayin a
maya Indra kills the beast who has his may a,

seem

to

their evil

m

m

mrz'gam'

(I.

80,

who wishes

female,

No

104, 24).

Agui(VIII.

Indra

7j.

to

kills

triumph with

mortal with his

maya

the

demon male

or

his or her may& (VII.
can ever prevail over

23, 15).

In course of time when Asura came to

mean an

evil

280 ante about the Asuras), Asura's maya
power
was susceptihle of being understood as magic power and
(vide p.

Indra's

also as the

maya

illusion

This must be the reason
i

nd

r

should

a

j

&

1

not

a

,

why magic came

Indra's mesh.

overlook

the indriyas or senses.

o

Pauranic Maya,

the

to

In connection with
the

be called

maya we
wonderful

architect of the Asuras, in contradistinction to Visvakarman,

the architect of the Devas.

I think the

name Maya

is

the

outcome of an attempt to derive the word maya, as a
In the essay on Creation more
patronymic, from m a y a
will be said about the theory of name and form.
.

The Rig Veda X.

171, 2 says

that Indra

head of the swift-moving
Indra aa

cuts

off the

Makha and comes

to

Somin, soma-sacrificer. Makha
cannot be construed
ued as a malign being. The

339

TBfff

3

that Prajapati

is

Sacrifice, and the next Aniivaka, 4, says that Sacrifice
Makha, and praises Rudra, Iiidra, and Agui thus:
a m o R u d r a y a Makhaghne.

is

Sanihit^

Taitfc.

III.

N
Nama
N a in o

2,

distinctly says

Makhaghne.

In d

r a, y a
n
'g a y e

Makhaghne

.

Salutation to Rudra, the striker of Makha.
Salutation to Indra, the striker of Makha.
Salutation to Agni, the striker of Makha.
'
May the y a 5 a s fame, of Makha

It also says

tome'.

,

As

Makha

thus

Praj&pati as

is

fame

is coveteJ, the
saying
should I think be construed

that

he was

struck

same manner

in the

come
whose

Sacrifice
or

killed

as

we do

Brahmawas about conquerThe conquering means the obtaining.

the expressions often found in the

Heaven.

or

ing Svarga
As the Orion
it is

in the sky and as
Deer containing the asterism Mw'gaairas,

the starry Sacrifice-Man

is

also the starry

the Deer's head,

the heavenly poetry

cally, Sacrifice-Orion

is

away from

runs

that, rising heliathe sun Indra and

the gods, the solar rays ; but the sun's gradual progress in
winter towards the Orion is his hunting the most covetable

game, the Sacrifice-Deer, and at the Conjunction he obtains
From
find kills and enjoys it, as the most delicious food.
the hunter's point of view the

enemy but
Deer

food.

killed

home

of the

OiTiM-ing the

milk of his light

JRig

hosts (the

Indra).
the

emblem

Veda

by him
is

is

may

s.-iys

Supreme

it is

the

the sky

the sacred drink

Self,

that with

Indra's

heavenly

powerful Makha sings (praises to
be taken to mean that at the Conjunction

Makha accompanied by

to the

rays pays homage
I now refer to

which the word

8

as

hot his

the Sacrifice-

the

Mai-tits')

This

his Self

of the

I. 6,

Orion-Sacrifice

Does not

killed

the Orion

by the sun Indra, while under another
moon Sbma, who is the sacrificer in

to the sun, the

The

game

Under one fancy

sun

summer

some of the verses of the Rig Veda

makha

makha

the

.

in

occurs as qualifying several gods.

in all these verses

340

mean

'

'

coveting

?

PKAVARGYl,
The Maruts who are makha. /t, coveting
(the oblations), come to the sacrifice (I. 64, 11),
The earth trembles from the coveting ( m a k h e Maruts (VI. 66, 0). Indra advances
with the youths (the Angirases, who are identical
with the Maruts) in a k h a s y a u , coveting!)',

bhyaA)

and

a d

the

forth

r i

soma-pressing stone) pours

(the

contents

its

(III. 31, 7).

makha

flows to the sieve like

(IX. 20, 7)
for

that

;

makha

called

VI. 71,

if

and X.

in

I.

,

coveting or longing

Pushan, Indra,

something.

are

runs as

is

The Soma juice
one who covets

Savitfi,

1;

138,

and Agni

III.

34,2;

In I. 134,
respectively.
for
the given thing of
invoked to come

1;

11, 6

Vaju is
Makha (makhasya davane),

1,

receiving the oblation of Sacrifice,
sonified, as in I. 6, 8,

as

the

that

which

for

is
is

per-

worshipper offering

the oblations.

Sacrifice covets the presence of the
the gods covet Sacrifice as worth coveting

gods and
and so both are makhas.

for

Under X.

already quoted, about Indra's cutting
Makha, Wilson refers to a legend cited

171,

head of

off the

by Sayana

as to

2,

how

the head

as he attempted to

was cut
in
p.

the

escape
by Indra.

of the personified

Sacrifice,

human form from the

in

gods,

The following legend is found
XIV. 1, 1, 1 (Muir, IV.
Brahmana
Satapatha
off

124):

The Devus performed
which was

De

v a

Their

y

their

aj an a

object

famous,

ground ( D e v a n a m
and which became their, altar.

sacrificial

m

)

was

and eat

a sacrifice at Kurukshetra,

to

attain

food.

They

prosperity,
l
said :

us through toil, austerity, faith,
and oblations first comprehends the issue

become

Whoever
sacrifice

among
le

a

m)

of the sacrifice, let

of us; this (shall be)

na/4

sarvesham

him be

common
sah.a
341

(

ud ri-

the most eminent

to us

all

iti)'.

(

tad u

Vishim

at-

THE PRAVABGYA.

14

iained that object and

'He who

the gods.

became the most eminent
Vishmi

this

is

is

of

Sacrifice,

and he who

is this Sacrifice is Hie
Vishnu
Aditya.
could not control [his love of] this fame.* Taking
He stood
his bow and three arrows, he departed.
on
the
of
head
end
his
his
resting
[bended] bow.

Being
gods sat down
o unable to overcome him,/ the o
The v a m r a y a h ants, otherall around him.'
obtained from the gods
wise called u p a d i k a h
,

,

the boon of enjoying food and finding waters even in
the desert, and gnawed the bowstring [at the lower

when

the

head, which

fell,

end],

the
(

name

pa

t

i

t

extended

A

v a

vessel. That,

)

became that Aditya.

r

a v r

i

j

y a

t

a

)

,

in

,

having

hence
fallen,

Vishnu became

hence the Pravargya

its

:

m

a p a
Mahavira

len

p

(

making

Gliarma

took off Vishnu's

the sound g h r

The gods then said
appellation.
a
h
i r a h
a
u
v
hero
of ours has fal(
)
great

received
(

of the

bow sprang and

(

t ).'

Hence

Jndra

wards him.

name of the vessel
The gods rushed to-

arose the

first

reached him and, embracing
him limb by limb, and

him, ca,me into contact with

became

which Indra

this fame,

Then they

divided

is

Sacrifice-Vislmu

into

three

With that headless Sacrifice,
portions
the gods went on worshipping and toiling.
The
in

Aranyaka V.

Taitt.

17,

1,

(Muir IV.

127)

p.

giving the above story in its own way says:
When y a s a k , glory, came to Makha Vaish??ava

.among the gods, he eagerly
a k a

(tad n y
* Muir
says
the word y as a
sa vistmu, &c.
rifice ', &o.

mayata

)

desired

it

and departed with

j-

it.

" It
seems as

:

if there were a
play of words here,
'fame having reference to the words sa ya7i
He who [is] this \ 'istmu. &c. 'He who [is] this sac1

ft,
'

,

J

7

fls this trait of the story that Makha desired, fame and could not
control his Jove of ifc due to the meaning of Makha as the coveting, if
that

is

the meaning

F

342
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When Makha's
and

heaven

head went

earth

and

it

off,

from

15

travelled
its

through

so

travelling

p r a v a r t a t a ), the Pravargya derived its name.
The gods divided Makha when prostrate into three
(

Agni taking the morning oblation, Indra
the midday oblation, and the Visvedevas the third
parts,

sacrifice
Sacrificing with this headless
the gods neither obtained blessings, nor conquered
heaven.
The Asvins joined the head in consider-

libation.

of the
a graha
ation of their O
wetting
c5
O

soma

libation.

;

then " sacrificing with this sacrifice with
a head, they obtained blessings, they conquered
heaven."

and

The same Aranyaka in I. 1, 5 says: One end
was in the sky and the other end rested

of the bo\v

Indra, assuming the form of the
off the string himself; and this is
cut
varans, ants,
the sfcringless bow called Indra-dhanu/i that is seen,

on the earth.

in the

colours of

the

rain,

cloud.

This

itself

is

bow) of $amyu, the son of Bnhaspati, This
the bow of Rudra.
Ttwas the end of Rudra's

(the
is

bow which cut

off the head ; it became the
PravargTherefore
he
who sacrifices with the Pravargya
ya.
sets Rudra's head again.
The Talavakara Brahmana * says that, " That head of
"
and that the
the sacrifice that was cut off is yonder sim
;

Asvins were enabled

to

put

the head

of the sacrifice on in

by the knowledge which they obtained from liishi
The Taitt. Aranyaka V. 4, 8 says
The PraDadhyafc.

its

place

'

;

vargya

is

the

head of the Sacrifice.

This

Aditya (sun)

indeed the Pravargya; his rays are the Maruts.' Not
only
the Pravargya bub also seme other objects are praised as
being the head of Sacrifice, for instance, the Taitt. Samhita

"is

11.5,11.7 says the
butter,
*

iu tlie

A

is

aghara,

the unction

of

clarified

the head of Sacrifice, and further on in IV.

1, 5, 3,

traaslatiou of the story by Prof. W. D. Whitney is republished
Indian Anti^ary for January 1884, Vol. XIII, p. 21,

THE
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explained in V. 1,6,3, the ukha is said to be the
head of Sacrifice, while in VI. 2, 11 the h a v i r d ha n a is

as

praised as the head of sacrifice.

When
Rudra

we

above shown

as

Hudra's head

find

the head of Sacrifice

is

one

in

and

Makhagna, the striker of
obtained is that Rudra strikes himself,
is

in another that

the

Sacrifice,

that

means obtaining, he obtains him -Self.

that

place

if

is,

result

striking

Rudra and

Both

Indra are each that holy aspect of Father Prajapati which
Thereexhibits Him as Son obtaining Him-Self as Father.

Indra as the Son is the Ideal Knower of Father,
and Father Prajapati as Sacrifice is Vishnu, the Pervader
that has sacrificed Himself into all creatures to love them
all as Himself.
That is the fame of Sacrifice worth having;

fore

and

it

The Muwdaka Upanishad
be conquered
is

conquering i.e. obtaining Him.
4 says how Brahman should

has to be had by

:

the

the arrow, and

Om

the bow,

Brahman

In our story also which

Upanishad, the same
Sacrifice,

is

II. 2,

having the

knower

the Self of the

the aim to shoot at diligently.
seems to be much older than the
is

Om may

be

taken to

Kiiower Indra must know how

to

be the

bow

of

The Ideal
top.
the
bow
and so
discharge

Head, the Self, at

its

he becomes the ants, probably the white-ants. What is
meant by the ants ? Apparently common love which makes

work together for their common good.
a
torn
asunder
by internal strife may derive
Many people
a profitable lesson from the ants. The kuower Indra

the ants combine and

multiplies himself as the ants, as love-manifold,
all

creatures as Himself, and

this,

quality

is

by regarding

able to

gnaw

the

string and discharge the head. The head, the seat of thought,
the best part of man's body and is a fit metaphor for the
knower's Self; and so the head discharged seems to be the
is

Why

Self of the knower himself.
enlightened
.o

*/

then

is

the

head described as the head of Sacrifice and not of Indra

Not wishing

to

be divided from the

Visjwu, the knower contemplates

Self

Supreme
as So 'ham

Him

P

Yajiiaf

'

',

I

am

THE PRAVA.RGYA,

Tvam

m

ah a

va

Ah am

va

t

as

mi Bhagavo! Devate!
Bhagavo! Devate!

v a m asi

Thou I am,
I Thou art,

Blessed Deity

!

Blessed Deity *
The goodness of the Supreme Self who regards all creatures
as Himself is the ideal to he attained by the knower, and

when

that

is

attained

one with the

Self

O

!

knower becomes the enlightened
Supreme Self. The two heads then
the

become one head iu contradistinction to the discord which
had previously existed between them when one, the
Lord
human, was acting against the Other, the Divine.
Sacrifice
his

head

my

!

is

Thine

head as the head of

bow

the top of the

born from

jBz'taja,
A

am

Tims

Thine.

realizing

Tndra discharges it from
and thereby makes his Self

of Sacrifice

'Sacrifice, and' Adit. ya,

The expression

Aditi.

I

vSacrifice,

that the head

son of

having

Aditya, the sun, should be construed as
ii
fell but that \iflew and became p a t a

the altar

fallen

became

meaning not that it
g a bird.f Therefore the discharged head pervades heaven and earth as universal love. That is the Pravargya, the travelling through
heaven and earth, according

,

one esoterical interpretation,
being expanded, according to the other. By thus
discharging the head, Indra becomes fit to come into
to

or the

contact with Vishnu limb

Him

measure himself with

embracing may be compared with the
r a j u e u a t m ana samparishvak-

measuring or
'

by limb, that is, to completely
to be one with Him.
This

P

expression,
ta/t ', the being embraced by the Knowing Self (Br. Ar.
Up. IV. 3, 21). Sacrifice-Vishnu whom Indra measures is

Indra's
'

I n

d

r

t

a

a u u
s

;

for, the Taitt.

va

y a

e s

li

* This text, which seems

a

to

'

Samhita 111.

3, 7, 3

niya

a n u

y a

j

be Veclic,

Ramauuja under the Brahma-sutra IV.
f Patanga is a name of the Sim who

is

t

quoted

by

r

says

:

ya d

Bhagavan

1, 3.

is the metaphor for the all-seeiug,
Of. Trisanku's fall (p. lOi ante) and Yayati's fall
means flight. The Knower is winged,
(p. 298 ante), where 'fall' really
vide Vedio text quoted at p. 236 ante. So the fall of the Great Hero

all-pervading, Self.

seems to mean his

flight,

The

story bristles with puns aad puzales,

TEE MAVARGYA,

fg

Y aj u aA

Tanu' there seems to mean not body but the
own spiritual rupa (aboufc which vide the concluding

Self's

f

'.

Acportion of the ICAand. Up. quoted at p. 100 ante).
cording to the Purushasukta, Purusha is another name for
Yajiia,

Sacrifice;

and

I

think the whole spirit of the
if Purusha is not under-

Purusha-sukta would be missed
stood as the In-dweller of

all

creatures,

as defined

in.

a

verse quoted in the Bn'hadaranyaka Upanishad II. 5, 18,
It must have been
(the same as is quoted at p. 103 ante).
a very ancient verse, as the upanishad says that it was
sung by a Rishi and that the Purusha it speaks of is the

Honey which Dadhya& taught

to

the

Purusha

Asvius.

the universal Self, is the measure of Yajna, Sacrifice, as a
verse which is much used in several rites and which is

found in the Taitt. Brahrnawa

III. 7, 11, o says

:

Purusha-sammito Yajiio
Yajna Purusha-sanimita/i.
7i

Agne! tad asya kalpaya,
tvam hi vettha yathatatham,
Sacrifice
is

rifice

obtain

it

is

of the

of the
for

measure of Purusha, Yea, Sac-

measure of Purusha,

this

(sacrificer)

;

Agni,
thou kuowest

for,

the truth (of Sacrifice).
No one can measure himself with another

As Sacrifice-Purusha

is perfectly equal to him.

unless he
is

Vishnu,

the all-pervader, Indra becomes the all-pervader by measuring himself with Him. Thus Sacrifice- Vishnu is the all

aim and action or conduct of Indra

tfatakratu.

Indra

should nob be considered as having embraced and measured
the headless sacrifice. It was the Devas that worked with
the headless sacrifice.
ante).

Useless would

They are the
be the

Devas, the senses of man,
Universal Self as its head
it io

;

has not the purpose of the

and headless

most stupid

is

indulge in acts of selfishness, greed, lust, &c.

The

fay

if it

senses (vide p. 250
kratu, action, of the

2, 5, 1 says that, measured
sacrificer
the
becomes so high as his
Sacrifioe-Puvusha,

Taitt.

Samhit& V.
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up-stretched arms (urdhvabahu) would reach and that he
becomes bird. Both these are metaphorical expressions.
The knower by his universal love stretches himself beyond
the limit of his body as he becomes one with the Great
Purusha that dwells in all. For the same reason he is

a high-soaring bird.
sfcretcbedj

vitata,

is

everywhere.

Veda Vishnu
to mean

In the Rig
strides,

The Great Purusha

which seems

is

celebrated for his three

his

pervading over the three

regions, here, below, and up, that

everywhere.

is,

Vishnu

strides for the sake of Indra (VIII. 52, 2).
Indra addresses Vishnu, -Friend Vishnu ! stride well; let us kill Vn'tra

Another verse (IV. 18, 11) says:
(VIII. 100, 12).
A t h fi 'b r a v i d V r i t r a rn I n d r o hanishyan,

Sakhe V
And

i

s

hn

vitaram vikramasva.

o

then, wishing to kill Vn'tra Indra said,

Friend Vislmu

!

stride well.

As Vishnu is the Self of Sacrifice,
he must stride Well, that is pervade everywhere as universal
love, before Indra can kill the sin of narrow selfishness.
Vn'tra

is

The

darkness, sin.

Taitt.

Brahmana
'

commencing with,
p u r a n a m / about that
na

m

12,

3 has four

verses

pure, extended, ancient

ka

r a -

purified by which man crosses

the door to the

Loka

(

sin, the enemy. It is
the Supreme Self as the only world
brilliant; it yields immensely the

worth having); it is
showers of immortality;
ness in the world.
is

III.

K&Y a nam pavitrain vitatam

may

this k

I think that this

arana

m

extended

place happik a r ana

Sacrifice-Vishnu's all pervading stride.
'
This < v i - 1 a t a m & a r a n a
may well be

m

1

m

com-

pared with verse 1 of Big Veda X. 130, in which Prajapati's
Sacrifice is spoken of as that Sacrifice who is extended

everywhere by his threads. (Yo Yajno visvatas
tan tub his tata/t). The all-pervading Purusha is
the thread underlying and holding together all the objects
the universe. In the ethical world, it is truly the
threads of Sacrifice as universal love that bind together
of
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society,

which would otherwise be cut

to pieces

by mutual

strife.

If

this

throughout
off.

Ifc

suming

Sacrifice
ifc

life,

becomes
it

not

is

becomes v

k.kh

i

nna

,

continuously
cut off or torn

sandhita,

clarified butter is

this verse

maintained

i

joined together, if by reoffered into the fire, repeating

:

Mauo Jyotir jushatam
y am
vi/b&hinnam Yajnam sam imam dadhatu
Bre'h aspat is ta nu tarn imam no
Visvedeva/i iha m ad aya n fca m. *
a"

May

(

Agni who

is

the universal

j

Mind-rLight

)

accept ( this) clarified butter and .join together
this cub off Sacrifice.
May Bn'haspati make
this ( Sacrifice, entire ), and may the Visvedevas
delight here

(

in

this, rite ).

Tq be addressed as Mind, Agni the

fire

the Supreme Self, the All-Kuower.

I

must represent

think

the butter

represents the soul of the sacrifice? realized as the Self and
offered unto the Supreme Self, and the sacrifice? himself
is

the cut off Sacrifice

who by

this rite

i.e.

by realizing

the meaning of this rite becomes joined' together and
entire.
Bn'haspati, the lord of words, that is, of whatever

wisdom there
self-sacrifice

is

to delight in

in

and

;

the

Veiic words, helps

the Yisvedevas, |

by giving up

this

rite

the senses,

of

ought

all

worldly pursuits.
About Yajnopavita, the sacred thread of Sacrifice
it,

which every dvija wears, the

Jo

Taitt.

Aranyaka

II. 1, 1

says

this effect:
:

The Devas and Asuras
,

,

respective sacrifices, vying

Svarga, Heaven. The
Bat the
acted hurriedly.
to

.

commenced

their

.with each other to

Asuras

Devas

strove

acted

go

and
with

* This verse occurs in the Taibb. SamhM in t. 5, 3 and many
other places.
t Vide p. 250 ante about the Visvedevas being bhe senses and p.
320 mt'e about'the senses being bhe seven Zftshis.
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Brahma&avya,

and

godliness

contemplation. The Asuras

21
t

blinked, not

a p a

s

,

knowing

Brahma/carya and tapas ), and were vanquished
and could not go to Svavga. The Devas went to
(

Svarga by means of their p r a s r i a , well stretched ont or extended, sacrifice and vanquished the
Asuras.
Extended, indeed, would be the sacrifice
fc

Brahman who wears the Yajnopavita.
thus clear that the .thread of Sacrifice, otherwise

of the

It

is

called

Brahinasutra,
thread of love,

the

to regard

them

all

as himself.

realising in thqught,

man becomes

symbolical of the Self who, as
has entered into all creatures

is

this,

Wearing

word, and deed,

its

thread and

deep significance,

Sacrifice extended.

Pravargya resuscitates man spiritually and
to be spoken of as p r a v r i j y a t a
pravartata, vitata, and p r a s.n a , all
Thus,

the;

makes him

fit

,

fc

denoting his unbounded expansion.
The rain-bow with which the Taitt. Aranyaka identifies the bow which sprang when its string was gnawed
;

by

I tidra

of Light,
.

Self

fco

be. taken to represent Devayana, the Path
which takes the knower that has become the

may

Heaven, the World of Self.
this Path over the rain-bow the Bn'hadai-an-

About

4, 8
quotes two old verses. The rain-bow
seen as an arch springing up from the earth to
the sky seems to be fancied as a beautiful lad'er for
ascending to the sky from both ends and therefore a fit

y.\ka IV.

which

is

metaphor for the Pa h over the
for

the

rain-cloud

formed and which

itself

sacrifices,

rain for general good,

is

to

bow

which

that

another

Vishnu, the sh merer of

seems

spiritual

over

is

t

v<

e

of Sacrifice;

rainbow

is

itself

as

distributes,

metaphor for Sacrificeimmortality, and therefore, it
fit

me, the Paursinics depict Vishnu as being black
m e g h a - s y a a ) and as wearing
(

m

like the rain cloud

pita, yellow,
well as the lightning, being that cloth.

a silk cloth of

colour,
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One

Kr
is

i

s

li

Vedic

the

of

names

rain-cloud

the

for

is

n a , black, which meaua also the black deer which

a symbol of Sacrifice, as the Sruti says

Yajiio ha
Sa

Kr

Sacrifice

i

s

:

Devebhyo 'pafcakrama.

hn

o

bh u

t

& a

v a

7c

a

a

r

.

went away from the Devas.

He became a black deer and travelled.
Both these metaphors for the Sacrifice, viz. the rain-cloud
and the deer are found in the stories about Vishnu
in his incarnation as Krishna, who is born in /Sravawa,
In
the rainy season and who at last is shot like a deer,

the essay on Kn'shwa more will be said about him.
Phenomenally, at the Conjunction the sun Indra as
the brilliant

when

in

head

is

one with the Orion-Sacrifice, and

due course the Orion

heliacal ly

rises

apparent progress of the sun to the next
is

fancied as though the sun-head

by the

constellation, it

was shot forth from

the Orion-Sacrifice, and went up to his highest northern
he performs his act
point at the summer solstice when
of sacrifice and universal love by showering the rains.

Then comes

the

over winter back
the Orion.

autumnal harvest, and then, he hurries
to the Conjunction and there embraces

His fame consists

his so

in

the

embracing

Orion year after year and thereby showering the summer
Man must be warm-hearted and rain himself all
rains.

around as compassion and charity.
Indra shoots
Sacrikee

The Kig Veda
Sukfc* the deity of

I.

61, 7,

which

is

which
Indra,

Asyedumatu/i savaneshu

occurs in a
says.

:

sad-yo

m a h a h p tum pap v u a rva n n
Mush ay ad Visb-nu7i pa&afcam sahiyan
vidhyad Varaham tiro ad rim a s t a
i

i

a-

7e

a-

At the savanas (performed in honor) of this
Measurer (i.e. Indra), he (Indra) straightway
drank the potion (and! 'ate) the pleasant food.
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Vishnu

or

carried

away the food; (bub

Indra) the piercer of the
shot the Boar.

mountain (rain-cloud)

stole

The meaning seems

At the Conjunction the

to be this.

sun Indra becomes the Measurer,

summer

To obtain

forms.

the

Creator,

for

li

of

the

his

strong'
doing so,
he eats the Orion-Sacrifice- Vishnu as his delicious food.

But when winter comes, the sun

finds

that

Vishnu has

away himself who is^the
To regain his summer glory the sim
sun's summer food.
hunts Vislmu as the Boar and,, when the Conjunction
conies back, shoots Him and finds all his joy in Him.
Esoterically, when man falls into darkness he finds
gone

the opposition, taking

to

Supreme Self, Sacrifice Vishnu, has gone away
from him with all the wealth of sacrifice. So he must
hunt Him, shoot his soul into Him and enjoy Him.
I have taken the Boar shot to be Vishnu himself as it
is the carrier away that must be hunted and shot and as

that the

:

the

Boar

boar, in

called

is

fiig

e

m

Veda VIII.

u

s

h

v a

r

& h a

,

the stealing
the

66, 10 (counted excluding

Yalakhilya hymns), which says
"The wide striding Vishnu urged by thee
Indra! brought for thee all (these things), a
hundred buffaloes, broth cooked with milk aud a
t

fierce (?)

hog

original of

A.S

emus
m

verb

u

s

",

Muir IV.

p. 91.

hog is emushara v a r a li a m
h seems to be of the same import as the
h a y a t of I. 61, 7, I have ventured td

The

'

5

fierce

.

'

This verse, VIII. 66, 10,
as 'stealing boar'.
the
Orion
Vishnu
as
exhibits
striding gradually sunward
in the sky of winter and at last in the Conjunction
givinohimself up to the sun as the food of all kinds of game
render

it

including the Boar that had
wealth and food.

A

carried

away

the

summer

Yedic story quoted at Muir IV. p. 39, seems to be a
the two Rig Vedic verses above
quoted and is.

comment on

to the following effect

:-
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Sacrifice, assuming; the form of Vishnu,.-,
disappeared from among the Devas and entered
:

the

into

earth.

searched, for him.

The Devas joined hands and
Indra (the head of the Devas)

passed over above him, when the latter questioned
'
Who art thou ? Indra said, I am d u r g e
'

h a n

t

a

I

who slays in a castle/ and enthe questioner was. Vishnu said,
g a d a h a r t a , one who brings

one

,

who

quired
'

am

'

d a

r

(booty)

from a

wealth

(vama-inoshaA)
Asm as

him

This Boar, the plunderer of

the wealth

vedyam,
of the

castle.

keeps the v i 1 1 a m
be known or had

to

fit

on the other side

of

seven hills;

thou art a slayer iu a castle.' Indra,
a
bunch of kusa grass, pierced through
plucking
the seven hills and slew the Boar; and then
sacrifice Vishnu, in order to show that he was
kill

if

the bringer of booty from a castle, brought the
Inasmuch as they obsacrifice for the Devas.

tained

the altar

Thus Vishnu
fice.

the wealth of the Asuras,

(aviudata)
why

this is

is

is

called Vedi.

both Sacrifice and the bringer of Sacrivaialia or the plundering boar

The Vama-mosha

e rn u s h

seeins to be identical with the

v a

r

a h a

of

Eig Veda VIII. 66, 10 ; and when the Taltb. Samhita says
that Vishnu is the a h a r t a , bringer, of sacrifice,
there seems to be a play upon the word v a r a h a itself, it
being taken to mean one Avho brings vara (vara-ahu<rta=
means that which is fit to be selected
varaha/i).

Vara

The

aud had.
"a t h a
saj s

i

that

in

vara

for sacrificing

expression,

Veda

Ait. Brahma?ia

a v a

to

y a

means
the

choicest

gods,

pZac*=the
is

18, referring to the

a p r

i t

h

devayajana,
(

a p r i
where Mr.

the sacrifice brought

1,'

vara

'vara

III. 58, 11,

" Earth's

s

t

M. Hang.
h i v y a h

in the

form

Indeed,
of

text

y a h

"

the place

The

occurs in JBig

Griffith renders

altar."

v

28).

p.
'

i

it

as

the

iu our story,

the altar vedi

;

aud
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as vedi

is

derived from

root from which

v

a

1 1

i

obtained or known)

v

i

d

'

obtain, or to

to

,

is

derived,
the whole wealth obtained, is the altav

D

u.v

g

e

han

a

t

the killer in the

,

know, a

is
(literally that which
what is indicated is that

wealth

o

self -sacrifice.

seerns to be

casfcle,

a paraphrase of Purandara, which is one of the names of
Indra according to the Eig Veda and which seems
the demolisher of the body-castle. In
the .ZCAandogya TJpanishad ludra learns the bodyless Self
esoterically to

mean

from Prajapati. Immediately before -Iridra's studentship
under Prajapati the ETAandogya describes the Self as
a n v

concealed in

and as not

i

t

a

,

unreal phenomenal screen,
He is so very near

the

easily found.

Although
just as a k s h

men pass over Him
who do not know the

e t r a

j

n a h

,

those

of the ground, pass over the
treasure
buried
under their very feet (If/tand.
golden
lying
secret

seems to me that from this simile,
an epithet of the kuower, has arisen.
Its original meaning seems to be
one who knows the
the
concealed
in
his
own
k s h e t r a , body.'
Gold,
Self,

Up. VJII. 3, 2).
k s h e tr aj na

It

,

'

Not knowing
Gold,

his

own k

h

e t r a

as

containing the
thing to another.
the Taitb. Samhita exhibits Indra aa
s

man wanders from one outward

Exactly like this,
passing over Vish?m

golden treasure,

it is

and

;

said

to

indicate

that Vislmu

that he entered

is

the

into the earth.

Seeing that so great a hero as Indra Purandara is passing
over Him. without finding Him, He teaches him to shoot the

Boar which

is

on the other side of the seven

hills.

What

appears to me they represent the
senses which in Vedic texts* are referred to as the Seven

are the seven hills ?

72/sliis

of the head.

It

The knower must shoot through his

through the phenomenal world grasped by the
senses in order to find His Serene Highness, the Self, that
is beyond them.
The simple weapon, the k u s a grass,

senses

selected for the purpose, is

Vide

p,

320 mto,

made

into

what

is

called

pa-
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a and worn on the ring-finger by the knower during
u p a s a n a, contemplation. The expression k u s agrabuddhi means one whose intellect is as keen as
v

i t r

his

the point of the kusa grass. It appears to me therefore
that the weapon of kusa grass represents e k a g r a t a
or keen singleness of purpose with which the knower

should shoot his soul to the Supreme Self. The knower,
closing his eyes to the outer world of strife shoots at the
big game, the Self, in the heart, in order to get Him and
by His grace look upon all creatures as Self so that his
strife with the outer

thus shot,

is

it

When

world may cease.
revealed as

is

altar of Sacrifice to the knowev.

the

The

the

game

Self bringing the
altar is the wealth

hoarded by the Asuras because it is by conquering the dark
passions and breaking their stronghold that the Self can be
obtained.

Phenomenally, the Orion Sacrifice Vishnu, rising keliacally, rims away from the sun Indra; but when the
Conjunction comes the sun passes over him, shoots him as
the boar and obtains him as the altar.

There are other Vedic passages about the Boar ; but
they will be quoted when dealing with the Purawic stories
about the

Boar incarnation of Vishnu.

about Indra's

shooting the Sacrifice

Only the story
Boar is stated and

above, in illustration of the saying

explained

Makhaghna,

Budra has two

sides

terrible

riya speaks of his
as

.

meaning

.

.

and good.

terrible

the fearful Rudras.

Makhaghna.

that Indra

is

the striker of Sacrifice.

,,

originally

The'&itarud-

aspects,

which are

The name Kudra
.

the

.

itself.

.

howler,

the

roarer,

applied to the roaring flame of Agui, was etymologically
But at the same time
capable of making him terrible.

Y

Budra's
s

i

v a

t

Rudra

'
a te
good aspect is praised, as
a n u a g h or a 'papakasini'*' that good

# Tide- the

flaterttdriya}

Muir. IV, 322,

THE PRAVAEGYA,
which

Rudra,
aspect of thine
does not betoken harm '.
his

name

Paura?iic

has come
'

which

not terrible and

name

Likewise, his

from

n a

siva tanu,

his

this

has come.

iva

Sankara, the good-doer,

is

From

.Z?ig

Veda

I.

43, 6

'

which says about him,
karat', may he
do good to us.' His aspect as Agni SvisMakn't is honored
with the choicest of the oblations.
But as Rudra, his bhaga
s a rn

li

Manthin cup of
and
akhu, mouse
1,9),
said to be not the mouse itself

or sacrificial share is the samsrava of the

the soma juice
( ibid I. 8, 6 )

Taitt.

(

The

.

latter

i.e.

Whafc

is

first

the samsrava

is said
to be the spray splashed about
creeper is being beaten and pressed to fill the
cup, the contents of which are offered to Indra.

when soma
Manthin *

About
'

this

III.

placed on the mud dug up by the
symbolizes is not known. The former

but a cake or oblation

mouse.

Sam.

the samsrava the Taitt.

Rudra

!

This to thee

is

Samhita referred to, says:
the share which thou desired to

it.'
Rudra is the Son of Prajapati and is the
Purusha that has entered all the creatures (this will be made
clear in the essay on
So He is the One Self
Creation).

have; enjoy

that has scattered or distributed Himself like spray.
Under
this view the spray might have been selected as a fit share to

Rudra.

But outwardly

the

fact

that

all

the

other

gods

cups seems to have given room to the myth
that the gods excluded Rudra, but that, being a terrible god,
he made dreadful havoc and compelled them to allot him a

have their

full

share and realize

him

as SVishiakn't.

Rudra

In

all

the different

cruel and

versions of the

myth, while

outwardly, he

inwardly, as I shall try to show, the perfect

is

is

terrible

Knower as the Son God ought to be.
The Taitt. Samhita II. 6, 8, 3 and the Satapatha Brahmana I. 7, 4, 5 (Muir. IV. pp. 200202) are to the following

Ideal

effect:

The gods excluded Rudra from the sacrifice ;
he pierced the Sacrifice with an arrow; they
* Vide

p.

281 ante about the cups Sukra and Manthin held
to Indra,

and Marka but offered

855
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him and he became Agni Svishkkn't
or
he who makes the rite o ours well sacrificed
(s vis lit a); that portion of the Sacrifice which
was pierced by Rudra is Rudriya ( terrible ); by
propitiated

;

'

.

eating a bit of ifc Pushan lost his teeth and so an
oblation made of flour is offered to him ; likewise
it

by eating
.Bhaga

The

Bhaga had

his eyes burnt,

so they say

blind.

is

made

flour offering

have given rise
connected with

to the

bh

5

to

the

that he

myth
g y a wealth.

god Pushan seems
toothless.

is

Wealth

,

Bhaga

to
is

in this world is

not discriminating.
It is often found with those who do not
deserve ic and absent from those who deserve it and who

might use it well. Also, b h a g a share, may be derived
from Bhaga; and so, among the gods Bhaga would have acted
,

with

it

;

he

if

etymological propriety

at

had

least

invited

and given him a b h a g a
share, in
but not seeing this propriety he became blind.
There are several Pauranic stories, differing from each

Rudra

to the sacrifice

,

other in the details,

about Rudra's shooting the Sacrifice.

Among them

first

in the last

Parva

1 take

the following strange version found

of the

Aishika section of the
adhyaya
Sauptika
Mahabharata.

of the

In

the

olden

time of Deva-yuga the

gods

performed a sacrifice according- to the teaching of
the Vedas.
Not knowing Rudra correctly they did
not

provide a share for

into

(1)

Lokayajna,

him.

Sacrifice

(2) Kriyayajfut,

ynjili, (4) PanAabhufcayajfia,

and

divided

is

(3)

Gw'ha-

(5) Nn'yajua.

Out

Lokayajna and Nw'yajna, Rudra created a bow
measuring five kishkus. The Vashaikara became
of

the bowstring and the four aiigas of the sacrifice
became the two sannahanas. Rudra went armed

with
heart

bow and

this

with

a

Sacrifice, along

the form

of a

shot

terrible

the

arrow.

with the

fire

Thus
of

deer and shone in

356

in

the

shot,

the

Sacrifice

it

flew

that

up
form

in
in
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sky, pursued by Rudra; who then cut off
the sun's (Savi tar's) shoulders, pulled out Bhaga's
eyes and smashed Pushan's teeth ; and the gods

the

ran

Having thus

directions.

different

in

away

driven them

Rudra, laughing at them, stood
to restrain them from coming
his
how
holding
back to the place. Then Vak, Speech uttered
all,

by the gods, cut

the bowstring, and

away the
Rudra
thus
Seeing
disarmed,
sprang.
the Devas approached him with the sacrifice,
the

off

bow

implored

his

and

forgiveness

all

provided

the

offerings as a share for -him:

Sa

v v

d ev a

an
-

\

h a v

ka

b h a g a

m

a

mshy

i

k

a

Rudra placed

Thus
ocean

propitiated
that anger

which as

as

p ay

1

fire

a

n

ya
.

his

anger in the
drinks its water

always; and he restored eyes, teeth and
to Bhaga, Piishan, and the sun.
Ifc

will

be seen that this story

shoulders

with the

mixed up

is

Vedic story of Sacrifice running away and standing with
the bow.
The Rudra of this story seems to me to be the

Dog
star

star Sirius,
is

which

Rudra because

known

is

Mn'gavyadha. That
In the diurnal

as

dedicated to him.

it is

apparent rotation of the celestial sphere from east to west,
Sirius who is to the south east of the Orion-Sacrifice is
fancied to be hunting the latter, which shines in the sky
with the arrow-like Belt in its middle as if it was the arrow
into

discharged

its

heart

by

Sirius.

Rising

heliacally,

Sirius goes on hunting the Orion and bringing the winter,
when the sun's shoulders representing his summer strength
fire

cut off and .the

who

gods

But when

the sun

are

the

comes

summer

rays

are

conjunction with
Sirius Rudra, the gods propitiate him and he restores the

driven away.
the sun's

summer

Esoterically,

knowers;

vigour.

Agni Rudra, the Son God,

for, as soon as he

sacrifice as

in

the amntahuti

is

churned

out, he

offered into the

357

is

the best of

performs

Aha yaniya

self-

fire.
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Agni

our Purohita, high priest, vide the very

is

He

Big Veda.

first

verse

A/carya to all students of the Veda
and of the Self taught in the Gayatri verse (vide the text
'
A g n i r A r y a s t a v a ', of. the Ek&gnikanda, p. 6 8
The Devas, the senses, may exclude him from their
ante)<

of the

is

H

which they call their sacrifice, and in which he
has no joy.
But the sacrifice he shoots is the real Sacrifice,
the Supreme Self, of whom the permanent celestial Orion

selfish rites,

the metaphor ; and as the inoon of Self-sacrifice is one
of the eight forms of Rudra, and as the Orion's Belt

is

moon who

represents the starry, i.e. immortal, i-upa of the
is the regent of it, the Belt is -Afearya Rudra's

bow

arrow, shot by the

and

oE charity

Self,

sacrifice

the

unto the

Great Sacrifice the Supreme Self. It is only thia AMrya
who can be Svishialmfc, teaching mankind the lesson that
if

they have the all-loving Self as their guiding principle
those acts, would become s v i s h t a ,

in all their acts,

Such a teacher cools his anger in the
well-performed.
sea of calmness and becomes s a n t a . Bub at the same
time he

is

u g

r

a

,

in

fervent

his

t

a p as
contemplaso much so that
,

tion, of the vast Self of universal love,
the fervour of his tapas always drinks

shower

Him

from the

all

Him.

Why ?

To

sun who draws the vapour
shower it as rain.

round, like the

sea, in order to

The rnore popular version which also has got many
variants is that it was Daksha's sacrifice which was shot

by Rudra.
The Harivamsa 222 says
to

to this effect:

Bnhaspati the priest of the gods got Daksha
perform a horse sacrifice. In order to obtain

a shave in

it,

Rudra, with Nandin, performed

samitra, the act of killing the sacrificial victim.

Nandin

is

indeed Rudra's duplicate

bhutana rupam)

in the

u r u s h a - vi grah
( p
he became by himself,
(the

Supreme

Self),

a h

that

Purusha
form which

the

Paramatman

image

)

(as)

by means
358

(dvidha

of

of

that eternal
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brahman (meaning probably knowledge) which
is ordained by Truthful Words (evidently the
1

words of the Upanishads as teaching Brahman).
But (being denied the share) Rudra and Nandin,

accompanied by Rudra's
the sacrifice and broke
shot

taking up
the god Svayarnblra
it

terrible troops, destroyed
it

Rudra

day and night.

bow and arrow which

the

had given him.
Thus shot, the sacrifice (kratu) became a deer,
and, even with the arrow imbi dded in its body
(antargateua sarena), ran to the god

Brahma

Prajapati )
blessed the deer thus

(Prajtipati)

for

(

Brahma

protection.

f

Even shot by the arrow
do thou stand in this form of deer in the sky, at
the head of stars, in the company of Rudra and
:

the eternal and undecaying Sorna. Attended by
the stars that travel in the sky, do thou become

d h
s

r

ha

uva

,

eternal,

and the

star of stars

(

j

yo

t i-

m

i r b h u t a h
).'
j y o t
Vishnu then stood armed with bow and arrow

and other weapons,

llndra shot Vishnu with an

arrow; but Vislmu, the Self of all (s a r v a t in a)
who is b r a h in a s a b h a v a (he who becnme

m

the

Self

of

knowledge)

creatures by means of brahman,
neither shook nor became angry,
all

bearing up the body containing the six indriyas,
senses.*

Vishnu in return shot Rudra with an arrow
Brahma-dara/abut Rudra received
the blow without shaking a bit.
Seeing this
Vislmu jumped (with joy) and embraced Radra
putting his hands round his neck. By this act
Rudra became NilakanMa, he of blue neck.'
as deadly as the

'

Thus embracing him, Vishnu

said:

'

Pardon me,

*
Probably there is an allusion iu this to Vislmu's nama Hnshikesa,
which is construed as meaning the lord of hrishikas, senses, i. e, he of
subdued senses.
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thou art indeed the beginniugless and deathless
god, the teacher, of knowledge to
a r v a b h u b a g a in a k a r y a /* )

all

( s

not swayed

by karma

[because thou regardest

all

bow

called pinaka

art

sarnsaric

auy creatures
and art

to

as thyself]

therefore the best of beings.'
Nandin also struck Vishnu on

the

creatures

tbou

of the

[action

thou hast no hatred

state];

;

head by

the

but

Vishnu, devoted to
as a post, with patience

;

brahman, stood as still
and burning light or splendour and made Nandin
transfixed

(stambhayamasa).

Then Vishnu became p r as a n n a pleased,
and prescribed a share to Rudra in the sacrifice
and made the sacrifice sandhita/t, joined
,

together.

to
is

Thus the Harivainsa distinctly gives a starry form
Daksha's sacrifice. That this starry deer is the Orion

made
(1)

clear

by

its

three attendants:

whom it is running for protection is
the Rohi?ii constellation the regent of which is
Brahma. Its position is immediately to the

Brahma

to

west of the Orion,
(2)

The Orion's Belt

not only the arrow but also

is

Sorna, the moon,
(3)

The reddish

who

star called

is its

regent,

Ardra which

is

the star

Betelgeux in the north east corner of the
Orion is Rudra,- because Rudra is its regent.

The

peculiarity of the Harivainsa version of the
Rudra comes in two forms, viz. himsel f and
that
story
for
the sacrificial share, whereas all the ot her
Naudin,
is

versions do not say anything about Nandin.
The object
to me to exhibit Rudra exactly as he i s wor-

seems

shipped in his temples in two forms, one himself as the
Linga and the other as the bull Naudin ( meaning the bull
of

joy

when

)

placed in front of the Linga.

iconieal representation of the

660

These two forms,
came into

Yedic gods
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vogue

Pur&mc

which

in praise of

is

the

rite in

Ka

t

fire

v ar

dve
T ri

d

li

is
i

period,

known

the following well
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may have been derived from
verse of Rig Veda IV. 58, 3

Agni aud without which no Vedic

performed.

s r i

n ga

t r

a

a y o

y a

s

p a da

she sapta hast a so a s y a
b a d d h o vrzshablio.roraviti
Devo in a r t y a n avivesa.

sir
a

Maho

,

" Four
are his horns, three are the feet that bear
him ; his heads are two, his hands are seven in

number.

Bound with a

roars loudly: the mighty

mortals."

triple bond the steer
god hath entered into

GRIFFITH.

This enigmatical verse is variously interpreted by the
commentators. Saya?ia takes the two heads to mean the

Brahmaudana and
is

the

Pravargya ceremonies. As Rudra
name Mahadeva seems to be a

his

Agni SvishZakw't,
changed form of Maho

Deva

slightly

of

this very verse;

and as it speaks of him as having two heads and as being
the roaring Vn'shabhfi, bull, and Maho Deva, the Linga
and bite Bull worshipped in Siva's temples seem to be the
Bound with triple
icouical representation of this verse.
'

bond

5

means

tethered

Him

that the threads

of

Ma

universal

in the three regions, heaven,

love

have

firmament, and

earth; that is He pervades everywhere; the poetical
idea is that but for His being so tethered, He would
have been inaccessible. He has bound Himself as love
the universe; and

to

this

Great

God

has

entered

the

what ? as the Self that has enselfed them,
all
as Himself.
This
i. e.
regards and loves them
of
His
entered
the
mortals
as
the
significance
having
as

mortals,

Purusha or In-dweller
the
s

worship

a ui a

thus

:

r

of

is

made

Agni, the

o p a n a

of

bis

puts Him in himself
palm over the flame, puts the

Him, that

he warms his right

warmed palm over

when at the end of
worshipper makes a t in a clear,

is

mouth aud draws

tii@

breath

IB,
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indicating thereby that he gulped
Him within himself.

Him down and

placed

But, in th e verse k a t v a r i sringft, there is only
one god praised as the Ball and Mahadeva, and such
being the case, would it not be contrary to the spirit of

the Vedanta which teaches the

One Brahman without a

Pauranics in whose days the
say
Vedanta of the TJpanishads niusfc have been well studied
that the

second

to

thought

it fit

contemplate Brahman in the d v a i t
aspect of the Liriga and the Bull in.

two-fold

temples?

to

Mahadeva

and

his

Hull

to

appear

i

c

or

(Siva's

me

to

signify the meaning of the one Word Purnshottama, the
a , lion, v y a g h r a , tiger,
Best Purusha, and as s i h
and v r i s h a b h a , bull, when compounded with the word
1

m

man, makes him
purusha-vyagbra, and

u

ha

pu

r

all

meaning the

s

to indicate

,

His

{

best

higli

man ',

quality

p u r u s h a s i h m a
p u rus harsh a b ha
Mahadeva' s Bull appears
His m a h i ni a or great-

,

,

ness by which He has made Himself the Punisha, the
In-dweller of all creatures loving them all as Himself and
therefore the Best In-dweller, in contradistinction to the
who too is in-dweller bufc only in his single

samsaric man,

body so long as his soul's sympathies do uot go beyond
body beyond himself to regard all creatures as
The word p u r u s h a is declined in two ways,
himself.
he who
one as pursh. u sete iti purusha/t,
his

{

dwells in (plural) bodies/ the other as puri sete iti
'
he who dwells in the (single) body.'
p u r u s h a /* ,

God

Purusha in the former sense (vide the verse of the
Bn'hadaranyaka quoted at p. 103 ante)', and to show that
is

He

should nob be mistaken for the purusha in the latter
sense He is called Uttama-Purusha or Purushottama.
I shall try to show

when dealing with Vishwn's incarna-

Narasihma or Man-lion incarnation simply
means the Best-Man and is an illustration of Vishwu's
tions that His

name Purushottama.

True, popularly, the name Purusha
name Mahadeva have exclusively

pr Parushotfcaina and the
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but
clung, the former to Vishnu and the latter to Rudra;
in the Maha-Narayarciya section of the Taitt. Upanishad

Rudra Mahadeva
the

Pumsha

in

one* of

and the Svetasvatara Upanishad
no distinction between ITarayana and Rudra.

makes
As thus Nandin,
the

distinctly called

is

Purusha-G-ayatris,

mah ma

showers the Atmaic Joy

the Ball, that

is

or greatness of the all-pervading Parusha

i

Vishnu aspect of Iludra, this His greatness, then, is the
Bull on the high back of which He is enthroned. The

or

JT/iandogya (VII. 24, 1) says that the Self is established
in His own Greatness
(sve mahimni), which is

Himself as His Greatness

:*

for,7

or support the Infinite Self

who

EMndogya

the support of all.
" But those who
6
1,
says,
depart
having discovered the Self and those

VIII.

after

hence,

nothing
O else can contain

The

is

from
true

them there is freedom in all the worlds." Tho
"
of " and those true desires
e t a m s fc a
is

desires, for

original

satyau k&inan.

These true desires are of the Self,

who in the same chapter is called S a t y a - k a in a and
S a t y a - s a 11 k a 1 p a
So, it is necessary for the knower
to know not only the Self but the Self's ever true sympathies
.

of universal love.

of the

iSelf,

Without realizing those truthful desires
be known and realized; and

Self cannot

the

therefore .the Self and

his

universal

deities in them.

There

is

to be

Love, appear

symbolized by the Linga (which literally
Symbol) and the Bull. There is not the

means simply the
shadow of any two

only one deity in the apparent

paradox of the two figures.
We have seen that the Devas held up Soma-grahas to
the two A sura priests S&nda, and. Marka but denied them
the

contents

thereof,

and

that

281283

/Sanrfa

means

the

bull

Devas"

the poet
ante).
"Well, the
(vide pp.
l{
denied the share
seems to have argued in his own mind
to S&ncfa and Marka, with impunity; but I will. show how

mistaken the people would be

if

they likewise deny a .share

*Tat PurasMya vidmalie, MaMdevaya dhfiuahi, tan no
prafcoday&t.

J&udrafc
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to

Bull (the Vrz'shabha, the

my

and

showerer, of joy)

my

MahMeva."

Daksha

means

the soma juice
rasa h (Rig

which

sacrifice!'

and the

is

is

Veda IX.

Daksha seems

16, 2; 61, 18).

In ~our story the

moon

and both the moon

to

be the

The

;

the eight aspects of
for
stands
the
sacrificer
and as the soma
victim

saorificer are included

Rudra.
juice

powerful' and is one of the names of
Daksho
called D a k s h a and

'

retas

said to be the

among

horse

the

of

164, 35), the immolation of the horse by Rudra
to signify the pressing of the soma plant.

(Rig Veda

may
By

I.

be taken
this self-

knows
squeezing, the Son Grod Rudra as the Ideal knower
himself to be the Self and flows ont as the juice of knowledge,
love,

and joy; and when the juice

of the

it

is

shooting
knowing and becoming one with the
sacrifice,

human being who

is

the

fire

Sacrifice

Ins

offered into

Father

his

Supreme

Self.

Every

paradox of shooting the
Sacrifice becomes the Son, either like the fire churned oufc
from the wood or like the soma juice that is pressed out,
this

realizes

both of which are called sutas, sons, and throws himself into
the Great Sacrifice.
Evidently to indicate that Daksha's Sacrifice that was
shot at is identical with Vishnu, the story says that Rudra
shot Vish?iu.

Their mutual shooting seems to be their holy

communion.

The knower

is

and becomes one with Him,

know anything

does not

embraced by the

Prajfia

Attnan

happy communion he
than Him. Bot,h the Supreme

as in that

other

Self in the aspect of Antary&mi or the Child in the heart's
womb of all creatures, and the knower, are called Born of
'

knowledge'; because the former simultaneously with the
Creation

has

effused

creatures and

regard

himself as

knower

also

the loving Self into
should do so, in order

all

to

all creatures as Self.

Nilakani/ia
blue.

the

is

a

name

for

peacock, the neck of which

is

an enemy of snakes, as it is called b 1m j a'n g aWe saw in the story of Suparwa that the snakes

It is

bhuk.
esoterically

represent the grovelling selfish

desires.

Our
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knower he

of a

i 1

akan
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a because as the para-

As

kills the selfish desires.

the

knower

when self-sacrifice in the form of Vishnu embraces
him and as Vishnu is metaphorically the black rain-cloud
does so

which dissolves

itself

in the

form

neck of Eudra Nilakani/ia

the

blackness of

of rain, the

fancied

is

have been

to

caused by the embrace. This origin of the blueuess of
Rudra's neck is mentioned in the Mahabh^rata also, vide

Muir IV.

p. 24=0.

Nandin,

transfixed.

is

The knower's

Belt,

is

is

always

transfixed in the Orion.

When
only

Self

arrow/ the Orion's

transfixed in Sacrifice Vishnu, just as the

the

knower shoots himself
be

will Sacrifice

sandhita,

The Havivamsa adds

into

then

Sacrifice

joined, to

Him.

which flowed from

that the blood

wounded deer is still seen at day break. This c;m only
be the Dawn's fiery light, otherwise called Anmodaya, the
rise of the sun's charioteer Avuna.
That light removes the
the

and should be taken

nightly darkness

in

our story as a

Atmaic knowledge that puts an end to all
samsaric ignorance. The knower Rudra draws it from the
Sacrifice that was struck, i.e. understood.
for

metaphor

As

of Suparna (vide p. 259 ante], so here

in the story

also

Uddalaka

Aruna

the

or

red

signify the Sad-vidya,
A

J113 Ci

light

" Tat

may be
tvam

taken to

asi."

'

Thou

taught by Aruni Uddalaka to his son
Svetaketu in the 7Mndogya. About the teacher

art It

Svetaketn.

',

of this great Sad-vidya, the

story and

it tells it

that there

at the

Mahabhfirata must needs

tell

a

very beginning, indicating thereby

must be some connection between the Vedantic

knowledge and the esoterism concealed in the
Mahabharata. The story is this:

Arum was
Dhaumya, who

rakhawdam
the rice land

'.

plots

of the

one of ihe three disciples of Ris\\i
him: G a k k h a , k e d & -

said to

b

a d

He

han a

:

went, but

865

'Go and dam up
not knowing how to

>
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dam up

the water he toiled in vain and at last laid

himself

flat

across and

the water

stood.

Seeing

that he did not return home,
Dhaumya went to the
rice land and called out
Arimi
where art thou,
'

!

my
'

Come/

child's*

Here

As he

I

am,

rose

had

(that

Aruni got up at once and said,
I did so and so to
stay the water.'

sir,

once tearing up the

at

settled

him Uddalaka* and

'

said,

all

;

the Sastras will shine to thee.'

Aruni Uddalaka went away
completed by his

Here
learned

soil

him), Dhaumya named
As thou havest done my

word, thou wilt get happiness
all

(miry)

down upon

(his

the Vedas

and

Thus addressed,
studentship being

rise).

the paradox of a dull student being pronounced
for an act done in the dullest manner possible.
is

But

the troth concealed

the

human body.

seems

The water

to
is

be this. The rice field is
mind which always runs

from one object to another in seeking worldly pleasures
but the knower performs m an a s s t h a i r y a the staying

;

,

of

mind within

^an/ualya,
Brahman and

himself,

flow.

He

tears himself

putting his Self across its
then contemplates and realizes

by

up from the body,

man

to the state of

As soon
body
might spring up as the bumper crop
of rice, grown only by staying the water, and devotes
himself to sustain the hungry poor, his body becomes the

the Uttama-Purusha.

as

converts his

iuto a field so that he

sacred sacrificial field and he

is

said to be born

from

sacrifice.

The AMrya Dhaumya (he of smoke) seems to be Agni,
The sun as Arum studies under Agni
shining
C7
O
O iu the night.
in winter.
At the Conjunction he bunds up his light fully
on the Orion Sacrificial Field and rising from it becomes
Thus born, he is the glorious
Aditya, born from the altar.

summer

sun, the source of the food crops

autumn.
is

the

man

that are reaped in
he
whose
Svetaketu,
disciple
rays are white'
of pure mind, even like the moon of self-sacrifice.
'

His

* L and r being interchangeable, the name, ia order to understand
the pun, 'should, be read as ud-davaka, he who tore himself lip,
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heavenward

his

aspirations, the teacher

is this

teaching

He

(i.e.

c
:

All this

(universe)

Thou

Ib *) is the Self.

sacrifice consists iiiseuselfing
all

become the Self by

now

I shall

enselfed

is

Svetaketu.'

it,

creatures

all

He

Therefore

as Himself.

art

is

in the

in

Man

the Self.

Upa-

himself and the

the snn

nishad derives his teaching from

hy

It.

God's

loving them
also should

his self-sacrifice.

briefly allude to the other versions of the

story about the destruction of Daksha's sacrifice
Being denied the share Rudra shoots at the sac:

rifice;

but the gods and

littering the

fizshis propitiate

6'atamdriya and apportion

him by
him a

to

distinguished f share, vide the story iu the Anusa-

sana-parvan of the Mahabharata quoted in

Muir

199203.

IV.

The tfantiparvau
same

(the

374)

as

says

is

that

of
in

the Mahabharata 283
Muir IV. pp. 373, and

quoted
not invited to

Daksha Rudra got angry.

"A

the

drop

sacrifice

by

of sweat falls

from his forehead from which a fire proceeds, out
which again a formidable being is born, Jvara

of

(fever),

which burns up the

taken the form of a deer

which had
and puts the gods to

sacrifice,"
<

flight," &c.

The next adhyaya, 284, commences a more
elaborate version, the purport of which

Muir, IV.
the

374377.

It

prominently

is

given in

introduces

name

of JK/shi Dadhi&i, a devotee of
Rudra, as
Daksha
not
to
overlook
councilliug
the.

Rndra,

But Daksha says that the
greatest of the gods.
share is to be given to Vishnu, the lord of sacrifice.

Then from

anger of Rudra terrible beings

the

spring up, destroy and burn the
.-.,-.

f,-..n~.

*

'

He

'

is

Self, which, is

...

sacrifice, cutting

.,__
<

'

-

.

used instead of It to suit the gender of Atman, the
always a masculine word,

t Rvulrasya bhagam

yajiie

Jen

visishfam is tv akalpayau.
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Those beings assume the forms of two
Virabhadra
and Bhadrakali and say that
beings,
are
the
Daksha
they
offspring of Rudra's anger.

off its head.

then propitiates Rudra.

The same

story,

-with

,

the

name

of

Dadhi/oi,

occurs in the Kasikhanda (vide the
Valaspatya
dictionary under the word kratu), in which

Daksha's

anisvara,

sacrifice is called

'

*

A

Isvara

Isvara.

is

one of the names of

without

Rudra.

Daksha brings Vishnu from /Svetadvipa and makes
him his Yajnapurusha and the instructor of the
This version mentions Virabhadra as the

sacrifice.

most heroic

of

Rudra's ganas, hosts.

The Bhagavata Purana
385)

an

has

elaborate

(vide

Muir IV. 377

version.

It

says

that

Daksha was Rudra's father-in-law. As Rudra does
not get up to show respect to his own father the
god Brahma, Daksha calls Rudra m a r k a t a
o k a u a
monkey-eyed, and Rudra's hosts curse
Daksha to become basta-mtikha,
goat-

1

headed.

,

Bhn'gu abuses Rudra, who then leaves
Daksha and others " celebrated

the place, while

which Vislmu
was the object of adoration." Then, elated with
in which
pride, Daksha begins another sacrifice
neither Brahma" nor Vishnu nor Rudra is present.
for a thousand years the sacrifice in

Rudra's wife Sati goes uninvited but her father

Daksha

slights her.

She

sits

in

Yoga-Samadhi,

contemplation, thinking of nothing else but the feet
fire springs from her body
of her husband.

A

and consumes

it.

Then Rudra's

sacrifice, pluck out

JBzbhus

whom

troops destroy the
and kill the

Bhngu's beard

he had created in opposition to them ;
off Daksha's head,
Then the

and Virabhadra cuts

gods bring Brahma and Vishnu and approach and
propitiate Rudra, who allows Daksha to be resuscitated with a goat's head.

The beard

of a goat is

THE PRAViRGYA.
stuck up to
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" The sacrifice

Bhngu.

commenced, and in order to

then re-

is

completion, and to

its

remove the pollution occasioned by the touch of
Mahadeva's warriors, an oblation is made to Vishnu

on three

Daksha, after ador-

platters

and offers to
ing Vishnu, worships the other gods,
Then all
in
sacrifice.
the
Ilndra his proper share*

Rudra worship Vishnu

the gods including

Supreme Deity.

the daughter

Sati,

who had abandoned her

as the

of Daksha,

original body, is
1

born

'

again as daughter of Himavat and Mena.
In these stories the outward show of enmity

between,

Rudra and Vishnu Is, I think, intended only as an apparent
paradox. The Pravargya rite of killing and resuscitating the
Sacrifice could not

was not worthy

of

have been done by Rudra if the Sacrifice
and Daksha's sacrifice is worthy of ife
;

it

because Vishnu, with
achieved

that

whom Rudra

Vishnu who

is

in

the object to be
vetadvipa, which I take to
is

one

is

be man's heart, as Vishnu, as Purusha is pre-eminently the
God of the heart. I shall say more about Svetadvipa when
dealing with Narada's journey to

The

it.

fever

or fire

and Virabhadra appear to be the changed
representation
of the Gharma or Mahavira vessel connected with the
Pravargya. Phenomenally, Rudra in his form as the sun
burns the Orion-Sacrifice at the Conjunction
he hugs ife
with his light.
:

About Sati whom the Bhagavata version introduces, we
may compare her with the word sati/t in the enigmatic
verse of .Rig Veda I. 164,16, which is reproduced in the
Taitt.

S

Aranyaka
t

r

i

yah

It says

I. 11, 4.
s

a1

1

li

t

a

u

:

me

pu

in s a

&hu h

pasyad a'kshanvan, na vi&etad aniha/t.

Kavir ya/i pu.tra/i sa ema Hketa,
Yas ta vijanat sa pitush pita sat.
* Esha te Eudra
bhago

yad

'stu

uitfchishfo 'dhvarasya-Vai.
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They

tell

me

these

are males -though really they
sees this (riddle) has eyes,

He who

are females.

who does not see this is (virtually) blind, He
who knows these (females), is a poet though he may

fle

a son, i.e. .young: he
wise, in knowledge,).

"be

is

father's father

old,

(i.e.

Sayawa, when commenting on this verse in the Taitt. Aranyaka, takes s a t-i h to be those who have realized themselves
to be the Sat taught in the' Sad-vidya.*
This cannot be
the original meaning ; but all the same it shows how the

word

a t i , which ordinarily means a married chaste
was
woman,
susceptible of being viewed esoterically by the
The married Gopika wonren who love God
Vedantists,
s

Krishna appear to be the knowers

who

those

as Satis,

are

women

having only the Sat of the Sad-vidya for them to
love staunchly.
They make themselves women because the
Sat

to be loved

is

Para,

Great as well as Purusha.

the

the apparent paradox that they were Satis, chaste
'
and
wives,.
yet fell in love with para purusha/ a man other

Hencs

than their husbands.
b.oyhood stories

This

riddle

which are found

is

as

Kn'shn-a'a

as

old

I
many
Lady Sad-vidya.

Puranas.

in

the Sati of the Bhagavata-purana
saying that Sati was born as Parvati,
is

think

The

the daughter of Par-

vata, Mountain (Himavat), simply amounts to Parvati being
an alias of Sati, Now, Parvati's another name is Um&.
In the Kenopanishad Um& Haimavati appears shining in

the sky to the Devas and

tells

be victorious by the
tfankara, in his comment on

them

to

Bhagav&n
victory of Brahman.
of
the Kenopanishad, after explaining Um& as the daughter
the
alternative
Mount Himavat in the Puranic way, adopts
of explaining her to be Vidya,
means the weaving woman ;

Uma

Knowledge

and knowledge

v a y u n a m , weaving, evidently because
faculty

of thinking

words together, and

and of expressing
in the case

of

Brahman.
is

called

intellect as

the

thoughts weaves
each verse has

of poetry

'

Sad era saumyedam agra asld ityMi
tadanubhavena
tadrftpafr vartante."
uktam Sad-vasfcubudhya
* " Sati7i=Sad-rupa^,

'
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a

word

fit

to
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like a cloth with its threads.

Uma

denote

The statement

as to her shining in
as simply
a woman

Lady Knowledge..

therefore

sky prevents- her being taken
flesh
and blood.
Now, two

the-

of

may be ad sauced,. one denoting that she as Yidj a
of the knower's heart,' and the other that she
the daughter
o

theories

is

is

the daughter of his head. In the. former case the sky in which

be taken to be the hwdayakasa, the heartfancied to be the sky for the poetical reason explained.

she shines
itself

at p.

150

may

ante.

samudrah

',

Saiyana, in explaining the Mantra,

which

&c.,

in

occurs

the

Taitt.

'

Akraa

Aranyaka;

Raj-end ralal a Mitra's edition, pp. 785 and 736) and which?
is about the Soma juice that is swelling about the mountain,.
:

(

Soma

the pressing stone, takes

who

is

He

with Urn a,'.

and the mountain

to

esoterically to be

Um&

takes

to

$iva as

(

he

be Brahma-vidya,

be the heart, which, he says,

is called!

Brahma-giri (mountain of Brahman) in a $ruti.* Regarding.
the other

theory,

that

viz

knower's head, she seems

Uma
be

to

is

goddess Dhishana, derived from

An

therefore Vttk, Speech,

the

identical"

daughter of thewith the Yedic/

dhisli,

to sound, and'

old verse quoted in the Bn'ha-

daranyaka depicts Yak as being among the Seven JJzshis in
the head (vide p. 820 ante}.
The Taitt. Samhita I. 1, 6"
d r i s h a d the stone for grinding upon, used in,
the sacrifices, to be Dhishana Parvatya or Parvatr, and the
u p a 1 a the grind stone, to be her daughter Dhishana
Parvatejij both being called Dhisha?ia apparently because
when used together they make the grinding sound. Again,
in the same Samhiia IY. 1, 6, 2 Dhisha?ia occurs and is

praises the

,

,

Vidya ( Y i d y a v a i
The
head
which
is the hard,
Dhishana/).
top most,
man
is
of
the
poetically
part
high mountain, and if he is a.
explained in Y.

1, 7,

2

to

'

be

knower, grey-headed, i.e. old, in knowledge, his head is the.
white Himalaya mountain, with Brahma-vidy& taking her,
rise in it

even

shining as
"

like the

Uma in

Ganga river in the Himalayas. Her
may be taken to be her description

the sky

$rutyanfcarQ 'Taai

Brahuiagmr
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in the figure of the

golden

(

Haimavati

Dawn, who

)

too

If for these reasons, Sati is !?ad-vidy,
represents yidy&.
her father Daksha who marries her as his mind-born
;

to

Knowledge
from the

Eudra can only .deserve to have
The kratu in which Daksha

benefit

a

latter.

elated

is

with pride and in which no gods are present is a riddle
which may be explained as being the highest act of devotion

performed in practising the Adesas called Ahaiikaradesa and
Atmadesa (vide p. 238 ante). These Adesas occur in the
Bhutna-vidya' taught in the EMndogya Upanishad by Sanatkumara to Narada. At the beginning of the Sad-vidyS, of
that Upanishad the Adesa about the Sat who is Atmau is
mentioned as the teaching about that Sat by knowing whom

everything is made known. The knower, not liking to be
divided from the Supreme Self, becomes one with Him by
'
the teaching ' I am He
and sees nothing else but him-Seif.

The
to

iSandilya-vidya of the same Upanishad teaches the knower
kratu, action, of realizing in the heart

perform the

a v a

who as universal love embraces all this, who is
k i n speechless ( having no second to speak to ), and

who

is

the Self

(

)

,

an ada

r

a

So, our Daksha,
ad v

i t i

kha1v
knower

y

a

i

,

regardless

performs

(

this

of anything but the Self).

kratu

of

realizing

" S a

or secondless Self everywhere as

d a

m Brahma,"

on

knowing

r

Whom

the

va

m

the

Then there is
sees, hears and knows nothing else.
that Vidya which Prajapati teaches to India at the end of
same Upanishad and which promulgates the Self to be
The Sad-vidya with whom 1 have identified Sati
bodyless.
the

is

identical with all these Vidyas; for,

these the same Self

is

taught.
Sati can have no regard for her

And

in

it

as well

as the Self

is

as in all
bodyless,

up she
proves herself to be Asarirki Vak or Bodyless Vidya, and
Yidagdha, well burnt. Vidagdha means a learned man and
body and by giving

Vidagdha a learned woman. The name seems
the knower as pure as gold, whose purity is due
burnt well.

Sail's

burning shows that she

golden dawn Ushas, who

is

the

372

is

to

it

indicate

to its

being

likened to the

burning lady (the name

TEE PRA.VARGYA.
Ushas being from u
for

s

h

As Dnrga

Vidya.

another

Upanishad

Mahauaraya?i:i

and

to burn)

is

45

of

describes

a

is

\vlio

name

metaphor

T

iva s spouse, the

Durga

as

t

a

pas

a,

So, Sati
burning or glowing \vifch tapas-.
glows with tapas and proves herself to be bodyless; for, what,
else should she do when her father knows nothing else but

jvalauti,

the

The

Self.

result

that

is

Daksha who

realizes

the

kratu has his body cut off. Such a
Sacrifice
is fit to be dealt with by the
rigid Atma-yajin's
can only be construed
and
his
resuscitation
Pravargya rite,
bodiless Self in his

as

springing up in his

his

saying

is

that the

knower

of

own spiritual state. As the
Brahman becomes Brahman,

Daksha becomes Brahma with the goat's head; for, the word
a j a y the goat, means also the unborn and is one of the
names of Brahma. In other words Dakslia is united tothe Supreme Intellect.
Phenomenally, the moon of selfone with the Orion's Belt, Mn'gasirsha, which
Prajapati's head and of which the moon is regent.
Thus, the curse to become goat-headed seems to- be the

sacrifice
is

is

called

highest blessing.

Likewise the so called abuse in a

r

ka

-

which outwardly may have the object of
to the Asura priest Marka, may well be
construed into a praise meaning h a r y a k s h a, lion. Rndra

ialo&ana,
likening

is

Rudra

to the lion

likened

which

II. 33, 11,

Brahman

is

(bhima

rarz'ga)
in his

daily repeated

worshippers.
thus the so called pride of

When

in

Rig Veda

praise

Duksha

by his

in not invit-

ing any gods to his sacrifice means his highest undivided
devotion to the Self, the pride of Rudra's not getting lip for
Father Prajapati should also adroit of the same kind of
explanation.

This idea of Rudra's not getting up must have

been suggested by the text of the Taitfc. Samhita referred to
at p. 355 ante, as allotting the mouse for Rudra's share.

The

text

is this:

Eka eva Rudro

na dvitiyaya

tasthe. Akhtts te Rudra pasu/ tarn jushasva; esha te Rudra bhaga/*, saha svasra
m b i k a y a t a m j -u s h a s v a
Rudra is One
'

'

:
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he did not stand
is

Rudra

it.

with

!

O

for a second (being).

(the cake placed on the

(the said cake)

this

Kudra

thy victim

I

mud dug up

by) the mouse; enjoy
is
thy share ; enjoy it

The original meaning may have been
the unequalled bowman of the Vedas, did

Ambika.'

sister

that Rndra,

who

is

not stand for another's help in
of
battling- with the enemiesthe gods.
Bat to the Vedantist who is" accustomed to' the-

One without a second of the Upanishads,. Rudraj
Knower Giod Himself as the perfect
knower and he realizing the secondless Self, has nobody
else to worship and so he does not get
up for Prajapati.
music of

is

the

the Ideal perfect

The Son
na

in

a

is
's

identical with Father

i'.

According

to

'A

t

ma

the Puraraasy

va

i

p

Ambikl

u>

is

t r

a

one

of the

names of End ra's spouse; but here

she

{apparently spoken of as Rudra's sister, so that this
to be the riddle of Rudra also being Svasur-jaM'a,

is

in the

Vedic text

would seem

Indra (vide pp. 217, and 218 ante}. The
however, is that Rudra's spouse is Vishnu's

sister's lover, life

Pura?iic

idea,

sister.

If the explanation I have endeavoured to give

the conflict

They

are

Rudra

between Daksha and

the-

best of knowers, one

is

simply a riddle:
other is Agnf.
the
Soma,

Likewise, the animosity between
ly

an apparent

parad'ox,

Riidra and

as Sacrifice.

the father of Rudra's wife Sati who, we- saw,,

one

is

Vishnu

is-

and means the knower's- shooting at

and obtaining the Supreme Self

Blm'gu

is correct,.

is

the father of Vislmu's wife Lakshmi.

Vidya-j the probability

is

As Daksha'
is

is

;

Vidya, so is-If the wife of

that the other's

wife also

is

:

Irr the BhWgu-vallr of the Ta-ifct. Upanishad, in
the same.
which Blm'gu's father Varua teaches the Brahraa-vidya ta

Bhn'gu, the Vidya taught is called Bhargavi VaruMi Vnliya.
As the Puranas call Lakshmi Bhargavi, she must, I think,
be understood as the Bhargavi Vidya; who-

is

;

also

Varuni

,.

sprung from Varuna, who is the lord of the ocean ; and
therefore, the Puranas say that she was born from the ocean

when

the

ocean was churned.

esoterically the

The ocean seems

to

realm of the heart, the same which
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..

ni

,-.

i.

i

i...

mi

.,....

-.

call

Upanishads

.-

,

the

aka

remembered

that

the sky and

the ocean.

the- Vidya -called

s

47"
-

-

of the

a

Vedas

the

in

....

s

Lakshini,

a

..-.

..

heart

m

ud

and

;

r

must be

it

means both

a

seeing

therefore,

Dahra-vidya or Harda-vidya, the

to be

Know-

ledge of the Self in the heart. This is indicated by her seat
being the lotus, which seems to be the P u n d a r J k a in

v

a of the heart spoken of by the Upanishads, and by her
on. her husband Vishnu's v a k s h a s t h a 1 a,

e s ni

being enthroned

Her position in the heart
"Vishnu's being the Purusha, the

is

As he

in the

chest.

is

mercy,

an

in the .ocean of the heart

quite in

keeping with

Indweller of the heart.

expanded kindness,

benevolence, forgiveness of the knower's heart

islander, his position in the ocean of

the heart

he

is

being

poetically his island.

The Idea

Vishnu -set the sacrifice right is based
upon Vedic literature, which regards Vishnu as the protector
of sacrifice and of the sacrifice!', In the first Kanda of the
Taifct.

that

Samhita are found these expressions:

(l)Vishnol pahi, pahi yajuam,
pahi yajxlapatiin, &c.
(2)

V

i s

(3)

U

r

hno h

s

ma

a r

's i

s

ar

ma

yajamanasya.
u V shn o
v kram asv a
pra yajnapatim tira.
i

!

i

Ait. Brahmana III. 38 (Dr. Hang's Vol. II. p. 228)
says that Vishnu cures the defects in the sacrifices and that

The

" the Hotar

is going to make well recited what was
badly
chanted, by repeating this verse addresssed to Vislmu ", viz.
the verse (Rig Veda I, 154,1) "Vishnor

nukam

viryanipravo&am."
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THE UPASAD.
The Upasad comes

in the Aitareya Brahraana

immedi-

In the Upasad Rudra shoots
ately after the Pravargya.
the three castles, called Tripura in the Pur&nas. Stories
about the three castles of the

A suras

are

fotmd in the

Aitareya Brahmana I. 23 and 25 (Haugh, pp. 51, 52, and
55), the Taitt. Sam. VI. 2, 3, and the Satapatha Brahmana
III. 4, 4, 3 (extracts from which are given in Muir II.
The Aitareya Brahmana is to the following
p. 381383)
.

effect:

The Devas and A suras were jealous of each
The Asuras made the earth an
castle or town (a y a s m a y i p u h ), the anta-

other and fought.
iron

riksha or middle region a silver castle (r a j a t a), and
the sky a golden castle, (harini). In opposition
to these strongholds of the Asuras, the

Devas made

out of the earth the Sadas, or the Sacrificial sitting
room ; out of the mid-region the Agnidhra or the
fire place

;

out of the sky the two

or repositories for the

ha vish

Havirdhanams
and by

offerings;

performing one after another the three TJpasads or
rites so called (the word has also the meaning of

Asuras from their
besieging), they drove out the
The Upasad rites, bethree castles successively.

became

to the Devas an arrow with Agni as
m
ik
a
its a n
steel,
,
shaft, Soma its s a 1 y a
t
e j a n a m , point, and Varuna as
its
Vishnu as
its
p a r n a n i , feathers. For discharging this
sides,

,

the ajya or the offering of clarified
thrown into the fire became a bow.

arrow

butter

Samhita omits Varuna from the arrow.
Brahmana
also omits Varuna but it says that
/Satapatba
the weapon was vajra, thunderbolt, with Agni, Soma
and Vishnu as shaft, iron and point. The Taitt. Samhita
adds that after preparing the arrow the Devas asked Rudra

The

Taitt.

The

376;
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to shoot saying

He

(

said

cattle.'

let

me

Hence,

'

Rudra

is

krur

ask a boon; let
it is said,

a

me

Rudra

,

cruel, let

him

shoot.'

he the lord of p a
is

s

the lord of cattle

u

s

;

he

,

discharged the arrow, and having pierced the three castles,
drove the Asurag from these worlds.

Muir quotes the

test of the Vajasaneya

Sam.

5, 8,

which

if

The body of
a
h-sa
in
which
thine, Agni,
iron, ay
y &; which
reposes
in
which
reposes in gold,
reposes
silver, raja/tsaya;

speaks of Agni's tanu/i or spiritual

body thus:

Thus the three castles wrested from the
Asuras seem to have become the abodes of Agni.
He also quotes Atharva Veda V. 29, 9, which speaks

ha

r

i

s

a y & ."

of the three castles of iron, silver and

the castles of the gods
"
Holding that
says
:

golden castles of the
of the

;

man
Asuras

i

,

gem, the

alias

same hymn which says:

Atharvans) the

Dasyus

with

:

gold as Deva-puras,

Atharva Veda X.

also

which
the

Danavas"; and verse 20
"Allied with, them (the

shattered

Aiigirases

6, 10,

moon captured

the

castles

of

the

do thou slay thine enemies."

it

The

three regions of the three castles appear to be the
earth's atmosphere, the mid-sky, and the sky, with, respectively, the rain cloud as the black castle, the lunar globe

as

the silver castle, and the solar globe as the golden castle.
In winter the powers of darkness, Asuras, have sway over
the three regions.
But in summer the Devas and Atharvan-

form of the summer rays, drive the Asuras
and
make
their pet Agni
their Self
away
pervade in the
three regions as the Purusha in the lightning of the raincloud, in the moon and in the sun, as seems to be more
girases, in the

clearly indicated in the Puranic
will be

taken

presently.
of Rudra, piercing the castles with the arrow,
seems to be himself shot into the lightning, moon and

tinder the

which

up

version of this story which
Agni himself is the archer

name

sun, as the Purusha in them.

The

castles of the

Asuras which the moon obtains by

holding the gem seem to be no other than our Orion, trebled
for the sake of the three stars of the Belt in it.
In winter
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the Orion shines throughout the night, the period of the
But
Asuras, as if they held the castle in their possession.

as the Orion

dedicated

is

to

the

moon he

should

it.

get

The moon's gem seems to he the sun from whom
his light.
On the new moon of the Conjunction the moon
holds the sun-gem that has come to the Orion-castle and,
by the light of the gem, conquers the Asuras and puts an
he gets

end

dark period.
is one of the symhols of the Self (vide
p. 75
and 76 ante about the worship of the sun), the knower, like
to the.

As

the sun

the moon, should establish the Self

by driving away

in*

his

own

castle,

body,

desires and inclinations.

his sinful

does so, the body would be

fit

to

If

he

be called Deva-pura or

iJrahina-pura, castle of the Devas or of Brahman. The religious character of the weapon used must suggest to us that the
castles of the three regions

man

must have esoteric counterparts in
them to be the spheres of mind,

I would take

himself.

wordy and action.
The Taitt. Mahanarayawa Upanishad says:
Whatever
was
done
and
wrong
by my mind, word,
action, may Indra,
' *
Varuna, Bn'haspati, Savitar, purify me again and again.
And the same upanishad has a Mantra which is daily used
'

Sandhya worship and which says to the effect that
whatever sin I have committed by mind, word, and the
limbs of my body may the Deity presiding over time

in our
'

(literally

sin there

day and night) cause it
is in me I burn myself

Light which
is

Safcyam,

to
(as

disappear.

good and bad

that

The Devas and Asuras are respectively man's
The Asuras possess themselves
qualities.

of the three castles of mind, word, and deed and
sin

in

Surya (the son, the symbol of God) which
Truth which is Amn'ta-yoni, the womb of,
is

immortality.'

commit

Whatever

an oblation)

by

evil thought,

by

evil

make man

untruthful words, and

But the Devas besiege them by performing
evil deeds.
the Upasad rite and drive them away and become complete
masters of the castles. The arrow, they use consists of

by

* Yan.mo manasa \&H karmawa
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(1)

A gni, true knowledge

as

4

self-sacrifice,

'thrown into the Ahavaniya
the juice of universal love and who

fire is

fire,
is

the churned

as

(2)

Soma, who

emblem

another

is

of

Vishnu who is Sacrifice, who, hy his
h u , to penetrate or pervade, is the
distributed Purusha dwelling in the heart's womb of all
(3)

self-sacrifice,

from

etymon

v

i s

creatures, and who,

seems to be located in tho

therefore,

penetrating point of the arrow, and (4)
1

All- enveloping, highest

God who

Varuna, the Infinite
moral God of the .Rig Veda, that

agha-marshana,

is

the killer of

sin.

The Pauranics would have denied themselves
feast if they

had

own way and
bharata,

failed to dress

enjoy

it.

So,

this

of

a rich

Vedic story in

up
we find a story

in the

their

Maha-

Kama-parvan, 34 and 35, to the following effect:
A war called " SangramaA Tarakaraaya/t" took

Devas and the A suras. The
were conquered along with their chief Asura
Taraka. Then his three sons called Tarakaksha,
Kamalaksha and Vidyunmalin performed tapas

place between the
latter

and obtained a boon from the god Brahma that
r
castthey should have three impregnable p u a s ,
o
1000
the
at
end
that
the
with
stipulation
les,

meet and assume ekiyears those castles should
in that state they should
and
that
b h a v a , oneness,
any of the Devas
could do so by discharging a single arrow. Obthe immortal
taining this boon the three Asuras got

be

liable to

be destroyed, only

if

Maya, the Visvakarman of the A suras,

to

make

one golden placed in the sky, the
other of silver placed in the middle region, and the

three towns

third

iron placed

of

on the earth.

Inhabiting

these towns they conquered the three worlds
said

to

themselves,

Who

is

Brahma ?

and

Maya by

maya

procured them whatever
wanted.
Tarakaksha, who inhabited the
they
had
a son named Hari, who performed
golden town,
the power of his

tapas and

who by

the favour of
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well, called Mr/ta-sanjivini, because all the

Asuras that had been killed came
being dipped in it. The Devas
conquer the Asuras of the
converted for him the

1

to life

again by

Rudra

solicited

and

three-towns,

whole universe into Wai"

among which may be mentioned

materials,

to

these

:

the earth became the chariot; the sun and moon the
wheels of it; in a u a s or mind the a d h i s t h a n a
,
the seat in it;
the.

the year the bow; goddess iSavitri

bx>w string; Agni, Sanaa,

and Vishnu

the arrow;

the Yashaikara the whip ; the four Vedas the four
horses and the god Brahma himself the s a r a t h i
;

or charioteer,, for Rudra desired that one
superior
l
to himself (
a 1 1 a h s r e s h t h a t a r o hi

m

y

ah

t

a

m

s

r

a

t

be selected

should

world

is called

were the three
;

a

h i in

ku

for

that

ud h va
office.

m me')

The whole

Agnishoma and Vaishnava (such
gods Agni, Soma and Vishnu that.

formed the arrow); and
Self of

r

Iltadra,

Vishmi

Ascending

is

the

the

&tma

chariot,

or

Rudra

conquered the Tarakas,. the enemies of the Surus.
The weight of Rudra and all the gods (even

though metamorphosed into the objects described)
was so great that the chariot sank and Vishnu
assume another form, that of a bull, to carry
And when, at last the three towns assumed
up.

had
it

to.

ek a

i

ka

t

a

,

oneness,

when they

attained

e

k

i -

bhava

as Tripura (Three-castle), Rudra discharged the arrow and thereby burnt the Tripura
and all the Danavas.

The same

story

parvan, 203> with

which are

occurs

many

in the

differences

Mahabharata Dronain the details,

some of

:

Mount Mandara became the bow, the snake
V&suki the bow string, S&vitri and Gayatri the
Thus equipped
reins, and the Om-kara the whip.
and armed Ri;dra waited

for
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(5

(fixed) like a post,

making for himself a divya or
Mahesvara and when the
heavenly place
three towns met in the sky he pierced them with
the arrow and burnt them down.
The bright names which the Pauranics nave given
called

;

me

the three Asuras induce

to

think that they are not
Asuras in any bad sense. Hari, the son of one of them,
is a name of Soma, the moon, whose connection with nectar
is

One who

known.

well

cannot be a bad being,

moon

to

is

fit

fit

a well of nectar

to possess

The proxy

to be killed.

of the

Soma plant which is crushed
paradoxically killed and drank for spiri-

of self-sacrifice is the

and pressed

that

is,

tual regeneration, and this regeneration seems to have been

meant by

the statement that dead persons

contact with the sacred liquid.
Asuras. I would take them to

Who

came

then

to life

by

are the three

be respectively the Upa-

nishadic Purusha in the sun, moon, and lightning, thus:
(1).
Vidyunmalin, meaning one who has lightning as

be the Purusha in the lightning of the
About the
rain cloud in the earth's atmospheric region.
his garland',

Purusha
yaka

seems

to

in the lightning

As

II. 1.

rain (Khand.

the

and other objects vide Brz'hadamsacrificed is said to become

moon Soma

Up. V.

8,

1

and Br. Ar. Up. VI.

2, 13),

as

Indra's Vajra is the bone of the moon Drtdhya& and as the
it may be
lightning is one of the aspects of Indra's Vajra,
a
s a
that
has
the
moon's
fancied
the
lightning
poetically

m

or substance in
of the

black

it,

dispelling

The

cloudy night.

by

its flashes

rain cloud

the deep darkness

though appearing

really as pure as the crystalline water
It seems to be the iron castle of Vidyunmalio.
is

(2).

Kamalaksha,

or he

who

it

showers.

has the lotus as his eye,

may be taken to be the Purusha in the moon, whose globe
The moon's object of love is the Purusha
is the silver castle.
in the sun-lotus

kamala
shad

is

as

it

from Whom, he gets his light, and so the sun
The JSnandogya ITpani-

were the moon's eye.

I. 6, 7, describes

eyes like

the

puwdarika,

Purusha in the sun as having
another
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Tarakaksha, meaning one who has the stars as his
eye, -may be taken to be the Purusha in the sun whose .globe
is the golden castle and
the aim of whose view may well be
(3).

fancied to be higher
ithe

forms

of

up

hi

the starry Orion, which

is

one of

Father Prajapati, who, by reason of his starry

Taraka, meaning not only a star
but also the pupil of the eye and the saviour. The Orion
Prajapati then is Taraka, the father of the three sorts.

may

form,

well be called

under the name of Visvakarman,

Prajapati,

the eye, Rig

Purusha

VedaX.

82,

1.

The sun, has

Father of

is

the Orion-Sacrifice-

eye or object of knowledge because by
in
conjunction with it he becomes strong- in light.
coming
The poetical fancy is that he got the strong light from
as his

Or ion- Sacrifice for the purpose of showering or sacrificing
the moon of self-sacrifice for the formation of
through
o
the summer, rain cloud which, spending itself as the downpour, becomes a complete self-sacrifice for general good.
the

it

Thus the heavenly

as to yield us a chain

objects are so read

of illustrations of sacrifice from the

Orion down to the rain

cloud.

Then, does everything end with the Orion

?

No,

we

are to soar higher by using the Orion Taraka .as Nature's
u the
Purusha in the eye-.'*
highest eye in which to find out

The /(Thandogya UpanishadlV.
in the eye.

mental

eye,,

By Him

is

15, 1, speaks of 'the Purusha
meant, I think, the Purusha in the-

for without mind's attention the

The whole universe

see.

the Purusha
Stikta.

eye does not

only a part of the measure of

'sya visva bhfttani ,

(pado

Nature

is

herself,

Purusha

unable physically to grasp him,

uses the Orion Taraka as the eye to

peep through

ifc

into

her mental eye by which to see the Glorious Purusha
pervading in every nook and corner of infinite space.
It is this

womb

Purusha who

of our heart

as the

and our Agni who
of that Son.

He

terrible or cruel.

is

well

is

located

Sou aspect

known

is

as

as the

Child in the

of Father

Kumara

is

Prajapati;
the

emblem

Svishfakn't, good^doer, as well as'Kudra,
How can the two qualities Meet ? They
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Rudra

will.

Heal knower

as the

realizes

the ekibhava or

phenomenal forms
ami
loves
all
beings as Himself.
regards
our Agni shoots into Him him-Self as

oneness of Father Sacrifice in whatever

He may

He

be, for

Him

Realizing

so^

the single arrow

and above

all

single

because he regards

all

creatures

Father Sacrifice as hiin-Self ; and as he thus

becomes one without a second he paradoxically shoots and
burns Father-Sacrifice that is he burns the idea of the
Father being divided from him-Self. If thus he is He, does
not his burning Him amount to his burning him-Self? Ifc
does, and that seems to be the reason why the knower is
called

Vidagdha, Well-burnt. Is annihilation the result
Yes, to the selfish self ; but in the case of the
immortal pure Self of the knower, ' Well-burnt
can
then ?

'

only mean

by making

Supreme

him-Self ablaze

The knower,
Well-lighted.
Self ablaze in his
heart, makes

the

with knowledge, charity, sacrifice, and all other
good
Like our Rudra the knower must become Sthanu,
qualities.

one who

is

as firm as a post, in his

Upasana

of the Self, for

I take the Upasana of the knower to be in the
place of the
TTpasad of the sacrificer; and the Upasana must be continu-

ous throughout man's age.* Rudra, with his single arrow of
One-S'elf-hood
(e k a t m y a - p r a t y a y a - s a r a ), is the
of
the
dvaitic
world ( p r a p a n k o p a s a m a ) by
allayer
killing

all

Himself.
are

mean

cruel

;

idea of a second, for

His ideal
little

is

He

loves

all

creatures as

a death blow to the aims of those

selfish

selves.

but to the knowers

He

Therefore to
is,

who

them He

is

by that very reason,

Svishfalm't and Siva.

Phenomenally) as the stars are symbolical of the knower
Rudra's permanent state as the Self, the three stars of the
Belt are as it were the ekibhava or exactly like-form state of
the three Purushas of the lightning, moon, and sun.
* The ideal age

A line

8 afcamanam
is
though .sat a, hundred,
Beemg to .be used in .the sense of inany. As the story deals with the
divine Hotar Agni Rudra, it is said he stood like a post for 1000 years.
is

100 years as the Vedic saying

bhavati satayuTi pur usha /i,
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9

drawn over the three

straight stars

Sirius-Rndra shot

the star

into

is

the

the arrow or

Self of

The

Orion- Sacrifice.

three stars, moreover, represent three worlds in the highest
sky.
By thus making the three stars as his arrow, Agni

shows that he

is

identical with the three

Purushas and that

the three Purushas are really one Purusha
pervading everywhere.
By His light all these lights shine. All the five

Agni or fire here, the lightning, the moonlight,
the sunlight, and the star-light are His symbols, taken to
illustrate His universal pervasion as the Omniscient, as light

lights viz.,

is

a

fit

symbol

The
Puranic

for

knowledge.

respective

peculiarities

stories of the three castles

Vedic stories the Asuras are

the

of

the

in himself.

is

Inasmuch

and
:

the

In the

bad desires ruling over

mind, word, and deed, screening from
that

Vedic

seem to be these

man

as the Self, the

the pure

Wealth

Self

of the

be obtained by driving away the Asuras, they
were Pawins, misers, that have hoarded the Wealth
and hold It, not knowing how to use It nor giving It unless

knower,
are as

is to

it

they are conquered and driven out. In the Puranic stories
the three Asuras are covertly the three Purushas in the lightning, moon, and the sun and are identical with the

who is
who is

One

Self

pervading in the three regions, i.e., everywhere, and
Asura * in the sense of the giver of life immortality;

and conquering

Him means

* Vide the
essay on
word Asura.

Sukra,

obtaining Him.

Ka&a and Yayati about the double

souse of the
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The Bhagavata Parana X. 88
neglect the worship of

simply because these gods are soon

men

that worldly

says

Vishnu and go

for

to little
satisfied

boons

gods
with flattery

of Rudra in his aspect as /Siva is Asutosha,
soon pleased a name which no doubt arose
from his name Mrirfa,* he who melts with kindness. To

One

of the

one who

names

is

show that Siva, fell into a difficulty by being pleased soon
and that Vishnu had to save him, the Purana narrates the
following story:

There was

He

Salami.

among

the

.

Narada

an

asked

Go

Narada

was

gods

said:

A sura named Vn'ka
to

soon

Asutosha,

to Siva.

son of

him

tell

who

pleased.

Vn'ka began a

sacrifice,

own flesh, and
him he was about to

in the fire of which he offered his
still

as $iva did not appear to

own head on the seventh day in order
to offer it also, when Siva appeared at once, held
his hand and told him to ask for a boon. He asked
for a boon fearful to all creatures, viz.
Be pleased

cut

off his

'

to grant that

place

my

Vnka,

on the head of whomsoever I might

hand he must

die.' /Siva said

'Granted.'

:

in order to test the truth of the grant,

went

hand on the head of $iva himself.
to
run for life and was hotly pursued
Siva began
by Vn'ka. The Devas did not know what to do.

to place his

Siva ran to Vaikuntf/ja, the world of Vishnu, who
took the form of a Brahraa&arin youth and asked

Vn'ka why he was running, and on ascertaining the
Who would believe /Siva who by

reason said

(

:

the curse of

demons

?

,

place your
*

Mrida

is

Daksha has become the king

If you have faith in (that)

of Pisa&as,

Jagad-guru,

hand on your own head and

a verb used in the Big Veda I. 114
Rudra Be
meaning
(

Stiktas ia respect of Ruclra,

!
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word Becomes

false, then chastise him, so that
not give false boons hereafter/ The youth
said this in such a winning manner that V?'z'ka

hii

he

may

hand on

at once placed his

instantly by

its

Who

can

own head and
Thus

Vishnu addressed him saying

cating Siva,

Mahadeva

his

breaking into pieces,

be. safe

who

{

:

own

act.

acts sinfully towards

the

The wretch has

!

died

extri-

great, especially towards one

died

who

by
is

his

Visvesa and

;

Jagad-guru ?
According to another version for which there must
be the authority of some Purana, the form in which Vishnu
appeared before the Asura in order to
from the dilemma was of a riiost beautiful

extricate
girl.

Rudra

Seeing her

the Asura Stopped running and proposed to her.
She said
that she was an accomplished lady knowing music and dan-

cing arid could have no happiness with him. He said that
she would only condescend to teach him he would learn
So he first learnt
everything arid prove a fit match to her.

if

music and then began

to learn

dancing by closely imitating
gracefully placed her hand on her
head in gesturing the sentiment of a song she was singing
and acting, he too put his hand on his head and was burnt

when she

her, so that

down
name

and by that fact came to be known by the
Bhasmasura (the Asura who became ashes.)

to ashes,

of

Outwardly the moral taught by the story is plain.
who receives a favour and yet proves ungrateful and
murderous to his own benefactor deserves to be killed.

A man

is

Phenomenally, I would explain the story thus. Eudra
Vnka is the moon. Vwka means

the sun and the Asura

is a name given to the sun in the
.Rig Veda, the
sun
likened
to
the
wolf
that
the shaggy
kills
morning
being
the
the
darkness of night. As the wolf
creatures,
sheep,

the wolf and

prowls more in the night, the rrioon that is in the night and
removes the darkness is also the wolf, as we saw in the essay

on Trita
is

the

arid the wolf.

Day

Throughout the TJttarayana which

portion of the year, the sun has his majestic sway.
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But when, immediately after the summer solstice, the
Dakshinayana, the Night portion, begins, the moon's sway
commences. The moon gets his hands, rays (for karav
means both hand and ray), from the sun; and it is true also
that the nightly darkness dies as soon as the moon rises and
on its head. As in the Dakshinayana
places his hand, rays,
or the sun's journey from the summer solstice to winter

day becomes shorter and shorter, it is fancied
that the sun runs swiftly through the day in winter, as if
pursued by the moon, the lord of the night half of the year.
The Dakshinayana ends at the winter solstice, when the sun
comes in conjunction with the Vishnu star 8rona or /Sravana,

solstice the

and on the new-moon day which comes then, the moon also
sees that star and as if enchanted by it places his hand, raysy
on his head and dies; for, the moon's period has now ended.
It

must be remembered here that the moon in turning upon
month always shows only one and

his axis once in a lunar

the same half of his globe ta.the earth. The new moon
being the commencement or the head portion of the mouthy,
all

light reflected on the

the solar

the moon's head, which
sees the sun

day we see
the moon
the head

;

is

and which we

all

the light has

to his

and

if

his light, hands,

moon would then be on

the moon's upper half which then
never see. But on the full moon

come over

trunk portion as

he was always

full

it

to the

lower half of

were, which

is

below

moon he would have

always attached to the trunk.

But no,

immediately after full moon, his career sun-ward or upward
takes place in the dark-fortnight, as if he wanted to. catch. the

new moon day he places, all his light,,
on
and
his
own
head
Just as the dark-fortnight
dies.
hand,
is the, moon's upward career, the Dakshinayana also
may
sun, until at last on the

be

said to
:

be the moon's upward career, because the full

moon's point commencing with the extreme south possible
to him at the summer solstice is more and more to the north,
that

is.

until

point

upward, in the full moons of the succeeding months,
the month of the winter solstice the full moon's

in
is

the extreme north possible to him.
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fancy that after doing that full moon in the month of Pushya
the moon ran up to the sun in the dark-fortnight of that

month and died on the new moon day of it in conjunction
with the Vislmu star.
Thus the story, interpreted phenomenally, puts the
Asura's death to the time when the Dakshinayana ends and
the Ufctarayana begins.
The Ufctarayana is the phenomenal
symbol of the Path of Light and we learn from the Maba-

who was

bharata that Bhishma
battle-field of

Kurukshetra held

came, in order to

go by

the

mortally
hia life

till

wounded on the
the Uttarayana

Path of Light.

Unless

notice the paradoxes of our story, the inner
will be missed.
True, outwardly the Asura

is

how can

a

a bad being,

but the paradox

is,

by cutting oS

self-sacrifice

meaning

we
of

it

exhibited as

being

who

his flesh (vide /Sibi

performed
about the moon's cutting off his flesh, p. 305 ante) be a bad
Asura ? How can a bad being deserve to die in the Uttarayana ? How can he get any boon at all from Siva and see
True, the

Vishnu.

story

begins in a manner not

very

To
complimentary
attitude
of
the
this
uncomplimentary
Bhagavataexplain
be told that the author was a bigoted
purana to -Siva, we may
to

and puts him in a dilemma.

/Siva

Vaishnava that could see no godhood in any gods except
But then there is at the end the
his own idolised Vislmu.
his own god Vishnu himself
paradox of the author making
is Visvesa and Loka-guru, the Lord of all and
Siva
that
say
Teacher to the whole world. We should therefore give ur>

being any bigoted Vaishnavism in this
In saying that Siva is Loka-guru, it is one with

of there

all idea

Purana.

the Harivamsa, which says that
Sarvabhutagaina/carya, the Teacher of agama, know-

another Vaishnava work,

Siva

is

ledge,

to

all

The Puranic
(vide p. 360 ante).
should sseU knowledge from Sankara

creatures

saying is that we
and immortality
( Siva )
Janardanat).

I think

the

from Vishnu
inner

(moksham i/c&hefc
meaning of the story is

The Infinite Self only is the One God whom the
Vedantist worships in his TJpasana, For that Infinite Self

this:
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name

the

means

It

of
'

Vishnu

He who

selected

is

pervades.'

Therefore

pervade everywhere.
God. We should not
there

is

in the

God,

one lovely

metaphor

little

the

to

go

the

Self

is

can

One

great

gods.

But

the

limited

little

suitable.

Infinite

god who though,

so to say, is little
ever one with the Infinite

of the Child, is

That Child

Sacrifice- Vishnu.

most

the

as

Only

is,

the

churned out

fire

thrown into the Ahavaniya fire which is also
The churned out fire which is called sisu, the infant,

called Yajfia,

Yajna.

represents Self-sacrifice (p.

Siva alias Budra

alias

Agni

27 ante and many other
is

places).
identical 'with whatever
Agni

Agni, the fire of Knowledge, is our A&arya
(vide the Vedic text, Agnir
&&ryas. tava, p. 358
The Upauishads are unanimous in recoromendinw
ante).
symbolizes.

knower to go to his religious teacher for the knowledge
Brahman, and the vet&svatara says that the disciple
should show the same respect to his Afe&rya as he shows to

the
of

God

Himself.*

Therefore, although little limited gods
should not be worshipped, there is the teacher who,
though
in his little limited body, has grown vastly in
knowledge and
is

one with

God who

is

his

ideal of a perfect Teacher.

All-Knowledge. God

He

the

is

-Siva is the

Supreme Self Vishnu

Himself in*tbe aspect of the Teacher, in order ta enable the
disciple to know and realize the Taught as Immortality and
all-pervading Vishnu.

As

teacher makes

the

God knowny

would be absurd to think that God would be jealous
The Great
of equal honor shown to him and Himself.
it

Gitafcarya, Krishna, has said

me matam':

'

knower

j

n & ni

tv

atmai'va

The self-sacMyself.'
rificing moon or man obtains light or knowledge from the
sun, the fire in the sky, as the teacher. Let ns suppose
'the

is

that the knowledge imparted is in a short verse such as OUP
sacred Gayatri. Then a great discussion takes place between

the teacher and the disciple as to
*

'

what a world of meaning

AMryavan purusho veda Satyam,' Khand. Up. VI. 14,
Guram ev& 'bhi-gafcfchet,' Mured. Up. I. 2, 12.
'Yasya Deva para bKaktir vatM 'eve tath^ gur.au/

2.

1

I

last part of the

Sretasvatara Upauishad.
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As the teacher, who has a keen, cultivated
runs from one argument to another, the disciple
also must be strong in intellect in order to be able to pursue
it

COB tains.

intellect,

Physically, he who is strong in the
can run or pursue well. He should be
he wha has (strong) breath (vide p. 277 ante,

and understand him.
lungs

Asura

in breath
'

(asu-ra)

We

are simply to take rthis
or
as
used
as a metaphor for the
asuratva
strength
physical

about this sense of asura).

strength of intellect and spirituality. The pursuit goes on
.until the Supreme Self is reached and understood, and He .is
revealed and understood as

Brahma&arya

Itself

for,

the

perfect

Brahman

Brahma&arm<

as

be obtained

by

is to

conduct. When by following the
practising It as Zcarya,
teacher the Supreme Self, who is Anadi-Brahma^arm (one of
the names of Vishnu),

is

reached, the disciple .completes

realizes the

Brahma&arya,
true knowledge, honors

it

knowledge

by placing

him

imparted to
it

.his

to

be

on his head, has his

to pieces, and becomesprison, the samsaric body, shattered
one with the Immortal, Infinite, Vishnu. The .lovely female

aspect which the ;other version gives to Vishnu seems to be
due to the feminine gender of the word Para-Devata as
applied to the 8 at, the

JK7*andogya

Supreme Self, in the 'Sat^vidya of .theThe Upanishads apply to .God

Upanishad.

names of all genders viz. Sat or Tat, Atmaii, Para-Devafca
&c. The Asura's love for the Para-devata can only ,.be the
that spiritual wedding which
sexless, pure, spiritual loye^
follows the completion of Brahma-Aarya.

There

a Puranic?

is

upon a time, happening to .see
Vishnu's most bewitching Mph,ini form, Siva himself fell in
loTe,with Her.

story to the eftect that .once

.

Phenomenally again, let us fancy that the .soul of
moon, who died on the new moon day at the
beginning of ,the Uttarayana when he is in conjunotion with
the sun and the /Srona or Vishnu star in the rsky which is

the good

;

-

-

-

.

called

Vishnu- pada

.

.

-

/

-

-

.

'

(Vishnu's place), spared high to the
and
the regent of the Orion's Belt,
became
starry region
wedded permanently to the Orion
This
acrifiQe-,YisJi?t.
:
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* form of the moon

is a
metaphor for the enlightened
immortal
state.
permanent
In the Bn'hadaranyaka, Yajnavalkya is able to silence

starry
soul's

by

his

answers

difficult

that

questions

was silenced

Yajnavalkya

Na

all

the Pandits who,
to
is

replies

'As Not'

one after another, put

him about Brahman.
Vidagdha

that the

/Sakalya,

Self

is

to

to be

The

last

man

at

last

whom

understood as

not any seen finite thing but as the
He
Infinite that has no thus-much-ness or limited-ness).
iti,

(as

'

I ask thee to tell
then says to Vidagdha Sakalya thus
me (repeat to me what I told you about) the Upanishadic
Purusha (the Self). If thoii wilt not tell Him to me
:

(na vivakshyasi)

thy head will go to pieces.' He, the
t a
na
e n e ), his
(

m
m
Upanishad
Head went to pieces ( v i-p a p a t a ) and parimoshins, thieves,
took awy even his bones thinking them to be other (than mere
says, did not

know Him

bones t). There seems to be a riddle in all this. There is
no reason why, of all the men that are silenced, poor Vidagdha
Sakalya alone should die. That his head went to pieces,
his name Sakalya (he of sakalas,
it
,
taught to him riddle-like as
of
instead
that
he
did
not
to
me
unthat,
appears
construing
derstand the Self, the riddle should be solved by construing

seems

to be the

pieces).

As

meanihg of

the Self

Na

is

that he did understand the Self

N a; that

therefore he

became

Vidagdha, the Well-burnt pure gold, the purified soul; thafc
the long enduring bones are metaphorically the enlightened
.

soul that has given up all love of flesh or body, and that the
parimoshins are not robbers but are other knowers who were

on the look out for the Self of the knower as
finding
*
vide

it in

their gold and,
the shape of the bones,
helped themselves to it. J

Nakshatra, the
107 ante.

star, is

taken to mean that -which does not decay,

p.

t Sankara explains that whep. the relatives were taking the bonea
for cremation, the robbers
thought they were carrying wealth and so
deprived them of the bones.
% Compare these bones with the bones of Dadhyafe spoken of in the
Big Veda and which I have tried to identify with Dadhyafe's immortal
To what an extent the Upanishads have systemSelf, vide, p. 335 ante.
atically spoken in riddles and puzzles will be seen from the essay on
Creation,
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If

A sura

we

take both

the versions of the

Puranic story of

Bhasma, we clearly get in him an illustration
of the knower as
Vidagdha-Sakalya or 'he who burnt
himself and went to pieces.'
As the knower must become
Vrz'ka or

the Self

by himself, the Asura

The high-soaring
Vedic text

at p.

236

a

is

ante)',

is

burnt by his own

act.

metaphor for the knower (vide
and so it appears to me the

named Sakuni, bird, to indicate thereby
knower who is spiritualty born is the son bird not

Asura's father
that the

bird

is

bird but the

a feeble old
to the

young son

bird that can soar well

Self.

Supreme
As Daksha and Eudra

are

Soma and Agni,

the former's

so called curse by which the latter became the lord of Pisa&as,
1 would construe thus: The Pisa&as are disembodied spirits,

hovering over the earth and taking re-birth when the hovering
state is gone through.
They cannot however be strictly
called disembodied completely ; for, until the soul

becomes the

The truly
Self, the linga-sarira or subtle body sticks to it
are
the
uraktas, who, having become
disembodied, therefore,
bodiless, are

and

But
be

bhuta
in

one with the Supreme

Self.

Siva

means among other things the

is

Bhiitapati,

Pisafcis also.

the religious point of view,, those only deserve to
born ones, that are born spiritually. Dak-

called bhutas,

a praise, denoting that Siva who is the Ideal of
Siva's hosts are some-

sha's curse

is

knowers

the lord of the muktas.

is

.

times depicted as mere fleshless skeletons, which have the
same esoteric significance as the bones of Dadhya&. These
skeleton hosts are the pure unalloyed enlightened souls.
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ME
I shall try
'reveal the

show that the Vedas about Creation

Creator as the

Poet-Fa'ther
religious,

to

CREATION,

and Knower and

Sacrificev

first

and that the mode of Creation

ethical, spiritual.

Creation

is

to

is

sacrificial,

be understood

the Sending forth.
The Rig Veda says that sukn'fcs, good doers, go to the
world of Yama and His Father ; thab the drinkers of Soma

here as Sn'shii

become immortal: they go to the gods in a vsubtle celestial
state.
Thus, the Vedic Rz'shis fully believed in the immor-

What man

says of himself as Aham or
the
not
self,'
gross body which perishes
Atman,
In order to go to Heaven the Aham must be somehere.
the soul.
tality of
'

I

'

thing most

:

or

is

and that something can only

subtle

best in man, and that

man would

be no

is

his thinking principle.

man and cannot

be

called

which word

is

derived from

Therefore, that which thinks

is

the immortal

ra a n

11

s

hy a

,

be

the

Without it
m a n n or

man

to think.

Aham. Another
The Aham
design.

aspect of man's Aham is his power of
The Aham believes himself to
in man abhors being killed.

and

yearns with that ardour which is
ingrained in his very nature to know everything, as the
condition precedent for his being all-content.
Being the

be permanent

thinking principle, his only food or enjoyment as such is to
know the whole truth. True, the body in which he resides
very small compared with the vast things he sees all
round, but huge mountains, islands, continenfs, rivers, seas,
is

towns, the deep depth of the sky studded with innumerable
heavenly bodies, and the great distances between them, all
these and the minutest things that exist enter into his mind
as soon as he sees or comprehends them and are retained,
not in any compressed form but exactly and fully, and

when he

describes

all

these to those

who have

not seen them,

himself forth as words and enters into
lie, as mind, flows
the minds of his hearers.
Thus, he is both entered into and
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2
enters into.

So,

as this his gross

how can

it

is only so much
can compose and retain and

be said that ho

He

body.

and over inexhaustively, works written 011
so
long as can fold hundreds of bodies like his
paper
Even in the very small body of an ant the
.together.
repeat,

over

Aham

can combine, build, store, remove impediments, go
long marches and do other things. He is so subtle that
he can be put into the smallest body and yet he is so vast
that

he can take in heaven and earth.

Unfortunately, by
body he falls into the error
'that he is only so much as his gross body and that he is as
stiffly separate from others as one stone is from another,
and the consequence is that among men so separated from
association

with

the

gross

each other in feeling, the

demon

murder, robbery and

kinds of violent acts

all

of

mutual

selfishness, strife,

stalks

about

allotting short lived victory to the biggest and hardest stone
for the time being, which in its turn is to be
pounded to
the
rise
a
of
more
Thus
powerful enemy.
pieces by
worsted,

the

Aham falls back upon his real immortal

principle, conquers
from stone into oil in
which to burn as the'flaine of the wick pervading by its

the gross body

arid

even converts

it

The more the Ahams spread beyond their
enterinto
and
one another, the better they unite in
'bodies
'concord and act wisely. The Aham is essentially ethical;
'light air around.

:

otherwise

wrong:

lie

could not have any

the essence of the

Aham

conception of right and
is revealed
by the

as good

fact of his experiencing self-reproach

when he does wrong

and self-approbation when he does right.
So much about the human being. About the Supreme
forces on earth and in the
.Being, looking at the tremendous
sky that are at work constantly and regularly and feeling
that if everything was mere blind nature without any
design, he himself, inherent with free will and design, could
.never have

that there

come
is

into being,

a Master

universe and that that
ethical

man

is

led to the conviction

Mind who evolves and maintains the
Mind is All- Intelligence and faultlessly
!

and good,
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The Vedic
riddle

like

to struggle

of riddles

and

have communicated to us in terse

poets

notions of God.

their

sayings

Often

we have

upon words. Their Riddle
that is concealed in all forms,

through their plays
the subtle.

is

God

have exhausted upon

so they

Him

all

sorts of puzzles

and

The

similes of all seen things are not
completely the Unseen, who is neverthein the heart. Similes and metaphors help us to some

seeming paradoxes.

sufficient to express
less felt

extent only, and then He is revealed as surpassing them.
If the highest concept of God the human mind is
capable, of is the Master Mind, it is no wonder that the
Vedic. people called the Creator Bn'baspati, Brahmanaspati,
and Va&aspati all names meaning the Lord of words.

His another name by which He is celebrated in the Puranas
In the Essay on' Brahma-jay $, I
is Brahma, the Worder.
have, tried to show that Brahma and Bn'haspati are identical.
1

The Creator Visvakarman or the All-doer is clearly called
and Mano-juva, Mind or
Va.&aspati, Lord of words,
X.
Another remarkable
Veda
81.,
7).
Thought-swift (Rig
Sukta, Big Veda, X. 129 , in speaking of Creation says that
there arose the Retas of Manas, the seed of Jilind. Another
:

Sukta

3L

viz.

objects of

72.,

Creation.

Bn'haspati blew forth these
means, I think, that the Lord of

that

says
It

words blew forth these as His words.

Mind

Each
poetically the Ior4 of words.
narrator presents at once to the mind's

eye of the hearer the

form of the
soon

object, or the

as, for instance, the

seen by the mental eye.
battle present^

mode p

An

by means of

Thought is
word uttere4 by a

action,

word horse

or

it

denotes.

As

is

uttered, its figure i?
impressive orator narrating a

his

words

its'

details almost "as

being actually seen, and moves the audience
to anger, sorrow, joy, &p.
A p a:d a or word would be no
word at all if it fails to denote clearly the object which it
has for its' a r t h a , meaning, A poet creates a beaufcif uji

vividly as if

it is

combination of words, by means of which so many forms and
actions are issued forth into the mental world of the hearers.

Using the similitude

of

an ordinary poet thus
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pati,

He

exhibited

is

as

an

extraordinary

poet of

all-

comprehensive mental vigour, called tapas, by which He
conceives objects so truly and correctly in all the details of
their inner and outer organisms that
simultaneously with His-

wording out those concepts- real forms come into being,
Man's naming power, though wonderful, is- not complete
because his knowledge of things-

is Bofc

quite

He-

perfect.

has to use several names to a single object to comprehend
its different
qualities; still there may be qualities in it not
yet

known

him, and since he cannot enter into the
he does not know what it is per se. But theknowing mind is the real Poet Bnhaspati who is culled

very soul of
all

to

it

the Poet of poets (Sig Veda II. 23,
is His poetry.
Just as words are

and the

1),

Smhia

universen

or sent

forth

1

from the mind, the creation is called in Sanscrit S?'z'shi, the
sending forth. Another phrase which is used for Creation,
and which

is

very pertinent to the concept of the Creator as
is the
vy akarana* of n&nia-rupej

Poet Bn'haspati
the

name and form. True, this phrase is
the Rig Veda but in the ZOiandogya VI, 3, 2

making well

found not

in

of

and BnTiad&ranyaka
as the

I.

4,

but these are Upanishads as old
I have tried to show (vide p-.

Brahmana period and

336 ante) that

this

nama-rupa theory

is

found in the

.Rig-

Veda itself, where Tvashiar is

called Visvarupa, where Indra
is said to have become all the forms, and

with his mayas

where Varima knowing all the hidden names is said to mainThat recension of the P'urusha-Sukta
tain all the forms.
which is found in the Yajtir Veda has got a verse which
is He who is thinksays that the Contemplative (Purusha)
and
names
the
all
out
uttering them
forms,
making
ing
:.

1

Sarvani rupawi vi&itya dhira/j
N a m a ni krefcva 'bhi vadan yad astef
* As
in connection with
vyakarawa was thus used in the TJpanishads
as a fit name for
been
have
to
it
seems
adopted
and
forming,
naming
names words.
grammar, the science of correctly forming
fThe Taitt. Brahma-na II 6, 2, 3, says
:

Vedena rlipe vyakarot satasati PrajapatiTi.
With Yeda (Vedic words) Prajapati made the two kinds
forms called sat&aail.
a 4 a a 1 1 moan inoveable and immoveabjo
Does
fc

?

of
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But how can the pure Creator who in the Vzsvakarma
Sukta is called Sadhu-karman, good-doer (X. 81, 7), who
as Varuna and other Gods is praised in the Rig Veda as
the friend and protector of the good and the punisher

who

the wicked and sinful, and

Yama

as

oi

is

approachable
only by Sulm'ts, good doers, be said to have become all
the forms in. Which are included sinful men and all kinds
beasts ? Yet, His having become
His praise from the .Rig- Veda downwards :
Indra became all the forms, as stated above.

of ferocious, cruel,
.

is

The One only has become
which

all this

(Big

all

Veda

one of the Valakhilya hymns
whose style shows that they are almost as old as

VIII. j8,
the Big

3,

Veda

is

itself).

Unborn, yet He is born manifold (a jay a u d h & vijayate, the Uttara

raano b a h

Narayana portion

He
desiring

of the
'

desired

:

He became

of the Upanishads.
vious to becoming

May

Purusha Sukta).
I become many

'

and so

the burden

all this.

This

Some

them say that pre-

all this

of

is

He performed tapas.

How

can the becoming after performing tapaa be
His
said to be
becoming us sinful creatures ? Then, what
If
is the meaning of His becoming all the creatures 9
'
a good man in a community says, I am all my neighbours'
'
I am all my subjects', every one will
if a good king says,
;

readily take

him

his neighbours

man of expanded love who regards
men as himself and who therefore

to he a

or his

for that purpose has enselfed

be so foolish as
of those

to attribute

whom he

loves

liigheat ethical ideal,

them

all

;

and no one will

to this excellent

as himself.

loves all

man

God, who

the sins
is

the

creatures as Himself; and

this can only be the meaning of His having become all
the creatures. Along with the expression that He became
all this there occurs the expression that He became so by

entering into the Srishfa or sent forth beings. (Tat
srzshfva tad evft 'nupravisat). This clearly
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He

shows that
idea of

has become universal

an u p r a ve

This

love, all in all.

a or entering, without which, no; one
can regard others as himself, rings, throughout the Vedic
s

In the Big Veda we find
The Great God (Agni) has entered the mor-

literature.

:

tals. ..(IV.

58j 3).

Agni supports heaven and
vayu, the life

and cave
is

of

and

all,

He

He*

earth.

Via?

is

has gone into

oav.e

(I. 67, 3),

No. ordinary fire can be praised like this. The fire
Into cave
simply a symbol of the All-knowing God.
'<

and gave' seems to mean 'into every, heart'; (cf.. a,nta/*
fcara t b hu t e shu gu hay a in visvamur ti s h u,
i

of the

Mahanarayana Upanishad,; and also other Upanishads which use qaye in the sense of the heart).
I shall try to show further on in .this, essay fhat the
Hiranyagarbfta of the Big Veda is the Grolden Child, the
Self, in the heart's
all

forms,

Vers,e,

womb
JQ of

in

of all creatures,

th;e

Hiranyagarbha S%fca

IS..

of

121

;

""'''''"

;

:-~~

says

womb

<^e

i

"'

'

:

rj

:':

'Q Praj%ati

I

no one
e^cepj

$^0"

|i

atili
(

*

pervaded
(

a^ll

Greatnreg

these

(

paFibgi|hvj;|^,)i

p a r 1 b h u seem$ to mean the staiV ,of .|^i^.
and all around i. e,, pervading).
.

in

Again-^' The First h^a entered
quent creatures (X. 81,
It is only

;

when man

the sabse-

all

1).'

is single or selfish that

he hates

and

despoils and kills others, but if he enlarges hjuiseji
I atn all these', whatever lawful things they ai'jfr
find says
'

is enjoying in their forms, and he will supply
wants as far as possible as he ha.s mentally b,ecoin,p
them himself. This would be his y i s y a r $ p a t & , niulti-

.enjoying he
-their
:

:

be readily seen that Grp d' b.eQoniing
this is quite appropriate of Him as the high,esi idal of

.forniness.
all

It will thus

L

:

Knower and so it is said ipje performied
tapas anid became all this. Thus God's becoming all the
<jL-eMures $oes not ,me \n His, adopting th e ir ^inful s|ates

the Tapasvi.n or the

t

;

;
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but

is

a riddle concealing His universal love, winch, '-when

states.
realized, is capable of putting an end to all sinful
The Vedic Jftishi's concept of God is not .only that. He
is

Poet but that

He

is

the

our Father

most endearing

term by which ail old nations :have called their God ;arid
Suktas.
by which He is addressed in the VisVakarma
But there can be no idea of Eather if there is no -Mother.
But the Infinite One can have no outside. He can have

no wife or joy outside of Himself; an'd-so He himself
becomes His wife. Hence the idea that he doubled himself
as husband and wife, vide the Bn'hadai-arcyaka 1. 4, -.quoted
It continues to this effect
at'p, 222 ante.
:

He

(the Self -as

Purusha) caused himself to

two (atmanam dvedha apatayat) and (byreason of his so falling) there became p*a t i and
p a t n i husband and wife. He loved her and
Howls it he loves
men were -born. She thought
fall into

j

'

me whom

he himself has produced (and to whom
am daughter) ? Let me disappear .or

therefore I

run-away from him.' She became cow but he
became bull and so OQ till she assumed all female
forms and he all male forms. In this manner the
sn'sbli, creation,

began from the couples which

she and he became.

*

Immediately previous to this, the Upanishad says that
was called Purusha because having been Purva/t,
the Before that was before all others, he burnt up ( us h )
all- sins.
This is a pun by dividing Purusha as pur^ush

the Self

in order to force the name to mean

'

He who hums

Tvell.'

meaning of Purasha as applied to the Supreme
'
"Self seems to be 'he who is in all bodies
(vide p., 103
ante about the definition of Purusha as made in. an old
"the real

,

.quoted in the same Upanishad). The additional
meaning wished to be conveyed by this pun is that the
v.erse

* This portion of the
Brihad&rawyaka seems to betaken from the
Satapatha Br. vide, Muir I., p. 25, so that the story ia much -older than
the Upanishad.
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In -dweller who loves

all

creatures

Himself

as

was before the creation and

that

is

the Being

is

from

free

As

sin.

speaking of the so called daughter incest, the poefc
care to say that He who did it is the Sinless, all
taken
has
thus

in

means seems

the riddle

that

to be the innocent union

of

Brahma, Worder, with Vak, His own faculty
of speech.
I take this couple to be Mind and
Speech,
same Upanishad further on in the same
because the
M ana/teva 'sya'tma v a g jay a:
section says
Self (i.e. himself) and Speech is His wife/
His
is
His Mind

Mind

as

:

Vak

is

identified

with Sarasvati

in several places

in

the

The Aitareya Brahmana says that Vak
Taitt. Sauihita.*
is Sarasvati Paviravi Kanya i. e. virgin (Dr. Hang. II. p.
This Sarasvati Paviravi Kanya is described in the
226).
VI. 49,7. The Taitt. Sainhita IV. 1, 11,2
Veda
nig
in

of

speaking

her

sunritanam,

she is^ k]o d

that

says

suinafcin&m:

/cetanti

ay an

ti

the pro-

moter of truths and good thoughts. To do all this
Vak must be Vidya. As Vak's another name is Dhishana,
the Taitt. Sainhita V. 1, 8, 2 says that Dhishawa
Her taking up one form after another shows
is Vidya.
Visvarupa. Indeed Vak is distinctly called
the Taitt. Brahmawa II. 7, 15, which praises
in
Visvarupa
those silpas, designs, of Prajapati by which He created
that She

is

the universe and by which

Vak,

Visvampa.j

aspect

is

He

has united himself

(?) to

As already shown, God's Visvarupa

His being as the Child in the heart's

womb

of all

The Father
creatures, completely in every one of them.
and Mother are also called Visvarupas as ihey are identical
Sarasvati

with the Child.
,in

appropriate
* For instance

name
:

for

means

Vak,

'

she

who runs
who is

or Speech,

Sarasvatlm vak.

II. 3, 11, 1

j

III. 3,3,4.

f

The

original is this

Y^bhife

silpai/i

yabhir

:

prapathdn&m adrirahat,

dyam abhyapmsat

Praj&patife,

Yabhir Va/cam Visvarftpam samavyayat,
tenemam Agna! iha varAasa samandW,
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Hence

thought.

it

is

9

.

said

daughter- wife

the

ran, &c.

This riddle of Prajapati's being the husband of his

Big Veda

as old as the

is

daughter

itself,

own

as it is referred

33 and X. 61, 7. It appears to me that this
must have been worked out from the very name of

to in I. 164,

riddle

Pr

Prajapati.

a

j

a

is

a collective

noun meaning

ren (literally the lorn ones) male or female,
gender of praja is always feminine. Pati

all

child-

though the
said to be

is

derived from p a to watch or protect. If this is the correct
derivation, pa t i means the protector, and Prajapati the
protector of children, a very appropriate name to our Father
whose children we are. The king is called nara-pati,

the protector of men.
But pati means also the husband,
a name appropriate enough for the protector of the wife.
But inasmuch as the Bw'hadarawyaka Upanishad I. 4, already
referred to about the Creator's doubling Himself, says that

He

caused Himself to

pati
this is

two

into

two and therefore there arose

patni, husband and wife,* it is evident that
a riddle worked out by taking pati to be derived

from

not

fall

and

but from pat.
pat, one No. 81,

pa

roots of

Prof.
to

Max

fly or

Mliller gives

fall,

the

other

No. 66,

to be strong or to rule, so that if the correct deriva-

tion of

pati

flyer, the

is

faller

from pat, the word means the ruler, the
No doubt the
one who falls upon.
i.e.

hidden meaning of the riddle of the Upanishad is that the
Creator caused Himself not to fall but to fly by union with

His wife Vidya" the aim
first Bird or Knower.
;

is

to covertly indicate

But taking pr aj a

the

feminine and therefore the female
as

pati
his own

husband, there

is

issue or

the riddle that

that

He

is

literally as

daughter, and
Prajapati loved

is Vak- Vidya.
Himself
is the
and
He
He is Valaspati alias Sarasvati-pati,
Visvarupa Son born by consorting with Himself as Vidya.f

daughter.

Of

course,

His

Praja

* Sa imain eva atmanaui dvedha
'ptayat, tatah patis
'bhavatam.

fta

patni kd

'

f Of. the Upanishadic description of the

kuower as Atmakrldaft,

and Atmarati/i,
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Sukta X. 71 of, the Big Veda
The Anukramani puts the devata of it

is

in praise of

as

Vak.

Know-

Jnanain,

ledge, indicating thereby that Yak was understood even at
the tune of the Anukramani as Knowledge. The unrighteous,
man and a inan who forsakes a 'friend who knows the truth

cannot find any part in

Vak

(verse 6).

by Mr. Griffith says^:^" When
Brahmans

Verse 8 as translated

sacrifice together

friendly

with

mental impulse which the heart hath fashioned,
They leave one far behind through their attainments,
and some who count as Brahmans wander elsewhere".

The sakhayaTz

or friends are apparently those who, by the
teaching of Vak-Vidy&, have each learnt to love the others as

who thereby perform genuine heartfelt sacrifice.
Others who are nominal Brahmans wander in the wrong

himself and

Verse

way.

11

" the
J&ta-Vidya,
of spiritual birth,

that the

says

Brahma

priest

tells

the

probably the knowledge
Another Sukta of the Big Veda, X, 125,

lore of being,"

about Vak, the poet making Vak herself to sing her
In verse 5, she says:~praise.

is also

own

"

I, verily,

gods and

myself announce and utter the word that
men alike shall welcome.

I make the man I love exceeding mighty, make
him a sage, a Rz'shi, and a Brahman."
In the. next verse she says
" I bend the bow for Rudra that his arrow
may
:

strike and slay the hater of devotion

Who

1

'.

but Vidya ? She says that she
and
that she is the Queen estabheaven
earth;*
pervades
lished by the Devas in many places with many homes to
else

can do

all this

enter and abide in, and that:-*
"
Beyond this wide earth and beyond the heavens,
I have become so mighty in my grandeur." t

Who

can this Queen be

if

she

everywhere and being in
* Aham.
dyavztpntMvi
t Yerses 3 and 8.

al

is

all

not God Himself pervading:
hearts.
In verse 7 she says

vivesa (verse 6).
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A ham. save Pi tar am asya mur dlia
the world's

summit I bring

forth the Father"..

n

" On

:

May we

not

as the highest

that Father Prajapati

explain this to mean
ideal of the knower is pourtrayed as being born, as His own
Sou from the womb of Vidya? The Son is His own aspect

The

as the In-dweller.

Ai.fco.reya

Brahmana

in-

the story of

Harisfcandra says that the wife is called jay a, because
the husband is born in her again as son.* The Father of
the all-pervading In-dweller is indeed, fit to be on the summit
of (spirituality in) th.e universe.

Such seems

to be the riddle

by the

o

Prajapati's daughteritself of Prajapati.
riddled with, different

name

husbandship, suggested
When a word is capable of being

We

all are His p E a j a,
poets approach it in, different ways.
Let us make ourselves females to suit the gender
children.

Him as
Prajapati.

praja and

of

Him

literally

love

our Husband,, thereby making
This for aught we know may

be the meaning of the riddling verse

(Rig Veda

I.

164, 16)

which

says:'

:

Sfcriya/a

They

satih

are verily females

tell me they are males*
He who knows this is
wise (vide p. 370 ante about this verse-) .
'
husband' may mean either one's own dattg'hDaughter's
cj
O

though they

/

-

husband or another's daughter's husband, In the
former case the two kinds of f id'dl'es above explained would
In the latter case, the knower, though another, is one
arise.
ter's

with

God and

his-

/Sraddha or Bhakti,

all

teaches intense love to

and makes

Qod

Him

seerats to

is his own Vidya or
same
meaning
thing, as Vidya
God, The- Imower weds her to God

spiritual

daughter
the

his Son-in-law.

be found illustrated

This son-in-law aspect of
in.

some of the Puramc

be explained when dealing with them,
Thus, Speech is either Mind's daughter or wife or botli.
Pi-aj^pati is identified with Mind in the Taitt. Samhit&

stories,

which

will

which says that Tan'unaptfam, the Knowledge
Agni Taninapat,, is in Praja-pati, the Mind. The TaitL
Whatever man drives at in mind,
Samhita V. 1, 3, 3, says

III. i, 2,

2,.

of

:

*-Tad

py^

]>ytl

b.havati yad-

asy&m

j'iyate
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that he expresses in word (
y a t p u r u s h o raanasa
h i g a k k h a t i tad v a k & v a d a t i )
If one poet

'b

.

said that Speech

Mind's wife or daughter, another was at

is

mode of fancy. As the offerings
Prajapati are made in solemn silence, mentally
contemplating the prescribed Mantras, but not uttering them
aloud as is done in the case of all the other gods, a story

liberty to adopt a different

made

to

arose to this effect

:

Vak and Manas

(speech and mind) vied with
each other, each saying < I alone will carry the
oblations to the gods.'
They went to Prajapati for
a decision. He said 'to Vak, 'Thou art the

errand-woman

duii/j,

whatever
presses by

may

they

(

man

)

word/
(

the

or mouth-piece of

mind

conceives by
said to

(Yak

sacrificers

)

Mind,

for,

that he ex-

Him) 'Therefore
make offerings

not

Thee by word.' Therefore hy mind is the
made to Praja-pati. Prajapati is indeed
it were ( Taitt. Sam. II. 5, 11, 4 and 5 ).*
All this shows how Praj&pati was conceived to be Mind.
The idea of Creation through V&k is found in one form
to

offering
Mind as

or another wherever the Veuic
as will be

shown further on

love of His

own daughter

the version of

There we

it

as

;

literature speaks of Creation

and the subject of Praj&pati's

when explaining
Aitareya Brahmana.

will be reverted to

narrated in the

will see further paradoxes introduced,

which, unrid-

show the spotless character of Prajapati.
If what I have said about the meaning of the One
having become all this all the creatures is correct, namely

-died, will

that

God

is

the glorious

One and

yet

Manifold

all in all,

and all of the creatures that
complete and the same in each
the object of His becoming all the creatures is to regard and
love them as Himself, this grand idea of the R\g Vedic (*od
as the

One

is,

it

appears to me, put by the Upanishads

as

* This rausfc have given rise to the Puranic story that Bhrtgu cursed
BrahmS, alias Praj^pafci, to have no form for being made an image of and
worshipped. The curse is a riddle masking the praise that He is pure
can denote.
, without any form which word
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Atman, the one Self without a second,
Himself

Atman

no new word.

is

one's self or

meaning
had to preach the
same

He

for

life

It

is

When

principle.

all-loving

One

the Upanishads

Self as the true Life, the

word atman was capable

old

found in the Rig Veda as

of signifying it.*

Another name adopted by the Upanishads

word Brahman.
It

replete.

word'

With

means

'

word

this

word'

or

from bn'mh, to voice

derived
'

has made

all.

is

bn'hat

or bn'hati,

'

the neuter

Rig Veda

is

seems to

be

Another name

for

the

also

It

hymn/

forth.

is

derived from bn'h to tear up,

burst forth, grow, so that the names B?-zhaspati and Brahmanaspati both mean the Lord of Words, as is clearly
explained by the Bn'hadarajiyaka I. 3, 20. Word is the

mind itself. So, the name Brahman, when
applied to God as the Creator, may have been intended to
mean the Mind bursting Itself forth in the shape of formoutburst

of

producing words.

Brahman
noun

-

also

means the

priest

and

is also

for the priestly class while likewise

Kshatram

is

a collective

noun

for

in the Taitt. Samliita.. Br/lmspali

neuter) meaning

that

He

is

a collective

the neuter

the military class.
is

called

Brahman

word
Often
(in

the

the Driest of the gods.-j-

*

Native grammarians derive atman from the root at, to f*o consLife, then, would me'an that
tantly, joined to the pratyaya
which moves, as contrasted with stones, &c., which are fixed and do
not grow. The Big Veda has not only atman but simply tnian for the
self.
According. to Pa?iini 6, 4, 141, the a iu atman is dropped in the
Veda when the word is used in the instrumental case,- but a Vartika
explains that a is dropped in the Veda in other cases also; and

man.

indeed

tman is used in the Big Veda not only in the instrumental but also in
the objective and locative, vide Prof. Max Muller's alphabetical index to
the fiig Veda, If it is possible to derive tman trom the root ta or tan
to stretch, plus the pratyaya man, atman may be read as
a-tman, that
which stretches or pervades all over (a=asamantiit). A Life
pervades
all over the body; and the Upanishadio infinite Atman
pervades

everywhere.
f

Brahma

vai Devanam"Bnhaspati/i (II. 2,

Indro Vai rajanyo Brihaspatir brahma
Bhhaspatir. brahma (HI, 2, 7, 1).
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thus"

the aspect

is

Bn'haspati

Priest and as

w

j

s Self-

as

the

High
called

is distin'tly

'

,

Sacrificet

.

Suktas X. 81 and 82 are about His

priest.

The

Sacrifice.

some

God

Va&aspati which is another name of BWhasus n0 w see what Vimharnmn'did ns
pat
r

Creation by
Visvakarmatior
Prajapati

of

Visvakarman

the

is

following

purport of

of the verses of these Suktas:

who sat down as Ris\i\, Hotar,
or the worlds,* He, through
beings
offering up
his benign wish, wishing for the Wealth (dravinOiir Father
all

the First, entered

am)-"He,
ones (verse

all

the

subsequent

of 81).

1

With eyes everywhere, with face everywhere,
with shoulders everywhere, with feet everywhere,
He the One God, .begetting heaven and earth, is
flapping with arms
the wood and

tree

with wings (verse
with which the

3).

He

universe

is

was

fashioned (verse 4),

Vimkatmau
are^

What

!

thine highest abodes

what the middle ones and what these the

lowest,

do

(us) thy

Svadha-va/r!

thou,

friends

grow, do thou

in

thine

sacrifice

them

teach

oblation,

Wishing

to

to

unto thyself by thyself

(as Self-oblation)

(5).

Visvakarman

Wishing to grow, do thou
unto Earth and Heaven by thyself (as) the
Let others (who do not know the Selfoblation.
!

sacrifice

oblation) be

fools;

(Visvakarman),

but

let

Him,

the

be bounteous to us.

Maghavan
.

,

(6).

He is Va/caspati and Manojuva. He is Vuvasainbhu, the Bliss of all, and Sadhukarman, one
i(
whose works are righteous." Him we invoke for
,

protection
* The original

is,

visva bhuvanaiii juhVat.
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He
is

Father of the eye (verse

is

our Father, Genitor, Disposer,

Who among

the

(Nama-dha/t), and

gods

the

is

Whom

all

}

seek for

others

the gods

all

a]]

One Namer

only

tho

Where

instruction (verse 3),

He

of 82).

1.

Who knows

were

gathered together there the waters hore Him only,
In the navel of the
the First^ as the Garbha.

Unborn was
abide

all

the

there

forth

any a

is

t

brought
anta r a

m

" wherein

(offered)

Yon

things existing" (verse 6).

Him who

find

One * placed

these;
,

will not

among you

another

tiling

let-

ween you and Him. "Enveloped in mist and
with faltering voices the poets walk. along" [yearnto find

ing

out the Life and be] A su-trapa/jj' rejoi-

cing in Life" (verse 7).
I shall try to explain these, thus:

The would-be universe with
in

potentially

the Creator.

all its

It is

in

would-be creatures
a

very" subtle

is

state

devoid of any forms. Not only the creatures but all the
heavenly bodies are thought by our ancients to be endued
All these are in an inactive, unconscious, formHe evolves them
less state when potentially in the Creator.

with souls.

manner

in such a

manner
to

show,

is

as to be a perpetual practical code of ethics

them from the very beginning, and that
sacrifice, which, it seems to be the aim of the poet

and religion
is

to

so very fruitful

and

blissful that

any thing

sacri-

manner is in no way annihilated but
on the contrary becomes extended and manifold just as one

ficed in the prescribed

small seed-fruit sacrificed in the earth grows into a majestic
tree yielding

So,

all

many

the

fruits.

beings and things

that

are

potentially in

by Him in the fire of sacrifice
performed by Himself as the First Hotar jfo'slri.
By so
doing He produces them into their enlarged, visible and

Visvakannau are

living states.
*

offered

In doing so

Here the One

is

He wishes

to

used in the neuter gender.
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Wealth, and thatHs His entering into one and all of them.
Such seems to be the drift of the first verse of X. 81. The
other verses are

more

or less explanatory, thus:

His entering into one and all of them is, in other
(1)
words, the riddle of His becoming them all en- self-ing
them all to love them all as Himself. By reason of His
all bodies He is Visvarupa or multiform.
It
His Visvarupa aspect which is praised in verse 3 as
Visvata/i & a k s h u , eyes everywhere, &o. Begetting

thus being in
is this

1

heaven and earth, that is the whole universe, with Himself
in one and all of the creatures. He is the high
O soaring
O free
'

man who

Bird, as contrasted with the selfish

does not see

himself beyond his single body,
His entering all the creatures implies that along
(2)
with offering into the fire the seed-state of the beings, He
offered Himself too and thereby He the One grew Manifold,
in view to His being'the one and the same fully in each and
alias each creature's own and at the same time universal God-

The

that is thus implied in the first verse is
About these verses
expressed in verses 5 and 6.
"
refers to an Itihasa to the effect that
Visvakarman,

Self-sacrifice

clearly

Yaska

the Bhauvana,* offered up

He

(sarvamedha).

IV.

p. 9).

The

all

creatures at a universal sacrifice

finally offered

up himself

original of the last

sensence

(Muir,

also,"
is

:

S a a

t -

m a.n a m a p y a n t a t o j u h u v a n k a k a r a
Thus
Visvakarmau performed Self-sacrifice. The original of 'wishing to grow, do thou sacrifice unto thyself by thyself is
'
sv a j a m
y a j a s v a t a n v a m v r i d h a n a h .) Here
'

.

v a y a m (which is an a v y a y a )
thyself as the victim.
thyself but
s

seems to mean not

To sacrifice, always
victim or oblation
the
used
as
means to sacrifice by something

%

(pasuna yajeta; dhanyair yajeta; havisha
yajeta).

Here

instrumental case as

s

v a'y a

R

t

m

is to

be understood in the

m a n a havisha.

* Bhauvana

is the patronymic given by Hie A-uukratnam fro Visvo
karman, who is taken to be both the Deity and the Riahi of X. 81 and
Bub Bhauvana musb originally have beeu the subject name of the
82.
bhuvanam which occurs in the first verse of it.
Sftkfca, coined from the word
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(3)

To

sacrifice,

mean simply

does not

to

worship but to

up completely by Self-oblation unto the Deity; for, the
victim represents the sacrificer himself.
The sacrifice!* realizes himself to be the Self and offers himself up unto the
offer

Self, for,

he should never be divided from Him.

Therefore,

Visvakarman, in order to show us the way, offered up Self
unto Self j for, I take Tanvam to mean r unto (Thy) -Self.

Tanu here seems
There can be no

to

mean His

victim or oblation

is

to

spiritual svarupa, that is Self.

there

sacrifice if

is

no Deity to whom the
As Visvakarman is

be offered.

Prajapati, it will be seen further on from the
Samhita
and the Bn'hadaranyaka Upanishad that
Taitt.
Prajapati. as Sacrificer, became Himself the sacrificial goat
identical with

and the Asvamedha horse, and

sacrificed

them

to

Himself as

the Deity.
(4)

Aimless

and

would

suicidal

-

be

the

sacrifice

if

Here the
to
attained
to
be
the
Sacrificer
Visvakarman
is
Deity
by
Himself as Father and Mother, as the same Deity that is
there

was no Deity

no Ideal

to

attain

to.

mentioned as Tanvam (Self) in verse 5 is mentioned in verse
6 as Earth and Heaven (P-zthivini uta D y a
).

m

Earth and Heaven occur in several places in the Rig Veda as
the Divine Mother and Father.
Although the earth and sky
are created objects, they are used as metaphors for God as
the Parent.
Now, as the object of the Sacrifice of Visvakarman is to become such a Parent as is worthy to be

meditated upon, and as nothing can come out of nothing, so
even in His single state when the universe is not yet born,

His worthy Parenthood is lurking within Himself as the
Deity to sacrifice Himself unto ; and thus sacrificed He is
revealed as Father with Himself as the One Manifold Son.
The thing is this: there can be no idea of the All-in-dweller
when there are yet no creatures for Him to be in ; so,
{
simultaneously with the birth of the creatures, He says may
which
is
I multiply,'
clearly denoted by the word v r I d h a-

n a h or vavridhana/i.
as Father

by

Self-sacrifice

He realizes Himself
born as the Son, the

So saying
and
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"V"isvarupa; In-dweller, who regards and loves one and all
creatures as Himself or
who, in other words becomes all
This is His worthy Fatherhood with its
creatures.
insepar-'
aMe correlative worthy Sonhood, sacrificed into the heart's
Womb of every creature; When man marries and
3

multiplies,-'

lie is

as fully reproduced in
is

spying

riama'

that he himself

'si'), 'for,

one son as in another and the

A ma

his son (
t
is one in interest

he

is

v a

i

pu

with his son

t r

:

a

who

But
place and discharges his liabilities.
strictly speaking, the ordinary father is not identical with his
into

steps

his

We 'may apply

sons.

'

the siinile of the
ordinary father to our

Our Father surpasses
Fallier;. but it goes only halfway.
the .simile;, for, in multiplying Himself as each creature's
In-f)wel}er, he
,.(5)

is

identical in each.

There can be no
_,

This "law

is to

sacrifices:

without

patni,

wife;

be viewed as instituted
by Visvakarman, the

But

His case His own Yak is His wife.
Soyit
Va&aspati, the husband of Speech, while, He
is MaiiQJuva/Mind-swift, and the One Nainer
(Nama-dh&ft).'First Sacrificer.

He

said

is

in

is

1

Tali represents Vidy&
the husband
lie 'sacrifices

is

;

and the idea that the wife

born as son*

is,

as

it

were, the

in

whom

fire in

which

himself in order to be so born as son;

f

seems to

* Vide the old text of the Ait. Br.
quoted at p. 403 ante.
f ^hand. Up. V. 8, 1, and Bnhadarnyaka VI. 2, 13. These speak of
five, fires thus
(1) The celestial world is the fire burning with the sun
as the firewood ; by offering $raddh& as an oblation to that fire, king
Soma. (the moon as the Soma juice) is born. (2) The rain-cloud is the
fire
by offering the Soma unto it, rain is born. (3) This world is the
fire
by offering the. rain unto it food is born. (4) Purusha (man) is
fire; by offering food .unto it, the retas conies.
(5) "Woman is fire; by
offering the retas unto it, Purusha is born. When he dies he is offered
unto the (funeral) fire, from. which he springs up as a Puuusha of brilliant
:

'

;

;

As it is only the knower who springs up in his own ssrarupa as
the TJttaina-Purusha, all this allegory seems to be intended to teach how
the knower. should view his food. If food is viewed as .simply, giving
bodily yigour to satisfy lust and subserve the principle' of 'might is right'
allspiritiuulity is at an end and 'the eater- does not see .beyond ,his own
To him. Pood is a great
body..; To the -kriower, food is a philosophy.

.

colour.

soul sacrificing itself for.general good and all its parentage is sacrificeborn- and heavenly. The rain is the instance of self -sacrifice for general
ggod. The .moon from whom the rain is. fancied to come performs self
sacrifice

emblem

The moon's

birth is from "Faiths ciffefed
free -from all selfishness and whose
is the blazing firewood, the sun, that sees all alike and sacrifices

oh every riewmoonday.

tcPthe other world

the

Self,,

who

is

;

.:

;

;
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have arisen as being primarily applicable to the spiritual
wedding with Vidya and to the spiritual birth by means of
In the case of
Self-sacrifice in the fire of her knowledge.

Visvakarman, the First

Sacrifice!', this

His

Self-sacrifice in

fire of knowledge is indicated by the saying that the One
was offered unto the navel of the Unborn. I take the

the

Unborn

be Yajfia, Sacrifice, and the navel

to

pit of the altar

Veda

Vedi,

which represents

to

Vidya:

be the

fire

The Rig

is the navel*
At some point in the vast space (say what
is now the beautiful Orion, the symbol of Sacrifice) He, the
Infinite God, establishes Vak as His Vedi, altar, glowing
I.

164,

35 says that Yajna,

Sacrifice,

of the universe.

of Mind, and

with Himself as the

fire

subtle substance of

each would-be

with Himself as

'

I

am

He

into

offers

form one

it

the

after another
7

thou,

i.e.

I

love

thee

as

Myself

put into each, accompanying the act of offering with naming
out each, as the epithet

Namer

indicates.

The

result

from the altar there spring forth the earth with

is

that

its.

teeming
creatures on the one hand and the firmaneut with all its
radiant denizens on the other.

In order that we

may work

out our destinies according to His model, He has put fully
in every one of us His sacrificed Self as the Garbha or
Child that should

warmth

be

known and

realized

by

self-sacrifice

So, the knower eats food for spiritual
vigour, aixd^that vigour is born in the womb of Vidy& as Purusha, the
inanly man, as he conquers the whole world by looking upon all as

his

for general good.

himself, thereby having no second as the enemy ; and iu the end such
a knower is a fit oblation to Agni and becomes the bright Purusha in
the spiritual world.
* About the niibhi or
navel, see Dr. Haug's explanation of the
Nabhanedishifta hymns X. 61 and 62 of the Rig Veda. It is in verse
7 of 61 that the Father is said to have loved His own daughter.

We

not literally accept all of the learned Doctor's explanation, for
about the hidden meaning of the symbolism of the rituals opinions
"
The place
may differ. But the following is pertinent to our subject:
for reception of the seed poured out mystically in prayer by the Hotars,
for standing uea-r it (and even touching it with their feet)
is the altar
they repeat the mantras. The reason that they have to regard the Vedi
as the safe receptacle of the seed, is to be sought for in the antecedent
of Praja'pati, who prepared it for the purpose, defending it against the
attacks of enemies. After having made it safe, he poured out his seed
whence then all creatures sprang (see Ait. Br. 3, 34." The retas or seed
seems to be Mind's retas spoken of in Big Veda X. 129, 4, about which
much will be said further on. The same retas is here called garbha.

may

;
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and

by

en-Selfed

ardently loving and en-Selfing Him that has
all creatures as the most
potent quickening force

for our loving
this Child

is.

and en-Selfing them.

his spiritual

fathership.

The kuower's realizing
The waters who bear

the Child appear to mean the words that have flown out as
all the forms, each
pregnant with Him. This Gar-bha seems
to

be identical with Hiranya-garbha, as in the Sukfca about
is called both Hiranya-garbha and Garbha.

the latter he

As the sacrificer must give dakshina,- largess,
(6)
the gift which our Father as the First Sacrificer has made
is Himself as the Golden Child placed in the wombs .of
This golden Child seems to be the Wealth
our hearts
obtained by our Father by offering up

all

things and HiniT

clearly said that wishing for the
the First, entered all the subsequent creatures.

self;

for-, it is

From

(7)

or v a v r
that

i

'He

Wealth He,

and from His growing (v.r.zd

this

d h &na k

may
may I

desired

universe entered into

)

h-.a-na-A

be traced the Upanishadic idea
multiply,

and

producing the

it.'

Being thus Visvarupa pervading everywhere,

(8)

He

is

the free Bird.

The

(9)

a n y a

or screen should

t or 'other'
spoken of as the
be contrasted with the One.

ant ar a in
This One

seems to be of the same import as the secondless Self of the
Upanishads. The Bhuma-vidyaof the K/iandogya Upanishad
says

knower of the Self sees no' anyat. The
knower must altogether ignore the idea of any
than the Self. Even if one creature is kept out of the
that the

all-enselfing

other

Self, that creature as the other

the harmony, of the

Upanishad

says,

would war with, and break
One. As the Taittiriya

the

Self,

he who makes the least antaram in the

Self,

The Asu seems to be the One
of
the
universe the Sun to those who felt
as the Life
themselves to be in the dark and who rejoice in Him as

to him there would be

indescribable Joy.
(10)

fear.

Therefore they/aZter.

Visvakannan himself

to teach us

is

beseeched in verse 5 (X. 81)

His Self-oblation by which

412
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So,

everywhere.

He

our

is

First A/carya.
(11)

He

called

is

the rituals, Svadha

who

is

Svadha-van, one who has Svadha. In
intimately connected with the Fathers

are stated to always long for the Svadha oblations and
There can be no idea of fatherhood without

for progeny.

progeny; but the spiritual progeny is Self-multiplication.
Under this view Sva-dha. may be taken to mean the placing
of one's Self in

become] them

creatures in order to

all

In R\g Veda X. 129,

5,

all.

some beings who are evidently the

Fathers are styled Reto-dha/t, who have Svadha- on one side
and Prayati on the other. In verse 4 of that Sulcta the
Creator's Son-aspect

Mind.

is

Kama

styled

the

(Love),

Retas of

That Sukfca

It appears to

me

will be explained in detail further on.
that Sva or the Self is the Retas placed in

creatures by the Creator-Father in His act of Self-mulHaving this quality of Svadha, or Self-placing,
tiplication.
all

He

is

Svadhavn.

The Sukta X. 121

Big Veda

of the

is

about Hiranya-

garbha, Who in the beginning rose as Jata,
the Born (of God), the One lord of all born

Hiramyagarblia.

(bhutasyapati)

Who

creatures;

fixed

and up-holds heaven and earth ; Who gives vital breath,
power and vigour; Whose is death (i.e. whom death obeys ?);
and

Whose AMya,

greatness

reigns

Verse 7 of

this

lustre,

(ise)

Sukta

over
is

is

all

immortality;

Who

by

his

bipeds and quadrupeds, &c.

to the following"
effect:
CJ

When
came

the swelling waters (brikntih & p a 7i)
bearing the universal Garbha giving birth

to Agni, then there

came

into being the

One Asu

or Life of the Gods.
It appears to
different gods

me

that Garbha, Agni, and Asu are not three
are epithets qualifying Hiranyagarbha

bufc

and that the churned out
as

sacrificial

Jata or Suj&ta

which name

fire

which

is

well

known

symbolizes the Child Hirawyagarbha,
makes Him synonymous with Agni's name

413
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Hiranyaretas. I say symbolizes, because it is impossible to
believe that the Rishi credited mere fire with
upholding
heaven and earth and with being the lord of
immortality.
.Here also, the Brt'kati Waters
appear to be the words which

were uttered forth as
stars, the earth

the forms, such as the sun, moon,
the creatures, each
pregnant with the

all

all

The Bn'hadaranyaka

Child.
is

and

Y^k, Word.
The next verses

(1.

and

8, 9,

says that

3, 20)

Br/hafci

10 appear to describe the

.Child's Father

Prajapati, who, indeed, is clearly mentioned
in the tenth Terse.
They are to the following effects-

He, the One God of gods, in his might saw
the waters bearing. Daksha- giving birth to Yajfia.
That Genitor. who is Satya-dharman

(having

truth as His law},

:

who brought

brought forth the
never hurt us.

earth

brilliant

forth heaven

waters

and

may He

.

No one but Thou .has pervaded
Prajapati
the creatures and the created things.
Wishing
!

all

what we

for

us.

We have

;

offer oblation

May we become
seen

to

Thee,

may

that

be to

lords of Wealth.

that the son

born to Pururavas, who

ardently desired for his birth and for his filling the house
with 'the music of his cries, is Agni (p. 10 and 11 ante}.
.

We have seen

same Agni
him
forth those men
as his son, and that without bringing
whom even the .Rig Veda mentions as the ancients that
and spoke n'ta with the gods did not attain
practised n'ta
their object

Father

the

that

Agastya

123 ante).
happy Father
(p.

also brings forth the

Well, their archetype

who

at the

is

our

very beginning sees

His Golden Child being borne and brought forth by the
waters.
Daksha, powerful, is not only the soma juice but
also

Agni, who

is

called

Su-^daksha

(

jRig

Veda

II. 9, 1 ),

and in the verse Yajnena yajnam, Yajna means Agni as the
oblation.
So, I would take Daksha and Yajna to be the

names
,

;

of

Agni Hiranyagarbha

himself.

This Child in the waters seems to signify Agni

4J4
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Our ancients were masters

napat, the son of the waters.

of

metaphorical language. They could illustrate the Creation
by the commonest phenomenon that takes place before our
To their thinking the Creator may have sent forth
eyes.
the universe as simply as the sun sends forth his rays as
simply as he showers the rain. The rain clouds or the aereal

waters are caused by the action of the sun; the electricity in
womb is as it were the sun's retas, given birth to when

their

it flashes,

illumining the

showers and thereby making them

r a h a p a h
bright waters. The falling waters, the
drops, commingled as they are with the lightning light and
the rolling thunder, which latter is Daivi Vak (the heavenly

kan d

,

speech), are as

it

were so many

lives

worded out with the

So,
lightning light infused as the Self into each of them.*
should
not
are
His
the
Child
who
forget
drops,
we,
illumining
that is put into every one of us.
Going from the rain to the
celestial region, the stars are as it

were the

brilliant drops of

Creation.

Another name which the Rig Veda has given

to

Agni

Tanunapat meaning that he himself is his own son. The
Father Prajapati Himself is, we saw, His own Son Hirawya-

is

garbha.
called

For

this reason,

Svayambhu

of Prajapati
First-born:

it

would appear, Prajapati is
Another name

or Atrnabliu, Self-born,

is Ifo'taja,

born from Sacrifice or Prathamaja, the

Parity a lokan paritya bhfttani
pa

Pra
a

t

y a s a r v a h pr a d i s o d i s a s fc a ,
1 1 a s
a
ya
j
p a t i h P ra t h a m a j a h
m a n a 't a n a m abhisambabhuva.f
r i t

R

m

Pervading the worlds, pervading the beings, pervading all the directions and sub-directions, Prajav a n a-m life-causing, and b h u v a n a m life
no food can be grown. The drops are therefore
so many lives as it were. The Mahanar^yawa Upanishad says: T oy en a
He (the Creator) showered
vyasa&arja b h u m y a m
j i v a"n
the souls into the earth along with (the drops of rain) water.
t Vide the Taitt. Mahauarayarea Upanishad. This verse seems to
be a quotation A froia older Vedio worts. A changed version of it occurs
in the Taitt. Ara^yaka and will be quoted farther on.
* Water is called
becoming, as without

j

i

,

,

it

'

:
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First-Born

the

pafci,

of

Hitn-Self became

.Re'ta,

everywhere by Him-Self.
The meaning seems to be that He, the First,

performed
and became the First- Born Son Hiranyagarbha
In the matter of
in all beings and everywhere.

Self-sacrifice

that

is

becoming the All-loving One Self, there is no a n y a t ,
Therefore He became Self
another, by whom to become so.

by

Self.

the

Son

In the #ig Veda

I.

Agni

144, 7,

is

called Jfttajata,

of Sacrifice.

doubts

the

necessary to clear np

It is

be entertained about Visvakarman's

svayam yajasva tanvam

that

might
About
Dr. Muir

Self-sacrifice.

408

(p.

ante),

*
(IV. p. 9) renders ifc as
thyself offer up thyself,' but he
Roth
Professor
that
considers
that this does not mean
says
but
means
sacrifice to thyself and compares
sacrifice thyself

Veda X.

this with Itig

Yatha

1, 6

:

Deva Devan

'yaja/i rz'tubhir

yajasva. tanvam sujata.

e va

which he renders thus:
{

As

thou

didst

(0 Agni)

sacrifice

to

at the

the

measured times,
so sacrifice

gods,

God,
also

to

thyself.'

The epithet

sujata, the well

born or the good

child, applied

in the above verse to Agni, means that the Agni spoken of
is the churned out fire, which, we have seen (p. 27 ante), is

an oblation into the
actually thrown as

bv repeating

.Rig

Veda

I.

164, 50

Ahavaniya

fire,

:

Y a j fi e n a Yajnam ayajanta Deva/i,
Tani dharmani prathamany a s a n
.

The Devas
was the

sacrificed to Sacrifice

There the instrumental
fire

Yajnam,

*

it is

Y ajn ena

used as the

unto

Sacrifice,'

,

'by Sacrifice/ means
and the objective

oblation,

means the Ahavaniya

fire into

As thus both are fires and are called by
same name of Yajna, this offering up of fire

thrown.

one and the

Sacrifice,

earliest ordinance.

the churned

which

by

That

416
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.

symbolical of the offering up of Self unto Self,
rite which was considered the most ancient law even

fire,

was a

in the days

means not

Yes, the word

Rig Veda.

of the

but
thyself but to thyself,

the well

tanvara

known

ancient

understood here, namely that Agni sacrifiWithout
ces to himself by himself used as the oblation.
and
who
is
our
dtita,
Hotar, priest,
proxy,
doing so, Agni
could not go spiritually to the spiritual world of the gods in

rite referred to is

order to worship

them there on our

The

Prajapafci aa

Agni performs

>Satapatha
.

23

I V. p.

Self-Sacrifice.

The

7?/shis

,

is

behalf.

Brahmana quoted

in

Mnir

.

to this enect:

were pranas.

Performing tapas,

seven purushas
desiring (to become) this universe; and those seven
purushas became one Ptirusha called Prajapati,

they issued (themselves)

out (as)

who

Agni who

is

the same as this

is

kindled (by

Desiring to be born many, he performed
and
brahman (word) alias trayi-vidya
created
tapas
(Vedic learning), which became foundation to him.
attrition).

Creating offspring (praja/i) he mounted upwards to
the world where the sun is shining. There was then

no other being fit to be sacrificed (yajniya/t),
and so the Devas took him (Prajapati) in order to
perform

sacrifice

of

by (means

him alone

as) sacrifice

(meaning the sacrificial victim). Therefore the
Mishi (Big Veda I. 164, 50) says: Yajnena

Yajnam ayajanta Devah.
Thus Prajapati was
here as archetypal

out

fire offered

body

is

a

fit

actually sacrificed.

Knower

into the

in

is

exhibited

the metaphor of the

churned

Ahavaniya

victim until he

is

pure

Prajapati

fire.*
it

is

To show

said that

that no

the seven

senses (for these are the pranas, the seven JR/shis of the head,
vide essay on the seven .Sushis) were purified by tapas and

became One united Purusha, by reason of

their

becoming the

* Vide
Big Veda VI. 16, 42 as explained by the Ait. Br. I. 16, in
which the churned fire is called Jata and the Ahavaniya fire Jatavedas.
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harmonious limbs as

were of the All-enselfing One In-dwel-

it

In other words, when the senses are

ler.

Upasana
from the Aram wood, and
'cause

'

by the desire of

my own

He

sons'

united in the

all

Self flashes forth as the sacred

of 'the Self, the

He
I

may

overflows

Prajapati, the Creator, bebecome many and be born aa

is

all

creatures by enselfing them.

fire-

around and becomes

This

is

the only pure

all

the

fire, the-

pure Self; that is fit to be offered. His aspirations are all
heaven-ward, just as the flame of fire goes upward. I think
the epithet urdhva-retas applied to the knower is a metaphor
derived from fire whose re'tas, flame, goes upward.
Having
created offspring in the above manner and mounting upwards,
He reaches the sun, the bigger fire personified as the
Ahavaniya fire and the priestly gods offer Him up in thai
so that the whole world

high

fire,

and

profit

see this holy Sacrifice

may

it.

by

The vap&

omentum

or

the
Praj&pati be-

bably
as a

Ssacrificeslt
Himself.

of the goat sacrificed represents

sacrifice!'

himself (vide p. 26 ante}. Prosubstance of the body is used

this thin

symbol of the subtle

the Self-oblation

When

honey.

regarded

he

for

instance,

offers

as) offering

A

3, 2, 9).

;

honey

it is

said:

the

into

him-Self into the

also symbolize
*

fire

Man's Self
he

fire' (Taitt.

is

is

(to be-

Sam.

II.

handful of darbha grass, called prastara, used in

the sacrifice, stands for the sacrificer and
fire.

Not only the

soul.

vapa but certain other offerings

The Taitt. Sam.

II. 6, 5, 5 says:

*

He

is

thrown into the

(the priest)

throws

the prastara into tKe "Ahavaniya fire and thereby makes the
sacrificer go to Suvarga.' The reason why a substitute is used

may be

this.

the ritualistic

him anew

For the sake of the sacrificer the priests enact
drama of his symbolical regeneration create

spiritually

may be taken

and consecration
love,

&c.,

by offering the

All this

substitute.

to signify simply the saerificer's initiation into,

&c.,

worshipping the

for, a life of self-sacrifice, charity,

a
fire

life

to

be

of the sacrifice

418
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his death,
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same manner

as in the Jnana-ka?Kii the

the disciple through the

a

for

life

27

of

womb

of

A&arya regenerates
Vidya and consecrates him

steadfast npasana of

Brahman

for a

Brahma-fcuya, the actual Jiving out by conduct of
Brahman is, and the upasana is to continue

life

all

of

that

yavadayu-

sham,
off

Man should not cut
151 ante).
Brahman is so
the middle of this his life.
death

i.e. till

himself in

(p.

very difficult to become that It is to be made lifelong study
and practice and no man should be so proud as to say that he
a month or a year or any fi.Ked
and
either
time;
so,
according to the Karma-kanda or the
the former is identical if practised
which
with
Jfiauakanda

has become It in a day or

by knowing and realizing the meaning of the symbolism of
the rituals,

man

should allow himself to grow into as ripe a

His son into whom he
possible and then drop.
infuses himself at his death-bed (Br, Ar. Up. I. 5, 17) offers
his body at the altar of the funeral fire which is kindled by
fruit as

the very fire he had maintained
throughout his life. But in
the case of our Father who is ever the ripe and pure, He

can cut out His own vapa
directly,
1, 1, 4 says

for the Taitt.

Samhita

II.

:

He desired, 'may
Prajapati was One (alone).
I bring forth ( s v i j e y a in ) prajas
pasus.' He cut
out His own vapa and held it on the fire.
From it
(thus held) the hornless goat ( a j a
into being and He sacrificed it

came

up a

r

a

li

t

.to

(Himself as)

7t

)

His own Deity

(svayai devatayai alaThen He brought forth prajas pasus.

bhata).

It is thus clear that Prajapati

made

a pasu, victim,

of

Himself and sacrificed Himself in order to bring
o forth the
Pasu means that which is tied (to the sacrificial
creatures.
post for immolation), and the expression that by

Ha
He

brought forth prajas pasus
has brought

at the altar of

created us

forth prajas,

self-sacrifice,

all for

is

a

life

capable

creatures,

of

as pasus, victims

in other words,

of self-sacrifice.
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The

Upanishad commences with a
and play upon words to show
how the Creator under the name of Mrityu,

Bn'hadaranyaka

series of riddles

sacrificed i a the

became the Horse

death,

Asvamedha.

Asvamedha

sacrificed

in

It is to this effect:

sacrifice.

In the beginning nothing

(else)

All

existed.

was encompassed by Asanaya Mn'tyu, hungerHe made up His mind to become
ing. Death.
Atmanvi. He moved, singing (ar&an).
By
this .act of singing, the Waters were brought;

this

forth.

...

.

cream

'Iheir

(songs).
toiled

on her

Him

thus

The Waters

are indeed

became

the

earth.

performed severe tapas

(

came

toiling

fire (here), air (in

)

He

and from

Tejo Rasa/i,

forth

He
Juice of Light, Agni.
forth in the shape of Agni )

Arka

(Mntyu

the atmosphere

that

came

Himself as

trebled

meaning probably

and the sun
the lightning
all the directions as His limbs.
fire in it)

(in

the sky), with

He,A the hungering Death desired, 'may a
Atman of mine be born. ; He by His mind
coupled Himself with Vak, Speech ; and the retas

second

came became Samvatsara, the Tear, so named
because the retas had to be borne for a year. He
(Death) opened His mouth at him (the born child

that

Samvatsara

B

han

,

ing that
'n

n

a

m

who

) ;

which

)

Vak and

it

it?el

making (the sound)
became Vak (Speech). Think-

cried,

would be very

little

to eat this (child),

that

Atman

(i.e.

food

(kaniyo

He by means

of that

the child, the offspring of

brought forth (asrz'jata) all this
(universe) whatsoever that is, (viz) .Rig, Yajus,
Saman, metres, sacrifices, and prajas pasus. What-

Himself)

.

ever
fore

He brought forth He began to eat and thereHe is Ad iti.
He (Death) desired, may I sacrifice again with

a great sacrifice

(bhuyasa yajnena bhu420
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He

"'yajeyam).

7

tapas, (so

(yaso viryam)
of fame

began

to swell

in the

body

He

A

Asva/i,

y

i t

u

m

(sariram)

body
),

but His mind was

itself.

desired,

m

d h y a
tin an vi

sprang up (ud-a k r a m a t,).
indeed the pr&nas and when

up His

v a

s
(

performed
His fame

is

sprang

pr&rnis

in e

and

toiled,

severely that) the essence of

The essence
the

29

,

to be

Because

horse,

He became m

e d

....

h y a

in

become

I

became

(the body)

He as vat,
fit

,

mine become

may

sacrificed,

Then He

it.

by

this (body) of

May

fit

to be

swelled,

sacrificed.

.

Letting the Horse (Asvamedha) loose
for a year, He then sacrificed him to Him-^'elf,
with other pasus to other gods
that is shining (the sun) is indeed

He

the

Asva-

The Year is His Self, and this Agni is
His Arka (glorifying song), to whom all these
worlds are Selves.
But all these three viz. Arka,
Asvamedha and Mre'tyu are all One Deity Mn'tyu.
He (who knows this) conquers away punar-nm'tyu
(recurring death) and mn'tyu will not have him and
medha.

Mrz'tyu will become his Self and
with these (One-treble) Deities.

he becomes one

There cannot be a more complicated piece of riddle
and pun than this in any language even in many other
parts of Vedic literature, which contains here and there

many riddles and puns. The simple origin of the Asvamedha may have been the idea that the valiant warrior, who
dies in the battlefield or who, gaining many victories, dies by
nature, ought to go to heaven riding his vajin, war horse;
but neither his horse nor any of his earthly possessions can

go with him;
however, supply
life

The
all

of self-sacrifice.

rich poetry of the Atma-vidya can,
the wants.
The warrior's life is a noble

He

realizes the Self, rides

on the

Self,

being- well established on Him, goes to the Self and becomes
one with the Self; the rider, the riddeu and the goal being
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all

one in the Atma-vidya which does not teach any other

than the Self.

The

between nm'tyu {which I have put in the
lower case) and Mn'tyu (in the higher) shows that the higher
is not the recurring samsaric death but can only be
Mn'r.vu
O
v
contrast

**

the One-Self-hood

of

God

as

Deatli

to

dualism and

its

ignorance and sin, as Death to death but as Immortality
In the Ka^Aopanishad we have Na&iketas
to the knower.

The hunger of Death may be
learning the Self from Death.
taken to be satya-kamatii, the state of desiring for Satyam,
the true Self. I do nob feel convinced that the higher Deatli
can

ever

be subiect to avidva
and
"

the

embodied

state.

j>.

Therefore the desire

good

desire

to

become Atmanvi seems

to

the

realize

Self.

to

be the

The Waters appear

to

represent the words of the song Sowing from the mind of the
Creator and becoming the worlds and objects which they were

The poetical idea underlying this seems
forth
the universe.
The knower entirely
sang

intended to mean.
to

be that

He

to the bad aspect of the universe.
To him
a happy song as giving scope for his universal love and en-Self-atiou. How does the glorious Self comes*

closes his eyes

the universe

is

He

comes through tapas. The seat for the tapas is the earth
What is the meaning of her being the
pw'thivi, the Wide.
cream of the worlds ? We saw in the essay on Kurukshetra
that the sacrificial ground Devayajana is the best part of the
earth deposited with the moon (p. 17 ante).
So, here also
of
the waters=
the
cream
the sacrificial ground seems to be

words=worlds.

Going

to apas,

waters=worlds, through

its

to payas through the latter's
payas, we are to go on
another meaning, milk, and then through the milk to the
cream. The sacrificial ground is the cream of earth as it

synonym

contains the altar

which, as the very word shows,
Toiling with her, the sacred Agni,

Ved',

represents Vidya.
symbol of the Self, the highest ideal of the knower, is .geneAbout his being the Juice of the Creator I shall
rated.
further on analyse a series of tests from Big Veda down to
the Upanishads, Thus, the Boy, the In-dweller, tlie Juice 3
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Tins

the Creator's

is

own

ta pas-born aspect as

Now

His aspect as the Year
There can be no year until

Vak.
of

it

the

to

As

are completed.

womb

twelve

for

mother

from

born
all

the twelve

months

the year has to reside in
months, that is to say, three

thus

months longer than the human embryo; if, for the sake of
the pun which seems to be intended, we read sam-vatsara/t
between the two
as sam-vatasara/j by adding the vowel a
*
in
order
the word and
to smoothen
consonants t and s

we

get the
he who resides the more,' as vasa
artificial meaning, as
means 'reside' and tara/t ' more.' There is another pun with

then read

it

as

sam-yasa-tara/i

by displacing

|

t,

'

If

it.

and

we read

it

sum

as

vatsa-ra,

v a tsa means the child

sam

forced to

and ra joined together make an artificial word
mean the crying well'; and so we have the child
'

Year crying bhan, a hard sound, to denote that the child
cried well.
This sound bhau seems to have been selected as
a

pun from the Vedic arbha

the sense of the

{

little

one'

'

Its

which

in
(

or arbhaka, a

name

etymology

for child in

put as n'-bhan

is

also

Apte's Dictionary
quotes this Nirukta,
avahn'tam bhavati hrasvam tasmad arbhaka/t.' This word
'

arbhaka seems

to

have suggested the idea of Mrz'tyu's saying
This
little food.

that the child would be kauiya or very

extraordinary child of twelve mouths' gestation with its hard,
c
deep cry bhan appears to be a prototype of Rudra who, in
'

several Vedic stories,

is

name because

said to have got his

'

(
yad arodit tad Rudrasya rudratvam'). Pushaw
had his teeth knocked out by eating the portion of Sacrifice

he cried

pierced by

Eudra

(vide

200 and 201), and Rudra
conquerer of death.

had put into

his

Vedic texts quoted in Muir IV.
is

also

known

If, therefore,

mouth

Mrz'tyu

this prototype

* In the dialects of the
country
smootbened.

many

of

was death and

Rudra

Sanscrit

that cried

\vorcU are

t Eor instance Rasyapa is read reversly as Pasyaka ia
quoted ill the note at p. 256 ante.

I. 1, 8,
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off as did those

Bhan, his teeth would probably have gone
of Hushan.

No, Mn'tyu

new born son born

father should see the face of his

make

to

sure

the

alive,*

anxious enquiring
child of
right with this unusual

Death sees with gaping mouth
face

As

but Death.

not death,

is

if all is

with

twelve months' gestation, and the cry, revealing the strong
In such
healthy state of the child, is the joy enjoyed.

Vedic

expressions

means enjoying.
to

eating

his

Father,

son
is

namely

all

(at

to

of

eating

plentiful

now

with Bhan,

unite

(as bhana means

Vk,

the Vedas and

asnute',

means

the

as

made

metamorphosed as Speech,
and bring forth sing out
victims

bbudram

'sakalam

as

This

'speak')

the spiritual side of the Creation,

and

sacrifices

all

creatures (as)

He who

the altar of self-sacrifice).

eats

makes

the food eaten one with himself; and so the riddle is that
our Father who, by en-Self-ing all the creatures by universal
love, has
all,

made them

all

one with Himself, has eaten them
But
is the all-devouring Death

and that therefore He

the riddle unriddled reveals

!

Him

as All-Love,

this all-eating love of our Father,

Him.

the

name seems

Originally the

name
to

To

Aditi

illustrate

given to
have meant a-diti,
is

but reading, as a pun, atti, f he eats', as
(introducing the vowel i between the two consonants)

the unbounded;

atiti

first t into d,*^ Aditi becomes the
Mother A-diti, a mantra quoted
unbounded
eater.
About
Aditir mata sa pita':
'Aditi is
by the commentator says:

and then changing the
the

'

Mother and Father. How can Mrztyu who is thus identified
with Father and Mother be death in the lower sense ? No.
Aditi as Mother would be the
in the literal sense of

ones against
*

'

all

last

eating.

So

devourers.

.Rinam aamin sannayati

person to eat her offspring
will defend Her young

She

will our

Mn'tyu properly

amnfcatvam ka

pita putrasya jatasya pasyet

liet jivafco

mukham.'

So says Narada to Harisfcandra in the Ait. "Brahmarca.
and d seem to be sometimes interchargeable, of. Vedic nadhaf
mana for uathamana.
fc

Att

i is

from the root ad,

to eat,
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understood and followed by us will protect us His children from all fear, He being the One fearless Brahman.

Such

is

tha Father borii or manifested as the Year.

Our

ancients appear to have looked upon the Year not simply as
time but as the soul of all the sacrifices performed and the

Vedic Mantras used in performing them, daily, fortnightly,
and in all the seasons of the year. Time spent uselessly
Time spent well and
or badly is time wasted or killed.
religiously
is

capable

is

time

of

full of

true

begetting us

life,

and the

meaning which Samvatsara seems

to

the different sacrificial rites reside

religious year

Here another

spiritually.

admit of

is

that

all

well in the religious

year (sam vasante tar am).

Generating the religious year, with

all its

ordinary

Asvamedha sacrifice
The next things spoken

styling it
of are the

to the

rites, the

poet goes
as b h u y a n , great.

and the swelling
death and deswelling
how
can
the
mind
remain
in
the
dead body ?
composition,

tapas, the springing
If the
of the body.

As

up of the

in the case of the swollen

so here also

prareas,

is

due

body of

to

veta (p. 153 ante) t

the swollen body seems to be the bhuman
vast when compared with the selfish self.

Self, who is
The Puranic author

of the story of Sveta

may have

taken,

the concealed meaning of the swollen body from this
upanishadic story itself. Man mistakes body itself to be the

and a t m a n is often used in the sense of one's own
body. But the true atman is the vast all-pervading Self.
He is the expanded* and incorruptible Purusha. Man
must realize this his vast svarupa. If he says that he can.
self,

see nothing else of himself as the expanded but his fattened
let him seethe swollen dead body that rots and melts

body,

away.
Self

Therefore, putting the whole mind in the Vast
being well established Himself in Himself by stead-

Mn'tyu becomes urdhvaretas
the up-jumping glow of all His
with
prawas,
by glowing
genses up-jumping because the vigour of all His senses
fast tapas or upasana,

* This has been shown in the Essay on
Pravargya, vide
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are directed towards spirituality. This is the true higheoaring utkranti of the senses. Here also the pvlUas

mean

the seven senses in the head

and as

;

to their

being

yasas, fame, the same Upanishad further on
(II. 2) says they are fame put in the head (vide p. 320
ante about the Seven JBtshis). With such a tapas and
palled

utkranti, the Infinite Bliiiman Self is exhibited as the Horse
fit to be offered.
s v a , horse, is derived from a s , which

A

means both to pervade and eat. A pie's Dictionary quotes this
asnute=adhvanam
Nirukta about the etymon of- asva:
*
a s v a because he covers
vyapnoti, mahasano va bhavati'
'

:

the distance (by running swiftly) or he is the great eater.'*
It is evident that the Upanishad has in view the eating

sense of

as va

as the story itself indicates,

commencing

as

does with the Asanaya-Mn'tyu, the all-eating Death and
Asanaya, hunger,
identifying Him at last with a s v a
it

.

means

the desire to eat.

The

Self, then,

(to

whose Joy

ihe Taitt. Upanishad devotes a whole chapter), is the
Great Enjoyer of Him-Self. He is the Swift Horse He
in his up-jumping. Whereas the
enjoyment of dualism depends upon things outside the
enjoyer, and is lost with their loss, the enjoyment of the
knower of the One Self is independent. Therefore, he is
himself has become

Another name for horse
has vaja*. Vaja means food

medha

is also called

is

'

vajin,

literally

as well as war.

he who

The Asva-

Yajimedha.

The White Yajur Veda,
Bn'hadaranyaka belongs,

is

to

the sakha of which the

known

as the

Samhita of the

:

Vajasaneyins or Vajins. So, perhaps, our Upanishad
thought it necessary to spend so much skill and erudition

in punning the praise of the medhya Horse, who ought
e d h a , intellect, to
to be always cherished in our

m

.teach us Prajapati's Self-sacrifice.
* Oontrasbed with the cow who eats
swiftly and then chews the
;cud the horse goes oa eating grass slowly during the greater part of
the day,
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whom

-with,

Horse

this

35
is

ab

lasfc

identified, is

be taken as a symbol of the Prajria or Knowing Self.
First is born Agni, without whom no rite can take

only to

place; then, the religious Year with all its rites and mantras;
then, the Horse of self-sacrifice; and then, every thing

ends by the preaching of the Oneness of the Deity.

As Rudra

is

Mahadeva

D eva

per-

names

clearly one of the

His name Mahadeva
of

is

Rig Veda IV.

of Agni,

and as

the same as

58, 3, in which

Maho
Agni

described as having entered the mortals,
how can He have done so if He had nofc

is-

Self-sacrifice,

Rudra did sacrifice Himself in the
and
Sarvamedha
thereby become the all-pervading
Great God Mahadeva. This is clear from the Mahabharata.*
Further on I shall try to show that Rudra in the Vedio
Himself

sacrificed

?

sacrifice

literature is identical with

When
Puruslia's

stone of the religion of ancient India, Visva-

karman's

To me

longer doubted.

doubt whatever
sha, let us

Hiranyagarbha.

read by the light of these texts which show theidea of Self -sacrifice to have been the corner-

sao-

VlTlOP

:

now

is

Self-sacrifice
it is

will,

I hope,

as plain as daylight.

be no

As no

entertained about the sacrifice of Puru-

see

whether

ib is

anything else than Visva-

The Purusha

Sukfca (Rig Veda X.
Its
verses.
i&
this :has
sixteen
purport
90)
of
thousand
Purusha
heads, thousand eyes

karrnan's Self-sacrifice..

-

and thousand legs pervaded the earth everywhere
and surpassed the d a s a n g u 1 a m. (I)
* The
Santi-parvan 8, sloka 37 says
Visvartipo MahadevaTi sarvamedhe mahamabhe
juhava sarvabhutani tathaivi 'tmaaara. atmana.
:

The same pacvun further

on. in 20, sloka 12, says;

MahadevaTi sarvamedhe mahatrd&
hiitvft. 'tmanam Devadev.o babhAva,
visvan lokan vyapya viahtabhya klrtya.
virajata dyutimdn
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Purusha alone
and

will

He waxes

all

is

He

be born.

this,

whatever

is

born

the lord of immortality.

is

with food. (2)

All this

is

His greatness.

Yefc

greater

is

All the born ones (bhiitani) are but
one stride or a fourth of Him, the other three-

Purusha.

stride or three-fourth

is

is immortal, in the sky.

the

aomtam,

that which

(B)

The Three-stride Parusha has gone

still

up-

ward, one stride or foot of Him becoming again
" Thence He strode out to
here.
every side over

what

eats not

and what eats".

From Him was

He

Purusha.

Virafc

(4)

born and from

the born (Purusha) spread

all

Virafc

about;

the earth. (5)

The Devas performed
sha as the oblation.

a sacrifice with Puru-

Spring became the

clarified

butter, summer the wood and autumn the oblation
(made of all the harvest produce). (6)

The Devas. Sadhyas,

Ez'shis,

sprinkled the

Yajna (Purusha) on the b a r h i s h
victim) and sacrificed with Him (as the

First born

grass

(as

oblation). (7)

From

that

sarva-hut Yajna

Parusha that was used

(i.e.

as the all-victim) the drip-

ping fat (pmhad-ajyarn) was gathered up and they

made

(with it) all those pasus (sacrificial victims)
that are in the air, in villages and in jungles. (8)

From

that sarva-hut Yajna Eik, Saman, and
and
the metres were born. (9)
Yajush
From Him were born horses and all animals
that have two rows of teeth kine and goats and
sheep. (10)

When

they divided Purusha, into

how many

parts (katidha) did they divide (Him)? What is
His face, and what are His shoulders, thighs and
feet called. (11)
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His face became the Brahman
shoulders were

the Vaisya.

(priest),

made the Rajauya and
From His feefc the

His

the thighs
iidra

was

born. (12)

From (His) mind the moon was born, from
eyes the sun, from face Indraaud Agni and from
breath Vayu. (13)
From

(

Ills)

antaviksha (mid
from head the sky, from feet
the ears the directions. Likewise
navel came

region of the sky),

the earth, fro in
did they form the lokas (other worlds). (14)
When the Devaa bound Purusha as the
victim at the sacrifice, seven paridhis and twenty
one samits were used. (15)
The Devas sacrificed to Yajna by Yajna (i e.
by Purusha as the victim). That Was the earliest

They (becoming) the mighty ones
attained the height of heaven where there are
the ancient Sadhyas, gods. (16)
ordinance.

Purusha

is to

be understood as defined

as the
verse quoted in the Bn'hadaranyaka,
103
who resides in all bodies (vide p.
ante).

the

in

One

old

Infinite

(

thousand* means not simply that number,
but many; and heads, eyes and feet are metaphorical
expressions meaning that Purusha is all-intellect, all-seeing
and all-pervading. Dasangulatn may be taken to mean
In verse

1,

the celestial sphere divided into the ten directions pointed
at by the a ii g u 1 a , finger, as this the east, this west, this
north, this south and these four the avantara-diks
east, south-west, north-east,

and north-west.

i.e

south-

These eight,

together with the up and down, make the diso dasa,
the directions being well known in Sanscrit as teu.

Purusha

in

His pervasion surpasses

stance this verse

Sukta (X. 81).
In verse 2,

is

'

Purusha alone

429

means that He in
His doing
creatures*

is all this'

His universal love has en-Selfed

all

In subVisvakarma

all these.

identical with verse 3 of the
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so

He waxes with

His food, enjoyment.

is

as

it y

ife

is

infinite joy.

In verse

3,

e t a v a n

greatness of his being

i tt

*
,

all this*

all creatures.

seems

Bat

to-

it

mean the
should not

be thought that his greatness is limited by the earth on
which the creatures reside. They ou the earfeh are encompassed by only a fourth part or one foot or stride, while
the remaining three-fourth part, or three-stride is the?

a

mT

i t

a

m

,

that which

is

deathless,

in

the

This

sky.

may be taken to be the moon, sun,,
and the starry region, which latter has the celestial sacri-

three-stride in the sky

ficial

ground, the Orion, containing the three stars of the

Belt, as if they are the three strides exhibited together
in one place. All these, sun, moon, and stars, are deathless
for countless ages.

About verse
here

i.e.

5,

in the Orion

having- thus reached the starry region,.
sacrificial ground or sacred earth of
1

the Devas, another act of striding commences with one foot
as the heavenly basis in the heavenly sacrificial
placed there

ground from where to stride in higher
regions and everywhere.*
.

(to

us unseen)

* Though the Purusha of the Purusha-Sukta is not distinctly stated
in it to be Vislmu, the name Yajna and the three' strides indicate Him
to be Sacrifice Vishnu. In the Vishnu-Suktas of the Big Veda, Vishnu
The JRi* Veda I. 154, 5 says
Vishwofe
is celebrated for his strides.
'

:

'
pade parame madhvaTi wtsaTi'V In the high place of Vishwir, there' is &
spring of Honey/ This madhu seems to be the- heavenly Soma, whose
place is the Belt Mngasiras in the Orion-Sacrifice. The J?ig Veda I*
22, verses 20 and 21 say that sages are always seeing Vishnu's paramam pad'aim, high place, which is like an. expanded eye the sky and
which the sages, (always) wakeful, kindle (and keep -burning). By allthis the Orion-sacrificial ground on high seems to be- meant. It is
fancied the fire in it is kindled and maintained by the celestial sacrificers and sages.
Esoterically, .parama vyoma, highest sky, is taken- to
be the region of the heart as the heart ia the altar containing- the Self
as the sacred fire. The Purawc idea about Vishwu Trivikrama is that,
He strode- three strides in king Bali's sacrificial ground and thereby
pervaded the whole tiniverse-. Self-sacrifice is the basis for pervading
everywhere by universal lorn As the PurusharSukia clearly says that
Purusha is Yajna, His pada, place or- footing in the- Orion, which- is the
heavenly emblem of Sacrifice, must have been a well-known idea in toe
Vedic days, seeing that at the very commencement of the Samhitas-'of
the two Yajur Vedas, Black and White, the sacrificial grouad of the
Devas is stated to be deposited with the moon, who is the regent of
the Orion's Belt Mngasiras (vide.Kurukshetra, p. 16, ante).
-

m

"
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Having thus described Purusha's pervasion in all
creatures and forms and as this aspect of God as the One
all-loving Purusha enselfmg all the creatures is God's

sHshH

spiritual

or evolution of Himself, verse

6

goes

on to say how God became Purusha. Here, the idea that
previous to the srislati God was alone is to be taken
In order to become the Father of spiritual
for granted.
He
brings forth from within Himself the spiritual
creation,
lady ViraJ, makes her His 3 a y a , wife, and is born in her
as the Son Purusha, who is in the heart's womb of all
creatures. All the commentators, and even some of the
Pur-anas, appear to take Virai to be a
doubt, the gender of the word v i r a t

male being,

when compared with samrai

and svarai.

the Vedic literature

a well

word meaning

'

she

v

i

who

r

ceremony the wife prays by

Mama

a

i

is

shines

as,

no

would be masculine

Bat

in

known feminine
In the marriage

well.'

this mantra:

putra/i satruhano tho me
;

duhitavirai:
'

May my sons become the eonquerers of enemies
and may iny daughter become v i r a t, a blooming
damsel.'

Vi

used as the name of one of the Vedic metres,
that metre was considered to be shining
because
probably
i r a t clearly occurs
very well with her forty syllables.

raj

is

V

Veda IX. 96, 18 and X. 130, 5, as feminine and
as the name of a metre.
Indeed all the names of the
Vedic metres are feminine. The -Satapatha Brahmana
in the jRig

(XIII. 6, 1, 2) referred to in Muir, V. p. 369, clearly understands the Virai of the Purusha-sukta to be feminine.
I think the Purusha-sukta uses

Vira

i,

not simply as the
Vak Viraf, the

metre of that name, but in the sense of

Well-shining Speech, in which sense it is used in the
Vedic texts quoted by Dr. Muir (V. p. 370)
The
Atharva Veda (as well as the Vajasaneya Samhita and the
:

" That
daughter of thine, 0, Kama,
called the Cow, she whom sages denominate Vak
#at. .Br.)

says,
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"

that Virai

They say

the father of brahman.

is

her to us thy frieuds in as
" Viraf is
is the

Vak,

many forma
and the

earth,

is

air,

Bring

thou canst) .

(as

;>

Prajapati, is

Death, the ruler of the Sadhyas." The idea that Yak is
Cow is fouud in the Rig Veda itself (VIII. 100, 11; 101,

Kama, whose Cow she

16).

his desire

to

multiply

presents Vidya,

slie

is

is

is,

hirn-Seli

As Vak

spiritually.

Kama-dhenu

the

himself in

tke Creator

of

re-

the Pauranics.

Brahmana says: " Prajapati created Viraf.
She being produced from him went away and entered into

The

tfatapatha

the sacrificial horse."

If

His doubling himself
quoted at p. 399 ante],

as

we

read this in connection with

the wife

it is

(vide Bn'hadaranyaka
no wonder that she is identified

with Prajapati. She is Vak Visrarupa.
himself in His aspect as Mother. She

She
is

is

the

Prajapati

Father of

brahman, words. Her entering into the sacrificial horae
indicates that She is one with the Self that is sacrificed
into the hearts'

womb

of all creatures.

The

3, 5, 2 says that

Samhita
and with

Taitt.

Prajapati saw Virai
her produced the creatures (Prajapatir
a p a s y a t j taya bhutam ka,

III.

Vir&jam
bhavyam & a 'art-

a

The

tfatapatha Brahmana (Muir IV. p. 22) says
that Visvakarrnan produced the creatures from Vak. The

3

a

b

).

reason

why

Virat,

identified with

one

be found from Rig Veda
to enlighten

From

of the

Vak, who

all intellects

is

Vedic metres, came to be

identical with

I. 3, 12,
:

in

dhiyo

Sarasvati,

may

which Sarasvati is said
visva vi rajati.

verb vi- rajati the idea of Vak
being VmU
All this taken
(Viraj) may have arisen.
together with the
riddle of Prajapati's danghter-wife
(p. 401 ante) leaves
no doubt whatever that Virai is the Creator himself
revealed as His own daughter Vidya and that He is born
this

in her as the victim Purusha that

is fit to be
sacrificed, in
order to show that the Purusha thus sacrificed has become

the Vedic knowledge and
objects in the sense that
all

creatures and heavenly
has enselfed them all.

all the

He

The other verses require no comment, and the
432

last
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the same as Rig

is

the churned

Agui
Punish a

sacrifice.]

Veda

into
is

the

1.

41

164, 50 used in

Ahayaniya

metaphorically

fire,

the

offering

the

so that

Fire

of

Self-

sacrifice.

The Purusha-Sukta
be a

critists to

Rig Veda

in

doubt that
do not

which

it is

it is

much

soterically

t

which

is

older than the Brahinana period.

I

Devas and Ez'shis of the
Purusha as the holy victim

certain that the

feel quite

Purusha-^ukta who
are

considered by European Sansother portions of the
incorporated; but there can be no
is

later than the

little

sacrifice

the pra/?as as the senses

attached to

clearly

the

R/shis

a significance
the Sukla

in

p. 321 ante}.
Possibly they are so ; but
are
perfect typical knowers (corresponding
probably they
souibwhat to the angels of other faiths), who are always one

Yajurveda (vide

with God and

who always understand and

realize

Him

as

Such expressions as that
the sacrificed all-pervading Self.
in the beginning God was One only do not exclude them as
they are one with Him.

Or

;

it

may

be, to suit the idea of

requiring the services of many priests, the
Creator himself became the sacrificers to offer Him. up as
as

Facrifice

the victim.

That the Ptmisha
alias

Visvakurman

sacrificed

the very Self of Prajapati

from the Uttara-Narayana AnuPurusha-Sukta in the Yajur Veda.

clear

is

the

vivka that follows

is

That Anuvaka begins by saying that Purusha was born from
the waters from the Rasa or Juice of Visvakarman and Earth.
There,

Rasa seems

the Juice

of Joy.

The

on.

Earth

to

mean Visvukarman's Son-aspect as
to make this clear further

I shall try

seems

to

Vidya; and the expression
ihe

Son

of the

waters, the

the forms and creatures,

represent

the altar

Vedi as

'born from the waters' means
waters

as bearing

being

the

Him who

is

words=all
the Golden

Child.

The Purusha-Sukta itself is called the Piirva-Narayana,
it from the
Uttara-Narayana. The ^ishi or

to distinguish

of the Purusha-Sftkta

is

put dowu as Mriyana.

This
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tame
name

How

nowhere met with in the Rig Veda.

is

arise ?

I

venture to think that a practice prevailed,

previous to the time

some of the

of the

Sukfcas

Anukramani,

of the

of giving

Veda according

Jftg

matter and that subsequently those

subject

utilized as indicating the

instance, the Sukta

himself

put down

is

.Zfo'shis

X. 121

is

names

to

their

to

names were
For

or seers of those Suktas.

who

about Hiranyagarbha,

as Rislu Hira/zyagarbha Prajapatya, son

This Sukta

of Prajapati.

did the

may have

been called

originally

Haira?iyagarbham Prajapatyam as meaning the Sukta about
Prajapati' s Self Hiranyagarblia; but the expression Praja-

patyam must have subsequently been construed

as a patrony81
of
the
Siiktas
the
Bisbi
Likewise, regarding
and 82 the subject of which is Visvakarman, see note at p.

X

mic.

408

Sukia X. 83

ante.

guard us with

tapasa

s

a

his

t

josh

a pa

ah

is
s

,

about Manyu, who is solicited to
an y o
fervour ( p a h i no

M

verse 2

!

and to chase our foemen

)

with his fervour for his ally (tapasa yuja vijalii
s a t r u n
verse 8).
The Rishi of this Sukta is put down as
son of Tapas (Tapasa); but it is clear that
not a patronymic but qualifies Manyu, the subject
Sukta X. 129 is about the First Cause which alone

Manyu

himself,

Tapasa

is

of praise.

existed in chaotic water before creation.

Sukta

is

put down

The

as Prajapati Parameshi/ii.

pati is the First Cause, the

7?zshi of

But

this

as Praja-

Sukta seems to have been named

Prajapatyam ParamesbJ/jyam

The

to

indicate that

it

is

about

name Parameshi/ii which
and which means One who is in the high-

Prajapati Pnrameshf/ii.

latter

'

qualifies Prajapati
est heaven'

is

s y a 'd h y a k s h a -h
Sukta X. 130, which is

simply a paraphrase of a

pai-ame vyoman,

in verse 7.

about Yajna, is attributed to Rishi Yajna Prajapatya, and Prais taken to mean the son of
Prajapati. But Prajapatya
seems to be the name of the Sukta, denoting that it is about

japatya

Prajapati who is Yajiia, sacrifice, because, according to
the Sitkta X. 81, Visvakarman alias
Prajapati sacrificed

Himself.
originally

If we go by these analogies, Narayawa
may have
meant the Sukta " pertaining to
Nara," alias
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Purusha,* just as the word Ramayanam refers to the epic
about Rama. But, viewed as a patronymic, Narayawa would
mean " the Son of Nara or Man, and is, in that sense, the

must be remembered that the name
the place of Purusha. It will be seen that from

jRz'shi

of the Sukta.

Nara

is

used in

Purusha Yirai
last

is

It

born and from ViraJ Purusha

Purusha would be the grandson

Virai

taken to be the son of the

is

is

born.

The

of the first

Purusha, if
But under the

latter.

the daughter as well as wife
to Himself as His Son,
birth
of the first Purusha, giving
the second Purusha, who therefore is Narayana, Son of

view already expressed, Vira

that the

Purusha;

so

relates to

Nara

Son, Ris\\\
Father.

Waters
trait of

Sukta

Narayana i.e., that which
and is attributed to His

is

or the first Parusha,

Narayana, a Son who

As Purusha
Prajapati,

is

is

the First

with His

identical

is

Cause,

variously

named

and

Visvakannan,
Hiranyagarbha ivhom
Pauranics have faithfully preserved

bore, the

Nar&yana

viz. that at the

time of Creation

He

as
the
this

floats

on the Waters of deluge. Keeping this trait prominently in
view, they were led to fancy that the word n a r a in Nara-

yana meant water.
understood

to

We may ask

whether n a

mean water even

r

a had not been

time of the

in the

Aitareya

Brahmana, which mentions the dual Bz'shis Parvafca and
Narada. Par vat a means the mountain as well as raiu
cloud, and Narada would be synonymous with the latter,
the water giver.
as meaning n a r a - d a
,

Nar&yana

as

the

Rishi

name

of

the

however, existed even before the -Satapaiha
XIII. 6, 1, 1 of which says:

Purusha-sukta,

Brahmana,f verse

* The instances in which the
subject of the Sukta, instead of being
expressed by the very name of the deity occurring in. it, is expressed
in Anukramawi by a synonym, are K&ma'yanl (X. 151) about whom vide
p. 124 ante; and Sutambhara (instead of Jatam-bhara) about whom
vide pp. 158 and 159 ante.

f The Eishi-names of most of the Suktas of the Big Veda appear
to have been settled evea before the period of the Brahmawas, which, as
well as the older Upanishads, in quoting Rig Vedic verses here and there,

mention the names

of the Kishis of the Suktas in
to'be found; (fide p. 159 ante.)
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all

He

" Purusha
e
N&rayana desired,
may I surpass
I
alone
become
all this ?"
beings (bhutani), may
belield this

dha,

lasting

form of

five

sacrifice called purusha-rne-

days

(

p u

r

u

s

ha

-

medham
a pa

paii&a-ratram yajnakratum
He took it; he sacrificed with
Having
ifc.

s

ya

t)

.

sacrificed

with it, he surpassed all beings and became all this.
That man surpasses all beings and becomes all this
'
Purushawho, thus knowing, sacrifices with the
medha', he who knows this." Muir IV. p. 29.
3

Muir adds. that shortly after this the Satapatha Brahmana quotes the Purusha- Sukta. This shows that the Purushamedha sacrifice which Purusha Naravana saw is the sacrifice
/

of the Purusha, as described

in the

greatness of the First Cause

Purusha consists

self-sacrifice.
all

surpasses

He

sees that

The

Purusha Sukta.
in

and performs

sacrifice

His

this

and

it

He

Therefore the expression that

beings.

beings can only mean that he entered into and
loved them all as Himself. The name Narayana given to

became

Purusha

all

shows that Purusha the

in the Satapaiha Brahrnarca

Deity of the Sukta was understood to be identical with the
Ifo'shi

of

it.

It will be seen

the

that

purushamedha

and performed by Purusha Narayami

is

sacrifice

seen

called panka-ratra-

yajna-kratu i.e. a sacrifice performed in five days.
the sacrifice seen by Narayana is the Purusha

Now,

as

sacrifice

how did the idea that it was
As in the Purusha Sukta the

described in the Purusha Siikta

a

'five-day-sacrifice' arise

?

objects created are fancifully put into five groups of

(1)

the

Vedas and metres (verse 9), (2) animals (verse 10), (3) men
(verse 12 which is a reply to verse 1), (4) gods (verse 13)
and (5) the upper regions and worlds including the earth
to the Purusha
(verse 14;, the men of the age subsequent
1

Sukfca

may have been

been wrought out

fancy of the Creation having
days, and therefore of the Purushahaving been performed in five days.

led to the

in five

sacrifice necessary for it

Or, taking another oft-repeated order of creation
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sky or ether, (2) air, (3) fire, (4) water and (5) earth, and
giving each a day, we would get the five-day sacrifice.

He who

performs the purusha-tnedha surpasses all
all this, even like] its first performer
and
becomes
beings

Purusha Niiravana.

I take

Narfiya?za performed

Self-sacrifice

this

to

mean

./

that 'as'.Purusha

and became

a

all

-J

creatures

and things by enselfing and loving' them, so should a man
perform this Self-sacrifice and look upon all creatures*as

The Ya&aspatya under the word piirusha-medha
an
extract from the &itapatha, Brahmana (the same
gives
as given at Muir IV. p. 29) and quotes the Yeda-dipika

himself.

the

purusha-medha is a
sacrifice extending over forty days from the 10th of the
bright for! night of the month of .Kaitra'and that this

commentary

sacrifice

is

to

the

effect

that

prescribed for the two highest classes of

Br&hman

Brahmana
and Rajanya. There is a long list in the Taitt.
of
men
as
of
different
the
victims
(TIL 4)
descriptions
to be offered to the different deities in the Purusha-medha
Only substitutes

sacrifice.

The

in

the

shape of animals were

puvusha-medha of the Pnrusha-sukta is
Visvakarman's offering the Self unto the Self. The two

used.*

true

highest classes are to practise this Self-sacrifice, the one
always to teach it, the other always to bear it in mind in

governing the common eople. Although the purusha-medha
may have been fancied to have been a five-day-sacrifice
j

when

primeval Purusha performed it, still in order to
show that it should surpass the ordinary sacrifices it may
the

* Dr.
Haug, quoted in Muir I, p. 11, says: "That, at the earliest
period of the Vedio time, human sacrifices were quite common with the
Brahmans, can be proved beyond any doubt, Rut the more eminent and
distinguished among their leaders soon abandoned the practice as revolting to human feelings. The form of the sacrifice, however, seems to have
been kept for a lung time; for the ritual required at that occasion is
actually in the Yajur-veda; but they only tied men of different castes and
classes to the sicrificial posts, "and released them afterwards, sacrificing
animals instead of them." Dr. Mnir questions 'the fact of human sacrifice
having prevailed at the earliest pariod of the Vedic time. The fact ia
the Puriiahvandha is understood to h ive been a sacrifice in which
animila ware offered as substitutes for m ;n and thsre sterns to be no
evidence to show thit hatuia bauiga ware aver actually sacrifice 1. The
pasu or the auimal sacrificed ia ia the placs of the saorifioer himself,
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have been found necessary to spread it over forty days and
make it a pafi&a or extended sacrifice. Was this number
of the
"Virfct,

days influenced by the number of the syllables
the

Vidya Mother

of

now proceed

to

I shall

Kiddle of
Sab and Asafc.

Purusha

of

?

those Suktas of the

Kig Veda

about the Creation in which the Vedic poets
appear to riddle with the words Sat and
.

Asat

T
I

,

.

,

,,

,.

,,

,

the

trace

shall

words from the Eig Veda dowu

to the

n

,

history

of these

Taittiriya

and the

JT/iandogya Upanishads.
Bier
o

Veda X. 72*

to this effect:

is

Let us proclaim the births of the gods (and of the
regions, earth, &c. mentioned in some of the other
verses of this Sukta) that one
,

may

see

by these

(our)

(verse 1).
hymns [the truth] in a future age. .
blew
like
a
forth
these
smith,
Brahmanaspati,
.

(from His breath).

Sat was

In the past age of the Devas,
Asat ( f A s a t a 7t Sad

born from

ajayata')

(verse 2).

.

.

(Yea) in the first age of the Devas,

born from
I take

Asat.

Sat,

verse (3).

.

existence, to

Lord

Sat was

mean

here the created world.

The

who

words.
smith,
Brahmanaspati
I think, be taken as only
instrumental
an
should,
cause,
only
a half simile here, the applicability of which to the Creator
is

the

should be found only

in.

of

is.

the chief peculiarity of the smith's

act, namely, the blowing of the fire without which he cannot
I have already said that no full simile
sme.lt: ami fashion,

in all the seen things
Self.

can be found

The idea wished

to

be

for the formless

Infinite

conveyed seems to be that

without any extraneous appliances Brahmawaspati created
the universe by merely blowing and voicing it out from
* The Seer of this Sukta is,
according to the Anukratnawi, Brahthe son or he of the world.'
ma?iaspati or Bnhaspati, the Laukya,
Bub it appears to me that the subject matter r>f the Sftkta, namely the
creation of Loka, world, by Brahmanaspati has been converted into the
Etsbi name also.
'
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within Himself and that the words uttered by
the forms which they mean (vide p. 395 ante).
first

sentence of verse

him became

As, in the
Brahinanaspati is clearly stated to
the meaning of (he second sentence

2,

be the Creator, what is
which says that existence came from

A- s a t, non-existence?
Surely, the JRishi could not have meant that the Creator was
A- s at
an idea entirely opposed to the
spirit of the Rig
,

Veda which

ascribes the creation of the worlds to God,
under different names, vide the hymns referred (o in
Mr. Griffith's general index II (in Vol. IV) under the word
creation. In the second sentence, A s a t comes in the place

of Brahuianaspati, and as the latter is not Nihil, I can only
think that the ffo'shi has a play upon the word .A s a t
I
.

would take a sat
it,

not as a-sa

t

word,* and would spell
'
Now, a s, to be,' is a root

to be an artificial

but as a s-a

t.

The word sat, meaning
formed
'existing,'
by combining a s and a t
and by dropping the a in as. Thus 1 would take the birth
or formation of S a t from A s a t to be an etymological ridwith

a.t as its

that which

present participle.
is

is

Under the Vedic idea

of Creation by naming (vide p.
the
as
it
Creator
were, Mind (vide p. 404 ante),
ante),
is,
as
and
as there can be no name
names=forms;
flowing
dle.

396

without

its root,

the Creator,

portrayed by our
ciple at.

(vide Prof.

As

R/slii to

means not only

a s

Max

Miiller's

384), the Cause as

but of

who

A

living existence,

S

is

the Cause, seems to be

is

be the Root
'

A

S

with

but

to be'

'

its

parti-

to breathe'

Science of Thought pp. 221 arid
the Root of not mere existence

for breath

Creation, the Creator, like a

man

means
in

life.

Before the

sound

sleep, simply is
with
His
and breathes,
naming power lying dormant in
But
when
Himself.f
He, the Root A S, wakes up, He
*A
striking instance of the use of an artificial word is found in
the -KMndogya Upanishad III. 14, 1, where the universe is called
Tajjalan, as beginning, ending, and breathing in Tat, i.e., in Brahman.
The word is divided as Tat-ja-la-an and explained as j a , bom, 1 a
absorbed, and an breathing, vide Sacred Books, I, p. 48.

,

,

f Therefore the Param-ic idea is that at the time of the dissolution
of the universe the Creator sleeps and that waking up He creates.
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or words out the universe S at, which, cansisting\of
kinds of forms which 'his woyds li,ave become, is thus
blown forth, because woftte uttered are blown forth along

names

:

all

with

His breath, however,

brealh.

breath, as will be seen presently

is

not the ordinary
t

when reviewing Rig Veda

X.129.
'

Taking the root as as meaning to be/ the regular
loord formed from it and the participle at is sat only, and
our grammarians will not recognise a s-a t as a word. But
a learned Pandit at Mysore whom I consulted says that
there is another root as described as a s a-ga t i-di p t y-a
da-neshu' and meaning ''to shine,' under Bhvadigarca,*
,

with a t as its present participle and that this as joined to
at would make a regular word without dropping the a, as
a s-a t, meaning that which is 'shining.' He compares this
word to the words p a k-a, t and 1 a s-a t. So, if A s-a t can
be derived from this root, nothing can be more natural than
the idea that the cause of the universe Sat is God, the

Ever Shining,t comparing Supreme Knowledge to Light.
The universe is S a t , existing or true, by reason only
of the truth of His being

its

Self

and

;

so, as there

can be

Sat

without Him, it is He who deserves to be called
Sat. He is the World, the Universe thah Love by which
He has become all forms and creatures, entering into them

no

and loving them as Himself. IE He had not done so, they
would have been without their Bandhu, Bond or Stay.
Big Veda X. 129, referred to above, is a most remarkable Sukta about Creation. It also riddles with A s1

at and Sat, using as at
nihii, and then as as-at,
Baadhu, Love

Then

arid

Bond.

first

as a-s a

of in verse

A -sat
.2)

;

t,

ofK&ma and

It is to the following effect

there was not

One spoken

two senses,
and ifc speaks

in

:

was the
there was no S a t
(for,

there
:

* See also
VSfcaspatya under as,
f
flu Rig Veda, VII. 32. 26 the Rishi says, may we enjoy Jy o t i sh
He is
Liglit, whicli means the highest God, vide p.p. 41 aud 42 ante.
jy oiishsim Jy oti/t .aad wifcli His light- all the luminaries are
.

,

'

'

shining.

MO

THE CREATION.
(the world in its created form) ; there was no
,(fche star bedecked) firmament, and no-sky beyond.
"What covered ail? Where rested all ? In
-

watery gulf

profound ?"

There was no

no denoter

life;*

nor of day

or flag of night

(moon and sun).
Svadha breathed without

That One with

(Only)

0)
and no

death,

Nothing whatsoever existed except It.
(2)
Darkness existed and hidden in darkness was

air.

all this (universe) at first

Grerm| that

was covered

un-see-able

The
was born as

fluid.-f-

in the husk,

One by

.the greatness of (It's own)
tapas, (3).
In the beginning arose Kama, Love, the
s
primal r.e t a , seed, of (It's) mind.
Sages,

the

searching in their heart with yearning (mauisha),
found the Bandhu (bond) of Sat in As at.
(4)
r a s m i ,
Their
thread, extended
what
across

?

what below

?

what above

?

(i.e. it

extend-

ed everywhere). They were r e t o d h a h , .generators;. they were mighty, (with) Svadha here and
Prayati yonder.

"Who

(5)

knows, who ever

told,

this vast creation rose

No

from whence

r

who then

gods had then been born,
can e'er the truth disclose."

From whence

this

.

has sprung,? Whether it was
conceived by any body) or not.?. He,
tion,

Overseer
.:

;

(par

a

of!

pay friend

!

.

(6)

made
who is

(or

the

the sky on high
knows, or (he too) does

this (universe)

me vyoman),

not know,

,.

Visrishti, manifold crea-

in

...........

(7)

*

Mrityu and Amrifcaui. The latter cannot mean here immortality
It simply means life. 'Living and dying did not then exist, there
yet no creation.

t"Salilam a-praketam."
J The word for

germ

is

abhu.

seems to be derived frbm y at to 'endeavour.
ascetics are calbd Yatis because they exei?b atid achieve
Sva4h4 vide p, 143 ante,

Pra-yati

,

50
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The breath

One that breathed without

of the

air cannot

be the ordinary breath which
it is the
depends upon air
ever living independent Spirit,* The hymn describes the
:

spiritual birth of the ever existing One.
By birth is meant
not that It was born from
but that by It's
else
something
own innate tapas, brilliant knowledge, f It was born of

own accord

Its

the

as

All-loving, All-enselfing Son,
That Son
simultaneously with the birth of the creatures.
is Kama, Love, the Retas or Son of Mind, as the Creator

Mind (pp. 400 404
Veda I. 68, 4 in the sense
is

ante}.

of son

Betas
(

i

k k

occurs

han

t

a

in

.Rig

ah

re t

).

Agni is the emblem of that Kama, as one of
the many names under which he is offered oblations is
Kama who makes the sacrifieer's kaina, wish, satya, true
(Taitt. Sam. II. 1, 3, 1; and Taitfc. Br. III. la, 1). In other
words Agni is Satya-kama, In Big Yeda II. 88, 6, Savias
tar, the sun, who is the Agni in the sky, is praised
all
of
'Love
a
tarn
Kanva/i':
'visvesham fear
Sacrificially,

creatures.'

'

In Big Veda VIII. 43, 14, Agni is praised thus;
a n
good,
Agni Thou who art v i p r a , learned, s
!

,

and sakha,

the Ahavauiya

is

churned out
tion in the

sakha.

and

vipra, san,
addressed

made

friend, art

fire that is

Ait.

Br.

fire

by Agni who is
Here the Agni who is
and the other Agni is the
ablaze

offered uuto

it $

(vide the explana-

Thus both the Agnis have
which is to be added
YajnV

I. 16).

'
got the same epithets, to
of the well-known verse Yajnena Yajnam, I. 164, 50.
I quote this verse here to show that Sat, which in the

masculine becomes

San,

is

Deity symbolized by Agni.

a name applied to the highest
Sat has two meanings, one

*This has been clearly pointed out long ago by Prof.
vide his Hist. Ancient Sanscrit Lit. pp. 559 565.

f'Tasya
J Man of
self'sacrifice.

Veda

says iu

j

ii3,namay am tapafo/
makes God ablaze

self-sacrifice

Without Sacrifice He

many

places
1

:

A.

Muncl. Up.

.

Max
I.

1,

Miiller,

9.

in himself by the fire of
The Yajur\vill not shine in us.
A

sau Adityo na vyaro/catai

the sun did not shine, unless certain sacrifices
pun weans the inner Sun, the Supreme Self,
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the other

.existing',
'

only
.Rig

not existing'

Veda who

'

Similarly, a-s a t

good.'
'

but

51
not.

The poets of the
Visvakarman Sadlmkarma and-

not good.'

called their

Satyadharnifi could never have meant
to be a-s a
in any of its two senses.

any

Agui who, we have

praised thus
In the lap of Aditi

of their

Yet, in

fc

X..7, 5, our

means

is

seen,

just

gods

;

Big Veda

San,

is.

:

the birth-

in

(the altar),

place of Uaksha (probably the Soma juice pressed
in the sacrificial hall), Agni who is our First-

Born

of Rita (Sacrifice)

and who

is

the milch-cow

and the bull
life (i.e.

(showerer of bliss), iu the ancient
life of spirituality that has come down

from the ancient time),
the highest heaven.
This puzzle of A s a

poet seems

to riddle

Sat

and

A s-a

by taking Agni to be
Shining and Good.
Similarly, in the

t

As

is

a

t

and

Sat

can only be

in

gofc

over

and Sat, that which

fc

hymn under

review

with the word a

s

(viz.

a

t

.

is

X. 129), the

Taking

it

at

Then there was not a-s a t .' By
t, he says
this he refutes the idea of a-s a t being the First Cause
an idea which would suggest itself if, in the riddle of from

first

'

as a-s a

:

'

Asat

,

Sat was

born',

As

-

a

t

is

mistaken for A-s a

t

Having thus refuted what had to be refuted, the poet says
that the One existed and breathed and that before It performed tapas and brought forth the Son Kama, all was
darkness and there was no Sat, the world in the created

Then comes the riddle in the saying that the learned
the bond of S a t ia A s a t. How can any bindfound
sages
be
found in Nihil ? The Thing from which the bind^
force
ing
ing force comes cannot be A-s a t or Nihil it is A s - at ,
form.

;

the Self-shining Root of existence and goodness.
It performed tapas and begat Kama, Love, who is the baudhu,
~boird7of"tlie world, for
selfish

world

is

He

loves all creatures as Self.

torn asunder, as the selfish

men

are so

The

many

discordant entities tearing and despoiling each other in

443
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Therefore-, that Love: which'

seelHiig self-aggtanefizemeiit.

makes each member

look upon all others'. asSelf is the only force' to bind and hold the world together;
God lias given that Love' to the world from the very beginof the society

:

It is quite

ning.

we

if

enough

try to

;

:

:

realize that

Love,

without rushing to any conclusion about the precise mannerWe d'6\
in which the physical world has come into being.

know

not

it.

any form and

God knows. Even if God were to appear in
tell man how He created the
worldj woull
i

linon of man's polemics and sophistry
Hi rn out ot co iii t and' say that He too does nob

not the d

the friend' who m

him

evt-u

God

poet addresses such a Devadatta

live-

does

liot

thes,

tphicn that

aill-ens'elfin'g

Love

1

that

Now,

is

Love
the

ha's

and

spiritual

world

become.

Bond

of

Sat

of existen'ceX

The Munwffaka-Upanishad II. 2, 5 says : " Give up
other talk, Q ye men Know the One Self only who is
1

!

Setu
tlte

nectar/

of

Self

meaning

as
'

S

:

e

u

b

He who

derived from si,

,

Other iipanishadsf
as
i d h r i b'i
or

V

is its

all-

the

speak of
d h a r a n a- ,

also

V

i

Set

binds or holds or sustains.'

to bind,

impounds water and

Is

To

and brea-

;

ethical

?

gifted poet's parb

of the -One thai ex sts

Love and the

of It's

For the

know.*'

ho has no-dbubfc whaiever

and

rule 6ven

know?

u

is

a dam or' bund which
B a n d h u and vS e t u

and means
?tay.

So<,

metin the Self as the 'bond or stay of the world.
of old realized Agni Kama as the Bond of

seieoi to

Ihe sages
the world,

nnd became fathers by effusing

themselves

* This confession that even the Overseer in the
sky on high
know, has ever been a knotty point to our theologians.
we take the Overseer to be the sun who sees much all around, he too.
He is only an
is a finite being in space and cannot see the Infinite.
emblem of God. The V isishftklvaitins of the school of Rarn^nuja,..
laying stress on parauie vyomau and construing it, as the highest
heaven,' say that the- Overseer there is ParameshtM, the Supreme Self
himself, and that as He is Infinite, His: intellect, with which the creation
was wrought, cannot but be infinite without any i y a 1 1 a or only-thisSo He too does not know the limit of that which has iia
niuc'b."ness /
If He' knew the limit of liis powers He would become finite.
limit.

M

doe&nofc'

:

;

'

;

'

;

t ETiand. Up. VIII.
Up. VI. 19.

JVide Agastya

4,

1;

Brihadara?iyaka 17.

p. 123 ante.

4,

;

22; KatTia III. 2;
;

.

.

.

:.s

order to enself

in

spiritually

all

Their

creatures.

the-

thread which extended everywhere seems to be themselves
as the widespread Yajna, Sacrifice, whose- everywhere

tan t u

stretched
viz.

X. 130

next Sukta,
When their Agui
Ya.jna and as such
a sacrifice which was the first law (I. 164, 50),
is

thread,

,

spoken of

in

('he

Kama is

:

.

is sacrificed

1

they too become Yajna and are born spiritually.
Everything is dark and chaotic as in the might of midwinter;- but in. due time' th One that is hidden in the husk of
1

the phenomenal world reveals' It self to tlie mental world as
Kama, Love, like the summer sun Agui to- the physical world.

authority for supposing that Kama, the;Retas
spoken' of in the Big Ved'a, is the Self, the Setu

There
of

Mind

is

:

1

The Taitt. Aranyaka (I. 23) says to
the following effect:
This (universe) was a p a h , waters, yea all
e v a ).
fluid ( s a 1 i 1 a
Prajapati, the One,
came into being ( s a m - a b h a v a t ) on a lotus

of the ITpaoisliads.

m

;

In His inmost mind

leaf.

Kama, Love, arose saying
.

.

.

(

1

,

a n

t a>

-let

me

.

.

ma

He

His body.

n a si

),

erea'e this.

Therefore about this this (7ik)

(Here comes verse 4 of -Rig
.

r

is

.

said:

;

Veda X. 129 ).
:

(Prajapati) performed tapas and shook
Prom his flesh sprang forth the red

rays as the wind-girdled fiishis; fi Om his nakhas
fr'in his valas, hair, thenails, the Vaikhanasas
;

Valakhil yas

* and

his

rasa,

j-nice,

(became) a

being, viz.) a tortoise swimin the middle of the water.
He addressed

bhufcam, (a

ming

;

him thus
skin and

strange

c

you have come
;
'Not I,'
been here piir vam from
reason of the Purusha-hood
flesh.

,

* All these are
puns.

The

into being from
'

I've

replied,

before.'
t

of

This

T

my

have
the

is

He

Pu'-usha.

drift is that all the Rishis

sprang forth

from God.

am

f This is a fanciful deri vation of PitDUsha front piir v
,.in order,
to f9roa oufc the m3.ining that Paraaha is He who existed before- the
creafeioa.
The real maauing is bhs lu-dweller, the S'al'f in all puras,
bodies. This alao is implied from His faefag in
'
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(the tortoise) .became

.'

Purusha of thousand

the

heads, thousand eyes, thousand, feet,'* and sprang
-

Ho

forth.

told

(Prajapatij

him

'

You

have

indeed been from before and so You, the Before,
do this (creation).' He, (the Purusha, here called)

;

.:'.'

Aruna/i Ketu/a, took up
palnas and placed

'.

ifc

water from

there in

in succession

in

his

different

saying 'Osun, come along;

directions,

come along;

air,

cotne along

fire,

Indra, come

;

Pushan, come along;
Devas, come
and from the waters, so placed, all these
came forth, as well as Fathers, Gandharvas and
Apsarases ; and from the particles (of water) that
went off (when the water was so placed) sprang
forth the Asuras, Rakshas and Pisa&as
therefore^
along

;

'

along

...

;

;

they were conquered,

parabhavan

(literally,

they became, off from the gods). Therefore,
about this this (Eik) is said ' When the Bnhati
waters came by the Garbha, Embryo, bearing
off

:

(Him as) Daksha. and giving birth to (Him as)
Svayambhu (Self-Born)'-j-, then all these creations
(s

a

r

g a h) were sent forth

;

for,

from the waters,

(universe) came forth.
Therefore,
the Self-Born Brahman [as Brahman

indeed, this
all this is

has enselfed the universe]

Brahman]
stable.

all

this

Prajapati,

[without

became crumbling and unindeed,

Him-Self by

making

Therefore,

.

is

it

Himself,

(the

he

universe):
entered it

(atniana atmanatn vidhaya tad
'n

u p

r

a

v

i

s

a

t ).

About

e

va

this, is said :-

Making the worlds, making the beings,
making all the directions and sub-directions,
1

Prajapati,

the

First-Born of

* This is a verbatim
quotation of the

2fo'ta,

first

entered

Self

half of the first verse of

the Purusha Sukta, Big Veda X. 90.
f This is in very nearly the words of .Rig Veda X. 121,
about Hirawyagarbba, vide p. 413 ante.
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by
tbis

;
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*

He who knows tins enters It, obtaining all
and besieging all (s a r v a in avarudhy a).

Entered Self by Self. As He says ( I am all this/ so
tbe universe, from tbis stand-point of view, is Himself by
reason of His having entered it. He who knows tbis
enters

Brahman, obtains

i

e.

becomes

tbis

all

by enselfmg

himself everywhere, and becomes the besieger or conquered
of all as lie leaves no second to fight with.

above is a general commentary
on some of the most remarkable Stiktas of the J?ig Veda,
Ib will be seen that the

X. 129, about Parameshi/a; X. 90, about Purusha;
and X. 121, about Hiranyagarbha. The word s alii am
is taken from verse 3 of X. 129.
The Retas of Mind of
viz.

that

hymn

that Juice
is

is

is

described here as the Juice of Praj&pati and

with Purusha who, again,

is clearly identified

exhibitei in the

metaphor

of

whose home

the tortoise

water and who conceals his body within his

shell.

Purusha, the In-dweller, is in the waters which, in tbe
Vedic language, appear to mean the universe, and He is
concealed in

all

phenomena.

This Juice

of Prajapati as Universal Love.

is

the Son-aspect

His birth

is

simply His

He

said
existed from
manifestation and, therefore, it
As the creation of the universe from the ethical
is

before.

and

of view befits this
spiritual point
Him to create, and thus

universal

asked

Father asks

the cosmic waters as the names
for, the uttering of

to

reference

the

i

^he names
nama-rupa

He

'

Love, the
throws up

'

sun,' 'fire/
it

has,

mode

of

wind/ &c,j

appears to me, a

The

creation.

Waters the names forms, thus uttered forth, crumble to
pieces unless the All-enselfiug Juice of Love enters them.
It is thus clearly indicated that this

the stay
of the

of.

the universe

is

Juice-Purusha who

is

the Baudhu, the Retas of Mind,

Eig Yedn.

* This
instead of

the verse referred to in the nobe at p. 415 ante.
is v i d h a y a and
instead of
eambabUuva, there is here abhisamvivesa,
is

p a r i t y a there

447

Here,
a,

b

h. i

The

Red

story exhibits Purusha as

Ifa'shi

A-runa Ketu, the

darkness before

videutly because everything
like the red sun of :the .mor-ni])t*,-r-.like Agni
is

flag,

Purusha rises

Whose color is reddish. T-he waters placed by
?A^uwa<are explained 'to be the watery bricks used by Him
jinyeonskuctirig the altar of U is sacrifice.
Thus, there is

tt;be''fir!,

*Jbbe

;

,

riddle -of waters being used as

bricks.

as alrea4y

If,

:

Abated, we lake ,the waters

to signify all the forms, vi-z;
moon,, earth, -and all creatures, we get .the
beautiful idea. of the whole -universe being the altar of
stars, sun,

Bmyisha's

;

We, should

Self-sacrifice'.

realize that

the ^bricks

like

-c.emented together

of

the

we

whom we

all

bear in our hearts and

om^ancients worshipped

iu

the

Supreme
fi.ge

who

Self,

is -the

&in|ul'desir-&s,

of the

are all

by the

altar

whom

sacrificial

symbol
and the Flag of Sacrifice.
J
which are the Asui'as, Rakshas and L i

Red

away frpm His
Let ;us -now

j

<\U

Jjfo'shi

.sacrifice,

'go tto

ridile^ with

the Joy of the

.As:at,

following effect

gat and

Taitfc.

Safcya:ni.

It,is

;:

He who knows (Bi'ahmau to ;be AS'atj(nihil)
an (nihii).
verily becomes As
B
He who Imows rah man to be A s t i -It is,*
'

:

:

,

In m. they oaf1

San

'(existing

and good)

'He (the Self) desire'd (a k a
I be many (i.e. may I multiply)
:

My

children)'.

forth

(a

sr ij a

He

.

m ay a t a),

'

;

may

and be born fas
performed tapas and sent

t a) all,

whatever there

is.

Hav-

He entered It. Having entered
He became Sat. and Tyat; defined and

ing sent forth,
it,
'.'

:

supported and not supported; en-'
dowed with knowledge and not endowed with
knowledge; satyani and aim'tam (truth and
undefined;

falsehood)

:

all this

whatsoever, became

-

Satyani.

say, is

Satya,m.
That, they
as this verse:.-this,, there

About

f

;

.

;!
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As. ad. va idam agra a sit..,.
Ta.to vai Sad ajayata;
Tad Afcmanam svayana akurufca;
t a s m a
Tat, S u k r i t a m u y a t e
This (Brahman) was A sat before. Prom Ifc
S a
was born. It (Sat) made itself the Self:

.

Jc

fc

.

fc

is called

Ifc

therefore,

That which

He

Rasa, Juice.

Who

blissful.

is uofc this

He

Well-made.

Sukn'tam, Well-made, is verily
who obtains the Juice becomes

is

can

live,

is

breathe,

if

there

(akasa) Ananda, Joy?

all-shining

(Aancla)

who can

certainly the causer of joy.

There are here the same tapas, the same Kama in the
verb a k am ay at a the same Juice, and at the outset the
,

same kind

a strong one

of condemnation

saying thafcGrod
believes in

Him is San

,

me

and; it appears to

of the atheistic

Asa

that

fc

as

:

and he who

is

exists worthily..

the same kind of riddling with
see,

God

A-sat, NihiL

is

we

Sa:t and-

There

is

here

;

shall presently

Sat yam,

are;

more senses than one.
First of all, reading S a t y a m as S a t ty am, ifc is.
artificially divided into two words, sat and tyam, and
then fcya m is converted into ty at to-rhyme with s-.a.tv

used in

sat seems

Here

to

be used to

mean

all visible,, tangible,,

things; and as a contrast to this; sat, the artificial word
tyat seems to mean all invisible things such as air and.

sky

(of.

Br. Ar,

Up.

by entering into

all

II. 3, 1).

things,

The sense is that the Self,.
became all the visible and

invisible things.

Then comes
all

anrzta-ra,

the

this sentence

m

the expression
this

that

satyam

whatsoever, became

first

satyam,

untrue, means

'

satyam.

contrasted

The

as well as

as

it is

In
with

amounts
'all the true as well as untrue things whatsoever became
to"
satyam.' I think this second S a t y a m admits of differ*
a n vi

t

a

,

true.'

eat meanings,

449
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Reading it with double tas sattyam and inserti between t and
y (under a process of punning
similar to that with which Saravatsara is dealt with,
vide p. 423 ante), we get the artificial word sat-ti-yam.
(1).

ing the vowel

Indeed

Sattyam

read as

is

m

a t-t i-y a

s

by no

authority than the .KVtandogya Upanishad (VIII.

less

an

which

3, 5),

says (as translated by Prof. Max Miiller) that "sat signifies the immortal, ti the mortal, and with
He binds
take
the
to
be the
immortal
both."
The Visishiadvaitins

yam

yam

mortal the body, and
rules over both

soul, the

that controls and

We may

the

over

perhaps take the sun and

Supreme
and

spirit

stars

Self

matter.

which have been

existing in the sky from countless ages to be immortal, as it
were, relatively to the creatures, &c., on earth, who are mortal

by reason
the Self

them

of dying

If so, the

decaying soon.

or

who by being

them

in each one and all of

ya

m

is

is

binding
binding both the heavens and the earthly
This ' He who binds' is the Mind's Retas of the

all

creatures.

Big Veda, the Bandhu

Bond

or

of the universe.

In

lieu of

the words immortal and mortal, the Taitt. Upauishad uses the
and a n r i t a m, and so the expression that
words s a t y a

m

satyam
means
for if

a.n'/tam became sat--ti-yam

as well as

that they have the

He

Supreme

had not entered them

love had not enselfed

them

would have crumbled

Self as their

all

if

and said

all

to pieces

{

Bond

or Stay;

the Self of universal
I

am

all

these

5

they

(vide p. 44)7 ante about the

created things crumbling, until Purusha entered into them.)
means not only true but good (being
(2),
derived from sat, meaning both existing and good) and

Satyam

so

satyam

creatures,

and a n r

good

by reason only

and

(

a

mean good and

satyam,

are

bad,

of the

them, however bad

m

a

i t

Bond who
u

r

a in

i t

is
)

Sat,

they

bad.

true,

existing

G-ood ; and

may

be,

All

all of

have each,

by the quickening force of that S a t in them, the potentias soon as they realize
ality of becoming satyam, good,
There is no everlasting hell, The worst
the Good in them.
(singers,

the souls of

all

animals and insects, have
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them a

possibility of each knowing and realizing the Loving
Self in them,
giving np their mutual strife, if not in this
life, at least in some future life however distant it
may be ;

and

in order that

made

may

they

In view of

very beginning.

s a

As

(3).

the universe

is

in the Infinite

are Satyarn in

comparing sat

in Sat/

with the word g

m

t

ya

m

,

-

that all creatures

a

crea-

this great possibility, all

good.

y

has

from the

all

however bad they may now appear, are

tures,

He

do so at any moment,

a sacrifice and gift of Himself to one and

r

yam
am y a in (gr

the

we may say
'

of

existing

the purpose of this

for

in e

a,

Sat,

sense

b

pun

havam=g r &m-

).

Thus, all things, permanent and transitory, good and
bad, have become s a t y a in in more senses than one.

Then

comes

'That,

they

is

say,

Tat Satyam

original of this is:

iti

The

Satyam.'

a&akshate.

here may be taken to mean truth, goodness,
f
the quality of Sat.
If so, the sentence means^
That i.e.
all that was said about the Sat's
all creaentered
having

Satyam

Bond

tures as their

as the Ideal Self

of universal love

is

3

the truth, the goodness, of Sat, to be learnt by us.
Then, to show that the speaker in the Upauishad did

not find this truth newly, he introduces an old saying, a verse,
which riddles with A s a t and Sat. At the very outset
the speaker strongly condemned the idea of Brahman, the
First Cause? being Nihil, and yet he introduces a verse which

A

says that

s

a

t

Here

A sat

with

the sn'shd

In-dweller
cated by

is

It's

was before -and that from

can only be

with

s-at.

mean

exactly

he

at

was born.

It (simultaneously

Sat who
of Sat is

Sat's

is

enselfing,

We may compare this
.'krz tat ma n ,' the epithet of

(JOand. VIII. 13,1; Mund. III.
*

From

S

the

The goodness
clearly
making itself the Self, the Well-made.

born.

making the Self can only
all creatures as Self.
Self

A

of the universe)

it

who has made

the Self.'

451

2, 2

i.e.

Good
indi-

The
loving

'

making the
the knower
and 5). It means

The ^and. Upanishad

D h u t v^ sariram a krrtatn "kri~
m a Brahma o k a m a b h s a m b h a v a m
t a
a ra clearly qualifies s a r i r a m and not
I think a k r
The hody is a k r t a m not made,
B-r a h m a 1 o k a m
;

1

referred to says :

1

t

i .

i

i t

i

.

not achieved

Man

law.

What lie should
He must make

born into body.

is

make -or achieve

is

,

comes by nothing better tlvm animal

for it

;

the

Self.

spiritually
his self the

Self that enselfs and loves all creatures as himself.
enlarged
O
This is making the Self. No new thing is made. The 'fire

fanned by the knowledge of Brahman and
made ablaze.* KvYa, the name given -to the golden age>
must have meant the age of spiritual achievement. There is
that existed

is

Upanishad, nameThat a d e s a or teaching

another peculiar expression in the
ly 'the 'ad Q s a of a h a n k a r a

/sT/Kiml.

.

teaches that

A ham T,

synonymous with Atmsin, 'Self,

This means
below, above, right and left and everywhere.
that the knower should enlarge himself by attaining the
Ideal "Ahum, 'the Supreme Self, who is everywhere and
is

has

'en self ed all.

himself the

The knower krz't Htm/an must make

Aham

enlarged

and

therefore

to him.

ahankafa

There are two

ahaii(Aham-inaking)
preached
and
is
lower
'the
distinction
between
which
karas,
higher,
is

drawn by Ramanuja

well

the JijnasadhikaraTia

in

of his

$ribhashya. The lower is that by which man says that
the mortal body only is himself: thus limiting himself ihe

becomes

condemn

man

selfish

this

i'lenf.ifios

knowing
C3

Self,'

and

The higher one

himself withihis

which state

The

and vain-glorious.

'sinful

ahankara.

true state

alike

is

in

<S^tstras

that by which
as the pure, all-

is

all

and which

souls
.

has. always for its very soul

spiritual

existence and joy^

the. Supreme Self.

Sat, the

Eirst Perfect
is rthe

Son

of

As-at,

Knower

Joy of loving

all

that

is

thus revealed to

has achieved

creatures as

the

Himself.

us

-as

Self.

If there

the

He
was

*The stand-point changes if krifca is understood in the sense -of
jnanuOactured.' .It then means not permanent, and its opposite akntam
would mean. permanent. In this sense the phrase: nasti
_;
(Murtd I. 2, 1-2), is used.
'

'

..'
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not this Joy ;as the pure Ideal to attain ^to, what Mgh-souled
man would consider life worth living ?
A
After this our Upanishad (i.e. Taitt. Auandavalli) says
to this effect

:

When man

finds his fearless situation in

This

adrz'sya, anatmya, anirukta, anilay a n a (Self), then he becomes fearless. But when
he makes the least a n

a

t

a

r

m

he gets

in J3 im,then

fear.

The

Self

leturn.

The
a

Infinite Self

n a

t

m

He

fearless because

is

He who hates
He is always

hate.

ya

is

an y a

has no

and injures

t

,

another, to

hated and injured in
in fear of the enemies he has made.

a d r

i

sv

a

not seen, as He has no form
u k t a , not defined as so

.

an

,* bodiless (?);

is

;

i'r

only (His greatness and goodness has no iy atta or
houseless; for what can house
limit) ; ;ind an i a y a n a
the Infinite who is the house of all others? The antara
,

much

1

,

m

screen, has already

VednX.82.

been

vastn ess

SataaJoy.

of

mind cannot fathom'.
the

(in

strong

Sa

he

r

;

is

Vedasl,

l

very
all

this

ardent,

Earth

very

( i

y

\>y

a

firm,

m Pr

i t

very
i v i

h

desire.

Those Hundred Joys of men,
is

He

is

One

(the)

of the srotriya

not enslaved by desire.

Here &tman is explained to
the Infinite Self is not enselfable
knower-s enselfing Him by saying I
Him. .Anatmya may .be taken to
*

he

clearly

speech united with

a righteous youth, well read

Joy of Manushya-Gandharvas, and

t

is

the

be full of Vittam, Wealth, ^ He is One
Joy of men, and of the srotriya knower who is

not enslaved

who

who

Joy,

Whom

know

va)

(the)

(2).

him

One

attempt to

It is to this effect:

a youth,

if to

or the

Brahman's

decLired to be

(1).

/2ig

7 (p! 407 ante).

Then comes the mtm^msa

If

commenting on

explained in

Anan da

,

joy, is

be used in the sense of body.
The
pervadable by any other.
am Thou is his merging himself in

mean

'unequalled.'

a masculine word, and so the pronoun

is -used.

468

who

or
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(3).

He

Those Hundred Joys of Manushya-Gandharvas,
is One (the) Joy of Deva-Gandharvas, and of

who is not enslaved by desire.
Those Hundred Joys o? Deva-Gandharvas, He
One (the) Joy of the Fathers of beings of eternal

the srotriya
(4).
i&

Worlds and of the

by
(5).

who

srotriya

is

not enslaved

desire.

Those Hundred Joys of the

of eternal worlds,

He

is

One

who are Ajanajas and of
enslaved by desire.
Those Hundred Joys
(G)
ffe is

Karma-Devas,

One

of

the

who

not

is

Devas who

of

Joy

Devas

of the

srotriya

of the

(the)

and

Joy

(the)

the

.

Aj&najas

Fathers of beings

are

Devas who are

who

srotriya

not

is

enslaved by desire.

Those Hundred Joys of the Devas who are
Kavma-Devas, He is One (the) Joy of the Devas,
and of the srotriya who is not enslaved by desire.

(7).

(8).

Those Hundred Joys of the Devas, He

Joy

(the)

of Indra

and

One

is

who

of the srotriya

not

is

enslaved by, desire.

Those Hundred Joys of Indra,

(9).

Joy

of

Bn'haspati and

of the

ffe

One

is

srotriya

who

(the)
is

not

enslaved by desire.

Those Hundred Joys of Bn'hasputi, He is One
of Prajapati, and of the srotriya who is
(the) Joy

(10).

not enslaved by desire.
(11.)
(the)

Those Hundred Joys of Prajapati, He

Joy

of

Brahman, and

of the

,- .not enslaved by desire.
in
is
who
This He
Purusha, that
(12.)

is

.,

Aditya,
*
(13.)

He

is

Knowing

is

One

-Srotriya

who

..

He who is

in

One.
*
that

#

.

Brahman's Joy

united with mind cannot fathom,

man

whom

speech
does not fear.

'

This does not scorch him, viz. what good I
'
have not done,' what bad I have done.' Knowing

(14.)

,
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thus

OBEATION.

he enlivens and gladdens
good and bad) as Self; indeed he enlivens

(the Self as Joy),

.them

(i.e.,

and gladdens both as

Self.

The -whole of the above lesson strikes me as being purIf we read the lesson
posely drawn up in a riddling vein.
without the capital letters, and the italics and the brackets
I have ventured to put, the outward meaning conveyed is
that there is a gradation of worlds one above another with a
corresponding ascending scale of joys, one a hundred fold
the
greater than the other. Reading thus and arguing that
joys that are counted are limited and that therefore the only
joy that can be everlasting is that infinite joy of Brahman

which

is

all the

worlds except

not fathomable by speech, the idea has arisen that

Brahman

will perish in their respective

Taking even the joy of the Brahman of para
be
counted
as made up of one hundred joys of
to
(11)
one
school
n a 7^ in
says that the genitive
Prajapati,
allotted time.

Brahma

*

B rahm

a

na h

n an d ah

a,

genitive not of the neuter

god Brahma, who
" B r a h m a n o 'n
Prajapati

t

should

not eternal,
* "

e

;

be taken to be the

Brahman, but
as the

that this

who must be Virai

in para (13) the

'a

is

'

masculine

of the

Purawic text says:

Brahma

is

different

from

(masculine); and that although

same genitive

repeated in the expression,
still there the con-

is

nan dam Brahma no vidvan'
j

'

the unfathomable joy decides the genitive to be that
Brahman. Another school (that of Ramanuja)
neuter
the
of

text of

says that as the object of the counting is to show the greatness
of the highest joy and as the count stops with the Brahman
of para (11), that Brahman is identical with the Brahman of

para (13) as no other Brahman
identical with

Brahma

to count the countless

y a viz. that fifty

is

is

is

indicated, that Prajapati is

(the masculine), and that the attempt

simply the

sate p

a

in hundred, that

fi

ka

s

a

t -

n y a-

to say, if

you

take Brahman's infinite joy to be one (say the algebraical

X)

merged

is

*
Quoted in full at p. 154. ante, where I have said that this text
must have arisen, by misconstruing the Upamshadic text quoted at
j)

t

163 ante,

all otherr joys,

are fractions of

it.

The,

:

to the other, obtains

.srotriya-

who accord-

Brahman
Brahman ashis.all-inrall-joy,

ing tof6ne scbool, becomes

Itself, or who, according
will,

count

nothing, h.e has no desire for, them.. Any
how- the= degradation of not only Indra and Bn'haspati but

the.- lower<joys: as.

;

also of Prajapati is complete.
In;
The- explanation! I would attempt to give is this
find
do.
not
Veda
we
real
between
distinction
any
Big
:

the

;

Ihdra, Brzhaspati, and Prajapati.
Indeed, even in some of,
the Upanishads Indra. occurs as; the Supreme^ Self.
Indra,,

from whom: insdT iy a, strength^ is derived, is God's aspect:
as the! strong warrior putting down; the Asuras, the dark

and his Big Vedic name Satakratu he of hundred
wisdoms; or sacrifices! settled him, down in the subsequent
'

passions

;

king of the Devas who performed a
so-he must, have had a Brahman

age- into the warrior

hundred

To do

sacrifices.

and IMhaspati, the priestly aspect of God, became
The priest leads to the Deity and that Deity,
the: priest.

v

priest,,

;

Father Prajapati> the. Lord of all peoples, worthily became.,
In this manner the outward gradation of disciple> priest and
;

God

but

arises;

from,:

there

gradation;;
no? God but:for

is

the spiritual point of view there is no
God would: beof spirituality.

'.

oneness

The

His righieousnesss.

priest

who

teaches

;

and the disciple who is taught, and who both practise Brah-,
man' as their conduct would be no priest and, no disciple,
.

but for their righteousness.

If they are perfect there, can be

It is difficult to
no distinction
quality between them.
God
can afford to
the
But
find: perfection in men.
perfect
in

a perfect Parent, a
perfect Disciple^
&c. as the Ideal for us all to strive to reach.
perfect Son,

he

a.

perfect

Priest, a

has our perfect Father Visvakarman done? Why,!
as the First Sacrificer, has sacrificed Himself and become,

What
He,

His children, by means of Himself as His Son
Brahman, or Atman that has enselfed us all loves us all as,

ail of us,

himself.

Here,

let

me

digress

a

little

and compare Prajapati's

iu oerfcaia other Upauishads,
position

:

THE CREATION.
The

two

Brahman Svayambhu

first

says:

has

Bnliadaranyaka

65
long

The one

lists.

(neuter, Self-born

Brah-

man); from Jt Paramesbi/a; from him Sanaka, and so on.
The other says: first Brahman Svayambhu; from It Prajapati

from him Kavasheya, and

;

so on.

Parameshi/ti of

the one and Prajapafci of the other appear to be identical.

The .BTAandogya's list is very short: Brahma (masculine)
taught the knowledge of Self to Prajapati, the latter to
Mann and Mann to the people. But just above that list
Prajapati teaches the Self to Indra.
have seen that Brahma is identical with Bjv'haspati
and that even the neuter Brahman means the priest Bn'has-

We

As

priest ranked the highest it was no doubt
preparing the lists, that God's priestly aspect
should teach His aspect of Prajapati or Lord of people what
the Self is and what tie should do to deserve to be Lord of

pati.

the

thought, in

people.

What He

has done wo know, namely Self-sacrifice.
lists and the list of the

The only difference between these
Anandavalli is that in the latter

we have two renowned

Sacrificers, Prajapati and Indra, and that the priests that are
pub immediately above them both are one and the same High
Priest, called B-n'haspati in one case and Brahman in the

other.

stated

In

this

connection a fact worthy of notice should be

Just above the

list

in the

If/tandogva
~*/

the

knower

unachieved body and becoming one
says: Casting
who has achieved the Self, I will be everywhere in the Brahmathe

oil

loka ('B

r

a

h

ma-

after this he says:

I take refuge

.

o k a in

1
'

it is

a b h

i

- s

Brahman

!

Ifc

(prapadye)

a in b h a v
is

i.

m i)'

Immortal!

in Prajapati's Hall

;

and

It is Self!

Home'.

Thus Brahman's World and Prajapati's Home (the Self Himself as the World and Home) are idf-ntical.
No convincing
reason is assigned for accepting any distinction between them.
Let us now go

the Mun^akopanishad.
It says:
the
First
cf
Maker
the
of all,
(masculine),
gods,
the Protector of the universe, was born (s a in b a b h u v a) or
'

to

B rahm^

became,

lie

taught Brahma-vidya to his eldest sou Athar

van/ and so on,

*

Here,

was born' or

*

6eome' should

be

THE
understood as teas born or became Himself by Himself; the
Thus Brahma is identical with
all-enselfing, all-loving Son.
(self-born) Brahman,
The Kaushitaki-Upanishad I. 2, in describing the know"
er's journey to Heaven, says
Having reached the path of
the gods, he comes to the world of Agni (fire), to the world

Svayambhu

:

of

the world of Varuna, to the world of Indra,
worJd of Prajapati, to the world of Brahman. In
(air), to

Vayu

to the

world there

that

the

Yashdha,

the

S&lajya,

city

and Prajapati,

the

(endless

called

the

tree Ilya,

(unconquerable), the
the hall of Brahman

throne Viaksha?ia

Amitaujas

moments

the

Ai'a,

Vijara (ageless),

palace Aparajita

door-keepers Indra
the
called Vibhu,

couch

lake

the

is

river

the

(intelligence),

splendour),

and the

beloved

Manasi (mind), and her image JKakshushi (eye), who taking
flowers, are weaving the worlds, and the Apsaras, the Ambas
and Ambayavis

(scriptures ?),
rivers

Ambayas.

To

ches.

Brahman

says,

(understanding ?), and the
world he who knows this approaRun towards him with such worship

this
'

due to myself. He has reached the river Vijara
will never age'."
(ageless), he
" Who art thou "
last to the
?

as

is

Then

at

put by

question,

Brahman, he
what thou art,

" Thou art the

replies,

am

that

I."

self

of all

that

is

;

Max

I quote this from Prof.

121123. The last part will be
in
another connection further on in
fully

Mutter's Theosophy, pp.

quoted again more
this essay.

If the

knower did not

'

say,

what thou

art that

am

I',

he would have divided himself from Brahman, in whose
world there is no divided, dvaitic, selfish life. The whole
thing

Brahman

a beautiful

is

Infinite

world.

If

allegory.
the throne

is

himself

intelligence,

is

the-

the couch

Ambas and Ambayavis scriptures
rightly guessed by Prof. Max Mitller,

endless splendour, and the

and understanding,
all the other names
meanings,

Be

as

most probably, some esoteric
may. One thing which for our

also contain,

that as

it

present ..purpose is noteworthy

is

tha

-faefc

that ludra,

and

THE CREATION,
who at
Brahman are

of

Infinite

lower than that

same breath further on said to be
The thing is the Self
of Brahman.

the

in

door-keepers of the hall
as the

placed in worlds

are

first

Prajapati

6?

World

everywhere, and the worlds of

is

Agni, Vayu, Varuna, Indra, and Prajapati, are all to the
knower One World, namely the Self or Purusha in Agni
here on earth, the Purusha in the lightning in the atmosphe-

Purusha in Tarawa, probably the moon, the
Purusha in Indra, probably meaning the sun here, the
Purusha in Prajapati, probably meaning here the starry
Higher than it is the world of Brahman. Although,
region.

ric region, the

the Infinite

Purusha

aesthetic sense

place, to

imaginable

everywhere, high and below, man's

is

and reverential

spirit place

show that because

where enselfing and loving

all,

He

is

Him in the
He pervades

High=Grreat.

highest

every-

Simply

because in one place the religious poet described the Infinite
Indra and Prajapati by the metaphors of the sun and star it
does not follow that Indra and Prajapati are nothing else but
The Self Himself is the Door, the Bridge,

the sun and star.
the

Way,

to

keepers as

who

only him

Here,

let

youth

Himself; and He Himself is the pair of doorIndra and Prajapati. The door-keepers admit
is

to

fit

us take Indra

one of spiritual

desires.

ndriy

strong,

vigorous

man who

a,

has

mastered his senses and

But mastering the senses and

to the destruction of sin

This

of a

that has put down
vigour
In this light Indra can admit to the

i

the senses and desires.

Presence only the

go to the presence of the King.

in the sense

much

is

to

not enough.

has rained himself as
form-and-form').

But

directly expressed

Love and made

Indra in the sense of

universal love

'

(cf.

Earner,
he has become

this idea of spiritual fatherhood is

by the

the other door-keeper,

desires amounts only
becoming a harmless creature.

who

more

name

Prajapati.
So, Prajapati,
as Father has flown as Universal
'

creatures His praja, would ask:
True,
that should be destroyed.
have destroyed
But have
all

you
you constructed the

all

Home which you wish to enter ? True,
the senses and ia that shown your vigour,
mastered
have
you.
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But have you flown
enselfing
'

placed ?

as love
have you become Prajapati by
and loving all the people among whom you were
If he has done both, he is admitted, and, be-

Brahman, says 'What thou

coming one with
J

I,

we

or rather

should

the

sings

say,

am
A ham'

art that
'

of

Song

which Song occurs in the Bhngu-valli of the Taitt.
Upanishad as sung by the knower on his going to the Self
of Joy ( A u a n d a in a y a A t m a n )
In one of the

(Self),

.

verses of the song, the
the First-Born says:

knower realizing that he
I

am

First-Born

the

one with

is

Rita

of

or

sacrifice'.*

In
seems
of

these

all

to

God

be due
as

ference for

that

of quality

name

etymological superiority of this

highest kind of priest,

The Yedio

priest.

is

peculiarity

applied to

is

God, one

is

(

for praise,

4, takes the

name

meaning the highest Deity to be known, it
Brahman should be known as the Prathamaja or Firstas

they sent

gods

out of several

taken up

extolled as the highest.

Born Satyam.
forth)

of

Brahma

the

viz.

that when,

For instance, the Bn'badaranyaka V,

Satyam
says

Brahman
name
The pre-

the highest place occupied by

meaning Word=Mmd=Knowledge.
this name may also be due to its shade

as the

meaning
names

lists

to the

forth

In the beginning the waters only existed
(gave

birth

Brahman ; Brahman
worship Satyam

to)

Satyam; Satyam
the gods
and the

(sent forth)

only.'

;

(sent

This

seems

;

to

mean

that

the Antaryamiu aspect of God is Himself, the ever First
womb of all phenomenal forms
spiritual Son placed in the

which are evolved from the cosmic

\vaters

and that

this

Satyam should be known, because, being in all, It loves all
creatures as Itself.- Tlie thing to he noticed here is that in
* The
A ham aam P rath a m aj
original is
purvam Devebhyo AmHtasya nabhii-i:

h

Rit a sy

a
the FirstBora of Bita, the Navel of Amrita, even before the Devas'. God'a
First-Born is His own all-loving Self, revealed' as sprung at the very
beginning from His self -sacrifice. For the sake of music nabliifr is
explained to be pronounced as nabhii-i. Comparing this Immortal's
Navel with the Navel mentioned in the Rig Veda X. 82, 6 (p. 411 ante))
the fire altar is the navel of Immortal Yajua, Sacrifice.
i

;
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taking up the name Ssityam for praise, Brahman, although
identical with Safcyara, is placed below It even as It's
offspring.

Svetasvatara TJpanishad,
are both identical,

Lastly, going to the

we

Brahma and Hmwyagavbha, who
bed in

thus

it

:

Yo D e v a n a m prabhavas ko Mbhavas
v

H

i

r

i

s v

find

descri-

a d h

a n y a g a

so no

i

r

ko

E,

b h a in

ud

r

p a

Mah ar s h

o
5

y a

t

a

j

i

h

&a

,

a y a in a n a

m

j

budhya subhaya sainyunaktu.

see Hira?iyagarbha being lorn, from
the gods have sprung, who is above all, and
is Rudra, the Great Bz'shi.
May He .unite us

(0 ye men!)

whom
who

with good intellect.
(IV. 12).
There can be no doubt that the Upanisliad looks upon
Hirayagarbh;i as the highest Deity, as in the preceding
verse 11 and the subsequent verse 13 it says that He is in
all

creatures, that in

the Lord of

Rim

Gods and

the universe

over

rules

all

rests

and that

creatures.

'Kasmai Devaya

is

last;

hav,i-

part of verse 13, saying:
sha v i d h e in a ', is a refrain

garbha Sukfca X. 121

He

The

taken from the Hiranyaof the Big Veda.
It will be seen

that the Upanisliad takes

Rudra

to

be identical with Hiran-

yagarbha an identity which will be made clearer when
dealing with the Brahmana stories about the birth of the

Son-God Ruilra in the latter part of this essay and which is
traceable in the Hiranyagarbha Sukta X. 121 itself, in the
first verse of which Hiranyagarbha is called Bhutasya Pati,
the Lord of beings, a well known name of Uudra as BhufcaFather Prajapati himself is His. own Son Hiranyagarpati.
bha revealed as born or rising from the womb of Self-sacrifice.

We

must see Hira?iyagarbha being

mean
all

?

It

born.

What

does this

seems to mean that by self-sacrifice and love of
kiiower should realize Hiranyagarbha as

creatures, the

his Self

and

see

Him

within the depth of
ficial fire that is

it

born in his heart, rising from
golden sun or like the sacri-

[being

like the

churned out.

A slightly
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different

version
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of verse
tlie

iii

GREiTIOtf.

IV. 12 of the $vetasvatara above quoted occurs
* which seems to be
Maha-Nar&yana Upanishad

The

than the Svetasvatara.

older

peculiarity that
III. 4,

it

has this

-Svetasvatara

repeats the same in another part of

where the third

Hiranyagarbham

line

yata jayamanam,is

ifc,

s -

Hirawyagar-

changed into

bham janayainasa purvam.

viz.

pa

This change makes

God Rudra the genifcor of Hiranyagarbha. Indeed, when
we go to the Puranic story about the birth of Kumara
alias Skanda, son of Agni alias Eudra, we will see that

the

Skanda

is

bom

in a golden

making him

thereby

vessel,

Hiianyagarbha.

Again the same Upanishad says
Brahma knows the Truth oftheVedas; also
the gods and .Be'shis who, knowing It, attained It
:

and became immortal
is

the

($vet.

Up. V.

One God who has enveloped

like the spider

with

its

threads, and

ched to give us a v y a y a

m

}

Brahni&

6).
all

He

.

.

.

is

.

beseestate

imperishable

(VI. 10).
This description would only apply to the Supreme Being,
who is the Great Knower and Teacher, and who alone can
.

But further on (VI. 18) in speaking of
give immortality.
the Supreme Being, the Upanishad says:
'He who establishes

Brahma in the beginning and imparts
who enlightens my intellect, Him

the Vedas and
as

my

him

all

approach
wishing to be liberated.' This does not
make Brahm& different from the Supreme

refuge,

necessarily

Being,

to
I

who viewed

in the aspect

of Father

Sacrifice

is

the

Cause from which He himself springs forth as the Son
Brahma and establishes this His lovely Son as the Fountain
It appears to me that combining the above
18 of the $vetasvatara with the J!?ig Veda
VI.
verse
quoted
X, 82, 6 (p. 411 ante] which says that the One was placed or
of knowledge.

'*

This Upanishad after saying

Vis v&d

h. i

ko

Rudro Mahal'*

Hir awyagarbham pasyata jayamanam
sa no Devafc. subhaya smHtya saraynnaktu.
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offered
fied

in the navel of the

up

Unborn,

whom

I have identi-

with Sacrifice, there has arisen the Pnra'ra-c idea that

at the beginning of every

JKaturmukha or

God Brahma, who

kalpa the

He who

e

has four

faces',

springs

is

forth

from the lotus of the navel of Vishnu (who is Sacrifice) and
that Vishnu gives to Him all the Vedas to enable Him to.

Thus Brahma is the
carry on the function of Creation.
First-born Sou of the Unborn, and, as the number of the
Vedas

is

four, the four faces

which the Puranas have given

Brahma seem to represent the four Vedas. But latterly
a time came when the grandeur of the Vedie First-born Son
a Son who is identical with the Father and
of Sacrifice

to

without

whom

the innate

spirituality

of the Father

is

not

was almost forgotten and He was degraded to ;the
revealed
of
a Creator working mechanically under the orders
position
The Vedas and Upanishads speak of
of the Supreme God.
the Supreme God alone as the Creator that issues forth the,
universe and enters into it: in other words, their Creator
is

the all-pervading lovely
is not.

An tar vamin, which

the degraded

Brahma

Let us now revert

The

to

the

several worlds

Anandavalli of the
of

it

are. capable

Taifcfe.

of

being
Upanishad.
viewed as spheres of Vidyas, all pointing to the One Self.
There may be a gradation of worlds better than the earth.

must be allowed that beings residing there achieve
the same Self as ours, and by reason of their higher powers
If so,

it

the percentage of Heaven-going beings may be higher there
than here. But then, if the worlds of the Fathers and
of Indra are higher

and better than ours, what about the
from here by the Path of the

souls departing

idea that

Fathers or those

who .go

the earth as soon as

hoarded

up

fall

selfish

down back

to

pleasures are

This Svarga of Indra from which there is a
appears to;me, the outcome of looking upon Indra

exhausted
fall is, it

to Indra's Svarga

their

?

as connected with indriyas in the sense of sensual
or of misunderstanding the riddle of Trisanku's
really his flight.

As

regards the

Path of the

fall,

pleasures

which

-Fathers,

:

ia

/y.es.
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even the Upanishads speak of the return to samsara of those

who go by

to

suggests

But the reply is that the very name father'
the riddling mind two kinds of fathers'

it.

one animal, the other spiritual. There are many in this
world who are little better than .animal fathers, indulging
in lust

and vice and

which there

is

a

fall.

selfishness.

TJrva-Pitars, TTma-Pitars, .and

and Nandimukhas.

Theirs

the

is

path

from

There are several kinds of Fathers

Here,

the

Kavya-Pitars ; Asrumukhas
Fathers of Tliraloka-lokas

are evidently an exalted kind of Fathers.
The Spiritual
Fathers are the holy Angirases, Atharvans, Bhn'gus, Yasishi/tas,*

&G.

The Fathers who longed

for

the

birth

of

* In the Rig Veda menbion is made bofcli of the Path of the Gods
and of the Path of the Fathers. In I. 184, 6, the Asvins are invoked
to come by the Paths of the Gods.
In X. 2, 3, ifc is said: ' AVe have
come to the Path of the Gods'. In the same hymn, in verse 6, Agni
" the leader of all our solemn rifces and their brilliant banner" is
praised
as the Son produced by the Father, who can only be Father Prajapati,
the
full
and in the next verse he is praised as
Knowing
length of
Pitny&wa, the Path of the Fathers,, shine with resplendent light'.
Evidently the same Path of the Gods that is" mentioned in verse 3 ia
mentioned in verse 7 as the Path of the Fathers. In X. 18, 1 Mrifcyn,
death, is asked to pursue his path which is other than the Devayana.
As the Fathers go by the -Path of the gods, that path may well he
This
called bofch the Path of the gods and the Path of the Fathers.
seems to be the case so far as the x?ig Vecla is concerned.
'

The last two (9th and 10th) of the verses which, in the Aitareya
Brahmawa, Narada addresses to king Haris7<;audra extolling the merit of
having a son, who, I have tried to show (pp. 116 and 117 aute), is the
Self, the spiritual Son, appear to be an outward satire upon animal
fatherhood while inwardly the spiritual fatherhood is concealed, In
verse 4 the merit .of having a sou is said to excel that of asceticism
and austerities. Therefore the son meant can only be the spiritual Son,
Yet, verses 9 and 10 say most paradoxically thus
That to an aputra ' one who has no son' there is no loka,
world, is a fact which all the pasus know. Therefore the sou
(among the pasus) cohabits with mother and sister (9).
:

'

This is the broad well-trodden path on which those who
Pasus and
(wish to) have sons walk free from sorrow.
pakshins know it; therefore thy cohabit even with mother (10).
The outward meaning of beastly fatherhood is such a repulsive paradox
as can never have been really intended by an author who composed the
sublime verse 4 and who is speaking of a son by getting whom Loka
or Heaven is obtained. The inward meaning seems to be that the
knowers are pakshiws, birds (vide p. 236 ante) and pasus, victims at the
altar of self-sacrifice, and that Vidya is their sister or mother whom
they love and through whom they are bom as the Self, the spiritual Son,
(vide pp. 218

and 401 ante about the riddle

of M^bavdidhiaUu,
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123 ante] can never be those from whose
As to the Gandharvas, \ve have seen

(p.

path there is a fall.
that they teach the

churned

fire,

the

Son,

to

Pururavas.

The other names also, Kanna-Deva, Ajanaja, &c., must have
some exalted esoteric significance.
The 'ardent, firm, strong, well-read youth' means one
who is in the full enjoyment of his well developed and well
The altar Vedi is the sacrificer's wide
directed faculties.
Earth, she

his

is

Sarva,

and the Wealth with which

All,

emblem

Agni who
Hundred
Hundredfold,
one
hundred
but
mean
here does not
simply
many. The

she

is full is

Agni

is in each and

all

the

and

is

that One

of Self

therefore

uncountable, they are at

joys of the Self being

that the Self as

as the One,

meaning thereby
and has no equal. Thus realizing the

Him up

as his Manifold,

who

world,

too realize

higher as their

Manifold-Joy

He

is

last realized

Joy

One,

to the

Him

Infinite

is

man

beings of the next
as the On^nd send

offers

higher

Him up

Manifold Joy. In this manner the Onefrom one upper world to another

carried

Under this view
Infinite Brahman.
bis
as
real
Self
the
have
would
the srotriya
Joy in all the
it said in
find
be.
We
he
the Upawherever
may
worlds,
in all the worlds. *
that the knower moves

until

reaches the

nishads

freely

Purusha and Adhya of para (12}, Purusha
means the knower in whose heart the- Self

About
probably
dwells.

the

jUitya is the Sun, as the emblem of the Son of

By specially, mentioning the Self in the heart
Aditi, altar.
and in the sun, the Deity of the Upasana is indicated, as
one's Own and at the same time Universal Deity.
About para (14)
to

do .any

act

disinterestedly.

for

He

The knower
the
will

sake

of

never do

of the Self has
its

a bad

fruit.

act.

no need

He works
If

Bad and

Good come to oppose him, he will convert and
them by infusing the Self into (hem and thus
even
please
The moral is
into the life and joy oE the Self.
them
putting

interested

*

'

T a s y a sarveshxi lokeshu kamafc&ro
kfima-rupi anusafifcaran' (Taitt,

b k a v a ti, '
Up),

$4'

men

are tigers^ wolves', and other Imrtfill clMtti^ei&j
as
tHey do 'riot kriow the elf.
tfolonj*
tftaf

1

diiljf

:

3?he Bnliadaranyaka Upanishad also speaks of ttie joys!;
of the several worldk In it, Yajnavalkya says to king

Janaka

to the, following effect:

Where
there one

think

there
will

see,

[Where, he ses no

eko drash'ta,
becomes

Adtfaita

This

anyat>).
as

tlie

(the
is

to

Infinite

an any- a

smell,

taste,

any

at] he

is,

Bi/ahma-laka (J3rahi-an Itself

World).,

This

kiag-!'

him

is to

;

this is to hiiii
oiily

this

supreme

m&trS..

a

this joy.

The supreme: joy
4

theii

Wealthy king 5

who

the Fathers

salila

is

One Seer; he
('he who has no second, no

him supreme wealth
o-f

hear,

supreme g.ati, destination;'

kuoAtfer)

or pacticle

address,

the Ocean;, the:

All otl^r beings partake; of

joy.;

OF another,.

fc

know, another, f

touch,

of,

as if

is

of

men

is of

a

successful

hundred joys are One joy of

are Jita-lokas,

living

in

1

worlds

conquered by them; their hundred make One of
Gandharva-loka; the hundred of it, One of Earma-Devas, who obtain A Deva-hood by their acts
hundred, One
birth), that

sin

of

Ajana-Devas (who

whfch the Srotriya who

and who

is

is

"

'

,

.

by

free from

of Prajapati-ioka, that

(geis);a hundred of
that
which the /SVotriya
Brahma-loka,
.

their,

not enslaved by desire (gets); their

hundred make One
the Srotriya

;'

are Dfevas

.

.

.

it,
.

.

which

One of
(gets).

f The Upamsliad is speaking of the One- Self-hood of the Self,- fchab
has enselfed all add loves all as Himself, seeiug no any at; for, if He
sa\v an a n y a t , He would, by that very fact, limit himself from it
and tbero would be discordance between them. The sense of this
sentence would be put in clear relief if it is compared with verse 7 of the
'
Wherein (in the matter of spirituality), to the
Isavasya, which says
knower he himself (as tlie enlarged y'e'lf) lias become all the cveatur'ea
all as himself), there, to one wha thus sees;
(for he loves them
Qa'eaesSj
'
is tliere any sorrow, any jgaoraDce ?
:

THE,

This

is

Tims the context
ma-loka

Q

is

is

One

the

Brahman

,

This

king

leaves no

Itself

ift.ttempted to;be

though

(pa.rama an and.

supreme joy

ThiS;is Brahma-loka,

.a ft.),

!

doubt whatever

and

as the World,

enumerated,

Brah-

.that

that its

,

show

to

matchless supreme. joy.

upper .worlds into, two groups of

divides the

list

three 'Worlds each,. and, .leaving the

first gi'otip,

:

apparently

as:being too contiguous to the earth, locates the Srotriya.in.
;

th:6

;

move

higher group so that he .may
:

Jreely, not in, one

in three pure
( that>would:be:a:p.Qou business for .him I) but
the
three
to
worlds
vyahntis. ,Qn
probably
;

corresponding

Upanishad divides the upper
the round number often, and makes the xSrotriya

the other hand,

worlds into

the

Taitt.

One joy which, by

find in one and. all of .them the .same

contentment and

Bach

earth.

Qf.theilists

that of the .Taitt, Upanishad ..seems to be
;

T.hejollowing

will

,

show

to:
-it
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The one has entered into all these ciphers and will enter
into any number of ciphers that may be added ad' infinitum.
All the stars and

many
.

creatures

all

ciphers, as

and

all

kinds of

life

are so

were, into each of which the All-loving-

it

Self has entered fully by self-multiplication by means 'of
All these live and shine by His Alight (y as y a
self-sacrifice.

bhasa sarvam idam vibhati).

He, the Infinite
any number of particles.
Indeed, by His love He has, from the very beginning,
regarded all creatures as Himself His particles sons and

Purwa

Whole can take

or

It only remains

daughters.

by

practising

with

Him,

Him who

ourselves from

is

the

our

Him

Thus, the Self

Bn'hadarawyaka

in

for us to

One

realize this

fact,

Infinite

Joy,

instead

of

and

to be one

Self, as our conduct,

separating

and dying over and over.
Juice drunk by the kuower.

is the

also (II. 3), riddling with

y at

,

The
sat, and

ty at, speaks of the Juice in this fashion:
The sun is the Juice of all objects having
forms while the Purusha in the sun

the form-

is

Man's eye is the Juice of his form,
while the Purusha in his right eye is the formless
The rupa, form, of this (formless) Purusha
Juice.

less Juice.

is like

a crimson

cloth, like

white wool, like the

light of the firefly, like the flame of

fire,

""

'

*

And

like a flash of lightning.

definition

'Not

thus',
i t i

(of

thus';

thus, and p a

,

'

said)

Not

of truth'

thus'.

a

m

And

Not-

being nothing
greater, than Him,

else

N'eti'.

there

for
r

like lotus,
"A
<

'Neti,

is

Him)

^

then the Adesa or

,

then His

name

(satyasya Satyam);
He is .their Truth.

is

(it is

'Truth

the pranas,

are truth and

There

is

much

metaphorical language in

all this,

the poet

.the visible to the invisible to find out the subtle
goes from
In-dweller.
Looking outside of himself he takes the sun
the eye as it were of the universe in order
to be the juice

to find out through that eye the real Seer,

dweller of

it.

the Self,

the In-

Then, turning upon himself, he takes his own,
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eye to be the juice, the best of his body, selecting the right
eye evidently to denote that by it he means his mental faculty
of right-seeing, through which to find out the subtle Purusha
Self in himself.
Then, enraptured by the mental

or the

Self, he likens Him to bright and
pleasing things that are seen, and then, realizing that no
similitude of seen things is sufficient to express the Infinite

beauty and brilliancy of the

of the

Beauty
thus

',

Good

Self,

'

he breaks forth

and concludes that

He

Not thus',

{

Not
The

the Truth of truth.

is

prawas are the senses, the seven JXishis of the head. It is by
the right use of his senses that man finds out the truth of
So, they are truth metonymically
things and of himself.
and the Self of universal love they arrive at is their Truth.

The same upanished

nana

in IV. 4, 19, says:

here whatever; he who

sees as

'

There

there

if

is

no

nana

is

N

a n It seems to
here goes from one death to another'.
mean discordant diversity. Here, in spirituality, no such
diversity is admitted.
Every one should look upon others
discordant beings
;
for, otherwise the mutually
would cut each other's throat and be born in samsara again

as himself

and again

to die over

not

ness

is

may

be the

nana:

and over again. The concordant manyit is

It is in order

oneness.

One and at the same time
One God has become himself

that the

that

man

the concordant

many

the

is

It

many.

on

account of this His glorious act the Taittiriya upanishad
calls Him Sat, Good, that made Himself the Self, the Well-

made.
calls

It is on. account of this

His glorious act the Rig Veda

him Sadhukarman and Satyadhannan.

Let us now go to the 7iandogya Upanishad about A s a t
and Sat. In III. 19, 1 it says 'This was
As at and Sat A s a t onlv at the beginning, from It there
"
a
in the
became Sat'. Thus, this Upanishad also is
KMndogya,
:

,

.

.

aware of the old
seems
.

to

mean

A s- at

.

Lest

A

riddle.
-

s

a

t

Here

also

Asa

or Nihil should

t

be

taken to have been the First Cause, this Upanishad also is
one with the Taittiriya Upanishad in its strong condemna-
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tion of A-s.a.t.
in 'the

form of

In Jits grand Sad-vidya (VI. 2) which is
between Uddalaka and his soa

,a .dialogue

jSrataketu and which

;Which

all

is

about the One

is

'known,

it

only,<0

my

Sa t

Sat

by knowing

says

:-

son

was at the beginning,

!

Some say A-sa,t

without a second.*

only there
at the beginning .without/a second and from It

:-was

Satwas^born. How. can, my .son
Sat;beborn
from A^sat-9 No, Sat .-only there was at the
beginning without a second. It thoughts-may 1
!

be many,

I multiply.

may

(fire or light),

and from

made

It

food.

water,

It sent forth

names-and-forms by
water, and food)

all

entering into these three
a n .
with the j i va-at

tejas

water came and from

it

(tejas,

m

Food
on which

taken by the commentators to-mean the earth

is
it

What
holds that

grows.
does ji v.a
j

1

Self and that

va

-

at

Sat

&

-

m

a

.(the

t

ma.n mean here? One

n

school

and not the Supreme
Supreme Self) evolved the namesis

the soul

and-forms by entering the elements along with the souls of
the would-be forms. The other school, though allowing the
'"
is only
a -at man to be the soul, holds that the soul
j Iv

a shadow, as it were, of the Highest Self." The original f
mentions the jiva-atman as this jiva-^tman. The
word tKis denotes that the 'Upanishad is speaking of an
;

important thing.
of ethics
sists :in

and

The thing most important

spirituality

^becoming Himself

as already .explained
lovinof
CT

is

all

398

(p.

creatures as

'

the Self
all

in the world

whose goodness con-

.creatures

a riddle

which,

means His enselfing and

ante)

In that w,orld

Himself,

this .Self

.

only

is its

Jiva, Life.

I .would

therefore take the

Living

* Without
any discordant thing in Its innate nature that could
stand up as another and oppose Its all enselfing goodness.
:

f"'Aoiena jlvn'a
e v;yakarot."

&tman&

auupravisya
.
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ME- GBBAIMCfflfc

r

S

Serif to be'

tut-

itself^
/

7$

shadow but" in reality.*
S a.i are. ^et:p.oienfcially in the
by Sat ..But as soon as. the names

not by

/

*/

souls that Were; potentially ia
tht'ee 'things

given

birth- to

:

come

are uttered, they

At

having forms.
beting;,

the very beginning of their;

t/

coming into

%, means of Itself as the. Self,.. the Life
enters into each and ev-ery one of them. and

the Grood S;a

of spiritual
ity,*
1

:

into being, i.e.,. into, the -state: of

ti,

/

thus entering, It

is the.

lovely An.laryamiu.and the

Bandhu.

Then, at the end of thrice, three lessons Ud'dal
tin's

-great

axiom::-

A tad
t ra y a m
d^a m
s a r v am
Tat S a t y a ra S a A t m a T a t t v a.m:
AM fc'hisis-ettselfed by It (the
iraain
- a-

i

:

i

.

:

.

r

ai?t-

S at*),
;

subtle

That thoir

That

is

He

Satj^a-ra.

=

a

8"i"

,,

or

the 'Self.

is

art.

If We compare Aifcad'-atmyam' wifch'Isa v&sy&m of
Isavasyopanishad, the meaning seems t'o be that all
aTe enselfed

%

Sa

6bod who
;

fc

,

thre

,

is

the B'andhu or

Bbiid or Stay, of the universe.
That, viz., the fact staieii
first sentence that all this is euselfed
ill fee
by Sat, ia
or
the
truth
lesson
of
8a
or
the
Batyam,
goodness of. Sat.
fi

Bat
love.

is

the' Self, because Ib has- enselfed all

That,

viz.

becom^ thee aud

Sat

j

all'

When; the

th'ou art.

creatures

by

by

His-

Its universal

Good?. Self has

kving them
1

all

as

Himself, thow shouMst; not separate thyself from H-in*
tliou shouldst nob say thou art an a uy at,, another. There-

;

Sucfe bein-g the case than shouldsi lo^e
creatures as thyself and be one with the Grood Si a t
By

fore thou art
all

knowing

He.

1

.

the- One that ha-s enselfed

-all-,

the whole ethical and

* irriie word jivatman is- of rare occurrence in- the older Upav
mshads, A vide tlie Concordance. ' I'u- the Katha TJpi. W. o also, the
to mean, the anfcar^min
phrase 'Atmanam Ji^am antikdt may be taken
.in one's own liearfc.
Self, the Life of- spirituality, that is so very near, i.e.,
has come to mean invariably the soul. I think the
liatterly, jl-vS'bman
souls are jlvas, lives, not independently but only by reason of Sat, the
Life, having enselfed them. Tlie lovely enselfer has attached Himself to
;

each individual soul and is always with it in all its transmigrations; By
reason of the Life that has enselfed the souls they too are called' jtvas.,
their bodies may
lives, and will never be annihilated although
die^ovey
over. As soon as they reailiae the Self, they becpme. one' v?iiiM M?e;

THE

spiritual

in

all

world

men

ward

is

If the oneness of the

known.

as their

One substance

due

difference

CKEATJtOrt

their

to

Good reigus
out-

of spirituality, the

forms,

bodies,

nominal

is

(va&arambhawa m).
The

object of the

of which the great

nine

axiom

is

lessons

repeated

the end

at
is

each

of

men from

to rouse

ignorance to the knowledge of the Self. The first lesson
has several parables, the first of which says that when
man sleeps he has gone to his sva, own, viz., Sat; he

becomes united with Sat.
If

riddle.

way

to

This

by merely sleeping

heaven

is

open

That the author

to

strikes,

all

men

however

all,

me

attain

as a

startling

Sat,

then the

sinful

they

may

be.

patent from the meanings he
riddling
asan&ya, udanya and s v a p i t i. I
is

is

imparts to
think he is quite aware that Sat has two meanings, one
The Sat which is
'mere existence,' the other 'good.'
and
has
Existence
Good
both
lovingly enselfed all
creatures.

If

and enjoy It

man knows and

as his all-joy.

in regard to It

sleeps

D.evatli

in

whom

realizes

well, as It

all finite

is

he will attain It

is

know

the Infinite

It

if

he

Para-

things must exist, he goes to

simple existence in It in Its shade of

he

It

If he does not

ajiya-srava, a living corpse,

meaning as Existence;
far, far,

from

Sat

as

The meaning of this riddle of sleep_must "be
either this, or that when man sleeps in regard to all selfish
dualism, he finds sleep, rest, in the Good Sat, the Self.

the Good.

The main

ideas

of the

other

and of the remaining eight
*

3.

A bird

tied

parables of the

first

lesson

lessons are given in the note,*

by a string

flies

in every direction

and finding

down at last OB the very place where it is
fastened. Likewise, the mind which is fastened to breath flies but
finding no rest settles down on breath.

no rest anywhere

settles

[This seems to teach this: Man does not find rest until he knows
and realizes the Good Sat. He is spiritually tied to It as It is his
Bandhu, Boad. He should not fly away from It but realize It as his
Best.]

The subject of hunger and thirst must be learnt, [Man is subject
The object of religion is to find that Place
to hunger and thirst.
Where there is no hunger and thirst. If he simply goes on eating,
Without thinking about the origin of things, he would be no better

THE CRE
with their

away

sleeping

is in

in

It,

The whole burden

d&nwyaka

I understand them,' in brackets.- The
the Infinite Good S a t. Instead., of

drift as

whole universe

also

:

men

should be awake

of the

things, so near at heart, yet

cry' that"

alas

It

Brahiiiana

Antaryami

seems to be the

w

!

atidi

kn6w

;

lt.>

tfie'BWha--

:bf

Brahman

is

:

in

they do not know

alt-

It*

Therefore let him .think like this
] Whenjie is hungry water
carrying away what has been'eaten by him. [water is explained to~
bp .the -blood into which the, -fopd /has ,been convertiedj vide ;.Voi.;l. .p. 99
of Prof. Max Miiller's Sacred Books of the East.] And water is the root
of body and food is the root of -water.
[Having thus dome to food, its'
]' .The root; of food ft water [here water
origin is to -be the known thus
is not blood but rain, without which no food grains can be grown], ibhe.
root of water is tejas, heat, and the root of tejas is Sat, [If we takatlie rain-cloud to be a metaphor for the Good Sat, from it flashes tejas,'
the lightning fire, then there is water, the downpour, and then the food
grains. If we take the sun to be a metaphor for Sat, from him comes heat,froni it vapour, the rain cloud, and from rain the food grains. This
process of reasoning from the gross on gradually to the most subtle take's
the mind .heavenward to find the root of one's food there, and when heknows its heavenly origin, he will .give, up eating for unworthy purposes.'
He will select such pure fopd as is conducive to the purity of his satva, as
this Upanishad clearly says further on, a;hara-suddhau satvai-suddhi/i.' ]
\Sfhen a man is thirsty tejas has carried away the water in him, and"
water digested is this (probably retas), and so (the rungs of the ladder;:
are) water, tejas, and Sat. [If we thus go lip from one root to anoffieti
So all these creatures aria San-mulaTt, S#d-;
vve Will arrive at Sat].
Sat-pratishiClia/i i.e. they have their root in Sat, they dweff iir

a beast.

:

,

is

.

1

:

...

;

7

'

ayatanafc,,

1

'

8&t, they rest in Sat.

.

;

,

.

.

a man departs from hence his vak, speech, is niergea'
J
in his mind, his mind in his breath, his .breath in tejas, tejas in-the
[This .ladder is metaphysical andPar|i-Devata,, the Highest Being (Sat).

When

is

therefore most important.

When man

begins to think of that most

wonderful thing in the world, namely his faculty of speech, he is sure tb"
find his ultimate root in the Good Sat. Probably breath, pra/na, is used
here not simply in the wense of the air that is breathed but in the sense
of the purified senses which are well known as pramas and n'shis. Likewise,
tejas 'here is not mere fire or light but knowledge representing the
enlightened soul that has learnt to be prabuddha, awake, in the G-ood Sat,'
by departing from the selfish world and by realizing Sat as his Best, Joy.j
II.

The

honey collected by the bee do not know that
and such a tree or plant or flower. Likewise, all

particles of

they came from

siich

thse men though they are in Sat do not know they are in It andthey become again and again a lion, or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm,
or a midge, or a gnat, or a musquito.
These rivers come from the sea (i.e. sea-vapour==rain-cloud=
III.
ram==floods) and flow back to the .sea, where they da not know I am
this/ Likewise, all these men coming from Sat do not know they hava
come from Sat and they become again and again a lion, or a wolf, &c.
men
prhese two illustrations II and III teach this fact: Alas
are as ignorant as the particles of honey and the rivers that do nqfc
ktiow their own- origin. They do not 'know the nlMoving Sat- from
'

'

'

!
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After preaching the awiman, subtle, Sat ia the Sadvidya, the /(7jandogya preaches It next as the Bhuman

Bukhara, Infinite Happiness, in the Bhumavid^a, and then in
the eighth Prapat/iaka it concludes with the Dahra-vidyA,,
otherwise called Havdavidya, in which the kuower is taught
to contemplate

Brahman

established in the lotus of his

own

"
free from sin, from old age,
heart as Self and as being
from death and grief, from hunger and thirst" and as being
"
which desires
Satya-kama and Satya-sankalpa i.e. that

nothing but what it ought to desire, and imagines nothing
but what it ought to imagine." This clearly establishes
Brahman to be Saguna, full of good qualities.
they have come and who is always bearing them. The result is
they are born over and over as men-tigers and other hurtful men-beasta
and insects and are a pest to society. It should be noted that only
hurtful beasts and insects are mentioned and not the useful domestic
animals. This simile of origin from the sea and of existence in it and
from the simile in Mima.
yet not knowing it should be distinguished

whom

which says that

like rivers that go into the sea
giving
so does the Tenower, freed from name and
knower
The
knows
Purusha.
the
the Self to be
Highest
form, goes to
infinite ocean, gives up the nominal and bodily distinctions of one soul
all
them
as
himself
and
loves
and
finds the allfrom another, regards
A

Up.

III. 2,

their

up

8,

names and forms

who is Pr&jna Atman, the Knowing Self, in whose embrace
happy.]
IV. Whatever branches the life of the tree leaves, those branches
dry and die ; only that which is detached from life dies life does not

loving Self,

he

is

5

die.

[This seems to teach this. Sat is the true Life. By detaching
It man dies over and over in sams^ra ; bub if he knows Sat and
is spiritually in it, he will be a majestic tree full of life and fruits.]

from

V. A
Nothing in

fruit of the Nyagrodha tree is brought
it is visible to the naked eye, yet from

and broken to pieces.

some subtle thing in
the fruit the majestic Nyagrodha tree springs up.
The human soul is like a seed berry
[This seems to teach this
having the all-enselfing Supreme Self as the germinal part of it.
To serve as this germinal part He, though infinitely great (mahato
mahtyan), has become the infinitely subtle (anor aniyan) located in the
heart. If the soul, the seed, only knows its germinal part, then it at
once grows and becomes the majestic tree with its becoming all the
creatures (i.e. enselfing and loving them all as itself) as its thousands
:

of praja, children=fruits.]
VI. When a bit of salt ia dissolved in water, every part of the
water tastes salt, although the salt is no longer visible; but still in every
drop of the water in which it is dissolved the salfc is tasted. [This

probably means that the Good Sat has by sacrifice dissolved Itself as
love in the universe. We ought to realize It to be in every creature.]
VII. If an intelligent man were to be blindfolded, taken to a
wilderness,

and

left

alone there, he will roam about, enquire from per-
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The eighth Prapa^aka,

in

locating

the Infinite Brahman

in the heart of the

knower, says that the whole universe
and the sky are in the heart and that what in it is smaller
than ether (the sky ) that should he
contemplated upon
as the Brahman.
'Smaller than ether' does not appear

mean anything limited in space; it seems to mean subtler
than ether. Such a subtle Spirit alone can pervade in all

to

This very Brahman of the heart is
earlier Prapat/taka III. 14 as being Satya'
That from which the universe is
Tajjalftn,

things, evfen in ether.

spoken of in the
sankalpa, as
born, in which

ends and in which

it

it

breathes'

and as that

Self in the heart who is smaller than the 'smallest seed and
"
greater than the earth, greater than the sky, greater than
heaven, greater than all these worlds." The Upanishads

unanimous

are

a

in

speaking of the Self of the heart as
smaller than
ft n:

nor aniyan, mahato m a lily

whom he may meet and at last find his way home. A " In exactly the
same manner dues a man who meets with a teacher (A&arya) to inform
him, obtain the true knowledge." For him the delay (in attaining the
Supreme Self) is only so long as there is no (sankalpa, will, on his part
to the effect) that I shall be delivered (from the body) and I shall
attain (the Supreme Self).'
sons

'

man should go to the
not enough if he simply knew. He must practise the
Self.
The delay is with himself. The original is
Tasya tavad eva
fciram yavat na vimokshye atha sampatsye' iti,
The last word iti explains the change from the third to the first person.3
[This shows that in order to find out the way,

teacher.

It is

:

'

VIII. " If a man is ill, his relatives assemble round him and ask:
'Dost thou know me? Dost thou know me'? Now as long as his
speech is not merged in his mind, his mind in breath (prana), breath
in heat (fire), heat JE the Highest Being (devata), he knows them.
But when his speech is merged in his mind, mind in breath, breath in
heat (fire), heat in the Highest Being, then he knows them not/'
implies that having gone to the teacher and learnt the
should make steadfast Up&sana of Him. The relatives are
probably the bad qualities. Becoming sick of them, the knower takes
complete shelter in the Self, and knows them no longer. Tejas, heat,
may be taken to mean the soul.}.
[This

Self,

man

A man

is accused.
To test him
applied to him. If he is guilty if he ia
false-minded, having covered his true Self by a falsehood," he is burnt;
and killed. But if he is not guilty if he is " true-minded, having
covered his true Self by truth," he is not burnt, and he is delivered.

IX.

denies the theft with which he

ordeal a heated hatchet
by
"

[This

is

It seems to be intended to. show that he
always true to Him in conduct can stand any
greediness, hatred, anger, will burn him ]

the last lesson.

who knows the Self and
ordeal,

is

No lust,

is
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"

greater &han the: greatest.

^his description
infinite. By realizing Him in the heart,
expanded infinitely; all the wicked gran^

ean only apply to the
the heart
.thisj

itself

knots, of

it

is

There

are cut asunder.

JTMndogya TJpanishad

that

is

no indication

in the

has two Brahmans in view-?

it

one lower, the Saguna, and the other higher, the Nirguna>
means any distinction between the Deity of the
*
"Sad-vidyit and the Deity of the Dahravidya.
The fact that Sat, the Deity of the Sadvidya is

.that' it

Satyakama, the Deity of Dahravidy&, serins
from S a t s desire of ' may I be many, may I

identical with

'

to he clear

multiply'. It is by this worthy desire! that
all and therefore is the Self.

Sat

has enselfed

:

If I have rightly traced the history of

Sat,

It

is

'Kama, Love, the Betas" of Mind of As -at. It is that
Bandh'u whom sages yearn to know in their heart (Big
,Veda X. 129, vide

441

p.

Which nothing

.-without

ante}.
-will

It is the Juice of Prajapati,

stand and

Which

existed even

the beginning of creation (Taitt. Aranyaka, vide
It is the Self, the Juice of Infinite Joy (Taifet.
P; 445 ante).
vide
Its existence even before
p. 449 ante):
.TJpanishad,
.Before'

the beginning shows that Praj&pati as a s - a t , 'he who
;
as in sleep, when the universe had
.existed and breathed
;

to dissolution,

gone

was, as

it

were,

outwardly the

qiiali-

*

On this point Ka'm&nuja quotes the following as the words of
Bramida-Bhashyakara who seems to have lived anteiior to Sankara and
work, except the fragments quoted here and there in Ram&mija's
seenis to have been lost:
j

"Yadyapi Sat-ftifcto na nirhhugna-Daivatam gunagawant
manasa 'nudh^vet, tathapy antarguwam eva Devatam bhajate/'

;

1

'-

" Tatra

:

~

'pi Sagurtaiva D'evata prapyate."

Although the contemplater of Sat may not, in his mind, drive sit
a;
l)eity that is predicated and has qualities (as in the Dahra-vidyft),
still he is really worshipping a Deity who is pi-egnant with qualitiesr.'
-iBven there. (in the Sadvidya) the Sagn^a Deity only is obtained-.'
This shows that the two schools of Saguna and Nirguna existed
feven before. Dramidia and that he as the follower of the SagWwa
refutes the Nirguwa. Sudarsana alias Srntaprakasikafcarya, who has
elaborately annotated Kaiua'nuja's Sribhashya says that DraihicZa begits
1

'

'

Kis
"

v

d

fi,

work "with this
y a Salufcation

qualities,

;.

salutation:
to that God

..-.,...

.
,

.

Nainafo .pravaragu%aika;spa-

who

...
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is

the one fountain of all high
:..c. ^.:'.^

..... ...... , ____

..

._
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Brahman but

tyles's-

of

Sm t

,

existed

the G-ood

before.

sleeping state
necessarily

otherwise'

the

could

latter

have

not.

The. Big Veda starts with the A s-a t or
This
in order to come to the Sat state.

implies

and waking

Brahman must have been pregnant

this

j

,85

many

successions: of previous

so. that

states^

Paura.-wio; idea

the

and dissolution

sleeping

each

tliafc'

simply a point in a
begin n'ingless! circle of such cycles may have originated
from the time of the. /tig Veda itself.*
The sleeping
cycle of Creation

state"-

the Creator

to

is

the

only for

is.

sake

of

the foolish

world which-, .dancing a mad dance of fruitless ungodly
life and; being, tired, wants to go to dissolution in order

For the godly
the dance again.
-ujp and commence
God and
with
become
one
have
who
the
and
souls
gods,
to

wak

that

Him

always know

Tvho

ds-

As-at even

pregnant in

the lovely.

to be their Self,

Sat

at th.e time of the dissolu-

tion is always the sleepless, hungerless, thirstless, fatigueless
World of Infinite Joy. Being one with God they never
clash'

with His Oneness

;

and the preaching of Oneness at

the beginning of the Creation, in such expressions as that
God. existed without an any at or another and. that

wishing to be many He. became all these creatures .is for
the bei-reftfe of those in -the world that wish to be saved;.

W& have not
Creation by

Rudra's

done with the Juice,

It occurs

B*tas of Creation in the

^booiing,

matta

111.

and 34y which,

33

as the

Aitareya Brahis

to

the

i.

^ajapa

following, effect

:

"Prajapati thought of cohabiting: with Ms
i&wn daughter, whom some call D iv a
, 'Heaven',

f.-v,

m

others
,-;-.

..self:

Ushas,

into

'Dawn.'

He

a buck of a kind

transformed irm*-

of

deer

(rzsya),

whilst his daughter assumed the shape of a female
* The
expression

:

'Dh&ta y abh^-piirTain akalp'ayat'

(Rig Veda X. 190, 3) is rendex'ed by native commentators to mean
that the Creator made everything as before. European scholars take
yatha-pu.rvam to' mean one thing after unofcher in its order.
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deer
at

The

(rohit)"

tin's

Devas were scandalized

They put the most
one, -who became the

sinful act of
Prajapati.

fearful bodies

of theirs In

god called Bhutavan, the lord of pasus, cattle.
This Bhufcavaa attacked Prajapati 'and pierced him

Thus pierced, he sprang up in
r i g a ,
form of (the constellation called)
deer, and Bhutavan is called (the star) mra'ga(with an arrow).

the

m

.

vyadha,
became

hunter of the deer.
constellation)

(the

The female deer
The arrow

Rohini.

which was discharged and which had three parts
(shaft, steel, and point) became such air" arrow (in

The

which had been poured forth
from Prajapati, flew down on the earth and became
the sky).

not be

is
.

m

the

a

s

'

The gods

a lake.

the

r e t

said,

(ma

spoilt

d us ham'.
same as m & n u
a-

oks-hena)

j.

May this refcas of Prajapati
dushat). This became
This name madusham
s

ha

m

esoterically

gods are fond

the

for

(

pa

r -

of esotery

(paroksha-priya iva hi Deva/i). They
surrounded the

r

eta

s

with Agni and the Maruts,

make it flow, but to no
agitated
But that Agni who is called Vaisvanara,
effect.
in' connection with the Maruts, made it move,That spark which first blazed up from it became
it

in order

to

Aditya (the sun); the second spark became Bhn'gu,

whom Varuna

adopted as his son

;

the third be-

came the Adityas. The live coals- (angara)
became the Angiras, and blazing up again, became
sorts of
Bn'haspati, and the coal dust became all
animals.*

This story occurs briefly in the $atapatha Brahmana
also, which says that the shooter was the god Rudra and

which concludes thus

pa

ti/t:

*

:

Sa vai Yajna/i eva P raja-

'Sacrifice indeed

It

is Prajapati.'

Abridged almost verbatim from Dr. Hang,
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which speaks about ' the father embracing
daughter,' vide Muir IV. p. 45.
This Vedic story may be compared with the story of

Veda X.
his

87

61, 7,

the birth of the Asvius from

horse and mare

the

forms of

:

Vivasvan and Sarrwyu (vide the Essay on the Asvins).
Kumarilci,

in.

(vide p.

216

this story

explaining

called seduction

of

But

ante).

Prajapati
that the sun

clear

it is

along with

Indra's so

sun

to be the

Ahalya, takes

is

not the

Creator Pnijapati himself but simply a metaphor for Him
as the story clearly say's that the sun and other beings sprang

from the melted

forth

.

retas of Prajapati.

The Dawn,

daughter of the sun, represents Vak, Speech, (vide

Vak

ante).

is

The Bhagavata Purana

-

217,

Sarasvati (p. 400 ante).
III. 12, in

Vedic story

to

calls

rightly understood

this story

her Vak.
the

Dawn

The Matsya Purana,

be Vak.

narrating this story in its

narrating

own daughter,

of Prajapati's love with his
This shows that the Purana
of the

p.

the

in

own way,

(one of the names of Prajapati),

says that Svayambhti
" with a view to the

completion of the world, placed and kept Savitri in his
Then as he was muttering prayers, he divided his
heart.
spotless body and gave to the half the form of a woman, and
to the half that of a male.

Savitri, Sarasvati, Gayatri

(This female)

and Brahmaui.

is

called Satarupa,

Brahma

(Praja-

took her for his daughter. Beholding her, the impati)
perishable deity, distressed, tortured with the arrows of love,
'

exclaimed,

O

what beauty ! " &c.
beauty !
have seen that Vak is Visvarupa
'

what

(Muir I. p. 110), We
The Matsyapur&na seems to have borrowed
(p. 400 ante).
from
the
its ideas
Bre'hadaranyaka, (vide p. 399 ante) where
the female

is

stated to have taken

up one form

after another.

The

'
she of hundred
Puraraa, therefore, calls her /Satarupa or
Her being Savitri Gayatri shows her spiritual
forms.'
nature as Vidya. Vidya springs from the well cultivated

mind of the knower and he
of

Knowledge

can never be a

as ones
sin.

own

The

loves

her.

This spiritual love

offspring, praja (vide p.'401 ante),

so called incest of Prajapati is simply
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a riddle, and therefore the Upauislmd has taken .care to say
that He who approached his own offspring had burnt up all
sins, (vide p. 399 ante.) How can a being who had burnt up
all

sins

commit a

real sinful

which

holy Retas

is

act?

so eagerly

utilized in the formation of the

connection

The

?

of the Retas.
resides

To

as

conceal

I

the
this

So, here also' bow can the
secured and melted and

universe arise from a sinful

a riddle and vanishes by the splendour
take It to be the Visv.arupa Sou that

sin

is

In-dwel.ler in

meaning

all

creatures.

It is

Purusha.

Manusham, which

It is called

synonymous with .Paurusham and Its holy nature
cated

is

is

.

indi-

It's
being called Madusham, Spotless. This
is born .from Parents who
Son
VisvarUpa
represent Sacrifice
as Father and Mother. The Retas is identical with the shooter

by

for in the Vedic story which will be nest taken
Rudra
is distinctly mentioned as the; "Son of Prajapati
up
born by Prajapati's consorting with his owii daughter,
Father-Sacrifice is glowing with His own fire,^
Ushas.

Rudra,

;

knowledge, personified as His daughter-wife. Any knower
may perform self-sacrifice in Him and be born spiritually..
Therefore, the Son-God Rudra, the First of knowers, shoots!
himself as the arrow into the Father and is born as the
iRetasy
the Son that resides as Purusha in all creatures, loving them

r

as himself.

The shooting means

that

He

offered himself as

oblation according to the ancient law of

an

'

Yajnena YajrLara

ayajanta Deva/i.V Rudra' s name Pa supati, the Lord of vietinis, should .be taken to mean that He is the Lord Victim
:

.

>

that offered himself at the altar of Self-sacrifice and thereby

became the Ideal of dl Self-sacrificers; and His -other name
is Bhutavan or :Bhutapati, the Lord of born ones, i. e, -of those
are born spiritually from the fire of Self-sacrifice. 'This
Retas whom I have identified with Rudra Bhutapati seems

who

:

to be id,entiGal with Hirajiyjigarbha, the Golden-Child of -the

Rig Yeda (X. 121, vide

p.

413

is clearly called Bhufcasyapati;

Betas

is

ante), where Hjranyagarbha
and the idea of melting the"

:

applicable only to its concept as
for the most valuable pure Self.

,
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a
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Agni is well known as Hirawya-retas. What 'is the
use of gold if it is not melted and made into an ornament ?
If the knower keeps himself to himself, he will be a miser

and

hoarding the gold

but

selfishly,

if

he melts himself and flows

around as the all-enselfing and all-lovincr
Self he becomes an ornament: then only he is well fashioned,

beyond himself
well-made.

all

It is only

by

realizing the

as his very life and existence

The Son-God,

love.

the

Son God

that the

Gold,

as his Self,

kuower can flow as

cannot he melted by any

knowledge. Only the common fire of all
peoples, namely Agni Vaisvanara who looks upon all alike
and in whom there is no selfishness, can melt the Gold
selfish

and as

or

fire

this fire also is identical

with Rudra, the result

is

that

As Prajapati has become
only the Self can melt the Self.
the Son God himself by himself and is for that reason called
Svayambhu, Self born, the knower must realize Him and
The
thereby become the Self and melt himself by himself.
lesson taught by this riddle seems to be that the
and
ethical world consists of the all-loving Itetas
spiritual
of Father Sacrifice.

religions

Phenomenally, the story itself clearly identifies the
Orion with the stag-form of Sacrifice- Prajapati, with the
Belt as (he arrow discharged into him by the Dog Star
It likewise identifies Ushas with the Star
Sirius Rudra.
Rohifti,

who

represents the

on the Asvins).

and

ment
is

Rolma's position

the Oriou's position

rise to the

celrstial

fancy as

to the

Dawn

to the

(vide the

essay

-west of the

Orion

west of Sinus

have given

though, in the apparent diurnal movethe Orion is enamoured of and

of the celestial sphere,
after Rohiv/i

running

A

the Orion.

line

and

as

drawn from

though
Sirius

Sirius is

hunting
through the Orion

almost straight over the line of the
three stars of the Beit, which is in the middle of the Orion.
The fancy therefore is that Sirius, as though having Rohini
the arrow,
Vidyft as the indicator of the aim, discharged
his Self, straight into the heart of the Orionto Lvohini

would pass

signifying
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The reason why
star

Dawn Ushas was

the

transferred to the

Rohiwi seems to be that in the olden time the .vernal

equinox which

is

the beginning of the year was taking place
As the year dawned at that star it

in the region of that star.

Dawn

became the yearly

in the higher starry region, in con-

tradistinction to the daily

Dawn, and

it

was fancied that

just

the rising sun runs after the dawn, the Orion stag is the
'If the vernal equinox is
starry sun running after Rohb<i

'as

the

dawn

of the year, the

sun-set of

Kolma and
heliacal

autumnal equinox would be the

and therefore

in this day-half of the year the
the Orion remained in the olden time from their

it

sotting to their acronycal rising.

This their day-

half is the metaphor for the period of Creation and life.
But as soon as they go into the night by their acronycal

rising the sun-set of the year takes place, dark winter, the
metaphor for the period of dissolution, conies and everything
is lost,

it is after the

autumnal equinox that the Orion and

the Rohini are seen conspicuously throughout the night as if
in union for the production of the germ of the next Creation
period.

Time

rolls

on

till

mid-winter which

is

midnight and

the gods, impatient for the germ, get Sirius Rudra to shoot
I
the Sacrifice Stag and get the concealed golden germ.

here put the shooting into the lap of mid- winter, following
As the Europeans
the old German tradition and custom.*

count their day from midnight, their year commences from
We too
the midnight of the year, viz. winter solstice.
* Professor

Kuhn compares

this Story -with ancient German
Vol II. 297306.

Mitra's Indo Aryans,
logy, vide Rajeudralala

Mytho-

Among

other things he says
" Both in our ancient and modern
popular traditions, there is universally spoken of the Wild Hunter, who sometimes appears under the
name of \Vodan or Woden, and was, in heathen times, the supreme god of
the ancient German nations. This god coincides, both in character and
ancient 11 udra of the Vedas. Now there is a class of
shape, with the
traditions in which this ancient god is said to hunt a stag and shoot afc
Budra in the Brahma?ias is represented as shooting at the
it, just as
The stag, in German mythology, is the animal oC the
Risya, and Eohit.
a
god Freyr, who, like Prajapati, is god of the sun, of fertility, &c., so that
thesliotat that stag is to be compared with Itudra'a shooting at the
I have further endeavoured to show that some iudicaJJisya=Prajapati.
exist in the medieval penitentials o Germany and England, which
:
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have got

system in our Ufctara and Dakshma ayanas,
commencing the year from the vernal

this

side by side with

The Dog

equinox.

no doubt fancied
ter at a

horizon.

the
i.e.

who is pursuing the Orion Stag was
him down at midnight
of mid-winO

time when the Stag was sinking below the western
From there his Retas falls and becomes the sun of

new

year

from winter

mild.

Star

to shoot

born

at

For three months more,
midnight.
about the vernal equinox the sun is

solstice to

But when he comes

are dedicated to Agni he

to the Kn'ttikas (Pleiades)

is

which

melted and begins to shower his

fructifying warmth, resuscitating winter-beaten earth.

be fancied to take place when the
conjunction with the Kn'ttikus, at which

Or, the shooting

sun comes in

may

point the vernal equinox was probably taking place in the
time of the Ait. Brahmana. Thus shot, the Orion Stag,

which represents
is

made

his

(vide the

Sacrifice,

Golden Eetas.

Although

cold in the northern climes,

vernal equinox it is still
the sun comes on a line with

it is

till

when he is well melted. Here
Rudra would be established thus He as the

the Orion and the

the oneness of

Essay on Pravargya),
year's sun born as

Hindu new

to give birth to the

Dog

star,

:

Dog- star shoots his Self, the arrow-like Belt, into the Orion-

and

born from Sacrifice

as the sun Aditya, the
one of lludra's eight forms
even in the Vedic literature as will be shown presently) and

Sacrifice

is

son of the altar Aditi (the sun

is

give us to understand that at the close of the old year and at the beginning of the new one (we call that time die zivolften or the twelve days,
the dva'dasaha of the Indians) , there were mummeries performed by
the country people, in which two persons seem to have been the principal
performers, one of whom was disguised as a stag, while the other was
Both represented a scene, which musb have
disguised as a hind.
greatly interested and amused the people but very much offended the
clergy by its sordid and hideous character ; and from all the indications
which are given in the texts, we may safely suppose that the chief
contents of this representation was the connection of a stag and a hind
(or of an old woman) which was accompanied by the singing of unchaste
songs. From English customs at the New Year's day, we' may also infer
that the hunter's shooting at this pair was even a few centuries ago, nay
is even now, not quite forgotten."
In the Br&hmrma story the Orion is
not the hunter but the hunted, with the three Stars of the Belt as the
arrow shot into it by Sirius Mrigavyddha lludra. Buclra is well known
in the Vedaa as dhanvin, archer.
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02

melts him himself by means of his heat as the Dog star in
conjunction with the strong summer rays, the Maruts, and

becomes the summer
general good and

The

birth of the

that sacrifices itself for

rain-cloud,

the cause of the

is

summer

The Satapatha Rrahmana

/

Son God as the

I.

creation.
7,' 3, 8 says to
'

>

the following effect:

Creation.

The

earth became pratishiAa, place to rest on,
and Bhiitanampati, the lord

to Bhfttams, beings,

The} became dikshitas,
"

of beings.

7

The

for a year.

themselves,

i.e.

consecrated

lord of beings

was

grihapati, householder, with Ushas, dawn, as patni,
wife.

The beings (became)

the seasons; the lord

of beings (became) the Year; and Ushas (became)
" Then both
the beings and the lord of
Aushasi.

beings, the Year, impregnated Ushas, and a boy
(Kumara) was born in a year. The boy wept,
'
Boy, why dost thon weep,
Prajapati said to him,
since thou hast been born after toil and (tapas) auste-

rity.'

The boy

'

said,

My

indeed has not been

evil

taken away, and a name has not been given to me;

Give
a
*

me

name

a

y ahi
* * "

s in

ra.'

t

(anapahatapapma v a
m a n a in a me d h e h i)'

i

an a

,

'
Prajlpati said to him, Thou art ItudInasmuch as he gave him that name, Agni

became

his

for

form,

Rudra

is

Agni.

He

was

Rndra because he wept (Yad arodittasmad
R u d r a h ) He said, I am greater than A sat;
.

give

me

(another) name.

He

said

so seven times

and got seven other names, and seven other forms..
Including Rudra his names were eight. The eighth'

name was isana, with which the sun became
form.. The boy said, 'I am so much:
do

his

not
u
mefurther
name.'
rhese
are
the
any
give
eight
forms of Agni. Kumara is the ninth. This is the
'

.are, as

it

v vi

1 1 a ) of
Agni. Since there
forms
of
were, eight
Agni [and] the

threefoldness

(

t r

i

434

93
Gayatri metre has eight syllables,

GWatri

to the

men

'

Agni

say,

(g&yatro

'gni//)'.
This boy (Kumara) entered into the forms. Men do
not see Agni as a boy it is these forma of his that
pertains

;

they see

h

r

i

up

he entered into these forms

for

;

an

p

i

a V

r

i

s

a

t

e

(

Mnir IV.

)."

t

&n

p. 341

i

.

Brahman says
"Prajapati, being desirous of progeny (prajati-

The

/Sankhayana or Kaushitaki

:

From him when he

kama/t) performed austerity.

had

born,

them,

Vayu,

Agni,

(Moon), and Ushas
*

Aditya,

(dawn) the

Do you aho perform

consecrated

five

performed .austerity

[thus]

were

He

fifth.

themselves, and
the

said to

They
when they

austerity.'

Before them,

themselves.

had consecrated

(children)

ITandramas

had performed

of Prajapati,

austerity, Ushas,
daughter
suming the form of an Apsaras(a celestial

as-

nymph),

Their attention was rivetted upon her,
and they discharged seed. They then came to
Prajapati their father, and said to him-' We have
rose up.

discharged

arrow

seed,

made

Prajapati

let

not

it

there in

lie

vain.'

a golden platter of the depth of an

(/camasam

i s

hum atr am

and

),

of

In this he collected the seed, from
equal breadth.
it there arose a
being with a thousand eyes, a
feet,

to his

'Why
-

and a thousand arrows on the

thousand

He came
(

Give

me

long as no

a name.

I shall

not

name has been given

this request eight times

forms one after another.

of

-string.

Father Prajapati, who asked him,
dost tliou come to me'?
He answered:
eat this
to me'.

1 '

food,

so

He made

and got eight mines and
>Muir IV.

The two Brahmanas above quoted
the names* and forms thus:

p.

845.

differ as to the order/

*
Independent of these eight namas, Agni has eight names used
1 Agni, 3 Jatavedas, 3 Sahojas, 4 Ajmtprabhu,
in worshipping him
5 Vaisvanara, 6 Naryapas, 7 Panktiradhas, and 8"Visarpiu vide Taitb.
;

Avanyaka

I.

34.
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tfatapatha Br.

Name.

Form.

Rudra

1st

2nd Sar va

Kaushitald Br.

Name.

Bhava

...Fire (Agni).
(all)

.

.

.

Waters

arva

Form.
...Waters (Apart)
...

A gni,

fire.

(A part).
3rd Pasupati

...Plants

Pasupati

...Vayu, wind.

(Oshadhayart).

4th

Ugra-deva ...Plants & trees,
(Oshadhayo Vanaspatayart)
Mah&ndeva...Sun (Aditya/t).

...V&yu, wind.

Ugra

5th Asani

...Lightning

6th Bhava

...Eain (Par-

(Vidyut).

Rudra

...Moon (Kandramas).

Isana

...Food (Annam).

janya).

Mahandeva.,Moon (K&u-

7tli

dramas).
..,Sun (Aditya). Asani

8th Js&na

...Indra.

The aim of these two Brahmanas seems to be to show
Son God born of Sacrifice and austerity is identical

that the

with the Bhargas, Light;, of Savitar (Father Prajapati) that
ia worshipped by means of Visvamitra's Gayatri verse
(Rig

Veda,

III. 62, 10):

We

contemplate
table Bhargas of our

ponder over) that coveFather (so that) He might

(or

quicken our intellect or wisdom.
Father Prajapati's Light, Wisdom, consists in His
having sacrificed Himself and thereby become all the worlds

Our

and creatures, by entering them (vide pp. 74 76 ante). He
has become all by enselfing and loving them all as Himself,

womb

This His aspect as the loving Child in the heart's
all is

the

Now

of

Son God.
has eight syllables

the Gayatri verse

three feet, counting n y a
as the Taitfciriyins do;* and
its

the several

names

of

* The
syllables are

Goddess

m
it

appears to

VUk

(Speech)

:

Tat Sa-vi-tur va-re-ni-yam
Bhar-go De-va-sya dhl-ina-hi
dhi-yo yo uaft pra-fco-da-yat.
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164, 41 (the

same repeated

name Ashiapadi
as the
Gayatri

('she of

metre.

.95

Aranyaka I. 9), the
eight syllables') means her aspect
Now, as pada means also a word or
in

Taitt.

name, the fact that only eight names are selected for the
Son God shows the intention to exhihit Him as Gayatra
Ashiapada,

is

gas

He .of

'

alias

because

eight names',

He

the Deity of that Ashiapadi Gayatri which

10 above quoted.

III. 62,

as

Bhar-

the verse

is

Moreover the syllables of the

the Son God according to the Satapatha
eight names o
Brahmarca amount to 22, but as they must be 24 in order to

24 syllables of the Gayatii verse, it is
Brahma?za supplies the omission

correspond

to the

noteworthy

that the other

by adding the two

syllables de-va to

Now

the eight names.

So much about

Ugra.

The

about the eight forms.

syllables

words expressing the forms amount, according to
atapatha, to 2!, but, according to Kaushitald, to 25; but

of the

we

read the latter's

'

'

Oshadhayo Vauaspataya/i as the
word
Oshadhivauaspataya/t, the number of the
compound
the
words
of
expressing the forms also would be
syllables
if

These eight forms would represent the whole

exactly 24.

universe

and

as

if

the waters are taken to

trees the earth,

and the food

mean

all

the stars, the plants

the creatures.

By these forms the Sou God is shown to be Visvarupa,
He is the In-dweller in them all loving them all as

Himself; that is to say that in making a gift of Himself to
forms and creatures He has not given one bit of Himself

all

to one creature

and another

bib

to another,

as in that case

He would
cutting and limiting Himself; no, He as
unbounded Love has given Himself completely and fully to
be

every one of

them and

bv the number

whom He

of the

He

so

if

we count

this

unbounded Love

countless creatures

in

each one

of

is

Visvarupa, Multiform, meaning
full,
In the Rudra Siikta
thereby that He is the One Manifold.
II. 33 of the .Rig Yeda, Eudra is called Pururupa and Visvarupa.

is

Therefore,

to

forms themselves but
that

He

emphasize the fact that
is

the

has entered them,

invisible Self

He
48?

is

in

Kumara,

He

is

them
the

not the

it is

Child,

said

by

THE CRMTIOK.

womb

being in the

forms and creatures.

of all

This His

ninth aspect which as Bhargas, Light, Self; permeates
throughout all the letters of the Gayatri verse in question
as

their

real

us

their

Self-^-is

meaning

throughout
the

always

Oae however much we may

the

all

eight

incorruptible, unchangeable

multiply. Him,

the figure Q,

like,

The Mababharata
ultimate figure.*
story about the birth of Kumara, in calling Him by
which

the

is

forms

in

the

several

Him

Navaka, the Darling Nine or the Darling
New. as uava means both nine and new and k a , an affix

names,

calls

often used to denote
is

endearment

The Son Uod

the new comer.

(as

putraka),

as the

Self

and the child
is

always new,

fresh, incorruptible.

Theory
421-^-423

indicates that

crate);

and the

the Child

fact that

the

forms, clearly means that the Creator's

forms

is

is

vigorous (vide pp.

names become the

mode

of creating the

by naming them out.

In the story of the Satapatha, the seasons and the year
represent religious time and the religious rites such as the
ishfis

of

and

God, as

performed in them. These are aspects
cannot be separated from the spirituality of

sacrifices

He

religions rites

and religious time. He is in the moon as the
and in the sun as the lord of

lord'of the religious seasons

the religious year personified as Prajapati.
TJshas, who is
both the daily dawn in the atmosphere and the yearly dawn

form of the Rohini in the sky, represents nSraddhft
Aushasi means
or Vidya, as her becoming Anshasi denotes.

in the

she who pertains to the dawn' and seems to me to represent
the morning Sandhya upasaua, by which the knower realises
the Supreme Self in the metaphor of the
rising sun as
in
the
of
his
heart
and
sky
shining
removing all darkness-*1

sin

and bad

desires

and

himself as an oblation.

as

From

the Deity fco whom he offers
the religious
point of view,

* Kino is the ultimate
figure, as, all figures over and above it are
obtained by adding to the figures 1 to 9 a cypher or cyphers or one
or other of the same figures; arid it retains its character us 9 eveu if
the figures got by multiplying any figures by 9 ate added
together,

cyphers,

THE
Usha-s the'daw-n woii'ld be nothing if she
and Knowledge of the upasana

JT-aith

not Aushasi, .the
which ought to be

is

The seasons are called Riius.
n'tu ; and as the plot of
woman's
RikiL means
the
Indweller as the Son of Religion of
the'story is to get
Sacrifice; as according to worldly analogy there can be no

performed

her advent.

tit

But

the

also

conception without w'tu and

which must, unlike

retas

.the

worldly ones, fee spiritual in order to be able to .give birth
to the spiritual Son ; and as in the spiritual world the One
that sees no

a n

seems

-stary
,!/

to

me

become the Father
on the

He

'earth,

loves

or another

a i

y

to

mean

reigns,

of ;pra;jas, creatures,

which

the

signifies

Vidya who

is

riddle 0f the

the

The One

this:

sacrificial

Himself

in order to

Himself

establishes

revealed

ground, .and
as

own

His

daughter-wife ^ the metaphor for all this is the rising. sua
who .at the horizon appears as if seated on the earth and

who

is

loving

the

Dawn who

light.

'Sain ipo'elically, as -the

tfee

>and

own

nothing else but has

is

So, the dawn, the daughter as well as wife of

<siitu.

who

Similarly
is

spiritual

-the

lady

moon who

the lord of -the
.

from the 'standpoint of view

>of

light identical

represents

Tfa'tns is

identical

iiie

with

self-sacrdifioe

with

'the soiii

moon being but the .sum
reflected.
As at the end <of every lunar month ending wMi
the new .moon the moon meets the dawn lady in his last
act of 'self-sacrifice, this

jffo'tus

-of

the

phenomenon

is

tead as

if

placed the spiritual essence of self-sacrifice

the -lord of
,as ,r?tu

in

'her ('taking n'tu- in the

word

is

masculine)'.

(and. another time

sense of seed, as the gender of the
If he does so a couple of six- times

whenever

-there is the

he makes her a well-developed

thirteenth .month),

./fo'tumati

fully capable of
retas
of
the
the
sun
<as
the .religious
conceiving
spiritual
Year, This would be better illustrated by taking the dawn's

form, the star .Ro.hini. At the Conjunction the sun
commence their career seated on the Orion sacrifimoon
and
The moon meets the Rohini -star every month,
cial ground.
celestial

and when the Conjunction comes back at the end of the
of the year, both the moon and the gun meet her

last

THE CREATK&,
then the spiritual

born

Sorij the lovely enselfer of all creatures, is

as Samvatsara,

'

He who

cries well' or

He in whom

'

The

these puns).

all

423 ante about

religious rites or spirituality resides' (vide p.

taught by the Dawn, the
that God is Himself the spiritual

esoteric lesson

Seasons and the Year

is

Mother, the spiritual -Rz'tu, the spiritual Retas, and the spiritual Son.
Thus, He has solved the problem of spiritual life

from the very beginning of creation, and it will apply to man
also if he solves it thus: let him be Atrnakridfah and Atmarati/i

Eland. Up. VII. 25, 2; and Muwd.
him become himself the same lady Faith

(as the
let

and place in her the
of the

Self

Supreme

III. 1, 4, say):

or

Knowledge

and the holy retas
he loves as him-Self ; and he

n'lu of self-sacrifice

whom

born as the spiritual son fit to be in the Father.
the
True,
story is very naked but we are dealing with old
when the inner meaning is understood it removes
and
poets
will be

indelicacy and the spiritual procreation will put to shame
the animal one.

all

Man must
J&taja, Born

employ

his

of Sacrifice.

time religiously and become

One

that goes to the

moon by

the

born again and so, if he
Smoky Way
wishes to become a. knower, he, according to the Kaushitaki
128 of Professor Max Miiller's
TJpanishad quoted at pp. 121
is

destined

to be

Tlieosophy^ should desire for a birth in a good family,
praying to the moon who is the lord of the seasons thus

"

'

seasons

'and
*c i

pour

Then

I

me
am

....

raise

me now

in a vigorous

by
:

man

through a vigorous man into a mother'."
born as the twelfth pr thirteenth additional

month through the twelve-or thirteen-fold father (the year).
I know that, I remember that.
seasons, bring me then to

By this truth
immortality.
of seasons.
a
child
season,

and by

lam

this

penance I

am

a

moon of
him free." Then

thou',"

"

i.e.

the

Thereupon the moon set
Brahman by the Path of Light is asked
" Who art
" I
Brahman:
am
thou," and he shall answer
by
a season, and the child of seasons, sprung from the womb
self-sacrifice.

the soul going to

of endless

'"

space, the seed

o
'490

the

-wife,

the

lighlj

or the

THE
Year,* the self of all that is.
what thou art, that am I."

The

Thou

art the self of all that is j

riddle of

Vidya being the polyandric wife of all
religious rites, giving birth to their One Son and of her being
the daughter of one of them, viz. Prajapati, makes the Son
and this myth of sin might have
of
minds
remained in the
people if the Father himself had not
proclaimed the greatness and glory of the Son by naming
Him as the Universe as the Pare Self that is in all

an issue of

sin outwardly,

forms.
This all-loving Son

seems to allude

to

This saying
is greater than Asat.
The
the old riddle of Asat and Sat,

is God
previous to the coming of the universe. He
Simulthen ekaki, single, as there are no creatures yet.
out
the universe, He loves all
taneously with wording

As-at

is

as Himself, as 'I am all these', multiplying
Himself as the Visvarupa or Manifold Son that has made
a sacrifice or gift of Himself fully to each creature, in

creatures

order to love each and
as

all

of

them

as Himself.

Universal Love

Visvarupa aspect
greater than As-at, because the

is

latter

This

His

Sat, Good, and is
is single and the

former manifold teaching us the good lesson of loving

The Bnhadaranyaka (quoted

as Self.

all

at p. 228, ante) says

God

did not find love in being ekaki, alone, and that
therefore He multiplied as (the Self of) all creatures and
that

said 'I

am

The

all these.'

Brahmana makes Prajapati Grand Father by
Son-God the son of His daughter who was wooed

other

the

making
by her four heavenly

brothers, thus

svasur jara to that of polyandry.

adding the riddle of
In both the Brahmanas, the

tapus-born Betas represents the Pure Self of spirituality, the
same as is mentioned as the tapas-born Retas of Mind in Rig
Veda X. 129 3 3 and 4. The Taitt. Brahmana I. 2, 1, 15
says

:

J

atavedo Bhuvanasya Reta/i,

sin&a tapaso yaj janishyate
fice.

'
.

Agni

iha
Jata-

* The wife seems to mean Mother
Vidy&, and the Tear, Father SacriAbout "what thou art that am I," vide p. 458 ante,

who

*hcm

v-edas,

which

that

art the Betas of Being, sprinkle

born of

is

The Betas

tnpas.'

plattep to indicate that Rtidra, the

Son

is

Clod,

tltott

put in a goldea

with

is ktftUt'ieal'

Hiranyagarbha. His des.eripiioE as a being o| thousand eyes
and thousand feet * identifies Him with the Pnmsfoa of' the
Pnrasha-sukta ; and His thousand arrows indicate

who

the Self
ffee

has penetrated

0opatha

takes

verse,

Bhargas

be

Devasya
kavayo 'nnam
d

ahu

*/

enjoyment

spiritual

j

i.

Son God,

idenfeil with

is

be,

There, food meA$8

.

7t)
i

t

Blw gets,

so that it is evident that

;
'

/

to.

commenising on the G%aiiii
Anna. Faud ( E h a, r g &

13rahma?*;i,

to

Him

alt.

the

Ananda,

the

'

<ij

of th& Taiiii.

-Joy,

Upanishad.

The

^vetasr-afia-Fa

Upanishad

Hirrt?n agarb]i.a

the

Self,

is

churned

(as the

m anam

born^ and

When

who,,

being
o

a ra

m

k

v

the verse asks

boi-^n i.e.

when He

t.

is

soul

is

always

latent in all

lludra

is purified,

Big Yeda

as Hotap,

the Grreat

B/ishi.

Further on

461

at. pi.

we

v a),

% t

men

to,

saw, ia

s

is

well

v a^d e h a

ia

Bim when He is
He will not burn

see

1

supplied (vide

Agni, who

Purahita.

is

reading of it says:-^->
the Golden Child ia

flashing
o forth.
is

mind

but will not flash forth

/fc'sihi,

in the

14, says:

as another

or,

?z i

heart OF

the*

same Upanishad

unless the fuel of righteousness

is

quoted

:

araraim fer*fc?a

He

2.),.

in a galden pot.
This S.Qn Go.d^
concealed in man's Ue.au t like the acr-ifi, eia:l

Fire in the Arani wood.

t

!

Eudra

w-itli

Vedio Sou^-God born

the.

^

("IV.

r

ante, identifies

is

welt

17 <mte}.
the

itn-less

known

So lludra

is

in the

Maharshi,

same Upanishad (V. 2), the Son-God
who is the Born (i.e. the First-.

spoken of as Rishi Kapila

Born);
(in

who

reigns

in

all

forms

mind) by knowledge; who

m

j

who,

should be b&rae,

should be seen when

lie ia

p a *y e t). Kapila seems
being born (j & y a m
to be Agni, as the name seems to mean the tawny colour of
a n a

the flame of

k a

fire.

* The original is sahasr^kghafe sahasrapai, so
~
borrowed froia verse I o the

that: this

ia

qjearly

e crer,

we sawy

*A

soan?,.

with the n.aina-rapa theory

of;

foam the sound of Rudra's

rammar^

the,

had our Rudra

whom

to

draHji,

science of words,

seems, to have

as the Deity

^Ue

ereatiofl,

appropriate that ail th$> roote ol

is ye-ry

work

the

iclea,

wop<k

and in dividing

iato eight Adhyayas,
of eight names in view

is

to

be understood as

dedicated.
The- author -of the Br-ahraa-s&t-r-as has

divided

His

fottr-

adhy-ayas appear to be in imitation of

Purusha

the Parusba-sufeta wherein

made

is

said

wovk

his*

iio four Adhyayas of fow-padas each or sixteen p&das

in

all.

Pumsha

to be a

of

wh^e

of four parts and the Purasha-sukta in the .fiftg Veda
But the Pnrusha-sakfa of the Yaju-r
verses.
has eighteen verses. This number may have influenced

has sixteen

Veda

the division of the

Mahabharata

of the Bhagavadgita

More anterior
we have the

into eighteen parvans and

into eighteen adhy-a-yas.*

to

these but subsequent to the Parusha-

Upanishad of eighteen
in
is
the
which
There
Is, the Lord.
verses,
Deity- praised
can be no doubt that He is identical with our Son-God
sft-kfca,

beautiful Is&vasya
1

Kudnt, as in verse 16

He

is

addressed as Pushan, one

makes plenty; Ekarshi, the One
the hearts of

controller (in

vidya); S'urya,

Seerj Ifama,

the

the Deity of the Dahrathe sun (i.e. the Deity of the

all

Self in

the

Rj'shi,

who

i.e.

Antaraditya-vidya); and lastly Prajapatya, the Son of PraVerse 15 says that He is Satya and Satvadharman
japati.

whose face

is

concealed in a golden pot.
The eighteenth or
Upanishad is the first verse of Rig Veda I.

last verse of this

189, used in

the worship of Agni.

Agni

}

Lead us

b,y

It says to this effect:

good path to Wealth,

(as)

Thou kuowest al't knowledges. Conquer OUF sia,
who is the crooked-goer. (So) we offer to Thee
over

and

over

again PUP

salutation-word

(i.e.

prayer accompanied by bowing).

* The divisioni of the Mm&yawa inta ae^on K^wdftS 9ee,m8. te be in
imitation of the Taitt. Samhita whicli is divivlftd ifttft a&TO&.

f Ht

As Rudra
at the

is

with Agni the selection of this verse

identical

end shows that

Son God, who

Isa, the

is

the

meaning

Deity of

who as the
The plain

the Upanishad, -was clearly meant to be Agni,
churned fire is the spiritual Son of the Sacrificers.

verse shows that even at the time of the Rig
the verse was composed the Rishi took Agni as

of the

Veda when
the emblem

of Grod ; for no simple fire can lead us by the
good path and conquer our sin. The wealth obtained by
conquering sin is the Wealth of the Self. As the Son-God
is

Sat and Sukn'fc and
well performed,

rites

may perform karma,
by renouncing

(i...e.

the fact that

all

is

it is

Svishfakn't, one

who makes

our

man

well said in the Isavasya that

action,

universe

is

his

by renunciation,
and
action),
by realizing
enselfed by the Lord, and that

till

the fruit

death,

of

put him in bondage.
This Upanishad riddles with the words Avidya and
Vidya, Asambhuti and Sambhuti, Each of these words
seems to be used in more than one sense. In the case of

done in this

karma

riddles like these

manner

many

will not

As a

hidden meanings.
be rendered thus:

find out the

may

Those who are attached
.

.

guesses must be applied in order to
guess, the verses 9 to 14

to

Avidya (ignorance

or unprofitable works) will enter blinding darkness;
but even more so will those who are attached to

Vidya (worldly Knowledge by which worldly benefits

are obtained *).

(9.)

The wise who have explained this to us mean
by Vidya and Avidya" quite separate things (other
than those which they ordinarily mean).
(10.)
.

.

(i.e.
*

He who knows both Avidya and Vidya together
here Avidya as meaning the

un-learning' of all worldly

as

meaning

'

un-knowing' or
knowledges and Vidya

knowledge of the Self),
by Avidya and enjoy immortal

real spiritual

will cross death

'

(bliss)

in

by Vidya.

.

* In this lower sense of
worldly knowledge Vidy
IV. 4, 3 and 4.

Bnhadkayaka

.

49$.

(11.)

seems to be. used
.

,
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Those "who are attached

to

Asambhuti (the

not becoming anything, the being idle) will enter
blinding darkness ; but even more so will those

who

are attached to

pomp

worldly

or to

Sambhuti

(to

the

becoming of

the animal procreation).

(12.)

The wise who have explained this to us mean
by Asambhava and Sambhava (the non-becoming
.
and becoming) quite separate things.
(13.)
He who knows both Vinasa (destruction) and
.

Sambhuti together,

will cross death

by Vinasa and

(14.)
enjoy immortal (bliss) by Sambhuti.
Vedanta-desika who has annotated Ramanuja's Gita-bhashya
and who has written several independent works on the
.

.

system of Visishzadvaita says in his commentary on the
Isavasya that Vinasa means the destruction of all worldly
desires and sin and that Sambhuti means the up&sana of

Brahman by means
this Sambhufci

pretya
1 4, 4)

is

h

'b

of

which Brahman

the same as

i -

s

a

is

m bhav

i t

a

B r a h m a - lo k a m

and

is

spoken of
's

m

attained,

Eta

as:

i

(-ZTMnd.

abh

i -

s

a

and that
in

i t

Up.

a

/*

III.

mbhavam

i

VIII. 13,

1). Tims, Sarabhuti seems to be the spiritual
(ibid
birth of the soul, obtained by the upasaua contemplation of
the In-dweller, the Golden Son, in the heart's womb of all

The teaching

creatures.

quite appropriate

Son

of Praj&pati

lord of those

who

in the

that
'are

of this spiritual

birth

of Isa,

Upanishad
Golden Son who

born spiritually,

is

Sambhuti

is

Prajapatya, the
Bhutapati, the

:

This Son Agni Maha-deva is the bellowing Bull that
He is
has entered all the mortals (Eig Veda IV. 58, 3).
into
all
the
has
caves
or
that
hearts
gone
Visv&yu
(Rig

Veda

I.

67, 3, vide p. 398 ante).

In other

words

He

is

Visvarupa, the multiform and yet the One. He is the one
fire that is maintained in the houses, hearts, of all sacrificers.

As Agni

is

identical

of the .Rig Veda,

Lord,
is

viz.

with Rudra, one of the Rudra-suktas
II. 33 mentions Rudra as Is&na, the

Puru-rupa and Visva-rupa, both meaning that
Multiform (verses 9 and 10), and as the lion-likQ

who

is

405

Youtfe sealed ia the

&&d iSay be

the pit

g-art-a

Gair'ta means

(verse If).

iakeft 4o imean here t/he

ire

ateij, repre-

senting tesbterieally 'the sa^rificer's heart* He is the youth
because Se is the strong Son-God, able to kill all the dark
passions, His youth should be taken to be a metaphorical

vigour and strength of the
'forms.
This Visvarupa

expression denoting the -spiritual
formless Infinite Son that is in

Rudra

Indra who.

with

5s -identical

Veda K,

i

99, 7,

Indm

in which

am

<fehitoe

art

wotob.

the

faciuieves

III,

Thou

my

.y

on

has

7, 7, 8^

art this
i

.,

Being mine,

T<hou art,

lations.

/t*ig

lovely
a verse

addresses A,gni thus:

thine and

Thon

In

Pr.aj&pati.

Sujata, 'Our

A.sraiat

!

:

I

Sacrifice

B ralu.nana

t'he saerificer

.inane.

338

called

is

&M %he Taitt.

'oto' j

(p.

of

valia n>t -Sou

<fche

according
O to the flig
CT
and
who
is another
ante)

*

Veda, has become 'multiform
aspect of

-all

WorM

>and

Son

the

father.*

.

.

of)

am

I

ob-

my

Agni, carry

Jatavedas,
for the

(Wealth

womb,

.

that
.

;

'Agin, be sealed in thine own plaoe.
sv4m yonim asida.'
w omb in which the sacrificer is born qpiratnally
f

*-A;g'iie

Agrai

vide

;

is fche

ip

Agnd

^because
iearit's
fj it

The

'&30 -ante*

"W^mb.
is this
athe*^

sacrificer

is

Agni's

womb

GY place.,

:symbolical of the Son-G-od cheiished in

is

As Agni
Son who is

represents the

-s;piriiraal

Lokakn't, the achiever of .Heaven.,

the knoweri, that has kindled

The Mantra used

lias

Son, the

Him

in himself,

ma-kiag atmasamlro;pana of rAgni Le,,
Ag<ni mentally in one's own -heart (vide p. 361
-in

says :**
A;gni,

That

wJbo

art

the

Self (of
:

me

form of thke which

and

all)!

be
with that (form) do thou ascend (my)
(mind or heart),, -making for us all those
(spiritual)

is

fit

to

sacrificed,
iself

Wealths

Becoming

in

abundance which are

Sacrifice,

fit for men.
be thou seated in (me who am)

of the latter part is "this-r
pitre loka-knfc

(me who am)

Sacrifice, in

Born

place.

(or

from

rising)

Jalavedas,
-ground, come on,
with thine home (the altar).*

This mantra

and the

own womb

thine

the

(into

Samhita

that

the

it

also

,.

me) together

found in the Taitt. Brahmana

is

Taitt.

or

(sacrificial)

(III. 4, 10, 5)

II. 5, 6 3 8;

and

it

quotes

1

himself

in

sacrifice!

places Agni
by
(atman samarohayate) and that the sacrifice!* is the womb
for Agni
(yajamano va Agner yoni/t). Agni's yajniya

says

form, which is fit to be sacrificed, is identical with the
primeval Puriisha alias Yajfia, the Victim, that was sacrificed

The

the Purusha-Sukta.

to

according

realizing this Agni as his spiritual Life

placing

Him

and so he too

in

himself,

calls

becomes

Sacrifice

placed in the

is

,

by

and by

Self

(self-sacrifice)

Thus the whole

himself Sacrifice.

glowing with the sacred fire
at the end of the rite; and

the

1

sacrifice!

altar

knower's heart

when he worships

the

sacred

"
again he says the next mantra
Upavaroha JatavedaA",
&c., by which he beseeches Agni-Puvusha in the heart to

fire

from there into the

descend

fire

in

order

to carry

his

oblations to the sods.

Thus Agui-Rudra
less

Siva-Lmga

knower.

-fiipivishte.

Irate, is
all

is

Infinite

the In-dweller Purushu,
Self in the

heart's

the form-

womb

of the

Vishnu, from v s, to pervade or peneOne who has penetrated Himself into

creatures and

i

things and

Vishnu

is

one of

There are two kinds of creation,
the names of Agni.
who are blind to the former
Those
animal.
spiritual and
think that creation takes place simply by animal lust and
union of the sexes and that there is no higher power
Their wovld extends from the
(Bhagavad-gita XVI. 8).
stomach downwards, as they indulge in gluttony and lust.
* It

is

worth quoting the original in

Ya

fce

Agne

full:

yajniyS. tanixa tayehy droha 'traa 'fcwauam

krwivann asme narya purftm
svaui yonim
Yajuo bhutvS yajiiam asida
bbuva^ aj^yamaua/i, a

afcfcha vastici

THE CREATION.
To them even

the holy name of Prajlpati, the Genitor, means
than the j a g h a n y a member* and they
more
nothing
likewise degrade Yislmu-Purusha from the lovely In-dweller
to

simply purusha, man, and then to man's sex. Asa
of animal creation and in order to

contrast to this purusha

the Purusha of spiritual creation, the same
of purusha and yoni are employed but their locality is
to

entice souls

names

lifted lip to the heart

which, being alike

man and woman

iii

gives a new meaning altogether
to them; namely the Self as the sexless Purusha glowing
as the sacred fire iu the sexless womb of the altar ot

and therefore

sexless,

1

or Sraddha,

Vidya

retas

in

creation; but

Knowledge

jaghanya

the

lifted

up

or Faith.

sense

is

to the region

Similarly the word
seed o
animal

the

of the heart

it

means

the Eig Vedic Mind's Retas or Supreme Self's effusion of
Sexless love by realizing which the knower also creates
the One-BIanifold

himself spiritually as
creatures as himself.

ye men

'

in order to love all

Here

!

Purusha

the

is

the formless Self in the purus, bodies, of all creatures,

\vho

is

"who

is sexless,

who, nevertheless,
all

all

is

the most valiant youth

creatures as himself and
thereby

by loving
conquering
or enemy to war with,
leaving no second
putting

your

down

who is most manly,
and temptations. Realize Him as
manliness and procreate yourselves in the

all

spiritual

-womb

sins

It appears

of Faith or Knowledge.'

Linga symbol

that is

embedded

tome

in the stony

seat

that

the

and wor-

shipped ill /Saiva temples represents esoterically the lovely
.Purusha established as the sacred Agni in the womb' or
altar of the hearts of all kuowers.

of the
'Vedaiifca

great Smarta community,

and renounced home and

Even

Bi-aliihan

who have
all

ascetics

studied

the

desires

worldly
pay
Teverauce to the Linga, which they would not do if there
was anything sexual in ifc. In some temples the Linoa is
called Jyotir

Aktba-Lmga,
meaning thereby that the G-od worshipped
Formless and Infinite like the sky.

Symbol
is"

Linga, Symbol of Light, and

of Sky,

Phallas-worship

* The dictiooanes
give this meaning ajso g

107
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seems

have prevailed among other ancient nations also..
in
According to Webster, the Phallus-symbol was carried
to

the Bacchic

procession in

I cannot

ways.

bring

worshipped in various

orgies, or

the

Phal las-symbol

as

teaching or

religious

know

riddle-loving,

is

At

of

.

the

power no

that

Even, beasts

necessary.
all

nation,

worshipped

:

emblem

the

To worship

symbol

that kind of worship.

ancient,

civilized,

meaning only

generative power in nature.

a

that

believe

to

myself

which in other respects was highly

so

events,

as

far.

the

Sansknt-India is concerned, th,e
me to have been invented as an

Linga-worship seems to
over the Vedic
etymological VedatUic riddle by pondering
in the womb of the heart.
Agni-Pnrusha
O
h a and y o n i is at the
u
r
u
s
of
The double meaning
p
but
which
root of the riddle,
seemingly is gross and sexual
ritual of placino<D
'

I

and

really sublime

spiritual.

Another Vedic name which
to the riddle
is

is.

Sipivishfo.

is likely to

This, according to 'the

one of the names of Vishnu.

vishia, verse 7 of VII. 99, says:
"
Vishnu, unto thee

Let

Then

this

mine

have contributed

Addressing

my

lips cry

Rig Veda,

Him

Vashaf

as

iSipi-.'

!

SipivishJa,

offering,

(Griffith).
please thee/'
verse 6 of the next hymn

(VII.

100)

says

enig-

'

matically

:-

Kim

M&

Vishno pari/sakhyam bhufc
pra yad vavakshe '$ipivishto asmi'.
varpo asmad apagiiha etad

11

it te

'"'.
".".''

yad anya-rupa/i samifche babhutlia.
there to be blamed in thee,
Vishnu,

What was

when thou

declaredst,

'I

am

1

Sipivishia ?

form from us (nor keep it secret), siuce
thou didst wear another shape in battle." (Ibid}.

Hide not

this

Even very

old authorities

have differed as to what

In Muir IV. pp. 87, 88, 504, 505, 506,
those authorities both Vedic and others.
Of

Sipivishia means.

are quoted
th,eni,

all

Yaska quotes

the words

.of

49-9,

Aupamanyava

to the

effept

"that

there

two names of Vishnu

are

of which the former

Vishnu':

a bad* sense."

Yaska

to

tries

a,nd

Sipivishia

kutsitarthiyam, i.e. it has
explain the bad sense as

is

nirveshdtaA," which is rendered by. MmV as
sepa
"
enveloped like a private member." Then giving up the'
bad sense altogether Yaska says that si pi means a ray of
'*

iva

;

'

and

light

sip'i-vishfci

cording to

who

is

Amara

the

bald-headed,

one who

is

or

leprous,

According to Apte's Dictionary
skin or leather, and water, and

by

prepuce or foreskin,

(5)

s

i

p

means a ray

i

h

i s

an epithet

of"

t

a

(4)

leprous,

Ac-

rays.'

as well as one

a skin-disease.

having

p i-v

si

bald-headed, (3)

rays, (2)

by

enveloped

name means Mahadeva

(1

a

)

of light,

pervaded

man without

Vishnu and Mahadeva.

I think the original meaning of 5
sipivishia skin-covered. The two

i

p

is

i

skin and of

names Vishnu and

Sipivishia should be viewed together as throwing light upon
each other, Vish.7iu.is the Piiruslia that has entered into all

creatures as their Self

which

bodies, into

that

He

bags

is

He

/Sipivishfa,

as their real Life;

skin-covered

The Big Veda says

I

that

meaning thereby that

cave,

(vide p.

germ

495

ante)

.

and as our puras,

has entered are of skin the

He

Agni has gone
is

in the heart's

that the

It also says

or kernel concealed in the

or concealed

husk

(p.

One

riddle

is

in leather

into cave and

womb
is

of

all

the abhu,,

441 ante}. Varying

the metaphor, He is the delicious fruit concealed in the
outer skin and therefore Vishnu is Sipivishta. In calling

Him

poet obviously aims at the pure unalloyed naked
Self
that is within him, like the sword in the
the
Gold,
sheath naked because, being the One He has no second,

for

so, the

He

has

become

confined to or limited

all.

by

it,

He

is

for

He

in
is

the sheath,
a?ior

yet

not

aniyan mahato

When

ignorance limits man to his single body
and. makes him look upon all others as aliens and hate and
t'heui, then Vishnu's true rupa springs jjforth-a's the

mahlyan.

despoil

hero on the battle-field and demolishes man's] limited ness
and makes him grow beyond his body and love all" creatures
as hifriselft VishraiV glorious rupa in the Jbattleield is Sis

5

500
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being the One-Manifold.
of
to

Man

J09

should

see

this

Vwvarupa

Vishnu by the eye of knowledge in order to enable him
conquer his internal enemies, even as Arjuna saw it by

the grace

of

KWshna on the
name

of Kurukshetra.

battlefield

Thus, the metaphorical

Sipivishte, indicates Vishnu's

spiritual nature as the lovely

In-dweller, but taken literally
and
for that matter that which
any gross thing skin-covered,
is covered over by the
in to claim the name ;
comes
prepuce,

and

evidently the vulgar sense of

this is

it which is
spoken
by A up many ava, and which probably existed even in
the days of the Big Veda.
Therefore, entering into the

of

i

spirit of the

who no doubt

poet

and low sense of the name,
nothing

is

aware of both the high

us say,

*

Vishnu, there

of or hide fi;om us, for

I take the

name

in its high

sense.

You

are Sipivishfot by being in my .heart at the chest,
You are my Self.
outer covering of which is skin.
are in

l>ody like

my

in the

quiver.

is

Sipivishia which you need be ashamed

your name

in

let

the

You

the sword in the sheath or the arrow

Though you are

time of action your true rupa

is

in the body,
seen as killing

still

it

at the
that

is

as removing the limitedness that arises by my mis-thinking
that I am no other or greater than the body in which I am.'

Vishnu who. according to the Dahra or Hardabe
realized and worshipped in one's own heart,
vidya,
But, according to the Antaraditya-vidya, the same all-

Such

is

is to

pervading Vishnu

is

placed

in the grandest

and brightest

It is not the sun that
of our seen things, namely the sun.
is worshipped but the Self in the sun or in the metaphor of

the sun

and as the same Sipivishia of the

hearfc is mentally
rays or light is as it were the
or skin which envelopes the Self in the sun, and
;

seen in the sun, the sun's
.sipi

*
one
appears to me, *Sipi-vishia came to mean
encased in rays or light.' The gifted Seer of the

therefore,

who

is

it

Isavirsya-Upanishad looking at the sun in order to see the
Self in that orb says:

The beautiful visage of (my) Truth (Self) is
concealed iu (this) golden vessel, (the sun), There*
5'M
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:

fore, .0

thou ..Pushau

purpose

.of

my

!

493

that

He

'J-hus

may

1,

Pimisha

is

see;

(vide

!

:

;

(dazzling) rays and

He

thy glorious rupa.

He

the sun),

(in

by rays or

enveloped

.

Prajapatya

!

Withdraw thy

ante}.

.w.hq is this

Surya

!

!.

light, so

the

out, for

thyself

seeing the Safcyadharman (the Self
the One.
is truth).
Pnshan

whose quality
Yaraa
Seer
.p.

Open

!

I

am

!

Even

light.

light,

the grandest seen thing becomes a husk to Hiin.
The. concluding exclamation, is to be understood as having

which

is

been uttered

after.

mentally seeing and. realizing the spiritual

beauty and glory of the Supreme, Self who by unbounded
love 1ms become all creatures in the sense that he loves

them

you and

He/
the

.Self

Supreme

saying

He

I

it is

/He

I

am.'

'no^

On

I

the part of

He by
On my part

His un-

that

always true

you and I: and all.
am' will. be quite true when
i.s

me and
am not

has become

be.sac.religioui to say,

exclaims

;

bounded love

Self,

would

all,- it

So, the. sage

{

He

Himself and when thus

all sis

I. realize

also the

Him,

my

....

by loving, all as myself.

As.the object of the name Sipivishfa was to signify the
bare, thing iusjide; a covering, it came to .mean one who is
bald-headed, or one

who

is

bereft

favorable

to.

spiritual thing

is:

naked/

that

comes

literally.

One of

He

learnt

;

to

is

a

not

mean even an ordinary ugly thing

if

.

Digambara, He who
This name should I think betaken to indicate

all

One Self

God Siva

is

knowers and

'

is

the unalloyed
ascetics.

The

2, speaks of Munis, who are\vatarasanas,
Whether they were human beings or the

to us

is

of hair.
As already observed, a
invented to indicate a most beautiful

the names of

as the

by

man

the growth

metaphorical name

taken

who

of hairs and. one

leper or has a skin disease, as the skin of such a

naked Truth to.be
.Rig

Veda X.

136,,

girdled with wind.
.solar

rays darting
through the atmosphere and therefore fancied to be

wind-girdled,

Aranyakall,

is

5,

;

.

.not clear,;.

According to the Taittiriya
were certain, /ftshjs who

the; yafc.arasanas

.

THE
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were sranranas or those who
practised mortification, arid
urdhvamanthins or those who churned their soul so as to
overflow as upward love and who saw a certain Sukta of
'

Veda.

the JBig

Girdled

with wind'

gives

the

idea

of

having nothing but air to cover the loins with. The soul
should be kept pure and transparent,
unalloyed and naked,
and it should clothe itself by pure, transparent, naked
truth,

like a ray of light and

clothed

if

As

by

it,

through which it passes, as
both of which are pure and transparent.

the If/tandogya

ante),

if-

a'

man

"

is

Upanishad says (vide note at p. 475
false minded having covered his true

Self by a falsehood,"

ordeal
true

;

but

Self

he

if

the air

is

he
"

burnt and killed

is

true-minded, having
he
is not burnt but
truth,"

by

in

the

fire

covered
is

his

delivered.:

There may have been naked ascetics named Sramawas. even,
before the rise of Buddhism and Jainism, whose ascetics
appear to have adopted the name, which since then came
be .applied to them exclusively; and even now the

to

Jain ascetic

southern India

in

not by simply casting off

all

kept pure and .naked.

is

good sense of the

Brahmans

made

asceticism and

Ifc

their

is

naked.

quite

It

ia

that, the soul is

clothing
as it should

be that

the.

rebelled against digambaro,
ascetics cover themselves iu

kashaya or mud-coloured; cloth, to show that they do not
care for nicely dyed or washerman-washed cloths bub are
..

content with the colour of Mother Earth, who as kshama
and sarvamsaha is the emblem of patieuca and fortitude.
ascetic. does not shave his sikha or lock

The Siivaishnava

of hair nor dispense -with his sacred thread, yajnopavita,
and the Sandhya worship in which the Gayatri verse, is
as well as the Madhva ascetic
repeated. The Suuirta
and
is
these
clean-shaved,, while the Jaina
up
gives
.

length of getting his hairs pulled out
one by one by the roofe from ins bead aud face, and i
I am rightly informed, his attendant keeps up saying

ascetic goes the

(l

Parama-sukha

the operation

!" or

is

<s

goicg

Extreme happiness
on.

W-

Perhaps

!" all the

it is

time

etymological

justice to the epithet of sramaraa worfo

by him

;

that he

should regard mortification as
happiness, but a ihead thus
made bald in he most solemn manner which religious
i

can dictate

faith

the

question, Is it a literal
The tri/SipivishJa, the Bald*?

tempis

illustration of

Vislmu

danda of the

rivaishava ascetic, the ekada?i<#a of the

kashaya common to both, the partial or
complete nudity, the partial or complete shaving of the
head, these and many other outward marks of asceticism
Smarta, the

their own meanings and be useful so long as
those meanings are understood and practised; but, in the
words of the Buddhistic ascetic in the eighth act of the

may have

'Head is shaved, face is shaved,
not shaved, what then is shaved ?'

Mw'/j/ehakaftka dramo,

but

&ittatti

(mind)

is

About the meaning
to

me

of Sipivishfa as a leper, it se&ns
to be esoterically at the root of a story found in the

southern version of

the Mtth^bharata-Adiparvantargata-

Vaivahikaparva, which Nilakant/m has omitted to comment
upon, saying that it is a story of Jairnini-<Bhfirata,

According to

it,

Draupadi who was born from the

altar was, in her former birth,

fire*

Na/ayani, the daughter of

She married a sthavira, very old man, uumed
Maudgalya. He was a loathsome leper, yeb She loved him
and ate daily the reinnaut of food left by him, One day
NaJa.

his diseased angusht/ia,

thuinb,

drbpped into the food,

yet without any disgust she ate the food. Maudgalya was
so much pleased with her that he at once changed his old

form into five youths corresponding to the five flowery
arrows of Cupid and loved her in the Svarga of Indra, in
the orbs of the sun and moon, and on Mount Meru, goin'g
Such is the substance of the stofy. To love
there at will.
a husband

however ugly he may

be,

and equally, well in

happiness and misery, is the duty of a chaste wife. So far
But the riddle comes when it is said the husband
it is plain.
* There are scholars ivho consider Jaiuism to be much older thau
Buddhism. In those ancient times Jainism may have imbibed many
1.

4 ,,.....-..._-:i^j.-^..j

^ygjoped, them iu

its

own wa/t

.

...
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became

In the /Oiandogya-upanishad

five.

five

.(III. 13)

the

pr&nas
prawa, vyana, apana, sainaua, and udatia
are .respectively identified with the
eye as sun, ear -as moon,
speech as Agni (fire), mind as parjanya, rain, and vayu or
breath as Ak&su, and these are called the Five Brahmaviz.

who are guarding the doors of the Syarga-lpka.
fchavira, the word used to denote Maudgalya's
not only old, aged, ancient, but also firm, fixed,
means
state,
the ever-existing, and is a name of the Supreme Self Brahman. The Vishmi-sukta VII. 100, of the Rig Veda, in which
Purushas,

NOW

s

.

;

I take
is st.havira.
Sipivishia .says Vistwu
!Maudgalya to be the eternal, iucorrnptible Self. Maudgalya
u d-g a 1 a
u d g a 1 a and by dividiug ifc as
is derived from

Vislmn

is

called

m

m

would mean the joy-drip, the Drip or Drop of Joy, which
The drop sense of the name
the Self as Ananda-llasa is.
ifc

may

be detected

the

in

dropping of the thumb, whichj

the phraseology of the Upanishads,
residing in the angush/ia-matra heart.

in

Self

yishnu

flesh in his

as encased

in

an old

means
If

tap/asvin

the

Self

we take the
who has little

body and who presents the appearance of being

He

a shriven skin,

is

the

To

-Sipivishia.*

oldness of S"ipi-

this

tho

name, in order, I
think, to indicate that the woildly people shun the secondless
Self as they do a leper, who thus shunned is left alone.
yishia.is ndfled

The

Self

Self

He

is

is

as

ifc

wore

left

has no second.

not alone but the

alone,

This

One

he

us against so

But

is

is

in all.

the contrary it is the wordly
limiting himself from others

by whom

of

leper sen?fl

a

because by .loving

as

He

He is Purmi, Whole. On
man who is really alone by

whom

he hates

hated and robbed; .he

many, whereas the Self

man

all

paradox meaning that

is

and robs and

alone and in fear

is full

and

fearless.

not

enlightened he shuns the Self.
is
who
one Lady
But there
always loves the >elf and she is
Vidya, Knowledge. He is the Ancient and therefore Old
so long as

is

* At
p. 506, Muir quotes Safcap. Br.

XL

1,^4, 4,

where

sipitain.JB

used in respect of an offering made otherwise than in its prescribed
time. Such, an offering becomes iii its effeob withered, .shriven, mere
skiu without kernel.
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;

11 4

He

but at the same time

Veda

I. 1

is

When Vidya
and His love

Him

loves

so

or Incorruptible as the
is

becomes

We

fivefold.

He

:

is all-eye, all-ear,
all-speech,

have

Not

our eyes and ears, &c. located in parts of the body.

He

Rig

Purvya and Naviyas.
well He must love her in return,

He

so full that

is

New

Vishnu

56, 2, says that

so

all-mind, all-breath,

minding , and breathing none but
1

seeing, hearing, speaking,

her

in short

;

He

She.

is

About the Vedic explanation of Sipivishia, the Taitfc.
Samhita II. 5, 5, 2 (quoted in Muir's work, IV. p. 504)

name

the

explains

thus:

Tajno vai Vishnn/i,

pasava/t

eva pasushu pratishf/tati. This means:-Vislmu
sipi/ij Tajna
the victims are sipi, Sacrifice stands in
is Sacrifice,

The Vajasaneya Samhita speaks of Rudra as
that is Valuation to him who
Sipivishiaya Vishwu-rupaya,
is Sipivishia in the form of Vishnu/ and the commen'
tator Mahidhara explains that
ipivisha means One who is
The T&ndya
the Antarya-mi in all creatures' (ibid p. 505),
victims.

:

Brahma?ia says

Esha

:

(spiritual)

Vedic

form

This means' that /Sipivishia

of Prajapati

of

Self-Sacrifice.

He

was

We

Vishnu

Sacrifice because

He

He

in

resides

(Sipi-vishia is
is Sacrifice

s}

nouym

fiipi
.

in

is

victims.

These

pasus, victims, at the altar
Sacrifice, the Victim, because
all

Himself.

the hearts of

To

Pasu-vishia.

and that

Puruslia-Sukta

man

all.

indicate

Prajapati
Therefore as

So we may say

that the

Antaryami

should become an oblation at the

word

pasu

seems to be selected

Moreover p a su as contrasted with

for sipi.

has the advantage of the pun derived by the trans-

position

Kudra

is

sacrificed

altar of Self-Sacrifice the
r

are

sacrified according to the

Sacrifice

as

which

texts taken together establish the identity of Vishnu,

Rudra, and Prajapati.

is

tanur yat
is that

vai Prajapate/a pasushi/ta

/Sipivishfa/i (ibid p, 506).

of s

and

name Pasyaka for Kasyapa.
known as Pasupati, and as sipi is

p, like the

alias /Siva is well

the $atarudriya
pasu and as
of his names, so

not to Vishnu,

much
it

so that

popularized tfipivish^a as one

Amara

applies

it

seems to have contributed-

to
its

Him

and

quota-

of-

H5
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riddle about $iva-Liuga.

About the sense

of sipi as water,

BhaWa Bhaskara Misra

quotes a text from

the Skandapurana
means both water and rays and that
as Savita (Father Prajapati) has entered into them He is
The derivation made in the text is
called Sipivishk.*

(Muir

ibid, p.

505)

to the effect that sipi

The aim is to force sipi to mean not only rays
in order to grasp the Self in the sun bat also water in order
'
one whose
to show that the Self Sipivishia is Navayana,

fanciful.

abode

is

All the heavenly bodies as

the waters'.

of our

the creatures are drops

He

Father and

well as all

them

is in

all.

Now it may be asked, where is there any authority to
show that the Linga-symbol means what I have taken ifc
I shall quote two authorities, which themselves
to mean ?
are riddles to be unriddled.

The Vamanapurana quoted under
in the Va&aspatya

the

word Siva-Linga

says to the following effect:

Pursued by Cupid, Siva ran to the forest
where the (Seven) Ez'shis and their wives lived.
He begged food of them (this shows that /Siva

went

there

as

an

ascetic).

In consequence

Cupid's action, as soon as the wives

saw

of

6'iva, they,

excepting Arundhati and Anasuya, ran after him
mad with love. The JS/shis said, may his Linga

down.

becoming so great that neither
Brahma nor Vishwu was able to find its limit.

fall

It fell,

The gods agreed

to

worship

it,

and

assumed the

it

Since
golden Linga of a small size.
then Linga-worship was adopted by all the castes.
The Linga which is small and at the same time infinitely

form

of a

be
great can only

the

Purusha of the heart who

He

is

awor-

with
mahiyan.
be
to
Him
know
limitless,
Brahma or Vishnu and so they
infinite. Asceticism that has renounced home and all worldly

aniyan mahato

*

v

'pi

is

the

Self

identical

sayanayogad va sipi vari prafcakshyate tatpS,nad rakshanad
teshu pravishia/i Savittl Sipivishia ikofcyate.
sipayo rasmayo mata/i,
,'

Saityafc

507.
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and its linga, sign, of vigour is the Self.
He as the
seen that Agni is Kama (p. 442 ante}.
Son (rod in the heart of the knower is the most beautiful
desires

is

sexless

We have

Cupid that makes His

votary.

The

Satya-kama.

.Rash is

are the purified senses (vide the essay on the Seven 7&'shis).
In the essay on Arundhat.i we will see why she is always

be

to

represented

firm

her

in

So

chastity.

is

another

Anasuya (about whom vide the essay
on Atri). So, not liking to take poetical liberties with
these hallowed names, the poet makes the other wives to
paragon of chastity,

fall

in love with Siva.

selves as females

Man

outwardly, but

Purusha

them

I talre

in order to fall

the

to be

in love

formless

the

/fo'shis

them-

with Purusha, the

In-dvveller esoterically.

the Truth of the pra/zas, senses (vide
p. 468 ante}..
Outwardly the Purusha in the sense of the male sex falls
but esoterically the fall is a pun
and
is

upon

the Infinite

Self's

pat

signifies

everywhere as a free bird.
the story indicates Siva to be sexless and the
Linga

symbol of the
of the knower

Thus

flight

Infinite

Purusha,

whom

the purified

to

be a

senses

Truth.

realize as their

In the concluding part of the Sauptika-parva of the
Mahabharata, VAsudeva says to YudhisfAira to the following
effect

:

Mahadeva (iva) is the beginning, middle,
all.
By his power the whole universe
I
know
him
acts.
Pitaintrinsically (tatvena).
maha (the Great Father Brahma) wishing to see
and end of

beings created asked Prathama, the First
as the First- Born of

(i.e

Siva

them

to create

soon.
Brahma),
But Mahadeva seeing the sinfnlness of
beings (i.e.

not liking to create them as sinful
beings) perin water for a
long lime and did not
come out although Pitamaha waited
So the
long.

formed tapas

latter created

creator,
el'der

who

from his
told

him

mind another
'

brother to me'.

none, for StfMnu (a

(son) as the

I shall create if there is

Pitainaha

name

of

508

said

Mahadeva)

is

'

There

no
is

immersed

THE
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water.

So you do create/

(the second)

created the severt

in

he

Accordingly

Daksha

patriarchs,

and other beings. As soon us they
were created thejr went to eat him as they were

arid others,

so very

and

hungry. He ran to Pitamaha for protection
them.
He gave them food consist*

for food to

ing of non-moving things (vegetables, fruits, corns,
&Ci) and moving creatures, the weak for the strong
(dnrbalani baliyasam), and they multiplied.
the

First

Then

came out from water and seeing the

different kinds of creatures

owii

their

and their multiplication

vigour, lie got angry,
and placed it on earth Pitamaha
He replied, 'The
asked him' why he did so.
what is the
another
been
created
by
beings having

by
removed

(animal)

his linga

use of this to

me?

M

Tapnsa Mhigafam
prnjtfrthum

me

'nnanr

1'itamaha!

OshiidhyaA pari-varteran
yathaivam satatam praja/j.

By my austerity (in water) food has been obtained for the beings, (so that with it) they may
rotate like the plants for ever (i.e. from plant the
then from seed

seed and

the plant and

so

So saying he went away to Mount Mivjavan.
The translation of the verse above quoted is

on).'

in accord-

ance with the commentator Nilal&mi/ta, who explains that
Pitamaha is Isvara (the saguna aspect of Brahman a.s
understood

by

the

.Katurmukha-Brahina
that

austerity
that

he

worship

;

the food

that

it

that

was

obtained

his

really

second

sou

is.

by Mahadeva's

by the creatures arose;

down his Linga in order that people might
and obtain siddhi; but that as they disregarded,
the rotation goes on by one thing producing

put
it
'

it

Advaitins),

saying
another and such being the cnse what have we to do with
(the idea of there being at all any) God ?' he went away
from them.

509
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me

It appears to

that

Pitamaha

is

identical with the

Vedic Father Prajapati and that Mahadeva

Son God,

the First-Born

of E/ta or

Number One Son

as the First or

story in the light of the Vedautic

One

who by

Self

Vedic

the

Mahadeva

should be viewed in this

Advaitam

creatures

all

is

Sacrifice.

as

or

Ekam

that

Himself has no

loving
other son being Dvitiya or the. Second
signifies the Vedautic Dvaitam, who therefore is the root of
the dvaitic state in which the creatures look upon each other

The

dvitiya. second.

as

'

not

but as anyat, another, that is to say they selfishly
other and thereby limit themselves and go on

1'

exclude each

despoiling and eating each other under the rule of might is
right. This kind of food, selfish enjoyment, the weak for the
strong, could never have originated from Mahadeva's tapas.

Anything born from austerity can only be holy and good and
not the beastly food described. What then is the food got by
His tapas? He Himself. His going into the waters indicates
that

He

Narayana in the deep depth of man's heart and
He reveals Himself to the knower as his

is

from that depth
spiritual Food.

The knower's enjoying Brahman is called
Brahman ("atra Brahma samasnute/' Kaf/ia,

his eating

Up. VI. 14; and

Qrih.

Up. IV.

We

4, 7).

have

seen that

Agni-Rudrais identical with the Bhargas praised by the
sacred Gayatri; that as such a Gayatra He is the Son God
praised by the tfatapatha and
that according to the Gopatha
is

Bhargas

Kaushitaki Brahmanas and
Brahmana sages say that the
So many attempts have been made b} the

food.

r

old sages in order

to force the

of.

the

hallowed

etymology
what the Self is. He is Purusha
because He has been from before (p. 445 ante}. He is
Purusha because being the Before (i.e. the Ancient) he

name Purusha

burnt up
is in all

all

to

sin

mean

(p.

399

puras, bodies,

of the name.

all

He

ante).

which

is

is

Purusha because

the ultimate settled

He

meaning

Now

by making another fauciful derivation as
much
or full, and as a, eating, the Purusha
or
pur,
puru
would be Abundant Food. That is the Food thrown down.

Outwardly

it is

purusha in the vulgar sense
510.

for the

ungodly
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people whose food, enjoyment, is in sexual pleasures and in
But to the knower it is
tilings that are conducive to them.
sexless, pure,

thus

I would

Food.

spiritual

the verse

translate

:

By my austerity (in water) Food (the Self)
has been obtained for the purpose of
(spiritual)
issue [thinking that otherwise]

the

people might

rotate like the plants for ever.

But there
in the

Soma

no more

is

one plant by drinking the juice of which
immortality is obtained and there is

sacrifice

rotation.

The

fact

Siva

that

Mujavan

the form of the

Soma

plant there.

/Siva

In the Rig Veda X. 34,

well

is

Mount

to

goes

should, I think, be taken to indicate that

He

is in

known

as

Mount Mujavan is
celebrated for the finest Soma plants grown there (vide
Mr. Griffith's note at p. i69 of his Rig Veda Vol. IV.)
Thus the story seems to indicate that iSiva is Food in
the shape of the Soma to the sacrificers and Food in the
shape of Purusha to the kuowers. The former is Vedic
Soma,

Food

confined

symbolized by

to

the

is

and

class,

priestly

the Linga,

1,

the

latter,

available to all

T&nfcric Food,

classes.

I have elsewhere

(p.

362

ante]

There
as

it,

is

Linga,

simply

the

of Puriishpttama.

meaning
it

the

said that

taken together with the Bull placed before
is

nothing objectionable in the shape of the Linga

worshipped in India.

is

It

is

a cylindrical stone,

without the shape of any living thing carved on it, and so,
may be taken to symbolize the One eternal Life, having
no form or shape and yet being Purusha or la-dweller in all
iH

forms.

We

may metaphorically say that He is this or that;
we have to confess that He is Neti Neti, 'Not

but at

last

thus',

'Not

Thus
say

all

Liiiga

thus'.

in this essay

about what in
so strangely

on Creation

my

opinion

1

is

found
the

it

necessary to

meauiug of Siva-

connected with a story about creation

which has just beeu explained.

In the Rig Veda each of

THE
the deities that are praised is more or less supreme and it
is isaid in I. 164, 46, that sages call the One Sat in any way.s
;as

Jndra, Mitra, Varuna, Agni, the heavenly bird Suparwa,
Thus philosophically all the deities
M&fcarisva, &c.

Yama,

are bub

many names

so

of the

only

One God.

But

still

worshipped with distinct offering to each in
the Vedic rituals they are popularly distinct deities with
some sort of gradation among them. -Of all the Vedic

as they are

Vishnu and Rudra

in his mild aspect as
Siva, have survived as being each to his -respective votaries
the Supreme God or, as the majority of the Hindus hold,
the two are really One~ a fact which is proved by there

deities only two,

;

'being so

much

of

Vishnu in

These two are

Siva-Linga.

Vedic gods and the reason why the Paurawics have
their pre-eminence

is

that

ifc

has

its

The Vedic Creator would be nothing
-same time

One who has

if

entered into all

He

glorified

iu the

basis

is

Vedas.

not at

the

(tat sn'shtva tad

ev& 'nupr&visat) and this aspect of Him no name other
than "Vistmu expressed so well. Therefore this etymological
:force of Vishnu as One who has entered into all seems to be
:

;

the 'cause of His eminence coupled with the fact that He
is very clearly identified with Purusha alias
Tajik or Sacrifice.

The Vedic

texts

which have contributed

to the idea of

be brought together in another
Vishnu's supremacy
to
It came
bethought that Rudra cannot be the
place.
will

Supreme

'Grod,

as

the

Vedas speak

of

his

having

been

,anapahatapapm& (not freed from- sin) until eight names were
given to him by his father Prajapati (vide $atp. Br. quoted
;

But those eight names, comprising as
whole
universe, coupled with the explicit
they
.ninth aspect as Kumara, Son, is
Rudra's
that
statement

at p.

484

do

ante).

the

by reason of His having entered into all the forms,
prove His supremacy and the idea of 'not freed from sin' is
simply-a paradox (p. 491 ante}, though it must be confessed
invisible,

that unless the existence of paradoxes in pur

old

works

is

admitted such expressions as that Rudra was anapahatap&pma

to^et

over,

THE CREATION.
I have tried to show

a sakaranta

is

Bhargas

that Eudi'a

by the

upon

templated

Sanscrit one of the

masculine word.

names

neuter
of Rudra

It appears to

is

the

Bhargas con-

Gayatri (p. 486 ante).'
word.
In the classical

sacred

is

me

an akaranta

Bharga

that the Vedic

Bhargas
was purposely changed into the masculine Bharga in order
to show that Bhargas should be viewed as Purusha, outwardly man, but esoterically the formless In-dweller.
For the same reason the Vedic sakaranta neuter Haras
seems

to

have been changed into the akaranta masculine

Kara which is one of the well known classical names of
Rudra. The Taitt. Brahmana II. 2, 10, 2, says that there
was this Haras, valour, in Prajapati which is in this Aditya
(sun),*

and

that

obtaining

it

from Prajapati Indra became

the udhipati or lord of the Devas.

It appears to

me

that the

same Bhargas of the Gayatri verse is spoken of here as
Haras. That which is in the sun is the Purusha in the sun.
Obtaining Him as his Valourous Self, Indra becomes great.

I shall next

say a few words regarding the

worshipped
Vislmu-worship.

n

in

symbols

Vish?m temples premising that
,

,.

,

,.

.,

i

symbolism whether connected
with Siva or Vishnu the knower has to go from the outer
which sometimes are strikingly
of the symbols,
in all cases ot

aspect

the real meanings which they were designed
paradoxical, into
to suggest to his mind.

It

The

is

not a

construed as

tortoise

Kurma

tortoise
'

that

is

worshipped as

Vishnu.

Kasyapa which name,
one who drinks kasyam', would mean Sacrifice
Vishnu
drinker of the sacred Soma juice.
is

also called

Vishnu as the
is not only Father Praja" pati as Sacrifice
Kasyapa but is
Juice.
as
Son
With a pun
Born
SelfHimself the
Prajapati's
a
r
m
a
the maker of the
,
upon k u r m a , He is Visva-k
His grand Arunaketuka sac.,
universe, who by means o
rifice creates

the

universe and sustains

* " Atha va idam tarhi Prajapatau hara

513

it

by entering into

dslt yftd

asmin

Adifc ye".

65

every creature or object as Purusha

Purusha

that

-who,

like the tortoise in its shell, is concealed in all puras, bodies,

creatures (pp. 446 and 447 ante}.
who is the altar Vedi, and as the
of

Mother Earth cared
she

birth

how

for

whole

his

would account

altar

by the
earth

for this

the idea that the earth

for
it

I

is

Kasyapa's wife
is

the only

sacrificer

for his spiritual

of

And when

Vishnu's wife.

is

Aditi,

portion

This is
Kasyapi.
the earth and also

called

name

is

said that from

is

Father Kasyapa and Mother Aditi
as
Son Varnana who as Trivikrama
born

Vishnu was

measured the whole universe by His three strides, we have
the beautiful Son aspect of Vishnu, Born from Sacrifice
and pervading as the In-dweller throughout the universe.
Likewise I would account

Vasudha

or

the

for

ally intended

be

to

another

earth's

Vasum-dhava by suggesting

that

it

name

was originVedi which

applicable to the altar
Agni, the sacrificer's Vasu,

Wealth
means
Vasu
also
we
have
Sacrifice,*
(p.
it that Aditi and Kasyapa became Devaki and Vasu-deva
and obtained Vishnu-Krashna as their Son. More will be

contains the sacred

158

And

ante}.

about this

said

fire

in

as

with

dealing

Vishnu's

Vamana and

Kn'shna incarnations.
It

is

not a

wild boar that

is

worshipped as Vishnu
word is applied to
;

but with a pun upon Varaha,

that

meaning the aharta, briuger,
ground Vedi (p. 352 ante). More

Sacrifice-Vishnu as
the sacrificial

of

vara,

will

be

about the paradoxical Boar when dealing with the
Puranic story about His bringing up the Ocean-submerged
said

earth for Creation
altar

to

take

place on
for the

Vedi (Vedirupa bhumi/j)

her

esoterically

the

purpose of spiritual

Creation.

not a half-man and half-lion that is worshipped as
this strange combination denotes Vishnu to
but
Vishnu;
be Purushottama, the Great Indweller in all creatures
It

is

* Vide Sukla
Yajur-veda I, 2
the commentator quotes this SruUi

psi"

<!
:

VasoTi pavitram asi", under which

"Yajiio vai Vasur Yajfiasya pavitram

itt flruteft.

514
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(p.

More

ante).

will be

128

saicTabout

this

when dealing

with the Puranic stories about Narasihma.

And

worshipped

in

is

man-form

temples either in a

many

or sleeping posture,

that

to the

coming

lastly

not Purusha

it is

in

which Vishnu

is

standing or sitting
in the sense of man

worshipped but Purusha in the sense of the formless

In-dweller.

An

old Stotra

repeated

daily in

worshipping

Vishnu has a stanza to this effect: To Thee there is no
form, no feature, no weapons, no place (limited space such
(Thy) devotees in
and established in

and yet Thou appearesb to
the form of Purusha (wearing weapons
as a temple);

temples)."

*

SaukaraMrya,

in the

The

to Vishnu's weapons.

concluding portion of

gives esoterical meanings

his Vishnu-sahasranatna-blnishya,

/Srivaishnavas

also

do

so.

In

the Vishnu-purana and other old

doing so they all follow
works.

The innermost
is

established

to represent

is

the

garbha-gn'ha and

womb

of the heart, so

nishadic Deity of the heart that

a new temple

is

built

it

the Deity established in
and that the temple built

an ancient one.

which the symbol

shrine of a temple in

called

This

it

is

it

appears' to me
it is the Upa-

that

Whenever

worshipped.

that
always customary
had been existing there always
to say

is

simply a jirnoddhara or repair of
may look like a pious fraud ; but
is

merely the stone that was
brought in from outside but [the
All-lover
denoted
Omnipresent
by symbols, how can it be
as the Deity worshipped is

not

dressed or chiselled and

said that

He

did

not exist there

Him

could manufacture

before

or that

anybody

?

In many Vishnu temples in Southern India, notably
the famous temple
or resting posture

of
i.e.

Sriraugam, Vishnu
a posture

in

in

s

which a man

is

is

ay a n a

when

in

bed measuring his full length upon it. This posture seems
to me to have been invented to symbolize Vishnu's
identity
with the
*

Na

Mahan Aja Atma,
te

rupam na

fcfl

the Jyotish&m Jyoti/i
(Light of

'karo na 'yudhaai na

H

'spadam.
Tathapi Purushakaro bhaktanam tvam prakasase.
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of

lights),

Bn'hadaranyaka Upanishad IV. 4, which
Atman as resting in the akasa within

the

speaks of that Great

The verb used

the heart.

for

is

resting

about

in II. 5, 18 says

Upanishad

The same

sete.

(

Purusha thus:

Ayara

Purusha/j sarvasu purshu purisaya/t'. The Prasna Upanishad
V. 5, also says that Purusha i.s purisaya.
He rests in all
bodies.

He

is

posture

in

order

therefore outwardly exhibited in the sayana
f,o
suggest that He has comfortably

stationed Himself in the hearts of
in

His loving
o

PufRnic name

all,

creatures

the

all

His comfort consisting
Vish?m's

Himself.

as

Punrfarikaksha
simply the paraphrase of
found in the ZC/iand. Upanishad I. 6, 7, of the
is

the description,
Piivusha in the

sun

as

''kapyasam

pundarikam

akshini".* Vishnu's another Puranic name,

evam

Padmanabha,

the lotus of whose navel the

in

is

god Hiranyagarbha
placed,
"
seems to be derived from
Ajasya nabhau adhy ekam

arpitain" of #ig

Veda X. 82, 6

(vide p. 41

1

ante}.

Another famous temple in southern India

is

the one on

The Sthala-purfiwa says that Vishwu
of Tirupati.
of
name
the
under
/Srinivasa, the Abode of Light, rose from

the

hill

married Lakshmi under the name of

an anthill there and

Pad ma-

Padmavati

or

bom

If valmika, the anthill,
p.

121 ante))

He who
Or as

in the sun.

is

as the

a

from

rises

(lie

name

anthill

it

is

daughter of Akasa-raja.
the sun (vide note at

of

can

only be the Purusha

oalled

the

ear of

earth

an idea which seems to
(bhusravas or vasudhaya/i srotram)
be expressed in the Taitt. Samhita V. 1, 2, 5, when it says:
'she indeed is Prajapati, her ear is the anthill'; by

varying

the fancy a little the anthill tapering up conically might
Well be fancied to be as it were the flame of earth ; and -as

the latter

is

the altar

is

Dawn

to the

the altar Vedi,

Purusha as

He who
Rs'taja,

rises

Born

apparent view tapers up as

from the flame of
of
if

Sacrifice.

she

is

The

the flame

* The idea of
beauty meant by His having lotus-like eyes should
not be taken as refering to any material form but to the formless
Infinite Self who is the Beauty seen by the mind's
eye of the knower;
cf. corresponding passage of Brih,
Up. quoted and explained at
p. 468 ante.
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of the earth
that

the

is

Srinivasa

at the

point of the horizon, and the

Purnsha

is
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in the

known

sun, rises

as Balaji, the

Boy Sun,

up from that

Young

God, the

flame.

Boy God.

AldUa-raja or the king in the sky is phenomenally the moon,
who is well known as king. His daughter is his Vidya or
tfraddha or Bhakti offered up and wedded to Purusha.

She

metaphorically either the moonlight offered up to

is

the sun on every
to the

up

new moon day

when he

sun

poetical considering the

top as

if it is

Rohim

offered

region of the Orion and

This kind of celestial

Aldebarsin.

hill

or the star

is in the

position of

wedding

is

in the celestial region.

fittingly

on a high

the temple

In order

to

suit

Lakshmi becomes the daughter
of the kinoO
o of the
the
same
Lakshmi
who
is
Varnrai
the
sky
daughter
Vidya,
of king Varuna who is the lord of samudra, ocean, but
samudra means not only the sea or ocean bufc also the sky
(p 374 ante).
Esoterically there is the dkasa or sky in
that idea,
'

the heart of the knower and by his churning it well there
comes up the butter of his kuowledgeful Sraddha, Faith,
who removes his samsaric darkness and whom he weds to

the

jit

Self, the Light of lights, that reveals Himself
sky of his enlarged mind or heart, becoming

Supreme

in the vast

once his Son-in-law

that

Son who alone

hell of

'

Put'.

or,

is

,

The knower who

say, Son-in-reiigion

rescue

man from

the

gets such a Daughter and

an ordinary man. He is
Self king, giving up selfishness and the loneliness

or separateness

the

to

competent

such a Son-in-religion
Svarft

we should

of

it

This

is

of all creatures

his svarajya or

he himself becomes

About

not

and reigning as the enlarged Self in

kingdom consisting

himself.*

is

all

this idea

creatures as

of

God

'

whom

he loves as
3

own kingdom,
his own praja,

being the

in

which

people.

Son-iu-religion of

the knower, it is said of the great iSVivaish-nava saint,
Vislmn/dtta (who seems to have lived some centuries before
Ramannja), that he cultivated a garden of Tulasi and
* Vide
p. 230 ante about Svara*.
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flowers and used to offer a garland of them daily to Vishnu in
the temple of his village; that a beautiful virgin named God&

was born miraculously as his daughter from the garden, and
that

by marrying her

to

temple at /Srirangam, he

Vishnu RarLganatha, the God of the
became His Svasura, father-in-law,

on which account Ranganatha

is

called in

Tamil ManavaZa,

The knower should be a

Son-in-law.

Sanslm't Jamafca,

good horticulturist growing in the garden

heart

oi his

all

noble qualities as the only flowers fit to be offered to Vishnu
daily and by this constant practice of the heart there rises
in the fullness of time the well-developed blooming daughter

Afeala-Bhakti, Fixed Knowledgeful

Loveful Faith,

fit

to

be

the Lord of
Ranganatha, which name means
the Arena', the arena being evidently what the Upanishads
call the dahra gagana in the sky of the heart.

wedded

'

to

Turning

KanHpuram,

now

to

another great temple, the one at

named

the Belt-town (so

is it

after the celestial

Orion-town having the Belt ?) it is said that Vishnu who
is worshipped under the name of Varada in that temple rose

up from

as soon as

Brahma

the vapa

offered

the

that the Deity worshipped is
Self-Born Son of Sacrifice.

Brahma
Brahma

Brahma's

the sacred fire of god

alias Prajapati (i.e.

Priest),

the Son

ground

This shows

Vedic and TJpanishadic

Born from the

sacrifice

of

Father Prajapati as the Primeval
is

praised in the the Isavasya

sacrificial

oblation.

the

Pr&japatya

same

as

is

Upanishad.

CONCLUSION.
To Father
all

child

us

Prajapati, the Universe

the creatures stands

all,

in

the

Visvain including

relationship of praja,

a collective noun for children; and as
it

is

children and

issue,

has enselfed

multiplied

Himself as

therefore the collective Child,

complete and

said
is

He

He

that

has

the same in every one of us and therefore the One Manifold.
Previous to the creation the universe is potentially in Him,
so that

He

alone exists then, and
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when He words

it

out

He
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simultaneously multiplies His True Self (i.e. Himself) by
and thus multiplied He is the Infinite Child

Self-Sacrifice

in every one of us,

and loves every

children,

one of us as

thou art I
or
Otherwise
I am thou.'
saying
This is
the whole universe \vould have crumbled down.
'

'

'

Himself,

His Glorious Creation or multiplication of Himself.

In

thus becoming the One Manifold Child, it should not be
supposed that the Father was ever wanting in that Child,
for the Taitt.

of

Child,

Arawyaka

Prajapati

distinctly

the
says that the Juice,
before the Universe

even

existed

The becoming is manifesting. For It's part
the Child has no want and loves all creatures as Itself for
445

(p.

ante}.

Jove's sake,

because

It's

very nature

is

unselfish

love,

just

as a child loves play for play's sake.
Therefore, the Infinite
Child's becoming the universe in the sense of enselfing and

loving

is said to

creatures

all

Man

or kiida, play.

lila,

be

svabhava, nature, or

It's

as the child of

God

is intrinsically

when he removes

the covering of Avidya he sees
his pure state as the Self risen like the boy-sun from the
morning mist. Thus risen, he is truly Gods' child with the

pure, and

Supreme

Self as the Lovely Child in his heart as his constant

playmate (sayuj and sakha). With Him he always cheerfully
plays His play of universal love. If he does so, he, though a
old in knowledge and wisdom;
child, becomes an old sage

and as such an old sage should have a son as the joy of his
house and the support of his old age, the same Lovely Child,
borne in his heart's womb is his Son under the name of
c

Narayana,
f

the

Son

meaning

of heroic Man,'

who conquers
is"

of

Man'.*

We

may

nara means hero,

the real manly man.

* At
p. 435 ante,
of

Son
for

say

and he

bad desires and realizes the Son in himself

all

the real hero

the sou

the

Purusha

When man

realizes

name Narayawa as meaning
Nara arose from the Purusha-Sukta and
the Satap. Brahmafia as the name of the .Rishi or

it

will be seen that the

alias

existed at the time of
Seer of the Punisha-snkta

a Mishi who is identical with the Deity of it.
that Riski Narayana surpassed
Satap. Brahmaiia' (p. 436 ante) says
'
The original of surpassed' is atyatisht/iat', which is the very
all.
verb used in respeob of the Deity of the Purasha-stikta as afcyatishtaati

The

'
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that

Son by

self-sacrifice

and universal love he truly becomes

Father in the spiritual sense, for he effuses himself as all
This is
the praja or creatures whom he loves as himself.
his true

genesis

genesis of Father

by

self-sacrifice,

exactly

similar

to

the

that
Prajnpati, only with this difference,

whereas the ever pure God is Self-Sacrifice from the very
beginning of the universe and even from before, man was

and sin

in ignorance

the

Son

of

all

these countless ages and did not get

KnWraan

he became

until

Sacrifice

his soul the
all-loving

enlarged Self,
unto the Infinite Son in the heart, loving

Him

the creatures in the sense

them

loving

made

as

as the

very
Thus, the knower
as he becomes all

Self, the very Life, of his enlarged Self.
also is the Creator or Genitor inasmuch

and

i.e.,

and offered that Self

them by

of entering

soul's

love

This kind of creatorship

himself.

be clearly promised to the knower when the
$atap. Brahmawa says that he who performs the Purushamedha sacrifice " surpasses all beings and "becomes all this"

seems

(p.

to

436 ante) and when the

indeed

is it

he entered

Taifct,

Aranyaka says: "Prajapati
making Him-Self by Himself
He who knows this enters it, obtain-

(the universe):

it

,

Man is
ing all this and besieging all.'
(p. 447 ante).
divided from God so long as he thinks that he is separate
from Him; but the separation vanishes and the self-sacrifice
becomes complete when, realizing the Infinite All-loving
God who is in all and everywhere to be the very Self or the
as the enlarged
is he:

I or Life of his spiritual state
Life, he says that he
'

is

Tvam va aham asmi Bhagavo

Aham
Or:~'Yo

va tvam

!

Devate

Devate
Bhagavo
'sau so 'ham, yo 'ham so 'sau/ *
asi

!

If as I think the Vedic saying that
this universe

is

a

Self or I or

God and God

riddle

meaning

Absolutely Good Self that has

that

God

He

!

!

(p.

345

ante),

has become
is

the

all

Pure,

enselfed all creatures, it can

*
Baruanuja quotes this under Bralima Sfttra I. 1, 2, in his abridged
Sufcra-bhashya called Vedanta-sara. I have not beea able to find in,
what work this beautiful saying is.
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only be as-a paradox that

it

is said
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that

the -two

opposite

sets, Asuras .and Dervas, are both Prfijapatyas, children of
Projapati (Maud. Up. 1.2,1 and Bnh. AT. Up. I. -3, 1);

He

or that

has two wives Kadifi and V-inata

(Avidya and

mother of the poisonous snakes or

Vidvu), the one the

sin,

the other 'the mother <of the pure hi^l^soariuo- .Sacrifice-Bird
Suparmi, (p. 257 ante}; or that He has two sons^of whom the

510 ante).* All noble,
Devas, who are amaras,

sinful world (p.

Second created the

are. the

bright
godly qualities
immortal.
Though mini's soul is intrinsically pure, still
it has been in contact whh sin, and the consolation is

man

that to

individually

by means

lulled

soul's intrinsic

" the

A ham

it is

So the

which he can remove.

an impermanent appendage
A suras are conquered and

immortal godly qualities. About the
goodness we can say nothing more thau that
of the

:

essentially ethical; otherwise he ^could not
have any conception of right and wrong the essence -of the
Aham as good is revealed by the -fact of man's -experiencing
is

:

does wrong and self-approbation
self-reproach when he
when he does right" (p. 394 ante). Likewise the impermanency of sin is inferred from the fact that even the inosfc

wretched sinner can reform himself and
pure

state.

.If

sin attached

feels happy in -his
him permanently as part of

-to

would be impossible. There are two
worlds to man, the one Advaitic and .permanent, the other
He becomes the creator oi the
Dvaitio. and impermanent.

his nature reformation

former

when. he

for himself

as his

true

Self's

Self,

realizes the ever

the

Unity

whole world, and effuses himself as
he loves as himself.
as there
*

is

sin

or

,

lie is the

selfishness

The Brih. Ar Up.

in

arid

all

Harmony

the creatures

creator of the

him

Pure Creator
of the

whom

latter so

as the parent

of

long
the

mentions the Asnras to have been the elyounger sons. Man- is born in sin, the result
of his accumulated Karma and has to pass from sin to righteousness.
Therefore from this standpoint of view the Asnvas are elder and the
Devas younger, ever fresh and vigorous to 'put down the Asuras,
der sons and

fclie

I. 3, 1,

Deviis the

From another standpoint of view, Number One son represents the
Advaitio World, tho Ouc Self, while sou Numbov Two is the Dvaitiq
world,

oa

THE
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Dvaitic

world

others.

Tims the Brahma-hood

of seeing

consisting

creatures

p

as

anyats,

or authorship of the

Dvaitic

world really belongs to. man, who therefore is the, Brahma
of it with his body called Brahmapura or Brahma&akra
.

but

who

same time

tlie

afc

Brahman,

the would-be

is

for

the Upauishadic saying is, he who knows Brahman becomes
Brahman. For the sake of riddle evidently, this would-ba
Brahman is grandiloquently described, and is apparently so

mixed up with Brahman,

of the

in parts

B-jv'hadarajiyaka,

the supposition that there is only one Self as the
author of both the Dvaitic and Advaitic woilds. The Dvaitic
as to lead to

world seems

to

Brahma

be attributed to the Pure Creator

by pushing the meaning of the sayings that
the Supreme 6 elf has become (lie universe and that 'He is
I and I am He' to the extreme, only as a paradox, having
or Prajapati,

in

mind

the would-be

To

Brahman.

attribute the

Dvaitic

creatorship to the Pure Creator is like putting darkness on
Taking man's papman,
get it annihilated at once.

lii'ht to

as either Father Dvaitic Brahma or Mother Avidya,
the killing of either of them puts an end to the Dvaitic
world ; and so man, in order to bo born in his true state
sin,

as the Self, the vigorous ever

young Son,

loves the Glorious

Son of Sacrifice as his very sfcrengfch=Life=:Self, ami kills
the Dvaitic world even as that Glorious Son, our Ideal, is
variously sung to have already done either as
or

Hama Jainadagnya

Yasudeva, thus

;

There

(1)

Rudra Kumfira

Rama-Dasarathi

or

or

K-n'slma

.

is

god Brahma had

a Purfutie

five

faces'

to

story

and

that

the

effect that

Rudra

as

also

the

was

raii/funana, having five faces, he cut off;, Brahma's fifth face
he \vlio has four races/ This
and made him .Katuranana,
'

riddle

mav

be solved thus:

/

in the sense that

Rndra

as

spiritual

of golden
as

Pau/ainana means also the

he has a wide

Pcrusim-sihma,

mane.

the

brilliant

Although the god
still

strangely
f.'O

is

the

sun Hari-kesa

Brahma

a jiflh

lion,7

with the mane.

manning Purushottama,

Lion, metaphorically

/faturmuklm,

face,

wide

face

is

is

known

attributed

THE
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to

him

in

this

Brahma of
name derived from pan^a,

elements, in the

case

of

case of the Dvaifcic world
five

mental devils

the

five senses

Dvaitic

or

Prapafi/caj

five

bhiitas,

physical world; hut in the

some

the Pan&a-bhutas would be

untamed

their
l.he

the

five.

head

also
state.

Number

probably

devil),

By

the

killing

Five, Rudra

is

reveal-

Prapaii/copasama, /Santa, Siva, Advaiba; and the four
the four Vedas necessary for the Father of the

ed as

heads

Brahma

Five seems

Dvaitic

the

bhuta means

(as

in

the

Number

faoe

seed or

to represent the

world, a

That

story.

left are

Son of Sacrifice, (2) Rama J&mndagnya when a mere boy
was ordered by his father to kill his mother and he killed her
The father was highly pleased with him and told
at once.
*'

him

to ask for a

and she rose

any sacred

literature.

his

Mother that

soon

as Avidyft

is

mother,
patric'de

If Rudra's

patricide

the Dvaitic mother

killing

rises as

his

real

his killing the Dvaitic father, Hfima's

mean

only

There can be no

up, at once.

or matricide in

means

boon and he said he wanted

matricide can

A.vidya,

and the

can only be

killed

Vidya. (3) Rama Dasarathi when a mere boy killed the
Rakshasi woman Taiakn; and Kn'slma when a mere child
killed the

demoness Pufcana whon she came

as

mother

in

In our sacred literature
disguise with poison in her breasts.
as
a
heinous
crime and so the
is
condemned
woman-killing
paradox of

Rama and

Krishna, killing a

woman can

only

mean their killing Avidya.*
Thus the Supreme Self

No Avidya

of sin.

He

is

nay, in

But
So,

or

is
Apahatapapma", the killer
bad qualities can ever tainfc Him.

always Ratyadharma, Satyakama, Satyasanknlpa,
one short word, He is Sat, the Absolute Good,

is it

not said -that

how can you
* In the

Brahman

attribute

is

Nirguna, without quality ?

quality to

It

and say that

It is

Mrifc7;7iakafika drama the Buddhist ascetic
the five Janas, and, killing the woman, guards
the village, and kills also the BUn/dala, will get heaven/ The commentator explains the Panfca-janus to be the five senses that must
be conquered, the woman to bo Avidya, the gr&ma or village to be the

says:

,

Sfch

'He who

Act of the

kills

body, and the M?ic?illa to ba
desire KA-ma.

Aliankara,
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Pride, or ho

may be

selfish

:

It.

is--

instead of talcing Sat

mean simply

Deity of the

:

in.

by eight names

as

:

"Vijara,

the eighth

Pmy&thnkw

existence?

ptire

1

bear t, described:
:

to;

admitted', by; the N<ir#n.na school that the

of the

Mandogva

Aipahatapapman (sinless or killer of sin),
(agele&s)^ Vinm'tyn. (deathless), Vrsoka (gnefless),
A.pipasa, (thiVWess),

"Vijish-itsa (hunger-less),,

(having true desires)

Satyakama

and

Satyarsankalpa (having-. true
is the Sagnwa Brahman, hut it is said that to
deeds.?)*,
mandabuddhis-or ordinary people, \vho< cannot conceive: the
,

;

Brahman " as on.t- of
qualities", that Brahman

real secondless Sat or

as free from
a.

& at,,,

all

and-,

nihiil,,

:

that therefore

the.

become sanm&rgathas,

as if It

the

(in teaching

B'rahman in the eighth Pra<pai/mka)
'Let, them just

space and time,
looks

is

Saguna

Upanishad means,
those;

who

oO the.- good (peoptaof good: qualities),
the.-patlv
an- nndersta/ndjng
gradually lead them on to/

walk, in

and I

shall

of the

real

Sa.bVf This;is very candid:;-, but the Sagima School does
not see its way to- accept what the Upanishad is- taken to

have meant.
spoken of

Evidently

as. sinless,

it-is ;

the highest

ageless,

griefless,

to/be no. da&tinction, between- the
the: B:iialnnaa.

of,

the-

is,

andvkno.ws,

according,
all,

Brahman

Deity that is
There seems

of the heart

and

Sad-vidya; and the Deity of the heart

not; limited, but Infinite (vide p^

B'nahman

real'

&c.

things

to.

the

exactly

474

476. -ante}.

Sagima
as

The

'

is

Infinite

scho.olj self-conscious

they

are,,

and as It

is

svarupa and knowledge and goodness,, It knows
The
Itself to. be infinite, and. does. not thereby limit. Itself.
Bn'hadfiranyaka I. 4, 10 says that Brahman knew It-Self as

infinite in

lam. B.rahmau' and that therefore It as Self became all this.
The same, idea is expressed in 1 -b of the same chapter: (I. 4.)
where, it is said that Brahman's name is A ham,
I \, I may
'

'

Whatever He desires

is real and' true and- is thereSaukalpa, contrasted as it is- with, kama, may
mean. Here deed'- well-done (satn-kalpa). Kalpana meaus performing,
doing: Sa-filcalpa even, when: understood as meaning, a mental act,
meunfl! tlie doing or constmcting in; mind; In ethics- that which is true
It; is* only truth, that-, can be- fulfilled;
Falsehood is nevei'
is; truth;
It dies-as soom as ic is exposed.
fulfilled; in,' the^ true-sense of fulfilmeut.

*'SatyaMma'.

fore actually-

f Tide'

fulfilled..

Sii

repeat here what has been stated over and' over again that
because Brahman has enseifed all, loving all as It-Self,
The Supreme Self who is thus
It is without second:
All-lover

no

be

Good

the Absolute

is

;

There seems to

in ethics.

sayings about the "knowing,
Such riddle-like, short, curt sayings about the One
in

limiting,

of Self.

these

all

Secoudless Knower abound in our Upanishads;
The same
One matchless Vijnatn, Knower, is preached, riddle-like, in
*IT. 4, 14; HI. 4/2; 7, 23; 8, 11
IV. 3, 30. of the same
(
TJpanishad.
By what can one know the Knowerby Whom
one knows all this?'
Where is there any creature left
;

outside His love or
or comparison,

anything by which, using it as a simile
we can know Him? The Great Sarvantara
1

Atman, who

is in all!,
loving all as Himself, is the real
Ideal
our
;
Knower,
anyat is artam,.i.e. that which
Highest
This
or
to
is grief.
Because there
than
is other
opposite
is

no comparison

to

Him

The name 'Atman'

thus.'

to apply

He

said

is

it

is

nob thus,

not

Aliam, 'I', seems

or

'Self.'

c

only to a self-conscious Knower. No body can
It iV said that the
unless he feels that he is.

'lam'

say

Nirgima Brahman

Satyam Jiianam Anantam

is (!)

ence* Knowledge Infinite) or
1

Knowledge
\

Bliss).

The

(2)

first

Sat

set

ZCit

of

(Exist-

A.nauda (Existence

names occurs

in

the

Anandavalli of the Taitt. TJpanishad, which says:

He who knows
Jnanam Anantam
be.

in the

B'raliman

is)

Satyam

parama, high, or deep, vyoman, sky, in

the cave (of his heart)
all

(Which

(Truth, Knowledge, Infinite) to

will

enjoy sarvaii kaman,

desires [i.e. pure spiritual ones that are fulfilled],

[in unity]

Vipas&it means

Knower.

with Brahman,
'

He who

(Who

Yipas/at.

is)

sees well' or

the A 11- Seer or All-

Realizing this- All-Lover in the heart, from
had hitherto separated himself though He never

Whom man

Whom

left

him but with

His

spiritual joys of universal love;

*

he learns to be in unity, he enjoys

Taking Satyam to mean existence.
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If

the'

Deity of the
''

S.atyaw,mean3_alsc>; Tenth,

-3SB OEEA-TIOtf,
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is, as admitted, Saguna, then Satyam Jnanara Anantam
cannot be Nirguna, for the text just quoted clearly speaks

heart

of the Deity

of the

kamas

heart.

must be Sagumi,

It

of the eighth
Prapai/iaka of the

the

that Glorious

out

Brahman which,

Brahman

at the very

made

the universe,

of

Sarvantava Self) and

Likewise

IfMndogya.

the s;ime Anandavalli which says that

issuing

for

speaks of appear to be identical with the satya-

all desires it

is

Ananda-

beginning of the

itself

the

Self

(the

therefore

SukHt, the Good-doer
(a saguna name) -says clearly further on of the same Ananda
as Brahman's Ananda, thus:

He who

is

knows Brahman's Amiuda, from which

words with mind [going to grasp it in its iyafcta
as if it were a finite thing] come back without
reaching [the limit of]
thing whatever.*

will not fear

from any

that Brahman is Knowledge
mean really that Brahman is full
knowledge and bliss. The Infinite Supreme Self is

Therefore

the

and

seems

of

it,

Bliss

therefore

and

expression
to

held to be self-conscious

moral

infinite

difficult to

moral man
now beyond

bliss

as His

with infinite knowledge

attribute.

separate knowledge from
has been "able to know
the

bare

necessities of

It

seems

to

he

By beingall he has known till
life which are common
morality.

by the labour and devotion of self-sacrifice
that he has found out one thing after another in all branches
to animals.

of science.

It is

No

doubt the

fruits

of his labour for

common

by common humanity and also
domestic animals, are enjoyed by him also, but it would not
be correct to say that it is all self-interest that makes him
work and know. It is by self-sacrifice that he works and

good, in being participated

knows
found
*

best.

From

the

out his soul to be

remotest historic

time

man

has

moral and when even he, however

Yaniun<U4rya, the Parama-gurn of Raraanuja salutes Vishnu thus;
Namo namo varmianasafcibliumaye.

Namo namo Yanuianasaikabhumaye
.Salutation! Salutation! to Him who surpassaa mind and speech.
Salutation! Salutation! to Him who is the Oae (matchless) subjecb
(or theme) of miud and speech.
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such, what must be the

is

erring,
in

Whom

he

an atom as

is

it

He

His

is

By knowing Him and

bliss.

ledge

All-Kuower, All-Lover,

were:

abrolutely moral, and therefore

135

sacrifice

and

what?

Obviously

man

all-love,

from

is

internal

fear.

know-

His

practising

have no

will

his

faultlessly moral,

infinite truth

self-

Fear from
the

enemies,

bad

are the wolves and tigers to kill whom the
qualities, who
of pure qualities is the proper arrow.
una
Brahman
Sag
The true kamas the Upanishads speak of as pertaining to
the hmigerless and thirstless (i.e. to one who has uo hunger

and

thirst for

sinful

selfish,

This

love for Love's sake.

ynka IV.

Akama,

are true unselfish

pleasures)
is

clear

from the B?v'hadaran-

which says that the knower of Brahman is
Nishkama, Aptakama and Atmakama, The one
4',

6

generic term Sat, Good, as applied to
would include all aspects of moi'al

Him, and

in

as

Infinite

in

its

be said

is

that

we cannot measure
for

iyatta,

imperfection our

He

is

infinitely

what

of

notions

Self:

perfect
greatness of the
that

can

to

our

right and wrong

may

limit,

all

Owing

good,*
is

Supreme

goodness,

the

has no

ifc

the

change now and then but there will always be the notion
of right, and such laws as
Do not steal, do not murder,
(

do not
laws.
as

it

tell

a

lie,'

&c.

our

are
is

sanatana dharmas,

positive and

eternal.

eternal

As soon

Right knowledge
comes the mist of wrong knowledge vanishes, and

Supreme Self is the basis of our right knowledge.
The Sfiguna Brahman being the perfect Ideal of righteousness, the Upanishads and the Bliaguvadgita are unanimous

the

in laying

down

nmmukshu.

sinless, unselfish,

All acts,

righteous conduct for the
for the sake of

however good, done

self-benefit will only gain

impermanent -Svarga, and as the
to be bought by any amount

Infinite Bliss is too valuable
*

YiiimiTiuAiarya,

in

his

Sri-stotra,

addresses Sii to this effect;

mercy or kindness, and falling at Thy feet fearThee whoso Greatness (mahimH) even Thy Husband
lessly, I praise
in iyattsi or so-much -ness like His own
(Vallabhn) cauuot measni'o
3
Viewing Sri and Vishnu as our Parents, both
(immeasurable inahiuiil).
are equal, He being the fatherly aspect, aud She the motherly aspect,
pf God,
'

Knowing Thy

dayft,

.

man

of good which
is -.the

judge

can do and as ;only

which, in

tlie

in

Up.

of

opinion

-to .the

Ill.:2, 3)

ifaith ,and

(Kaf/m.
that

<effect

is

Visishfadvaitin,

..'the

Vedaiita

.the

Self

Supreme

and genuine
comes ibe doctrine of grace,

love, of His npasaka, ihere

preached

-.the

of :the disinterestedness

Up.

'tthe

Self

not

is

clearly

Mund

23

II.

to

be

obtained by teaching, nor. by intellectual cleverness, nor by
being much informed, tout is to be obtained by him only

whom He

selects (as

3

being

This grace can only come

fit).

from the Saguna Brahman.

Wherever -Brahman

is

-said

8a-guna and Nirgima, the Vwish/advaitim takes
the 'former to -mean
'one who has immeasurable good
to be both

qualities'

In

:

and the

'one

latter

fact, in substance -the

kama and

^the -latter the

In the three

who

former

is

is

free

from bad

Apahatapapma

of the JOiandogya.

of salva, rajas

qualities

qualities'.

taken to -mean the Satya-

and tamas, satva

seems to mean interested goodness and not pure goodness.
The Visishtadvaitins keep their Saguna Brahman free from all

Gunamayior TrigunatmikaMaya and so their
is'Good, amounts to His being Good Absolute.

taint with this

saying that

He

In the IBhagavadgita,

may a

is

called

Maya. Daivi

Daivi

should not, I think, be construed 'as pertaining to god.
The
senses are, as a riddle, called devas ; and the Maya pertaining
to

them

cult

Daivi, delusion of the senses.

is

Kn'slma

calls it

'mama may
It is

get over'.

-to

In the same verse

duratyaya', 'my Maya dirEHis M^j a in the sense that it stands
a-

subdued to Him. Moreover there
the
two
Ahams,
Supreme Self, and the luiinau soul when
ibeing
the
n bjndage,
word mama, the genitive of aham ; may really
in the relationship of the
:

mean here the latter a verbal puzzle to be got over by one
who is to get over daivimaya. The two words dairi and mama

may have

'been

Hut when the
that

.the

purposely used

-/?ig

Veda quoted

Creator as Indra

Kainanuja strongly
illusion.
yron.der.ful

He

creative

sake of

that puzzle.

in the Bn'hadar.'ujyaka
says

became .multiform by His Mayas,
the

contests

says that

for the

Maya

power.

idea of this

Maya

beino-

here means the Creator's true
I

have already

tried

to

sho\y

THE CREATION.
that

Maya

is

used in a good sense not only there but also in

other parts of the Big Veda, and that at the same time
there are parts where it is used in the sense o the deceitful

A suras (p, 339 ante}. A doing by which He,
'
His
Glorious
Satyakarua desire of
may I become
desiring
all this,' became all this, entering all as the All-Lover,
doings of the

cannot

be

As

illusion,

has

Maya

two

thus

opposite

be riddling when ifc
Great
the
Lord is Mayiu
and
is
May&
says
prakn'ti
who
(he
plays or acts with Maya).
Mayiu has created or
issued out all this universe; in ifc the other (the soul when
(Svetasvatara seems

meanings, the

to

:

in

is pent up by Maya
(IV. 9
11); by reaLord and by union (with Him) at last, all MAy&
away (I. 10).' Prakn'ti means 'doing'. The

bondage)

lizing the
will

go

Lord's glorious doing

to

is

issue

out

with

the universe

Himself multiplied into as many Antaryamins as there are
The other's doing is that by which be becomes
creatures.
the selfish creature birth after

birth, so that

are counted what a big count he

makes

if

those

births

Only there are

!

counts and counts.

The words gmia, saguna, and nirguna
in

Upanishads older

met with
The idea of

are not

than the /SVetasvatara.

Nirguna Brahman may have arisen by pondering over Big
Veda X. 129, which says that at the beginning there was
One which was not Asat and Sat. I have tried to explain
what

this riddle

means

(p.

440

444).

But a saying

shades of meaning.
Sat and Asab as existence and non-existence, the

this is capable of yielding other

like

Taking

One

that

was neither non-existence nor yet existence would be the
Avyakta or unmauifested Brahman. Taking Sat and Asafc
as meaning good and bad, the One that was neither good nor
bad would be Nirguna, without any quality; and when this
shade of meaning strikes the reverent mind believing in the
infallibility of the
all

Vedas, logic

will adjust itself

things, defining the words in such a

nise with that

and

It is

meaning

namely

manner

that there

Nirgu/ia, without quality and

is

and arrange
as to

harmo-

only One

all else is

Self

unreal.

'
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In

this manner the different schools of the Vedanta appear
have arisen, each trying to harmonise everything from its
stand-point and fancying flaws in the other's interpretation

to

and reasoning.

Taking

his stand

of the individual sonls;

many-ness
but he says that only the Supreme Self
great and that the

soul

is

If the soul -was vibhu,

covered

it.

is

vibliu or infinitely

The awn

awn, infinitely small.

not a material object.

soul is

texts the

upon several Upanishadic

Visishiadvaifcin accepts the

Maya

and immortal.

It

is

or

Avidya could not have

So covered, the anu

spirit

soul identifies

itself -with

the mortal body, in -which it is saririn.
By nature it
and bliss as
pure and jiianauandagunaka, with knowledge

sarira,
is

dharma or quality.
of the flame of a lamp

its

In

its

case knowledge

the light

is like

bub Avidya covers it and prevents
hence its errors and wrong-doing. But. the

from seeing far,
Sar van tara Self, whom no Avidy& can obstruct
and who is anor a?tiyan mahato mahiyaii, subtler than
the smallest material object and greater than the greatest,
is always with each soul, and it is the latter's fault if it does

it

Infinite

To remove

not realize Him.

its

ignorance

He

is

preached

as the Great /Saririn or Pnrusha, one who is the Antarynmi
in all creatures and yet not bound by the bodies.
Instead of
identifying itself with the mortal body, let the immortal soul
consider that it is, so to say, body to Him, with Him as its

inseparable Self or Life of Infinite Bliss, and it will have immortal body and Life together.
In other words this figure of

speech seems to mean that the soul instead of hugging the
mortal body should hug the All-loving Supreme Self who is
always hugging it. It may be asked Why should not the
.

omnipotent Uod tear the soul's

happy

The reply

at once.

wishing

becoming
C5
doubi.

for

moral

suicide

a stone to be chiselled

to look

himself must

asunder for

If he wishes another to

good by proxy.
it is

is,

veil

at

but withal

make

it

and make

it

no one can become moral and

the effort,

or

become

into a statue,f

lifeless.

so for him,

self-extinction

or

for

beautiful no

So the raum-ukshu

and when Guru's teaching

139
and God's grace are ready to help him it is absurd to
for more.
Therefore Krishna says to Arjuna :-?c
nimittamafcram bhava Savyasa&in
According as the

desire

'

!

the

realizes

soul

its

AntaryamJ,

knowledge

extends

its

horizon by pushing the veil farther and farther till at last
the veil disappears altogether and the knowledge beeonies
vibhu, infinite, for this
is

that the soul's

school holds

a

knowas- the

of grasping,

according
dravya capable
is removed,
any number of finite things
however huge they may be, and yet going beyond, until it
ledge

of

veil

Avidya

becomes co-extensive with

infinity

itself,

so

But

cannot know the limit of his knowledge.
that infinite knowledge comes onlv

when

that

his

man

also

is

held

it

embodied

state

is possible.* 'All souls
true state of purity and when their veil
of Avidya vanishes and they become muktas it. is not possible
for word to find
distinction between one soul and

ends finally and that no jivanraukti

are alike in their

any

* For
mukti, asariratva is necessary, vide EMnd. Up. VIII. 12. Thereliaman uja, under Brahma Sutra I. 1, 4, refutes the doctrine of

fore,

He

Jlvanmukti.

quotes also Arastainba thus

'fctnanam an vlJcJchet

dam buddhe
The meaning

;

"
:

Saisha' Jivanmnkti/i

Vedan imam lokam ant tun fca parifcyajyi
biiddhe kshenmprapawam tafcfchastrair vipratishid-

nirastil

Apastambenapi

'

:

tia duTikhain upa.labheta,' iti."
as explained in the Srutaprakasika is this:
Giving tip the Vedas [so far as they pertain only to the Trivargas of
dharma, artha, and karna which are short of the fourth object, moksha]
and also this world and the other [i e the impermanent pleasures of this
world and of the impermanent Svarga] he should search for the Self. If
[it is said that] there is beatitude by [simply] knowing [the meaning of
the words as to what; the Self is], that [doctrine] is contrary to the Sastras.
If there is beatitude by [simply] knowing, one ought not to get any
fcet

;

kshemaprdpawaui ihaiva

1

of

this

'

misery even in this world.' The thing is that to know the Atman ia
not simply to know Him but practise Him
and the up&sana or the
for at any moment the
daily practice should continue up to death
temptation of flesh may overpower and hurl one down however godly
he was hitherto. So when there is a possibility of fall till death, there
can be no moksha and no omniscience. It all depends how jivanmukti
is defined.
If it means the leading of a perfectly pure life free from
all taint of selfishness, whatever may be the ailings to which flesh is
heir, there is no reason why it should not be granted. I remember
having read somewhere in the Vedas the expression: sa jivann eva
He (who does a particular sacrificial rite) goes to the
Devan apyeti
Trisafiku goes to the gods even
gods even living (i.e. without dying).
living and his fall is his flight. The life with which the knower goea
to the gods is himself as the enlightened Self. If he becomes the.
unselfish Self he is jtvannwkta.
;

;

'

:

1
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another: each soul's individuality

With knowledge become

be felt only by itself*
the mukta, though anu,

is to

infinite

becomes sarvajna, a,ll-knowing,f and feels infinite blis?, as
as the bliss of Brahman; for Brahman Itself is as
infinite bliss to every one of the muktas as It is to Itself. 1
infinite

*>

Such

" There

Ve'lic expressions as

that Vishnu's highest

is

Padam, Place, which Surins, knowers, see always ('Tad
Yishno/i
I.

paramam pad am

sad & pasyanti suraya/i'
Hig Veda
this school to say that there is a

22, 20), have compelled

particular locality

giving up his infinite
spiritual

Vaiknw^a

called

muktas only can

which the

form

That form

is

as

(tho nndestroyable) to

and in which Vishnu, without
nature, shines in a most beautiful
go<$

Param

Jyoti/i

for

their

not raaya or unreal phantom but

the

mukta

can

call forth real spiritual

soul

spiritual

joy,

Likewise

real.

though becoming asarira or without body
form or many forms simultane-

and

travel anywhere outside Vaikuwf/ia,
enjoying
the
Sarv&ntara Self in all creatures and things.
everywhere
His journey is instantaneous and l)y means of his liberated

ously

infinite

knowledge he can entor any number of objects

simultaneously without being caught in matter any more.

The main point
one mukta

bliss

is

that

soul

is

in

infinite

purity,

exactly like

knowledge and

another and has attained

paramam sainyam, extreme similarity, with Brahman,
except in respect of the function of sn'shii or creation which,
accprding to the decision recorded in the Brahma-sutras,
to

belongs to the Infinite Brahman only, who has been always
This seems to be reasonable, for the sn'shii of the
pure.
universe could not wait

till

this

soul or

that soul

became

* 'Kartnakrifca-dev'idi-bhede
apadhvaste svarxipa-bhedo vafolm ngosvasamvedya/i-, jnA-nasvarupam ityelavad eva nirdesyam tat fra
sarvesham atmaiiaia satmtnam' Ilamanuja iu his Yedarthasarigralia.
'
Sai'vam ha pasya/i pasyati' Z/iaiid. Up. VII. 26, 2,
7i-arah,

1

j

'

Braliraa _hi svasya parasyai-A 'uubhAyamanam aviseshena 'navaShikitisayanandam bhavafci, anandasvaTUpaviseshab' Rauianuja iu liis
Vcdauta-dipa tinder Brahnia-siitra IV. 4, 17.
$ The K&tha, TJpanishad I. 3, 9, repeats tho Rig Vedic Tad Vieli%oh paramam padam' and says thab it is the liaal destination of the
kuower,

J

'
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His

nay

for the souls' becoming muktas by realizing
"
Himself as All-Love that the sn'shd has taken

it is

sn'sh^i of

The Mukti

place.

Supreme

OKHATIOtf,

of this school

Sayujya, unity with the

is

Self.

That the souls are

in their true svarupa is the

all alike

and loving

basis for the knower's regarding

all

creatures as

sama-buddhi, atmadn'shd or atm'iupamya-dr/shfi/sarvabhutahita-rati, nirdvan-

This

himself.

is

all-love,

The

reply

is

not hate his
his soul
is

is

r

bad neighbour l should

my

that in not liking

t

I only do not like the avidya

soul.

and punishment

veiled

as necessary to

him

sinner was expected

AMrya

[samam

while another

as to

of big offences the king

is

in

by which

for the sake of correction

me when

I do wrong. In the case

the punisher. In small matters the

the olden

days to confess

to'

his

3

or the local Parishad

and undergo

&itta

or

But how can society stand if one person
was quite the reverse to jiira ?

dva, advaita, &c.

was

called

or assembly 'ancl seek
prayas-

All this should be regarded as aids to
Corrector, the Fountain Head

it.

The Greatest

self-correction.

of ethics,

is

the

each soul

to

be

Supreme
its

True

A

who

Self,

spiritual

is

to

be

Life

or

Self and

realized

by

when

the A&arya corrects and the king punishes, they do so on
behalf of the Supreme Self, whom the soul ought to love
as its Self, and by being above~the narrow partiality of

Here

selfishness.

let

me

quote a story from theMahabharata

/Santiparva, 23:

A

Brahman named
brother named Likhita.

Sankha had a younger
One day Saiikha found

Likhita in the act of eating fruits [plucked in his
(&>nkha's) garden without his knowledge and
consent.
theft

$ankha

told

and must go

to

him

went

Accordingly

Likhita

who got

hands cut

his

ran back to his
ness also.

with

that he had

the king

committed

for punishment.

to

king Sndyumna,
Thus punished he
brother and begged his forgiveoff.

<Sankha said:

'lam

not at

thee; justice has been donej
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all

angry

now go

at

bathe in yonder river 'and offer wafer
tarpana to tlie Devas, .Rishis and Father's

once
as

find

[which consists in taking up water in joined palms
and pouring it as an offering].' Likhita bathed
1

and willed

'

-

when

to offer the water,

he found that

his'-

to his surprise

hands had sprouted up again by

power of tfankha's tapas. Likhita offered
water to them with those hands and then questioned
the

/Sanliha

why, with such power of tapas, he himself
him but referred him to the king.

did not cleanse

The reply was

that the function of awarding
devolved
upon the king. As Likhita
punishment
his
hands
back
by bathing in that river,
got
the
name
of
she got
Bahuda '" she who gives

arms.'

This parable seems to mean

The brothers are

this:

Paramatina and Jivatma, the Supreme Self and the soul
the same that are described in Big Yeda I. 164, 20 and the

Two companion birds have
Munrfakopanishad III. 1, as:
embraced the same tree. One of them eats the sweet fruit;
'

the other, withoufreating, looks on.

5

In the essay on Suparna',

I have tried to show that the original meaning of the verse
must have been that the bird that eats the sweet fruit
is

the

Supreme Self and

the other bird

that

is

Jivadna

But the common tat -rs take
{pp. 267, 268, and 269 ante].
the eating bird to be Jivatma and the other the Supreme
Self.
They must have inherited this interpretation from
more ancient teachers, and it appears to me that the younger

brother of our

From

this

it

story

that

eats the

fruit

is

the

does not follow that the

Jivatmct.

is not
Supreme
The
it were God's
is
whole
universe
as
Joy
manner of eating is either good or bad good

Self

eater or enjoyer of

orch ird and the

the creatures are regarded and loved as one's own self
even as the Supreme Self that has enselfed all does, bad if

if all

they are made the objects of

The

eater in the

what he eats

selfish

is sweet,

fulfilling one's

manner

is

though really

534

1

own

selfish ends.

under the delusion that
it is

not sweet.

Selfish

TEH
eaters are thieves as

had

CBEATIOtf,

Let us suppose that Likhita

were.

it

been eating in the

manner

selfish

At last by the awakening of
who is Preritn, the (Good)

143

his

for

countless

ages.

mind, the Supreme Self

Councillor (Svet&svatara Up.
becomes seen by his mind's eye as the Teacher of
'Knowledge, :md therefore Brahman, and refers him first to
the king who seems to be the same Supreme Self in the

1.6),

Kara,
aspect of spiritual Power for cutting, off the hands.
the hand, from the root kn' to make or cut, represents one's

own karma,

seed of the

technically the

act,

Man

soul's,

accumu-

whatever he

wills
kratu-maya ;
instead
and does, that he becomes, and such, being the case,
of willing to become bad, he must will to become the

lated selfish acts,

is

So, the Supreme
or Strength,
Power
Regal
cuts off the selfish karma.
The river in which Likhita is
told to bathe seems to be the river of Brahmaic knowledge.
The Harivamsa 1 2 says that Bahuda was formerly Gauri,

enlarged Self (Khaud. Dp. III. 14,
Self realized as the

1).

soul's true

and became the river by the curse
The name Gauri takes us to Siva's spouse

the wife of Praseuajit,
of her husband.

Gauri alias Uma, who is "Vidya (vide p. 370 ante) ; and
seems to be
Prasenajit, literally the conqueror of the army,
&iva alias Hudra is well known
Siva himself iu disguise.
in the Vedas as the grout archer and, in the tfatarudriya,

Head

as Senanya, the

the collection of

of the army.

The army

good qualities,
army of the Asuras, the bad qualities.
curse but truism, as

is

evidently

and he conquers the

all

Vidya

The curse

is

not

as Yak is Sarasvati the running
of the field of the heart when

river, the beneficent irrigator
it

is

parched

Amara

up

by

says that there

selfish
is

desires.

A

commentary on

a story to the effect that king
called Bahuda, because he gave

Arjmia Karlavirya was
down the
bahu, much, wealth in charity and brought
was
named
she
therefore
that
and
river from heaven
river
A
after him by the patronymic Bahuda.
that

comes from heaven can only be the flow of Ty&ga, Charity
or

Bemwciution, or the

flow

of

uniyergal

Love,'

THE CREATION.
Likhita bathes in this river and the hands be gets again
are tho true Kratu,

8acrifici.il

Act, of the enlightened man,

henceforward he does godly acts and becomes SelfSacrifice, symbolized by the pure water offered up to the

-for

Fathers,

Tfo'shis

and Gods.

The

idea

flastraic

is

that

by

offering the tarpatra water to them, man discharges his debt
to them.
The debt due to them is nothing else but man's
the
becoming
enlightened Self, poured and offered as Kratu,
Self-Sacrifice.

higher sense.

By doing
.The will

hands sprout by the
Self's tapas also

becomes Kratu-maya in the
becomes the means, for tho
offer the water; and the Supreme

so he

itself

will to

makes the bands

to sprout, for the will of
the knower can never be other than the will of the Supreme

Self

can never be in discordance with

Or, the tapas

it.

is

His grace.*
Therefore the Brahman and Kshatriya, Priest and

King

as representing

Brahmaic Knowledge and Power,

In tlie Jayadiare essential and should go haud in hand.
horna mantras of the Taittiriya Samhita/ these two are

by one compound word as BrahmaKshafcrarn, which all the gods and goddesses as Gaudharvas
and Apsarases are besought to protect.! But there comes
a strange saying, which I view as a paradox, when the

happily expressed

Upuuishad

(II. 25)

says about the

Supreme

Self

*A treatise on Dharma-sastra is attributed to Saiikha and Likhita. lu
our story these names seem to have been utilized esoterically with a play
upon them. Likhita means eugraved or 'written/ fov writing on palm
leaves with steel nail, is engraving. It is derived from likh to scratch,
eompe, furrow, tear up. Man's selfish karma must be Likhita, scraped
out from him by means of the Supreme Self realized as the KshatiHui,
'

1

Power or Strength, of his soul. When this is done and when he
writes himself iu Brahmaic character by means of the same Supreme Self
realized as hia Brahman, true Brahnianical Knowledge, he fulfils his true
destiny. Among other things,, sankha means the bone of the forehead.
The^idea is that the God Brahma writes man's destiny on his forehead
bone according to his previous karnia and this writing is called Brahmalipi. Man's true destiny is to become a victim at the altar of self-sacriiice.
This, he must know, has been written on his forehead on the highest part
of his ethioal nature, and the Writer is Our Father who has created tho
Ilegal

uuiverse by His self-sacriiice aud

t

"

p&utu,"

Who is

the Self of

all.

Sa idana Braliraa-Ksliatraui patu, i&h idam Brahuia-ksbatram

THE CREATION,
that to

Him

145

both Brahma and Kshatram are odana, food,
:

and Mr/tyu

It

(Daath^upase&ana, drink,

is

explained

that this refers to^he time of pralaya or dissolution of the
universe and that although only the two classes of Brahma
_

.

and Kshatram are mentioned, they are intended to include
all other classes and creatures -who are all destroyed by

God

If appears

at that time.

to the

me, however, that

to

Knowledge and Brahniaic Power
Supreme
that
and
His drink of Death is the same
or
food
are
joy,
as death to selfishness", and sin.
Power
Knowledge and
Self Brahrnaie

;

This heroic Brahma-Ksliatram

is

to

necessary

one and

all,

or
birth a Brahman or Kshatriva or Vaisya
be he by
V
J
In India caste is a peculiar Asocial
jSudra or K&ndidn,

growth;

ifc

cannot be denied

line enforced

that

in respect of conduct,

some extent a help

-.

*t

i

to

the

(he

rigorous

discip-

food and drink

is

fco

mental and moral culture jiniong
bub any false pride which the

superior classes;
superior classes may wrongly derive from caste is curbed
by the Yedanta, arid in consonance with the Sastras the

Ymshiadvaitin holds that

a jSudra or a /fan^ila,

himself in

without

if

necessity

in

open to

is

only

["birili

mind and conduct ;

all castes

pure in conduct

Vishnu,

for

Brahman by

not.^a

Brahman

prapatti unto

any

is

it

that goes to Heaven but a
that this true Brahmanisni

will

becoming

that even

and

offers

obtain] Heaven,

a

Brahman by

birth.

Thus the Vislshiadvaita
consisting in the sameness of

is

Saguna-Advaita,
true nature of

the']

its

Advaita

all

the souls

in Moksha hT perfect
harmony with each other, and of the
nature of the Supn me Self, the Harmony of harmonies,
with whom they are in inseparable bliss- unity, and who is

One Self. To the question, how can there be infinite]ygreat Brahman's infinite joy to the inGuitely-swia^ soul,
their

'he (the kuower or obtainer
the reply is, there is the text:
of the infinite Brahman) enjoys all joys in unity with

Brahman/

Up. Anandavalli). The soul makes an
unto God aud pray a to Him (in the words

(Taitb.

oblation of itself

CREATION.

YarnunaHrya): 'Krz'paya kevalain almaeatkuru' 'Out
mercy make ine one with Thyself,' Without Him it
is little; but when it becomes one with Him, He is the
Vaibhava or Infinite Wealth of joy of every one oil the
of

of

mukta souls,
Now, the

fact that the Sankhya
system represents a
of
which
our
ancient's
conceived the
thought by
phase
of
the
existence
of
the mukta souls as so many
possibility

but without god, emboldens me to speculate
upon what may have been an orthodox Sesvara Sankhya or
God-full Sankhya. If I have correctly grasped the idea
co-infinites

of

Our Father's creation by His

Himself up as Antaryami

to

Sacrifice,

He

has offered

each soul, with the object

evidently of making it assimilate Him. It assimilates Him
as soon as it offers itself to Him and the result is that it

becomes

Infinite,

fulfilment

in

of

the

saying that the

Brahman becomes Brahman. I
knower or
the
idea that Our Father's Son
have been harping upon
obtain er

Antaryami
inoO to the

so

many

is infinite

of

in respect of each soul, so that accord,

count of the innumerable eternal souls

infinites.

He

is

Visvampa

He

is

or Manifold.

This seenis to be metaphorically illustrated in stories
In his Easa dance with the Gopika
relating to Krishna,

Boy Krishna becomes many Kmhnas at the rate
these Kn'shnas and giils form into a
;
standing hand in hand alternately so that the

girls the

of one to each girl
ring,

by each of them; and this ring of
Gopikas dances merrily round another

multiplied Krishna

Kmbnas

and

is

We

who plays on hia flute.
are
to
the
souls
the
be
whose
husgirls
simply
bands were hitherto the selfish desires that had enslaved
Krishna

in the

them, but

middle

take

to

who

music of divine harmony
love the Para-Purusha, the

at last heard the

and flocked to the woods to
Great Purusha (vide p. 370

ante}.

The .Kmlma

in

the

middle represents the Supreme Self aud the Krishnas by
All this is said to have
the side of each the Antaryami.

taken place when Kn'shna was a boy of about 7 or 8 years
T
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THE CREATION.
an age in which there]

of age,

From

sensual Jove.

an

is

we

at least

this fact

of
impossibility
ought to under-

stand the riddle as] referring to spiritual love. Thei s
having in view His name as Jagat-pati, it is said that

when Kn'shna became a youth he

killed demon Naraka,
maidens
liberated 16,000
from his prison and married them
all bimself as
they would not; select any other as their

He

husband.

them aim multiply-

built 16,000 houses for

was a complete Kn'shna in each house.
Here also the maidens seem to be the souls. JSTaraka is
'
that which pertains to man' and seems
hell and means
ing himself

lie

own

be one's

to

for

each

as

the

liberates

From

spiritually.

Kmhna

selfishness

Kmha

Naraka,

his

and

these concrete illustrations

soul,

we

is

this

weds them
of an entire

are simply to go to His spiritual

nature as Infinite, in order to find out
the rate of one for each soul.

The Saynjya

From

misery.

souls

Infinites at

entire

mentioned along with Salokata and
and co-bliss-ness with God (TiT/iand.

Sarshiita, co-world-ness

Up.

II. 20,

appear

to

2;

me

and MahSnar. Up. XII). These do not
be separate states but qualifications of

to

Sayujya itself. In Sayujya, Brahman
World and Infinite Bliss to the mukta

Itself is the Infinite
soul.

The Puranas

speak of another kind of mukti called Sampya, in which the
mukta is said to get a form! exactly similar to that of

God Vishnu; only Vishnu has the mark called Siivatsa
on His chest, one of the names of Vishnu being /Srivatsalau/e/iana.
That rnaik is said to be ?i kind of romavarta
or curl of hair
indicating their

name
is

of

fonnd only On the chest of great

uncommon

greatness.

Vishnu must have arisen in

this

Yajna, Sacrifice, having the sacred

<Sii-Vatsa,

Son

of Light,

Mother Vedi or Altar.
as the Vedic saying
JKig,

is

the

at

But

I

manner.

fire

men

think this

Vishnu

Agni glowing as

breast of

Himself

as

S<i, represents Vedic knowledge
that the Knowledge of the Vedas,

Sainan, and Yajush,

is

the immortal
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Sri,

Light or

-tana

Wealth, of tlie good.* Agni represents Kama, Love, the
Retas of Mind, the all loving Son aspect of onr Father,,
ftnd iSri-putra, Son of Light, is one of the names of Cupid,
as Pr ad yam a a, the

first

son of Vishnu-Kmbjia

an incarnation of Kama, who
Evil Desire.

He

is

is

said to

be

not to be confounded with

is

Satya-TCama. Therefore S-ivatsa-laSMa-

na seems to be a metaphorical name depicting Vishnu as
Father Sacrifice with Himself as the One-Manifold Son of
universal love; and that man who has such love as his mark
would be truly great. Whatever may be the sense in
which Sampya has come to b^ interpreted, I should think

Taken
originated in a metaphorical sense.
each
of
with
Form,
sameness
muktas
the
having
literally,
other and with God would he like so many Kn'slmas undis-

name

that the

tinguishable
rilpa is

from one another

;

but token spiritually, the

not any material form but sva-rfipa, true state, and

as God's svaiiipa is Infinite, the soul's obtaining sameness
or similai'ity Avifch Him should mean iis becoming Infinite,

which

ifc

"without

O

does by assimilating ifcs Antaryami.
I am little; with Thee I am infinite;

Thee

Infinite Father! that hast

Infinite Sons,

Lord,
it is

Thou

become Thyself as innumerable

welded as Self

to each of us,

therefore are expected by Thee,

Who

Thy

sons,

who

hast no jealousy, to

inter-penetrating, mutually-loving CoInfinites of truth knowledge bliss, for the Like can only

become so many

beget the Likes; and what Thou hast become no body
can destroy.f

Thus he who

ass'milates

* The
Ekagni-KuncZa says
amrita satam.'

f

many

'
:

Brahman

in himself

Rik&h Samani YajumsM

;

becomes
Sa hi

Srlc

by some tliab there can only be ore Infinite and not
Bub all idea of the impossibility of two or more objects
one and the same space is derived from gross material objects.

Ifc is

said

infinites.

being in
One. gross material "object does not yield ifc? placo to another. Man in
his samsaric state mist ikes his material body to be all that he is and
thus limiting himself he becomes self-aggrandizing, ousting and killing
others and ousted and killed ia his tarn.
I'o remove his ignorance
lie ia taughfc to be the soul whose nature is fcit, knowledge, and therefora the enlightened s >uls should eaoh become all-pervading, catering
into each other without thereby annihilating each other.
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THE
on his part fclie same Brahman who on His part has already
become one and all; and when this harmonious One-Manifold Brahman is reached, ib is Brahma-loka, in which the

same One

as the Manifold Infinites isloka, collective body,

An

of Brahraans.

outsider standing at the threshold of

this] Brahma-loka exhibited to him in the concrete form
l

Muktas

which

is the King here ?
which the reply:
To
He. seems to be lost among you!'
How can you see Him when you bring an outward eye

might question

thorn

:

!

{

addicted to see differences

then see

how He

If this

was

?

Find him out in yourself and

swells you out as Himself/
the Sesvara or] God-full Sankhya of the

olden days teaching the sankhya or count of the glorious,
One-Manif.-'ld God, the word sankhya has
all loving
.

worthily retained its meaning as B^ahmaic knowledge.
inny count the twenty five tatvas of the Saiikhyas,

We

but what is the use of
the soul being the twenty fifth
if the Glorious One Manifold
them
counting
Antarjami is
not counted on the top of them all as Shadvirnsa/ca, the
;

Twenty-sixth

man from

?

Counting

animal.

the physical world
very useful in its

some
say

is

is

no mean thing.

The counting of dissimilar things in
also knowledge very interesting and
own way there too scientists arrive at

is

;

principle of unity underlying all things, which we
the all-pervading and all-sustaining God; but ahove

men and women should

all if

It distinguishes

learn

fco

become

fib

to

count

themselves as harmonious co-equal infinites of mutual love,
even as the true children of the One Hirmony, then the
faculty to count would be well used and there wuld b no
more barbaric counting
O of the skulls of fellow beings
O

murdered.

The count one

is correlative of
many and there ought
between them, if the idea of either should
and that, Concord is our One-Manifold. He is One

to be conco'd
exist,

without a second, without another as enemy, for tie loves
all as Himself, and as His oneness is not the loneliness or
geparateness of the selfish man,

541

He

the

One

has, put of .His

150
become the Manifold Antaryami and is
Brahman, One who has grown* or multiplied.
For aught we know, the epithets of Saguna and
Nirguna as applied to the Supreme Self may contain a

unbounded

love,

{

therefore

The primary meaning

riddle.

of

In a

count.

is

guna

secondary sense the qualities are

gunas by their being
God's goodness is
His counting or multiplying Himself as the One-Manifold
Antaryaini and so He is Saguna, one who has counts. Yet
counted as kindness, charity, justice &c.

as

He

the

is

same

to His counts,

one and

fully in

He

is

Nirguna,

names outwardly paraioxical
a riddle giving one and the
Victor

is

not one

love, has become

who

as there

all;

no

limifc

two

to each oth^r would make
same meaning. The true

annihilates but who, out of

That Victor

all.

is

Thus, the

Countless.

is

unbounded

our Glorious Visva-

rupa, One-Manifold, the upholder of the universe, which
He could not be if He annihilated any creatures. No, He

only realize Him as Bhagavan, One
Wealth of Himself as the One.
the
Wealthy by
a
well-known verse, let us sing His
Manifold, and, utilizing

purifies them, if they

who

is

Victory with acclamation thus:

Bhagavata; teua

Jitam!!!

H

a r

i

na

1

oka

-

d ha

r

i

n a

Ajena Visvarupena
Nirjjunena gunatmana.
by

Conquered!!!
of spiritual valour),

Ha.ri

(Vishnu as the Lion
Unborn i.e. Eter-

Who is the

nal One, the Manifold, the Nirguna as
Saguna, the Upholder of the universe.

well

as

We

may now I think freely use both the singular and
number
to our God, as God and Gods, and also use
plural
the dual number in respect: of His hallowed name, Father,
as the Sansknfc dual of this word,

tage of

Pitarau, has the advan-

meaning both Mother and Father.

The Sayujya

of the

the Infinitely Great
inseparable bliss

may

infinitely ami,

Brahman with

small, souls

Whom

be pub thus: for
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with

they are in
the sake of con-

tHE. Q&B1TION.

.

suppose the Infinite Brahman io, be in the form
the Srivatsa sign on His chest; all the

cr-eteneas

Man with

of a

muktas

Him, and if they are drawn out one after
another by grasping them afc that sign, they come out in
endless numbers from the One Man, each one of them as
complete as He, for they cannot be separated from Him;
and He ever remains the inexhaustible One Whole. In
are in

manner the Infinite Puma, Whole, is united to every
The Bn'hadaranyaka-(V. 1, 1) says: < That (every
thing.
thing in the sky) is Puma; this (evnry thing on the earth)

this

is

Puma

Pdrna;

taken out from

is

Puma's Puma, Puma

itself (ever)

Purna; taking out
remains (without dimi-

nution).'*

There are many beautiful

Sfcotras

attributed

great /Sankai a/carya praising Vishnu, such as
11
(

'

the

to

:

Bhaja Govindam, bhaja Govindam, muaVtamate."
mania dehi karavalambam."

Lakshminmihina

!

Another Stotra, attributed to him, addresses Vishnu
thus

:

"

Satyapi bhedapagame natha tava 'ham,
ua mamakiuas tvam.

Samudro

hi tarauga/i,

kva&ana samudro na

Although
lias

vanished, I

from me
is

;

the Sea

am

for the

wave

is

Thou and me)
not Thou

Lord

of Thee,

of the

!

Sea and nowhere

from the wave.

Yamunafcarya says
I offer

have

tai-auga/i."

distinction (between

in his Vislmu-stotra to this effec!:

Lord what
myself unto Thee, or
u nto Thee when whatever is, what
!

I to offer

I am, all that exists, is ever Thine by fixed right !
The whole thing in which ethics and prose and poetry,

head and heart, seem

to

meet happily,

is

such as
.frig Veda in short pithy sentences,
become multiform', 'the One has become
*

Purnam

ada/i

Pumam

idani Pftrnafc

rCu-wsva P$yftm j^fyft Putnam

Puniam

evil

by the
Indra has

stated
'
:

all this',

udaiifcyate

'vasi^byata,

'

CEEATION.

Visvakarman

Our Father
no
Va/caspati
Prajapati
but Thou hast become or pervaded all these
Wo are told by some that the Upanishadic
.creatures.'
one

!

!

!

!

else'

had its origin subsequent to the period of the Rig
Bat the Bn'hadarajiyaka and other Upanishuds
quote verses from the .Rig Veda as if deriving their
inspiration from it and it would be needless repetition to
religion

Veda,

that I have already said about the grand idea
It is true that
of Sacrifice contained in the jRig Veda.

say here
in the

all

jKMndogya VII.

teach him the

Belt's

four Vedas and

a book

all

Narada asks Sanatkumara

1,

to

saying that he had got by heart the
the Saslras, but did not know the Self.

learnt only literally nothing is learnt and
The truth is
Narada's saying amounts simply to this:
do
I
not
understand
old
in
diffused
works;
them; be so
kind as to tell me every thing in a lew words.' Likewise

But

if

is

'

the word

Vedanta should not bo construed as meaning

exclusively the end portion

of the

Vedic

viz.

literature,

the Upanishads. Vedanta means the nimaya, decision or
settled truth of the Vedas and that truth should be
gathered from the whole Vedic literature. The word auta,
end, in Vedauta means the end, aim, decision, of the

Anta occurs

Vedas.

truth or object in

word anta

in

many

sense

the

of

nirnava or settled

Instead of using

places,*

the

decision,
compound word sidsingle
the
decision
come
dhanta (siddha-anta),
to, came to be. in
If we do not pay heed to the. metaphorical
vo<nie latterly.

the

for

.

we will only see the praises of
language of the Rig Veda,
the sun, dawo, moon, stars, fire, &c., but the poetical JR/sliis
seem to have exhausted all the brilliant objects of earth
*

4, 1,

"

" tlanfca te
'nayii Kilfcyuyanya, 'ntam karava?u."

and IV.

Antaui=nisfcayain

laravam."
" Yarn
deflire.'

"

yam

JTftAnd.

J

yuvalio/i

vijtluilu"
-

ibid VI. 8, 1.
'a{iafc."i-*Cri<ia II,

TJp. IT.
this as:

kalaha-sikifcaye dravya-viblitlga-iiirnayam

an tarn abhikama bliavanti"
Up. VIII. 1, 5; 2, 10.

Svapnautam

of sleep'.

Br. Ar,

The commentator Ranga-ramanuja explains

5, 2.

10

:

:

'
:

Whatever

object

they

'Learu the truth or sulject

TBE CREATION.
'as -glowing words, -aiid ^y m-bols bf
to
which
excess 'the Xiglit, the IMas of-Mind,
-worship, by
in
their he'avt.
We slmild not 'forget
found
which they

jvnd

:

heaven to 'serve

the verse

I.

164, 40

f
:

iBkam Sat Vipra biilmdha

The ft% Veda concludes with a beautiful

vadariti.'

hymii'-piieiEiclihig

harinbny'to this effect:

unity, ctiiicord,

noble Agni
tion's place,

riches for

shining in libashowering 'together all or universal
tliou

!

one who

art

in friendship

is

(vuvase) [with thee]; bring us

ye knowing

men

together, let
onr ancient gods,
their Share.
(2).

who

or

unity

those riches.

all

(1).

walk together, speak
your minds be of one accord, like

Same
same

or

even

their council,

!

with

is

(samana)

same

unanimity sat
their

their mind.

to

thought,

gods

So,

!

do 1 approach you witlieven thought and worship
your even oblation.'
(3).
'

55

3'ou \vitli

And

the last

verse

with which the

Poet concludes his

sermon to the people is translated by Mr. Griffith thus:
" One and the same be
your resolve, and be
of
one
minds
accord.
your
United be the thoughts of

is

all

that

all

may

happily agree."
This is beautiful practical Advaita of sameness. This
Veclanta, the aim and end of the Veda, even put at the

end of the Big Veda.

The Anukratnam

of

this

hymn

puts the subject- matter of it as sam-jnanam, which may
well be translated as unity-knowledge ; and the Rishi or
it is put down as
Sam-vannna, which name may
be
rendered
well
asuuity-showerer; and as we have become
familiar with the fact of the Deity of the Rig Vedic hymns

Seer of

having, in

many

instances, been

put down as the

liislu,

* The concord of the gods is an idea well-known in the jRig Veda.
9, 5 the Eishi says
" All
gods of one accord, with one intention, move unobstructed to a single purpose.'* GRIFFITH-.

In VI.

69

THE CREATION.

154

our Poet Sam-yanana seems to
ip praised in
"*

the

first

verse

me

to

be Agni Himself who

of the

hymn

as vrz'sluui,

Vn'sha that seems to be put down
as
Vanana.
.Thus, whoever was the poet, he
synonymously
has been made to merge in the Divine Poet, the Light of
lights, whose libation's place is our heart.
showering'; so

it is this

!

CM TAT
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ADDENDA
Page

13

16, lines

Hum.

Taitt.

and CORRIGENDA.

and

'jiradariu/i,'

in

The

'anudmya.'

This verse occurs also in the

16.

the

Page

it,

the

26,

of

'anudisya'

this verse

Veda

we

is

find

found in both

is

indicates

that the idea

was wide spread in Vedic times.
about the

nine lines

first

In

Vasishi/ta.

jivad&num' the reading

place

fact that

the branches of the Yajur

contained iu

(

where for

I. I, 9,

Taitt. Sara. III. 2, 7 the

of

derivation

word vasiyan

contrasted with papiyaa by saying that
certain rite without knowing a certain

the doer

is

of a

mode becomes
mode
These two words seem to mean low

papiyan while the doer of

becomes vasiyan.
and high, bad and good.

knowing the proper

it

Is Vasisht/ia the superlative

-of

vasiyan? The expression quoted at p. 25 that Agni is
Vasishi/ia of the Devas seems to mean that he is the best
of them.
The 'best' or 'greatest' seems to be the sense of

;

Vasishi/ta

when

sishf/ja as

'sama-nana-m

.SMndogya (V. 1, 2) and Bnhadaranyalca (VI. 1, 2) say that he who knows the knowledge
mentioned there becomes Vasishi/a among his own people
Sayana construes Va(" Vasishi/in/i svanam bhavati."

The

the

Samhita

madhye atisayena

va?ayita,' p. 10.

by performing a
becomes Vasish^a among his commons:" Vas5sh<Aa/i sam&uanam bhavati." There Bha^a
BhagTaitt.

III. 4, 8,

says that

I

certain rite one

kara construes Vasishi/m as

'

VasumaUama/4.'

The Pitn'tarpawa-mautras referred to are
33, line 1.
to-be found in Taitt. Sam. III. 2, 5.

Page

Page
is

41.

About

surprising

leads

verse

me

how

the paragraph

commencing with

:

"It

this 'simple verse", further consideration

to think that

quoted says:

when

the

JSz'shi

Jyotir aiimahi

517

of the
'

:

7s!ig

Vedic

May we enjoy

ADDENDA AND COREIGENDA.
Light',. he: does^ not. simply- rajsan the sua's light

X. 129,
;

4, calls

It

9) the ;j?jfehi>

(iVT:.

b-ntGod

Light which the famous
In another
the Retas of Mind.

as mind's Light.

is this

:0,f

speaks

hymn
hymn

Firm Light, which

that

is

place.clinside (the heart) and, which is swifter than-, mind
(.verse 5). i think- that it is. this Light regularly inherited
:

from

the? Iftg

Veda

;

the

that'

raptures) as their. Great-Light.

paragraph should be

read, as

Upanishads speak

of.

in

Therefore the succeeding
not that the Brahmavadins

imported into the pragHtha.a.new meaning but that
really tlle source of the milk drawm

it is

;

Page;42v

thrown

iSakti,

was there
him;
son;

Sakti seems

churned out

spoken of

to:

fire.

in; the:

is/

be Vasishi/ia'a selfishness.

the

could be no selfishness in

divine

Brahma

priest,

the

be? VasishiAa. himself aa the Son, the

\vhich

fir e^

the A-havJaniya

to.-

is'A'ginr there

Vasish^a

As.-

me

by

supposed.,

But as,Vasish/ia

by the

in to; the; fire

This

verse

*

is-

is

offered

as^an

the ancient

oblation

into

Kratu or Sacrifice

Yajnena Yajnam ayajanta Deva7a\

(Rig, Yeda I. I'64i 50 and X. 90, 16), The Saudasas
\vho put' -Sakti into the fire may be compared to the
Devas of the Purusha Sukta who sacrificed Purusha's
Yirai-born-

Page

45,

the jRiff
^5

Page

s2
>

Sou Purusha, about whom vide pp. 427

See page 120 where passages are quoted from
Bra'hmaiis.
Veda about the Sonm-drinking
C3

)

line 8.

struck

since

me

Although kalm&shai means- black, it has
is a concealed meaning in it

that there

quite the reverse of
page 54.

Page

54,

lines
'

although

the' king's- feet

Vara

black.'

46V

12

black'

'

is

It

vid'u

has

the outward

addendum

since

in respect of

struck

meaning

me

that

of the riddle of

becoming' of kalmilsha colour, still /sitrathe real meaning intended.

or beautiful colour is

&4S

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.

We have seen
a.

that Vasishf/ta's. curse to the king is really

and SQ there can be no

blessing,,

3

intention on

real

part of the king to return the curse- an

blacken

1

the

himself

.

By putting water on ones feet, one can onlj* wash und
cleanse, and not dirty, them,
Now, pada, foot, is synonymous with Parana, and Tarawa means not only foot but
1

conduct in the sense of man's good or bad ' walk'. In
the KMndogya Upanishad (V. 10, 7) the word ramawiyaoccurs

/carana/j'

the sense

in

of

The

conduct'.

sinful

men

of

approved

kapttya-^aranaA', men
meaning therefore seems to

good conduct', as contrasted with
of

'

*

'

be that the king had an ethical and religious wash and

became Htra

or ramaniya, beautiful or lovely, in conduct.

Phenomenally JKandrapada, moon beams, are lovely, being
milky

Pages
story

white,,

and 58,

57,

5,6^

by looking upon

as egotism-, &c. This

about deriving a moral from the
Vasishf/ia's sons Sakti and others

may

as no bad qualities can

who

Vasishi/ta

The

selfish

is

ahankara

as

may

be

is

(vide p 452}

becomes the secondless
creatures

himself.

A ham

by which the knower
or

Self

by

Therefore Vasish//ia's

loving all
100 sons

viewed as himself the unselfish Self that has

become Manifold by loving

all

As
known

creatures as himself.

A&arya he represents the Supreme
by man

the great JR/shi

to

must be another meaning.
But there is the
egotism.

Agni, there

ahankara

unselfish

be as the outward meaning. But

be attributed

Self,

Who

is

any good purpose morally and spiritually, only
when His Love-Manifold is known, practised and enjoyed.
As the king is Soma, he too must be taken to be good
to

of his

apparent Rakshasa-hood.

in

spite

to

show that the Vedic king Sudas

is

I have

tried

identical with

Bivodasa, though #ig Veda VII. 18, 25 was susceptible
of being construed to mean that Siidas is the son of

Divodasa

by

(p.

36 ante).

his miij lit pushes

King Suudasa

Sakfci

of our story

and makes his way

549

who

may

be'

ADDENDA' AND CORRIGENDA.

con) pared to

king Divodasa's sou Pratardana, who accord-

Kiinslutaki Brahma/ia went to the dear

to the

ing

home

war and might (yuddheua /fa
pam-ushen.'* k\) and learnt the knowledge of Self from
Him (vide addendum to p. 237). The paurusba, might
or valour, of Prntardana seems to be the strength of
mind by which, the koovver subdues the indriyas, senses,

of'Indra, (he

Supremo

Self,

fy/

and thereby conquers, that

obtains, Indra

is

the

most

The Munrfaka Upanishad III.
4, says that the Self cannot be had by one who is balahina,
without etrength. Therefore the king who is Kalmashaptida, pure in conduct (vide addendum to p. 54), conquers,

valorous

that

is

Self.

Supreme

obtains,

Brahmaic valour in the form of

<Sakti.

The

on which they meet is the Ved&ntic path of the
pafeli
secondless Self.
There can be no idea of there being an

So the E3wg as Svarai, Self-King
does not give way to another but pushes the way of the Self
through and eats SaktLand the other 99 sous, that is he

any at or another on

1

it.

,

Self's Love-Manifold.

realizes the universe as the

Supreme

He makes them

one with himself, as he loves
Moreover, as king he protects

all

afcmasafc,

creatures as himself.

them, and so with a play upon
is

the

word

a Ilakshas in the sense of raksh, to protect.

Oakshas, he

The knower

a paradoxical Rakshas or Purushada, cannibal, by
regarding all creatures as himself and thus leaving none
out of his all-grasping love. The lover Brahman who
is ultimately eaten may be taken to be the Supreme

is

.

Self

who

above

all,

is

the

as

Purusha, the In-dweller, by eating Whom
Food of Infinite Bliss, the knower's

the

becomes complete. Under this view
the Br&bmani woman seems to be Vidy, and not Avidya.,
and her curse a blessing. Likewise Yasish^/ia's soka,
spiritual cannibalism

sorrow,

is

his intense spiritual

brightness, as in the Veda
p. 112.
Thus, the whole

soka means light, vide note at

story seems to be full of double meanings.

Page

84 about the meaning

1

o

550

Dushyanta,

I stated there

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.
that the

sense of
is

author of the story utilized this old nnmo in th
Sakmibla as Gaya'ri
faithless.'
I* one who was

Lady of Knowledge. It may he that, tint
word 'Vidushi' and a pun connected wii.h it
The word is derived from vid, to know^ hut if
the

Vidushi,

poet had

this

in view.

for the sake of
to

5

.

pun

it is

read as Vi-dushi

mean 'she who censures much',

may Deforced

it

as the root

Slush'

1

censure or

means. not only to be faithless hut also to
blame; and -this shade of meaning- may
,

detoctedj in

he clearly

uSakuntala's

censuring Dnshyania for his
say forced because in making puns of
words poets both Vedic and Pur am c have cared more
for similarity of sound than for strict grammar.
The
faithlessness.

1

moment Dushyanta knows
'

Vidushi, in the sense of

he his

/Sakuutala to

the

Lady

of

wife

Knowledge', he

thereby reveals himself to be Vidvan, knowev, .grammatically the masculine or husband of Vidushi.

Page

about the river Malini being japa-mala. or
rosary.

85,

The Mahabharata, Udyoga-.parva 117 (stanzas 8 17) says
that king Divodasa loved Madhavl in the same manner
as certain other great personages of old loved their wives.

names

those

Among

is

mentioned Vasish^a as the hus-

Aksha-mala means a rosary. So,
her
means his loving his prayer. If
loving

band of Aksha-mala-.
Vasishf/ia's

one poet took the rosary to be the spiritual

"wife of

the

kuower, another poet was free to depict her as the running
stream of knowledge.

Page

about

101,

Brahma

Nishada

Mahodaya being

really

I have since

priest in Tri-sanku's sacrifice.

across a Vedic expression which seems to have

the riddle.

The Brahma,

the sacrificial

fire,

as the

dakshinato nishadya':

Brahma
also

priest) to

'

priest

is

seated to

Vedic saying
seating the

the south'

Taitt, Br, II, 2, 1, 4).

551

(Taitt.

The

is:

the

come

suggested

the south of
f

Brahmanam

Brahmana

(i.e.

the

Sam. VI. 4,9, 2

riddle

of

;

Mahodaya's

6

ADDENDA AND

.

iutb

a

N-'isliada

se'e'his

t6

haVe Arisen 'by the

similarity iirsbuud ofxri'shadra to nishada.

;

163, about

Page

;

the;ridd']e

of the

d rink '6f inQihorfca'lity

which
I.

is

the

'in

of

powers
brother

the

We

!

cree'p'er bf

Sense'-"of

the

'''that

being mnta,
beaten and squeezed.' -I may quote Rig Veda
" The
30, Which -says Y
Living (.Jivtv/t) lUoVes

is

164,

by

Soriia

"of

Dead

the

Immortal

'(Mnta/j); the

Mortal."

'the

That;

there

is

some

paradox in this is evident from the fact that this verse is
found in the Vamana Sfrkta ('I. 16i), which seeing to be
;

a collection of riddle-^like verses throughout.
Mr. 'Griffith
the Minbrtal tb'be 'Agni. So, Agni'a
takes the Living

aM

r

T

wh6

f

gives pow'er to him, ttms't be S^oma, the
drink.
He is mWta, by b'eing the 'extract
exhilarating
squeezed but. The 'Taitfe. Br. IT. -7, ^, 1, 'sayk ^about
brother,

?

Soma

c
;

Hatb hyesha/a abWshuto hye&Wa'/i'V'-ieateh'or

killed is he, pressed is he.'

107, line .27.

Page

'

name

the

Pdge

19^,

Even

'

mean
As v ins.

'is

not in this

second volumie under

Aruiidhati.'

Omit the words "in -subsequent time."
Big Veda qu'ote'd'at p. 194, Sara'iiyu. seems

Line

in the

to

Page

The essay mentioned

It will be printed in the

volume.

17.

she wlio

201, lines

34

r'an

a^yay/Teavilig 'the Two',

Seepage 296 about

36.

tlie

twin

the reason

r

for

Saturn becoming the son of the sun.

Page

;

praise by

curs in

Page

Kavy'a seems to mean

203, line 32.
poetry'.

A i.Br.

io^i lines

bleached

The

dirgh'a

'

worthy of
form KaVya-pitara/i oc-

VII. 34.

1

^^9.

bone wlicse

Tlie Teg
c'ofour is

552

or

foot bec'bining

white,

may

mere

Be taken to

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.
indicate that

Yama,

the moral governor,

Jtarana, conduct, vide

Addendum

to p.

is

white, pure, in

54 about Kalmasha-

Also, as already stated, the long enduring fleshless
bone indicates immortality.

pada.

Page

236,

Add

second para, which is above the
The Brahman
explanation, these "words:
to the

'phenomenal
ascetic seems to represent the 'pure nature of the
soul,
and the robbers the evil desires that offend against the

God and conceal themselves in the hut the soul's
The soul by intense contemplation realizes God
Kshatram, strong Regal Power in the shape of the

laws of
:

body.
as

its

King, and gets the robbers killed and itself firmly fixed
Brahman as its Knowledge. See the concluding
on Creation about the knower's
portion of the essay

'to

...

Brahma-kshatram.

Poges

237-

The story

339,

of

Mandhata occurs

also in

There Yuvanasva has the

.Mahabharata Vanaparva, 126.

patronymic of Saudyumni (son of Sudyumna). Being
childless he placed his kingdom in charge of ministers
and retired to the forest becoming Atmavan, fixing his

mind on the

Self according to the /Sastras.

There

JKishi

Bhn'gu and other Brahmans performed an ishd for getting
an Indra-like son for him and kept sanctified water.

He

in the night when the
thereby became pregnant
and carried for 100 years, at the completion of which a
felt

very thirsty and drank

Brahmans were

all asleep.

child of solar splendour

and
the

it

He

burst forth from his left side,

was marvellous he did not die by the bursting of
side.
Indra came .to see the child and put his

it

pra-desini 'finger in the child's

mouth, saying,

'mam

suck

dhasyati':

'he

will

me'.

So

to the

gods

the

child

became Mandhata.

The explanation
239.

As

the object

of 100 years

is

the same as at pp. 238 and
to get an Indra-like son, the period

of this is
is

probably an allusion to Indra's

553

name
70
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Supposing Indra performed

Satakratu.

his [kratus

at

the, rate of one per year, the full essence of his Satakrathe end of 100 years.
I have
quoted the
tutya comes at
'

BUG
texts 6? the 'Khandogya about the Idesa of Self.
I have since come across an Adesa, taught by Indra
himself to king Divodasa's.son Pratardana in the Kaushitaki BriUimawa, where Indra says:

}

Prano smi prtijuatma
-*

I am life, the
ayur amntana ityupasva
and
attain
Me
as Immortal Life,'
Jtnpwmg Self. Steady
It appears Jo me that the Paramo story has taken the

tarn

m&m

:

''iiini^fer.it?Hfi m-dliAl;8i.frpia this Adesa or Upadesa
who thus, in the ICaushitaki Brahmawa, occurs
of
:

Indr.a,

:as the

bis.Life,,. Self.

Self as

.Self,

;Supreme

As

Soa of the

whom

the left

is

the knower
the side

.heart

purified

is

of

to realize as

th^o

heart,

the

forth from the

bursts

left side,

257*

about the two wives

the essay
-conclndingi.part of

attributing man's

,;p

Page
;

259f note,

Biielra, it

karma

of Ka^yapa.
Vide the
on O.reation about the paradox

to the Creator.

sentence

last

:" In

will be'seen be cuts

off

the stories about

his

Linga."

About

Linga vide p. 510, where I have explained
:OUtting
iSiva-Linga to mean the Self. No Samsaric lifiga can
Reattributed to -Siva. In his case the fall of the Linga
diEB <ihe
;

is

:

thefree^/iJ

the Self.

of

tna'kes'his selfish

self to fall

In the case of man, if he

down from him, he would

^make'his true Self, the unselfish

Self, to fly as the

'high

Soaring Bird of Sacrifice.

269, lines 19 and 20. The sentence to be altered
The sweet fruit which the Supreme Self eats is

thus:

His enjoing Himself as Joy, which
the all-loving Self that has

Himself, completely to every soul.
'"'^'
'

is

His own aspect as

made a bh^ga,

'

554
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Page

271, lines

1418. The

rendering of

tlie

verse

may

be corrected thus:

He who knows his Self to be separate (from the
Brahma/pakra or phenomenal world spoken of in the first
half of this verse) and also (knows) the Councillor (the
Supreme
Him.

immortality^ being made happy

Self], wiil.get

,by

Page 296
edition of

about the planets. In the Preface to his first
Rig Veda, Vol. IV. Prof. Max Miiller says:

"The next
as hiu want

calculation of Bentley's shows his ingenuity as much
of critical caution. The names of the planeis on
1

which he builds his theory are believed to be of very modern
they have never been met with as. yet

origin, or, at all events,

1

either in the Vedas, or in
literature. Nevertheless,

iff

any

of the early productions of Sanskrit

the calculations are right, the coincidence

between these modern names and the ancient astronomical facts to
which they owe their origin, is all the more interesting and
requires an explanation at the hands of experienced astronocsera.
Daksha, says the legend, gave hia [twenty-seven daughters, the

lunar asterisms, to the moon. From the union of the daughters
Dakaha with the moon, the ancient (?) astronomers feigned 'the

i>f

ibirth of

he

four of the planets, that

:say-^-Mereury from Kohini;

is to

Rohimeya after his mother, Magha brought fprth
the beautiful planet Venus ; hence one of the namesjof that planet
The lunar mansion ABbaciM brought forth the
is MaghSbhu.
martial planet Mar s; who was thence called A shatfMbhava ; and

.hence

is .called

,

Purva-phalgun! brought forth Jupiter, the largest of ;all the planets
and the tutor of ;the goda ; hence he is called Purvaphalgunibhava :
the moon, the father, being present at the birth of eaoh. The
;

:

observations here alluded to are supposed by Bentley to have been
occupations, because they are mot raade in the) time of a single
revolution of the moon, but take place in the space of about
sixteen months, from 19th August 1425, to 19th April 1424. B. C ;
and this idea of the observation being confined to occupations ia

supported ;by Saturn not heing included, because that planet was
then out .of the moon's course. These occupations would ^refer us
to the years

1424

5 B. C., thus

observation of the colures.

It is not clear
Vraa taken.

a

name

corroborating

the result

of the

5'

from what Purana or worfe the .legend

Excepting the name of Rohiney a for Mercury,
origin of which Ihaye explained

the probable

555
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10

in another manner

Mars

and

Jupiter

names of Venus,
and
Ashad/tabhava
Maghabhu,':|
not
mentioned
in
are
respectively

(p.

211

ante),

the

as

Purv&phalgunibhava
Amara. They are mentioned in subsequent lexicons and
incorporated in Apte's Dictionary.

about Venus and Mars

What Amara

says

they are 'resp ectively
viz.,
of
and
son
Mahisuta, son of the earth,
Bh&rgava,
Bhn'gu,
that

clashes with the legend in question.

About Venus being a Bhargava,

his

name does not

occur in the geneology mentioned in Mahabharata

I.

where we find that Bhn'gu who is the
son of Brahma and is born from the fire of Varuwa's

Adhy&yas 5
sacrifice,

8,

has Ifyavana as his son, Pramati as grandson,

and Burn as great-grandson, whose son is /Sunaka. But
further on in Mahabharata I. Adhyaya 66, commencing
given in another manner,
with Venus prominently mentioned thus:-W Bhn'gu sprang
forth from the heart of Brahma. Bhn'gu's son is Kavi,
also called /Sukra and Kavisuta (son of Kavi or poet, equal
with stanza 24, the geneology

to the

name Kavya), who

is

is

the Graha, planet,

coursing

(in the sky),

in the world

being appointed^ by Brahma,
to indicate (by his movement) the coming or not coming of
rain and the happening of calamity or happiness, and

who is Yoga&arya, the teacher of Toga, and a very learned
BrahmaMri that became Guru to the Daityas and also to
the Suras (Devas).

He

being so appointed, Bhrigu begat
another son named Eyavana, whose son was Aurva, and

Aurva's son was Besbika, his grandson Jamadagni and
great grandsons Parasu-Kama and others'.

The

Asuras, was also the
Bn'haspati,
it

by

Venus $ukra, the guru of
the Devas whose Guru is

idea expressed here that

Guru of

The commentator explains
Guru of the Asuras, by the
Yoga, doubled his body and became Guru of

is

a strange one.

saying that Sukra,

power of his
the Devas also, and that

(Brahmana ,?),

the

it is

said so in the

Maitrayamya

the text of which as quoted by hjra
,556.

is:

ADDENDA AND
"

CO-..1UGENDA.

nkro-bhutve 'ndrasya 'bhayaya
'surebhyaA kshayaye 'main Avid yam asrrjat."
'
Bn'haspati, for the protection of Indra and the

Bn'haspatirhi

Sukra and

Asuras, became

destruction of

the

and created

sent forth this Avidya.'

i.e.

This identity of Bnhaspati with Sukra or the latter's being
another form, as it were, of the former, may be due to both

Bnhaspati and Usanas (Sukra) being called Kavi in the
.Rig Veda (II. 23, 1, and I. 130, 9, quoted at p. 276 ante),
and also to the fancy of the moon who shines with reflected
sunlight being as
since, as I fancy,

were

looked

were another form

it

sun; and

of the

Venus Usanas and Jupiter Brzhaspati
as

upon

respectively

moon and

sun

in

miniature, the idea derived from the originals accompanies
their miniatures also, viz., that the one is an image of

a fancy the force of which may also be
derived by the two bright planets being so similar to each
other in apparent magnitude aa the one might be mis-

the other

The idea expressed in the text that
/Sukra supports the cause of Indra seems to be derived

taken for the other.

from the
quoted at

.Kig
p.

Veda

I.

51, 10

The further

275.

and 11, and
idea

that

I.

121, 12,

he created or

Avidya for the destruction of the Asuras may
be explained thus
Sukra is one of the names of Agni,
is
whose light
seen well in Night, who is called
sent forth

:

Agneyi. As fire Agni sends forth smoke away from
him when he begins to blaze well, the nightly darkness,
the metaphor for Avidya, ignorance and sin, is as it were
the smoke that was driven forth far all round when he
blazes,

and

this her being

driven forth

is

the riddle or

paradox of her issuing from him, vide the riddle of the
Asuras springing forth and thereby becoming parabhavan
(p.

446).

In other words what

is

outwardly put as

Avidya's snshri or prabhava, issue or birth, from Sukra,
is really her parabhava, the being driven out and defeat,

from him.
as the

Then, we are simply to metamorphose Agni
to whom the nightly darkness is as .it. were

moon,
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to
is

who

but

smoke,

And

defeat.

Venus,

really is

then

the

that the godly

makes Indra the

we

the cause of

are to

miniature

transfer

moon.

Sukra drives out

The

its

all

parabhava,
this

lesson

AvidysK,

trait

taught

and thereby

conqilerdr and that the Asuras
'who are the powers of darkness and sin and who take up
fearless

the cause of the driven out Avidyft are destroyed by the
Devas. This text, which I had not seen when explaining
Sukra and Devayanl of the story of the Mahabharata,

my theory that Sukra's daughter DevayaAvdidya in the second part of her story as explained
pages 297 and 298. As a paradox she has her

goes to support
fci'is

at

prabhava, issue, from him, but really it is not prabhava
but parabhava, defeat, vide p. 297, about his niti by
which she is out-witted.

So much about the strange idea of Sukra being the
guru of the Devas also. According to the Aitareya

Brahmawa

III. 34, quoted at p. 478, by offering PrajapaRetas (the holy Retas of Mind) into the sacrificial
there sprang forth Aditya (the sun), Bhw'gu, the

ti's

fire

Adityas,

same

In describing the
Angiras and Bn'haspati.
Varuna's sacrifice, the Mahabharata,

sacrifice as

Anusasanaparva, Adh. 85, says that when the Retas of
Brahma (Prajapati) was put into the fire three persons

and Kavi and
sprang forth from it viz., Bhrfod, Angiras
were adopted by Varuna, Aghi and BrahmS, respectively;
that

and

had seven sons including JKyavana, AnrVa
tfukra; that Angiras had eight sons including

Bhngu

Bn'haspati; and that Eavi had eight sons including Kavi,
Kavya and TJsanas. This account seems to make the

synonyms Kavi, Usanas and Kaivy a as distinct personages.
However varying these accounts are, in none of them
find that Sukra and Bnhaspati are the sons of the
and
moreover the idea of Bnhaspati being the son of
moon,
the'mooii is'agaihst the popular legend found in many Pura-

do we

1

?Jas

by

(pi

210)

to the effec 1 that the
planet

the'Utoioa of

Budha was

bom

tbe'moon with BHhaspati*8 wife Uar&,
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*

The Vedic

idea

universe

that the

is

was

offered

inode

Himself

into

of creation

up

As

idea.

of the Devas,
ablaze

it is

of the

Retas in

JPrajapati's

Same

fire

indicated

408) and the same
Purusha's Sacrifice

(p.

in

The

Parusha-sukta (pp. 427-~432).

.according to the

springing

is

the

sn'shte,

when He

sent forth, from the sacrifice of Visvakarmau

sun,

by

&c.,

Vanwa's

the

with

celestial

ground

Rohi?ji as their

sacred

the

fire,

the

illustrates

sacrifice

the Orjon represents the sacrificial

with Aldebaran

of

sacrifice

Vidya,

sun,

when

the latter comes in conjunction with it; and so, taking
Jupiter and Venus to be the sun and moon in miniature,
the heliacal rise of each of the other planets Mercury,

Saturn and Mars at a time when the sun
with Orion
idea

may be

birth, thus
(1)

,

planet

birth

or

from

detected in the Purawic

is

in conjunction

sacrifice,

stories

and

this

about their

:

The autumnal

moon comes in conjunction with
and
she is fancied to conceive of
loving her,
She goes back to the sun Bn'haspati ; and the

Rohini as
him,

rise

is its

full

if

Budha Mercury

there given birth to and rises

is

heliacally as if he is the son of

of swiftness, of the sun

bothof the moon

in point
near
him
by being always
(pp. 211

and 296.)
(2)

The same RohinJ

as

Samjna

leaves

the

Dawn

Savarwa with the sun, and Sani Saturn is one of the sons
born from her heliacally (p. 199); and the reason of his
being the son of the sun
(3)

The

is

that he

reddish colour of

is

slow

(p.

296).

Ang&raka Mars having

led to

the fancy of his being the son of the earth, it was easy to
find for the latter a husband in Vishnu; for the Bhu-sukta
calls the earth

Vishnu-patni

an idea due I think

earth being meant for mother
Sacrifice is her husband (p. 514).
to the eijfect tfyat

Boar

altar

to the

while Vish/m

as

I have heard a legend

when Vishnu as Yajna-Var&ha or the
came in contact "with the earth in

of .Sacrifice

bringing her up from theP&t&la, shecoc^ive4of:Vi8hnufs
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tcjas, light,

and brought forth the planet Mars.

Vishnu's

a very ancient idea alluded to
in Vedic literature and elaborated in all the popular
anas, in none of which, so far as I know, the birth of

bringing up the earth

is

Pm

Mars

is

But the legend must be in some
Vishnu and the earth to

mentioned.

Purana, making

the old story of

Mars, in the same manner
in which Saturn, not mentioned in the Bnhaddevata, is

accommodate

for the birth of

accommodated by the Harivamsa
of

the Asvins

198 -and

(pp.

in the sfcory of the birth

199).

Now,

the

sun

is

one of the forms of Vishnu, and Orion is the celestial earth
or altar, with -which he comes in conjunction and the
heliacally risen

The

Mars

is

their son.

heliacal rise of these planets is a familiar

menon.

The

heliacal

of each of them at

rise

phenoa time,

when
conjunction with Rolmii or Orion need
not have been witnessed in a single lifetime but might
the sun

is in

well be presumed to have occurred at one time or other;
and the object of selecting Rohmi or Orion seems to be
1

to teach the idea that

planets doing

upon

shining heavenly objects like the
circuits should be looked

their unerring

as children of

Vulya

or

Sacrifice.

So,

man

should

be a child of Sacrifice and shine in conduct by steadfastly

doing his duty.
:

Poets are free to fancy the planets to be the children of

either the sun or

the moon.

The moon, though

really

very small,
apparent size, the lord of stars.
by
The occupation mentioned is not simply the moon's
is,

his

conjunction with any planet by coming alongside of ifc.
It means the complete hiding of a planet from sight by
the interven'tion of the

moon

in the

course of the latter's

passing under the former. This is a rare phenomenon,
and when the planet, hidden for a few hours, emerges

from the moon, the poetical fancy is as though the planet
by so emerging from the moon became the moon's
angaja, son, at a time when the moon had for his wife
that asterisin with which he then happened to be in
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legend about

the

If

conjunction.

15
four

the

planets

Mercury, Venus, Mars, and Jupiter arose so far back as
1424 B. G., when the occupations are stated to have
taken place, the question is why it did not find a place in
our popular Puranas. May it be that a clever Indian

astronomer

say,

of,

calculated the

seventh century A. 0.,

the sixth or

movements

of the planets

backwards and

found out the occurrence of so manyj occupations that
took place within a single year and that then the legend
in question arose

But

if

?

we take Kafca

to

be the planet Budha Mercury

in disguise, the popular story (p. 285) of his
/Sukra's belly is capable

of being

so

going into

as

read

to

mean

,

Mercury's occultation by the moon, in illustration of
a Vedantic esotery underlying the story. The reason
for conjecturing Ka&a to be identical with Budha is that

Budha

is

claimed by the sun Bnhaspati and the moon
own son, and that likewise Ka&a, the son of

each as his

Bnhaspati, becomes the son as well of tfukrai the moon.
Solar light is poetically the son of the sun, and of the

moon

also

as the
>

moonlight

is

solar

light

reflected.

Being near the sun and for the most part merged in solar
light as if being one with it, Budha is as it were the
nakshatra or permanent form of solar light.
is

the

emblem

of

God

to represent

His glorious -Antaryami Son,

creatures as

Himself the moon

by

i

occultation as

if

As

the sun

as Father, so, taking his son

He

is 'the

is

made

Who
to take

Budha

loves all

him

richest spiritual food.

in

By

reason of Budha's nearness to the sun^ that planet's
occultation by the moon can only take place either
towards the end of the dark fortnight or i\ beginning of

To suit the idea of 'death by the bursting ,of
the bright.
the belly, which in the case of the moon would denote
the new-moon-day phenomenon, the occultation must be
put towards the end) say the 14th day, of the dark fortnight,
at a time -when the
planet Budha is in the region of the
:

mooa's own asterism^ Orion Mnga5irsha> which represents
561
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the celestial

Soma

drink. Thus the Antaryami

is

mixed in

the sacred drink and taken in on the 14th day of the dark
fortnight and on the next day the moon /Sukra dies but his
-soul is fancied to

have risen heliacally in the form of the

planet Venus-Usanas, the moon in miniature. It is
for astronomers to find out whether such an 'Occupation of:

'brilliant

Mercury by the moon
Mn'gasirsha, at a

.in

conjunction with the asterisra

time when the heliacal

rise -of

Venus

Even if there was no
nearly coincided, ever took place.
such occultation, still that new-moon day which takes
place

when

sun

the

is

in

region of Aldebaran

the

and Orion, with the planet Mercury in the embrace of
solar light, is quite sufficient to give rise to the fancy that

4he moon drank the drink Budha, the
became 'the bright planet Venus.

Fage

About

298, line 29.

yawa Upanishad
addresses

Medha

the Taitt. Mahanara-

Visva/ci,

37

Enlightened, and

the Dravi^a'-pai/ja)
of
Devi, the goddess
intellect, as being

(Anuvaka

in

VisvaM, who lovingly comes to the knowers (jushamawa
oa/i agat) and loved by whom one becomes a JKshi and

Brahma and

obtains Wealth.

Pages 320 and 321,

about the Seven

Zfoshis

being the two

two nostrils and the mouth, all in the
eyes, two ears,
called
and
Pranas, Bhatta Bhaskara also attaches
head
the same significance to the Seven Jfa'shis that are men'tionedin the expression:

"/Sivo

me

Sapta

Tfo'shin

upa-

{

2, 5, 3)
(Indra) !
tish/iasva"(Taifct. Sam.
He
Kz'shis.'
Seven
^Being propitious, attend upon nay
sirEisbia arishib'in pranan
.g ay s: -^"jiadiyan Sapta
feakshushi srotre nasike ekain asyam
dve
dve
shawyan,
See also. p. 249 about the seven
tan

III.

-iti,

:

upatishi/tasva".

^Sirshawya-pranas.

Page

373, lines

1926. Hari

colour, lion, monkey, &c.

means many things

Haryaksha
562

is lion,

tawny

having eyes
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of

tawny

colour,

is that

puzzle

and Hari means monkey

Markafaloforaa

is

also; the verbal

Haryaksha.

507, about Diva's Linga, which I have identified
with the Supreme Self Purusha and which becomes sogreat as to be limitless.

Page

The Kai/a Upanishad
Avyakt&t tu

II. 6,

8 says

:

Purusho

para/i

vyapako 'linga eva &a;

Yad

jnatva mu&yate jantur

anm'tatvam

fea

ga/cHati.

higher than Avyakta. He is all-pervading and has no liiiga, symbol. Knowing Him,
man will be liberated and get immortality.

Purusha

is

This verse seems to have contributed to the making
the story of the Vamana-purana.
The second word

of>

in*

can be read either as alinga or linga..
(Sankara, in his commentary, reads it as alinga and there
can be no doubt that it is the correct reading, thoughthe second line

there

be a difference of opinion as to what aUngahere, whether entirely nirguwa, without quality, or

may

means

saguna, having infinite goodness, incapable of being
Our
described as so much by any symbol or metaphor.
story indicates that the author of

with his

both ways,

Pnrusha

is

Purusha
jRz'shis'

is

it.

alinga, without sex, taking

it

is

:

selfish

without

realizing

a contradiction,

He

it,

as

who

in,

is-

to symbolize

without
it

before

it.

But

it fell,

is

not

this-

and therefore-

not alinga but Linga f Thus
questioned, the reply
take
Him
to
be
a
Very well,
Linga whose- fall is

is

you

'

Neti',
is

Him to
Him from

realize

distinguish

He

iva

and beastly nature, The pureis clear from its fall
from the-

Him to be
for He had

figU and whose vyftpti,
if

reads the ward
of

Karmaic

man's

it

own meaning

not

so,

pervasion,

is

limitless

and infinite;
once

be such a Linga, you at
the sex and say He is

not so'

i.e.

He

is

not

'

Neti

the sex linga

r*

alinga, without the so called manliness of the
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beastly world

and yet

He

is

Linga,

infinite

spiritual

manliness,

The

Jfo'shis

of the story,

means hy which, the

taken as the senses, are

jtvatman draws knowledge or
In bringing in the ideas of things,

soul

ideas of things (p. 263) .

the senses should be so educated
idea of the Infinite

the Formless in

the

Supreme

.as to

Self

bring in always the

immanent

in all things,

forms, the spritual Beauty which the
knower sees in them. It is in this higher sense that the
Self

is

all

the Truth of the senses, the Truth they ought to
The Supreme Self in the heart is the

find in all things,

Great Sannyasin or Ascetic who has made a tyaga or
His Satyakama
gift of Himself to each and all of us.
Soul !
desire and bhiksha or begging of alms is this
'

:

do not keep thyself away from Me; realize Me as thy true
When this
Life, Self, and make a gift of thyself to Me.'
realization

becomes

jivatman renounces
as himself, the

complete,
all

which

selfishness

will

and loves

be when the
all

Self reveals Himself,

Supreme
is shown

bhiksha or alms and

Joy of the jivatman.
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creatures
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be the Infinite Food or
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446, 458, 485, 536

200

455. 460,

524

.4ponaptr<iya

103
147

Amntapas

335, 336

Apipasa

330

Amritamaya

415
322

44, 249, 250, 263, 321,

Ap%a

Amrita
'

78, 79, 166, 332,

Aparnnapat

Apana

523. 524, 528

458

Aparajita

516

344

452, 469, 470, 476, 477, 484, 491,
524, 529

293297

555

294

Anupravesa or Creator's entering
into

all

397, 398, 406,
446, 448, 471, 485, 486
Amina 251, 253

Anwadha

408,

308-310
Ashtamui'ti

97

303

Ashtapada 487
Ashiapadi 487

A'nitru

243

Anyat

407, 412, 416, 466, 489,

Anyata/t-plaksha

Ashadhabhava 555, 556, 559
Ashiaka 114, 288, 299, 301, 303,

1

550

.Asleshtt

xviii

Asmaka

56,

566

59,60

INDEX.

Asrumukhas 464
Asu 407, 412, 413
Asura or Asuras 16,

jitvnahavis--156
.4tuiakania 529

\1, 36, 94, 95,
102, 131, 160, 210, 260, 264, 276,
278 284, 289293, 297, 331,
339, 348, 349, 352, 354, 376
381, 384, 446, 448, 521, 535,

556, 557
Asura in the Kig-Veda as an epithet applied to several goiis

and the godly and

also to the

ungodly Asuras 277, 278, 279,
284
Asuraghna 279
Asura-Purohita or the guru of the
Asuras 281 285, 289, 290,
"

293, 297, 298, 363
Asuratva, the might of Indra

278,

279

Atmakrida

490
150

.4tnaa-loka

333, 420, 421

jltraanvi
^ttmarati

490
361, 496

-Atmasamaropana

^tmavidya

100, 421,

.Atreya 227
Atri 20, 158,

422

160163,

316, 317,

321
Atrins 43
Atris 160
Aurora 216
Aurva 556

Aushasi 484, 488, 489
Ausinara 301
Avibhaga 270

Avidya

Asurya, the might of Indra 278
Aeuryas, the worlds of blinding
darkness 291
ulsutosha 385
Asva 214, 215, 219, 421, 426 ; in the
sense of eater xiv, 421
Asvapati 88, 91
Asvakrauda 245
Asvarnedha 112, 113, 409, 420, 421,

60, 71, 77, 109, 228,257,
297, 298, 326, 494, 519, 521
523, 530, 531, 533, 557, 558
Avaskandiu 213, 217
Avyakta 529, 563

Ayanas
Ayasya
Ayodhya

xix

xviii,

45, 114, 182

222, 300

Ayn 4

425427
Asvatha 21
Asvattha tree

534, 535

6,

12,

18. 15,

35,

126,255,323325

125,

A'svatthaman

Asvins
;

xviii

xiv, 8, 25,

32, 38, 39, 47,
84, 111, 122, 170, 173, 193195,

550

Balaliina

Bala

ii

Asvasiras, see horse's head

.Asvayuja

BAH.UDA
J3ala
127
Rama

II. 102, 179,

278

517

Baluji

Bambhari 241
Bandhu, brother

of

Subaudhu and

50

others

207, 214, 232, 233,
246, 261, 275, 294, 295,
330332,334, 335, 337, 343,
346, 464, 479, 552, 560
Asvini asterism xiii, xiv, xvii

Bandhu, God as the bond of the

Atharvan
Atharvans

Belt

198202,

universe

237,

457
464
377

25, 330, 332,

441,
450, 451, 471

Bawa (Asura)

525
415

-dtmadesa
wltmahans

238, 372
291, 292

xvi,

xxiv,

ix,
4,

x,

xiv,

12, 17, 33,

47-50,

61; 73, 98, 110, 112,
142, 143, 166, 168
172, 175, 179, 2265 -286; 241,
272, 312, 333, 334, -340, 357,
360, 365, 377, 384, 390, 430,
481, 483, 518

39,

119121,

Abma

.dtmabhu,

of

xv,

Atharvangirasas
Atharvasiras 332
Atithi 27, 192, 332
Atithigva 21. 35, 111
27
.Atithyeshti

456, 460, 466, 470, 471,515, 516,

95
368
Orion viii,

Bastamukha

203, 377,

xxx, 12, 53, 62, 71, 91, 93,
94, 95, 100, 130134, 150, 151,
153, 155, 238, 239, 248, 252,
270, 271, 288, 335, 337, 390, 405,
410, 420, 425, 446, 449, 452, 453,

443, 444, 447,

Betalgeux

360

BhadrakaK 368
Bhadra 137
Bhadrapada xix, xx,
xxv
Bhaga 200, 356, 357
Bhagavan 542
Bhagavadgita 493
Bhagu-atha 48

567

xxi,

xxiv,

JNDI5?.

Brahraajaya xvii, 208, 209,
395
Brahmafcakra 27', 522, 55p
Brahrnakarin 76, 151, 208,
"211,266. 556

Bhajeratha 21,48.
Bhakti 403, 517, 518
424
Blum, the sound of 42.0, ^23,
Bharadvaja, as miucj -xxxi
Bharadvttja-20, 2}, 35, 316, 321

88

.85,

42, 45, 85,

'-153,

208
!

'

'

Brahmamnya

489, 492, 610, 513

(the

BlmrgavaaffS, 556
Bhurgavi 374
?92
Bhafinasura-385, 386,

12, 53,

Supreme-Self) 5,
81", 84/90,

7174/77,

91,93-95,

109, 118, 127, J30,
132, 136, 145, 149, 151/153
150, 2d4, 21.1, '220,' 231/260,
266', 290, 299; 310, 318, 320,
323, 325, 362, 370-372, 37,
405, 419, 425, 439, 446448,
449, 45246!, 465467, "473,'
474, 476, 477, 490, 495, 505.,
510, 523526, 532, 537542'
:

4

226.,

'

536
330
Bralimauaiida 7l

Bharga 513
Bhargas-74, 75

85, 87, 486, -'488,

147,

543

.

228, 23J,

247

Bheku

224
Bhekuris 223, 224
Bhiksha 564
Bhojanagavi 301

'

:

Bralimn.il (Priesfc)~405

'

405,438,439
Bralnnana or Brohraa?is

xxyiii,

'

200

45, 57, 59, 68, 69/72, 74, 77,
86, 93/96, 99/102, 114,; 116,
118, 119, 125129, 132--13|i

5,

"

44,

368,

:

404, 553,

374,
'

/
556,558
Bhriguk 174, 203, 295, 464

Bhwnan

155,

163, 206, 225,

243, 244, 266, 285, 2JB7,
299; 301, 306, 308310, 018,
402; 429, 437; 498, 532; 535
537: 548,' 550, 553
.ana '(go'd Bralima) 208, 2.09,

'236,

'

Bhwtasya-pati 413, 461, 48.Q
Bh?tavan 478
Bisa 316, 3 19
Boar' of Sacrifice 350 3,52, 354
'

'

).'28

l

Bfaii|iia' ( tie

god) xv, 44, 60, 70,

136; 145, 147, 154,
208, 2,09, 210, 212, 215, 220,
42, 299, 302, 303,- <i59,
236,
360, 368, 373, 379, 395, 4,0,0,
404, 402, 455, 457, '46$' 461
463, 479, 508, 51'8, 522', 556;
Brahma priesfc 19, 42, 46, 86,
101,
J"
-'JOS',

'124',

1

-'

.-:

159
Braliniaii'i
206/267, 550
Brahmapnra 378', 522
Brahrnapun 260
I^ralima-rshi
70
Brahmasittras -493
Brahmasiras xv
BraHmcistra70, 72
Bmlifnati'daTia 361
;

i3i-aiiiiiavac(iris

9,2,',

93, 548

i3i-alimav;dyxi--9,i,'' 211, '212,
!

'

2,17,

!
'

"228/231,371, 374, 457;
Bralimayajiia 3 lV

"102, 114, 160,281,548,
Brahmadanda, 69, 3.59.
Brahmadvish -169
Bralimagiri 144, H5, 371
Brahmahatycf

'

;

Period

<

!

'

(god Indra)'' 213, 215)
'"
220

39'1
207, 333, 335,
:v

Bra^bnaJsva

'"

227/234-^.
'

150, 259, 47,4
2., 474"
'

Bp'ilfes

!

Br:ahmawas'pati~ xxv, 183, 276, 395,
"''

Bhraja241
Bhrami
Blm'gu

390,

!

536, 537, 553
148, 'l 50, 151,
154, 287, 466, 467, 541,

Brahtnalipi

Bheki

,209 r

:

.'

Brahma-loka

86

22
223 22'6
122 222, 223,

'

Bralima-Kshafcraui

Bharatas82

Bheda
Bheka

'

151, 208, 349,

Brahmakilbisha

38, 85

Bbarata(Agm)-35, 85'
Bkaratas-23. 38, 39, 40,

Bbauyan?,

'

:

Bralimafcarya
---

21, 35, 82, 84,

Bharatarsliabha

:

'

20

Bliaradvajas
Bhara?ii 92

Bharata

'

267

prahmi-Upanishad
jlrihadgarbha

310.,
'

Brihadratha

5

50

294

3 11
;
'

"

:

INDEX.
Dasagvas 183, 185
Dasomgula 427, 429, 519
Dasapeya 102
Basra 199

xxv, 19, 63, 172, .182
185, 203, 20.8212; 215, 276,
278, 28), 28^, 2 8 & . 289292,
295,. 296, 343, 378,. 395, 405,
406 t 438, 454, 456, 457, 467,
478; 556 559, 561

Bnhaspati

Bnhab

Detsas

H.
4Q5
B}:ihati~4b5/ 413, 414,446
Budh'a (planet 'Mercury >210
296, 558, 559, 561, 562 ,
Buddha 306, 307
Budclhi 320
Buddhism 503, 504 Buffalo 215, 217, 218
Bull 176
Bull of Siva 360 364
,|

212,

Vala

oi:

Daughter of

Pi-ajapati viii, xii/60,
197, 212, 215, 218/219,

516

Dawn,

Day

Cow 215, 217, 431
Cow oiTvashta 331,

425

..

174, 180, 181,

335

:

275,

Deer's

97,

98,

Devas

-

;

viii,

12,

,

504, 507, 540

Cupid

II I

KB A

-332

Dadhyafc or Uudhifci

;

.

xiii,

xv, xvil,

xxvi, 17, 174, 245, 330332,
334, 335, 337, 343,. 346, 367,
381 391, 392,
Dahravidya 94, 375, 474, 476, 493

Daityas 120, 129, 191
Daivi Maya 528
DaiviVak 415

Daksha

.......

369,

372374,

385,

...
394,414,446, 509,555
Daksha's Sacrifice shot by Rudra

.

;

358360, 367369
Dakshayaiw
Dakshiiia,

199

largess

xxx, xxxi,

1519,

68,

71/132, 145, 253, 412
Dakskinagui 167
Dakshi?iavan :l32
Dakshiwayaua xix, xxv, 247, 387,

7, 10
30/44, 68,

xv,

25, 27.

Devadevu 427,
Devadwta 82
Deva-Gandharva

52, 190, 197, 358, 360, 364,

367, 368,

ix, xi, xii, xiv,

see also"

70, 82, 85, 94, 96, 103, 116,131,
140, 142, 160, 172, 174, 176,
188, 220, 250, 253, 260, 264,
275, 276, 279284, 288, 290,
293, 298, 299, 341, 346, 348,
349, 352, 357, 358, 376
380,'
385, 402, 416, 417, 428430,
433, 446, 454, 456, 460, 461,
466, 467, 478, 480, 521, 534,
536, 548^:556559

332

DADDadhikrava

204, 420425
350, 356

head 334, 340;
Mrigasiras
Desini finger 237, 239

247249,

,

Crocodile 27 1
Cross* the Southern
106, 1 10, 120

214

Celestial

196, 215, 2 J 6, 220, 233, 272,
273, 280

Death
Deer

-

.

Cows

141,

247, 248

147, 152, 153, 156,

Corpse

136,
,
399, 401, 403, 404, 477 480
Dawn 2, 9, 68, 114, 120, 170, 173,
193, 195, 196, 202j 214, 233,
246, 273, 305, 333, 305, 372,
477, 479, 481, 482, 484, 489,

97

Ceufcaurus

39

23,

162, 163

Dattatreya

135138,
96,
143, 145, 146, 156

Cave

339

34, 277,

Dasa Saiabara-r-33
Dasa jSusliTia 33
Dusarajna battle 22,
Dasi 78, 78, 80

;

nANOPUS
\J

Dasyus 115, 237, 239, 252, 277, 377
Dasyavevrika 252

454, 467

Uevaki ii, 164, 514
Devaloka 287

Deva-Mvmi

302

377, 378
Deva-purohifca or gurii
28^.290, mS, 456

Deva-puras

Devarata

28 1, 284,.

114

Devasadma

287, 287

Devayajaua

15

17, 341, 422'
253, 299, 349i

Devayoraa path

Devayam

127>

Devayuga

356

284286,

464

289, 293,,

.388,,
Da}?,

227.

:

..-.

Danava 128,130,297
Danavas 140, 283/284, 377
Dandaatra

.

.

DIianishi/tr>-xvm.
Dliarm.,
117, 130, 297, 299, 300,.
.

319, 326

69

569
72*

INDEX.

D

365, 366
371, 400

Dhishano.

Dhruva

TUTHEll (God as)

477

,

Dhaumya

iii,

'

106, 107

Dhruvas, stars

188,

Diva

]

301,

89, 191

3436,

21,

39, 111, 294,

549551, 554

Diksha

24, 26, 329
174 176, 178, 181
as Dhartua 319, 326,

Dog
Dog

as subdued

'

22,

.

105,

126,

463,464,466,467,534,536
Fathers of eternal worlds 454, 464,
467
of Jitalokas
466, 467
Fh-sb- Bora
415, 416, 443, 446, 460,
463, 492, 510
Five fires 410
Food, how to view it 410
Forms of RudiM 484 487
Four castes -260, 264
.Frogs 22^ 226, 235

.

477

Divodasa

.

xxiii,

128, 134, 137,138, 145,203,207,
237, 256, 260, 264, 295, 413, 446,

107

Dhuni 178
Digambara 502
Dit-i

xx

Fathers

--.

269, 393, 403,

406, 410, 414

mind 326328

Dog Star- XT,

xvi, 104, 105, 240,
357, see also Sirius
:

Domba
Drapsa

102
24

PUB HAIL

U

504
DravitJa 144
Dravidians 136, 144
Dnd/iasyu 129
Dronakalasa 4 19

Draupadi-

271

Gaja

see

GrajakfeJiaya

Gajanana xxiii
Galava 3uO 302
Galaxy xvi

DrO'uakarya, xxix, xxx
Druhyu 286, 294297
Druhyus 294, 295

Duhita

308
192

Gada

xix, xxii

Gaiiapati

316
Gandhanittdana

xxiv, 137

Ga?icla.

196

244

Dtla 181
Dundubhi 101
Durga 373
Durgat aharta 352

Gandharva

Diirge hanto 352, 353
Durvasas 162

454, 465, 536
Gandharva-loka 469, 467
Gaudharva-nagava 120
Gandharva marriage 81
Gaudharvastra 69
Gaugo 144, 273, 371
Ganges 110, 205
Garbha 5, 411 413, 446
*
Garbha.gr ilia 515

Dushptt'ra

104, 223, 224, 240, 241,
245, 260, 264, 283
Gaudharvas 1, 2, 9, 1214, 120,
121, 287, 28B, 297, 446, 453,

illl

Dushyauta

84,

81, .82,

87,

550,

551
Dussirna

277
483
65, 5LO
Dvaitic Brahina 522
Dvaifcic world 521, 523
Dvija 260
Dvijafcva 74

Dvddasaha

.

.

,

Dvaita

Dvifca

166,

Dyau/i277,
Dyumatsena

Garhapatya 167
Garta 496
Garnda 242, 241
Garuda-Aayana 248

170172
336, 409

Garutman

89, 90

Gaupayanas
Gauva 213

504
JLJ

Bkalayya

xxix, xxx, xxxi

Gauri

Ekata 166, 171, 172
Ekarshi 493
Ekibhava 379, 380, 383
Elephant 244, 250, 267, 270, 271
Elephant's head xix, xxiii, xxiv

51

535

Gautama

247

213, 214, 216, 220,

221

316
Gaya 158

Gayatra
Goyatri

485, 487, 510
xxviii, 14, 59,

8385,

Elephant's shadow, see Hastifcfchoy a

JBmusha Varaha

242, 245, 246,,

466

Gati

Ekapada

34, 83,

271, 300, 302

351, 352

570

7477.

80,

87i 88, 91, 92, 94, 110,

267, 272, 331, 380, 389,
485, 486, 503, 510, 513

479,

INDEX.

Gharma 26,
Goda 518

Homa

329, 830, 342, 369

Honey

Goden 482
Goghna 109, 113
Golden

Horse
Horse

'

376, 377, 379, 382

castle

334, 335, 337, 346
215, 217
420, 421,
(Sacrificial)

226
291

Optra 158
Gotra (cow-fold)

Hotmamsis
190

19,
1

'

2527,

30,

45,

Human,

sacrifice

Human

flesh (as food)

HO, U3,

5

IDAI,
Idhma

121

Idhmavaha

Gttua

529
Guwas 324

Ikslivnku

242
129, 134, 135
viii,

ix, 21, 48, 49.

54, 55, 63, 95, 110, 113,

53, 56, 5860, 62,
76, 77, 109, 204,

lla

7173,

210212,

5,

llwsha

302, 889

Garudakshim

314, 437.

51, 52, 55,

310, 316

188, 189, 202

(teacher)

407

9

359

Hrislukesa

182, 190

65, 68,

xxvi,

63, 79, 330, 332, 375, 406,

Govinda 543
Graha 281, 283,343, 556
Great Bear 97, 98
Gnhapabi 25, 26, 197
Grihayajua 356

Guru

xvii,

:

Hotri (Hoba)

Grishma
Gnhyakas

xiii

426,

330-332, 334

Gopikas--270, 538
Gotatna 63, 214

Gotrabhit

.

.

427
Horse's head

Gomayu
Gopa

88

51,

222

190, 191

77

Ilvala 99, 128, 130, 155, 284, 297
Ilvalas
134

xxx, xxxi

Indha
55,

HAIMAVATI
Hauisa 332

103
Indo-Aryaus 261
Indra v, viii, x,

62

Kara

513
Haras 513

Hari (Vishnu) 232, 542
Hari (Asura of that name)

119,

247, 248, 254, 257,
263, 275, 276, 278,
287, 288, 294, 295,
310, 322, 330355,
378, 381, 396, 429,
456459, 463, 467,
504, 512, 513, 528,

379,

109111,
120,

424,

464
Harisfeandrapura
Harita 226
Hari va 2 13

120

553, 554, 557
Indra (as Makhaghna)
350, 352, 354
Indradhanush 343
Indradyumna 271
Indragni 237
ludra's horse 242

Haryaksha 373, 562, 563
Haryasva 3uO
Hasta (aateriam) xxi xxv, 137
Hasta (Souia guardian) 241
xx xxii, 137
Havirdhaaa 376
Hayagriva xxv, xxvi
Hasti7i;khaya

Hayasiuas

Himalayas

492

.,

Hira?i,yaretas

414, 481

262,

304, 305,
374,
446, 454,
479, 496,
543, 550

372,

339,

284, 463, 550

245,

271378, 369371
Hirawya (as Amnta) 155
Hiranyagarbha 398, 412415, 427,
-

t

434, 416, 447, 461, 462,

259,

281284,

341,

Indrajala 339
Indrani 127, 206
Indriyas 165, 247, 250, 264, 265,

xxvi, 69
67, 80, 142, 224,

37, 43,

160, 167169, 174, 175,
177191, 200, 203, 206, 213
221, 237240, 242, 243, 245,

Harikesa

117,

xv, xix,

156,

3SI

522
Harisfcandra 11, 33, 81,

xiii,

3234,

46, 49, 63, 64, 66, 68, 94, 96,
99101, 103, 105, 111, 112,
114, 127, 128, 131, 139, 140,

Hardavidya 94, 375, 474, 501
Harmony, God as 521, 537
Had (Soma) 117, 167

113, 114,

xii,

xxviii, 7, 19, 22,

480,

Indriyagram a

Indu

265

L76

Iron castle 376, 377, 379, 381
Iron peas 162, 165
Is -291, 493
Isa 494, 495

571

8

INDEX.

Isana

486, 495;

Kali

493'

Ip&vasya Up'.
Isha 158
Ishattas 59

140, 141

Kaleyas

470

Isavasyam

141
xxii, 72'

'Kaliyuga

Kalmasha52,

54',

Kalmashapada

,

249
368, 509
Ijs.vara
Itara 80
lyatta 444, 453
Ishiakas

Kalpa

548, 549

52, 54, 548,

549

200

Kamalaksha

379, 381

Kama

(evil desire)
58, 90, 109,
231, 257, 291,311, 325, 326, 523

Kama (good desire)^109, 230
Kama (one of the purusharthas)130

76

JAB4L4
Jabala
Jagadguru

442, 508
as Spiritual Love)
431, 432, 441 445 V 540
Kamadhenu 68, 69, 71, 108,

Kama(od

Jagati 83
Jagatpati 539
Jaghauctrdha 332

432
Kamafcara

229,231

Jagrat

503

Jainisiii

Jaiuadagiii

Kamarupi 465
Kamayani 124',
Kambhojos 69

316, 556

Janus 290, 291, 523
Jannka 65, 311,466
Janardana^-388
Jantu 313, 314
Japa 85, 265, 266, 272, 301, 302
85,

Japiimalo,

3 arii

30,

.

,

.

131, 435

95, 96, 99,

101, 102, 110,

523, 537

:

Zan dramas

213, 215, 216, 218, 219

27, 158, 159, 314, 402,

16, 63, 104, 223, 335,
'

,

413,

.417.

..

109,'

ii

JEiMidala

.
.

32

Jar?/fcha-

Joia

551

Kainsa

413,

465
465

Kamantn

,

11,4,

"

Kama (Agni)

77
385, 386
76,

485, 486

JSTandrapudu 549
Kcmfcipura 518

.

Jatavedas 43, 44, 417, 485, 491,
.-496,497
Jitaiokas (Fathers of)
466, 467
Jip.oddhara 515
Jiy.a
254, ,470,. 471
Jtyaumnkti 531

Kawva

Jiyotiatf

549
Kap-uyaftaraua
Kara 535
JEarawa 199, 207, 347, 549, 553

267,
.534, ,564

69

Jn.qibhaTiastra

Jnpitev

471, 518,

268, 470,

.

295,

(planet)

296,

Kapota

Kapotaro m a

Kanna-devas

Karma

60, 521, 536,

Karncita

Karbika

E

;,

242,243, 245,257,

521

Kaitava
^aifcra

78
xviii,

437

Kafca JJ75, 284, 285, 289,
561
ITakshuslu 458

tfalm

181

Ettlaftakra

69

535
135

xviii,

Kartikeya

Karu

r

554
467

454, 465

162

Karfcavirya

498

AD H 17-127,

305

348,

219

Jyotirliflgti

492
304

Kapila

Karaudhanaa 184
Kai-bn 225
Karbura 225

Jyeshi/iaraja xxv
Jyotis 41, 42, 94, 100, 133,
359, 4-iO, 547,548
Jyotisho-m Jyotis 515, 517

251

251

555,

...557, .559, -561

JyeshWia

81. 84, 87, 213,

Ka?ivayanas
Kanya 400

xix

138

Kasoja 21, ?6, 111
Kasi 301
KoiShaya 504

Kasyapa

.

191, 199, 242, 243, 252,
256, 257, 316, 321, 423, 506, 513,

291293,

51.4, 554
Kasyapi 514
ffaturmukha-154, 463, 509, 522
Kausika 213, 214, 220

Kalakeyas -140

Kaiitsa

572

159
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Kuinara (God of that naine, Son of

Kavasha 77 79. 116
Kavasheya 457
Kaveri 144, 145
Kavi 275, 276, 283, 292,

Rudra or Agni)

xix, xxv, 20,
462
(the churned Agni) 158
(Sou of Sahadeva) 232, 233
(God lluclra, Son of Praj-

47, 107,

293, 296,

556558

336,

556

Kavisxita

203, 552

Kavyas

Kavya

484, 485, 487, 488,
pati)
512, 522

275, 276, 2S3, 290, 292, 293,

Kumaras
Kwrkura

295, 296

Kavya Usauas
Kavya Pitris
Kedava
Kesava

131, 556, 558
295, 464, 552

Kwrrua
Kuril
Kttvus

365, 366
152, 153, 156

Kitava
Kitra

;

77,

two Asvins)

199

180
445, 447, 513
ix

viii,

18

Kurukshetra

83 324
Khapura 120
Khara 829
Khaya 199
Khilya 254, 255
Kiltttakuli 50, 281
Kiim'dinau 282
Kimpurushas- -120
Kinkara 55, 58
Kinnaras 120
/iaudas

(the

xv,

ix,

1, 2, 9,

15

18, 200, 205, 332, 333, 341, 422.

430, 501
Ktirusravawa

Kusa

Kusika
Kusikas
Kufcsa

18

353,

grass

354

214

37,

20, 37, 38, 214
112, 170

i'yavana
550

21, 34, 35,

46,

47,

136.

78

xxii

Ifitraratha

T AKSHMI

Zitrasva

JLJ

120
89
Jfitvavasu 120
Krathana 245

543
LanVbs of TJrvasi I, 8
Langala 179
Lanka 136
Likhita 533 536
Lila 519
360, 361, 363, 497
Lifiga of Siva

Kratu

41, 42, 256, 257, 346, 372,
373, 536, 548
Kratumaya 256, 535, 536
Kravyada 43, 44

Krido-519

499, 507,

240, 241

Knsrtnn

(Vasvuleva)
15v,

16-1,

67

Lohita

Lokakrit
i

538540

(Pleiades)

xviii, six, 19,

ii,

xiii,

496
3?6

!

xiv,

Madanastra

427
356
Kslmmi. 150, 503
Kshatram 405
45, 57, 59, 70, 72, 114,

134, 208,

Kshetra 142, 179, 238, 353
Kshetraja son 211
Kshetrnina 238, 353
Kshetrapatya 237, 238
Kshetrasyapati 180
Kubera 67, 82, 121, 287
.

51, 54, 56, 58,

60,

69

Madra 88
Madrt 61
Madnsliam 478, 480
Medium -299 303, 551

Kriyaynjfia

116, 119, 125127,
285, 318, 536, 537

123, 145

121

MADAYAKTI
61, 122

483

Kritfcivasas

Kahatriya

okayajiia

45
Lopa
Lopamudra

Krita 452
Kritatma 451, 452, 520
Kritaynga 140
Krittikrts

180

Loka 155, 347, 464
Lokagnru 388

i, ii, 20, 95,
370, 389, 501,

522, 523, 531,

509512, 554, 563, 564
392

I'ingasarira

Krishna, (liishi Dvaipayava)
(Agni) 79
350
(Sacrifice)

162, 374, 516, 517

Lakshtmnraihma

Madlm

28, 303, 330,

MadhufctAandas

Madlmvidyw

]

118

Magho.

551

Magha

xvii. xxii

573

430
214

xxvi, 302, 331, 332^

Madhva 503
Madhyamnloka

t

14,

(Venus)

555, 556
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178, 282,

Maho

Marka

338

281 283, 355, 363, 373
Markatelofcana 368, 373, 563
Mara 296, 555, 536, 559 561

493
Maliabhisheka 81
iharata

1

Mahadem
,'

...

164, 300, 361, 362, 369,
386, 427, 486, 495, 508-510

H08

Ilahainmad

341, 478, 484

Matanga 109
Matanga 101
Mata 178

82

Mahesvara 162
Mahisuta (Mars) -296, 556
96, 99,

101,

102,

104.

341

343

551

Mahodeva

361, 427
Maitravururt.a 24, 26, 29
Maitreyi 153

Makha 339 343
(head of, cut off)
Makhaghna 339, 340
Malim 80, 85, 551
Mafta

Medhya 251, 333,421
Meghasyama 349
Mena 82, 213-215, 218,
Menaka 70, 8082

Manas 139
Manavala 518
Mauavostra 69
Mandara 380
Maudavya 138
Mandavya 234, 235
Mandeharuna 92, 95
jMandhakaka 181

3 1

Mind 216 218, 348, 394,395,
403405, 410, 411, 439,
Mibhuna (rasi) xvi
Mithunau 194, 195, 282

395, 406, 410
281, 355
34,

198,

Mitra

19, 24, 29, 30, 63, 161, 200,
277, 339, 512

199,

201,

202, 457

(Savarwi)

199201
453, 454,

Mokaha

467
478, 480

Mauvantara

Manya
Manyu
Mate

13

58,

MartM

434

xvi
258
2'42,

130, 131, 388,

537

478
xxi v

MYtgasii-as ix, x, xiii xvii, xix,
xxv, xxvi, 4, 12, 17, 19, 92,
334, 340, 373, 430

215, 5JL7

Marifcipas

Mnga

Mriganka

139

Margasirsh i 135, 156
Margaveya, Rama 15, 125
Marifca

55
297
Mohaucistra 69
Mohim 390

Mitrasaha
TAlelclcha.

Manushya-Gaudharva

Manusham

400,
441,

442, 4i5, 447, 460
Mithila 311

228, 231

21,

xix

Meslia (rasi)

:

13,

559,

Meshavrishana 220, 221
Metres 151
Milky way 106, 273

458
128
Ma?iimat'i

Manu

219, 369

210, 296, 555, 558,
561, 562
Meru-55, 141, 142, 287, 504
Mesha 213, 220

Manasi

Manojuva
Manthin

379,

Mei-cary

Mandliato 237, 238, 553, 554
Mcmdhattt-237 239
235
TtfLandn
MancZitka 225, 226, 235
Manasija

337339,

426, 562
213
Me.lhatifchi

102

222

279,

277,

528530

Medha

28, 139

M&nduki

Matali 203
Matarisva 174. 175, 208, 512
Matra i66
Matricide 523
Mafcurdidhislm 218, 464
Maudgalya 504, 505
Maya 339, 379

Maya

>

,

Mallayuddha

168,

295,

138,

Marutia 184
Marutvttn 187, 188
Masakrit 171

Mabaraahtra 162
Maharshi 70
Mahassina 311
Mahuvw-a 329, 342, 369

Mahodaya

167,

287, 294,

49,

188191,

183,

Mahan A ja Atma 515
Mahan deva 486

Mahendra

Ma'rtawdEa192
Maruta 15, 36,

Mrtgatnshwa
Mrigavyadha
Mrifca

250, 253

259
104,

1

78, 478,

552

Mritapas 102, 103, 106
380
Mrfcasaujwin<

483

H

INDEX.
Mrityu 91, 420 426,
Mrityumjaya 423
Mwgavan 509, 511

552
Nishadas

533

Mukfci

96, 99, 101, 102, 104,551,

Nishada

441, 464, 537

272,

243, 244, 260, 264, 265,

297

Mulavigraha xxiv
Mwrtaui 325

Niahadi 244, 265267
Nishkcnna 527

Mtishrtkas 96, 102
Mushiikttsura 102
Mwtibas 115

Nirdvandva

533

523526,

Nirguna-^-476,

542
North Pole Star

!

iii

528, 529,

(also see

Dhruva)
247
4
Nabhanedishtfia 47, 197, 411

1M

Nabhi

(of the

Unborn)

ill,

356

N?iyajna

Nabhas

Nyagrodha
Nyasa 153

125, 126, 474

460,

463

O

Nogas-242, 243
Nagantaka 245
Nahusha 136, 139, 289

Naka

272,

301,

252, 397, 401, 406
41 9, 441,
41(5

as)

4! 3.

453, 454, 462, 465

409, 465, 487, 491, 498, 518,
519, 538, 540542, 549
Orion viii xxvi, 4, 7, 9, 17, 18, 19,
2123, 33, 37, 39, 46, 49, 50,
52,61, 73, 98, 105, 106, 110,
112, 119, 120, 121, 134, 135,

291, 335, 336, 339, 396,
410, 411, 439, 447, 470, 484
493
488,
Names of Itndra 484 487

156, 157, 160169,
176, 178183, 185.
192, 198, 203, 214,
240, 241, 247, 248,

142, 143,
172, 175,

469

188190,

Nandana 287
Nandi 358 360
Nandimukhas 465
Nara 434, 435, 519
Nara 435

236,

226,

282, 312, 333336,
340, 350, 351, 354, 357, 360,
365, 369, 377, 378, 382, 384,
390, 411, 430, 481483, 489,
517, 518, 559-561
Oshadhi 5, 125, 192, 486, 487

272274,

Narada

89, 113, 162, 163, 238, 309,
310, 372, 424, 435, 464, 544

332,

306

433-

437, 507, 510, 519

PADMA
Paduia

485

Padmanabha

199, 202, 203
183, 185, 203
Navaka 488
Navavasfcva 294
Naviyas 506
Neptune, god of sea 174
N'eti ueti
468, 511
Nidaglia 157

Nigama

267,

468,471,487,489,495
One- Manifold, (God as) 401, 408,

Numantpa

Naryapas
Nasatyas
Navagvas

265
380

>,

408, 411
442, 415,

Na&iketas 91, 204
Nakshatra 105 107, 110
Naia 504
NaZayam 504
Namadha/i 407, 410
Nainan 335, 336

Naraka 529
Narasihma iii, 362, 515
Narayama-SO, 31, 266,

302, 34

One, (God

153

Nffua

A
;

516
51

6
Paijavana 36
Pakshins 236, 464

Padmavat'i

152, 184

P?idavas

Pawdu
Pa?iis

5

1

61
181

183, 186, 193, 236, 240,

281, 384

Pawini's

104, 105

Panjab

Grammar

493

62

523

Nighfc--170, 195, 196, 215, 216, 272,

Pafifcabhwtas

273, 280
'Nilakami/ia 359, 364, 365

PanfcablmtayajSa 356
Paufcagni 287
260-262,264,291,297
Panifcajaaas
523
Pafifcaknslitis
260, 262, 263

Nimesha
Niini

245

6305

Nine488

575
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Panfcaiiana 522
PaSfcaratra yajiia 436
'Pafi&ajanya 160, 261

179
Pole-Star 107

Plough

Paptyan 547
Paplava 69

Pradakshiwa

Para-Brahma

xi

Praja

390, 472, 473
430, 532
Paramatnm 267, 268, 358, 534
Paraniavyoma xxii, 441, 444, 525
Parameshfhi 434, 444, 447, 457
Param-jyotis 42, 100, 103, 532

20,

498, 506,

518522,

103, 478

435

.

215,
253, 256,
298, 300,
353, 355,
396, 400,
411, 414,

513,

See Daugh-

518
52

Prajapatyas

3l6
506

256, 260, 423, 506

559

Patanga 104, 345
Path of the gods 458, 464
,-f the Fathers
463, 464
of Light -xx, 137, 290, 299,
326, 349, 388, 490
of iSmuke
290, 326

Prajfia-tttma 230,
427, 528
Prakriti 71, 528
Pi-ana 235, 554

235,

345,

Prawas

251,

252, 264-,
417, 421,.

248,

249,

321323,

265, 272,

231, 523

Payasa 162
Payodhara 307
Phalgum' 555

Prafcardana

288,

498
Pippalam svadu 267
Pipru (Asura) 279

Prathamaja/i
460

399, 401
Pativratfi
162, 104

Patricide

162, 163

523

400

Paviravi-kanya

.

Pitamaha

60, 147,

269

298,

508,

xx

xxi, xxii

149

PitHpaksha
Pitritarparca

Pitnycma

33, 547

464

Pitu 169
Fisakaa 385; 392, 446, 448
Plaksha 125, 126
Planets 283, 295, 555-562

301,

550, 554
415,

416,

443,

446,

103
15,

343, 345,

Pitndaivatya

299,

508

Pravargya

509,- '5 10

Pitriuitfn

308310,

Prat yaknha
299,

'

62,

Prathama

Phallas worship

364,.

425, 433, 468, 505
Pranayama 265
523
Prapanifca

PrapanAopasania
Praruja 245
Prasenajit 535
Praska7iva 25 1
Prastoka 2], 35
Prasusruka 1 1 1

Pati

Pativratya

516,

Prajapafci-loka 466
Prajapatya 92, 137, 291, 434, 493,

419, 420, 464, 478, 480, 506
291, 377, 480, 486

Patala

507, 512,
544, 558

Prajapati's daughter
ter of Prajapati

Pasupati

Pasyaka

214,

476482, 484486, 495,496,

37 1
Parvateyi 371
Parvati 370

Pasuvishtfa

209,

99,

196198,

415, 417419, 432435, 445
447, 454, 456461, 464, 467,

Parvatyrt

.

185,

212,
236, 240,
257, 269, 270, 291,
333, 334, 340 344,
359, 372, 373, 382,
403, 404, 406. 409,

.

Pasusakha

168,

217219,

56, 57, 60, 6567, 85
Parasu- Uama 273,' 556
Parikshit 222, 223, 225228
Parishad 533
Parjanya 19, 177, 200, 277, 278
113,

60, 64, 76, 88, 91, 92,

100, 148,
202, 206,

Param-a

xi,

10, 125, 192,401, 459, 518, 520
v, viii, ix, xii, xiv, xv,

Prajapati

Paramn'ta 154
Para Purusha 370, 538

Pasu

553

540

Pradyunma

Para-Uevata
Paramapacla

Paroksha
Parvata

92, 106

Pradesini finger

281

Pfflpma

483, See Krifctikas

Pleiades

438

26,

349,

88,

361,

329, 342,
373,

376,

425, 483

Pravargya- Vidytt
Prayati 441
Prayasfcitta 533
Prerifcw
535
PHfcliavffna 277
Prfthivi
Prisni

16, 409, 422, 453, 465188, 226

Pulastya

576

xxvi, 331

66
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INDEX,
243

150, 154, 375, 381

Ftmdarika

R^HU
Rainbow

Pimdankaksha 516
Puram-bhindu 34
Purandara

x,

34,

xiii,

190,

247,

248, 353

Eajarshi 70, 303
Rajas 528

Purbhidya 111
Purisaya 516

vi, 46, 86, 102, 109, 111,
114, 125, 210, 211

Rajasuya

468, 505, 543

PMrma

Purohita 25, 37, 39, 40, 160, 183,
281,358
Puruhitta 41
Purukutsa 128, 294
Pureravas vii, 1 4, 7, 9 11, 13
15, 118, 293
Pururwpa 337, 487, 495

Pwru

41, 42,

Eajayakshma

52,

64,

87,

52,

519, 530,

548,

550,

Eakshins

L'akshoho, (Agni)

559,

493
the Before)

Pavasu

278, 522, 523

Eomaniyaka 243
Kamawiya&arawa 549
Eamayawa 493
Eanganatha 5 18
Rasa, God as Juice 270,

243
48, 49

Rauhirca tree 244, 255
Ravawa xvi
Eenu 114
Rewnka 245
Renunciation 135, 145
Retas of Mind 395, 413, 441, 442,

399,

200, 218, '261, 277,
341, 356, 357, 446, 493, 502
Puskara (lotus) 24, 25, 28, 29, 330
179,

a Sacred place
Pushparatha 309
Pusbya xviii, 388
Pushfigu 251
Put, the hell or 5l7
"Pwtakratu 252
Putra 158, 159

-

136, 221, 278, 522, 523"
Margaveya 45, 125

Rathasaptami xix:
Eaudrastra 69

445
P urva-Narctyawa 433
Pwrva-Phalguin 555
Pwrvfl-Phalgum-bhava, (Planet Ju555
piter)
Pwrvya 506

Pwshan

278
Bala 278
Dasarathi viii, 20,48,111,

Rathaproshtfta

Purusha-Medha 436, 437, 520
Purushasihma 522
Purushottama 362, 511/514, 522
as

280282

Rama, Asura

Kasatala

332, 436

1

Purusha-sukta

67,

420, 422,
433, 445, 447, 449, 468, 477
Easa 181, 183, 186

Purusha-gayatris 363
Purushaghna 113
Purushakara 5 5

Pwmi^God

66

234, 236

Eambha 70

103,
162,

in the Sun xxiii, xxv, 513, 517
in the Moon xxiii, xxv

Narayawa 30,
Purushada 55, 650

19, 43, 51,
66, 67, 92

297, 446, 448, 549, 550

563

-

58, 62,

Rakshasa-satra

- in the Sun, Moon,
lightning
and eye 377, 378, 382
384, 468, 469
'-"'

5456,

95, 121, 136, 227, 260, 264, 277,

104, 127, 150, 152, 154,
164, 228, 255, 257, 292, 305,
346, 347, 361363, 369, 396,
399, 410, 411, 417, 425, 427
431, 433437, 445448, 454,
459, 465, 480, 492, 493, 497
500, 508, 510, 512, 514, 516,
517,

212

Kakshasns or Rakshas

294298

286, 287, 289,

Purusha

349

Rajanya 429, 437
Eajaputra 45, 68. 119

70

445, 447, 450,
545, 548
Betas of Prajapati
483,

490492,

494, 498, 540,

477, 478, 480,
558, 559

180

Ri\i
JSijrosva

173

114
Bishabha Mountain 142
Ifa'shabhasnnga 300
JSishabha

JJishis

19, 20, 44, 140, 142, 158,
159, 182, 183, 288, 534, 536
.Rishika 556

JRisya

ma

xiv, 214, 477,

482

185, 208, 333, 415^
416, 443, 446, 460
Ettaja- 333, 415, 416, 490, 516. 518,
32, 184,

522
j&tajata

416, 443

184

577
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SaU

489, 490

Eitus

318

Bifcvij

114

Rohidasva
Kolii/u

3.

4,

7

9, 11,

12, 19, 24, 31, 47, 69, 80, 87,
92, 119, 122, 124, 135, 137, 145,
173, 181, 182, 185, 186, 196,

40, 41,

22
227
Salajya 458

Sakvar*i

197, 202, 206, 209212, 234
219, 221, 225, 226, 246, 255,
261, 360, 481, 482, 488, 517,

Sala

441,445, 446
539
Salvas 89
Sanwna 249, 263, 321
Sarnbara 33, 111
Sam bara-haty a 1 1 1
Sambhava 494
Saiabhwti 494,'495
Samidh 117
Samjna 199, 201, 559
Samjnauam 545
Hamrat 43 1
Samsrava 355
Salila

555

Salokafca

(Planet

Roki?ieya

211,555
Eoliic
478, 482
Eohita-109, 113,

Mercury)

210,

114, 118, 155

xix, 47, 52, 69, 79, 99, 105,

131, 136, 164, 176,
179, 188, 191, 240, 278,
292, 303, 333, 354, 355,
365, 367369, 373, 374,

107,

178,

291,

364,
376,
377, 380, 383385, 389, 423,
427, 461, 477, 480, 481, 483,
484, 486, 487, 492495, 497,
506, 510, 512, 513, 522, 523,
535, 554
Sacrifice

shoots

-

139

5458, 61, 66, 548
550
Sakuni 385, 392
Sakuntala 33, 8083, 85, 87, 551
Sakfci

xvii, xviii,

fiudra

139

Sa7apati

360, 364,

bums

xvi,

Samudra

355

367369

Tripura

head of, cut
Eudras 191, 354

off

ix,

140,

61,

141,

151, 180,

375, 517

Samvanana 545, 546
Samvarana 201
201

Samvara,ni

x

.Saravatsara

383

420,

427, 450,^484,
'

423,

425,

343

Samyu

Rudraga?ia 188
Rudriya 356
Rttpa 335 338
Ritpas 168

421,

489491

199, 200, 296
457
Sanatkumcira 238, 310, 544
Sawda 281 283

Sanaisfcara

Sanaka

Sandhya worship

161,

74, 77, 92,

262, 488

ABALi

180

Sawdikas
Sanditi

SabaZa 69, 71
.Sabaras 115
Sabari 101
Sabda- Brahma ix
Sacrifice

ix,

333,334,

302,

Semdilyavidya

303,

329, 330,

340342, 345352,

354-357, 364, 375, 379, 383,

Sadvidya
524

19
379. 406, 443, 469

365,

370, 372,

509,

542

Sagmvadvaita 537
Sahadeva 232
Sahas 139
Sahojas 485
Sakas 69
Sakalya 391, 392

Sakha-442

524.J

379

255, 388

Sankha

533,^534, 536
Saiikhya 538, 541

69

470476,

Santapanasbra
211
Sanfci

526-529,

Sapatna 155
Sapatni-127, 154, 155, 242, 257,
286

'

Sagumi-476,

Sani 559
Sankara (Siva)

Sankhyas 264
Sankramawa 144
Sanku 98, 108
Sannyasa 130, 326

Sadas-376

Sadhukarma

302, 372

Sangrama/rttrakamaya

514, 518

Sadasya:

282
300

Sapta (Sun's horse) ^xix,j251
Scipta

'

Sarabha 327
Sarada 144, 146
Sarama 180 182, 185, 186

Sarameya

578

.,_,

251
4

.

w

175, 180, 18), 185, 186

.ji

-j

i
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Saudasa and Satidasas 4032, 51,
54, 56, 112, 548, 549
Saudyumni 553

194196, 198,
217, 246, 479, 552
Sarasvat-i
32, 77, 80, 144, 151, 162,
192, 209, 217, 261, 400, 432,

Saranyw

xvii, 122,

201203,

Sarat

Sava 146, 152
Savarna 194, 198, 199, 201, 202,

136, 138, 141, 144, 146

166
530
Sarit 178
Sarga 446
Sarira

559
Savarwi 199 201
Savastraa 152
Savita 75, 76, 91, 92, 137, 192,
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285, 287, 297, 298
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235, 265, 277, 341, 357,
378, 486
Savitri xxii, 33, 34, 77, 8891,
235, 265267, 479

121
Sarsbiita 539

Sarpas

Sarwpya

539, 540

tfarva

486

Sarva

453, 465

Savyasa&in 531
Sayujya 533, 539, 542
Scales 144
139 141

Sarvabhwtagamrtitarya 360, 388
Sarvaniedha 165, 408, 427
Sarvamsaha 150, 503
Sarvantara 90, 91, 525, 526, 530,
532
Sarvatma 93
Saryawavan 331 333
Sasaramafcawda 1 81
Sasfcra 537, 544, 553
Sat 327, 438444, 448452, 468
474, 476 477, 491, 494, 512,
523, 524, 525, 527, 529, 545
Sata 61, 91
$atadhanya 168
Satadru 55
Safcakratu

170, 346, 456,

Sea

261, 303, 484, 490
299, 301 303, 344, 346, 353,
354, 415, 446, 458, 481, 544
Self-born, See Svayambhu

Seasons
Self

Satyadharma

Serpants

Sesvara-Sankhya 538, 541'
Setu-444, 471
Seven hills 352
Seven Purushas 417
Seven Eishis 208, 249, 316318,
320, 321, 348, 353, 37l, 417,
426, 433, 507, 508, 562
Seven Senses as the Seven Vala-

554

414, 443, 469,

535
260

Senanya

Satarudriya 367
Satarwpa 479
Satasati 396
Satayatu 66
Sati 368 370, 372374
Sat-Zic-^nanda 525
Sattiyam 450
Sattyam 449, 450
Saturn 199 201, 296, 555, 559,
560
Satva 326, 327
(the quality of) 528
Satvasuddhi 152

khilyas, Pranas, Eishis, Devas,
and Visvedevas 249, 250
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47, 61, 288,

178

500, 506

256,

363,

Sipivishia

497,

523,' 524,

526,

Siva

179

505

177
178

Sim

564

448451,

109, 289, 299,
460,461, 468, 471, 525

Satym-Jnanam-Anantam
Satyaratho.

Sirius

Satyasankalpa 474, 475, 523, 524
Safcyavan 89 92
Satyavati 128
Satyavrata 108 110
Saubhapura 120

499502, 504507

179

Bir&pani

104,

179,

240,

481484

525, 526

109

304

280, 281

Sindhu
/Sipi

81, 90, 94,

301,

Silver castle 376, 377, 379, 381
Silver-color
306, 307
Sin as Asura, Eakshas and Tamas

Sipitam
508,

289,

311
Sibi-Jataka 306, 307
Siddhi 237, 303

502,

77, 77, 152,

422, 474,

541

ShacZvimsaka
Sheep 173

523

Satyakama

Satyara

xxi, xxiii

Saumyas

479,535

Sirshanyaprcmas
181

Sisara

Sisarama
Sisters

Sisu
Sita

579

181

167

27
viii,

357,

249, 272

179, 321

384,
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Stars as bones of Prajapafci

266, 271, 327, 355,
373, 383, 385, 388, 390,
502, 507, 508, 511, 523,

20/149,
371,
392,

Sthami

Linga
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See Linga

307
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180

4650

213, 215, 217, 220

Sudasa 51
Sudas (SudaJi,) 2123,
503, 504

41, 51, 52, 54,

490

Smoky way
242,

245,

257,

364,

521
112, 550
Solar rays as Devas 250
Soma xv, xxi xxiii, 5,
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23,

Suddhasafcva 154
Sudeva 146
Sedevas 251
Sudhanvem 103

Sudra

72,

316318,

2729,

Sudyumua

127, 130, 132, 133, 135, 136,
139, 140, 167169, 176, 182,

Sujata 413, 416, 496
Sufcandra 253
Sukhain 474
/Sukra (Agni) 25

31, 35, 38, 45, 46, 49,
62, 67, 77, 83, 86, 99, 101, 105,
109, 118120, 122, 123, 125

190193,
212, 240,
278, 283,
324, 329,
371, 374,
393, 430,

198, 205, 208, 209,
241, 245, 245, 263,
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330, 333, 340, 359,
376, 379381, 392,
511, 549, 552,562

goina-graha 363
Somaka 313
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Soma Sacrifice 138, 172
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496
Son of Man 519
of Sacrifice

xxviii,

109, 124, 127,
138, 145, 148,
314, 403, 488, 498, 517
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503, 504
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210,

384

guru of both Devas and
Asuvas 556 558, 561
Sukra-graha 283
(A.S

Sukrits

131,

220,

xvii, xxiv, 3, 5
8, 11, 87,
223, 224, 226, 232, 240, 243,
246, 248, 251, 252, 266, 269,
273, 282, 283, 290. 295, 296,
305, 312, 323, 340, 343, 378, 517
Sun (the way to Heaven) xx, xxi
Suna 177 179

Sunah-pufc/c/ia

145

/Suna/i-sakha

114, 118
3 17

Sunafo-sakha-sakha 3 17
177, 178
SunaprishtTia 177
Sunasira 178
tfunastrau 177, 178

Sripufcra 540
firiranga 515, 517
Srishii 393, 396, 397, 451
Srivaisnnava- 503, 504, 517
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Sunassepa
116,

38,

Supama

44, 70, 110, 113

118120,

155, 197

iii
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127,

114, 118

240245,

864,512, 521,534
Suparwas 267, 268
Suparmau 267 270
Suparwi 83

539, 543
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Snvatsa

387, 390

Srotriya -304, 453, 454, 456,

204, 397, 494
21, 34, 35, 39, 86
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Sunam

467
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jSravawa 96, 387
jSravana xviii, 350
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Sri 527, 539, 540
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Srona
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516, 518,
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xxvii,

134136,
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320, 429, 537

533
241
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522, 523
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549
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504, 505
21, 34,

Subrahmanya

Skanda 462
Sky 151
Smarta 498,
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525, 563

333

383

466,

128
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580

Supratika 244, 250, 270
Sura 189
Swra 252
Suras 380

251, 253,
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Sureim 199, 201

148, 149, 154, 208, 398,417,
421, 422, 425, 441, 434, 442,
484, 491, 492, 508510, 534,
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532
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536

Siu-ya 93, 94, 104, 121, 160, 161,
177, 185, 252, 275, 378, 493,
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502
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34
Siishumwa 104, 105, 223
Siishupti 229,231
Suta 159, 168
Siishwa

Taragawas xxiii
Taraka Asura 379, 382
Tarakaksha Asura 370, 382
Tarakas, Asuras 380
Taraka-Brahma 266
Tarakamaya war 379

Sutudri 37, 55
Sutaiubhara 158, 159, 435

Swyavasa 114
Svadha 406, 413,441
Svagraha 180

Taraumga

1

Tirupati

69

244, 250, 256, 257, 267,
270, 445, 417, 51.3
Traivn's han 1 1 1

238, 431, 617,

30
278
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518
218, 220, 374, 464
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358, 415,
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446, 457, 458, 479, 48 L, 518,

42
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Sveta 146, 147, 153156, 425
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Svetaketu 365, 366, 470
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361,382,383,494
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54, 180
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304, 330
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237,
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108, 111-^113
166, 169
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- Udumbara 316, 320
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324
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255, 256
TridaruZa 317, 504
Tridhanvan 108
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322,

and
324

169
Tripara ix, x, 376, 380
Tripuradahana x
Trisanku viii, ix, xxviii, 33, 70, 95,
9698, 100, 102104, 106
113, 136, 298, 305, 345, 463

248, 253

93

Trisiras

Tajjalan439, 475

Taksb-a 181
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28_1

338, 345, 377, 408, 416, 4l7
166, 403, 415
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294
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153
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550
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349, 463, 504, 531
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516
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Svapna 229, 231
Byaro.t65, 153, 230,
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188

Teka 181
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Svana 241
Svapada 133
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xvi,
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Tat 324, 471
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Sv&u 174
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210, 211, 558
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xv, 198,

201203

Trisoka 111, J12
Triswla 69
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166 172, 386
well of 170, 172
Tritas 167
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430, 514
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Usras 336
Utkranti 426
Uttarakuru 199

Trivnshan 111
Tryarima 111, 112
Tula xix, 144
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19, 45, 114

266, 267
125, 126, 316,
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Ulba 166
Ulwka 245
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Uina 82, 162, 370;

371,

320

535
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Upadikas 342
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59,
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68,
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225,

266,
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425
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295, 464
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477,
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472
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121
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431,
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Vamris 342, 343
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301, 302
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546

Yctaaprastha

582

287, 303
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Vara 332, 352
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Varaha 350 352, 514, 559
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Varna 123, 125, 126, 134
Vartika 173
Varufia 24, 29, 30, 32, 63, 82,
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Veda 324
Vedamato 59
Vedamaya 330
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524
494

Vipcis-37, 55
Vipasa 55
525
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Vipra 290
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Seven 189
Yiprabandhu- 50
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140
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170
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69
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255, 256
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356, 380
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277, 283
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Viblm 458

374, 51t
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Venus 275, 295, 296, 555562
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Vibhavasu 244, 250, 270, 271
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153, 544, 545

156,
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406
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364
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PREFACE.
THE

part or volume of these Essays, though printed
1
898, was not given out to the pubthe
pending
completion of this second part. In the
first

in the latter part of
lic

interim I have received, with great thankfulness, criticisms
first part couched in terms of great kindness from
the late lamented Professor Max Miiller of world-wide

on the

fame, and the great French savant Monsieur A. Earth;
also expressions of

warm sympathy and encouragement from

the learned author of The Orion, Mr. Bal Gangadhar Tilak.

The

criticisms being very instructive will be noted here.

Professor Max Miiller, writing in February 1899, said
that he read a good deal of the book and read much of it
with great interest, that the knowledge of Sanskrit litera-"
ture displayed in it was very considerable, but that although
what I had done in it had several times been very useful
to him, I

"

was " on the wrong path

in treating of

"
Mythology," he observes,

mytho-

very different from
at
a
Myths spring up
very early time and
"their object is not truth, but fancy. They generally
" contain
thoughts about the more important phenomena
" of
nature, and some of them are so old that they are
" found in India and in
Greece, and mast therefore have
"
existed before these two nations and the two languages
"
separated. I know quite well that at a later time some

logy-"
"
philosophy.

is

"of these myths were interpreted as if they contained
"
philosophical truths, but that is the work of a much later
"
to discover a
Therefore I think that to
age.

deep

try

"philosophical meaning in the ancient mythology

" mistake.

.....

You must work

historically,

is

a

and

"follow the growth of thought step by step, but not mix

"

up

different periods of literature.

For instance,

if

you

" were to
put together all that occurs about Aditi in the
"
in the Brahmawas and the Sutras, and in
then
hymns,
"the Mahabharata, you would do a really useful work and
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"
But though there are
labours.
help others by your
"
in the hymns and
of
philosophical thought
sparks
"
the
real
philosophical work begins in the
Brahmawas,
"
to be followed up in the six
has
Upanishads only, and
"
of
""

systems

philosophy."

Monsieur Barth says that my interpretations seem to
"
him much too complicated, and observes
They imply a
" far
and
riddles
of
knowingly
symbols
reaching language
" elaborated and
in
all
its parof
admitting
explanation
:

ticulars. Now it seems to me that true myths and
"
and arbitrary identifications
excepting the numerous

"
given in the Brahmanas, most of Vedic myths are true
"
myths are quite of another sort. They start from
"
a single and simple fact, clothing it in a fancy dress,
" sometimes as a
riddle, more often as a little story, which,
" when once set
up, grows and buds forth on its own
"account and behalf, the original fact being soon lost
"sight of. Hence the character somewhat spontaneous,
" fantastical and irrational of all true
myths ; in a certain
" sense
they are self-made, not intentionally composed,
" and do not admit of a full
explanation of all the par" ticulars
Your
indeed reminds one of that
system

"

of

Dupuis and Yoluey, who

in the first quarter of the pres-

" ent
century reduced to a kind of stellar drama all the
" ancient
But
myths of the Western world
" I am
to
add
that
if the system seems to me
glad
open
"
"

to

objections, the

many

fying of

book

much reading and

an interesting one, testilearning, and of an unre-

is

" strained
power of thinking, which command the sincerest
" admiration.

(

Such studies are very young amongst
" Indian
Pandits, and it is no wonder that entering untrod"den paths, you have sometimes missed the way. The
"

"

wonder
so well.

is

rather that at your

The explanations

of

stroke you succeeded
Dupuis and Volney are no

first

"longer held as true; but their ingeniosity is still
"admired, and your work is fully worthy to be compared
" with theirs."

About the

real philosophical

work beginning

in

the

Upauishads only and about there being only sparks

of

V
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philosophical thought in the hymns of the Jffo'g-veda and in
I would here invite attention to the magthe Brahma?ias,

nitude of those sparks as seen in Professor Max Miiller's
well-known work on The Six Systems of Indian Philosophy.

Chapter

II. of that

work

basis of the Vedic gods
civilization,

Babylonian
general remark
ideas, for

and

of

we

establishes

"the philosophical

" themselves.

Speaking

of the

the learned author makes this

" I do
not speak here of philosophical
have learnt by this time that they are of no age

any age

:

"

What he

(ibid., p. 45).

has said about the

highly philosophical thoughts on namarupa which are found
Brahmawas and must have come down to them from

in the

the prior Vedic generations, and which are similar to the
Logos philosophy of the Alexandrian school, is quoted and
dwelt upon on pp. 270 273 of this work. He has pointed
out that the Big-veda has

its

philosophical

Tad Ekam

or

That One of Which the gods are but various names, and
Ekam occurs in diverse places, viz., I. 164, 6 and

that this

46

;

III. 54, 8

;

X. 129,

which says that the
" Whatever is the

2.

Ekam

It occurs also in VIII. 58, 2,

has become

all this

(universe).

" he
" when the collection of
age,
says,
our Big-veda-samhita was finished, it was before that age
that the conviction had been formed that there

is

but One,

One Being,
above
of

all

human

neither male nor female, a Being raised high
the conditions and limitations of personality and
nature, and nevertheless the Being that was

meant by

all such names as Indra, Agni, Matarisvan,
even
the
name of Prajapati, lord of creatures. In
nay
by
fact the Vedic poets had arrived at a conception of the

really

Godhead which was reached once more by some

of the

Christian philosophers of Alexandria, but which even at
present is beyond the reach of many who call themselves

Christians" (Ind. Ph.,

p. 68).

One

of the

names adopted

by the Upanishads for Brahman is Purusha, whose history
goes back to the Punish a-sukta which is so old as to be
incorporated in the Rig-veda itself, and which presents the
philosophical idea that the primal Purusha that was offered

up as an oblation in the beginning by the Devas has
become the whole universe. The Brahmawas say that the
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Creator

Prajapati alias Visvakarman, or the Sacrifice
Purusha
Narayawa, has, by performing sacrifice,
Deity
become all this and surpassed all, and that he who per-

forms
fice

becomes

sacrifice

Vishwu

all this

of three strides

obtains for the

sacrifice!-

and surpasses

Sacri-

all.

which denote his all-pervasion
the same all-pervading power

(Satap.-br., trans., I. p. 268; also II. p. 155); and we
also meet with sayings to the effect that the sacrificer

becomes Prajapati or Vishnu himself.

All this

may be

compared with the Upanishadic idea that Brahman, wishing- to become many, performed tapas and has become all
this universe and entered into it, and that he who knows

Brahman becomes Brahman or quite similar to Brahman.
As regards the question whether the object of myths is
Uuskin defines a myth thus: "A. myth
simplest definition is a story with a meaning attached

not truth, but fancy,
in

its

to

it

other than that

it

seems to have at

first;

and the fact

has such a meaning is generally marked by some of
its circumstances being extraordinary, or, in the common
use of the word, unnatural." * Prof. Max Miiller
that

it

says
could rational beings have
admit an infantia of our race, we

:

"

If all

myths are irrational,

invented them

?

We may

how

cannot admit a period of dementia at the beginning of an
evolutionary process of which we ourselves are integral
And
links, if not the last results" (Sci. Myth,, p. 72).
" The first
he lays down this axiom
is
that
principle
:

there must be reason in mythology, and this principle,
even where it cannot yet be substantiated in every case,

should be retained as a postulate for the guidance of all
"
Thus
students of Comparative Mythology
(Ibid., p. 830)
.

there must be some hidden meanings in myths as in riddles.

The Vedic

literature discloses a great fondness for myths,
and enigmatic sayings, and " we learn from the
Brahmajias that at certain sacrifices riddles formed a
recognised amusement of the priests" (Ibid,., p. 82). The

riddles

Eig-veda, in the main and the Brahmawas are the literature
of persons who worshipped the gods by means of sacrifices;
* Tide the article on " Greek
Myths," reprinted in the International
Library of Famous Literature, p. 430.
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and

"we must remember

if

711

that the sacrifice on earth
the sky and

often an imitation of

vice versa

is

"

phenomena in
(Ibid., p. 582), it cannot be wrong altogether, historically,
to try to show that many of our ancient myths connected
with the sun, moon and certain important stars have sacrificial

and therefore old

religious truths for their hidden

meanings that the riddling and myth-making trait of the
Vedic period came down to the later period also ; and that
as the age of the stories found in the epics and Purawas is

subsequent to the age of the principal Upanishads, it is
not strange that many of those stories have Upanishadic
truths also in them.
Some of those stories are amplifications of Vedic myths, or

new ones

and Vedic enigmatic sayings.

built upon Vedic names
Not any elaborate philo-

sophy, but the elementary truths of religion such as the
conquering of the senses and Avidya, right conduct, devotion to

and

spiritual regeneration

through Vidya, worship

and

realization of the Infinite Self conceived as always
present in man, concealed in the heart inside, and seen in

the symbol of light, such as fire and sun, outside have
been sufficient to explain the esoteric meanings of these
stories, while, generally

bols and riddles

speaking, their language of sym-

limited to puns and puzzles of a kind
that may naturally be expected in a flexible language like
the Sanskrit, to the use of the names of Devas and Asuras,
is

the powers of light and darkness, for the personified good
and bad inclinations of man, and to the riddles arising

from the senses being distinctly called Devas, Visve Devas,

Seven J?ishis, &c., in the Brahmawas and Upanishads, and
from the double meanings which the names of Asura,
Danava, Daitya, &c., were capable of assuming in the
hands of the myth-makers; so that many a Purawic charac-

who is outwardly a demon conquering the Devas is
inwardly a good being subduing the senses.
These stories must have assumed their present forms
ter

long after

they

had

been in currency as marvellous

legends, believed in by the credulous populace literally,
and undergoing a process of additions and amplifications
in their outward aspects without always an inner

meaning
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This process is more marked
their particulars.
in stories which have grown into epics.
Therefore, all that
in all

has been attempted in respect of them
esoteric

meanings of their

is

to find the probable

As myths

salient features.

and

riddles contain veiled thoughts, one cannot help being
ingenious and also a little imaginative in trying to unravel

Some of them appear to be sufficiently transparent.
In treating of the Puramc myths and the characters
figuring in them, I have tried to collect and put together
them.

"Vedic references about
to me,

my

them

as far as books were available

and draw conclusions or inferences

lights,

to the best of

showing where the Vedic myths are reproduced,

or amplified, or modified.
Among Western scholars themselves

who are fully alive
to the importance of working historically there seems to be
as yet much diversity of opinion about the age of the Rigveda and the

real nature of the

Vedic gods,

religion,

and

They view things from different standpoints
and interpret and theorize accordingly. Professor Max

mythology.

Miiller's Science of

the

West

Mythology speaks of the existence in
mythology, one of

of different rival schools of

which was so antagonistic to him as to say that ' the number
of his victorious adversaries was legion/ This shows how
the subject of mythology is, and how knight-erraattempt of one like me to grapple with it must look.
Nevertheless, as it does not appear that the last word has
difficult
tic the

been said on the subject by any of the schools, I have
ventured to submit my views for investigation and scrutiny.

As much

as one wrong system after another that crops up
discussed and demolished, so much the better for future
workers. This second part of the work taken together

is

with the

on

first will

it finally,

better enable the formation of

an opinion

whether favorable or otherwise.

BANGALORE,
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October, 1901.
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own mother

at the
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sacrificial

the
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earth
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being the greatest
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nift-kshatriya,

inwardly

Rama

spiritual benefactor of the Kshatriyas,
lation of the Kshatram class having arisen (1)

this

outwardly

by changing the

Rama Margaveya of the
Kshatriya-hating Rama Bhargava

mild Syaparwa Brahman

Ait.-Br. into

as a verbal
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DHRUVA, SISUMARA AND
STARRY PRAjAPATI.
DHRUVA.
means

DHRUVA
the name

the Firm, Stable, Permanent,

of the

North Pole Star.

and

is

In the wedding-

ceremony, the bridegroom shows to the bride the North
Pole Star Dhruva, addressing to it this mantra
:

Db.ru va-kshitir dhruva-yonir

dhruvam

asi dhruvafca/i sfchifcam

Tvam nakshatranam medby
sa ma pahi pritanyatafc.

asi

(EkagnikawZa

I. 9, 6.)

Thou

art established in tirraneas, hast gob a firm place, dost
stand by firmness and art the Firm. Thou art the pole * of
Protect me from him who wars with me.
stars.

Although the
to the

subject

stars in the ecliptic are fixed, yet they are

apparent diurnal

rotation round the Pole

Star, which has no such motion, and
When man passes from student-life

is

to

therefore Firm.

married

life

he

enters the world in which he, as the head of his house, has
many duties to perform ; and his success depends upon his
firmness of character, unyielding to the earthly temptations
come to war with him and as the quality of firmness,

that

;

like all other

good

qualities, is

Heavenly, i.e., morally high,
looks up to the sky on high religiously, and finds in
the firm Pole Star, and uses it as the emblem of that

man
it

Firmness or Stability by which the moral world is susand that Stability is the All-loving Supreme Self,
tained
Who is to be realised as the soul's true Self, Life, and
;

without

Whom

everything would be sithila, crumbling,
(vide Taitt. Ar. I. 23 quoted in

and a-dhruva, not firm
Vol.

I.,

* Medhi

p. 446).
is

the pole in the threshing floor round which the bullocks turn.
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The Vislwu-pura%a (I. 11 and 12) says that King Uttanapada, son of Manu, had two wives, one named Suniti,
Wisdom, the other Suru&i, Good Taste. The former gave
birth to Dhruva, and the latter to Uttama.
One day,
Dhruva went to sit on the lap of his father, but was

who

prevented by

Suru&i,

Uttama should

sit there.

own son

said that only her

Thus repulsed, Dhruva left home
and performed severe tapas in a forest called Madhuvana,
the same where the town of Madhura was afterwards built
on the Yamuna river. Vislmu, Yajna-pati, lord of sacrifice,

was pleased with the
iu a

boy's devotion and established him
the
best in the three worlds.
Even the
Loka, world,

Seven Eishis (the stars of the Great Bear) stand placing
him in front, and his mother became a star residing in a

vimana

in the sky.

In order to explain how this story about the Pole Star
Dhruva arose, we must take notice of another Dhruva.
The Taitt. Samhita I. 4, 13, addresses the Soma juice, held

up

in the

Upayama

vessel

for being offered to

Agui Vai-

svanara, as being Dhruva, thus

Dhruvo

'si

dhruva-kshifcir

dhruvatamo '/uyutanam

Thou

dhruvanam

afcyutakshifctama7i.

art Firm, art established in firmness, art the great

those that are firm, the great

among

Firmness

among

Imperishable

imperishables.

This high praise of Soma is quite appropriate of the
sacred juice which is the Light and Self of sacrifice, and
by drinking which man becomes immortal (vide Yol. I.,
p. 132).

I take Prince

Dhruva

to be the

moon, and his

father ITttanapada to be Sacrifice glowing with uttana,
upward, pada, rays, as the flame of fire goes upwards.
Sacrifice

feet

is,

as

it

were, a

sisu, child,

lying on his back with

thrown up, and fed by the oblations thrown into his

mouth, the

firepit.

The Orion

The other prince Uttama, the
svanara,

belonging

to

sun, as the sun is the

comes

to

all

is

the

emblem

exalted,

men,

common

in

fire of

of Sacrifice.

may be Agui
the
all.

form

When

the lap of the Orion-Sacrifice in the

of

Vaithe

the sun

month

of

DHRUVA, SISUMARA, AND STARRY PRAlAPATI.
Jyesh/i,a, the

moon Soma

repulsed, as

is

it

3

were, as the

Thus repulsed, the mooa,
the month of Margasirsha when

moon's period has then ended.

months afterwards

six

in

his period begins again, performs tapas as full

moon on

the lap of the same Orion, now metamorphosed as Madhuvana.* After this, the northernmost point of the full

moon

reached in the month of the winter

is

solstice,

which

the beginning of the holy Utfcarayawa time ; and seeing
the star $rava7^a, whose regent is Vislmu, on the new-moon,
is

day

beginning of the Uttarayawa, the moon's soul

at the

soars to the North Pole Star, and finds a fixed, immovable

world

in that star, to

Outwardly Suru&i
sapatnya or

Good

Soma
all

show that the moon Soma

is

Dhruva.

exhibited as showing the spirit of
to
Dhruva ; but inwardly, as she is
enmity
is

Taste, she compels Dhruva, the deity of the sacred
drink of immortality, to show to the world how he is

that

is

denoted by the metaphor of a changeless, immov-

permanent star in TJttara, the north, meaning the
high region, and how as such he is a fit drink to his
able,

Uttama

or Exalted brother,

Agui Vaisvanara,

to

whom

the

dhruva cup is offered.
To persons residing in the north of the equator all the
stars, the sun, moon and the planets appear to go round
and round with the north pole star as their pivot. This is

The

exactly the idea found in the Purauas about Dhruva.
religious poet appears

a metaphor to
pervade,

is

illustrate

to

have utilized

Vedantic truth.

all-pervading,

i.e.,

Firm, Decayless, Changeless.
in all creatures, loving

them

this

phenomenon

Vislmu, from

as

vis to

He is Infinite. He is A&yuta,
He is Purusha, the In-dweller
all

as himself.

The sky

is

called Vishwu-pada, Vislmu's footing, place or situation.
This seems to indicate that His situation is Infinite, like

the sky.

And

as pada also

means

Tarawa, which

means

* Soma is
madhu, and the Orion is the place of the celestial soma, as
the moon Soma is the regent of the Orion's head or belt. Therefore, the
Orion is the forest of honey, Madhuvana, metamorphosed as the forest in
order to be a fit place for the soma which is a forest produce. But as
according to another fancy, the Orion is pura, town, it becomes Madhura,
Honey-town. Our earthly town Madhura seems to be named after the
heavenly Orion town.
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not only foot but also conduct or walk, it is by His fcarawa,
walk or conduct, of universal love as Purusha, that He bas

measured tbe tbree worlds

Brahman

Vislmu

is

iden-

Brahman

of

tbe

the true World, as the saying
Itself
Brahmaiva loko Brahma-lokaTi.
Therefore Vishnu

Infinite
is

the universe.

To the upasaka

with Brahman.

tical

:<

is

is the Firm world in the metaphor
Firm Pole Star obtained by the Moon, the man in

alias A/cyuta Himself

of the

the sky in the high
moral region of Vishnu-pada of
universal love, in which man, like the moon, should shine

and put dowu the darkness of ignorance and sin, perform
Thus the
self-sacrifice, and become Firm and Immortal.
Vislmu as universal

realization of

love,

by man's regarding

creatures as himself is the firm, bright world, like the
pivot Star Dhruva, on which all bright qualities, like the
all

stars of the ecliptic, turn.

9ISUMARA,

There

a mantra in the Taitt.

is

Aranyaka

II.

5,

13,

about a Deity called $i.<?uinara, whom it addresses
as Dhruva.
Sayana in Ids commentary thereon says that
it should be uttered, facing the north, when seeing the

which

is

Star, though it is not clear that the Dhruva of
mantra meant originally the Pole Star. It is to this

North Pole
this

effect

:

Covered and protected

knowledge
I salute

?)

as

am

I

by Brahman (Vedic

literature or

armour, and by the tejas, power, of Kasyapa.
is the head (of this Sisumara)
Dharma (Law or

my

Him who

;

(Sisumara's) forehead, Brahman and Yajiia
(sacrificial laudation and performance) the upper and lower jaws,
Vishwu the heart, the Year (as representing all the rites performed

I'ight

conduct or act)

is

means of spiritual birth), the (two) Asvins the
Atri the middle, Mitra and Varuwa, the two hind

in it) prajanana (the

two front
feet,

feet,

Agni the first part of the tail, Indra further on, Prajapati
on, and Abhayam (the Fearless) th<Tfourth (the

further

still

last

part of the tail). This indeed is the Divya, Heavenly, Sakvara,
Mighty, Sisumara. He who knows Him conquers recurring death,

and conquers

Thou

(i.e.

the lord of

all

(0 Sisumara!)

obtains) Svarga-loka

art Dhruva, Firm,

Thou

art the

Abode

of Firmness,

bhutas (born and living things), Thee

(all)

Thou

art

the bhutas
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Salutation to Thee

surround (and respect).
all to

Thee

Salutation to $isukumara

!

tfisumara

and

child,

!

5

Salutation, Salutation

!

Gangetic porpoise, also called sisuka,

is fthe

There must be some

jala-kapi, water- monkey.

etymological riddles underlying the fact of the Deity being
exhibited as the purpose, called not only $isumara, but
$isu-kumara, and also as a quadruped. Sisu-kumara is

compound of two child-names, for both sisn and
kumara mean the child, the former ' the grower/ the latter
the

'one who dies easily/ as although

all

men

are

called

martas or martyas, mortals, mortality is greater among
infants.
Who then is this Child ? I would identify Him
j

with that
is

the

l

urusha of the Purusha-sukta (Rv. X. 90)
Child of Purusha

Virai-born

Yajna, Sacrifice, who, sacrificed as
pasu or victim,

may

He

that Child
is

who

who

is

as the primeval

well be called kumara, one

who

died

all the Vedas,
gods, sun,
easily, aud whose parts became
moon, earth and sky, aud all kinds of life. In other

words,

He

is

Brahman, the One grown into Many, the
one and all. In the Purusha-sukta, Purusha's

Antaryami iu
seem

be referred

to

four feet

to iu the

'

expression

pado

'sya visva bhutani

tripad

.KMnd.-up. III. 18,

2,

asyamntam divi/ while in the
Brahman is distinctly called .Katush-

this

metaphor denoting His footing or

pad, quadruped,

pervasion everywhere.

mantras,
fice

rites,

Purusha

Our Deity

and the gods

is

as

fed by oblations to

it

all

as parts of

His body.

Sacri-

were a Child lying on His back and
the gods being thrown into his

Him.

fire

Abhayam seems to be the same

if they are all in
secondless and therefore fearless

as

also has the sacrificial

Self

as

is

spoken of

Upanishads. The Uttara-Narayawa portion of the
Purusha-sukta describes Purusha as adbhyafo sambhuta^/
born from the waters. Our Deity is the lord of bhiitas,

in the

'

beings, just like Hirawyagarbha, the Golden Child,

who

is
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bhutasya pabi, and whom the waters bear as Grarbha, Child
(Rv. X. 121). The dark blue sky Dyaufo is as it were the
beneficent rain-cloud symbolizing

Our Father on high that

has showered Himself as fcandrafo

all

brilliant

apa/i,

waters

and

drops, in the shape of the sun, moon, planets,

or

He

the stars, and

The

Taitt.

is in

Arawyaka

is

them

all

as the Child Antaryami.

quite alive to the glory of the

Antaryam), as further on, in IIL, 11,

Him

'

and

1

2, it

speaks of

jananam sarvatma/ and as
being Indra's Self moving by mind (i.e., as swift as miud)
as

antafc pravishia^ sasta

the heated or molten Hirawya, Gold, moving dasadha [pro-

bably meaning in the ten directions] within the sea.

seems to liken the

This

.

fire

Antaryami
Hiratiyaretas latent
and
seen
as
wondrously
Apamnapat, Child of
everywhere
the
of
in
form
the waters,
lightning born from the rainfco

cloud and flashing swiftly
therefore appears to

me

about in the sky-sea.

all

It

that as a riddle this Child of the

Antaryami in all forms and beings, is exhibited
as the porpoise. About the other name tfisumara, the
waters,

ih'e

commentary on the Arawyaka says that the porpoise is so
called because it drags children into water and kills them
('sisun marayati' ); or

it is

sisu as well as

mara, killer.
would be the paradoxical killer of children, for
the churned Agni and the extracted iSouia are also infants
Sacrifice

the sacrificial

offered into

pp. 27, 28)

;

fire

or the children

mind

in

desires, born

Amntahutis (Vol.

as

be

may

and killed by

the

like
*

lightning

The Asuras and

pati (7iand.-up.

Sam.

day

IT., 5, 11,

(ibid,

I.,

dispelling

4 and

5, 9, 2).

1

;

5).

Bnh,-ar.-up.

6, 7,

4

5

also Rv. I, 8, 3).

who

is

to night

sin, is tatnas,

Sacrifice is the thunderbolt Vajra with
I.,

1),

The Asuras belong

P&pman,

may,

Devas are both children
I., 3,

like

kill

is

for

of Praja-

Mind

(Taitt.

and the Devaa to

darkness

which to

who

same mind

the

This

darkness.*

their enemies the

I., 2,

Asuras, bad

Sacrifice,

the glorious Child born or revealed in

1.

(ibid. V., 1, 8).

the enemies (ibid;
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aught we know, be the meaning of the riddle of His being
the so-called /Sisumara.

Coming down

to

we

the Purawic period,

find

in

the

Bhagavata Parana V. 23, an elaborate description of
(Sisumara as a form of Vishnu in a certain posture in Yoga,
with Dhruva, the North Pole Star, at the end of His tail,
Prajapati,

and Dharma on the

Iiidra,

Vidhata at the root

of

the

tail,

tail,

Dhata and

the Seven-JSishis or the

Great Bear on the hip, the asterisms of the sun's Utta-

and Dakshwayana journeys ranged respectively on
His right and lefo sides, the celestial path called Ajavidhi
on the back, and the celestial Ganga, called Akasa-Ganga
rayaTia

on the

belly.

The Purawa mentions which

of the asterisms

what parts of
the body the planets, the sun, moon and the star Canopus
are placed, and how all the other stars are His hairs.

form the right or

left eye, ear,

Akasaganga seems

&c.,

ficial

deities,

in

be the Milky Way.

to

Thus, while the Aranyaka confines

whole

and

itself to certain sacri-

the Pura?ia goes beyond and takes in the
The reason is that as the Deity

celestial globe.

described in the Ara?iyaka is the universal Purusha of the
Purusha-sukta, the Pura^ic poet has felt himself justified in

showing how Purusha
of the star-bedecked
all
all

is

all-pervading,

heaven

is

in.

Him.

and how the whole
All the stars

and

creatures are His drops, and He is in every one of them
as the Antaryami Child, the Father Himself as the Child

Purusha in

all

of us, His

children.

So, the waters bear

Him, and yet He is beyond the waters, the forms and He
bears them all in Himself like the infinite blue sky.
;

In the Uttara-Narayawa portion of the Purusha-sukta,
Purusha is addressed thus
:

Hris &a te Lakshrnis fea patnyau,
ahoratre parsve, nakshatrara rupam,

Asvinau vyafctam.

To Thee Hri and Lakshmi

are wives, day

form, the Asvins wide-opened (mouth?).

and night

sides, stars
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This seems to describe Purusha in

Hri

the metaphor of
and
are
his sides, and
day
night
Dawn
and
probably
Day Light,
shyness and Lakshmi light. The

so far as

the sun in

and

Lakshmi,
Hri means

wives.

shy, blushing and modest when compared
But Purusha transcends the sun when
Light.
Day
and we are
said that the stars are His form ;

Dawn
with
it is

is

taken back to the description of Purusha which
in the

ing

Purva-Narayam

or

the

which the whole universe

to

is

accord-

Purusha-sukfca,

is

found

Purusha with the four

castes as parts of His body, the sun as eye, the moon as
mind, Indra and Agni as face, Vayu as breath, Antaviksha

as navel, the firmament as head, the earth as feet, &c., all

metaphorical language denoting his pervasion and
is
wide-open in the act
presence everywhere. His mouth
this

eating the whole universe, i.e., enjoying the joy of
universal love, wifch the jaws as the twin Asvius, probably
of

in the sense of eaters here, as asva, horse,

He

as to eat.

is

Sun

the

of Spirituality

derived from

is

His

;

and His the shyness

like

brilliant

is

of

day -light,
modesty,
knowledge,
He is shy because the formless infinite
like the dawn.

Purusha

is

hiding in

all

forms

is

hiding in the cave of

man's heart as the ever constant uarasakha, man's friend,
if man would only find Him out and profit by His friendship; but as soon as

He

is

found

and

realized,

Lakshmi, Light Spiritual, becomes so bright
vision of the

words

in' the

10

knower that he
of the

to the

at once prostrates

Upanishads (Ka/?.a V., 15

His

mental

and exclaims,
;

M.und.

II.,

Svet. VI., 14)
;
2,
There (in His brilliancy) the sun shines not, nor the moon and
sfears, nor these lightnings, nor Agni (for they all merge in His
:

'

Light).

shines

!

after Him who is shining
By His Light all this shines

It is

that

all

(bhe

universe)

!'

In India the division of the ecliptic into twenty-seven
asterisms is more ancient than a knowledge of its division
into the twelve signs of the Zodiac. Evidently following
the analogy of the idea of the aaterisms forming the limbs
of the Creator in the shape of the starry

$isurnara, the
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twelve signs of the Zodiac also were utilised in a smilar

manner by the Indian astronomer Badarayawa
which is translated by Prof. Max Miiller thus
'

The ram

the head, the face of the Creator

is

is

in

a verse

the bull, the

breast would be the man-pair, the heart the crab, the lion the stomach,
the maid the hip, the balance bearer the belly, the eighth (scorpion)

membrum, the archer his pair of thighs ; the Makara his pair of
*
knees, the pot his pair of legs, the fish two feet.'
the

STARRY PRAJAPATI,
The first Annvaka of the Taitt. Brahmawa I. 5, 2 says
that one should see puiiyam nakshatram (auspicious star)
at the time of the dawn so long as the sun is below that star.
This seems to mean the seeing of the star every morning
its heliacal rise up to the time of its
being
seen at the zenith at the dawn time.
Then, in the second

from the time of

Anuvaka

it

this effect

speaks of Nakshatriya or Starry Praj&pati to

:

He who knows
two worlds [men

the Starry Prajapati,

him they

notice of as being a worthy man).

The

know

(i.e.,

take

Hasfca asterism is His

(Prajapati's) hand, Xitra head, Nishtfya heart,

Anuradhas

that are in the

in this world, celestials in the other]

Visakhe thighs, and

foot.

This starry representation of the Creator is unique, inasas only five of the twenty-seven asterisms are taken

much

for the formation of the complete figure,

and the hand

is

To know is to realize, But what
placed above the head.
is it that is to be realized by seeing this starry figure in
order to become meritorious here and above

some

there

is

about

its

of these five asterisms, the

Hasta, hand,

is

who gave the name

The

very plain.

of

Hasta

to

it,

other twenty-six asterisms, saw in
* India; what
Orion, p. 204.

2

Evidently
I can
say

all

a guess.

is

meaning

Of the names
first,

?

religious riddle in this figure, but

it

can teach us

?

meaning of the
original Vedic poets

and other names to the
it some resemblance to

pp. 324, 325, quoted in Mr, TiJak'e
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the band, without meaning the other asterisms to be the
other limbs of the body, for if they had any such meaning in mind they would have clearly given the names

But the poets

of the other limbs to them.

of the

subsequent

Brahmawa period, in order to utilize the heavenly Hand to
some purpose, seem to have been tempted to evolve the other
making a complete body, from the neighbouring
by punning with their names. The puns are not

limbs, for

asterisms

expressly stated, but they

may be guessed thus Kitra as
with
connected
Mt, intellect,and therefore as being the
being
head, the seat of it ; Visakhe as two branches likened to the
:

* Anuradhas as anu-uru-adha/i, that which is below
thighs ;
the thighs. Nishiya also may have been similarly punned
with, as

figure

the well-standing, unswerving affection of
that is morally high in one's own self, This

nishM,

the heart for

all

makes Prajapati one who is urdhvabahu, with hands
About the significance of this urdhvaup.

stretched

bahu

figure, the Taitt.

Sarnhit& (V.

2,

1) says that,

5,

measured by Sacrifice-Purusha, the sacrificer becomes so
high as his upstretched arms would reach and also a bird.
the natural limit of the height of man is the head, his
growth beyond that height can only mean his attaining his

As

which he can soar higher and higher
without limit, just as the uplifted hand would go up higher
and higher in proportion to the growth of the physical body.
Both these sayings about growing as high as the uplifted

in
spiritual state

hand and about becoming a bird appear to be

me

in Yol.

knower by

"

(as fancied by

The
metaphorical expressions.
p. 347)
his universal love stretches himself beyond

I.,

the limit of his body as he becomes one with the Great
Purusha that dwells in all. For the same reason he is a
high-soaring bird." In the first volume I have dwelt
upon the Vedic account of the Creator Visvakarman as the
a
archetypal sacrificer that performed sacrifice, into the fire
and thereby became
victim
as
the
himself
of which He put
*

One

of the meanings

of Visakha in classical Sanskrit

the shooting attitude with the legs placed apart, that

each other,

is

is

to stand in

branched

off

from

DHRUVA, SISUMARA, AND STARRY PRAjAPATI.
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whole universe, pervading everywhere.
Likewise
spiritual growth, manifestation.

(the Self of) the

That
the

is

His

human

nakshatra, star,

by

an immorand be everywhere, and

sacrificer also is believed to attain to

tal spiritual state in
is

which he can

fly

one of the symbols of that immortal state,
word as meaning that which does not

looking upon that

decay.

Every

sacrificer in

performing his

to realize the archetypal sacrificer

sacrifice

Visvakarman

ought

alias Praja-

Therefore the object of utilizing the starry Hand for
evolving the Starry Prajapati may have been to exhibit Him

pati.

as the ever first fulfilled Sacrificer in the sky with hands
stretched up and seen at the dawn time as soon as He rises
heliacally

from the heavenly

sun, repeating the

sacrificial fire,

phenomenon every year

the light of the
as

if

to tell

men

over and over that they too should be JMtajas, born from
sacrifice.

According to the Aitareya Brahmana II. 14, Agni,
fire, is the womb in which the Sacrificer is to

the sacrificial

be born spiritually in order to go up to heaven with a golden

body, that

is

in unalloyed, pure spiritual state.

ARUNDHATL
Immediately after the mantra about Dhruva, the Ekagnikanda has the following mantra which the bridegroom

when showing the

repeats

married wife

star

Arundhati to his newly

:

Sapta jRishayafe prathamam Knttikanam
Arundhatim yad dhruvatam ha ninyufe,
Shai Knttikafe mukhya-yogam vahantiyam asmakam edhatv ashfami.

Inasmuch as the Seven Bishis

led Arundhati, the first of the

Kn'ttikas, to attain dhruvat&, stability (as the aforesaid first of the

Knttikas), [the other] six

embrace

May

[to her].

(of the)

Kn'ttikas bear their fond union or

this (newly

married wife)

of ours prosper as

the eighth

[among them].
Earadatta's commentary on this mantra

is

given in the

have followed him in taking the word
Kn'ttikafr in the third line as nom. plural, and vahanfciyam
Vahanti is a verb in the plural number
as vahanti iyam.

note below.*

I

referring to Knttika"/i,

The

(

plural

ours

J

and iyam,

refers to

mantra wishes his wife

'

5

this, refers to

to prosper

this

and be stable even

like

the sfcarry wives of the Seven Eishis.
her as the eighth to their number.

Dhruva, permanent or
nakshatra, star,

the bride.

who by

the husband,

Therefore he adds

synonymous here with
meaning that which does not decay, and
stable, is

*
"Saptarshayafo Kasyapadayaft tesham Knttikafc natna bharya/i saptaj
tasam Arundhati natna saptaml pativrata, pradhanabhuta nis&ala fta;
;

Aitihasika^ smaranti.
Tad idam
Knttikanam prathamam agraganyam
Arundhatim yat yada dhruvatam nis^alatatn, ha iti prasiddhim darsayati,

itarafo

vyabhifcarasankayd tyakta/i

iti

u&yate, Saptarshayafo Kasyapadaya/i

ninyufe nayanti sma, yadeti vafcanafc tadety adhyaharya/i, tad itarafe shai
Krtttika?i

Arundhatyam mukhya-ypgam pradhanabhavam vahanti avahan

abbyupagatavatyafojtasyaTi-ArundhatyaTidarsanena iyam vadhtir asmakam
asmador dvayos fcety ekasmin bahuvaftanam, iyam ashiami bhutva edhafcu

Aham Saptarshinam ashiamasthaniyo bh%asam, iyam api
Krtttikanam ashfemasth4niya bhuyad, it artha/i."
vardhafcam.
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means not only

therefore dhruvata

starry nature,

but

counted as the

first

stability.

In

this

mantra, Arundhati

or chief of

is clearly

the Pleiades, and therefore the

six Kntfcikas

that show their union or friendship to her are the remaining six stars of the group.

So much about the

literal construction

of the mantra.

Haradatta refers to an Itihasa story, which will be stated in
connection with the birth of the god Kumara and shown to
be a legend that has arisen by putting a peculiar construc-

upon the mantra for reasons which will be explained
the essay on Kumara. Before explaining here what
appears to me to be the real original meaning of the
mantra, I shall say a few words about the asterism Knttion

in

tikas.

The Knttikas
seven

stars.

are the Pleiades consisting of a group of
Knttika is a general name for all the stars

The

of that group.

Taitt.

Brahmawa

III.

1, 4, 1,

in speak-

under that general name, enumerates
seven names which appear to me to be particular names of
ing of this asterism

the seven stars individually. They are 1 Amba, 2 Dula,
3 Nitatni, 4 Abhrayanti, 5 Meghayanti, 6 Varshayanti, and
7 JEnputtika.
Of these, the names 4, 5, and 6 are easier

than the others, and appear to

me

to

mean

the rain-cloud

in three aspects as (4) the water-bearing, (5) the sprinkling

the showering. As to the names
derived
from amb, to go or to sound^
1, 2, and 3, Amba
J
'
Does she mean here one who voices or thunders ? Dula
or drizzling,

and

(6)

is

is

from

dul, to

who swings'

swing or sway.
(her voice)

to

Does she mean here ' one
and

fro

in that variety of

thunder which has thuds of sound originating in one place
and swung to another by echo ? Nitatni does she mean
'

one who rumbles or roars very much (ni

to roar)

?

If the

meanings

of these three

= nitaram,

tan,

names are what

are here suggested, it follows that they signify the raincloud in three varied aspects of its thunder, while the three
other names that follow them signify the same rain cloud
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in the three aspects of water-bearing-, drizzling,
ing.

About the

last

name

company of the others

if it

aspect of flashing by lightning. It
There
of the word is.

its

what the etymon

move

or

stir,

swif t-moving

and shower-

would

fit in to the
.Kupmiika,
could mean the rain-cloud in

it

difficult to

is

say

the root feup, to
that the lightning is

and all I can say is
and named for that reason

is

fcanfcala in classi-

group being seven and each
having thus got a name connected wifch cloud, no more
names were necessary to be coined. The closely packed up
cal Sanskrit.

The

stars of the

group looks to our distant view almost like nebula or cloud.

Having seen that the individual names mean the cloud,
us see if the general name Knttika also does not point

let

to the

same thing.

We

have the word

dn'ti,

which means

not only leather, but the water-carrier's leathern bag for
holding water, and according to Apte's dictionary, dnti

means

also a cloud in the

Vedic language.

This shows

that the rain-cloud was likened to the water-containing
leathern bag. Dnti is derived from dn', to tear, or rip open,
as the hide is ripped open from the carcass. Knttika is
Kntti is another word for
Kn'tti with the suffix ka.
leather,

meaning that which

that the

name Knttika was a synonym

is

cut open

;

and

it is

of dnti,

likely

and

that,

as applied to the Pleiades, it likened the group to a raincloud in the metaphor of a waterman's leathern bag.

Thus,

all

the Taitt.

the seven stars had their particular names in
Brahmawa, and yet in the mantra of the Ekag-

nikawda in question, one of them
name not mentioned by the former.

is

named Arundhati,

It is difficult to

a

decide

is the older, the Brahmawa or the mantra
Both give the general name Kn'ttikas. The
individual names given by the former are quite consistent

which

of the

two

in question.

with the general name. The general name may be older as
signifying the whole group as Knttika or rain-cloud, but as in

usage that name was used in the plural as Knttikas by
reason of there being seven stars in the group, a subsequent
poet

may have invented seven

different cloud-names

in
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No.l Knttika as Amba, No.2 Kn'ttika as

Dula/and soon. This was the concept of one poet; but a
whether he was anterior or subsequent to
different poet

Brahmana

the

is

immaterial here

was

free to

have

his

own

poetical concept about the Knttikas to show why one of
them should be called Arundhati, and why the other six of

them should fondly unite themselves to her.
now proceed to speculate upon and explain.

This I shall

what European mythology says about the
Pleiades throws a side light on the real meaning of the
I think that

mantra. " They are," according to Webster's Dictionary,
" the seven
daughters of Atlas and nymph Pleione, fabled
to have been made by Jupiter a constellation in the sky.
the brightest of these, a star of the third magniOnly six pleiades are distinctly visible to the naked

Alcyone
tude.

is

whence the ancients supposed that a seventh sister
had concealed herself out of shame for having loved a
mortal." Now the same star of the group whom the
eye,

ancient Aryas in Europe thought to be hiding herself from
shame was, I fancy, looked upon by the ancient Indo- Aryas

form of Arundhati in the aspect of such a modest,
chaste lady as is shy of showing herself up in a forward
manner. This heavenly quality of modesty of a chaste wife

to be a

is,

ter

I fancy, the dhruvata, starship or stability of characessential to her, that was conferred upon Arund-

hati.

was conferred upon
Arundhati, she became the prathama, first or most important of the Knttikas. The further fancy which I think may
Because

be

this

starship of modesty

fairly inferred

from the closely packed nature, to the

apparent view, of the Pleiades, is that

by reason

of the

shy

star being so very modest, the other six star-ladies liked her
so much that they rushed in and closed upon her, with

ahamahamikata or mutual

rivalry of 'I first'

and 'I

first/

mukhya yoga, fond union or embrace, upon
as we may render the word, kiss her, for mukhya

to confer their

her, or,
literally

means

facial,

or pertaining to mouth, and, taken
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together wifch union, would

mean

the union of faces in the

act of kissing.*

Further, the mantra implies that before Arundhatl was
thus poetically made the shy star of the group, she was
elsewhere and had another form. I would take her other

form

be the star Rohiwi (Aldebaran), meaning 'she who
It will be seen from the essay on the Seven .Z&shis

to

is red.'

(Vol.

316328)

I.

that

Lady Yak, who

is

(II. 2, 3) in connection

Bnhadarawyaka

mentioned

in the

with the Seven

.Bshis, figures as Arundhati in the Mahabharata story explained in that essay. It will also be seen from the essay
on Brahmajaya (Vol. I., 208212) that the star Rohii,

having the god Brahma as her Devata or regent, is Brahmajaya, Brahma's wife, identical with Yak alias Sarasvati.

Brahma, who is identical with Bnhaspati alias Yafeaspati,
the husband of Yak, is metamorphosed there as the sun.

Now
X.

1

let

1} 1

me

and

refer to the beautiful poetry of the jKig

2,

about the

celestial

wedding

Yeda

of Tvashtn's

daughter with the sun Vivasvan, as explained by me in the
There I have
198).
essay on the Asvins (Vol. I., 194
That poetry is this
identified her with the star Rohiwi.
:

The whole world comes together to witness her wedding;
they (the solar rays as the gods) make her Savarna, of
the same colour as the sun, and give her to him ; but just
when she is being wedded, they (the solar rays) conceal her

from view, because, when the star has heliacally set at her
conjunction with the sun, she becomes invisible, as if out of

modesty she felt shy to show herself. I took those who conceal her to be the solar rays in their aspect as the gods, for it
is

the solar rays

from our view.

now appears
* The

to

when she has
But

me

heliacally set that hide her

in connection with this wedding, it

better to view the solar rays in their

primary meaning of mukhya is facial or perThe word mukhya-praraa, which occurs in JTMnd.
Up. I. 5, 3, means breath in the mouth ; and because the face or head
forms the chief portion of the body, it came to be called uttamanga, and
literal as well as

taining to mouth.

therefore in
chief, best,

a,

secondary or metaphorical sense

most important.

mukhoya came

to

mean

aspect as the priests Angirases wlio are Vipras,alsp sometimes
called Seven Yipras (for instance Rig Veda ,1,11. 31j #>)..
is probable that the Seven Sushis spoken ol in Rig'\Q$j>
IV. 42, 8, as being our Fathers, are the Angirases, who. are
the first that are mentioned as our Fathers in the verse z.r-

It

Veda X. 1,4, 6).
Therefore, the Seven fitshis who lead our Lady to dhruy at|k

Angiraso

na/i pitara/t

(R\g

(

or starship as the shy star

may be taken

to

be .the

solar. r<ays

as priests. They see that, when the celestial br,ide Ephi^i
weds the sun, she merges in his light and becomes invisible
to us, out of the shyness of her

modesty; and sp they, ,.a,s
bound to give .g, jjer-

priests officiating in the wedding, feel

mauenfc shy form to such a chaste modest wife by making
her the regent of the shy star in the Krutikas, which .ace
near to Aldeberan Uohmi. If the shyness of a wife, repre-

senting her modesty or chastity,

is the dhruvata, permanent,
immortal, divine quality that is wished to be .seen in. the sh.y
star of the Knttikas, the other six stars that embrace apfl
.

;

kiss her so fondly must be taken

to represent the wife's

other good qualities, such as kindness, charity, &c.,,whjch
can only shine well if there is chastity in her. Therefore
chastity

is

prathama, the

first

or most essential quality

wife; and the newly married wife is taught to cherish
a heavenly quality, by seeing the star of chastity.

pf.ja

it

as

As this verse does not occur in the Rig Veda, it may ba&e
been composed when the point of the vernal equinox had
preceded from Aldebaran Kohim to the Pleiades .Kn'ttik&s,
/and when therefore the latter had become the first,. of the
,asterisms as in the Taitt.

Brahrnawi III.

1

,

1

So -of

.

shy stars in the heavens, the selection of the

Knttikas

to represent

ithe Knttikas as the

one

all

the

in;;the

Arundhati may be due to the ranJ^Qf
the asterisms in the time ofithe

first of

Yajur Veda.
Besthe chronology of the verse as it may. Its, poetry is,
as above explained, the old theme of the Rig ,Vedic .wedding of god Tvashtn's daughter, the star Rohmi. *Her
shyness or invisibility at the time of her solar conjunction
:

v

an important annual phenomenon as bringing jbaek the
;;

3
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sun from winter to the bright vernal and summer days
seems to have been a favourite theme of poets, both Vedic
and Puramc a theme which in the first Volume I have tried
to detect (1) in the disappearance of Urvasi

from Pururavas
'

to join the Grandharvas, (2) in the name Ahal-ya, She who
merges in Day/ of the Subrahmawya formula, in converting
which into the story found in the BalakawtZa of the Rama-

yawa the poet of

has taken care to bring out Ahalya's

it

invisibility, (3) in the

King

Parlkshit, and

disappearance of Queen Bheki from
in the name Adnsyanti, the daugh-

(4)

Of course, though the phenome-

ter-in-law of VasishiAa.

non

the same, each poet has read

is

illustrate

tion

it

some

was

in his

it

own way

truth or other, just as in the verse iu

to

ques-

utilized to illustrate the shyness of modesty.

If, as I fancy, the verse in question implies all that is
stated above, there must have been in existence at its time

a detailed myth or legend which it shadows forth in the
manner I have tried to explain. One of the ingredients of

myths

is

Arundhati

a play upon words.

Our

?

and say that

What

dictionaries read the

means na rundhati,

it

is

name
'

she

the etymon of
as A-ruudhati,

who

Ruudhati

does not

from the
overpower/
two
of
that
rudh
There
roots
one
are
root rudh.
name,
to redden and the other rudh to restrain, &c., with
rundh as its another form. As bright red colour, such
or

restrain, besiege,

as that of the

the

flame

the sky,

fire in

of

fire

and of the

is

sun

who

is

is

restraining, pressing, overpowerdazzling to the eye,* the same root rudh may
have branched off into two, one meaning to redden and the

ing,

i.e.,

other to restrain, &c.

has for

its

Now, Rohmi,

the red (star)

is

from

another root meaning to redden, and which
variant the same root rudh from which, as above

ruh, which

is

shown, rundhati

is

derived.

Therefore the story which the

mantra implies as to how Arundhati was made the shy star
of the Pleiades may (this I put as a theory) have included
this

verbal fcamatknti or

poetical charm,

namely that

* One awakened from
sleep feels Ms eyes dazzled by lamplight, and
the stronger light of the sun is always dazzling.
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Rohiwi the Red

presses on our eyesight

is

Rundhati

by her red

or one

colour, but at

the time of her marriage with the sun she is
A-rundhati,
not pressing, not
set,
restraining, for, being now
heliacally

she

not visible to us, and her
light is not strong enough
to restrain the sun.
She does not want to go against his
light, but as a shy modesfe woman she goes into his shadow
is

or light and becomes invisible to us.

chaste wife

In other words a

always one in mind with her husband, and if
that husband is as brilliant in his good
qualities as the sun

is

is

in his light, he will never
give reason for any duality of

mind

between him and her. As she leaves her parental
roof and comes under the roof and
protection of the husband she merges in him. Inasmuch as Rohiwi thus be-

comes A-rundhati by the shyness

of her

modesty as a wife,

the jRishis are pleased with her and perpetuate her shy
aspect by making her the shy star of the Pleiades.*

In Grobhila's Grihya-sutra
bride,

when seeing the

her thus

II., 8, 10,

the newly married
made to address

star Arundhati, is

:

Buddha ham
'

'

I

am

asmi,

restrained.'

In this enigmatic expression, there is a play upon the
words A-rundhati and ruddha. What is it that restrains

hope no bride will take exception to my putting the sentiment intended as being most probably this

the bride

I

?

:

* There is the word Aruntuda
(arum-tuda) which means that which
If likewise Arundhati
to
the
flesh
marmam
pain
(arumshi
tudati).
gives

can be read as Arum-dhati, and if dhati can Tbe explained away as an archaic form of dadhati, Arundhati would mean she who bears the flesh or
'

'

an appropriate name for the red star Rohiwi, who as a verbal
fcamatk&ra becomes A-rundhatl at the time of her wedding. In Apte's

red colour

dictionary aru is put down as one of the
called aruna and arnsha, the tawny or red.

tawny or

red.

But in the

list of

names of the sun, who is also
The dawn is called arusbi, the

the asterisms in Taitt.

Br. III.

1, 4, 8,

the

asterism are characterized as Anaghas, Agadas and
Arnndhatis; and since the first two names are formed by the negative
stars of the

prefixes an

Magha

and

a,

and mean

sinless

and malady-less, the third name

must be taken as being used there with the negative prefix a asa-runSo our grammarians are justified in
dhatl, not restraining, not troubling.
also

their derivation of Arundhati as A-rundhati.
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r 'thou

4-rtindh'ati!

who dost

not restrain, overpower or

go against" the light or wish of thy husband ^-dost not
ftesiege'him to give thee this ornament or that gaudy dress,
tout;

always modest, contented, and cheerful with chasa& thy priceless ornament
Though thou art a shy
1 atti restrained
bewitched by the brilliancy of thy

art

tity"'

star,

!

ifco'val

grandesu'r

by having thee as

;

tVained by the moral

my

model, I

am

res-

obligation to perform
ike
duties
of
a
chaste
wife.
good
steadfastly
that
is one of the stars
Arundhati
Apte's dictionary says
restraint

01-

i

;

of tlie Pleiades, as indeed the

mantra

in question leaves

But popularly
so.
small star' dimly visible near the middle star of the

doubt whatever about her being

no

now a
tail

of

:

th e Great Bear

considered to be Arundhati, attending
that
middle
star
which is considered to be VasishiAa,
upon
hei* husband ; and this view the Va/caspatya dictionary
is

supports on the authority of Varahamihira's Bnhatsamhita.
This' shows that taking the seven stars of the Great Bear
represent the organs of the senses in the head, which
are the two eyes, the two ears, the two nostrils, and the

iib

mouth, making a

total of seven,

and which according

to a

Upanishad II., 2, 3, are Seven
near one of them was named Arundhati,

text in the Bnhadara?^yaka
JKshis, a shy star

among them Vak

to represent

same

holding communion with Brahman (Brahsauividana), vide the essay on the iSeven 7?ishis, in the

text says,

mawa
first

as the Eighth, who, as the

is

Volume, where I have shown that the Mahabharata

has metamorphosed Lady Vak, of the text of the Bnhadara-foyaka as
1

,'

1

ffie"

Arundhati as the only Brahman woman among
Seven Bishis. As among other things

grbtrp of the

&ranman means
according to
(Vol.

the Brahmsi priest (Vol. I., p. 405), and as
idea, Vasisht/ia is the famous Brahma

Vedie

I.,

middle star of the

p. 42), the

tail

seems to

been named Vasish^a,, with the shy star near it perVak Arundhati as if holding communion with

sonified as

Brahman
brid

j

and

as

Vak

is

Vidya, Lady knowledge, the
been made to

is required to see the star that has thus

of woman.
symbolize chastity as the highest knowledge
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of Arundhati's place

Great Bear seems to

me to have
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from the Pleiades

to

the

takeu place in an age subse-

quent to the Vedic period.
Whether the modest lady be in the Pleiades or in the
Great Bear, she

Dawn, who

is

the reflex of the blushing, modest, golden
Dawn Celestial in the golden star Aldeis

beran Rohwi, who being Brahmi, i.e., dedicated to Brahma^
represents Vidya; and Brahmi as she is her identity with
the
or

Dawn may be detected in the fact of the early morning
dawn time being called Brahma-muhurta. In India

women rub

married

themselves with

imitation of the golden colour of the

Bohinl

Is this in

saffron.

Dawn and

of the star

?

Some

Mantras look as

they were composed
wedding of the bride here to the celestial
wedding of that star under another name, Surya\ In many
places the Big Veda alludes to the wedding of Surysl; and
of our marital

if

to liken the

Surya, from meaning the celestial bride, has come to
the bride in general.

One
which

Soma

of

mean

the Mantras of the Taitt. Ekagni-kawda, and

the same as Big Veda X., 85, 40 and 41, says that
the first wins the bride and gives her to Gandharva,
is

the second, who, taking her, gives her to Agui, the third,
who, taking her, gives her to the human bridegroom, the
fourth,

who becomes her husband.

This, in

my

opinion,

indicates that the bridegroom should regard his wife as

being virtually the celestial goddess and bride, the star
Vidya herself come in procession from

Rohini-^-as being

gods themselves. Let me
The moon Soma, being
the lord of stars and being very fond of Rohwi (Vol. I.,

heaven through the hands

of the

interpret her procession thus

:

(1)

has preference over the others ; so, as the glorious
moon of autumn, he finds her in night and wins her as the
abundance of harvest ; (2) then at the end of the night
p. 212),

half of the year, he gives her to Gandharva,
to be the sun,
her, for

him

when the

latter

comes

who here seems

in conjunction with

to find in her that fruitful heat

and rain which

resuscitates the life of winter-beaten earth; (3)

when she is
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thus heliacally seethe sun, let it be fancied,transfers her divinity as the shy, modest, chaste lady into the hands of his conjunctional priestly rays whose collective light may be taken
here to be personified as the heavenly priest Agni (for Agni
is

6)

Hotn,
;

and

JS'itvij

and

all the priests put together
Rv. 1. 94,
heavenly Agni, entering into and glowing

(4) this

whose presence the wedding takes
his
throws
place,
sanctifying rays on the human bride as if
her
the aforesaid divinity of Rohwi brought
into
infusing
as the sacred fire in

by him, thereby making her virtually the
and gives her to our bridegroom.

celestial bride,

be regarded as a heavenly gift come
from the gods, for by means of another mantra (Rig Veda
X., 85, 36) the bridegroom addresses her:
Mahyam tva

Thus the bride

is to

dur g&vhapatyaya Devafo

c

The gods have given thee

:

And

to

the bridegroom is
me
made to look upon his wife as the celestial bride, she in her
turn looks upon him as one who is born from tapas, for the
for the lordship of the house.'

if

Taittiriyans have incorporated in their marital mantras the
first two verses of Rig Veda X., 183 (vide the EkagnikawcZa
I., 1 1,

1

and

2)

;

in the first of

the bridegroom to this effect
I found thee to be born

which the bride addresses

:

from tapas, to be developed from tapas,
Bestowing offspring and riches here

to be contemplating in mind.

be thon, who longest for offspring, born with (thyself as) offspring.

The

original of the last part is:
prajayasva prajaya
putrakama, The idea is that the father himself is as it were

born or reproduced as sons, and so

name-giving

in the

n&makarawa or

ritual the father addresses the child

verse ending with

myself called son.'

:

atma

vai putra

namasi

I think the expressions
'

by a Vedic
'

:

f

thou art

born from
3

'developed from tapas qualify 'thee, the
bridegroom, But if we construe the first part as: 'I found
thee to be contemplating in mind him wlio is born from

tapas' and

tapas and developed from tapas/ there seems to be in it
an allusion to the tapas-born Son of Prajapati. In return

the bridegroom addresses the bride by the second verse to
this effect

:
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.

I found thee deeply contemplative*

and to be wishing

for

maternity. Become thou in respect of me an exalted mate f and
be thon, who longest for offspring, born with (thyself as) offspring.
;

Thus the

qualification necessary for entering into

wed-

be bora from tapas, knowledge or righteousness,
and to be deeply contemplative. Of what ? Evidently of.
the serious moral responsibility of wedded life.
The

lock

is to

husband and wife ought
not only for their

to

be highly moral and religious

own

sake, but also for the purpose of
The object of
infusing their spirituality to their issue.

not to satisfy lust, but to get dharma-praja,

is

marriage

The
righteous offspring, which requires good heredity.
vrata
of
down
this
for
the
Apastamba lay
Grihyasucras
wedded

pair, viz., that for three nights

from the

first

day

of the wedding the husband and wife should eschew salt and

and sleep on the ground, putting a stick called Gandharva-samit as a barrier between them in their bed and

spice

observing brahrna&arya, which here

Thus

strict celibacy.

is

explained to

at the very outset lust is to

mean

be con-

quered under a severe test of temptation. J And at the
second half of the fourth night the stick is removed, and

when removing it, Gandharva Visvavasu, who was supposed
to have been in it spiritually, is besought (by a mantra of
the Ekaguikawda, and which is the same as .Rig Veda X.
85, 21 and 22) to leave the bride and unite her to her

and

husband

is

the

*

is to

other things,

goddess

viewed

the

as

[damsel not yet married
be guarded] in her parental house.

seek another

whose virginity
As go, among

means Vak, and as Vak
this Gandharva may be

of knowledge,

holder

Deeply contemplative.

or
The

guardian

of

Vidya

in

the

original is didhy&nam.

young woman ; but yuva, young man
andyuvati, young woman, are derived from yu to unite or join together, and
(

seem

Mate.

to

and as
the

The

original is yuvati,

have originally meant

man and woman

this generally takes

place

name came

to

joined or matched together,

when they have attained

their youth,

mean young.

J In these days of infant marriage, simply the Mantras are repeated,
is placed somewhere and the bride and bridegroom sleep. in

the stick

different rooms.

I

am

speaking of the custom in Southern India, where
off till after the girl's puberty.

thank Heavens the nuptials are put
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latter's aspect as

bride.

Ifc

brahma&arya

in the

pare virginity of the

should uot be supposed that brahma&arya

is

lost

Brahma&arya enters into all approved
state
of life.
There are Purauic texts to
any

after marriage.

conduct

in.

say that even a married man who
vow and not lustful is brahma&arin.

is

true to the marital

The Gandharva, when

leaving the stick, transfers the guardianship of the damsel
to her husband who, by the wedding, has become gn'hapati,
lord of the house, but as this gnhapati

and

his wife are

expected to maintain always the sacred fire in the house,
that fire Agni is the spiritual lord of the house, as indeed

he

is

I

called Gnhapati.

that this Agni

is

have shown

the first volume

in

symbolic of the Supreme

Self,

who

is

and the fountain of morality and goodness.
husband and wife realize Him as their spiritual

'SarvantaraTi
If .the

Guardian or Governor, and always do right and good
according to His dictates, and offer their act to Him as
a lesson learnt, practised, and delivered, they would make
themselves His worthy children and worthy students sporting along in the world in a buoyant, joyous, felicitous
spirit.

The period

of three days

celibacy in wedlock

is

which

is

to

be devoted to

the lowest period prescribed for the

The Gnhyasutras of Asvalayana (I. 8, 10 and 11),
prescribing the same vrata for three nights, say that it

vrata.
in

may be continued

for twelve nights,

and

that, according to

one year, the son that
some teachers,
kept up
would be born would be Bka jRishi, the one (matchless)
if

seer.

it is

for

In this there may be an allusion to the vrata

of tapas

or austerity observed by Prajapati for one year before His

Son Rudraof eight names and forms was born (vide Vedic
that Son Prajapatya who is
stories explained in Vol. I./
called Ekarshi, the
is

One

Seer, in the Isavasya.

That Son

womb of all, loving them all as Himself,
whom the kuower ought to effuse himself as

in the heart's

by realizing
all

the creatures that should be loved by him as himself.
is his spiritual birth
that, his praja or offspring.
Universal iCelibacy being .impossible, for if it can be

That
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mankind would become non

practised the whole

est in a

single century, marriage or in other words householdership
is a sacred institution conducive on the whole to the moral

Man and woman, by marrying and
and
grand-children, and by social relationgetting children
ship with the members of the several families with whom
excellence of mankind.

they and their brothers and sisters and cousins and all
their children and grand-children would be connected by
marriage, would have a wide field for the exercise of har-

monious conduct and

of fortitude, love, pity, kindness,
philanthropy, &c., in overcoming difficulties and temptations ; in bringing up their own children

charity, hospitality,

and the children
relatives

;

sometimes

in tending- the sick

left

orphans

of their poor

among them, foregoing com-

and sleep for days and nights together ; in showing
sympathy and help in sorrow and distress ; in inviting a
large concourse of relatives, friends and guests to share
fort

their joy

and partake

of their food on festive occasions such

as those that are laid
local customs

;

down by the Gnhya-sutras and by
many other ways too numerous to

in short in

A

be enumerated here.

of the married life will

the enlarged self of

woman

to realize

proper discharge of all the duties
change the self of selfishness into

unselfishness,

and prepare man or

Our Father, the Supreme

Self,

who

loves

the whole universe as Himself, and for the sake of whose

Love, and not for anything else, wife, children, and all
things become dear to the knower (vide the Sermon on Love
in the

Bnh. Ar. Up.

family

man, man

Father who
self

is

In becoming the kuiumbin or
should always bear in his mind Our
II. 4).

Visva-kuiumbin, whose Consort is Himit is said that He doubled Himself as

as Vidya, for

Husband and Wife,* and who
fold Son, for

it is

said that

is

Himself the One-Mani-

He

Himself was born as the

universe and entered into every creature and thing. This
Unity of God has been explained in the essay on Creation
* To this idea

may perhaps be

traced the Pura/nic picture of Siva as

Ardhanarisvara, half male and half female.
of

Vishmi

:

Naranarimayo Harib.
'

4

A Pura/rcic text says the

same
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in the first

volume.

Similarly

it

is

said

:

Ardho va esha

f
atmanaft yat patn! (Taitt. Br. III. 3, 3, 5):
One's wife is
indeed the half of himself/ and
Atma vai putra namasi
'
art
son.'
In other words father,
thou
called
son,
myself
:

:

mother, and children should be one harmonious unity of the
homestead, and such unities of all homesteads should

become one grand unity by the bonds of the love of our
common Father. The wife should be the personification of
Vidya, and her husband and children should so behave
themselves as to be fit to be called Vidya-pati and VidyaThere are texts found in the metrical Smn'tis to
putras.
the effect that the bride

is

Gauri or Rohini.

It

is

true that

those texts belong to the age when the custom of girlmarriage at her eighth or ninth year at all events before
her puberty had come in vogue ; but the thing to be
noticed

is

the bright divine

which the bride

name

of Gauri or Bohini

bridegroom become
divine rank, and spoken

of as

Lakshmi and Vishwu.

may be taken to indicate that they are expected
the

by

During the marriage she and the
privileged personages, elevated to

is called.

Supreme Dampati or Jagat-Pitarau

in the cave of their heart.

This

to realize

that are concealed

KUMARA.
Immediately after the mantra about

Arundhati, the
has
the
verse
about SadaEkagnikawda
following Grayatri
saspati

:

Sadasaspatim Ad.bhutam
priyam Indrasya kamyara
sanim medham ayasisham
I

approach the Prodigious or Wonderful Lord of the

hall,

who

is

the giver of

wisdom or

insight,

and who

(sacrifiical)

is

dear and

desirable to Indra.
is verse 6 of Big Veda I. 18, the preceding verses
which are about Brahmawaspati. Haradatta takes Sadasaspati to be either a deity of that name or Agni himself,

This

of

the lord of the sacrificial hall,

Indra because the

who

is

dear or desirable to

Soma

drink wished for by Indra is in
Agni's gift. In .Rig Veda V. 23, 2, Agni is addressed thus
Tvam hi Satyo Adbhuta/i Thou art indeed Truth Wonder:

:

ful.

In the Agni-upakhyana which forms part of the Arawya-

parvan of the Mahabharata, and which gives the genealogy
of Agni in the form of his being himself his sons and grandsons consisting of the several kinds of Agnis and other
objects connected with sacrifices, Adbhuta is mentioned as

one of the Agnis, the sou of Agui Sahas, Valour ; and the
commentator thereon quotes this $ruti Sahasas putro
:

Adbhuta/i,.

In the Rig Veda

I.

40, 2, Brahmawaspati is
Prof. Max Miiller, at

called Sahasas putra, sou of valour.

pages 825-829 of his Contributions to the Science of Mythology,
has shewn that Brahmawaspati, lord of words or prayers,
Bnhaspati, is one of the aspects of Agni. The Skandaupakhyana which is in continuation of the Agni-upakhyana,

alias

and which forms the Adhyayas 222

231, of the Arawya-

about the birth of Skanda alias Kumara, with
parvan,
six heads, as the sou of Agui Adbhuta, and about his
is

becoming the general
I.

18,6,

of the

about Sadasaspati,

army

is

of the Devas.

The

verse,

one of the Vedic texts upon
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which the Itihasa
to be based.

Son God

into the

birth Indra, the

Skanda seem

stories about the birth of

I take

Agni

of these

head

Sadasaspati to
stories,

of the Devas, is

have developed

the general for whose
stated in them to have

ardently wished, and who with his six heads
Prodigious or Wonderful.

The idea

.or

Adbhuta,

and the Devas

of the Itih&sa stories that Indra

were in need of a senanya

is

general for their

army and

ardently desired for his birth seems to have been elaborated

from

'

'

priyam Indrasya kamyam
Indra is the most valourous god

of the verse in question.

of the

In one

Big Veda.

hymns, X. 103, the Deva-senas or armies of
the gods are spoken of thus
Indra is their netri, leader leb B?'ihaspati, Dakshiua (Largess),
let the
Yajfia (Sacrifice), Soma go forward in them (pura etu)
Maruts go in the van of. the demolishing and victorious Devasenas

of the martial

:

;

;

(verse

8).

Even

some

in

of the

Upanishads Indra

is

the

Supreme

Deity but in the subsequent period he became one of the
loka-palas, i.e., the king of the loka called Deva-loka, with
;

Dakshina, Yajna, Soma and
priest.
an aspect of Agni, are sacrificial deities,
;
and their going forward in Indra s armies consisting of
the Maruts, who are the Devas, indicates that the
Brihaspati as

his

Bnhaspati, who

ia

Maruts are the powers of righteousness and knowledge,
exhibited in the metaphors of the rain-producing solar rays,
having the sun as their leader. They conquer the powers
Of the sacrificial deities,
of darkness, of. badness and sin.
is

Agni

He

is

very

important as being the flag of Sacrifice.

Rakshas or Yatudhanas, beings
falsehood and sin (jRig Veda X. 87
vide

Rakshoha,

representing
p. 67 of Vol.

killer of

;

I.).

In

his aspect as

Rudra, he

is

known even

Rig Veda (VII. 46) as a warrior having a firm bow,
discharging swift-flying arrows, and tigmayudha, having

in the

sharp-pointed weapons. This aspect of him is, among other
in the Rudradhyaya of the Yajur-veda
aspects, emphasised
(Taitt.

I.

189,

He is there called not only the god of
but
also
arrows,
Senauya, the General. Eig-veda
'
a
Agne nay supatha/ &c., asks Agni to lead us

Sam. IV.

bow and
1

:

5)

.
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good path, and war with and conquer our sin, the
crooked-goer. It is true that in the Eig-veda Indra is the
most heroic god, but when in the verse in question (I. 18, 6)

in

the same Eig-veda says that Agni Sadasas-pati was kamya
even to Indra and that he is Adbhuta, Prodigious, it became
easy to suppose that Indra and the Devas were in need of
that aspect of Agni according to which he is sahasas-putra,
son of valour, prodigious, and the most powerful senanya

army of the gods to victory in the
of
path
good
righteousness, as his identity with Brahmawas-

or general, leading the

prayer or knowledge, well befits him to do.
in the Vedic period the indriyas, senses, had
even
Moreover,
begun to be called Devas or Visvedevas (vide Vol. I., p. 250),
pati, lord of

and so Indra seems to represent in many Purarac stories
the lord of the senses which, when religiously trained to
find in everything the hidden Child Antaryami whose
symbol is Agni, must have Agni, the Fire of Knowledge, as
their General in order to put down the Danavas, the dark
passions.

Kumara is called Agnibhu/i, son of Agui, while one of
the versions of the Itihasa stories about his birth depicts
him as the son of Rudra. There is no contradiction in this,
for

Rudra

is

one of the aspects of Agni.

Indeed the

Skanda-upakhyana clearly speaks of the identity of Agni
and Rudra in two places. In the Vedic stories explained
in the essay on Creation (Vol. I., pp. 484 and 485), Rudra
of eight names and forms is born as the Son of
Prajapati,

and

which is all-pervading and which has
forms, itself without any form, is Kumara,
the Child Antaryami, and I have tried to show that that
his ninth aspect,

entered into

all

identical with Hirawyagarbha, and that He and
His Father Prajapati are identical. Whereas in the Vedic

Child

is

Son God, the Itihasa stories depict
Father
as
getting Skanda as His Son
Agni
the Father Himself born or manifested as Son. They may
stories

Rudra

Rudra

alias

is

the

well do so, for one of the Vedic stories about Creation, viz.,
the $atapatha Brahmawa (X., 2, 2, 1, quoted in Muir IV.
p. 23) identifies

Agni with

Prajapati,

and among the Vedic
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gods Prajapati is pre-eminently Father. In the $vetasvataraupanishad, while one part of it (IV. 12) says that Rudra is
Hirawyagarbha, whose birth (or realization in one's own
heart) must be seen
Hira?iya-garbham pasyata jayamanam ; (vide \7 ol. L, p. 461), another part (III., 4) has this
'

:

'

variant of the sentence,

masa piirvam

;

f
:

He

Hira?iyagarbham janaya-

viz.,

(Rudra) begat Hirawyagarbha in the

beginning/ The former, reading occurs also in the Mahanarayawa-upanishad X. 3. Taking the two readings together, there is the paradox of Rudra being Hirawyagarbha,
and yet at the same time the father of Hirawyagarbha. We
further on that the Itihasa stories indicate

will see

Son

Skanda

Glod

Kumara

edicts

Indeed, one of them,

to

the

be Hirawyagarbha,

the Skanda-upakbyana clearly

viz.,

addresses Skanda as Hirawyagarbha, and if Skanda
identical with Agni or Rudra, and yet at the same time he
the son of
to

mean

is
is

Agni or Rudra, this paradox must I think be taken
simply that Agni is delineated in these Itihasa

stories in the aspect of

the Father

Self-born,

Father Prajapati who is Svayambhu,
manifesting Himself as Son, the

Child Antaryami in all creatures.
As the Son God Kumara of the Itihasa stories

is

identi-

cal with the Yedic Son God Rudra, the apparent indelicate
particulars found in them in one form or another appear to

be an imitation

of

similar particulars found in the Vedic
Rudra, and explained in the first

stories about the birth of

volume.

The

indelicacies vanish

when

the inner meanings

are realized.

Out

of the Itihasa stories,

I

shall take

up

first

the

Skanda-upakhyana, Arawya-parvan 222231,
above referred to. As that story seems to be the same as
the Itihasa referred to by Haradatta in his commentary on

story of the

the Vedic verse about Arundhati, and is, in my opinion, a
riddle evolved by putting a different construction upon that
I shall devote a
verse, therefore before narrating the story,

few

lines as a

a different

The

preamble

to

show why and by what inferences

construction was put on the

original

meaning

verse.

of the verse as explained in the
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be briefly recapitulated here

:

Inasmuch

the

as

Seven Eishis (the solar rays

as the

seven

Arundhati (the star Aldebaran Eohiwi at the time of her
marrying the sun when she merges in his light as if she is shy to
show herself) to attain dhmvata, stavship or stability, as the firsb

priests) led

of the

[seven] Krittikas (as the shy star

[other] six (stars of the) Krittikas bear
(in the act of kissing her

on

face).

May

of the

Pleiades), the

mukhya-yoga, union
this

of faces

our bride prosper as the

eighth of them.

In that essay I have given reasons for identifying the
dhruvata conferred upon Arundhati to be the starship
of the shy star in the

group

of the Pleiades.

I also stated

there that in an age subsequent to the Vedic period the
seven stars of Ursa Major or the Great Bear were

looked upon as personifications of the two eyes, the
two ears, the two nostrils, and the mouth, total seven,

spoken of in the Bnhadarawyaka Upanishad II., 2, 3,
as the Seven .Ri'shis, with Vak, Speech, as the eighth
among them that in the Mahabharata story about these
;

Seven

Justus

she

who

is

Vak

in that

Upanishad

is

exhibited as Arundhati,. the only Rishi or Brahman woman
among the Seven Z&shis ; and that a shy star near one
of the seven stars of

dhati.

The change

to the Great

Ursa Major was fixed upon as ArunArundhatf s place from the Pleiades

of

Bear must have taken place, long before the
my opinion that story has arisen

Itihasa story arose, for in

by looking upon the shy

star in the Great

Bear as the

dhruvata attained by Arundhati. The express mention of
dhruvata or firmness of character in respect of Arundhati

and the fact that the Seven

Jftishis of

the Great Bear keep

only her near them, seem to have led to the supposition
that all the seven ladies of the Vedic verse were their
wives, that they saw reason to question the chastity of
six of them, and that therefore they divorced and drove

them

There can
out, keeping only Arundhati near them.
be no idea of unohastity of married women without a

Whom

could the Seven
male's figuring as a jara or lover.
l&shis suppose the lover of the six Enttikas to have been?
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Even Agni,

according to the Vedic calendar, lie is
the devata of the asterism Krittikas; and the poet seems
to have thought that he may well depict Agni as jara
for,

in this connection, because in the R\g Veda Agni is called
the jara of maidens and the husband of matrons (jarah

kaninam

patir janinain, I., 66, 4),
It being well-known
(VII., 9, 1).
it

Svaha,

was,

and the jara

of

that Agni's

I think,

dawns

wife

the

for

is

of

supposed
purpose
evolving Agni's jaratva that without loving Svaha his
mind was upon the wives of the Seven jftishis, that, flying

form of the she-bird Vinata

where Agni was,
Svaha personated six of the wives one after another, except
Arundhati, and had Kumara of six heads born as Agni's

in the

to

son, that soon a scandal arose of the poor innocent person-

ated six wives of the Sushis being really the mothers of
the child, and led to their divorce ; and that when the

came

of age, he administered justice by conferring
and Vinata the starship of the seven stars
them
upon
of the Pleiades, and by compelling his father Agni to
have Svaha only as his wife. Thus, by reason of the

child

Kn'ttikas being dhruvas, stars in the heavens, which
as symbolizing the immortal state cannot be had by
sinful creatures, the story is so

dexterously constructed
that
the personated ]adies
sequel
also are as pure and firm in their
chastity as ArunI feel no doubt
like
are
her.
dhruvas, stars,
dhafcf, and

as to

show

in

the

whom

the story adds to the group of the
the number seven of it complete,
'
she who
the shy star of that group, for Vinata means
bent
Vinata
is well
modest/ literally
(with vinaya).

that Vinata,

Pleiades, in order to
is
is

known

as the

make

mother

of the

famous bird Suparwa

(vide the

beautiful story about her unjust slavery, her truthfulness
and rectitude, and her ultimate triumph, in the essay on

Suparoa in the
significant

first

name by

volume)

;

the poet, out of

older stories, indicates that he

meaning

of the

and the

selection

all

was aware

Vedic verse and

of

of this

other names of
of the original

Arundhati's

ship as the shy star of the Pleiades, but that as she

star-

was
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subsequently located popularly in the shy star of the Great
Bear, in order to suit that fact he felt himself free to give a

new meaning

to the verse, selecting

tute for the place of

Aruudhati

Vinata as a

in the Pleiades.

fit

substi-

And then

Mukhya-yoga of the Krittikas seems to have been taken
an asterto mean their position as theforst of the asteristns
ism which has for its devata Agni who in the Brahmawas is
the

and the face (mukha) of the gods (vide Dr.
on
the
first sentence of the Aitareya Brahma-na).
Haug's notp

called the first

The changed meaning of the verse, as may be inferred
from the Itihasa story, would be this
The Seven .Rishis had seven wives called collectively Knttikas, the
first of whom was Arundhati, but when they [divorced the six others,
:

went to where the Great Bear

is,

became the seven

stars of

it,

and]

made Arundhati

the shy star near them, the [injured] ladies [had
their innocence established and] became the stars of the Pleides, the

first

among

the asterisms.

As Agni's

love of the

Dawn

is

spiritual, the

idea that

a jara he cast his mind on the wives of the Seven
i&shis is a riddle which must have an esoteric meaning.

like

We

have seen that the senses are called

Prwas.
Their number is sometimes mentioned as seven and sometimes as five. In the /Satapatha Brahmawa (referred to
at p. 29 of this essay) in

Creator Prajapati,

it is

which Agni

..fiishis

or

is identified

with the

said that the JS^shis were Prawas

and performing tapas became seven Purushas, that those
seven Purushas became one Purusha called Prajapati alias
Agni, and that Agni performed tapas, created offspring
(the universe) by himself being born as many, and offered
himself as an oblation into the

fire.

The

esoteric signifi-

cance of this riddle must be some such thing as that
stated in Vol.
or

Pranas are

pp. 41 7 and 418. These Seven Rishis
clearly indicated in the Bnhadarawyaka

I.,

already referred to, to be the two eyes, the two
two nostrils, and the mouth.
the
In the Vedic
ears,
ritual these are designated the Seven Sirshawya Pranas or

II., 2, 3,

Valakhilyas (vide Vol. I., p. 249). They ara $irshawyas
because they are all located in the head. The .BTMndogyaupanishad III. 13, in mentioning the number of the Prajias
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as

five,

them with the eye as sun, ear as moon,
mind as parjanya, rain, and vayu or breath

identifies

speech as

fire,

them the Five Brahma-Purushas.
Puramc story of .Rishi Maudgalya's

as Akasa, and calls

explaining the

In
be-

coming five youths to love NaZayani, I stated that the
knower becomes " all-eye, all-ear, all-speech, all-mind, all-

"
breath to love Vidya (Vol. I., 505 and 506). In explaining
the story about Linga worship, the wives of the Seven
Sushis,

who fall in

and who go

after

love with

him madly

Eudra

as soon as they see him,
to the dismay of their husbands,

I have taken to be the self-same

Seven $irshawya Prawas

of the head, personified as the l?*shi-wives in order to

fall

in

I., pp. 507 and 508).
Supreme
here
also
I
would
take
the
JR*shi-wives to be
Similarly,

love with the

Self (vide Vol.

Svaha personates all of them
she herself as Vak is identical
because
Arundhati,
except
with her, and the personation seems to mean the infusion

the

(Sirshawya Prawas.

of her spirituality

them

all

as

Vidya into them and the leading
same Bnhadara?^yaka which

god-ward, for the

calls the sirshawya or facial senses
Prawas, says in
another place (II. 3, 6) about the Juice (which in the
essay on Creation I have identified with the tapas-born
aspect of Our Father) that the Prawas are satyam, truth,

and that
truth.

He

(the Juice)

The senses seem

is

to

satyasya Satyam, Truth of
be figuratively called truth,

evidently because they give us a true knowledge of

all

and

of
existing things seen, heard, smelled, tasted, &c.,
the wonderful law and design underlying all phenomena

in Nature,

and because without such knowledge there

cannot be that religious sense in its full poetical exuberance by which the Wonderful Cause or Truth of the

wonderful universe

known by

is

known.

The Vishayas or

objects

the respective senses seem io be personified as

Seven .Zfo'shis. The worldly objects
enchant the senses and are their Kamas, * Cupids, as it
their husbands, the

* Sometimes the
objects of kama, desire, are themselves called kamas
na jatu katna/i kamanam
(kamyante iti kamaJi.) in such sayings as
'

:

upabbogena

samyati.'
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were, making them see nothing beyond those objects at
But when the religious Sense, who may be called

first.

either Vak or Vidya or Medha or $raddha, springs in due
time like a high-soaring bird and enters into and transforms the senses with all the overwhelming fullness of her

Great Kama, Love, the Supreme Self of
the One Object that is loved as the Truth

spirituality, the

universal love,
of

is

That Which was hitherto unseen, unheard,

truth.

unsmelt, untasted

is

now

seen, heard, smelt, tasted every-

This seems to be the meaning of Svaha's personating the jRishi-wives and loving Agni, who, of all the
where.

Vedic gods, is called Kama, as under that name he gets
an oblation in order to his making the kamas or desires
of the sacrificer satyakamas, true, fulfilled desires.

Br.

Anuvakas

and

1

2).

(Taitt.

According to the .KMndogya-

upanishad, the Supreme Self located in the heart

is

Satya-

The worshipper who realizes Him can only have
In the upakhyana of /Sakuntala in the
desires.
worthy
the
Mahabharata,
Antaryami is called Purawa Muni,
the Ancient Sage, and HnfeMaya, resting in the heart,
the Witness of man's good and bad acts (Vol. I., p. 82).
kama.

Hnfefe/iaya or

the

names

in the
bhu/!,,

of

f

he who resides in the heart'

Cupid, who

is

one of

is

Manasija, mind-born, residing
heart of youths, and who is also called AtmaBut to the knower the real Cupid is
self-born.

the lovely Child Antaryami, called variously as

Hn&Maya,

Atmabhu, Syayambhu, .ftitaja (born from sacrifice), Prathamaja, the First Born or the Son of the Ever First. The
Vedic mantra about atmasamaropa%a or the placing of Agni
in the sacrificed heart indicates that Agni was looked
upon, not simply as
(Vol.

I.,

indriyas,

p.

496).

senses,

indriya means

but as the emblem of the Antaryami
Looking upon Indra as the lord of

fire,

and

also the lord

of virya, valour, as

Agni Sadasaspati, who, as already
shown, is Satyakama, becomes kamya to Indra in order to
conquer the dark passions, and so Sadasaspati is not simply

the

.visible

also valour,

fire

kindled in the

sacrificial

hall,

but the

Antaryami, the Lord of conscience, glowing in the hall of
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When

through the religious Sense all the senses
are directed god-ward, the objects or J?ishis divorce them

the heart.

and merge themselves

in

That One Vishaya or Theme

of

the $astras by Whose Light all the universe is shining,
including the stars of the Great Bear in which the Seven
.R^shis are poetically located.

If as I think

Svaha

is

Yak,

her love of Agni Brahmawaspati is as it should be, for in
the Eig-veda another name of Brahmawaspati is Va&aspafci,

The original identity
Brahma alias Prajapati

the lord or husband of V&k.
Vafeaspati with the Creator

of
is

proved by Brahma/ s spouse also being Saras vati alias Yak,
his own daughter. This paradox of daughter-wife vanishes
The
if it is borne in mind that the daughter is mind-born.
Dawn who rouses creatures from slumber to the state of
thinking, wording, and

doing represents Sarasvati, the

knowledge, and Light as she is, she expects good
goddess
thoughts, good words, and good deeds from mankind. In
this sense the identity of Ushas, the dawn, with the goddess Vak is proved by the fact that she who is mentioned as
of

Ushas, the daughter and wife of Prajapati in the story of
the Aitareya Brahmawa according to which Prajapatr's stag

form

is

shot by Rudra,

is

clearly stated iu the

Purawas in

reference to the same story to be Vak, Sarasvati, &c.
Such is the spiritual nature of Ushas,
479)
(Vol. I., 477
.

the dawn, whose

Agni is
The ancient poets seem
jara, lover,

in the Big-veda stated

have delighted in
be.
riddling with the Dawn lady. In the two Vedic stories
about the birth of the Son God, his mother Ushas, the

to

to

subjected to the paradox of polyandry. Accordone
story (that which is found in the Kaushitaki
ing to

dawn,

is

Br., quoted in Vol. I., p. 485) Agni, the
Vayu, the god of wind, Aditya, the sun,

god of fire,
and JTand-

ramas, the moon, beget the Son God upon their own
These gods seem to be the senses, seeing
sister Ushas.
that the IDiandogya III., 13, already referred to, describes
the senses as sun, moon, &c. The meaning of the paradox

seems

to

be that the senses, with one united accord, realize
Usbas Vidya. In the

the Antaryami Child by union with
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other story (that which

quoted

in Vol.

p. 484),

I.,

is

found in the $atapatha Br.,

Prajapati, the archetypal Sacri-

personified as Sacrifice itself as the year because
the whole of the year is devoted to sacrifice, and he
ficer, is

and the

six j?itus, seasons, beget the .Son

God upon

TJshas.

The seasons seem

to represent the different sacrificial rites
in them and are the senses as it were of the year
performed
The meaning of this paradox seems to be
as Sacrifice.

that the Antaryami is born, i.e., realized, as the Son of
Sacrifice from the womb of Vidya, like the morning sun

from the dawn TJshas.

Prajapati's Creation

is

spiritual.

His becoming the universe and offering himself as an
oblation seems to mean that He has made himself the
loving one and all as himself. By means
sacrifice He, the Father, begets himself as the

Antaryami
of

this

in

all,

Antaryami Son, and this spiritual act is done by union with
Ushas Vidya. The JSTiandogya-upanishad I., 1, 10, says
that whatever man does with Vidya, Sraddha, and TJpanishad that alone becomes viryavattaram, most efficient or
effective.

The Itihasa

story about the birth of the Son God Skanda,
much
influenced
though
by these did riddles, exhibits its
own originality by clothing the same truth in new
riddles.
The chief variety that strikes me is this whereas
in the Vedic stories there is the riddle of the Son God being
:

the offspring of many fathers and one mother, there is in
the Itihasa story the riddle of his being the offspring of
several mothers

and one

father.

preamble I shall now proceed to narrate and
the
Itihasa story bit by bit, dividing it into conexplain
It is a very long one, but I condense it
venient sections.
and give its salient features

With

this

:

I.
MarkawdJeya says,
king, hear all about the birth of Kartikeya,
the Adbhuta or Wonderful Son of Agni Adbhuta, brought forth

by the wives of the Seven jRishis. In the Deva-Danava battles the
Devas were often defeated. One day when Indra was going near
Mount Manasa, he saw a fair damsel, called Devasena, being forcibly carried away by Kesin, who had married her sister named
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them with the eye as sun, ear as moon,
mind as parjanya, rain, and vayu or breath
as Akasa, and calls them the Five Brahma-Purushas. In
explaining the Paramo story of Rishi Maudgalya's beas five, identifies

speech as

fire,

coming five youths to love NaZayani, I stated that the
knower becomes " all-eye, all-ear, all-speech, all-mind, all-

"
breath to love Vidya (Vol. I., 505 and 506). In explaining
the story about Linga worship, the wives of the Seven

who fall in love with Rudra as soon as they see him,
and who go after him madly to the dismay of their husbands,
JRishis,

I have taken to be the self-same Seven $irshawya Prawas
of the head, personified as the Z?^shi-wives in order to fall in
love with the

Supreme

Self (vide Vol.

1.,

pp. 507

and

508).

Similarly, here also I would take the jRishi-wives to be
Svaha personates all of them
the $irshawya Pi-anas.

except Arundhati, because she herself as Vak is identical
with her, and the personation seems to mean the infusion
of her spirituality as Yidya into them and the leading

them

all

god-ward, for the same Bnhadara?iyaka which

calls the sirshawya or facial senses
Prawas, says in
another place (II. 3, 6) about the Juice (which in the
essay on Creation I have identified with the tapas-born

aspect of Our Father) that the Prawas are satyam, truth,
and that He (the Juice) is satyasya Satyam, Truth of
The senses seem to be figuratively called truth,
truth.
evidently because they give us a true knowledge of

all

and

of
existing things seen, heard, smelled, tasted, &c.,
law
and
wonderful
the
design underlying all phenomena

in Nature,

and because without such knowledge there

cannot be that religious sense in its full poetical exuberance by which the Wonderful Cause or Truth of the

wonderful universe

known by

is

known.

The Vishayas

the respective senses seem

their husbands, the

'to

or objects

be personified as

The worldly objects
Kamas, * Cupids, as it

Seven Sishis.

enchant the senses and are their

* Sometimes the
objects of kama, desire, are themselves called kamas
iti kama/i) in such sayings as: 'na jatu kama?i. kamanam
(kamyante

upabhogena samyati.'
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were, making them see nothing beyond those objects at
But when the religious Sense, who may be called

first.

either Vak or Vidya or Medha or $raddha, springs in due
time like a high-soaring bird and enters into and transforms the senses with all the overwhelming fullness of her
spirituality, the

universal love,
of

is

Great Kama, Love, the Supreme Self of
the One Object that is loved as the Truth

That Which was hitherto unseen, unheard,

truth.

is now seen, heard, smelt, tasted
everyThis seems to be the meaning of Svaha's personating the Eishi-wives and loving Agni, who, of all the

unsmelt, untasted

where.

Vedic gods, is called Kama, as under that name he gets
an oblation in order to his making the kamas or desires
of the sacrificer satyakamas, true, fulfilled desires.

Br.

Anuvakas

1

and

2).

(Taitfc.

According to the .STwindogya-

upanishad, the Supreme Self located in the heart

is

Satya-

The worshipper who realizes Him can only have
worthy desires. In the upakhyana of Sakuntala in the
kama.

Mahabharata, the Antaryami

is

called

Purawa

Muni,

the Ancient Sage, and HnfeMaya, resting in the heart,
the Witness of man's good and bad acts (Vol. I., p. 82).
Hnfcfc/iaya or

the

names

of

in the heart
bhii/i,

'he who resides in the heart'

Cupid,

who

is

is

one of

Manasija, mind-born, residing

youths, and who is also called AtmaBut to the knower the real Cupid is

of

self-born.

the lovely Child Antaryami, called variously as HnfeMaya,
Atmabhu, Syayambhu, R*taja( born from sacrifice), PrathaJ

maja, the First Born or the Son of the Ever First.

The

Vedic mantra about atmasamaropawa or the placing of Agni
in the sacrificer's heart indicates that Agni was looked
upon, not simply as
(Vol.

I.,

indriyas,

p.

496).

but as the emblem of the Antaryami
Looking upon Indra as the lord of

fire,

and

senses,

indriya means also

also the lord of virya, valour, as

Agni Sadasaspati, who, as already
becomes
kamya to Indra in order to
shown,
Satyakama,
and
so Sadasaspati is not
the
dark
passions,
conquer
simply
valour,

is

the visible

fire

kindled in the

sacrificial

hall,

but the

Antaryami, the Lord of conscience, glowing in the hall of
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the heart.

When

through the religious Sense

all

the senses

are directed god-ward, the objects or /foshis divorce them
and merge themselves in That One Vishaya or Theme of

Whose Light all the universe is shining,
of the Great Bear in which the Seven
the
stars
including
If as I think Svaha is Vak,
ifo'shis are poetically located.
the $astras by

her love of Agni Brahmanaspati is as it should be, for in
the Eig-veda another name of Brahmanaspati is Va&aspati,
the lord or husband of Vak. The original identity of

Va&aspati with the Creator Brahma alias Prajapati

is

proved by Brahma/s spouse also being Sarasvati alias Yak,
his own daughter. This paradox of daughter-wife vanishes
if it is

Dawn

borne in mind that the daughter is mind-born. The
who rouses creatures from slumber to the state of

thinking, wording, and

doing represents Sarasvati, the

and Light as she is, she expects good
thoughts, good words, and good deeds from mankind. In
this sense the identity of Ushas, the dawn, with the goddess Vak is proved by the fact that she who is mentioned as
goddess of knowledge,

Ushas, the daughter and wife of Prajapati in the story of
the Aitareya

Brahmawa according to which

Prajapati's stag

shot by Rudra, is clearly stated in the Purawas in
reference to the same story to be Vak, Sarasvati, &c.

form

(Vol.

is

I.,

477479). Such

is

the spiritual nature of Ushas,

the dawn, whose jara, lover, Agni is in the JR-ig-veda stated
The ancient poets seem to have delighted in
to be.
riddling with the Dawn lady. In the two Vedic stories

about the birth of the Son God, his mother Ushas, the
dawn, is subjected to the paradox of polyandry. According to one story (that which is found in the Kaushitaki
Br., quoted in Vol. I., p. 485) Agni, the
Vayu, the god of wind, Aditya, the sun,

god of fire,
and .Kand-

ramas, the moon, beget the Son God upon their own
These gods seem to be the senses, seeing
sister Ushas.
that the

SMndogya III., 13, already referred to, describes
the senses as sun, moon, &c. The meaning of the paradox
seems to be that the senses, with one united accord, realize
the Antaryami Child by union with

Ushas Vidya.

In the
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other story (that which is found in the Satapatha Br.,
the archetypal Sacriquoted in Vol. I., p. 484), Prajapati,
as the year because
fice?, is personified as Sacrifice itself

the whole of the year is devoted to sacrifice, and he
and the six Eitus, seasons, beget the .Son God upon Ushas.

The seasons seem
performed

in

to represent the different sacrificial rites

them and are the senses

The meaning-

as Sacrifice.

of this

were of the year
paradox seems to be
as

it

that the Antaryami is born, i.e., realized, as the Son of
Sacrifice from the womb of Vidya, like the morning sun
from the dawn Ushas. Prajapati's Creation is spiritual.

His becoming the universe and offering himself as an
oblafcion seems to mean that He has made himself the
loving one and all as himself. By means
sacrifice He, the Father, begets himself as the

Antaryami
of

this

in

all,

Antaryami Son, and this spiritual act is done by union with
Ushas Vidya. The .ZCM-ndogya-upanisliad I., 1 10, says
that whatever man does with Vidya, $raddha, and Upanishad that alone becomes viryavattaram, most efficient or
;

effective.

The

God Skanda,
much
old
influenced
these
riddles, exhibits its
though
by
own originality by clothing the same truth in new
riddles.
The chief variety that strikes me is this whereas
in the Vedic stories there is the riddle of the Son God being
Itihasa story about the birth of the Son

:

the offspring of many fathers and one mother, there is in
the Itihasa story the riddle of his being the offspring of
several mothers and one father.

With

this

preamble I shall now proceed to narrate and

explain the Itihasa story bit by bit, dividing it into conIt is a very long one, but I condense it
venient sections.
and give its salient features
:

I.
king, hear all about the birth of Kartikeya,
MarkancZeya says,
the Adbhuta or Wonderful Son of Agni Adbhuta, brought forth

by the wives of the Seven JBishis. In the Deva-Danava battles the
Devas were often defeated. One day when Indira was going near
Mount Manasa, he saw a fair damsel, called Devasena, being forcibly carried

away by Kesin, who had married her

sister

named
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Daityasena, and

who wanted to marry her also even

against her will.

Indra rescued her, and she begged him to find for her a husband
who should be able to protect her from the Daityas.

Mount Manasa, the mental mountain, seems to signify
the hard, topmost part of human body, the head, which
is the seat of mind and of the
Sirshawya Prawas, eyes, ears,
&c. The mention of this mountain at the outset indicates
that the story deals with the mental and ethical world.
The Devas represent righteousness, the Daityas the reverse
of it.
I take Devasena, the army of the Devas, and Baityasena, the army of the demons, to be respectively Vidya
and Avidya. They are sisters as it were as the ideas of good
and bad spring from the same mind, just as day and night,
light and darkness, are fancied in the Jfo'g-veda to be sisters.

Kesin means the shaggy. The sun having golden hairs may
be called Kesin, but here Kesin signifies sin, the dark,

shaggy being. Naturally he marries Avidya and wants to
force Vidya also, but Indra rescues her by his valour as he
is
SaMpati, the husband of Strength. Lady Devasena is his

own army, and

as the object of the story is to show that a
or
of prodigious valour was kamya,
General
Senapati
to
the
him,
wanting,
lady asks him to find her a fit

husband.
II.

Just then the sun was rising.

In the TJdaya mountain (the

eastern horizon), the Deva-Danava battle was going on ; the east
glowed red; Agni entered the sun carrying the offerings made

by the Bhngus and Angirases and the moon also entered the sun
Indra
[it must have been the last day of the dark-forbnight].
either
or
Soma
be
able
to
should
a son
that
Agni
generate
thought
;

to become the husband of Devasena, and went with her to the
god Brahma, who said that she would get a suitable husband in
due time.

fit

This shows

how

the time of the

dawn and

which has so much inspired the poetry

of the

sunrise,

.fiig

Veda,

has continued to inspire the poetry of the subsequent age
The Deva- Danava battle is the battle between light
also.

and darkness, between righteousness and

SID.

At that

time, Indra in the character of a solar god rescues the
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This done, he, in the subsequent part of the story,
spiritual god, leaving Kumara, the hero of the

damsel.

becomes a

story, to figure in the

of sacrifice,

metaphor of the sun, as

will

be seen

The gods Agui and Soma are the very souls
so one or the other of them is thought fit

further on.

and

generate the son of sacrifice. According to the henotheism of the Rig-veda, the One Sat is called by different
names and each deity that is praised is supreme. This

to

found in the

trait is

earlier

Purawas also to some extent

;

but as the concept of one name is distinct from that of
another those names have, for the purposes of praise and
worship, become

different

deities.

Therefore, while the

settled itself down as representing a god of
and sometimes as the lord of the indriyas, senses,
the name Brahma came to signify Vidhata or Vidhi, he

name Indra

valour,

who

ordains.

birth of

III.

So Indra goes to Brahma for getting the

Kumara

ordained.

Just then the Seven

.Zfashis,

Vasisht/ta and obhers,

were

performing a sacrifice, accompanied by their wives. The sacrificial
fire Agni Adbhufca fell in love with the wives, and fondly cast his
glow upon them, which made them look more beautiful ; but he

dared not propose to them, they being married
disappointment he went away to vana.

The

ladies,

and by sheer

E^shi- wives are, as explained in the preamble, the

their husbands the worldly vishayas, objects,
the
senses under the sway of their spell and utilizholding
There is stationed in the
in
selfish yajfia, acts.
them
ing

and

senses,

altar of the heart

Agni Kama, the Lover and Para Purusha,

the other
really the Great In-dweller, but outwardly
other than their husbands.

Him

He

man

wishes the senses to love

give up indulging in phenomenal, perishable
and to sense the Immortal Self concealed in all

to

objects

but so long as they are mastered by their
wordly husbands, He gets no chance of winning them, and

phenomena

;

goes away to vana, wilderness. Where selfishness dwells,
the Self of unselfishness cannot dwell, and betakes Himself to wilderness. The beasts of jungle are better company
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than

men when

mean

they are beastly. Vana is taken here to
So Agni hides in water, in the deep depth of

water.

the heart, unfathomable to selfish man.

In Rig-veda X., 51,

Agni runs away and conceals himself in woods or waters,
and the Devas find Him as a child concealed in the ulba or
case (of phenomena) He queries them as to what is Agni's
firewood, which leads one god-ward, and which of the gods
.

beheld his forms in

many

Yama

Him

that

beheld

dwelling, and verse

"Come; man

5,

They reply that

places.

effulgent

as rendered

in

by

Griffith says

:

pious and would fain do worship; he waits

is

;

was

in

gloom thou, Agni, dwellest,
Make pathways leading god- ward clear and
prepared

it

His tenfold secret

easy,

and bear

oblations with a kindly spirit."

Yama

the god of conscience, controlling mind.
He is
able to find Agni, who as the Self has gone into every
When everyobject and is Visvarupa, the One-Manifold.
is

thing is darkness and gloom in mind, piety or righteousness prepares the worship and asks Him to come out from

His hiding place Agni's god-ward-leading firewood can
only be righteousness, which is the only fuel which can
make the Great Fire, the Self, shine for us, and lead us
j

god-ward.
IY. While on the one hand Agni loved the JRishi-wives, on the
Svaha loved Agni. She too kept her mind to herself. But

other

clever

woman

she

is

:

she assumes the form of Siva, the wife

Angiras (one of the Seven-Bishis), and goes to Agni, who
but she tells him, 'We the JRishi-wives
at first is< amazed,
came to know your state of mind the others have sent me
of

;

first

after

and they too will meet you by and
another, she, assumes the forms of five

bye.'

And

then, one

of the others, for she

could not assume the form of Arundhati (the wife of Vasishf^a). In
Agni and carries His Retas six times to

those six forms she meets

Mount

Sveta, and puts it in a golden pot there at a place overgrown
On the way to arid from Agni and Mount Sveta,

with sara reeds.

she assumes the form of the she-bird GrarucZi alias Vinata, in order
that no suspicion might fall upon the personated wives by her being
seen to move about in their forms. In six days Kumara bursts forth
from the pot, with six heads, one of which is of a goat, all set on one
neck, and with twelve hands wearing

all sorts of

weapons.
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be understood that the useless nature of the

yajna was found out and mind awakened.

selfish

So,

Svaha being Medha or Vak or Brahmavidya loves Agni,
enters into the senses, the .Zfo'shi-women, and directs them

She herself as Vak is identical with Vak
Arundhati, and so it was not necessary for taking up her
god-ward.

Prom

form.

the very

moment

the wives are thus

made

meet Agni, their husbands must be understood as having merged in Him, the Object of objects, the
spiritually to

Self of

As explained

all.

seasons, of the

Year as

in the preamble, the six Ritas,

Sacrifice Prajapati are

into the six B-ishi-wives here.

Rika

is

changed

a masculine word.

So in the Vedic story the Situs figure as males in generating
their conjoint son, the Son God. But here as ntu, in another
sense, belongs to the female, and as there can be no conception without it, they are changed into the six Ri&hiwives representing the senses in order that they may con-

ceive the spiritual Retas of Agni and bring forth the Son
God, the Son of Sacrifice, for his father Agni represents
Sacrifice.
sacrifice,

I

the

the sacrificer piously goes through the yearly
of the completed year rises to him as

Sun

Aditya, the Son of altar Aditi, with six heads and twelve
hands, with which to always remind him of the
religj

acts he has to perform year after year in its twelve mo"
and six seasons. That Sun is not simply the phenomena
sun, but the Self in the sun
Self of the universe

that Self

who

as the

One

shines in the akasa of the heart, as

Kumara's another name Guha, as explained further

on, will

show.

Svaha's taking up the form of the bird Vinata may be
taken to indicate that she as Vak is the Gayatri verse
:

Tat Savitur varenyam, &c. It is said of Gayatri that she
flew up and brought ambrosia from heaven (Vol. I., p. 83) ;

and

I

have tried to show that the Vedic

birth of the

Him

Son God, who

is

stories

about the

distinctly called Gayatra,

be the Bhargas of Our Savitn, Father
the same Bhargas which the Gayatri verse just quoted puts
indicate

to

forth before the twice-born for their contemplation (Vol.
6

I.,
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So Svaha as the bird

484487.)

pp.

purified senses,

flies

up

Grayatri utilizes the

Aguij and brings forth the Son

to

God Kumara.
The $veta or White Mountain where He
to be the eminence of purity,
is

purity

elevated or high.

The weapons He wears may be all
with which to always put down the bad
It is

born seems

is

mountain because in ethics

the good qualities
ones.

from the reed called sara that

made and
;

so our

Senanya

saras, arrow-reeds, like the

is

fittingly

saras, arrows, are

born in a bed of

morning sun born in a bed

of

own shooting rays.
The Retas is spiritual, that which is spoken of as the
Betas of Mind in Big-Veda X., 129, 4, about which vide
essay on Creation in Vol. I, One of Agni s names is

his

;

Hirawyaretas, the gold-coloured flame of

going upward, heaven-ward.

Veda

fire being its retas
Eetas means also son (Big-

Similarly garbha means, among other
So Hirawya-retas and Hira^ya-garbha
would be synonymous ; and though Hiranyaretas origin68, 4).

I.,

things, the child.

ally
is

meant Agni,

as one

golden child (for
is capable of
.gni

who has golden

Agni

is

flame or one

who

the pet child in the Vedas), the

meaning one who has a golden child,
becomes the father of Hirawya-

Hirawyarefcas

garbha.

The golden pot

in which the child is born

is

another in-

dication of His being Hiraroyagarbha, identical with the
Vedic Son Grod Agni-Rudra, alias Isa, about whom the

'The face of Satya
Isavasya Upanishad, verse 15, says
Pushan Uncover it for
is concealed in a golden pot
:

!

my

Him

!

who

is

(i.e., Satya)
Satyadharma' (vide
This
493, about the Deity 'of that Upanishad)
in
the
sun according to the
description refers to the Self

Vol.

seeing
I., p.

.

Antar&ditya-vidya.

The same universal
as

the

Self

the Dahra

Self is the Self in the sun as well

in the heart, the

Antaryami, according to
Son aspect of

or Harda-vidya, the Glorious

Our Father, the Hirawya-nidhi, golden

treasure-trove,
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body of man, and found

only by Kshetrajnas (vide Vol. I., p. 353, about the name
One of the names of Kumara
Kshetrajna for the knower)
.

is

Guha, which

identical with

Vedic

stories.

one of the names of Rudra, who is
Agni, and Who is the Son God in the
Guha seems to mean the Concealed. Agni

is also

supports heaven and earth, is Visvayu, the Life of all, and
has gone into cave and cave (guha guham gafo), and He

know Him dwelling

gives Great Wealth to those who
the cave, who approach (Him Who

Truth or

Sacrifice,

is)

in

the Stream of Rifa,

and who release or churn Him out

(Big-Veda I., 67, 3 and 4). The churning out of Agni who
is concealed in the Aram or firestick seems to symbolize
the churning of mind for drawing forth the Self, concealed
in the cave of heart

that Self

Who

is

the Life of

all

and

has gone into cave and cave, because as Antaryami He is
SarvantaraL It therefore appears to me that the name

Guha must have meant Kumara
V.

He

to

be Antaryami.

played with a cock ; and that bird became the ornament of

his banner.

As the cock-crow awakens men from their nightly
slumber, the cock seems to be a symbol for prabodha, the
awakened or enlightened state.
VI. By discharging arrows He made a rent in Mount Kraunfca,
the son of Himavat ; and through the passage thus made, flamingoes

and eagles go

The

to

Taitt.

Mount Meru.

Samhita

II., 5, 11,

1

divides voice into Asura,

Manusha, and Daiva, and calls the Asura voice kraunfea.
Kraun&a is the wading bird heron, having a crooked neck ;
the name is derived from krun&, to curve or make crooked.
In the Eamayawa the male of the kraunfra pair is shot by
a hunter, who seems to be in disguise the Son God Eudra,
the Bowman of the Vedas, and the bird killed seems to
signify the

seed

of

Apte's English-Sanskrit

word heron, gives baka as a synonym
Knslma tears asunder an Asura who came

dictionary, under the
for kraun&a.

samsara.
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in the disguise of a

baka

bird,

and an

A sura

of that

name,

by Bhima.

This bird baka has given its
name to roguery, cunningness, hypocrisy. I think krauSfca
symbolises man's samsaric or embodied state with the

Baka,

is killed

head as the mountain.

Now

there

is

the Upanishadic

saying that the knower uses his soul as an arrow set
in the bow of Om-kara, and shoots it into Brahman, which
is

the Great Aim, and becomes one with It (MuncJ Up. IV.,

4).

The knower

practises this shooting every day in his

Brahman, loui his final shooting is when at
the time of death the soul quits the body. The soul of a
true Yogin is said to quit the body by forcing a way out
through the top of the head, and this idea, if taken literally,
upasana

of

seems to be very old (vide Taitt. Up. I., 6, 1, (< vyapohya
"
and Subala Up. llth Khawda. "Mano
;
sirshakapale
bhinatti,

mano bhitva sirshakapalam

On

bhinatti," &o.).

the top of the head of the infant there is a soft pit, the
remains
fontanelle, which
open a considerable time
after birth.

.

The

soul is fancied to leave the

body through

the mouth, or the nostril, or the ears, or the eyes, or the
anus (which way, it is thought, is sure to lead to hell), or,
as already stated, by forcing a

way

out through the fonta-

Sometimes we meet with persons in India who say
that they have actually seen the top of the head of such
nelle.

and such a pious man open out at the time of his death.
Whether the closed up and hardened fontanelle can ever
open afterwards

is

a

decide.

If the

nelle or

Brahmarandhra

question

for

medical science to

Yogin can, by the exercise of his breath
and concentration of mind upon Brahman, open the fontaas it is called,

and

find

an

exit

through the topmost, skyward part of the body, that would
be, it seems to be thought, the fit utkranti, upward exit,
for him.*
literally,

But sayings, paradoxical and absurd
be sensible and instructive

would

if

if

taken
taken

* The skull of the
Sannyasin's dead body is broken by beating cocoanuts
it, before interment with a good quantity of salt,
Among Brahmans
interment is exceptional to Sannyasins, and cremation the general

over

custom.
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In ethics there are two worlds, one morally
bad.
The one is higher, the

allegorically.

the other morally

good,
other lower.
love to

its

The lower

consists in confining the soul's

own body and doing

things for self-aggrandizeThe higher consists in the

ment even harming others.
beyond the body and loving all creatures
Thus the demon of samsara is not really the body
as self.
which is innocent if the mind is all right, and which,
if well utilized, is the instrument for
doing good. The
soul's swelling

demon

is

the idea which confines the soul's love to

demon whose body

It is this

body.

its

own

as the Asvattha tree

be cut down by the sword
and as the higher world is above the head

of samsara or selfishness should
of

knowledge

;

must soar up and force a way
Here I may quote
The Upanishads say that the Path of

of that demon, the soul

through that head to the other world.
an analogous case.

is for those who die in day, the bright
the
fortnight,
Utfcarayawa (the six months of the sun's
northern career), &c., and the Path of Smoke for those

Light to Heaven

who

die in night, the

&c.,

from which there

literally

dying

dark fortnight, the Dakshijiayana,
is a return to samsara.
Taken

the result would be that persons, however good,
night and the Dakshmayana, would revert to

in

samsara.

This

is

and

absurd,

so

the

author

of

the

18 and 19) explains it away as not
who, he says, will get Brahman
knowers,
applying
whether they die in day or night, Uttaraya?ia or Dakshi-

Brahma-sutras

(I V. 2,

to the

wayana.
of

The thing

Nature seems

is this

:

all

bright in the path
metaphor for the mentally

that

be utilized as

to

is

bright path of righteousness ; and all that is dark for the
path of selfishness. Man should quit this world in light
or righteousness

and not

in

darkness or

sin.

The Son

God, as the highest Ideal of the Knower, shoots His Self
the arrow upwards, breaking through the head of

as

samsara, and thereby he makes a path for the birds. Who
are they ?
The Sannyasins, for they are called hamsas,

flamingoes; and the high-soaring eagle also should be
taken here as a metaphor for the Knower. Mount Meru
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as the abode of the gods seems to signify Heaven here.
It is from this feat of making a way through the Kraunfea
that Kumara is called Kraunfcadarana.
Parasu-Rama, son

Jamad-Agni, seems to be the prototype of Kumara,
He, too, shoots an arrow through the Kraun&a,
and makes the hole called Kraunfcarandhra and Ham" Hamsadvaram
sadvara, vide the Meghaduta of Kalidasa
Bhngupatiyasovartma yat Kraunfearandhram."
of

son of Agni.

:

The Kraun/^a mountain

mentioned in Taitt. Ara^yaka
I., 31, along with other mountains. According as the forms
of the peaks of mountains are, they are likened to different
is

and named after them. But myth-makers have
sometimes utilized those names esoterically. The making
a hole through a mountain by discharging arrows is a

objects

paradox which cannot have originated without a hidden
meaning, and I have attempted to indicate what it may be.
VII. This prodigious son of Agni Adbhuta set the hair of people
Soon rumour
on end and made them enquire Whose son is he ?
spread fcbat he was Agni's son born of the six JSishi-wives and Garudi
(Vinata), and no one suspected Svaha. The Eishis divorced the six
'

'

wives and refused to take them back although Svaha said
her doing.

When
are

the senses love the Supreme Self,

merged

in

all

Him, and they no longer wish

to

it

was

all

the objects
hold them

under their sway.
VIII. Visvamifcra, one of the Seven Eishis, came to know that the
He performed the jatakarma and other sams-

wives were innocent.

Kumara, and composed a stava praising him and
and became very dear to him.

k'aras to

his feats,

Simply because in some portions of our ancient works
the senses are personified as the Seven Ifa'shis or .Z&shiwives
mitra,

it

does not follow that the .Sishis Vasish^a, Visva-

and others should be understood everywhere

the senses.

Eishi Visvamitra
c

is

to

be

the reputed author of the

Tat Savitur varewyam/ &c. } which in the
upanayana ceremony confers the state of Brahmafcarya on

famous Gayatri,
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Kumara

is a god of perpetual
BrahmaIndia
and
in
of
women
are
Zcarya, bachelorship,
parts
prohibited from going into his temple. So i&shi Visvamitra, the

the initiated boy.

Gayatri and Brahma&arya in its highest sense,
honors himself by performing all the sawskaras to Kumara.

father of

Probably a stava, the authorship of which was attributed
to Visvamitra,

Whom

was

in existence, praising

Kumara.

The

about Our Father's Bhargas, Light,
I have identified with the Son God (Vol. I., 486 and

Gayatri verse

itself

is

Thus the propriety of making Gayatri's reputed author
himself perform the samskaras to Kumara is very clear,
but why of all the Iftshis should Visvamitra become very
dear to Kumara ? Partly by reason of his performing the
487).

samskaras, but chiefly I think by reason of his name mean'
'
The Antaryami, who loves all creaing the friend of all ?
tures as himself is sarvabMtasuhnt, the hearty friend of all.
IX. The Devas feared that if the boy was left to grow, he might
surpass Indra, and so they begged Indra to kill him but Indra said
that it was not becoming of him to fight with a mere child. The
;

Devas then sent the Mothers (supposed to carry away young
children by convulsions, small-pox, and other diseases) to kill the
child Kumara
but he was proof against death, and made them his
;

mothers, one of them named Krura, the Cruel, daughter of the Sea of
blood, becoming dhatri or wet nurse to him. Agni also stood by the
Child always and protected him.

To the

invincible,

becomes harmless.

any person howsoever cruel to others
The Strong and Good converts even

the bad into good.
X. Agni assumed a goat-headed form and played with the boy
with play-things on the mountain.

Both Skanda's goat-head and Agni's goat-head may be
the head of Sacrifice, as the goat is pasu, victim, and as
such

is sacrifice.

XI. Then the Devas, headed by Indra, came to fight with Kumara.
But Kumara sent forth from his mouth a flame of fire, which burnt
the Devasenas, armies of bhe Devas,
fate.

Thus

left

to

himself,

who abandoned Indra

to his

Indra dealt a blow with his vajra
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weapon to Kumara with the
side was cut off and became

result that a portion of

so

named because he was born from
'

Tad

Kumara' s right

at once another being called

the cut of the vajra

Visakha,

:

vajra visasad jato

Yisakhas tena so

'

bhavafc.'

Seeing him Indra trembled and submitted. Kumara then gave
abhaya, fearlessness, to Indra and his armies, and the Devas became
glad and blew their trumpets.

There are two aspects of Indra and the Devas, the one
connected with indriyas, senses, in their sensual state, the
other connected with spiritual valour.* When the lower
aspect

is

aspect,

put down, the higher aspect rejoices. In the higher
who himself desired for the birth of the

Indra,

Senanya, cannot be jealous of Him.
In Pawini Skanda and Visakha occur as two gods mentioned together in the dual, though according to Amar^
Visakha is one of the names of Skanda himself. Skanr
l

means the Effused, a name suggested by
Betas of Agni. Another name of Skanda

his
is

being t^ e

KartikaSur

Kartikeya, son of the Knttikas (Pleiades), because, as 'udi
S1X
Ramayawa says, as soon as he was born the Kntt:

nursed him at their breasts.

Kumara

This indicates that

a

1

phtj

the sun of the year born when
vernal equinox was taking place at the sun's conjunct^
with the Knttikas. The Ramayawa story seems to

menally

is

.

K

Our

briefly alludes to it

aware of the older version, for it
further on in section XV., but to suit

the altered nature

of

older.

story

is

its

plot,

it

puts the fact of the

motherhood of the Knttikas to Skanda to a
in Sections

XV. and XVI.

,

but

it

later stage
indicates the aforesaid

astronomical significance by another description here, viz.,
that a portion of Kumara cut off became Visakha.
Before
explaining it, it is necessary to see what shades of meaning
the names of Knttika and Visakha were capable of
yielding to a myth -maker.

In current Hindu astronomy, the asterism Knttika is
likened to kshura, razor, vide the Ratnamala quoted in Sir
* Vide
pp. 280 and 284 of Vol.

I.
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W. Jones work,

Vol. IV., p. 77.

But the

name,is^derijV$!l.

from kntti, leather or hide, so named because tlie. hide is
cut out when, skinning the carcass ; and in, the essay, on,
Arundhati I have tried to show; that the asterism was.

named Knttika because

the.

Vedic, poets, likened

i,t.

to the

"
rain-cloud, which they metaphorically called the; w;.ate. r
made
of
carrier's leathern bag
As, thus,
kntti, leather.
Knttika meant that which was cut out, Skanda's, na.me

Kartika, or Kartikeya, son of Kn'ttikas, was, in the hancls
of a myth-maker, a fit name to connect the wearer of.it.

with being cut out.
Visakha is another similar word capable of being. punned
with.
It is a name of one of the asterisms.
In the Yajurveda this name always occurs in the dual as Visakhe, probably because in the Vedic days the asterism

two

was looked upon.

Visakha means not only the
>d of that name, but ajso (according to
Dr. Arthur
'cdonell's dictionary) that which is branched, forked>
SUj
branch, and (according to Apte's dictionary), an. aijti-

j<3

consisting of

S
cb g.

stars.

in shooting in which the archer stands with the feet a
apart.

chfhing

mcakhe

is

There can be no

doubt that the original

connected with sakha, branch.

Was

the

name

upon the
off
? Was
branched
from
each
other
being
he peculiar position of the two stars as thus branched off
likened to the position of the two feet branched off or apart
of the asterism the outcome, of looking

k/p stars of it as

from each other in the shooting attitude ? If so the sun or
the moon when in conjunction with this asterism, standing
as

it

were on the two stars of

it,.

may

well be fancied to be

Visaka in the shooting attitude. Of course the two stars
need not be exactly a span apart, but farther apart, to suit
the giant-measure of the sun or the moon.
Counting the 27 asterisms beginning with the Knttikas,
when the latter was the asterism of the sun's vernal

equinox in the month of Vaisakha, the 14th asterism
Visakhe would be the point of the full moon of that month,

and also the point of the sun's autumnal equinox six months
afterwards. That point would bisect Vis&.khe, part of which
7
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would belong to one half of the year and the other part
.to the other half, and this may also be the reason why the

was

asterism

called

The

Visakhe, the two branches.

Vish?iu pura%a II., 8 verses 76 and 77, speaking about the
two vishuvas or equinoxial periods of the olden time still

observed as sacred, says that when the sun is in the first
quarter of Krzttikas, the (full) moon will be in the fourth
quarter of Visakha, and that when the sun is in the third
quarter of Visakha, the (full) moon will be at the head of

Knttikas.

summer

In the olden time the months of the winter and

solstices

were respectively Magha and Sravawa,

the sun's Uttarayawa commencing from the first point of
Dhanishi/za (the 21st asterism) and the Dakshiwayana from
the middle point of Aslesha (the 7th asterism), vide

Varahamihira* quoted under Vishwu-purawa
by the commentator Vishnu&itta.

II.,

8,

verse

81,

Now

the explanation I would propose of a portion of
cut off becoming Visakha is this. In the month

Kumara

of Vaisakha,

when

the sun becomes Kartika or Kartikeya

his conjunction with the asterism Knttikas, Indra as

by

an invisible

spiritual

god cuts

off

a branch of

hinij

to

comply with the fancy of the poet who has in view plius
upon Kartika and Visakha ; and the branch thus fancied
have been cut off from the sun jumps off as Skanda
(Skanda means gushing or jumping), and shines as the full
moon Visakha in the attitude of shooting by being then in

to

conjunction with the asterism Visakha.

Thus the dual

gods Skanda- Visakhau appear to be Surya-JTandramasau,
sun and moon, of the month of Vaisakha.
In that shooting attitude Visakha is terrible to Indra,
in the lower sense is one who indulges in indriyas,

who

senses, sensual pleasures.

To such men Visakha

in the

shooting attitude is terrible. In the higher sense Indra
the god of spiritual indriya, valour, and chips off a bit
of the sun Kumara to show how that bit shines as the
is

moon, the terror of the darkness of night.
*

Tapafo ity uktii ptirvam

Maghadya hy

ayanakliptiJi

The moon

praMna

;

Asleshardhad dakshinam, uttaram ayanam raver DhanishiMdyam.
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Gkring from the shell of metaphors to their kernel, the Son God, the Antaryami, is the
One Self in the sun, moon, and stars ; by His Light all

represents

all

the stars.*

He

shines both in day and in night, as our
in our prosperity and adversity.
both
guiding Light
these shine.

XII. Also from the (aforesaid) blow of Indra's vajra were born
a host of males called Kumarakas, Boys, who became Skanda's

(1)

troops, and who kill children born or yet in the womb, and (2) also a
host of females called Kanyas, or Kumaris, Girls. These Boys and
Girls regarded Visakha as their father and surrounded him to the

delight of the seeing Mothers. Yea, men everywhere say that Kumara
or Skanda is Father (because he had the aforesaid Boys and Girls), and
that

Agni

is

Rudra and Svaha TJma

(the spouse of Rudra).

Persons

who wish for children worship them
Skanda permitted the Kumaris themselves to become

who have

children or

always.

Matn's,
Mothers, some terrible, some good ; and (these) Mothers regarded
Skanda as their son. There are seven Mothers collectively called
Sisumatris, whose individual names are Kaki, Halima, Malini,
BnmhiZa, Arya, Palala, and Vaimitra.

The Kumaras and Kumaris may be taken

to

be the

stars,

fancied to have been cut out from the evening sun. In
their apparent sizes they are small sparks, while the moon

a big chip ; and so they regard him as their
father, as indeed the moon is Nakshatresa, lord of the stars.
The paradox of these being his daughters as well as his

Visakha

is

mothers may be due to the stars being sometimes fancied
and sometimes mothers of the moon, or

to be daughters

having the solar aspect of Kum&ra in view, the stars of the
night succeeded as they are by the morning sun are his
mothers. They spring from the evening sun and give birth

morning sun. The idea of some of them being good
and some bad may be due to the auspicious and inauspici-

to the

ous characters attributed to the different stars in astrology.
The Kn'ttik&s (Pleiades) are popularly known as the

Mothers, and although their good aspect as the Mothers of
may have been the theme of poets, still as
at that season there is a change in the weather from cold
the vernal sun

* In the
Bhagavadglta Krishna saya
the stars I am the moon.

Among

:

nakshatrawam

ahara

sasl.

(

ib'hb\atte'nded

iti

parts of India by'the outbreak of small-

bx/hobpinj cough, measles, &c., more markedly perhaps
a't
bther seaisbns, the asterism may have begun,
popularly, to be dreaded' as the 'killer of children.

f

:

:

'than
'

(

The

!

;

n&ttie

$isumata 'seems "to be used

in the sense of

:

Was this due ,to m&ta or
being hurtful to children.
mother Knttika" being taken to sound terribly to the ear
matha, crusher, destroyer, or cutter? In India an
'epidemic disease, such as cholera, small-pox, measles, &c.,
.as

!

?

is

called Mata, (jholera, the

called

As

Hata

Mari.

most

word Kumara,

for the

terrible oi

them, being

f

means she who

'Mari

it

is

kills.'

taken to mean

'

dying

Macdonell's dictionary), and this sense
of the 'word 'seems to be indicated when the Upakhyana
easily' (vide Dr.

on 'says that all 'the Mothers, Kumaras and
Kiimaris bf Skanda are grahas, attackers or takers, that
'cause abortion, or "kill and molest infants by some disease
further

up to their sixteenth
kaumaf a, or young age,

or other

are in
-is
!

greater 'than

those

!

who

among

rcause

'Eum'aris, 'boys

and

i

mortality -among
are also called

"vgirls,

I think this

-Kum^ris.

But the paradox

adults.

<

(this

year, that is so long as they
as mortality among infants

is

is

that

Kumaras and
Kumaras and

due to one of'two other meanings
'to extract from Kumara, viz.,

'which mythology 'was able
!

?1c>u,
f

'the fbad, ^and mara, killer,

'i.e.,

one 'who

is

a very bad

The other meaning is in 'a good 'sense, 'viz.,
vkills the
whb
one
bad; the God ^Kumara is not
Kumara,
the child that dies -'easily, but is one who kills the bad.
The terrible' 'sense of Kumara's troops of Kumaras and
killer, hurter.
i

!

;

'keeping with the terrible sense the name^of
his father 'Rudra 'was capable of assuming in the Veda.

Kum'aris

is in

1

;

Rudra, meaning originally the
'terrible

f

and

!

cruel

'

Samhita,

'all ''sorts

;

and

in the

crier,

*all

to

mean the

of the Taitt.

of terrible forms are ^attributed to E/udra,

along with' his Siva or beneficent forms.
Ibrd bf

came

Rudradhy&ya

He

is

the ;pati or

kinds of thieves and deceivers (stena, taskara,

Probably it is
stayu, mushwa, kulunfta, naktamfeara).
meant that He is in them all too as Antaryami and controls
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them when the time for the waking up of their mind comes,
or that He steals and robs the ideas of mamata or selfishness
of
is

men

how

the sannyasi in the story of the Seven J%shis
the thief of their lotus stalks, Vol. I., p. 326). But
(see

He is the god of robbers. Similarly His Son
came to be regarded by thieves as their god,
instance'how the Brahman rake and burgler $arvalika in the

taken

literally,

Kumara

too

Mn&fe/iakaft drama, 3rd act,

when beginning

to bore a hole

into the house of .Karudatta, designates thieves

and burglers

as Skandaputras, sons, or devotees, of the god Skanda, the
teacher to them of four ways of boring holes, and how, for

the purpose of success in the attempt, $arvalika salutes the

god by the epithets

Varada, Kumarakartikeya, Kaua-

of

kasakti (having a golden sakti weapon), Brahmawya, Deva,

Devavrata, Bhaskaranaudiu, and Yogafcarya, whose most
expert disciple Sarvalika calls himself to be. All these are
sublime epithets. Skanda is the famous hole-borer by his
having bored a hole through the Kraun&a mountain, and He

Yoga&arya, the Teacher of the Yoga, because, as explained
under Section VI., His hole-boring signifies His shooting

is

His Self up, by the one-aim-ness or singleminded-ness of
Yoga, through the topmost part of the head. And because
the 'burglar too bores a hole in his

karma being

/caury a or theft,

he

own Karma-yoga,

calls himself

his

the son of

What a misuse of the holy name by
the hole-boring god
the professional thieves The gentlefolks who witnessed the
drama played may have been scandalized at this misuse of
!

!

the holy name, but for aught we know the poet may have
concealed in it a satire upon such of the gentlefolks as are
really gentleman-thieves ruining others in

many ways, yet
the while calling themselves sons of Grod Our Father.
In mentioning generally these cruel Mothers and

all

Kumaras and Kumaris,
some

of them,

They

a Rakshasi and
(3)

Diti,

the

are

:

Upakhyana

gives the names of

Putana

alias Sita-Putana,*

(1)

PisaM-graha,

mother of the Daityas,

*In Hindustani the

small -pox

(2)
(4)

Aditi

alias

Eevati,

G-avam-mata, mother

is called Sitala.

the cruel Mother Small-pox, so deadly to children.

Sita-Putana

is

probably

KUMlRA.
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Mother

of cows, (5)

Sarama, mother

whose seat

the karanja tree, (7) Kadru, mother of snakes,
a graha in the form of bird, (9) Mother

is

(8) Yinata,

of Grandharvas,

of dogs, (6)

Mother

of trees,

of

Apsarases, (11) Krura,
daughter of a sea of blood, whose seat is the Kadamba tree.
Thus even Aditi,the benign mother of the Devas, has become
(10)

a cruel graha here.

Is this because in the

(quoted and explained

in

Yol.

I.,

Aditi in the sense of Devourer

veda Gandharva

p. 420)

?

Bnhadarauyaka
Death

Although

is

called

in the Rig-

the sun or the moon, still in the time of
the Bnhadarawyaka the name had come to mean a spirit
is

possessing females (vide

The TJpakhyana

Bnh. Ar. Up.

III. 3,

I

;

7, 1).

also says in one place that a terrible

being sprang out from Skanda's body and became the
f

'

graha known as Skanda-apasmara, epilepsy. As Skanda
is from a root meaning to gush up or effuse, the name
Skandapasmara may be due to the gushing up of froth

from the mouth

in that disease.
Soma, the moon, is king,
and because he wanes in the dark-fortnight, consumption
is named after him as Eaja-yakshma.
Such are the pranks which words and fancies play in

mythology. A word in its true etymon is like pure light,
but mythology holds colored glasses to it and gets it to
shine as different kinds of light.
main thread of the story.

Let us now revert to the

XIII. They (the seven mothers), by bhe favor of Skanda, brought
forth a red-eyed terrible child called Yirashfaka, having a goat's head,
and also called Navaka, this goat-head being bhe sixth head, the most

important of the heads, of Kumara. With it Bhadrasakha (another
name of Yisakha) created a divya or heavenly weapon called /Sakbi.

As one

of the

heads of

Kumara

is

thus said to be the

head of Yirashiaka, the latter seems to be identical with

Kumara.

This YirasbJaka, Heroic Ashiaka or Bight, seems
Son God Rudra of the Yedic

to be a representation of the

having eight names and forms from which His
Puramc name Ashia-Murti is derived. He is Navaka, the

stories,

Nine, too, for the same Yedic Stories speak of the Son
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(rod's ninth aspect

which has no form and which has entered

into all creatures.

That

is

the Glorious Self, the Antaryami.

The names, VirasWaka and Navaka, thus interpreted, indicate the Son Grod Kumara to be identical with the Vedic
Kumara's Sakti or Power seems

Son God.

power which

be that

to

by realizing the soul as selfsacrifice, a sacrifice by which the soul swelling beyond its
one body loves all bodies, creatures, as self. That is the
$akti-weapon able to kill the demons of selfishness and sin.
spiritual

The Orion

the

is

goat as well

as

arises

emblem

the

of

Aja means the

Sacrifice.

Unborn.

I have

identified

Bt'g-vedaX. 82, 6 with Yajna, Sacrifice (Yol.
460, 463).

Brahma

the Unborn,

Aja,

alias Prajapati,

the Orion

is

is

I.

Aja

of

407, 411,

one of the names of

and the Mn'gastrsha asterism of

(according to the $atapatha Brahmawa II.
;
Mr. R. C. Dutt s Ancient India, Vol. I.,

1, 2, referred to in

p. 265) the

head of Prajapati. That seems to be the Aja-siras

or goat-head of

Kumara.

The

straight three stars of the
Belt of the Orion, likened to the arrow in the Vedic story
of Sirius Rudra's shooting Prajapati as the Stag Orion,
seems to mean here the Mngasirsha asterism, likened to
the piercing weapon /Sakti. If, as I have fancied, Visakha

Bhadra-sakha

the moon, his making the goat-head
into the $akti weapon is quite appropriate of the moon
alias

who

is

is

the regent of that asterism.

XIV. Kumara became dear

to the three worlds,

and the goddess

The Brahmans addressed him thus
Hirawyagarbha Do Thou become Sarikara, the doer of good, to
the worlds. Do Thou become Indra.' Kumara enquired, What is
the dufcy of Indra ?' TheJJishis said :' The duty of Indra is to
Sri herself attended

upon him.

:

'

!

'

protect the good and punish the bad, otherwise even the sun and moon
If so,' Kumara said to Indra,
and the elements may not endure.'
be thyself Indra and order me what I should do and I shall obey.'
'

1

Indra appointed him General of the Devas and married Devasena
to him.

In the .KM,ndogya Indra learns the Self from Prajapati.
Here having tested the Son, the Self, and found Him invincible, he

makes him Senapati.

As

pati

means lord or

56;

husband, His becoming Senapati of the Devas is His
marrying Devasena. As she is not a lady of flesh and

wedding does not clash with Kumara's being
the eternal Brahma&arin. Vedic knowledge is the Imblood, this

mortal Sri to the good, as the Taitt. Brahmawa
'

says

:

Rikah Samani Yajumshi sa

XV. Eudra came

hi $rir

with his spouse and gave

I. 2, 1,

Amnta

Kumara

26,

satam.

J

a golden

made by Visvakarma himself, for the Brahmans say
Eudra is Agni and Uma Svaha; therefore Kumara is Eudra's son.
Eudra gave his Eetas and it became Mount fifveta and there the
Knttikas made Agni's Eetas (into Kumara), for the Child was born
by the entering of Eudra into Agni.'
necklace

:

'

This

is

an allusion

to the story the details of

which are

found in the Bamayawa.
XVI. The

went to Kumara, and said

six divorced ladies

'
:

We

are forsaken by our husbands, as

somebody said that thou wert our
Be thou our son, protect us, and give us imperishable Svarga,
son.
You are my mothers and I am
heavenly place.' Kumara said
'

:

your son. Your wish (for heavenly place) will be fulfilled.' Just
then Indra evinced a desire to say something and, being asked by
Kumara to say it, said
Abhijit, the youngest sister (of Eohmi),
'

:

became jealous of Eohmi (i.e., of EobM's seniority among the
asterisms), and went away to the woods to perform tapas, wishing
for seniority. I feel bewildered at the loss of the star (Abhijit) from
the sky, and [at once going to

Brahma] I consider with Brahma this
and accordingly time beginning
by Brahma. Formerly Eohiwi
and [with Abhijit] the number [of the

of counting) time hereafter,
(subject
with (the star) Dhanisbi/ia is fixed

was

(the beginning of) time,
'

As soon as Indra said so, the Knttikas (i.e.,
asterisms] was even
the six divorced ladies) went up to the sky (in the form of) that
asterism (the Pleiades) which shines seven-headed, and which has
Agni

for its

said that

mother

Devata or regent.

Skanda was her

[as

son,

[Seven-headed because] Vinata also
to her, yes, be thou my

and he said

one of the seven stars of the asterism] always respected

by thy daughter-in-law (Devasena).

The whole
consisting

of

of

Indra's

verses

speech

8 to

very important that I give

13

of

and what follows

Adhyaya

it,

230, are so

the original of them, with
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Nilakaw(/ia's

commentary, in the note below.*

It

is

the

copy printed at Bombay that has the commentary. That and
the Madras and Calcutfca copies of the original read the last
word of verse 9 as fcintay a, ' do thou consider ' ; but as
said about Skanda's considering the
subject with
rest of Indra's speech itself Brahma's

is

nothing

Brahma

as in the

;

having fixed upon Danish^a as the beginning of time is
mentioned ; and as there is no commentary on the second
half of verse 9 to see

what was the reading

of the last

which the commentator had before him, I have chosen

word

to read

the word as feintaye,t < I consider/ the present tense being
used for what has just taken place. The object seems to be
to show that everything
the disappearance of Abhijit and
*

fcu Rohiwya kanyasi svasa
jyeshiTiatam & ev { fcapas taptum vanam gata 8
Tatra mudho 'ami bhadram te nakshatram gaganftt fcyutam

spardhamana

Abhijifc

|

IfefcTianti

Kalam

||

tv

imam param Skanda Brahmawa saha
!

DhanishiTtadis fcatha kalo

Brahmana

1|

fcintaye

parikalpita/i

||

|

9

|[

|

Bohira hy abbavat purvam evam saiikhya sama 'bhavafc
Bvam ukte tu Sakrewa tridivam Krittika gata/i

||

10

1|

|

Naksbatram sapta-sirsbabbam bbati yad Vahni-daivatam
Vinata ifcabravifc Skandam mama tvam piwcladaTi snta?i
12
I/tfchami nityam evaham tvaya putra! sabasitttm

||

11

||

|)

||

||

Skauda uvaia.

Evam

asfcu

namas

te 'stu putrasuebat prasadbi

mam

|

Snushaya pujyamana vai devi vatsyasi nityada 13
Commentary.
kanishtTia, vanam gata, adhikaram fcyakfcveti aeahah
Kanyasi
!

||

||

=

\\

8

\\

sa

jyesbt/iata-spardbaya gaganat fcyuta 'to 'ham ncmdho 'smi, nakshatra9
Dbanisbf/iadir
iti,
yasya
saiikhya-piiranasyajSanad iti bhava?!fea

||

1|

nakshatrasyadyakshawe
JTandra-Surya-Gurimam yogas tad yugadinakshatram, tat &a pxirvam Robmy abhut, tada [this is the commentator's
reading ; but tatha

is

the paiTia in the Calcutta and Madras copies of the

original] Abhijit-patanakale tv ekanyunair ahoratrair bhagatiasya bhogat

kritayugadinakshatram Dhanishi/iaivabbavad ity arthaTi; saiikhya kalakashf/iadinam
10 tathS, fca Krittikabhir eva nakshatrasamkhyapurtim
||

kurvanti

;

||

Sakrasayam

jnatva, tas

tridivam gata/i

||

11

||

nanu shai Kntti-

katham saptaslrshabham ity ata aha Vinateti, Eishi-patninam iva
GaratmatyaTi. api rupam Svahaya dhritam iti tatsahityat saptaslrshabham

klTi,

ity arfchafe

||

12

||.

t Perhaps fcintayami, and not fcintaye, would have been more grammatical, but for the sake of metre parasmaipada verbs seem to be ofteii
used as atmanepada Verbs and vice versci in the epics.
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India's consulting with

new

as the

nish#4

Brahma and

the fixing upon Dhabeginning of time took

po.int for the

place instantaneously as time cannot stop. The commentator clearly interprets verse 10 to mean that Rohi^i was the

beginning of time before I)hanish$a became so.
Who is the Abhijit of our story, who is spirited away in
order to make rqom for the Krittikas ? I think she is not the

Veda which will be referred

Abhijit mentioned in the Yajur

one invented for the purpose of the
to presently, but
the Vedic Abhijit who came to be
story, in imitation of
is

spirited away, tbat is not popularly counted among the,
Before explaining the. Abhijit of our story, let
asterisms.

how

the genuine Abhijit and also DhanishMa, the
asterism of the Uttarayawa of the olden time stand in the

us see

Knshna-Yajur-Veda.
Popularly the asterisms are twenty-seven, and Abhijit is
not among them. In all the places in the Kn'shwa-Yajur-

Veda

which

asterisms are mentioned;, they begin
with the Knttikas. They are A, Taitt. Samhita IV., 4, 10 ;
in

the,

B, Taitt. Brahmana

D,

ibid. 111. 1,

I., 5, 1

4 and

;

C

;

ibid. III., 1, 1

and 2 ; and

In A, only twenty-seven asterisms

5.

are mentioned and Abhijit is, not among them. In- B; also;,, the
same is the case. There, each of the twenty-seven asterisms

has two qualities, one forming

and

(purastat

its

and

avastat),

front and one the rear

among them

the Uttara-

f
AshacZMi asterism, has the quality of abhijayat or conquer;
;
'
ing in front and of abhijitam or conquered in the rear.

But

in the

Anuvaka

following

tioned as an asterism situated

it, Abhijit is separately menbetween Uttara- AshacZ/ia and

In C and D, Abhijit is regularly mentioned and
Uttara-AshacWia and Srona>, with Brahman
between
placed
as her Devata or regent; and about the importance of
(Srona.

Abhijit,

D

says

:

'Brahman

desired,

may

I

conquer

(i.e.,

(Brahman) offered a Earn offering to (Itself as) Abhijit Brahman and thereby conquered
Brahma-loka, &c. ; and one of the characteristics menBut the same
tioned there of Abhijit is abhijiti, victory.
obtain) Brahma-loka.

It

;

characteristic of abhijiti

among

others,

is

attributed, there

59
to seven otber asterisms, viz., Mngasirsha, Nishtya (Svati),

Visakhe, Anuradhas, JyeshM, the Purva and Uttara
Asha^/ias, and, the last in the count, Apa-Bhara?xi. But
Abhijit's abhijiti is the winning of Brahma-loka, the highest

As by including Abhijit the number of the
asterisms becomes sama, even, viz., 28, there would be no

victory.

necessity

to bisect Visakhe,

and so 0, dividing the 28

two equal sets, puts the 14 from Knttikas
to Visakhe, both inclusive, in Anuvaka (1) and the remaining 14 from Anuradhas to Apa-Bharatoi, both inclusive,
asteristns into

in

Anuvaka

Anuvakas

(2).

(4)

and

D
(6).

also follows the

Under

this

same

mode

division in its

the point of the

autumnal equinox when that of the vernal equinox was in
the first point of the Knttikas must necessarily have been
first point of Anuradhas
accordingly Anuvaka (2) of
clearly connects the
asterism Anuradhas with sarat, autumn, by saying

not the middle of Visakhe, but the

and

:

Anuradhan havisha vardhayanta7i
Satam jivema saradafo suvirafe.

In this olden time, the point of winter solstice or the
beginning of the Uttarayana was (as stated by Varahamihira quoted at p. 50 ante] the first point of DhanishiM,
alias $ravishM, the regents of which are the eight Vasus.

About

this asterism,

Anuvaka 5

at the agra or

the

Vasus, go
agratva or front position
of this asterism as the

of

D

says that

its

regents,

van of the Devas.

This

may have meant the position
first

of the

asterisms of the

of the Krittika period.

Uttarayawa
In connection with the Path

of

Light and the Path

of

Smoke

the Upanishads mention only the Uttara and
Dakshina ayanas, and not the periods (1) from the vernal
to the autumnal equinox, and (2) from the autumnal to the
vernal equinox.

The reason seems

to

be

this.

The two

paths of Light and Smoke being metaphorical of the paths
of Knowledge and Ignorance, only the Uttarayana or the
sun's journey from the time of the shortest day to the

time of the longest day, without any turning back in the
middle, can serve to illustrate how the knower, like the
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Uttarayawa sun, should steadily go on in the path of everThis canuot be illustrated by the
increasing knowledge.
sun's career

from

the vernal to the autumnal equinox,

involving as it does his going up in three months to the
poinfc of summer solstice or longest day, and then coming

back

the remaining three months with decreasing
hours of daylight. What the bright-fortnight is to the
in

month that the Uttaraya?ia is to the year. Or, likening
the year to one day, the two equinoxes would be morning
and evening, and the summer and winter solstices would be

The counting of day from sunrise
day portion from sunrise to sunset,
and the night portion from sunset to sunrise, may have
been the primitive mode in India, like the counting of
midday and midnight.

to sunrise, with the

the month from
to tell

necessary
the moon in

one lunation to another.

to

opens his

clock

is

anybody when the sun rose or set and
phases, more marked when full and new,
;

all his

and seen in the nights from star to

common

No

star, is the celestial clock

From the embryonic darkness man

all.

and

eyes,

is

His beginning to see

sees.

born,

the

is

beginning of his career in this world. Similarly sunrise is
the beginning of his and the sun's everyday career ; the

moon is born at, and commences his monthly career from,
new-moon and the vernal equinox, likened to the morning,
;

is

naturally the beginning of the year.

ment comes and
first

'

says,

darkness and then

no, no

;

light,'

But when

first bitter

and

also

senti-

and then sweeb,

when prominence

is

given in this respect to the moon, who is the maker of
tithis and months, who is the lord of night, and whose
is in autumn, day commences from the night-half first
glory
(as is

the case

among Mussalmans, whose symbol

is

the

moon), the month is not Arnanta, but Puraimanta, counted
from the dark-fortnight first (as seems to be the case in some
parts of India), and the year from the autumnal equinox
(as is the case in parts of India where the Vikrama era
prevails).
let all this

And when another sentiment comes and
be as

it is,

but

in

says,

Jnanak&ncfe, I will have the

time from the climax of darkless to the climax of light for
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the knower, and the reverse for the sinful, the Uttara and
Dakshi?ia ayanas show up themselves ; and even the day is
divided by the noon, as purvalma and aparalma, forenoon
and afternoon, the former devoted to the Devas who are

ever young and immortal, and the latter to the Pitns, the
ancestors, who passed through the afternoon of their age
and set, in order (it is hoped by their descendants who
the Tarpawa water and $raddha to them) to obtain

offer

immortality.

Now

to

go back to our story and the Abhijit of it. The
to a time when the custom of

story must be assigned

counting the Uttarayawa from Dhanishi/ia was still in
vogue, and it gives the myth as to how Brahma fixed
Dhanishi/za as the

commencement

of time,

i.e.,

of Utta-

rayawa time. The preference given by the story for the
DhanishiM. point, over any other point in the celestial

due to the important significance that
to the Uttaraya?ia in the Jnanakawda.
the Uttarayana point was thus fixed, the other

circle, is evidently

came

to

When

be attached

that of the vernal equinox, had to
adjust itself; and so there is the myth that the Knttikas
sprang up to the sky and occupied that point. True the

important point,

viz.,

Knttikas have been
years

;

but

still,

in their place for tens of

thousands of

for the purpose of the story that arose

by

viewing the Vedic verse about Arundhatf in the strange
manner that has already been explained in the preamble,
it became
necessary to say that because the Seven JStshis
of

Ursa Major conferred starship upon Arundhati and

kept her near them, divorcing the other wives unjustly,
justice had to be done to them by conferring starship on
also in the shape of the stars of the Pleiades.
How
could they occupy that point if there was another asterism
there ?
So it became necessary to say that the fabulous

them

Abhijit was there, but that she disappeared out of jealousy
to

Aldebaran

Rohijii.

The idea that the asterisms are

sisters is ancient, as,

according to the Taitt. Samhita II. 3, 5, they are the
daughters of Prajapati. Our story makes its Abhijit the
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kanyasi of youngest sister of Rohini. This, at a time
when Rohiwi was the jyeshfta or first of the asterisms, can
only be at the point where the Knttikas are, and not the
of

point

and Srowa.
touched

Vedic

the

Abhijit

Therefore

the Vedic

it

is

Abhijit.

Abhijit at the point of the

between

Uttara

AshadM

evident the story has not
Rohiwi and the invented

Knttikas would be in places

adjoining each other east and west, the one at the then
starting point of the circle, the other at the ending point
of

Thus situated our Abhijit

it.

(

thinks,

We

two

sisters

being placed side by side, I ought to be treated as her
equal, and yet I am not even the second in rank, but must
needs be the last, which I certainly do not like.' This

jealousy drives her to quit the place. But it is folly to be
The 'Rishi
jealous and wise to hold on with fortitude.

unjustly divorced, bear their
instead
of committing suicide.
We
fortitude,
wives,

lot

though

with

may here

imquote Sita, who, though carried away by Ravawa and
holds
on
with
an
inaccessible sea-girt island,
prisoned in
fortitude, conquering the will to

says

commit

suicide,

and who

:

bafca gadheyam lankiki pratibhati ma
Eti jivantam anando naram varsha-atad api
Happy indeed this proverb of the people seems to me to be
Even after the lapse of a hundred years prosperity comes bo [the

Kalyawi

|

||

:

1

afflicted]

man,

if

he

is

but alive [holds on with fortitude]/

So when asuya or

jealousy vacates the place, dhnti or
it, not as an ordinary

fortitude meets the reward of getting

a place that became the first amongst the
place, but as
asterisms in the new order of things, the very place which
jealousy was jealous
to get.

This

position of

is

of,

how

but which jealousy does not deserve
the Knttikas came to occupy the

Mukhyayoga, by

their fortitude

and by

realizing

the Wonderful Antaryami as their Son their Protector.
Before the Knttikas became thus the first of the asterisms,

was, the story clearly says, being counted from
Counted as what? Evidently as the
the star Rohiwi.

time

be going too far
point of the vernal equinox, for it would
of the memory of any
reach
out
of
the
; Altogether

KIBfABA,

historical

we go

if

period,

the time

when

the point

was in Roh.wi.

of the, winter solstice

XVII. Kumara made

to
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his

own mother Svaha

the inseparable wife

o Agni.

This depicts

one who

Kumara

as a dispenser of justice, as

called Sadasaspati, the

is

As already

Court, ought to be.

indeed

Lord of the Hall or

stated, Agni's so-called

according to the inner meaning of this
The outer aspect of the
outwardly paradoxical riddle.
a
and
also
teaches
we should not miss its
moral,
story
is spiritual

jaratva

humour.
his

ing

their

It exhibits

Agni

Kama

as a jara or abhika, castOne of

amorous glances upon married women.

own

comes on

sex, a

clever

woman

in

and. shows to

the. scene,

the shape of Svaha,
the world how such

a jara, not caring for the happiness of wedlock which
has its sacred responsibilities to fulfil, seeks for pleasures

with married women,, but how those pleasures are really
imaginary, since what he thinks to be his real joy with
his sweethearts is simply the; result

or

phantoms

There

gether.
to
fit

is

nothing

illegal

in

Svaha's

alto-

wishing

marry Agni, as both were unmarried, and therefore
to enter into wedlock.
But the means she employs,
expose the imaginary character of the happiof jara Agni, is not befitting an unmarried
girl,

though
ness

and

fit

to

So both Agni and
have done sabasam karma, reckless
and, perhaps the poet had in view a concealed pun

is

unjust to the personated wives.

Svaha must be held
act

of the appearances

them put on by another woman

of

;

to

upon his Agni Adbhuta, who, as the son
designated Sahasa.

As

means valorous, bold.

of Sahas,

may

be

beginning, Sahas
derived from sahas, and

stated in the

Sahasa

is

means not only boldness but recklessness, and

so, in the

only a sahasa or reckless act can come from
one who is the son of Sahas. But in respect of Cupid's
act, the male is completely rash without a thought for the

latter sense,
|

consequence, while the female's rashness is combined, with
it ; for it is not the irresponsible lov.er,.

cleverness to hide
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but the

girl

going wrong and

is

sure ere long to betray in

herself the proof of her act, that has to think thousand

times, as to

how

to conceal, before risking.

So Svaha

personates most cleverly and disposes of the embryo, even
becoming a bird in her movement in order not to leave

any trace of anybody's foot-print on the earth. But her
cleverness becomes the ruin of the poor personated wives,

and the moral taught is that however secretly an act is
done its appearances are somehow or other laid bare.

The

divorce of the innocent wives, though unjust, shows
the high value attached to female chastity which should be

always above even a phantom of suspicion. And when at
last the heavenly character of the wives is proved by
their becoming the stars of the Pleiades, Jara Agni
is

tied

fast

to

a

woman who

whose happiness was shown

is

He

mere Vak, Word.

be mental, consisting in his
belief of the word uttered and of the forms assumed by

Svaha, must find
wardly.

all his

to

happiness in mere Word. Thus outmere Word is Vidya and

But inwardly, that

Agni's so-called jaratva

is

not carnal, but spiritual love.

XVIII. Brahma told Kumara to go and see his father Eudra, for
Eudra had entered into Agni and Uma into Svaha for the purpose
of his (Kumara's) genesis.

Accordingly

Kumara went

to the place

and saw Eudra there going in procession attended
by all the Devas including Indra, Varuwa, Yama, and others, and
Parvafci (Eudra's spouse) was attended by Gauri, Vidya, Gandhari,
Kesini, Mitra, and Savitri. Kumara paid his respects to Eudra and
was told by him to bear him in mind in all acts with faith. As soon
as Kumara took leave and left, the Danavas besieged the place where

called Bhadravatfa

Eudra and the Devas were, and a

Deva-Danava battle ensued
Danavas, put the Devas to flight,
caught hold of Eudra's chariot aud was about to smash him down,
when he thought of his son Kumara, who instantaneously came in a
beautiful chariot, wearing a red dress, fought with Mahisha, and
killed him by discharging his Sakti weapon.
He then conquered
Mahisha,

the

chief

of

fierce

t

the

the three worlds in one day, and Eudra told the Devas that they
should regard Kumara like himself. And then the Upakhyana ends

with a stava of Kumara, in which

among

other names he

is

called

Vasudeva-priya, Brahma/cari, Brahma?iya, $isu
(Child), Leader of the Brahmawas, Gangasuta (son of the river
Visvcamitra-priya,

Ganga), &c., &c.

As Rudra
in the

known

well

is

fprms as sun, moon,

fire,

moon Soma and

Soma, as applied

,

wind, &c.,he

here be located

may

also in the star,

both of which

Sirius, the regent of

is

Ardra and the star
Rudra. The name

Rudra, came to be construed in the
One who is with TJma.' It will be

to
'

Puranic period as

as Ashtfamiirti, having eight

seen that the story begins by saying that either Agni or
Soma should be able to become the father of Kumara.
shines in the night and the moonlight blends with
Agni's light, so that Rudra as Soma enters into Agni.

Agni

.

demon and rescuing Rudra may be
explained phenomenally thus: Kumara in the form of the
Kumara' s

killing the

sun goes to the Orion, the heavenly

meeting place

of the Devas,

and

and

retires,

Rudra as Soma, the
and also as the regent

This takes place in summer. But
the autumnal equinox, the sun

Sirius.

when summer ends

Kumara

ground, the

sees

regent of Mn'gasirsha of the Orion
of Ardr&.

sacrificial

at

and then Mahisha, the

buffalo, a dark-

skinned animal representing the darkness of winter, puts
the Devas to flight and troubles Rudra who is in the stars

Mngasirsha, Andra and Sirius

which are very conBeing in these, he has, as

stars

spicuous in the nights of winter.
it

were, to struggle through the powers of the darkness of
But in due time the sun comes back to the Orion,

winter.

weapon and kills the
and
summer
come
sin is killed and
gone

wields the Belt of

demon

:

winter

is

as his $akti

it

:

righteousness reigns.
Thus even the god Rudra fiads a Saviour in his Son

Kumara.

who

We have

seen in the

first

volume that the Son

the maker of Heaven, for his father,

Lokaknt,
Son aspect of Our Father, always borne in
our heart's womb. The churned Agni is a symbol of that

is

is

the all-loving

Son and
Lokaknt

is

addressed in

Jatavedafo

makes or secures Heaven
generates the sacred
all forms], vide Vol.
nal etymon
9

of)

the

Veda as
Thou

Jatavedas

:

for

Thy father

fire, i.e.,
I., p.

putra

is

!

:

Putrafo
art the

[the sacrificer

who

realizes the Self concealed in

496, about this text.

not

pitre

Son that

The

know;n, but in the

origi-

Puramc
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days-

was read as

it

put-tra,

and as tra at

tlie

end

of a

com-

pound sometimes means to protect (cf. atapa-tra), it was
defined that the son is put-tra because (by his birth) he
protects or saves (his father) from the hell called Put.
The hell is the pit into which persons who commit pataka
Pataka is that which being very sinful causes
acts fall.

the doer of

it

moral pedestal
artificial

fall.

or

fall

to fall,

from the

and

derivations even a remote similarity of one

to another
to have

This pataua
from the root pat,

to fall.
is

word

pressed into service, the put in put-tra seems
forced to mean hell, the place of those who

is

been

But

as in

it is

only the Divine Son, the Lokaknt,

who can

be the Saviour, and that Son we have seen onr Kumara to be.
But how can there be even a semblance of sin in Rudra ?

The reply is, Rudra is free from sin and is always pure,
but thanks to our poets who spoke in paradoxical riddles,
we cannot say that he is free from the semblance of it.
In the Vedic story about the birth of the Son God Rudra,
he cries as soon as born, and when asked by his Father
anapahafcapapma
Prajapati as to why he cries, he says
"
vai asmy ahitanama, uama me dhehi
My evil indeed
:

:

has not been taken away, and a name has not been given
Give me a name." And then he gets eight names
to me.

and forms.

have tried to show that the

I

of is not real, that it is only a

the riddle of the Son

evil or sin

semblance of

it

spoken

derived by

God being

the issue of the outwardly
polyandric connection of Prajapati and the Situs with
Aushasi, and that the semblance of evil vanishes when the
real nature of the

known

(Vol.

I.,

and Agni are

484

Son God as the
491).

identical, or if

Self concealed in all is

if Rudra
Rudra entered into Agni, when

Similarly in our story,

the latter committed the so-called adultery with the Ri&hiwives, there is a semblance of demon sin outwardly, but the

Son Puttra saves his father from the grasp of the demon.
The outward paradox is that from Agni's adultery was born
but how can
the Son of strict Brahma&arya, celibacy
;

adultery be the father of celibacy ? Such sayings as :
Ekam va idam vibabhuva sarvato.
The One only has become all this (universe) (Rv. VIIL, 58,2)
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are the outpourings of the devout heart which only cares
and in everything Our Father that has

to see everywhere

But if, as a riddle arising
enselfed all by universal love.
by stretching the meaning of such sayings to a paradoxical
extent, the

mist of evil that

is

world

fleeting in the

is

ignorantly fathered upon Him, that mist vanishes as soon
as the One-Manifold Son Whom the Father himself has

become

understood

is

the Father has

:

become

all

this

because by self-sacrifice He has multiplied and given
himself completely to each soul as its real Life. Can there

be any sin in the Father
universal love

Man
would

pregnant with the Glorious Garbha, Son, and
born risen revealed like the sun, in the

is

see

Him

sky of his heart,
that

Son

if

he realizes

Him

by righteousness

him from the

will completely rescue

The

sin.

One-Manifold Son of

the

of

?

;

and

hell of Put,

had circumscribed the extent
knowledge, and that was the cause
samsara which for the time being
The samsara of man is both real and

hellish ignorance

of the vision of his

of the selfish, sinful
really troubled him.

unreal, real so long as

he

is in it,

the Sou and becomes one with

wonder

height is reached he
he had been. As self-love
will

religion comes and says

to

is

unreal

when he

in

realizes

When

Our Father.

that

what a world of inaya

a strong passion in the world,
Keep the love for self,

man

'

:

but enlarge the self so as to comprise all creatures and
all as self: become a big self instead of being the

love

despicable
children of

little

they and you are all
has entered into, or enselfed,

self of selfishness

;

Our Father Who
is loving them all as Himself; merge yourself
as
in Him and steadfastly make upasana of Him as Self
is
and
that
Self-Love
are
who
befitting you
your very Life,
all,

and

Who

emerge from the shroud of Avidya or
and become indivisibly one with Our Father. 3

intrinsically pure

selfishness

Not only
chapter in
dress

is

;

in the chapter of the battle, but in the earlier

which Kumara

know whether

as Senanya, his red

is installed

twice mentioned in verses

1

and

32.

in ancient India military dress

was

I do not
red.

It

.
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may have been. But in describing
Mrin who has 'undergone the
Apastamba (L, 1,
jinani, MshayaTO

sutras'40

2,
fea

eke

:

the dress of tHe

and 41) says

(which

(It shall

be made)

of

hemp

for a

sawakshauma-

:

translated

is

Buhler, Sacred Books of the East, Vol.

"

Brahma-

Upanayana ceremony,

II.,

Brahmawa,

Dr.

by

Gr.

thus)

p. 9,

of flax (for

a

Kshatriya), of the skin of a (clean) animal (fora Vaisya).
Some declare that the (upper) garment (of a Brahmawa)

should be dyed with red Lodh." I would therefore take
the red dress of Kumara to be the badge of Brahma&arya.x
have seen 'that the word kumara gave three different

We

shades of meaning. One more seems to be illustrated in
Kumara's being' a Brahmafcariu or bachelor, and that is
that -there can be no marriage to one who, if he
his name, ought to be always Kumara, Infant.
;

true to

is

That our Skanda is 'always Kumara is revealed by his
another name, Sanat-Kumara. Both sanat and sanat mean
c
'
ever '; and so Sanat-Kumara means one who
always,'
is

In the .K7?andogya Upanishad, 7th PrapaSanat-Kumara is introduced as a Teacher teaching

Ever-Infant.

i/z-aka,

the

B hum an

or Vast Self to Narada; and at the end of the

PrapaMaka, the Upanishad says
Kumara is Skanda, yea that he
:

distinctly identifies

"They
is

say that Sanat-

Thus

Skanda."

Sanat-Kumara with Skanda.

It is

it

not

whether the Vedic Son God whose ninth aspect is
Kuraara is mentioned by this Upanishad as Skanda, or
clear

:

whether in

days the story of Skanda being the son of
arisen.
According to Puranic idea,
:

its

Rudra had already
Sanat-Kumara is a

Z&shi born as the son of Sanat, taking
the latter to be a name of the god Hirawyagarbha, and in

the Sanat-sujatiya episode of the

Kumara

is

also

'

Mahabharata,

Sanat-

Sujata means the
that the name Sanat-Knmara

called Sanat-Sujata.

The thing is
child.
can be construed either as the Eternal Child or the Eter-

good

naFs Child.

We have seen that

Agni-Rudra, the Father of

Kumira, is identical with Hirawyagarbha.
The Itihasa stories about Skanda bear the impress
1

their having been recorded in their present forms

of

many
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a few centuries

after

Skanda-worship

had come into yogue.
During those centuries several
arisen
about
have
must
him, and they seem to have
legends
in
and
recorded
the
been collected
epics when the fashion
of composing works in regular Anushfab and other metres

The Skanda-upakhyana speaks

began.

of the feast

days

and

Shashj$/i, the former so called
$ripanfcami
5th
on
that
it
because,
day (of bright fortnight?) Sri
says,
(the goddess Lakshmi) attended upon Skanda, on the

called

occasion of his becoming Senanya, and that ShashiM, the
6th, is a great day because on that day he became kntartha,

one who achieved his aim.
of

what lunar month

it

It

does not say the 5th or 6th

refers to.

Apte's dictionary

men-

tions G-uha-shash^/ii to be the 6th of the bright-fortnight of
the month of Margasirsha a month in which the full moon

comes

in conjunction with the Orion.

The Skanda-upakhyana does not explain how Kumara
became the son of Ganga, but the fact that his name
Gangasuta is mentioned in it shows that there was in its
time a well-known old story about how Kumara became the
son of Ganga. That story is found in the Ramayajia I,, 37,
preceded by another version of Kumara's birth in I., 36 ;

which I

shall take

up

first.

It is to this effect

Mount Hiraavan had two daughters, Ganga

:

(the river)

and Uma.

Uma

performed severe tapas, austerity, and was married by her
father to Rudra of great austerity (Mahatapa/i). But no son was
born although 100 divine years passed. The Devas feared that a
son born to Rudra of great austerity might surpass them, and so
they asked him not to beget a son, but perform tapas with Uma.
Accordingly Rudra got up; but his kshubhitam tejas had to be
taken care of, and as there was no one able to bear it, Dhara, the
earth, bore it at the request of the Devas, who also got Agni to

When Agni entered it along with
it, (i.e., Rudra's tejas).
became Mount Sveta, where, in the region called Sara vawa,
the forest of sara reeds, Kumara, son of Agni, was born. As Uma
was thus deprived of the pleasure of becoming a mother, and as the

enter into

Yayu,

it
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Devas made Dhara to bear the

tejas instead of her

doing

so,

TJma

cursed the Devas nob to get any sons from their wives, and Dhara
to become bahubharya, the wife of many.

According

to the

Um&

Kenopanishad,

.Haimavati, mean-

ing there the Golden, shining brilliantly in the sky, appears
before the Devas when they were wrangling with each other

about each being himself the victor and not any other;
anidfbeing appealed to as an umpire to tell them who the
Brahman (is the Victor); be ye all
victor is, she says:
'

great by the victory of

Brahman/ In Vol.

likened to

show that

Ushas, and who, as dawning
of the

Uma

I.,

pp. 370

372,

Brahmavidya, who is
the awakening and enlightening golden dawn

I have tried to

is

in the

hoary head,

intellect,

knower, old in knowledge, is said, as a riddle, to be

the daughter of the snow-clad (therefore hoary-headed)
Mount Himavan, the head, the topmost part of man, being

a mountain as
cultivated

it

and be

were.
in

Of course the head must be well

touch with the heart, in order to be

The golden sun, full of
the morally high father of Vidya.
full of knowledge.
light, is a metaphor for the head,
Being
golden he
Haimavati.

Hemavan, and his daughter the dawn is
She shines in the sky, esoterically the akasa
And as this name Haimavati may also be

is

of the heart.

looked upon as a patronymic derived from Himavan, we have
it that Uma is the daughter of that hoary headed mountain.

We have

seen that in the Vedic story of the birth of the
Son God, Ushas the dawn is his mother (Vol. I., p. 485).
The couple Rudra and Uma are both austere, because
the Eig Veda X., 183, 1 and 2, quoted in the essay on

Arundhati, requires the bride and bridegroom to be such.
of the birth of the Son God, Eudra and

For the purpose

Uma

are like the two Arams, Pururavas and Urvasi, and

the Son of spirituality is born only after long contemplaHence the delay.
tion.

The Devas
Truth,

is

his birth.

are the Pranas or senses, whose Satyam,

the Son God.

The

They cannot be

really jealous of

indelicate circumstance mentioned is simply
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not like the ordinary son,

is

ayonija, being spiritual.
Dhara, the earth, who bears the tejas as if doing justice
the meaning 'bearing' of her name, must be taken to

be the
(rod,

who

being symbolized by the sacred
is

Vasu, the Wealth of the

26,

V.,

altar (Yedi-rupa bhiimi/i), the
Tejas, the

fire

born by

sacrificers (vide

Son

attrition,

Rig Veda

Vol. L, p. 158).
The name of
for the earth seems to have been originally a
referred to

Vasudha
name of the

in

Agni Vasu.
the Aitareya Brahmawa (quoted and

altar-earth, as bearing

In the story of
explained in Vol.
into

fire,

Prajapati,

I.,

and

477

481),

JJudra shoofcs an arrow

Betas

the

of Prajapati which is
afterwards does not flow until Agni

born

immediately
Vaisvanara, in conjunction with the Maruts, causes It to
flow, and then the whole Creation is evolved from It.*

As

in all these Ifcihasa stories the

Vedic Son God Eudra

is

portrayed as Father, Ids Tejas is identical with bhe Retas
spoken of in the Vedic story above referred to. That Retas
is

Agni Hirawyaretas

alias

Hiranyagarbha, the retas or flame

But
symbol of the
to the pure metal gold, it is said
likened
Antaryami,
pure
as the fire is only a

of fire being golden.

,that only

that gold.

It is

and

fire of all

creatures alike

all

in view,

peoples, that is who
universal
love, can melt
by
evident that our story has this Vedic story

Agni Vaisvanara, the

looks upon

so, it associates

Agni with Vayu, whose

alias

Marut, in his act of entering the Tejas and causing it to
become a mountain. What is the meaning of this riddle ?

is

The

altar-earth having

sacred

Vasu, the

fire

become Vasudha as bearing the

Agni that enters

into that fire

may be

the Agneya or combustible firewood, &c., thrown in to feed
wind that fans it and causes
it, and Vayu of course is the
* In the first volume I have said that the shooter
Rudra, the Vedic Son
God, is identical with the Betas that is born. The idea is that a man,
before becoming a father, bears the embryo, the would-be son, in himself
first

and transfers

it

to

(Taittiriya Ekagnika?i<Ja

the wife, as one of the nuptial mantras says
13, 13), like an arrow into the quiver (ba/na

I.,

Therefore, Rudra as the embryo shoots himself in the form
eveshudhim)
of an arrow into Prajapati, and is born as the Retas.
.
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it .to

blaze up like a mountain in miniature with ascending
One of the names of Agni is
of flame.

conical peaks

$ukra, bright, and. as sukra or sukla means also,retas as
well as sveta, white, Rudra's Retas is said to have become
$veta-parvata, white mountain.
Esoterically, the Agni that enters the Retas

is not simple
the
that
but
firewood
firewood^
spiritual
righteousness,
leads one godward (vide p. .40 antfs), and similarly Vayu, the

blast of wind, seems to signify

the

exercise of the Yogin, enabling

him

more and more upon Brahman
of

Pranayama

or breath-

to concentrate his

mind

fanning Brahman, the Eire

Knowledge, in order to make It ablaze in his heart.
Sanskrit mountain is bhudhara or dharadhara,

In

With peaks going up high

upholder of the earth.
sky,

was the mountain fancied

into the

to be heavenly, sent

down

were by the gods to hold the earth from falling down ?
More prosaically, the mountain holds up a mass of earth

as

it

But

skyward.

the meaning of bhumi, the
Taken without any restriction,

this restricts

earth, to a mass of earth.

bhudhara would mean the up-holder of the whole earth.
Therefore the verbal wonder is that Dhara, the earth, is
Vasuudhara, the bearer of Agni Vasu, and by blazing up
he becomes Dharadhara, the mountain, bearing up his own
This is something like the Big Vedic
in one and the same breath that
which
says
language
Daksha is the child of Aditi (altar) and Aditi is the child
bearer the earth.

of
'

Daksha

she

who

is

(X. 72, 4).

Bhumi

vast and great'

or mahi, the earth, means

and the white mahidhara or

;

mountain, taken with unrestricted meaning, may well repre-

Supreme Self as spiritually the Most High and
Pure holding immense greatness. Therefore it may, I
think, be supposed that the story has in mind the
Bhumavidya told by Sanat-Kumara to Narada in the
sent the

7th Prapatf/i/aka of the .KMndogya, in which the Supreme
If thus the mountain
Self is styled Bhuma, Vast.
represents the Son
it

to

became the

God

as

Bhuma, the
Son God

place for the

be read as a contradiction

;

for,

further
to

when

saying that
be born ought not
told that the Self
;

Bhuma, Narada asks: 'Upon what is He established,
Bhagava?' and the reply given is: 'Upon His own
Greatness (sve mahimni)
The thing is, nothing else can

is

;

.

support the Infinite. He Himself is His support.
The curse of Um& is a paradox meaning a blessing.
The Devas, senses, on realizing the One Eternal Son as

Satyam, should not care to have sons bom in the
ordinary manner. The earth is bahubharya, the wife of
their

many, having many bhupatis, kings, to rule over the many
kingdoms on her. This everybody knows without the aid

Uma's

of

this

curse.

The inner meaning

as the earth spoken of

:

is

of

it

seems

to

be

the sacred fire-altar, and as

means one who is maintained (by the
the
altar
of knowledge as the lap for the Child
husband),
should
be kept and maintained in all homeAntaryami

bharya,

wife,

steads, in all hearts.

So. much about the story as found-in Earn.

next Sarga

As

is

to the following effect

I.,

The

36.

:

requested by the Devas, Rudra became a tapasvin and sat doing
This created another difficulty for the Devas, for Eudra

tapas.

was their General appointed by Brahma, and as he sat to tapas at
their own request, the Devas had no body able to command their
army, and Uma's curse precluded them from their getting a son o
their own,

whom

as a strong

youth they could nominate to the

office.

Therefore, at their request Agni gave his Tejas, and the river Ganga,
the elder sister of Uma, was solicited by the Devas to bear it, as

Brahma said that this would please Uma also. Accordingly Ganga
received the Tejas, which was gold-like but the flood of it was so
high that she was unable to contain it, and every tree, plant,
creeper, or blade of grass that came in contact with it became
;

golden. By the heat of the Tejas all the metals were formed in the
earth and as gold became of Agni's colour, it was called jatarupa ;
and in the middle of the forest which thus became golden, Kumara
;

was found born. The Knttikas took up the child as their son, who
with his six mouths sucked their milk for a day and then conquered
the army of the Daityas and was installed General of the army of
the Devas.

Thus while according
'

lo

to the first story

Kumara

is

the

KUMABA.
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son of Rudra, according to this he is the son of Agni.
There is no contradiction, as Rudra and Agni are identical.

Uma
Vidya.

and Ganga seem
According

to

to

be identical, esoterically, as

one fancy, she

is

'

Ganga, meaning
is

Sarasvati

Vak,

who goes and goes/

It is therefore another

ennial stream.

who

she

'she .who flows on/

dawn

the golden

according to another she, as the goddess

is

that

;

the river
is

a per-

name for Vak,
Vak or Speech,

fit

of her eloquence, can
Infinite
but
can
the
never contain Him
indicate
Self,
only
Him
the
Taitt. Up. 'yato
circumscribe
never
can
(vide

whatever be the extent of the flow

vafco nivartante

;
aprapya manasa saha ).

Therefore the

Tejas overflows the river.

Agni's name

Hirawyaretas and so wherever the Tejas
This would be hyperbole if the
but
true
as applied to the Self, who
taken,
is

flows all becomes gold.

simple

fire

is

(according to the Taitt. Up.)

is

the Rasa, Juice, of Joy.

Men, who in Avidya or sin are as it were baser metals,
will become gold, morally and spiritually, when they
when they come in contact with the Juice
realize the Self
of Vedantic alchemy.

The

belief in the existence of a

known only to Mahatmans, and the juice of which
would transform the baser metals into gold, may have

plant,

what originally was a
to
the Vedantic Juice,
metaphorical expression applied
known really to the Mahatmans who know Brahman.
arisen

by a misapprehension

Many

a cheat calling himself a

of

Mahatman

or Bairagi

comes and says to simple minded credulous people ' I can
transform baser metal into gold. It requires some money
:

money. Or let me perform
to this idol in my possession
on
behalf
your
special worship
let
it
be adorned with the golden
a
for a week or
fortnight ;

to fetch the plant, give the

jewels you have and with choice flowers; and the deity
thus pleased will enable me to convert your maunds of

Accordingly the worship goes on from
and the Mahatma is well fed and feed, but at

iron into gold/

day

to day,

he takes a favorable opportunity to walk away with
the jewels in the dead of night. The gold-making plant
last

KUMABA.
and true Mahatmans having a knowledge of it may or may
not exist. If they exist they are yet to be discovered. But
as the true vairagya or renunciation of the kuower of

Brahman can have nothing

to do with

making

gold, his

alchemy can only be the knowledge of the Vedantic Juice.
That Juice has been discovered at the very dawn of Vedanin conthought, and devoted souls are simply to come
and get transformed into gold morally and

tic

tact with It
spiritually.

but
prevailing colour of the flame of fire is golden,
other colours also are seen in it according to the nature of

The

the fuel

;

and the MuwcZaka Upanishad

the seven-coloured tongue of
&c.
all

So the heat
the metals.

fire

I. 2,

of Agni's retas is said to

As Agni

is

jata,

4 speaks of

as kali, karali, sulohita,

sujata,

have become

child,

born from

the arawis and maintained in the Vedi, and as the prevailing colour of the flame of fire is golden, gold is
jatarupa, that which has got the rupa, form, appearance,
of Jata Agni.
This is evidently the derivation of jatarupa

which our story propounds, whatever
its

else

may have been

true etymon.

The expression

that

Kumara was found born

in the midst

taken to liken him to the morning
sun seen rising in the midst of the vast golden field of the
dawn. His being nursed by the Knttikas indicates him to

of gold must, I think, be

be the sun of the vernal equinox when
counted from that asterism.

its

point was being

The story of Kumara as depicted in Kalidasa's Kumarasambhava has its own peculiarities, which deserve to be
:

noticed.

Asura Taraka obtains choice boons from the god

Brahma, but as he becomes a terror to the Devas, they
approach B|rahrna, who says that having himself given him
boons, ifc would not be proper to kill him himself, and that
some other means must be devised for getting rid of him> for

KUMARA.
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if

a

man grows even a
it down

himself to cut

tree of poison, it is not proper for
:

Itafo sa Daityafo praptasri/i

neta evarhati kshayam.

Visha-vnksho

*pi samvardhya
svayam 7c7iettum asampratam (II., 55).
Many years ago I saw it stated in the Bengali work of
Pandit 8A Isvarafcandra Vidyasagara containing a dis-

and dramas, that the plot of
Kalidasa's Kumarasambhava was the same as that found
in the $iva-pura%a, that the verse quoted above was to be
course on

our kavyas

found in the $iva-purawa word for word, and that therefore the date of the $iva-purawa might be subsequent to
the time of Kalidasa. I communicated this to the cele-

brated K. T. Telang of Bombay, who then looked into the
Bombay pai/ia or reading of the $iva-purana and found
that although the circumstance connected with the going
of the Devas to Brahma and his reply was the same, but

narrated in the easy style of the Purawas, the verse in
question about the tree of poison was not to be found in it ;

and he thought that the reverse might be the case, namely
that the $iva-purawa was older than Kalidasa and furnished
materials for him to write the story in his own highly
polished and ornate style, and that the copyist of the
Calcutta pai/ia of the /Siva-purawa might have mixed up
it the memorable
saying in question. Such proverbial
k&tn or trite sayings float among the lettered, even though

in

they
lieve

may forget or not know who
Telang contributed an

Antiquary.

Even

Kalidasa's work,

if

it

their authors were.

I be-

article about this to the

Indian

the $iva-purawa was not the basis of
is likely Kalidasa had a source of old

draw from, however inventive his genius
popular
may have been in respect of details. His story is to this
tales to

effect

:

austere tapas on a part of Mount Himavan, whose
blooming daughter Urna visits the place daily to keep it clean and
a beautiful damsel
tidy. Siva is firm in his austerity, although such

Siva

sits in

moves about him.
be induced to

bo

fit

fall

The Devas think that
in love with

to be their General,

At

Uma and

if

this great tapasvin

marry

their request,

can

her, the son born will

Kama, the god

of love,

KUMARA.
goes, and, stationing himself at

some
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disfcance'from /Siva, discharges

when Urna

his flowery arrows at him, just

is

before him.

Thus

by her but he recovers himself, and looking round, notices Cupid and burns him down by the fire of his third
Eati, Enjoyment, the spouse of
eye, which is located in his forehead.
struck, he feels bewitched

Kama,

;

bewails his loss, but a heavenly voice consoles her,
saying
marry Uma, and that when that

that in course of time Siva will

event takes place Siva will resuscitate Kama. Uma has a mind to
marry Siva, but as he becomes a very rigid tapasvin, she repairs to
another part of the mountain and sits there in fervent tapas for

many

At

last Siva is pleased to

appear before her in the form
and says that if she has a mind
to enter into wedlock she may marry any but that houseless, penniThis rouses her anger and makes her
less, ill-clad beggar Siva.
very eloquent and pretty in the defence of the real greatness of Siva
days.

of a Bhikshu, religious mendicant,

At this juncture fche Bhikshu
no other but her Siva, who has, he says, been
conquered by her tapas, and come to propose to her in person. She
feels surprised and shy, and says that he should obtain her father's

whom

ignorant

men cannot know.

reveals himself to be

most gladly mediate and obtain the
and the wedding takes place. The
obtains full liberty from Siva to discharge his

The Seven

consent.

.Rishis

consent, which is readily given

Kama

resuscitated

;

But no son is born for many years, and the Devas
are very impatient for the birth of their Senanya send Agni,
takes up the form of a kapota, dove, and appears before the

arrows at him.

who
who

Uma finds out the dove

couple.

by reason
is

born

of his intrusion

to be Agni in disguise and retires
upon her secrecy, while the Tejas of Siva
the manner stated in the Eamayawa.

Kumara in
Kumara becomes

as

Ultimately
Asura Taraka.

The burning
Ramayswia

I.

of

23,

the Senanya of the Devas and kills

Kama by

the

far detached

fire of

Rudra occurs

in the

from the birth-story

of

Kumara, but probably Kalidasa had good authority for
taking it as an incidence forming part of that story. The
Ramayawa I. 23 says that the place where Kama was
burnt down and became ananga, bodiless, became the
Anga country. The meaning of this riddle can only be
this

:

the

human body

is

called anga^

and

Kama

or Desire

a state of mind and has therefore no corporeal form.
He is therefore called ananga, bodiless, manasija, born in

is

mind, and his abode is the anga, body, of man.
The paradox to be noticed in our story is that

Rudra destroys Kama and becomes a

/Siva alias

rigid- tapasa,

and

KUMARA.
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yet he afterwards enters into wedlock, resuscitates

and becomes the aim

of

obliged to distinguish

Kama

Kama

that

his shafts.

resuscitated.

is

that

is

We

Kama

are therefore

down from
to be Bad

burnt

The former I take

Desire and the latter Satyakama, Desire for Satyam, the
Self, Who is to be born, realized, as the Son Grod

True

Kumara. The third eye in the forehead, by the fire of
which Bad Desire is burnt down, seems to be the mind's
eye with knowledge as

its fire, light.

Siva in his tapas, and Siva's seeing
her afterwards in her tapas illustrate in their case the

Uma's seeing

first

pp. 22, 23 ante),

(1)

two marital mantras (quoted at
apasyam tva manasa fcekitanam/ &c.,

said by the bride,

and

(2)

applicability of the

happy

&c., said

'

'

by the bridegroom.

The wedlock entered
wedding with

Uma

as

into

Kama

he burnt down

after

apasyam tva manasa didhyanam/

by the tapasviu Siva even
can only be the spiritual

Brahmavidya.

The Seven Eishis who mediate
seven

match are the

for the

senses, whose Satyam

facial

is

the

(vide p. 33 ante about them).

Supreme

Self

'

In the Sibi story explained in Vol. I., p. 304, Agni takes
up the form of a kapota, dove. Here also he takes .up the

same form, so that it seems to have been a settled idea
Mahabharata that kapota is Agni's form. Whatever was the etymon of kapota originally, I fancy that

in the

Agni

as kapota signifies that

he

is

young or

the pota,

son,

Ka, the god Prajapati. Ka had become the name of
Prajapati even in the Brahmajra period, vide p. 433 of

of

Prof.
ature.

Max

History of Ancient

Miiller's

Agni

is

identical with

Sanskrit Liter-

Rudra, who

is

the Son of

In the Vedic story given in Vol. I., pp. 445
Prajapati.
447, Prajapati's Rasa, Juice, becomes Kurma and creates
the Universe and
yami).

That Rasa

is
is

identified

identical

with Purusha (Antarwith the Son God, and

'
you have come into being
Prajapati addresses him
'
Not I, I have been
and
flesh
he
skin
from my
',
replies

when

:

:
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from

That

before.'

to say the

is

His Father and

Son God

is

as beginning-

only revealed at the time of
each cycle of the creation of the Universe in order to enter
into all as Antaryami and uphold the Universe.
Similarly

less as

in our story the

spoken

of

Son God must be taken

He was

even before
is

is

born from

He

spiritual,

Him

to

Rudra.

have existed

As

the

cannot be born unless

Son
the

A

sculptor cannot make a
he
in
unless
has
it
his
mind before he takes
statue
vividly
up his chisel. Therefore the would-be Parents' seeing the

parents realize

in mind.

Vedic Son God Agni indicates that by long contemplation
together they came to know the nature of the Son that is
to be born,

i.e.,

revealed

;

and

as soon as they see

Him, He

born as Kumara, the Golden Juice of Universal Love
It is Father Rudra Himself that is
that flows everywhere.
is

revealed as Son.

The ayonija manner

in

which the Son God

is

manifested

shows clearly that His birth is not samsaric, but means
In the remarkable Sukta X., 129
spiritual manifestation.
of the

Kama,

Big-veda about Creation, it is said in verse 4 that
that Retas or Child of Mind which was the First or

Primal One, rose in the beginning

Kamas

:

tad agre samavartatadhi

Manaso

Eeta/i Prafchamam

yad
J

asifc.

i

show in Vol.1., p. 442, that Mind represents
the Creator and that Kama, the Primal Retas or Son, is the
Son God in the symbol of Agni. Thus the Retas is MindI

have tried

born

to

or, as verse

3 of the same Sukta says, born by great

tapas or austerity. This our story illustrates by saying that
$iva and Uma, the Parents of Kumara, performed tapas.

The appearance of Agni Kama before the Couple may be a
sort of commentary on the verse above quoted, taking tad
agre as Tad-agre, before (the eye of) That (the Creator).

The Asuara

killed

by Kumara

is

Mahisha, according to

the Mahabharata, but Taraka, according to the Kumarasambhava. I took Mahisha, the buffalo, to be the personi-

name connected with
The Asura may be the darkness of night in which

fication of darkness, sin.
star.

Taraka

is

a

80
only the stars shine. But when the Vedaiitic archer shoots
down the darkness of ignorance the same arrow which kills
it goes in the
shape of the self into the Supreme Self who

beyond darkness (tamasas pari). When Mahisha, the
buffalo, the animal nature of man, is killed, the same arrow

is

just

shoots into Mahisha,

Mahisha means both

means

the Great,

buffalo

and

the

great.

Supreme

also the Saviour or the starry state

metaphor

for

Self,

Likewise Taraka

which

is

a

for the Immortal.

Phenomenally, the vernal sun completes his victory over
the darkness of winter, as soon as he comes in conjunction

who is Mahisha and Taraka in
and whom the sun obtains by shooting his

with the Orion-Sacrifice,
the higher sense,

light unto him, i.e., by understanding Father Sacrifice. This
killing of Taraka may be compared with the story of Rudra's

victory over the Asuras of Tripura, vide Vol.

I.,

379

384.

GANGA.
We saw

in the story of

the mother of

Kumara

that the river Ganga,

Kumara, represents the goddess Vak or

Such being her esoteric significance a lengthy story
how she came from heaven itself, and how

Vidya.

has arisen as to

by

offering her sacred water to the departed Fathers they

were freed from

sin

and obtained heaven,

The

story is

Ramayawa and the Mahabharata, the
versions of which, although agreeing in the main, have each
It is difficult to say which of
its own peculiar features.
found both in the

them

They seem

be compilations of ancient
legends about Ganga, with such poetical touches as the
poets who reduced them into their present forms thought
fit

is earlier.

to give.

up the

to

I shall give the purport of both below, taking

Ramayawa

first

:

At the request of the Devas, Mount Himavan made a gift of his
first daughter Ganga to them for their divine purpose and they took
her to the sky, she being sva&Mandapathaga, one who could go anywhere by her own will (Earn. I., 35). [Then in I., 3842, the story
told as to how Ganga came to the earth thus
] King Sagara had
two wives, Kesini, daughter of Vidarbha, and Sumati, daughter of
Arishtfanemi and sister of Supanza. With them he performed tapas

is

:

Bhnguprasravawa in the Himalayas for 100 years. Bhr*gu told
him
One of your wives will become the mother of a son who
would continue your line, and the other of 60,000 sons, whichever of
the two may elect to have the one or the other boon.' Kesini chose
the former, and in due time gave birth to a son named Asamafija,
at

'

:

Sumati chose the other boon and gave birth to a garbha-tumba (seedbearing mature gourd), bursting which 60,000 children came out and
were put into ghee pots and nurtured there. In due time they came
of age.

Asamania behaved

badly.

He would

catch hold of the children of

the townsmen, put them in the water of the Sarayu river and enjoy
the fun of seeing them drowned. Sagara therefore expelled him.

Sagara began a horse sacrifice in a place between the Himavan and
Vindhya mountains, and appointed his grandson Amsuman, son of
Asamairja, to guard the horse, But Indra came in the form of a
.
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Eakshasa and made away with the horse. Staying on the sacrificial
ground with the grandson Arasuman, Sagara sent his 60,000 sons to
go in search of the horse and bring it. [Not finding the horse anywhere

on the face of the earth] they dug the earth and killed many
Rakshasas and Nagas (that were found concealed), and went on
digging the earth to the Rasatala, nether world, where also they killed
many of them. The Devas felt bewildered [at the injury done
to mother earth] and went to Brahma, who said: 'To Vasudeva
belongs the whole Vasudba (earth), for in the form of Kapila he is upholding her always ; by the fire of his anger these sons of Sagara
will be burnt down.' Not finding the horse, bhe sons of Sagara went

back

;

but Sagara in anger sent them again, and they dug the earth

much

in all directions as enabled them to go to the places of the
Disagajas or direction-elephants that are supporting the earth in the
Not finding the horse in those direceast, south, west and north.

so

went

dug there most terrisaw Kapila Vasudeva and also
the horse grazing near him. They took him for the thief of the horse
and went to beat him, but by his hum-kara or roar (and by the fire of

tions they

bly in

to the north-east (prag-nttara),

mad anger

(rosha),

and

at last

his anger) they were all burnt

down

to ashes.

Amsuman in search of the Fathers
Amsuman). Amsuman went by the same

Sagara sent his grandson
(the said 60,000 uncles of

underground way which the Fathers had dug, and, greeted by the
direction-elephants, he went on and saw the ashes of the Fathers
lying in heaps and the horse close by.

He

wept in

grief,

and

water to their souls, but could find no water there.
he
saw
Looking up
Suparwa, the king of birds and the uncle of the
(60,000) Fathers, and was told by him thus: 'Do not grieve for

wanted to

offer

these ; their vadha, slaughter, is as it should be (lokasammata), for
they are burnt down by the Unknowable (aprameya) Kapila. Do
not offer any laukika, worldly or earthly, water to them. If the

water of Ganga

is offered,

they will go to heaven.

Now

take the

your grandfather's sacrifice be finished.'
Accordingly the horse was brought and the sacrifice completed.
Sagara did not know how to get Ganga from heaven. He reigned

horse,

and

let

30,000 years and went to heaven,

Amsuman was

installed,

but handing over the kingdom to his son

for 23,000 years and
Dilipa, retired to the forest, performed tapas
went to heaven. Dilipa reigned for 30,000 years. His grief always

was that he was not able to bring Ganga.
His son Bhagiratha placed the government in the hands of his
ministers and went to the forest to perform tapas, determined to
bring Ganga. He performed tapas at Gokama for 1,000 yearsThe god Brahma, appeared and told him to induce Hara (Siva) to
receive

Ganga on

his

head and thus break the force of her current
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which otherwise might wash away the earth. Again he performed
tapas for one year, at the end of which Umapati (Siva) appeared

and consented to receive Ganga on his head. Then Ganga descended from heaven to Siva's head, but as she came down with
much force and pride he locked her up in his jata or matted hair,
so that she could nob see her way out and came to be so charmed
with the

that she whirled round and

j-dta

round

in

it

for several

years until Siva, pleased with the tapas of Bhagiratha, let her
down at the place called Biudusaras. When flowing down from his
head, she branched off into seven rivers, of whom three, viz.,
Hladini, Pavani and NaZini flowed to the east, three others, viz.,
Sufcakshu, Sita and Sindhu to the west, and the seventh followed her
leader Bhagiratha's chariot, purifying all those
She was named as his daughter, Bhagirathi.

of
it,

who bathed

in her.

But on the way she was about to submerge the sacrificial ground
Jahnu who was performing a sacrifice, and who, in order to save
drank her away outright

to the

astonishment of

all.

Jahnu let the river out from
out
from
him she was named as
thus
issuing
by
Jahnavl

pitiated by Bhagiratha,

But, pro-

his ears;

and

his daughter,

She flowed on wherever Bhagiratha's chariot went. She reached
and from there went to Rasatala and flowed over the
heaps of the ashes, and then the 60,000 Fathers went to heaven.

the sea

She

is called

Tripathaga, because she flows in the three regions
and the rasa or nether world.

of heaven, earth,

Such
gob his

is

fche

story of the

name, the same in

Eamayawa.

I.

70 says

As

to

how Sagara

:

When Sagara was in the wornb of his mother her sapatni or
another wife of her husband administered gara, poison, to her, at a
time when her husband Asita, driven out by the Haihayas and
Talajanghas, was living in the Himalayas. But by the blessing of
Rishi .Kyavana there, she did not die ; and the son born was named
Sagara, he who is with poisou,' because he was born with the
'

poison administered to his mother.

The Mahabharata
and

story is in

Arawyaparvan 106109,

in continuation of the story
according to which
Agastya drank away the whole sea and laid bare the
is

Danavas (who had taken shelter in it) to enable the Devas
The Devas kill the Dauavas, but some of
to kill them.

them make a hole
through

Agastya

it

in the basin of the

empty sea and escape
The Devas ask

into Patala, the nether world.

to

fill

the sea again with water, but he suys,

84.

'

I have digested the water drunk by me; you should find
out other means to fill the sea/ And then the story of

Sagara is told, to show in the end as to how the river
Ganga was brought down from heaven by his descendant
Bhagiratha for sending the souls of the 60,000 Fathers to
heaven and how she flowed into the empty sea and filled it.

The

story is to this effect
Sagara conquered fche Haihayas and Talajanghas and ruled. Of
his two wives one is Vaidarbhi and fche other Saibya. Wifch them
:

he goes to Mount Kailasa and performs

feapas,

and /Sankara (Siva)

Saibya gives birth to Asamanja, who is expelled
for his drowning the children of the people.
Vaidarbhi gives birth
to a garbhalabu.* As a heavenly voice says that it should not be
gives the boons.

it are taken out one by one and put in ghee
and become the 60,000 sons. They move in the sky, and prove
very troublesome to the Devas, who go to Brahma and get assured
that their molestors will soon perish. Sagara lets loose the sacri-

cast away, the seeds of

pots,

ficial horse with his 60,000 sous to protect it, but it vanishes,
and they come back and inform Sagara of its loss. He sends them
again, but they return without finding it. Dissatisfied with them
he sends them again saying
Go away either never to come back
or come back with the horse.' They search in the empty sea and
'

:

finding the hole made in it by the Danavas they dig it up and
kill the Asuras, Rakshases and other (bad) beings that were found
in

it.

In this manner they spend a long period in digging up the
last in great anger they dig into Patala in the north-

and at

sea,

east part (purvottaradesa) of the sea, and there see the horse

and

Kapila who, the knowers (Muuipungavas) say, is Vasudeva. They
rush angrily at him, but are burnt down to ashes by his tejas, light.
Rishi Narada conveys this news to Sagara, whose grandson Amsuraan goes, propitiates Kapila, brings the horse, and the sacrifice is
completed. Sagara regards the sea also as his son (as the sea is called
And then Amsuman's grandson Bhagiratha determines
Sagara).
to bring

Ganga from heaven, and performs

tapas

011

Mount Himalaya

for 100 years. Ganga herself appears in the form of a fairy and tells
him to get Sankara (Siva) to receive her on his head. Accordingly

the river descends, and,
like a
lay,

let

down from

garland of pearls, she follows

Siva's head after adorning

Bhagiratha

sends the Fathers to heaven, and then

fills

to

the

it

where the ashes

empty

sea.

This

about Siva's locking up Ganga long in his jaia and
about Jahnu's drinking her and letting her out from his ears.

story

is silent

* Alabu

is

another

name

for gourd,

mature gourd containing Beads.

and garbhalabu seems to mean
.
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Such

is

the wonderful story.

Taking up first fche 60,000
whose obsequies the river is brought down,
me to be the stars, whose number is large.

ancestors, for

they strike

The

story seems to combine

two independent fancies about

that the celestial globe
them; one
were, containing the stars as its seeds
is

as in ancienb

a gourd as it
the other is that,

is
;

Sansknt samudra means both the sea and

the sea-like blue sky, the stars in it have the sky-sea as
and have, as it were, dug deep into it.
This simple poetical fancy seems to be the meaning of the

their field of action

paradox of the Sagaras making the basin of the sea.
If they are the stars, their father is most likely the

moon, one of whose names is Nakshatresa, lord of the
To the apparent view the stars, when compared
stars.

and so the fancy is as
though they are small seeds embedded in the gourd.
Their mother seems to be the Night, whose husband is the
with the moon, are

moon

Nisapati,

In the Veda

and

lilliputian,

in

whose

(Taitt.-satn.

lap only the stars are seen.

I., b, 7,

.Kitravasu, as she houses the

5)

the night

is

called

fcitras, stars.

moon, his paradoxical name Sagara
with poison/ must have some simple
The poison and nectar spoken of in our myths

If their father is the

or

c

he

who

meaning.

is

with

are depicted to be respectively black and white in colour.
To my mind they signify darkness and light, the metaphors
sin and righteousness.
In ethics sin is poison and
The
death, while righteousness is nectar and immortality.
for

moon has

dark patch, fancied to be a black
has to be with the nightly darkness,
which he thins more or less according as he is full .-or half
his kalahka,

deer or a hare.

He

So much by taking gara to mean poison =
But the root meaning of gara seems to be that
which is gulped down, and one of its meanings is put down
"
in Apte's dictionary as
any drink or fluid, beverage."
The moon is called Sudhamsu, he whose light is nectar/
or crescent.

darkness.

'

likening his bright silvery light to necfcar ; and he is born,
i.e., renewed, with this light, which waxes in the brightThus the inoon poetically is sagara in two
fortnight.
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senses, one as being with kalanka or darkness-poison, the

other as being with the nectar of moonbeams.
The sea sagara swells to the attraction of the moon and

may

moon Sagara

well be called the child of the

child that

is

nourished and fattened as

thereby made

to

swell

as the sacred beverage, is

which,

and therefore the old

it

were by him and

The moon

or grow.

poetical idea is

the

is

Soma

;

the king of liquids,
that the moon is the

Being the lord of liquids, he is fancied
be the father of the sea, which moreover, of all reser-

source of rain.
to

voirs of water, swells to the attraction of the

moon

as

if

having an intimate relationship by blood with him and
therefore as

if

wanting

to

jump up

to the arms of his father.
least in the

language

to his arms, like a child

Further,

of children, all

as sometimes,

at

bitter unpalatable
;

drinks are characterised as poison, the sea s name sagara
may have, for aught we know, arisen by viewing it as
containing the sagara liquid, that is water mixed up with

unpalatable substance. Among other names pure sweet
water is called paniya and amnta, drinkable and nectar,
and this very name is sufficient to have driven its opposite,
the undrinkable sea water, to the

According

to

name

of sagara.

Yaska's Nirukta, sagara and samudra occur

As samudra primarily
means the sea, the application of the same name to the sky
must be in a metaphorical sense, likening the blue sky to
the sea.
Similarly sagara also may have originally meant
the sea and then metaphorically the sky.
Sagara occurs in
it
takes
where
to
mean
the sky, but
Rv. X., 89, 4,
Sayawa
Mr. Griffith the sea. In classical and Purawic Sanskrit the

in the

Vedas

as

names

of the sky.

sea came to be called sagara, son of Sagara. Is this due to
the idea of the sky-sea Sagara being- the real source of
water, from whom are born all our reservoirs of water ? In
classical Sanskrit the sea is a king,

the husband of the
come from the downpours of the sky as
'if they are the daughters of the sky, and in this
very story
there is the fancy of the Ganga river coming down from
heaven or sky and filling the empty sea. Sagara the sea
rivers.

The

rivers
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may, therefore, have meant the son of the sky ; but this
was the fancy of one poet, while another poet was free to
take king moon, the lord of liquids, to be Sagara and the
sea that is made by him to swell to be his child.
If the stars are the Sagaras, who are ultimately revealed
as the Fathers, their boring a hole in the north-east corner
of the sky-sea can only be explained by taking the stars of

Magha to represent them all for although
stars generally may well be fancied to be the departed

the asterism of
all

the

;

still in
distributing the Vedic deities over the
asterisms the Fathers are particularly located in Magha.
That asterism is situated in the north-east part of the

ancestors,

ecliptic

and

for the circle of the ecliptic is not directly west

;

east,

solstice

but relatively speaking, the point of the winter
it is south-west to the point of the summer

on

The fancy, therefore, is that the
a
bore
hole in the north-east part of the
Magha
and
reached
their
north-east position on the ecliptic.
sky-sea
In about the latter part of the month of /Sravawa, the

solstice

in north-east.

Fathers in

Fathers, represented by Magha, come in conjunction with
the sun, and this their heliacal setting is read as if the sun

burnt them down by his look.
Is Kapila Vasudeva then the sun

Yes, I take him to
be the Supreme Self Antaryami in the metaphor of the
tawny or golden-coloured sun who is the fire in the sky.
?

More about Kapila, when explaining
of the story.

It

that both the

Ramayawa and

names

of Sacrifice

of Sacrifice, a

meaning

emphasize the fact

the Mahabharata distinctly
As one of the

Vistmu Yasudeva.

identify Kapila with

Son

the esoteric

sufficient here to

is

is

Vasu, Vasudeva would mean the
of the same import as the sun

name

Vasudeva would also
Aditya, son of the altar Aditi.
mean the Uttarayawa sun born, i.e., rising in the asterism
Dhanish^a, the regents of which are the Devas called
Vasus, whose number is eight. The asterism which immediately

precedes Dhauish^/ia

is

$rowa or

Sravana, the

Ear, called also Vishnu because its regent is Vishnu.

who

We

are on this earth speak of the sun being in a particular
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say Magha,

star,

when

his position is

between that star and the earth.
the Fathers in the

Magha would

But

on a straight line
at that very time

see the sun on a line with

Dhanishifia or Srons,, so that the sun they see

is

to

them

Vislmu Vasudeva or Vishwu $ravawa.

come

in conjunction with, that

They see, that is
sun in the month of $ravawa,

and, as stated in the latter part of the preceding paragraph,
this their heliacal setting is read as if the sun

burnt them

down by his look.
The Dakshwayana having commenced when
place,

this takes

their souls are fancied to lie in the ashes

Uttarayawa begins.
the month

of

It

begins six

Magha, the month

till

months afterwards

of the winter solstice,

the
in

when

the sun comes in conjunction with the asterisms Dhanish^a
The longest night
alias SravishiM, and /Sravana, the Ear.

having passed, the current of daylight begins to increase
gradually, and that current I take to be the heavenly

Ganga, fancied

to issue

from the Bar

star metamorphosed
Taking Bhagiratha to be another metamorphosis of the moon, the moon of the bright fortnight of
Magha takes that current of light from the sun and leads
it on as moonlight to the full-moon point and bathes and
cools the Fathers with it, for on that day the moon will be

as Jahnu's ear.

in conjunction with the asterism

The

Magha

as full moon.

main story is therefore simply the dethe sun and the full moon coming alternately

gist of the

scription of

conjunction with the Pitndaivatya asterism Magha
the former burns it immediately after the summer solstice,
the latter cools it immediately after the winter solstice.
in

:

Although the

gist is simple as

above stated, the other

details of the story are introduced in order to

show that

is very difficult to get a valuable thing and that the
sacred Granga was obtained by Bhagiratha after a great

it

These details also, although complex in
can
reduced to simplicity by showing that
be
appearance,
deal of exertion.

they are composed of several simple poetical concepts
about Granga which in their origin must have been in-

dependent

of

each other, but which are knit together in
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our story with such change in respect of time and place
and in such order as to suit the purpose of it. I shall now

proceed to explain them, together with such cognate ideas
derived from sources other than our story as would throw
light

upon them.

Firstly, there will arise this question,

in one

how can you say

and the same breath that the Samaras
are the
o
moon Sagara, and yet that their descendant

sons of the

Bhagiratha also

is

the

Vedas the Fathers are

moon

?

The reply

is

that in the

Saumyas, which name, viewed
as a patronymic, would mean the sons of Soma, the moon,
'
while Soma, the moon, is called Pitnman, he who has the
called

Fathers/ a name by which a poet may well take the moon to
be the son or descendant of the Fathers. As the Manes,
the Fathers, are a collective body of departed ancestors,
ranged in the three groups of fathers, grandfathers, and
great grandfathers, and are otherwise called Yasus, Rudras*
and Adityas, the moon Bhagiratha is exhibited as their

Thus, according to one poetical concept,
great grandson.
the stars are the children of the moon, while according to
another he

is

their Great

Grand

Child.

How

natural the

concept also is may be seen from the Rig- veda's description of the moon as placed in the lap of the stars ('atho

latter

nakshati'anam esham upasthe Soma ahitaft/' X. 85, 2).
Secondly, let us take up the concept of Rudra's carrying
in the jaia of his head.
This concept is intiwith
another
connected
concept, not stated in our
mately
otherwise
but
well-known, according to which Rudra
story,

the

Ganga

has the moon also in the same

jata, }

so that

we have

to

explain both the concepts. I propose two explanations,
one solar, the other astral. The former is this. Rudra is

Ashiamurti, having the sun as one of his forms.

Upakhyana

of

In the

Agni-Angiras (Mahabh&rata, Vanaparvan,

217) Sinivali alias Dn'syadnsya, one of the daughters of
Angiras, is also called the daughter of Kapardin, a name of

Siva as having matted hair. The commentator takes her to
be the new-moon-day having a portion of the 14th day of
the dark-fortnight, called also Dn'syadn'sya", seen and unseen,
12
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because she wears on her face, that is at the dawn of
the day, the slightly or hardly visible light of the moon.
On the 14th day of the dark-fortnight of the month of

Magha,

feast

/Siva's

if

On

observed.

called Sivaratri is

the dark 14th of any lunar month,
morning time, there rises first the

we watch

the early
Haimavati, the

Dawn

Under one fancy tbe same Goden Dawn Haimavati
70 ante)
interpretation of the name (vide p.
herself
of
Mount
and
by
Himavan,
daughter
spreads

Golden.
is,

by another

the

,

the flood of her light; and what is the Dawn but the rays
of the rising sun ?
Under another fancy the same rays are

the golden hair or jaa of the sun ; and as there can be no
Dawn without them, it is said that she is in his jata. Now
in that jafa on the

there

is

morning of the 14th

of the dark-fortnight,

(Rudra's) pictures the

in his jaia is always a streak

moon

And then the sun rises
full.
Dawn river Ganga and the moon in his

and never
he

is

with

In Siva's

the waning moon, a mere streak then.

Gangadhara and Ifandrasekhara.
/Siva's description as

young moon on

his head.'

if.

jaia.

carrying the
This is how

We sometimes meet
(

Balendusekara,

one who has the

This seems to be the

the 1st of the bright-fortnight, seen in
ately after sunset,

as

for .the

moon

of

the evening immedi-

waxing moon

of

the bright-

a great favorite of our poets. Bat on the 14th
fortnight
and
dark-fortnight the moon is in the last act of self-sacrifice
is

emblem of it. Dawn Vidyais fittingly associated with that emblem of self-sacrifice ; and the great
knower, the sun himself, honours them both by carrying
them on his head. The sun toils without fatigue, sacrifi-

is

therefore an

cing

men

shedding his light for general good. Therefore
roused by him must work with self-sacrifice, and not

selfishness.

In

this picture of /Siva as

carrying the

Ganga

and the moon on his head there is a combination of the
dawn, the sun, and the moon as connected with prabodha,
awakening or enlightening. The dawn and the rising sun
are our every-day awakeners. To be in concord with them,
the moon .also is brought in in that aspect of his in which

he can be seen as Prabodha-Ifandra at the dawn time.
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For the second or

astral explanation, let

dawn Eol^i (Aldebaran)

;

us direct our

There we find the

vision to the astral region.

next after her

celestial

the asterism

is

Mngasiras, the starry moon, for the devata of it is the moon
Soma ; and next after him is the star Ardra, alias Eudra,
for the devata of it

is

Eudra. Thus the Eudra

the two other stars above

starry

inoon

star,

having

in the order of counting the

well be fancied to be always carrying the
Ganga on his head. Or

may

asterisms,

it

and the starry

the Mrigasirsha asterism itself may have been viewed as
being both the moon and the sacred liquid Soma in the
aspect of the heavenly Ganga, and

Eudra in Ardra

carries

them.
Thirdly,

us

let

we can

what

see

from the

learn

JRig-veda about Granga and another river, Sarasvati. The
former is mentioned only once (X. 75, 5) along with Sarasvati,

Yamuna, and other

rivers, while Sarasvati is

mention-

ed in several places, in one of which (I. 3, 12) she is said
to enlighten all our intellects
dhiyo visva virajati and
in the Taitt. Samhita she is identified with Vak, the
:

goddess of speech or intellect (Vol. I., pp. 400 and 432).
In Big-veda VI., 61, 12, Sarasati is called Trishadhastha,
"
sprang from threefold
explained by Mr. Griffith as
source

abiding in the three worlds, that

:

pervading

is,

heaven, earth, and below, according to Sayawa, like Ganga
In I. 156, 5 Vislmu is called Trishadhain later times."
" throned in three
rendered
stha,
by Mr. Griffith as
worlds." Sadhastha seems to mean a place as in the expression

'
:

Agnim

ugrano.

huvema paramat sadhasthat

'
:

Let

'

us call the fervent Agni from his highest place (Mahanar.
In S*'g-veda VIII. 94, 5, the gods are described
Up. 6. 6)
.

as drinking the Soma of Trishadhasfcha, "set in three
places first, in a trough ; then in a straining cloth ; then
in a third trough or vessel called Putabhnt"
Griffith.
:

It is the sacrificial
if

according to the

ficial

ground

ground that has these three places ; and
Vedic idea (Vol. I., p. 16 18) the sacri-

of the

guardianship of the

Devas

is

the Orion, placed under the

moon Soma, because

the devata of
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the
Mrigasirsha which is either the Orion's Belt or Head is
moon, may not the Orion itself be the Trishadhastha of

the Big-veda, so

named with

reference to the three

fire-

and Ahavaniya or the three
places of Garhapatya, Dakshiwa
stars
the
three
of the Belt serving as
of
the
Soma,
places
metaphors for those three places in the Orion-sacrificial
ground ? May not the same Orion-sacrifice be the Trishadhastha

of

Vishwu

in

his

vai

sacrifice

aspect

Vishwuh) ?
(Yajno
Orion be the Trishadhastha place

as

May
of the

the

not

Deity of
the same

heavenly Soma

juice personified as the heavenly river Sarasvati ?
Tridiva for
not the name of Trivishtfapa and

Svarga or heaven of the Devas have arisen with

May
the

refer-

ence to the same three fire-places or soma-places located in
the Orion, which, as the heavenly sacrificial ground, it may
not be quite unreasonable to suppose, is the fit place for
the oblation-loving Devas to be ? And when the river
Ganga is clearly stated to have been brought from Svarga
is it not likely that the same Orion's Belt, .the place of the
all

heavenly

Soma

liquid, is the

heavenly source

of

Ganga

?

If therefore it is not altogether unreasonable to suppose

the Orion's Belt to be the place of the heavenly Ganga,
Rudrain Andra carries her on his head as already explained.

So much about Rudra

as

Gangadhara.

If the Orion's

the place of the
heavenly Ganga, her name Bhagirathi may have arisen
the moon as the regent of Mngasirsha
originally thus
has the square of the Orion as his auspicious chariot;
Fourthly.

Mngasirsha

is

:

having that chariot he is Bhagiratha ; and the heavenly
Ganga, with her source there, is Bhagirathi.
The same Orion, which is the sacrificial ground
Fifthly.
of the Devas,

and which

is

Sacrifice Vishnu,

may

well be

Jahnu, representing the Soma-sacrifice as King; and with
her source there the heavenly river is Jahnavi. About

Jahnu and the transfer of this source from Orion to another
place in the sky, which is indicated by Jahnu's letting her
out from his ear, vide the twelfth explanation further on.
Vish?iu also is connected with Ganga, inasmuch
Sixthly,

GANG!
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is called
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'Vishnupadi or Vish?iupadodbhava,

bom

from Vishwu's place, or Vishrra's foot.
The whole sky
is called Vislmupada, and the heavenly
Granga is in it.
This

a general view, but specially, the Orion

is

pada, as

Vishnu

Orion

the

is

is

emblem

place of the celestial

is

Vislmu-

known

as Yajna, Sacrifice, and the
of Sacrifice with the Belt of it as the

well

The

Soma.

Orion's Belt, therefore, is

the source of the heavenly Granga.
She rises there, and
the poetical fancy is that she flows on in the shape of the
circle of the

huge

Milky Way.

Apte's English-Sansknt

dictionary renders the Galaxy or Milky
ganga or Svarganga, the heavenly Grang&

Way
;

as

Akasa-

and we saw in

connection with Vishnu's Sisum&ra form, consisting of the
whole star-bedecked firmament, that the Akasaganga

forms part of

Betelgeux in

The Eudra

7 ante).

it (p.

star

European astronomy), which

Ardra
is

(called

the north-

abutting the Milky Way.
Crossing the ecliptic just to the east of Ardra, the southern
side of the Milky Way passes over the Southern Cross,
east corner star of Orion,

is

while the northern side passes not far from the North Pole
star, and both the sides wind round and meet the ecliptic

again near the Vishnu star /Sravana. About the name
Vishnupadodbhava, the idea found in many Puranas is that

when Vishnu
in the

strode his three strides (which are renowned

Rig Veda),

he, in one of them, stretched his foot

so
foot, as some of the Puranas say
the
the
that
it
rent
the
celestial
BrahmaneZa,
sky
high into
globe, and made a way for the sacred water that was above

vama-pada,

left

it is the stream of that water that flows as
has sent down a branch of it to flow as
and
Akasaganga
our Granga. This to my mind means simply this. Vishnu,

it,

and that

one who pervades,
several

How

is Infinite.

metaphors.

his three strides

One

of

He is described by means of
them

is

that he

mentioned in the

is

the sun.

-R-ig-veda are inter-

preted by Aurnavabha and Yaska will be stated when
explaining the story of his Vamana or Trivikrama incarnation.

Suffice it to say here that the

Puranic idea of the

origin of the heavenly Granga from his foot stretched into
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the sky seems to be based on his aspect as the sun of the
Uttarayawa. As such his three strides are his placing one
step at the point of the winter solstice in the south (the

beginning of the Uttarayawa), the second step at the point
and the third step at the point of

of the vernal equinox,

the

summer

end

of

solstice in the

the

would be

Uttarayana).

his left foot

north (the climax as well as the
This third step in the north

from another standpoint, namely, by

viewing the north as the left in contrast to the south,
which is dakshma, the right side. It is in his third stride
that his conjunctional light, foot (as solar ray is called the
sun's pada, foot) passes over the region of Aldebaran,
Orion, and onwards, liberating in its march the summer
light

and rain that had,

it is

fancied, been locked

up in

true that the scientific explanation of
that region.
the cause of the increase of the vernal and summer sun's
It is

light

and heat

light

and heat come

is

But

quite different.
to those

who

hemisphere of the earth, when the sun

poetically as that

inhabit the northern
is

striding across the

aforesaid region, the fancy is that they had been locked
up there, and that the sun comes and liberates them.

This is simply a modified version of the ./fog-vedic idea of
Indra's breaking open the gotra or cowfold, and liberating
the cows or the streams which the Pa?iis, the powers of
winter, had locked up.

Thus

liberated

by Vistmu's

third

the rain-generating stream, of summer light, the
mother of the abundance of food crops utilized esoterically to symbolize the stream of the Knowledge of Sacristep,

mother

heavenly bliss is fancied to have
gushed forth foaming in the shape of the Milky Way in the
starry region, and coming down to us also to produce rain

fice,

the

of

and melt the snow

of the

Himalayas and thereby flow

in the shape of our great rivers.

moon also,
moon Soma

The

solar light

fills

the

and thereby becomes the moonlight ; and as the
is

the lord of the liquids, cool in his light

when

compared with the sun, the fancy is that the rain comes
The Vislmu-purawa in speaking
to the clouds from him.
of the heavenly

Ganga repeats

in

two places

(II. 2,

33

36

;
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8 ; 108

114) that she

and that

comes

us after

to

in the starry region

the lunar

filling

Dh.ru.va

globe,
(Pole star),
the Seven .Kishis (Great Bear), and others are purified by
her water.
Further on (II. 9, 11
14), it gives another

view of the heavenly Ganga by saying that the water
which falls from the sky without any rain cloud, but
seen by the sun, is the water of Akasaganga, which the
This can only be the dewthis view of the

sun showers through his rays.
fall

at sunrise

;

and evidently the object of

heavenly Ganga

is to

Seventhly.

what seems

Let

dewy Dawn

indicate the

symbolical of the flood of the

also to

be

heavenly Vidya.

me now go back

to our story

and explain

;

to be its view of $iva s

The same sun Vislmu who
his third stride figures as

becoming Gangadhara.

liberates the heavenly

Rudra

here.

When

Ganga by

he comes in

conjunction with the astral region of Aldebaran and
Orion, the flood of summer light, whose celestial source is,
as already explained, in that region, descends
to the solar globe.

The moon, who

from there

the Devata of Orion,
Bhagiratha, is fancied

is

and who by having it as a chariot is
to have solicited the sun Rudra to bear the

flood of

summer

on his globe, at a time when, by conwith
he is one with his starry aspect of
Ardra,
junction
Gangadhara. Bearing the flood on his head, the sun lets it
light

on

his

head

down

to us for its

of the

Himalayas.

becoming the flood of our Ganga, river
by the downpours of rain and the melting of the snow
Mghthly.
story that

The idea

of the

Ramayawa

Rudra locked up Ganga

version of our

for a long time in his

jaa, may be explained by the fact that the technical. rainy
season consisting of the months of Sra.va.na, and Bhadrapada

commences about two months

after the sun

becomes Ganga-

dhara by his conjunction with Mn'gasiras and Ardra in the

month

of JyeshiTia.

The Mahabharata

which does not say
to imply that the
flood of the heavenly Ganga that issued out from the sun
Rudra's jaia went to the starry region also in the rainy
Ninthly,

story,

anything about Jahnu, may be taken

GANGi.
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season and cooled the Fathers in the

month, the dark half of which
is

Magha

asterism.

The

dedicated to the Fathers

is

Bhadrapada, the second month of the rainy season.
In the first volume we have seen how the
Tenthly.

name
how Ilvala's brother Vatapi
is clearly the Soma drink, how
Agastya's eating him
means his drinking the Soma, how in the E%-veda that
drink is called samudra, sea, how Agastya became the
of Ilvala points to the Orion,

regent of the star Canopus, whose heliacal rise denoted
the advent of autumn, and how Agastya's drinking the
sea

his drinking the Soma metamorphosed as the
water of the sky-sea of the rainy season, which

means

ae'real

Agastya-Canopus as the star

of

autumn

is

fancied to drink

As

the object of the Mahabharata story is to show
away.
the
how
sky-sea that was thus emptied was filled again, it
stops with the rainy season when the flood of the heavenly
Ganga is in it again. If it had gone further, it would have
had to repeat a description of autumn which at the outset

has described by saying that Agastya drank and emptied
the sea.

it

El&venthly.

anything in

But the Ramayawa

this connection

story,

which does not say

about Canopus-Agastya's drink-

ing the sea, goes further than the rainy season, and describes
autumn by saying that Jahnu drank away the flood of
or the rainy season, implying thereby that the
heavenly Ganga or the summer light which was the cause

Ganga

of the rains was gulped down
Then the story, as I interpret
solstice or the

and made
it,

to

disappear.

goes on to the winter

beginning of the Uttarayawa, when the day

that has

become the shortest begins

to be the

Vislmu

to

grow gradually.
Therefore the beginning of the Uttarayawa is another
source of the current of light. The ear of Jahnu I take
star Sravana,

meaning the

ear.

At the

Uttarayawa the sun comes in conjunction
beginning
with that star, and the current of light begins to flow from
In
it from the pratipad or first of the month of Magha.
of the

moon of that month gets that light
moonbeams and offers it as the sacred water

fifteen days, the full

into his hands as
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he

Fathers that are

in the

asterism with which

Magha

in conjunction at that time.

is

Jahnu

is

?

is

the river
as our

Who

Jahuu, after whom Granga is named
According to Dr. A. Macdonell's dictionary
the name of a cave in the Himalayas; from which

Twelfthly.

Jahnavi

Ganga

Jahnu

is

But a cave cannot be a

issues.

sacrifice!'

The name must have

have been.

said to

arisen in connection with the source of the heavenly

we have

Ganga

A

feminine word;
first
in a Sukta
in
twice
the
occurs
Jahnavi,
.Z&g-veda,
attributed to Kakshivan, son of Dirghatamas, I. 116, 19,
and again in a Siikta attributed to our famous Visvamitra
which,

seen, is in the Orion.

of the Kusikas, III. 58,

6.

Both the verses address the

'

One says
With boons you came
Nasatyas
to Jahnavi who offered you your bhaga, sacrificial offering,
thrice every day (Jahnavim .... bhagam dadhatim
ayatam).' This Jahnavi is construed to mean not a woman,
Asvins.

:

!

How

but Jahnavi praja, the issue or sons of Jahnu.

woman

sacrifice

and

offer oblations

So

?

it

can a

became neces-

praja, which, though a
issue male or female, but supposed

sary to supply the

ellipse

of

feminine word, means any
to be male here in order to be able to perform the sacrifice.
The other verse, the second-half of which clearly speaks of
the
half

drinking of the
<Yuvor Nara
!

:

Soma beverage, says
dravmam Jahnavyam.

Your wealth

is in

wealth

the house of Jahnu

is

in

Jahnavi.

This

is
',

in

why Kakshivau,

occurs, should not claim

and

it is

first

heroes

But there
also

the

!

'

your

and Jahnu here

whose Sukta

Jahnu

the

construed as

taken to be the ancestor of the Kusikas.
reason

in

is

is

no

name

as his ancestor as well

-,

rather difficult to believe that in both the two

places, far detached

from each other, two different poets

used the same feminine word to convert which into a
masculine sense they carelessly left an ellipse to be supplied.
Jahnu seems to be derived from the root ha to give up or

and if we take the liberty of supposing that
;
Jahnavi may have meant the ladle that discharges the

discharge

liquid oblations into the
13

fire, it is

she

who

in the

hand

of

GANG!
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the sacrifice? makes the offerings to the Asvins and they
attend her with boons. For whom ? Of course for the

The dra/viwa or liquid wealth, which the Asvins
in her just when it is being offered to them. However,
let us see what we
get by bowing to the Purarac dictum,

sacrifices
like, is

come

to evidently long ago, that Jahnu was a king, the
ancestor of the Kusikas. Apte's dictionary says that the
Puramc Jahnu who drank the river Granga, and sent her out

from his ear and adopted her as his daughter Jahnavi was the
son of Suhotra, one who sacrificed well.
So this name as
'

well as Jahnu's

3

own

trait as the sacrificer is quite in

unison

with the JSig-vedic connection of Jahnavi with sacrifice,
Soma the sacred drink is king, and the Soma sacrifice is
the highest sacrifice. Personifying it as King Sacrifice,
he has the Soma cup with the sacred beverage flowing from
to the gods. Phenomenally, the Orion may be viewed as
Sacrifice-Purusha Jahnu with the Mngasirsha in it as the
Soma cup, the source of the heavenly Ganga. Now the Orion

it

one of the emblems of Vislmu as Sacrifice, and in the
Vishnu-sahasrahama Jahnu is one of the names of Vislmu.

is

Vislmu-sahasranama, which enumerates
nay the whole universe as his names,

It is true that the
lots

of things

much depended upon

cannot be
but Jahnu
leaving
is

is

a strange word,

many names

connected with

and

it

is

myths

;

significant that

a name, which as above stated

sacrifice, is selected for

(Yajno vai VislmuTi).

Sacrifice

strange

of kings

for the solution of

I think

it

Vislmu, who

is

likely that this

name would not have been applied

to

Vislmu

unless there was a close association of ideas between the

"When once Vislmu's presence

two names.
of

Jahnu

is

has gone into
in

in the

name
who

allowed, the character of Vislmu as one
all

as Self

would enable him

any objects that may be selected

illustrating the different shades of the

to place himself

for the purpose of

meaning

of

Jahnu.

As

already stated the original Purarac idea of Jahnu seems
to have been the Orion-Soma-Sacrifice as containing the

summer light metamorphosed as the Soma
but when the winter solstice or the beginning

cup, the issuer of

beverage

;
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of the Uttaraya?ia

was considered

to

be another source of

to
light, the point of Jahnu- Vishnu had to be transferred
meanthe Vislmu star Sravawa.
the
this
etymological
By
c
'
ing of Jahnu as he who issues out or emits is illustrated,
and the same name may well be applied, to the cave which

issues or sends out our terrestrial

Ganga.

But another mean-

ing, not etymological but ai'gued out from what the word

Jahnu means, seems

to

How

have contended for solution.

can the cup pour fourth the liquid without first taking it into
its belly ?
Therefore Jahnu gulps down first and for that
;

matter the story, before it was reduced to the form in which
it is found in the
Eamayama, may have even played with
the

pun

of

Jahnu being Jagdhnu

In some stories

as well.

puns are openly expressed, while in others they are cleverly
concealed and are left to be guessed from the attendant

Be this as it may, the fact is that Jahnu gulps
down and then emits; and if, as above explained, the
emitting point is the beginning of the Uttarayana, we

facts.

must necessarily go back in time for the swallowing pointwould place that poinfc in the month of Margasirsha

I

and explain the gulping down thus.

The

full

moon

light

but the sun's light transferred to the lunar globe.
Similarly the summer light is fancied to be transferred

is

at the

end

;

of the Uttarayana, the year s

day half

of the

Devas, from the head of the sun Rudra, to the charge
of the moon Bhagiratha, who rules over the Dakshmayana.

The

first

two months of the Dakshmayana,

i.e.

Sr&v&na, and

Bhadrapada, are the technical rainy season in which the
moon showers the light received by him in the form of the
south-west monsoon rains and swells the current of our
leading her. The next
two months, Asvayuja and Kartika, though not included
in the technical rainy season, are noted for their northG-anga on the earth, as

if

he

is

monsoon and for the autumnal loveliness of Nature.
Then comes the month of Margasirsha, on the full moon
day of which the moon Bhagiratha floods Jahnu-Orion
with his full light, and Jahnu is fancied to drink it as the
river of Soma juice itself poured into his mouth.
With this

east
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month of Margasirsha the two monsoons and the summer
and autumnal beauty of Nature disappear completely, and
so it is fancied that the beneficent current of light and heat
was gulped down by Jahnu. Then conies dire winter.
Whereas Agastya drinks the sea which, though inwardly

meaning the rains of the rainy season, is outwardly
water, Jahnu drinks the same thing made sweet

saline
in the

form of the Ganga river. In both there is outwardly the
element of the marvellous. In the Mahabharata story
the marvel goes to the high pitch of even swallowing
the sea. In the Ramayawa story, though it is a river,

and not the
the

sea,

that

marvel of whose

is

swallowed, still
filling even the sea

it

a river

is

allowed by
giant Jahnu' s
is

the Mahabharata story itself.
$ravawa is
as
ear, because,
already stated, both the Orion and the

When

Sravana star are the starry forms of Vishwu.

the Uttarayawa comes, the pent-up river of light issues out
so forcibly as to conceal the Ear, her source, in the splash,
and foam of her
the light of the sun, who at

gush,

spray,
that time

is

in conjunction

with the Bar

whom

the current goes to the full
to cool the Fathers in Magha.

moon

of

star,

now proceed

to the esoteric

in order

Magha

I have thus tried to explain all the concepts
they are knit together.
I shall

and from

and how

explanation of the

have tried to show, Jahnu is Vishnu, His
Sacrifice must be that by which He has sacrificed and put

story.

If, as I

Himself everywhere and in all creatures as the Self that
loves them all as Himself ; and the Daughter sprung from

His Ear

is

Vak Brahmavidya who

teaches to the knowers

the Self of Universal Love, and who,
realized,

is

when

that Self

is

their soul-purifying, soul-strengthening, soul-

She is their Fatherly Svadhsu
exhilarating Soma juice.
drink, the joy of their placing themselves everywhere in

Her
loving all creatures as themselves their children.
nature as Vak seems to be revealed by her flowing in
seven streams, probably the seven Vedic metres, and if so
the seventh

stream, the

Ganga

proper,

would

signify

GANGi.
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Gayatri, the most favourite metre, in which

composed the

is
3

famous Gayatri ('Tat Savitur, vare?iyam, &c.) of Visva'
mitra, the Friend of all/ the descendant of the Knsikas;
and the bulk of the 9th Mawdala of the /&g-veda,

entirely

Soma

devoted to the praise of the

beverage, is in the
If
metre.
the
bad
wanted
to mention more
Gayatri
poet
streams as the branches of the heavenly Ganga, he could

have mentioned a large number. But he has confined
himself to the number seven, and therefore I fancy they
represent the seven metres.
The asterism Maghas has the alias of Aghas in the Veda,
'
vide jBig-veda X. 85, 13, which says
Kine (gavafe) are
:

Aghas and the wedding takes place in the two
Arjunis (the next asterisms of Purva and Uttara PhalAgha means evil and sin. The Taittiriya
gunis).
killed in the

3

Brahmawa

III.,

1, 4,

8,

mentioning the Maghas as

in

the stars of the Fathers, characterizes them as anagbas,
So the Maghas are both Aghas and Anaghas,
sinless.

nominally sinful, but really sinless. Our story depicts
the 60,000 Fathers as having incurred sin by imputing
the theft of the horse to Kapila Vasudeva, but as having

heaven afterwards; so that the trait of the
Maghas being aghas and anaghas seems to be brought out
in the story.
As both the versions of the story say that

gone

to

Kapila

is

God Vasudeva, how can

stars are not killed

by
him at the Conjunction.

the sun.

But

it

Him ? The
become
one with
They

sinners see

should not be supposed

that because in the phenomenal aspect of the story the
Fathers or the Manes are the stars in general and the stars
of

the

Magha

asterism

story had no idea

of the

in

particular,

Manes being

the poet of the

souls or spirits.

The

the metaphors for the decayless eternal
souls that have gone to High Heaven, for which the firmastars are simply

ment on high

is

likewise a metaphor.

makes

it

do wrong

soul attains to its

as long as the

The

essential nature

cover of Avidya that
but when the cover is removed, the
It is only the

of the soul is pure.
;

own

Samsara

purity.
lasts,

So the soul

but pure really.

is

sinful only

If,

as already
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explained, G-anga who sends the Fathers to Heaven represents Brahinavidya, we should expect to find similar other
esoteric

meanings

in the story,

and these I

now

shall

pro-

ceed to explain so far as I can guess.

moon

Sagai'a the

is

the lord of samsara into which

man

born and through which he has to pass. It is mixed
with good and bad. If he eschews the bad and practises
the good he will go to Heaven ; otherwise he will return
The
to the vorfcex of birth aud death again and again.

is

may be viewed as the school master
he should do and what he should
man
what
teaching
As the victim sacrificed represents the sacrificer
not.

lord

samsara

of

sacrificial horse
seems to be the jivatmareal
of
the
nature
soul a nature which is
the
tatva,
alike in all souls without any difference, when the unreal dis-

himself, the

tinctions pertaining to the unreal bodies or selfishness in

which

their vision is circumscribed are

Therefore the

made

to vanish.

common

of
object the object of every one
the souls must be to find out that horse their own pure,

only that which is pure and real of
to be the victim
the oblation at the altar

real nature, for

mau

that

is fit

it is

The sea

of Sacrifice.

of the story seems to be

what the

hndayakasa, the sky of the heart. The
Upanishads
realm of the heart or mind must be well searched in
call

order to find the horse.

Accordingly the souls are sent in

Not going deep into the heart, they make a
and kill the Asuras, the evil passions and
that are found at the outskirts, and come back.

search of

it.

superficial search
desires,

The object cannot be gained if merely the branches are cut
off and allowed to sprout again and again.
The hidden
root must be found out

and

killed.

So the souls are sent

out again, and when they begin to dig with great anger
with great fervour and earnestness they go to the root

place and uproot the Asuras

;

and the hole made

to the

deeper depth appears to me to be the way to what the
Upanishads call dahra or dahara gagana, the very little or
subtle sky, in the heart,

The making

where the Antaryami

is

located.

of the hole in the north-east part seems to
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The Upasana of the
also.
made
with
to the east, and as
face
by sitting
Antaryami
man's right hand side of his body is called dakshina, south,

have an esoteric meaning
is

his heart is in the north-east

side of

it.

So boring a hole

there, the Upasaka goes deep into the realm of the sky of
The Upanishad (Mahanar, x., 7) says that
the heart.

What

is

in the dahra

contemplated (tatrapi

gagana of the heart That must be
dahram gagauam visokas tasmin Yad

Tad upasibavyam)

antas

That

.

innermost depth of

in the

the heart is the Glorious Antaryami, to whom the jivatma
should be inseparably wedded. So, the souls find-the horse

Him

near

find their

own

true nature to be free from sin,

with the Supreme Self Antaryami as their very Self, Spiritual Life.
Of course they can only see that Life when they
kill

the Asuras of selfishness and love

all

creatures as

self.

Him they become vidagdhas, literally burnt up, but
knowers, as vidagdha means also the knower. They

Seeing
really

become pure gold, divested
burnt and melted.

of all alloy or sin

by being well

as above explained, our story had in view the dahara
akasa of the heart as the place into which the hole was
If,

made, the paradox of the burning of the Fathers seems to
have arisen from a shade of meaning which the word
dahara was capable of giving, and, also from our story's
view of Kipila who is mentioned in the /Svetasvatara

Upanishad
First about the meaning of dahara.
.

The .SMndogya

Upanishad VIII. 1, 1 says: In the Brahmapura (human
body) there is the dahara lotus-house (heart) and in it
,

there

is

dahara

the

antarakasa

or

inner

sky.

The

commentators say that dahara means very small. This
seems to be an inferred meaning, the physical shape of
the heart-lotus

is

small,

and therefore the sky in it was
But dahara is derived from

thought to be very small.

dah

to

burn, consume with.
call

the

heart

Upanishads
may be that the heart
place which,

like the

is

fire.

The reason why the

dahara, the burning place,
the seat of animal heat, a

burning crucible, melts the juice of
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food into blood and sends

it

in a

warm

state to all parts

Indeed in the Sansknt-Mahraii dictionary
of Naro Apaji GoeZbole and Gopala Jivaji Kelkar
printed
of the body.

Poona

in

the very

in 1872, one of the
of

first

them

musha) which, it
The idea

says, is

melted.

of the sky in

it

is

nay

put down as musa (Sanskrit
the crucible in which gold is
lotus and the idea

the heart as

of

are,

meanings of dahara

in

opinion, the

my

outcome

of

two

God residing
the heart, the first depicting Him in the
metaphor of the sacred fire, for whom a lotus seat is made
(Vol. L, p. 25), and the second in the metaphor of the
poetical concepts in respect of

independent
as

Antaryami

brilliant

thus the

in

sun in the sky (vide Vol. L, p. .150); and when
fire and the sun became metaphors to express the

Glorious Antaryami, their names Hirawyaretas and Hirawyagarbha as applied to Him mean the Golden Child or the
Betas or Liquid of Gold, the Precious Melt of Universal

The

Love.

lotus of the heart or the sky of the heart that

bears the Melt must necessarily be likened to the crucible.
When the Infinite Autaryami is realized in the heart, man

becomes large-hearted and
dahara in the sense of

little

all

talk of

his

heart

being

must vanish.

Now about what seems to be our story's view of Kapila
of the $vetasvatara Upauishad, the story which drives the
horse to

him

looks like a Vedantic riddle based mainly
many parts is a curious

that Upanishad, which in

upon
compendium as well as amplification of the sayings of the
older Upanishads and the Vedas, and which nevertheless
seems to be much older than the
of

it is

epics.

The promulgator

stated in itself to have been the Ri&hi /SVetasvatara.

Asvatara means not only a mule, but very swift (horse).
The nature of the soul jivatman as subject to Isa, Lord,
the

Supreme

Upanishad.*

Self,

is

very clearly expressed in this
to the horse name of the

As an honour

Mahatman
has,

or great soul that saw this Upanishad, our story
I fancy, couched the nature of the jivatman in the

*Vide

L

9; also IV.

6, 7,

wMch

are the

same

as the

Mimd. Up.

III.
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of the

allegory

The jivatmans

horse.

are

eternal

number, vide Chapter VI. verses 12 and

in

many
may be rendered thus
1st half.

;

and

which

13,

:

The One Master (Vasi) of the many nishknyas* [is He]
His One rupa into many [as the Anfcaryami at the

Who makes

rate of one for each soul].

2nd

half.

to

Him those who

them

1st half.

is

He who

is

half.

Knowing

shackles

many

to others.

12.

is

(spiri-

eternal .Ketanas,

that Cause

Who

khyayoga and

and not

the One Eternal JTetana, fulfilling the

tual) desires of the

2nd

see stationed in themselves (abmastham),

eternal hapiness

Who

known by San-

to be

is

man

Deva,

will

be freed

from

all

13f.

Chapter V of our Upanishad that the name of
Kapila occurs. Verses 1 6 of it are devoted to the
It is in

Supreme

Self,

and verses 7

avara, inferior (while the

who

is as

hair

if

12 to the jivatman
Self

Supreme

is

who

is

Para, Great), and

small as would be the very end or point of the
cut into hundred parts and each part again into

hundred

i.e.,

who

is

small.

infinitely

The word avara

may be compared with the same word occurring in Rigveda X. 81, 1, where it is said that the Creator, the First,
Of the verses devoted

entered into the avaras.

Supreme

Self, verse 2 says

to the

:

Yo yonim yonim

adhitishf/iaty eko
visvani rupani yonis 7<;a sarva7t.
|

Uishim prasutam Kapilam yas bam agre
jnanair bibharti jayamanaw*

This

is

a difficult verse.

/ca

pasyet.|[

Book No. 17

of the

Anandasrama

Series has four commentaries on this Upanishad, A, attri-

buted to the great SankarafcaryaJ,

by Narayawa, and
takes bibharti,

'

D

by $ankarananda, C
According to A, which

by Vijnana.
'
he bears and pasyet,

intended to mean here babhara,
*

B

The commentators

differ as to the

'

f

he shall see/ to be

he bore

meaning

of

'

and dadarsa,

nishknya here.

f The 1st half of verse 13 and the 2nd half of verse 12 are the 1st and
2nd halves of verse 13 of Chapter V., of the KatTiopanishad.
J The learned editors of the Series, however, are of opinion that this
commentary must be the work of some one other than the great Sankara14
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he saw,' both in the past tense, the meaning of the verse
above quoted is to this effect
(The Supreme Self is He) Who controls each and all the places
:

all the forms, and Who in the beginning bore or maintained
with knowledge jRishi Kapila, the prasuta or born (from Him), and

and

saw him being born.

A

says that Kapila means kanakakapilavarna, one whose
colour is gold-like tawny, that this Rishi Kapila is identical

with Hirawyagarbha spoken of twice in the earlier parts of
our Upanishad (III., 4 ; IV., 12) and with Brahma mentioned
it (VI., 18), or that
Kapila is he about whom
J
the Purarac text " Kapilo graja/i/' ' Kapila is the
First-Born/ It then quotes three verses of a Purawa (name

further on in
there

of

it

is

not mentioned) about this paramarshi, great Rishi,
Those verses are addressed to Indra and are to

Kapila.

this effect

:

Rishi Kapila was born, in order to remove the ignorance of the
world, as an amsa or incarnation, of Bhagavan Vishwu, Who, the
Self of all creatures, takes up the form of Kapila and others in the
Krita-yuga and imparts that knowledge which is hita, salutary, to
thou art Sakra among all the Devas, Brahma
all.
(Indra)
!

among the knowers of Brahman, god Vayu among those that are
powerful, Kumaraka [evidently the Son God Kumara] among the
Togins, Yasish^a

among

Sishis,

Vyasa among the knowers

Vedas, Kapila Deva among the Sankhyas, and Sankara
Eudras.

In E, $ankarananda says that Kapila
of

Vasudeva

Who

is

of the

among

the

that incarnation

the sons of Sagara, and not
was the author of the Sankhya system. I

burnt

down

Kapila who
shall say a few words further on about this question of the
authorship of the Sankhya system. It is clear from A
that

it

Kapila with Hirawyagarbha of the earlier
IV. 12) because the language about Kapila's

identifies

verses (III. 4

;

strikingly similar to that in IV. 12 about Hirawya;
s birth.
Verse III. 4 says about the Supreme Self
garbha

birth

is

to the effect that

He

is

the great Rishi Rudra

beginning generated Hira?iyagarbha.

same
'

as III. 4,

word

who

Verse IV. 12

in the
is

the

for word, except that instead of
'

Hirawyagarbham janayamasa piirvam ', it says Hirawyagarbham pasyata jayamanam.' It and what appears to be
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an older version of

it

occurring in the Mahanarayawa or

Yajnika Upauishad are given in the note below.* Having
regard to the Imperative Mood of the verb pasyata in the
plural, the

(0 ye

(1)

two versions would mean
men
See Hirawyagarbha being
:

!

Who

born,

)

is

the

udbhava, source, and prabhava, valour (?) of the Devas, Who is
above all, (Who is) the great Rishi Rudra. May he unite us to good
insight

!

men
See Hirawyagarbha being born, the First of the
Devas in the beginning, Who is above all, (Who is) the great Rislai
Rudra. May lie unite us to good memory [of all our duties]
(0 ye

(2)

!

)

!

D

says that pasyata is intended to mean here the
'
he saw.' This would change the
tense
apasyafc,
past
'
the
into
source and valour of the Devas,
Rudra,
meaning

But

saw Hirawyagarbha being born,'
as it says that Paramesvara

&c.,

the

same

the Sufcratmau

A
is

(Hiranyagarbha) face

change in the verb, but explains that

'

also seems to

do

incessantly seeing

makes no

to face.

He Himself

is

Riudra,

the great JSishi Bhr-igu and others, and
He
ye
men, see Himself, i.e., know Himself, to be also Hirawyagar5
The verses 11, 12, and 13 of IY
bha born in the beginning.

Himself

seem

to

is

be intended to be taken together, and as the verse
Kasmai De vaya havisha vidherna'

13 end s with the chorus of
of

Rv. X., 121

'

evident that the Hira?iyagarbha of our
the Deity of the same name spoken of in the
it is

Upanishad

is

.Rig-veda.

Now,

in addition to the similarity of descrip-

about the birth of Hiimyagarbha in IV. 12 and of
Kapila in V. 2, the verse 1 of IY. begins with the very

tion

1

'

words 'Yo yonim yonim adhitishifoaty eko with which
For these reasons A seems to be
V. 2 about Kapila begins.
quite right in identifying Kapila with
*(1)

Yo Devanam prabhavas

god Hirauyagarbha.

fcodbhavas &a

visvadhiko Rudro maharshiTi

I

Hirawyagarbham pasyata jayamanam
sa no budhya subhaya samyunaktu

||

Svet.
(2)

Up.

Yo Devanam prathamam purastad
visvadhiko Rudro maliarshi/i

|

Hirauyagarbham pasyata jayamanam
sa no Devafc subhaya smntya samyunaktu

||

MaMnar. Up.
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Now the reason why A identifies Kapila with also Brahma of
VI. 18 is to show that the Supreme Self s bearing the born
Kapila with knowledge means the same thing as His

Brahma in the beginning and giving him all
the Vedas, i.e., knowledge. He Who does so, and Who is
the Light of the insight of atman, self [the jivatman, or
atman may mean mind here], Him I, wishing to be liberated,
establishing

approach as my /SWawam, Refuge or Home. So says VI. 18.*
If we bear in mind the character of our Upanishad as a

compendium

older sayings, slightly changed here and

of

there, in addition to its

we

find in

it

different

My own

same god.

He

own

it is

sayings,

but natural that

kinds of expressions about the

view of Kapila

alias

Hirauyagarbha

the Son aspect of God as Sacrifice and is
identical with the sacrificial Fire Agni, born by attrition.
is this.

is

When

the Yisvakarma-sukta of the jRig-veda says that the
Creator Our Father performed a sacrifice at the very

beginning of Creation, it must mean that He generated the
sacred Fire and saw that Son being born, for without
generating the Fire there can be no
called

is

Son,

instance,

11

-14),

I.,

and

in

31,
is

many
11;

the

69,

Maho

in

places
1

and Agni

sacrifice,

the

and 3;

#*g-veda (for
V. 2;
1, 9;

II.,

Deva, the Great God, that has

Coming down to
Our
Father generatArawyaka I., 23,
and
as
that
Son is clearly
His
Son
His
very Rasa, Essence,
ing
entered into the mortals (IV., 58,

we

the Taitt.

3).

find

identified in it with Purusha, the In-dweller or Antaryami,

Whose entering into all creatures and things nothcould
stand, and what is noteworthy that Son is said
ing
to have existed even before He was generated. I have diswithout

cussed this idea of Father and Son in the Essay on Creation
That verse of our Upanishad in which
in the first volume.

Rudra

may

is described as having generated Hirawyagarbha
be taken to depict Agni-Rudra Himself as the first

* The
original is this

:

Yo Brahma?iam

vidadhati

purvam

yo vai Vedams fca prahinofci tasmai
Tarn ha Devam atmabuddhiprakasam
mumukshur vai sarawam aham pvapadye
|

||
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Sacrificer Creator Prajapati (vide pp. 29, 30, 33 ante), while
the other verse in which men are exhorted to see Rudra-

Hirawyagarbha being born seems to be based upon the idea
found in the Brahmanas that Rudra is the Son of the
1

Both

Creator.

God and man,

for

there can only be one
The Creator sees it at the very

rule, sacrificial or moral.

beginning and lays it down for man to follow. The same
sacred Fire which He generated and saw, man also must
generate and see ; and the expression that He bears Kapila
with knowledges (jnanair bibharfci) is capable of meaning
that He bears Kapila in His own mind by means of His
devaft

let

Agni,

knowledges/

Agni always
or

2,

3).

(their)

The Visvedevas there mean the Prawas or
Thus the sacrifice! must bear
Vol. I., p. 250).
in his

typal Sacrificer

of

ud u tva Yisve-

(Taitt.

1

senses (vide

The Son

'

;

Sam. IV.,
the Visvedevas bear Thee up with

bharantu Mttibhi/i

Ague

1

may be compared with

This

knowledge.

mind, and as the Creator is the archeno wonder He is doing the same thing.

it is

Antaryami aspect

Whom He

is

loving

all

of G-od is

His Love by means

creatures as Himself.

He

is

qualities,

two senses, one as the fountain of all good guwas,
which may be summed up in the one word of

Sarvatma

of universal love,

Saguwa

in

numerous gunas, numbers,

and the other

souls, for

as having the
His loving them as Him-

they do not exist there can be no scope for His
So they too are eternal, and it is His very nature as

self, for if

love,

Sarvatma

and they would

realize the
harmony
Him. Therefore the
saying that He is always bearing His Son in mind seems
to mean that He is always true to, and never forgets,

of the

to love them,

numbers

as soon as they realize

His universal Love, His Tapas-born, Sacrifice-born lovely
Son, who is the First-born because He has been revealed

from the very commencement.

Brahma

I

would view VI. 18

with Brahmanaspati
in this way
at p. 27 ante; Our
with
was
shown
whose identity
Agni
Father reveals this High Priest Brahma in the very
:

beginning with

all

is

identical

the Vedas, and leaves Him to send
who other than the Son

forth and uphold the universe, for
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of universal love is

the Taitt.

fit

I.

to do so

?

Aranyaka
work of
universe to His Sou exhibited there

leaves the

It is noteworthy that in

23, already referred to, the Father
sending forth and upholding the
in the

form of a Kurma,

tortoise, with apparently a pun on Kurma, the real meaning
intended being that He is Visva-karma. Leaving the work

charge of such a Son, the Father enjoys His repose.
There is no indication in our Upanishad that by Brahma

in

it

means the Four-faced Brahma whose

samsara and who
think

I

its

to die at the

is liable

Brahma

is

not yet the

but the Son aspect of God.
birth of this Son,

viewed as due to

But

birth is

end

of his

due to
Kalpa.

degraded Brahma,

in course of time the

only manifestation came to be
samsara, because here and there in

which

is

the Taitt. Samhita and the Brahmanas Prajapati is mentioned in such enigmatic language which according to the
more refined and logical way of thinking of the later times

was no doubt found not quite compatible with the supremacy
of the highest God, and because among all other names
of

God

the

name Brahman

(neuter) contended for mastery

and appears above the name of Prajapati in the lists of the
Vamsas and of Ananda in the Taitt. and Bnh. Upanishads.
But as if to make amends for this, the epics and Puranas
opened a wide way for the Son or Manifestation idea to
express itself fully in the shape of Vislmu's Avataras or
Manifestations

;

the birth in these cases

is

not due to

samsara, but divine manifestation for the sake of establishing knowledge and righteousness, and we have seen that
Ri&hi Kapila is distinctly said to be Vasudeva.
I repeat again that my view of Kapila Vasudeva is that
He is the Son aspect of God, symbolized by the sacred
Fire Agni. Agui is Eitaja, Son of Sacrifice, by glowing
on the lap of the altar. I said (p. 87 ante) that Vasudeva
would mean also the Son of Sacrifice Vasu. My authority
for taking Vasu to be one of the names of Sacrifice is the
;

'
Vaso/i, pavitram asi ; the com/Sukla-yajur-veda I. 2
mentator takes Vasu to be Sacrifice, quoting the $ruti
:

'

3

Yajno vai vasuh, Yajnasya pavitram

asi.

GANG!

We

Ill

saw in the Ramayawa version

of the story that
the
earth.
The
Kapila
upholding
popular Purawic idea
is that the thousand-headed
serpent $esha upholds or
carries the earth in the centre on his head, while the
is

direction elephants support her in all her extremities, and
that the earth-carrying $esha is established on a tortoise.
Taking this to be the absurd geography of the Purawas,

asked now-a-days, upon what then does the tortoise
?
My view of this riddle is this ; it is not geo-

it is

stand

graphy, it is that kind of description, of the sacred fire-altar
which has arisen from sabdafcamatkara or word-charm.

A

live

tortoise is buried

below the altar

2, 8)

;

the fancy therefore

altar

;

the earth of the riddle

is

who, in the mind's eye of the

(Taitt.

Sam. V.

that the tortoise carries the
is

the altar Vedirupa bhumife,
sacrificer, is the whole

devout

the altar our Agni glows with peaks of his
flame like a mountain bhudhara, and bhudhara means the
earth.

Upon

upholder of the earth, vide the riddle explained at p. 72
It follows from this that the serpent is Agui himself,

ante.

poetically pictured as the serpent because

the oblations are

thrown into him, and

He
He

hisses
is

when

thousand

The
headed, because as Antaryami He is all-knowing.
thread or coil of His all-embracing love is everywhere. The
common fire can be found concealed every whare and
1

generated by striking two stones or flints together, and
being light as opposed to darkness is the fit symbol for the

The Puratiic idea of
all-knowing, omnipresent God.
Vishmi is that He is resting (sete) on this very serpent. If
in this idea also the serpent means the Son God Agni (I
if, because the same symbol may have been used with
one significance in one place and quite another in another
place), the happy Father fittingly finds rest on the lap

say

of

His own Son of universal
I

have not been able

direction

is

called dis,

love.

unriddle the elephants. The
dik
in the nominative, and the
i.e.,
dikka to mean a young elephant.
to

dictionaries put down
In these days a knowledge of the details of the sacrifices
has become difficult to obtain. I put this question for future
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solution,

was

it

customary

to construct the altar in

any

of

the sacrifices with the forms of elephants at the base of each
of its corners as if bearing it on all its sides ?

Whatever the sacred fire Agni represents on the earth
here applies to a great extent to the sun who is the Agni
in the sky.
Kapila occurs in one place in the .Rig-veda
X.

Yerses 15 and 16

27.

of it are to this effect.

Seven heroes have come together from below, eight have come
from above, nine have come from the west with winnowing-baskets,
and ten have come crossing over the rock's high ridges in the
15.

east.

One of the ten who is Kapila, tawny, and who is samana, common
(to them all), is urged by them to execute their final kratu, purpose.
The mother is bearing on her lap soothingly the garbha, child, of
noble form who is not eagar. 16.

From Mr.
S&yawa

Griffith's

takes the

note on verse 15

seven,

eight,

nine,

we gather that
and

ten

respectively either the Seven-Rishis, Valakhilyas,

to

be

Bhrigus,

and Angirases, or the Maruts on all sides of Indra. He
" These
explanations by Saya^a cannot be accepted
says
but it is hard to say what is meant. Professor Ludwig
:

;

thinks that the various classes of letters of alphabet are
On verse 1 6, he says " The tawny : Kapilam
'
(
The Sun ?
according to Sayawa, the famous Rishi Kapila.

intended."

Grassmann.

:

The

mother

:

Night

:

?

Grassmann.

The

if the mother is Night."
It appears
infant the young Sun,
to me that these verses describe the dawn time the rays of
the baby Sun Kapila (for the rising sun is baby) have
:

:

they came in batches from ail
directions and met together, while yet he is below the

appeared in the east as

if

are very anxious that he should rise forth; they
the
but
delay on his part is read as if he is not
with,
the mother bearing him is either the
to
rise
yet eager

horizon

;

Dawn

who

in the fancy of the poet presents
the appearance of supporting the rising sun on her lap
in the eastern horizon, as if he is the golden fire and
or the Earth

she the altar bearing him ; if so, the rays that have met
together are the priests, and the winnowing baskets
are the morning breeze with which they are fancied to be

GANG!

1

13

fanning the embers of fire, the not yet risen sun just below
the horizon, as if he is lying below the firewood placed upon
him ; the wood is perhaps a little wet with the morning

dew, and therefore the Fire
but they are

is

rather wanting in eagerness

to blaze forth

viras, heroes, strong fellows,
;
doing their work of fanning and urging him to blaze
forth or rise, and to do the work of the Divine Priest, for

lustily

according to the Rig-veda,

and

calling in all the gods
If

my

it

is

Agni who

is

the Priest

sacrificing to them.

explanation of the

Kapila

.Zfo'g-vedic

is

correct, it

shows that the poets of the Big-veda looked upon their Sun
God Kapila, the Golden Agni in the sky, as their dearest

Baby

that

is

also exhorts

seen rising in the east ; and our Upanishad
to see the same Kapila being born.
Can

men

we say that the poet

of the verses of the

i&g-veda above

explained shows merely his poetical skill in matutinal description, and does not mean the sun to be the symbol of that

Great Spiritual Sun Who gives light to the mind ? Be this
it
may. In what light our Upanished and the old story

as

Mababharata appear, in my opinion, to have viewed
Kapila, I have tried to explain. According to the Bhagaof the

vatapurana, the father and mother of Vislmu's incarnation
as Kapila were Kardama
the mire, and also one

Va&aspatya.
The Taitfc. Ar.

He

is

and Devahiiti. The former means

who makes

regarded as

a sound, so says the
the Prajapatis.

one of

22 and 25, says that the northern Yedi
or altar should be dug knee-deep and filled with water
I.

ankle-deep, and that spreading lotus leaves and flowers on
Agni should be established on it. As thus the altar is

it,

made

wet,

is

Kardama

the sacrificial fire

it

Kapila?

name meaning

alistic

be

that this

the altar conceived as the father of
Devahiiti

the invocation

father, mother,

is

clearly

of the

a ritu-

gods.

Can

and son are metaphori-

the thunder, and
cally
the flash of lightning, the symbol of Agni Apamnapat,
the son of the waters ?
According to the Va&aspatya,
the

Kapila
text

is

wet dripping

cloud,

one of the names of Agni, and it quotes this
a Smnti (the name of which is not

as that of
15

rain
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mentioned):

Agni/i

sa

Kapilo

nama

Sankhya-sastra-

f

The protnul gator of the Sarikhya system is
The question of the authorAgni himself named Kapila'

pravartakafo.

.

ship of that system will be dealt with further on.

Now, let us go to another verse of our Upanishad, that
which follows the verse VI. 18. It is about the solemn religious duty of $arawa-prapatti or the taking refuge in God as
In it He is described as being
our Home and Protection.
nishkala, nishkriya, santa, niravadya, niranjana,* the Great

Bridge to immortality. One Who is like fire that has consumed the firewood; and chap. V, in which Kapila is mentioned, says in its last verse 14 that they who knew God gave
up their bodies (' Devam ye vidus te jahus tanum), that is to
say, they
is

were freed from the limited embodied

therefore

approached

no wonder
Kapila

that the

Who

symbol
from the embodied

the

is

of the sacrificial Fire

state.

60,000 Fathers

Supreme

Self

in

It

who
the

were burnt down and freed

state.

In the $raddha mantras the Fathers are mentioned as
those

that are Agnidagdhas,

burnt in

fire,

and those

Anagnidagdhas, not burnt in fire. The latter
are those who die in such a manner as renders their

that are

bodies not available for cremation, as in the case of drown-

ing when the river is running full and the body lost. This
is an exception proving the rule that the Fathers are Agnidagdhas. It is the sons that perform the sacred rite of

cremation to their departed fathers. But some leave sons
behind and some not. The fire set by the sons is the fire
of the funeral ritual held sacred in its own way.
But there
is

One Son, even

for

those

who have

sons,

and more

particularly for those poor souls who, like the 60,000 Saga-

ras of our story, die son -less,

Who

alone, realized in the

them the Yedantic Fire, burnt
heart,
competent
and purified by Which there is no more return to samsara.
When they have this Glorious Bandhu or Kinsman in the
double brilliant metaphors of the sun or fire and the moon,
is

to set

fco

* It would be tedious here to
explain the meanings which the different
schools attach to these words.
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One

the

as

Son

to set the

Vedantic Fire to them and the

Other as the Great Grand Son to offer the Vedantic Cool

Water
The

to them, they are saved.

riddle of the burning being explained,

we have next

Sagaras showing disrespect to
It
and
Him
for the thief of the horse.
their
Kapila
taking
To
is this which led to their
explain
being burnt down,
to explain the riddle of the

It is
this I must quote the very next verse, viz., VI. 20.
the last verse of the Upanishad proper, for the remaining
three verses are about the promulgator Svetasvatara, about

not imparting the teaching to one

who

peaceful (with subdued mind), and about

not prasanta,
being intended

is

its

him only who has para bhakti, great loving-faith,
God and likewise in his Guru, teacher. That verse says

for

in
:

Yada fctrmavad Akasam
veshiayishyanti raanavaJt
tada Devam avijnaya

|

dnftkbasyanto bhavishayti
cover the Sky like skin, then
||

When men

not knowing

God

there will be an end of (sainsaric) sorrow.

commentaries are correctly printed, all of
after Devam as avijnaya,* but the explanations which A, B, and D give make it doubtful whether
If the four

them read the word

*

"

A

says

:

Devam Jyotirmayam

Paramatmanam avijn&ya

du/i-

auto vinaso bhavishyati, Atma-ajnana-nimittatvat samsarasya.
khasya
Yavat Paramatinanam Atmatvena na janati tavat .... samsarafci, yada
.

.

.

Paramatmanam Atmatvena sakshat janati tada nirasta-ajnana-tat
purwanando bhavati." Tims A says clearly that not to know the
Supreme Self as Self is the cause of Samsara and that to know Him as
Self is the way to eternal joy.
So how can there be an end of sorrow, by
not knowing God ? It is therefore clear that the reading of A must have

punaTi

karyaft.

been not avijn&ya but something

B says

"
:

else.

Devam svayamprakasam,

aham Brahmasmiti

avijn&ya,

anta/t, vinasa7t bhavishyati."
Unless
viseshewajnatva (?), dufokhasya
we read viseshena jnatva, Icnoiving well, and not ajnatva, the natural

meaning intended by the commentator,

am

"
viz.,

Knowing God well

as

'

I

as Self, there will be an end of sorrow," would be lost.
So the reading of B also must have been something other than avijn&yu.

Brahman,'

D

"

says

Devam

:

i.e.,

Devam purvaslokoktam

nishkalatvMiviseshanavisish<am

naso bhavishyati."
Atmatvenajuatva (?) du/ikhasya
Here also the author must have said Atmatvena jnatva and not ajnatva.
avijn&ya,

If so his

.

.

.

reading also must have been something other than avijndya.
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have adopted that reading, while what
G says is not very convincing, The reading itself may have
been originally not Devam avijnaya, bnt either Devam avatheir authors could

juaya or Devam u vijnaya. In the Vedas u is often used in the
sense of forthwith.
Adopting this as the reading, the mean-

ing would be

:

when men renounce

the

selfish,

world and

become sky-clad, then knowing Grod forthwith, there will be
an end of sorrow. If ava-jnaya was the reading, it can only
have been used in the verse in question in the sense of knowing well, just as ava-bodha and ava-bhasa mean the knowing
or shining well. If we suppose that this was the reading
adopted by the author of our story (whoever he was, whose

saying flowed down as a popular legend and was at last
recorded in the shape of the two versions found in the

R^mayawa and

the Mahabh&rata), that he

knew

it

to

mean

the knowing well, but that at the same time he knew also
that the word had come to be used generally in the sense

knowing lowly or meanly of another, then we at once
him the riddler who outwardly exhibits the
as
having thought low of Kapila, but whose real
Sagaras

of

detect in

a way into the dahara akasa of
the heart, the region of purity where all selfish, base matter

meaning

is

that, finding

gives clear indication that the reading adopted
proposes three alternative meanings

by

it is

avijnaya.

U

:

When men

cover themselves with sky, that is throw up their
shoulders iuto the sky and roam about, not knowing Brahman, their
(1)

sorrow will come to a [temporary] end when they go into the [temporary]
this sort of end of sorrow is not Moksha. Some

rest of the pralaya time

;

say the end of sorrow means moksha, but this is not correct, for moksha
can only be had by knowing Brahman.
When men not knowing Brahman
(2) Or the meaning may be this
:

become sky-clad, that
moksha comes.

by means of works
sorrow's end or

renounce everything, then

is

this
When men go to clothe
then they do not know God.
The last interpretation does not e'xplain how the end of sorrow
comes. The second interpretation supplies the words by means of works.
(3)

Or the meaning intended may be

themselves with sky

:

with nihil

The meaning is that the Self cannot be known by Karmakanda or works,
but by JnanakawcZa which is adopted by renouncing the world. But
tada followed as it is by devam avijnaya is a great obstacle to this
interpretation.

'
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burnt down leaving only the real pure state of the soul,

and hugging it, they knew God Kapila, the xintaryami, and
had their sorrowful sarnsaric state brought to an end.
God, the Self of all, is the real Owner. Man should regard
himself, also as belonging to God, surbase
ahamkara or egotism. If God draws to
rendering
Himself the jivatman, it may appear as theft in the eyes
his

atman,

i.e.

all

who have not

yet given up their base egotism, but
His Grace, about which it is said that
the Supreme Self is not to be obtained by teaching, nor
by intellectual cleverness, nor by being much informed,

of those

to the

but

is

being

knowers

it is

to be obtained

by him only

whom He

selects (as

fit).*

The above completes the
If

story.

esoteric

explanation of the

moon and the 60,000 Sagaras the
Sagara
Asamanja also moon meaning one who shines
is

the

'

stars,
(anj)

is

unevenly

(a-sam),'

as

he has his varying phases ?
to be due to a pun upon

That he drowned children seems

name by looking npon it as Asumajja, ( one who dips
The killing looks quite out of place on the
asus, lives-'

the

of Sagara's vamsakara or line-continuing son.
part
In the Mahabharata, Gaiiga also is stated to have drowned

her own seven children, the seven out of the eight Vasus
that were born in her when she married king $amtanu.
There must be some hidden meaning in the riddle of what

may be

called Asamanja's or Ganga's

$isumaratva (vide
(
one who has

6 ante about $isumara). Amsuman or
;
light may be either the sun or the moon.
p.

I do not

know

what Dilipa means.

These three personages are necessary
for the purpose of giving the character of Great GrandSon to Bhagiratha, the hero of the story. That character
is

rendered necessary by the very character of the Manes
Grand Fathers, and Great Grand Fathers.

as the Fathers,

Now

about the authorship of the Sankhya system.

saw that the

JS^'g-vedic .Kapila

is

the

We

common Object

of

numbers that meet together around Him, and that
what is said about Him is a strikingly beautiful description

the

* Kaf/ia
Up. II. 23 5 Mund. Up. III.

2, 3.
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of the

Sun

rising

God.

Pondering over
have

a subsequent period may well
as Kapila-sankhya, 'that which

of
it

is

it,

the people

looked

upon

about Kapila and

the numbers/ and adopted that name for that aspect
by which the numbers, the souls, should by

of religion

mutual harmony and unity meet in God, their One common
Object, One Who by universal love has entered into one

and

all,

One by

realizing

Whom

the mutual strife of the

many ceases and makes room for unity aye should meet
in God, even as the rays meet in the Sun Kapila, and the
The Upanishads say that from God
the beings and things have sprung like sparks from fire,
like rays from the sun, and that they merge in Him again.*
stars in solar light.

all

The .ZThandogya and other Upanishads say in the Vamsas
and other places that the First Teacher is Brahman Itself
or God Brahma, and the authorship of the hymns about
Visvakarinan, Hirawyagarbha, ParameshiM and Purusha
Gods themselves. So it is no wonder
that the Kapila-sankhya, which is not the Nirisvara-sankhya,

is

attributed to those

but the more ancient Sesvara- sankhya, was attributed to

God Kapila Himself
means
Dr.

as the Seer and Teacher of

also 'relating to grammatical

Macdonell's

dictionary.

it.

Sankhya

number/ according

to

This shows that the root

meaning of this name is number. Now what is the sense
in which sankhyayoga is used in our Upanishad itself when
saying that

God

is

adhigamya, approachable or knowable,

I think sankhya there means the group
by sankhyayoga
of the senses, which in the older works are called Visvedevas
?

and Prawas and
</rama.

God

in the later ones indriya-'uarpa or iudriya-

adhigamya by the steadfast yoga, union or
God- ward in the upasaua.
I
would
this,
point out how Sankhya has

is

application of all the senses directed

In support of

become synonymous with knowledge. In the Ka^a-up. VI.
10, pan&a jnanani, five knowledges, mean the five senses.
In our Upanishad, about man's bearing Kapila with knowtakes them to mean the
ledges (jnanaife), the commentary
senses.

Thus sankhya= knowledge = senses.
Mnnd-up.

II. 1,

1; Maitri-up. VI., 26.
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The Sankhyas spoken of in works like the Bhagavadgita
and the Parana quoted at p. WQante can only be the
followers of the ancient Sesvara-sankhya. But in course of
time a course of reasoning or logic gave rise to the Nirisvarasankhya School which confined its philosophy to the souls,
to the lohita-sukla-kn'shwa

and

to the

mode

Aja Praknti that binds them,

of each soul's attaining its pure state as

the highest goal; and when this school of the Sankhyas
that recognised no Grod wrote its Sutras, that work also
was passed off as the work of old Ri&hi Kapila. But how

can any branch of the Vedantic School recognizing the
decision arrived at by the author of the Brahma-sutras in

which the Nirisvara-sankhya is criticised and condemned
admit the author of it to be Kapila- Vasudeva ? Therefore

$ankarananda rightly makes a distinction between them.
The Va&aspatya, making a distinction between Vasudeva
Kapila and Agni Kapila, attributes the Sesvara-Sankhya
In
to the former and the Nirisvara-sankhya to the latter.
it
is
a
of
case
dedication
either
the authorship. The
simply
real author of either the

one or the other

is

not known.

DELUGE, SHIP, FISH,
MANU AND THE DELUGE, HIS SHIP AND
This

&c.

FISH.

a very old story contained in the Satapatha
I. 8, 1,* a translation of which is given in Prof.

is

Brahmawa

Max Miiller's India What can
is

almost

its

it teach us,
pp. 134
verbatim substance

The

137.

following
In the morning they brought water toManu for washing, as they
bring it even now for washing our hands. While he was thus washing,
a fish [raatsya] came into his hands and said, Keep me, and I shall
:

'

save thee from a flood which will come in such and such a year and
carry away all these creatures. So long as we are small, there is

much destruction for us, for fish swallows fish. Keep me therefore first
When I outgrow that, dig a hole and keep me in it. When
I outgrow that, take me to the sea, and I shall then be beyond the

in a jar.

When

reach of destruction.

meditate on me.

And when

thou hast built a ship, thou shalt

the flood has risen, thou shalt enter into

the ship, and I will save thee from the flood.' Accordingly Manu
kept the fish and put him in the sea where he became a large fish

In the year foretold,

[Jhasha].

and meditated on the

fish, as

Manu

built the ship, entered into

The

soon as the flood rose.

fish

towards him, and Manu fastened the rope of the ship to the
horn, and he thus hastened towards the Northern Mountain.
fish said,

'

I

have saved

bound the ship
and therefore

to a tree

and

left

toiling,f

alone.

the

fish's

The

Manu

fish,

into the water,

the slope [avasarpanam] of Manu on
All creatures having perished in the flood,

this is called

the Northern Mountain.

Manu was

As instructed by
and slid down gradually
thee.'

it

swam

'

'

Then Manu went about singing

wishing for offspring.

And he

praises

sacrificed there also

He poured clarified butter, thickened milk,
whey, and curds in the water as a libation. In one year a woman
arose from it. She came forth as if dripping, and clarified butter

with a Paka-sacrifice.

gathered on her step. Mitra and Yarmia came to meet her and
'
Who art thou ? She said, The daughter of Manu.'
'

said to her

'

They rejoined: 'Say that thou art ours.' No," she said, 'he who
has begotten me, his I am.' Then they wished her to be their
sister, and she half agreed and half did not agree, but went away and
'

* The
original text

will

be found in Muir's Sanskrit Texts, Vol.

181, 182.

f Sr&myatn,

"

toiling in

arduous religious

rites."

Muir.

I.,

pp.
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Who art thou ? She said I am thy
'How, Lady [Bhagavati] art thou my daughter?' he

came to Maim. Manu said to her,
daughter.'
asked. She replied

'
:

The

'

'

'

:

libations

which thou hast poured into
whey and curds, by them

the water, clarified butter, thickened milk,

thou hast begotten me.

I

am

a benediction

[asife]
perform (me)
thou perform (me) it at the
thou wilb be rich in offspring and cattle. And whatever

this benediction at the sacrifices.
sacrifice,

blessings

[asi7i]

If

thou wilt ask by me,

will

always accrue to

thee.'

He

therefore performed that benediction in the middle of the
sacrifice, for the middle of the sacrifice is that which comes between

the introductory and the final offerings. Then Manu went about
with her, singing praises and toiling, wishing for offspring. And

with her he begat that offspring which is called the offspring of
Mauu [Mano/z prajati/i] and whatever blessing he asked with her*
;

always accrued to him. She is indeed Ida, and whosoever, knowing
this, goes about (sacrifices) with Ida, begets the same offspring

Manu begat, and whatever blessing he asks with her, always
accrues to him."

which

In

the

-R-ig-veda

expressed in

many

idea that Sacrifice

the

places

The King (Soma) hath mounted the

'

Ship

is

straightest-going Nau, Ship,

IX. 89,2.

of Etta.'

means

Rita,

this

is

:

word

in

Sacrifice

many

a

meaning which Rayawa gives

to

places.

They who cannot ascend the Ship of Sacrifice (Yajuiya Nau)
X. 44, 6.
sink down in desolation, trembling with alarm.
'

'

So, here the Ship is clearly mentioned to be of Sacrifice.
'The well-oared Heavenly Ship (Daivi Nau) which lets no waters
X. 63, 10.
in and which is free from sin, vail we ascend
"
a metaphorical exAccording to Saya?ia this Ship is
"
so says Mr. Griffith.
The Taitt.
;
pression for sacrifice
Sam. I. 5, II, 5 quotes this verse X. 63, 10, and says
'

:

'

I have ascended this good Ship of hundred oars

'

sphyas,'

which

is free

from cracks and

is

and hundred

parayishmi, capable of

taking (me) beyond.'

'

Sphya is a wooden sword used as a sacrificial instrument.
Make pleasant hymns, spin out your songs and praises build ye
:

a Ship equipped with oars for transport.

make

all

X. 101,

things ready, and

'

let Sacrifice,

2.

Here

also the Ship is explained to

105, 9, the

own

Prepare the implements,
Ev.
friends, go forward

same

Ship of

be Sacrifice,

Sacrifice is styled

In X.

god Indra's

glory, navatn sva-yasasam, rendered by Mr. Griffith
16
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" the

as

Agni

self-bright ship."

In

I.

&c.

140,

12,

the poet asks

him a Ship having innate oars (nityaritram
There also the Ship means Sacrifice.

to give

navam).
May we asceud the Ship
'

that bears us safely, whereby
'

pass beyond

all duritas, evils

Rv. VIII. 42,

The Aitareya Brahmawa * quotes
clearly that the Ship
As thus Sacrifice

Manu means man,

we may

3.

this verse

and says

is Sacrifice.

is metaphorically called
Ship and as
the thinker, the story seems to be a

parable of the Ship of Sacrifice being the means for man's
The
crossing the sea of his duritas, sins and troubles.

Fish that conducts the Ship seems to me to be Agni, the
symbol of the all-knowing and all-embracing (rod. The
spiritual

Agni is believed to be present not only

in the solar

removing darkness from day, but also in the light of
the moon and in fire or lamplight itself, both representing

light

Soma and Agni removing darkness from
have seen how as Antaryami the spiritual
the Child of the waters and how for that reason

the dual deities

We

night.

Agni

is

the porpoise fish $isurnara was selected as a metaphor for
him (pp. 5 and 6 ante). For the same reason the large fish
Jhasha is selected here to represent Him Whose delight
consists in universal love.t

The reason why

this Fish is

horned may be due to Agni being described as having four
horns in Rv. IV. 58, 3, a verse which is repeated daily in
Agni- worship. In the Vedas Agui
Stag, which of course is horned,
* Dr.
Haug's Book

is also

described as the

II., p. 32.

f Matsya, the fish, is derived from mad to delight or be exhilarated.
This name may have arisen by fancying the fish to be very much delighted,
moving nimbly with a light heart, in their own element, water. Therefore
while in the

rucJTii

sense matsya

is fish,

the word in

its

yaugika sense

metaphorical name for either Agni who delights in
the Sorna drink or the delightful Soma himself. The name
matsya

would be a

fit

be compared with matsara, which in the jRig Veda (for instance, IX.
one of the names of the Soma beverage. The seer of Rv. VIII.
67 is stated to have been either Matsya, son of Sa-mada, or Manya, son of

may

13, 8) is

the gods Mitra and Yarima. The former name means the Pish. It
appears
to me that this name for the poet of the hymn has been coined from verse

11 of

h in which

he prays to Aditi thus

"
:

Save us in depth and shallow
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According to the Visvakarma-Suktas of the Rig Veda,
X. 81 and 82, Visvakarma created the universe by performing a

which., wishing Himself to grow
put Himself as an oblation into the Fire,
and thus sacrificing Himself, He became the universe by

iu

sacrifice,

(vavndhana/i,),

He

In the Essay
entering into all creatures (avaran avivesa)
on Creation in the first volume, I have explained this
Sacrifice of Visvakarma in detail, and tried to show that
.

His growth and entering (into all) are ideas which can be
traced from the .Rig-veda down to the Upanishads, and
our story whose Fish is small and yet grows infco the biggest
one seems to be another link in the same chain, higher than
the Upanishads, but dealing with the same Deity whom
'

they describe as awor aniyan raahato niahiyan.''
The dualism of the selfish world makes men as so

many

small, limited, mutually antagonistic entities, swallowing

one another under the principle of might is right. This is
indicated by the saying that the smaller fish are swallowed
Therefore in order to put an end to

by the larger ones.

the strife of selfishness,
himself.
self

By doing

becomes them

all

In order to be able
realize, the

man must

regard

all

creatures as

instead of swallowing them, he himfor the purpose of his universal love.

so,

to

Supreme

become

Self.

so,

he must cultivate, that

So the water that

is

to

is

brought
be the water of knowledge. In it the
Supereme Self is found as a small fish, but growing gradually in the realm of the heart according as man's soul

Manu seems

expands

in love until his love

Fish that
from the
harmed."

to

is

foe,

becomes universal.

thus cultivated and realised

is

The

vast

able to conduct

thou mother of strong sons Let no one of our seed be
depth and shallow. Of course the poet
:

It is the fish that is in

has used figurative language. But taking him by the sense of his prayer,
he was, I think, named the Fish figuratively. That the root meaning of

matsya is connected with exhilaration is indicated by the patronymic Samada. The other name Manya is the alias of Agastya whom in the first
volume I have identified with the exhilarating Soma, called Mana or Manya
by being measured out in the cup when being offered to the gods. Thus
whoever the poet was is not known, but coining a name from the hymn
itself the authorship seems to be dedicated to the Deity Soma, just as
the Visvakarma and other Suktas are attributed to the Deities themselves.
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Ship of Sacrifice across the sea of the duritas of the
selfish world of strife.

the

If thus the esoteric

of

meaning

Harm's Ship

is Sacrifice,

how

the story, emerging from
perfectly intelligible
Manu as having perinto
exhibits
esotery
plain language,
formed a sacrifice with great religious ardour and got a
it is

wonderful daughter who
ing,

and who is

calls herself

Ida,

Ida,.

means

Benediction or Bless-

libation, prayer,

goddess of
of mind-

She may represent here the blessedness
born $raddha, Faith. She is thus aspiritual Lady.
devotion.

If there

any doubt about her being so, it is removed by the paradox of Manu's begetting offspring with her who is his own

is

daughter. This is in imitation of the more ancient story
about Prajapati's love of his own daughter explained in
the first volume a story which is alluded to even in the

J&g-veda.

If

her spiritual nature is granted, the prajati
is obtained from her can
only be construed

or offspring that

in a spiritual sense,

and I would take

spiritual prajati, birth or regeneration,

it

to signify the

which in other words

the spiritual fatherhood of man which consists in the overflow of himself as that love by which he loves all creatures as
is

himself or as his children.

what Manu

It should not be

did is a miracle of the

ble to be achieved by

clearly saying that

any

other.

supposed that

good old days not possiThe story concludes by

anybody may do

as

Manu

did and get

the same offspring.

The

story found in the

his Ship,

which

will

Mababharata about Manu and

be referred

to further on, says that the

Pish was an incarnation of Brahma.

The more popular idea
was an incarnation of Vishwu, This must
be due to the oft- repeated Vedic idea that Vislmu is Sacrifice

is

that the Fish

(Yajno vai VislmuA,), and Sacrifice and Agni cannot be sepaboth are one, the former being sometimes depicted

rated

:

as Father

and the

latter as Son, the

Father Himself as Son.

Thus the

story teaches a religious lesson, but it has a
poetical feature also by which the phenomena of Nature
are so interpreted as to illustrate that lesson. That feature
I shall

now

try to explain so far as I can guess.
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solar

sacred water with which to wash himself,
streak of light that
after the

On

in the sky.

moon day he gets the conjunctional

the new-

light

as the

and the small

seen on the lunar globe immediately
is the small Fish that is
poured

is

new-moon day

into his hands.

It is solar light reflected,

and represents

grows according as the moon
of the bright fortnight waxes and is the means of his overcoming the nightly darkness fully on the night of the fullthe Deity

moon

in the sun. It

Agni

day.

This

is

monthly phenomenon. For a fuller illustration
we have to take the year. Commencing it

of the story,

from that new-moon day on which the sun is in conjunction with the asterism Mn'gasiras (the Stag's head) of the

which

Orion
Fish

that

is

Mn'gasiras

itself.

to the sun,

and

to

six

As

moon.

the

own asterism, the horned
moon is the asterism
That asterism gives summer glory
moon's

the

delivered

is

the

to

months afterwards autumnal giory
the asterisin must rise heliacally

and go gradually to the acronycal point, it is fancied that
ifc was delivered into the hands of the
moon, and he puts it
more and more into the blue deep sky-sea of the night,
until it is completely in the night

month

from sunset

The dark

to sunrise in

the year,
Margaslrsha.
likened to the time of deluge, having begun, the moon on
the full-moon-day of that month, knowing the truth of
the

of

half

of

or sacrifice with his complete light, knowledge, gets

.Rita

into the Orion-ship of Sacrifice

and

is

conducted safely by

the Fish, which, rising acronycally, goes gradually towards
the sun, as if taking the moon day-ward.
The deluge is
at

its height
winter solstice

with

it

which

the

when the longest night
;

moon

and then the decline
slides

is

reached at the

comes and
down from the northern mountain,
of winter

may be taken to be the northernmost point which
moon reaches at the winter solstice when the

the full

sun

is

in his southernmost point.

tial line

Sliding from the north-

moon's point comes to the equinocat the end of the year when the sun also comes to

ernmost point the

full
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the

moon

;

and on the new-moon-day

&c.

of that Conjunction

offers his light, self, as the offering of

whey and

and becomes one with the Sun, the emblem
Having thus gone through the year and become at

of God.

curds,

last

one

own celestial form as the regent
the moon should now be looked

with the Sun and with his
of the Belt Mrigasiras,

upon

as the Orion-blended

Sun himself

as

the Creator,

having the star Rohirci as the celestial daughter, the mother
of the summer creation ; and the offspring is not only the
beneficent summer rays, fancied to be in the celestial moon

Mngasiras and issued out as soon as the sun comes
junction with that asterism, but also the stars.
In .Big-veda I. 45, 1, Agni, the divine priest,

worship the Vasus, the Rudras, and the Adityas,
jata jana or the Manu-begotten group of men
fair rites

and pour

their blessings

asked to

theManuwho know

down (G-hntaprushain)

These may either be the rays or the

Max

is

in con-

.

stars.

Miiller says
"
When we examine the numerous accounts of a deluge among
different nations in almost every pare of the world, we can easily

Prof.

:

perceive that they do nofc refer to one single historical event, but a
natural phenomenon repeated every year, namely the deluge or the
flood of the rainy season or the winter. "India,

What it can

teach ws,

p. 138.

interpretation of the verse pura krurasya, &c.,
referred to in Vol. I., pp. 16 and 547, is correct, the Vedic
If

my

as the sacrificial
people regarded the square of the Orion
as its guardian because
moou
Devas
with
the
the
of
ground
he is the devata of the Stag's Head, and the fact that that

found both in the Knslma and the $ukla Yajur-veda
Samhitas shows that they must have inherited the idea from

verse

is

more ancient days, from the time of the jBig-veda itself, if my
view of the several stories already explained is correct. The
idea of winter being the time of deluge or destruction and
summer of creation is so natural as to have occurred to

without one borrowing it from
is
another.
simply the poetical description of the phenomena, but often they are utilized to
The beautiful
illustrate some moral or religious lesson.
several

nations of

old

Sometimes there
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idea of Sacrifice being a Ship, expressed in so

many

places

have been forgotten by the

in the .Rig-veda, could not

$atapa7ia Brahmana. On the contrary the growth of its
wonderful Pish and the wonderful daughter of Manu ought
to make us detect the religious truth concealed in the garb
of the

As

phenomenal description.
the jR^g-veda speaks of VasishiiWs Ship

Ship, I shall deal with them, before
stories

and Bhujyu's

going to the Purarac

about the Deluge.

VASISH/7/A AND THE SHIP,

The

of the Ship of Varuna in
which Vasisht/ia swings over the waves of the ocean most
That Ship seems to me to be the same Sacrificehappily.

%-veda VII. 88 speaks

Orion which in the later

Brahmam

explained, Manu's Ship.

In Vol.

Vasishi^a who

I., I

story

have

is,

as

above

tried to

show

son of the gods Mitra and
and
who
like
Varmia,
springs
lightning from the mind of
Urvasi, the mother Aram wood, and is laid on the lotus by

that

is

the

the Visvedevas (Bv. VII. 33),

Agni who

is
generated by
as being
the
Big-veda
regarded
In
the Priest calling in the gods and sacrificing to them.
other words the act of praising the gods and sacrificing to

attrition,

and who

in

done by the human

them,

is

is

places to this divine Ri&hi

priests, is attributed in

and

many

Priest.

Freely utilizing
Mr. Griffith's metrical translation of the j&ig-veda, I give the

purport of the

VII.

hymn

Varuwa, as follows

:

88,,

the Deity of which

is

God

-

present bright and most delightful praise to
brings (to you) the Worshipful Lofty Bull
of Thousand-Wealth *
Vasishtf/ia

1.

!

Bounteous Varuwa

Who

And then

going to His presence I contemplate Varuwa's fiery
may bring to me the Light that
in heaven for my seeing the Beauty (of It).

2.

face that He, the lord of darkness.f
is

3.

When Vanma and

I ascend the Ship together,

when we urge

the midst of the ocean, when we ride over the ridges of the
waters, (then) we swing in that happy swing indeed.

It into

*

Bull,

vnshana, the showerer.

Thousand-wealth, sahasramagha, having

a thousand riches,

t Lord of darkness, adhipaA u audhaft.
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4 [For] Sage Varuna placed VasisMa in the Ship and deftly by
His greatness made him a Rishi, a praiser or singer, in the happy"
heavens broadened and the
time-ness* of the days as long as the
Dawns were lengthened."
5.
Where are those oui?

friendships, when, formerly, we walked
Glorious Vartwa, I entered
together without enmity, (and when)
Your Home, the Lofty Mana with thousand doors ?
6.

"

If

he Thy true ally hath sinned against Thee,
Still, VaruTOa, he is the friend Thou lovedst.

Let us not, Living One, as sinners, know thee :
Give shelter, as a Sage, to him who lauds Thee."
7.

We abide in

the lap of Aditi.
us,

these permanent habitations and win favour from
Yaruna remove the bond from us. "

May

Preserve

evermore ye gods, with blessings."f

In this liymn I would view Sacrifice-Orion to be variously
described as the Lofty Bull or Showerer of ThousandWealth, as the celestial Light, as the Ship, and as Varuvia's

Home

or the Lofty

epithet of
the Moon,

'

Mana

or

lord of darkness

;

House of thousand doors. The
would indicate Varuwa to be

The Orion has the
belongs to Him. Verse 4
was
that
Vasishf/ia
makes it clear
placed in the Ship and
made happy in summer, when only the dawns or days are

Moon

i.e.,

the Deity in the Moon.

for its regent,

and so

it

Agni VasishiA.a is fancied to have gone up to
lengthened.
the sky in the form of the vernal and summer sun. with a
Varuwa, and to have got into His Ship, Sacrificewhich the sun comes in conjunction in the
with
Orion,
bright half of the year, and which is the celestial Light, as

hymn

to

the sun's

summer

Therefore It

is

light is fancied to be stored

up in

It.

the Bull or Showerer of a thousand riches.

Devas in the sky It is
with thousand doors.| Mana
means a dwelling as well as the altar. This Lofty Mana
may be the same Mana of the Devas that is spoken of

Being the

sacrificial

ground

fancied to be the Lofty

in Rv.
*

V.

But summer

27, 23.

Happy-time-ness,

of the

Mana

if

I

may

is

followed by winter

when

so translate sudinafcva.

f In the permanent habitations, dhrnvasu kshitishu.

The bond,

pasa.

J Being in the high starry region, Sacrifice-Orion is emblematic of
Heaven, the Great Beyond beyond all seen things where there is perpetual

summer

of bliss.
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sun

times,

him.

far

is

as

from

detached

Varima

if

Orion

withdrew

But in the form

of
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and

is

in hard

friendship from
Vasishifoa abides in

His

Agni,

the permanent habitations, which I would take to be the

grounds kept up in all Aryan homes or hamlets,
winning favour from Aditi, the altar, and praying for the
He does this even like the
return of Varuna's blessing.
sacrificial

human

beings, apparently because, performing the
sacrificial acts and offering prayers to the gods on their

penitent

behalf,

he represents them, and

is

made

to .voice forth their

feelings.*

BHUJYU AND THE SHIP,

The Big-veda speaks

of the -Ship of the

Asvins in which

Bhujyu, son of Tugra, finds protection. According to verse 3
of I. 116, Bhujyu was left on the sea (udamegha), but the
Asvins carried him in ships which had life, and which moved
in the air free

from contact with water. In the next verse

the poet varies the description by patting in the place of
the ships three flying cars in which the Asvins bring Bhujyu

days to the shore of the sea (sarnudra). In the
next verse 5, the poet reverts to the idea of ship and says
that it is a hundred-oared ship that saves Bhujyu in the
in three

endless, shoreless, supportlesssea (anarambhawe, anasthane,
agrabha?ie samudre). In the next verse the poet says that
the Asvins saved Bhujyu as if, in his distress, he embraced

(vnksha) in the middle of the sea, and as
falling being obtained wings.
a firm tree

if

a

Sayana says that Bhujyu was sent by his father to conquer
some enemies who lived in an island, but being shipwrecked
he praised the Asvius, and was taken into their own
If Bhujyu was a human being,
ships and saved by them.

would be that he encountered rough weather
and attributed the safety of his ship or ships to

the simple fact
in the sea,

* The
penitent prayer for help
VasishtTia's character as Agni.

is

not in itself sufficient to negative
find the sun whom Svarbhanu

The Atns

had pierced with gloom, and the sun says, let not the oppressor swallow
Atri and king Varwia be my helpers, Mg-veda V. 40.

me up and may
17
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But being a man of the .Rig Vedic
must
have
he
(assuming him to have been a historiperiod,
somewhere
in the Panjab or the Duab.
cal personage) lived
his praising the Asvins.

If so,

it is

not probable that he had command over any
we are at a loss to know what the island

seaboard, and

was

to

which he went.

In order to find out the Vedic

poet's meaning, he ought to be taken, I think, at his own
word. He says that the ship travelled in the sky.
The Jayadi-homa mantras (Taitt. Sam. III. 4, 7) mentions

Yajna, Sacrifice, as being Bhujyu who is Supama, the wellwinged bird, with Dakshim, Largess, as his Apsaras nymph-

The Asvins are the divine doctors, who, having learnt
the knowledge of Honey from Dadhya&, are the spiritual
regenerators of the sacrificer, and their Ship therefore seems
to

be the Sun who

may
I

the Agin in the sky, and who as such
well have been looked upon as the Ship of Sacrifice.
is

would take Bhujyu

of the

B*g-veda to be not a historical

personage, but the ideal of what every true sacrificer should
be by having recourse to the Asvins and their Ship of
Sacrifice for safety
sacrificer

flying

may
man in the

The time

and

spiritual regeneration.

This ideal

be taken to be illustrated in the moon, the
sky, thus:

of the

Asvins

of spiritual prabodha, rise.
in the dark-fortnight, the

is

the early

dawn

symbolical

In his career of self-sacrifice

Bhujyu sails in the
sky-sea, becoming day by day thinner and thinner as
But when he is in the last
if he is sinking in the sea.
inoon

stage of sinking he meets the Asvins in the dawn time,
which phenomenon can only take place iu the last part of
that fortnight. It is sometimes fancied that the moon

on the new-moon-day (vide the concluding part of the
Aitareya Brahmawa). But here the fancy is that he had
almost died, but was saved. How ? To answer the
dies

question, we have to assume a combination of two poetical
fancies of the new-moon-day phenomenon
(1) that part
of the sky-sea which the moou has to pass through on that
:

day

is

very high and rough with the flood of the solar

light fancied as the tumultuous, foaming white waves; (2)
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having to pass through this rough sea in his sinking state
in the sky-sea he meets the Asvins ; and their Ship of

which they take him is, I fancy, the Sun
whose earliest morning light they are the Sun
himself, who also floats in the sky-sea, is as it were the
Ship, with which the moon cornea in conjunction on the new-

Sacrifice into

himself,

:

moon-day, and after crossing the rough sea in the Solar
Ship he is seen risen in the evening sky as the renewed

moon

of the bright-fortnight.

So much about the monthly phenomenon. But if it is
thought more likely that Bhujyu's voyage refers to the
yearly phenomenon, the winter is the rough, sea in which
the moon, the maker of months, finds himself tossed about,

At

last, at

the end of the last dark-fortnight of the last
of the Orion period, the moon meets the

lunar month

Asvins at the time of the dawn, and takes refuge in the
Orion-Ship of Sacrifice at a time when it is in conjunction
with the sun.
By thus coming to the end of the last month
of the year, the ideal sacrificer, the

moon, has gone through

the sacrificial rites of the year and become himself the
embodiment of Sacrifice, and let it be fancied that after the
all

completion of this Sacrifice, the moon that is revealed is
not the mortal moon of the lunar globe, but the permanent starry moon as the regent of Orion's Mngasiras,
seen risen heliacally, as if born spiritually from the solar
fire

of sacrifice

and going up

in a celestial

form.

Accord-

ing to the Aitareya Brahmajia, the sacrificial fire Agni is
the wornb of the Devas from which the sacrificer is born,

aud gets a

celestial

state, at the

mortal body, in order to be

fit

to

time of his quitting the
go to heaven. There is

more propriety in this yearly phenomenon than in the
monthly one) inasmuch as the moon can be said to complete his work, not by making one month, but all the
.

months of the year, and as in his case that uew-nioon-day
is
very important on which he is one with his own constellation, the Orion, and the vernal sun.
This theory about Bhujyu Supama being the moon, and
about the Sun being the Ship of the Asvius into which he
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taken by them and protected, was entertained by

is

previous to

my

reading Prof.

Mas

me

Miiller's Contributions

Science of Mythology.
At p. 591 of it, he takes the
meaning of the name of Bhujyn to be one who flies, corn-

to the

it to a Greek word, and he says
Bhujyu, another worshipper, who is supposed to have been rescued
by the Asvins after his friends had deserted him on the sea, may be

paring

a

name

:

of the flying sun,

forsaken or drowned,

it

the same root Jahusha,

drowned

in the sea.

If he is called jahita,

should be remembered that we have from

who

is another hero saved by the Asvins.
not a historical personage, and my
theory about his being the moon, and the ship the sun
when in conjunction with Orion, may be taken for what it is

Thus Bhujyu

is

worth.

At

433 of the same work, in dealing with the mythology of the Lets, a branch of the Aryans, Prof. Max Miiller
says that their golden boat that sinks into the western sea
is

p.

the sun.

may

What

poetical fancy struck one

have struck another.

When

Aryan people

the blue sky

is

likened

and moon that smoothly glide in it must
become either wading birds such as the swan, or the boat
or ship, the one golden, the other of silver.* Varying
to the sea, the sun

the fancy, the sun of the new-moon-day may well be the
ship in which the moon, the man in the sky, takes refuge.

At

p.

" Homer

89 of the same work, Prof. Max Miiller says:
.... does not seem to know of the golden boat,

by others that Helios [the Greek Sun
god] sailed every night, either round Okeanos or beneath
the earth from West to East/'
According to the Rev. E.
in

which we are

told

C. Brewer's dictionary of Phrase and Fable, this golden
is furnished with wings, and Helios rides in it to his

boat

This golden boat seems to
palace in Colchis every night.
be the magnificent golden hue that surrounds the setting

taking him into her room and gliding away in
the shape of the evening twilight, and the same golden hue
that appears again in the shape of the dawn delivering the

sun as

if

sun back

to us.

* In classical Sanskrit udupa means both the moon and the boat, to
which the crescent or half moon may well be likened.
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MARKA/1/0EYA AND THE DELUGE,

In

Mahabharata

the

Arawyaparvan Adh. 187, j&shi

Markawdleya narrates to Yudhis^/iira the story of Manu
and the Deluge in very nearly the same manner as it is in
the $atapatha Brahmawa.

The Fish

there

is

an incarnation

of Brahma, and king Manu takes into the ship the Seven
JS*shis and the seeds of all plants.

Immediately after

Manu and

the Deluge, Bishi Mar-

kawcfeya describes in Adh. 188 a Deluge in which he
himself is tossed about without any ship, but finds pro-

He

tection in the belly of G-od Narayawa.

has seen

many Deluges and

Creations

;

and

says that he
it

is

one of

these deluges that he describes to the following effect

The people

of the earfch

became very

The snn scorched the earth with

truction came.

The time

sinful.

:

for des-

his seven powerful

rays and drank away all water and moisture; the plants perished
the trees died a terrible fire reduced everything to ashes. And
then huge clouds banked up and rained a deluge, making the sea
;

;

beyond all bounds. All things, all creatures, perished. Helpless
I floated on the surging waters, in which at last I saw a Nyagrodha

rise

tree, in

the branches of which there was a cot (paryanka) and on ifc
most beautiful Child (sisu). He had adorned himself
;

there was a

with $rivatsa, and shone indeed as the very

He

.

me

Abode of (Lakshmi)Light.

'

I know you are
Markawdeya
fatigued. Take rest in me as long as you like.' So saying He opened
His mouth, and I entered it. To my astonishment I saw in His
belly all the .worlds, rivers, mountains, and all sorts of creatures.
And although I travelled in His belly for one hundred and one years,
I was not able to see its contents fully, and was so much bewildered

Seeing mj; terror

said to

Him for help and then He threw me up. I
me who He was. He said that he was the Highest

that I called out to

begged him

to tell

God Narayawa,

!

:

;

so called in consequence of his abode being nara/t,

waters,* and that I might take shelter in him until Brahma, the God
of Creation, should arise from his sleep. Thus
Tudhisifeira, I saw
the wonderful Narayarai,

Who

is

no other but your present relative

Krishwa.

Markawcfeya

is

derived from

MnkamZu.

What

the

name

means I do not know ; but it is plain that he typifies man
who is tossed about in the sea of Samsara the troubled
*

A"po n&rafc-

iti

pur& samjn^-karma

Tena N&r&yamopy ukto

kntam may&

mama tat tv ayanam

j

sadft

||
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sea of seeing himself and others as being different discordant
entities, and that thus troubled he takes refuge in the

Supreme

Self Purusha,

Who, according

the Purusha

to

Sukta, is Yajua, Sacrifice. He is represented as Child,
because He rests in the heart's womb of puras, bodies or

About the sayana

creatures.

have observed
seems

to

me

posture
thus

iu Vol. I., pp. 515, 516,

to

Vishnu, I
" This

of
:

posture

have been invented to symbolize Vishwu's

Mahan Aja Atma,

identity with the

the Jyotisham JyotiTi

(Light of lights), of the Brihadarawyaka Upanishad IV. 4,
which speaks of that great Atman as resting in the akasa

The verb used for resting is sete. The
same Upanishad, in II. 5, 18, says about Purusha thus:
'
Ay am Purushafc, sarvasu piirshu purisayaL' The Prasna
Upanishad V. 5 also says that Purusha is purisaya. He
within the heart.

rests in all bodies.

He is therefore outwardly

exhibited in the

sayana posture in order to suggest that He has comfortably
stationed Himself in the hearts of all, His comfort consist"
In old
ing in His loving all the creatures as Himself.
Sanskrit the sky and the sea are synonymous and we have
;

seen that the sea of the story of Sagara (explained in the
Essay on Ganga) is what the Upanishads call the sky
in the heart.

Therefore, in this story also

Markaw^eya

must be interpreted as having found a way into the dahara
akasa of the heart, and seen there the Glorious Antaryami,

Whom

the whole universe exists.
The author of this
be
must
credited
with
the
story
knowledge of the Vedic
Manu
and
the
story about
deluge but, as esoterically
Manu's ship is Sacrifice, and as Vislmu alias Purusha is

in

;

Sacrifice, the author conceals in this
Sacrifice.

The

to take shelter

Child the Ship of
Ship in which

Infinite Self is the only safe

and

cross the sea of Samsara.

The knower

looks into the troubled sea of his heart, and there, in his
steadfast Upasana, finds the Lovely Child to comfort him

and keep him quite safe in His own wonderful belly. The
$vetasvatara Upanishad II. 8 says that the knower should
cross the fearful currents of the (unsubdued) senses and
mind in Brahmodupa, in Brahman Itself as the Boat.
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p.
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:

indicating their

name

of

I have

said in Vol. I,

said to be a kind of

is

rom&varta or

found only on the

of hair

curl

Srivatsa,
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Vishwu

uncommon

[tfrivatsalan/b/iana]

Vishwu

manner.

chest of great men,
But I think this
greatness.

must have arisen

in

having the sacred
fire Agni glowing as Sri-Vatsa, Son of
Light, at the breast
of Himself as Mother Vedi or Altar."
this

is

Yajna, Sacrifice,

This story, in addition to veiling the Vedantic truth as

above explained, may also be taken as illustrating

it

by
phenomenal metaphors thus -Like Manu, MarkawciJeya
also may be the moon.*
He is ship-wrecked in the sky:

sea of winter

;

but

when

the rough sea

the time of the winter solstice, the

is at its

moon

height at

finds succour in

the sun as ship on that new-moon-day on which the sun is
in conjunction with, or very near to, the Vislmu star Sra-

and taking the whole of the six months
Uttarayawa as the day half of the year, the moon
vana

;

of the

resides

the sun's belly or day, and enjoys the glory of the
Uttara'yawa sun, who is an emblem of the Infinite Supreme

in

Self, in

Whose womb

rests in the heart's

THE FISH

the whole universe rests,

womb

VISH/l/U,

and

Who

of the kuower.

VEDASRUTI AND THE DAITYA8 SOMAKA,

SANKHA, HAYAGRI'YA, MADHU AND KAIfABHA

now proceed to give certain other Purawic ideas
about the Deluge and Creation
(1) The Bhagava,ta-pura?ia VIII. 24 says that a demon named Hayagriva, Horse-headed, stole away Veda-Sruti, Vedic Knowledge, and
concealed her in the sea, and bhab Vishrau, taking up the form of a
I shall

:

fish,

dragged the ship of king Satyavrata alias Manu in the deluge,
demon and restored Veda-Srnti to Brahma to enable him

killed the

carry on the work of Creation with her.
(2) In the Ramayam IV. 6, 5, Sugriva says to Rama that he will
find out Sita just as the lost Veda-Sruti was found and brought back

fco

;

and in IV.
Sita even

17, 50,
if

Vali says to

Rama

that he would have brought

she was placed in the sea like the white Asvatari
The commentator takes /Svetasvatari to be
iva).

(svetam asvatarim
* Can

MnkaTidu mean the bruising and squeezing of the Soma

and Markawdeya the juice Soma

?

plant,
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and says that there is a Puramc story
demons Madhu and Kaitfabha stole away and concealed
Veda-Sruti in Patala, the nether world, and that Vishwu entered it
and becoming Hayagriva killed the two demons and brought Vedaidentical with Veda-Sruti,

that two

Thus, whereas according to the Bhagavata the robber
Horse-headed, here his killer also is Horse-headed.
(3) According to a popular version which has entered into old
Kanarese poetry and songs, and for which there must be the authority
Sruti back.

is

some Purawa, the Danava who robbed Veda-Sruti was Somaka.
Vishwu killed him and brought her back.

of

(4) I

in the

understand that the Kartika Mahabmya, adh.

Padma Purawa is

to the following effect

3,

occurring

:

There was an Asura named iSankha, the son of Sarnudra, sea.
the Devas, who therefore ran away and hid themselves in the caves of Mount Meru.
He also stole away the Tedas

He conquered

which were the power of the Devas. Afraid of the Asura, the
Vedic mantras relating to the performance of sacrifices
entered the water of the sea, and Saiikha also entered it in search
stolen

was unable to find them as they became diffused in the
Then Brahma went to Vaikimiha with the Devas and
awoke Vistmu by music on the latter part of the night of the llth
day of the Bright Fortnight of the month Kartika. Vishnu said
Let the Vedas stolen by Sankha, the son of the sea, remain in water
of them, but

water.

:

'

the Vedas accompanied by the (sacrifimonth of Kartika.' So saying, Vishnu became a small fish (saphari) and fell from the sky into
the palms of Kasyapa in the Vindhya mountains. Kasyapa put the
till

I kill him.

cial)

Henceforth

mantras take

fish into the

let

rest in water in the

water of his jug, then into a well, then into a tank, and

grew bigger and bigger. When pub
$ankha and, keeping him in his
hands, came to the Badari forest. Then he stood at Prayaga, and
told the .Zfo'shis to search for the diffused Vedas in the water. They
did so, and each of them became the Eislii or the seer of so much of
the Vedas as he was able to find out. With the Vedas thus found,
then into the sea as the

into the sea, the fish

fish

Vishnu

killed

Brahma performed a horse sacrifice at Prayaga.
The Harivamsa, adh. 53, says
(5)
:

Two

ears.
One of them was
and the other katf/zina, hard, and so Brahma named the
Madhu and the latter Kaifabha. They became powerful and
wanted to conquer the deluged world. Then Brahma hid himself

mridu,
former

Asuras were born from Vishnu's

soft,

and both Vislmu and Brahma slept
came to where they were.
The
two
Asuras
many years.
Brahma roused Vislwu, who fought with them for thousands of
in the lotus of Vishwi's navel,

for

years.

Pleased with the valour of Vishwu, they said

where there

is

no water.

Killed by you

we

will

'

Conquer us
become your sons,
:
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fchac we are fco be the sons of him who
Then Vishrau killed them by squeezing them
one lump and pufc ib into fche water, which

has been ordained

ifc

kills
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us in batble."

with his hands into

and as the earbh was saturated with fche medas, fat,
demons, she came fco be called Medini.
In the Mahabharaba Sanbiparvan 348 (in the Narayaniya
(6)
JJpakhyana), Madhu and Kaifcabha are stated to have been created
then subsided

;

of the

by Vishmi as two drops; one became sofb and the obherhard;
one was of bamas quality and the other of rajas quality; they
carried

away

all

the Vedas and hid them in the Rasa Vistmu became
;

Hayasiras, killed the two Asuras, and restored the
to enable him fco carry on fche work of Oreabion.

Vedas

fco

Brahma

In these stories several separate ideas appear to be
gathered and mixed up together, and the Visbwu they are
dealing with should be found phenomenally not only in the
Orion-Sacrifice, but in the asterism

$rona or Sravawa, the
the
of
also in the sun.
which
is
and
Ear,
Vishwu,
regent
the
summer
as
the
Taking
light
metaphor for Veda-$ruti,
Vedic knowledge, the Star Bohi?M is the embodiment of
that light, for when the sun comes in conjunction with her,
he gets his strong

when

summer

light as

if

he found

it

in her.

months afterwards the full moon comes
Similarly,
in
with
her, he shines with his autumnal glory
conjunction
as if he found it in her.
six

The Ear asterism $rona ovthe one next to it, Sravishi/ia,
may also be taken tobe the Veda-$rufci of the story. When the
sun comes to that asterism in the month of Magha, the
Utfcarayawa, the period for performing sacrifices in which
the Vedic Mantras are utilized, commences.
But the full

moon

of the month of $rava?za takes /Srowa to the night.
Thus the two celestial knowers, sun and moon, obtain

Veda-$ruti alternately as their Knowledge.
The name of the robber Somakactearly betrays him to be
the moon Soma. The moon is called Abja, ' born in water/

which also means the couch

and the Purarcic idea is
that the moon was born from the sea when it was churned
for the nectar.
in

disguise.
blue sky-sea.
the moon, for
18

shell;

So the robber $ankba, the conch, is the moon
The moon is poetically the conch born in the
The robber's name Hayagriva also points to
we saw in connection with Jfo'shi Dadhi&i's
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Madhu-vidya (Vol.

I.,

pp.

330834)

&c.

that the Horse-head

is

Mrigasiras, the Orion's Belt, and as that asterism belongs
to the moon he is Horse-headed.
This indicates that the

knower of Madhuvidya, and therefore
he possesses himself of Rohmi, the star of knowledge. The
sun Vishnu also in his turn comes in conjunction with the
Belt, and thereby becomes Horse-headed or the knower of
Madhu-vidya, and regains the star of knowledge which
so-called robber

is

is

the

near the Belt.

Brahma, the Creator, is phenomenally the summer sun,
born from the navel of the Orion Sacrifice-Vislmu, with
the star Rohiwi as Vidya given to him. Varying the fancy,
the same sun becomes Orion Vishwu's brilliant .Kakra

weapon, while the moon is His $ankha, conch ; and wherever
Vishmi is depicted in black or blue colour, the beneficent rain
cloud and the infinite blue sky seem to be used as metaphors

Him. The sun and moon are the JTakra and &'a,nkha of
till the month of Kartika
Sky. The saying that Vishnu sleeps
refers to his solar aspect. In the four months of the JSlturand Asvina, the
masya, viz., Ashac?7ia, /Sravana, Bhadrapada,
it
is
fancied
Vishnu sleeps
and
so
the
hide
rain clouds
sun,
As among the twelve Adityas Vislmu is
in those mouths.
for

counted as the twelfth, the twelfth day of the fortnight is
Him ; and His rise is celebrated on the 12th

dedicated to

The rains being
day of the bright fortnight of Karfcika.
then over, Vishmi gets up to do battle with the powers of
darkness, and ultimately gains victory when the spring
Our ancient kings used to set out on expeditious
season.
conquest at the end of the rainy
comes.

As regards

the twin

A suras Madhu and Kaiiabha

Harivamsa story, the .fact that they
their killer

names

is

a riddle.

of Sorna,

who

The pressing
truction. Without

son.

of the

pressed, and suta

Soma

this act

is

plant

is

of

one of the

means

also

his mythical des-

he cannot become suta.

So,

if

Soma, the other son, his twin brother, can only be
who, by the fact of being generated by attrition by the

one son
Agni,

is suta,

of the

become the sons

Madhu, the Sweet,

of

is

sacrificer,

is

well

known

as jata or sujata, son,

in the
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Bigveda; and both the churned fire and the pressed Soma are
the two sons of the sacrifice! sacrificed by him as immortal
1

oblations

(Vol.

I., p.

The story that Vishnu killed
therefore appear to be a riddle

28).

these two sons would

meaning

simply that Vishwu as

Sacrificer

performed the Jyotishtfoma or Soma

The

the

birth of the twins from the ear

denote that sacrifice

Ideal Archetypal
sacrifice.

may be taken

after the sun

is

to

comes to

performed
Vislmu's star $rava?ia, the Ear, which he does in the
month of Magha which is the beginning of the Uttarayawa.
Kaiiabha seems to be derived from ki^a-bha. Kiia-ka
not only means kiia, insect, but also hard (vide Wilson's
dictionary) ; so that it is evident the word ki//a is at the

The shining
the night.
him
to a selfComparing
the night, he is the firefly which is

bottom of the myth of Kaiiabha being hard.

power of

Agni

in

is

shining thing in
called kiia-mawi (the

gem among

jyotir-ingana, khadyota, &c.

VI.

7,

size of

3 says that

a

firefly,

The churned

fire

may be

insects),

prabhakiia,

The IDiandogya Upanishad
only khadyota-matra, of the

and yet when fed becomes a great

only a small spark at first.
churned out from the hard Arawi woods, while
fire

is

fire.

Agni

is

Soma

is

pressed out from the soft Soma creeper, and so poetically
one is hard and the other soft.

Among

the stars the Orion's Belt

the moon.

is

Soma

as its regent

is

As

for Agni, there are the Pleiades, the regent
of which is Agni, and Ardra (one of the corner stars of the

Orion)

names

and
of

Sirius,

both of which have Hudra (one of the

Agni) as their regents.

Any

of these

which are

neighbourhood of the Belt would represent Agni
Kaiiabha. All these are the most remarkable stars shining

all

in the

in the

nights of winter.

end to winter, must hasten
and embrace them by his light, and get his
summer vigour from them, and enrich the earth with their
medas, which may be taken to be the beneficial monsoon

The

sun, in order to put an

to these stars,

downpours which come when the sun passes over the
region of these stars, and which, it is poetically fancied,
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the sun squeezes out from them ; and then rising, heliacally
as if they are born from the sun, they become his sons, and
he becomes by them the father of the summer creation.

name Madhusiidana,
should be taken to mean that He

Therefore, Vishnu's
'

Madhu,
Knower that has

Soma

Sacrifice.

'

the killer of
is

the First

set the example of performing the solemn
He is the First Soma-yajin or Soma-sut or

from crushing and
1
I., pp. 102, 103, and 552,
plant.
have tried to show that the mntapas or drinkers of the dead

Suta-Soma.

pressing the

The myth

are the drinkers of the
out,

and

of killing arises

Soma

In Vol.

Soma

that

is

beaten and squeezed

that in the saying that Jiva, the Living,

moves by

the powers of Mnta, the Dead (Rv. 1. 164, 30), the Dead
means the squeezed out Soma. The Taibt. Brahmana III.
7,

Soma by way of asking
caused to him by beating him

13 contains mantras addressed to

his forgiveness for the hurfc

with stones in the preparation of the Soma beverage. The
Soma-loving Devas must do this mythical killing of Soma.
'
Let us kill King
They say to Mitra, one of themselves
:

am mitra,
says
friend or peaceful, to all/ they induce him to countenance
the act, making his Soma-drink a milky one by mixing
Soma/ and although he

milk in

'

:

I will not, for I

Sam. VI. 4, 8, 1). Thus even the qualms
which arises in etymological justice
This mythically
allayed and the act done.

it (Taitt.

of Mitra's conscience

to his

name

mnta

or hata

amnta

is

Soma whose emblem

is

the

moon Soma is

the

or immortal drink of self-sacrifice in which the gods

delight.

Here

I shall indulge in a slight digression about the

gods dividing the moon and drinking him.

name

of jKandrabhaga, the

moon

there

Under

the

Va&aspatya dictionary quotes
the Kalika-purawa which says that .Kandrabhaga is a particular mountain so named because the Devas divided the
river

among themselves and drank him, and

.Kandrabhagra
D

arose

that the

from that mountain in this

manner:
The Devas,
river

Sifca,

before drinking the moon, got him to bathe in the
the water of which, by coming in contact with the moon,
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became amnta, nectar, and flowed into a kasara, tank, called
Bnballohita. The god Brahma came and saw it, and by reason of
his seeing it, a beautiful maiden came into being springing up from
it and was named Sandrabhaga [because she was formed from the
nectarian bhaga or particles of the moon, one of whose names is
Amntamsu or Sudhamsn]. But as the mountain obstructed the
flow of this nectarian

water, the

western side and made a

way

moon broke

it

for the water to flow

asunder in the
on as the river

.Kandrabhaga,

A

river

whose water

is

very cool and clear

well be

may

called .Kandrabhaga, as if she is the cool, nectariam bhaga or
essence of the moon. This very name drives poetry to seek her

source in the sky where the moon is.
The source of a river
in most cases a mountain, and the compound word jSTandra-

is

'
bhaga admits of being construed either as where the moon
was divided/ or that which the moon divided asunder/ or
}
'
that which is the bhaga or division of the moon
and so
'

;

the story has managed to illustrate all these meanings.
As the moon is in the sky, let us look up at the sky and take
the Milky

Way

near the Orion to be the mountain where the

gods drink him on that new-moon-day on which the sun is in
conjunction with the Orion. Likening the square of the
Orion to a
Sita.

field,

because, being
river.

the Belt in the middle of

Under another fancy the same Belt
There

straight like an arrow,

is

it

it is
is

Sifca river,

can be likened to a

the Vedic idea that the Belt

discharged by Sirius Rudra.

the furrow

the

is

an arrow

$ara means not only arrow but

On

full of

the uew-moon-day in question the Belt river is
bright water in the form of the conjunctional solar

light,

and the rnoon

water.

dissolves in

it

himself, in

his nectarian

it,
bathing, submerging
the completion of the sacrifice undergoes the
At that time the sun as Brahma, the
ablution.

is

looking on

;

beams by
who at

like a sacrificer

and soon the reddish

star

Avabhntha
High

Priest,

Rohiwi

rises

heliacally as the beautiful maiden, as if she is the river-

nymph form of the Belt-river Sita.
star Rohmi represents Veda-$ruti

As already stated, the
Knowledge Brahrna-

or

vidya. And all this poetry seems to be intended to indicate
that the man who performs his bodily ablution in our river
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Ifandrabhag&.must have an eye upon the mind-cleansing
spiritual river Brahma-vidya who teaches him real selfsacrifice,

the lesson of the

moon who on new-moon-day
the emblem of Brahman.
All

becomes one with the sun,
knotty points in the head or heart that may obstruct the
free flow of the universal love of that immortal river must
be cut asunder.
Vedant&Aiarya, in his commentary on verse 13 of

Yamuna-

Mrya's Vislmu-sfcotra says that Madhu and Kaiiabha, the
robbers of -Veda-6'ruti, represent the rajas and tamas
qualities, as indeed the story (6) quoted above says. When
a riddle-like story pregnant with a virodhabhasa or paradox
is launched into the world, subsequent poets are at liberty
to utilize it in illustration of any lesson they may wish to

But the

teach.

appears to

me

original significance of

Madhu and Kaiiabha

be Soma and Agni.

If the object of the
establish spirituality

to

Soma-sacrifice or any other ritual

is to

man and make him

to be always above the rajas and
then
to
one
who has no means to perform
qualities,
the ritual., or who does not think much of rituals, the

in

tamas

killing of rajas

and tamas

is

tantamount to the churning of

the sacred fire and the pressing of the

LAVA/I/A,

The Uttarakawcfe,
who was a righteous

He

of

Soma

juice.

SON OF MADHU,

the

Ramayana speaks of a Madhu
woman named Lola,

being, son of a

town of Madhura, and left in it Rudra's $ula
he had obtained by his merit. But Madhu's
which
weapon
son Lava?ia became a bad being and was killed by Rama's
brother Satrughna by means of a weapon which Vishnu
built the

had used

Madhu and Kaiiabha. The
Madhu and Kaiiabha shows that this story arose

in killing the twins

allusion to

subsequent to the older one in which there is the paradox
Madhu, though meaning the Sweet, being killed. As
if to do verbal justice to Madhu, this story invents a

of

Madhu
fife

to

who. is good, and makes his son Lavawa, the Salt,
be killed outwardly. But as lavauya, loveliness, is
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derived from lavawa, here also the samhara or killing
seems to be a riddle to be solved by taking the other sense
the

of samhara, collecting, obtaining,

Soma

sacrifice

Madhu,

loveliness

of

the

so that the samharta is really the

aharta of the sacrifice, by performing which one becomes
$atrughna, the killer of the (internal)' enemies. Madhu's

mother Lola, meaning one who swings or flashes to and
fro, is one of the names of lightning, so that it is evident
the poet likens Madhu to the sweet downpour, fancied to
be the son of lightning or thunder, and one of the names

water

is amn'tam, nectar,
literally immortabecause
rain
water
comes
from the sky,
lity, evidently
where the immortal Devas are, and because without rain

of fresh, sweet

water

many

But our story cannot mean

things would die.

simply the lightning and rain water. These must be taken
as metaphors, the one for Daivi Vak, Heavenly Knowledge
Madhu-vidya, and the other for the Juice of Knowledge,
the

Ananda Rasa

universal love

of the Taitt. Upanishad, the Self of
and munificence Who is even like the heavenly

The

Orion, the place of the celestial Soma, the
King of liquids, is the heavenly town Madhura (vide p. 3
ante, also p. 55 about the Sakti weapon).

downpour.

/?/SYA9/?/NGA AND THE SHIP,

About
110

He

this

JBt'shi

the

Mahabharata

113 is to the following effect
was born in a strange manner. When

Aranya-parvan

:

his father

Vibhan^aka

was performing tapas, austerity, standing in a river, his retas [of
Mind] overflowed by seeing the Apsaras nymph Urvasj and was taken
by a female deer that was drinking water lower down. In due time
this deer

gave birth to JSisyasringa, so named because in consequence
from a deer he had the horn of a jftisya stag on his

of his birth

The deer had been a Devakanya or Divine Virgiu before, to
which form she reverted after giving birth to Risyasrihga. His
father brought him up in his lonely Asrama free from all interhead.

course with the outer world and
fcarin,

made him

a steadfast Brahma-

bachelor devoted to Brahman.

At that time king Romapada, friend of king Dasaratha, was reignAnga country. The Brahmans forsook him because he
became untrue to them in some affair. Indra therefore did not
ing in the
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shower rain in his country. A Brahman told him that rain would
come if he should bring Risyasringn,, the best of Brahma/carins,
into his country. The king ordered Vesyas, dancing girls, to bring
him.

An

and other

old dancing girl started with her most beautiful daughter
girls in a ship called Navyasrama, because a beautiful

Asrama, hermitage, containing all kinds of trees was formed on the
ship.
Sailing on the river to the .Bishi's hermitage, the old woman
sent her daughter to Risjasringa, who took her to be a Tapasa,
hermit, and rose to prostrate before her.

But she forbade him.

She

enchanted him by her beauty and conversation, and gave him sweet
victuals and delicious drinks, by drinking which he felt as if everything burned. She then went back to the ship. His father who
had gone out came back and observed a great change in the mind of
his son, who, when questioned, said that a young Brahma&arin had
given him sweet things to eat. The father said that some Rakshasa
might be lurking in the disguise of a Brahma/car in, and he searched
all

about his hermitage for three days, but finding no Eakshasa he
fruits according to the custom known as

went out to gather
sravana (sramawa

The dancing

?) vidhi.

took that opportunity and came again and so
enchanted the youth that he went to see his friend's Navyasrama.
As soon as he set foot upon it, it set sail noiselessly to the king's
town, and as soon as he was brought there, rain came in torrents and
girl

removed the famine.
The king married his daughter Santa to Risyasringa. /Santa
was such a devoted wife to him as Kohini (Aldebaran) to Soma
(moon) in the sky, as Arundhati to VasisM/ta, as Lopamudra to
Agasbya, as

$aM

to Indra,

and as Nalayani-Indrasena

to

Mudgala.

This story is more artistic fchan the story found in
the Hamayarta, I. 9
11, which says nothing about the
bufc
Navyasrama,
simply says that as soon as the .Zfo'shi

youth jfrisyamnga was dexterously brought in to the
Anga country, rain came, and the king married $anta to

The Ramayawa makes the Rishi youth offer the
arghya, padya and fruits to the dancing girls, called there
ga?tikas and varamukhyas.
I take Rishi Vibhawdaka to be Prajapati.
The Taitt.
him.

Samhita

I. 7, 5, 1

is called

Vibhan,

says that the loka, world, of Prajapati
It seems to mean the whole
brilliant.*

universe shining with so
*

Bhatta BMskara explains:
vivid ham tMblti vibhan,

many
A yam

celestial orbs in the sky.
loko manushya-lokaft sury&dibhir
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The Puramc idea is that the universe is Brahmawda, the
egg of Brahma alias Prajapati. Vibhan^aka may be
taken to mean ( he who has the shining egg, the universe/
His son born at the sight of Urvasi, the Arani wood, can
The same Ui-vasi as representing Vidy&
only be Agni.

seems to be next exhibited as the Divine Damsel.

Her

being the female deer indicates that our story wishes it to
be understood that she is identical with the female Rohit

who

deer, the consort of Prajapati

Vedic story

(vide Vol.

is

the Risja, Stag of the

The Betas borne by her

I., p. 478)
the holy Betas of Miud, whose history, as traced in the
Essay on Creation in the first volume, has to my mind
.

is

shown

It to

resides

in

be the Son Agni as the symbol of the Self that
the heart's

womb

of

all

creatures.

Agni

is

sringin, horned, because in the verse, Bv. IV. 58, 3, uttered
daily by the Agnihotrins he is said to have four horns.

King Bomapada means one whose
This name may have been coined

feet are hairy, shaggy.
in imitation of King

Kalmashapada, one whose feet are black; but as pada
means one's walk or conduct in life, and as

alias Tarawa

kalinasha means also /dtra, beautiful, I have tried to show
in Vol. I., pp. 548 and 5 19, that Kalmashapada would mean

one who

kapuyafcarawa so long as his conduct in life is
black or sinful, but ratnawiyafearaua when his conduct
is

becomes beautiful and
black at

first,

Bomapada

lovely.
Similarly, as roma, hair, is
but becomes white in old age, I would take

to signity the jivatman or

human

soul, sinful

first, but pure afterwards when jnanavardhikya or knowledge-old-age is attained. In Sanskrit, roma,
hair, is synonymous with angaja, body-born, which again

in conduct at

is

synonymous with kama,

or white according as

man

desire.
is

Desire

is

either black

sinful or righteous.

Desire

called angaja because it is born in one's own body or, in
other words, in one's own mind, and therefore, it is also

is

called manasija,
in the

I have already explained
p. 77 ante, what the esoteric

born in mind.

Essay on Kumara,

meaning is of the Aiiga country where Kama, Desire,
became Ananga, bodiless. Desire has no corporeal body.
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Being inindrbprn, or dwelling iu mind, its body is rnind
would therefore take KingRotnapada's Anga country

itself, I

to be his mind.

There

in selfish desires

and deeds

is

famine in

so long as he indulges
so long as he does not briag in
it

and seat within his heart the universal Sou of Sacrifice. So,
repenting his bad life, he builds the ship, which, as explained
in respect of Manu's ship, represents sacrifice. The bewitching dancing girls may be taken to be all the good qualities,
the common women of all knowers, and at their head is the
most bewitching girl, Vidya. Manning the ship with these
them to win the sinless, guileless, pure Self,
girls, he asks
the Sou-Grod, Whose Love is spiritual and not sexual, and

Who

therefore looks upon the girl as a Brahtna/carin youth
And as soon as this glorious Brahma&arin
like himself.

the mind or heart gets the downpour of
at once weds
spiritual bliss, and the enraptured knower

Boy

Him
is

is

brought

in,

daughter Santa, Peace of mind.
Phenomenally, VibhancZaka's son seems to be the sun, who
the Agni in the sky. He is born as the summer sun when
to his

he passes under the Prajapatya star Rohmi, who,in the Vedic
story of the Risyn form of Prajapciti, figures as the female
deer called Eohit.

Romapada

is

the moon.

His country

the region of North, for the North is called Saumya-dik,
an idea derived from the Brihadathe moon Sorna's region

is

nwyaka Upanisshad

III., 9,

2024,

dedicated to the sun, the South to
Vanma, and the North to Soma, who

where the East

is

West

to

Yama,
is

the

established in the

Diksha vow, which is established iu Satya, truth. In winter
there is drought and distress in the North. The Orion,

whose devata

The

same

is

star

the moon,

Rohiwi

is

who

the moon's ship of sacrifice.
figured as the female deer is

the most beautiful of the moon's
asterisms

among whom

women who

she represents Vidya.

are

the

Immedi-

ately after the full moon of Margasirsha (about November),
the progress of the acronycally risen Orion-Ship of sacrifice

towards the sun commences; and as in the apparent

diurnal rotation

which

is

of the celestial globe

the

situated immediately to the westeren

star jRohwi,

side of the
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Orion, gives the appearance of her conducting or rowing
the Orion-Ship in the sky-river
way of the ecliptic, and as

summer sun has to meet her first before going to the
next asterisin of Oriou, the
fancy is as though, immediately
after the full moon of
Margasirsha, the moon sends the
the

woman Bohwi and the Orion-Ship to go to the
She goes accordingly, and finishing the
journey in
months (which is the time between her acronycal rise

beautiful
sun.
six

and solar conjunction), she enchants the sun, takes him into
the Orion-Ship, and lands him in the north, the
region of
the moon, the region in which the sun would be in
summer,
with the result' that the summer downpours come to us in

$anta, the daughter married to the summer sun, is
the personification of the North ibself, as the Taitt. Brah-

India.

ma?ia, II.,

J

,

3, 5,

says about the North that she

or Peaceful region of gods and

men.*

is the Santa
Thus the North is

$anta, and being Saumya, she is the daughter of King Soma.
to her, the summer sun is in the height of his
Thus should man bring the Self home and make
glory.

Wedded
Him

shine in the sky of his heart like the summer sun, and
The Self is always in
to the Peace of his mind.

wed Him

of the

the deep depth
realized

by leading a

life

heart, but can only be seen
of self-sacrifice

and

and righteousness.

SAUBHARl AND THE FISH.

The Vislmu-purawa IV.

2 says to this effect

;

King Mamdhafca had fifty beautiful daughters. At thafc time
there was a Rishi named Saubhari, a Bahvrt/isa. To perform tapas
or deep contemplation of Brahman (without any disturbance from
the noisy world) ho immersed himself in water for twelve years.

But there in the water he saw a huge Fish, the Chief of Fish, named
Bam-mada, who was most fondly surrounded and loved by a large
number of sons and daughters and their children, and who loved
them mosb fondly he was such a happy grand-father.
:

Seeing the extreme felicity of this huge Fish, the jffo'shi thought
that he too should marry and become a father of many children.

So he gofc up from the water, went to King Mawdhata, and asked
him to give any one of his daughters in marriage to him. He
* "

Esba vai Devamannshy&n&m santa

difc,"
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was a very

him

fearing that he might curse
the
Our family
given,
king said
that the bridegroom is fixed upon by the choice of the
old,

;

bufc

'

a direct denial was

if

custom

worn oub Eishi

&c.

is

:

The Eishi thought that the king was devising a

bride herself.'

denial in the hope that his daughters would surely reject him, but he
said
If that is the custom here, let me be shown to your daughters.'
'

:

The king

felt

compelled to

tell

the varshavara or varshadhara, the

eunuch or old man of the female apartments to
the princesses, and in doing so the eunuch took
that they were free to select him or not. Bufc
such a beautiful form (visible only) to them that

show the Rishi to
care to tell them
the Rishi revealed

they all vied with
one another to marry him, each saying to the other
Sister, my
eyes caughfc him earlier than your's, and he must belong to me.' To
settle the point their father was called in, but seeing that they were
'

:

all really

anxious to marry the JKshi, and that

decide in favour of any one, he married

them

it

was impossible to
him.

all to

The Rishi took them all to his asrama cottage, and sending for an
architect like the divine architect Yisvakarman, lie got fifty splendid
mansions, at the rate of one for each of the wives, constructed and
furnished and provided with all comforts.

Some time afterwards the king went there to see whether his
daughters were happy or otherwise. He first entered one mansion,
1 am most happy for myself,
told by his daughter there
but who can forget one's own birthplace (parental house where we
sisters were happy together) ?
My only cause for sorrow is that my
'

and was

:

my husband is always in my house.' He
then went to the other mansions one after another, and getting the
same reply from his other daughters, he was most agreeably sursisters are not happy, for

and meeting the Rishi alone applauded his vibhuti-vilasifcam
wondrous manifestation of his manifoldness, the fruit of his
great tapas. Spending a few days with him, the king went back.
prised,

or

In course of time the

.Rishi

had one hundred and

and

fifty sons,

himself very happy by the spread of his love over them, and
went on spending the days, longing for one happy event after

felt

another as time went on

saying to himself

'
:

Will these darlings

grow and walk on their legs like so many baby-elephants ? Will
they become youths ? Will I see them married ? Will they gefc
children

Will I see these sons accompanied by their sons

?

'

?

and

so on.

At

last

he came to the conclusion that there was no end to this
and that his association with the Fish, the friend of

sort of longing,

had smashed his samadhi (contemplation of
a multiplication there had been, one
into so many and each of them potential of such multiplication
his water-home days,

Brahman).

Ah

!

What
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ad infinitum through his descendants
So leaving his home and
sons, he retired to the forest with his wives and lived there by
!

mode

the Vaikhanasa

of

And

life.

then placing his sacred

fire spiri-

tually in himself (atmasamaropawa), he became a Bhikshu, surrendering (the fruit of) all acts to the Supreme Self Vishmi, and obtained

Vishnu's eternal, infinite padam, place or state.

This

is

the story

about association with the daughters of Mamdhata. And whoever
narrates, hears, or copies it or minds it will never fall into bad ways
will never have mamatva or mine-ness in things that are heya,
bad and should be given up.

The Bhagavata-pura?ia
saying

story,

fchafc it

also (IX. 6) briefly narrates this

was in the Yamuna river that Saubhari

immersed himself, and that the number of his children was
five thousand (at the rate of ten from each of the fifty
wives)

.

The patent moral

of

this wonderful story

recommends

samnyasa, asceticism, the giving up of all worldly desires
and connections, and the steadfast samadhi or the placing

mind on Brahman.

of

A

calm place free from the disis a help to samadhi, but the

turbance of the noisy world
true place for

it

must be found

in

mind

itself,

for

if

mind

not steady, even the noiseless dumb world of the fish*
in the bosom of deep water is made by it to present an
is

enticing figure.

appears to me that like many Puramc stories this
a double-edged weapon, with one edge of it quite
bluntly plain, but the other sharp to enable the enquirer
to cut deep through the flesh into the core and find out

But

story

it

is

the hidden meaning.

In his huge Fish, the author of the story has, I think,
concealed the same huge Fish which conducted Manu's

Ship of Sacrifice and saved him, and which I have taken
signify the highest God in the symbol of Agni delighting

to

Soma

drink.
The name Sam-mada given to
be
compared with Sa-mada, the supposed
may
father of J&shi Matsya, Fish, of Rv. VIII. 67, referred to
in the sacred

the Fish

in the note at
p. 122 ante.

The
*
the

fact that our

According
fish.

Rishi Saubhari

to the dictionaries nraka,

is

dumb,

styled Bahvn'&a, a
is

one of the names of
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student of the

led

.Zfo'g-veda,

Rishi or Seer of the

hymns

me

o.

.

to see

if

Sobhari,

the

20, and 103 of MamZala

19,

It is
of the .Zfo'g-veda, had been utilized in our story.
not in the Anukrama?ii only, but in the said hymns them-

VIII

selves that Sobhari

The

and Sobharis are mentioned.

devata of hymns 19 and 103 is Agni and the devatas of
hymn 20 the Maruts. It is sufficient for my purpose here
to notice a

few

sage (vipra)

verses, only of these

hymns

:

Sobhari, praise Agni whose splendour

is

feitra,

variegated, who is vibhuta-rati, the giver of multiplied (boons), who
is the controller or leader of this somya medhai, the soraa juice (of

Soma

the

Sacrifice),

sacrifice

We

and who

the

is

to be worshipped in the

first

(19, 2).

have approached him (Agni) who is the sovereign
(to us), who is sahasra-mushka, one who has
thousand seeds, and who is Trasadasyava, the Deity of TrasadasyuSobharis

giving powerful aid

(iUd., 32).

Purukutsa's son Trasadasyu, the munificent lord of the brave or
the good (satpati), has given me fifty brides (paufeasatara vadhunam)

In

20, 2, the

Maruts are invoked to come

to the

sacrifice,

and are

styled Sobhariyava7i, those who are devoted (with kindness) to the
Sobharis ; and in ibid., 8, the sacrificial music of the Sobharis is

described.
"

Sobhari

call loud

and pure Maruts,

with your newest song the young, strong
"
*
cows
ibid.,

as the plougher calls the

19).

Agni,. friend of the Maruts, come with Eudras (the Maruts) for
drinking the Soma, (come) to the good song of Sobhari. Revel in

the hero of heaven,
ware)

i.e.,

the

Soma beverage

(niadayasva

svar-

K)3, 14.

The verse

20, 8,

above referred

music of the Sobharis says

to,

about the

sacrificial

:

Gobhir vano ajyate Sobhariwam
rathe kose hirareyaye

|

Go-bandhava7i sujatasa ishe bhuje

mahanto

This
1

is

na7i sparse

rendered by Prof.

The arrow

nu

Max

||

Miiller thus

:

from the bow strings at the
the Maruts). They, the kindred of

of the Sobharis is shot

golden chest on the chariot (of
the cow (Pmni), the well-born, should enjoy their food, the great
ones should help us.'
*

The

Hymns,

translation of this verse
I,,

p. 402.

is

takeu from Prof,

Max

Mullet's Vedic
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no question about the correctness of the transsecond sentence. About the translation of the

lation of the

first sentence,

the learned Professor says that

the object being to
tus (TV.,

show that

94), another

it is
conjectural,
just as, according to Herodo-

ancient

Aryan

tribe,

namely the

Thraciaus, had the custom of shooting arrows against the
sky when there is thunder and lightning, the Sobharis

may have observed

the custom o

shooting arrows at
"
storm gods.
Herodotus/' he
" in
says,
trying to find a motive for this [the custom of the
Thracians] says that they do it to threaten the god,

also

the Maruts, the rain

because they believe

or

in

no other god but their own. This
is whether in shooting their

may be so ; the only question

arrows against the sky, they hoped to drive the clouds
away, or wished them to give up their treasure, namely,
the rain.
I should feel inclined to take the latter view."

The Vedic Aryans believed in the Maruts and poured
Va?ia/ which all
many hymns in praise of them.
other translators, seeing no reason to differ from Sayawa in
'

forth so

take in the sense of sacrificial music, is taken
"
by Prof. Max Muller to mean ba?ia, arrow. He says that
va?ia may be used in the sense of bana, reed and arrow,

this respect,

and that go is used for bowstring." Has vawa been
actually used in the sense of arrow beyond all doubt anywhere else in the Z&g-veda ? In support of vana in the
sense of sacrificial

music,

word may be compared

that

with vani which, according to Dr. Macdonell's dictionary,
is a
JR*g-vedic word for music, and which has come to

mean

Sarasvatl, the goddess of speech, having the musical

instrument
either

(

driven

'

or

The verb

her hands.

v$?^a in
'

'

anointed/

covered.'

ajyate means
Go, the cow,

places in the I&g-veda in the sense of
cow's milk or butter, and as regards the bowstring sense

is

used in

many

which go may have elsewhere, here, as pointed out per
"
what is against it
contra by Prof. Max Muller himself,
[that sense] is the frequent occurrence of anj with gobhifo
in.

the sense of covering with milk, see IX., 45, 3; V. 3, 2,
They, the sacrificers, anoint or balm Agni with

&c."
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cows, anjanti gobhi/i (V. 3, 2), the cows being evidently
the oblations of clarified butter thrown into the fire Agni.
They balm the Soma juice also with cows, that is with the

milk of them (IX. 45, 3). Bearing in mind the ritualistic
or sacrificial tone of the Sobhari verse in question and the
metaphorical language of the poets of the JSig-veda, I would
propose this explanation of

The golden

it

:

vessel is the sacrificial fire-pib,

and the chariot

the altar containing it.
The sacrificial song or praise
which is addressed to the Maruts, and which is accompanied
is

by the

offering of the cows, the milky or buttery oblations,
Maruts, is fancied to be eifcher driven

into the fire for the

in the golden vessel in the chariot

presented to

them

or anointed

and

and thus right royally
beautified in that vessel

The beauty

in the chariot for their graceful acceptance.

and ardour

of the

music of the song are as

it

were in the

increased glow of the burning fire, as the greasy oblations
The Maruts are
are thrown into it one after another.

well-known as the sons of Pmni, the brindled cow. Being
thus go-bandhus, children of the cow, they should accept

accompanied by the milky oblations, they
should be pleased to enjoy the oblation-food and help their
the song that

is

worshippers.
Similarly the fifty brides may be metaphorically some
Who is their recipient,
objects connected with sacrifice.

whether Sobhari or any other ? Bhara, according to Dr.
Macdonell's dictionary, means bearing, maintaining, beIf Sobhari
stowing, multitude, shout or song of praise.

means one who has su-bhara in any of the above senses, it
must have been a name of quality, such as Bharata and
Bharadvaja, denoting the sacrificer as bearing or maintaining the sacred fire Agni with the bestowal of many oblations
to him,

and as praising him.

The hymn begins by calling upon Sobhavi to praise
Agni in the Soma sacrifice that is going on, and further on
it
says that the Agni that is worshipped by the Sobharis is
Trasadasyava, one who belongs to Trasadasyu. If it is fair
to Suppose that the Sobharis must have worshipped a Deity
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belonging to their own clan, then Trasadasyu himself
must be the head of that clan and called Sobhari, because,
although on the battlefield he may be Trasadasyu, the terror
of the Dasyus (if this is the meaning of Trasadasyu*), still

when worshipping Agui and the Maruts he
tainer of the sacred fire

them.

If thus

and the bestower

Trasadasyu

is

is

the niain-

of oblations to

identical with

Sobhari, the

recipient of the gift of the fifty brides must be Agni himself.
I would look upon verse 36 as put into the mouth of

Agni by way of his acknowledging the gift so liberally
made to him by Trasadasyu.f If thus Agni is the recipient,
the fifty brides are very likely the oblations or the many
sacrificial days of the
bright half of the year devoted to
the worship of the gods. We should bear in mind that
Agni is the jara, lover, of maidens and dawns (Rv. L,

66, 4

;

VII., 9, 1), and that he is so in a metaphorical sense
in the sense of his having any carnal love with

and not

From the sacrificer's point of view, the dawns,
the face of days, are not simply a matutinal phenomenon,
but beautiful religious time devoted to the worship of the
women.

gods, and the oblations and songs offered to them during
that religiously beautiful time are so many beautiful spiritual
brides given and

There

wedded

to them.

peculiarity in the _R*'g-veda that in hymns
the authorship of which is attributed to Bishi Vasishi/ia
and others just as the authorship of our Sobhari hymns is
is this

attributed to Bishi Sobhari, they are themselves addressed
and called upon to worship the gods. It may be said
that they are addressing themselves just like one's address'
man, or mind, worship God/ But the
ing one's self as

language used in the hymns themselves in respect of their
supposed authors reveal them to be more than human.

The ancient custom of the kings of India owning the sun
and moon as their ancestors should not be lightly passed
* The

Bhagavata-pura-na IX. 6, 33 gives this meaning of Trasadasyu.
f For a similar reason I have taken the recipient of the gifts referred to
in Rv. VII. 18, 22 and 23 to be more probably the god Indra and not the
Bishi Vasishf 7ia, vide Vol.

20

I.,

pp. 36 and 37.

.,
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The root

over.

of the custom

may

&c.

for

aught we know go

so far back as the time of the .Big-veda.
that the several Aryan clans of that time

My

Soma

conjecture

saw

is

in either

god their ever-living and everthem
by diverse names mostly of
present heads, calling
qualities and adopting them as clan names, and that they
saw in the matutinal or vernal and summer phenomena a

Agni

or

or any other

poetical picture of their divine clan heads smashing down
the powers of darkness (who were often called by the

names

by the gods or often themthem and paying worship to them in the
sky and receiving very fulsome acknowledgments directly
from them.* In pursuance of this theory, I would take
of real enemies), helped

selves helping

the spiritual chief of the clan Sobharis to be Soma the
At the advent of the bright half of the year, the
Soma sacrifice performed by the clan is mirrored in the

moon.

heavenly sacrifice in the Orion sacrificial ground, and they
ask their chief the moon Sobhari to worship the sun Agni

who

is

accompanied by the strong rays, the rain producing

The songs accompanied by the

Maruts.

offered in the golden fire-pit

Sacrifice-Orion,

and Agni

is

oblations

are

in the celestial chariot of

highly pleased with the brides

him

in the shape of his dear oblations or the bright
sacrificial days of summer brought back to him by the

given to

moon who

is

the

maker

of

months and seasons.

that the story of the Yishwu-purawa is
dealing with the self-same Sobhari of the 7i%-veda, calling
him Saubhari, thereby indicating that it would look upon
It is evident

his

name

as being derived from su-bhara.

It marries the

self-same fifty brides to Saubhari and thereby makes him
su-bharta, a good husband, as bharta means husband in the

sense of maintaining wives.
brides to Saubhari

is,

in

my

This wedding of the

fifty

opinion, the result of viewing

the speaker of the JBig-vedic verse 36 (already explained)
to be not
the same who is the recipient of the brides

Agni
of

as I have conjectured

him

to be,

but Sobhari the

* This theory is in a manner
given expression to in the commencement
on
and Agastya in the first volume.
Vasisht/ia,
Visvamitra,
essay
my
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or

seer

of

the
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For, except where a
denoted
god's saying things
clearly
by means of the
dialogue form of hymns or other patent things such as the

hymn.

is

presence of the

name

or epithet of the

god that

is

speaking

in the first person, the general rule of the consfcruers of the

even from before the time of Yaska and $aunaka,
seems to have been to take the speakers in the first person
to be the JSt'shis of the hymns themselves.
Therefore our

7i/ig-veda,

story marries the fifty brides to Rishi Saubhari, and the
very act of looking upon him as the recipient of the brides

renders the giver Trasadasyu different from him.
In
of
the
Mamdhata's
marvellous
birth
narrating
story
by

bursting open the belly of his father, the Bhagavata-purawa
IX. 6, 33 says that Indra named him Trasadasyu, because he
was a terror to the Dasyus. In dealing with Mamdhata in
Yol.

I.

239, 1 was not correct in taking Trasadasyu to

237

be the father of Mamdhata.

Purawa

clearly says that

it

The commentator of the Bhag.
was Mamdhata himself that was

The Vislmu-purawa narrates our story
about Saubhari and the daughters of Mamdhata immediately
after alluding very briefly to the story of the birth of

named Trasadasyu.

Mamdhafca, a name upon which the Vedantic riddle of that
That riddle means
story is built by the Puranie poets.

Mamdhata

simply this:

is

the pure Self spiritually born

by bursting the samsaric belly of the selfish desires, and he
'
is Mamdhata in the sense of Atmanam dhata, one who sucks

and enjoys

(the Upanishadic) Self.'

I have stated in the

Ahamkaradesa and Atmadesa of the
JSTiandogya-Upauishad must have been laid under contribution by the author of the Purawic story of Mamdhafca, and

first

Volume

that the

that there are

two ahamkaras, one

selfish,

the other pure

consisting in the soul's regarding all creatures as

Aham,

I,

Similarly at the will of the poet, Mamdhata is capable
of meaning either one who delights in the selfish aham or
one who delights in the Yedantic aham, Self. In our story
Self.

about Saubhari, the

fifty

daughters of

Mamdhata

are out-

wardly exhibited as the daughters of the selfish aham, but
inwardly they are numerous, bright, divine qualities of

56
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the unselfish ahain, for no others can be the daughters
of one who smashed the samsaric belly of the selfish
.

desires,

and who is the

terror of the Dasyus, the

same

selfish

desires.

If the Purarac story be held to

Vedantic way with the

Ifo'g-vedic

be dealing in its
Sobhari and the

own
fifty

it must likewise be held that the same Sobhari's
Vedic Deity Agni who delights in svar-wara, the sacred
liquid Soma, and Who is sahasra-muskha, having thousand

brides,

metamorphosed as the huge Fish having
many
According to Dr. Macdoneirs dictionary,
''
svarwara, or 'lord of splendour is an epithet of Agni, of
the Sun, and of Soma. Here Soma, the sacred beverage,
is meant, as Agni is described as revelling in him. We saw
seeds or children,

is

children.

.

Agni worshipped by Sobhari is the Sun in the
The Sun is revelling in the sky-sea in the company

that the

sky.
of his innumerable children, his

Now

own

rays, the

Maruts.

let
be supposed that the Vedantic poet of the
Purawic story has taken the same Sun as symbolizing God
residing in the akasa or sky-sea of the heart. He exhibits
Saubhari as a devotee who, immersing himself in the depth

of his

it

own

Eather, sees

heart in the steadfast upasana of God Our
as the Lover of all the creatures, who

Him there

All the creatures have sprung from Him
The Brih.like sparks from fire, like rays from the Sun.
ar.-up. I. 4, 15 says that he who departs from this world
are His children.

without seeing sva-loka, him the Supreme Self by reason of
not being understood will not protect, and that therefore

one should strive for atma-loka only in his upasaua. Thus
the not knowing or realizing sva-loka alias atma-loka

amounts

knowing the Supreme Self. I would understand the passage thus svaft and atma mean Self ; loka
to not

:

means the world, a collective noun denoting all the people
and creatures ; the knower ought to see himself become
the Self-world, which seems to mean that he ought to
regard and love all creatures as himself and thus make
himself a big world; when this Self-world is seen and
realized, God the Supreme Self is understood, for He is
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the very Life of universal love, having in the very commencement of creation multiplied Himself as the Antaryami
Son in one and all, loving every one of the creatures as Him-

Therefore seeing in his own heart this One-Manifold
self.
Father of the universe, Saubhari also wishes to realize Him,

marries the numerous bright qualities of the unselfish man,
and multiplies himself in quality he too becomes the One:

Manifold Self-world by loving

all

creatures as himself.

The paradox

of Saubhari's asceticism in the

solved thus

when

selfish
selfish

same
in

:

Self-world

world

coin.

wisdom ;

is

end should be

the becoming of the One-Manifold unis

completed, then simultaneously the
the two are the two sides of the

renounced

:

Saubhari's being very old means his being old
therefore he is most beautiful in the eyes of the

bright qualities, and he
them, that is to say he
charitable there,

but he

is
is

always fully with every one of
not a bit kind here and a bit

is all

kindness,

all charity,

all

love, &c.

Phenomenally the outline of the story may be illustrated
thus : On the new-moon day the moon Saubhari immerses
himself in the water, light, of the Sun, the emblem of God,
and finds him to be the great Fish in the sky-sea, happy in

company of his own rays, his children. He too wishes
become so, and coming out from the water, light, of the
Sun, becomes the full moon, full in knowledge or wisdom,
and happy in the company of the moon-beams and the stars
as his children.
Then at the end of his monthly career when
the new-moon-day comes again, he becomes one with the
Sun. We get the yearly phenomena if we start from that
new-moon-day when the Sun is in conjunction with the
moon's asterism Sacrifice-Orion, then six months afterwards
go to the full-moon-day of the month Margasirsha, and
then six months after go back to the same new-moon-day.

the
to

AfYAYANA

18

THE FISH AMONG

FISH.

The Mahabharata Anusasana-parvan 50 and 51 says

:

Eishi JKyavana, the Bhargava, having the accomplishment of a
vrata, religious object, in his .mind, immersed himself in water afc
,
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the confluence of the rivers Gaiiga and Yamiwa for twelve years,
He remained
like sitarasmi, the moon, the luminary of cool beams.

unmoved

like a post giving fearlessness to all the water-living crea-

moved freely about him, and he
them that they would smell his lips. But in
course of time fishermen came there and cast a su-vitata jala or very
extensive seine, made of strong new threads, and drew it in great

tures, the

&c., so that they

fish,

became so dear

to

glee by the combined effort of

portended a rich harvest of

all,

for the great weight of the draught

But

fish.

their horror

to

they saw

the fish in the net the great JBishi JsTyavana whose body was
covered with river moss and studded with shells or pearl oysters,

among

and who was sighing very much at the sad sight of the dying fish
when they were brought out of water. The fishermen said to him
:

'

great Rishi, forgive us for the wrong done to you unintentionHe really, and tell ns what we should do that might please you.'
'

Hear ye

my great wish, I would rather die with these
than
The fishermen, not knowing
leave them.'
companions
what to do, ran to King Nahusha, who arrived at once with his

plied

:

all

my

ministers and priests, saluted the jRishi, and begged him to tell his
wish. The JMshi said:
These fishermen are very poor people, buy
'

me

from them.'
'

paid.'

'

mind.'

The King

Then
'Then one

ministers.'
1

Then

'

Let one thousand (nishkas) be
'
my price,' said the Eishi, consider well in your
one hundred thousand.' ' Consider well with your
said

:

Is that all

half of

crore.'

my kingdom

JStshis (great seers).'

'Consider well with Brahmawas.'
'

or even the whole of

Much

perplexed, the

ation with ministers, priests, and Bishis,

it.'

King
when

Consider with

held a long consultone of the Bishis, a

hermit by name Gavijata, approached the King and said
satisfy the Rishi in no time. I never utter illusive words.

'
:

I shall

What

I

you should be done without any lack of faith.' The
Ob, do tell the price, please, and save me and all that is
King said
mine from the (would-be) wrath of this great Bisbl who is able to
burn the whole universe if he likes, not to mention one like me whose
wish to

tell

'

:

valour consists only in physical power, and nob in tapas, spirituality.^
Be pleased to fix the proper price, and thereby become a boat to me

who am
and

sinking in an unfathomable water together with my ministers
'
Gavijata said : A. Brahmana and a cow are alike, they are

priests.'

invaluable

(anargheya),

approached Zyavana
Rishi Your price is
I

king You

and so

in the net

give

a

and said

The King

cow.'
'
:

the cow.' JKyavana said
me by the cow.

'
:

then

Get up, get up, great
It is so indeed, great

is no wealth on
They are the ladder to heaven [here comes a long
praise of cows].' The fishermen said to JTyavana: Great .Rishi We
have exchanged looks and words. The friendship of the good, nobleminded souls is obtained by saptapada, the advance of only seven
!

have well bought

There

earth like cows.

'

!
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So do us a gracious act. As only the sacricompetent to eat all the oblations, so are you, the

steps towards them.*
fire is

ficial

righteous, the mighty fire in man-form (purushagni). Be gracious
to accept this cow.' .Kyavana accepted the cow, and as soon as he

Heaven together with all the fish,
wonder of the king; and then both Kyavana and Gavijata

did so the fishermen went to
to the

pressed the king to ask for boons for himself.
'
Be it so
always be in dharma, righteousness.'

He
',

said

'
:

they said.

May

I

Then

they and the king parted and went to their respective homes, the
diksha or vow of .ZiTyavana being completed.

a being called JTyavana in the Big-veda, in which
very often mentioned as having been made young
again by the Asvius. He seems to be either the moon

There

he

is

is

getting old and feeble in the dark-fortnighfc, but becoming
in the bright-fortnight, or the sun

young and vigorous

getting old in winter, but young in summer. In Rv. X., 69,
Jlyavaua (without the long a) occurs once in verse 5 and

again in verse 6, and at p. 35 of Vol. I., I have taken
Ifyavana of verse 5 to be the Soma juice and .Kyavana of
verse 6 to be Agni that is churned out. I would take

JKyavana of our story to be the Supreme Self symbolized by
Agni. There are other stories about .Kyavana which will
be dealt with in the essay on the Bhargavas and their Rama,
this story being taken
fish,

and

is

up here as

quite independent

The Supreme

Self

Agni

is

it

is

connected with the

of the other stories.

not obtainable except through

He

therefore allows Himself to be caughfc
righteousness.
in the net of Sacrifice, for the net of the story seems to be
Sacrifice in disguise.

According to the Yajna-sukta of
J&g-veda X. 1 30, Sacrifice is extended or spread all about
by means of its threads (yo yajno visvatas tantubhis tatafo),
and the Fathers ave weaving this Sacrifice, sitting besides
e

the warp and crying,
Weave forth, weave back/ When
of the sacrificial ground as the
in
the
is
midst
Agni
shining

very Life of this woven Sacrifice of wide-spread threads,
*

'

Satam saptapadam

The good are so ready to overflow with
enough if one advances only seven steps
They are much more so when looks and

mitratn.'

friendship and kindness that

towards them even mutely.
words are exchanged.

it is
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and when His aspect

as the

Son

&c.

of the waters is

remem-

bered, Sacrifice may well be depicted as the net containing
Agni like a fish caught in it 'by the sacrificers. This idea
'

God may be compared with

the idea of shooting
is the Aim
be very attentively shot into by
the devout soul discharging itself as an arrow from the bow

of fishing

Him

He

:

to

Omkara (Muwd.-up,

of

Our story
jlvin,

kaivarta,

names are capable
ficer or

the

knower.

Brahma

II. 2, 4).

fisherman by several names, matsyaThe last three
nishada, dhivara, dasa.

calls the

being used esoterically fpr the sacrihave tried to show that Nishada means

of

I

priest in the Trisanku story (Vol. I. 101, 551),

and Nishadas the prawas or senses in the Suparwa story
Dhivara means not only the fisherman,
265).
(ibid., 260
but also one who

is

very clever

vara, great,

in dhi,

knowledge or insight. Dasa, if viewed as derived from the
root das, to give or bestow or sacrifice, would mean the
a meaning which may be
detected in our fishermen's giving the cow to JBTyavana. In

giver of dakshina or largess

the Mahabharata, there is the riddle of -R-ishi Parasara's
falling in love with a maiden of the Dasas or fishermen

(who are boatmen as well as palanquin bearers too) when
she was rowing him across the river, and of the instantaneous birth from her of Eishi Krishna Dvaipayana as a fullfledged Brahma&arin. The boat seems to mean Sacrifice,
the maiden the spiritual Lady Dakslmia, Largess, the

daughter of the Dasas, givers, and the son born the spiritual

Visimu is Sacrifice
birth through Dakshiwavan Sacrifice.
as
Life
of
as well
the Self or
Sacrifice, and His name
c
have arisen as meaning one who
deserving of the sacrificial dasa or largess/
Nahusha is derived from nah, to bind or tie. This king
known in other stories to have reigned in Indra's heaven,

Dasarha seems
is

is

but at

last to

to

me

to

have fallen down as a snake.

That legend

must be separately analyzed in order to find out the hidden
meaning of the fall; but here it is sufficient to say that the
myth of his becoming a snake seems to be due to his name
Nahusha or 'one who binds' being taken to mean the
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Our
a rope binding objects in its coil.
indicate
story seems to have selected this king in order to
that the phenomenon of Eya'vana and the fish becoming

snake which,

is like

net-bound took place appropriately in the kingdom of one

who

is

the binder.

In the- .R%-veda, Nahus or Nahusha and Nahushas
are mentioned in several places, and Sayana takes them
to

mean men

in

general

while some of the European

have been some people who
In Rv. V. 73, 3, the

scholars would take

them

were neighbours

the Aryans.

to

to

twin Asvins, the Deities of day and night, are stated to
have utilized one bright thing as a wheel of their chariot
in order to illumine (the world with it), while with the
other (wheel) they go in might through the rajamsi to
Nahusha Yugas, who are conjectured by Mr. Griffith to
mean " the neighbouring tribes." Prof. Wilson, following
" with the other
Sayawa, renders,
you [the Asvins] traverse

the

the spheres, (to regulate) by your power the ages of man'
kind," thus taking Nahusha Yugas to mean the ages of
mankind.' Yuga, from yuj to join, seems to mean time
determined by the conjunction of the moon or the sun with

The two wheels mentioned can only be the
sun and the moon. With the moon-wheel the Asvins go
though the rajamsi, which may be taken to mean the regions
of the firmament, and they go through them to the
Yugas.
The Yugas here mean very probably the twenty-seven
the asterisms.

asterisms determining the tithi-days of the lunar month by
their conjunction with the rnoon one after another, and such
(

to-day is Pushy a-yuga or Pushya-yoga/ would
the word Yuga to the star Pushya or any other
transfer
easily

saying as

star of the day.

Then why should these Yugas or asterisms

be called Nahusha, belonging f.o Nahusha, a name derived
from nah, to tie or bind ? Let us likewise conjecture the primitive custom of the Indo-Aryans to have been to count the
If thus the
tithi-days by tying a knot in a string each day.
sacrificers tied the knots and the tying meant their sacrificially

keeping those days,

Nahushas could come
21

to

it

mean

is

easy to conceive

how

men.

also

religions

It

is
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how the name Nahusha might have been
moon by looking upon Him as the

easy to conceive
transferred
celestial

&c.

the

to

tying his tithi-knots over the

sacrificer

string

the asterisms belonging to him as he is their lord.
Also, by doing the pasubandha acfc, the tying of the
victims to the Yfrpa post in animal sacrifices, the sacri-

of

ficer

may have been

called

Nahusha.

the good lord of Nahusha
Agni
and he is adored by the men Nahushas (X. 80, 6).
is Satpati,

(I.

31, 11),

Sarasvati

pburs her milk and fatness for Nahusha (VII. 95,

2).

From

Nahushas are supposed to have lived on the bank
The Nahusha of our Purawic story also
Sarasvati.

this the

of

lives

on the bank

though it is not Sarasvati, but
and
Yamuna which Sarasvati,
Ganga

of a river,

the confluence of

coming underground,

is

fabled to join.

Indra brings to

his worshippers the strength, valour and wealth that are in
the Nahushas and in the five tribes (YI. 46, 7 and VIII.

These five tribes, called variously the five Kshitis,
the five Knshiis, the five Janas, are very often mentioned
in the Rig-veda and appear to be some heavenly beings.
6, 24).

As

to

who they

are

and who are the Yadus, Turvasus,

Druhyus, Anus, and Purus, the supposed sons of Yayati,

who again is supposed to be the son of Nahusha, nothing
is known definitely (vide Vol. I. 260265;
294297).
But the Puramc poets seem to have given to the Pafi&ajanas or the

five

indriyas, senses.

people the significance

The Asvins are invoked

to

of

the

come

five

to the

ground through the aerial region from the
It may be supposed that the
Nahushas (VIII. 8, 3 )
in
from
that
Asvins,
coming
part of the earth to where
sacrificial

they had gone to receive the worship of the Nahush^s, are
But it is more likely the
to come swiftly in the air.

Nahushas as the subjects

of the

moon

are the stars, wor-

shipping the Asvins as soon as the early morning light of
these gods breaks forth in the east, and that these gods

come down from their places
to
the
the
humble
in
sacrificers ou the earth.
The drop
sky
of Soma pressed by the wise Nahushas becomes the
are invoked to be so kind as to
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banquet of the Heavenly Host (Divya Jana) IX. 91, 2.
In these and other places, the E*g-veda speaks very highly
of the Nahushas. But in VII. 6, 5, Agni (probably in

Nahusha people and makes
the givers of tribute; and in X. 99,7

his solar aspect) subdues the

them

balihnts,

Indra, in his Dasyuhatya or Dasyu-killing (battle), shatters
the puras, forts or castles, of the Nahushas. The meaning

may be

of this

stars neglect

Agni or Indra fancies that the
winter, but that when spring and

that the sun

him

in

summer come back, he subdues them, breaks
and exacts

cAstie

his worship

and

the Orion

tribute.

Be my
in the

conjecture about what Nahusha, the binder^ meant
#ig-veda as it may. There remains the fact that

Nahusha

is

In Nahusha,

the worshipper of Agni Satpati.

therefore, the Purarac poet had a sacrificer whose meaning
as the binder he was it liberty to illustrate in any manner

The fishermen

he thought best.

appear

me

to

ficer,

Nahusha, the

To the Yajamana

Agni represents the Supreme

identical

Nahusha's kingdom

to be the officiating priests of

of their sacrifice.

Yajamana

of

Self,

and

is

or sacri-

therefore

with the Creator, called Sato Bandhu in the

most remarkable

Like nah,
to bind, from which Nahusha is derived, bandh is another
root, meaning to bind, from which bandhu is derived.

hymn

Bandhu has come
(who has bound

to

X. 129 of the Big-veda.

mean the kinsman,

literally the

binder

other kinsmen to himself by the tie of
or
consanguinity
marriage and who is their support in time
of need).
Sato Bandhu means the Bond of Existence.

Our poet

is

most

likely

to

Him

have understood

as

Sutratma Antaryami, one who has entered into all creatures
and things, into all the brilliant gems and pearls in the sky,

and Power holding the Universe.
The gist of the story seems to consist in the wonder that
Agni Satpati, the Lord of Existence, though Himself the

as the

Bond

Thread

of Life

of Existence, is caught

and lound

in the

net of

When
sacrifice by
Nahusha, the binder
and
according to the Purusha-sukta, Ev. X. 90, the Devas
Rishis tied Purusha as the victim (abadhnan Purusha.m
the priests of

!
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pasum) and sacrificed
the universe, and

Him

when

&c.

His becoming

for

(the Life of)

likewise according

to

another

Vedic story, the Brahmaua boy $tmassepa was bought and
tied to the sacrificial post,

why should not our

poet,

who

has his own way of illustrating the truth of religion, tie
the Lord of Existence in the net of sacrifice and find a
priceless

price for

acquiring

Him

Him

would take the cow

I

the purpose

for

from his priests

of

Nahusha's

?

to signify

here

Dakshwa, Largess,

given as dakshwa, the cow ranks the
highest, and the cows given in the Sarvavedasa Sacrifice

for, of all the objects

of Nafciketas of the Kai/iopanishad are called dakshmas.
The fishermen's going to Heaven by the merit of giving

the cow to jKyavana is as it ought to be if the cow signifies
Dakshiwa, for the Dakshiwa-sukta X. 107 of the JS%-veda

says

:

U&M divi

dakshinavanto asthu/t.

"

High up in heaven abide the Guerdon-givers."
It speaks of the sacrificial Dakshiwa as one whose Path
is

who sets free from darkness the whole world of
who is the great Light given to us by the Fathers,

wide,

life,

who gives

to her giver horse, kine, glittering gold (feandrarn
hirawyam), food, atman or life itself. The Light of heaven,

the universe about us,

all this

she gives, and the bhojas

or givers of the largess die not.
If the fishermen are the officiating priests, should they
not, like our priests keep the cow Dakshrna for themselves?

What

of their giving her to jSTyavana ? This
be
answered by understanding what
question can only
seems to be the Adhyatma heart of the story. I would
is

the

meaning

take the fishermen to be, not the ordinary priests, but the
senses as the Seven jRishis (vide pp. 80, 34 ante about
them). They fishvishayas or objects for the enjoyment oE

man, but their Greatest Object ought
Selffwho

is

satyasya Satyam.

depth of the heart, and

He

Therefore they

fish

Sage.*

is

He

to be

the

Supreme

stationed in the deep
called Purawa Muni, the Old
is

Him for

the soul, the Jivatman,

* Vide the text of the Mahabharata
quoted in the story of Sakunbala in
Vol.

I., p.

82.
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who

is represented by king Nahusha.
Our .Kyavana is
that Old Sage covered as He is with moss, &c.
The fish

caught along with

Him

appear to be the satya-karnas,

As already stated,
the cow represents largess; but what the Atmayajin can
call his real wealth that is worth giving is himself realized
true unselfish desires of the knower.

as the

enlightened

and enlarged

Self

that loves

all

This Self, therefore, is the Dakshma,
due to the Supreme Self, the Great Lord of Sacrifice, by
all the senses united in the steadfast worship of Him.
creatures as himself.

When

the senses become pure and find the Great Lord,
and when they complete the sacrifice in which at last the
soul

is

entirely surrendered to

kamas become heavenly, high

Him, they and their satyain the moral and
spiritual

And

Eishi Gavijata who fixes the priceless cow as
the only thing that is equal to the priceless Brahmawa
Rishi, the Supreme Self, seems to be the A&arya, the
world.

The Upanishadic saying is that the knower of Brahman becomes Brahman, that he attains paraman samyam,

Guru.

extreme

similarity, with

Brahman.

When

he realizes the

Ethical and Spiritual Ideal, he cannot be otherwise
but exactly like Him in quality, for there can be no two

High

natures in goodness, one for Him and an inferior one for
the soul. If Gavijata is the A&arya, king Nahusha's begging
him to become a boat and save him from drowning may be

compared with the concluding part

of the Prasna-Upanishad
which the disciples address their A&arya Pippalada thus
'
You are our Father making us go across the sea of our
Avidya.'* Gavijata means one who is born in Cow. This

in

:

Cow

is

knowledge

Supreme

The Teacher must be born in
be able to teach. The Grace of the

Brahma- Vidya.
in order to

Self

is

indicated in His being in the depth of
vow of falling into the

the heart with the diksha vrata or

knower's net of sacrifice and knowledge, and of getting
*

Tvam hi naft, Pita yosmakam Avidyayaft param param fcarayasi.'
Also in the ETiand.-Up. VII. 25, 2, the Afcarya Sanatkumavais spoken of
as
tasmai Mndita-kashayaya tamasa/i param darsayati Bhagavan Sanat'

'

:

kum&ra/i.'
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He is so very near and
seek
Him.
The cow given to
only
be compared with. the jewel; given to Agastya

him, as the largess
accessible,

due

tp

;

Him.

man would

if

Eyavana may

by king $veta (Vol. I., p.. 155). Let Nahusha have the
merit of catching and securing; the Lord, but the Lord in
being secured has never given up His character as the

Bandhu

of the

Existence

of

Lord, as Thou

Grood.

hast secured the soul of the Under himself as the price,
Thou art the Grlorious Graceful Bandhu Thou art the
!

Victor

!

it appears to me that the poet of the Purana has
woven. a beautiful Vedantic story around the Eig-vedic

Thus

Nahusha and

Lord Agni

his

and that the truth

Satpati,

the upasana of Our Lord of the Heart. The
taught
Upanishads speak rapturously of the Lord resting in the
is

qtaharam pu?ic?arikam vesma of the heart; and in my
or germ of this Lord of the Heart
opinion the basis, source,

chant in the

is this

hymn

Rv. X., 129, verse

4,

about Sato

JJandhu
Sato

Bandhum

asati niravindan

hndi pratishya kavayo manisha.
'

What

asati,

in asat/

means here

is

not clear^ but the

sages, searching with their yearning mind,
have found Sato Bandhu in their heart. Our theologians

rest is clear

:

mean not non-entity or nihil, but that subtle
indescribable formless state in which the universe was

take asat to

before snshii, and which seems to be called in verse 3 of

the same

hymn

as apraketam salilam, lightless or chaotic

water or sea.

The subsequent poets seem

this salilam to

be the deluge

when

of durita or

asat or non-existence, death,

is

to

have taken

extreme distress

staring

i

the face.

In that water in the asat or troublous time, the Bandhu
dwelling in the depth of the heart is to be found and realized.

The
thus

:

outline of the story

The heavenly Agni

sacrificial

ground

rays, of the sun

of

may be phenomenally
that

is

king moon Nahusha

when

illustrated

stationed in the Orion-

that constellation

is in
is in

the waters,

conjunction
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As

it

rises heliacally
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and goes gradually

to

the point of the full moon, the fancy is as though it is the
net containing Agni, drawn by the people of the moon, for
his seeing Him well with his light as full moon.
Gavijata

His
to be the planet Budha, the Learned.
Vedantic birth from Rohi%i, who means also the Eed Cow,
212.
He teaches selfis explained in Vol. I., pp. 210

may be taken

sacrifice

acronycal

Accordingly from the time of the
moon becomes less and less in

to the moon.
rise of

his cow, light,

Orion, the

when he comes

to that constellation once in

a month during the six months up to the time of
setting,

when,

in

the

its heliacal

new-moon-day phenomenon,

he

completely gives away his cow, light, life, Self, to Agni,
who, at the time of the conjunction of Orion with the sun,
is

gloriously represented

by the vernal sun.

INDRA AND NAHUSHA,

The Mahabharata Udyogaparvan 8

6 has a long story
about Indra's killing Visvarupa and Vritra and thereby
incurring sin, and about Nahusha's being installed in his

So far as the killing of Visvarupa
place as king of the gods.
and Vn'tra goes, the story seems to be an amplification
of Vedic materials.
The .Zfo'g-veda speaks of Indra's killing
the three-headed Visvarupa, son of Tvashtfa (X. 8, 9).
fancied by me in Vol. I., p. 168, Visvarupa (one

As
who

possesses all forms) may be the moon having different
phases, and indeed Prof. Max Miiller says that Visvarupa
is

is

often supposed to be a name of the moon.* If Visvarupa
the moon Soma, Indra's killing him seems to be an

upon the Soma sacrifice in which the Soma plant
crushed and pressed and the juice offered to Indra and

allegory
is

other gods. This paradox of the killing of Soma is a theme
that has been amplified by the Pauramcs in the shape of
the stories about the so-called Asuras Somaka, Sankha,

Hayagriva and Madhu, already explained.
According to the Taitt. Samhita II. 5, 1 and
* Contributions

2,

Visvarupa,

to the Science of Mythology, p. 794.
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son of Tvashia, was Purohita, priest, to the Devas, and
son to the Asuras; he had three heads called

sister's

Somapana,

Surapana,

and

Annadana (Soma-drinkingj

Sura-drinking, and Food-eating)

;

he declared bhaga or

share in the oblations outwardly to the Devas, but inwardly
to the Asuras ; Indra therefore cut off his heads; by

Brahmahatya came to Indra, who
palms and went about, accosted by all the
Brahmahan (the killer of a Brahmawa), but he
the sin (in a manner which need not be men-

killing him, the sin of

received

it in

creatures as

his

disposed of
tioned here); TvashiA, then performed a Soma sacrifice
without inviting Indra, but Indra came, took the Soma by
force and drank the greater portion of

it

;

the portion that

was left was offered by Tvashia into the fire, from which
VHtra arose, and grew on all sides arrow-length by arrowlength (ishumatram ishumatram) ; afraid of him Indra ran
to Prajapati, obtained from him the Vajra weapon sprinkled
over (with sacred water), and killed Vntra with it. The

Aitareya-Brahmawa VII. 28 says that the Devas excluded
Indra, a Kshatriya god, from participation in the Soma
beverage because he killed Tvashia's son Visvarupa and
Vntra, threw Yatis before wolves, killed the Arurmaghas
and rebuked (his teacher) Bnhaspati, but that Indra took
the
it

Soma by

force (and thereby established his right to get
'The $atapatha-Brahma?ia I. 2, 3,

in all the sacrifices).

(quoted in the Va&aspatya under the word Ekata) says
that, being a god, Indra was able to free himself from, or
1

get over, the sin of killing Visvarupa, but that Ekata, Dvita,
and Trifca, who abetted the killing, had to perform a certain

order to get rid of the sin.
In the JSig-veda Indra is one of the greatest gods and
the most popular one. Par from his killing Vritra being a
rite in

demerit or a sinful act, he

is

praised in

and gets the Soma most solemnly
sacrifices

described

in

it

for having

offered to him.

the Taitt.

done

In

Samhita and

all

all

so,

the
the

Brahmawas, Indra maintains his .R*g-vedic eminence, in
spite of the silly looking things said in

of legends about him.

By

them

in the

shape
reason of his very popularity,
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sayings and riddles seem to have arisen
about him, without any serious intention to degrade him.

many myths, funny
His Brahmahatya

is

a myth.

When

the

Jftig-veda said

paradoxically that Indra killed .the SOB of Tvashia the
Creator, it became necessary for the subsequent riddlers
to say as paradoxically that he thereby incurred

hatya, but got rid of

it

Brahma-

The same Creator

somehow.

is

Prajapati and Tvashia, having the sun Indra and the moon
Visvarupa as his brilliant sons ; but when the riddle of the
sun's killing the

moon

arose, it

necessary to fancy that they

seems

to

have become

both could not have been the

sons of the same father, and therefore two fathers are
postulated, one Tvashtfa (the
of the

moon and

maker

of forms) as the father

the stars (who are the

many forms

in the

sky of night), the other Prajapati (the lord of beings) as the
father of the vivifying sun and his rays the Devas.

thing

is

The

the fancy of the Vedic poets is very varied. The
sometimes called the Father and some-

Deifcy in the sun is

times the most vigorous Son conquering the powers of
darkness, and likewise if the moon Visvarupa is called the

son of Tvashia in one place, Tvashtfa himself

is

called Visva-

rupa in another.
I shall now give the purport of so much of the Mahabharata story as relates to the killing of Vntra and what
took place afterwards
:

Vn'tra, who was generated in fire by Tvashia as the enemy of Indra,
f ought with Indra, grasped him, and put him into his mouth; but

the Devas created Yawning, possessed by which Vn'fcra yawned, with
the result that Indra escaped from his mouth, and left the battlefield

Vntra was too strong for him. Counselled by Vislwu, the JRishis
went to Vntra and entered into a truce with him on the condition
that he should not be killable by Indra and the Devas by any
dry
or wet, hard or soft weapon, either in day or in night.
Bub Indra
as

was ill at heart, and was looking out for an opportunity to kill
Vntra and regain his glory. Once upon a time when it was sandhya
(either the dawn or the evening twilight), Indra met Vn'tra on the
seashore, and saying to himself that ifc was neither day nor night
then, and taking a huge phena, foam or frobh, that came drifting on
the sea, he beat Vntra with it concealing in it his
into which Vishjiu had entered at the time.

22

Vajra weapon
thus

When Vntra was
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the world became very glad and the directions free from
But ann'ta, untruth (consisting in the infringement of
the condition of truce by killing Vntra with the concealed weapon),
killed,

darkness.

haunted Indra together with the Brahmahatya sin of his killing the
son of Tvashia, and he disappeared into water.

As thus the

its king, and as
anarchy is
would be parasparabhaya, one becoming a
terror to the other, the Sishis and Devas asked Nahusha, king of
men and a very righteous being, to become Indra to them. He said

Tridiva or Paradise lost

very fearful in that there

he was too weak, but they infused all their power into him together
with the power of attracting the tejas or valour of any body that
might come within his view, and made him their Indra. But getting

who was dharmatma, righteous,
and he enjoyed himself with the

such a power and such a kingdom, he

became kamatma,

full of desires,

Apsaras nymphs and music in all lovely places; the
themselves took up forms and served him.

One day he happened
and he

Indra,

six seasons

most beautiful SaM, the wife of
upon her becoming his wife. She
the Devas, and was succoured by him.

to see the

at once insisted

ran to Brihaspati, the priest of

At this Nahusha became very angry. The Eishis and Devas reminded
him that it was sinful to wish for another's wife but he said

:

;

'

prevent Indra from seducing Ahalya, the wife of a
and from doing other acts ? No, I must have SaM.' They

Why did you not

jRishi,

then got SaM. to appear before Nahusha and say 'It is not known
what has become of Indra. Give me time. If within it I hear
:

Nahusha
alive, I shall become your queen.'
was pleased to grant time.
The Devas including Agni then went to Vislmu, who said: 'If I
am worshipped by means of a horse sacrifice, Indra will get rid of
the sin.' They then went to where Indra was hiding through fear,
and got him to perform the sacrifice. He became free from sin, but
nothing about his being

as

Nahusha had the power

of attracting anybody's power,

Indra

dis-

appeared again and became invisible.
SeJd then approached the goddess Night on an auspicious day in
the Uttarayawa, and was taken by her over forests, mountains, and
the vast sea, until they reached an island, where Indra was found
hiding in a very subtile form in the thread of the stalk of one of the
lotus flowers

grown

in a beautiful lake.

Learning from Saki how

matters stood, he told her that valour would not be of any avail in
the case, and that she should ask Nahusha in secret to go in a
sibika or palanquin borne

by

IZishis

if

he wanted to please her.

Accordingly she went back and told Nahusha what he should do.
He lost no time in moving about in a sibika borne by the Seven
fiishis

to her.

and other
It

JS-ishis,

was a mode

awaiting the completion of the time granted
which none had used before.

of carriage
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the time
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allowed was getting near

]

completion,

she

proached Bnhaspati and begged him to find out Indra.

At

71

aphis

Agni assumed a beautiful woman-form and disappeared at
once (went away swiftly from the Devas). He searched all over
the earth, came back, and said
Indra is nowhere on terra firma,
but being fire I could not go into water and search in it.' Then
request,

'

:

Bnhaspati praised Agni as being the concealed Witness in all creatures, the Creator of the Universe, One and at the same time Threefold, in Whom the waters and the whole universe rest, and Who
is

Thus

and lightning.

also called the rain-cloud

Agni

praised,

assured Bnhaspati that he would find out Indra, entered into the
waters, and, coming back, revealed Indra's presence in the most
subtile form, in the thread of the lotus stalk.

Then Bnhaspati went there with

all

the

Devas and Bishis, and

'
You are the praiseworthy Protector in all
praised Indra thus
beings, you are their support, you are the greatness of the Devas,
there is no other like you come oub and protect the universe.' As
he was thus praised he grew more and more in form and strength.
:

;

It was resolved that he should conquer Nahusba and become their
Indra again. In anticipation of that event, Indra said, let Varurat,
Yama, Kubera, and the other Devas get their respective offices.
Then Agni said, give me a bhaga, share, in the oblation and I will

help you. Indra said, yes, you will get a share in the
oblation in the great sacrifice.

While thus the Devas were fixing their
were consulting together as to how

Aindragnya

and privileges, and

offices

conquer the powerful Nahusha,
JSishi Agastya burst in upon the scene saying
Prosperity to Indra
ISTahusha has fallen from the kingdom of the Devas.' Indra said
to

'

:

!

:

'Welcome

to you, great Rishi
Here are the honours, padya,
arghya, cow, &c., to you ', and seated the Rishi in a high seat. Indra
heard from him thus: 'We .Rishis were (as usual) carrying

Nahusha

I

in

his

him

palanquin

;

we were very much fatigued

;

we

whether he regarded the Mantras about
gavam prokshawa (the immolation of cows in sacrifices) to be
authoritative or not he said, no, they were not we said it was not
questioned

as

to

;

;

proper to deny Yedic authority ; and in the heat of the discussion
that ensued, he kicked me on my head with his foot, and I said

:

'

You

who

Brahmanas by making them your
and
bearers
by kicking them, may you fall down to the
palanquin
earth in the form of a serpent and be there for ten thousand years,
and then come back to heaven.' Nahusha having thus fallen, Indra
wretch,

disgrace

regained his glory and was praised by

all

Gandharvas, Devakanyas (Apsaras nymphs),

and

the

Devas,

rivers, lakes,

Ifa'shis,

mountains

seas.

In the I^g-veda there seems to be nothing in the shape

172
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show that because the sun Indra killed
Visvarupa, Vn'tra was created and had to be killed.
Vn'tra is sometimes described in it as a serpent, and
of a definite plot to

several

Vn'tras

Vn'trawi.

are

He and

mentioned

in

the

neutral plural,
powers of

they appear to represent the

Invigorated by drinking the
Soma, Indra kills them as soon as he comes to the region
of Orion at the beginning of the day-half of the year. But
the darkness of

winter.

when as a riddle the sacred Soma was metamorphosed as
the moon Visvarupa, the son of Tvashia, the further myth
apparently arose that Tvashtfa created the powers of darkness also, destined to be killed after Indra became strong

by drinking the Soma.
darkness-serpent,

he

is

Although Vntra seems to be the
sometimes identified with the

moon, the lord of night, for the $atap.-brahmawa quoted in
Muir's Texts,V. p. 96, says that Indra is the sun and Vntra
In our story of the Mahabharata, Vntra' s putIndra
into
his mouth, his yawning, and Indra' s coming
ting
out seem to be a description of the eclipse of the sun. The

the moon.

Mahabharata Araiiyaparvan, adh. 101, says that as soon as
Vntra was killed, his killer Indra was possessed by fear and
ran away and hid himself in water, as if he would not believe
that the Vajra weapon had at all been hurled and Vn'tra
killed by him. Indra's running away after killing the serpent

Vntra is described in the .Z&g^veda I. 32, 14, which says that
when Indra slew the dragon, fear possessed his heart and
he flew like an affrighted hawk through the regions, crossThe Big-veda also
ing nine-and-ninety flowing rivers.
says in VIII. 14, 13, that Indra cut off Namufci's head with
the phena, foam, of the waters, and as our story says that
Indra killed Vn'tra with the foam of the sea water, Vntra

and Namu&i appear

to be identical

an opinion entertained

on other grounds by Mr. Tilak in his Orion. In the daily
phenomenon, the darkness Vn'tra is killed by the sun as
soon as the latter rises in the morning sandhya time. In
the yearly

phenomenon

killed on the

the year.

also,

of the

the darkness of winter

first

is

day of the bright half of

morning
So the place where the killing takes place

is
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where the eastern horizon appears to touch the sea ; and
inasmuch as in the daily phenomenon the sun does not stop
there, but goes up to the zenith and then sets, and in the
yearly phenomenon to the point of the summer solstice and
then to winter through the aerial rivers, the rain clouds,

seems to have given rise to the fancy that he ran away
through fear and hid himself in water.

this

Indra

is

occupies in

the hero of our story, and although Vishnu
the position of the Supreme God, the heno-

it

theism of the J&'g-veda is echoed when both Agni and
Indra are each praised in terms which would apply only to
the Supreme God. Vishnu alias Purusha is Sacrifice, who,
according to the Purusha-sukta of the Big-veda, was wor-

shipped by the Devas (Yajnena Yajnam ayajanta DevaTt),
and as Indra is the head of the Devas, he naturally gets
Indra is
support and strength from Sacrifice-Vishwu.
$atakratu, a

name which in the days of the epics and the
one who performed one hundred
to mean
'

Purawas came

Therefore, he worships Visimu, i.e., devotes
As
himself to Sacrifice, by means of the horse sacrifice.
sacrifices.'

when our story of the Mahabharata arose is
to
the period of the older Upanishads, I would
subsequent
take the sun Indra of our story to be the Upanishadic

the period

Purusha
ness,

in the sun

and

if

and

darkness

in the heart.

is

If

Vntra

is

dark-

a metaphor for Papmau, Siu, *

The Vajra weapon
by the presence
This spiritual weapon is neither

there can be no sin in killing Sin.
signifies Sacrifice,!

and

of Sacrifice- Vishwu in
like

long
nor dry

ifc.

made

clear

an arrow nor round like a stone
because being spiritual

it

is

neither wet

can have no physical

It is dvandvatita,

beyond the duality or con-

of sitoshwa, cold and heat

in other words, of sukha-

attributes.
flict

this is

du&kha,

happiness and

misery

of

the

world.

selfish

Therefore, the untruth of breaking the covenant is only
an apparent paradox and not real. The Self, the Great
* Vide the Taitt. Sam. referred to in the note at

Va&aspatya dictionary, the very
t Fide Ev.

I. 8, 3,

first

meaning given

to

p. 6, ante.

Vntra

referred to in the note at p. 6, ante.

is

In the

darkness,
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hidden by what is annta, false,
material forms.*
So, the clever Vedantin

Satyam or Truth,
the unreal

&c.

is

poet of the story of the Mahabharata seems to conceal the
real spiritual weapon of Sacrifice in the metaphor of a
material,

and therefore annta, weapon of Vajra (when taken
made of Eishi DadhiM's bone, without under-

literally as

When
standing the esoteric significance of the bone) t
Indra was exhibited outwardly as having incurred the sin
.

became necessary to say he performed the
horse sacrifice to get rid of it. But as inwardly he is sinless, his performing the sacrifice as /Satakratu proves that he
of untruth, it

righteous and spiritual, because his very nature is such.
In the case of men, their performing the sacrifice removes

is

not only their

sin,

tual nature.

The

Vn'tra.

First,

but makes them realize their true

spiri-

story deals with three scenes as regards

Vntra molests Indra and even overpowers

him, just as the sun is fancied to be gulped by the eclipse
or driven away at sunset by the in-coming darkness of night.

Then comes the

truce by which the two remain apart from
each other, like the midnight darkness and the sun at the
And lastly comes the meeting at the sandhya
antipodes.

or junction time

when

the one

is

killed

by the

other, just as

the on-rushing, foaming wave of the light of the rising
sun kills the nightly darkness. Indra rightly decides that
there can be no truce or peace with Vntra and that
Vntra must be annihilated, for if allowed to exist he
All
sure to make mischief one day or the other.
is

ancient peoples, who worshipped the sun, that is, the Deity
in the sun, have depicted their god as having at first met

with defeat at the hands of his enemy, but the defeat is
Even an Incarnation of
invariably followed by victory.

God

is

tempted and molested, but proves His victory at

Rama suffers many serious reverses in the Lanka war
before He achieves His victory. Man must have the ideal
of one to whom no reverses in a good cause are deterrent

last.

and who achieves permanent

victory,

* Of.
ETmnd.-up. VIII.,

f Vi&e Vol.

I.,

pp.

330335,

3,

and God Himself is that
1

and

2.

about this bone.
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Supreme Self Victor Indra,

Ideal.
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the story

Who

is

is to

show that

apahatapapma,

having conquered Vntra, and Who is mahato mahiyan, inhas run away nowhere but is concealed as avior
finitely great,
awiyan, very subtile, in the lake and lotus of one's own heart
itself, and that He is to be found there and worshipped.

He

found and worshipped in the symbol of the Uttara-

is

As

soon as the Uttarayawa comes, SaM, who
seems
to be the Dawn, sets out in search of
phenomenally
her husband. When Dawn breaks forth in the far east

yawa Sun.

gently mingling her light with the starlight and moonlight
it is fancied that the latter would no
longer hide
but
that
the
with
Dawn's
the treasure,
Sun,
being pleased

of Night,

steadfast love of her husband, she took her to an island

and revealed him

in that far east

he rises

like

blossoming.

a

lotus

to

her there, from where

budding up from the stalk and
God and immortality

Thesacrificers find their

through Agni, Who is (rod Himself as their Priest, Guru.
Therefore he finds out Indra. Agni is Apamnapat, Ron of

As such he flashes

the waters.

in the

form

of lightning,

and

assuming a beautiful female form seems to be due to
'
the feminine gender of
Indra
Vidyut,' Lightning.
Dawn
Rainer.
finds
the
means the
Lady
light-giving

his

Sun, while Lightning Agni finds the rain-giving Sun, and
one of the names of fresh water is amn'tam, meaning also
immortality. These two aspects of the Sun are necessary
to indicate the Spiritual

Sun found

of the heart to be Full

of

in the lake

and lotus

Knowledge and the Giver

of

Immortality.

Who

Nahusha ? First, let us dispose of what
the
phenomenal illustration of him. I would
appears to be
take him to be the moon. The Dakshiwayana or the night
then

is

half of the year consists of the six

months from $rava%a

In this night period of the Devas, the sun
fancied to have disappeared and the moon is

to Pushya.

Indra

is

sirsha,

and when in the

fifth month, namely Margahe as full moon comes in conjunction with his own

installed,

asterism Mngasirsha, the Belt located in the square of the
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Orion,

it

is

fancied he

Ac.

borne in the Orion-palanquin*

is

by the .Rishis, who, by the fact of Agastya-Canopus
being mentioned as one of them, appear to be the stars,
situated in the latitude to the east of Orion.
Taking that
latitude as the horizontal pole of the Orion-palanquin ex-

tending on either side of it, there are on the one hand
Canopus, Sirius, and other stars in the southern side of
that latitude, while on the other there are several stars
in the northern side of
to the east,

Great Bear.

it,

where,

if

we go a

little

more

we get

at the Seven-^ishis, the stars of the
In the diurnal rotation of the celestial

sphere, these stars present the appearance of rising carrying the Orion -palanquin on their shoulders, and so they

carry the glorious full
conjunction with Orion.

moon

of

autumn when he

is

in

Agastya-Canopus is the star of
autumn, as shown in the story about his drinking the sea.f
Passing over the next month of Pushya, the last month of
the Dakshwayana, there comes Magha, the first month of the
Uttarayawa.

The day

half of the year having thus

in that month, the lost sun Indra

is

begun

found out, and the

gallant moon is outwitted and hurled down as a serpent,
for as the full moon of Magha occurs either in Aslesha

or Magha,

and

as Aslesha

is,

according to the Vedic

list

of the asterisms, the Serpent asterism, the fancy is as
though the full moon of Magha became the Serpent,
hurled down from the Orion-palanquin in which he as full

moon had shone two months

before.

The reason

for the

the denial of the authority of the Mantras about
That custom must have already become
killing cows.
fall is

obsolete in that part of India where, and at the time when,
our story of the Mahabharata arose, so that it looks as if,
knowing the dharma or law of his time, Nahusha rightly

His going in the palanquin
decides against cow-killing.
borne by the /&shis was for the purpose of pleasing
*

We have seen that the

Orion was likened by our old poets to several

things, chariot, vimana, mansion, net, &c.

Orion

is

f Vide

It appears to

here likened to the palanquin.
p.

96 ante, and Vol.

I.,

pp.

136138.

me

that the

same
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and then marrying her. It is likely this part of. our
story had for its basis the Big-veda X., 85, IB, which
'

Kine (gava/t) are killed in the Aghas (the stars
says
of the Magha asterism) and the wedding takes place in
the Arjunis (the next asterisms of Purva and Uttara
:

The concealed wit

Phalgunis)/
f

Moon

Sir

You

of the story

anxious

are very

for

may be

this

:

the

wedding,
but you deny the authority of the Mantra which says,
kill kine and
marry. Since you are against cow-killing,
you cannot marry. The Lady's own husband Indra has
!

You do become

risen to

wed

her.

you are

now

in conjunction.'

fall of

The

Trisanku (explained in the

meaning the reverse

of

with the Serpent, he

is in

same point where
would be

for

it,

this

Serpent with which
Nahusha, like the

fall of

first

when

volume), is a paradox
the full moon is one

his northernmost high point, the

six

months afterwards the sun Indra

in his highest

summer glory. The Serpent asterism

very near to the Seven-Eishis of the Great Bear, so that
even the so-called fallen serpent form of Nahusha is peris

manently borne by them and other stars,*
The outward moral of the story is plain.
installed in the place of

If

man

God and made king by men

is

sur-

rendering all their strength to him, he is apt to get giddy
with power, become voluptuous and immoral. Our ancient
poets are very

happy in the faultless delineation of their
however
heroines,
questionable their heroes may be outwardly. The unswerving pativratya or chastity of SaM,
her fortitude in overcoming temptations and troubles, and
her devoting all her energy in finding out her lost husband
are most admirable.

But we

will not

be doing justice to King

Moon Nahusha

the Vedantic

truth hidden in the riddle of the
story
is
not brought out.
If, as already
stated, the sun
Indra represents the Supreme Self, it will not be
if

*

the

Sripati, the

Magha

author of the Batnamala, quoted by Sir W. Jones, likens

asterism to a house, while in this part of India

an Andolika, litter. The Serpent
which the Great Bear is situated.
23

is

it

is

likened to

above Magha by the northern side of
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wrong
soul

we

moon

take the

Jivatman in

this

Ac.

human

represent the

to

story also as

in

several

others

The Devas and Osiris should be

previously explained.

taken to mean here the senses, a significance which, we
have seen, they possess in many works, both Vedic and
Purawic. Bnhaspati of this story I would take to be

The

mind.

he

mind surrender
make him their king.

senses and

the Jivatman and

no longer their

is

loves

all

slave, but

all

their

power

to

This means that

has mastered them.

He

creatures as himself, and thereby becomes Svarai

It is only when this king
or Self-king.
reigns in one
and all that the anarchy of selfishness, of the strong molesting and despoiling the weak, ceases. By loving another
as himself he conquers the other's enmity and makes

him one with
self

himself,

the ,valour

and

drawing unto himHis loving the Apsaras
the good qualities. His

this is his

the other.

of

nymphs means

his loving all
Indra
himself
means that he ardently performs the
calling
upasana contemplation of the Supreme Self as Self as

So'ham

for the worldly idea of I

and you and he

refers to

beings occupying separate limited spaces, but when the
all-pervading Infinite Sarvatma of universal love is realized,
the knower must merge in Him, and as this merging is not
the Jivatman's annihilation, but is his finding God to be
;
'
his unbounded Life of spirituality, he exclaims I am He.

the meaning of his so-called pride of calling himself
a pride consisting in the complete surrender of the
This
selfish, limited ego, and in becoming one with God.

This

is

God

Atmarama

or one

to see the goddess

who
SaM.

loves

God Indra

Who

is

as

Self happens

she? I would take her in

Great Loving-faith in
to
devoted
Him, she is wedded to
Being intensely
Him and can think of no other. Nahusha ought to love
this Spiritual Lady.
By loving one who loves God he

this story to signify Para-Bhakti,

God.

must be looked upon as loving God through her, through
This is indicated by the allusion to
the story of Ahalya. We have seen that Indra' s so-called

Great Loving-faith.

seduction of Ahalya, the wife of

jS'ishi

Gautama, when
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the

latter, absent from home, was performing ablution
and worship, means that the knower, contemplating the
Supreme Self, and being entirely absent mentally from

outer world, meets with the reward of his ParaBhakti or Great Loving-faith being accepted and loved by
the Supreme Self Indra, Who appears before her in

the

Gautama's form, simply because the Deity worshipped,
according to the Atmavidya, as Self, cannot do otherwise
(Vol.

I.,

Whereas

p. 220j.

wife of the knower, she

Supreme

whom

Self.

no carnal

of both the stories vanish

Nahusha

is

noble.

when

He

is

the

a Spiritual Lady with
love, and the paradoxes
the concealed meaning is
is

grants time to S&ki for her

which kindles
mind and the senses, and exIndra; and when at last Indra

It
finding out her husband.
the energy of herself and of

pedites the finding out of

Para-Bhakti

in this story the wife of the

In either case, she

there can be

known.

in that story

is

is

his conduct

brought out from within the depth of the heart, Nahusha
becomes a serpent. His becoming a serpent may mean his

is

being a confirmed Yogin, well trained in his breath-exercise
of mind upon God and upon all that is
The
godly.
serpent is called pavanasana and vayubhaksha,
the eater of wind.
The ascetic also is called vayubhakshana,

and concentration

the eater of wind, evidently because in his

he takes

in

and holds breath and

succession; therefore, as a riddle, he
serpent.

Therefore,

all

Yoga

lets it out
is

in

exercise

measured

the wind-eating

the mastered senses honour

him

and

His remaincarry him high on their shoulders.
ing in the serpent form for ten thousand years before
going to Heaven seems to mean that he remained a
staunch Yogin, performing his upasana of the Supreme
The XMnd-upanishad, VIII.,
Self as long as he lived.
says that the upasana should continue yavadayusham,
throughout life. The Isavasya-upanishad, verse 2, says
1

5,

that one

may

live

here on earth for hundred years per-

forming works (disinterestedly). The object seems to be to
showthat persons who lead a righteous life, always devoted bo
the

Supreme Self, will be long-lived, and that longevity when
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is a great s&dhana or means for doing
works
and
achieving moksha in the end. Theremany good
Nahusha
lives
fore,
long as a Yogin, arid his long-life of ten

righteously employed

thousand years is simply the long-life of hundred years multiplied hundredfold to show that he was an extraordinaryYogin.
This story

may be compared

with the story of

King $veta,

There $veta's being
I.,
Heaven and yet visiting the lake on the
earth daily until, by making a gift of a jewel to .R'ishi
Agastya, he becomes finally settled in Heaven, means his
pp. 146

explained in Vol.
in Brahmaloka or

spending a long

life

157.

in the upasana of

Brahman

realized

in the lake of the heart, and then getting moksha, his
being devoted to Brahman in his life here being con-

sidered as his being virtually in Heaven.
sha's installation in Indraloka

means

Here also Nahu-

his being virtually

in Heaven when, by means of the upasana, he is realizing
the Supreme Self concealed in the lake of the heart.
Nahusha's story may be older than $veta's story. Here

and there in the older Upanishads, the Supreme Self
is referred to by the name of Indra.
One Who ia so sub(sukshma or a%u) as to be concealed even in the very
thin thread of the lotus stalk, and Who grows when found

tile

out and realized, can only be the Self located in the heart,
awor awiyan mahato
about Whom the Upanishad says
:

mahiyan Atma guhayam nihito

The concept

'sya jauto/i.
of the story is very simple

:

the Supreme

Self Indra being concealed in the deep depth of the heart
like the sun in the womb of night, in order to find Him,

the upasana of Him as So
'ham ; he is carried by the subdued senses the l&shis, like
the moon of winter carried in the Orion-palanquin by the

the

moon man

is installed in

Seven-Eishis of the Great Bear, Canopus-Agastya and
other stars; and as soon as he becomes the confirmed
in the paradoxical metaphor of the serpent, suggested
the
picture of the full moon in conjunction with the
by
serpent asterism, the Supreme Self is found out like the

Yogin

Uttaraya?ia sun ; and of all old names, the name of Nahusha
'
'
or one who ties or binds was selected as being fit for this
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paradoxical serpent Yogin, exhibited as duratma, the selfish
the
self, outwardly, but as kntatma, one who achieved

pure Self, inwardly.
In order to console and encourage the Paredavas, this
old story is narrated to them to show how even Indra
experienced trouble, but how at last prosperity
caine to them when the bad Nahusha became the serpent.

and

It

$afei

appears to

me

the outward

badness of Nahusha

in order to conceal the

is

riddle of the

purposely kept up
Para-bhakti and the Supreme Self, Who is to be
realized as the Jivatman's Self of Spiritual Life, are
story.

happy when,

like serpent

Nahusha, men are firmly establish-

ed in their upasana of Him, but if men are not so, if they
give themselves up to Avidya, they would be Atmahans,

The story is complete in itself when
ends by awarding, by means of the so-called curse which
really is a blessing, 10,000 years of long life of upasana
at the end of which Nahusha is to go to Heaven.
But
killers of the Self.

it

when there came

the subsequent story of the Paw^avas as
the descendants of a long line of the kings of the lunar

dynasty with Nahusha as one of their old ancestors, an
episode in the great epic arose to the effect that Nahusha's
serpent state continued even to the days of the Pawc^avas,

and that he went
jungle

life.

to

That

Heaven by meeting them
Nahusha

episode illustrates

in their

as

the

'binding' snake, and is, I think, fully aware of the esoteric
meaning of the older story. The Arawyaparvan of the

Mahabharata, Adh.

176
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known

as the

Ajagara-

parvan, contains that episode, and says to this effect
Once upon a time when the PawcZava brothers were in their
:

exile

in the jungle, one of them,
many beasts. Bufc Nahusha,

Bhima, went out hunting, and killed
who was in the shape of an ajagara or
boa snake in that jungle, caught hold of him and held him in his
coils so tightly that with all his power of thousands of elephants he
was unable to free himself. At last the eldest brother Dharmaraja

came

in search of him, and was told by the snake that he was
Nahusha, the remote ancestor of the Pam^avas, turned into a snake
by the curse of Bishi Agastya, and that he would release Bhima if
his question

and what

is

was answered.
if,

fchat is

is, who is a Brahmawa,
Dharma replies bo the effect

That question

worth knowing?
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that caste

no criterion

is

chariby, patience or

found, that

is

Brahmanism, that

in

whomsoever

truth,

kindness, and austerity are
a Brahma^a, even if he is a Stidra by birth, that
forgiveness, pity,

of these qualities is found, that man
a Brahmarca by birth, and that what is
Brahman (the Supreme Self). Satisfied with the

whomsoever the reverse

in
is

man

of

&c.

a jS'udra, even

worth knowing;

if

is

he

is

Nahusha

releases Bhima, and himself obtains release from
by seeing such a righteous descendant as Dharnaaraja bora in his line. Then answering the questions which Dharmaraja puts to him in order to learn religion and Self from such a

answer,

the serpent

sfcat'j

is, Nahusha goes to Heaven, proclaiming
Satyam damas tapo danam

great ancestor as he

ahimsa dharmanityata
Sadhakani sada pumsam
na jatir na kulam nripa

:

|

||

Truth, control over the senses, austerity, charity, abstention from
injury to living things, the ever remaining in dharma (righteousness),
these are always the means (to salvation) for men, not (high) caste
nor (birth in a high) family,
King Dharma
!

As Bhima is son of Vayu, the god of wind or air, he
seems to mean here Pram, Breath/ and his being bound
and pressed in the coil, looks like Nahusha's perfor-

mance

of

niyamita,

his

pranayama,

held.

When

in

at last

which the breath becomes

Nahusha gets even Vayu's

son for his breath-exercise, and sees Dharmaraja (the king
who is son of god Yama, his yoga, con-

of righteousness)

yama, niyama, praiiayama, &c., becomes complete,
and he goes to Heaven. The story is double-pointed,
one point showing that at last a put-tra or saviour sou
in the form of Dharmaraja was born in Nahusha's line
sisting of

to

send him to Heaven, the other that the PancZavas in
had the good fortune of seeing

their troubles of jungle life

such a worthy ancestor and of standing the test of his examination, for if Dharmaraja had not rightly answered the
himself an
question, he would have proved
of the race, quite

kshetra war.

unfit to

unworthy son
achieve victory in the Kuru-

THE BOAR.
In the Taitt.

Samhita VI.

2, 4, 2,

there

is

an account

of a

Varaha or Boar shot by Indra. Dr. J. Muir has given the
in his Sanskrit Texts, Vol. IV.,
text and translation of
93, he has
pages 39 and 40, while at pages 67, 81, 91
ifc

quoted jR-ig-veda

I.

61,

7,

and VIII.

much

66, 10,* with so

commentary on the latter as gives the Aitiha"
sika or legendary view of the Boar.
Saya?ia," Dr. Muir

of Sayana's

"gives two explanations of the verse (VIII. 66, 10),
that of the Nairuktas or etymologists, and that of the
says,

Aitihasikas or recorders of legends."
According to Sayawa,
the account of the Boar in the Taitt. Samhita is an explanation of the story alluded to in the J5*g-veda I. 61, 7, and

VIII. 66, 10, above referred to, and Dr. Muir rightly
surmises ifc to be alluded to in another verse also, viz., B/v.

VI.

17, 11.

When

explaining Indra as

Essay on Pravargya in the

Makhaghna
I

first

in the

had not with me

volume,
Sayawa's commentary on the E^g-veda to see what the
I have now read his
Nairukta view of the Boar was.

commentary on the three verses
Bhaiia

in question,

and

also

Bhaskara's

commentary (recently published in
on
the
Taitt.
Sam. VI. 2, 4, 2, with the result that
Mysore)
of
the
Boar
view
my
being Sacrifice has their support.

The three

verses of the jS%-veda are to this effect.

At the savanas
(of

the worlds,

or libations (in honor) of this great raafca or

i.e.,

maker

Indra), he (Indra) straightway drank the potion

and ate the pleasant food (the oblations). Vislwu stole (mushayat)
the cooked mess (the same Soma potion and oblations). The heroic
(Indra), the shooter through mountain (tiro adrim asta), pierced the
Boar -(I.

61, 7).

For thee,
Indra! whom all fche Maruts in one accord magnify,
Pusha Vishwu cooked a hundred buffaloes. For him (i.e., for Indra),
there flowed three lakes of exhilarating and Vnfcra-killing
(Soma),
i.e.,

drinking which Indra gets strength to

* Cotiuted without the
figures

would be VIII.

ValakMlya hymns.

77, 10.

kill

Vntra)

(VI. 17,11)-

Counted with them, the
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Indra! the wide-striding Vish?zu brought (for
Urged by thee,
a hundred buffaloes, food cooked with milk, and emusiia varaha,

tb.ee)

the plundering boar

The

first of

(VIII. 66,

10).

these three verses

is

rather

difficult,

and has

been construed variously. He who drinks and eats at the
libations seems to me to mean Indra himself, the deity of
the hymn, and not Vishnu.
The two other verses make
clear that the eafcer and drinker is Indra, and that it

it

is

Vishnu who provides the food and drink for Indra. This
character of Vishnu as the giver to Indra of food and drink
consisting of the sacrificial oblations well befits the Deity
The legend of the Taitt. Samhita clearly
of Sacrifice.
identifies

Vishnu with

and

most likely that the Vishnu spoken of in these

ifc

is

Sacrifice,

three verses of the .Rig-veda

as will be seen presently,

is Sacrifice.

The

oblations to

Indra seem to be metaphorically called buffaloes and lakes.

About

this metaphorical language,

Dr. Muir, in bis note

at p. 81 of his book, Vol. IV., refers to Rv. VII. 103, 7, and
VIII. 77, 4. He also quotes Rv. V. 29, 7, in which Agni
said to have

is

friend Indra,

cooked three hundred buffaloes for his

who

eats

them and drinks three lakes

Soma, when proceeding to
seems to mean the Deity

fight with Vntra.

there can be no oblations

and

of

There Agni

of Sacrifice, for without

Agni

noteworthy that, like
the friend of Indra (Rv. I. 22, 19;
;

it is

Agni, Vishnu also is
IV. 18, 11). Being the Deity of Sacrifice, Vishnu seems
to combine in him the characters of both Agui and Soma,

having in his

gift the oblations to

The legend of the
by Dr. Muir thus

Taitt.

Indra and other gods.*

Samhita VI.

2, 4, 2, is

translated

:

"

The sacrifice, assuming the form of Vishreu, disappeared from
among the gods, and entered into the earth. The gods joined hands

5

* The Soma oblations to Indra
lakes.

is

characterized as so

many

buffaloes

and

Is this in justice to his character as the Rainer, sending copious

downpours by which all the lakes and rivers are fed to overflowing, and
most heroic god, killing Vritra and other demons ? The

to his being the

rain clouds are metaphorically boars and buffaloes.

Indra cuts them

down

and dissolves them as the copious downpours for our benefit. Therefore,
were the oblations viewed as buffaloes and lakes offered to him in return
for the

downpours sent by him P
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Indra passed over above him.

He

(Vishwu)

'

who has passed over above me? (Indra replied :)
<I am [durge hanta] he who slays in a castle; but now who art thoup'
(Vislmu said.-) 'I am [durgat aharta] he who carries off from a castle.'

said

:

is this

He

'Thou hast said a slayer in a castle. This boar,
( Vistmu) said
the plunderer of wealth [vama-mosha/z-], keeps the goods [vittam
vedyam] of the Asuvas on the other side of seven hills. Kill him, if
:

thou art a slayer in a

He

casfele.'

up a bunch of
and
slew
him. He
hills,
lie who carries off from a

(Indra), plucking

Kusa

grass, pierced through the seven
Thou hast said I am
(Indra) then said
'

.

castle ; so carry him off [efcam ahara]'.
He (Vishwu), the sacrifice,
carried off the sacrifice for them [tarn ebhyo Yajna eva Yajfiam

Inasmuch as they obtained (avindata) these goods

aharat].

Asuras, this

is

one reason why the altar

of the

called vedi.

is

"

This earth formerly belonged to the Asuras, whilst the gods had
only as much as a man can see when sitting. They (the gods) said

:

'

Let us have a share in this earth also ?'

'

How much

shall

we give

you?' (asked the Asuras). 'As much as this she-jackal [salavnki]
can go round in three (steps).' Indra, assuming the form of a sheThus the gods
jackal, stepped all round the earth in three (strides).
obtained (avindata)
its

name

it.

And from

this circumstance the altar derives

of vedi."

Thus Vislmu

is

Sacrifice as well as the aharta or bringer

It is also clear that the

of Sacrifice for the gods.

by Indra is

Sacrifice, for

that Indra

says, carry

it is

him

clearly said to be Sacrifice,

Boar shot

with reference to the shot Boar

off

who

;

he

who

in the

end

is
is

thus carried

is

revealed as the

which again, according to the second explanation of
represents the whole earth measured in three steps or
strides by Irtdra ; and the altar vedi itself is vitfcam ved-

altar,
it,

yam, the wealth of the Asuras

fit

to

be known or obtained.

This legend of the Taitt. Satnhita is narrated in connection with the Soma sacrifice, and Bha^a Bhaskara says
the Varaha represents the Sutya
Sutya day (ou which the solemn preparation
of the Soma beverage takes place), called Varaha (varaahas), the excellent day, and that the seven hills represent
that Sacrifice- Vishnu
Sacrifice of the

the seven days preceding the

Sutya day.*

Sayawa

also

* " Varahafo
sutyayajSakhyo vara/nlyadivasatma, vamamoahaTi. vanani-

yanatn dhananam moshaka/i vananiyo va moshakaft., saptanam giriwam
aharafcrnanam durglwam parastafc parata/4, Asurawam vittam vasu vedyam
veditavyatn vettum va sakyam yavat kinfcit tat sarvam bibharti rakshati
"

fcani jaliiti

24
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takes

Varaha Vishnu

to

be the sacrifice of the Sutya

day, the excellent day, and says that the seven days preceding it are the diksha and upasad days.* Indra has to
pass through these preliminary days of the sacrifice before

he shoots the so-called Varaha day,
the

Soma

Such

before he obtains

i.e.,

of that day.

the Nairukta view of the

Boar.

Likewise,

according to Sayawa, the Nairukta view of the

mahishas or

is

buffaloes of Rv. VIII. 66,
called mahishas

10

is

that they are sacrifices,

in the sense of the great ones.

While on the one hand Sayawa, when commenting upon
Rv. I. 67, 7, refers to the legend of the Taitt. Samhita
above quoted, he on the other, when commenting upon Rv.
VIII. 66, 10, gives the purport of the Ifaraka Brahmawa,

according to which, after Indra and Vislmu announce
f
'
themselves to each other as durge hanta,' and
durgad
aharta',

Varaha, who is
good things, in whom abide

Vislmu asks Indra

vama-musha/i, plunderer of

to kill the

the wealth and property of the Asuras, and who dwells on
the other side of twenty-one stone puras, ramparts; and
thus asked, Indra breaks through the ramparts, and pierces
the heart of the Asura Varaha, while Vislmu brings
all that is found in him (vide Muir IV., pp. 92, 93).
this Brahmana version of the legend makes the
an
Asura killed by Indra, and mentions puras of
Boar
stones, apparently because the word adri in 'tiro ad rim

Thus

;

asfca

,

'the breaker through mountain',

Rv. 1.61,

of

7,

means not only mountain but also stone. Puras seem to
mean hill forts or castles, and the mention of this word
seems to indicate that Indra's feat of piercing through
mountain is the same as his feat as Puramdara. But, while
the Taitt.

Samhita mentions seven

hills,

the

Brahmana

* " VistmuTi
sutyadivasatmako yajnaTi pafcatam paripakvam Asuradhanam
tadananfcaram diksbopasadanatmanam durgayafc tan mushayafc afcufcurat,

rupanam saptanam ahnam parastad
durgawy

afcitya

tira/t

yajnain vidhyat"

asifc,

adrim asta

prapta/i san varahatn

Sayana under Ev.

1.

61, 7.

sahiyan

Indra/i-

utkrisMadivasarupam tarn
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mentions twenty-one, about which Saya?&a gives no explanation.*

In Nirukta Y.

4,

Yaska gives the

which the word varaha

different senses in

used in the Vedas, as the boar,
as the rain cloud, as the Madhyamika-devagawas, the
deities of the middle region, probably of the rain clouds,
is

and as the Angirases, and he quotes a Brahmawa text which
explains varaha, the rain cloud, as 'varam aharam aharshi/^:
(0 Cloud !) Thou hast brought excellent food/ (rain water
being the means for growing food crops)
'

.

The Nairukta view that the Varaha of the legend is the
Soma day of the sacrifice must have come down from very
ancient tradition preserved from generation to generation

The Vedic people have left ample
evidence of their fondness for punning and playing with
words. This trait is revealed even in the Eig-veda, where,

in the priestly families.

for instance, the

hymn

puns upon the word

name

why

X. 96, called Hari-stuti, is full of
The etymon of varaha as the

hari.

and

for the boar is not clear,

it is

the rain cloud was called varaha.

phorical

name

of

it

by likening

it

also not very clear
It

may be a meta-

to the boar

whose colour

like other metaphorical names of it, such as
dnti, the waterman's leathern bag, &c.
mountain,
parvata,
is

black,

Whatever was the original etymon of varaha, still when
once it became the name of the rain cloud, the fancy of
poets would not rest satisfied unless they forced it to mean
vara-aharta, the bringer of the good thing, viz., the beneficent rain water. The Taitt. Samhita V. 4, 12, 3 says that

the Atiratva sacrifice becomes

uttamam ahasf, the

excellent

day; and as likewise vara means excellent, good, it is very
likely that even in the days of the Jf&g-veda the Soma day
* Can
to

it

be that the version

any other

of the

legend in the JTaraka Brahmawa refers

whose Varaha day is preceded by twenty-one
The Taitt. Samhita V. 4, 12, in connection with the

sacrifice

preliminary days ?

'

and identifies the
Asvamedha sacrifice, says ekavimsam ahar bhavati
ekavimsam or twenty-one with the twelve months, the five seasons, the
',

three worlds, and Aditya the sun, the twenty-first. It is, however, not easy
to say whether this has any connection with the twenty-one of the legend'

t Atiratra uttamam ahar bhavati ',
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was

wittily called vara-aha/i=varaha?i,

lent day and

same time the boar

at the

meaning the

excel-

of the rain cloud,

the rain-showering cloud the day that
showers the dharas of the Soma beverage when the Soma
to

by likening
plant

is

being pressed and squeezed.

Soma

as the

That excellent day
the

Sacrifice itself.

Indra,
personified
his
for
in
is
the
celebrated
beating the
Rainer,
Rig-veda

is

and making them
the Varaha day, and make

rain clouds

Soma

rain.

Similarly he

is

to shoot

yield copious draughts of

it

oblations for himself, and the richest blessings for
In this paradoxical Boar of the Soma

the sacrificers.

Sacrifice all the wealth

Boar

the shooting of the

and blessings are concealed, and
is

not to be viewed as the killing

of an enemy, but as the shooting of the choicest game by
Thus religiously shot, Sacrifice
the religious hunter.

Vishnu brings,

good things, in the shape
Indra and boons for the sacrificers.

yields, varas,

i.e.,

of the oblations for

Thus, the Soma Sacrifice seems to be likened to the rain
cloud varaha, and that word punned with not only as being
vara-ahas, excellent day, but as vara-aharta, the bringer of
boons.
Sacrifice Vishnu himself is the boon, the wealth,
obtained.

The Taitt. Samhita's identifying the wealth brought by
Vishwu with the altar Vedi seems to be the result of another
play upon the word varaha, by taking vara in the sense of
the altar, and var&ha in the sense of the bringer of the
The Aitareya Brahma?ia 1. 13, referring to the text:
altar.
c

atha im avasya vara a pnthivya/i ', says that vara means
the sacrificial ground devayajana. The expression vara a
'

'

pnthivya/i,

occurs also in Rv. III.

53,

!!_,

which Mr.

Griffith renders as the

"Earth's choicest place=the altar ".
The identification of vittam vedyam, the wealth fit to be

known

the altar, seems to be the
result of a play upon those words. It is not clear as to why
the altar was called vedi. It is the derivative of veda

which

or obtained, with vedi,

is

from the root

know,' the other
latter,

'

vid.

to obtain.

and means

'

There are two

vids, one

3

obtained/

Vittam, wealth,

The

is

'

to

from the

object of identifying
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vedi with wealth seems to be this.

The vedi spoken

of is

not the mere ground of the .altar, but the altar glowing in
that aspect of Sacrifice (Yajna-purusha) which is the sacrificial fire Agni who, by reason of his golden flame, is the

golden treasure-trove, that
had disappeared into the bosom of the earth, but was at
last discovered and revealed as the glowing altar. *
That the Vedic people had a celestial counterpart of their

sacrificer's divine hirawya-nidhi,

clear from the old legend recorded in
pura krurasya/ &c., in the beginning of both

sacrificial

ground

the verse

f

is

the Krishna and $ulda Yajur-vedas. According to it, the
gods, carrying up (the best part of) Pnthivi, the Earth,
have deposited her with the moon, and men perform sacri-

by mentally seeing the same Earth in their altar here
The commentator explains the Earth
(vide Vol. I., p, 16).
with
the
moon to be Sacrifice Vishmi in the form
deposited

fice

and as the carrying her up and depositing her
with the moon leaves no doubt whatever of the Earth

of the altar,

spoken of being in the sky, he refers to an Akhyayika
to be
story, and fancies the Earth deposited with the moon
the black part seen on the lunar globe the same which in
classical Sanskrit is likened to a stag or a hare. But I have
tried to show in the first volume thafc this heavenly Earth

the quadrangle of Orion, whose head, the asterism
Mngasiras or the Stag's head, has the moon, for its regent
according to the Vedic calendar of the deities of the aster-

is

a calendar found in a definite form in

isms

Samhita and therefore settled long before.

the Taitt.

It is therefore,

unreasonable to suppose, as I have done, that
in the days of the Eig-veda also the moon was the regent
of Mngasiras, described in one
place as Asvasya siras,
I hope, not

Horse's head, found in the house of the moon, and fancied
*

The .KMnd.-up. VIII..

one's

own

3,

2 likens Brahman, concealed so near in

heart, but missed by the ignorant, to hirawyanidhi hidden in

the earth, over

which a-kshetrajnas or those who do not know

(the

ground walk again and again without discovering it (upary
upari sa?wfcaranto na vindeyu7i). Likewise, here in the legend Vishnu is
hidden in the earth, and Indra passes over him again and again (tarn
secret of) the

Indrafo

upary upary atyakramat) in search of him and finds him at

last.
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to be Indra's Vajra weapon, because, being the asterism
of the vernal equinox of those days, the sun's conjunc-

with

tion

him the strength and vigour
The poetical idea, therewinter.

restored

it

which he had

to

lost in

that he

his vigour and wealth there.
the sky seems to be the Gotra or
cowfold, breaching which Indra liberates the wealth of
cows stolen and confined there by the Panis. Similarly
is

fore,

The same region

found

in

moon Soma
Soma drink so often

as the

represents fche celestial form of the
referred to in the Big-veda as giving

strength and vigour to Indra, and as this vigour, absent in
the months of winter, begins to show itself as soon as the

sun comes in conjunction with the moon Soma's constelseems to have naturally been

lation Orion, that constellation

regarded as the highest source of the

celestial

Soma

in

the

starry region, as the Soma Sacrifice Varaha itself, shot and
enjoyed by the sun Indra when he comes in conjunction

with

it.

Taking Rv.

I.

67, 7

by

itself,

without the legend of the

would explain its three sentences thus
The Great Maker or Measurer Indra eats and drinks

Taitt. Samhita, I
(1)

the

Soma

:

oblations

in

the

Savanas.

coming in conjunction with Orion

This means that

Sacrifice at the

advent

of the bright half of the year the sun drinks the celestial
Soma, and becomes strong and the Maker or Creator, for

by his power as the summer sun all kinds of life, animal
and vegetable, prosper and increase. (2). Vislmu steals

away

fche

food.

This means that at

fche

half of the year Sacrifice Orion runs far

advenfc of

fche

dark

away from the sun

taking away with him the Soma
food which had given strength to Indra in summer. (3)
Indra shoots the Boar. This means that, hunting the Orion

to the acronycal point,

by gradually going nearer and nearer to the
sun
the
at
last shoots him when the bright half of
game,
the year comes back, and enjoys again the feast of the
Varaha or Soma day. That the Boar is identical with
Boar

in winter

Vishwu who

steals

away the

called in Rv. VIII. 66, 10

food,

is

indicated

Bmusha Varaha,

by

its

being

the stealing
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whether he

is

steals the food

away from Indra, or from the Asuras for the benefit of
Indra.
First, in

support of

my

from Indra, stealing away

view that Sacrifice runs away
all

his food,

I

may

refer to

according to which, as explained by Mr.
Griffith, the Devas had to search for and find out Agni
hidden in a dark cave to where he had fled away, carrying

Ev.

I.

65,

1,

The

with him the sacrifice as a thief carries

off

dark cave

of the waters in

is

explained

to be the

depth

a cow.

which Agni had hid himself. This may mean that the fire
of Sacrifice, found in Orion at the conjunction, and remaining with the sun Indra, in the form of his summer heat, runs
away with Orion to the acronycal point, and that Indra
regains him and the sacrifice when he comes again in
conjunction with Orion. Agni's flight seems to have been
a popular theme of the sacrificial poets of the Rig-veda,,
for it is again referred to in V. 11, 6 and other places.

The Brahmajia

stories of the

running away

of Sacrifice

Vislmu from the Devas, taking away all their fame with
him, I have tried to explain in the essay on Pravargya
in the first volume.

Now

about the stealing of the food from the Asuras for

the benefit of Indra, another poet was free to vary the plot
of Rv. I. 67, 7, and say in Rv. VIII. 66, 10 that
urged by

Indra Vishwu himself, striding majestically, brought all
food for Indra together with the Ernusha Boar. The

fche

poet's

fancy

may be

this.

At the advent

of the

dark

half of the year, the

powers of darkness carry away the
wealth and food of summer and hold them at the acronycal
point farthest removed from the sun ; but Orion Vishnu,
who has gone there, is fancied to have been sent there by

Indra

order to recover the lost things

he plunders them
from there, and thereby becomes Ernusha Varaha, the
plunderer and the bringer of the good things, with which
lie

in

;

strides majestically to the point of his heliacal
setting,

and there delivers them and himself up to the sun Indra
for the latter's great feast of the Soma
This may be
day.
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compared

to the story about the bitch

Sarama, who, at the

bidding of Indra, goes to Rasa, the nether region, to find
out the cows concealed by the Panis.
The legend of the Taitt. Samhita seems to combine the
features of both Rv.
in respect of the

I.

67, 7

and VIII.

running away

of

66, 10, the

former

Vishmi and the shooting

Boar by Indra, the latter iu respect of Vishmi's
bringing the sacrifice for Indra from the stronghold of the
Asuras. But if, instead of viewing Rv. I. 67, 7 and VIII.
66, 10 as two independent and varied fancies or the same
of the

phenomenon, the former should be construed in harmony
with the latter, the meaning of the former may be taken
to be that Indra at the savanas eats and drinks the good
things,

which Vishwi plunders (from the Asuras and
and that he shoots the Boar, the Soma

brings for Indra),
day.

In giving the old legend, the Taitt. Samhita does not
in
simply copy it, but has its own originality of

fancy,
indicating that the sacrifice obtained should be viewed as

the most valuable treasure-trove found in the shape of the
The originality is more marked in its second
fire altar.

view of the

altar,

according to which Indra gets the whole

earth as the altar by measuring it in three steps. The
quadrangle of Orion being the celestial altar, it may be
that the three stars of the Belt located in the middle of

it

are fancied to be the three footprints left by the sun when
passing over it. In winter the Asuras are in possession of
it as well as the northern half of our earth where our

but at the end of winter the sun Indra
them
cunningly like a jackal, and is allowed to
approaches
have as much ground as the three steps of the jackal would
ancients lived,

measure, but they are outwitted, for although the space
extending over the three stars of the Belt is very small to
look at, still, as the result of getting a footing there, Indra

becomes the summer sun encompassing our earth
the northern half of

it)

by

This feat of three strides

Vishnu iu

his long majestic
is

summer

(i.e.,

strides.

more popularly attributed to

his aspect as the sun, as

will

be seen when
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explaining the stories of his Vamana incarnation. But as
Indra of the legend is the sun, the same feat of three
strides is attributed to

called inata in Rv.

I.

him
7.

67,

here, probably because he is
Mata is from ma to measure,

make, &c., and means both the measurer
and maker, and also mother. The devout sacrificer seems

fashion, form,

to have

regarded the altar as not merely the small plot of
ground on which she is formed, but as representing the
whole wide-spread Pnthivi, Earth.

The

Taitt.

Samhita VII.

1, 5, I, says:
was water, fluid [salilam]. Prajapati, the lord of
He saw this earth,
creatures, having become wind, moved on it.
and becoming a boar, he took it up. Becoming Visvakarman, the

"

At

maker

first this

of all things,

Max

spread"

It spread and became the wideit.
the Earth is called Pnthivi, the wide-

he cleaned

spread Earth, and this

is

why

Miiller's India, p. 337.

In the note H. at p. 367 of the same book is given the
text of the Taitt. Brahmawa 1. 1, 3, 5 which may be

rendered thus
At

first this
'

thinking

:

was water,

how may

fluid (salilam).

this (earth)

come

With

it

Prajapati toiled,
He saw a

into existence ?

'

'

lotus leaf (pushkara-pania), and thought, there is this (leaf) indeed
upon which this (earth) can stand.' Taking the form of a boar he

dived

in,

took hold of the earth, and came up with it. He spread it
leaf, and by this act of spreading, the earth became

on the lotus

Prithivi, the wide-spread.

The

iSatapatha Brahma?ia

XI?.

words of the $ukla Yajur-veda
"

this earth

was only

Formerly
Emusha, a boar, raised her up." &c.

Thus the Boar

is

the same

tioned in the jf&g'-veda.

1, 2, 11,

referring to the

'

iyaty agre

asit',

says

:

so large, of the size of a span.

Muir's Texts, TV.

Emusha Varaha

p. 27.

that

is

men-

Prajapati, the Creator and Archewith Agni in the story of the

typal Sacrificer, is identified
(Satap.-br.

quoted in Muir's Texts, IV. pp.

2123, and

so the

Boar that brings the earth seems to be the same Agni YajfiaAs we have
purusha, who as Vishnu brings the altar.
seen that one of the esoterical meanings of Varaha is c the
bringer of vara, the altar ', the earth mentioned in all these

Vedic references as brought by Varaha seems to be the
altar vedirupa bhumifo, regarded by the devout sacrificer
25
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as his whole earth

his

very small to look

at,

whole spiritual world. The altar is
but, viewed spiritually, she is wide-

spread, spread everywhere, as Yajna is spread everywhere
by means of his outstretching threads (yo yajfio visvatas
tantubhis tatafo Rv. X. 130, 1). The saying that the

was spread on the lotus leaf seems to be an allusion to
the rite of spreading a little mud on a lotus leaf as the seat
for the churned out Agni who is then offered into the

earth

Ahavaniya

fire

(vide Vol.

I., p.

25, about that rite).

Dr.

has rightly comprehended Sacrifice Yajna-purusha

Haug

to be a spiritual invisible deity extending
fire to

heaven (vide his Introduction

from the Ahavaniya

to the Ait.-br., p. 74).

dedicated to the sacred Soma, was regarded
as Sacrifice in the Vedic days, it was, it appears to me,

If

Orion,

simply as a starry emblem of Sacrifice in that part of
the sky where the happy days of the bright half of the
year began. Just as this starry emblem is brought from
the darkness and deluge of winter to the sun for the
latter's finding in it his increased strength and light, so
if man would only seek Sacrifice, that Deity would, it

seems to have been thought, bring him spiritual light and
wealth from within the darkness and deluge of ignorance

and

The Vedic

references above quoted speak of the
finding of the altar of sacrifice at a time when all was
The earliest mention
salilam, chaotic water or deluge.
sin.

of this

word

salilam

is

in the celebrated

hymn

of the

Rig-

vedaX. 129, which says to the effect that in the beginning,
when all this was light/less salilam, the Retas of Mind arose
that sages, searching well, found in their heart the
of Existence.

Bond

This Deity, the Retas of Mind, found in the

heart, can only be Grod as the Great Spiritual

Light that
be
found
in
to
an
man
order
end to the
put
ought
by
and
our
darkness
deluge of his ignorance, and
Agni Tajnapurusha is an emblem of that Light.
to

It does not follow that because the

sun got his feast of

when he came in conjunction with the
celestial Soma in Orion, all the Soma sacrifices here were
Each
to be performed exactly in that time of the year.

Varaha

in the sky

THE BOAR.
performed his Soma

sacrificer

1

sacrifice

day that was convenient to him,
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on any auspicious

seeing- in it the reflex

of the heavenly sacrifice.

A verse

in the

Mahanarayawa Upanishad addresses the
Thou

earth as uddhnfcasi varahewa knshwena sata-bahuna
art

'

:

upheld by the Black Boar that has one hundred should-

ers/ while in the sankalpas repeated in this part of India
at the beginning of all religious acts the
present kalpa of
called svetavarahakalpa, the kalpa of the White
In the epics the Boar form of Vishwu is called
* Thus the Boar
Ekasn'nga-varaha, the One-horned Boar.

time

is

Boar.

is

horned

like the

Fish that conducts Manu's ship in the

At

p. 122 ante, while identifying the Fish, with
was stated thafc the idea of horn may have been

deluge.

Agni, it
derived from Rv. IV. 58,

As
Soma

four horns.

here

thafc

according to which Agni has
an alternative conjecture, it may be stated
the

3,

moon may have been viewed

as the

horn of Sacrifice, as he looks like a horn when crescent.
The moon is white, and Agni also is called Sukra, white,
brilliant,
As already observed, the Deity of Sacrifice has
the aspects of both Agui and Soma.
As another conjecture,
the
horn
of
Sacrifice to be the
of
the
Boar
may suggest

I

sacrificial post Yupa, which in Ev. III. 8, 10 is likened to
the horn of horned creatures, and which is looked upon as

a form of

Agni in Rv.

I. 36, 13.
Agni as Yajna, the Deity
seems to be represented in many of the things
connected with sacrifice.

of Sacrifice,

Under

the word Yajna-varaha, the Va&aspatya quotes the

Kalika-purawa to this effect
Rudra pierced and ripped open the
:

Sacrifice-Boar, then

Brahma,

Vishnu, and himself carried the Boar's body from the water of the
deluge up to the sky, and cut it into several pieces by the fcakra

weapon

of

Vishnu, and those pieces

became so many kinds

of

sacrifices.

The idea wished

to be

conveyed by

this

seems

to

be that

* Ram. VI. Kawda
120, sloka 14, in which Rama 'is addressed by the
Devas immediately after Slta's fire ordeal Mahabharata Aranya-parvan,
Adh. 142, sloka 46; also Mokshadharma Mrayarciya Upakhyana, sloka 105
of Adh. 341 from the beginning of Santiparvan.
;
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One Purusha of the Purushawas evolved, so by taking
the One Primeval Sacrifice Boar into pieces many kinds
of sacrifice were evolved.
Moreover the Agnishfoma

just as

by

sacrificing the

sukta,

the whole

Soma

sacrifice is the

sacrifices

universe

model (praknti) of

all

other

which are mere modifications (viknti)

Soma

of it (vide

Dr. Haugh's Intro., p. 58).

The Ramaya^a

(II. 110, 2)

says

:

"

All was salilam, water, only, in which the earth was formed.
Thence arose Brahma, the self-existent with the deities. He then,

becoming a
with the

boar, raised

up the earth and created the whole world

saints, his sons."

Muir, IT.,

The Linga-purawa says

p. 33.

:

"In the night when all the things raoveable and immoveable had
been destroyed in the universal ocean, Brahma slept upon the waters
and is hence called Narayajia. At the close of the night, awakening and beholding the universe void, he assumed the form of a boar
and taking the earth which was overflowed by the waters placed it
as it had been before." Muir, IV. p. 39.

The Vislmu-Purawa

I. 4,

in describing the

Boar form

of

Vishwu, quotes the well-known text apo nara& iti prokta/i,
which is also found in Manu I. 10, and says that Praja:

&c.,
pati

(Brahma)

is

one of the forms of Narayawa, and that

the Boar which Prajapati became

is

the embodiment of

and Vedas (veda-yajna-mayani riipam). This
away in this respect
the eminence of Brahma and attributing it to Vislmu, for
in fche Vedic legend Sacrifice Vishwu is the Boav that
Sacrifice

Pu.rawa should not be viewed as taking

brings the earth, the altar.

The Mahabharata Aranyaparvau,
the Boar to this effect

adh. 142, says about

:

In the olden time of Kn'tayaga the god of gods (Vislwu) performed Yamatva with the result that, instead of any creatures dying,
human beings, cattle, beasts, birds and all kinds of life increased in

number

million-fold like water (like the flood of water swollen with

the drops of rain), and the earth, unable to bear the weight of them,
She prayed to
sank down to the depth of a hundred yojanas.
Narayawa (Vishwa) for protection. He became the One-horned

Boar, took the earth in his horn, and brought her up to her former
position. The Devas and Sishis became terrified by the commotion
caused in the seas by the sinking and bringing up of the earth, and
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begged Brahma to tell them the reason of the commotion. He told
them that Vishnu Paramafcma,
e Great Self, was bringing the
earth and that they should give up their doubt and fear. They then

^

said

'
:

Tell us the region where

Brahma

Vishwu

is

doing

so, so

that

we may

'

Go ye to Nandana, and there see the
replied :
winged god (suparwa) in the form of a Boar who, bearing the earth, is
shining like kalanala, the fire of the time (of destruction) ; 'on his
go

there.'

mark
Brahma and saw

chest the

What

of srivatsa is

Vislmu's Yamatva

is

They went there with

shining.'

the Boar.

At the

?

first

view Yamatva

would strike anybody as the function of Yama, the god of
death.
But if that was the meaning intended here, the
creatures ought to have died and not increased.
There
must therefore be some other
of

Creation

that the Creator

is

Brahman) performs

in

this

riddle

Now

Yamatva.

Yishmi's

meaning

the Upanishadic idea of
(whether called Atman or

tapas, sends

forth the universe, and

This His entered aspect is
called Antaryamin, one who yarnayati, controls, within
I would therefore take Vishwu Paramatman's
(the heart).

enters into

all

the creatures.

to mean here not only His becoming a tapasvin
other words, a yamin,* intent upon Genesis, with the
result that all the creatures are born, but also His being

Yamatva

or, in

The burden

the AntaryamiBrahmarca of the Bnhadarawyaka-upanishad is that the
the

Controller

within.

of

is in one and all, controlling them, and
that
do
not know Him. This means that He is
yet
they
the Life of spirituality under the control or influence of

Sarvantara Self

which

He

is

know Him.

ever ready to place them, if they would only
As to what comes by not knowing Him, the

Source from which

all

creatures have come,

we must go

to

the Sad-vidya of the .KMndogya-upanishad, where two out
of its nine lectures are to this effect
:

The particles of honey collected by the bee do not know that they
came from such and such a tree or plant or flower. Likewise, all
these men, though they are in Sat, do not know they are in It, and
they become again and again a lion, or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm,
or a midge, or a gnat, or a musquito.

*The words tapasvin, yamin or sam-yamin, and muni have
mean the austere contemplative man.

all

come

to
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These rivera come from the sea

(i.e.,

by the

sea- vapour

becoming

the rain cloud flooding the rivers), and flow back to the sea, where
'
they do not know I am this.' Likewise, all these men coming from

Sat do nob know they have come from Sat, and they become again

and again a

lion,

or a wolf, &c.

The

multiplication of the creatures so as to cause the
sinking of the earth, notwithstanding Vistmu's Yamatva as

the Antaryamin, can only be the samsaric multiplication
by pasudharma or animalism by a life of selfishness and sin

the result of not knowing the Lord of the Heart who has
become the universe in the sense that He is loving one aud
If so, the earth that sinks by the weight can
But whenever
be
the
moral
and spiritual world.
only
and
suffers
dharma, righteousness,
unrighteousness increases, Vishnu appears on the scene to re-establish the
all

as Himself.

So, when the Earth, the altar of Sacrifice, symboor righteousness, sinks in the sea of sin,
world
the
lizing
Vishwu takes her up and establishes her as before. As in

former.*

.

many

other stories, so here also the

Devas and

.Z&shis

may

be the senses, aud Brahma may be the enlightened mind or
The senses ought to be withdrawn from the selfish
soul.
objects

and directed towards the Upholder

righteousness, for
senses.

Nandana

Boar of

Sacrifice

He

upholding the Earth is legendarily the
Indra and means the joyful or glad'

pleasure-ground of

dening/

world of

of the

Safcyasya Satyam, the Truth of the
where He is seen as the well-winged
is

Esoterically,

it

may mean

here the visoka gagana

When the
or sorrowless sky in the realm of the heart.
Lord of the Heart is thus seen and realized, there is no
more any fear that the Earth

To the

sacrificers the

Lord

their sacrificial fire Agni,

will sink.

of the

who

Heart

in the several senses already explained.
rain cloud, which,

jimuta,

is

by means of

its

as

it

symbolized by

One

is

of

Varaha

it

is

the

other names, par vata and

synonymous with mountain which

is

bhudhara,

Agni with his peaks of flame
were a mountain upholding the Altar Earth (vide

the upholder of the earth.
is

is

as Yajna-Purusha

*

Bhagavad-gifca IV., 7 and

8.
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That our Varaha

is

also a

moun-

from the story found in the Harivamsa, adhya230, a long story which may be condensed as

tain is clear

yas 223
follows

:

When the time
the

fire of

for destruction came,

three flames (trisikha), and

Vedas and

Narayawa became Vnshakapi,
consumed everything.
The

creatures and things (reduced into their
Brahma, entered into Him,

sacrifices, all

subtle states), all the Devas, including

and He

He awoke and

In due time

slept.

issued out from His

womb

the egg known as the murtimaya or visible form of Prajapati. At
the end of a thousand years the egg broke open and went off all

around, thereby forming the sky on high, the Easatala below, and
the eight directions, the regions of the Devas (presiding over them).

Those parts

of the

egg that were

of

many

colours

became the many-

Theliquid that was in the middle of the
the
was
form
of
His golden tejas, light or essence it
egg
liquid
formed gold on the earth that part of it that went up became the
golden mountain (Mount Meru), and wherever the remainder of the
colouredbalahakas, clouds.

;

;

liquid fell

down

on the earth

Unable

pellmell.

down

earth sank

it

became thousands

of

mountains, strewn

to bear the weight of those mountains, the

into the

water of the Rasafcala, where she was

She cried to Him for prothe real upholder of everything; by His
power and grace only can she be dhara (a name of the earth, meaning the bearer of whatever there is on her) now that she was in

molestfid by the
tection;

it

is

Danavas and Bakshasas.

He who

is

;

Kakudmin, should protect her. Thus solicited, He
thought of His bhutmdhnt or earth-upholding form of Boar, fond of
sporting in water, and became a huge Boar, one who was girisamtrouble, He, the

hanana, having the body of a mountain (or having a mountain-like
body), and like the black rain cloud a Boar whose form was composed of all the Vedas and Upanishads and all the ingredients of
sacrifice.
Becoming this Yajna- Varaha, the Boar of Sacrifice, He

entered into the waters of the Easatala and brought up the submerged Earth for the good of the world (lokahitartha) He the
dhara-dhara, the upholder of the earth.

The earth

that was thus brought to the surface of the water

was

huge ship, but would not float by reason of her extended form.
He then shaped her into a featurasra or square form and placed in

like a

the middle of her
the golden mountain Meru, made of the
substance and quality of His own tejas, and having an altarlike pedestal or base.
He also made other mountains and all

[The names of them, some fabulous, others real, are
mentioned here.] One of the mountains thus made and placed on
the earth was Mount Varaha alias Vaidurya, like His own Varaha
the rivers.
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or Boar form, and having peaks of gold and silver.

All theae

kshitidharas, mountains (literally the upholders of the earth) were
winged, able to fly anywhere at will.

He

then thought of creating the Devas and Asuras and all the
When He was thinking, a Purusha (the same as the

creatures.

came out from His mouth,* and asked
him what he should do. He said vibhajatmanam,
'divide or distribute thyself/ and so saying, He became invisible
(antarhita) then and there. From the Purusha, intent upon dividing himself, the sacred syllables Om and Yashaf came, and he made
all the Yedas and created from his mind all the creatures, frishis,
Devas, Asuras, &c., and established them in their respective localities, functions, and duties.
[A long list of them comes here.] Thus
four-faced creator Prajapati)

Him

to tell

establishing

:

all

his sons

alias Prajapati (the

(i.e.,

the Devas. Asuras, &c.),

same Purusha) ascended

to

Svayambhu
Pushkaram Brahma-

sadanam.

Sometime afterwards, those winged mountains that were

dhara?ii-

dharas, upholding the earth, flew away from her to the realm of
the Aauras in the west, and, hiding themselves in the waters of a
deep lake, instigated the Asuras to carry away the earth and obtain

kingdom of the Devas. The Asura king Hirawyaksha, who was
mountain and whose army shone like the troop of stars in the
clear sky of autumn, attacked and conquered the Devas and bound
the

like a

their lord liidra.

Then Yishwu, in order to kill Hirawyaksha, became the same
Yaraha mountain that was already mentioned, and came up holding
his fcakra, disc, in one hand, and sarikha, conch, in the other, looking
with them like a black rain cloud in the midst of the sun and moon.
He fought with and killed Hirawyaksha, released Indra and the
Devas, and became invisible, telling them and men to perform their
respective functions and duties righteously. Freed from the Asuras,
the earth became glad, and Indra, for the sake of her fixity, placed
the offending mountains (agaskntan girin) in their former places,
cutting off their wings. Only one mountain, called Mainaka, entered
into an understanding with the

Devas and was allowed to remain with

his wings.

This story seems to be the result of the combination of
several distinct ideas into a connected whole.

The

story begins with a

Mahapralaya when everything

* The reason for saying here that
Prajapati alias Brahma was born
of Vishnu instead of from the lotus of his navel, which is
the more popular Parawic idea, may be inferred to be this, namely, that as

from the mouth

Brahma

is

the derivative of brahman, word,
mouth like a word.

out from the

it

is fit to

say that he came
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destroyed by the fire of Vislmu, somewhat like the action
burning sun of the hot season, rainless as in the

is

of the

times of drought and famine, and full of fire as would be
the case if the sun becomes many times stronger at once.
The idea of the egg is due to the firmament, which looks

an orb or dome, being likened

like

the universe

and

egg

of

Brahman,

the murta aspect of Brahman, for the Bn'h.-ar.-up.
says dve vava Brahmaw) rupe murtam. feaivamur-

it is

II. 3,

tam

Therefore

to the egg.

called Brahrna^cZa, the

is

1

:

Being in the sky, the clouds, some black when
pregnant with rain, some white, and some of red or golden
Joa,

colour

when seen

at the time of the

are fancied to be the

dawn

or the twilight,

coloured parts of the egg.*
and v are in-

many

called balahakas or valahakas, as b

They are

terchangeable and as 1 is interchangeable with r, and as
the last syllable ka in valaha-ka is a suffix, this name may
;

have arisen as meaning the same as varaha, boar, which,
as already shown, is one of the metaphorical names for
the cloud.

When

the

Supreme

Self

called

is

Param

the

Jyoti/i,

Great Light, the Light that is meant is not any visible light,
but Spiritual Light, for which the golden sun and Agni
Hirawyaretas are visible metaphors. Therefore it is poetically fancied that gold is a

form of His golden retas or tejas.
of His tejas or heat be-

The idea that the liquid form
came mountains seems to mean
Antaraditya-vidya
*

The idea

of the universe as
19, vide
"

III.

.STiand.-up.

He

is

Max

this.

According

The heat

located in the sun.
an egg

is

Miiller's

as old as the

to the

of

Brahmanas and the

Natural Religion,

p.

248.

The

In the beginiaing this was non-existent. It became
It
turned into an egg. The egg lay for the time of a
it
existent,
grew.
The egg broke open. The two halves were one of silver, the other
year.

Jf/iand.-up. says

:

The silver one became this earth, the golden one the sky, the thick
membrane (of the white) the mountains, the thin membrane (of the yoke)

of gold.

And

the mist with the clouds, the small veins the rivers, the fluid the sea.

what was born from
shacls,

Part

I.,

fancy about

p. 55.

it

that was Aditya, the sun."

Our

its contents,

Max

story, in adopting the idea of the egg,

and seems

to put the golden

the place of the sun. The sun is the fire in the sky.
tried to identify the golden mountain with Agni.

26

M tiller's
has

Upaniits

own

mountain Meru in
Further on I have
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the

summer sun

is

the cause of the rain clouds, which are

fall down in the
shape of rain.
This paradox of the falling of mountains on the earbh from
the sky is simply due to the fact of both the mountain and

the aerial mountains that

the cloud sharing the same names in Sanskrit, such as parvata, jimuta, valahaka, &c. ; the mountain is also called saila,
rocky,

and

if

the heavy and rocky nature of the mountain is
the cloud-mountains, the latter

poetically fastened upon

become paradoxically too heavy

for the earth to bear.

As

her sinking, in India summer or the rainy
followed by autumn and winter autumn which

to the idea of

season
is

is

celebrated for

its

cloudless clear sky ornamented with the

Sirius, Orion, &c., and as in autumn and
the
winter,
night half of the year, the earth (that is her
half
to which India belongs) is launched into
northern

stars Canopus,

darkness,

fancied as though the rain cloud mountains
down on her copiously and ex-

it is

of the rainy season that fell

haustively from the sky were the cause of sinking her into
the water of the Rasa, the frost, cold, and darkness of
winter.

This

is

one fancy of the advent of winter.

But another

that winter, the period of the
Asuras who are the powers of darkness, came because the
rain cloud mountains which, for the purpose of this fancy,

fancy, quite opposite to

are

now made
c

it, is

to share the real mountain's another

name,

the upholder of the earth '*

disappeared, and
the earth being thus without her upholders or protectors
fell an easy prey into the hands of the Asuras, who in

bhudhara,

winter defeat the Devas, the powers of light.

These two fancies may have been two independent legends,
each having Vistwra Varaha as the bringer of the lost earth,
and therefore it would seem that our story, mixing up the
*

Bhu and go

are synonymous, and go

water, light,

and sound.

riddle

made

it is

means not only the earth but

also

Therefore the rain cloud, when for the sake of a
to share the real mountain's name bhudhara as it has

been made to share the names parvata, jirnuta, &c., would be quite true to
the name if construed as the holder of bhu '=>' go '=water, lightning,
'

and thunder.
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string them together into one connected

to

makes Varaha help the earth

twice, once

when she

was submerged, and then again when she was possessed by
the Asuras. The first fancy in which there is no battle may,

compared with the story of the Mahabharata already explained, and also with the Ramaya?ia and
the Linga-purana, quoted at p. 196 ante, and seems to have
arisen from those Vedic texts, quoted at p. 193 ante, which
in that respect, be

speak of the submerged earth having been brought up by
the Boar. The second fancy seems to have arisen from
the legend of the Taitt. Samhita. It is true that it says

nothing about Vishwu's killing the Asuras when bringing
their wealth, the altar-earth, but in the subsequent period
it seems to have been reasoned out that the Asuras must
have fought with and been killed by Vishnu Varaha before
he was able to bring away the earth from them, and the
Asura king thus evolved to do battle with Vislmu is, as
'

saw, Hirawyaksha, meaning one who has golden eyes/
In the Taitt. Arawyaka IV. 70, the owl uliika is des-

we

'

cribed as hirawyaksha,
having golden eyes,' ayomukha,
a face
of
iron
colour/ and as being the mes'having

senger of the Rakshases or demons Agni is solicited
The JKg-veda VII. 104, 22 says
to destroy him.
;

:

Iiidra,

destroy

Uluka-yatu (the

owl-demon), /SVa-yatu

Supama-yatu (eagle-demon), Gndhra-yatu
(vulture-demon). This shows that the demons or evil spirits
were believed to assume any forms they liked. Thus the
(the dog-demon),

Asura Hira7iyaksha of our story has the name of the owl,
a nocturnal bird, and therefore a fit metaphor for the chief
of the

of darkness,

powers

In the

fancy Varaha, the bringer of the earth, is
many times to the rain cloud and mountain,

first

likened so

evidently because the word varaha has, as we have seen,
those meanings in addition to meaning the boar, while in

the second fancy he is the Varaha mountain itself, evidently
to show that while the so-called bhudharas flew away for-

saking the earth, she found in Vislmu a bhudhara or

mountain

to

uphold her.
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We

have seen that the Earth brought by Vishnu Varaha
represents the altar vara in her spiritual greatness, and my
theory already expressed that Vishnu is identical with Agni,
and that Agni with his peaks of flame is as it were a bhudhara
or mountain upholding the Altar Earth, may receive support
from the fact of the Varaha mountain, which Vishnu became,

being called Vaidurya mountain. Vaidurya is the gem
catVeye or opal, having a reddish or tawny colour. It
has been
if the
spiritually precious sacrificial fire
fancied to be a mountain of that gem among the precious
I do not deny the existence of real mountains
stones.
looks as

named Varaha,

These names

Boar, Eishabha, Bull, &c.

have been given to them by likening them to the bull
and to the rain cloud Varaha. The whole story hinges

upon the word Varaha, and so,
name of the Varaha mountain

the mountains, the

of

all

is

appropriately

selected

in our story to represent the fabulous Mount Varaha alias
Vaidurya the gem of that name, in preference to the golden

mountain Meru.
Likening the flame of Agni Hira^^yaretas to gold among
the metals, this fabulous golden mountain Meru iu the middle
of the earth, and provided with an altar-like base, may

have originally been another fancy (probably earlier than the
fancy of the Varaha- Vaidurya mountain) of Agui blazing
up with his miniature mountain-like golden flame in the
middle of the Altar Earth, probably the uttara-vedi. The
shaping of the earth into a square form
allusion to the uttara-vedi, which, the

The Pura?uc idea

mountain Meru

the abode of

this
all

mountain

is

the deities

that

it is

Agni Yajna-Purusha,

who get

should abide iu him

j

and

all

it is

their oblations
if

be an

Va/caspatya says,

should be sama-^aturasra.
is

also

may

of this

golden

the gods.

If

no wonder that

in the sacrifices

oue poet took the

fire of

the

uttara-vedi to symbolize mount Meru, another might take
the treta fires and make the mountain three-peaked.*
* TJnder the word
c
Agniloka, the Va/saspatya quotes Siddhanta Goladhyaya, which says that mount Meru has three golden'peaks presided over by
the Trimurtis Brahma, Vishwu and Siva, while lower

down

its

eight sides
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the powers of the darkness of winter are killed,

the bright period comes back, in which of course Indra,
the Rainer, finds and brings back the run-away rain clouds,
the winged mountains., and beats and hurls them down in
the shape of the downpours, and the fancy now is as though
the mountains lying as afcalas, motionless, on the earth are
the rain clouds made wingless (i.e., made akhagas, not

moving in the sky) and hurled down.
The reason for Indra's cutting off the wings of the
mountains is stated in another manner in the first sarga of
the Sundaraka?ida of the

Ramayawa

:

in the olden time

mountains had wings, but as they committed great havoc
sitting upon inhabited places, ludra cut off their

by

wings and made them immovable,
tain called

navel)

Mainaka

escaped with

alias
ifcs

and only one moun-

Hirawyanabha (having golden
wings and concealed itself in

The Ramaya?ia utilizes this mounby making it come out and fly up to the sky to offer
a little rest to Hanuinan as he is jumping over the sea to
the depths of the sea.
tain

It appears to me that this solitary
not the evanescent rain cloud, but some
constellation as the celestial representative of the rain

Lanka in search

of Sita.

winged mountain
cloud,

is

and that the sea

in

which

it

exists is the sky,

as

samudra means both sea and sky. I cannot guess as to
why the mountain is called Mainaka, son of Mena (?). Can
Hivajtyanabha mean the rain cloud pregnant with electric
fire ?

The .5%-veda X. 27, 23 describes our
come from the knntatra of

rain

the lower ones

in the mansion or altar of the Devas.

Vnshakapi

(
separately printed) I

clouds to be the Milky

clouds as

the primal ones

In

my

essay on

have fancied the primal

Way abutting the

celestial sacrificial

are presided over by the eight dikpalakas Indra, Agni,

Yama, and

others.

Although Prajapati (Brahma), Vislrau, and Bndra (Siva) are among the
deities of the Vedic sacrifices, sfcill their systematic elevation as the
Trimurtis above

all

the other deities

have meant the flames of the three

is

Paiiraic.

fires of

The three peaks may

garhapatya, dakshiwa, and

ahavauiya ; and as Eudra is identical with Agni, his trident trisula or trisikba may have originally symbolized the sikhas or flames of the three fires.
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ground, the quadrangle of Orion.

While on the subject

of

Indra's feat of cutting off the wings of parvatas, mountains,
it may not be out of
place to take notice of Parvata who,
in the .Big-veda, is often praised in close association with
Indra as Indra-Parvatau in the dual (1. 122, 3 ; 132, 6 ; VI.

"

53

3

May riches come to us in Parvata s full bounty
"
May Indra's friend Parvata cast the Dasyu
(VII. 37, 8).

22, 6).

down "

Mr. Griffith takes Parvata

(VIII. 59, 11).

to

be

the presiding genius of mountains and ruler of rain clouds.
"
Parvata occurs also in the plural.
E'ibhus, rejoice in

"

accord with the Adityas, in accord with the Parvatas
"May the Parvatas, who are heroes like
(IV. 34, 8).

full

the Vasus, be

ours(V.

the friend of Indra,

Thus Parvata

41, 9).

and noted

is

a deity,

for his bountiful wealth

and yet in another place the JBig-veda says

"
:

;

Thou, Indra,

laying the Great Parvata open, slaying the Danava, didst
need not take this
loose the torrents"
(V. 32, 1).

We

Great Parvata to be an inimical Parvata different from the
the friend of Indra, and yet
he is the Varaha shot by Indra; and as Parvata and
Varaha both mean the rain cloud, I think the slaying of

friendly Parvata.

Vishwn

is

Parvata means the same thing as the slaying of Vislmu
Varaha, the Soina Sacrifice metamorphosed as the bounteous rain cloud, in order that Indra
rents of the sacred drink.

may

find in

If Indra' s friend

him

Parvata

tor-

is

the

presiding genius of mountains and ruler of rain clouds,
there is not one, among all the asterisms, more fitted to be

the permanent emblem of him than either the asterism
Mngasirsha, Orion's Belt, the regent of which is King
Soma, the lord of the sacred liquid, or the Milky Way.

The mountain Mainaka may be the Pauramc metamorphosis of the Vedic Parvata, the great friend of Indra and
;

this

may be

the reason

the Paura??,ics have

why

made

their

Indra spare Mainaka's wings being an asterism he must
be always in the sky and cannot be hurled down like the
:

aerial rain-cloud mountains.

The .KTiand.-upanishad

I.

2 speaks of the Devas and

Asuras as being Prajapatyas, sons

of,

or belonging to,
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Prajapati, but opposed to each other, for when the Devas
meditated on the Udgitha (Om) successively as the nose,

speech, eye, ear, and mind, the Asuras pierced those things
evil, with the result that they (the nose and

with papman,

became

quality, good and bad, smelling,
and
speaking, hearing,
conceiving both what is good and
right and what is bad and wrong, bub when the Devas

others)

of

mixed

meditated on Mukhya-PraMa, Vital Breath, the Asuras were
unable to pierce it with evil and were themselves scattered
as a ball of earfch would be scattered when hitting a solid
stone.

$ankara&arya, in his commentary thereon, explains that Prajapati there is used in the sense of man in
general, and the Devas and Asuras in the sense of his good

and

evil inclinations, respectively.

There can be no doubt

the correctness of this, for the context, namely the
Asuras piercing the senses with evil, very well suits the

of

This legend about the Udgitha and the Devas
and Asuras is narrated intheBnhadaraTOyaka-upanishad also
As the Taitfc. Samhifca says that the Devas belong
(I. 3).
to the day and the Asuras to the night, and that papman,
explanation.

evil or sin, is tamas, darkness,* so

the Vedic and Pnrawic

legends about the disappearance or sinking of the altar
earth and her rescue from the hands of the Asuras must, I
submit, be viewed not as simply the phenomenal victory of
light over darkness, but as the moral victory of religious
knowledge over ignorance and evil. The .Karaka Brahrnawa, already referred to, says that when Sacrifice Vislmu
" from the
sight of the gods, the other gods

disappeared
did not discover him

Thus Indra

is

a

;

but Indra knew [where he was] ."f

Knower

of Sacrifice,

and

through the mountains and obtaining the

his

shooting

altar

brought

away from the Asuras

indicate his religious victory. Therefore, I fancied in Vol. I., p. 353, that the seven mountains
shot through by Indra might be the seven senses of the

head,
Vol.

sirshawya-prawas in the Vedic rituals (vide
p. 249) ; and although the Nairukta view, which I

called

I.,

*

Vide foot-note at p 6 ante.

t Muir's Texts, IV.,

p. 92.
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did not

know

then, identifies the seven mountains with the

Soma day, and is authoritative
respect of the esoteric significance which the rites performed in those days may have, still as the Vedic legend is
seven days previous to the

in

changed in the story of the Harivamsa which makes the
mountains fly away to the Asuras with the result that the

Devas are defeated by the Asuras and Indra is bound, and
that when Vislmu conquers them and frees Indra, the
latter cuts off the wings of the mountains and makes them
it is

immovable,

very likely that behind the phenomena of
summer and winter and to the

these things as referring to
battle

between light and darkness, a moral lesson

is

con-

cealed in which the strange mountains would find a
solution if viewed as being the senses or, it may be, the
desires of mind.
saw how, in the story of Kumara,

We

Mount Manasa signifies mind (vide pp. 37, 38 ante). When
not subdued, mind is /caii&ala, moving to and fro, unsteady,
and so its kamas, desires, are winged, and they fly away
to the Asuras, to the side of evil.
The result is that the
field of

righteousness sinks or

Indra,

who seems

But the Supreme

form of the sacred

Supreme

under great

distress,

and

to represent the soul in this story, is

defeated and bound.
in the

is

fire

Agni

Self

Vislmu Varaha

the Asuras, for the

kills

Self realized in the heart achieves all victory for

In the concluding verse of the Isavasya-upaniverse
which is the same as Rv. I. 189, 1) Agni is
shad (a
solicited to lead his devotees in good path and conquer Sin
whose walks are crooked; and in the Kenopanishad Uma
the soul.

Haimavati says to the Devas that Brahman is the Victor.
In order that there may be no more running away of
the desires to the side of evil, Indra cuts off: their wings and

makes them

a&alas, fixed, on the field of righteousness,

and

thus fixed they are what they ought to be, satyakamas.

The Bhagavata-purana III. 13 has its own version of the
Boar incarnation of Vislmu. It says to the following effect
:

When Manu
father

(the

Brahma

said

(the first

four-faced
'
:

man) was bora with
god)

Brahma

he asked his
what he should do.

his wife,

as to

Beget thy children, the people, and reign over them
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on the earth justly, worshipping Ptirusha by means of sacrifices.'
But at that time the earth had sunk into the waters of the Rasa,
and Brahma contemplated long as to how she could be taken up,
praying
May the Lord from whose heart* I was born do it.' As
he was thus contemplating, a young Varaha as small as angushtffoa,
thumb, came out from his nostril, and grew at once into the size of
an elephant. He was like a mountain. He was Sacrifice Vishuu
'

:

himself in that Sukara form

He plunged

made up

of all the ingredients of sacri-

and brought the submerged
earth, killing the Daitya (Hirawyaksha) as he came to obstruct him.
Brahma and all the Bishis praised him. [Here comes a long praise.]

fice.

He who

into the water

hears this with bhakti, extreme faith, in his heart, to him

gracious, and those who worship Guhasaya, the Lord
resting in the cave (of the heart), with no other view, to them He
will

Vish%u be

own place.
Brahma's dhyatia or contemplation

gives His

is his

steadfast Yogic

the Supreme Self resting in the depth of
Upasana
the heart, and He reveals Himself as soon as He is reaAs the Yogin holds his breath long in the intensity
lized.
of

of his contemplation of the

Supreme

Self,

the poetical

fancy here is that in the fulness of the time of the Upasana the Supreme Self, the Asu, Breath or Life, of the
universe, revealed Himself in the Upasana breath of the

Yogin and came out with it when it was let out from the
For this fancy the word sukara the alias of varaha
nostril.
seems to have also given its help to the poet. Sukara as
one of the names of the pig or boar means the animal that
makes a peculiar nasal sound in respiration, and so our
born in the Yogin's nasal breath. Why should
not our poet evolve the Boar from Brahma's nose when an

Sukara

is

older story has

worked out the birth

of the Asvins alias

There is some
Nasatyas from the nose of the mare ?
resemblance between the face of a pig and thafc of an elephant, and so
elephant.

boar

is to

it is

said that

But the thumb

Yaraha grew as big as an

size of this extraordinary

young

be taken as mentioned in direct reference to the

* The Lord is Vish?iu alias Purusha. The popular idea is thafc Brahma
was born from the navel-lotus of Vishnu. The mention of the heart here
seems to indicate that he was conceived in the heart and then born. The
Vedic mantra which the father addresses to his new-born child says:

ang&d aBg&t sambhavasi hndayad abhij&yase.
27
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technical

name Angushf/iamatra given

Lord

of the Heart, in the Upanishads.

Lord

of the

to

Purusha, the

Angushi^a there
means the heart, and although Purusha is formless, still by
residing in the heart He is called Angushttamafcra. The
and

Heart

infinite.

is

awor a%iyan mahato mahiyan, subtle
of the Boar is to be compared

The growth

with the growth of the Fish (vide p. 123 ante).
As we should give up the idea of Grod having any material form, and know Him to be the formless Self in all
forms, so
is

we

are to give up the boar form which as a riddle
and take him to mean the bringer

given to our Yaraha,

of the altar of sacrifice viewed as the
field

of

religious

acts.

He

is

unbounded

the spiritual

spiritual

rain-cloud

showering immortality.
The god Brahma's realizing the Supreme Self Vishnu

Upasana contemplation, his obtaining the submerged Altar Earth from Him and giving her to Manu, the
first man, may be compared to the
Gruru-parampara or
succession of Teachers through whom Brahma- Vidya is

in

his

transmitted.

Brahman

(neuter)

Svayambhu, the

Self-

Manifested, imparts her to Prajapati, who imparts her to
Kavasheya, from whom she is transmitted through a long
succession of teachers, vide the

Vamsa

in the Bnhadara'n-

According to the EMndogya, Prajapati obtains her
from Brahma and transmits her to Manu, and Manu trans-

yaka.

mits her to the people.
If the Earth handed over to

Manu is the altar Yedi with
her spiritual significance, Manu's begetting children on
getting her may mean the same thing as his getting the
offspring known as Manu's prajati by means of Ida (vide
Ida,
p. 124 ante).
among other things means also the

all

earth, altar.

THE TORTOISE.
So

have been able to glean, the Tortoise

far as I

is

men-

Vedas in two places, namely, the $atapatha25 ;
V.
brahmawa
I, 5, and the Taittiriya-arawyaka, I. 23
and in both the Tortoise is clearly stated to be the Creator
tioned in the

of the universe.

The $atap.-brahmam, which
of Muir's Texts, says

As

is

quoted at

p.

54 of Vol.

I.

:

His (the Creator's) being called Kurma (a tortoise); [ifc is
because] having assumed this form (the Creator) Prajapati brought
forth all creatures (prajaJ& asrijata). What He brought forth that
and because He made,
[it is said in other words] He made (akarot)
He is (called) Kurma. The Kurma (tortoise) is (also called) Kasto

;

yapa ; therefore they say all the creatures (prajaTi) are Kasyapya7i,
children of Kasyapa (the Creator Kurma). He who is Kurma is
Aditya (the

sun).

The Taitt.-samhita V,

2, 8 speaks of tbe ritual of burying
a living tortoise underneath the altar uttara-vedi, and says
that the tortoise thus buried will lead the sacrificer to Su-

varga, Heaven.

was selected

Why

of all the living things the tortoise

for this ritual is not

known.

But used

as the

very basis of the fire altar, the hidden invisible tortoise,
taken together with the altar and the sacred fire, seems to

have been regarded as symbolizing the Deity Yajiia-Purusha who is an invisible spiritual god extending from the
fire altar up to heaven and everywhere.
The sun, the

Agni in the heavens, is the most important
Yajna-Purusha, and this seems to be the reason
why the tortoise is identified with the sun. In Vedic
stories connected with the Pravargya the sun is regarded
brightest fire

emblem

of

as the head of Yajna-Purusha.

This idea must have arisen

by picturing the all-pervading invisible god to be like a
the
giant with his feet on the earth and his head high in
Another picture of him is found in the Purusha-sukta
sky.
according to which the sky

is

his head, the sun his eye, the
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moon

his

mind or

heart, the earth his feet, &c.

In the

starry region the Orion, which is the celestial place of the
sacred Soma, is another emblem of Yajna-Purusha. When

the Orion Yajna rises heliacally, it is as if his sun-head
goes oil from him (vide the stories explained in the essay on

Pravargya).

Thus the Kurma Yajna-Purusha

He

is

not simply the sun.

the Creator, creating even the sun, as is clear from
It is in order to
the Taitt.-arawyaka quoted further on.
is

Kurma by a pun to mean Visva-.Karma. the AllMaker Prajapati that it is said that He is Kurma because
he made all.

force

Kasyapa, the other name of Kurma, occurs in one of the
hymns of the Big-veda, viz., IX. 114 about Soma Pavamana
(the sacred beverage), the verses of
of

which has the chorus

"Plow, Indu, flow for Indra's sake."

of the
"

hymn

addresses Kasyapa thus

Kasyapa, Rishi, lifting

up

The second verse

:

thy voice with

hymn-composers'

lauds,

Pay reverence

to

King Soma, the sovran

ruler of the plants."'
Griffith.

The JR*shi or seer of this hymn is stated in the Anukramawi to be Kasyapa. But as Kasyapa himself is reverenin the verse, the author whoever he was
tially addressed
must be different from the being whom he addresses. I
would conjecture Kasyapa to be the Deity of Sacrifice
viewed as one being from the tortoise imbedded below up to

and including the sacred fire Agni on the lap of the altai',
and he is addressed and solicited to pay homage to the
sacred Soma by spiritually entering into the praise of him
sung by the human priests, for Agni who is Yajnasya deva,
the Deity of Sacrifice, is well known in the Eig-veda as
being virtually the Hotri and other priests calling in all the

gods and paying homage to them. One of the names of
the Earth is Kasyapi, belonging to Kasyapa. If Kasyapa
is Yajna-Purusha, the altar Yedi, when viewed independently of
t>f

him

as a female

that name,

may

by reason

of the feminine

well be called Kasyapi,

gender
and we have
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seen in the essay on the Boar that the altar represents the
whole Earth.

The Taitt.-arawyaka about the

tortoise

was referred to

and dwelt upon in the essay on Creation in Vol. I., pp. 445
It is worth quoting here again in connection with
448.

The legend contained in it is narrated in
connection with the ritual called Aruwaketuka^ayana, in

the tortoise.

which the

tortoise is placed

In

below the uttara-vedi.

it

Prajapati or his juice the Tortoise is called Arunaketu (one
who has red rays.) It is to this effect
:

The

waters, this (universe), were salilam (chaotic liquid) only.
came into being on a lotus leaf. Within his mind,

Prajapafci alone

(Kama) arose as Let me bring forth this (universe).' Therefore what man gets at by mind that he utters by word and that he
does by deed. About this (desire), there is this saying [quotes
verse 4 of Rv. X. 129, Kamas tad agre,' &c,, which is to the effect
that there arose Kama at first, the Primal Eetas of mind, and
'

desire

'

that sages, searching with their wisdom, found in their heart
the Bond of existence in non-existence].
Whoever knows this
[i.e.,

Kama, the Bond

the Primal

whatever he may

desire,

of existence

that will

found in the heart],

He

come and bow before him.

(Prajapati desiring to bring forth the universe) performed tapas
(austere religious contemplation).
his body.

From

Having performed

tapas,

he shook

his flesh sprang forth

Anma-ketus, (red rays as)
the Vatarasana JKshis, from his nakhas, nails, the Vaikhanasas, from
his valas,hair, the Valakhilyas, and his rasa, juice, (became) a bhntam

moving in the middle of the water.
you have come into being from my skin and
I have been here even from before (purvam

(a strange being, viz.,) a tortoise

He

addressed him thus

flesh.'

'

'

'

No,' he replied,
This is the reason of the Purusha-hood of Purusha.

eva asam).'

He

sprang forth, becoming 'the Purusha of thousand
heads, thousand eyes, thousand feet.* He (Prajapati) told him, you
have been from before and so you the Before make this (idam

(the tortoise)

'

purvafc kurushva).'
times,

placed

Auru^aketu, taking

water in his palm six

respectively (1) in. his front, (2) to his right,
to the left, (5) downward, and (6) upward, and from the
it

behind, (4)
water thus placed, coupled with his naming and calling upon them to
come forth, there came forth (1) the sun in the east, (2) Agni in the

(3)

south, (3)

and

Yayu

in the west, (4)

Indra in the north,

(5)

Pushan

the Devamanushyas including the Fathers, Gandharvas, and Apsarases above. From the particles of water that went
below,

(6)

* This is the first half of the first verse of the Purusha-sukta Rv. X. 90,
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(when placing the water) there arose the Asuras, Eakshases
and they went off (as the particles went off) therefore
they became routed (parabhavan). (About the creation of the
off

and

Pisafcas,

universe

;

from

the

waters) there is this saying [quotes in a
of the Hiramyagarbha hymn, Kv. X. 121].
the waters indeed was this (universe) born.
All this is

changed form verse 7

From
Brahman Svayambhu

As

(Self-Born).

it

became as

unstable

if

and crumbling, Prajapati, disposing of or distributing (vidhaya)
himself by himself, entered into it (the universe).
About this
there is this saying: Making the worlds, making the beings or
creatures, making all the directions and sub-directions [as his own

murtam

or phenomenal aspect or modes], Prajapati the First-Born
(i.e., his murtam aspect) by himself (as

of Eita entered into himself

He who knows

Spirit, the Self).
will

encompass

all this, will

The main thing
is,

to

be noticed

maker

in this story also, the

been from before, and

all this (universe),

it.

is

Kurma
He has

that the Tortoise

of the universe.

revealed

is

obtain

this, will

enter into

as the very juice of

when

Prajapati
enters into all

the latter performs tapas, and until he
the things they will not stand. There can

therefore be no doubt whatever of his being the Antaryami
I would understand all this to mean that the Creaof all.
tor Prajapati,

by an act

of tapas or austere religious con-

templation, realizes himself as the juice, the Self, that has

them

as himself,
the
and this is his religious and ethical srishii or
making of
himself as the universe, fit to be contemplated by man, so

entered into

that he too

all

the creatures loving

may become

the creatures and regard
becomes vast and great.

Thus the

all

the juice of love and enter into all
them as himself if he does so he
:

Tortoise, the juice of Prajapati,

is

the Creator of

even the sun, and therefore Prajapati is not simply the SUD.
He is a spiritual luminary of austere religious tapas from

whom spring forth the J&shis and the realized Purusha
that has entered into one and all. The JSishis Valakhilyas,
Vaikhanasas, and Vatarasanas
of Prajapati' s purified senses,

asceticism, gushing
of

may be

the personification

religious fervour, austerity,

up from him as soon as

his realization

them becomes complete.

The Valakhilyas represent

in

the Vedic rituals the
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on Suparoa, Vol. I,,
sirshawya-prik-as, senses (vide Essay
p. 249,

quoting the Taitt.-Sam. Y.

3, 2, 5),

living in the
hermits maintained a single fire according to

The Vaikhanasas were anchorites or hermits
woods.

The

the rule of the $ramawaka Sutra which
Biihler to be the

is stated by Dr.
same as the Vaikhanasa Sutra (vide Sacred

Books of the East, Vol. II., p. 153).
The Vatarasana jfftshis are mentioned again in II. 5 of
the Taitt.-aranyaka as being sramawas and urdhva-manthins (Vatarasana ha varishayafosramanaurdhva-manthino
babhuvu//,)

.

They saw the mantras

for offering certain obSramana, seems to

lations in fire for getting rid of sin.

have been a name applied to a kind of hermits in ancient
India.
They are also mentioned in the Bnhadarawyaka IV.
3, 22. They were not, therefore, Buddhist ascetics who
seem to have adopted that old name. The epithet of urdhvamanthins seems to mean 'those who churn upwards/
The churning meant by this epithet was probably the churning of mind's flame towards heaven towards that which is

high in contra-distinction to that of animalism.
This epithet may be compared with the epithet of urdhvaretasa/i applied to religious celebates^ meaning those
" whose seed remains
have arisen
chaste." It

spiritually

may

above,

by

Hirawyaretas whose flame
goes upward. About churning out the Spiritual Fire, the
Lord of the Heart, the $vetasvatara-upanishad I. 14 says
*
Making his atman (mind) the lower aram wood and the syllable
the
Om [repeated in
Japa dhyana] the upper wood, and by churning

likening their pure

life to fire

:

again and again with (the rope of) dhyana (contemplation), man
should see the Lord like the hidden [fire generated by attrition].

The Vatarasanas
X, 136, as

are mentioned even in the Etgrveda,

Munis, along with a being, who appears to be
and Muni. ICesin means one who
" ascetic
loose hair and muni the
in

their chief, called Kesin

wears long

inspired or
a state of ecstacy." The hymn says t
* There are two
sariram aranim
patJias of this verse, one reading,
kntvl', and the other, 'atmanam aranim kritva'. The latter seems to
:

'

be preferable, atman here meaning mind.
f The translation given
his Texts, IV. p. 318)

and

is to

a great extent in the words of Muir (vide

also of Griffith.
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1.

Kesin supports agni (fire), Kesin visha (water), Kesin earth
Kesin is all Svar (heaven) to look upon. Kesin is called

and sky.

this Light.

The Munis who are Vatarasanas wear pisaiga, reddish or
2.
*
they follow the swift course of
orange-coloured, soiled (garments)
the wind when [they as, or like] the gods have entered [it as their
;

vehicle],
3.

Transported with our Munihood, we have passed through the
mortals, behold even our bodies [that can pass
You,

winds.

through the winds].
The Muni, a friend appointed
4.

for the doing of ritual

worship

(?)

to every god, f flies through antariksha, the region of the air, seeing
all

forms.

5.

The

Yata

steed of

(the wind), the friend of

Yayu

(the

wind

god), the Muni, impelled by the gods, dwells ;in both the oceans, the

eastern and the western.
6.

Treading the path of Gandharvas,

beasts, Kesin, the

knower

Apsarases, and sylvan
is a sweet and most

of (our) keta, wish,

delightful friend.
7.
Yayu churned for him, and pounded things most hard to bend
when Kesin along with Budra drank from the cup of visha (water).

5

About
says

this

hymn,

Prof.

Roth,

quoted by Dr.

Muir,

:

"The hymn shows

the conception that by a life of sanctity
verse
the
muni can attain to the fellowship of the
3)
(mauneya,
deities of the air, the Yayus, the Rudras, the Apsarases, and the

Gandharvas

;

and furnished

travel along with

them on

like

them with wonderful powers, can

their course.

Transcending even

this,

the

verse before us says that the beautiful-haired, the long-haired, that
is to say, the Muni, who during the time of his austerities, does not

shave his hair, upholds fire, moisture, heaven, and earth, and resembles the world of light, ideas which the later literature so largely
contains."

Vabarasana is rendered by Mr.

Griffith as "wind-girdled,"

and by Dr. Muir as "wind-clad, i.e., naked." The latter
cannot be the original meaning as verse 2 says that the
* The
original for soiled is mala, the very word by which the ascetic is
'
'
designated in the expression kim nu malam kirn ajinam in the Harisfcandra story of tue Ait.-brahmana.
f The original is Munir devasya-devasya saukntyaya sakha hitaA
The Muni, a friend fitted to gain the beneficent aid of every god."
"
Muir ; " The Muni, made associate in the holy work of every god
:

"

Griffith.

:
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garments. The unshaven longhaired Muni cannot have been an ascetic of the order of
soiled

sannyasin (mentioned in the Sutras of Apastamba and
others and continued even to the present day) who shaved
his head and
gave up all worship through the sacred fire,

having mentally placed the

fire finally in his

time of his taking up the order.

heart at the

It is difficult to

make

out

what wiud-girdled(vata=wind,rasana=rope,girdle) meant.
Let me make a conjecture. Men girdle up their loins when
doing hard work and walking long distances, so that the
girdle represents strength

;

also breath is held

when

lifting

up a great weight or ascending a steep place, or striving
in doing other hard work, so that breath also represents

Yogism

strength.

of

some kind or other may have been in

existence even from before the time of the EJg-veda side
by side with ritualism.
may easily suppose that the

We

wise

men

of those

days sat with closed eyes for hours, held

breath over and over and exhibited bodily signs as if
striving to see or divine or achieve some spiritual thing by
people who had implicit
faith in them believed they could secure spiritual as well as
temporal benefits such as health, wealth and prosperity.
the merit of which the

common

All this was not imposture, the wise

formances.

men

themselves in

own perhome
wandered
When such men renouncing

their ecstatic state

must have had

faith in their

and ill-fed, walking great disno fixed destination but led
with
be
sometimes
may
on by the course of the wind itself, in imitation of the
heavenly objects, namely the clouds and the sun, moon and
from place

to place, ill-clad

tances,

which are always moving in the sky when thus they
walked long distances performing their breath-exercise and
contemplation during their daily halts, did it come to be
stars

believed that wind, the practised breath, itself was their
?
girdle, their strength, carrying them over the country
are
and
In Rv. X. 72, 7, the Devas are likened to yatis
stated to bring forward Surya, the sun,

hidden

in the sea.

Tati

is

another

be applied to the ascetic and
28

is

name

who was
that has

lying

come

from the root yat, to

to

strive,
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achieve.

Sramawa seems

to

be derived from sram, to exert

very much, practice austerity.
Granting that ascetics existed at the time of the Rig-

veda and were believed
does not appear to

it

to possess

me

human ascetic or ascetics.
whom it looks upon as the

extraordinary powers,
that the hymn describes any
It

real
to

seems to describe some god

Muni
Mr.

possessing extraordiGriffith, Sayawa takes

nary powers. According
Kesin to be the sun, and there can be no doubt that Kesin
of the first

and

verses 4 and

last verses is

identical with the

Muni

of

would take Kesin to be the Deity of
Sacrifice conceived as an extraordinary luminary, whose
5.

I

presence is seen in all lights, in the sacrificial fire Agni here
who is the Purohita or priest honouring all the gods, and

who

is

known

as vayu-sakha, the friend of wind,

and so&ish-

in the sun, the great Light in
;
from east to west overseeing all the

kesa, having flaming hair

the sky,

who

passes on

nay, in the whole svar or the star-bedecked heaven.
The Munis of verse 2 are evidently the solar rays darting
through the air, and verse 3 is put into their mouth they

things

;

:

have come a long distance through the air, and they ask the
mortals to see and enjoy them. To such a great Muni who
is

toiling or exerting for the

cool drink prepared on a

cordingly,

Vayu

good of

grand

all

the creatures, some

scale should

be

offered.

Ac-

himself, the associate of tempestual rain,

the powerful god bending the unbending trees, churns for
him. Churns what ? Apparently the huge rain cloud that
is

agitated

by the winds, and the

rain that comes in torrents

the cup that is offered. In quaffing it, Kesin may be
viewed as another god, namely Indra. If so, Rudra with
whom he drinks may well be taken to have meant originally

is

Rudra-gawa, the troop of the Maruts who always attend
upon Indra Marutvan.

Vishanot only means water but poison. Kesin's drinking,
visha is a saying, which the riddle-loving poets of the
Purawic period were not likely to pass over without weaving
"
The allusion " Dr. Muir says " in the
a legend about it.
7th verse of the hymn before us to Rudra drinking water
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possibly have given rise to the legend of his

drinking poison (visha) ." The legend of Rudra drinking
poison is connected with the legend of the churning of
the sea by the Devas for getting their amnta or nectar,
and what is pertinent to our essay, it is the form of
tortoise

which Vishwu among other forms assumes in that

legend that has come to be popularly looked upon as
his Tortoise incarnation.
Also, the words vatarasaua and

urdhvamanthin of the

Taitt. Arawyaka appear to be the
hidden piv6t on which the gist of the riddle of the Puranic
legend about the churning for nectar turns. That story

variedly described in the epics and Purawas in the
Mahabharata I. adh. 17 19; in the Ramaya?ial, sarga 45;

is

in the

Vishnu-purawa

I.

adh. 9

;

in the

Bbagavata-purawa

VIII. adh. 5-9.

The legend

in the

Mahabharata

is

incorporated in the

which a bet takes place
Suparwopakhyana,
between Kadru and Vinata, the two wives of Kasyapa, as
according to

to the colour of Indra's horse TJfc&aissravas,

Vinata main-

taining that it is pure white ; to disprove her Kadru gets
her children the snakes to enter the tail of the horse and

make

it

thus defeating Vinata by deceit
slave, but says at last that she would

appear blackish

Kadru makes her her

;

release her from slavery if her son the powerful bird
Suparna should bring nectar from Indra's heaven in

order that the snakes might drink

it

and become immortal;

by conquering Indra himself, gives it to
Suparwa brings
his
mother Vinata released ; but by the
and
Kadru,
gets
time the snakes get ready to drink it, Indra comes unawares
it

to heaven.
The Valakhilya
in
an
the
of
play
story
Supama which
important part
I have explained in the first volume.
The legend about

and takes away the pot back
-Bi'shis

the churning for nectar is narrated in order to explain
how, along- with nectar and other objects, the horse

UMais-sravas also was obtained by churning the ocean
It is to this effect

.

:

The Devas assembled on the golden mountain Meru and performed
God Narayawa
intent upon getting amnta (nectar).

austerity
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Brahma that if the Devas and Asuras should join together and
churn the ocean by putting in it all kinds of oshadhis, medicinal
plants, the nectar would be generated. There was mount Mandara
told

peak going eleven thousand yojanas high into the sky
going by an equal disbance deep into the earth a very
mountain
lovely
containing all kinds of trees and plants and all kinds
of birds and beasts. This mountain was to be used as the churn bufc
with

and

ifcs

its roots

;

the Devas were unable to pull it out. Narayawa, together with
Brahma, got Ananta, the king of serpents, to pull it out and place it
in the ocean.

The Devas and Asuras begged the king

of the waters

the ocean) to suffer himself to be churned, and he consented on
condition of getting a share in the drink. They then got Kurma(i.e.,

king Tortoise, to offer his back as the seat for mount Mandara
upon in the water of the ocean, and the churning commenced
by using serpent Vasuki as the churning rope coiling around the
mountain. The Asuras (considering it below their dignity to hold
raja,

to stand

held the head side of Vasuki and the Devas the tail
Ananta would now and then hold up Vasuki's head and
tarn it towards the side where Narayawa and the Devas were, and
the current of wind that issued from the mouth of Vasuki (breathing hard under the process) was accompanied by smoke and flashes
of fire and became rain clouds whose showers relieved the fatigue

the

tail side)

side.

of the Devas.
The churning killed many aquatic lives in the
ocean, while the fire that caught the upper side of the mountain
drove out many lions and other beasts from their thickets and

Then Indra put out the fire by rain. All kinds
and plants were put into the ocean and churned and their
juice made the Devas immortal; the churned water itself turned
But the real nectar did not come up
into milk and butter.
destroyed them.
of trees

Begged by Brahma,
yet and the churners were quite exhausted.
Narayam infused power into them and the churning went on with
redoubled vigour. In course of time there sprang forth from the
water, one after another, the moon Soma, Sri (goddess of wealth)
clad in white, Sura (the goddess of spirituous liquor), the White
Horse, and the gem called Kaustubha, which, dazzling with light,

went and adorned Narayawa's chest. The Moon Soma, Sri, Sura
and the Horse went in the path of the sun (in the sky) to where
the Devas were. And then Dhanvantari rose up from the water
Also an
bearing a white vessel containing the wished for nectar.
elephant having four tusks came up and was taken by Indra. Also
effect of too much churning, the most deadly poison called

by the

came up, the very smell of which put everything into
but
at the word of Brahma, /Siva poured it into his mouth
stupor,
and made it to be absorbed in his neck. Thenceforward he became
kalakutfa

,

having blue-black neck.

Seeing this wonder, the Asuras
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became hopeless. In order to get the nectar and Sri (for themThen
selves), the Asuras showed great valour against the Devas.
Narayana appeared among them in the form of a mosfc beautiful

by whom they deposited the vessel of nectar
with her and fought a terrible battle with each other. Narayawa
along with Nara brought away the pot from the Asuras. While the
female, bewitched

battle

was raging, the Devas came up

(in batches)

and drank the

nectar from the hands of Vishwu (Narayana in the female form).
this, one of the Asuras, namely Rahu, came assuming the
form of a Deva, but just as the drink was reaching his throat, the
sun and moon (the celestial witnesses) cried out that he was an

Knowing

when Vishnu cut off his head by discharging the
The headless Rahu (the eclipse) grasps the sun
and moon as his perpetual enemies even now. Then giving up
the female form, Narayarca along with Nara fought with the Asuras
and killed a great number of them, while the rest ran away and hid
themselves, some in the waters of the ocean, and others in the
bowels of the earth. Thus the Devas conquered the Asuras, and
Asura

in disguise,

7cakra

weapon.

Indra kept the pot of nectar, appointing Kiriiin (another

Nara) as

its

Such

is

name

of

guardian.*

the purport of the story in the Mahabharata.
enemies of the Devas alias the Saras by

It designates the

the

names

of Asuras, Danavas, Danujas, Daiteyas, Ditijas,

sometimes compounding these names as Asura-Danavas,
Danava-Daiteyas or Daitya-Danavas. The ocean churned

Samudra, Sagara, Akuits water is called lavanambhas,
and
para, Apamuidhi,
salt water.
Of these Kalasodadhi is a strange name which,
it is
explained, must have arisen by likening the ocean to
is

called Kalasa or Kalasodadhi,

a kalasa or

pofc

in connection with the churning.

The Ramayawa

as well as the Vishwu-puraMa

and Bhaga-

vata-purawa say that the ocean churned was Kshirasamudra,
the ocean of milk. The Ramayana does not say anything

about the Tortoise, as
haustive.

its

version does not appear to be ex-

It says to this effect

:

In the olden time of Knta-yuga the sons of Aditi and Diti, in
order to [get atnnta, nectar, and thereby] become immortal and
* The Mahabharata
speaks of Nara and Mrayawa in the dual in many
as
ancient
as
#ishis,
gods. The Pandava brother Arjuna also is
places

Nara and Kiriiin, but as au incarnation of the ancient Nara. The
Vishmi and Bhag. Purawas do not say anything about Nara in connection

called

with the churning of the ocean.
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free

from

illness,

used Mandara as the churn and Vasuki as the

churning rope, and churned the ocean of milk. At the end of
a thousand years there sprang forth from the water (1) Dhanvantari with Aanda and kamawcZalu [the stick and pot of celebates, or ascetics], (2) sixty kotis (six

nymphs who, by reason
(as wives)

hundred millions)

by anybody, became common women,*

daughter of Varuraa,

of

Apsaras

of their a-pratigrahana or non-reception

whom

(3)

Varuni, the

the sons of Diti did not receive, but

who was received by the sons of Adifci, hence the names of A-suras
and Suras applied respectively to the sons of Diti and the sons of
Aditi,f (4) the horse U&&aissravas, (5) the gem kaustubha. Similarly
the nectar came up. On its account a battle ensued between the

Suras and Asuras.

Vishwu, assuming a most bewitching form

female), carried the nectar (for the Suras),

down

against him were felled

(of a

and those that went

in the battle.

The Vislmu-piira?ia commences its story by introducing
the irate eccentric ascetic Rishi Durvasas, an amsa or incarnation' of god /Sankara (Siva).
Its purport is this
:

This Bislai took a garland of Santanaka flowers from the hands of
a Vidyadhari nymph, wore it in the jafa or matted hair of his head
and, meeting Indra going on his elephant, threw

it up for Indra,
on the head of the elephant, which took it in its proboscis and threw it down. Seeing this the irate Rishi said to Indra

who placed

it

:

Inasmuch as through pride you have failed to place the flower on
your head and salute me, you will lose your Sri, wealth, and satva,
valour.'
Accordingly Indra lost them and consequently men became
'

unrighteous, and Indra and the Devas were conquered by the Asuras.
Thus conquered the Devas went to Brahma, who took them to

Vishwi, and, as advised by the latter, the ocean of milk was churned
by using Mandara as the churn and Vasuki as the rope. The Tor-

Mandara was a form of Vislmu himself. The
came up were (1) the cow Surabhi (Kamadhenu),

toise that supported

objects that
(2)

Varuwi,

(3)

the tree called Parijata, (4) the Apsaras nymphs,
(Siva took, (6) the poison, which the snakes took,

whom

(5)

the moon,

(7)

Dhanvantari with the pot of nectar, and

who lodged

herself in the chest of

(8)

Vishmu.

the goddess

/Sri,

By drinking

the

nectar served by Vish?zu as the bewitching female, and worshipping
*

The so-called non-reception as wives seems to conceal a pun upon
Apsarases as either Apasaritas, those that were sent out, or Abhisarikas,
those that go after lovers.
f This

is

simply a pun.

their enemies the Devas
liqour, is

When

the asu-ras came to be read as a-suras,

were designated suras, and as varmii, the spirituous

synonymous with

sura, she is assigned here to the Suras,
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Sri, the Devas were enabled to overcome the Asuras
and get back the kingdom of heaven with all its former glory.

the goddess

Thus this Purawa, contradicting the Mahabharata about
$iva's drinking the poison, says that the snakes took it.
The Bhagavata-purawa which follows the Vish%u-purarca in
the

main

from

differs

respect and says, like the
drank the poison and became

it in this

Mahabliarata, that <Siva
Nilakaw^a. But while the Mahabharata and the

Rama-

yawa say that Varuwi went to the side of the Devas and
was taken by them, the Bhagavata-purawa says that she was
taken by the Asuras.* That Purawa adds an incident not mentioned in the other works. It says that hearing that Vishnu

had distributed the Soma,

i.e.,

nectar

to the

Devas by

assuming the beautiful female form, Siva came there and
said that he was very anxious to see that lovely form, that
Yishwu appeared in that female form, but that as soon as
Siva saw her he was so much overpowered by love that he
embraced her, and that his refcas [mind's retas] overflowed

and became gold and silver.
The main feature of the legend

is the churning of the
ocean for the nectar by treating Mount Mandara as the
churn and the serpent Vasuki as the rope. The Mahabha-

rata in the

Supamopakhyana uses the word Soma as the
many places, and we know from the

alias of nectar in

jK*g-veda that the sacred Soma is the drink of atnnta,
immortality. To the knower the real and therefore the

amn'ta or immortal, and the most gladdening drink is his
own true state as the all-loving Self. I take this legend of
the epics and the Purawas to be a Vedantic parable, for
the Upanishads teaching the Sell: as the highest aim of the
Knower are much older than them and must have been
well studied in their days.

Soma

Let the sacrificers drink their

as the symbol of immortality, but the drink of the

knower

is

the Self.

In order to brew that drink he must
sweat

like a giant.

He must become

enthusiastic thinker,
*

strive, toil

and

Tapasvin or Muni, the

and Yati or Sramawa, the enthusiastic

Bhag.-purama VIII.

8,

sloka 29.
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And

toiler, striver.

What

and ocean.

must work mightily with mountain

lie

are they

?

I would take the mountain to signify mind and the ocean
the realm of the heart, known in the Upanishads as the
akasa or sky of the heart.
have seen in the essay on

We

Granga that the sky of the heart

is

the so-called ocean.

are sometimes viewed as identical and
sometimes as distinct but closely connected. *
There may be a mountain called Mandara, so named from

The heart and mind

The name

derived from the root mand,
allied to mad, to delight and Mandara or Mandara
also the name of one of the five fabulous trees of Indra's

its loveliness.

is

which is
is

;

The

heaven.

selection of this

mountain Mandara for the

churn may be due to the name being similar in sound
to niantha, churning stick.
In the world of ethics mind
is

no small thing.

It is

not easy to ascend, and
of wild beasts, the

its

a mountain
jungle

untamed

is

the

to

whose top

home

it is

of all kinds

desires.

a serpent selected for the rope instead of any
I think it is simply to illustrate the
giant creeper ?
meaning of vatarasana, wind-rope, in a riddling manner.

Why

is

Vatasana, wind-eater,

and the hissing thing

To

bag.

the Yati his

is
is

one of the names of the serpent,
as it were a long rope-like wind

prawayama exercise

rope of breath, strength, in the coils of

mind

is as it

were the

which he binds his

he performs his mano-nigraha.
put the coil round the mind, but there are
the Devas and Asuras, the good and bad inclinations re:

It is well to

spectively,

their

own

who

side,

vie with each other in pulling the

mind

and thus the mind-mountain whirls

to

like

a

churn alternately this side and that side in the ocean of
the heart.

The rope of strength and the labour of yatitva
common to both the good and the bad,

or sramawatva are

the good striving to do good, the bad striving to do bad.
The j uice extracted by the labour of the good is the joy
* The
Ait.-up. says
hudayam nirabhidyata, hridayan mana/i (I. 4)
fcandrama mano bhufcva, hndayam pravisat (II. 4) ; Tad etadhndayam
:

manas

fcaitat (V. 2)

Vide the Upanishad-vakya-kosa of Col. G. A. Jacob.

;
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while

tlie

poison, death.

is,

amrifcatvasya isanah, the

juice extracted

by

Yislwu or Purusha,

according to the Purusha-siikla,

Lord

of immortality

;

and

he

so

distributes the drink of the joy of immortality to the Devas.
He is made to assume the female form probably because

the distribution or serving of food is the duty of the mistress of the house.
When this drink of immortality is

obtained by churning the ocean of the heart well, the Devas
are enabled to kill the Asuras.

About

$iva's drinking the poison

and thereby becoming

Nilakaw/ia, the Rudra-section of the Taitt. Sambita (IV. 5),
in praising that god by various names, calls him tamra, red,
arima, tawny, babhru, reddish-brown, kapardin, wearing
the hair of the head wound in the form of a shell or having

shaggy

hair,

harikesa,

having

blue-black

tawny
neck,

hair,

and

sitikaw>i/z,a,

sahasraksha,

having
having a thousand eyes. Rudra is identical with Agni
whose very grand celestial form is the sun, to whom the
above, names would very well apply. The sun is sahasramsu,
nilagriva,

having a thousand rays.
he

By fancying

the rays to be so

sahasraksha.

Nilagriva or NilakanfTia
is a name of the peacock, having blue neck and beautiful
feathers.
By calling Rudra Nilagriva the sun Rudra seems

many

eyes,

is

to be likened to the peacock,

name

and

this is supported

by another

dancer.
namely Mahanaia,
The peacock dances, and is also called bhujangabhuk,
the eater of serpents. The -Ki'g-veda I. 191 is about venomof

the great

Radra,

ous reptiles, which come unseen in the night and sting or
bite men ; they are therefore called ad?"shia, unseen, lurk-

kinds of grass but their enemy, their antidote,
is the sun, for the poet says to this effect
The visva-dnshtfa or all-seen Sun rises from the. bills in the east

ing in

all

;

:

and the Yatudhanis or evil spirits, burning
them, eating them away (verses 8 and 9). I hang the poison (visha)
in the Sim he will not die, nor shall we die (v. 10).
reptile

killing the unseen things

!

;

This

little

* " This

bird Sakuntika * hath swallowed

all

thy poison up

;

she

according to S&yana, the bird which we call the f ran
ooline partridge, said to be a ' remover of poison '."
Griffith,
little

29

bird

:
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will

not

die,

nor shall we die

(v. 11).

The three-times seven bright
up the poison's

sparks [the rays of the solar fire] have swallowed
strength; they will not die, uor shall we die (v. 12).

I have secured

the ninety and nine rivers that have power to
the
venom's
course (v. 13). The three times seven peahens
stay
(mayfirya/i}, the seven maiden sisters, have carried away thy venom,

the names of

all

water in their jars

like girls carrying

The

bird

little

(v. 14).*

The
dawn
same

either the sun or dawn.

may be

peahens, the rivers and the sisters may be the
spoken of in the plural. The hymn seems to have been

a spell to be uttered for
driving off
the effects of poison which, producing unconsciousness
and blindness of vision as it does, seems to be likened

composed as

to the evil spirits of the blinding darkness of the night,
and it may be that the deities Sun and Dawn are mentally seen in the antidotes administered,

from a wish that

they should prove as effective in removing the stupor of
the patient as those lights in removing darkness. Thus
there

is in

out any

the Vedas the sun

harm

ture this feat

known

to himself
is

;

and

swallowing poison withif in the Purawic litera-

attributed to Rudra, he

is

a god

for his jalasha-bheshaja, effective medicine,

is called

Mntyunjaya, the conqueror of death.

who

is

and he

This god

who has developed himself in the post Vedic literature
into a god known for his matted hair, skin-clothing, tapas
seems to have been identified by the
Paurawics with the Vatarasana Muni Kesin of the Rigveda X. 136 who drinks the cup of visha. and therefore it

and

asceticism

would appear Rudra

is

made

to swallow the poison

spoken

of in our legend,
Nilagriva as a name of Rudra having
in
Yedic days, the Paurawics had simply
even
the
existed
to utilize

him

in this story

and say that he became blue-

necked because he swallowed the poison.
Regarding Rudra' s being overpowered by love by seeing
Vishwu's Mohini or bewitching female form, it may be asked,
Is this incident
extol Yishnu

of

added in the Bha.g.-purawa in order to
expense of Rudra by showing that even

at the

* Verses 15 and 16 are about a
thing called Kushu.in.hha.ka, the meaning
which is not clear.
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he was not able to get over Vishnu's
maya ? That may be
the outward appearance of the riddle, but the Pura-na could
not have forgotten the real nature of Rudra as the

destroyer

We

of Oupid.

have seen in the essay on Kumara that
Rudra's marriage with UmH, even after his
destroying
Cupid

his spiritual

is

also, as

Rudra

marriage with Brahma vidya.

So here

the great Vatarasana ascetic urdhvaretas
or urdhvamanthin, the wonderful retas that flows as
gold

and
Self,

is

can only be the most precious enlightened
the Retas of Mind, as explained in connection with

silver

Kumara. To the Knower there is not a greater Beauty
than the Supreme Self in whose embrace he feels extreme
spiritual joy.*

Kamadhenu

Surabhi

or

is

that wonderful

cow from

whom

the gods could milk the fulfilment of any desires
they might cherish.
Similarly the tree Parijata, otherwise

called

gods

Kalpavnksha,

is

the wonderful tree yielding to the

their wishes in the shape of fruits.

all

The knowers

be satya-kamas and satya-sankalpas, desiring only
ought
for that which ought to be desired. When the Self of univerto

obtained, every desire is satisfied ; the Self is the
wonderful Cow and the Tree.
These and the other objects

sal love is

may have been subsequent additions to the story whoseoriginal concept
nectar only.

nymphs

was probably confined

to the obtaining of the
In several stories I have taken the Apsaras

to be utilized as representating all the

good qualities
and therefore they are the common women loved by all the
knowers, and as their name is derived from water, they
are accommodated in this story by saying that they toosprang
forth from the churned water.

by

his disregard of asceticism

seems to be the wealth
wealth.

There

of) fi*k, Saman

is.

The $ri which Indra

loses

represented by Durvasas
and not the, worldly

of spirituality

the Vedic saying that (the knowledge

and Yajush is the Immortal

Sri, Wealth, of the.

* About this
tad
spiritual embrace the Brih.4r.-up. IV. 3, 2, 21 says
yath& priyaya striya samparishvakto na bahyam kin&ana veda nantaram
'

:

evam evayam
kinfcana veda

purushaft Prajfiena A.tman

n&ntaram

'.

satnparisliTafcfco

na bahyam
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good *.; and so the goddess Sri tliafc springs forth may be
taken to be Brahma- vidya who, in the Taitt. Upanishad, is
called Bhargavi Varuni Vidya.
In that Upanishad the

Varuwa and

teacher

is

Bhngu, son

by him

is

called Bhargavi Varimi.

of

so the

Among

Vidya taught
other names

our goddess /Sri has the name of Bhargavi, and as Varuwi
can be taken in the sense of the daughter of Varuna, the king of ocean, Sri is made to spring from the
ocean the ocean of the heart. But this name Varuni

must have been the name
sura

also of the spirituous liquor
lovers of drink no doubt regarded as their

whom

goddess, the daughter of the god of liquids, and so
she too is included in order to make the Devas Suras
not liking the Devas to be drinkers
Bhagavata-purawa takes care to say that the
Asuras took her.
One of the names of the elephant is

by a pun, and
of sura, the

varawa, that which wards off or opposes, and vari, water,
seems to be derived from the same root and to mean that

which opposes or rushes

;

and so

it

may be

as a

pun that

the elephant, the sign of wealth and royalty, is made to
spring from the water. When the royal elephant is thus
evolved, the royal

horse also follows

suit,

but Indra's

sovereignty symbolized by these must be taken in the
sense of ethical and spiritual sovereignty.

The springing
which seems

of the

moon

also

from the ocean

is

a myth

have originated from his name abja, waterborn, a name which must have arisen by likening him to
sankha, conch. He is assigned to Siva because Siva is
to

.Kandrasekhara, having the moon in the hair of his head,
a name which I have explained elsewhere (Vide
pp. 89-91
I
do
not
know
what
the
kaustubha
means.
ante).
gem
the sky of the heart, likened to the ocean,
really churned, still as the outward garb of the riddle
refers to the ocean, it is likely that some
phenomena of

Although

that

it is

is

nature are utilized as metaphors.

two prevailing,
*

'

In India the wind has

alternative directions,

RiJc&h 'samani

Yajumshi, s& hi

srir

from

south-west

araHta satam.'
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summer months, and from north-east in autumn
The wind therefore is like a huge, hissing
serpent that may be fancied to be drawn alternately by the

in the

and

winter.

two opposite powers of the periods of Day and Night,
churning or agitating the seas, and the sky-ocean of the
atmosphere, and producing the beneficent rain of bright

summer, and the

killing cold

and

frost of

dark winter. Our

water, but the sky-ocean is of sweet water
showering the sweet rains, and as sweet water is payas,
meaning also milk, there is the riddle that the milky ocean

ocean

is of salt

was churned.

This

menal garb of the
of

it

and

is all

sfcory.

that can explain
religious lesson.

its

that can be said of the phenoonly the esoteric meaning

It is

details

and teach

a useful, moral

THE MAN-LION.
Immediately after the story about the Boar incarnation
231 238, narrates the

of Vishnu, the Harivamsa, adh.

story about Vishnu's Man-lion incarnation.
this effect

Briefly it is to

;

Hiranyakasipu, the Adipurusha or First of the Daityas, performed
a great tapas, immersed in water for thousands of years. Pleased
with his tapas and his sama, datna, and brahma/carya (equanimity,
self-control, practise of sacred

peared before

god Brahma ap-

knowledge), the

him with the Vasus, Rudras, Adityas, Maruts>

Yakshas, Rakshases, Kinnaras,

all

the directions, rivers, seas, stars,

planets, Devas, Brahmarshis, Rajarshis, Siddhas, the Seven Bishis,
Gandharvas and Apsarases, and told him that he would grant him
'

Let none of the
anything he might wish for. Hiranyakasipu said
Devas, Asuras, Yakshas, Uragas, Rakshasas, men, and evil spirits
be able to kill me with any kind of weapons, either wet or dry, either
:

in day or night, either in heaven, or in the sky or in the earth, or in
the nether world. But let me be killed by one who may be able to
kill

me

along with

all

my

belongings (sabhntyabalavahanam) by a
Lefc me become the sun, moon, Vayu

single stroke of his hand.
(wind),

Hutasana

region), all

(the

fire),

the directions,

water, the
all

the stars,

antariksha

(atmospheric

Kama, Krodha,

Varu?ia,

Vasava (Indra), Yama, Dhanada, the god of wealth and of the
Yakshas and Kimpurushas all these I myself should be. Let all
kinds of heavenly weapons attend upon

me and

The god Brahma granted

as soon as Hiranyakasipu ob-

all this.

But

be available to me.'

tained this boon, he molested the Brahmans, defeated the Devas, took

possession of heaven and the three worlds, and made the Daityas
fit to be
worshipped in sacrifices in the place of the Devas. Solicited

by the Devas, Vishnu made up his mind to kill Hirawyakasipu,
and, going to the side (the jungle) of the Himalaya mountain,
assumed the Narasihma (man-lion) form, half of which was that of

man and

the other half of lion, a form as brilliant in splendour

as the sun and moon.

In this form, and with no other associate than

the syllable

Om, he went to the sabha or hall of Hiranyakasipu, a hall
situated on Nakapnsh^a, the back of heaven, capable of travelling
in the sky at will,
surpassing the sun and moon in splendour, and
one in which neither hunger nor thirst was felfc. [Here comes a
long description of the hall, its contents, and the names of the
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were seated iu it, including Dasagriva and Yali.]
Seeing him, all the Daityas exclaimed, What a form of splendour V
Prahrada, the son of Hiranyakasipu, saw with divine eyes (divyena
fcakshusha) that the Lion was Deva (God) himself, and he addressed

Daityas that

'

his father thus

'

This divine Man-lion form, which is avyaktaprais a mystery), was never seen nor heard

:

bhava (one whose origin
Ib looks as if

before.

it

In the

portends destruction to the Daibyas.

body of this Man-lion are located all the seas, rivers, mountains, sun, moon, stars, planets, Agni, Dhauada, Varima, Yama,Sakra
(Indra), Maruts, Devas, Gandharvas, &c., the god Brahma, the god
sarira or

Pasupati (Rudra) in his forehead, the earth, the sky, all the worlds,
things movable and immovable, the progenitor Manu, the Fathers, all
the creatures, yourself, myself, and all the Daityas,
The whole uniis seen in him as in (a mirror like) the clear moon.' Hearing this

verse

Hira?zyakasipu ordered the Danavas to catch the Lion, or, if catching
was not possible, bo kill him. But the Lion roared and demolished

Then Hirawyakasipu himself discharged all his weapons
them comes here], but they were not able to make any
impression upon the Lion. Many Danavas were killed by him and
their mayas (magical powers) rendered ineffectual. Then Hirawyakasipu became very angry, with the result that the universe was
the

hall.

[a long list of

enveloped in darkness, and there occurred
list

them conies

o

Sukra

them.

many evil portents [a long
questioned his priest Sukra about
In the country in whioh such portents occur,

here].
'

said,

would be

either the king

'

he pronounced his

He

sway taken away.' So saying,
benediction and went home.
Then

killed or his
'

Svasbi

Hiranyakasipu took his gada, club, and sallied forth in great
anger like the Firsb-born Boar (varaha iva purrajafe),* shaking the

[Here comes a long description of the

earth.

effects

produced in

all

places by the shaking of the earth.] The terrified Devas implored bhe
Lion to kill Hirawyakasipu, and accordingly in the fight that ensued,

the Lion, whose associate was the syllable
nails of his

hand and

Om,

killed Hirawyakasipu..

dealt a blow by the

The Devas and Brahma

praised the Man-lion Yishwu. [Here comes a long praise extending
over many verses, nine of which have this chorus repeated nine

times

:

tvam ahur agryam purusham purawam

'
:

Thou, the wise

say,,

art the Best Ancient Purusha.']

About

this Man-lion incarnation

of Vishnu, the

Vahni-

purawa, quoted in the Va&aspatya under the word Hirawyakasipu, says

;

Daitya Hirawyakasipu performed a great tapas for a thousand
years with head downward and without taking any food. Brahma,
was pleased with him and told him to ask for a boon. He said, I want
'

* This

is

an allusion to the Boar form of Vishnu.
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by

indestructibility

night.

being

all

called

all

with any kind of weapons either in day or in

should conquer all and have sarvadevatva, the quality of,
the gods, with the (eight) aisvaryas or lordly attainments

I

awima, &o.'

Brahma

celestial (divya) sabha, hall.

'

said, Be it so,' and gave him also a
This ancient Hirawyakaaipu is sung in

[old] slokaSj fame-proclaiming verses.*

Daitya Hirawyakasipu traversed, there
saluted him.

He

formerly.

Such was the greatness

Whatever
all

[direction]

King

the Devatas and JRishis

of Daitya Hiranyakasipu

reigned for fourteen Manvantaras, becoming himself

Agni, Moon (Soma), Vayu, Indra, Water (Varuwa). To him Vishwi
He
(in the form of) Narasihma, Man-lion, became Mntyu (Death).

was torn with the

nails only (of Man-lion), for the nails are

heard to

be neither dry nor wet.

Under

the word Nnsihma, the Va&aspatya quotes Agtriwhich
says that assuming the form of Man-lion
purawa,
the sabha of the lord of the Daityas.
entered
Vishwi

The Vislwu-purjwa,

I.,

adh. 16

20, in

speaking about

Hirawyakasipn, gives a long description of his persecuting
his own son Prahlada, because the latter proves himself to
be a bhakfca, devotee, of Vishnu. It is to the following
effect

:

Becoming elated by the boon obtained from Brahma,Hirarayakasipu
(i.e., the whole universe) and performed
the
of
function
Indratva,
Indra, becoming himself Savita (sun),

conquered the three worlds

Vayu, Agni, Varuna, Soma, Dhanadhipa, Yama, and eating all the
sacrificial oblations himself.
Sung by the G-andharvas, he enjoyed
His son Prahlada was a young
all pleasures and was fond of drink.
boy studying under the family teachers. One day he questioned
his son as to what good lesson (subhashita) he had learnt as being
the very essence (sarabhuta) [of knowledge]. Prahlada said, Hear,
father, composedly the essence (of knowledge) that is lodged in
my fcetas, soul or mind A/cyuta, the Indestructible (Vishwu), with'"

:

out beginning, middle, or end, with neither increase nor decrease, is
the Cause of all causes Whom I salute '. Hearing this vipaksha-stuti
or praise of the opposite side, Hirawyakasipu got angry and took the
teachers to task. They denied having ever taught the boy what he
said,

and the boy, when asked,

'The Teacher

Him, the Supreme
'

fatlier

:

Fool

undaunted

'

Who

taught thee this?' replied,
without
who can teach whom P ' The

of the world is Visb/wu stationed in the heart

!

father

Self,

Who

is

!

Vislwu whom you mention again and again

in the presence of me, the isvara or lord of the

* Sloka

means

;

not.

only

verse,,

Universe

but also fame, reputation.

*

?
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great place or state (paramam-

padam), not describable by word, is contemplated by the Togins,
from Him the universe has sprung, He is (the Self of) the
'
universe, the Great Lord (Paramesvara).' The father : While I am

where

existing,

is

another having the epithet of

Paramesvara

?

Prating like this again and again, you are courting death.' The
son :
Not only to me, father, but to all people and to yourself is
'

Vislmu the Brahmabhuta, the Creator and Destroyer (dhata and
'

the Great Lord.
Be kind. Why are you angry ?
Ah What evil-doer has entered into this boy's
The father :
heart that be prates like this ?
The son :
Vishnu has entered

vidhata),

'

!

'

'

my heart, but has encompassed the universe and
everywhere yoking me and you and all in our works.' Prahlada
did not give up Vishwu even after a further tuition under the Daitya
not only into

is

His father ordered

teachers.

was inimical

to

thinking that he
All kinds of weapons

his being killed,

svapaksha, his

own

side.

were used, serpents were made to bite him, elephants were made to
trample him under their feet, but by his praise of Vishnu no harm
came to him. He was then put in burning fire, bub it became cool.
His teachers rescued him from his father saying that they would
try their teaching again upon him, but instead of his being
converted, he preached Visiwu to his comrades, the other Daitya
boys of the school. Seeing this, the teachers gave him up back to

The most deadly poison called halahala was then administered to him, but he digested it. Kntya or sorcery was then
tried, but, unable to do any harm to him, it recoiled upon the
priests who were employed in it and killed them. He took pity upon
his father.

them, prayed to Viah?in, got them resuscitated, and said to them that
he was friendly to all. Hearing this they blessed him to prosper, and
went away. The maya or magic of Asura $ambara and many other

means
long
in

of destruction

stotra,

Whom is

all,

from

but he praised Vishnu in a
Salutation again and again to Vishwu,
has come all, and Who is the support of

were availed of

concluding thus

Whom

;

'

:

reason of His sarvagatva or all-pervasion, Himself I have
become, from Me has come all. I am all, in Me is all. I myself
am the Eternal, Incorruptible Great Lord, Self -supported, Brahman,
all.

By

Great

Puman

(Purusha) in the beginning and end

'
!

Thus he con-

templated Vishwu by abheda, non-separatiou, from himself, and
getting Tanmayatva, assimilation or oneness with Him, he re-

garded himself as Vishwi, being quite oblivious of himself and any
other thing (than Vishnu). In this Yogaic state, he was able to
pass through the tortures of persecution and come out unhurt.
Then he remembered himself to be Prahlada and again praised

Who

Vishnu,

He

said

'
:

30

May

appeared before him and told him to ask for a boon.
I have steadfast bhakti, loving-faith, in. Thee always,
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and may my father be freed from the sin of persecuting *Thy devotee.'
Vishwu was pleased to comply with his wish, and also say that nirvana would come to him in the end. So sayingYishrai became invisible,
and Prahlada returned home and prostrated at the feet oE his father,
who now lovingly embraced him and, smelling him on the head with
'
son ! live.' Prahlada dutifully served his
tears in his eyes, said :
On
bis
father
father.
meeting uparati, death or quiescence, from
Yishwu in the form of Man-lion, he became King of the Daityas.*

He

reigned justly and obtained nirvana in the end.

The Bhagavata-purawa YII. adh.

2

10 gives an elaborate

account of Prahlada's persecution by his own father. It
says nothing about Prahlada's asking Yistmu to forgive

On

his father, or about his reconciliation with him.

the

contrary
says that the persecution of Yislmu's devotee
Prahlada was the cause of his father's death. After the
it

details of the persecution, the story in the

says to this effect

Bhag.-purana

:

In spite of the persecution Prahlada continues to avow his firm
faith in Yishwu, and his enraged father, with sword in hand, says,

Where

the lord of the universe other than myself ? If he is
everywhere, why is he not seen in this pillar P I shall cut off thy
is

head, let Yislmu protect thee.
sword to the pillar of the hall.

So saying, he gave a blow with the

From

that very

pillar, in

order to

word about His omnipresence, Yishwu sprang
Man-lion and killed Hirawyakasipu.

prove the devotee's
forth in the form of

Thus, according to this Purana, the Man-lion does not
come from outside and enter the hall, but springs forth

from

its pillar itself.

For

this idea,

and

also for another

which is popularly current, viz., that the Daitya was killed
on the lap of the Man-lion seated on the threshold of the
time of the evening twilight, there seem to be
other Paurawic stories much more ancient than this Purawa.

hall at the

This Purana adds a circumstance to account for Prahlada's

knowledge

by

of Yishnu.

even in extreme boyhood. Questioned
how he got his knwledge

the other Daitya boys as to

without anybody teaching it, he says to this effect
"When my father was at his tapas (intent upon, his becoming
:

* The
original
Pifcary

is this

:

uparatim nite Narasihmasvarfipifla

Yishnuna

so'pi Daifcyanam Maifcreyabhut patis tataJi.

all
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the Devas, &c.), the Devas attacked the Daifcyas, and Indra forcibly
away my pregnant mother with me in the womb. On the way

carried

Bishi Narada happened to meet Indra, rescued her from him, and
own hermitage, imparting to her the gist of

protected her in his

dharma and knowledge.

Being a female she was not able to retain
womb imbibed the know-

the knowledge long, but I that was in the
ledge and have retained it firmly.

In the Ramayawa, Sundaroka^a, Sarga 20, verse 28,
Rava7ia says to Rama's wife Sita, whom he has forcibly
brought and confined in the Asoka forest in his island of

R&ma would

Lanka, that

never be able to rescue her from

his hands, like Hirawyakasipu's Kirti that fell into

hands of Indra.*

the

The commentators Govindaraja and

Mahesatirtha say that Kirti signifies Hiranyakasipu's wife,
who according to the Bhagavata-puraua was rescued from
Indra's hands, that his wife

is

figuratively called his Kirti,

Fame,t and that the simile used by Ravana

a vai-

is

dharmya-dnshianta, meaning that Sita should never hope to
be rescued like Hirawyakasipu's wife rescued from Indra.
It is doubtful if

by Fame the Ramayawa meant a wife in real

Evidently the Ramayawa refers to an old
corporeal form.
about
the
legend
personified Fame of Hirawyakasipu, by
securing whom the god Indra also becomes famous. The
Taitt.-brahmana I., 5, 9, calls Prahrada Kayadhava,J explained by Sayajia to

mean the son

of Hirawyakasipu's wife

What Kayadhu means

Kayadhu.

is

not known.

The

Bhagavata-puraraa VI., 18, 12, says that Jambha's daughter

*NaMpi mamahastafc
f

tvara

praptum arhati Baghavafo

.

HirawayakasipoTi Kirtim Indrahastagatam iva.
"
Kirtiharanam iti bhava/i."

Bharyaharawam eva

$ This

is

said in a legend in praise of the rite called ishti to this effect

The Devag and Asuras prepared

to fight

with each other.

:

Prajapati

first son Indra, lest the powerful (baliyamsa/i) Asuras
him. (Similarly on the side of the Asuras) Prahrada Kayadhava
concealed his son Virofcana, lest the Devas should kill him. But as there

concealed his

should

kill

can be no successful war without a king, the Deyas found out (the concealed) Indra by the (merit of the) ishti rite. Further on, in the concluding portion of

Prahrada thus

'
:

I., 5,

10,

the Taitt.-brahmana says enigmatically about
(in the earth). That

Prahrada Kayadhava placed his son

(part of the earth) became pradara, rent open.'
not be drunk from a rent or crevice in the earth.

Therefore water should
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Kayadhu became Hiranyakasipu's
four sons, namely

Prahlada,

and mother of
Anuhlada, Samhlada and
wife

says after saying that the wife of Urukrama
Vamana {the wide-striding dwarf incarnation of Vislmu)
wasKirfci (Fame), whose son was Brihat-sloka (Great Praise),

Hlada.

This

it

whose sous were Saubhaga (Happiness) and
is

preceded by

This

others.

similar personifications of qualities

and

of

such as the sun's becoming the father of
the Savitri verse, of the three vyalmtis, of Agnihotra, of
sacrificial objects,

&c., and Bhaga's marrying Siddhi (Eeligious
Success) and becoming the father of Mahiman (Greatness)
and A.sih (Benediction)
While the Vislmu and Bhagavata
sacrifices,

.

Purawas read the name as Prahlada, the Hirivamsa follows
the Taitt.-brahma?ia in reading it as Prahrada, and ifc says
that the brothers of Prahrada, the son of Hirawyakasipu,

were Samhrada, Anuhrada, Hrada and Hrada, and thafc
Prahrada had three sons, Virofcana, Jambha and Kuiija.
This, so far as

Jambha

is

concerned,

is

Bhag.-purawa which, as stated above,
father of Hiranyakasipu's wife.
65, -slokas 17

says thus

:

contradicted by the
makes Jambha the

The Mahabharata

I.

adh,

in giving the genealogy of the Daityas,
Hirawyakasipu was the only son* of Diti (one of
21,

Kasyapa's wives); he had five sons, Prahlada, Samhlada,
Anuhlada, Sisi and Bashkala; Prahlada had three sons,
Viro&aua,

Kumbha and Nikumbha;

*The Harivamsa and

Virofeana's only son

Bhag.-puraa, however, say that

Hirawyaksha,

by Vishnu in his Boar incarnation, was the brother of Hiranyakasipu. The former, in the story about the Boar, says that Hiranyaksha
was the king of the Daityas with Hiranyakasipu as yuvaraja (adh. 227,
But in
v. 14). This implies the former to have been the elder brother.
dealing with the Vamana incarnation further on, the Harivamsa says
that Hirawyaksha was the younger brother of king Hiramyakasipu. The
idea of these two having been brothers seems to be a recent one, based on
the coincidence of the two names being connected with the word hirawya,
gold. Still more recent seems to be the idea found in the Bhag.-pura?ia
killed

1, 36
49, that these brothers were formerly the door-keepers of
Vishwu'a heaven, and that as they prevented the naked infaut-ftishis
Sanandana and others from entering it, not knowing that in their infant

VII.

forms they were sages, they were cursed by them to be born as Asuras in
three births, first as Hiraiiyakasipu and Hirawyaksha, then as Ravawa and
Kumbhakania, and then again as Sisupala and Daatavaktra.
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.

whose son was Asura Bawa, the attendant of
Thus the Mahabharata also reads the Daitya
king's son as Prahlada. There is Vedic precedence for this
Bali,

E'udra.

also, for in the Kaush.-br-up. III. 1, Indra says In
the highest sky (divi), surpassing many sandhas (limits?),
I have cut down the Prahladis or Prahladiyas, in the midregion (antariksha) the Paulomas, and in the earth the Kala-

reading

:

The Earn opakhy ana in the Aratiyaparvan of the
Mahabharata likens the fight between Vali and Sugriva to

kanjas.

that between Indra and Prahlada, so that there seems to
have been an old legend about the fight between Indra and
Prahlada. In the Harivamsa also, Prahrada is not the

mild devotee that he

is

in the

Vishnu and Bhag.-puraas.

Indeed, in the Deva-Danava battle that ensues again in
connection with the Vamana incarnation of Vishwu, narrated

immediately after the Man-lion incarnation, the Harivamsa
makes Prahrada fight on behalf of his grandson Bali against
'
the Devas. Eead as Prahrada, the name means one who
roars or cries,' a

it

means one who

Anusasanaparvan
76,

it

powers
is

to

be applied to the head of the

of darkness.

Eead

as Prahlada,

refreshing, cool, delightful.

of the

said that

is

name

fit

fearful Asuras, the

In the

Mahabharata, adh. 14, slokas 74

Danava Hirawyakasipu obtained

his

greatness by pleasing iSiva by his tapas, and that his son
was Mandara, which name means ' one who exhilarates/
It looks as if

Prahrada or Prahlada who fights with the

sun Indra in the sky is a metamorphosis of the moon Soma,
viewed as a terible Daitya by reason of his being the lord
of night; but viewed

in

the friendly aspect he is the
Soma drink of

delightful moon, the exhilarating, immortal

the Devas.

Prahrada's son Viro&ana also

is

a name which can be

any shining object. According to the Vafcaspatya,
has been applied to the sun, moon, and Agni. In the

applied to
it

7fAand.-up. VIII. 8, 7 and 8, Indra on the side of the Devas
and Viro/cana on the side of the Asuras go to Prajapati
to

know

the Self.

Being made

to see their reflection in

the water, Viro&ana mistakes the body itself that

is reflected
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and goes home, but Indra returns not satisfied
with the reflection, and succeeds at last in knowing the
Thus the sun Indra is utilized to
bodiless, immortal Self.

for the Self

repi'esent the successful

knower, while the moon Virofrana,
one who does not know.

utilized in the adverse aspect, is

3

f

the Powerful, seems to
be another metamorphosis of the moon, who as the lord of
Virofeana's son Bali,

the

Soma

meaning

juice represents power, strength.

In the olden days legends after legends of the fight
between the Devas and Asuras seem to have arisen and been
flowing as folklore, with divergent versions of them, and
when the time came for putting them in the epics and
PuraM-as at different periods in some supposed chronological
order, the
to

names

of the

Asura actors in those legends seem

have been worked into a sort

with much confusion in
respect of

many

of the

Although there
the Man-lion,

still

kasipu became

The

tapas.

all

is

it,

of

for no

genealogy or kinship

two accounts agree

in

names.

much divergence
all

in the legends about

agree in the fact that Hira?iya-

they
the Devas, &c. himself

B?"h.-ar.-up. I. 4, 10

15

is

by meaiis

of his

about the contem-

and it quotes
'I have become

plation of the Self only as the true loka, world,

Rishi Vamadeva's song, Eig-veda IY. 26,

Manu,
van, I

I

have become Surya (the sun), I

am the holy
1, 31.

siitra I.

himself

all

singer.'

*

This

is

1

:

am the

sage Kakshiquoted also in Brahma-

Therefore when Hira?iyakasipu becomes
all creatures
when the knower

the Devas and

I

am

;

the universe/ I am Svarai or Self -king/
says,
the worldly people may look upon him as being very
proud, as having killed all distinctions at the altar of Self ;
'

'

but in the eye of the Sastra this riddle means that, far
* The Brih.-ar.-up., as interpreted by
Vamadeva sang about himself saying,

flankara and Eamanuja, says that
'

I have been Manu, Surya,' &c.
But the Anukramarai attributes the song either to Vamadeva or to Indra.
In the next hymn, i.e., IV. 27, 1, which is quoted in Ait.-ar.-up. II. 5, 1,

1315,
he was

the B-ishi says of himself as having known everything even when
in the woinbi
Curiously the Bhag.-purawa makes Prahlada to

know Brahman even when he was

in the

womb.
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loves all creatures as him-

the Self of the universe

is

is sarvadevamaya, all the gods put together, and my
conjecture is that the paradoxical Daitya Hirawyakasipu is
both the Sacrifice Purusha and a Great Sacrifice^ and that

and

Vislmu's killing him means his obtaining Sacrifice.
conjecture is based on the following indications

This

:

The Taitt.-br. III. 9, praises in Anuvaka 19 the
Asvamedha Sacrifice by twelve names, Vibhu, Prabhu,
Tejasvi, Brahmavarftasi, &c., followed in the next Anuvaka
(1)

20 by a direction for immolating the horse a blanket,
called tarpya because it is besmeared with clarified butter,
:

spread on the ground ; the blanket is then covered by a
hide called knttyadhivasa ; on it is spread hiranyakasipu
is

(neuter), a golden bed, with

golden plank; and on

rukma, explained

bed the horse

this

be a

to

immolated.

is

This seems to be the meaning of the Anuvaka,
If
correctly understood Sayana's commentary.

if

I have

we take

the horse to represent the Sacrifice Purusha, the Victim,
the name Hirawyakasipu (used in the masculine), would

mean one who has golden bed/ and would
(

personified
(2)

Asvamedha

indicate the

Sacrifice.

In the genealogy of Agni in the Angirasopakhyana

in the

Mahabharata Arawyaparvan,

it is

said (adh. 221,

(Night), the third wife of Agni
alias Bhanu gave birth to a Kanya, girl,

slokas 15-22) that Nisa

Prajapati
to

Manu

Agnishomau (Agni and Soma), and

Vaisvanara, Visvapati, Sannihifca, Rish'i

to five fiies,

Kapila

who

namely
is

Agni

the promulgator of Sankhyayoga, * and Agrawf/t, that the
said Kanya is Agui Svishfaknt and is called Eohmi, the

daughter of Hira?iyakasipu who became both wife and

husband Prajapati.
* The
original

This

is this

the sense of the slokas,

if

I

:

Kapilam paramarshim
Agni/i sa Kapilo

is

fca

yam

prahnr yatayaTi sad&

nama

SankhyayogapravartsCkaTi.
The commentator says
Sankhyam nirisvarasastram tadrupo yogafo
tasya pravartakaTt..' This is the same text that is referred to in lines
'

:

1

and 2 on

p.

114 ante.

spoken of in this text

is

It is

extremely doubtful whether the Sankhya

the Nirisvarasankhya.
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have correctly understood them and the commentary. The
commentator does not explain the word Hiraiiyakasipu ;
evident that it is used as an epithet of Manu Prajapati /
otherwise there would be the anomaly of the girl being the

it is

daughter of two persons,

Manu and

same person being

the

Hirawyakasipu. About

husband and

mentator quotes the Bnh.-ar.-up.

which the Self as Purusha, in order
doubled himself as husband and

I.,

wife,

4, 3,

the

com-

according to

to create the creatures,

wife, who, springing
from him, regarded herself to be his daughter and yet
he treated her as his wife. This Rohi7ii takes us to the
story in the Ait.-brahma%a, according to which Praja-

own daughter Rolxmi

pati treats his

Rudra

as wife, and

Rudra

the star Sinus, Prajain
the
middle fancied to be
is
the
Belt
Orion, having
pati
the arrow shot into him by Sirius, and Rohwi is the star
shoots him.

of that story

is

Aldebaran, vide Vol. I., p. 478, where is quoted the $atap.which clearly identifies Prajapati with Sacrifice.

br. also,

Hiranyakasipu is Sacrifice whose starry form is
sabha travelling in the sky seems to be the
Orion,
quadrangle of Orion, here likened to a hall. The spirit of
(3)

If

his

Sacrifice

is

that

in

hall.

Although Vislmu himself

is

such as his killing Madhu
140 ante) he is phenomenally

Sacrifice, still in several stories,

and Kaiiabha

(pp.

137

represented in the sun because he is one of the Adityas.
Therefore his killing Hirawyakasipu means phenomenally
the same thing as the older Vedic idea of Indra's being
Makhaghna and IndiVs shooting the Boar of Sacrifice. In

the bright half of the year, Vislmu as the sun comes in
conjunction with the Orion Hall, and as it sets in his light,
it

is

fancied he demolishes

the Hall and kills Sacrifice

Hirajiyakasipu.

The Vedic story of Indra's shooting the Boar of
shown in the essay on the Boar) the additional feature of his asking the Asuras to grant him only
as much ground as a she-jackal can go in three steps, and
(4)

Sacrifice has (as

then of his assuming the form of a she-jackal, measuring
the whole earth by three steps, and thereby obtaining her
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192 ante, where an ex-

planation
Similarly it is noteworthy
given.
here that the Harivamsa, while in one place it gives the
story of the Man -lion killing Hiranyakasipu, says in another
is

place (adh. 221, slokas 8
13) that Vishnu as Vamana
begged for three steps of ground from the Daitya King

Hiranyakasipu when the latter was performing a sacrifice,
and measured the whole world by three steps, so that the
Asuras losing all their ground had to go to the netherworld.
This seems to mean that when the Asura or Great Sacrificer

Hiranyakasipu, located in the Orion

sacrificial

ground,

allows the sun Vishnu to stride through it, the powers of
the darkness of winter are routed. Further on, in connection with the

Vamana incarnation

of Vishnu, the

Harivamsa

narrates the popular Puranic story, according to which it
is
Hiranyakasipu's grandson Bali that gives three steps
of

in

ground for Vishnu's trivikrama feat. In another Essay
which that story will be dealt with we will see how

sublimely righteous Asura Bali is.
(5) In the Brahma?ias Sacrifice Vishnu

Fame.

The

By embracing him Indra

Taitt.-br., III.

punyam slokam

1, 5, 7 says:

srinviya,

na

ma

also

noted for his
becomes Fame. *
is

Vishnur vai akamayata
papi

kirtir

aga&Met

:

'(

Vishnu desired, May I hear a holy verse ; may no illre-nown reach me."f From this is derived the Puranic idea
that
is

Vishnu

sung

is

Punyasloka, of holy fame (one whose fame

in holy verses).

Muir, IV.

The $atap.-br. I. 2, 5 (quoted in
Vishnu Vamana with Sacrifice,

p. 122) identifies

and so Vamana's Pauranic wife
of Sacrifice.

If as I

is

Fame

is

(6)

seems

think Hirawyakasipu

noteworthy that he too
Kirti

Kirfci

obtained by

to

be the

Fame

is Sacrifice, it is

praised in slokas, and that his
Indra, just as Sacrifice-Vishnu's

is

obtained by him.

The Soma

is called

Suta means also the son.

Suta, pressed or extracted, and
If Prahlada is the exhilarating

* Vide
iu Muir, IV.
Satap.-br., Taitt.-ar., and Panfcfivimsa-br,, quoted
pp. 124-129.

f Muir, IV.
31

p. 129.
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Soma, he may

well

be fancied to be the son

the juice of Sacrifice.
fice is the paradoxical

of Sacrifice

To the sun Vislmu the Orion-SacriDanava by striking whom he obtains

summer

his

glory phenomenally, but spiritual glory
as his accompaniment the sacred Udgitha
uttered as the gambhira nada or deep sound

esoterically,
'

Om

!

',

proceeding from the throat of the Lion, is the always
repeated Self-Bealization Word of the sun Vislwu himself
as the ideal

Knower.

But

to the

moon Soma the sun

is

everything as he gets his light from him, and so Prahlada
finds the whole universe in the sun-emblem of Vislmu when
the latter enters the hall of his father

of Sacrifice.

Thus, the esoteric vein of thought underlying the phenom-

garb of the story would indicate Sacrifice- Vishnu
Purusha, the Self of the universe, to have as the Highest
enal

Purusha or

Man

Hirauyakasipu.

realized himself

by conquering

Sacrifice-

There are such Vedic expressions as the

conquering of Heaven, meaning thereby the obtaining of
Heaven ; and if the hall is demolished and the body killed,
because the Infinite .Sacrifice, whom nothing can
circumscribe or contain He himself being All-Container
it

is

as the Highest Knower kill the phantoms of body
and house that are pat on Him by the ignorant and selfish

must

world.

But has not the body-demolishing Man-lion himself a
strange body ? No, it is not body. The Man-lion is a
riddle meaning the eternal immortal bodiless spiritual state
of the

Knower mentioned in the EMnd.-up. VIII. 12, 1 3
Uttama Purusha free from the perishable body.
this Upanishadic name, Uttama Purusha, that has

as being
It is

become Purushottama, one of the names of Vislmu. He is the
Highest Purusha or Man evidently because he is the Antar-

yami in all puras, towns, *'.e., creatures; and Purushottaraa,
when expressed by another word, is Nara-sihma, the Best
Man,

nara, man,
if

makes him

nara-sreshift/a, the best of

for the sake of riddle

taken

compounded with the word
men. But
the compound word Nara-sihma is

for lion, tiger, bull, &c.,

literally,

we

will

get the Man-lion, whose form

is

the
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The Formless Antaryami

is to

be mentally seen in all forms, discarding all idea of his
He is
having any form that can circumscribe him.

and cannot be circumscribed. Therefore the riddle
Mac -lion form seems to be intended to set

Infinite

of the strange

the Vedantin to think about and discard

the form, the

husk, and get at the kernel, the Formless Infinite Best Man.
If He was simply in one body, He would have been limited

and

man who mistakes his body
No, He as the Antaryami in

the

selfish like

that he

all

footing in

is.

all

itself to
all

be

has his

creatures, without being circumscribed by their

bodies, but being above all their individual selfishness, and
loving all alike as himself. Being in all bodies in this

manner,

He

is

Nara-sihma.

But the altered version, according to which Prahlada is
persecuted and the Man-lion springs from the pillar at
the sword-cut of Hira?iyakasipu, seems to view the latter
as the soul jivatman, who too should regard himself as
Yajna, Sacrifice. The object of sacrifice is to offer the

jivatman as the pasu, victim, for the pasu that

is

immolated

represents the sacrificer vicariously.
Having all the senses
which in the Upanishads are called Devas and jRishis, he
too

is

sarvadevamaya, consisting of

riddle of Prahlada' s persecution

keeping with his being the

by

all

the Devas.

his

own

sacrificial

Soma.

father

The
is

in

Soma, who

f
he who is
the Life and Light of Sacrifice, is Suta,
and
Suta
The
means
also
Son.
pressed',
jivatman in

is

order to obtain immortality must become the father of this
gladdening Son Prahlada, and as that Son in the shape of
beaten, crushed, and pressed in order to
it is riddled that he was
perdrink of immortality, he
the
secuted, but being amn'ta,

the

Soma

plant

is

become the sacred beverage,

does not die, but with his sound of dripping down through
the strainer pavitra,* accompanied by the chant of the
priests,

to

let

us fancy the form of his name as Prahrada
utilized by the Paurawic poet in the sense of

have been

* The Vedic verse Rv. IX. 96,6
&o., about

'Brahma Devanam

'

Soma says, Somaft pavitiam

atyefci

rebhan '.

padavi/i kavtnam',
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the crier, crying out under the persecution that the Self
the Rest of the Knower, is Yislwu, the

of the universe,

Antaryami in the hearts of all. The pillar of the hall from
which the Man-liou springs strikes me as a riddle. It must
have a hidden meaning which I shall try to explain. It
be seen that Prahlada appeals

will

Lord

to the Antaryami, the
In the Upanishads the heart is called
Angu-shiAa means the thumb, in the sense

of the Heart.

angushi/ia.

of its being the strongest of the
fingers, in anga, hand,

and the heart

is

size is of the

thumb.

called angushifoa because it is said its
It is figurative names like this

that are capable of giving rise to riddles. Anga means
not only a limb, but the whole body, and the body
is pura, town, house, or hall of the soul.
Since the heart

angush/ia is situated in the body anga, and is the very
life and
support of it, it was not too much for our
Paurawic poets to have looked upon the heart
angushifi-a as that which stands in the body-house as the

riddling

very standing pillar supporting it. From the heart thus
riddled into the pillar, the Lord of the Heart springs as
soon as the sword-cut is given. This seems to mean that the
or tangle, of the heart, as harbouring doubt,
granthi, knot
should be cut with the sword of knowledge before the Lord
is cut the Lord
can be seen. * As soon as the
tangle

and puts an end to the samsaric body of the.
is not a demon, but a great
jivatman. Thus Hirawyakasipu
sacrifice! and kuower.
reveals himself

1

The
ing

is

riddle is all right

known.

when the hidden Vedantic mean-

But outwardly there

is

in the story the

the cause of the death
spectacle of a great devotee being
of his own father, however cruel the latter may have been
to him.

to

The Vishnu-purawa seems

to

exhibit this view of the story,

have been unwilling

and

so

it

delineates

* Vide the
Muud-up. II., 2, 8, about breaking the hridayagranthi.
the
to
According
Bhag. Gita XV., 3, the weapon for cutting off the bodyis asanga-sastra, and the Puramc text quoted under it by
the commentators says that the body-tree should be cut off with the sword

tree of samsara

of knowledge.
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Prahlada as all-forgiving and all-loving, and as having
secured Vishwu's pardon for his father. This done, it does
with the Man-lion in a single verse, conveying the impression that having lived long Hira?iyakasipu obtained in the

end uparati, the quiescence of nirvam or beatitude, from
In thus changing the story, the Vislmu-

Narasihma.

.

purawa may have had in mind young Na&iketas of the
At the end
Kai/iopanishad as a model for Prahlada.
of his father's sacrifice, Nafciketas asks his father as to

whom
(

he would give him, and the father angrily says,

Mntyu, Death.' Thus told, NaMketas
god of death, and the first boon he begs
of him is that his father should be pacified, kind, and free
from anger towards him, and should receive him kindly on
I give thee unto

goes to

Yama

his return to

the

him.

man from Yama

He

then learns the Hereafter and Brah-

himself. Similarly Prahlada, although per-

secuted and delivered unto death by his father, obtains
forgiveness for him, and is most affectionately received by

The sacred Soma, fancied to be persecuted and killed
is at last the most gladdening

him.
in

the pressing process,

Prahlada, most affectionately received
* as the immortal driuk of
joy.
sipped

i.e.,

most heartily

There is a Paurawc legend saying that the Mau-lion
form of Vislmu was broken by $iva, who, in order to do so,
assumed the form of the eight-legged fabulous animal
called $arabha.

The Vafcaspatya, under the word Nara-

Narayawau, quotes the Kalika Pura?&a to this effect
Then Bhagavan Bharga (Siva) (in the form of) Sarabha, with
:

his

damshfra, tusks, divided the powerful Man-lion into bwo parts in the
middle. When the Man-lion was thus divided into two, the man

him became the great Rishi Nara of divine form, while the
him became Narayawa, who is Janardana (Vishwu) himself in the forra of Muni (Rishi) of great tejas, splendour.
Both
these, Nara and Narayana, of great wisdom, are the Cause of Creation,

part of

lion part of

and their prabhava, majesty or greatness,
* In

E,v.

I.,

179, 5, the

within the spirit,"

i.e.,

Soma

is

in Sastra,

Veda, and tapas

"
imbibed
spoken of as hritsu pitam,

heartily drunk.
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(in

knowledge and austerity) cannot be beaten

surpassed

(by

anybody).

The reason why

Siva, thus puts

an end

to bhe Man-lion

may no doubt be found

stated in the legend's earlier
The idea prevailing
in
not
the
Va&aspatya.
part
quoted
is
tha,t
he had to do as
the
of
devotees
/Siva
among

he did, because the fire of the Man-lion's anger became
unbearable to the world. The Vishwu and Bhagavata
Parawas say that the

fire

of

the Man-lion cooled

down

when Prahlada

This idea of the tapa or
praised him.
Man-lion
seems to have given
of
the
fearful
heat
burning
to
or
his
name
Jvala-nnsihma
rise
Ugrannsihma. It is in
his milder aspect as

Lakshmi by

Lakshmi-nnsihma, with his spouse

Yogi-nnsihma, seated in the
posture
Yogaic contemplation, that the Man-lion is
generally worshipped. In the Vedic legend Rudra is the
hunter Mngavyadha hunting and shooting the stag form of
Sacrifice-Prajapati, and he is Makhaghna, the killer of
his side, or as

of

As Vistmu is well known as Yajiia-Purusha,
when he was metamorphosed as the Manand when his fame as the Man-lion had become well

Sacrifice.

Sacrifice-Man, so
lion,

established, the devotees of $iva appear to have considered
that their Lord Mngavyadha would be gloriously true to

name

he should break the famous compound beast
Nara-mn'gendra,* known for his tapa, into the two famous
that

if

The word-play
tapasvins, Rishi Nara and Riski Narayawa.
at the root of this riddle must have been this Nara-sihma,
:

Nara-mn'gendra, Nara-hari are

all

means, among other things, the lion

synonymous, as Hari
as well as Vishwu alias

Narayawa, and so the word-play

is that Nara-hari broken
two by Mngavyadha became Nara and Narayawa.
These names existed in Sanskn't literature considerably

into

older than the legend of the Kalika-purawa in question ;
only by word-play a new mode of the origin of these two

ancient tapasvins was conceived and propounded.

* In the classical
Sanskrit, the lion
beasts.

is

called

mngendra, the lord of wild
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In the older legends of the Mahabharata quoted in the
Va&aspatya under the words Nara and Nara-Narayawau, the
origin of these JRishis

is

given in another manner.

The

Santiparvan adh. 336,
that the

in the Narayawiya-upakhyana, says
Vislmu Narayawa was born fourfold
Dharma, viz., Nara and Narayana, and

Self

Supreme

as the sons of

Hari and Krishna, and that of these Nara and Narayawa
performed tapas sitting on a golden cart in the Badarikas-

rama forest
says about

The Udyogaparvan, adh. 48,
(in the Himalayas)
Nara and Narayawa (who are in many places
.

mentioned as Nara-Narayau in the dual like Asvinau) that
they are ancient gods manifested as two great Bishis noted
for their fcapas,

and

also for their valour in battles against

the Asuras, and that they are really one safctvam, substance,
made twofold.* It need not be said that here and many
the Mahabharata identifies Narayawa with
But the
is an undisputed fact.

other places

their identity

Vishmi;

what

Narayam, of
Vishwu being selected of all his numerous names to assume
the character of a Rishi, and of the idea of Nara and
question

is,

Narayana being

is

the cause of this name,

really one substance

?

manner in which
viewed. That
was
B*'g-veda
about Purusha alias Yajria that was sacrificed in

I think the cause is to be traced to the

the Parusha-sukfca of the

hymn

is

the beginning according to the ancient
law referred to in one of its verses

dharma

or sacred

:

Yajfiena

Yajnam

ayajanta Deva7t

Tani dharmawi prathamany asan.

The

J?/*shi

It appears to

put down as Narayawa.
that this name Narayawa must have arisen

or Seer of the

me

is

hymn

(

hymn, meaning that which is about
Nara/ which word Nara is the alias of Purusha, and that in
the subsequent time Narayawa was utilized as the name of

as a designation of the

f

3

the Sou of Nara, seeing
this Son in the sacrificed Purusha, for, according to the

the

jRt'shi

of the

hymn, meaning

hymn, from Purusha Virai is born and from her Puvushais
born who by being sacrificed becomes the whole universe.
*"

Narftyamo Naras

fcaiva

sattvam ekam dvidM kn'tam."
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The

scholiasts take Virai to be a male, but the $atapatha

Brahmawa,

in speaking of this Virai, takes Virai to

The idea

female.

of the

hymn

be a

seems to be that Purusha as

the would-be Father evolved his wife Vira
himself, and that Purusha that

is

from within

born from her

is

his

own

This may be compared with the

manifestation as Son.

idea expressed in the Bnhadarawyaka I. 4, 3, that the
After
Creator doubled himself as husband and wife.
referring to certain views about Virai, Mr. Griffith refers to
" Or Viraf
'
alternative view
may be the female
; "
counterpart of Purusha as Aditi of Daksha in X. 72, 4, 5.
This seems to me to be the correct view of Virai. This

this

:

first or

father

Mind with
her he

is

Purusha seems

Viratf as

born,

to represent

Vak sprung from

i.e.,

sacrificed aspect is

himself,

Prajapati as

and through

manifested as the Son Purusha whose

what has come

ryaml of the universe.
tf

to

be called the Anta-

Although the two Purnshas are
(~->

one being the manifestation of the other, still
'
as the manifested and sacrificed Purusha is figured as the
;
Son born in the beginning ("Purusham jatam agratafo "),

identical, the

he

is

Narayam, Son

Brahmawa,

of

Nara

alias Purusha.

in speaking about the

Purusha

The $atapatha
sacrifice of the

Purusha-sukta, says that Purusha Narayana, wishing to
surpass all beings and become himself all this, saw that
sacrifice,

and that by performing it he surpassed (atyatiIt appears to me
beings, and became all this.

shi/iat) all

that the

Brahmawa has used the word Narayawa

as the

patronymic of Puruslia, and that this Purusha Naraya?ia
who surpassed all is identical with the Deity Purusha, who
is stated in the
Purusha-sukta to have surpassed the
ten directions (?).*

The only

difference is that whereas,
according to the Purusha-sukta, the Devas sacrifice the
Born Purusha, here he himself is stated to have performed

the Purusha sacrifice, seeing it himself (in his capacity as
the Eishi or Seer of the hymn). This, compared with the
sacrifice
*"
it

performed by Visvakarman Va&aspati, the Lord of

AtyatishiTiat

mean the ten

dasMgalam." Dasangulam is variously interpreted. Can

directions pointed at

by the

finger ?
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Vak, in which he sacrifices himself as the victim, means
Purusha Narayana; s self-sacrifice. And in the cases of
several hymns the Deities praised in them are themselves

down

put

as the Sushis or Seers of them.

is the fact that the
great Purusha of the
Purusha-sukta was looked upon as E^shi, and that he is both

Thus, there

Purusha (aUas Nara) and Narayawa.

Therefore, as Vislmu

Mahabharata says that
made into two as Nava and Narayawa.

identical with Yajfla Purusha, the

is

he

is

the single safctvam

These are the two ancient gods and ancient ifo'shis saluted
along with Sarasvati, the goddess Vak, in the benedictory
verse at the beginning of each of the Parvans of the Mahabharata. * As
came to be associated with great
ifo'shi-ship

contemplation and tapas, and as the Himalaya region was the
most favoured of the abodes of the Tapasvins, that region,

known

as Badarikasrama,

was

sanctified

by

spiritually plac-

ing the two ancient Rishis Nara and N&rayawa there. The
idea of their father being Dharma may have arisen from the
ancient dharma according to which Yapa alias Purusha was
sacrificed for his becoming the Self of all beings.
If the

Supreme Deity is wished to be conceived as Son, he is the
Son of Dharma or ffita, Sacred Law or Order, the basis of
everything that is holy and righteous. Into these two
ancient Z&shis and Tapasvins Siva divides the Man-lion
Nara-bari.

Now

about Sarabha, the fabulous Sarabha has to be distinguished from real animals of that name. The Taitt.2, 10 mentions the arawya or wild sarabha along
with mayura, peacock, gaura, wild buffalo, gavaya, a kind
of wild ox, and ushfra, camel.
According to Dr. Mac-

sam. IV.

donelFs dictionary, sarabha in the Vedas is a kind of deer,
while in Mythology it is a fabulous eight-legged animal.
The Va&aspatya puts down sarabha as a kind of deer, a
young elephant, a kind of monkey and a camel, and quotes
a text to show that the fabulous sarabha

is
ashfapad, having
and
are
of
which
four
urdhvanayana,
upward,
eight legs,

* The verse
'

is

this

:

Naram /saiva narottamam
Devim Sarasvatim vyaptas tato jayam ndirayeb.'

Nar&yaTi/am namaskntya

32
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having upward eyes. We find in the Mahabharata mention
of the fabulous sarabha with upward eyes and eight legs,
capable of killing even the elephant-killing lion,* The
idea of this fabulous animal must have arisen as a

There

the spider umanabhi, called also ashiap&d, having eight legs, and jalakfta, the insect of the net
or web. This insect that sends forth and withdraws its
riddle.

is

threads has the distinction of being used as a simile to the
Supreme Deity who sends forth the universe (at the time
of creation) and withdraws

into himself (at the time of

it

But I cannofc conceive by
MuncL-up
what verbal jugglery with synonyms or otherwise the
into the lion-killing sarabha.
spider can be metamorphosed
Dealing with the word sara-bha itself, one can see the lionI.

destruction)

killer in

to

it,

it,

1,8.

by taking the arrow, or the hunter discharging

mean

'

riddlingly

beast/ f as sara, arrow,

the arrow-beast

means the

'

or

*

the slayerof

The arrow

slayer.

the wild animals, including their lord
mngendra, the lion. In the Vedas the god Rudra is the
famous archer, and as already stated, he is the hunter

the hunter kills

Mngavyadha
mnga, though

all

shooting the stag of sacrifice. The name
applied more often to the deer kind, is a

general name applicable to

elephant and the lion.}

all

wild animals including the

it

seems to have been thought

So,

that Mrigavyadh-a Rudra might deserve that name better
by killing a greater mnga than the stag, for there is a

Pursmic legend about his having killed an Asura who had
the form of an elephant. After elephant- killing, the next
higher phase made to be assumed by our Mngavyadha
the lion-killing

is
*

having eight

Vide the story of the Santiparvan explained in

also the dialogue

adh. 134, sloka 15,

f The
It is nob

affix

J In the Ait.-br.

into the composition of

327.

Vide

many animal-names.

certain real animals were called sarabha.

Sara means

of slightly curdled milk, water.
viii.

23, the elephant is called the rnriga having white
to the lion shows that

The name mrtgendra, lord of beasts, given
a mn'ga at the head of all mngas.

tusks.

I, p.

In the

:

bha has entered
cream

Vol.

legs.

between Bandi and Ashtavakra in the Arawyaparvan
"
in which it is said
tatha 'shiapada/i sarabha7t sihma-

known why

reed, arrow,

it is

$arabha,
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Brahmawas Rudra is celebrated for his eight names and
eight forms, and one of those names is $arva. It is, according
Dr. Macdonell's dictionary, a derivative of saru, a Vedic
'
synonym of sara, arrow, and it means tbe god slaying
with arrows/ The Va&aspatya derives it from sarv, to
to

hurt or slay.

$arva means the

In either case

slayer.

$arva, pronounced as $arba or $araba by the natives of
Northern India, may have induced a riddling Pandit there
to

mix that word with $arabha and metamorphose Rudra

into a strange slaying beast /Sarabha of eight legs, convertwords
ing, likewise, his eight namans=padas, names

=

Or

into eight pads, feet.

his eight

forms consisting of sun,

lightning, rain, and the vegetable
into
all of which he, as the invisible Kumara,
kingdom,
Son, has entered, may have been looked upon as his padas,

moon,

fire,

water,

air,

Thus evolved,

stations, footings, allegorically feet, legs.

and excelling
this
alias

fearful

all

the quadruped tongas by his eight legs,

sarabha

slaying

seems

Mngavyadha

to

esoterically

have been

Rudra $arva

let loose into

the

exoterically as a

beast surpassing all the
myths
even
their lord, the lion.
It
and
of
killing
capable
mngas
sarabha
this
fabulous
was
that
originally
may be
simply

jungle of

known

as the lion-killer, and that the idea of

Sarabha

Rudra

as

killing the Man-lion Vislmu arose long afterwards

when the Man-lion

story

had become popular.

Although the $arabha story may be the work of the
(Siva, still from the high compliment it pays to

devotees of

be the work of that

Nara and Narayawa it does not appear

to

kind of $aivism which breathes a

spirit of

against Vishwu.

From

a Sanskrit

antagonism

work printed

in Telugu

'

character, styled the Paraniavaidikasiddhanta-tattvaratna3
kara, by a $rivaisbwava author, Rarnanujafcarya,* son of
it

$ribhashyam Jagannathafrarya,
verse in the Taitt.-ar., III. 15,

1,

would appear that a
was made a tug-of-war

between $aivas and Vaislmavas some centuries

ago

Southern India. The verse says
Harim haranfcam anuyanti Deva/t
Visvasyesanam vnshabham matinam.
:

* A recent
author, not to be confounded with Sri Ramanuja.

in
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The two
tion

parties appear to have put each its

upon

this,

one saying that

it

own

refers to

construc-

Rudra Isana's

and the other trying to turn the table
the
against
opposite side. The two constructions as given
in the work above referred to are
killing the Man-lion,

:

'

$aiva.

who

The Devas

follow the most wise

Lord

of the universe,

the Lion (the Man-lion Vishwu).
Yaishmva.
The Devas follow the Lion, (the Man-lion Yislmu)
is killing

'

who

is

most wise and who

is killing

Yisvasya Isana (Rudra).'

The author then quotes three verses
Purawa called Vishwu-dharmottaua and
puram, which, he

says, are in

said to be in the
also in the Agni-

elucidation of the above

quoted Vedic verse, and which say to the effect that seeing
the Man-lion Vislmu, Raudra $arabha (i.e., the form of
as $arabha) came roaring terribly, but that the
Man-lion killed him, and was praised by the Devas. He

Rudra

quotes. a verse to the same effect, said to be in the Garudapurawa,* and also a long verse, said to be in the Narasihma-

purana, which changes the Man-lion into a figure called
Gandta-bheruwda-sihina, with eight faces ^of lion, tiger,

monkey, horse, eagle, and another and with
hands
thirty-two
holding all kinds of weapons, and pubting

boar, bear,

down

the pride of (Sarabha.f

The Vedic verse does not admit
tions.

In

its

of either of the construc-

time neither the Man-lion story nor the
arisen. It simply praises the Wise Lord

$arabha story had

mighty Lion that kills (the enemy). It may
be compared with similar praises of Vishwu and Rudra in
the .Z&g-veda. Vishnu in his might is like the fearful prowl-

of all as the

ing wild beast, located in the mountain (Rv.
'

Mngo

Rudra

na bhima/i ku&aro

also is likened to

Stuhi srutam gartasadam

him the

f

II. 33,

1

1

:

chariot-borne, the young, the famous, fierce,

slaying like a dread beast of the foresb

"
Griffith.

Hantum abhy&gatam Raudratn Sarabham Narakesari
Nakhair vidarayamasa Hirauyakasipum yatha."
Sarabhamadaharam G&ndabhemndasihmam."

Vande

:

yuvanam

"

"

in Rv.

mnga

na bhimam upahatnum ugram.

*"

154, 2)

girishtf/iaJi.'

bhima

Mngam
Praise

I.

VAMANA TRIVIKRAMA.
In the

.Zfo'g-veda

Vishwu

is

celebrated for

Ms

three

by which he measures the whole universe.* He
is TJrugaya or Urukrama, Wide-Strider. In explaining the
c
{
phrase tredha nidadhe padam ': (Vishnu) placed his step
strides

threefold

himself

is

or in three places' (Ev. I. 22, 17), Yaska, who
an ancient authority whose period is about 500

B. 0., quotes two older authorities, $akapuni and Aurnavabha thus
:

Yad

idara kinfca tad vikramate Vistmu/t, tredha nidadhe padam,
"
"
"
tredhabhavaya prithivyam antarikshe divi iti $akapimi&, sama"
I'ohane vishwupade gayasirasi
ifcy Aumavabha/i.
"
Vishwu strides over this, whatever exists. He plants his step in
a three-fold manner, i.e., ' for a threefold existence, on earth, in the
'

atmosphere, and in the sky,' according to Sakapma or, on the hill
where he rises, on the meridian, and on the hill where he sets,' ac;

cording to AuTOavabha."

Thus according
and his third step
f

Grayasiras,

Muir.

Auroavabha Vishnu

is the sun god,
placed at the point of sunset, called
the head or peak of Gaya,' taken by Durga-

to

is

&arya (quoted by Dr. Muir) to be 'the

hill of

3

setting.

The point of sunset is called asta which is a Vedic word
meaning house, and gaya is another Vedic word meaning
The west into which the sun disappears at the
house.
close of his daily

walk seems

to

have been viewed as a part
from there in unseen

of his house, that house extending

regions round to the point of sunrise. Be this as it may.
Instead of all the three points of the sun's rising, meridian,

and

setting being called Vishnupadas, Aurnavabha calls
only the meridian Vishnupada, Vishnu's station. By
Vishnu's pada he probably means Vishnu's parama pada,
highest station, spoken of in the same hymn (I, 22, 20 and
21).

If

we

follow (Sakapuni in taking Vishnu to be not

* All the Vedic texts about Vishwi are collected and translated by
Dr. Muir in Vol.

IV

of his works.
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merely

tlie

sun, but an all-pervading invisible Deity with,
(1) Earth, (2) Antariksha or the

the three stations of

cloud region, and (3) Sky, fancied to be the three steps
of his three wide strides, his third step would be the

dome

far off

of the sky on high, called Vishwu's highest

station or highest step* in order to distinguish it
first and second stations of Earth and Antariksha.

from

his

These three stations are the regions presided over by

About

the triad of the Vedic Deities.

this distribution of

the Vedic Deities over the three stations Prof.

all

Muller says

Max

:

"

Apart from the philosophical doctrine that all the gods are only
manifestations of the supreme Self, the Atman, Yaska quotes the
Nairuktas in support of a triad of gods,
(2) those of the air, and (3) those of the sky.

(1)

those of the earth,

Agni

(fire),

as

Yaska

says, has his place on earth, Yayu (wind) or Indra in the air, and
Surya (Sun) in the sky. This triad of deities is not Yaska's inven-

It is clarly indicated in the

tion.

Brahmawas

"

(Science of Mytho-

logy, p. 475).

In support/ of this Prof.

Max

Muller quqtes the Aitareya-

Brahmawa and the .Khandogya-Upanishad (IV.
says
"

17, 1),

and

:

Even

in the

hymns

this threefold division of earth, air,

and sky,

sometimes translated, earth, sky, and heaven, is well estabThus we read in Ev. X. 65, 9, of terrestrial gods, parthiva,
lished.
or, as

of celestial, divya,

and

who

of those

dwell in the waters (clouds),

ye apsu."

This threefold division
(IfocL, p. 479).

is

There are

not to be taken too rigidly
Agni and Indra

deities such as

who, though located in the fire on earth and
atmosphere where the heat of the sun generates

(the Bainer),

in the

rain, are identified in several parts of the

Big-veda with

the sun, nay with the Creator of the universe including
the sun, and are praised as each being all the gods.
Prof.

Max

Muller

J

s conclusion is

:

"

All Vedic gods, nay all Aryan gods, were in the beginning
physical. I say in the beginning, for there came, no doubt, a time

when the concept

of deity being

once formed and having become

* In classical
Sanskrit, the whole sky viyat and not simply the meridian

is called

Yishwupada.
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familiar, invisible

divine status"

Whether

and purely abstract objects were also raised

to a

(Ibid., p. 817).

Vedic deities were in the beginning
any exception is a question about which

all the

physical without,

opinion seems to be divided among other European Vedic
He himself defines these deities thus
scholars.
"
It is true that the conception of all the ancient Aryan gods was
suggested by what we call real objects, by the great phenomena of
nature, but they were fashioned as divine personalities by the mind
:

of

man

(namarupa).

Even such names

as Agni,

Surya or

fire,

though representing the activities
of real, of palpable or visible things, were never meant simply for
the material fire, for the fiery globe, or for the rosy light of the
Helios, sun, TJshas or Eos, dawn,

morning, that appeared and vanished every day. As soon as they
were used mythologically, they stood for ideas framed by men who
not only saw and stared, but who thought and adored. Agni was
not confined to the hearth, but wherever there was light or warmth,

whether on earth or in heaven, there was Agni. He was there from
the beginning, and he was in these many places, not, as is generally
supposed, as the result of a philosophical syncretism, but in consequence of his unbroken manifestation under various forms, Nor
was even Surya, the sun, confined to the sky. As Savitri he was
supposed to pervade all living things, as Vishwu he stepped across
the air, as Mitra he was the delight of the whole world "(Ibid.,
117, 118).

Again

"

:

These Devas are not the sky, the sun, and the moon, they are the

agents or the souls of these celestial bodies "(Ibid., 209).

When
that

is

says that it is only one God
(bahudha) called Indra, Mitra, Varuwa,

the .Zfa'g-veda

variously

itself

Agui, Supama or Grarutman, Yama, Matarisva (I. 164, 46),
we have in it the source of the philosophical doctrine that
all

the gods are only manifestations of the one supreme Self
If thus the gods seen in the universe by the jRishis

or Soul.

of the .R'ig-veda are not the terrestrial

and

celestial bodies

themselves, but the invisible souls of them, and if all these
god-souls are the variously called One Soul of the universe, the

same idea

yami-Brahmarai
effect that

Sky

a

little

amplified

(Brih.-ar.-up. III. 7,

He who

(adhidaivatam)
Air,

is

is

3

when the Antar23)

says to the

speaking with reference to the gods

within Earth, Water, Fire, Antariksha,

or Heaven, Sun, all the Directions,

Moon and
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(ether), Darkness, Light; that He who
with
reference
to beings (adhibhiitam)
is within
speaking
*
all beings, within (their) breath, senses, mind,
vijnana
that He who is within all these, whom all these do not

Stars,

Akasa

;

know, to

whom

all

these are bodies fsarira),

controls within (them),
Self, the

Antaryami

He

who

rules or

enquirer, thy immortal

is,

or Ruler within.

Dividing the universe roughly into the three regions of
Earth, Air and Sky, the god Vishmi, described as striding through all these three regions, can only be the invisi-

One Soul

ble

of the universe that has entered

things, and according to

a name derived from

into all

native grammarians Vishwn
to

vish,

enter into or

is

pervade

This god, as we have seen in many stories,
so positively identified with Yajiia, the Deity of Sacrifice,

(vyapane).
is

the Taitt.-Samhita and

in

the Brahmawas

and in the

subsequent literature of the epics and Puranas that it is
most likely that this wide-spread idea has come down from
that in the* JSig-veda also

the time of the Eig-veda itself
Vishwi means the Deity of

comprehended the
extending,

when

Deit-y

unrolled,

Sacrifice.

Dr.

Haug

has

Yajna to be an invisible god
from the Ahavaniya fire of the

"
forming thus a
ground on the earth to heaven,
of
means
which
or
the
sacrificer can
ladder, by
bridge
of
communicate with the world
gods and spirits, and even

sacrificial

ascend when alive to their abodes.

The Deity Yajna
(Yo Yajno

is

The term

for beginthe
sacrifice/
"f
spread
extended everywhere with his threads

ning the sacrificial operations

visvatafe tantubhis

is

(

to

tata/z,

Rv. X. 130,

1).

The

secret of sacrifice seems to be that, as the victim represents
the sacrificer vicariously, the sacrificer, by performing the
sacrifice, spreads the Deiby Yajna everywhere, that is,
realizes Him to be all-pervading on the wide Earth, in the

Air,

and

in the wide

Sky, offers himself unto Him, and

*

Vipana, knowlenge, but atman, the individual soul, according to the
Madhyandina paifc-a upon which great stress is laid by the Visishtfadvaita
school.

f Vide Intro, to the Ait.-Br.

p. 74.
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obtains a subtile spiritual state in which he too can, by
means of Sacrifice as his vehicle, travel everywhere in the
three regions of the universe at will.

According to Dr.
Vishnu's steps

Macdonell's dictionary, Vishnukrama
mean the three steps to be taken by the sacrificer between
or

the Vedi altar and the Ahavaniya

This shows

fire.

how

the sacrificer, realizing the all-pervading Deity Yajiia of
three steps, imitates Him, indicating thereby that he too has

secured for himself the power of striding through the three
regions of the universe (on his quitting this world). As
Vishnu is the all-pervading invisible Deity of Sacrifice, it
is

as

it

should be

if

he

implements and, above

is

symbolized by

all,

Agni here, by the

sacrificial fire

all

the sacrificial

by light wherever seen, by the
fire

of lightning in the

atmosphere, by all the luminaries in the sky, most markedly
by the grandest of them, the sun. This is how Vishnu,
seen as a

little

dwarf

in the

symbol of the

sacrificial fire

on

the giant striding from there through all the regions
earth,
of the universe. In the I&g-veda there is a marked similarity
is

between Vishwi and Agni. Prof. Max Miiller says
"
As in many hymns of the Rig-veda Agni is the alter ego of Surya,
the snn, we can understand why he, like the sun, shonld so often be
:

represented in a threefold character. The three steps of the sun, best
known from the myth of Vishnu, are very prominent in the hymns

addressed to Agni.

But by the

side of the three steps, that is the

sunrise in the East, the point of culmination, and the sunset in the
West, there is in his case another threefold division, according as

the solar light

is

looked upon as dwelling on earth, chiefly as the

kept up on the hearth and worshipped as Agni on the altar,
secondly in the firmament as the sun, sometimes as the lightning,

fire

and thirdly as descending into the sea and dwelling in the unseen
abyss of the waters."

The waters

(Ibid., p. 661.)

of the sea as the third step

may be

the point of
of the two descriptions that

sunset according to the first
But according to the second description
are mentioned.
which places the three steps one above another, the watery
region of the third or highest step may be the blue sky
the background to the sun, moon
According to the Nigha72/iu, one of the names

itself,

the plural
33

word

apaft, waters.

and
of the

stars.

sky

is
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In the KMndogya-Upanishad, the three regions of Earth,
Antariksha, and Sky are mentioned not only in IV. 17, 1,
16.
but also in two other places, V. 4 6 and II. 24, 1
The former says that the three, namely (1) that loka, world

(meaning the Sky),

(2)

Parjanya (the region of rain clouds),

and

(3) Earth, are [the altars of the all-pervading] Agni
himself, (1) with the sun as his fuel, solar rays as his smoke,

daylight as his light, the moon as his live coals and the stars
as his sparks, in the Sky, (2) with Vayu (wind) as fuel, cloud
as smoke, lightning as light, thunderbolt as livecoals, and
thunderings as sparks, in the Air, and (3) with the year as

region of the Earth. The latter ia
about performing a sacrifice with a knowledge of the meaning of offering (1) the Pratafo-savana (morning libation) to

fuel, &c., &c., in the

the Vasus,

(2)

the Madhyandiua-savana (noon-libation) to
(3) the third Savana (evening libation) to

the Rudras, and

the Adityas and the Yisve Devas.
.

The

Deities addressed

in offering these three libations are respectively (1)
representing the Vasus in the region of Earth, (2)

Agni
Vayu

representing the Rudras in the Antariksha, and (3) the
Adityas and theVisve Devas in the Sky, and these deities
are said to cast back the bolt and open the lokadvara or
the door to heaven in each of the respective lokas, worlds,

Earth, Antariksha, and Sky for the

of

sacrificer,

in order

may go thither when this life is over. This shows
the
that
sacrificer in his state of beatitude was believed to

that he

have kamafcara, unfettered movement by mere

will, in

all

the lokas, regions the same movement which the knower
rejoicing in the Infinite Self that is everywhere is stated to

In other words, he strides everywhere like Vislmu.
In another place t the sun is said fco be lokadvara, the door to
have.*

heaven, to the knower whose soul, striding up from the body,
goesthitherby themedium of thesolar rays as swiftly as mind.

The three classes of the deities, namely Vasus, Rudras,
and Adityas are mentioned in the same order even in the
JB^g-veda,
* "

f

I.

45, 1.

In the rituals

connected with the

"
Tasya sarveshu lokeshu k&mafcaro bhavati

Ibid.,

VIII.

6, 5.

.KTi-anclrup,

VII. 25, 2.
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departed ancestors, who are grouped
the Fathers, Grand-fathers, and Great-grand-fathers,
they too are respectively called Vasus, Kudras and Adifcyas,
Pitn's, the spirits of

as

and the

jfifo'g-veda,

residing in the

X.

15,

three

1

arid 2, speaks of the

regions of Earth,

Fathers as

Madhyama

(the

This
mid-region), and Para (the highest or the sky).
shows that having reached the gods, the Pitns travel freely
in all the regions of the universe like the gods themselves.

As the sun Agni
Yajfia,

is

one of the sj'mbols of the Deity

and as the morning, noon and evening are the

periods fixed respectively for the libations to the deities
of the regions of Earth, Autarisksha, and Sky, the Deity of
Sacrifice, set in motion on the libation day by
after another, strides through the three regions

libations connected

one

rite

and the

with them, according as the sun strides

sky determining their proper periods. Viewed in
manner, there is no real discrepancy between $aka-

in the
this

pum and

Auniavabha, the one showing one aspect of the
three strides of Sacrifice Vishnu and the other another
aspect which, from the very regions of the deities worshipped by the libations, implies the first aspect.
The Aitareya-Brahmawa commences by saying that Agni
avaina, the lowest, of the gods, and Vislmu parama, the
highest, that between them stand all the other gods, and that

is

by offering the Agni- Vishnu rice-cake

in the

Dikshawiya

ishft, the priests offer it really to all the deities of that ishii, as
Agni is all the deities and Vislmu is all the deities, these two,

Agni and Vislmu, being the two ends

of Yajiia, Sacrifice.

quotes parallel passages from the Srauta-sutras
of Asvalayaua and the Kaushitaki-Brahina?ia, the one saying that Agni is prathama, the first, of the deities, and
Dr.

Haug

Vislmu uttama, the highest, and the other that Agni is
(
one who has the lowest place/ and Vishrtu
avarardhya,
'

parardhya,

one who has the highest

place.'

To

fix the

meanings of avama and parama as the lowest and the
highest, he refers to the three regions mentioned in the
.Rig-veda
'

I.

108 as

:

'

avamasyam pnbhivyam, madhyamasyam, paramasyam uta
verse

9.
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'paramasyam pnthivyam, madhyamasyam, avamasyam uta

'

verse 10.

The

Griffith is
"

sense of the two verses as translated by Mr.

full
:

Indra, Agui, ye be dwelling in lowest earth, in

Whether,

central, or in highest,

Even from

mighty lords, come, hither and drink
Soma." 9.

thence, ye

libations of the flowing

Indra, Agni, ye be dwelling in highest earth,

"Whether,

in

central, or in lowest,

Even from

thence, ye

mighty

Verse 10
difference

is

come hither and drink

lords,

libations of the flowing Soma."

10.

simply a repetition of verse 9 with this
the latter mentions the three

that whereas

regions from the bottom upwards, the former mentions
them from the top downwards. These three regions

appear to be the regions of Earth, Antariksha, and Sky.

The word pnthivi, although generally meaning the Earth,
'

(

etymological sense of wide or
'
extensive/ qualifying every one of the three regions, for
verse 10 calls the highest region also pnthiva (paramasyam

should be taken here in

its

The lowest

place occupied by Agni is not due
his
on
part, but to his being Deity YajnVs
any inferiority
Earth
here, while the highest place occupied
fire-symbol on

pnthivyam).
to

by Vislmu

is

due to his being the sun-symbol in the Sky
is distinctly said that each one of them is all

above, for it
the deities.
Taking any one symbol of the invisible Deity
is completely represented by it, and his invisible,
he
Yajna,

omnipresent nature is clearly indicated by the two
in the sky on high, being
symbols, one here and the other

infinite,

taken to be the two limits of him
less Infinite in the

Earth to Heaven.

the limits of the limit-

of a giant extending

metaphor
That the poets

from

of the -Rig-veda con-

ceived their Deity to be Infinite is indicated by Visvakarman, the All-Maker, being described figuratively as
Visvata&'-fcakshu, Yisvato-mukha, Visvato-bahu, Visvatas-

one who has his eyes, mouths, arms, feet everywhere,
and who has produced Earth and Sky (the whole universe)
X. 81, 3 ; and the division of the universe into the

pat,

i.e.,

three regions of Earth,

Antariksha,

and

Sky

as

the
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to in verse 5

dhamani paramarzi ya avama,
uta.' As He is fully repreVisyakarman,
ya madhyama,
sented in one and all of the deities any one of them is all
the deities hence the general henotheistic nature of the
of that

hymn

as

:

te

;

Vedic

deities.

All the deities abide in Indra also (Rv. III.
the gods, there is none that is small;

Among

54, 17).

are great indeed (Rv. VIII. 30, 1).
Sky is the highest of the three steps of Vishwu
with the sun there as a symbol of his all- enveloping light

they

all

If thus the

we should not omit another grand
Vishmi in the sky, namely the Orion

or omniscient knowledge,
of Sacrifice

symbol

Devas, the place of the celestial
which even the sun regains the
with
Soma, by conjunction

sacrificial

vigour

ground

lost

of the

by him

The Aitareya-Brahmawa

in winter.

in

the story about creation distinctly indentifies the Stag form
of Prajapati, shot with arrow by Rudra, with Orion, and

the Satapatha-Brahmawa, in referring to the same story,

with Sacrifice. That story seems to have
existed even in the days of the ffig-veda, for the Father's
love of his own daughter and the archer's shooting him
identifies Prajapati

with arrow are referred to in

I. 71,

5 and X. 61,

There

7.

The
Prajapati himself seems to be called Pitn', Father.
mentioned
in
the
is
last
verse
of
the
name, Prajapati,
Hirawyagarbha hymn X. 121, in verse 2 of IV.

53, a

hymn

addressed to Savitn' where that god is called Prajapati,
and in IX. 5, 9, where Soma Pavamana is called Prajapati.

The

identity of Pra.japati and Savitn
that in the Taitt.-br, II. 3, 9,

the fact

is

clear

13

from

Sita's

(daughter of Savitn), and when
she goes to her father to complain against the moon,
her father is called Prajapati.* Savitn means genitor,

patronymic

is

Savitri

father, creator in the sense of one who brings forth all, and
therefore in the Big-veda this god is praised as the lord of

creation (prasava), having golden hands, arms, eyes, and
armour, illumining the sky with his rays after the procession of the dawn,
,_

*

'

Sifca

and going
i

Savitri ..... sa

in dustless path

between

.

ha Prajapatim pitaram upasasara.'

__

-.

.
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heaven and earth.*

This shows

thafc

he

described in the

is

garb of Surya, the sun. I say in the garb, because Savitri
is not merely the sun, he is the invisible Creator conceived
in the figure of the vivifying, animating, exciting sun, for

the same descriptions which give him a solar garb are

interwoven with such expressions as these
Savitn moves in the three bright regions, he

:

delights with the
rays of the sun (V. 81, 4) ; he is suryarasrai, clad in the rays of the
sun, and rising in the Easfc (X. 139,1); when Savitn, the Asura,
"
where now is Siirya [the sun], where is
lightens up the regions,
"
one to tell us to what celestial sphere his ray hath wandered ?
Savitri approaches the sun (I. 35, 9).
(I. 35, 7)
;

The

three bright regions

may

be the regions of Earth,

Antariksha and Sky traversed by Sacrifice Vishmi, and
therefore Savitn, as Sacrifice, has penetrated celestial
region so high the limit of which no man can tell. Conceived
as worshipped in the aspect of the sacrificial fire, he has
extended himself from here high into the sky where he

delights with the rays of the sun and clothes himself with
them. When the all-pervading Deity of Sacrifice is the spiri-

Sun shining in the mental vision of the devout poet, and
has gone up higher than the sun, where is the sun ? In
VI. 15, 16, Agni who is the carrier of the oblations to the

tual

asked

to

bear man's

gods,

is

who

sacrifices rightly

sacrifice or

worship to Savitn

yajnam naya yajamanaya
Thus Savitn is called yajarnana, sacrificer, and if,
sadhu).
as I think, Savitn, Pitn' (Father), Prajapati, Visvakarman
(the All-Maker) are names of the Creator, Savitri's sacrifice
can only be Visvakarman's sacrifice celebrated in the
(Savitre

Visvakarma hymns. As regards Soma being called the
Creator Prajapati, Soma's celestial place is the Mn'gasiras
asterism of Orion, the Devata of which is Soma, and, as
already stated, Orion is the stag form of Sacrifice Prajapabi.
It is when the sun comes in conjunction with Orion Prajapati or Savitn that he becomes the summer sun; it is only
then and not in winter that the sun can be called Savitn,
creator.

stored

up

The

celestial

Soma

j

as the sun s vivifying

power

is

there.

* Vide Rv. V.
81, 2

5

and other verses quoted and referred

822824 of Max Miiller's Science of Mythology.

to at pp.
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of Vishwu's

significance

three steps, I shall now give the purport of some of the
passages in which those steps and other particulars about
him are mentioned in the JStg-veda.

The gods preserve the worshippers from

that'place from where

Vishwu strode over the seven dhamans, regions, of pnthivi
That place is the samana sadas or common hall
(1. 22, 16).
(V. 87, 4). In three places he planted his steps, enveloping (the
whole universe) in his dusb, upholding (all) the fixed ordinances
(darmai), and overseeing by his (striding) act the vratas or moral

and religious acts [of all beings] (I. 22, 17 19). By his three
strides he measured the parthiva or extensive worlds (parthivani
vimame rajamsi), he supported the highest home or place (parama
sadhastha) he alone measured the wide extended sadhastha (sky ?)
he alone triply sustained heaven and earth and all the worlds
;

;

(bhuvanani)

(I.

154,

1

4).

He

traversed the extensive regions

(parthivani) for the sake of granting (his worshippers) wide-stepping
existence. The look of (even) two of his steps makes the mortal
agitated (with amazement), while his third step no one can com-

He

in body, when striding, but
when attending to the call of the
Men know only the two regions
worshippers (I. 155, 46).
No one knows
(earth and sky), but he knows the remotest (world).

prehend.

is

briha/cfeharira,

huge

a youth (yuva), a child (kumara),

the farthest limit of his

greatness

(VII. 99,

1,

2).

Vishnu and

Indra have made a wide world for Yajfia [probably the sacrificer],
producing Surya, Ushas, and Agni (the sun, the dawn and fire)
That man never repents who worships Visbwu with his
(Ibid,, 5).
whole heart (VII. 100, ]). Thrice the swift god has
the universe of hundreds of lights (pnthivim satar&asam)
he

even beyond the universe (rajasa/i parake)
the Asvins and Varuna praise (1. 156, 4).
is

traversed
(Ibid., 3)

(Ibid., 5).

;

Him

As already observed, pnthivi is not only the wide earth,
but any extensive region, the wide sky, and so parthivani rajamsi may include all the three worlds of Earth,
Antariksha, and Sky, as Yaska takes rajamsi to mean
worlds. Are the seven dhamans the said three regions
plus the four quarters? Like Vislwu Agni also strides
The place
through the seven dhamans (X. 122, 3).
from which Vislmu strides may be the sacrificial ground,

common place for
receive their oblations.

the

all

the

gods to

The Deity Yajna

kicked up such a quantity of dust in

is

assemble and
fancied to have

his wide-striding
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wide unipnthivi, meaning probably tlie
all the
in
it
with
in
it,
verse,
sliming
enveloped
hundreds of the stars, the SUD, the moon, lightning, and
the

feat that

is

Being the producer of the sun, Vislmu is more than
the sun, and his huge body seems to be the mentally
the sacrificial
pictured giant form of his, extending from
and even
to
firmament
limit
of
the
here
the
highest
ground
fire.

beyond

it,

while the infant form in which he

to the sacrificers seems to

is

be the sacred fire Agni.

accessible

Although

Sacrifice- Vistmu is always all-pervading, striding every-

where, yet for the sake of every sacrificer realizing him by
means of his sacrifice, he has to enter into that sacrifice,
according as the rituals of it proceed, and
growth of it, stride as the giant everywhere, thereby securing for the sacrificer a wide-stepping

grow with

it

then, at the full

In other words the

existence.
life

here obtains a

where

life in

end

of his

stride and be everyThis seems to be the drift of

which he can

like "Vislmu himself.

That the

sacrificer at the

becomes the Deity itself, or
whom he has worshipped, is
an idea which seems to be repeated in the Samhita and
Brahmana of the Yajur Veda, an instance of which will be

I.

155, 4.

sacrificer

exactly like the Deity itself,

quoted further on in connection with our Vislmu Vamana.
In two places the Big-veda says that Vislmu strode
for the sake of

Manu

:

we, ourselves and our offspring, rejoice with wealth,
under the protection afforded by Vishwu, who thrice traversed the
extensive regions (parthivani rajamsi) for the bound or oppressed

May

Manu (Manave badhitaya) (VI. 49, 13).
The swift Vishwu strode over this pnthivi to bestow it for a
home (kshetra) on Manu. The men who praise him are permanent
(dhruvasafr): he of exalted birth (sujaniman) has

extensive abode (uru kshiti)

Whoever Manu

is,

(VIT. 100,

(for

them) an

whether man in

man exalted to
supposed
the wide home of the sky, it is
first

made

4).

general or the
the position of the moon in
implied that he performed

which only can Sacrifice- Vishnu stride for him,
him from the bonds of the mortal State, and bestow

sacrifice in

release

on him the permanent

state of beatitude with

an extensive
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unbounded pnthivi or world as his home. What was
to the first man and sacrifice!' Manu is vouchsafed' to'

given

men who worship Vislmu, that is who perform sacrifice.
What Vishwu's exalted birth is will be discussed further on.

all

Similarly the J2%-veda says that Vishwu strode for his
friend Indra and assisted him in his battles. If Man u' is the

1

moon, and if, as I think, heroic Indra winning victories in
battles is a deity acting in the garb of the sun, this idea
of Vishwu's helping both the sun and moon is evidently-

due to the religious

belief that it is

by the help

of

Vishnu

1

as Sacrifice that the sun and moon perform their orderly
that heaven and earth stand supported.

functions

The following
which Vislmu
Vishnu

is

(I. 22, 20).

is

the purport of some of the passages in

mentioned in connection with Indra

;

:

the intimate friend of Indra (Indrasya yujyafe sakha) ^King Varima and the Asvins-pay homage to the kratu,
1

of this

power

is

Vedhas

(ordainer of rites

?),

who

is

Marata (accom-

Vishrau possesses the excellent day-finding
or power, and opens up theVraja with his friend or friends.*'

panied by the Maruts).

wisdom

Divine or celestial (daivya) Vislmu has come for companionship to
beneficent Indra, [himself] more beneficent "f (1. 156, 4 and 5.)
"
And his [Indra's] mother sought to draw back the mighty [Indra],
"

thee.'
Then Indra, being about
Vistwu, do thou stride vastly"
(IV. 18, 11; vide also VIII. 82, 12, in which the phrase 'Friend
Vislmu, do thou stride vastly' is repeated.) Indra and Visfoiu join
together and kill in the battle Dasa Vrishasipra, demolish the castle
of $ambara, and slay a thousand and a hundred heroes of the Asura

saying,
to

'My

son, these

slay Vritra,

gods forsake

said, 'Friend

(VII. 99, 4 and 5). In many places these two deities are
addressed jointly and asked to drink the Soma, while in II. 22, 1 it

Var7dn

is

said that Indra drank the

Soma poured

forth

by Vishnu at the

Trikadruka ceremony.

Vislmu's finding

the day, referred

to

f

in the

words

uttamam ahar-vidam/ seems to be an allusion to his
bringing the Varaha or excellent Soma day for Indra, as
explained in the Essay on the Boar. The Vraja opened
*

The original of this sentence is
Dadh&ra daksham uttamam aharvidam,
:

Vrajam

Tea,

VislmuTi sakhivan aporwute.

t The words quoted are from Muir, the original
Indraya VishnuJi suknte sukrittara/f.,

34

is

I
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taken by Dr. Muir to be ' the cloud/ but
'
'the stable of the kine by Mr. Griffith.
It is Indra who

up by Vishwu

is

in other parts of the jR-ig-veda is celebrated as G-otrabhit,
the breaker of the stable in which the Pams had confined
his kine.

Here

it is

The

celestial

Indra did this and conquered
and invigorated by Sacrifice- Vishnu.

said that

his enemies, assisted

Vislmu that goes to Indra

for companionship

symbol, the Orion, at whose
solar conjunction the sun Indra waxes strong and defeats
the powers of winter. The verse (1. 156, 4) about Vishnu's

may be Vishnu's

celestial

opening up the Vraja or stable is utilized in the AitareyaBrahmana I. 30 in connection with the bringing of the

Soma

plant to the sacrificial hall. The Brahmana says
Thence he opens
is the doorkeeper of the gods.
the door for him (for Soma's admission) when this verse is

:

" Vishnu

being repeated."

home

This indicates the

of Sacrifice-Vislwu himself

to

sacrificial hall

be the stable

of

the

cows

is opened up, the cows being either the summer
rays
or the rain clouds, symbolizing those stores of Sacrifice

that

which shower

all

kinds of boons, just like cows giving

milk.

The

stable

may be

identical

with Vishnu's

paramam

padam or highest place in the sky mentioned in several
places, prominently in the verses quoted below, in one o
which (viz., I. 154, 6) that place is said to contain manyhorned or long-horned (bhuri-snngafe) and swiftly-moving
cows.
Sages (surins) constantly behold that highest place of Vislmu
(which is) like an eye fixed or extended (atatam) in the sky (I. 22,
21).

(vipras), singing praises, and ever wakeful light up
that
which is the highest place of Vishwu (Ibid., 22).
(samindhate)
Men devoted to the gods rejoice (madanti) in the beloved patha,

Wise men

heaven, of Vishnu, for he

them).
154,

is

such a bandhu (friendly kinsman to
is a spring of madhu, nectar
(I.

In his highest place there

5).

" Fain would

we go unto your *

dwelling-places where there are

many-horned and nimble oxen.
* 'Your' in the original
Indra.

is in

the dual, referring to Vishnu and, probably
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For mightily, there, shinefch down upon us the widely-striding
Bull's sublimesfc mansion* ".(1. 154, 6).
Griffith.

The

original for bull is vnshan,

to

applied

many

of the

gods in the

which

is

an epithet

Ifo'g-veda in the sense

being strong, showering boons. If we take the solar
itself as symbolizing Vishwu's highest place or step
globe
in the sky, the long-horned cows in it may well be the solar
of their

men

same solar rays (likened to
or
the stars, and the spring
bright, intelligent, holy men)
The expression that the
of madhu the solar globe itself.

rays, the wise

either the

vipras or wise men light up Vishwu's highest place is
explained as their glorifying it with their praises.f If the
vipras are the solar rays, they are lighting up the solar

globe always. If they are the stars of the asterisms, they
too may well be fancied to keep up and maintain the solar

Agni one
them,

after another in the sun's yearly progress through

or, it

may

be, the lighting vipras are not all the

asterisms, but only those of them through whom the sun
passes with gradual increase in his power from about the

time of the vernal equinox to the summer solstice. But
equally good reasons may be adduced in favour of Vishnu's

cows and nectar, being the Orion
By vipras the Angirases seem to be meant,

highest place, the place of
constellation.
for it is

In the

they that are often called vipras in the JFfo'g-veda.
myth about Indra as Gotrabhit the Angirases play

an active part ; as soon as Sarama finds out the stronghold or
stable in which the stolen cows of Indra are concealed by
the Pams, they rush upon them, set fire to the stronghold,
and assist Indra in releasing the cows. The phenomenon
of that myth appears to me to be something other, something very much grander, than that of the sun's breaking
open the stable of night every morning at the eastern
*'

Mightily shinefch', avabhati bhuri.

'Sublimesfc mansion',

paramam

padam.
f In the Big-veda arka, bright, means a praise, arkins praisers, and
arfcanti they praise.
Ifc is derived from nfc, to beam, shine,
sing, praise.
A song describing on object makes it shine vividly to the mind of the
hearer.

The verb sam-indhate, they

light up,

may have been

phorically used in the sense of arfcanti, they praise.

meta-
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horizon and sending ;forth the flood of day lig'ht or rays.
187, 1 have taken
I., pp. 181

In explaining the myth in Vol.

summer cows

the place where the

or wealth are hidden to

be 0rion shining conspicuously in the nights of winter ; at
the end of winter the conjunctional solar rays as the
:

Angirases march upon Orion, setting it on fire, as it were,
with their light, and they and the sun regain the summer
cows. If thus Orion is the gotra or vraja, the stable of the
cows,

madhu, the celestial Soma
Devata of the Mn'gasiras asterism of Orion is
The Pani myth is conceived in a martial spirit with

it

also the place of

is

juice, as the

Soma.
Indra as

its

hero -breaking open the stable.

Vishnu hymns the object

credit of opening the stable
Sacrifice extending

sun Indra

Vishnu

is

Here
and

of praise is Vishnu,
is

in the

so the

attributed to this giant of
also the

from earth to heaven, but here

when opening the stable,
with his friend ', and that friend can

not omitted, for
'

is

sakhivan,
only -be Indra who, as

we have

seen, addresses Vish?iu as

Friend Vishnu, do thou stride vastly \ Being now in the
happy conjunction with Vishnu's starry place of Orion
which is full of the nectar Soma, and which, being a very
'

big constellation,

is

stretched (atatam)

over a large space

in the sky, the solar rays as the vipras or Angirases light
it;up with their brilliant praise.

Now, there is

a remarkable verse, which,

if

my interpret-

ation of it is correct, will throw light

or good birth .of
at p. '264
(qiu.qted

Vishnu hymn

1.

upon the su-janiman
Vishnu referred to in Rv. VII. 100, 4
That verse is the second in the
ante)

156

.

:

Tafe p.uryyaya vedha.E|e naviyase

sumajjapaye Yishnaye dadasati,
yo jatam asya mahato mahi bravafc
sed u sravobhir yujyam fcid abhy asat.
The most important word in this verse is sumajj&ni
(sumat-jani), which, as shown by Dr. Muir, is explained by

two

c

Sumat-jani means s&lf-'born, as
the Nirukta VI. 22 says that sumat means svayam, self. 3
In this explanation jani is taken to mean 'born; but Dr.
Sji-yana in

w,ays

:

(1)

Muir quotes Dr. Aufrecht, who thinks that

jani has always
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'
the :sense of wife.
Sumat is su-mat, very exhilarating
(2)
or very gladdening' (sutaram madayatiti su-mat), and he who
has a jani, wife, who gladdens very much is sumat-jani,

that

But

world.'

appears to

It

husband of

$ripati, the

is

this is against the

He who

who gladdens the whole

Nirukta meaning of sumat.

me

means one who

that sumat-jani
verse means,:

The

his wife.

Sri,

is

himself

gives (oblations) to the Ordainer Vishnu, (who

Ancient .or Antecedent and the

New and

Himself -his-wife

is)

the

he who

the great Birth of this great (god), shall surpass his compeer

tells

in renown.

The next verse
birth

also of the

same hymn mentions Vishnu's

:

Tarn u stotarafo purvyam yatha vida
ntasya garbham janusha pipartana ;
a 'sya jananto nama Md vivaktana ;

mahas
encomiasts

know how

to do,

sumatim bhajamahe.
of the rites of sacrifice],
means
[by

te Vishfio

satisfy

!

Him, (who

is

as ye

both) the Ancient or Antecedent and

by birth the .Child of .Rita. Knowing His Name, proclaim
Vishwi we enjoy thy grace, the great one.

it.

!

It is this aspect of

Vishnu as the Child

be called the New.

to

Vishnu

must follow that

clear

from the word sumat-jani,

from jan, to bring

One who

is

Ibe

He is himself both Father and
He himself is Mother also, as is

it

is

c

himself his wife'.

forth, produce,

means the

Ja"ni,

child-pro-

wife as mother.

himself Father, Mother, and Son

But what can we do

no doubt.

seems

If thus

as Father.

Son,

ducing wife, that

of Ei'ta that

the Antecedent must

If so,

if

is
strange
the words used by the

poet point to that strange idea ? Having had to put his
riddle into ,a verse, he has expressed it in a few pithy words.

That

who

it is

tells

a riddle
it,

that

is clear

is tells

compeer in renown.*

A

from the expression that he

what

it

means, shall surpass his
may be found

clue to the riddle

* This
expression
'

sat,

may be compared with : Yas t& vijanat sa pitush pita"
ho who knows them (the females who are at the same time males) is

father's father,

i.e.,

the old well-informed grandfather,
at the end of verse 16 of Rv.

an expression which comes

hymn

consisting of

many

riddling verges.

i.e.,

very wise

'

164, which is a
The idea that when one knows
I.

a thing worth knowing, he shall surpass his compeer

is

repeated in
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in the

I. 4, 1-5,

Bnhadarawyaka-Upanishad

where

it

says

beginning At/man was alone in the
form of Purusha, Man, without a second, and that not
finding any love in being alone, he made himselfInto two
to the effect that in the

husband and

as

and, bringing forth the universe
himself to be the snshii or all that was

wife,

knew

through her,
brought forth. Thus the Creator is himself Father, himFurther on in I. 4, 16, the
self Mother, and himself Issue.

same Upanishad

the

identifies

Self,

(i.e.

the-all-himself

Creator) with Mind and his wife with Vafc (the goddess
of)

Speech.

The idea
himself

or

of

being Mind or like Mind,

the Creator

the

Va&,

forth the universe

goddess
the

as

of

Speech,

result of his

bringing

vyakarawa of

natna-rupa, the making of names and forms, that is, as I
understand, the bringing forth of all forms, things,* by
naming them, is wide-spread in the Vedic literature the
texts of which are referred to in several places in my Essay
on Creation printed in the first volume. Speaking about

the texts on that subject that are scattered is the Brahmawas,

and quoting one from the Satap.-Brahmawa (XI.

2, 3),

Prof.

Max

Miiller says in his Veddnta Philosophy, p. 153, thus
" In
reading these scattered passages, it is difficult to resist the
:

feeeling that there

is

more behind them than the authors of the
These are

Brahmaiias themselves understood

magnificent intuitions of truth, but they are almost beyond the
Brahmawas they are like

intellectual reach of the authors of the

stars that have set beneath their horizon,

thinkers have caught but a faint

The abrupt and

scanty,

;

and

which the
here
and
there."
glimmering

and sometimes

of

fantastic,

later

manner

which these scattered passages deal with the subject shows
that it was one of the well-known topics of those days, and

in

other words here and there in the subsequent Vedic literature, instance
'
among his equals he becomes the
(1) vasishtTiaTi samananam bhavati,
best'

(Taitt.-sam. III. 4. 8, 1); (2)

samananam uttama

sloko astu,

'may

he become most praiseworthy among his equals' (Ibid,., V. 7, 4, 3);
(3) vasish7ia7i svanam bhavati, 'among his people he becomes the best'
(Z?iand.-up. V. 1, 2, and Brih.4r.-up. VI. 1, 2).

*Rupas, forms, seem
the senses, in fact

all

to

mean

that can be

all

created things perceived by any of

named by word.
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likely that further research

and
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criticism will

throw

more

light upon the precise meaning of those passages and
upon the standpoint from which each author has viewed the

subject or,

What

it

may

be, riddled with

it.

Be

this as it

may.

noteworthy is that so great a Vedic scholar has felt
the necessity of a background of remote antiquity from
is

which the subject must have emerged into the Brahmawas.
That background may be even anterior to the .Zfo'g-veda,

when speaking about Creation there are in it very
The great god
suggestive words about names and forms.
Varuwa is Poet, he knows the hidden names of the cows,

for

developes each varied form, and upholds the worlds (VIII.
Indra by his powers has himself become all the
41, 5.)

forms

(III. 53, 8;

VI. 47,

Visvakarman has

18).

entered

(X. 81, 1), and he is Manojuva, swift as
Mind, Va&aspate, the husband of Vafc, Speech (Ibid., 7)^
Nama-dhaJi,, the Giver of names (X. 82, 8). Brahmawaspati,

into all beings

the husband of Speech,* blew forth

all these (forms) [from
I have conjectured the
From
this
(X.
72,
mouth]
2).
idea
creation
of
original
by nama-rupa to have been this ;

his

mind of man all the things are
with
their names, which, when uttered,
inseparably connected
at once bring forth, to the mind of tlie hearer the forms of
that, as in the

namely

them, the poet has conceived the Creator to be such a
wonderful Mind as has brought forth all the things of the
universe as so many names, words, blown forth, because
breath

is

sent out along with the uttering of words.

His

Speech-Power Va/ is sometimes fanicied to be himself,
sometimes his wife inseparably united to him as if he himself
is both husband and wife, sometimes both daughter sprung
from him and wife always loved by him, while the words
uttered by him in conjunction with her are his issue,
himself born as words, for words are the flow of mind.
Words or concepts are not so many bits of a divided mind ;
*

Brahman means word and Brahtna?iaspati the husband or lord of word.
name is synonymous with Brihaspati. Both the

In the JRig-veda this
jO.and.-up

(I. 2,

11) and the Bnh.-ar.-up

of Brihaspati that Vafc is Bnhati and
alias Brahmanaspati is Vafcaspati.

he

20) say about the meaning
her husband. Thus Bnhaspati

(I. 3,

is

into each

word the undivided mind has flown

fully, for

otherwise there can be no concept. Thus, Father Mind is
fully in each word, his Son himself the Son; and as the

same Father has entered as Son fully
all

the words,

it is

only one Son that

into every one

and

puru-rupa or visva-

is

rupa, multiform.
(Satapai/ia-BrahmaTia XI. 2, 3, quoted by Prof. Max
Miiller, says to the effect that Brahman sent forth (created)

The

the gods Agni, V&yu, Surya, &c., together with the
three worlds of Earth, Air, and Sky, and another set of
three worlds above them; that having created these Brahman
all

went beyond them and thought,
}>
?
; and that

these worlds

"EoW

can I get into

:

"Brah'man got into the worlds, by two, by forms (rupa)' and words
(nama). Of whatever thing there is a name, that is thus named;
and of whatever thing there is no name, what one knows by form,
saying ib is such, that is such (of such form). For all this (universe)
extends as far as name and form extend. These two, name and form,
are the two great powers of Brahman, and whoever knows these two
great powers of Brahman, becomes himself a great power. These are
two great revelations of Brahman, and whoever knows these two
revelations of

Brahman, becomes himself

(Veddnta Philosophy, pp. 151

Brahman

is>

as

a'

great revelation"

152.)

shown by

Prof.

Max

Miiller,

from

bnh

In many places of the .Rig-veda,
Word is
this Word means word, prayerful word or hymn.
it
forth
one
because
bursts
after
called brahman, evidently
or
mind
is
from
itself
another
mind,
brahman, bursting
or vn'h, to burst forth.

forth as words.

In the above quotation, the creating
the Supreme Mind. From It the

Brahman seems to mean
universe has come forth

as

names and forms, as

all

things, are inseparably connected with their names.

what

is

the meaning of the sentence:

"and

of

forms,

Then

whatever

thing there is no name, what one knows by form, saying it
"
is such, that is such
?
The answer to this difficult ques-

may be problematically suggested by this query, Does
the' author mean
by things having no names of themselves
abstract ideas or other formless things named metaphorically after things which have forms ? The all-comprehending Mind is beyond all names and forms, beyond the
tion
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the universe as words,

Father Mind must necessarily be fully in each and all
the words.
One's mind is beyond the reach of another,
except so far
it in words.

Had

it

as

he

Word

has

therefore

Mind

is

and

out

thought

itself

spoken
revealed.

not been for this Revelation, had not the great
Itself as words and forms consisting of the

Mind revealed

wonderful things on the Earth, in the Air, in the Sky, in
another set of these triple worlds placed above them in

who could
Brahmawa
immanent in all

regions so high as can only be mentally pictured,
have known It? Thus, it seems to me, the

means that the Creator

of the universe is

and that He is
everywhere
same
time
at the
beyond the universe, for He is Infinite.
I must quote Prof. Max Miiller again, for the quotation

things,

is

in all its regions,

is

very important
There is one more passage, perhaps the most decided, which has
:

"

nob yet been considered in connection with this conception of
Language and Reason as a creative power, and as a power for
sustaining and pervading the world.

Upanishad VI.,

22,

where we read:

Ib occurs in the Maibrayawa

'Two Brahruans have

meditated on, the word and the non-word.

non-word

revealed.'

the word alone

By

bo be
is

the

Here we have again the exact counterpart

of

the Logos of the Alexandrian school. There is, according to the
Alexandrian philosopher, the Divine Essence which is revealed by
the word, and the word which alone reveals

it.

In

its

unrevealed

unknown, and was by some Christian philosophers called
the Father; in its revealed state it was the Divine Logos or the Son.
state

"

ib is

From

all

this it

seems to

me

that

we are driven

to admit that

the same line of thought which, after a long preparation, found its
final expression in Philo and later on in Clement of Alexandria, was

worked out in India at a much earlier time, starting from very
similar beginnings and arriving at very similar results. But there
is nothing bo indicate a borrowing
on one side or the other."
(Veddnta Philosophy, pp. 153-154.)

When

writing my Essay on Creation, I had not the aboveof Prof. Max Miiller with me, and so I then
book
quoted
missed the two important passages ($atap.-br. XL, 2, 3,

and Maitr.-up. VI. 22) which are brought out so markedly
in it.
I do not know if I have rightly grasped the subject.

Not having a guide and
35

left to

my own

ways, I must
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proceed even

if

The Non-Word revealed

I should stumble.

by the Word seems to be the Great Mind. I do not know
if the Alexandrian
philosophy has provided in it a place for
the Mother by the side of the Father and the Son. The
Vedas, as I have shown, count the Mother also, and she
Va&. This goddess Va& is celebrated even in the Eig-veda
vide

hymns X.

is

Her grandeur is so striking
what the Upanishads have
About her Prof. Max
402).

71 and X. 125.

that I took her to be virtually
called

Vidya

Miiller says

(Vol.

p.

I.,

:

"
Thus we find in the Eig-veda a hymn placed in the mouth of
Vafc or Speech, which is unintelligible unless we admit a long previous growth of thought during which Speech had become not only
one of many deities, but a kind of power even beyond the gods, a

kind of Logos or primeval

The hymn
Va/b
(i.e.

in

Wisdom

referred to

is

"

(Veddnta Philosophy,

X. 125, and

it is

p. 144),

to this effect

:

moves with the Vasus, Rudras, Adityas and Visve Devas
all the three regions)
supports Mitra and Varuwa, the two
;

Asvins, Indra, Agni, Soma, Tvashtri, Pushan, Bhaga rewards the
zealous sacrificer, herself being the first of those (deities) who
deserve sacrifice, the most thoughtful Queen; through her alone all
;

it is in fcer power to make
one a sage, a Eishi, a Brahman she causes war [to put down
unrighteousness, for], she bends the bow of Budra for his killing

breathe, see, hear, and eat their food

;

:

brahma-dvish, the hater of devotion

;

the gods have

made her mani-

fold (vyadadhu/i purutra), she stands in many places, has entered
into many things, penetrated heaven and earth she has brought
forth the Father on the summit of the universe, her home is in the
;

waters, in the ocean, from where she extends over all beings and
and she concludes the hymn thus " I breathe like the wind,

things

:

;

holding to all things ; beyond the sky, beyond this earth
one am I by my power."

;

such a

Thus she is a goddess of knowledge, devotion, righteousShe has pervaded everywhere like our Vishnu of
three strides.
Such is Mother Speech whom the Great
ness.

Father Mind has wedded, and through whom he has become
the Father of the Son, Word, the one-manifold Life that is
in all

forms, in

all

creatures.

indicates that he loves

them

all

Of course

his

being in

as himself, for the

all

Bnha-

darawyaka already referred to distinctly says that not finding love in being alone the Father created all the snhii,
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knew them

the creatures, and

all to
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Such

be himself.

a Son, by whom the universal immanence, goodness, and
love of the Father is revealed, cannot be had except

through knowledge, devotion,
so

Va&

herself

who

is all

sacrifice, righteousness,

these

is

the Mother.

.

and

It is this

Son who seems to be mentioned in Rv. X. 129, 3, as the One
was born by means of great tapas, austerity (tapasaTi
tat mahina ajayata ekam), and I have tried to show in the
that

Essay on Creation that this great tapas of the Creator is
mentioned in connection with creation in many places in
the subsequent Vedic literature including the Upanishads.
In explaining the Purusha-sukta, Rv. X. 90, 1 have been
led to see the Father in Purusha, the

Mother Va&

in Viraj

born from him, and the Son in Purusha that is born of her
and sacrificed and made manifold by the gods* (vide
Vol. I., and also p. 248 ante of this Volume.) The Yajur-

veda includes in the Purusha-sukta this
Sarvam rupam viMtya dhira/4 namani kribva 'bhivadan yad aste.
The wise (Creator), knowing all the/oras and making (all) the
:

names,

is

uttering (them).

In explaining the Brahmawa stories about the Son God

Volume, I have shown how the idea of the
natna-rupa mode of creation has entered into them when it
is said that the eight names given by Father
Prajapati to his

Rudt'a in the

first'

Son Rudra became the
Plants,
all

of

Vayu

which he

Kumara
In the

(air),

in

Agni (fire), Waters,
Lightning, Rain, Moon, and Sun,f into
eight, forms, i.e.,

an invisible

state,

bearing the ninth

name

has entered.

B%-veda Vislmu's name

or names are spoken of

* There the
Yat Purusham vyadadhufe katidha vyakalpayan ',
query is
and the reply is that he became all the creatures, sun, moon, in fact the
whole universe. The reply therefore may be summed up as tarn devafc,
bahudha vyadadhuTi, and this may be compared with what is said about Vafe
'

:

:

in

X. 125 to the same effect

:

vyadadhuTi, purutra.

Thus

Vafc is identical

with the all-pervading Purusha, the Son immanent in all forms.
t Why more forms than these were not named, why the whole universe

must be understood by the eight forms, is. shown in the first Volume to be
the laboured result of showing that as Gayatra, the Deity of the Gayatrl
verse, the Son God's names were confined to eight in order that they may
mystically represent the eight syllables of that verse.
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in such a

manner

as to indicate

some deep

The wise encomiasts are

them.

significance in

know

to

name and

his

This shows that by name something
highly worthy of knowing was meant. Did it mean that
the whole universe was to be known as his name ? In
it (1.

proclaim

156, 3).

another place, VII. 100,

3,

the poet says about Vislmu

:

tvesham hy asya sthavirasya nama, 'brilliant or sublime
indeed is the name of this sthavira'. Dr. Muir takes
sthavira to

mean

Sansknt

means an elderly man.

it

sthu, to be thick,

man.

firm,

it

immovable.

As

In the subsequent
it is derived from

seems to mean the well-developed stout

respect of this huge Sacrifice-Vish?iu
extending from earth to heaven, sthavira would mean the
same as bfihafcfcarira, 'having a huge body', already
If

so,

in

explained

More remarkable
Ta

irn

is I.

155, 3,

which says

:

vardhanti

many asya paumsyam,
matara nayati retase bhuje
dadhati putro 'varam param pifcur
ni

;

nama tntiyam adhi rofcane diva/i.
Dr. Muir and Mr. Griffith differ in their renderings of
I venture to render it thus
this.*
:

These (Soma libations) augment his (Vishwi's) verility, he causes
the two mothers to receive (his) seed (son) and the son (that is thus
;

brought forth) bears from his father the low (name), the high name,

and the third (name) in the starry region of the sky.
Read in the light of what has already been said about Vislmu
* " These
[libations, according to Sayama] augment his verility ; he conducts the parents (heaven and earth) to receive the fertilizing seed ; the
son has the inferior name ; the superior belongs to the father ; the third is

above the light of heaven."
"

Muir.

These offerings increase his mighty manly strength
he brings both parents down to share the genial flow.
:

He

lowers, though a son, the father's highest name,

the third

Mr.

is

Griffith explains

that which

is

high in the light of heaven." Griffith.
to be the libation of Soma-juice,

the genial flow

lowers, &c., he says "the meaning appears to be that Vishwu
takes rank in the sacrifice above his own father Dyaus, and that Agni has
the third place." But to my mind there seems to be no lowering of the

and about he

highest name.
indicates.

:

The verse speaks

of three

names, as the word third
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himself being Father, Mother, and Son, this

may mean this

:

Vishnu as Father Mind drinks the sacred beverage and
gets his spiritual verility. This is tantamount to what is
said in the Brahmawas and Upanishads that the Creator, in
order to create, performed sacrifice, tapas or austerity. The
two mothers, heaven and earth, are to be understood here
as consisting of the vast region extending

from the earth

the sky a region which includes the whole
visible universe and which, we saw, is pervaded by Vishnu

to the top of

and by Mother Va/c. Into that region the Father effuses
himself as the Son, the Life or Self immanent in the whole

As

that Son

the Deity of Sacrifice extending
on
Earth to the Sun Agni in the
Agni
Sky on high, the names spoken of as avara and para, the
low and the high, appear to be respectively the form
universe.

from the

is

sacrificial

Agni on Earth and the form of the Sun in the Sky.
But there is another name or form equally essential for
Sacrifice, and that is of the Moon Soma, who is seen gloriof

ously in the star-bedecked sky
shines extinguishing star-light.

with

in the

the stars, and for that reason he.

placed in the very lap of

them (Ev. X.

place of the celestial Soma-juice
would therefore take Sorna to be
in the ro&ana of the sky.

The sun

night.

But the moon

is in

is

shines along
fancied to be

85, 2),

and the

the Starry Orion.

I

meant by the third name

Rofranas in the plural

1

mean

the

stars,* but here ro/cane in the locative singular seems
mean the starry region in which Soma is placed.f

of

to

Thus Agni, Surya, and Soma are the three bright names
the Son who is immanent in the whole universe. If

this is the

meaning

of the verse, it follows that it is simply

in accordance with this principle, inherited

from the Rig-

veda, of naming the Son, that the Brahmawa stories have
depicted the Son God Eudra as having the eight names
and forms of Agni, sun, moon, &c., already mentioned.
* Of. the Vedic
expression, rofcante ro&ana divafo.
celestial Sonm's home in the sky, in the third, region from here, is
well known in the Yajur-veda vide Taitt.-Sam. VI. 1, 6, saying, tntlyasy&m

t The

ifco

divi Somafo, &c.
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same hymn (I. 155), it is said of
Vislmu that with four and ninety names he impels the
In verse 6

of

the

vyatis, steeds, like a rolling

wheel

:

sakam navatim Ita namabhi/i
feakram na vnttam vyabin avivipat.

Jfaturbhi/i

Mr.

Griffith quotes Wilson,

who, following Saya%a, gives

the following explanation of this

"Yistmu

is

:

here identified with Time, comprising ninety-four

periods the year, two solstices, five seasons, twelve months, twentyfour half months, thirty days, eight watches, and twelve zodiacal
:

signs."

no mention of the zodiacal signs in the Vedic
must be made up in some other manner.
Prof. Ludwig, quoted by Mr. Griffith, appears to have

As there

is

literature, the table

construed that with the four names, the four

Yislmu makes the ninety steeds

seasons,

to rotate like a wheel, the

ninety steeds being probably the ninety days of each
season of three months, which, turned round four times,

would make the year

of 360 days.
The simile of the rollindicative
of
Time.
certainly
Taking this and
the three stations together, Sacrifice-Yislmu is eternal and

ing wheel

is

extending over endless Time and endless Space.
Immediately after the saying, quoted at p. 271 ante, that

infinite

Brahmawaspati blew forth these (forms), the /i%-veda X.
72,2, says that in the ancient age of the gods Sat, Existence,

was born from Asat, Non-Existence. In the Essay on Creation in the first Volume, I have dwelt upon this riddle of
Asat and Sat. I have tried to show there that while Sat

means the whole universe

in its created or manifested form,
not simply the unrnanifested state of it, irrespective
of the Creator, but the Creator Brahmawaspati himself, the

Asat

is

Lord of Speech as Mind, in the unthinking or sleeping state
when all the words are latent in it. The unrevealed Mind
called Asat brings forth Sat, the universe, that is, reveals
I
itself by blowing itself forth as the words, the forms.

have even conjectured Asat
Nihil, but a word

to

be not A-sat, Non-existence,

artificially and riddlingly used as As-at
'
(made up of the root as/ to be, and the particle at ').,
'
'
that which merely is (without thinking or speaking the
'
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unrevealed Boot or Cause), for whether Asat

is

the unmani-

iested Creator, or the unmanifested state of the universe, he

and can never be called Nihil. My excuse
what may appear my quibbling is the existence in the
Upanishads of very artificial words such as tajjalan and
or

it

existed then,

for

the probability of the Brahmanas and Upanishads having
inherited the riddling spirit from the time of the Rigveda itself, which in many places abounds in riddles.

Be my

conjectural As-at as it may. Let Asat be A-sat,
Even this,
the Creator as Mind in the unrevealed state.
calling the unrevealed

the

name

Creator as Asat, which
is

riddle,

ordinarily meaning Non-Existence,
and the same kind of riddle is repeated

Maitrayawa Upanishad (quoted

"By

the

Word

alone

is

the

at

278

p.

Non-Word

a

is

a paradoxical

when the

ante)

says

revealed.-"

:

The

Contrasted with Sat, the universe consisting
of forms, A-sat seems to be used in the sense of the Formthing

is this.

The Rig-veda, X., 294, 4, immediately after speaking
about the birth of Kama, Love, the Primal Retas,* Son, of
Mind, says that sages searching well in the heart found

less.

the

Bandhu (Bond

universe, in Asat.

or

supporting Kinsman) of Sat, the
me clear that Asat is the

It seems to

same Mind and Bandhu the same Mind's Son that are spoken
The drift of the poet seems

of in the first part of the verse.

be

to
is

this.

In the forms consisting of the universe, the Son

immanent as their Life and Support, and therefore He is
Bandhu of Sat, and Him they found in Asat, the

called the

From

the light thrown upon

it by the
passages
and
Maitr.-up. VI., 22) found in Prof.
(Satap.-br. X., 2, 3,
Max Miiller's book, and by the remarkable verses of the
Vislmu-sukatas, 1 have said so much about the riddle of Asat

Formless!.

and Sat by way of putting the case more
*
'

4,

Betas, seed, is often used in the sense of one's

clearly than I

own son

vide Rv.

was
1.

68,

ifcfcTianta retaTi.'

f I have had to refer to this remarkable verse in many places. That in
the subsequent Puranic period, when the meaning of asat had become
obscure, asati, in asat,' may have been construed to refer to a time of
'

extreme
is

distress,

adverted to on

when
p.

non-existence, death, deluge, is staving in the face,

166 ante.
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able to do in the first Volume.
in Rv. X., 5,

that

7,

Agni

I would

now take the saying

the Firsfc-Born of Rita

is

both

Asat and Sat in the highest heaven to mean that Agni worshipped on the altar here is not the mere fire, but the Deity

on high,
seen as Sat in the form of the sun, while
at the same time he is Asat, Formless, whose infinite pervasion has gone beyond all forms, beyond the sun, moon

of Sacrifice that has extended himself into the sky

where he

and

is

stars.

In the Visvakarma-suktas (X. 81 and 82), after singing
the glory of the All-Maker having eyes and feet everywhere, One whose work
as Mind,

Husband

of

righteous (sadhukarman), Swift
Speech, the One Namadh^/i or

is

Narner, the Father who, wishing to grow (vavndhana/i),
made an oblation of himself in the sacrifice performed by

him, the First that has entered into
&c., &c., the poet concludes by saying

all

the creatures,

:

know Him who brought forth these things something
between you and Him. Bnvelpped in mist and chattering (incoherently), the (so-called) praisers (of Him) walk along,

You do

not

;

else stands

"

"

rejoicing in life

(i.e.,

in selfish, sensual gratification).*

Not knowing the

invisible Father

has entered into

creatures, the foolish people pretending
godly, revel in selfishness, being virtu-

to be learned
ally

and

life-taking

hymns and

all

who by

self-sacrifice

Without knowing

Yatudhanas.

Him

sacrifices are useless.

Poets have likened the Creator and his srihti of the
universe to

fire

and its

spai'ks, to

the sun and the rays spring-

ing from him, to the rain cloud and the showers of rain, to
the sea and the rivers fed by the rain clouds formed by the
vapours of the sea and flowing back into it, to the spider
"
"
* The
is asutnp. Mr. Griffith has evidently
original of
rejoicing in life
read the word as a-sutnp, for he has rendered it by " discontented ". But
the Padapai/ia of the word is asu-tnp, rendered by Prof. Max Miiller as
"

"

(RiVbert Lectures, p. 301). In adopting this meaning
with
this
dealing
hymn in Vol. I., pp. 407, 412, I did not catch its
I have now come
spirit properly, and mistook the life to be Grod himself.
rejoicing in life

when
to

know from

life-taking.

Dr. Macdonell's excellent dictionary that asu-tnp

means
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and the threads sent out and withdrawn by it. These
similes are taken from outside
But turning upon
objects.
himself there

is

most wonderful thing,

for the poet that

the intelligent, ethical, constructive
him a vision of the Great Mind from
all

human mind,

whom

creatures have come out as words.

The

His Eevelation, His Great Poetry, by which
revealed to the contemplative religious mind.

is

About Vishnu Vamana, the Taitt.-sam.
to this effect

giving

things and
whole universe
all

He

II., 1, 3, 1,

is

says

:

The Devas and A suras vied with each other

in respect of (the lord-

Vishma saw a vamana or dwarf (pasu,
ship of) these worlds.
victim), which he offered to himself as the Deity (fit to receive that
offering).

By

this act,

he conquered

all

these worlds.

He who

vies

become the lord of these worlds) shall offer a dwarf (pasu) to
Vislmu; he will become Vishwu himself and conquer all these
(to

worlds.
is in
praise of offering a dwarf pasu to Vislmu while
other kinds of pasus are prescribed for other gods. Vislmu' s
pasu as the dwarf must have been fixed upon after his own

This

character as the wonderful dwarf measuring
by three steps had become fixed.

all

the worlds

The $atap.-br. I., 2, 5,.l, quoted in Dr. Muir's Texts,
Vol. IV., p. 122, says to this effect
The Devas and Asuras, who were both sprung from Prajapati,
strove together. The Devas were, as it were, worsted, and the
:

Asuras began to parcel out

this

her) with [straps of ?J ox-hides

Earth among themselves (measuring
from west to east. The Devas went

there placing at their head Vislmu, the Sacrifice, who was Vamana,
dwarf, and asked the Asuras to give them also a share in the Earth.
The Asuras, grudging as it were (i.e., unwilling to give any large

share to the Devas), answered, We give you as much as this Vishwu
can lie upon'. The Devas accepted the offer, and said (among them'

what was co-extensive with

was very
and surrounded
him with the Gayatri, Trishtfubh, and Jagati metres on the south,
west, and north respectively, placing Agni on the east, and thus
"
By this means they
they went on worshipping and toiling.
selves) that

much

indeed.

Then they placed Vishnu

Sacrifice (Vislmu)

to the east

acquired the whole of this earth ; and since by this means they
acquired (samavindata) it all, therefore [the place of sacrifice] is
called

Vedi (from the root

great as the altar, so great
36

vid, to acquire).
is

the earth

:

for

Hence men
by

it

'

say,

as

(the altar) they
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acquired the whole of this earth.'
Vislmu did not advance, but hid himself

Surrounded on

all sides,

the roots of plants.
The Devas searched for him, and digging (the earth) found him at a
depth of three fingers.

among

Vamana

This

story may be compared with the Varaba
of
the Taitt.-samhita, quoted at pp. 184-185 ante.
story
As explained in the Essay on the Boar, the altar Vedi

represents the whole Earth, Pnthivi, and it
that Pnthivi
signifies the whole universe.
Infinite

Supreme

Upanishads
siae

Self located in the heart

ATI gush i/iamatra,

is

also likely

is

Just as the

termed in the

which

of thumb-size,

is

the

the heart, the Invisible Infinite Deity SacrificeVislmu, who, we saw, is the Giant extendiog from the
of

altar to

where,

is

beyond the highest heaven and pervading everytermed the Dwarf of the size of only the altar on

which he

Vishwu

The Asuras are deluded by taking

located.

is

much

to be only as

Asura Viro&ana

of the

taking his own form that
Self.

as the dwarf in form, just as

deluded by
seen in the reflection to be his

.KMnd.-Upanishad
is

But the Devas, having got

as"

much

is

as

Vishnu can

upon, get the whole universe, as Vislmu is Infinite.
This clearly implies that Vishwi, the Sacrifice performed by

lie

the Devas on the altar, strode and extended himself everywhere. Such being the case, the saying that Vislmu did

not advance

is

a riddle of the paradoxical kind.

riddles the latent or

what

what

is

implied

is

In such

the truth and not

made

to appear as patent, for it is by discarding
the idea of any of the forms or seen things in the universe
is

being God that the Unseen God immanent in

it is

be

to

mentally realized. Moreover, what follows the saying that
Vislmu could not advance because he was surrounded
clearly indicates his subtile, penetrative, pervasive nature.

He

disappears into the oshadhis, plants, and is found
concealed in the Earth.
This shows that He is the

immanent

Invisible Deity

in the universe.

According

to

Dr. Macdonell's dictionary, oshadhi means avasa-dhi, 'con;
As osha means ' burning ; , oshadhi
taining nourishment
.

may have been
pungent

sap.

looked upon as containing burning,

It is likely that oshadhi is

i.e.,

mentioned here
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as Vishwu's hiding place in order to indicate thereby that
is the
root-sap, the life- juice, immanent in all things.

He

In Dr. Muir's

IV. pp. 130 135, are given three
versions from the Ramaya9ia about the Dwarf incarnation,
Texts,

}

one from Schlegel's edition, the other from the Bombay
edition, and the third fron Grorresio's edition. The Madras
printed in Telugu character, seems to correspond
for the most part with the Bombay edition so far as this

edition,

The

story goes.

story

is

about the sanctity of the

Rama by

narrated to
latter's

Visvamitra

hermitage called Siddhas-

rama, the place where in the olden time Vishwu Vamana
achieved siddhi, success, in his tapas. Its purport, in
which Dr. Muir's translation is largely quoted, is this
This is Vislmu Vamana's former hermitage, where he resided for
:

thousands of years performing tapas and achieving success in it.
At that time King Bali, son of Viro/cana, conquered all the Devas
including (their lord) Indra, reigned in their kingdom, and became
renowned in the three worlds. While Bali was performing a sacrifice,
the Devas including Agni and their priest (Bnhaspati) approached
'
in this place and said
Vishnu, Bali is performing an
excellent sacrifice. Before it is completed, our object should be

Vishwu

:

"

achieved.'

Whatever suppliants wait upon him from whatever
them in a proper manner all whatever, of any

quarter, he bestows on

sort of thing [they wish]."

power

Do thou go

there assuming, by thy

Dwarf form, and do that which

of maya, the

is

excellently

good.
"

At

Rama, the divine Kasyapa, luminous

this period,

as

fire,

were, with splendour, attended by the goddess Aditi,
having completed an act of austerity (vrata) which had lasted for a
thousand years of the gods, celebrated [thus] the praises of the boon-

glowing, as

it

Madhusudana (Vislmu): 'Through intense

bestowing

(tapas) I behold thee, the

who

supreme

Spirit,

whose essence

is

austerity
austerity,

art a congeries of austerity, the impersonation of austerity,

who

In thy body, lord, I behold this whole
Thus praising Vishnu, Kasyapa begged him to be born

art rich in austerity.

universe.'

"

as his son in Aditi, thereby

and

become the younger brother

of Indra>

Accordingly Vishnu was born in Aditi.
Assuming the Dwarf form, he went to Bali, begged for three paces
(of ground), and having obtained them, he, the Self of the universe
(Lokatma), devoted to the good of all creatures, strode through (all)
assist

the Devas.

the worlds

(in

three paces), and restored
"

overcome Bali by

But

his
5

'

niyamya

might

them

(niyamya balim

may have been

to Indra,

"

having

ojasa).

used here in the sense of
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'having bound ', for Bali-bandha, the binding of Bali,
seems to be a wide-spread idea in the Pura?ias, and it is
clearly mentioned in another part of the Ramaya9ia, viz., the

Yuddhakanda, verse 27
after

Sita's

incarnation

of

of sarga 120, in which,

immediately

Devas praise Rama as the
Vishwu himself that was the one-horned

fire

ordeal,

the

Varaha, Vamana, &c., in the olden time.

The verse

in

question referring to the Vamana incarnation says
By you (OBama!) as Vamana, the Dwarf, the three worlds were
encompassed (kranta/i/) by three strides, and Mahendra was made
king (of the three worlds), having bound the great Asura Bali
:

('

Balim badh va mahasuram

').

Dwarf as a bhikshu,
mendicant, with the lock of hair on the head, and with
umbrella and kamamMu, drinking gourd. These are
emblems of the state of Brahma/carya. It and the other
edition mention the regions of the three paces as " with
one step he occupied the whole earth, with a second the
Schlegel's edition

eternal

atmosphere (vyomam avyayam), and with a third

the sky."
(Bali)

describes the

And

they say that having removed the thorn

(from Indra's

way), and given the empire of the
made Asura Bali a dweller

three worlds to Indra, Vislmu
in

the Patala (the uether world).

As pointed out by Dr. Muir, the second paragraph of
the story relating to Vislmu's birth as the son of Kasyapa
and Aditi is so placed that it might well be omitted. Two
versions of the same story appear to be put in and adjusted.
The second makes Vislmu Aditya. No one can be Aditya
unless he

is the son of Aditi, and
Kasyapa as the husband
and
the father of Indra and other gods is a wideof Aditi
spread idea in the epics and Pura?ias.

In the Mahabharata the Dwarf incarnation

is

briefly

referred to in two places, quoted in Dr. Muir's Texts IV.,
pp. 135-136, and in both of them Vishwu Vamana's birth

from Kasyapa and Aditi is distinctly mentioned. In the
first, Vishwu says to Narada to this effect
The great Asura Bali, son of Viro/cana, shall be indestructible by
:

anybody, whether Deva, Asura, or Eakshasa. He shall take the
three worlds, putting Indra to flight. Then I shall be born as the
son Of Kasyapa and Aditi, as the Dvadasaditya, restore the empire
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and place the eminent Danava Bali in the Patala (Santiparva,

vv. 12943

ff.).

In the second, Krishna

is

praised to this effect

:

Thou, the all-pervading, hast by thy energy traversed the earth,
the sky (kham) and heaven (divam) in three strides,
become

having

a Child, the

Son

of Aditi, the

younger brother

of Indra.

Having

attained to the sky, and occupied Adityasadana (the place of the
sun), thou, the Self of all beings, hast surpassed the sun by thine

own

lustre (Arawyaparva, vv. 484

ff.).

In the Harivamsa, the story of Vamana is stated in a
very lengthy manner spread over twenty-five

adbyayas

which

taken up with the
details of the battle between the Devas and the Asuras.

(239263), a great part

of

is

Briefly stated, it is to this effect
Janamejaya asks how the Infinite Narayana (Vishwu), the Eternal
Praknti, Eoot of the worlds, the Ancient Self without beginning,
middle, or end, God of gods, the Carrier of oblations [in the form of
:

Agni] as well as the Eater of them, was born a Dwarf in Aditi, the
Mother of the Devas. Vaisampayaua answers Prajapati Kasyapa,
the son of Marifci, had two wives, Aditi and Diti, both sisters.
:

In Aditi the Devas were born [including the twelve Adityas,
namely], Dhafcn, Aryaman, Mitra, Varuna, Arnsa, Bhaga, Indra,
Vivasvat, Pushan, Parjanya the tenth, Tvashtri the eleventh, and

Vishnu the twelfth (dvadaso Yishwur u&yate). In Difci were born
the powerful Hirawyakasipu and his younger brother Hirawyaksha.
The former had five sons, the eldest of whom was Prahlada, whose
son was Yiro&ana, whose son was Bali. The Daityas, seeing that
Hira?tyakasipu was killed by the Man-lion (Visfmu), and with a view
to conquer the Devas, installed Bali as the king of the Daityas.
Bali was always devoted to dharma (religious and moral duties),

truthful, one

who had subdued

the senses, well up in

all

knowledges,

tattvadarsin or seer of the essence (of knowledge), grateful, most

valourous, Hira?iyakasipu (having a golden seat), and indestructible
(avyaya).

The god Brahma also was pleased with him and performed

the abhisheka or installation ceremony.
On Bali's installation, the Daityas waged war against the Devas in
order to regain the empire of the three worlds taken away from the

Daityas

on

the

death of

Hirawyakasipu.

tedious details of the war and the

rank that took part

in

it,]

[Passing

over

the

names

of the Daityas of inferior
Prahlada fought with the army of Kala

Anuhlada with that of Dhanada (the
Yaruwa, and they succeeded
god
in overpowering and routing these gods. Then Agni, who is
described here as the son of the self-shining damsel /Saracftli, entered
(the

god

of death), his brother

of wealth), VipraMtti with that of
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the battlefield and burned many of the Daibyas, and although he was
thinned for a time by the flood of water sent by them, he regained
his vigour by being praised by Bnhaspati (the priest of the Devas)
that he should not fear water as water itself was his womb, and
that he was the lord of

all creatures.

Thus

praised, he fought again

and repulsed the Daityas.

Then King

Bali himself, praised by his grandfather Prahlada as
the gods himself, the unconquerable lord of all, the great
Yogisvara possessing all the sattvika gimas or pure qualities, took
up the field and fought with Indra, the head of the Devas, and

being

all

As the last resort Indra took up his Yajra weapon,
but a voice in the sky told him that Bali, by the merit of his
austerity, righteousness, truth, and of the boon conferred upon him
worsted him.

by the god Brahma, was unconquerable in battle by anybody.
Hearing this Indra went away from the battlefield along with the
Devas, and the Daityas blew their trumpets of victory.
Thus winning the empire of the three worlds with the splendour
of sacrifice for securing heaven shining in the Daityas, with the whole

world established in peace and in the path of righteousness (satpatha),
with a. complete absence of sin, with (the Bull of) Dharma standing

on all fours, Bali was installed the king of heaven (Devarajya), and
the goddess Lakshmi herself entered him, pleased with his valour
and righteousness. The other goddesses also, viz., Hri (Modesty),
Kirti (Fame), Dyuti (Splendour), Prabha (Brilliancy),
tude),

Kshama

(Wisdom),

(Forgiveness),

Smrrti

(Good

Mti

(Equity),

Memory),

attended him, as also

(Peace), &c., &c.,

versed in music.

Daya

Vidya

Dhnti

(Forti-

(Kindness), Mati

(Knowledge),

the Apsaras

Santi

nymphs

well

Thus was incomparable lordship obtained by

Bali,

all

the Brahmavadin.
'

Defeated by Bali, Indra goes to the home of his mother Aditi in
She takes him and the Devas to her husband Kasyapa,
who takes them all to the Heaven of the god Brahma. [Here

the East,

comes a long description of Brahma and his sabha, court, where he
Brahma says to Kasyapa
attended by .Bishis and others.]
I
'

is

:

Go to the other shore of the milky
Paramam Amritam, Vishnu is pertapas with Yogaic contemplation, he who is the
the support of it, the Self of all, who is called

know why you have come

here.

ocean, where at a place called

forming a great
whole universe,

Purvaja, the First-Born. Perform a great tapas yourself there, and,
as soon as he rises from his tapas, salute him, and beseech him to

be born as your son.' Accordingly Kasyapa and Aditi go there, and,
at the completion of the tapas, praise 'Vislmu as the god of gods,
Ekasnnga-Varaha, the one-horned Boar, Vnshakapi, &c., &c., and at
their request he

her

womb

for a

is

born as their son Vamana after Aditi bears him in

thousand years.

All the gods including the twelve
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of Vishnu,

whose splendour

is

and

all

the Eishis

equal to that of a

thousand suns risen simultaneously in the sky, and whom people
worship under various names, including Yajna, Sacrifice.

When

Bali

is

performing a horse

sacrifice, Brihaspati,

boy Yamana, who

the priest

shining with
the sacred thread, the sacred girdle (maunji), umbrella, the staff, and
the deer-skin (all badges of Brahmafcarya). The boy surpasses
of fche Devas, conducts there the

is

knowledge of the details of the sacrifice and
them its proper procedure. Surprised at this, Bali salutes
him and asks him to tell what he should do for him. The boy
Bali's priests in the

teaches

extols Bali's sacrifice as surpassing those performed by the god
Pitamaha (Brahma), by Indra, by Yama, by Yaruwa. Hearing this,
whose son are you, the best
Bali is very much pleased, and says
'

:

may want and I shall give it.'
want neither kingdom nor conveyances, nor riches,
nor damsels. If you are pleased, give as much ground as my three
paces can cover, on account of my Guru for establishing (his sacred)
What will you do with only three paces ? Ask
fire on it.' Bali says
for a hundred of a hundred thousand paces.' The boy says that
of Brahmans
The boy says

!

:

ask for anything you

'.I

'

:

three paces are quite enough.

Both

Bali's high-priest

Sukra and

grandfather Prahlada warn him against giving the ground, saying
that the boy is Yisbm himself and not the child that he looks, that

come again. Bali says: 'If Yishwu
what better recipient of my gift
my
can I find ? Having promised to give I must give.
boy, ask for
the whole earth and it shall be given.' The boy reiterates that only
three of his paces are enough, and Bali pours water into the boy's
hand as signifying the act of gift. As soon as the water falls into
the boy's hand the Dwarf becomes Non-Dwarf extending from Earth
he

is

the Man-lion himself

himself has

come

to

sacrifice,

to Sky, with all the gods merged in his body, the earth as his feet,
sky as head, sun and moon as eyes, his navel as the door to Heaven,

and other gods and things as

his other limbs [as described in detail

When

he strides through the Earth (in one pace)
the sun and moon come to his chest, when he strides through
nabhas, atmosphere (in the second pace), they come to his hip, and
in the original].

when he

strides through param, the

sky on high

(in

the third pace),

The Daityas (thinking that their lord Bali is
attack
Yislmu on all sides, but are put down by
deceived)
being
him. Having thus conquered all the worlds, he gives them to Indra
and makes Bali the resident of Sutala.aKcts Patala below in the
As you gave the water of gift to me, you
Earth, telling him thus
will never die from the hands of the Devas.
Beside in Sutala
together with all the Daityas, and reign there as their king. By
they are at his

feet.

'

:

my

grace you shall get

all

kinds of celestial happiness and

sacrifices.
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Dp

not interfere with Indra,

elder brother.
will

If

bufe

you infringe

bind you in their

show respect

this

my

to

him

as he is

my

order, the nagas, serpents,

coils.'

Bali asks what he should eat in Sutala, and

Vamana

replies that

whatever sacrifices and other religious acts are performed by men
without faith, devotion, charity, &c,, shall go to him as oblations

The great illustrations Bali says, very well, and
enters the Patala, and Vamana goes to Trivishrfapa, Heaven, honoured
for his food.

by

all

the Bishis.

On

Vishnu's going to Heaven, having bound Bali in the coils of
serpents, Eishi Narada happens to go to Bali's place and teaches

him

Vishim

to glorify

in a

hymn

of

twenty verses, styled Moksha-

vimsaka, for in it Bali prays for moksha, liberation, from the coils.
Pleased with this, Vishnu sends the bird Garutman, the enemy of
Seeing the bird, the serpents leave Bali and disappear.
serpents.

You are liberated, reside here in the Patala
bird says to htm
with your kith and kin, and do not stir even a gavyuti (a distance of
'

The

:

two krosas) from here, on pain of your head going to pieces. Bali
asks what he should eat there and is reminded of what has already
been fixed by Vishwu.

Such

is

The bad

the story narrated in the Harivarnsa.

nature of the food allotted to Bali looks a discordant
sequel to the celestial happiness and sacrifices promised

Also his being bound by Nagapasa,
discordantly introduced, without saying

immediately before.
serpent-coils,

is

anything about his having given any cause for being
bound. It looks as if some other version of the legend is

mixed

The Bhagavata-Purawa, VIII. adh.
narrating the story in its own way

up.

elaborately

extracts from which are given in Dr.

Muir

;

s

15-28, in

(copious
Texts IV.

pp. 137-151), omits the bad food and gives a reason for
binding Bali, but it substitutes Varuwapasa for Naga-pasa
:

When young Vamana begs Bali in the horse-sacrifice for three
Having pleased me so
paces of ground, Bali says to this effect
much with words befitting a wise old man (though you are so young),
you ask for very little. Ask at least for so much of land as would
'

:

yield a living.'

The boy says that one who

is

not content with three

if he should
get the
paces of ground will not find contentment even
'
whole universe. Bali says with a smile (of admiration), Take what

you want.'

At

that time Bali's priest Sukra of the line of the Bhar-

prevent him, saying that the boy is the Infinite Vishwi
gavas
come to measure the whole universe in three paces and deprive him
tries to

of

his empire.

Bali,

to

whom

the keeping of his word

is

more
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important than his empire, argues with Sukra, who, not pleased
with a disciple who would not heed his Guru's word, curses him to

Vindhyavali hands
he pours the water, the
Devas and other celestials applaud him and honour him by showering
flowers on him, and the Dwarf becomes the Giant measuring the

lose his sri (wealth, empire).

Bali's dutiful wife

the water vessel to him, and as soon as

whole Earth

one pace, and the Air and Sky in the second pace,

in

leaving no space whatever in the universe for the third pace. The
sky-ward stride penetrates even the Satya-loka, where the god

Brahma honours the Great Strider's foot by washing it with the water
of his KamancMu, and the water thus poured on the foofc becomes
the Gartga river flowing in the three worlds.* There being no space
for the third pace, the heavenly bird Tarkshya (Garutman), knowing

Vistmu's intention, binds Bali with Tarawa's pasas, cords. All this
takes place on the Sntya or Soma day of the sacrifice. Vishrcu says

'Your empire extending as

to Bali to this effect:

warms with
far

his rays, as far as the

as Parjanya rains,

moon

far as the

sun

shines with the stars, as

has come within

my two

paces.

Having

me

the promised three paces, you have to go to niraya,
hell.'
Bali says
I do not fear the pains of hell nor of the cords
binding me. Allow me to make good my word be pleased to place
failed to give

'

:

:

your third step (padam) on my own head punishment from such a
Guru as you is most welcome.' Then, praised by Prahlada, Vindhya;

"
This chief of the Danavas
vali, and the god Brahma, Vishnu says
and Daityas, and enhancer of their renown, has conquered unconHe has been elevated by me to a position
querable Delusion
:

to

which even the immortals with

Indra, supported by me, of the

him occupy

difficulty attain

:

he shall be the

Savami Manvantara.

Meanwhile

formed by Visvakarman, where, by my will,
neither mental nor bodily pains, nor fatigue, nor weariness, nor dislet

Sutala,

comfiture, nor diseases

afflict

the inhabitants." Bali

is

then released

and enters Sutala with joy, along with the Asuras (i.e., the Daityas)
and his grandfather Prahlada. To them there Vishwu becomes
durgapala, the guardian of the fortress, standing always with the
mace in his hand, and protecting them. Vishnu tells the priest

sacrifice.

any irregularity he may have seen in his disciple's
Sukra says " How can there be any irregularity in that

ceremony

of

Sacrificial

Man, adored

$ukra

to rectify

:

which thou art the

lord,

the lord of sacrifice, the

in every respect?

Whatever defects there

* The
Skanda-Purana, quoted in the Vafcaspatya under the word
Ganga, says that Vislmu Trivikrama's foot (stretched into the sky) rent
,

the Brahmanrfa, the celestial globe, and let loose the Gaiiga river so as to
come down to the earth and fill the ocean. In the Essay on Ganga, I have
tried to explain Ganga's celestial origin.
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may be

in respect of texts, of order, of place, of time, of persons, or
of materials, the mere celebration of thee obliterates them all.

Nevertheless, great being, I shall fulfil the injunction which thou
utterest this is ;the highest happiness of men, to obey thy commands." Having assented to the order of Hari, the divine Usanas,
with the Brahman-nshis, rectified the irregularities of Bali's sacri:

;

Having thus begged the Earth from Bali, the Dwarf Hari
(Vishnu) restored Heaven to his brother Mahendra.

fice.

The

celebration of Vishnu as the

defects in sacrifices

is

means

for rectifying

a Vedio procedure, for the Aitareyathat Vislmu cures defects in sacri-

Brahmawa HI. 88 says
fices,

that by repeating the verse, Vishnor nu kam viryani
154, 1), the defects are cured. That verse celebrates

,(Rv. I.

Vishwu's three strides.

The popular

idea that has entered into Vernacular songs
and for which there must be some

in this part of India,

Puranic authority,
Bali's

mansion

indicate this

We

have

Vislmu

is

is

that Vislmu is the door-keeper of

The Bhagavata-Purawa seems

in Sutala.

when saying

that Vishnu

is

to

Bali's durga-pala.

seen that according to the Jat.-Brahmana
the door-keeper of the Devas (p. 266 ante). If

he is the door-keeper of Asnra Bali also, it shows that he
has treated him as a Deva. Indeed the sublime character

which Bali bears

in

all

the

Puranic

Ramayana downwards shows that he

is

stories from the
an Asura only in

name, but a great righteous soul really.
The legend about Vislmu Trivikrama, risen as
t?he

.Zfo'g-vedic

it is

from

Vishnu Trivikrama, may have been one

of

the oldest Puranic
legends in folklore currency for a long
period before it was recorded in the Bamayana, MahaIt agrees with
bharata, Harivamsa, and other Puranas.
the jffo'g-veda about the nature of the three strides and

about Vishnu's
striding for the sake of Indra, but it has
these peculiarities, viz.,
Indra
(1) its Vishnu is Aditya with
as his elder
brother, (2)

it

introduces Bali not

known

in the

JStg-veda, and (3) there is the riddle of Bali, though an
Asura or Daitya, being the most righteous giver, and yet
bound by the recipient of the gift. Before explaining
these points, it is necessary, even though it may be a long
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few pages^to Aditi, Diti, Kasyapa
and the Daityas and Adityas..
About the Vedic Aditi and her sons the Adityas, and
about the Vedio Diti, Professor Max Muller's disquisition,
digression, to devote a

in ti.B.K, Yol.

263,

is

XXXII., Vedic Hymns, Part

most instructive.

Aditi comes in

many

I.,

pp. 241

In the JRig-vedai the goddess

places.

She

is

the

Mother of

all

the

gods generally, a character which she retains in the epics
and Purawas also. There can be no doubt, as shown by
Prof.

Max

Miiller, that the prevailing sense of Aditi in- the

jRig-veda is A-diti, Unbounded, Infinite, and that the Word
is used not only as the name of the goddess Aditi, but also

an adjective qualifying certain male' deities, such as
Dyauft, the Sky,, and Agni, the sacrificial fire. The appro-

as

priateness of this adjective in the case of the Sky is clear
enough. In 1. 72, 9 Pnthivi, the Earth, seems to be called
Aditi.

It says

:

A ye visva svapatyani tasthuTt
knnvanaso amntatvaya gatum,

mahna mahadbhi^ pnthivt

vi tasthe

mata putrair aditir dhayase veh.
Those who have undertaken all the good- works, making (for them
with (those) great sons the Wide
selves) the way to immortality,
Earth has spread herself mightily (or heartily) for the nourishment
of the Bird.

The
to

Wide Earth of this verse seems
we have seen fi-om many Bra"hmawa

Aditi- Pnthivi or

be the

altar,

which,

stories (pp. 185, 193 ante), represents the

whole Earth.

She

nourishes on her lap the Bird Agni, attended by her sons,
the sacrificers who perform the good works of sacrifice.*

Even if the Bird is the Sun, Agni himself as the rising.
Sun seems to be meant, by viewing Mother Earth as
*The

PadapaiTia of svapatyani

is

su-apatyani.

In

Dr.

Maodonell's

is rendered by 'good-work.'
As there is
dictionary svapatya (su-apatya)
the word sva-pati, one's own lord, applied to IndrainX. 44r,.I, &c., Dr.
changes the Padapatlia into sva-patyani not only here, but in

Oldenberg

VII. 91, 3 where

it is said, 'they performed (fcakruTi], all svapatyani
and renders sva-patyani by the 'powers of one's own
dominion' (vide Ve&ic Hymns, Part II., p. 86). The word seems to refer
As the churned' Agni and the extracted'
to works and not to powers.

(su-apatyani)

',
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nourishing him in the Bast where she and the horizon of
the sky in which the sun is are poetically fancied to be

touching each other, and the sacrificing sons with whom
she nourishes the Child may be the famous Angirases, the
rays attending upon the sun, who are fancied to be very
great sacrificers performing the Heaven-securing rites at
the appointed time regularly.* I think it is this picture of
Mother Earth as the matutinal Vedi, altar, in the far

East that

border.

known

3

spoken of in Rv.

is

anta/z.

paro

(

pnthivyafc,

iyam

vedifc-

extremest

the Vedic poets that border was beyond all
limits, and the Earth that was thus fancied to

bounded,
is

:

To

extend beyond

Sky

164, 35 as

I.

this altar is the Earth's

all

Infinite,

known
as the

was

limits

Sky

qualified as A-diti,

itself,

to

them

and

I do not see

so

why

as

Un-

when the
Pnthivi,

should be denied that adjective.f All her
names denote her vastness, pnthivi, wide-spread, mahi,
the Earth,

very great, urvi, wide, extensive.
By mahl as well as
and
urvi
in
the
dual
both
earth are meant.
heaven
by

The Vedic concept of Earth as Mother is well known. She
and the Sky are the parents Dyava-Pnthivi, and although
Dyau/i, Sky, is well known as Father, still matara, mothers
in the dual, mean both heaven and earth in the Big-veda.
As the Earth is the altar of our terrestrial Agni, so is the
Soma-juice are the good sons whom the sacrificer should have by per.
forming his Soma sacrifice, or as the getting of good sons may well have
been attributed to the merit of worshipping the gods by means of the
sacrificial rites, may not su-apatyani be taken to have meant 'good-son-

works

',

i.e.,

all

the rites of the sacrifice

Agni Su-jata and

also

Soma

?

By performing

them, by getting

as their spiritual sons, the sacrificers

make

the

way to immortality.
As the verse is in a hymn

to

to Agni, the Bird is taken

be Agni, while Mr. Grimth takes the Sun
* This
picture

that about Kapila explained at p. 112 ante.

is similar to

The Angirases are not only

by Dr. Oldenberg

to be meant.

sacrificing Etshis,

but heroes putting down the

of darkness.

powers
t Taking Aditi of the verse

Max

in question to

Miiller proposes to read the

word

be distinct from Earth, Prof.
in ifc as prithvt and

prithivi

pronounce it as prithuvi, and take it as an adjective of Aditi, 'the wide
and "not, as Benfey does, 'the Earth, the eternal mother'"

Aditi',

(Vedie Hymns> Paft

I.,

p. 255).

VlMANA
Sky the
stars.

altar of the
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Sun Agni and

of all the countless

the grand view of Aditi in whose motherly

lap all the Devas, shiners, are placed, and she is praised in
Rv. I. 89, 10 as being Earth, Antariksha (mid-region) and

Sky, Father, Mother, and Son, all the gods (Visve Devas)
and the Pan&ajanas, the Past and the Future. She is all
the gods because they are all in her, or,

it

may

be, because

the Soul of each of the gods housed in the different forms

is

henotheistically identical with herself.
regions, she is Infinite in Space

Future, she

is Infinite

Taking the three
taking the Past and the

;

in Time.

said to be on the lap of Aditi (Rv. X. 5, 7).
the
Soma-juice is spoken of as pressed, and as
Similarly
on
the
resting
lap of Aditi (IX. 71, 5 ; 74, 5) ; and that
place of pressing the Soma is also called the sadana or yoni,

Agni

is

seat or place,

Mr. Griffith takes the place of

of JBita.

be the place of sacrifice, and refers to Sayawa as
taking Aditi here to be the Earth, by whom he probably
means the sacrificial ground.*
.Rita to

Thus

I think

we may

well take the Infinite Aditi to be

For the
was localized

present in the altar or the sacrificial ground.

purpose of

sacrifice,

she,

though

Infinite,

Sun Agni was
and
nourished,
worshipped every

there and also in the distant East where the

fancied to be kindled,

morning, f From that place all the heavenly luminaries
born daily and brought 'to our view, the sun
in the day, and the stars one after another in the night,
are

consequence of the apparent diurnal rotation of the
The Harivamsa must be indebted to
sphere.

in

celestial

very ancient traditional idea when it says that the place of
Aditi is in the East. The reason for localizing the East as
*

In the Taibt.-Ar. III. 8, the sacrifice! says
May all be to me, Agni
with the Yajush (texts), Savitri with the Stomas, Indra with the UkthamaAditi with the Vedi, Soma
das, Mitra and Varutia with benediction
'

1

:

with the Diksha, Tvashtn with Idhma, Vishnu with Yajfia,
and myself
,
with Sraddha.' Thus the Aranyaka connects Aditi with the Altar.
f Placing the dawn of the bright period of the year in the region of
.

Aldebaran and Orion, that

is

placed in the custody of the
husband of Aldebaran.

.

,

another locality of the sacrificial ground
is the regent of Orion and the

moon who
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her place may have been forgotten long before the time of
the Harivamsa.
have to infer the reason as best we

We

could from the rich, varied poetry of the E-ig-veda, and in
one place (I. 113, 19) it calls the dawn e the face of Aditi.'

Of course the

locality of the

dawn

the Bast.*

is

means the unbounded, and if the Vedic poets
had the same meaning in their mind when using, the word
as an. adjective of Agni, it must follow that Agni was not
If Aditi

looked upon as being nothing more than the small fire
the sacrificial hall, but that his pervasion in all the
three regions, in the fire here, in the lightning in the

in

atmosphere, and in the sun, .moon, and stars in the sky,
was seen and recognized. But in his case it is possible
the riddling poets wished to superadd another shade of

meaning to Aditi as
and VII., 9, 3, he is
play on these words.
guest,

is

Ad-iti, the Eater.

In Ev. IV.,

called both Aditi

and Atithi with a

As

1,

20,

known

well

that atithi, the
fed,
likely that the honoured
was wished to be taken not only as the Infinite,
it is

welcomed and

it is

guest Agni
but also as the Eater ; and there

is a vein of
humor about
in
when
another
Agni's great eating power
place (X. 91,
that in him bulls, oxen, barren cows, rains,
14). it is said

when duly consecrated

(as

pasus or victims)

,

are offered up.

In a most remarkable chapter of riddles about Mntyu,
Death, the Bnh.-ar.-upanishad
of all-devouring, saying,
'

tvarn,

aditi

calls

Mntyu Aditi in

sarvam va

because (Death) eats

all

in one place where Aditi comes

attiti
'

(I., 2,

in the

the sense

tad aditer aditi5)

;

and

likewise

Kai/ia-upanishad

commentary takes the word to mean the eater
adanad aditi/i). This shows how the ancient poets some-

(IV. 7), the
('

times read A-diti, the Un-bounded, as Ad-iti, the Eater.
That the poets of the jR*g-veda have often used a word of
the same sound in

more senses than one

is

clear from

* The
Harivamsa, we have seen, says that Agni who fought with the
Daityas is the son of the self -shining (svayam-prabha) damsel Sandili. In
the Galavopakhyana of the Mahabharata Udyoga-parvan, adh., 112, the
place of

Sa-ndili,

the

Brahman damsel

of great tapas, is mentioned to be the

East beyond the sea. The brilliant Dawn herself, the emblem of Vidya,
Knowledge, may be Sandili, giving birth to the Snn Agni.
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another instance of the very strange manner in which Aditi
is spoken of as one who is to be
kept off or avoided, in con-

who

trast to Diti
is

strangeness

be had

is to

for one's

so striking that this Aditi

welfare.

may be

The

radically

from the beneficent goddess Aditi that is praised in
many places in the .Z&g-veda. To know what is said of this
strange Aditi and of her opposite Diti, it is necessary to
different

refer to the following verses, all of

Part

Vedic

I.,

Hymns

which are discussed in

:

Agni, thou art of heroic fame, the god Savifcn, and Bhaga ; also

what is good (ditis ka dati varyam*). VII., 15, 12.
(Mitra and Varurca ) You mount your chariot, which is golden,
when the dawn bursts forth, and has iron poles at the setting of
the sun; from thence [from the chariot] you see Aditi and Diti
Diti (that) gives

!

(atafe

fcakshathe aditim ditim

V., 62, 8.

Tea,).

"

May he (Agni), the knowing one, distinguish wisdom and folly,
the (wise and foolish) mortals, like straight and crooked backs (of

And

horses).

for the

sake of wealth (raye) and noble offspring
"
(ditim fca rasva

god, grant us Diti and keep off Aditi

(svapatyaya)

aditim urushya). IV., 2, 11.
May the milch-kine nourish

brahma-priya, devoted to holy
(vayunani),
of this

life.

and protect Mamateya who is
May he, knowing the customs

and seeking to win, beg [Mitra and Varuwa, the deities
for food or nourishment, and keep off

hymn] with prayer

Aditi (aditim urushyet).

I.,

152, 6.

Diti is mentioned in the Zfo'g-veda in only the three
places quoted above. As /Sunassepa,, tied to the sacrificial

post with three bonds,

is

called ni-dita, Prof.

Max

Miiller

mean the Bounded, and A-diti the Un-bounded
" what is
or Infinite
Mitra and Varuwa see both A-diti,
yonder," and Diti, "what is here/' that is to say that
takes Diti to
',

Aditi

is

what

is infinite

of the mortals, likewise
Diti is
life

what

on earth

* This

is

beyond the East, beyond the view
what is beyond this limited life, and

is

within the view of the mortals, likewise this

;

therefore, according to him, the sense of the

the reading as

it

stands in the PadapaiTia.

But Prof. Max

varyam, for he considers the
name of Difci here so unusual, and that of Aditi, on the contrary, so natural,
that he has little doubt "that the poet had put the name of Aditi; and
Miiller

would change

it

into aditis

lea,

dati

that later reciters, not aware of the occasional license of putting
syllables instead of one,

changed

it

into Aditi" [Diti (?)].

two short
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second sentence of IV.

"That we may enjoy our

2, 11, is:

wealth and healthy offspring, give us this life on earth,
off the life to come."
This, according to him, exaditim
of
I. 152, 6 also.
If 'keep off the
plains
urushyet

keep

come

life to

'

is

paraphrased as

'

keep

off

death/ we would

find in this I&g-vedic Aditi the all- devouring
of

the Bnh.-ar.-upanishad,

Death Aditi

only the latter reads her as

Ad-iti, while in Rv. IV. 2, 11, contrasted as Aditi
Diti, she

must be read

is

with

as A-diti.

About

this malevolent Aditi, Dr. Oldenberg observes
very strange that the poefc should ask the god to keep off
Aditi, who rausfc here be considered, consequently, as a malevolent
I think that this conception of Aditi is derived from the idea
deity.
" It

:

is

of this goddess as punishing sin;

the same goddess

it is

who may

from the bonds of sin and who may fetter and destroy
Keeping off Aditi seems to mean, consequently, removing

free the sinner

him.

from the mortal the danger of being bound by the fetters of sin the
idea is the same as in IV. 1, 5, where Agni is invoked to make
;

Varuwa, the son of Aditi, go away. In that case granting Diti
would mean granting freedom from the same fetters." *
If

there

is this

etymological paradox, namely that
from a root to bind, grants
freedom from the bonds, while A-diti, the reverse of that,
so,

Diti, derived, as is supposed,

binds.

Dr.

Oldenberg adopts the view

of Prof.

Roth,
"
Diti is a
Miiller, that
approvingly quoted by
being without any definite conception, a mere reflex of
Prof.

Aditi."

But

it is

Max

how

difficult to see

the opposite can be

the reflex of a thing.

In either case this Aditi is a strange contrast to the
beneficent Mother Aditi mentioned in many places in such
'
terms as ' May Aditi protect us/ May we be for Aditi/ or
belong to Aditi (Aditaye syama)

;

Max Miiller that aditi or adititva is
If Aditi's son

freedom, liberty.

and

it is

shown by

Prof.

also used in the sense of

Varuwa, invoked

in

many

places for boons, is wished, in IV. 1, 5, to be kept off, that
may be not by reason of his being Aditi's son (and there
are several other gods

Varuwa

is

because he

from
is

who

are her

vn', to enclose,

well

known

in the

sons), but because

encompass, restrain, and

E*g-veda for his pasa with

* Vedic
Hymns, Part

II., p.

321.
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which he binds sinners.

and

worshipper's faith

Gnhapati
removing Varmxa's

Mr.
kept

under

G-rassmaun, referred to by
152, 6, takes Aditi that is to be

Prof.

.Rv. I.

dearth,

Mr.

or want.

following, as he says, Prof. Roth, translates diti
'

c

IV.

of

god

intercedes on his behalf for

fetters.

be famine,

to

off

with the

satisfied

sacrifices, he, as the friendly

the other hand,

Griffith

is

Agni

own house,

of one's

On

If
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that

is

Griffith,

and

aditi

wished to be

2, 11, as, respectively,
plenty
'
granted, and
penury' that is to be kept off. He says
ff
be
that Prof. Wilson, following Sayawa, translates:

bountiful to the liberal giver ; shun him who gives not."
Thus Sayawa takes diti to mean the giver and aditi one

who gives

Dr. Macdonell's dictionary renders diti

not.

'

by

(

distribution/

liberality.'

There are several da

mow

to cut off,

da, to give, grant; 2. da,

up or bind. We get the
it from 1. da, and
deriving
by
is a-diti, while dita in ni-dita,

da, to tie

3.

;
'

sense of diti as

1.

roots,

giving,'

the opposite of this diti
bound, is derived from 3. da, and the opposite of this, and
also of 2. da, is the goddess A-diti, the Unbounded, the

Uncut or Entire
diti

from

2. da,

Even

(a-khai?^a), the Infinite.

we get the sense

to cut,

deriving

of 'distribution

'

when, in giving or distributing charity, an entire heap of
In this respect diti
corn, food, &c., is cut and divided.
as

may be compared with

dana, for, according to the same

dictionary, dana, derived from
'

charitable

means

&c.,

gift,'

1.

da,

means

c

giving,' 'gift,,

while dana, derived from

'

distribution,

especially

of food,

2.

da,

sacrificial

meal,

feast.'

Therefore, Diti seems to

mean the ' giving '

or

'

(

gift

of all

desirable things, either by the gods to men, or by the wellto-do man to others in charity. Agni is Diti, Gift is Charity
itself

and

'

gives all

as such,

that

is

fit

to give us the Gift

a wealthy, happy
38

it is

appropriately said, dati varyam,

to be desired' (VII. 15, 12).

and keep
life,

or, it

off

Agni

is

Non-Gift, for the sake of

may

be, the Gift is not for
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but for the purpose of giving (raye) as
and of getting noble offspring by the

selfish enjoyment),

chanty

in sacrifices

merit of them (TV. 2, II).
Mam at. ey a may be a divine
head of a clan residing in spirit always with the men of the
clan as their ideal holy

customs, one

who

man knowing

the good old

all

nourished by the milch-ldne (of all
kinds of blessings), one who with his prayer wins nourish-

ment

(i.e.,

for Aditi

and keeps

Gift),

and

is

off

Non-Gift

(I.

Diti of V. 62, 8, witnessed

152, 6).

As

by Mitra and

Varmia from their chariot on high, it is possible to take
them as the Unbounded and Bounded, the latter as a
country bounded by a range of high, snow-clad mountains, or by the sea, beyond which it was impossible
for our ancients to go, but the gods are able to see both

and the Unbounded Beyond.
But here also Nonand Gift would suit very well. The gods on high
oversee the Gift and Non-Gift of men, they take note
of who is charitable and who is not, of the good and the
it

gift

bad, as indeed

it

clearly said in IV. 2,

is

the

wisdom and

god Agni distinguishes
and it is said of Varuwa that he

that the

11,
folly

of

men,

travels in the midst of

the waters (meaning evidently the sky), overseeing the
truth and untruth of men (yasam raja VaruTio yati

madhye satyannte avapasyan jananam,
the reflex of

let

Aditi,

the inexhaustible

it

be

in

this

&o.).

If

Difci is

manner: Aditi

is

Unbounded Abundance with the giving

side of her as diti,

and the non-giving side as

a-diti

a riddle arising by mixing up, or playing with, the three

da

roots.

In the epics and Puranas, just as the name of Sura for
the Devas arose as the opposite of Asuras, by reading
Asu-ra as A-sura, the name of Daitya, son of Diti, for the
Asuras seems to have arisen as the opposite of Aditya, son
of Aditi, by which epithet the Devas are known.
Taking
the cutting sense of Diti, the Purawic Daityas are cruel
Another name by
beings cutting and molesting the good.

which they are known

name

of

Danu

is

Danava, which name and also the

are applied in the E^g-veda to Indra's

enemy
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Ivow Danu or Danava seems to have come from
must have

Vnfcra.*

the same root da frotn which Diti has come, and

meant the cruel cutter, when applied to the enemy
But danu means also a drop, and su-dauu
gods.

is

an

the gods in the Ei'g-veda in the sense of

of

adjective

of the

dripping or giving abundantly/ like the drops cut down
and distributed from the bounteous rain cloud. f It is

'

these double meanings of Daitya and Danava, and also of
Asura, the enemy of the gods according to tlie Brahmawas,

but a good epithet of many of the gods in fche Mig-veda, iu
'
the sense of very powerful/ that have been fruitful of
riddling myths, and I have tried to show in analyzing
several Pura?uc stories that really very good characters are
concealed in the Daityas, Danavas, and Asuras names

promiscuously applied in the Purawas and
so-called enemies of the Devas.

epics to the

In connection with Diti and Aditi it

may not be out of place
here to the story which makes even the Maruts, the
heroic troop of the gods, and also the god Indra, sous of Diti.
to refer

that as Aditi's sou ludra conquered and put down
the Daityas, the sous of his step-mother Diti, the latter per-

The story

is

formed austerity by the merit of which she came to be with
child which, if allowed to be born in due time, would have
surpassed and conquered ludra; that Indra, coining to know
of this, entered Diti's womb, cut the garbha into seveu bits or

seven times seven
* Vide Ev.

I.,

32, 9

bits,

;

and came out along with them

II., 11,

;

that

10; Hi., 30, 8; IY., 30, 7; V., 29, 4; and

other places. In X. 120, 6, ludra is said to have destroyed seven
Danus. The Furanic idea is that Danava means a sou or descendant of

many

Dauu, an idea which Mr. Griffith adopts in' his notes in respect of the Vedic
Danava, and under Kv. IV., 30, 7, he takes Darin also to be the son of Danu.

But so far as

I

could see by the aid of his index, Danu is nowhere mentioned
and Prof. Max Miiller takes the Vedic Dauava to be the

in the Etg-veda,

descendant of Danu (not of Dana), vide Science of Mythology, II., p. 525.
It looks as if from the analogy of Manava from Manu the Purawics have
coined Danu for the Dauava.

f Similarly there

is

the root das having two meanings, one to give,
ill-will.
The cruel Dasas spoken of in the Rig-

the other to hurt or bear

veda seem to be derived from the latter sense, and the liberal Divo-dasa>
befriended by the gods, from the former sense.
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the

bits became the Maruts, so named because Indra pacified
Diti by saying ' ma ruda, ma ruda/ ' do not cry/ ' do not
5
cry; and that at her request Indra made them his own com-

panions (Ram.

I.

46; Bhag.-purawa IV.

I

18).

have in a

manner explained

this myth in Vol. I., p. 189.
Thus,
although in the S-ig-veda the Maruts are the heroic gods
forming the troop of Indra, yet they are made here Daityas

by birth along with Indra who, by coming out from the
Setting aside 'ma ruda' as a funny
to puzzle and put one on the wrong
concocted
etymology,
the
of Marut is from the root mar,
real
derivation
scent,

womb,

'

is

re-born.

by friction/ and the object of
be to show that these crushers and

to crush, pound, destroy

the story seems to
their king Indra

Marutvan are

prati-daityas, rival Daityas,

So much about
cutters, for cutting off the cutting Daityas.
the cutting sense of Diti. The giving sense may also be
detected in her giving her own sons, the Maruts, to Indra,
for it is only with them that he can be called Marutvan.
I shall

now

refer to such Vedic tests as I

Kasyapa who
and Daityas in the epics and Purawas.

across about
A.dityas

have come

has become the father of the

According

to the $atap.-Brahiiiafta, Kasyapa, meaning the tortoise
kurma, is a symbol of the Creator Prajapati Visva-karman

with a play upon karman as kurma
Taitt.-Arawyaka, the same Creator

(p.

21], ante).

Kurma

is

In the

mentioned as

the Son, the Juice, of Prajapati, and is clearly identified
with Purusha that has entered into all things (pp. 213, 214
ante).
.Referring to the Vedic ritual of imbedding a
tortoise at the base of the altar, I have conjectured the
Deity of Sacrifice to be represented by the figure of

Kasyapa seems to be mentioned only once in the
Eig-veda, IX. 114, 2, in which the poet asks Rishi Kasyapa
to add his loud voice to the chorus of hymn-chanters and

tortoise.

have taken the Deity of
as a great Rislai welcoming with

pay reverence to king Soma.

Sacrifice to be pictured in it
the chants of priests the sacred

1

Soma

plant (p. 212 ante).

The Atharva-veda XiX,in praising the Supreme Deity under
the

name

of Kala,

Time, says that among others Prajapati
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and the creatures, also the Self-Born Kasyapa and tapas,
austerity, were born from Kala (Muir's Texts, V. p. 408).
In the Sama-veda Kasyapa is mentioned in two places, in
one as born by means of a great rite (pare?ia dharma??a)

and as having Agni as

his father,

Sraddha

(Fcaith)

as his

Manu

(thinking power ?) as his Kavi (poetical
genius); in the other as being Svarvid, celestial, or the
winner of heaven (Ibid., IV. p. 27). The $ukla Yajur-

mother,

''

veda says
triple

of

life

triple life

Let us have a

triple life (tryayusham), the
the
Jamadagni,
triple life of Kasyapa, the
"
that exists among the gods
(Ibid., IV. p. 322).
:

The Taittiriya Ekagnikanda, otherwise

called Mantraprasua,

when

praising Apafe, Waters, says that Kasyapa and
in them (yasu jata/t Kasyapo, yasv Agni/i).
were
born
Agni
The Satap.-Brahmawa, XIII. 7, 1, 14, says that Kasyapa
I. 2,

caused Visvakarman's Sarvarnedha or all-offering sacrifice
It is worth quoting here, as there seems
to be performed.

be a paradoxical riddle in

to
"

With

this sacrifice,

sacrificed

with

and became
all

this,

(universal
this

it,

he overpassed (atyatish/4at)

all this.

:

sacrificed.

all

Having

beings (bhutani),

That man overpasses all beings and becomes
this, sacrifices with this Sarvamedha

knowing

who,

sacrifice), or

sacrifice

It says

it.

Bhauvana Visvakarman

for

him

he who knows

(tarn

this.

yajayam&akara).

Kasyapa performed
Wherefore also the

No mortal ought
Earth (BhumiJt) recited a verse (slokam jagau)
She
to bestow me. Visvakarman Bhauvana, thou wast foolish.
the
the
midst
of
water.
This
into
sink
will
promise of
(the Earth)
'

:

vain'"* (Muir's Texts, IV. p. 369).
The above is Dr. Muir's translation, excepting the word
Bhauvana as son of Bhuvana/ I have put in the original
The sacrifice
as the riddle seems to hinge on that word.

thine to Kasyapa is

'

spoken of is the same as that described in the Visvakarmasiikta X. 81 of the .Z&g-Veda.
Although the god Vi&va-

karman, the All-Maker,
still,

is

in the Annkramarti,

the Deity praised in that

hymn,

Visvakarman himself,

styled

* The
original of this verse

Na ma

marfcyafe kasfcana

is this

datum

arhati.

Visvakarman Bhauvana maada/i,

Upamankshyati tya

salilasya

:

asitha.

madhye.

Mrishaisha te saigara/i. Kasyapaya.
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Bhauvana, son of Bhuvana, is put down as the Rishi or
Seer of it. The word Bhauvana seetns to have been coined
from the word bhuvauani used in the

and

first

verse of the hymn,

have at first been the designation of the hymn as meanthe
Vaisvakarma Bhauvana hymn, but afterwards used as
ingto

the patronymic of the Seer Visvakarman.

Bhauvana as an
must
have
been
settled long before
epithet of Visvakarman
the time of the Brahmana in question. Now the paradox
to be noticed is this.
When the hymn itself clearly says
that Visvakarman offered up the whole universe (visva
bhuvanani juhvat) and himself as an oblation (unto the

Deity of Sacrifice), how can it be said that he did not give
the Earth ? If he performed a sacrifice in which he failed

keep his word, how could he have thereby become the
universe and surpassed all ?* As bhudana, the giving
of land in charity in religious acts, is one of the gifts
to

held most praiseworthy, how can the Earth say what is
contrary to it? Well, if she wished to keep her own precious
self to herself, and sink into the midst of the water, in

order to prevent her being given away in charity, who is
the fool, the glorious god who by his all-sacrifice becomes
the universe,
to

to

drown
the

i.e.,

herself

said

and held up

becomes All-Existence, or she who goes

and thereby become Non-Existenoe

verse,

Visvakarinan's

as a noble example for all

sacrifice

mankind to

is

?

Up

extolled

follow,

also sang a sloka, praise,

and

makes

the expression that the Earth
the reader to expect in the verse the praise of Visva-

karman's
call

him a

act.

fool

?

Such being the case, how can the Earth
No. All this shows that we have a clear

case of paradoxical riddle, and I think that the expected
in the word Bhauvana, looked upon as
praise is concealed

the derivative of not only Bhuvana,

but

also,

for

the

Bhu means

the Earth, and
or
to
vin
from
in the Vedas vana,
van,
procure, means the
winning or procuring a thing either for one's self or for
riddle's purpose, of Bhu-vana.

as

* The verb
atyatishfTiat indicates that the author regards Visvakarman
being identical with the Deity of the Purusha-stilsta (atyatishf/iat

dasangulam).
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means giving. He whose
Bhu or Bhus and the giving of Bhu
Bhauvana; also he whose act is the act of true

another, and in the latter case

it

the winning of

act. is

Bhus

or
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is

Bhuvana,

spiritual

Brahmam,

Visvakarman

decries

is

Bhauvana.

Taking these

esoterically intended by the
I would interpret the verse which
outwardly

meanings

Bhumi

Being,

Bhauvana

of

as

him by

as concealing this praise of

:

'

Lord, you have
becoming yourself all

failed to give
this universe

and everywhere, your loving

me
is

to

Kasyapa.

Your

your immanency

in

the creatures as yourself.
This act of your universal love is your bhu-vana
act of winning yourself as the whole universe.
Having

all

all

won

yourself as the whole universe, as the true dravma or
wealth, you have done the bhu-vana act of giving yourself
as the whole universe to Kasyapa, the Deity of your
This act of winning yourself and of
all-offering sacrifice.

away

giving or offering up yourself at the altar of self-sacrifice
is

holy Bhuvana,

your righteous,

You are Manda, foolish,
people who consider themselves

Bhauvana
selfish

But

!

glorious
Being.
in the eyes of the
lost

by

truly Mauda,
proclaim you
with the joy of True Winning,

joyful,*

True Being

Infinite

!

self-sacrifice.

exhilarated and

are

I

Ocean

of

True Giving,

Joy that have made

and surpassed it you who are
and transcending it what else can I
do but submerge myself in that Ocean? I do so most gladly,
and tell every one of my sons every mortal not to give

yourself the whole universe

both immanent in

it

me as

exclusive of himself, but include me, the whole world,

in his

own being

so

expanded

oblation
*

and make a

nothing

gift of his

else is

fib

to

be

Bhauvana Visvakarman, the Teacher of Self-

given,

Manda

allied to

of universal love,

for
self in charity,

t

!

is

'

from rnand, and means sluggish, foolish. But this root is
in the Big-veda mandin means
rejoice, be glad; and
Of. also the Puranic Mandara or Mandara.
'joyful'.

mad, to

'

gladdening

',

t Our Brahmana says in another place (vide Muir's Texts, IV. p. 23) that
the Creator was offered up as the victim because there was nothing else
fit

to be offered.

The oblation must have a Deity

to

whom

it is

to

be
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Such, seems to be the

Visvakarman's

of

of the

meaning

sacrifice.

all-offering

Earth's praise

At the time of

our Brahma?za, Kasyapi roust have already become one of
the names of the Earth, and therefore Kasyapa is mentioned as being entitled to receive her in gift. The same
Brahma^a, in speaking about the Creator Kasyapa Kurma,
says that all his offspring (prajaA) are Kasyapya/i (p. 211
ante).
By praja/i not only all the creatures, but all

seem

things,

to

be meant.

senting the whole world

Therefore, the Earth as repreis Ka9yapi.
If it is true that

Mother Earth has gladly immersed
of self-sacrifice,

Being
is

when

not realized

and killing

of

it is also

there

one another

herself in the Infinite

true that

selfishness

is

when

that Being
and the robbing

she, the world, is

submerged
and trouble, and has to be taken up
and upheld by the same Being as the Boar of Sacrifice, as
explained in the Essay on the Boar.

in the ocean of sorrow

The Taitt.-Arawyaka

I.

Armiaketuka-TTayana, says

1, 7,

about the sacrifice called

:

(There are Seven Suryas, via.,) Aroga. Bhraja, Pafcira, Patanga,
Svaroara, JyotisMman, and Vibhasa (represented by certain seven
bricks of the altar). They all brighten divara, the
sky or heaven,

him
ment or

vigour.

brick).

He

for

(the sacrificer), unflinchingly yielding

[verse to this effect]

urja, nourish-

is

:

Kasyapa, that

(1)

him

the eighth (represented also
by another
never leaves Maha-Meru.
About him there is this

Kasyapa

silpa,

appearance, of thine which

is ro/canavat,

splendrous, indriyavat, mighty, pushkala, plenteous, and Zatrabhanu

and it is said of the Creator that, cutting out his own vapa, he
himself became the goat, and offered it up to himself as the Deity (Taitt.Sam. II. 1,1, 4); that, becoming the horse of the Asvamedha sacrifice, he
offered,

offered

it

up

unto

It.

Thus there is the Deity of
and he himself becomes It by offering himself

to himself (Bnh.-ar.-up. I. 1, 2).

self-sacrifice in himself

In the story in question, Kasyapa, the recipient of the

gift,

seems

to represent Visvakarman. himself as the Deity attained. In the case of
man also, the pasu or victim represents his own soul whose Self is the

Supreme

Self,

and who, by performing the

that Infinite Self of universal love, for

beings and becomes

medha

sacrifice."

all this,

it is

who, knowing

all-offering sacrifice, obtains

said:

"That man overpasses

this, sacrifices

all

with this Sarva-
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shining wonderfully, in which are placed the Seven Suryas together
(with thyself as the eighth), in it do thou lay this King.*
They (the Seven) obtain for him light from Kasyapa. Like a

smith with his bellows,

Soma blows them

(in

order to

make them

The
glow with light). The A&aryas (ancient teachers) (say) thus
(seven) Suryas are Prarta, (or) Jivas (jivani, in the neuter), (or)
Indriya-jivas (-jivani), (or) the Seven Sirsharaya Praraas.' Panfcakarua
'

:

I have
Vatsyayana and Saptakaraa Plakshi (said each) thus
seen these Seven Suryas.' As for Kasyapa they thought that he is
anusravika, one whose existence is only heard of, (saying) We have
not been able to go to Maha-Meru.' But Gargya Prawatrata (one
'

:

'

who was protected by the Pranas ?)

(said)

thus

'
:

have seen this

I

the globe of the sun)

moving about (in MahaSurya-ma^fZala
Meru.) Go ye to Maha-Meru and to the One who never leaves (it) '.
(lit.

(Of the Seven Suryas) Bhraja, Patfara, and Patanga stand and shine at
the lower part (of Maha-Meru), therefore their light is hitherward;
the others are in the other part, therefore their light is not hither-

About them there is this [verse the purport of which is this]
(2) The Seven Suryas have darted into the sky or heaven (divatn
anupravishfa/i) them he who has given charity (dakshinavan) [in
ward.

:

;

they all brighten or warm ghrita,
butter (or fertile food), for him, unflinchingly yielding him urja,
nourishment or vigour.
sacrifices] follows in (good) paths;

The

A/t-aryas say

Seven Ritvij

that the (Seven) Suryas are the

About them there is this [verse the purport of which is this]:
(3) The Seven Disas (pointers, the directions), the Nana or different
Suryas, the seven Hotris (who are the) Eitvij priests, the Devas who

priests.

are the Seven Adityas, with them,

Soma, do thou protect us (Rv.

IX., 114, 3).

After this

it is

said that the Suryas

mean

also the j&tus,

seasons, that they are Nana, different (in their characters),

that there

Anuvaka

are

even a thousand

is
(I. 1, 8), it

Suryas.

In the next

said that the Suryas, springing from

Kasyapa, are always killing the

sinful beings

bodies according to the effects of their

who

take up

Karma, and

die

again and again, devoured by their own (bad) acts and
that Kasyapa [by transposition of the syllables] is Pasyaka,
the Seer, because he sees all things.
Such is the enigmatic manner in which Kasyapa is men;

tioned in the Taitt.-Arawyaka.
Surya ordinarily means the
sun, but it is clear that what are called the Seven Suryas
*

The King
39

is

taken by the commentator to mean the

1

sacrifice! ,
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are not suns, but some esoteric
things. The Arawyaka
as
the
itself,
commentator, gives several
explained by

them

definitions of

are

They

(1)

is

commentator,

The number

:

Prawa, breath, which, according to the
seven by its seven vrittis or functions.

of the

Pranas

is

sometimes mentioned as

five

pram, apana, vyana, udana, and samana), and sometimes as seven, vide the verse which comes both in the
Mahanar.-up. 8, 4 and in the Muwd-up. II. 1, 8. These
(viz.

seven vital airs are gubasayas, resting in the cave of the
heart, the same place where, according to the preceding
verse of the

smaller than the

the Self,

Mahanar.-up.,

smallest and greater than the greatest, rests; they spring
from him and they travel in seven lokas, worlds.
are Jivas.

They

(2)

Ifc

is

not clear what these jivas (in

the neuter gender) mean. The commentator takes them
to be mahat, ahankara, and the five tanmatras.

They

(3)

five senses,

are Indriya-jivas.

mind, and

He takes them

to

be the

intellect (buddhi).

They are the seven iSirshawya-Prawas, which he
explains to be the seven sense-doors in the head an explanation about which there can be no doubt whatever.
They
are the two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, and the mouth.
In the Essay on the bird Supama, who is the son of Kasyapa,
(4)

I have shown,

by quoting

several texts from the Taitt.-

Samhita, that the $irsha?&ya-Pra%as are called the seven
Valakhilya Bishis, symbolized by seven bricks in the altar,

and that the same Prawas or senses are also called Devas
and Visve Devas. The Bnh.-ar.-up. II. 2 calls the same
Pranas the Seven /foshis and has even transferred to them the
names of certain seven E-ishis, viz., Bharadvaja, Gautama,
Visvamitra, Jamadagni, Vasish/ia, Kasyapa, and Attri.
The verse of the $ukla Yajur Veda, ' Sapta Z&shaya/i pratihita/i sarire/ &c., (quoted in Vol. I. p. 321) shows that in
that

Veda

(5)

also the senses

They

were called the Seven

now

were called the Seven I?ishis.
The same senses that

are the Seven Priests.

the Seven Priests.

6'irshar<,ya-Prawas

This idea

is

the

appear to be called

same as that

of the
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As, in the Bn'hadarawyaka, the head in which

these Seven Prawas alias .Zfo'shisare placed

is

called feamasa,

the feeding cup or bowl, the idea seems to be that the Deity of
the Heart is like the sacred Agni, and is fed and worshipped

by the Seven Prawas as

They

if

bring in impressions or

they are the Seven Priests.
mental food from outside and

according to the same Upanishad (vide p. 34 ante), their
Truth is God, the Juice or Joy of universal love, therefore,
if that Juice is taken in by perceiving It in all the wonder-

as,

things seen, heard, smelled, and tasted if man would
see, hear, smell and eat for serving and maintaining that
Love the Priests of the Head will have done their work

ful

well

of the Heart well fed, that Child

and the Child

who

is

the spiritual food of man,
They are Suryas or suns (from
the root su, to vivify, produce, bestow) in the sense of

making things known and bestowing vigour and joy,
while the Antaryamin or In-Dweller is the Sun of these
Prawa means breath, and
suns.
They are Prawas.
breath is the power of life. The important senses located
head are so many prawas, powers, of life, for the
deficiency of any one of them (such as being blind in one
or both the eyes) impairs man's efficiency; and for the
same reason indriya, which is the more common name for

in the

the senses,

means vigour.

Pranas travel

may be

The seven worlds
the

different

different senses.

perceived by the

in

classes

which the
of

objects

The commentator

takes

the solar globe itself to be Kasyapa, but it is plain the
Ara?iyaka is not dealing with the visible sun, but with the
invisible Deity of Sacrifice of

emblems.

Meru

is

whom

the sun

is

one of the

the fabulous golden mountain, either

the North Pole or the Polar Star, round which the sun,
moon and the stars perform their apparent diurnal circuit.

But mentioned

as

it

is

in connection

with the senses,

it

must have an adhyatma significance here connected with
man. I would take it to be the Heart, the place of the
as it were, in which He is conDeity, the mountain cave,
But confining ourselves to the verses (1) and
cealed.
(2)

which the Arawyaka quotes and which may therefore
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be much, older than

the altar in which the eight bricks
are placed represents the spiritually brilliant body of the
Deity of Sacrifice, consisting of himself as Atman, Soul or
Self,

and

it,

lay in himself the sacrificer

King,

i.e.

He

of his divine Pranas, senses.

who has
As the

Master of himself.

is

besought to

spiritually

become the

sacrificer enters into the

same divine senses of
Deity realizing
the Deity are at his service, and they lead him on as the
guides pointing to him the good paths in his unfettered

him

as his Self, the

in all the worlds,* and yield him spiritual food
kinds of enjoyment, seeing, hearing, smelling,
It may
tasting the Deity of universal love everywhere.
also be that all the things and worlds perceived by the

movement
in

all

different senses are metonycally the Pran-as, senses, of the

Deity whose Prawa, Breath, accompanying his nama-rupa
mode of creation, has blown forth the universe. The sacred

performed by man blows and brightens
those worlds as the Suryas, and makes them yield him the

Somaof the

sacrifice

food everywhere.
In speaking of the Seven
Suryas as the lights of the Great Luminary Kasyapa, three
of them
(commencing with the second) are mentioned as castbrilliant

ing their lights hifcherward and the others not hitherward.f
Suryas, it looks as if the
to utilize the SCiryas in another manner for illus-

If the others are

object

is

the last three

trating another idea of the universe with one triad of the

Suryas as consisting of the regions of Earth, Air and Firmament, and another triad so high above it as not to be
visible

to

Prawas in

us,J each
its

Suvya

own

representing

the

all

If so the centre of

Seven

the universe

sphere.
thus pictured would be above the Firmament, with the
Deity attended upon by the first Surya in that centre,
*

'

Tasya sarveshu lokeshu katnafcaro bhavati

f The commentator takes the others to be the

'

vide p. 258 ante.
fifth,

sixth,

and seventh

SAryas.
J Vide Satap.-br. quoted at p. 272 ante about the two triads of the
universe. In the Rig-veda only one triad is mentioned in connection with

Vishnu's three strides. The second triad may be the result of subsequent
thought in order to emphasize the utter unfathomable vastness of the
universe.

...

.

.

.
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like the sun illumining three regions below him
three
and
regions above him with his fountain of light.
Metaphorical pictures like these illustrate the truth that

just

by the power and knowledge of the Almighty the universe
sustained and illumined.
He is not only in the centre

is

the universe, but in the centre of every creature or

of

thing, pervading everywhere.
(6)

They, the Suryas, are the seasons.

must be due

This description

to the idea of the Deity of Sacrifice as extend-

over the whole year with the seasons as his Suryas,
bringing forth for him the different kinds of food and
other things that are utilized or offered up in the rituals.
The fact thafc the Arawyaka, in dealing with its seven
ed

sense-suns or Suryas, quotes the verse (8) which is Rigveda IX. 114, 3, shows that in its time the Seven Pisas
(directions,)*

the

Naua

Seven Deva-Adityas

Suryas,

the Seven Priests, the

of that verse

were

believed

all

to

metaphorical names of the Seven jSirshanya-Prlwas.
Seeing how well-established is the idea of these SirshawyaPrajzas in the rituals of the Yajur-vedas, we should not be

be

the idea existed even in the days of the

if

surprised

It is in verse 2 of the

veda.

same hymn, IX.

jftig-

114, that

Kasyapa is mentioned in the JKg-veda.
The Arawyaka further on in I. 13 quotes Rv. I. 89, 10
about Aditi being Heaven and Earth, Father, Mother and
Son, the Past and the Future, the Visve Devas and Panfrajanas,

8

and

hymn
is

after this it quotes .Ri'g-veda X. 72, verses
the
about
Seven Adityas and also the Eighth, the
9,
in which the Creator Brahmawaspati
same
the
being

and next

stated to have like a smith blown forth the universe from

his

mouth.

The

verses say

:

Eight are the sons of Aditi, born from her body she went to the
gods with seven (of them) and cast off [the eighth as] Martam?a, the
;

addled egg.
*

8.

The Disas mean the

known he

is

pointers, as they point one's

virtually blindfolded in a dense jungle.

be metaphorically called the directions of
be seen, heardj &c.

man

way if they are not
The senses may well

pointing

;

him

all

that can
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With seven sons
time],

aud

MartancZa again

went to the ancient Ynga or junction

Adifci

for birbh

and

for death (prajayai nmfcyave) she

[of

brought

9.

Martawda is one of the names of the sun. The retention
name for the sun may be due to a memory, handed

of this

down by

tradition, of its use for the

sun in the verses in

question, even though the reason why the Zfo'shi or author
of them used that
enigmatic name for the sun may have

been forgotten.

Of such enigmatic verses as these the
meaning attempted to be made out can only be hypoIf

thetical.

the

emblems

point

the Orion sacrificial ground as one of
of the Altar Aditi, her going to the acronycal

her casting

is

hands

we take

the sun, abandoning him into the
withdrawing from him the summer

off

of dire winter

rays fancied to be his own senses as his brothers. With
his senses or vital airs thus gone, he is like the egg in
which there is no life. With them she has gone away to
the other gods who
nights of winter.

may be

the

moon and

But when the time

of

stars of the

her heliacal

conjunction comes, she goes to that junction with the
same seven vital airs and brings back the addled egg
for birth as the vernal and summer snn vivifying the

winter-beaten

comes again.

nature,

and then for

In this manner

death,

as winter

time goes on.

If

this

is the meaning of the sun's being abandoned by his mother
and brothers, it may be that the same phenomenon is stated

in another
of Indra's

manner when another poet puts
mother

into the

mouth

.frig-veda IV. 18, 11, which says that she

sought to draw backthe mighty Indra,saying, 'My son, these
Devas forsake thee/ but that he got his friend Vishrai to
stride,

and succeeded in

killing

Vntra

(vide

p.

265

ante}.

This seems to depict the same summer powers of the sun
not as his brothers, but as certain gods that became the
the sun god Indra in his war against his enemy.
In this picture his mother does not take any part in
abandoning him, but on the contrary she warns him that

allies of

his allies will forsake

venturesome.

him and that he should not be too

But even forsaken by them he meets winter
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fancied that he got over his troubles

and won victory in due time by getting Sacrifice-Vishmi
to stride for him.

The Arawyaka, immediately after quoting the two verses
X. 72, 8 and 9], says that Aditi's eight
the
of
whom
name of only one, Martawda, is mentioned
sons,

in question (Rv.

them, are Mitra, Varima, Dhatn, Aryaman, Amsa,
Bhaga, Indra, and Vivasvat. For Martawtk it substitutes
Vivasvat, which name has retained its meaning as 'the sun'

in

even to this day.

The seven other names may have been

transferred to the seven other sons >of Aditi in a period
subsequent to the .R*g~veda, in the same manner in which

the

names

of Eishis Bharadvaja,

Gautama, &c., are trans-

ferred to the Seven E-ishis or sense-organs in the Bnh.-ar.upanishad. Therefore we are to distinguish the enigmatic

Seven Suryas or Deva- Adityas of Rv. IX. 114, 3 and X.
72, 8 and 9 from the Adityas Mitra, Yaruwa and others
who are mentioned in the other parts of the Eig-veda, and
who are each of them henotheistically completeand supreme.
But at the same time

it

must be remembered that

gods are, even according to the

E-ig-veda.,

all

the

the different

names of the One Grod, and that the picture of all the gods
as the different parts of the One Purusha of Ev. X. 90 is of
the same kind as that which conceives them all as the senses
or powers of the

One

Life.

other things the Nana Suryas were, as shown
above, taken to mean the seasons, it was as it should be
If

among

months

that the

also did not

keep

quiet,

but became the

twelve Adityas, for the $atap.-Brahmawa says
"
With his mind he " [the Creator] " associated conjugally with
Speech (Vafe). He became pregnant with twelve drops. They were
:

created the twelve Adityas. Them he placed in the quarters of the
horizon (dikshu)
1, 2, 8 (Muir's Texts, Vol. IV. p 116).

"VI.

"

How many

year.

Adityas are there? There are twelve months of the
These are the Adityas. For they go on taking
(adadanafo)

all this.

XI.

Since they go on taking

6, 3,

S(IUd.,

all this,

"
they are called Adityas

p. 116).
'

Thus instead of taking Aditya as the Son of Aditi/ the
word is here riddled with as meaning ' the taker/ as the
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root da, to give, when joined to the preposition a, changes
'
the meaning into
to take/ *
Here also the Deity of

looked upon as the year with the twelve
months, taking, enjoying, the monthly offerings of the full

may be

Sacrifice

and new moon days.
In the epics and Puranas, when naming the Adityas
the twelve months, the same names of the eight Adityas

of
of

the Taitt.-Arawyaka,

viz., Mitra, Varuna, Dhatn, Aryaman,
Amsa, Bhaga, Indra, and Vivasvat, are adopted, and to
them are added Pushan, Savitri, Tvashtri, and Vislmu

number twelve. This is generally the case,
some of the names are different. Vishwu,
almost always named as one of these twelve

to complete the

but in some
is

however,

lists

Adityas, the twelfth (dvadaso Vishnur ufcyate),.- the most
prominent of them, as in three places the Mahabharata

" The twelfth

says: (1)

is

(2)

"The youngest

of

is

As shown
is

(3)

"Vislmu, alone

eternal, invincible,

potent, the lord

Vislmu

Adityas

in

"

IV.

in his

of

the

all

imperishable, everlasting,

(Muir's Texts, IV. pp.
p.

attributes."

them was Vislmu, on whom the

worlds are supported."
Adityas

who, though the

called Vislmu,

latest born, surpasses all the

115 of Dr. Muir's

117121).

Texit;,

mentioned in the Atharva-veda

the

name

of

XL

6, 2, along
with Mitra, Varima, Aryaman and others, who are well known
as Adityas in the E^g-veda, and in Rv. I. 14, 2 and 3 Indra

mentioned along with them. Vislmu' s greatness in
the epics and Purawas is due not to his being counted as one
of the twelve Adityas, but independently to his renown in

also is

the Vislmu- Siiktas of the .Z&g-veda, to his character as the
and helper of even Indra, the most heroic god

friend

of that Veda, to his character as the Deity of Sacrifice,
to .his identity with the

and from

there, with, the

Purusha

of the Purusha-Sukta,
Purusha or Uttama Purusha of
'

the Upanishads also, to the fact that the phrase Tad
'
Vishwofe Paramam Padarn of Rv. 1., 22, 20 is embodied in
* This fanciful etymology of Aditya
where Aditya is addressed as

I. 14, 1,

vital airs.

is

found also in the Taitt. Ar.

Aditya, do uot take

my

prawas,
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tion

of

the

Knower

the Self or Brahman.

11, as referring to the final destina-

of the

Upanishadic Purusha, who

The assignment

of the

names

is

of

twelve of the Vedic Deities to the twelve months with

Vislmu among them is like the twenty-seven or twentyeight of the same Deities being assigned to the asterisms
as their regents with

Vishwu as the regent

of Srona.*

it should not be thought that originally Vishnu
was merely the deity of that star, or the deity of one of
the months, and we have seen from the Harivamsa story

Therefore,

that

all

the twelve Adityas pay

homage

to

our Aditya

Vislmu Vamana.
I think the Purawic idea of all the

Devas being the

children of Kasyapa has arisen from the saying of the

Arawyaka that the Suryas who always kill the sinful beings
have sprung from Kasyapa, and Aditi became their mother
by reason of her Vedic character as the mother of all the
gods generally, arid of the word Surya being taken to be
synonymous with Aditya. Indra and Vislmu also who came

counted with the Adityas became the sons of Aditi,
Indra becoming the elder brother, as he is known in the
Vedic literature as the Jyeshi/ia or first son of Prajapati, vide
to be

And although
mention of Prahlada, the head of the
powerful (baliyas) Asuras with ViroTcana as his son, in opposition to Prajapati, creates an impression that Indra and the
the Taitt.-Brahmawa quoted at p. 235ante.^

in that connection the

Asuras were regarded as belonging to distinct families, still
EMndogya and Bnhadarawyaka Upanishads the

in the

Devas and Asuras are mentioned as being both Prajapatyas,
children of Prajapati (vide p. 206 ante]

If they both

.

were

*

Comparing the order of the asterism-deities with the twelve deities in
any order in which the names of the latter may be arranged, I find that
the latter do not fit in so as to show that some one or other of the asterismdeities of each of the respective

months was selected

How

in

making the

list

can they fit in when the names assigned to the enigmatic eight Adityas unconnected with the asterisms were adopted, with
the addition of four more names, not to say of the difference of some of the
of the twelve.

names

of the twelve in the different lists of

f Vide also Taitt..sam.
40

II., 5, 2, 7.

them

?
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children of the same father, and yet at the same time mutual
enemies, the idea naturally arose at a subsequent time
of their being sapatneyas, children of different mothers,

each other as sapatnya came to mean enmity, and
when the Devas were regarded as Adityas, children of
Aditi, their enemies were put down as the children of Diti,
and were promiscuously called Daityas, Danavas, and
Asuras. The Purarac Kasyapa is identical with the Upanihostile to

so

shadic Prajapati in so far as he

the father of both the

is

Devas (Adityas) and Asuras (Daityas), and yet for reasons
not clear he is put down in the epics and Purswas as the
son of Rishi Mari&i, one of the sons of Prajapati.
After this long digression, let us now revert to p. 290.
ante, where the points of the Purarac stories about Vamana
requiring explanation were left.
Vishnu's three strides may have

Although

commenced

stories

about

to flow

down

from the time of the -Rig-veda, the introduction of King
Bali into them seems to have been in the period subsequent
to all the principal Upanishads, but earlier than even the

two epics in which what is said about Bali seems to be an
epitome of what was already a popular legend, while what
is

said in such works as the Harivamsa

is

an amplification of

it.

From

all

and the Bhagavata
we have to

these things

picture to ourselves the original simplicity of the riddle
that was moulded by introducing Bali, and try to find out

the Vedantic truths underlying

As explained

it.

at p. 207 ante, the

Devas and Asuras are

respectively man's internal good and bad inclinations or
This is one view of the Devas and Asuras,
powers.

but the case

is

reversed

made to represent
which, we have seen,

are

when the Devas, headed by

Indra,

esoterically the indriyas or senses
are the so-called Suryas, Adityas,

Devas, or Visve Devas, and when likewise Asura is esoterically used as representing man in. his two states, one in his
&sura or sinful state which

is

the effect of the accumulated

former births, so that every man may,
from the Vedantic point of view, be said to be born an
selfish acts of his

Asura

in the

bad sense

of that word, the other in his state
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Knower Asu-ra in the good sense of the word, an
Asu-ra who is Bali because he is baliyas, powerful, in con-

as tlie

quering the delusion of his senses.
Accordingly, the knower Bali conquers and subdues the
Devas, his own senses, and reigns as their master and lord

The senses are bad when

instead of being their slave.

bridled (Katha-up. III. 4 and 5).
knower, however powerful in controlling the senses,

unbridled, but good

The

when

does not gain the object of his

life if

he does not know the

He must

Supreme
get Him, and the subdued and
*
or
Fracas, whose Truth is the Supreme Self,
good Devas
Self.

are bent upon getting Him
subdued and controlled, by

aspect as

Antaryamin,

in order to get Bali niyamiti,

Him who

is

the In-Dweller

Niyantn in His
and Controller.

In due time, by the
This, paradoxically, is their revenge.
steadfast tapas or upasana of Sacrifice Kasyapa and Altar

austerity,

Supreme Self who is the fountain
and of Brahma/barya, righteousness,

revealed

as the

the

Aditi,

Son

of Sacrifice.

of tapas,
is

born-

This Boy Kasyapa

is

sent to obtain the whole Earth Kasyapi in Bali's sacrifice.

To seek for three paces of ground and then encroach
upon the whole world may look deceitful on the part o the
Boy. But Bali knows full well who the Boy is, and $ukra
performs his function as G-uru well when he makes known
the Infinite Self to his disciple.
Esoterically the world in

which the
It is

little space is sought for seems to be Bali's mind.
not deceit, but it is Benign Grace when the Boy

himself,

Man)

as

Narayawa (Son of Sacrifice Purusha alias Nara,
He is, comes to man's door and begs for space

mind

The G-uru may be the
Supreme Self in the aspect of Our Father whose Fire
is Himself as the Son, the
Boy, that has come a-begging
to Bali.
How can Bali refuse the space when the visible
in

fire

his

for His Gruru's Fire.

he has himself kindled

of the

Boy

in his sacrifice is the

that has so gracefully

come

emblem

to enter into his

mind?
*

Satyasya Satyam

Bnh,4r.-up,

II. 3, 6.

iti,

prana/i vai satyam, tesham esha

Safcyam.
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$ukra

s telling Bali,

m&

'

dadasva,

do not give/

is

simply

for the sake of the outward
appearance of the paradoxical
It may be compared
plot of the story, or for testing him.

with the saying of Mother Earth in the /Satap.-Brahmana,

Na

datum

ma, martya/z, kasfcana

arhati (vide p. 301 ante).

Likewise $ukra's curse, mentioned in the Bhag.-purawa,
may have reference to the worldly wealth which the knower
to lose

ought

renounce.

Therefore, as

we have

and how Aditya

is

already seen how Diti means giving
construed as &-dadana7i, the, taker, the

Daitya Bali gives, and the young Aditya
Thus obtaining a footing in Bali's mind,

liberal

takes.

the

Boy
Supreme Self pervading in
Earth, Air, and Sky of the universe,

reveals Himself as the Infinite

the three regions of

and surpassing them.
In

Him

Bali gets his
Niyantn,

Kinsman and Friend.
sukta

I.

154, 5

by searching

in

Visimu

We
is

called

the heart

is

Controller, and

Bandhu,

have seen that in the Yishwu-

The Deity found

Bandhu.

called Sato

Bandhu, the Bond

of Existence, in Rv. X. 129, 4 (vide p. 279 ante). Bandhu,
from bandh, to bind or tie, means the kinsman, literally

the binder (who has bound other kinsmen to himself by
tie of
consanguinity or marriage, and who is their
It is therefore said as a riddle
support in time of need)
the

.

that Vislmu

Vishwu who

bound

Bali.

The concealed meaning

is

strides for the benefit of the oppressed

bound man (manave badhitaya (Rv. VI. 49, 13,
ante,), and who therefore can never be the binder
sense of

oppressing the good,

friend of

all.

is

p.

that

and
264

in the

the good kinsman or

Man's baddha or bound

state is

when he

ignores God. He considers that he is -free and that he
has no master, though all the while he is a slave of his
sensual desires. But when he becomes the knower and
realizes the Infinite Self, he

To be

must necessarily be in Him.

God

be in
is, merely as a riddle, to
is
but
real
God
it
is no
confinement, bondage,
liberty.
alien, but the Self, in whose embrace the knower is happy.
in the Infinite

Gaining Bali, Vishwu secures him in the locks of His
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The serpent coils or Varuna's coils binding Bali
for the sake of keeping up the
introduced
are
appearance

embrace.

of the paradox of the story.
As, thus Bali is in the Infinite

Supreme

Self

who, in the

EMnd.-up. VII. 23, 1, is called Bhuman,
in whose bowels Sutala, the good floor, is

of the

Bhumavidya
Bhumi

the Earth

made
the

for Bali's residence

God has placed

Self himself.

Supreme

heart of

must be understood as signifying

man

in order that the latter

himself in the

may be always

in

Him, and as His place there is also called guna or gahvara,
the cave, the knower in his steadfast upasana of the
Supreme Self must place himself there in His company.*
Finding his Joy there he should not quit it, for if he should
stray from God there is the danger of his fall again. Being
there, he is quite safe from the attacks of his enemies, for
they are kept out by the Door-keeper that has opened the
door of His own Bosom for him.

The discordant mention
Harivamsa may be the
may have been current

of the

bad food

of Bali in the

result of
to

mixing up the idea that
the effect that works done with-

out faith, charity, &c., are eaten up by Asuras in the bad
Demons delight in such works. Or if
sense of that word
the eating

up means

figuratively

the destruction of such

should be in the kingdom of good Bali,
works,
who is the ideal of a righteous king who while enforcing
it is

all

as

it

good works

a terrible Asura to the bad ones.

is

The Devas, subdued by Bali and finding

their Truth in

the young Aditya, reign well.
Phenomenally, the outlines of the story may be illustrated thus
Although the Sun, the lord of day, and the
:

of night, are often utilized in allegorical

Moon, the lord

to represent respectively the good and the bad,
the case is sometimes reversed in order to do justice to

myths
still

king

Moon who

is a luminary.
So let us take the Moon
Sun as Indra. The Sun as representing
all the forms is at the head of all the

too

as Bali and the
the grandest of

* Vide
p. 102 ante about
esoterically the heart.

Pafcala,

the place of "Kapila Vasudeva, being
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Devas, his

own

rays fancied to be

Ms

senses or powers.

rnari&is, he produces
mari&ika or omgatnslma, mirage, to which the thirst of

By

his rays,

which are

the sensual desires

also called

often likened.

is

summer sun produces

so

many

Aso by those rays the
and

objects beautiful to see

but man would be lost if, led away by their glitter
and temptation, he indulges in them sensually. Therefore,
the Moon conquers the Sun and the summer rays, and, not
liking the mad bustle and turmoil of the world of day, reigns
enjoy,

in the quiet, serene,

and winter.

Then

and awfully grand nights of autumn
end of the night period of the

at the

year he performs his sacrifice and sees his Vislmu, the

Deity of his

sacrifice, pervade in the three regions as
Visvam, the Universe, the Self of all. By coming under
the sun on the last day of his period, he comes under the

Supreme

Self in the

Sun and not under the mere

sun,

and

is

GV

'
thus happy in the confines of His Go/ Light, and '
means not only light but also the earth. As for the mere
sun and all the other varied forms shining as if they are

the Devas, senses, of the universe, the knower will no
longer be tempted by them, nor hates them, but is serenely
happy by seeing through those senses the existence of the

One

Self of the universe,

by whose Light

all this

shines,

Tasya bhasa sarvam idam vibhati.
In this part of lodia, Bali is honoured at nightfall of the
first day of the lunar month of Karttika in autumn.
There
a Purawic story to say that once in a year on that night
Vislmu permits Bali in the Patala to visit this Earth and
is

receive

homage from men.

Since commenting upon the riddle in the $atap.-Brahsacrifice and the

mana about Visvakarman's Sarvamedha

303 ante), I have
verse sung by the Earth (vide pp. 301
come across another version of the same verse in the
Aitareya Brahmana VIII. 21, which, while mentioning
several rulers as having been installed by the same

Mahabhisheka or great inauguration ceremony which the
god Indra underwent, mentions Visvakarman also thus
:
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Aindra-Mahabhisheka ceremony Kasyapa inaugurated
Therefore Bhauvana Visvakarman " went

Bhauvana Visvakarman.

conquering everywhere over the whole Earth up to its ends, and
the sacrificial horse. They say that the Earth sang to

sacrificed

No mortal is allowed to give me away
Bhauvana Visvakarman, thon hast given me,
plunge into the midst of the sea. In vain was thy

Visvakflrman (this verse):
(as donation).

(therefore) I shall

'

'
"*
promise made to Kasyapa

The two

Dr. Muir's Texts,

note thus:

(Haug's Ait. Br.

p. 524).

versions of the verse are

"

I.

compared together in
where
he observes in the
456-457,
pp.

Manda

corruption of the

asitha in the 8. P. Br. looks like a

mam

didasitha of the Aitareya."
If this
my explanation of the verse as

the case, that part of
refers to the word manda
is

is to be given up.
But in other
the
to
the
riddle
for,
remains,
respects
according
Aitareya
also, the Earth's plunging into the sea in order to make

her winner Visvakarman's promise to Kasyapa null and
void is a paradox. There is much verbal variance between
the two

Brahmawas

in the third

and fourth padas

also of

It looks as if
the verse, though the sense is all the same.
the verse was pretty ancient even in the days of the

Brahmawas, and it is likely that it formed part of a story
which arose as a riddle upon the sacrifice, mentioned in Rv.
X. 81, in which Visvakarman offers up the whole universe

and himself as the oblation. There will be no real difference
between that sacrifice which the Satapatha calls Sarva3
medha and Visvakarman s Asvamedha of the Aitareya, if

we view

the horse as being Visvakarman himself as the

highest of all the oblations offered up in that sacrifice (cf.
the idea in the beginning of the Bnh.-ar.-up. that the

Creator

himself

became the horse

of

his

sacrifice).

* The
original of the verse

is this

:

Na ma martyfo kasfeana datum arhati.
Visvakarman Bhauvana mam didasitha.
Nimankshye 'ham salilasya madhye.
Moghas ta esha Kasyapayasa saiigarah.

Asvamedha

PARA5TJ-RAMA AND HIS
ANCESTRY.
Rama of the battle-axe and therefore known as ParasuRama is famed in the legends of the epics and Purawas as a
descendant of the line of Bhngu. The names of that line
as mentioned in the sub-section of M. Bh. Adiparvan adh.

512, called the Puloma-parvan, are

in this order

:

Bhngu,

.Kyavana, Pramati, Ruru, and $unaka, the great ancestor
of Saunaka to whom Sauti narrates the Mahabharata.
In
adh. 66 of the Adiparvan, it is said that Bhn'gu's son was
iSiikra, but that as the latter became the planet Venus,

Bhngu had

another son, .Kyavana, whose son was Aurva,

whose son was JSiMka, whose son was Jamadagni, who had
four sons of whom Rama was the last, vide verses 46 50,
but the next verse, 51, says that Aurva had 100 sons,
of

whom Jamadagni was

sons.

the

first,

and that they had 1,000
Rama is mentioned as

Again further on in adh. 116,

Such is the discrepant nature
son of Jamadagni.
Our
concern
is not with it, but with the
of the genealogy.

the

fifth

remarkable legends there are aboufc the personages of this
Commencing with Bhngu, I shall deal with those

line.

legends one after another.
In Dr. Macdonell's dictionary

Bhngu

is

derived from

As shown by Prof. Max
bhraj, to shine, beam, glitter.
Miiller in his Science of Mythology, pp. 807
809, Bhn'brilliant, is one of the names of Agni
and the Bn'gus " are said to have discovered Agni (X. 6, 42), to have brought him to men
(I. 58, 6), to have kept him in the wood (vanaspati)
(VI.

gavana, meaning the
in the Big-veda,

15, 2)."

The verse

I.

58, 6 about their bringing

Agni

to

men, says that they brought him like beautiful treasure.
Yaska derives Bhngu from bhn'j or bhrajj, to roast or
fry,

and says

ff
:

Bhn'gu was born

in the light.

Bhngu
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though being fried or scorched was not burnt in the

The Angiras are the Aiigaras
the influence of

(coals),

In saying so Yaska

cause they mark."

myths

coals.

they are so-called be-

that had arisen

evidently under
by playing with the
is

The Ait.-Brahmawa, III.
Angiras.
34, in saying that the Creation took place by means of
Prajapati's Retas put in the sacrificial fire, says that the
of

etymon

Bhngu and

(spark) that blazed up (ud adipyata) from the Retas
became Aditya (the sun) ; that the second became Bhngu,
whom Varuwa took up, and who is therefore called Varuwi

first

that the third that blazed forth (adide; that the coals (angara/&) (into

(son of

Yanma)

divata)

became the Adityas

;

which a part of the Retas was transformed) became the
called) Angirases ; and so on.
The (Satap.-Brahmawa quoted in Dr. Muir's Texts,
p. 443 says that Bhngu excelled his father Varuwa
knowledge. The Taitt.-Upanishad in that chapter of

(JSt'shis

which

I.

in
it

Bhnguvalli says that Bhn'gu learnt the
knowledge of Brahman from his father Varuwa, and that
is

called

what he learnt

is called Bhargavi Varuni Vidya.
In the commencement of the Puloma-parvan (M. Bh. I.
adh. 5), it is said that Bhngu was born of Brahma Sva-

yambhu from

fire in

Varuwa's

sacrifice.

In M. Bh. Anusa-

sana-parvan, adh. 85, verses 90 130, it is said that the
god Rudra in the form of Varuna performed a sacrifice in

which he offered up himself as an oblation (samjuhavatmanat-

manam svayam

eva), that the Retas of the Creator

Brahma

was offered up into the fire, from which there came up
*
first
Bhn'gu, then Angiras from the angaras, live coals,
and other Eishis in certain other ways. In M. Bh. Adiparvan, adh. 66, verse 42, it is said that Bhn'gu was born by
also

bursting open the heart of Brahma.t

Blm'gu was born from Brahma's mind.
Creator

is

the same that

is

*

of in

Rv. X. 129,

The same Retas

4, as

is

Rudra, the

of Prajapati (Brahma), according to the

Brahmana

the Primal Retas of Mind.

Son

spoken

This means that
The Retas of the

Bhrig ity eva Bhrigufo purvam angarebhyo 'igira 'bhavat.
t Brahmano hn'dayam bhitv& nissnto bhagavan BhnguTi.
41
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That a clan

stories.

Brahmans who

of

called themselves

or Bhargavas existed even in the Vedic days
cannot be doubted, but it is likely that they have brightened and ennobled their ancestry by taking their ancestor

Bhngus

Bhngu

be either the bright Agni or the Sun.

to

Not

less mythical is Bhngu's son Eyavana.
Eyavaua
in
the
the
mentioned
is
often
.frig-veda
(with
long a)
as one who became old, but was made young again

by the Asvins. I do not know whether the E*g-veda
mentions him anywhere as a Bhargava, descendant of
There are two Brahmana

Bhngu.

stories

(which

will

be

referred to further on) about his

becoming young again.
Bhargava, but in the other it is said
that he was either a Bbargava or an Angirasa (descendant
In one he

is

called a

In the Puloma-parvan (M. Bh. I. adh. 5 7)
a story about .Kyavana's strange birth. It seems
to have arisen as an
etymological riddle in order to

of Angiras).

there

is

account for his name.

It is to this effect

:

A Rakshas (demon) named Puloman
but
her
her,
father, not liking him, gave her in
marriage to Bhn'gn.
Bhrigu went out for bathing, leaving his
pregnant wife in charge of his sacrificial fire Agni. At that time
Bhrigu's wife

had

the
'

was Puloma.

first selected

demon came and asked Agni

You first

Bhngu

selected her,

my

in

it is

if

she was not his wife.

true, but as she

presence, she

is

Agni

said,

was formally married to

his wife.'

Without minding

this

demon changed himself into a Varaha, Boar, and forcibly
carried away Puloma. But the child in her womb got angry, fell
as
(fcyutafo) from the womb at once, and was therefore known

dictum, the

Kyavana.

who was like the sun
and was burnt down to ashes.

Seeing this feyuta or fallen child

in splendour, the

demon

left her,

Taking the child she went about weeping so much that the tears
which flowed (sn'ta) from her all the way became a saras, river.
The god Brahma came there and pacified her, and called that river
near the asrama of Syavana by the name of Vadhusaras, the Bride's
Bhrigu went there and saw his wife and the child. Because

river.

Agni, when asked by the demon, revealed to him who she was,
Bhrigu cursed Agni to become sarvabhaksha, the all-eater (including
the bad). Agni was offended by this. He withdrew himself from
sacrifices,

and

all

the people became distressed without him.

The
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and Devas became bewildered and went to Brahma, who senfc
Thou arfc
Agni and pacified him by praising him to this effect
the creator, supporter, and destroyer of the three worlds. Thou art
Jfrishis

'

for

:

Thou

always pure.

wilt not be the all-eater in all thy

body

;

let

only thy apana or hind rays and the form of thine which is kravyad,
the eater of corpses, be the all-eater. Whatever is burnt by tbee will
become pure, like anything that is touched by the rays of the sun.'

Agni was pleased with
to

perform their

this,

and the

fiishis (obtaining

him) began

sacrifices as before.

Speaking about the -Big-vedic Syavana, Professer
Miiller says

As

Max

:

name

Sjavana, afterwards .Eyavana, it is derived
any violent movement, not only
fcyu
that of driving or pushing, but also falling down, e.g. tara ambarajt
(Ram. V. 13, 31), or
feyavante, stars fall from the sky, or set
to the

of

as expressing

from

'

'

'

he

falls

from the Svarga world.'

svargaJc ^yavante lokat,
therefore have been used for the set or the setting sun.

.

."

It

may

Science

of Mythology, p. 588.

.Kyavana (with the short a) is mentioned in Ev. X. 69,
which is a hymn the Deity -of which is Agui Vadhiyasva
(the sacrificial fire of

Vadhryasva), and the

/fo'shi-ship of

attributed to Vadhryasva' s son Suinitra, who, in
'
Bold and Eyavana, like a hero, I Sumitra
verse 5, says

which

is

:

proclaim the name of (Agni) Vadhryasva/ The next verse
says: 'Bold and fcyavana, like a hero, mayst thou,
Agni,
subdue the men who long for battle/ Coming in the company of the words 'hero' and 'bold', the word Eyavana

seems to mean to suddenly issue or rush forth, or fall upon.
JSyavana, one who falls, may have been used in two senses,
(1 )

one who

falls

down like a ripe old fruit from the tree and
who has become very old and infirm,

therefore meaning one

v

one who rushes forth and falls upon (the enemy) and
therefore young and vigorous. For aught we know it may

and

(2)

be by taking the two meanings together that

it is

said in

The sun
the Jftig-veda that Syavana, old, became young.
in
old
the
is
in
the
evening young and
morning,
young
in
feeble
and
winter. Likewise
old
vigorous in summer,
the

moon

is

young and waxing in the bright

fortnight, old

and waning in the dark. Likewise, it is said in the Bigveda that Agni when old and worn becomes always young
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again

(I.

144, 4; II. 4, 5)

old, evidently,

when

the fuel

is

consumed and the embers are covered with ashes, young
again when the same fire is fed again with fuel. Therefore,
there are these three deities, Agni, Soma, and the Sun, to
claim the

name

of .Eyavana.

be taken as the Sun, and

in

In what story Kyavana is to
what as the Moon, or as Agni,

depends upon the nature of each story.
In the story in question the demon and the damsel

whom

he carries away are both called by the same name (mas.
Puloma, i.e. Puloman; fern. Puloma). Indra's spouse SsM
is called Pulomaja or Paulomf,
daughter of Puloman.
In Earn. IV. 39, verses 6 and 7 , Rama says to Sugriva
thus 'The depraved Rakshasa (Ravawa) has carried away
Vaidehi (Sita) by deceit as Anuhlada (carried away) /SaM ;
:

Rava?ia as /Satakrafcu (Indra) (killed)
the conceited father of Pauloml.' The commentator says

but I

soon

will

that there

is

kill

a Purawic story to the effect that Anuhlada

prevailed upon Puloman to give him his daughter /SaM
(the wife of Indra), and carried her away, but that

Indra killed Puloman and also Anuhlada, and got back
Puloman seems to be the
SaM. means Power.
$aki.

Darkness of the night.* Just as in
the .fi/ig-veda the Sun is sometimes described as the child
born from the womb of Night and handed over to her sister
Day for being nourished, $a/ci in the daily phenomenon

personification of the

may be the Dawn fancied to be sprung from Darkness.
The poets of the Eig-veda have fancied the Dawn's relationship to the Sun in varied aspects, sometimes as mother,
sometimes as sister, sometimes as wife, &c. Here $aM, the

Dawn, the solar light as the Power of the Sun, is the wife
The retiring Darkness marries her to
of the Sun Indra.
the morning Sun. But the harmony of this relationship is
* In
explaining the word Pulomaja, a commentary on Amara construes
Puloman as pu puru/ni lomani yasya sa/i, 'one who is very hairy.' If this
:

the meaning of the word, it befits black shaggy darkness. But it may
be the word is not pu-loman, but is compounded with pula or pulas. Pula
with the suffix ka meaus iu the plural the erection of the hairs of the body,
is

and pulas-tya, a Eishi, is the fabulous progenitor
the word seems to be connected with hairs.

how

of the Rakshasas.

Any
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when Anuhlada* who seems to be the Moon here,
comes to the dawn region in the latter part of the dark-

upset

fortnight and lays his hand

upon the Dawn even before the

This phenomenon is read as if the Moon
with
her father and got him to give her to him.
intrigued
the
Sun
Indra rises, kills Darkness and also the Moon
But

Sun

rises.

(who becomes lost on the new-moon-day), and obtains the
In the yearly phenomenon the star Rohira
Dawn.
(Aldebaran) represents the Dawn. At the junction of the

Night and Day portions
that star

gives

But

six

in

Puloman
the vernal Sun Indra.

of the year, winter as

marriage to

months afterwards when the

star

Moon intrigues
whom he shines as

with

the

acronycal
obtains the star with
point,

goes to the
winter and

full moon, but six
months afterwards the Sun rejoins the Star and kills winter
and also the Moon on the new-moon-day of the last month
of the

of the year.

Night half

The concept and the

plot of the story in question are

quite different from those explained above.

I would take

be the Sun, with the Dawn as his wife
Bhngu
Puloma, the same Dawn whose reflex is seen as the evening
Twilight. Why she is called by the same name as the demon
of

Poloman
1

is

it

to

not clear.

Can

it

be that

if

the

name meant the

implied in her case golden hairs, while in the case
hairy/
of the demon it implied dark shaggy hairs ? Taking the scene
it

myth to be the evening of the first day of any lunar
month commencing from new moon, the fancy of the poet
seems to be this the Sun sets and goes away leaving his
of the

:

wife in the form of the Twilight ; the demon of Darkness,
seeing no laminary but the terrestrial fire, lays his hands on

her and thereby makes her sad as she gets paler and paler ;
but the renewed Moon concealed in the womb of her light
the son of the
springs forth as

Sun (because he

shines with.

The brothers Prahlada,
* He is one of the brothers of Prahlada.
Anuhlada, Samhlada and Hlada are all mythical names got up by playing
with Hlada and put down as brothers. The moon gladdens. Of these
of Anu-hlada for this myth may be because
brotherly names, the selection
the idea of it is that the Moon goes to love the Sun's wife as the second or

next husband.
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with solar blood in his veins) ; by the mere
sight of the Moon who, thus born, goes on waxing in the
solar light

bright fortnight, Darkness dies and disappears.

Ardra (dedicated

Taking

Eudra) or the star
the
both
as
reddish
Rohiwi,
stars,
being
starry form of the
that
as
if
the
Sun went away
Dawn,
star, rising heliacally
either the star

to

leaving her alone, cries and sheds tears, which action suits
Ardra, one who is wet, and whose regent is Rudra, the
crier. Rol^i also, being Brahmi, represents Vafc, speech or
sound, identical with Sarasvati, who has also a river form.
Our Bride's tears flowing as river may be the showers of
Thunder is well known in our myths as one of the
rain.

She cries as it were,
(Madhyamika Va/b)
and pours down, and makes all the rivers run full. The
Moon also is connected with rain in our myths. The
aspects of Vafc

.

relationship of the

Moon with any

of the asterisms

well have been as varied as that of the

may
Sun with the Dawn,

sometimes as wife, sometimes as sister, sometimes as mother.
The idea that the Moon is born from the Sun and produces
Parjanya, rain, is found in the concluding portion of the
Ait.-Brahmawa. The river-forming tears may therefore be
Agni's eating everything
allegorical of the rainy season.

and being kravyad, the eater
is

well

known

of corpses, as the funeral fire,

in the .Big-veda.

The

so-called curse

may

have been introduced simply to find a reason for Agni's
disappearance and the cessation of certain kinds of sacrifices
in winter.

In the Eig-veda (I. 116, 10; 117, 13, and many other
as making the old and jahita,
places) the Asvins are praised
abandoned, JTyavana young again and the husband of girls,
kaninam pati. This Vedic Ifyavana also may be the Moon

who is renewed every month, and

the girls loved

by him may

be the asterisms with which, one after another, the Moon
But there is no certainty about
comes in conjunction.
.Kyavana of the E-ig-veda being the Moon only and no body
Agni also
else, for, as already stated, the Eig-vedic
becomes old and young again, and he too is the lover of

maidens

(jarafr

kaninam

patir

janinam

Rv.

I.

66, 4),
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speak only of one kanya,

and she

is

Good

Girl.

contains a story about

how

called Su-kanya, the

The Talavakara Brahmana

as the

girl,

Kyavana became young again. A translation of it by Prof.
W. D. Whitney is reprinted in the Indian Antiquary for
is
January 1884 (Vol. XIII. p. 21). The substance of
ifc

this:

Manava (descendant of Manu), goes to the place of
the
JTyavana,
Bhargava, who is very old and shrivelled. The
followers of $aryafca mischievously smear Syavana with dirb and
$aryafca, the

ashes, with the result that the latter engenders trouble

among them.

Sukanya by him and
goes away. She tries to run away, but Zyavana causes a black snake
to rise up against her and prevent her.
She remains by him. The
two Asvins come there and make him bathe along with themselves
in the river Sarasvafci, and all the three emerge from the water

To appease him Saryata

leaves his daughter

young and beautiful, looking exactly
out her husband Eyavana by a sign.

alike,

but she

is

able to

The same

story is stated in a slightly different
Safcap.-Brahmawa IV. 1, 5 (Muir's Texts,

in the

It is to this effect

250252).

Eyavana who
old

and

is

either a

make

manner
V. pp.

:

Bhargava or Aiigirasa, becomes jlrna,
where either the Bhngus or the

shrivelled, (at the place)

Aiigirases [performing a sacrifice] obtained Heaven. In that state,
is abandoned.
Saryafca, the Manava, goes there and settles

he

down

in the neighbourhood (of Eyavana).
His youths, thinking
the shrivelled body to be worthless pound ifc with clods. Eyavana is
incensed and creates discord among them, " so that father fought

with son, and brother with brother."

done

insult

to

Coming

Eyavana, $aryata goes there

to

in his

know

of

the

chariot with his

daughter Sukanya, appeases him by giving her to him, and leaves
the place. The Asvins then go there in order to induce her to leave
the old
(

You

man and become

complete and imperfect.'
'

says,

their

woman.

speak contemptuously of

But she

is

firm,

and

says,

my

husband, being yourselves inThey ask in what respect they are so. She

Make my husband young

again,

and I

will tell you.'

They

tell

her to take him to a pond, and as soon as he bathes in it, he comes
forth young again.
She says to them, Tou are imperfect, because
the gods, who are celebrating a sacrifice in Kurukshecra, have
'

excluded you on' the ground of your wandering about among men,
performing cures.' They go there and as the sacrifice that was

being performed was headless, they join the head
and are admitted to a share in the Soma beverage.

to the sacrifice,
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JTyavana of these Brahmawa stories seems to
sacrificial fire

Agni

as

Yajna Purusha whose

me

to

be the

celestial place is

the Orion-sacrificial ground. In the bright half of the year
when the Sun, fancied to be the flame of Yajna-Purusha,
comes in conjunction with Orion, the solar rays personified
as the Angirases or Bhngus perform their Heaven-securing
sacrifice there and go to Heaven, taking it to be symbolized

probably by the highest northern point reached by the Sun
at the
it is

summer

Thus obtaining

solstice.

fancied, abandoned

Agni

their

to get old

Heaven, they,
and shrivelled in

the heliacally risen Orion that is gradually going to its
cold, acronycal point, like the fire that becomes shrunken

within

its

old shrivelled skin, the ashes,

when abandoned

on the ground after the purposes of cooking, &c., are over.*
King $aryata seems to be the Moon. He as the full moon
of /Sarad, the cold season, visits the Orion place,

fancied that his sous, the

and

it is

moonbeams, besmear the shrivelled

Rishi of the place with ashes, and that in order to appease
him the Moon left with him the star Rohiwi, who, having
risen acronycally from the full Moon, is his daughter.f
The story in the Satap.-Brahmana does not say anything

about her trying to run away. On the contrary she is
The dark snake of the other story
firmly attached to him.
* In Vol.

I.

499507,

pp.

1

have stated that Vishnu's name Sipivishia of

Rv. VII. 99, 7 and 100, 6, which Aupamanyava, who is anterior to Yaska>
takes to be a word having an indecent sense, must have originally meant
'skin-covered', 'prepuce-covered'.

although Vishnu

is Sipivishtfa

me

The verse (VII.

100,

6) says that

he has another form in the time of

that as Vishnu

action.

the Deity of Sacrifice symbolized
fire Agni, the idea of his Sipivishia or skin-covered form must
the
by
have originated from Agni's form as the live-coal covered with ashes, for
It

now appears

to

is

the outer part of the coal becomes a coat of ashes for the shrinking fire
in it. Agni in that state seems to have been metaphorically called

and likened funnily to that which is prepuce-covered. But in
the time of action, when the fire is blown and shines red, burning with
flame, and eating the oblations, his form is different.
ySipivishta,

f The Star Rohwil becomes the daughter of either the Sun when she
from the Sun, or of the Moon when she rises acronycally
from the full Moon. It must be borne in mind that the same star becomes

rises heliacally

wife or mother to either the Sun or the

Moon according

Vedio or Paramo, has his own varied fancy and

plot.

as each poet,
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seems to be the Darkness of winter, and the fancy is that,
prevented by it, she was obliged to remain with the J&shi.

Being a fixed star by the side of Orion, she must remain
with him whether willingly or unwillingly. In due time

when Orion

heliacally sets, and is about to rise from the
in
the early morning time of the Asvins, it is
light

Dawn

fancied that these divine physicians who, being Kumaras,
are always young, prescribe the old .Rishr's bathing in that
light

and make him young again, for the days of the Soma
sacrifices have come back for Agni to glow in

and other

them with

all his light,

with the summer Sun himself as his

glorious light.

The

according to which the Asvins reunite to
head is a distinct one, and seems to

story

Sacrifice his severed

have been mixed up here, because the same phenomena of
Sacrifice Purusha Agni's becoming old and then young
again are described in it in another manner. That story
is narrated in the iSatap.-Brahmawa XIV. 1, 1, and Taitt.-

Arawyaka V.

1

1,

7.

have tried to explain it in the
I.
As the Talavakara

I

Essay on the Pravargya in Vol.

Brahmawa

says that the severed head of Sacrifice

Sun, the gist of that story

emblem

starry

is

simply

As Orion

this.

of Sacrifice Purusha,

he

is

he

rises heliacally

and goes

the

But when

to the acronycal point, the

fancied to be cut off from him.

is

is

with his head,

the Sun, at the time of his solar conjunction.

head

the

is

But when he

Sun
heli-

thereby in the hands of the Asvins, it is
fancied that these divine physicians reunite the head to the
acally sets,

body

and

is

of Sacrifice.

The healing powers

of the Asvins

and

Soma drink in sacrifices along with
Indra and other gods are well known in the Eig-veda. In
their getting their

the

Brahmawa period

quires

him

to

the physician, whose profession re-

touch all classes of men, seems to have ranked

low in the social scale as compared with the priests compeBut as the time-hallowed rituals
tent to drink the Soma.
the divine physicians their share in the sacred
Soma, their competency to drink it had to be admitted and

allot to

42
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justified as

an exceptional case on the ground of

their

extraordinary healing powers.

The

story of .Kyavana's

becoming young again

is

nar-

125, in a manner
Ara?2,yaparvan, adh. 121
the details of which differ more or less from the Brahmajia

rated in

M. Bh.

follows the $atap.-Brahmawa in depicting
as the most faithful and devoted wife, but it says
It

stories.

Sukanya

Xyavana was in an anthill
He sab in his tapas contemplation for

that

:

years as fixedly and unmoved
as a post, so that the white ants builb an anthill upon him. When

the King comes and encamps there, his daughter Sukanya strolls
Fascinated by her the R/ishi addresses her from

about the anthill.

within the anbhill.

She does nob hear him.

curious about the anthill, and sees in

it

the

She, however, feels

JSishi's eyes

to her to be something glowing like khadyota,

firefly.

which look

Unwittingly

and frolicksomely she pricks them with a thorn, with the result that
trouble comes over the camp, and the King, finding out the reason,
gives her away to the liishi and returns to his capital. She remains
firmly devoted to the JBishi of the anthill, performing tapas herself,
and attending bo the sacred fires and also to the atithis or wayfarers

Then the Asvins come and make the old Rishi
young again by bathing with him in the pond, and when the three
come out alike in form, she is guided by her devotion in unerringly
knowing which of them is her own husband.
that pass that way.

Pleased with being made young by the Asvins, the Eishi promises
make them Somarhas, fit to drink the sacred Soma. Accordingly,
in a sacrifice performed by his father-in-law Saryabi, the .Rishi
to

and offers the beverage to the Asvins. But
comes and objects, on the ground that, being
physicians moving among men, they are not fit to receive the Soma.
Without minding Indra, the JMshi makes the Asvins drink it.
Incensed at this, Indra lifts up his Vajra weapon to beat the .Rishi,
officiates as the priest

the god Indra

latter causes

the uplifted shoulder to stand stiff, and
creates
a
terrible
instantly
being called Mada, whose onslaught
humbles Tndra and makes him consent to the competency of the

but the

Asvins to get the

Soma oblation.

Thus the additional features
bharata are
(3) the
(1)

(1)

of the story in the Mahathe anthill, (2) the sacrifice of tfaryafci, and

humbling

of Indra.

When Agni

is

into conical peaks, he

These I

shall try to explain

:

glowing with his flame rising up
is like the anthill or mountain in

miniature (vide p, 72 ante).

Tapas

is

from

tap, to shine or
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The Tapasvin seated

burn.

in great contemplation is, as
were, glowing or burning with his knowledge*, like fire
with its flame.
Therefore, Syavana, as already explained,

it

being Agni, the fancy is that as a Tapasvin he glowed with
real flame and became tha anthill. This is his flamy young

which

followed by his jlraa or shrivelled old state
being in embers concealed in the hillock of ashes, like
a serpent in the anthill, hissing like it if water is poured.
state,

is

of

In that state also he is a concealed Tapasvin, shiner or burner,
reduced into a speck twinkling like the fire-fly.
(2) The King's name is Saryata in the Brahmawas, but
$aryati in the Mahabharata.

In the

.Zfo'g-veda

one of the

several mythical beings helped by the Asvins is $aryata.
They help him in the mighty fray (I. 112, 17.) The same

being seems to be called Saryata in Rv. I. 51, 12, in which
Indra is praised as delighting in the Soma beverage of
Saryata. Therefore the idea, in our story of the Maha-

must have been suggested

bharata, of $aryati's sacrifice

and the same Asvins who

in the frig-veda help
Mahabharata as helpare
shown
in
the
himself
Saryata
ing his son-in-law JTyavana to become young again, and

by

this,

as getting their

Soma

him under the auspices
well
his

known

drink in the sacrifice performed by
of

as the Divine

Divine Son-in-law

Xyavana's priesthood.

Son

also,

1

of the sacrifice! ,

Agni
and he

is
is

viewed as the lover of his

daughter SVaddha, Faith, for the Good G-irl Sukanya, so
may well be looked upon as

faithfully devoted to JTyavana,

the sacrificer $aryati's Faith to Agni, and this Son-in-law
of himself is his Priest, as in the .Zfo'g-veda Agni is well

known

as the Priest.

(3) In the epics and Purawas Sukanya is deservedly
counted along with Savitri, Lopamudra, Arundhati, Anasuya, Sita, NaZayani and others as examples of a good

Although she is a beautiful young princess,
and was obliged to marry the shrivelled old Bishi, she is
firmly attached to him and does not yield to temptation
chaste wife.

even though the gods tempt her
* Of.

'

Yasya jnanamayam

tapaTi'

even though the gods
Muwd.

up.

1. 1, 9.
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tempting her are the most comely youths among all the gods.
But as for her husband, the outward aspect of the story,

which stops in the Brahmawas with his loving her and becoming young again, might dethrone him from the position of
an extremely old .R-ishi who ought to be above the desire
of falling into wedlock

and

becoming young again for
enjoying- pleasures.
By falling into desire and becoming
young again, Kyavana, it might be thought, is a fallen
of

Bishi, quite unfit to be the husband of angelic Sukanya.
It is in order to remove this idea that might be entertained
of JSyavana that the story of the

Mahabharata seems

to

have

conceived the idea of Jfyavana's subduing Indra, thereby
indicating that he is a Tfo'shi who has subdued his indriyas,
senses.*

Therefore Agni ITyavana of the Mahabharata

story should, I think, be viewed as illustrating a Eishi

who

becomes extremely old in his tapas or knowledge, and to
whom the same knowledge full of faith in the Self becomes,

when

achieved, the most beautiful, spiritual, royal wife, the
Soma himself, that becomes the means

daughter of King
of

making him

spiritually

young and vigorous, capable

of

subduing Indra of the senses. This aspect of Indra is
In no
distinct from the Indra of the Vedic rituals.
sacrifice

can the Great Indra be humbled,

sacrifice of $aryati

who
Soma

is

renowned

much

less in the

in the JR-ig-veda for

Still in our story there
the paradox of Indra being humbled in /Saryati's sacrifice.
It appears to me that the facts are so contrived as to be

offering the sacred

to Indra.

is

pregnant with the worship and praise
of the sacrifices, while

Indra of the

is

humbling the Indra

Great Indra

of the senses.

known as doing his Vntra-killing
Soma drink, which in the Rigthe
by

sacrifices is

deeds, invigorated

veda

of the

qualified

by the adjective mada,

joyous, so that the terrible being

invigorating,
to be the

Mada seems

invigorating drink created (i.e. prepared) and offered to
Indra. As thus Mada gives strength to Indra, he is as a
*

have tried to show in the previous Essays that in several Purawio
conquer the Devas and their head Indra signifies the conquering
of the senses, for even in the Brahtnanas and Upanishads the Devas are
I

stories, to

often used esdterically as meaning the senses.
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and has him under

his

Indra's submitting to him means Indra's becoming
strong by him, and therefore he wields the Vajra weapon.
The Taitt.-Samhita, I. 4, gives the Mantras or verses ad-

power.

dressed to the several Deities, including the Asvins and
Indra
Indra, when offering their Soma cups to them.

has several cups, one of which has, in

Anuv&ka

1 8,

the

Mantra, which is Rv. III. 53,7, in which Indra is solicited
to drink the Soma in the same manner as he delighted in
/S&ryata's

Soma, while further on, in Anuv&ka 35, another
'

cup to Indra as Mahendra has the Mantra Mahan Indro
'
in which he is solicited to give protection
YajrabahuTi, &c.,
to us, do good to us, and kill papman, sin or the bad being,
to us.
Therefore, one view of Indra
with
his
uplifted Vajra-wielding shoulder is
Vajrabahufo
as if Indra of the senses is standing stiff, unable to

that

is

inimical

hurl the uplifted weapon against the Mada or spiritual
strength of the JRishi that has mastered his senses, while

another view

is

as

under the power

the Great Indra, invigorated by, or
Sacrifice's spiritual
of, the Deity of

if

standing with the uplifted weapon ever ready
and punish the sinful.
Another story in the Mahabharata about Syavana, accord-

strength,

is

to kill sin

ing to which he immerses himself in water, is drawn out
in the net of the fishermen, and is ransomed by king

Nahusha, has been explained in another Essay (pp. 157
166 ante). There also I have taken JSjavana to be Agni,
the Deity of Sacrifice.

Let us now go back to the Pulomaparvan. ITyavana's
There is no story in it about Pramati.*
is Pramati.

son

According to it Pramati's wife is (the Apsaras nymph)
GrhntaM. About Pramati's son Rum, it gives a story to
this effect

:

When Euru was

born, there was a Bishi named Sthulakesa, near
whose hermitage the Apsaras nymph Menaka, having consorted with

* Prathati in the
.Rig-veda means protection, care.
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Gandharva king Visvavasu, gave birth to a female child,
abandoned it there, and went away. Oat of pity Sthulakesa took
up the child and brought her up, naming her Pramadvara (the most
excellent

among pramadas,

she excelled
her he

fell

place at
star.*

bewitchingly beautiful females), because
other pramadas in beauty. As soon as Euru saw
in love with her, and their wedding was fixed to take
all

some future time under the auspices
But in the meantime, when the Bride

of the Bhaga-daivata
elect

was strolling

in

the forest she was bitten by a venomous snake because she carelessly
put her foot on it, and lay dead. All the Eishis of the neighbour-

hood came and joined Sthulakesa, Pramati and Euru in weeping and
lifeless body of a damsel who had been like a lotus

crying over the

flower of the place. (Unable to bear the scene) Euru retired into the
wood and wept and cried, saying ' If I have given charity, if I have
:

performed austerity, if I have been dutiful to the elders,
been steadfast in my vratas, duties, if I have controlled

from

my

if

I have

my mind

boyhood, may Pramadvara get up alive !' Devaduta or the
of the gods appeared before him and said
Her ayush or
'

messenger

:

having ended, she has died. There is no use of crying.
do it, there is a means of resuscitating her'. Ruru
Be you merciful. Tell it to me, and I will do it.' He was

life-period

But

if

said

:

you
'

like to

told to give half of his life-period to Pramadvara. Then on his
behalf the Divine Messenger and the king of the Gandharvas went

Dharmaraja (the god of death), and as soon as the latter said
Let Pramadvara get up alive by the gift of a half of Euru's lifetime ', she got up as if from sleep, and the wedding took place.

to

:

'

Enru made up his mind to kill the snakes wherever found, and he
good number of them. At last be came across an old snake
I am not of the venomous
and went to kill it. But it said to him

killed a

'

:

kind. I am (of the kind called) dnnduloiha, quite harmless. It does not
'
therefore behove you to kill dandab\\a.s
Hearing this Euru desisted,
and thinking that the snake must be a Eishi, wanted to know who
!

Formerly I was a Eishi named Sahasrapad.
We were both playmates.
"When he was engaged in Agnihotra (fire worship), I frightened him
by a snake of grass made by me, so much so that he swooned.
Eegaining his senses, he cursed me to become a real snake of as
much valour as the grassy one. Propitiated by me he said that I would
he was. The snake said

I had a sakha, friend,

regain

my

'

:

named Khagama.

former state as soon as I should see the pure soul who

would be born as Euru, the son of Pramati.' So saying, the Rishi in
the form of the dimcZubha snake regained at once his brilliant form,
and said that a Brahman should be saumya, gentle, never killing, but
giving abhaya, non-fear (from him) to
* That asterism
p. 177 ante,

is

Uttara Phalgunl.

all

creatures; that he should

See Rv. X. 85, 13, referred to on

about the auspiciousness of the Phalguni stars for wedding.
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be truthful, forgiving, and cultivate the knowledge of theVedas;
and that in the olden time even the Sarpa-yajfia, sacrifice of snakes,
performed by the Kshatriya Janamejaya was stopped by the inter-

Brahman Astika.

cession of the

Ruru

is

So saying, he disappeared.

In the Aitareya Brahmawa the

a kind of deer.

form of Prajapati as the deer of the Risya, kind loving the
star

Rolmu

is

(Aldebaran)

clearly identified with Orion,

It is therefore likely that in this story the

Eegent

Ruru with the

of Orion is

vara, the

most beautiful of

all

Moon who

star Rohiwi as

is

the

Pramad-

These names,
have engendered

asterisms.

Ruru and Pramadvara, appear to me to
myths of the story. Looking upon Ruru as derived
from the root ru, to cry, the myth arose that he cried very
much. Why? The answer must have been found bythe

advantage of what may

taking

have been the

faulty-

common

people of Pramadvar& as
'
Pramadmara, and by construing the latter to mean the
female who dies by pramada, negligence or accident/
pronunciation by the

Hence the myth that she negligently placed her foot on a
serpent and died of its bite. But as the star is the perpetual wife of the Moon, it was said that she died as the
bride before

becoming the wif e, and her coming to life by the

gift of a half of the life-time of one

who

marries her

is

romantic illustration of the Yedic saying that one's wife

As the

star represents Brahrnavidya,
her as the half of himself, the knower, repre-

the half of himself.*

on marring

a
is

sented by the figure of the full Moon, goes on killing the
bad venomous snakes of darkness who, esoterically, are the
sinful desires,

free

papman,

the

until

from

sin,

Supreme Self who is apahataand therefore without venom, is

reached in the form of the old (fawdubha snake.
latter's

the

name Sahasrapad

Supreme

The

a clear indication of his
being
Self Purusha of the Purusha-sukta, having
is

thousands of padas, footing

and who in

(as

He

is

in all creatures

and

may be taken to be symbolthings),
ized by the Sun of thousands of padas, rays, reached
by
the Regent

darkness

Moon

at the

this story

of the Orion at the

end

end of winter,

of Samsaric ignorance.

* Ardho va esha afcmanah.
yat patni.

of
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Pramadvara's

mofclier

identical with Sakuntala's

$akuntal&

also,

and

that /Sakuntala

AND HIS ANOESTB*.
Menaka who abandons
mother Menaka.

I have tried to

her

is

She abandons

show in the

first

Volume

the sacred G&yatri of the Visv&mifcraMawdtala of the jRig-veda. Savitri gets back the life of her
is

husband Satyavan from the hands of the god of death.
Here the husband Kuru resuscitates his dead wife. Just

Kawva adopts the abandoned Sakuntala, Bi&hi Sthula'
one who has thick hairs adopts Pramadkesa, meaning
vara.
The name of the JBishi evidently signifies an ascetic
as

'

wearing ja^ or matted hair, represented probably by Agui

Agni with his smoke may
Rudra who is identical with

of the Orion sacrificial ground.

well be called Sthulakesa.

Agni is
or Guru

well

known

for his

matted hair.

The

ascetic

as the teacher of Brahmavidya adopts her and
imparts her to him who wishes to become the knower.
The Guru betroths her to him, but he himself has to keep

her alive by giving his own spiritual life to her and thus
making her a part of his own spiritual being. This is

wedding.
There can be little doubt about Rishi Sahasrapad being
the Supreme Self Purusha. This is clear not only from his
spiritual

name but from the name of Khagama of his friend. Now,
means bird, and it is well known from the verse
Khagama
O
'

Dva supama

sayuj& sakhaya, &c., that in the Vedanta the
and the Jivabman are regarded as two birds,
Self
Supreme
and
friends, residing in the same tree, the body,
companions

and that one

of them, the Jivatman, is in the troubles of
the other, the Supreme Self, is free and
while
Samsara,
In
our story there is the riddle of Sahasrapad
happy.*

frightening his friend by putting the grassy snake before
him. But really it is Khagama's own Avidya or illusion
that has deceived

and frightened him.

hotra, in which he

engaged, seems

The

ritual of

me

Agni-

to represent all
the acts of the Karmakawda the purpose of which is to preto a knowledge of the real nature of his
pare one to proceed
own soul and of the Supreme Self. Therefore, when the mind
is

* Vide
Mu4.-up. III.

1,

to

1 j also Svet.-up. IV. 6 and 7.
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Self as the

Supreme

Great Teacher puts the riddle of the grassy snake before
The true nature of the Jivatman is pure with-

Khagama.

out any badness in

it,

no venom in the

just as there is

grassy snake. The Jivatman is like a pure mirror, not
seeing well and therefore in grief, when covered by dirt,

but happy when the dirt is removed, vide Svet.-up. II. 14.
The next verse gives another simile, that of a lamp, saying that

when man, being yukta, concentrated

(in

mmd)j

Brahman, by means of

sees Brahma-tattva, the real nature of

Atma-tattva, the real nature of himself, then having known
"
the Unborn, Eternal Grod,
who is beyond all natures,"*

he

freed from

is

sins

according

all

to

fetters

pasas,

another

becomes samkufeita, limited,

(or,

pafoa).

if ibis

from

all

papas,

The lamp's view

covered by any shading

view of knowledge limited by
thing ;
the covering of Avidya; yet his nature is pure, and by
means of that pure state, freeing it from the dirt or film of
Avidya, he should see the glorious, pure nature of Brahman
so is the Jivatman's

who

ever free from Avidya. That is to say that the
Supreme Self who is the Ideal of ethical purity always free
from Avidya can only be seen or attained by the Jivatman's
is

realizing his pure state freed

that

is

the cause of fear, as

whose vision

it

creatures as self

IV.

3, 20);

from Avidya.

It is

Avidya

prevents the Atmatattva,

it

has dimmed, from seeing and loving

from saying

and the

am

'I

result is the

all this'

mutual

all

(Bnh.-ar.-up.

strife of the selfish

The selfishness of Avidya is the poison by superimwhich
upon the Atmatattva the latter is rendered
posing
the hurtful, poisonous snake. Therefore, the Teacher puts

world.

the grassy snake before Khagama in order to illustrate by
;
the latter s fear and swoon that his Samsaric fear and
trouble are due to his superimposing by his
the idea of poisonous snake upon what is
* "

Who

all

natures."

Sarva-tatfcvair visuddham.'

Another

is

beyond

'

visishtam.

Prof.

by nature not

Max

pai/ia of this

is

Miiller
'

renders

Sarva-tattvair

It is a phrase capable of different interpretations at the hands

of the Advaitins

43

So

own ignorance

and the Visishiadvaitins.
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When Khagama rises from the swoon, he
becomes prabuddha, awakened and enlightened, knowing
that his Atmatattva is
pure and that he should never again
poisonous.

allow

it to
be soiled by Avidya.
According to the
Upanishad already quoted, he should know not only himself,
but also the
Supreme Self by means of his pure nature.

Therefore, using the grassy-snake-metaphor of himself as a
reason for knowing the nature of the Supreme Self by a
similar metaphor,

that

is

free

a paradoxical

Supreme

Khagama makes Him the Duwdtabha snake
The

from poison,
riddle

so-called curse is therefore

meaning the

glorification

Self as the harmless, pure,

Supreme Life or Self

of

all.

As He

living

of the

snake, the

resides in the

guha or

cave of the heart, the snake-metaphor would suit Him by
likening the heart to a bila, which word means a cave or
cavity or hole such as that in which snakes dwell.
Thus the story of Khagama and Sahasrapad, encased
in

the

story

of

Rum,

is

and Paramatraa-tattvas.

a lesson on

Therefore, at

the

Jiv&tma

the end of the

career of killing the selfish, sinful desires pertaining to
Avidya and metaphorically represented by the poisonous

snakes,

Ruru meets the Supreme

Self that

was made

to

assume the metaphorical garb of the Duwe?ubha snake, and,
discarding the metaphor, sees Him in his true nature of
Sahasrapad, one who has His thousands of footing as the

Antarylmin in

all

creatures

the meaning of His release

snake

Him

and things. This seems to be
from the garb of the .DuwcZubha

a release as paradoxical as the curse which put
The Supreme Self, when seen and

in that garb.

realized as the Infinite

Ananda, Joy, is beyond all metaphors,
beyond the power of mind and word to be grasped as
having any iyattd or this-much-ness, for

He

is Infinite.*

Being Sarvabhutasuhnd, the friend of all, He says that a
Brahman should show abhaya, non-fear, and ahimsa, noninjury or non-killing, to all living things.
* Vide the

Taitfc.. Upanishad

which says

It is implied

:

aprapya manasa saha
Anandam Brahmawo vidvan na bibhefci kutasiaaa,

Yato

vaito nivartante
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permissable for the Kshatriya, the ruling class, to
good from the

so far as is necessary for protecting the

But the

bad.

qualities is

killing

open to

all

of the

bad desires and of

the classes, of

whom

all

bad

Brahman

the

should be the most uncompromising killer.

The

story about

Ruru

closes the

Pulomaparvan, Going

to the

other genealogy of the Bhngus as found in the
Adiparvan, adh. 66, which mentions Aurva as the son of
TTyavana, and omits Pramati and his son Ruru, we find
from verse 48* that like the strange birth of JfTyavana who,

order to release his mother (from the hands of the
demon) fell out from the womb in great anger, his son
Aurva also is born in a strange manner from the uru, thigh,

in

of his

mother Arushi.

It is evident that the verse alludes

briefly to a detailed story about Aurva's birth.

That story

comes much further on in the Adiparvan, adh.
and is to the following effect

.178

180,

:

The Bhngus were the

sacrificing priests of King Kn'tavlrya [of
the Haihayasj who respected them very much, and
gave them wealth (as dakshiwa) at the completion of the Soma
On his death the
sacrifice so liberally that they became very rich.

the line of

Eshatriyas of his clan (kula) had to do something for which they
Knowing that the Bhngus .possessed much wealth,

wanted money.

they applied to them for it. But apprehending danger to their wealth
from the royal class, some of the Bhngus -buried .their money, some

gave away theirs (in charity) to (their own class) Brahmans, while
a few others (who could not help it) gave to the Kshatriyas as much
as the latter wished to take from them. Then, for some other pur-

same Ksbatriyas went on digging the earth (in quest of
hidden treasure), and one of them happened to unearth the wealth
that had been buried in the house of a Bhn'gu. Seeing it (and
pose, the

:

thinking that the Bhngus. concealed their .wealth from them), all
the Kshatriyas insulted and massacred the Bhngus wherever
found, not sparing even their
garbhas,

embryos.f

Some

women and children,
the women had

of

nay, even their
shelter in

ta'ken

the hilly country of the Himalayas, and one of them
*

Aurvas tasyam samabhavad Arum bhitv& mahayasaft
eva guwair yntafr.
tejafr mahavlryo bala

Maha

f AgarTbh&d a^aknntantas

fceruTi

sarvam vasumdharam.

who was
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pregnant, and

believed that her child would be born a great

embryo in her thigh for one hundred years.
The Kshatriyas obtained information of this and went to kill the
being, had concealed the

burst forth from the thigh with such intense light as
The child was called Aurva because he was

embryo, bnt

it

made them

all blind.

born from

iiru,

thigh.

He knew

all the Yedas and the six Angas
The Kshatriyas implored his proby him and went away.

even when he was in the womb.
tection, got their sight restored

But Aurva, in order to burn the worlds [of the Kshatriyas in
revenge] and for the good of the Bhrigus, sat performing a severe
tapas, the fire of which began to destroy everything.* His departed
ancestors appeared before him and preached forbearance, saying
that

was the hoarded wealth of the Bhrigus that was the cause of
and that there was no use of wealth to those whose
aim should be to obtain Heaven. They induced him to put

it

their suffering,
sole

the fire of his anger in the sea. That fire became the great
Eayasiras, Horse's Head, which those that are versed in the Vedas

know, and which emits

fire

from

its

mouth and drinks the water

of

the sea.

Parasu-Rama, who is put down as the great-grandson of
Aurva, kills, as will be seen further on, King KntavSrya's
son Arjuna and annihilates the Kshatriyas. When dealing

how the
Brahmawa Bhargava Rama's hating the
Kshatriyas arose, and how the so-called annihilated

with the stories about Rama, I shall try to show
idea

of

the

Kshatriyas are simply Na-kshatras, stars. In the present
story the Kshatriyas are stated to have massacred the

Br&hmawa clan Bhn'gus.
The name of Aurva is older than
In verse 4 of

.Zfa'g-veda

all

these

VIII. 102, Agni

Puramc

is

legends.

invoked thus

:

'Like Aurva-Bhngu, like Apnavana, I invoke Agni, the
Pure, who is clad with samudra, sea (Agnim samudra-

vasasam)/f This invocation
*

This, coining after his having

of

Agni,

who is

samudra-vasas,

been pleased to restore the eye-sight
it is understood that he after-

to the Kehatriyas, looks discordant, unless

to know of the wholesale destruction of the Bhrigus by the
Kshatriyas feefore his birth, and cherished the revenge.
f Both Aurva and Apnavana mentioned in this verse of the Rtg-veda
are included among the Bishis of the Pravara of a branch of the Bhrigus

wards came

known

as Jamadagnafe Vatsafo.

Aurva

is

names

According to the Vafeaspatya dictionary
But our story does not mention the

the son of Rishi Urva.

of Aurva's father and mother.

It simply says that he is the son of
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repeated as a chorus in the next two verses also. What
Aurva-Bhngu and Agni clad with the sea were intended
is

not clear. It is enigmatic
have given scope for the speculation

to signify in the Rig-veda, is

sayings like this that

and manipulating and story-making genius of the Purauies.

The Aurva-Bhngu referred to seems to have been taken
by them to be Aurva descended from Bhn'gu; and as
Bhngo, whether derived from bhraj,

to shine, or bhrajj, to

name which may well be taken to
Agni or the Sun who is Agni in the

fry, roast or bake, is a

mean either the fire
sky, Aurva Bhn'gu or Bhargava
light

blinds the eyes

Kshatriyas
stars,

who

must be the Sun Agni, and the
by his light must be the

are all blinded

who, twinkling as so
of

many

put out as soon

their seeing

name

power
Aurva having been

TJrvasi

same manner

has

made her

in

eyes in the night, have
as the Sun rises.
The

myth deriving Aurva from

which a Purarac story about

tTrvasi

by saying

is

well

known

that she

In the

born from the uru, thigh, of Narayawa.*

Agni

from the Yedic

in existence

period, our story has evolved a

uru, in the

whose intense

of our story,

as Vasu, (Spiritual)

was

Jfo'g-veda,

Wealth, and

is,

as stated in the beginning of this Essay, the treasure of

the

Bhngus

(Rv.

I.

58, 6).

There

is

also the Purawic idea

of $ri, the

the

goddess of wealth, being Bhargavi, daughter of
Bhngus. Taking the treasure of the Bhngus in the

worldly sense, there comes the

uncommon

feature of a

clan being very rich. When speaking about
two persons singing with the musical instrument
in

Brahmawa

Via

the horse sacrifice, the Taitt.-Br. III.

9, 14,

singers should not both be Brahmawas,

for

says that the
neither Sri,

wealth, nor Rasyram, kingdom, likes to be with the
Brahmawa, and that therefore one of the singers must be a
Brahmana and the other a Kshatriya, the former singing by
day, the latter by night, for (says the text) the rupa or figure
one of the Bhrigus, and that he was born from the thigh of his mother.
It is in another place, viz., Adhyaya 66, that, as already shown, Aurva is
stated to be the son of Kyavana and Arushi.
* Vide the
on Urvasl and Purtiravas in Vol. I.
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Brahmawa is day and that of the Kshatriya night.
This shows that in the Br&hmaua period also the ideal
worldly life of a Brahmawa was very humble and poor.
of the

Therefore, taking at first the wealth of the Bhngus in the
worldly sense, the story arose that they came to grief by
being- very wealthy and attached to wealth, that the

Kshatriyas (from kshan, to wound, or cut, in the sense of

wounding and killing in battle) cut down the Bhn'gus
and even their garbhas (there being seemingly a sort of
play upon bhngu and garbha), and that therefore the most

their

worthy of their garbhas had to be concealed in the thigh.
In this manner the name of Aurva-Bhngu was accounted
for,

and as from

either

Agni

or the

his brilliant light

Sun Agni,

it

is

he

is

revealed as being

evident that, far from

forgetting the real spiritual treasure of the
Agni, the story indicates that that treasure

Bhngus being
was

carefully

concealed and preserved, and was revealed when all the
worldly wealth had been taken away and greediness

punished.
The second part of the story about Aurva's tapas and
the placing of the fire of his anger in the sea is clearly
the outcome of an attempt to explain the enigmatic Agni
Samudravasas of the B^g-veda. In Vol. I. I have tried to

show

in connection with jftishi Dadhya/^s Asvasiras that
Head is the Mrigasira's asterism of Orion. If

the Horse's

the Horse's

Head

is

that asterism, the sea in which

it is

placed must be the sky-sea. When that asterism is in solar
conjunction in the bright period of the year, the summer
Sun himself is, as it were, the fire emitted from its mouth,

and he drinks the water of our

terrestrial sea in the

form of

the vapor that becomes the rain clouds.
Aurva's fire put into the sea is popularly called Bada-

bagni or Vadavagni, the

fire of

the Mare.

Mahabharata $&ntiparvan, adh. 343, says

About

this,

to this effect

the
:

Narayana (the god Vishwi), for the good of the universe, became the
He
jffa'shi named Backbamukha, having the head or face of a Mare.
performed tapas on Mount Meru, and called Samudra, the sea, to
come to him (evidently to have a bath). But Samudra did not heed
him. He therefore got angry and made Samudra of stayed water
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and saline by the heat and sweat of his body. The
water which Badabamukha drinks (from the sea) becomes sweet.
Even now BacZabamukha continues drinking the water of the sea.*
(stimitajala7i)

As one of the forms of Vishwu-Narayawa is the Sun, the
Sun becomes BacJIabamukha, Horse-headed, when he is in
conjunction with the Mrigasiras asterism of Orion. The
Sun at that time is a Tapasvin, being very hot. The
poetical fancy is as

though the water of the sea became

by the sweat of the Sun, and as though it is kept
within bounds by the Sun's drawing vapor from it. The

saline

vapor thus drawn or drunk by the Sun becomes the sweet
water of the rain clouds.

Regarding Badabagni, the fire of the Mare's Head or
Horse's Head, the Kalika-purawa, quoted in the Vafeaspatya,
says that the god /Siva created

time of destruction.

One

it

as Kalagni, the fire of the

of the

forms of

the Sun, whose scorching heat of summer,
failure of

summer

rain, brings

/Siva

(Rudra)

is

if

accompanied by
on famine and destruction.

Following the genealogy, let us now go to Aurva's son
In Asvalayana's list of the Pravara JBishis of the
a,,
Gotra of Jamadagna VatsaA the names are Bhargava,
JSjavana, Apnavana, Aurva, and Jamadagni, without any
mention of Rikika, in any of the seven branches of the

Bhngus.f

It is curious that

M. Bh. Adiparvan,

adh. 66,

referred to in the beginning of this Essay, first mentions
Rikika, as son of Aurva, and then says that Aurva had a

hundred sons

of

whom Jamadagni was

the

first.

This

JBiMka seems to be identical with Eikika Bhargava mentioned in the Ramayana I. Sargas 61 and 62 as having
resided in the place called Bhngu-tunda, and as having
sold Suna/isepa, the middle of his three sons, for being

pasu or victim in the sacrifice of king
in the genealogy of the Ikshvakus in
who,
Ambarisha,
sacrificed as the

* This comes in an Adhyaya a part of which is in prose. It is one of the
Adhyayas of the Narayaniya Upakhyana in Hokshadharma.
t M. M.'s Hisb. Sanskrit Lit. pp. 380-385. I do not know whether
Eifcika is counted among the Bhargavas in the lists of Apastamba and
others.
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Earn.

I.

Sarga 70,

is

put

down as the son of Prasusruka.
when tied to the sacrificial post

It is said that Suna/isepa

was released by the aid of his maternal uncle Visvamitra.
The Ramayawa is silent about the name of the first son of
SiMka, but mentions the name of the third son as /Sunaka.
In the Harivamsa, adh. 27, verses 44 and 45, the three sons
of Rikika, are

mentioned as Jamadagni the

the middle, and

the third.

Suna&pu&Ma

first,

$una/z<sepa

According to the

Aitareya-Brahmana, however, the name of the king who
wants to kill $una/i,sepa as the victim in his sacrifice is
Harisfcandra, son of Vedhas, of the line of Ikshvakuj the

Brahman who

sells his

son of Suyavasa, of the

middle son iSunaAsepa is Ajigarta,
Gotra of A ngiras, with 8nnhpu.kJcha>

and $unolangula as the third son; and
becomes
the adopted son of Visvamitra whose
Sunafoepa
Gotra is distinct from those of the Bhargavas and Angirasas.

as his first son

For changing $una/&sepa from Sauyavasa Angirasa to
Ar&ika Bhargava, the Kamayawa must have had an old
legend as a variant of that of the Aitareya-Brahmawa. As
the $unakas belong to one of the seven branches of the

Bhngus, with Sunahotra and Gntsamada as their Pravara
Bishis*, it looks as if $una/isepa, whose name, like that of
6'unaka, is compounded with Snna, came to be viewed as
having belonged to the Bhngus by birth. This would
explain his change into a Bhagava, but why was he made

an Arfcika, son

of

.Z&Mka?

I suspect that

ArMka

is

a

corruption or variant of the Vedic Arjika (from Z?ijika),
and that this so-called patronymic of $unafosepa indicates

him

to

be the famous Soma plant of the Arjika land.

My

theory about the story of Suna/isepa, as explained in Vol. I.,
is that the king's son Eohita, who is born to be sacrificed
to

Varuwa, but who runs away into the wood,
* Vide

list

in M. M.'s Hist. Sanskrit

Lit.,

already quoted.

is

Agnif ;

It is said at

463 of the same book that Sunahotra belonged to the Aiigirasa Gotra
and gave his son Gritsamada in adoption to Sunaka of the Bhargava Gotra.
t My theory that the king's son Rohita is Agni may be strengthened by

p.

what

Prof.

Max

Muller has said about the deity Rohita mentioned in the

Atharva-veda being either Agni or the Sun (who
his Science of Mythology, pp. '655, 656.

is

Agni

in the sky), vide
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that $una/z.sepa,

who is bought

as the victim in his stead, is

the Sotna plant, which, according to the

must be

rituals,

bought that his so-called liberation means the Soma-juice
freed from the pressed plant, just as the sacred Agni
;

churned out from the two Aram woods is addressed in Rv.
I. 31, 4 as liberated (mu&yase) from them; and that his
two brothers, whose names /Suna'/i-puftMa and j^unolangfila
are of the same import as his own, are invented simply
for the sake of pathos, to show how the father would not
part with his first son and the mother with the last, leaving
as the poor middle one cared for by neither and sold

him

away

for the sake of

money.

The

localities

the .Zfo'g-veda as celebrated for the best

mentioned in

Soma

plants are

Sushoma

$aryawavat, Pastya (meaning the Homestead),

Under Rv. IX.

113, 2, in which
good Soma), Arjika.
the Arjika land is mentioned, Mr. Griffith quotes Sayawa
as taking it to be the country of the .Z&jikas.
These
(of

localities are

often mentioned together in connection with

the sacred Soma, vide Prof.

Hymns, Part

pp. 397

I.,

Max

399.

Miiller's note in his Vedic

As the Soma symbolizes

the celestial juice of joy, the celestial counterpart of all the
Soma localities is the Moon Soma's asfeerism, which is either

the Orion's head or the arrow in the middle of

$aryawavat, Prof.
"

Saryaraavat
reed,

arrow

;

tied together

is

Max

Miiller says

derived from snrya, this from sara.

sarya,

made

and used at the

the

(B,v. VIII., 6, 39),

name

of a lake in that

I have tried to

About

Sara means

of reeds, sarya, an arrow, but also reeds
sacrifice for carrying Soma-oblations.

From it saryam, which, according
kshetra

it.

:

to Sayawa,

means lands

and from which $aryawavafc

is

neighbourhood."
I. that the sacrificial

show in Yol.

in

Kuru-

derived, as

ground

which, according to both the Kn'shna and $ukla-Yajurvedas, the Devas deposited with the Moon is Orion, and
that when the BrahmaTias say that Kurukshetra (lit. the
field

of [ritualistic]

acts) is the sacrificial

Devas, the same Orion

is

ground of the

meant, our Kurukshetra being

the terrestrial counterpart of it.
The object of carrying
the Soma-oblations placed on reeds tied together
may
have been to indicate that the hallowed Soma of

Saryawavat

44
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itself is

Soma

that

be viewed as being present spiritually in the
is prepared and offered in the sacrifices here,

from whatever

locality the

any other plant used as
obtained.
to Dr.

According
figurative

Here

name

Soma

its

plant,

whether

Macdonell's dictionary, Arjika is a
which the Soma juice is kept.

of the vat in

also the object of

naming the vat as Arjika may have

been to symbolize it as the hallowed Arjika laud
taining the famous Arjika Soma.

The

Bhngu, son

say

con-

of Varuna, or

Verses 22

Bhrigu's descendant Jamadagni.

hymn

itself

Ev. IX. 65 about Soma Pavamana

Rislni or seer of

said to have been either

is

real or

substitute, may have been

25 of that

:

Those Soma-juices that are expressed in Paravat, the distant
place, those in Arvavat, in the near place, those in $aryawavat,
those among the active Arjikas, those in the midst of the Pastyas,
the Pan&ajanas, may those divine drops (devasa/i
as
indava/i),
they are expressed and flow on, pour forth upon us rain
from the sky and hero-strength. The lovely (Soma) of tawny hues
flows, lauded by Jamadagni and urged forward over the ox-hide.
or those

among

The people

of as the Arjikas,

praising the

be spoken

of the Arjika country appear to

Soma

and Jamadagni occurs in this hymn as
of the Arjikas and others.
We do not

know whether
but

if

I

am

the Arjikas were a branch of the Bhngus,
right in identifying RiMkai with .Rijika, there

the fact that in the epics Jamadagni of the Bhngus is an
ArMka, the foremost one, as the Harivamsa makes him the

is

first

son of RiMka.

If $unafosepa is the sacred

seems to have been made an ArMka in order
that he

The
in

the

is

the famous Arjika

father

who

sacrifice

sells his

shines

and

own

better

Angirasa, viewing Bhargava
fry, roast, or burn,

Soma

of the

Bhngus.

middle son to be burnt

as

a Bh&rgava than an

to be derived

from bhrajj, to

very curious that Ambarlsha,
the King in whose sacrifice

it is

changed name of
$unaftsepa was intended to be offered up into the
the

the frying pan.

Soma, he
to indicate

fire,

means
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metaphor of King Soma, the Moon.*

sacrificer

By
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in

the

an independent

fancy, the crescent Moon, seen immediately after sun-set
in the beginning of the bright fortnight, or immediately
before sun-rise at the end of the dark fortnight, seems to

have been likened to the frying-pan Ambarisha placed on
the burning flame of either the twilight or the dawn, and

when

this

name

King Moon, thus manufactured, was
it was easy to select it as best
the King who wanted to burn $una/isepa in the
of

floating in mythology,

suited for
sacrifice.!

The Bamayawa
mitra's elder sister

I.

34 (verses 7

11)

says that Visva-

named Satyavati was the chaste wife

of

.BiMka, that she went to heaven bodily (sasarlra gata
svargam), and that she descended from the Himalayas in
the form of the river Kausiki.

The

truth

may be

that

Kausiki as the name of a certain river existed before, and
that subsequently when the name of Visvamitra became
celebrated in the legends as a famous Kausika, descendant
of the

clan Kusikas, the river Kausiki was fancied to be

his sister.

Next to RiMka, comes his son Jamadagni. This name is
taken to mean one who has or maintains a blazing fire,
Jamat-Agni. Jamadagni may have been a name of the
Agni himself, and if he is metioned in the E'ig-veda
Soma, Variwa, Mitra, Sarasvati and other
as
and
deities,
being an exemplar worshipper like whom other

blazing

as praising

worshippers wished to be(Rv. IX. 97, 51,) this need not
be taken as disproving his original identity with Agni, for

Agni is well known as the Hotn
and worshipping them.

priest calling the gods

* The sacrificial
King Soma, one of whose emblems

is

the Moon,

is called

Earisfcandra (tawny and gold-like in colour) in Rv. IX. 66, 26.

f Ambarisha is an old name.

Eijrasva, Ambarisha, Suradhas, Sahadeva,

Bhayamana, are mentioned in Rv. I. 100, 17, as belonging to Vnshagir j
and the Eishis or seers of hymn IX. 98 are put down as AmbarJsha and
Rijisva.
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is

In Rv. III. 53, verses 15 and 16, the speaker of which
taken to be .Zfa'shi Visv&mitra, the leader of the Bharatas,

it is

said that Sasarpari,

who

is

the daughter of the Sun,

Pakshya (having wings ?) and imperishable and
was
deathless,
given to him ( Visvamitra) by Jamadagni, by
Palasti-Jamadagnis (the ancient Jamadagnis), and that she
and who

is

lowed with mighty voice dispelling amati, poverty, spreading glory among the gods, and bestowing glory and new
life

(navyam

upon men. Sayawa takes Sasarpari
be the goddess Va&, Speech.

ayuTi)

(swift-moving) to

The concluding verse

of the last

hymn

62 of the Visva-

mitra-Mawc?ala III. of the frig-veda addresses Mitra and
" Lauded
Varuwa thus
by Jamadagni's song, sit in the
:

Drink Soma, ye who strengthen
holy Law.
Law." Sayana, as quoted by Mr. Griffith, takes Jamadagni

place

of

adjective of Visvamitra himself in the
has maintained the blazing Agni. Jama-

of this verse as an

who
may be the

sense of one

dagni

divine priest

Agni himself made

to

address and praise the Deities on behalf of the clan Visvamitras.

The $ukla Yajur-veda, quoted at p. 301 ante, speaks of
Jamadagni as having a triple life, the same that exists

among

the gods.

This shows that he ranks with the

gods.

The name of Jamadagni's wife is generally mentioned in
the Mahabharata and the Purawas as Hew-uka. But her
variously mentioned as Prasenajit (M. B. Arawyaparvan, 116, verse 2), as a king of the Vidarbha country
(Kalika-purawa, quoted in the Vafcaspatya under the

father

is

word Parasu-Kama), and as Renu, a king of the Ikshvakus,
vide Harivamsa 27 (verses 41
43) which mentions the
daughter's
This name

name

as not only
seems to be in

Kamayani mentioned

Remika but
substance

also

Kamali,

identical

with

in the Taitt.-Ek&gnik&wda II. 8, 10,

where, in the rites performed by the bachelor as Snataka
at the completion of his Vedic studies, and
preliminary to
his entering into the married state, he is made to adorn
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himself with a Sraj, garland of flowers, repeating a
to this effect
'

Mantra

:

That (garland) which Jamadagni brought for Sraddha Kamayani,
wear together with Bhaga's splendour.' *

this (as) it 1

In this Mantra Kamayani may be viewed as an adjective
one who desired ' (to wear the
$raddha,
'

of the goddess

But the same goddess tfraddha, praised in Riggarland).
as one who is to be realized by the
151
vedaX.
yearning of
the heart (hndayyaya akutya), is called in the Anukraina%i
as (Sraddha Kamayani, the daughter of Kama, Wish or
Desire.

Kamali

It appears to

alias

Rewuka

$raddha Kamayani
that

Rermka

or

'

[of flowers]
is

is

'

a

me
is

that Jamadagni's Purawic wife

identical with the

who has
name coined

she

the same spiritual

Vedic goddess
and

of the Siiataka's garland Mantra,

(or is scented with) pollens
for her to indicate that she

Lady Faith whom Jamadagni adorned

Such being her nature, her
name Rewu, Pollen, requires no explanation, while

with the garland of flowers.
father's

name Prasenajit may be taken to mean one who
has conquered the sena or troop [of selfish kamas, desires],
or in other words, one who is Satyakama, having Satya,
his variant

the True Self, for his desire, for it is only such a
is fit to be the father of tfraddha Kamayani.

man

that

The Mahabharata, Anusasanaparvan, adh. 95 and 96, has
a curious story about how umbrella and shoes came into
the world at the instance of Jamadagni and his wife
In the olden time Jamadagni played with his bow (practising
archery). He was discharging arrows one after another, employing
Rejiuka to go and bring them back again and again. It was in the hot
:

days of Jyesffea-mula (the month of Jyeshi/ia, June-July), and when
the Sun was at the zenith, Rewuka took shelter for a little while
under a tree, as the Sun was very hot and the ground very much
This delayed her a little, and learning the reason from
Jamadagni prepared himself fco shoot the Sun, attacking him
wherever he went. Then the Sun assuming the form of a Dvija
The Sun by means of
(Brahman) appeared before him and said

heated.
her,

'

:

draws the rasa, essence (of water in the shape of vapor),
and showers it as rain, by means of which food is grown for the
his rays

*.

Yam aharaj Jamadagni/i Sraddhayai Kamayanyai,
Imam tarn apinabye 'ham Bhageua saha var&asa,
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sustenance of men, and all acts depend upon food. So, why do you
'
want to hurl down the Sun ?
Further, the Sun bowed to him and

how would you shoot at a
know you, you are both movI will shoot you when you stand half a nimesha,
moment, at midday.' But the Suu propitiated the great Eishi Jamadagni and gave him an umbrella and a pair of shoes (upanaha) as

asked

'

:

The Sun

is

always moving,

'

moving thing?
ing and fixed.

Jamadagni

said

'

;

I

protection from heat above and below. Thenceforward these came
to be used in the world. There is great merit in presenting them to
a Brahman, to a Snataka.

As the Snataka who has completed

his

Vedic studies not

only adorns himself with flower, sandal, and collyrium, but
also wears an umbrella and a pair of shoes, the aim of this

show by allegorical language how
was
suggested by the Snataka's garland
Jamadagnij who
Mantra to have himself been a great Snataka, completed
story seems to be to

his studies

and acquired the paraphernalia

of a

Snataka

from the Sun god himself. He pursues his Vedic studies
with Rerouka who, we saw, ia $raddha, Faith or Devotion,
a spiritual Lady whose company the bachelor student must
needs have while shunning the company of real women.
She assists in his shooting the arrows of his intellect at the
subjects of his studies again and again ; the shooting means
not killing but winning the aim ; and when at last she

him to aim at the summer Sun, who by means of his
warmth and rain is the doer of universal good, his study
The sun symbolizes the Udgitha or the
is completed.
leads

sacred syllable

Om,

(10iand,-up. I. 5, 1), which, according

to several Upanishads, represents the

knower shoots Him with

Supreme

his self as the

Self.

The

arrow and becomes

(Mund,-up. II. 2, 4). When the summer
merged
Sun symbolizing the Self of universal good is aimed at and
understood, the study of all the Vedas and the Vedanta
in

is

Him

completed.

I shall now proceed to state, and explain as far aa I can,
The
the stories about Jamadagni's famous son Rama.
stories about him are scattered here and there in the Maha,

bharata and the Purawas.

His name must be an old one,
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110 of the tenth

is put down as either Jamadagni
There are several points of similarity

MawcZala of the Rig-veda,
or his sou

Rama.

between the
and the
will

stories

about Agni's son Kumara or Skanda
Jamad-Agni's son Rama. The latter

stories about

be dealt with dividing them into two groups, the one

connected with

R&ma and

his parents previous to his battle

against Arjuna Kartavirya, and the other connected with
that battle.
I.

(1)

effect

The M. Bh. Arawyaparvan, Adh.

116, says to this

:

Jamadagni devoted himself to Tapas and the study of the Vedas,
and obtained them. He went to king Prasenajit, obtained his
daughter Rewnka and married her. He performed Tapas with her.
He had by her five sons, the last though not the least being Kama.
Once upon a time Rewuka, steadfast in her austerity (niyatavrata),
went

(to

a river) to bathe, and saw there a king named ffitraratha,
of lotus flowers and was playing in

who was adorned with a garland

He was Murtikavafcaka, having MurtiSeeing that opulent personage, Rewuka's mind
But confused by this
wish, towards him.

the water with his wife.

kavata as his place.
ebbed with spnha,

vyabhi&ara or wrong-going, she bathed and returned

home much

agitated by fear. Knowing that she had sinned, Jamadagni called
the first four of his sons, named Rumanvan, Sushena, Vasu, and
kill her.
As they did not like to
own mother, he cursed them to die and become beasts and
The last son Rama who had gone out returned, and on

Visvavasu, and ordered them to
kill

their

birds.

receiving the order, he at once cut off his mother's head with his
Parasu, battle-axe.
for a boon,

and

Pleased with this, Jamadagni told Rama to ask
'
said
My mother should get up alive and not

Rama

remember anything

of

:

my

act

;

my brothers

also should be restored

former states; no sin should attach to me by my act, and I
should be unrivalled in valour in battle, and live long.' Jamadagni

to their

granted

all this.

probable that the story about Rewuka's assisting
Jamadagni in his shooting the arrows and this story about
It is

her spnha or wish were conceived by different poets at
different times, though the interval between them may not

have been very great.

I have tried to

show

that

the
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arrow story must have been suggested by the Snataka's
garland Mantra. This story also seems to have been

worked out from the same Mantra,

for the trait of

Jamad-

Kamayani, one who desired for the garland,
out
here in a changed form in her desire for the
brought
man of the lotus garland. Desire is of two kinds, good

agni's wife as
is

must pertain to Avidya, the mother of
Man's esoteric mother has two aspects, one as Avidya
sin.
who is the mother of his Samsaric state, the other as Vidya
The former
in whom he is born spiritually as the Knower.

and bad.

If

he must

kill,

woman who
husband

is

bad

it

the latter he must obtain.

evinces a desire for a

man

Therefore, the

own

other than her

So much by
the desiring woman Kamayani in the bad

Avidya, and she

is

cut

off

by Rama.

taking the desire of
This is one side of her picture, but if we ponder
sense.
over the matter we are driven to question seriously whether
the poet could have intended to convert really the holy

Lady $raddha of

the

Mantra into Avidya.

It

appears to

me

that the poet has deliberately concealed the bright picture

what

is outwardly ugly.
As Sraddha is
Faith, she can never be faithless to her husband Jamadagni.
She as his religious Faith fulfils her function only when,

of

Sraddha

in.

steadfast vrata or singleness of purpose, she succeeds
seeing realizing the Supreme Self and evincing

by her
in

intense kama, desire or love, towards
desire in the good sense.

Him.

This

is

her

This love for the Supreme Self

preached most ardently in the Bnh.-ar.-upanishad by
Yajnavalkya to his wife on the eve of his becoming an
For the sake of lore for the Self (and the word
ascetic.

is

Self

must be understood in the

technical sense of

One who

himself has become the whole universe loving all creatures
as himself), wife, husband, children, the whole world
loveable to the Knower, and not merely for
the sake of love for themselves individually (II. 4, 1 6).
He should be Nishkama and Atmaka"ma, free from (selfish)

become dear

7
desires, but full of desire or love for the Self (I\

The para-purusha

or the other

man

.

4, 6).

of one picture is Para

Purusha, the Great Self of the other picture

that Purusha
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whom
as

f

I

the Jivatmau should contemplate in his Upasana
Thou, and Thou art I/ without any division

am

Him and

between
3 ; and

4i,

4)

himself

Therefore,

.

Brahma-sutras IV.

(vide

there

1,

no vyabhi&ara or

is

unchastity in Re?iuka's evincing desire for One who is
her husband's Self or Life as well as the all-loving
Self of the whole universe.

the whole universe

and

ethically

loving

That One who has become
creatures as

all

spiritually opulent,

himself

is

well-adorned

beautiful,

with garland, and happy beyond measure. His place Murtikavata seems to signify all the forms, bodies, creatures, in

one and

Unseen

all

of

whom He

Life of the universe.

resides as the Antaryamin, the

Formless in

in the seen, the

all

forms, the Eternal

The wife with whom He

is

happy

can only be the goddess Yafe, representing Vidya, KnowIf thus Loving
ledge, the Father himself as the Mother.
Faith in the Supreme Self is the mother of Rama she must
be an immortal goddess not affected by death, and this
proved by the cut-off woman rising again.

We have

Kumara

seen in the Essay on

is

that the Knttika

stars (Pleiades), personified as the wives of the

Seven Bishis,

adultery with the god Agni and are
divorced by their husbands, and that at last they are
proved innocent, and made his own mothers by Kuraara,
are suspected of

who

therefore is called Karttikeya, son of the Knttikas.
have also seen that phenomenally the Sun represents
Kumara. As Jamadagni is counted as one of the Seven

We

I&shis (Bnh.-ar.-up. II. 2, 4), that story and this are similar
in so far as the taint of adultery of the ifo'shi-wives of that
story arising in its
to one of

them in

own

peculiar

this story also

As our Rama, sou

manner

though

is

made

in another

to attach

manner.

the prototype of
Jamad-Agni,
Kumara, son of Agni, it is likely that phenomenally
his mother Rewuka is the Knttika asterism, and that,
like

Kumara, he

is

of

the

is

Sun.

The Moon Soma's

aster-

ism Orion represents Sacrifice Yislwu or Prajapati with
the star Rohim as his wife. If Rew-uka is the Knttika
asterism, the phenominal aspect of the story
45

may be

this.
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Rising acronycally she sees the full-moon-blended Orion
of autumnal glory as though he is the other man of one

emblem

picture, but the starry

of the

Great Purusha of

And then coming back and setting
the other picture.
heliacally, she (whose etymon as Knttika is connected
with cutting) is cut off and killed as it were by the light of
the Sun Rama, while in fact, being an imperishable Nakshatra or star, she does not die but rises heliacally. The
Sun's cutting her means his obtaining her as the mother of
his vernal
(2)

R&ma

and summer

glory.

In his Meghaduta I. 57, Kalidasa speaks of Parasu'
as having bored the hole, called The Way of the

Flamingoes/ through the Kraun/ca mountain as if it is the
way of his fame (in archery). Regarding this the commentator Mallinatha says to this

effect

:

We

hear of a (Puranie) story that in the olden time Bhngunandana
(Rama) studied Dhanur-Cpanishad, archery, under Dhiirjafi (the

god Siva) that from a wish to rival (the Son God) Skanda he made
a rent through the peak of Krauii7<;a by discharging a very sharppointed arrow as easily as if the peak was a clod of earth and that
from that rent his fame (as an archer) flowed like milk and became an
ocean of milk submerging the whole world and the tradition (agama)
is that flamingoes going to (the lake) Manasa go through that hole
;

;

;

in the

Kraun&a mountain.

Thus

in this respect

Rama

who, according to a story

is

the exact copy of

Kumara

Mahabharata, makes a rent
in Kraun&a as a passage for flamingoes and eagles to Mount
Meru. I have tried to explain the esoteric meaning of this
at pp. 43

in the

The only difference is that the destithe golden mountain Meru, signifying

46 ante.

nation there

is

Heaven, while here it

is

the

Manasa

or mental lake, signify-

ing evidently the spiritual world, calling
better the idea of the Knowers as Hamsas.
(3)

M. Bh. Karwaparvan, adh. 35

to this effect

Rama

it

lake to suit

(verses lyO

159) says

:

born in the line of the Bhargavas as the son of Jamadagni
(Siva) and served him .devoutly (as his

went to the god Mahadeva

divine
disciple) in order to obtain

arrows from him.

As he was

serving him, the Devas had to wage war against the Asuras, and
being unable to cope with them, 'they solicited Mahadeva's help.
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But instead of going himself Mahadeva sent Rama removing his
Go thou as ordered by me>
by telling him
'

doubfcs as to his ability

:

and thou wilt conquer the enemies.' Accordingly Rama went, conthe Asuras, and returned dotted with wounds, which were

quered
healed by the touch of Mahadeva's hand.* He then, obtained the
divine astras, arrows or missiles, and took leave of him.

In this story

also,

Rama

resembles

Kumara who

as the

Devas conquers the Asuras, the powers of
Senanya
darkness or evil. Rama's obtaining the missiles and also
of the

by satisfying Mahadeva (with his tapas) on
Mount Gandhamadana is alluded to in M. Bh. Santiparvan
the battle axe

adh. 49 ; verses 33

35.
II.

The

is

Kshatriyas
117, a part .of

Rama's

killing king Arjuna and all the
found in M. Bh. Arawyaparvan, adh. 115
which relates to Rama's obtaining from his

story of

and unrivalled
The other part says

father the resurrection of his cut-off mother

heroism in battle, as already explained.
to this effect

the

:

favour

of Rishi Dattatreya, Arjuna king of the
By
Haihayas obtained 1,000 shoulders, a golden Vimana, lordship over
all beings on Earth, and a chariothaving unrestricted motion (anywhere ab his will). Becoming thus valorous by the boon and the
(1)

chariot,

he killed and molested the Devas, Takshas, Bishis, and all
The Devas complained to Vishwu saying that Arjuna

the creatures.

with his celestial (divya) Vimana had beaten Indra when the latter
was sporting with his wife SaM, and that therefore he (Vishtiu)
should conquer Arjuna.

Promising Indra to bring about the death
Vishwu went to his own hermitage Badari. Then, as the
an exchange of consecrated ITarus, meals, between Visva-

of Arjuwa,

result of

mother and

sister (the wife of Rikika, the grandfather of
born with the quality of a Kshatriya, warrior,
though the son of a Brahman. Once upon a time when Jamadagni's

mitra's

Rama),f

Rama was

sons had gone out, Kartavirya (Arjuna), the king of Anupa, went to
and was shown all hospitality by his wife (Rewuka).

his hermitage,

But intoxicated by the pride of a warrior, he did not like it, but
forcibly carried away the Vatsa, calf, of Jamadagni's cow Homadhenu
(the cow whose milk and butter were used as oblations by him).
* In the VedaRudra is noted for his
jalasha-bheshaja, medical cures.
t The story about the exchange is stated in detail in the original. It
repeated again in M. Bh. Santiparvan, adh. 49.
explained in the last part of this Essay.

It will be stated

is

and
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On returning home Rama heard this, and seeing the poor cow
crying for the loss of her calf, he got angry, went to Kartavirya,
fought with him and killed him, cutting off his one thousand
shoulders. Then the sons and kinsmen of Arjuna (Kartavirya that
was killed) went to the hermitage when Rama was absent and killed
.Jamadagni who was too old to fight with them. When Rama returned

home bringing fuel (for the sacred fire), he saw his dead
cried very much in grief, and performed the cremation and
ceremonies.

He made a

(the Kshatriya class).

determination to

Alone he

kill

father,

funeral

the whole of Kshatram

killed Kartavirya's sons

and other

Kshatriyas who were their allies, attacking them thrice seven times,
and made the Earth Ni/i-Kshatriya, bereft of the Kshatriya class. He

made

five hradas, lakes, of their blood at

pan&aka

(in

the place called Samanta-

Kurukshetra), and offered the blood from them as the

Tarpawa or

satisfaction (water-oblation) to the (departed) Bhrigus,
seeing directly (the spiritual form of) ArMka (i.e., his own father
Jamadagni, the son of EtMka), who told him (to perform a sacrifice).
Accordingly Rama performed a great sacrifice, rendered satisfaction

thereby to Devendra (Indra, the lord of theDevas), and made a gift
of the Earth to the priests, giving a golden altar to Kasyapa, who

Brahmans to divide it into pieces (khawcfeso vyabha(among themselves), and who by that act came to be known as
KharaZavayanas. Having thus given the Earth to Kasyapa, Rama
resides on Mount Mahendra.
allowed certain

jan)

(2) This story is briefly stated in M. Bh. Adiparvau, adh.
104, verses 1
5, where, however, it is said that Jamadagni's

death preceded that of Arjuna.

It is to this effect

having been

In revenge of his father

killed,

:

Rama Jamadagnya

killed Arjuna, king of the Haihayas, with his parasu,
cutting off his 1,000 shoulders. Again he took up bow

battle-axe'

and arrows
over and over and

and burnt (destroyed) the Kshatram (class)
conquered the Earth. In this manner the great Bhargava (Rama)
made the Earth Nifc- Kshatriya, bereft of the Kshatriyas, thrice
seven times. The Kshatriyas having thus been destroyed, Brahmans well versed in the Vedas procreated children (on Kshatriya

women).*
(3)

In the Ramayawa

tells his story to

When my

Rama

(old) father of

pons, Arjuna caused his

I.

75 Parasu-Rama himself briefly

(Dasarathi) to this effect

:

great austerity had renounced his wea-

death (vidadhe

rarityum),

guided by

* The birth of new
Kshatriyas from Brahmans on Rama's making the
Earth NiTi-Kshatriya is referred to in another place, viz. M. Bh. Adiparvam
adh. 64, verses

49.
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low wisdom.
praknta buddhi,

Hearing this unprecedented, cruel
the Kshatram (class) again and
annihilated
got
angry,
killing,
as it was born, obtained the whole Earth, and gave her as
again
dakshwza, largess, to Kasyapa at the end of a sacrifice (performed by
I

Having given away the Earth, I

me).

reside on (Mount) Mahendra.

The M. Bh. Anusanaparvan, adh.

(4)

effect

152, says

fco

this

:

Arjuna

of the

the ocean and

Haihayas was emperor of the whole Earth including
the islands, with his capital at Mahishmati. By

all

the favour of Rishi Dattatreya

(i.e.,

Datta of the

GJ-ofcra

of Atri),

he

obtained his empire and 1,000 shoulders visible only on the battle-

He was very charitable and reigned justly, worshipping Agni
always. Among the boons obtained by him from Dattatreya was

field.

he should go wrong the good people should
Then, elated by the boons, he ascends his
chariot of the splendour of fire and sun, and says that there is no one
equal to him, and that as the Brahmans depend upon the Kshatriyas

this,

namely that

if

correct or punish, him.

(kings) for their livelihood, he should change the state of the world
from Brahmottaram to Kshatrottaram, i.e., instead of the Brahman
class being the highest in the social scale, the

Kshatriya class should
be the highest. Hearing this Yayu (the god of wind) the messenger
of the gods tells Arjuna that he should not think so, but respect the

Brahman

class as higher

of several

Brahmans

than

his.

in adh. 153

Vayu then gives the instances
how great they were.

157 to show

Arjuna, enlightened by Vayu's lecture, says that he would always be
a Brahmanya devoting his life for the good of the Brahmans,
respecting and worshipping them, since his empire, wealth, valour,
fame, and practice of Dharma or righteousness were due to the
favour of the Brahman JBishi Dattatreya. Vayu says : Following
the duties of a Kshatriya, protect the Brahmans and (conquer) your
'

indriyas, senses.

There

is in

store for you a terrible danger

from

Bhngus it will happen in the future.
(5) In M. Bh. .Santiparvan, adh. 48, the five lakes of
blood made by Kama, by waging war thrice seven times and

the

;

making the

Earfch Ni^-Kshatriya, are called

and in the next adh. 49 we

Rama and Arjuna which
those given above.

By an exchange
stated further on],

Rama-hradas,

find a version of the story of

in certain respects differs

Briefly stated

it is

to this effect

from

:

Zarus [a story which will be
born with the qualities of a warrior.

of the consecrated

Rama

is

the favour of Dattatreya, Arjuna of the Haihayas gets 1,000
shoulders and becomes emperor (of the whole Earth). In a horse
sacrifice he makes a gift of the whole Earth with its seven continents

By
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(dvipas) to the
tlt&'s forest,

off:
by Rama.
and a refuge

act of his

god Agni, who burns them up, including Vasishis cursed by the latter to have his shoulders
lopped
The pious and righteous Arjuna, heroic, charitable,

and

(to the

oppressed) does not

mind the

curse.

bad sons makes room for the curse to take

But the

effect, for,

with-

out the knowledge of their father, they bring away the Vatsa, calf>
of Jamadagni's cow.
Rama then attacks Arjuna, lops off his 1,000
shoulders (and thereby kills him), and brings back_ the calf.
Arjuna's sons kill Jamadagni, and in revenge Rama vows to

Then
make

the Earth Ni7i-Kshatriy4, and kills Arjuna's sons and grandsons and
thousands of the Haihayas, so much so that the Earth becomes miry

with their blood.

Some

named Paravasu,

taunts

years afterwards a grandson of Visvamitra,
saying that the Kshatriya kings

Rama by

Pratardana and others have assembled together in a

when

so

many

.Kshatriyas are alive his

sacrifice, and that

vow has become

false.

Rama

then attacks the Kshatriyas again and kills them, not sparing even
their children and embryos. He does like this thrice seven times,

and making the Earth

ISTi/i-Kshatriya, gives

her away to Kasyapa as

Kasyapa, in order to save any remnent of the Kshatrya class that may have been left, tells Rama not
to reside in his realm (since it became his by the gift), and the sea
a donation in a horse sacrifice.

(by receding) creates for

Then

for

Rama

want

a

new country

in the south called

of the ruling class anarchy stalks over

$urparaka.
the Earth, and the Vaisya and Sudra classes defile the

women

of

Oppressed by anarchy, the Earth begins to sink into
(the water of) Rasatala, but Kasyapa holds her up by his uru thigh,
and by this act of his she comes to be known as Urvi.* Then the

Brahmans.

remnants of the Kshatriyas who bad taken shelter among the JRikshas
(bears), monkeys, &c., in the jungles, or were in the disguises of
different kinds of artisans, and who belonged to the families of the
Haihayas, Pauravas, Saudasas, Saibyas, Pratardanas, Maruttas, are
found out and installed as kings.

The Harivamsa, adh. 33

(6)

highly of Arjuna Karfcavirya.

(verses 8

49) speaks very

Its substance is this

:

Arjuna conquered the whole Earth, and became emperor. Performing Tapas for a myriad of years he obtained several boons from
Datta, son of Atri.

spring up

in his

At the time

body by

his

of battle, 1,000 shoulders

power as a Yogin.

would

In the seven dvipas>

* As
among other names the Earth is called Kasyapi and Urvi, this
idea of Kasyapa's Urvi, the wide Earth, becoming Urvi by being upheld by
his uru, thigh, is simply a myth concocted by playing with the words
This myth is of the same kind as those by which Urvasi is
be born from Narayaiia's.ura, and Autva from the uru of his

urvi and uru.

made

to

mother,
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Earth he performed 700 sacrifices having golden
and distributed largesses most liberally, so that the
effect
No other kings would
songster Narada sang a verse to this
ever equal Kartavirya in sacrifice, charity, austerity, valour, and

continents, of the

Yupa

posts,

'

:

He reigned as emperor for 85,000 years in
Mahishmati. The contrary current of the tide (pratisrotas) generated
when he bathed in the sea beating the water with his 1,000 shoulders
'

sacred knowledge.*

would rush into the river Narmada with wave after wave, and the
commotion caused by his bathing in the sea was like that caused by
Mount Mandara in the churning of the milky ocean for the nectar.
He imprisoned Bavana, the lord of Lanka, but released him at the
intercession of Bishi Pulastya, the progenitor of the Bakshasas.
satisfy the

hunger

of

Agni he gave

all

the continents to him,

To
who

blazed everywhere with his flame and ate

many forests, including
VasishiAa therefore cursed Arjuna to be killed
Jamadagnya. In fact, Arjuna himself had obtained the

Vasishi/ia's forest.

by Rama

boon of being killed by him. He had 100 sons, of whom
fight with Bama) only five survived to continue the line.
(7)

The Vislwu-purawa IV.

story briefly in

prose which

adh.

(in

the

gives Arjuna' s
agrees with the

11,

generally

Harivamsa, including Ravawa's imprisonment, and it even
quotes the same verse in praise of Arjuna. t It increases
the

number

of

;

Arjuna s sacrifices into 10,000. It says that
both Dattatreya and Parasu-Rarna were amsas, incarnations, of

Vishnu, and concludes by saying that at the end

of 85,000

by Rama.
till it

(8)

years Arjuna was upa-samhnta/i, put an end to,
It then continues with Arjuna's descendants

goes to the Yadavas of Knslma's story.
The Bhagavata-purajza IX. adh. 15 and 16, follows

the Harivamsa and Vishwu-purawa in extolling Arjuna, and
mentions the story of Rama differing from the Mahabharata
in certain respects.

It puts the killing

and resurrection

the killing- of Arjuna by Rama and the
Jamadagni by Arjuna's sons and others. It
says that Arjuna took away both the calf and the cow, and
that the number of the bloody lakes made by Rama was nine
Further on in IX. adh. 23,
(instead of five as iuM. Bh.).
of

Reauka between

killing of

*

'

Na

niiuam Kartaviryasya gatim yasyanti parthivaTi
Yajnair danais tapobhir va vikramewa srutena va.

f The only difference is that instead of
prasrayena srutena Jca.'

'

vikramewa srutena va

'

it

reads
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26, it extols Arjuna again, quoting the same
verse about his fame, amplifying his qualities in the second
half of it.*

verses 23

The Va&aspatya under the word Kartaviryadipa,
meaning the act of making a donation of lamps, having
Arjuna Kartavirya as the object of worship by means of
(9)

that act, quotes largely from the work called Vidhanaparijata, and a long verse at the end in which it is stated that

Avjuna was an incarnation of Vislmu's JK"akra weapon.
A commentary on Amara with Telagu meanings
(10)
printed in Madras in 1861 saya that the river Batmda is so
called because she gave shoulders to Rishi Likhita when

he bathed in her, and also because she was brought down
'
to the Earth by Kartavirya Arjuna who was Bah u da, one

who gave bahu much,

in donation

'

('

Bahudena Kartavir-

The story of Likhita
yarjunena avatarita=Bahuda ').
comes in M. Bh.
$antiparvan, adh. 23, which I have
tried to explain in Vol.

some Purarac story
bringing

down the

I.,

in

river,

pp. 533

536.

There must be

support of the idea of

which in his case seems

Arjuna's
to

be an

allegory upon the flow of his liberal donations like the
milky ocean of his adversary's fame as an archer.

Such

is

the varied nature of the stories about our

Rama

and Arjuna. As I have abridged them, the originals themI
selves and Vol. I of Dr. Muir's Texts may be consulted.
shall

now proceed

to explain them.

Arjuna means the White and as such it is a name that can
be applied to either the Sun or Moon. Our king Arjuua
appears to be a personification of the

Moon who,

of all the

kingly gods, is so much famed in the Sanskrit literature as
King that the very word Raja has come to mean him.t
The Moon is identical with the sacred Soma beverage. In
the Rajasuya sacrifice symbolical of Great Emperorship of
*

Na nunam

Kartaviryasya gatim yasyanti parthivaTi/

Yajnadanatapoyogaifo srutaviryajayadibhiTi.
f Vide the words (1) Raja-yakshman, consumption, named after king
Moon who wanes in the dark-fortnight, and (2) Raja-sekhara, a name of
the god Siva wearing king

Moon

in the

matted hair of

his head.
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Brahmans address the

King

of

Brahmans (' Somo

}

Taitfc.-Sam. I. 8, 10,2).
'smakam Brahmawanam Eaja
There never was a human king who ruled over all the con-

tinents

and islands of the Earth.

This description

cable fully in the poetical sense to

is

appli-

King Moon who

reigns
over the whole Earth by the majesty of his light, but it is
simply a panegyric in the case of a king of any continent
ruling over his people and petty chiefs, having put down
all

anamitra or mutual enmity

ethical sense it applies fully to

among them.

But in the

any king who, in addition

governing qualities, has put down his selfish desires
and mastered his senses, for without this self -conquest no
to his

one can be a beloved, successful monarch.

who, we

Therefore, our

Moon Arjuna

conquers the Devas and Ifoshis,
have seen in several stories, mean the senses.

ideal king

Like the Rajasuya the
symbolical of emperorship,

Asvamedha sacrifice also is
and indeed both seem to go

in combination, as in the case of the Rajasuya of the
Pawd!avas we hear of their having let loose the Asvamedha
horse.

We

have seen from the Aitareya Brahmawa how by
Asvamedha sacrifice the god Visvakarman

performing the

was inaugurated with the Aindra-Mahabhisheka ceremony
as the ruler of the whole Earth up to her ends (p. 819 ante),
and how the $atapatha

calls

Visvakarman's

sacrifice the

Sarvamedha or all-offering sacrifice by performing which
"
he " overpassed all beings and became all this (pp. 301
304).
According to l&g-veda X. 81, I, Yisvakarman
up the whole universe as the oblation (visva bhuvanani juhvat), and so, when it is said that our Arjuna made
offered

over the whole Earth to the Deity Agni of his sacrifice, it
must, I think, refer to the all-offering sacrifice. The
offering should be taken not in the literal sense of

and destroying everything

in

the

fire,

burning
but in the sense of

spiritual offering of all things unto the
is

mine

Supreme Light

the whole universe belongs to Him.

:

I

nothing
should not keep anything as mine for selfish purposes, but
as the Deity worshipped is the unselfish Self of universal
46

;
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love, everything should

be offered up or renounced for the

service of that Self (vide the first verse of the Isavasya-

Upanishad)

When

.

the whole Earth

is offered
up to Agni,
But why should Vasishifoa's

forests are included.

the

all

forests

be singled out for special mention ? I think that while one
poet, pondering over the secret of Arjuna's sacrifice, indicated the whole Earth, meaning thereby the whole universe,

same universe

as offered to Agni, another poet indicated the
by Vasish^a's forest, and that the two ideas

began

to flow

Of all the Sushis VasishiTia
side in the legends.
by
CJ
v
was celebrated as the Brahm& priest, so much so that there
arose the Vedic saying (Taitt-Sam. III. 5, 2, 1), 'Tasmad

side

Vasishi/io

Brahma karya/i/

c

man

therefore, a

of VasishiAa's
5

Gotra should be engaged as the Brahma priest ; and
it must be remembered that Brahman (neuter) means both
the

Brahma

priest

and the Supreme

Verse 4 of the

Self.

hymn X. 81 about Visvakarman asks, What is the Vana,
wood, and what the Vnksha, tree, from which earth and
heaven (the whole universe) were fashioned out ? The reply
implied

is

that V-isvakarman himself

The Taitt.-Brahmarca

tree.

and answers

it

Brahman the

by saying
tree,

:

is

II. 8, 9,

Brahman

that

wood and that

6 quotes that verse
(neuter) is the wood,

from which earth and heaven

wei'e

fashioned out (Brahma vanam Brahma sa vnksha asa, &c.)
Viewing the universe as Brahma-vanam, Brahman's wood
.

or forest, in the sense of its being the wood with Brahman
as its Spiritual Fire of Knowledge, and taking the Brahma
priest VasishiAa,

the Brightest, as signifying Brahman,
mean the whole universe,

or forest would

Vasishf/ia's

wood

and Arjuna

offers it

jRishi Atri is

sons, Datta

up

to his Deity

famed in the Pnr&nio

and Durvasas

(ill-clad ?).

have been an incarnation
seems

to

Agni.

represent

of the

asceticism,

literature for

The

god $amkara
while

two

latter is said to

($iva),

Datta,

and

literally

meaning Gift or Donation, seems to represent the Donation
of largesses in sacrifices.
ficer,

'

So, our Arjuna, the ideal sacriof his sacrificial Donation.

becomes great by the favour
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During the Bajasuya sacrifice the king, though a
Kshatriya, is regarded and honoured as a Brahman (Ait.-Br.
VII. 23). In it, while he addresses as Brahma each of his
the (1) Adhvaryu, (2) the Brahma, (3) the
and
Hotn,
(4) the Udgatn, they one after another say to
him that he himself is Brahma thus (1)
King, thou art
priests, viz.,

:

(the god) of Satyasava, true comthou
art Brahma, thou art Indra (the
(2)
King,
of
true
god)
Satyaujas,
strength ; (3)
King, thou art
thou
art
Mitra
of
Brahma,
Suseva, excellent
(the god)

Brahma, thou art Savitr*

mand ;

happiness

;

King, thou art Brahma, thou art Varuwa

(4)

(the god) of

Satyadharman, true

Law

The Bnhadarawyaka-Upanishad

16).

(Taitt.-Sam.

I. 4,

I. 8,

14 says to

11

the effect that in the beginning the Supreme Self was
Brahman (evidently in the capacity of the Priest of

Knowledge), that, feeling not strong enough by being
only Brahman, He created (i.e. sent forth) the Kshatram,
the Vaisya, and the $udra classes, and also the most excellent Law (dharma) as the very Kshatra (power) of the
Kshatriya; and

it

speaks of the

Kshatriya' s eminence

thus:
"

It [the

Supreme

Self as the

Brahman] created

still

further the

most excellent Kshatra (power), viz., those Kshatras (powers) among
the Devas, Indra, Varuwa, Soma, Rudra, Parjanya, Yama, Mrityu
Isana.
Therefore there is nothing beyond the Kshatra, and therefore at the

Rajasuya

sacrifice

the Brahmawa

sits

down below the

He

confers that glory on the Kshatra alone. But
Kshatriya.
Brahman is (nevertheless) the birth-place of the Kshatra. There-

though a king is exalted, he
fice) below the Brahman, as his

fore

injures his

own

birth-place.

sits

at the end (of the sacri-

birth-place.

He

injured one better than himself."

down

He who

injures him,

becomes worse, because he has

(Max Miiller's Upanishads, Parb II.

p. 89).

evidently as a mirror of this eminence of the
Kshatriya with the Brahman's sitting down below him in
It is

the

Kajasaya that

Soma

himself

who

our Arjuna, the metamorphosis of
the divine King of Brahmans, is

is

make the Kshatriya class superior
his
while
saying at the end of his dialogue
Brahman,
with Vayu that he would always respect and serve the

fabled to have wished to
to the
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Brahman mirrors the Kshatriya's
Brahman at the end of the sacrifice.

position

below

the

Arjuna's thousand shoulders may be the moonbeams. In
the case of the Moon's plant the Soma, what the Eig-veda
calls the amsus,
drops, of Soma appear to be represented
as

his amsas,

signifying the sacred drink's
power. Arjuna's causing commotion in the sea and making
the tide run against the current of the river is a description
shoulders,

which very well

suits the

Moon.

Arjuna's conquering Rava?ia seems to be a much later
addition to his legends.
The earlier legends made him an
of the whole Earth including all the islands

Emperor

when

the

Ramayawa brought

but

;

forth into the Purawic litera-

ture a powerful Eakshasa king of the island of Lanka,
having ten heads and twenty shoulders, it seems to have
been felt that Arjuna's Emperorship over the whole Earth

would not be complete if it was not said that the islander
of twenty shoulders was of course easily conquered by the

man

of one thousand shoulders.

Is

it

not a wonder that such a good king as Arjuna

should be killed along with the whole of his class by Rama
Bhargava of the battle-axe, and all this for the sake of a
calf

which Arjuna takes away forcibly from Rama's father ?

In order to explain this it is necessary to take notice of the
Vedie Rama Margaveya mentioned in the Aitareya-Brah-

mana VII. 27 80 in connection with the substitute of the
Soma which the Kshatriya is competent to drink in his
Rajasuya
this effect

sacrifice.

The story

King Visvantara, son
sacrifice

of

Rama Margaveya

is to

:

(i.e.,

of

Sushadman, commenced a Vi-Syaparna

a sacrifice without his

Brahman

priests of the family

Syaparwas), having resolved to interdict them from it.
Knowing this, the Syaparnas went to that sacrifice (of their own
accord) and seated themselves in the Antar-Vedi (the place occupied

called

by the

priests

and

sacrificers only).

Seeing them, he (Visvantara)

The $yaparas are the doers of evil, deeds and
the defamers of the pure, They have got into my Antar-Vedi. Do
ye turn them out.' Accordingly they were made to get out, bub
said (to his

men)

'

:

when they were being turned
1

Those (Brahmans

out, they

bawled out (ruruvire)

called) Asitamngas (of the Kaeyapa clan)

j

who
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conquered the Soma-drink for the Kasyapas from the (Brahmans
called) Bhutaviras in (King) Janamejaya Parikshita's Yi-Kasyapa
sacrifice

(i.e.,

a sacrifice in which he had engaged the Bhutaviras as
own priests the Kasyapas), with

the priests to the exclusion of his

those (Asitamn'gas) they (the Kasyapas) were indeed heroic (viraWho is he among us the hero (viraft) that can conquer this
vantafe).

Rama Margaveya said 'Here I am the hero.'
Rama Margaveya was an anu/cana or well-read student belonging to
'

Soma-dririk (for us)

?

the /Syaparraas, and

when they were getting

'

:

out,

he said

(to the

Raj an, turn out from the Vedi even one
who is itthanivid, the knower of what to do P' (The king answered)
'Whoever thou art,
Brahmabandhu,* how dost thou know ? The

king)

:

Will (thy men),

:

'

'

substance of Rama's reply is this
The gods excluded Indra from
the Soma-drink because he killed Tvashiri's son Visvarupa and
1

:

Vn'tra, caused Yatis to be eaten by wolves, killed the Arurmaghas,
and rebuked Bnhaspati (the priest of the gods). When Indra (the

head of the Kshatriyas) was thus excluded, all the Kshatram class
became excluded from the Soma-drink, and although Indra got over
the exclusion by forcibly taking or stealing (a-mushya) the Soma from
Tvashi n, the Kshatram class still remains excluded. He who knows

the (sacred) bhaksha, food, with which he can (spiritually) enrich the
excluded Kshatram class, how even he is being turned out from the

Vedi

'

The king asks

'

Dost thou know,

Brahmawa, 'that
Brahmana, to us.' Then comes
a long speech by Rama from which the king learns that the Ksha"
the airy
triya's Soma consists in the juice squeezed out from

food

!

'

?

f

Yes, I know.'

'

:

Tell

it,

descending roots of the Nyagrodha tree, together with the fruits of
the

Udumbara, Asvattha, and Plaksha

trees."

The idea of the Ait.Brahmana that Indra was excluded from the Soma-drink because he killed Visvarupa
must be compared with tlie idea expressed in the Taifct.Samhit and $atap.-Brahma'na that by killing him he
incurred the sin of Brahmahatya, but got rid of it somehow (pp. 167 169 ante}. This seems to be a myth
that arose subsequent to the JBig-veda, in which, far from
bis killing Visvarupa
attaching any blame to him for

and Vntra, he is praised and offered the sacred drink for
Likewise Indra's killing
his having done that very act.
* Brahmabandhu,

literally

the kinsman of Brahmans,

is

a

vile epithet

Br&hmawadhama, the meanestof
Br&hmansi It may be compared to the epithet Brahmanabruva, a
nominal Brahman.

is
signifying one who, as Sayawa explains,
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the Yatis, ascetics, and the Arurmaghas,* and his rebuk-

ing Bnhaspati mast be myths having some esoteric meanings. Indra is the most heroic god of the jfr&g-veda, but the
systematic division of the gods into the four classes Agni
and Bnhaspati as Brahmans, Indra, Varuna, Soma, Rudra,
Yama, Parjauya as Kshatriyas, the Maruts and others as
Vaisyas, and Piishan as $udraf
belongs to the Brahmawa

The fact is that Indra was never excluded from the
the idea that he had been excluded on account
and
Soma,
of his Kshatra or warrior's act of killing Vn'tra and others,

period.

but that somehow he established his right to the Soma, is
similar to another idea of the Brahmawa period that the

Asvins also had been excluded from the Soma because they
belonged to the physician class, but that they got it by

The
joining the cut off head of Sacrifice (p. 329 ante).
the
not
of
the
of
the
Kshatriya's
drinking
juice
practice

Soma plants but a substitute for it, must have originated
As Soma
centuries before the time of the Ait.-Brahmawa.
is

Raj&, King,

ifc

may have been thought that the Kshatriya

belonging as he does to the Rajanya or kingly class should
not be selfish by drinking the King himself, but become
entirely the joy of the

Brahmans, delighting himself in the
substitute which, prepared from the products of the four
majestic trees, symbolizes the king's majesty and the
firmness and spread of his sway better than the juice of the
plant.

As

wood
idhma or fuel for Agni is obtained (Taitt.-Sam.
4), and as the god Agni is classed as a Brahman,
those four trees are also the trees from the

of which the
III. 4, 8,

may have been

looked upon as Brahma-trees conthe
of
means
juice prepared from their products,
ferring, by
the
Kshatriya in the Rajasuya sacrifice.
Brahmanship upon
the
Whatever were
reasons, the fact that the Kshatriya did
not drink the Soma-juice but a substitute seems to have
given rise to the myth that he was excluded from the Soma

they

.

* In the
Kaushitaki-up., these are called Arunmukhas, construed by

Sawkarafcarya as A-rut-mukhas, those who had no Vedio sound in their
mouths,.t.e., who had neglected the Vedic study.

f Vide AitrBr.

L

9,

and Bnh.-Ar.-Up,

I. 4,

11

15,
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of the substitute

for himself.

from the

Soma, from

su,

(

means (the juice) extracted or pressed out/ which means
a violent act upon him (him, because the gender of the
is masculine), and for aught we know it may be
from this nature of the Soma to be violently pressed out
that the Kshatriya's Soma is stated to have been forced

name

out from the Syaparnas by doing violence to them, both
in word and deed, the former by the abuse heaped upon
'

them, the latter by their expulsion from the Antarvedi.
Outwardly, the story makes a very ludicrous caricature
of

the Brahmans.*

They keep

the secret of the

know-

ledge from their own patrons, the royal Kshatriyas, while
they are forward in going to them even uninvited when
there

sumptuous feeding and donation and the priestly
of drinking the Soma.
When abused and

is

distinction

turned out, they give vent to their noisy tongue and make
a nice verbal picture of the heroism of their class in the
past,

and an ebullition o

their

Kama

it

in the present in the person of
(
saying Here I am the

Margaveya, who gets up

hero/ in order to do the heroic act of crying over the
expulsion and surrendering the secret knowledge Accord!

Hang's note at p. 482 of his translation of the
Ait.-Brahmawa, Sayana takes Margaveya as a matronymic

ing to Dr.

meaning the son
hero

is

the son of

woman named Mngavu.f So, our
his mother.
But we must grant him true
of a

Brahmaic heroism, for even though he is abused, he
possesses self-command, and does not abuse and curse the
Kshatriya in return.

By imparting

to the Kshatriyas the

* The author of the
story need not have been other than a Brahman.
The Brahman himself has got the humor and ability to caricature his own
class.
In the Kathas performed by Brahman Pawdits all over the Deccan
and Southern India (and the same may be the case in other parts of

funny caricatures of human nature,
most part the weak side of the Brahman himself.
"
t Prof. Max Miiller says
Margaveya is a difficult name. It may be
simply, as Sayawa says, the son of his mother Mn'gfi ; but Mn'gu may be a

India), they introduce extempore very

selecting for the

:

Bhngu, and thus confirm Lassen's conjecture that this Rama
Rama, the son of Jamadagni, of the race of Bhrigu, commonly called

variety of
is

Parasu-rama

"' Hist.

Sanskrit Lit, p. 487.
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knowledge

.of

Soma confers
It appears to

their

Soma,

lie

makes them immortal,

for the

drinkers (Rv.VIIL 48,3).
immortality upon
me that in order to make Kama Margaveya
its

a terrible hero annihilating even the martial class, so far as
the outward meaning of the riddle goes, he is changed in
the Purawic legends into
father Jamadagni, a

Rama

Rama

Bhargava, son of his
who as the son the Blazing Fire

and the descendant of the Burning or Frying (Bhngu)
was etymologically well suited for the act of destruction.
This Rama, the namesake of the

Rama

of the Ait.-Brah-

mana, had not to be newly invented by the Puraracs, He
existed cut and dry in the seer of the Apri hymn, Rv. X.
There are nine other Apri hymns the seers of which
" For
.Zfo'shis.
some reason or

110,

are said to be certain other

own Apri hymns, a
which
had
to
be
recited
Hotn priest, prethe
hymn
by
vious to the immolation of certain victims." * The Puraother, each family wished to have its

wics

had simply

to

avail themselves

.of

this

Rama, the

reputed seer of one of the immolation hymns, and weave
round him their story of his destroying the Kshatriya class,
a riddle the solution of which will be found in a nutshell
after Arjuna's act of provocation is explained.
'The old riddle of Indra killing the Brahman

Visvarupa
and forcibly taking away the Soma of Tvashin seems to be
imitated in ,a changed manner in our king Arjuna killing

Brahman Jamadagni and forcibly taking away the
Vatsa, calf, of the Jamadagna Yatsas. Suta and Vatsa
are synonymous, meaning the young, the son, and Suta is

the

well

known

would

in the

Eig-veda as the extracted Soma.

I

.therefore take the calf to represent the

Kshatriya's
held by the Brahman as a secret, but forced out and
taken away by the king for the Kshatra class becoming

Soma

immortal by it. I think the Ramayawa version according
to which Arjuna himself causes Jamadagni's death represents the original spirit of the story, however 'bad his act
may have been designated, either wilfully in order to

conceal his greatness, or as the result of forgetting
* M. M.'s Hist. Sanskrit

Lit. pp.

463465.

it,
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so far as the author of that version goes, for the other

killing Jamadagni seems to mean
churned Agni as a pasn
of the
as soon

fire

Ahavanlya

The

very highly of him.

versions apeak

riddle

of his

simply the offering
or victim into the

King Soma (the Soma plant)
The Ait.-Brahmawa
when King Soma has arrived,

as

brought into the sacrificial hall.

is
(I.

J5 and 16) says that
is

Agni

Ahavanlya

for the

fire,

and that

of the gods,
to the

friction

produced by

slaughter of an

and offered up into the

churned Agni
his

is

being offered

the pasu or victim

"

is

up

equivalent

ox or a cow which miscarries, which

always performed when a king or another man who
So our King
deserves high honour is to be received."

rite is

Arjuna,

who

Soma metomorphosed,

is

and

arrives

at

the

most hospitably treated,
and yet he slaughters Jamadagni, which act must, I think,
be read as a willful myth suggested by the Vedic picture

hermitage as the guest

of the

churned

fire

the royal guest.

Ahavauiya
which leads

to

as the victim slaughtered in honour of

The

fire is,

is

offering of the churned

Agni into the

says the Ait.-Brahmawa, "that offering

Thus Arjuna,

heaven."

far

from really

committing the horribly sinful act of Brahmahatya, is
simply honoured and offers that which leads to heaven,
and carries away the Kshatriya's Soma, the calf, for

making the Kshatriya class immortal.
As thus the so-called robbery of the

calf

makes the

Kshatriyas immortal, the riddle of Rama s killing them in
revenge of that robbery and making the world Ni/i;

Kshatriya simply means, in my opinion, their becoming
Nakshratras, stars, which word Nakshatra, construed, as
our grammarians do, as

'

na kshiyate

'

or 'na ksharate',

'

which does not decay ', renders the stars, both from
that etymon of theui and from, their
permanent state in the
fchat

highest heaven, a fit metaphor for immortal eternal life,
but which, construed for the sake of riddle as
ua-kshatra,
the negation of the Kshatra
riddle
class, yields the
of the annihilation or non-existence of the whole class of

the

Kshatriyas.
47

I long suspected that
only this

must be
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the meaning of their so-called annihilation, and the suspicion has for my part become a conviction when I chanced
to

meet in the Taitt.-Brahmawa

upon the word Nakshatra
Na va imaui kshatrawy abhuvann

II. 7, 18, 3

with this play

:

ifci

fcan

nakshatrawam naksha-

tratvam.

These

(stars)

have never been the Kshatra

class,

and henoe the

non-kshatra-ness of the na-kshatras, stars.

It appears to

Kshatriyas
Nakshatra.

known

me that

arose

by

the story of the annihilation of the
making use of this play upon

The Moon, the

lord

in the Sanskrit literature,

of night,

being wellboth Vedic and subse-

quent, as the King, the stars are poetically the Kshatriyas
in whose company he reigns, and when thus the Moon
represents the Kshatriya King, the .Sun represents the

Brahman. This imagery is shadowed forth elsewhere in the
same Brahmawa (III. 9, 14) when it says that Day a,nd Night
are respectively the forms of the Brahman and the Rajanya.

The

yefc afc the same time, by
the play upon the word, they are na-kshatras, nihil-kshatras,
the annihilated Kshatra class.
Esoterically, as already

stars are thus Kshatriyas,

stated,

and

the Kshatriyas become immortal and eternal by
fire as the oblation that leads them to

using the churned,

heaven and by getting the

calf,

their

Soma-drink

of

immortality.

King Arjuna secures the Kshatriya's drink of
immortality by his so-called Brahmahatya act of killing the
priest Jamadagni and his robbery of the calf, Rama's
Rajahatya act of killing the King and his class, outwardly
the most uncompromising act of revenge, means simply
his pressing the Brahman's King Soma of thousand awsus
or drops together with all of his class, and offering what is
If thus

outwardly the blood of them, but esoterically the extraced
itself, to his Pitns, for the Pitns include the

sacred juice

Bhn/gus, and they are SomyasaTz., deserving of the Somadrink (Rv. X. 14, 6). It'is impossible to believe that real
human blood was offered to the Pitns.

The

ponds of the so-called blood may indicate the
extracted Soma to be the famous Soma of the Pan/cajanas
five
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346 ante), or they

(p.

indicate the five iudriyas, senses, in their purified
and therefore made the recepticles of the enlightened

soul's spiritual drink of

Joy consisting

of the Unselfish,

Formless, Royal Self reigning in all the forms or objects

perceived by the

five

senses, but extracted, that

guished, mentally from those objects.

man no

senses of the enlightened

sensual objects, but

the
is

One

is

distin-

In other words the

longer delight in the
of the Juice,

become the calm reservoirs

Life of the universe, feeling It only in whatever

seen, heard, smelled, touched,

Historically there

and

tasted.

existed in ancient India a race of

Kshatriyas called Haihayas, a name connected with Haya,
do not know why they were so called. But
horse.

We

the selection of this race by the Puramcs for the birth of
our mythical Soma Arjuua, the White, may have been

Soma as the
Somo
Vnshwo
Ayarn
We do not know what

simply to indicate the Vedic imagery of King
Retas, Seed, of the Powerful Horse

Asvasya

Rv.

Retaft,'

I.

164, 35.)

f

(

the Eig-veda means by the Horse.

It is

mentioned in

hymn consisting of riddling verses. Probably the Horse
means Yajna, Sacrifice, with the Soma-juice as its PowerOur stories, we have seen, mention the horse
ful Son.
a

as

sacrifice

original

been

having

and Rama.

I fancy

both by

performed

the riddle of those

was connected with the

form

Arjuna

stories

in,

its

horse sacrifice,

with Arjuna as the Brahman's Powerful Soma of that
When
sacrifice, and the calf as that of the Kshatriya.
thus King Soma was personified and made to be born in

became necessary to say who
was said that he was Kntavirya,

the race of the Haihayas,
his father was,

and

it

it

'

meaning one who achieved valour/ a name which reads
like a paraphrase of the Powerful or Valorous Horse.
In connection with the horse
V., 4,

1

2 says

'
:

ekaviwsam

sacrifice

the Taitt.-Samhita

ahar bhavati, yasmin

asva

alabhyate/ This seems to mean that the day on which the
horse is immolated is the twenty-one, and the next sentence

mentions the twelve months, the five seasons, the three
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worlds, and the sun as the twenty -first. It looks as if the
horse immolation day was regarded as mytically representing these twenty-one things. Has Rama's killing the

Kshatriyas thrice seven times any esoteric connection with
the twenty-one above mentioned ? The horse sacrifice

Soma days

and as Sapti is one of the
names of the horse Asva, and may well have been played
with as Sapta, seven, can it be that the three Soma days of
has three

(sutyani)*,

the Sapti-medha are riddliugly put as the thrice seven
times of Rama's killing pressing the iSoma ? Or the
performance of the horse sacrifice thrice, seven times may

have been the meaning
the horse sacrifice
'

as

of the riddle.

many

dasasvamedhan

times

is

The performance

of

referred to in such sayings

ajahre.'

Thus, esoterically Rama's acts are strictly Brahmanical,
concealed in the paradoxical riddles of his so-called
matricide, regicide, and merciless homicide of the whole
race of the Kshatriyas.
Outwardly this Rama of the

battle-axe

is

a terrible executioner, and as the executioner

belongs to the pan/cama or fifth class

called IfaucZala (from

kanda,, violent, cruel), it may be in order to indicate this
outwardly Kanda\B, nature of Rama's acts that he is made

One fifth son of his father ,f

Phenomenally, our

Rama

is

-Kawda-surya,

the terrible

Sun, killing the Moon and
But the same phenomenon assumes a mild aspect when
the Sun's light is conceived as drinking away moonthe stars with his superior light.

light

and

starlight as

if

they are his delightful drink

;

and

* Vide
Asvalayana's Srauta-sutras (10, 8) referred to in the note at p. 19
of Dr. Haug's Introduction to the Aitareya-Brahma?ia.

t Of the authorities referred to in the first paragraph of this Essay,
verse 4 of adh. 116 of the Aranyaparvan says clearly that four sons were
born with Rama as the fifth (fcatvaro jajiiire Rama-pafifcama/i), while
Adiparvan, adh. 66, verse 50 says

:

Jamadagnes tn fcatvara asam putra maMfcmanafe.
Ramas tesham jaghanyo 'bhud ajaghanyair gunair
'

yutafo.

instead of construing tesham jaghanyaTi as the last of them ', we
take those words to mean 'the next to them', Rama would be the fifth
If,

son,

and there would be no discrepancy, between the two,
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the stars including the Pleiades, Aldebaran, Orion, and
others, through which he passes in the bright part of the
year drinking their light, give him his summer strength.
If thus the Kshatriyas killed by Rama are the Nakshatras,

war against them may be compared with the war
TarakamayaJi samgrama/i in which the god Rudra

his

stars,

called

the Asuras called Tarakas

when burning

the mythical
379
Taraka
384).
pp.
We have seen that Rudra, the
is another name for star.
famous archer and Senanya of the gods in the Vedic
kills

three castles of them (vide Vol.

literature,

I.,

as the teacher of Dhanurveda, the

is utilized

Rama, and so the latter seems to
Tarakamaya war in a changed mannar in
which the Kshatra class is made Na-Kshatra.

science of war, to our

imitate Rudra's

the war in

We

have also seen that Rama resembles Rudra's son
Kumara in several respects, to which may now be added this,
namely that the enemy killed by Kumara is Asura Mahisha
according to one account and Taraka according to another
(vide Essay on Kumara), while Arjuna who is killed by

Rama

is,

we have

his capital is called

A

lord of stars,

and

youth's annihilating the Kshatri.ya

can never have been an historical

Brahman

the

Moon, the

Mahishmati.

Brahman

single

class

seen, the

fact.

Although

held superior to the other classes, it is
evident from Brahman's not being strong enough until It
is

sent forth the Kshatra, Vaisya,

Bnh.-ar.-up. quoted
classes are regarded
of

any

whole,

one

of

and as

Law, what

is

the
like

women

is

as

one component body the lack

ante, that

all

the

four

tells

against its strength as a
Kshatriya is the upholder of the

said about anarchy

and the defilement

the lower classes

what might happen

while what

classes, vide

p. 3b'3

which
the

Brahman women by
of

and $udra

at

if

is

of

simply a picture

the Kshatriya class was annihilated

said about the

Brahmans

raising issue

;

upon

of the so-called annihilated
Kshatriyas looks

riddling with

the

saying of the

Upanishad

that

Brahman is the birth-place of Kshatra. In that saying
Brahman seems to signify knowledge and spirituality, from
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class

should

the

of

make

power and
upholding Dharma.
its

purpose
should be the vigorous supporting son
of moral force, and not its killing enemy.
But the riddle
comes when literally the Brahman or priestly' class itself
Physical force

have been the birth-place of the Kshatviyas. This
said only as a riddle, for there never was the annihilation
of the Kshatriyas for the Brahmans to get into their beds.

is said to
is

we read

If

the two views together, we get this ludicrous

namely that the manly Brahmans that

picture,

raise issue

women

of the annihilated warrior Kshatriyas are
so utterly unmanly as not to be able to protect their own

upon the

wives from the defilement of the lower classes

!

Rama

conquers the whole Earth when he conquers Emperor Arjuna when he presses the sacred Soma; and
therefore his victory is to be taken in the spiritual and

Rama's making a donation of the Earth won
Kasyapa is simply the repetition of the Vedic

moral sense.

by him

to

riddle about

Yisvakarman explained in another place (pp.
ante). But there is this addition, namely

301

303 and 319

that

Kasyapa expels Rama

to

Mount Mahendra,

accord-

ing to one account, or to $urparaka, according to another
and there the sea makes bare new land for Rama. Mount

Mahendra seems

to

be on or near the Bay of Bengal sea-

Kalinga country, while $urparaka was probaFor this idea
bly a seaport town of Guzarat, or Konkau.
of expelling Rama to the seashore we have to suppose the
coast of the

maker

of the story in its original state to

him the words

have had before

that by performVisvakarman
conquered the Earth
ing the horse sacrifice
up to her ends. Arjuna's world conquered by Rama is, we
of the Aifcareya-Brahmawa

have seen, the whole Earth with all her continents, islands,
seas. But taking the Earth to be worthily represented

and

by Aryavarta, the holy land of our ancients, her ends
are the seashores washed by the eastern and western seas,
the

Bay

of

Bengal and the Arabian sea, and so it was said
Rama that on his making a donation

of the outwardly cruel

of the Earth

won by

him, he was. driven out by the donee
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to the seashore, so that the

kings of A.ryavarta might rule
without any more trouble from him. In thus mythically
locating Rama at the seashore, his solar nature need nob

In our mythology there
and it is the blue sky

have been forgotten.

counterpart to our sea,
of
ecliptic region

which the Sun

his shore land.

13

15,

By reading

may

is

a heavenly

itself,

in the

well be fancied to have

the Ramaya?2a

I.

76, verses

we get the idea that our Rama

swiftly as mind,

and

travels (in the sky) as
that having been interdicted by Kas-

yapa from dwelling in the country given to him by him,
he is precluded from resting any-where in it in the night
The Sun
(even though he might visit ifc during the day).
does not stop to

The worship

any country for the night.
Arjuna by means of lamps and the idea

resfc

of

in

of his being the incarnation of

be a later development.

YishWs

.ZTakra

weapon may

Lamp-light belongs to the night,

and Arjuna's being worshipped by means of lamps is
As Yislmu's
appropriate of King Moon, the lord of night.
is called
Sahasradhara or Sahasrara, having a
thousand spokes, that may have been the reason why
Arjuna having a thousand shoulders was fancied to have

Ifakra

been

its

esoteric

incarnation.

It is not

meaning was attached

Vishwu-purana
represent mind.

I.

known
to

if in
saying so any
Yish?m's Eakra. The

22, verse 71, takes Yishwu's JIakra to

But

as already stated the original esoteric

Arjuna seems to have been the pressing of the Soma in the sacrifice, whatever other esoteric
significance may have subsequently been attached to him.
significance of killing

only remains now to refer to the story about the
exchange of the Icarus or consecrated meals.* It is to
It

this effect

:

King Gadhi's wife and her daughter Satyavafci who aarried the
Brahman EiJaka, of the line of Bhngu had no male issue, Safcyavati
obtained from her husband two Ifarus, one to be eaten by herself for
* The
story

is

narrated in M. Bh. Arawyaparvan, adh. 115, and again in

Sibtiparvan, adh. 49, and also in Harivamsa, adh. 27.
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her getting a son having the qualities of a good Brahman and the
other to be given to her mother the queen for her getting a son
having the qualities and valour of a good Kshatriya. But by a

mistake she ate the latter JTaru and gave the former to her mother.

Finding out the mistake, she begged her husband to change the
relative merits of the Jfarus, and make her give birth to a son of

Brahmaic

He

quality.

said

'
:

The

relative merits

of

the .Earns

cannot be changed. Your mother will give birth to Visvamitraj
who, though born of Kshatriya parents, will become the most
renowned Brahman. In your case I can only put off the effect of
the

JSTarn.

son, will

You

Brahmaic quality, but your granda Kshatriya.' Accordingly she gave
Jamadagni, while Jamadagni's son Eama,

will get a son of

have the

birth to the pious

qualities of

Brahman

though a Brahman, did the military act

of

waging war and

killing

the Kshatriyas.

It appears to me that this story arose after the stories
about Visvamitra and Rama and about the latter's being

the grandson of the former's brother-in-law had become
well established.
From those stories Visvamitra became

famous as one who, finding the power

of a Kshatriya inferior

Brahman, succeeded in becoming a Brahman by performing tapas for many years, while Eama became
famous as one who, though a Brahman, waged war against

to the merit of a

the Kshatriyas.

Therefore, in order to account for these

contrary characteristics, the story arose of the exchange of
the .Karus by a mistake, and as the peaceful Brahmaic
quality of Jamadagni as the son of Rikika, had become too
well fixed to be altered,

the effect of the

it

became necessary

to say that

mistake skipped over one generation so as

to affect the grandson.

If,

as

I

have supposed, the story of Eama Bhargava's
Kshafcriyas and thereby making

act of annihilating the

the Earth Nifo-Kshatriya arose as a riddle against King
Visvantara's Vi-$yapama sacrifice, in which the excluded

and

Y

uninvited 6 yaparoas

are abused and ill-treated,

Janamejaya Parikshita,

who

and
it
.is

their

Eama Margaveya

noteworthy that King
mentioned in the same

is

story of the Aitareya-Brahmawa as having performed a
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the Mahabharata as having

sacrifice, figures in

performed a sacrifice for annihilating the snakes. In the
Brahmawa the Vi-Kasyapa or Kasyapa-less sacrifice means

Brahman

the sacrifice from which the

Tt looks as if the

been excluded.
been changed

to the

snake

clan Kasyapas

Vi-Kasyapa

sacrifice for

sacrifice

had
has

making Kasyapi,

the Earth, Vi-Kasyapa, snake-less, for the snakes fabled as
they are as the sons of Kadru, one of the wives of Kasyapa,
entitled to be called Kasyapas.
Of the different
kinds of priests who take part in Jauamejaya's snake
sacrifice, the honour of being mentioned first and fore-

are

Hotn

most as the

priest is enjoyed

by 2Ta?id!a-Bhargava,

a descendant of .Kyavana (vide M. Bh. I. adh. 58, verse 5).
Jfawck-Bhargava is not a proper name. It is a name of

meaning a wrathful or cruel descendant of Bhngu.
According to one of the two genealogies of the Bhngus
quality

mentioned at the beginning of
grandson
that

of Ifyavana's

we have a

the other there

this Essay, our

Rama

is

the

grandson .BiMka, and we have seen

Bhargava in him. According to
Syavana's grandson Ruru who, we have

terrible
is

many snakes until he saw the Dundublaa, snake
Sahasrapad, and who therefore would be a fit Brahman to

seen, killed

Hotn

the

act as

priest

But Sahasrapad,

sacrifice.

in

King Janamejaya's snake

at the conclusion of his address

to Ruru, alludes to Janamejaya's snake sacrifice as having
taken place in the past (pura) ; Ruru asks him to tell him

that story
it

;

but he disappears saying that he would hear of

from story-knowing Brahmans ; and then, it is said, Ruru
All this seems to
all about it from his own father.

heard

be a sort of prelude to the Astikaparvan which comes in
immediately afterwards, and which describes the snake
sacrifice

after

narrating the birth of the snakes from

become immortal, and other
Ruru's
even
father, the son of Syavana, is the
things.
of
Ruru
narrator to
Janamejaya's snake sacrifice as having
Kadru,

their futile attempt to
If

taken place in the past, we do not know who K&nda,Bhargava, a descendant of .Kyavana, could have been that
acted as the
48

Hotn

priest in that sacrifice.

Similarly the
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massacre of the Brahman clan Bhn'gus by the Haihaya
Kshatriyas on the death of their king Kntavirya (p. 339

and the massacre of Kntavirya' s son Arjuna and the
Kshatriyas by Rama must have taken place in one genera-

ante)
'

tion, but if

we go by the genealogy

former event

is

of the Bhargavas, the

stated to have taken place before the birth

Aurva and the latter three generations afterwards in the
time of Rama. In these and many other instances the

of

relative chronology of the Pura^ic characters is chaotic.

Among them we meet

with personages of very elastic lifetimes.
Arjuna reigned for 85,000 years, and our Rama is
believed to be still living.

GA7VAPATI

AND GAY A.

GA/l/APATI,

In the Essay on Kumara, we saw how Kumara was born
the son of Agni or Budra and became the Sen&nya, commander, of the army of the Devas. Like Kumara who is
born without having been in the womb, Ganapati is created

by Rudra's spouse the goddess Gauri in a manner different
from the genesis of the mortals. Like him Ganapati is
a steadfast Brahma&a'rin celibate, and commander, though
not of the army of the Devas, but of Rudra's Pramatha
kinds of hideous and terrible beings.
Vighnaraja, the king of obstacles, but if

gawas, consisting of

With them he

is

all

worshipped at the beginning of
obstacles

and ensures success.

all acts,

he removes

all

While Kumara is Adbhuta,

prodigious, with his six heads, Ga?iapati is prodigious with
There are different stories about how
his elephant head.

he became elephant-headed.

A

Sanskrit story about Ganapati, consisting of about
ninety verses, said to form part of the Skanda-purawa is

widely prevalent in the territories of Mysore, and I believe
in Maharashtra and certain other parts also, and is read on
the Gawapati day of the fourth of the bright or first-half of
the lunar month of Bhadrapada. It is to this effect:

Once upon a time at bathing time the goddess Gauri, the spouse of
Rudra, created Gawapati as a suddha, pure (white being), out of the
mud of her body,* and placed him at the door of her house, telling

him not to

let in

anybody.

Accordingly he

let in

nobody.

Rudra

himself [who had gone out hunting] returned home quite thirsty,
but was stopped at the door by Gawapati. Rudra got angry and
cut off Gawapati's head, taking

him

for an

alien.

*

Hearing this

If we take Mother Earth herself as a form of the goddess Gaurf, her
making Gawapati out of the mud of her body means simply the making of
the image of Ganapati out of gaura or pure white mud. The image of

Gampati worshipped on the

Ga-napati day is

made

of

mud.
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Gauri began to weep. Rudra ordered bis servants to bring the
head of any being that might be lying with his head northwards. Searching in all the directions they found only an elephant in that position. His head was cut off and brought, and

by attaching it to Gampati's trunk Eudra resuscitated him, and
made him worthy of worship by men at the beginning of agricultural
operations, of marriage, of journey or expedition, of house-building

and other undertakings, while his annual worship was ordained to
take place on the Gawapati day, the fourth of the bright half of the
month of Bhjidrapada. Thus made worthy of worship, Gawapati went
to

everywhere

on

receive worship

the

Having

Ganapati day.

heartily eaten the large number of the modakas (sugared cakes, literally the gladdeners) offered to him, he set out riding on a mouse at

The mouse was

so little and the weight of Gawapati, more
was so great, that seeing a snake the mouse
afraid and stumbled, with the result that Gawapati fell down and
g^ot
burst his belly, from which there came out the dear cakes like a
flood [from the tank the dam of which is burst]. But he at once

nightfall.

especially of his belly,

stuffed

them

snake used
in the

it

in again throtigh the breach,
as a belt around his belly.

and catching the same

Seeing

all this

the

Moon

Incensed at

this, Gampati broke one of the
sky laughed.
tusks of his elephant head, hurled it against the Moon, and ordained
that nobody should look at the Moon on the night of the Gawapati

day. He who sees the
or ill-repute.

Moon on

that night will incur ninda, blame

Svamakanta who was the chaste

wife of Dharmakanta,

King

of

Zandrajyotipura (the city of moonlight), was suspected of unchastity
by her husband when he happened to see her in the company of a
Brahman in the palace, although the latter had gone there as the

She was a devotee of the
goddess Gauri, who appeared to her in the dream and narrated to her
the story of Gawapati (as above stated), telling her that her incurring

teller of religious stories (katha) to her.

the suspicion of unchastity was the result of her seeing the Moon on
the Gawapati night, and that the evil effect of seeing the Moon on
that night would disappear if one should hear the story of the

Syamantaka gem and this memorable Paurarae verse
Sihmafe Prasenam avadhit
Sihmo Jambavatahata/J.
Sukumaraka marodis

in it

tava by esha Syamantaka/K
That story as told by Gauri to the queen Svarwakanta

:

is

to this

effect:

Satrajit of the Yadavas worshipped the San and brought from
him the Syamantaka gem capable of yielding eight bharas (loads
Krishwa had asked him for
of certain weight) of gold (every day).
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One day Prasena, the younger brother of
went out hunting on horseback with the gem tied to his neck.

but had been refused.

Satrajit,

He was

killed by a lion, who in his turn was killed by the bear
Jambavan, who took the gem to his den. As Knshrca had looked at
the Moon on the Ganapati day, the evil effect of it was that Satrajit
suspected Knshrat of having killed Prasena and robbed the gem.

To

clear himself Krishna, set out

coming

to the

opening

with Satrajit and others and
den heard the verse (above

of the bear's

quoted) which the nurse was singing inside as a lullaby to Jambavan's
'The lion killed Prasena and Jambavan killed the lion.
child:

Syamantaka gem.' Krishna
a
duel), obtained from him the gem
(in

Darling child, do not cry; yours

went

conquered Jambavan

in,

is this

of a damsel (sfcriratnam, the beautiful
also the

Syamantaka gem, which

daughter of Jambavan) and

latter he delivered to Satrajit.

This story of Krishna's clearing his character would, if devoutly
heard, remove the ill-repute to one's character caused by seeing the

Moon on

the Gawapati day.

In the Introduction to the

what

I

first

volume

I

have indicated

consider the esoteric meaning of the elephant-headed
Just as either the thirteenth day of the

G-awapati to be.

dark fortnight of the month of Bhadrapada, or the new
moon day of that month, was considered to be the day of

HastiMhaya, the elephant's light, by reason of the Sun's
conjunction with his own asterism Hasta, Hand, as though
he thereby became Hastin, elephant, having Hasta in the
sense of proboscis, the fourth day of the bright fortnight of
opinion to have been instituted for the worship of the Moon, metamorphosing him as
the elephant-headed god by reason of that day being the

the same

month seems

in

my

day on which the Moon of that month will have
become elephant-headed by conjunction with the Hasta

latest

asterism.

The cutting off of Grawapati's head and his resurrection
with the elephant's head should be compared with the
Vedic stories about the Pravargya, according to which the
Sun, fancied to be the head of the Deity Yajfia, Sacrifice,
cut off from the latter's body, but the Asvins reunite it

is

(p.

329 ante).

33 that the

It is clear

from the Aitareya Brahmana

III.

Mnga or Stag form of Prajapati containing the
arrow shot into him by Budra is Orion, and the $atapatha
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speaking about the same story,
with Sacrifice. Daksha's Sacrifice

*), in

identifies

Prajapati
which, according to the Purarac stories, springs up to the
sky in the form of a Mnga when beaten by Rudra
as

alias

Makhaghna

(Vol.

I.

pp. 35(>-360),

Kratudhvamsin, is clearly Orion
and the same Orion seems to be the

Nabhas&ara Taramnga, Starry Deer of the sky, mentioned in
the

Ramayawa III. 43, verse 37.
As Mn'ga, though applied often to the deer, is a general
name applicable to all wild animals, and has been applied
to the elephant in the Ait.-br. VIII. 23,

that the Orion Deer of the older stories
in our story as the
elephant lying

it

is

down

appears to

me

metamorphosed
with his head

northwards, because the asterism Mn'gasiras forming the
head of Orion is to the north of the quadrangle forming
Orion's body.
Being:
v
O dedicated to\he Moon in the Vedic
calendar, that asterism of the head of Orion

is

form of the Moon, while the whole constellation
as already stated, the

although

the
still

Mn'gasiras,

round form

starry

quadrangle
the

Sun

more

is

emblem

has

the

himself,

the starry
of

Orion

of Sacrifice.
fixed

starry

is,

But
head

who with

fitted poetically to

his always big
be the head than

the other heavenly bodies, becomes the brilliant head
of the Orion elephant when in conjunction with the

But the Sun cannot long remain in that conjunction, and so, when he goes forward, the fancy is as
latter.

though the elephant's head, the Sun, whose ecliptic
path lies to the north of Orion, was cut off from the body
of Orion.

The Sun head

that

is

thus cut

off is

next fancied

be virtually the Hasta asterism by reason of its regent
being the Sun an asterism in conjunction with which the

to

Moon, as already

stated,

becomes elephant-headeds on

Gawapati day.

As the Sun, the great orb

of light, represents

or wisdom, the Sun's star Hasta that

knowledge
makes the ever active

and persevering Moon elephant-headed
*

Quoted

in

in Dr. Muir's Texts, IV. p. 45.

a month in
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which the Sun joins his own star and produces HastifefcM,ya,
may have contributed to the idea of Gawapati being the

god

and success.

of wisdom, learning

utilized

E*g-veda

II. 23, 1,

waspati alias Bnhaspati, the
f

Gawanam

In his worship

is

the deity of which is Brahma-

Lord of words, praised

tva Gawapatim havamahe.'

in

it

as

This combination

Sun's star and the Moon is a fit symbol for the god
wisdom, perseverance and success worshipped in all

of the

of

great undertakings.

The worshippers
identical with the

upon him as being
The Taitt.-Sam. I. 8,

of Ganapati look

Supreme

Self.*

akhu, mouse, to Eudra's share for his eating it
his sister (svasn) Ambika, who, in the Purawic
with
along
has
become his spouse the goddess Gauri. The
literature,
6, 1 allots

explained to signify a purodasa or sacrificial cake
of rice-meal placed on earth dug up by the mouse.
What-

mouse
ever

is

may have been

the esoteric significance of that

rite,

we have in the so-called mouse a Vedic instance in which a
word is used meaning something other than its outward
Likewise, in the riddle of the stout elephant-headed
god riding on a little mouse, the mouse must have been
intended to signify something other than the outward
sense.

sense.

mous

Now,

the mouse

(akhu or nmshika)

with dahara, small

;

is

synony-

and dahara, according

to the

Upanishads, means the so-called small sky in the heart in
which the Supreme Self is located for the purpose of theUpasana contemplation and worship by the devotee. The Deity
of the heart is theAntaryamin or In-dweller, who, accord-

awor awiyan mahato mahiyan,
smaller than the smallest (particle of

ing to the Upanishads,

is

signifying that He is
matter) and, at the same time, greater than the greatest.
Therefore, the inner meaning of the riddle of the stout

Gawapati being located on the back of the mouse seems to
me to be simply this, namely that the Infinitely Great
* In the
Gawapati-TJpanishad Gawapati is identified with the Supreme
Although it ia one of the later Upanishads, it may be taken as

Self.

representing the view of the worshippers of Gawapati.
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located in the very small dahara sky of the

is

heart.*

When once

Gawapati became Gajanana, elephant-headed,

this concept of

him

logically led to the idea of his

Lambodara, having a big

being

belly, for receiving all that is sent

in through his big elephantine mouth
Supreme Self Krishna says to Arjuna:

The
gullet.
"Whoever with

and

devotion (bhakti) offers me leaf, flower, fruit, water, that,
presented with devotion, I accept from him whose self is
pure" (Gita IX. 26). Nobody understanding the spirit

Kn'shwa's saying will think that the Deity accepting the
offerings is hungry like the mortals or that He is bribed

o

showing His favour. Even in the Vedic rituals the
animal sacrificed represents the sacrificer himself. So the

for

must carry with it the~pure self devoutly offered
the Deity, and whether the offering be even a leaf or

offering
to

up

a small cake, as

it

carries the

of the pure self, the

unbounded devotion or love

Self, in whom the devotee
as So 'ham, 'He I am',
Him
upon

Supreme

merges by contemplating
finds in it His own Unbounded

Infinite

Joy which no belly

So the Murtam aspect of the
Amurtam aspect the Supreme Self

can circumscribe and hold.
belly bursts, while in the

Himself

is

the Infinite

The serpent

Asylum

Knower.

of the

belt of this celibate

god Gawapati may have

been intended to idealize him as the tlrdhvaretas Vatarasana Eishi.t

The Moon is humorously made
figure made of himself, for, while
Hasta star

back

of

* I do not

the

Moon

united to the

seated majestically on Nakapn'shi/ia, the

is

the

to laugh at the funny

wide

sky on high,

his

know whether dahara occurs anywhere

in the sense of the mouse, but the

elephant-headed
in the

Vedic literature

word must have had that as one of

its

meanings in the Pura?iic period to which the idea of our story belongs.
The story in its present form seems to have been composed long after the
worship of Ganapati's figure as elephant-headed, as Lambodara, having a
big belly with the serpent belt tied round it, and as seated on the mouse

had become well established and popular,
f Vide pp.

215224 ante about Vatarasana and the

churning the oceau.

serpent rope used in

image

big-bellied

the little

is
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seated on the back of the

As the mind

dabara sky of the heart.

mouse,

little

devotee

of the

to.be undividedly concentrated on the Moon's elephantheaded symbol that is worshipped ou the Gawapati day, he
should not steal his mind from that symbol to the Moon.
is

it is

Therefore

said that he

will be accused of

Gauapati

is

who

sees the

Moon on

that day

theft, &c.

Ekadanta, having only one tusk in his

Our story accounts for this by saying that
elephant head.
he himself broke the other tusk and hurled it against the
Moon. It appears to me that the Ekadanta picture of
Gawapati has arisen by fancying the crescent Moon of the
Ganapati day to be the single tusk in conjunction with the

Hasta asterism

of the proboscis-containing elephant

The Brahmauda-puraMa,

in

khaw<ia, referred to under the

a section called

word Ekadawshira in the

Va&aspatya, accounts for Gawapati's single tusk

manner

head.*

Gawesa-

in

another

:

Once upon a time when Siva and his spouse were inside their
mansion placing Gampati as the doorkeeper, Parasu-Rama of the
battle-axe came, and as he was prevented by Ganapati from going
in,

he cut

As

off

shown

one of his tusks.

making the image

in
as

if

cut

of Gaizapati

off at the root,

famous as the wielder

the other tusk

is

and as Paras ti-Uama became

of the axe, the

fancy

is

as

though he

cut off the tusk.

The

story about the

in the

Syamantaka gem is stated in detail
Bhagavata-pura?ia X. 56. But nothing is said in it

about Krishna's seeing the Moon of the Gawapati day. It
is likely that the story about the gem was
quite independent of Gawapati, and that as in it Kn'stma clears himself
from Satrajit's accusation of theft, it was selected in course

warding off the accusations that
from
seeing the Moon on the Gampati day.
might
In the story about the gem itself that is obtained from the

of time as

efficacious in

result

* This

may be compared with

the

third Act of the Mnfc/c/iakaii drama,

imagery in one of the stanzas in the
where the setting moon is likened to

the visible tusk of an elephant lying on his side in water with the other
tusk submerged.

49
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Sun, there must be some esoteric truths concealed in the

metaphors of solar and lunar phenomena. Jainbavan, the
king of .B/ikshas or bears, appears to be one of the representations of the
are

called

Moon, the lord of stars, for the stars also
and Jambavati, the daughter of

.Bikshas,

Jambavan, given by the latter to Knstma in marriage,
called Rohiwi, * which is the name of the star dearest
the Moon.

is

1

Under the word Ibhanaua

the Va/caspatya quotes the

Brahrnavaivarta-purawa to this effect
Golakanabha (lord

to

of globes ?) himself

:

was born as Gampabi, the

son of the goddess Parvati (the spouse of Siva). Sani (the planet
Saturn) came to see the new born child, but by the mere look of this

malignant planet the head of the child was cut off. Seeing the child
Vistmu rode at once on his bird Garucfa to the forest called

headless,

Pushpabhadra on the bank

of the river of the

same name in the

who was

sleeping with his

north, cut off the head of an elephant

head northwards, brought

it

and

fixed

it

on the child Ganapati,

making him thereby Gajanana, elephant-headed.

In

J. Garrett's Classical

Dictionary of India,

Gawesa that as soon as the infant

lost

his

it is

said of

head by the look

of /Sani,
"

the goddess, seeing her child headless, was overwhelmed with

grief,

and would have destroyed Sam, bub Brahma prevented her,
head of the first animal he should find

telling Sani to bring the
its

cut

head,

off

ifcs

He found an elephant in this position,

head northwards.

lying with

and

on Gawesa, who then assumed the shape
Durga was but little soothed when she saw

fixed it

he at present wears.
her son with an elephant's head

amongst the worship of
have the preference."
It is not stated

all

but, to pacify her, Brahma said that,
the gods, that of Gawesa should for ever
;

from what Purawa this

according to this account,
chief caused

taken.

Thus,

his look, while, according to the other,

The reason for this may be found
Puramc idea that Vishnu is the brother of Durga,

Vistmu
in the

by

is

/Sani himself rectifies the mis-

is

the rectifier.

the spouse of $iva. Being thus the maternal uncle of
Gawapati, he takes interest in him. In astrology one
Graha acts either in harmony with, or against, another
* Harivamsa adh. 118, verse 40; and Vishnu-purtoa V. 28, verse

4.
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The reason why the remover

Graha.

of Gawapati's

head

is

may be that as
changed
in
is
the
Moon
who,
inwardly
Gawapati
astrology, is one of
it
was
the Grahas,
thought appropriate to say from the
to the

planet /Sani in

this story

astrologer's point of view that the malignant Graha, Sawi,
cast his evil look at the nativity of the child,

The elephant lying with

his head.

its

and cut

head northwards

off
is

Orion as already explained.
another story about the elephant head that
was fixed on Ga??/apati. The "VMaspatya, under the words

There

is

Gajanana and Gajasura, quotes the section called GawesakhawcZa of the Skanda-purawa, which is to this effect
:

In the olden time there lived a very righteous king named Mahesa.
(the planet Jupiter) told him that he would be born as an

Guru

When Narada

elephant.

happened

to

meet the king on the way,

the latter paid no heed or respect to him, and was cursed by him to
be born as Gajasura, an Asura having the bead of an elephant and
the rest of the body as man. Guru consoled the king, telling him
that he would have the. fortune of being killed by the god Siva and

from the elephant-headed body. Accordingly, on the king's
birth as Gajasura in a forest called Paryalikanana, Siva killed him
and preserved his elephant head in Kailasa (as a trophy), honouring
released

There was another elephant-headed Asura
worship.
Sindura, who, becoming Yayu, Wind, cub off Ga?&apati's head
while still he was in the womb in the eighth month, and so Gawapati
it

with

named

was born headless. Guru sees the child Gawapati and praises him to
show up his head. Then Gamapati sends for Mahesa's elephant
head that was being worshipped in Kailasa, and puts it on himself.
He then kills the Asura Sindura.

As
made

This story also has an astrological touch.
considered to be a beneficent Graha, he

new-born

child,

and under

his look

is

Jupiter is
to see the

even the headless child

provided with a head. Mahesa, killed by (Siva, is one of
(Siva as Ashfamurti has the
the names of (Siva himself.

is

forms of the Sun, Moon, Wind, etc. The elephant-headed
king seems to be King Moon's constellation Orion, whom
$iva as the star Sirius
the Sun as Orion's
Orion.

is

fancied to shoot at and kill

brilliant

The head kept

Hasta, with which the

head

is in

as the trophy

Moon

of the

when

conjunction with
the Sun's star

is

Gawapati day becomes,
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as already explained, elephant-headed.

The other elephan-

Asura killed by Gawapati may be taken to be another
metamorphosis of Orion killed by the full Moon of autumn

tine

month of Margasirsha.
The killing means his
his
own
autumnal
glory.
obtaining
About Gajasura there is another account, according to
which he has the body of an elephant completely and not
simply an elephant's head. Under the words Krittivasas
and K?"ittivasesvara, the Va&aspatya quotes the Kasiin

the

kha?ica, which is to this effect
Gajasura was the son of Mahishasura.
:

He came with

irresistible

demolishing the array of Siva's Praraathas. Siva fought and
killed him, using his Trisula or trident with such force that piercing

force,

it pierced the ground so deep as to form a sacred
Kuwc?a in Kasi (Benares).
Then, pulling the weapon from the
ground, he held it up with the Asura's body sticking on to it, so

the Asura's body

that

it

looked like an opened umbrella held up over Siva's head.
'0 killer
(before breathing his last) praised Siva thus

The Asura

Kama

:

fortune to be killed by Thee. Thou art the
but as
friend of the universe, the One God standing above all

of

!

It is

my good

:

Thou boldest me above Thyself, I have won victory indeed. *
Siva
He said This kntti or skin of rniue
told him to ask for a boon.
'

'

:

has not been burnt up, although I came in contact with the fire of
Thy trident. I ask Thee to wear it always.' Siva wore it and

thenceforward gob the name of Knttivasas. All this is said of a
sacred well and the temple of Kn'ttivasesvara at Benares.
Who'

ever,' it is

'

said,

made an umbrella

bathes in the well formed when the Daitya was
and performs tarparaa to the Pitns

(fc/iattrilmtaJi)

and sees (the symbol of the god) Krittivasesvara
what ought to be done.'

will

have done

Taking Mriga in the sense of elephant, the Orion TaraRudra alias /Siva,
mriga seems to be the elephant Asura.
the regent of the star Sirius, hunts this animal ; but as the
Sun and Moon also are the forms among others of Siva, as

Ashiamurti, $iva described in this story seems to be the Sun.
The three stars in the middle of Orion, likened in the

Vedic story to an arrow, seem to be likened

in this story
into the body, the

to the three points of the trident thrust

quadrangle,

of Orion.

When

Orion

is

in the acronycal

* Tvara eko
jagattbandho visvasyopari sainsthita?i

Aham

tvaduparishiafc

lc& sfchifcosmiti

jifcam

maya.
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in opposition
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is

fancied as though
to the ground,

the

to

Sun has hurled

the
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the

Sun,

it

Asura

down

the

trident

of

through him,
varying the fancy as though the same
quadrangle of Orion is the sacred well, for it is now full
with the nectarian light of the full Moon of the month of

thrusting

and

points

also

Six months afterwards

Margasirsha.

when Orion comes

Jyeshifoa

in

the

month
and

in conjunction with,

of
is

it is fancied as
though the Sun has held
an umbrella over his head. Varying the fancy

above, the Sun,

him up

like

further, in that conjunction the

is

Sun wears the same Orion,

a very long and broad constellation, as though it
the hide of the elephant. By reason of its Nakshatra or

which

is

it

starry nature,

cannot be destroyed, and so

it is

said that

was not burnt up by /Siva's fire. In the $atarudriya
Eudra is described as wielding his bow and as clad in hide
The Liiiga worshipped as Kn'ttivasesvara at
or skin.*
Kasi seems to be an emblem of the Orion-blended summer

it

Sun, who

the most brilliant heavenly emblem of the

is

Infinite Self of the universe, while the well is sanctified

taking

it

to

by

be spiritually the full-moon-blended heavenly

well of Orion.

About Siva
Williams says

"He

is

clad

as Krifctivasas,

in

skin,

Sir

Monier

:

sometimes represented clothed in a deer- skin, sometimes
have been formerly killed by him

in the skin of a tiger alleged to

when created by the magical

arts of some Bishis who tried to destroy
the god, because his beauty had attracted the amorous glances of
their wives. Sometimes, again, he appears wearing an elephant's skin

which had belonged to a demon
whom he conquered and slew."

of

immense power named Gaya,
Thought and Life in

(Religious

India, p. 81.)

This story about the Sushis, their wives, and their tiger
may be compared with the story about the E'ishis and their
wives in connection with the origin of the worship of $ivaLinga, explained in Yol. I., pp. 507 and 508. The beauty
of $iva

who has destroyed Kama,

desire, is his spiritual

and ethical beauty as the Kuower.
* Kntfcitu vasana aAara
pinakam bibhrad agahi
'

The
'

JSishis are the

Taitt.-Sam. IV.

5, 10, 4.
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senses personified, and while on the one hand their wives
appear to be the good inclinations of the enlightened mind

bewitched by His Beauty, the tiger on the other

untamed wild aspect

of the

same mind

is

the

vide the story of the

wild beasts conquered by the ascetic's dog, explained in
Man should love and realize the Supreme
I., p. 327.

Vol.
Self

who

as the Ideal

Knower has

killed the tiger.

The elephantine Asura's name given
tion

in the

above quota-

as G-aya leads us to the stories about the righteous
Gaya, and about the pure Asura Gaya who lies

sacrificer

down with

his

head northwards and allows the gods
on his body.

to

perform their sacrifice

GAYA,

Gaya

is

wealth.

a Vedic word meaning home, household, family,
.Rishi Gaya of Atri's family, the reputed author of

hymns 9 and 10 of the Atreya Mawcfala V., seems to be
Agni himself who is praised (10, 3) to increase gaya and
pushii, home and plenty, and is described (10, 2) as being
Adbhuta, wondrous, with Asurya might resting on him.
Similarly Plati's son Gaya, mentioned in the last verses of
as being the thoughtful sage who haxS
of
the Visve Devas may be Agni
the
praises
sung
himself to whom the Bishiship is dedicated.* In verse 20

hymns X. 63 and 64

Soma Pavamana, Agni
is called Maha-Gaya, the Great Home, or having a Great
Home or Great Wealth. In Rv. L 91, 12 Soma is called
of

Rv. IX. 66, a

hymn

in praise of

Gaya-sphana, conferring prosperity on the household, and
the same epithet is applied in K/v. VII, 54, 2 to Vastoshpati, the guardian of homesteads, who seems to be either

Agni or Soma.
Coming to the Mahabharata, Drowaparvan, adh.
have an account in

name

of

it

of a

66,

we

most celebrated king of the

Gaya.

* Vide Vol.

I., pp. 158-159, about the Eishi-names, Kumara, Vasusrufca,
and Sutambhara, of hymns 214 of the Afcreya MattcZala, the
authorship in these and many other instances, such as the hymns about
Visvakarman and Purusha, being transferred to the deities themselves,

Isha, Gaya,
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He performed
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all

kinds

of

sacrifices.

His

ground measured 26 Yojanas in width and 30 in
and
tlience extended his golden altar of 24
length,
(Yojanas),
and no king ever sacrificed so well and gave donations so
At the place of his sacrifice there
liberally as Gaya did.
sacrificial

is,

it

the Akshaya-vaia tree and the sacred river
By these the sacred place Grayli is meant.
whole country about that place is called G-ayas in the
is said,

Brahmasaras.

The

plural.

M. Bh. $alyaparvan, adh. 39 (verses 20 and 21),
when Gaya performed a great sacrifice in the

says that

Gayas (Gayeshu), the river Sarasvati was brought there. In
the Ramaya?ia II. 107 (verses 10
13) an old saying is referred to to the effect that Gaya, performing sacrifice in the
Gayas, said about the Pitns that the birth of many wellgood sons should be wished for, so that at least any

read,

one of them might be able to go to Gaya (and there perform $raddha to the Pitn's). The Bhagavata-purana V. 15
the merit of sacrifices and knowledge of
Atman king Gaya became a Maha-Purusha, realizing
Maha-Purusha Vishnu.
says that by

The Sthala-purana
pura??,a,

of Gaya, incorporated in the Vayuan extract from which is given in the Vafeaspatya

under the words Gaya and Gaya, makes Gaya a giant
Asura who gave up his body for the Devas. It says to
this effect

:

Graya was a mighty Vaisbnava Asura having a body 120 yojanas
high and 60 yojanas thick. He performed tapas on Mount Kolahala
(near Gaya), by the merit of which his body

holy and purifying.

became

pavitra, very
his

Then by simply seeing him and touching

body people became pure and went to Heaven, and the minor
heaven of Indra and the hell of Yama became vacant.
The
Devas went to Vishwu, and he told them to ask Gaya himself to
allow a sacrifice being performed on his body. Accordingly, on
Gaya that no sacred place on earth was so holy and

their saying to

pure as his body for performing their sacrifice on, he gladly consented to their performing it on his body and stretched himself on
the ground in the Nairritya or south-west side of Mount Kolahala,

making his head northwardsand his feet southwards. The god Brahma
himself, together with all the Devas, performed a great sacrifice on
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Gaya's body, and when the time came for fixing the Yupa post in
the Yajna-vafa or sacrificial hall (constructed on Gaya's body) near
the river or reservoir called Brahmasaras, the Devas had to dig a
fix the post in.
When the pit was being dug in the body,
pain and quivered, so that the Devas feared that the sacriand other things would be dislodged and thrown off. In

deep pit to

Gaya

felt

ficial fire

make Gaya firm, Tama placed a big rock (sila) on him, and
the Devas stood on the head of Gaya, and yet he quivered.
Brahma brought a Murti or image of Vishwu drawn out from him,
order to
all

and placed

it

on Gaya and

Brahma brought Vishnu

still

the quaking did not stop. Then
and stationed him as Janardana

in person

and PuncZarika on the stone,* and he himself stood on it in five
viz., Pitaraaha, Phalgvisa, Kedara (-isa), Kanakesvara, and

forms,

GajartLpi Vinayaka (i.e., the elephant-headed god Gawapati). The
sun stood in three forms, one called Gayaditya and the others the

northern and southern suns.
the

name

The goddess Lakshmi stood under

of Sita, together with Gauri, Gayatrt, Savitri,

Trisandhya
and Sarasvati. Also all the gods, Indra and others, the Yakshas,
Uragas, and Gandharvas stood. As first of all Vishnu, stood pressing his Gada, mace, on Gaya, he was called Adi-Gadadhara. Thus
Gaya was made firm terra firma; and at his request the gods
ordained that the place should be as sacred as Kurukshetra. Sraddha
performed there would be equal to Brahma-jnana in securing beati-

tude for the departed ancestors.
The Gaya country was so

named probably because it was
land for agriculture and because the

found to be very rich
home-steads of the Aryans multiplied there with plenty and
prosperity, enabling

them

to

perform their

therefore

sacrifices on a

as sacred as
They
regarded
grand
and
the
of
the
river
Kurukshetra
region
Sarasvati, and
stories arose as to how a great King of the same name as
scale.

the country sanctified

and how
ficial
is

in the

ground

of

it

by performing his sacrifices there,
beginning it was the Devayajana or sacrithe Devas themselves.
In saying so what
it

said in the Vedas about Kurukshetra seems to be imitated,

for the $atapatb.a-Brahma?iasays that

Devayajana

of the Devas.

be King Moon Soma, whose
lation of Orion,
* Janardana
(bad) men.

is

The

may

Kurukshetra was the

King Gaya

of the legends

may

ground, the constelbe likeued to a house or castle in the
sacrificial

one of the names of Vislmu, meaning the harasser of
selection of that name here is in keeping with harassing

Gaya by standing on him.
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sky.

many

jffig-veda

is
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clearly a mythical personage.

gods are called Asuras,

In the

meaning that they

Agni is Rudraand Asura (Taitfc.-Sam.
and we hare seen from Rv. V., 10, 2, already

are very powerful.
I., 3,

14, 24),

In the subsequent
to, that bis might is Asurya.
time Asura degenerated in to a name applied to the enemies
of the Devas, but still its old good meaning was not forreferred

by the Puramcs, who, we have seen

in explaining
have concealed very holy characters in the
outward garb of Asuras. I would take our Asura G-aya to
be Yajna Purusha himself, and looking upon the whole of

gotten

several stories,

the holy land of Gaya as Yajna-kshetra, the land of sacrifice,
it is, as a riddle, the body of Sacrifice Purusha, as Kshetra

has the double sense of land and body.

%ava may be compared with the

Makha,
Purusha

His being a VaishV. 1, 1 1, where

Taitt.-ar.

is called Vaislmava, because Sacrifice
No real Asura
one of the aspects of Vislmu.

Sacrifice,
is

Sacrifice Purusha himcould have had a sacred, holy body.
self is depicted as the giant of pure body, and his lying with
his head northwards seems to be a representation of Orion,

All the Vedic gods are
the heavenly sacrificial ground.
established on Sacrifice, for they are worshipped and get
their oblations in it.
The local legend adds many Pura?iic

gods and goddesses to the Vedic ones.
It

is

evident from the Mahabharata and

Ramayawa

that

Gaya had become a famous sacred place even in ancient
It was so evidently long before Buddhism arose.
On its rice Buddhists also settled there, building and

India.

establishing their

some

own temples and

of which, on the decline of

by the Brahtnans

50

objects

of

worship,

Buddhism, were converted

into their objects of worship.

THE RAMAYAA^A.
The

principal characters in the

are (1) Sita,

Ramaya%a

Rama who

marries her, and (3) Rava?ia, the Rakshasa
of
the
island
of Lanka, who carries her away by force
king
and is killed by Rama.
Of these Sita, meaning the

(2)

Furrow, is a Vedic goddess. In Rv. IV. 57, which is a
hymn devoted to the agricultural deities, Sica is praised
in verses 6

thns

and

7

which are translated by Professor Wilson

:

"

Auspicious Sifca, be present, we glorify tbee, that thou mayesb
be propitious to us; that thou mayest yield us abundant fruit.
"

Indra take hold

May

of Sita;

well stored in water (payas) yield

may Pushan guide
it (as

her;

may

she

milk) year after year."

Professor Wilson says that the Yajur Veda has four
stanzas about Sita, recited when drawing four furrows at

the ceremony of preparing the sacrificial ground.

The Taitt.-Brahmawa II. 3, 1.0, speaking about the
bewitching effect of adorning the face with Sthagara alankara, on performing a certain sacrificial rite, says to this
effect

:

Prajapati created King Soma (the Moon). After him the three
Vedas were created. He (Soma) held them in (the palm of) his
hand. Then Sita Savitri (daughter of Savitri) became enamoured of
King Soma, but he loved (another damsel named) Sraddha (Faith).
She (Sita) went to (her) father Prajapati and said
Salutation to
I approach thee and seek thy help. T love King Soma, but
thee.
'

:

he loves $raddha." Prajapati prepared the Sthagara alankara for
her, and decorated her face with it, after performing a certain rite
[described in the original]. Seeing her (thus beautified), Soma said to
her

'
:

Be thou with

(bhoga).

Vedas

Tell

She said

me.'

me what

is in

Therefore

to her.

wishes to become loveable
80, his face shall

ing the

to

him

thy hand.'

women
(priyaJi);

'
:

But tell me a happiness
handed over the three

He

wish to get happiness. He who
or whom one may wish to become

be decorated with Sthagara alankara* on perform-

rite.

* The
commentary on the word Sthagara, the Sutra of Gobhila IV. 2,
and the Karma( patnibarhishi silam nidhaya sthagaram pinashii),

20

'

pradlpa

II. 8, 5

'

(

sthagaram surabhi jneyam feandanadi vilepanam

'),

all
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In

this story father Prajapati

Savifcn

from whom

Weber,

in the

work

'

7,

3,

seems

to

be identical with

Dr.
Sita has the patronymic Savitri.
referred to in the note, takes Savitn,

the Sun, to be Prajapati,

mawa XII.
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11,

and quotes the $atapatha-Brah-

Sraddha vai Suryasya duhita/

to

another daughter of the Sun. He
to
refers
Sankh.
Br. XVIII. 1, Nir. XII. 8, about
also

show that $raddha

is

Savitn' giving his daughter Surya in marriage to the Moon.
According to the Taitt.-Sam. II. 3, 5, all the asterisms are
Prajapati's daughters

wedded

to the

Moon, who, however, as

very fond of one

of them, Rohijii (Aldeof
on
the
the
others to their father
is,
complaint
with
to
suffer
from consumphaving
Prajapati, punished
$raddha whom the Moon of
tion (in the dark fortnight).

described there,

is

baran), and

our story loves in preference to Sita

may

well be taken to

be Rohini herself who seems to have had several names in
the Vedic literature, Rohi?ii, Surya, $raddha, Ahalya, &c.
Who then is Sita, the Furrow ? The Belt of Orion is a

having three stars on a straight line. In
one Vedic story it figures as the Arrow shot by the
star Sirius into the body of Orion, fancied to be a
constellation

Deer.

But under another fancy, the Vedic poets have,
conceived the same arrow-like constellation

I presume,
to

be Sita, the Furrow, drawn

the

in

middle of the

quadrangle of Orion, likening the quadrangle to Kshetra,
Or someField, from the agricultural point of view.*
times the whole of the Field containing as it does the Furrow
may have been viewed as Sita in the sense of the furrowed,

ploughed, Field. The Sthagara paint probably means a
gaudy colour other than the simple white colour of the
majority of the stars.
these quoted by Dr. A.

Rohmi

Weber

in his essay

from The Indian Antiquary, Vol.
decoration is a kind of paint.
* The

first

(Aldeberan),

I.,

the fourth

on the Riamayana, reprinted
show that the Sthagara

in 1873,

verse of the hymn, Rv. IV. 57, in which appear the two
is about the deity called Kshetrasya Pati, the Lord of

verses about Sita

the Field,

who may be taken to be the Moon, the regent of the asterism
From the sacrificial point of view the same Field is

Mngasiras of Orion.

the sacrificial Field of the Devas deposited by

them with

the Moon.
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lunar mansion, the dearest of the Moon's wives, is a
beautiful star of reddish, golden colour, and of the same
is the star Betelgeux which forms the north-east
angle of the Field of Orion, and which is identified by
some with Ardra, the sixth lunar mansion.
Viewing

colour

therefore the golden star Betelgeux to be the face, decorated
by the Sthfigara paint, of Sita, the Orion -Field, the origin
of the idea of our story may be due to the poetical fancy

that the Creator Prajapati made Sita's face as beautifully
A
golden as the Moon's dearest lady-love $raddhc i Rohiwi,

and that therefore the Moon was induced to love her also.
The three Vedas handed over to her is probably symbolised
by the same three stars of the Belt. Thus the starry form
of the

Moon

as the regent of the fifth mansion Mn'gasiras

forming part of Orion has two golden wives on either side
of him, Sraddha (Rohmi) to his west and Sita (Betelgeux)
The Moon's love is spiritual, as one lady is
to his east.

and the other the repository

Faith

of

the Vedas

of

Knowledge.
Sita,

the wife of

Ramayana.
(3)

Rama, seems to be identical with the
change she has undergone in the

Sita, in spite of the

Vedic

There are three indications

According

to

Rarn.

of the identity

UttarakancZa, sarga 17,

:

Sita

daughter of Brihaspati's son
Kusadhvaja, and she was named Vedavati because from
her father's Vedabhyasa or oral study of the Vedas she

was formerly Vedavati,

was born as

his

his (Vedic)

Vanmayi Kanya,

daughter. She sat in
But
to marry none but Vislmu.
hand on her. She threw herself
she would be born again and

Vak, Speech,

austere tapas, determined

itself as his

Ravana came and
into the
.

fire,

laid his

saying that

become the cause

of his

She was born as Rama's wife Sita, and Rarawa
having forcibly taken her away was killed by Rama.
Although Sita's father Savitn is changed into Kusadhvaja,
death.

her name Vedavati,

meaning one who has the Vedas,

indicates her identity with the Vedic Sita, the repository
of the three Vedas. Brihaspati himself, the Lord of words,
is

made

the grandfather of the

Vanmayi Kanya.
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Sita accompanies Rama in liis exile, substiher
royal dress and ornaments for the Ifira cloth of
tuting
a Tapasvini woman, she meets Anasuya, the wife of Rishi
(2)

When

and Auasuya decorates her with divine
ornaments and Angaraga, charming paint for her body.
Thus the incident of applying the paint is reproduced.

Atri, in the forest,

Sita is found as a treasure trove in the ground when
Janaka
King
Siradhvaja is ploughing his sacrificial ground.
are recited when preparing the sacriMantras
As the Sita
ficial ground, our Sita/s marvellous birth from that ground
(3)

indicates her to be the Yedic goddess herself.

does not follow that because the Yedic goddess is
reproduced in a changed manner in our Sita, her Yedic

But

it

husband, the Moon, is reproduced in our Rama. This
perhaps might have been, if the Vedic literature always
spoke of Sita as the wife of the Moon. But it is not the
case.

In Paraskara's

/Sakha of the

Gnhya

Sutra, belonging to the
certain

White Yajur-veda, are incorporated

Mantras for Sita-Yajna, sacrifice to Sita on the
and in them Sita is invoked as the wife of Indra thus

field,
:

"

In whose substance dwells the prosperity of all Yedic and
worldly works, Indra's wife Sita 1 invoke. May she not abandon
me in whatever work I do. Svaha.
"

Her, who rich in horses, rich in cows, rich in delight indefatigably supports living beings, Urvara (i.e., the field) who is wreathed
with threshing-floors, I invoke at this sacrifice, the firm One.
she not abandon me. Svaha."*

In the story of the Taitt.-Brahmawa, the

husband
Faith
martial

of

Sita looks like a pious

Moon

May

as the

Brahman devoted

to

and Knowledge.
is

said

Though he is King, nothing
about him. As Indra whom the Mantra

mentions as the husband of Sit&

is celebrated as a
great
warrior god of the Kshatriya class (vide Br.-ar-up. quoted
at p. 363 ante), and is phenomenally a solar hero, I think

that to be the reason

why

in the epic Sita's

husband Rama

* Sacred
Books of the East, Vol. XXIX., p. 334. This Mantra about
wife of Indra is referred to by Prof. Max Miiller in his

Sita being the
'

Lesson of Jupiter " in the Nineteenth Century for October 1885,

p. 641.
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the greatest warrior prince, the poet changing the mild
Vedic story into a thrilling one of martial exploits. In

is

several old legends Vislmu had

valorous

Indra

god, the

already become a most
Supreme Self Himself, helping even

in his battles against the

Asuras or Daityas,

and so

was easy for the poet to make his Rama an Awsa of
Yishmi Himself as a virtuous heroic man of the Kshatriya
it

class,

performing

many

and

superhuman

marvellous

poet lived in an age when the marvellous
was liked by the audience, and indeed this is not to be
wondered at when it was the fashion of poets to metamor-

exploits.

The

phose the heavenly bodies as actors on our earth.
As the Vedic story about Sita clearly deals with heavenly
bodies, with the

Sun

as her father

and the Moon as her

husband, and as, in order to be spoken of as the daughter
of. one
heavenly body and the wife of another, she too is
most likely a heavenly body like themselves, such as
the Orion-Field as

I have taken her to

be,

it

is

not I

think unreasonable to suppose that in the changed story of
her in the Ramaya?ia the poet has metamorphosed the

heavenly bodies as the actors here on our earth. I would
therefore take Sita of the epic to be either the golden star
Orion, or the golden star Rohini fancied to have been
taken out as a treasure trove from the Orion .Field, Rama
of

to

be the Sun and Ravawa the Moon, as between them

who is Msa&ara, nightFor
can
only apply poetically to the Moon.
prowler,
the sake of introducing war and victory, the poet has

the character of a Rakshasa

changed

Sita/s

husband

nally the gist of the

Rama comes
Sita;

into

Ramayawa

in conjunction

when the

the

Sun

is this

;

:

and phenomethe Sun

When

with the golden star he weds
in conjunction with her

Moon comes

full
at the beginning of the dark period,

Ravawa has

carried

her away; but when the Sun comes back to her at the
bright period, he kills the Moon Ravawa in the new

moon day phenomenon and

regains

his

wife.

This

is

of
simply analogous to the older stories about the robbery
Asura
called
an
Veda-$ruti by
Sankha, Somaka,
variously

T
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or Hayagriva, killing whom Vishnu gets
for the benefit of the world (vide pp. 135

In amplification of this main

back Veda-$ruti
140 ante).

idea several characters

and

incidents are introduced in order to serve the plot of the

Phenomenally some of those characters look like
varied personifications of the Moon, Orion, and other
to stand and act
objects in a kaleidoscopic manner so as
story.

under different aspects and relations to the SUD, such as
his brother, ally,

enemy, messenger or servant, &c.

Since the Vedic Sita

who

is

made

the heroine of the

a goddess of Vedic knowledge and acts, it is
Ramaya?ia
not improbable that the poet of the epic has concealed
Vedantic meanings in the contest for her. The work must
is

have originally been in a small scale and gathered several
new matters as time rolled on. Moreover, some of the
particulars and incidents may have been inserted merely
to give colour to the outward marvellous side of the story,

without any inner meaning in them. I confine myself to
referring to the main features of the epic, according to the
order of

its

seven Kawdas, with such observations as have

me in respect of the building of the story and
the probable esotery underlying it.

occurred to

THE

BiLA.KliV.DA.

In order to make the Vedic goddess of knowledge and
works act the part of a Kshatriya heroine on the earth,
it became
necessary for the poet to select a worthy Kshatriya line for her advent,

been made than the

who

is

fices

and knowledge

name

and no better

selection could

King Janaka

line of

of the

have

Videhas

celebrated in the Brih.-Ar.-Upanishad for his sacri-

of each

King

of

Brahman. Janaka became the titular
and it is Janaka Siradhvaja

of this line,

when ploughmeans
one who has
Siradhvaja
the plough-banner,' a fit name for the father of the Goddess
found in the Furrow. Her patronymic Janaki is from
a name of
Janaka, which name means father/ genitor

of this line that finds Sita as a treasure trove

'

ing his sacrificial ground.

'

(

;
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the

same import

as

Savitn',

the father

of

the Vedic

Sita Savitri.

Similarly the hero Rama who was to marry her had to
be made the son of another worthy royal line, the famous
line of the
solar
Ikshvakus, with their capital at

Ayodhya, the unconquerable
being

city.

This city was

fit

utilized with an esoteric significance attached to

for
it

by reason of the human body being called Ayodhya, the
nine-door-town of the Devas, in the Taifct.-Arawyaka, I.,

The Devas there mean the senses. Prom the
manner
in which Ayodhya becomes utterly uninstrange
habited at the end of Rama's earthly career, there is
27, 2.*

the probability of

being esoterically the body-town.
of Rama's father is Dasaratha, the ten-chariot-

The name

its

In this name there may be an allusion to the ten
being.
senses as vehicles. It is said of Dasaratha (as it is said of

some other fabulous kings of Purawic lore) that, though a
being, he assisted even the Devas in their battle

human

against the Asuras. This strange idea is likely to have
arisen esoterically in respect of the soul's assisting its
senses

Devas

in the battle against the internal enemies,

the bad inclinations.

According

to the

$at.-Brahma%a the

Prawas, senses, perform austerity as Zfa'shis and become one
united Purusha called Prajapati before the latter becomes

and according to the Brahmanas the Son God Rudra is born only after Prajapati
the Creator

(p.

33,

ante),

performs ausberity (Vol., I. pp. 484, 485). Similarly, to
Dasaratha pining for children Vislmu's Amsa Rama is

born as son only on the performance of a great sacrifice in
which the holy JSwyasnnga himself (vide pp. 143 147 ante
about his wonderful story) performs a special

rite.

From

a divine being springs up and presents
a pot of payasa, food of milk, by eating which Dasaratha's
three wives Kausalya, Kaikeyi and Sumitra conceive and

the sacrificial

fire

give birth the first to Rama, the second to Bharata, and
the third to the twin sons Lakshma?ia and /Satrughna, all

these four sons being the
*

'

Amsas

of Vislwu.

Ashd&akra uayadvara Devauam pur Ayodhya.'
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much favour with our

not in

$astras.

therefore rich in good affectionate brothers.
Of the twin brothers Lakshmawa becomes the companion of
is

Rama, and /Satrughna

When

of Bharata.

a great

or minister, is called even in this age,
prince
Moon, in the panegyrics of our learned Paucftts, we

near the truth

if

we say

Rama

is

of the

man,

Sun

or

may be

good old brothers that
Moon, and

the Sun, Bharafca the

phenomenally
Lakshmawa and $atrughna the Asvins, the brotheiiiness of
day and night, the one attending upon the Sun as daylight,
the other upon the Moon as moonlight or as
shines well in the night.

The boys grow
training in

Agni who

up, and as soon as they have had their

archery,

Zfo'shi

Visvamitra comes and begs

Dasaratha to lend him the services of

Rama

for protecting

from the obstructions of the Rakshasas.

his sacrifice

family priest Vasishifoa himself supports the petition,

The
and

when Rama

is permitted to
go, Lakshmawa also goes with
Visvamitra's hermitage, Siddhasrama, is somewhere
between Ayodhya and Mithila, the capital of the country

him.

of Sita/s father.

The stories told by Visvamitra to the two princes about
the places through which he conducts them appear to be
old Sfchala-purawa-like legends that had already gathered
themselves about them.

They

are not connected with the

plot of the Ramaya?ia.

Visvamitra presents to

Rama

as a

fit

person to receive

them two Vidyas, knowledges, called Bala and Atibala,
daughters of the god Pitamaha, and capable of putting an
end to hunger and thirst. Esoterically, they may be taken to
mean the strength of mind to withstand the hunger and
In Sig-veda III., 53, 1 8, the Rishi of
Visvamitra, he prays to Iiidra for bala, strength,

thirst of desires.

which

is

repeating the word four times. From this may have arisen
in the subsequent time the idea that he obtained strength
as the two Vidyas in question, doubling

and

thirst,

51

it

to

meet hunger
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.

On

the

way a

terrible

Rakshas!

woman named

Taiaka or

TacZaka attacks the princes. She was formerly a Yaksha
woman, but as she and her son Marifca went to beat Rishi

Agastya, the latter cursed them to become Rakshas, demons.
Rama kills her. He knows that woman-killing is reprehensible

;

yet he does

it

as Visvamitra says

it

ought to be done

in this case for the protection of the good.

Esoterically,

woman whom

every knower ought to kill, and
she is Avidya. I would take Tafaka to be Avidya.
Agastya is the star Canopus, the ornament of the southern
there

is

a

Our ancient people fancied the South as the region
sky.
of the Rakshasas.
Hence the myth that Tatfaka became
a Rakshasi by offending the

celestial fi'ishi of the South.

On reaching Siddhasrama Visvamitra sits to his sacrifice,
but Taaka's son Marifca comes to destroy it. Rama discharges at him an arrow which carries and hurls him down
He then kills Subahu and other Rakshasa
into the sea.

Mari&a, though put into the sea,
he is and why he is spared now will
become clear further ou in the Ara^yakarw^a. Visvamitra's

followers of Marifea.

does not die.

sacrifice is

Who

then completed.

As soon as it is completed, Visvamitra starts with other
Eishis and the two princes to see King Janaka's sacrifice and
to

show

to

Raina the huge bow kept by Jauaka

to test the

strength of the suitors to the hand of his daughter Sita.
Visvamitra is well utilized for taking Rama to Sita. In

the legends older than the Rama/yawa, he had become
famous as the Kshatriya king that became a Brahman
jR'ishi

by his own merit, and as the reputed author of the

sacred Savitri Gayatri (Rv. III. 62, 10). He is thus
a worthy ./S/ishi to conduct our Kshatriya hero to

Janaki, who,

we have

seen,

is

the Vedic goddess

Savitri changed into the spiritual daughter of the house of
another Kshatriya king famed in the Upanishads for his
sacrifices

and knowledge

of

Brahman.

Rama's protecting Visvamitra's

sacrifice

The incidence
from

its

of

enemies

seems to be introduced in ordsr to show that
only a
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Kshatriya youth

who was

able to protect the good from the

bad was deserving of the hand of

Sita.

As Visvamitra and

the princes are nearing Mithila they
a beautiful forest now uninhabited. It had
pass through
belonged to Rishi Gotama whose wife Ahalya was living
there in an invisible state, divorced

by her husband.

But

advent of Rama, she becomes pure again and regains
her form as the most splendrous Tapasvini woman. The
at the

salute

princes

her

and pass on,

after

receiving

her

hospitality, and she has the happiness of rejoining her
husband.

The story

of Indra's seduction

of

Ahalya

is

an old

one born as a riddle from the Subrahmawya Mantras.
The inner meaning of the so-called seduction I have tried
the Essay on Ahalya in Vol I. In that
intended to be read as Aha-lya or
story Ahalya
Ahal-ya. Here she should be read as A-halya, as indeed
to explain in

is

she

is

read so in Earn. VII. 80.

As A-halya she

signifies

the unploughed forest land, the goddess of which is praised
in Ei'g-veda X. 146 as Arawyani, who in subsequent lan-

guage is Vanadevafca, the nymph of the forest. She is fancied
to be Bishi's wife, as the -Rishi performs his tapas in the
This

forest.

nymph

is

of the forest scenery.

Rama

a mental abstraction of the beauty
But when such a beautiful hero as

passing through the forest, the poetical fancy is as
though the nymph assumed form in order to welcome him.
On his way to Sita who is the damsel found in the Furrow
is

and residing in Janaka's town, our Rama
necessarily passes through the country and its forest
Such is the happy
scenery, greeted by the forest nymph.
or cultivated land

touch the poet gives to Ahalya of the older story. That
story must have existed in legends separately without any

mixture of Rama's meeting Ahalya, until

it

was remodelled

in the epic so as to receive that incident.

Visvamitra then arrives at the

sacrificial

place of Janaka,

very hospitably received. He introduces the princes
to him and gets the huge bow to be brought out for being

and

is
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handled by Rama.

Thousands of Kshatriyas had

vain even to

lift it

was the bow

It

up.

the god of

of

Eudra

tried in

himself,

destruction of
gods (Devadeva^).
Daksha's sacrifice Eudra had that bow, and he threatened

In the

the Devas to thrash them with

it

because they would not

allow him any bhaga, share, in the sacrificial oblations,

but they propitiated him, and then the bow was deposited
with King Devarata, a remote ancestor of Janaka, and

remained in the family as a heirloom.
of the large

number

To the amazement

of the Kshatriya princes present in

Eama very easily holds the bow in the
middle, strings it and breaks it in the act of pftrawa (setting the arrow at the bowstring and drawing it so as to
the tournament,

make the bow bend

Janaka becomes exceedingly

(?) ).

glad at his finding a worthy husband for Sita.
This huge bow of Eudra requires a word of explanation.
The story about the destruction of Daksha's sacrifice seems

Vedic legends about the Pravargya
the
ceremony (vide
Essay on Pravargya in Vol. I). AccordMan stands with his bow defying the
to
Sacrifice
them,
ing
to have arisen from

Devas, but the white ants gnaw'the bow string, and the bow
springs and carries off the head of Sacrifice. The Taitt.-

Arawyaka, I. 5, in identifying Sacrifice Man with Eudra,
says about the bow that one end of it extended to the sky
and the other rested on the earth, that this stringless bow
called Indradhanus, is seen in the (rainbow) colours of the

rain cloud, and that
that the

huge bow

phenomenally,

when the Sun

is

it is

of

the Sun,

is in

Eudra's bow.

It is thus clear

Eudra handled by ,Eama, who,
is

the rainbow, which

is

formed

the east or west with the rain cloud

opposite to him, and therefore the fancy is as if the Sun is
holding it to his front with his outstretched hand. Eudra,

the Vedic Son God, is the celebrated bowman in the Vedas,
and the object of making our young hero Eama handle

Eudra's bow

is

to extol

him as a second Eudra, or as even
The soon melting rainbow

surpassing him by breaking it.
may well be fancied as broken.
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as R&ma wins SHa by wielding Rudra's bow,
sends
a message to Dasaratha, who in due time
Janaka
with
his
other sons Bharata and $atrughna, and the
arrives

As soon

marriage of

all his

being wedded

four sons takes place in Mithila",

to Sita,

Lakshmana

to

TJrmiZa,

Rama

another

daughter of Janaka, and Bharata and $atrughna to MancZavi
and S'rutakirti, the daughters of Janaka's younger brother
Kusadhvaja.

Taking his sons and daughters-in-law Dasaratha journeys
back to Ayodhya. But to his dismay on the way Rama Jamadagnya of Bhngu's line, the famous Brahman warrior that

had annihilated the Kshatriya class, comes with Vishnu's
bow and opposes R&ma, telling him a story about it and
Rudra' s bow. Visvakarman manufactured two bows of equal
In
strength, one for Rudra and the other for Vishnu.
order to test the relative strength of these gods, the Devas
brought about discord between them and they fought. By
the war-cry of Vishnu Rudra became inert and his bow

yawned (jnmbhitam) (with a crack). Vishnu was thus
found to be stronger. Rudra in anger made over his bow
to Devarata, the ancestor of Sita's father Janaka, and
thenceforward

it

remained with the Janakas, while Vishnu's

bow remained with the Bhargavas because Vishnu gave
it to Rama
Jamadagnya's grandfather Rikika. With this
story, this Rama, who is otherwise known as Parasu-Rama
or

Rama

of the bafctle-axe, challenges our

Rama

thus

'
:

I

heard of your breaking that bow. Here is this bow of
Vishnu. Take it in accordance with the excellent dharma
or usage of a warrior

and wield

it.

If

you can do so I

give you (the honour of) a duel with me '. Our
Rama handles the bow very easily and sets the arrow to it,
shall

Rama becomes quite inert and powerhim Vishnu himself. He should not
and
in
less,
recognises
stay long on the earth presented by him to Kasyapa (p. 357
ante), but as he has now become inert (and unable to go
seeing which the other

his place himself), Rama discharges the arrow, and
the other Rama is shot back through the sky to his

back to
with

it

place

Mount Mahendra.
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that this story did not form part of the
original plot of the Ramayawa. Even if this was the case
the addition must have been made not long afterwards.
It

may be

In the two epics in their present form the story of ParasuRama as the annihilator of the Kshatriyas is treated as an
ancient one. This story of the meeting of the two llamas

seems to

have been

invented in

to

order

extol

our

Kshatriya hero as having- made even the Kshatriyantaka
"Rama quite powerless. The latter had become famous in
the older legends as the disciple of Rudra himself in

Dhanurveda, obtaining from him his battle-axe and other
Rudra is
weapons, and our hero is made to eclipse him.
a
having the cutting battle-axe,
name applied to Parasu-Rama also, because, it is said, he
obtained the same axe from Rudra.* But as a riddle
be taken to mean one who has the
called "KhancZaparasu,

Khanekparasu may
broken axe or weapon, a meaning which would apply well
if the
weapon broken is taken to be a bow, thereby making

Rudra Khaw^adhanus.

may be from

It

upon Rudra's name Khawcfoparasu that
that he got his bow cracked.

play like this
the story arose

a

THE AYODHYl-KAtfDA.

As stated in the preamble
marrying Sita means his

(p.

398

ante), the

Sun Rama's

coming in conjunction with

But that conjunction cannot last long.
hands of the full Moon Ravawa.
To say that Ravaua besieged and took Ayodhya and
carried away Sita would not be appropriate in respect
'
of our hero of the solar line and of his
Unconquerable

the golden star.
Sita

must

fall

into the

'

Therefore the plot

capital.

is

to exile

Rama

to the wild

Vindhya range and there make an opportufor
Ravana's
nity
carrying away Sita by stealth.

jungles of the

The

exile is

brought about thus

:

King Dasaratha makes

preparation for installing his popular
*

first

son

Rama

as

KhawcZaparasu in the Vish?m-Sahasranama is explained by SamkaraSatrunam khandanat khandah. parasur asyeti JamadagnyaMrya thus
.

'

:

knter

iti

Khawdaparasu7i, Sivo v&

'
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Bharata, the stepbrother of Rama, is absent at
the time, having gone with $atrughna to his maternal uncle
Asvapati of the Kekayas in the west. At the instiga-

Yuvaraja.

tion of
of

Kubja

Bharata's

Manthara, a wicked ugly maidservant
mother Kaikeyi, the latter goes to her

alias

husband the King, and asks him to
Tapasa
her

the

to

own

for

jungle

son.

exile

Rama

as a

fourteen years and install
she had accompanied her

Formerly
husband to the war of the Devas against the Asuras, and
had nursed him and saved his life when he lay wounded
Highly pleased with her he had offered
she
boon
might choose, and she had said that
grant any
it
at
choose
some future time. She reminds
would
she
the
and
him of his promise,
poor old man feels compelled to
grant her wish, as, notwithstanding his anger and sorrow,
she is firm in binding him to his word. Rama gladly con-

and almost dead.
to

sents,

as

is his

it

duty

carry out his father's

to

word.

Refusing to stay behind, and clad as a Tap'asvini woman,
in charity, his noble wife
giving away much of her jewelry
Sifca

accompanies him. His affectionate brother Lakshmawa

also goes, permitted

says to

him

e
:

My

by his mother, the good Sumitra, who
darling

thy father, Sita as myself,

go gladly, regarding Rama as
and the wilderness as Ayodhya/
!

Rama's poor mother Kausalya is overwhelmed with grief,
but she has to put up with it, and she showers her choicest
blessings upon him at the time of parting.
Broken-hearted Dasaratha dies shortly afterwards. Bharata and $atrughna return from the Kekaya country.

Kaikeyf s solicitude and exertion on behalf of her son was in
vain. She had counted without the host, for Bharata stoutly
refuses to be installed,

and goes with almost

all

the popu-

Ayodhy& to Rama
come back and be installed, now that the King had
died.
Rama happens to be at that time at the hill of
Kitrakuia, the forests of which contain the hermitages of

lation of

him

in the forest in order to induce

to

many

Etshis, including Valmiki, the future author of the

Ramayawa,
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On

the

way Bharata makes a

halt at the hermitage of

Eishi Bharadvaja, who, by the power of his tapas or
austerity, creates a sumptuous dinner for him and for the
host of his followers,

and serve

tlie

By

his will Apsaras

nymphs come

food.

even before the story of the Ramayawa arose,
place had come to be looked upon
as the sacred place of Rishi Bharadvaja on the way to
It is likely that

a

Kiirakuta,.

In the case of Bharata, the son of $akuntala

and the ancestor of the Bharata line of kings in which
the Pandavas and Kauravas are born, we have it stated in
the Mahabharata that he was named Bharata because the
heavenly voice told his father Dushyanta to (admit him as his
son and) maintain him (bharasva).* This is simply a play
upon Bharata as bhrita means fed, maintained. Similarly
our Bharata

is

fed and Bharadvaja

is

his feeder in

miraculous manner, because Bharadvaja means
provides food/

Rama
with

all

'

a

one who

is most
grieved to hear of his father's death, but
the entreaties of Bharata and the priests, including

the family priest Vasish/ia, he refuses to return before the
expiry of the term of the exile prescribed by his father.

On

the other hand Bharata also refuses to be installed

king, and he goes back carrying on his head a pair of
Rama's shoes, which he places on the throne and carries on
the administration in

Tapasa

like

till

name, he himself becoming a

Rama, and staying

in the outskirts
city

its

of

Ayodhya,
Rama's return.

Let us make the Moon

for

Nandigrama, a place
he would not enter the

at

illustrate this.

The Moou, placing

on his head the padas, rays, literally feet, of the Sun as if
they are the Sun's paduke or shoes, carries on the govern-

ment

in the night during the absence of the Sun.
Night
has fallen over the kingdom of Ayodhya in the absence of

its rightful heir

Rama.
* Vol.

I. p, 82.
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quiet of the Z&shis of Kitrakuia having been dis-

turbed by the noise and bustle of Bharata's army of followers, and not liking to .be found out and pressed again to

Ayodhya before the term

return to

Rama

of the exile,

leaves Kitrakuta, and goes to the hermitage of Rishi Atri
f
and pays his respects to him. Atri's wife Anasuya, she
who is free from envy/ admires the steadfast love and

devotion of Sita to her husband, and decorates her with
divine ornaments

and Angaraga, the charming paint

for

adapted from the Yedic
body.
story as already explained. There Father Prajapati decorates
her.
Here, most appropriately, the matron Anasuya, famed
This decoration of Sita

in the older

is

legends for her sanctity, decorates our young

heroine.

THE AEAtfYA.KltfDA.
Tn order to protect the Rishis of Da?i^akarawya in the
South from the ravages of the Rakshasas infesting it,
Rama goes to the jungle of that place. At the outset he
is

encountered by Viradha, a Rakshasa of huge body, who
Sita and tries to run away with her.

catches hold of

Attacked by

Rama and Lakshmana, he

away with them on
limbs

one

branches)

his shoulders.

by one
and

kill

(like

men on

him.

leaves her, but runs

But they cut
a tree lopping

Viradha,

it

is

off his
off

its

was the

said,

Jaya (victory) and
mother $atahrada (lightning), but he was cursed by his
king Vaisravana to become a Rakshasa because he sought

Ghandharva Tumburu, son

of father

the company of the Apsaras

pleasure always in

nymph

Rambha.

As among other

things radha means success,

Vi-radha

may be the personification of non-success, overcome by
Rslma as a foretoken of his success in ridding Dawc?akarawya
'
of its Rakshasas.
But if Viradha is ' non-success or 'the
3

contrary to success,

how

called the son of victory
52

?

can he be, at the same time,

The

prefix vi applied to a

noun
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or adjective expresses not only

the negation,

but also

sometimes the intensity or greatness, of what the noun or
adjective means. Thus Vi-radha is capable of two contrary
meanings, which, nevertheless, would meet, if we suppose
'
the poet to have looked upon 'non -success
or 'the
contrary to success'
'

great success

when conquered and

3

killed

to

the son of victory, conquered,

itself,

be
i.e.,

won, like the game shot in the chase.

of

In the forests of DamZakarawya Rama visits many R'ishis,
whom those that are mentioned particularly are $ara-

bhanga (who throws himself into the fire and departs to
Heaven as soon as he sees Kama), Sutikshna, and Agastya's
Brother,* and lastly Agastya himself, from whom Rama
obtains

many

divine missiles.

As Agastya has been made

Star Canopus, the ornament of the
southern sky, he is localised in ever so many places to the
south of Aryavarta.

the regent of the

A strange

thing seen in Dawcfekararcya is the lake called
PanMpsaras, the lake of the Five Apsaras nymphs,
lured by whom a Muni named Maftcakarm created this lake
by the powers of his tapas. It has a submerged pleasure
house, in which he is enjoying the company of the Five

Nymphs,
the water
the

the sound of whose sweet music coming out from
is

Muni

heard by Rama, though they themselves and

are invisible.

It is said that the

Devas Agni

and others sent these nymphs to tempt the Muni and put
an end to his tapas, the intensity of which had made them
ill

This Panfcapsaras

at ease.

senses, the

same which

is

may be

the lake of the five

otherwise called Pan/sasrotombu

in the $vetasvatara-upanishad

I. 5.

The outer meaning

of

the Muni's being submerged in the water of the desires of
the senses being plain, there may be an inner meaning

indicating that the Muni, withdrawing his senses
from the outer world, has employed them all to sing the

also,

* His

name

is

not given, so that from this facb Agastya's Brother has
<

become proverbial as the Nameless,
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the Self, concealed in the lake of

his heart.

The place where Rama makes

temporary abode in

his

Pan/cavaii (the place of the Five Vaia
Dawdakararaya
the
banks
of the Pampa,* either a lake or a part
trees), on
is

the river Grodavaii itself which

of

near

;

Rama s

abode.

is

mentioned as being

Like Panfeapsaras, Panfcavaii also may

have some esoteric meaning.

In a part of Daw^akarawya called Janasthana there
a

colony of

is

Rakshasas, the chief of whom is Khara, a
This colony of Rakshasas belongs to

cousin of Havana.

Ravawa, the Rakshasa king of Lanka. One day the ugly
Rakshasi woman $urpawakha, she who has winnow-like big
'

nails/ the sister of
ful

woman

(for the

Ravawa, assumes the form of a beautiRakshasas are credited with power to

assume any form they

like),

goes to Pan&avaii and asks the

Rama and Lakshmana,

lovely Kshatriya princes,
her.
They of course reject her,

and

to

marry
and

as she gets angry

goes in her own terrible form to beat them, Lakshmana disfigures her. In that state she goes to Khara, who sends fourteen powerful Rakshasas, but they are all killed by Rama.
Then Khara himself sets out with his generals Dushawa

and Trisiras and an army of fourteen thousand Rakshasas,
but they are all killed by Rama singly, while Sita witnesses
the battle from a cave guarded by Lakshmawa. Pleased
with the valour of her husband Sita embraces him.

Rakshasa

A

named

Akampana, meaning the swift wind,
carries the news of the destruction of the colony to Ravawa,
and $urpanakha also goes

to him.

Hearing from her the

matchless beauty of Sita, Ravawa matures his plan of
carrying her away from Rama.
Jana-sthana, the place of the tribe, race, or people, is a
name applied to the colony of the Rakshasas.
Whatever the fabulous Pan&a-janas, the five tribes, of the

curious

meant, that

name came

*This seems to be formed
that

it is

'

like the

Pampa, drunk and

drunk.'

to

be

utilized esoterically

word Gaiiga.

Its Water

is

so sweet
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For instance, in Act VIII. of the
Mn/eMakatika drama it is said that the Pawfca-janas, the
woman, and the E&nd&la. should be killed. There, as

in the subsequent time.

explained by the commentator, the Five Janas mean the
senses, the woman Avidya, and the K&ndala, the Ahamkara,

egoism or pride. Esoterically, the forest of Danckkaranya
as the place of both the Rishis and the Rakshasas should,
I think,

be located

in the

mind

or heart itself, the place of

both the good and bad inclinations, the latter molesting
the former. Even there the Knower like the Brahman

Muni

of Panfeapsaras finds his

secret place of spiritual

calm and joy by withdrawing himself from the sensual
world. This is victory won in a quiet manner, whereas
the same Knower, pictured as the Kshatriya hero
wins his victory in a martial maunei

Rama,

1

.

Here, it

is

necessary to see who Ravana is from the esoteric
He and the god Kubera Vaisrava?ia are

point of view.

brothers, being the sons, by different wives, of the Brahman
Kubera is the god of wealth and the lord

E'ishi Visravas.

of Grandharvas, Yakshas, Kiunaras,

and

others.

His place

in the Himalayas to the north of India.
Alaka
sometimes spoken of as the lord of the Rakshasas
is

This idea
II.

are

1

3, in

may have

He

is

also.

arisen from the Taitt.-Mantraprasna,

which the Kauberakas, the followers of Kubera,

described as urged by

Raksho-Raja,

King

of

the

Rakshasas, spoken
Brahmawas-putra, the son of a
'
'
Brahman, and as saying to them, Kill these (ineu) ;
'
Take these (men).' The Uttaraka^^a says that Kubera
of as

formerly reigned at Lanka, but that Ravama drove him
out, snatched his Pushpaka-vimana, a wonderful convey-

ance capable of going in the sky at will, and became the
king of Lanka. This idea of VaLsrava^a as having an

must have been worked out from the

inimical brother

Taitt.-Arawyaka L, 30. Vaisravawa, it is said there, has
Maya Tvashiri (created by, or daughter of, Tvashin). He
is

Rajadhiraja Maharaja, the great king of kings, and

Kamesvara, lord of desires, bestowing the objects of desire,
wealth and food to his supplicants. He is said to have his
,
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town on Sudarsana, Kraun&a and Mainaga mountains.
this carious saying about his brother

comes

Tas

te

Then

:

vighabuko bhrata

mamanbarhndaye sriba/i,
tasma imam agrapmdam juhoti,
sa

me

'rbhan

That hurbf ul brobher
is

may

this firsb piwda-offering;

It looks as

developed

Kubera

if

ma

of bhine

vivadhib.

who

my

hearb, bo

him

objecbs.

is

made

rival

terrible

and made

Vaisrava?ia,

while Vaisravana

my

the aforesaid hurtful brother has been

Ravana as a

into

lurks wiblun

he nob desbroy

brother

of

exclusively

Rakshoraja
king of only the

to shrink into a

G-andbarvas, Yakshas, and others. The terrible lordship
over the R/akshasas goes away from him appropriately to
his Vigh.atu.ka or hurtful brother,

shown

tion is

and

their

mutual opposi-

in their localities also, for while Kubera's

place is on the Himalayas at one end of India in the north,
the place provided for Ravawa is the island of Lanka at the
other end in the south.

Both Vaisravana and Ravawa are considered to be patronymics derived from Visravas alias Visravarta and
Havana.*Ravawa means the crier or maker of noise.
;
The Pauranik view is that Rava?ia is both 'the crier
and
one who makes the world cry
(Ravawo lokathe
former
there
is a
About
ravawa/i).
meaning
story in
the UttarakawcZa to the effect that when Ravawa lifted up
Mount Kailasa in order to hurl down the god $iva from
'

'

it,

the latter became so weighty that the mountain sat

down again imprisoning Rava?ia's hands under
he had to cry for a long time in praise of $iva

it,

so that

before his

hands were released. t
* Under
ftaghuvamsa X. 48 Mallinatha explains the name of Rava?ia fchus
VisravasaTi

apatyam puman

iti

vigrahe

Rava-n-aTi.

:

VisravaTisabdab siva-

dibvad ani Visravaso Visravana-Rava?iavity antargaa-sutrena Visrava/isab-

dasya vrittivishaye ravawadese Ravana
t About Kailasaj
V. 53,

1,

Marufcs,

fern,

kilasi,

where Prof. Max

and puts the query

iti

siddham.

of kilasa, occurs once in the Eig-veda,

Mu'ller takes it to
:

" Does
Kailasa

mean

the spotted deer of the

come from the same source

In the
subsequent Sanskrit, kilasa has come to

mean

leprous,

?

"

Is this
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Be
in

this as

the,

heart

to represent

it

is

may, Vaisravana's hurtful brother lurking
most likely to have been utilized in the epic

esoterically the

demon

of

root of the Samsaric state, of which the

be the

Kama,

Moon

Desire, the
is

fancied to

lord, for there is the TJpanishadic idea of the

Path

Sun and onwards from which there is no
Light
return to Samsara, and of the Path of Smoke leading to
the Moon from whom the soul is hurled down for rebirth
over and over. In that idea the Sun and Moon, the lords
to the

of

and night, must be taken to be used as metaphors
for knowledge, righteousness and the sinless path on the

of day

one hand, and for ignorance, selfishness and the path of
sin on the other.
Thus Ravana, the metamorphosis of the

Moon, seems to represent Kama. He is Dasagriva, having
ten heads, which probably represent the ten indriyas,

To suit the ten heads he has twenty shoulders,
no
doubt for grasping the objects of his desire.
required
His wife, as written in the Madras copies, is MawtZodari
senses.*

(having a belly full of creams ?), but, as written in the
Calcutta copies, Maudodari, having a big belly. But this
ugliness suggested by the name is negatived by the
owing to the white spots of leprosy making one suffering from it spotted ?
But the Vafcaspatya derives Kailasa from kelasa, crystal, to which the
snow-clad mountain seems to have been likened. But among other things
the Sun

is

a form of the god Siva.

The clouds

in the sky are either his

riding bull or his crystalline mountain on high, a steller counterpart of
which may be fancied in the Milky Way. If, as I have thought, Rava-rca

the Moon, the phenomenon of his encountering the Sun can only happen
on the new moon day. On that day, according as the poet fancies, the

is

Moon is either

killed or punished

by the Sun in some manner or other.

On

that day all the rays or hands of the Moon are locked up under the Sun and
not visible to us, and the fancy is as though the Moon tried to hurl down

the Sun from his high place in the sky, but had his hands locked up.
*

VedantaJcarya, one of the ablest Pandits of Rarnanuja's school, quotes
works this verse about Ravawa

in one of his

:

Dasendriyananam ghoram yo manorajani&aram
Vivekasarajalena

samam

nayati yoginam.

This means that Ravama represents mind as the Rakshasa

rajani/cara,

as his heads.
prowling in the night (of ignorance), and having the ten senses
Him Rama kills with his arrows of wisdom for the benefit of the Yogins.
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This riddle
description of her as a very beautiful woman.
that
she
mean
is beautiful to her husband, but
may
ugly

She may be taken to represent Maya alias
Prakriti, for the UttarakawcZa makes her the daughter of
Maya, the fabulous architect of the Asuras, and her mother
to the

is

knower.

the Apsaras

nymph Hema.*

of the eight directions,

several beautiful

and has,

Rava?ia conquers the gods
in addition to Mandodari,

women brought from

all

parts of the

world for his pleasure.
Therefore,

amorous demon Ravawa, hearing the

this

matchless beauty

of Sita

lays his plan of carrying her

away by deceit, for he feels he cannot face her heroic
husband who singly destroyed the Rakshasasof Janasthana.
On the part of Rama also his work is not finished
by the destruction of Ravana's force at Jauasthana. By
destroying them he has simply lopped off a tree which
is capable of sprouting again, having its root deep in the
ground. That root is Rava?ia, located in his sea-girt island,
the most difficult place for access in the sea of the heart or

mind,

many

times more inaccessible than a jungle like

Daizcfakarawya, for

Kama

is

an enemy who

is

Durasada,
be approached or overtaken (Grita III., 43).
In the older legends the Asuras are stated to hide themdifficult

to

selves in the

waters of the sea, come out unawares, and

molest the Devas.

It is simply as a variation of this idea

that a sea-girt island

is

made

the

except Lanka or Ceylon there is
king like him.

home

Ravana, and
no island near India fit
of

for the location of a

We

saw in the Balakawda that the Rakshasa Marifca

It is now
shot into the sea by Rama's arrow did not die.
of
uncle
Ravana.
maternal
He is a
revealed that he is the

master of disguises and has become a Tapasa at a place
called Gokama.
In spite of his unwillingness to come in
contact with Rama's arrow again, he
*

The Agasbya-Ramayana,

I

am

is

prevailed upon by

given to understand, makes Mandodari

the adopted daughter of Maya, but the real daughter of Manduki.

must have been suggested as a myth from the word

This

ma?io!a in Mandodari.

'
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Ravawa

to

assume the form of a fascinating deer whose

is dazzling with precious stones.
Seeing this deer, Sita
wishes to ha.ve it caught or killed, so that she might preserve
Rama says that the animal
its precious skin as a curiosity.

skin

a Rakshasain disguise; but still as Sita repeats her
wish, he hunts it, leaving Lakshmana to guard Sita. The
deer runs now close to Rama and anon far off, so that he is

may be

away to a great distance, and when at last he shoots
down in its own huge Rakshasa form and dies cry'
Alas Lakshmawa
out
Alas
Sita
ing
Hearing this,
Sita fears that Rama himself is in danger, and in spite of

lured

it, it falls

'

:

!

!

!

!

Lakshmana's unwillingness, she

to

the succour of Rama.

of

insists upon his going
Ravawa takes that opportunity

her being alone, assumes the form, of

an

ascetic,

begs for

alms, gets it, and then revealing his own form, carries her
away by force in a chariot flying in the sky. The brothers
come back to grieve over her loss, and search for her in

vain in the neighbourhood.
Marifca seems to be the personification of vishaya-mrigatn'shna, the mirage or illusion of the senses, and of

And

deceit.

this

Marina cornes

in the

form

of the

Mn'ga

or deer, evidently because the mirage is called MngatnsVma
and Marifcika. * The mirage deludes the thirsty deer, and

loving

it

farther and farther

tn'slma, thirst, of the

is

mnga.

as

To

it

were the never allayed

suit the idea of

after the illusion of the sensual objects,

it is

hunting

exhibited as

the mirage deer Marina.

There

also

may

be a concealed meaning in

Mari&n/s

Grokarna means the cow's ear; and as go
and bhu, the earth, are synonymous, and as Vasudhasrotra,
the ear of the earth, is a name of Valmika, the anthill, f
place Grokarwa.

the so-called Tapasvin of Grokaroa

is

indicated to be the

venomous, crooked-going (jihmaga) snake of deceit hiding
in the anthill, f
* Mari7ka

is

from

marifei,

ray, for the

mirage

is

produced by the

action of the solar rays on the sand.

f There are sacred places called

under the na'me of Gokarwesvara.

Gokama having Sivalinga worshipped
There Gokarwa must have had some
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Phenomenally, the deer Marifca hunted and killed by
Rama may be the Orion-deer, as the Ramayana likens the
deer to the Nabhas&ara

Taramnga or Starry Deer moving
The Ramopakhyana also (Mahabharata, Arawyaparvan, adh. 277) likens Rama hunting the deer to Rudra
hunting the Taramnga. When that Deer is killed, and
when the golden star Sita rises beliacally on her way
to the acronycal point, the Moon Ravawa has carried her
in the sky.

away.

At the dastardly
of the forest over

act of

Ravana

all

the beasts and birds

which Sita had spread peace by her

angelic presence are put to fright, running madly in the
is being carried
away. Even

same direction in which she

they are touched by her cries, and among them there is at
one creature that can overtake and attack Ravawa

least

even in the aerial path in which his chariot is going.
That
creature is a huge G-ndhra, eagle, called Jatayus or Jaiayu.
intensify his interest and sympathy for Rama
that he was the friend of Rama's father and had

To

it is

said

made

his

home in a Vaa tree near Pan&avai, and that Rama and Sita
had made his acquaintance. When Ravawa is carrying
away Sita, this eagle opposes him and fights with him, but
falls down
mortally wounded, lingering until Rama happens
to come there and learns from his broken words and
gestures that the
south.

Rama

enemy has

carried

away

Sita towards the

performs the cremation ceremony over the

other esoteric meaning than the abode of the real serpent.

Likening the

flame of Agni to the ant-hill, Agni is iu it like a hissing serpent (pp. 330,
331 ante).
Likwise, in the case of Vishwi's bed-serpent Sesha and Siva's
serpents with which as

Nagabhushawa he has adorned himself, there may

be some concealed meaning. In the Sarpabali Mantras, Taitt.-Sam, IV. 2, 8,
the serpents are said to be in the solar rays also (ye va Suryasya rasmishu
This seems to be due to the fancy
tebhyafo sarpebhyo nama/i).
that the rasmis, ropes, rays, of the

The Sun

is

Sun are as

it

were the rope -like snakes.
he is the abode of

called Valmika, Ant-hill, evidently because

the rays likened to snakes (vide note on p. 121 of Vol. I.). The Sun is
imbedded in his rays, or is adorned by them, and both Vishnu and Siva

have the Sun as one of their forms or stations.

may have been a

Therefore, Gokarmesvara

representation of the Upanishadic Purusha in the Sun,

the Supreme Self of Light, Knowledge.
53
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and thereby makes his soul go
then leaves the place with Lakshmana in

of his father's friend

body

He

to heaven.

search of Sita.

Further on

in the

Kishkimdha-kandla, when Sampati the
up in order to help the

elder brother of Jatfayu turns

Vanaras

to discover Sifca, a

the previous

we

life

remarkable story is told about
and that story,

of these brother eagles,

and Sampati

to

be

Budha (Mercury) and $ukra (Venus),
$ukra and Bnhaspati (the planet Jupiter). The fancy

or

as

shall see there, indicates Jaiayu

respectively either

Ravawa seems

Jaiayu's encounter with
this

away

the Mtoon as the regent of Mngasirasis carrying
the heliacally rising Sita to the acronycal point, Jaiayu,

is

either

Budha

Moon

whom

or $ukra, both of

moving near the Sun,
the

be phenomenally

When

:

who

to

of

is

are planets

fancied to have tried to prevent

in vain.

Passing on to the jungle called Kraunfrarawya, Rama and
Lakshmawa meet with a hideous Rakshasi woman named

Ayomukhi
darkness.

(iron-faced) in a

mountain gorge enveloped in
and drives her away.

Lakshtnawa disfigures

She probably represents Night.
Further on they

fall into

named Kabandha with

his

the clutches of a huge Rakshasa

head and mouth in his chest and

with very long arms with which he would catch the object
of his prey by a sweep and put them into his belly.
They
cut off his arms, whereupon he says to them that he was as
beautiful as the Sun, Moon, and Indra, and^ obtained

longevity from the god Pitamaha, that in a fight with
Indra the latter jammed his head down into his chest, and
that as he molested a Rishi

named

Sthulasiras, he

was

cursed by him to be a Rakshasa until he should see them.
At his request, Rama cremates his body, when from the
fire there rises up a well-clad and well-ornamented being
seated in a Vimana, and

King Sugriva

Kabandha

tells

Rama

to

to the

Vanara

Rahu, the

eclipse.

go

for help to regain Sita.

is

a

name

of the headless

Rishi Sthulasiras, the Big-Head,

is

probably

the

Sun
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Similarly our Rama undergoes
R,ahu is the darkness
the eclipse and emerges from it.
caused by the intervention of the moon of the new moon

molested by the eclipse.

day that causes the solar eclipse, but afterwards the same
moon rises from the flame of the solar fire as the renewed

moon
As

of the bright fortnight.

directed by Kabandha, the brothers go to the former
hermitage of .Kishi Matamga and his disciples, situated on
the

Pushkarmi or

lotus

pond called Pampa, near which on

JB-isyamuka in Matamga's forest is the residence
The JS^shis of the hermitage had departed to

Mount

of Sugriva.

heaven, leaving a Tapasi $ramam woman, $abari, to receive
Sanaa and show hospitality to him, and then go to heaven

Accordingly, $abari prostrates before Rama and
Lakshmawa, receives them, offers to them the fruits of the

herself.

by her, and then, kindling a
and goes to heaven.

forest collected

herself into

it,

The $ramam

Buddhism

(p.

ascetics existed even

215 ante).

fire,

throws

before the rise of

$abara was the name

of a wild

people, identical probably with Kirata, living chiefly by
hunting. Therefore the god Rudra, the bowman and

hunter of the Vedic literature, is sometimes described as
hunting in the form of a Kirata. In the Mahabharata a boar

Asura called Muka is stated to have been shot both by Arjuna
and a Kirata, who at last reveals himself to be the god Rudra.*

The name of /Sabarasvamin borne by the celebrated
Brahman Mimamsaka must have been the name of Rudra
as the hunter.
of the

It is likely that the country

where the poet

known to him as
Rama is now passing

Ramayawa has located Sugriva was

the country of the $abaras, and as
through the forest scenery of that wild country, $abari
may be viewed as the personification of the forest nymph

Vanadevata

of that country,

welcoming

Rama

with hospi-

The only difference
like A-halya (p. 403 ante).
between $abari and Ahalya is that, as Ahalya is portrayed
as the wife of an Aryan Brahman E-ishi, Rama as the
tality,

* This
episode of the Mahabharata is
called Kiratarjumya.

made the

subject of the

Kavya

THE
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Kshatriya is made to salute her, while $abari, portrayed as
a woman of the /Sahara class, is not saluted by him, but she
herself salutes him.
;

Apte s dictionary and also the Vafeaspatya,
not only the lowest class K&nd&la,, but
means
Matamga
According

to

also the Kirata.
of

It is therefore

Matamga

is

noteworthy that the Rishi

named Matamga, a name from which
derived.
Matamga is a name of the elephant,

$abarf s place

is

'

at

like

intoxicated.

the .Kawdalas were called Matamgas,
been by reason of their getting intoxicated by

must have
Toddy drink-

roaming

meaning

will/

roaming

When
ing,

and the Sahara or Kirata

also

it

must have been a drink-

be called Matamga. The Vafcaspatya derives
ing
from
mad,* to be intoxicated by drink. AcMatamga
cording to it, Matamga means also the rain cloud. This
class to

can only be in a metaphorical sense, likening the rain
cloud to madagaja, the elephant in rut exuding the juice

from

its

temples.

The Mahabharata, Adiparvan, adh. 71

(verses 31

35),

speaking about the greatness of Visvamitra, says that there
was a Eajarshi or a pious king named Matamga who supported Visvamitra's family in the time of distress, got

Vyadhata, the state
a sacrifice

of

a Vyadha, and

(even in that state)

(yet) performed
under the auspices of
afraid of whom even

priesthood of Visvamitra,
the god Indra was obliged to go and drink the Soma
of that sacrifice.
Vyadha is another name for Kirata.

the

There can be no doubt that King Matamga is j identical
with King Trisanku who, according to the Ramayawa,
state of a Kawdala, and who in
gets Xandalata, the
that

performs a sacrifice with Visvanritra as his
and the Harivamsa says of Trisanku that he sup-

state

priest

;

in the time of distress.
I have
ported Visvamitra's family
tried to show in Vol. I. that the riddle of the sacrificer

Trisanku's I&mcialaship means his high distinction as the
of a sacrifice in which the sacred Soma, whose

performer

*

'

Madayati anena mada-aiigafc, dasya

tafr.'
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praised in the .Rig-veda,

and

so, as

a paradoxical riddle, he

is

drunk.

is

as well as the Kshatriya drinks his

Soma

in

the drink-

ing E&ndala, $abara, Kirata, or Vyadha.

In the Mahabharata, Sabhaparvan, adh. 8, verse 29, a
Bislai named Matawga is mentioned along with Agastya and
others.

The name

as applied to a

Brahman Eishi must

have arisen in the sense of the drinker of the

who

Soma, or one

is

sacrificial

exhilarated by drinking the Supreme

The knower renouncing the world
Selfj the Juice of Joy.
and retiring to the forest, there to hunt and get his Brahman, and drink his spiritual drink of Brahmananda, is, as a
riddle, Vyadha and Matamga, the man of the hunting and

We

drinking class.*

do not know whether Matamga was

regarded as their tribal Ri&hi or Gruru

by the $abaras,
Kiratas or Matamgas, and whether that was the reason why
his locality was placed in the forests of their country .f

Rama

hears only stories about him, for

departed this

world previous to Rama's

said that

is

it

he

arrival.

Sugriva and his people who are said to have inhabited
likely to have been known as the country of

what appears

the Kiratas or
as Vanaras,
forest.

Matamgas

monkeys.

5

Simply

*

In.

Vanara means

in that sense

country of the Kiratas

Riahi

are described in the Barnayana
'

may sometimes have been

the llahabharata, Anusasanaparvan, adh.

Matamga

that he

belonging to the

the people of the jungly

was a Ka,nda\a by

birth, but

27

on

called

29, it is said of a
his death

became a

being called ETiando-deva, entitled to respect without detriment to the

Brahman and Kshatriya classes, and worshipped by the
can travel in the sky at his will, assume any form and

respect due to the
females.

He

enjoy any pleasure he might wish, with his fame spread everywhere. Is
he the moon Sandra as Soma, the lord of drink, and as inspiring the desire
of love ?

t There are living instances of some of the classes other than the three
Dvijas claiming descent from certain Eishis and gods.

For instance the

Byadars (from the Sanskrit Vyadha) who rose to power as the Pollegar
chieftains claim descent

from Eishi Valmiki.
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The poet of
Aryavarta.*
known
Vanaras
have
that
the
were
Ramayawa may
But he has served the
men of the jungly country.
Vanaras by the

people of

the

purpose of the fantastic and marvellous side of his story
by depicting Sngriva as a real monkey, and his Vanara

army

as consisting of not only

also JKkshas, bears,

both of

all

whom

kinds of monkeys, but
have some resemblance

man.
Thus the poet has brought these man-like
denizens of the forest within the etymological meaning of
Vanara, 'belonging to the forest', although in rucZM or

to

conventional use Vanara means the

monkey

only.

Indeed

the etymological meaning of Vanara is so wide as to
include all the animals of the forest, and it is noteworthy

names given by the poet to some of the monkeys
under Sugriva are names of certain wild animals, those
names being Kesarin (lion), $ardula'(tiger),Graja (elephant),
that the

G-avaya (wild ox or buffalo), /Sarabha (a kind of deer).
The so-called Vanaras of the Ramayawa are gifted with
supernatural powers. In fact they were, the poet says,
the Amsas of the different gods born in order to render

help to Rama, and of them Sugriva is the Amsa of Surya,
the Sun. In the next Ka?i^a, when explaining the story

about the antecedents of Sugriva and his elder brother
Amsa of the god Indra, the rainer, I shall try to

Vali, the

show that these brothers are respectively Agni and Soma.

THE KISHKIMDHA-KiffDA.

Rama

goes to

down most
among

Sugriva and finds that Sita had dropped
ornaments tied in a cloth so as to fall

of her

the Vanaras, and that Sugriva had carefully secured

* There are the
Nagas. Derived from naga, mountain, they would mean
mountaineers. They may have been snake-worshippers also, more than

any other tribes. Whatever was the reason of their being called Nagas,
the force of the word naga as meaning the snake was so great that we have
in our Purajiic literature very fabulous accounts of the Nagas, who are
sometimes described as living in the Patala or infernal region, an idea which
been derived from the underground holes of the snakes, and
sometimes called Uragas and included among the Gandharvas, Siddhas,
Yakshas, Kinnaras, Vidyadharas, Rakshas, &c., travelling in Yimanas n

may have

the sky.
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Before helping Rama, Sugriva himself is to be
for he too has been deprived of his wife and

Rama under

in exile like

the following circumstances.

His elder brother Vali was the king of the Vanaras with
his queen named Tara and his town called Kishkimdha.

A demon

named Dandubhi came

Vali to a single combat.

and swung

his

and challenged

as a buffalo

Vali fought with him, killed him,
It fell near the hermitage

in the sky.

body

Matamga, who cursed Vali to die if he should set
any more within the precincts of his forest. Then
Dundubhi's son Mayavin came in the dead of night

of Rishi

his foot

and challenged Vali, who readily went out to meet him.
Seeing Vali going alone, his affectionate brother Sugriva
Seeing these two, Mayavin ran into a cave.

followed him.

Placing Sugriva outside, Vali went in and did not return
end of which blood came splashing to the

for a year, at the

mouth

of the cave. Thinking that Vali was killed,
Sugriva
blocked the mouth of the cave with a huge rock to prevent
the demon from coming out and killing him also. He

installed himself as

blood was of the
difficulty burst

king in the place of Vali.

demon

killed

open the mouth

by

Vali,

who with some

of the cave

and although Sugriva explained his

But the

and came

out,

act, Vali believed that

Sugriva shut him up in order to bring about his death and
usurp the throne himself. So he beat his brother and
turned him out, depriving him of his wife named Ruma.
Thus turned out, he has been living in exile in Matamga's

which, in consequence of the
dreaded to enter.

forest,

Rama and

Sugriva become

allies

JB-ishi's

curse, Vali

on condition of Rama's

helping the latter in killing his powerful brother Vali and
getting back his wife Ruma and the kingdom of the Vanaras,

and then

of Sugriva's placing himself

the service o
sure of
to

Rama's

swing the

there.

He

Rama

for regaining

ability to kill Vali,

body

swings

it

of

Dundubhi

Sita.

and his army at
But to make

Sugriva asks

which

with such force that

is

still

it falls at

Rama
lying
a great
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But as the body had dried up and become

distance.

j

Rama

lighter,
undergoes another test, that of shattering
seven big Sala trees grown in a line by discharging a
single arrow at them. There may be some esoteric sig-

;

;

Then Sugriva challenges
Vail to a single combat, but is worsted in each encounter.
At last, as the two brothers are exactly alike, Sugriva is
made to wear a garland and sent again to the fight, and

nificance in these seven trees.

is being overpowered by V&li, Kama discharges
an arrow from a place where he is not visible to Vali, who,

when he

mortally wounded, blames

giving him an
death of Vail,

Kishkimdha
Vali's son

Rama

for hitting

him without

opportunity to fight with him.

On

Rama

town

Lakshmawa

sends

into the

the
of

Sugriva as king of the Vanaras and
as their Yuvaraja.
But restored to the

to instal

Angada

luxuries of royalty, Sugriva gives himself up to pleasure in
the embraces of Rumlj, and Tara, and sleeps over Rama's

business until

Lakshmawa

Thus

threatens to punish him.

roused, he sends troops of Vanaras in different directions
to find out where Sita is.

'

Sugriva, an incongruous name to a real monkey, means
who has a good face/ and Vali ' one who has the tail.'

one

would take these brothers
In the Vedic
respectively.
*
I

mukham,
them

all,

Agni and Soma

to represent

literature

Agni

is

called the

the gods, the first of
face, mouthpiece,
carrying oblations to them. He is well known
of

demons (Rv. X.
and
an
He
is
therefore a fit
Anikavan, having
87),
army.
Rama
to
be
utilized
for
in
helping
being
killing the Rakshaas Rakshohan, the killer of the Rakshas,

sas of Lanka.

His wife, whose name

word coined from the root
represent

the

exclamation

of strength (Rv. IX. 61,

* Of. the Manbra

:

sidati

Agnir

to

Svaba,

Soma

personified wife of Agni.

Hari (Harir vaneshu

ru,

18),

is

seems to be a

well-known

daksho

and one

Rv. IX.

mukham

Ruma

cry or sound,

rasa/z,,

as

may
the

the liquor

of his epithets

7, 6),

tawny

prathatno Devatanam, &c., quoted
also Taitt. Br. III. Y, 1, 8
;

at p. 1 of Dr. Haug's translation of the Ait.-Br.

Agnim Devatanam prathamam

yajet,

is

in colour,

Agnimukhafr eva DevataTi

:

priwati.
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among many things means the monkey also.
Soma creeper, he is as it
the
wife
of
star
a name
Tara,
Vali, means

a word which

With, his form as the tail-like

were Vali,

(

'

which reminds us of Bnhaspati's wife Tar&, who, as the
sweetheart of the Moon and the mother of Budha alias

The Araiii wood used in
and
the firewood maintaining
generating Agni by
and
likewise the Soma plant from which the Soma
the fire,

Rohiweya,

is

the star Rohini.
attrition

juice is extracted, are the products of

Vana,

therefore

Agni and Soma may well be fancied

foresters,

and as a

forest,

to

and

be Vanaras,

monkeys.

riddle,

Rama having lost his wife in the forest, what better ally
can the poet find for him in the forest than Agni? In
politics it is the usual practice of

one king having to fight

with another to side with any of the claimants to the
throne of the intermediate country through which the way
lies

and secure

his

help,

and so the poet has so well

arranged the antecedent feud between Vali and Sugriva as
to make the latter a fellow ready for mutual sympathy

between

himself

Sugriva,

Rama

and

Rama,

kills Vali.

Therefore,

It is the fate of

siding

with

King Soma

to

be beaten and squeezed, and we have seen in several stories
how the Moon Soma is metamorphosed as Asura or Daitya
and killed by Vishnu. Although the plot conceived in the
necessitated the killing of Vali in order to
make Sugriva the ally of Rama, still in Angada who is
installed as Yuvaraja his father seems to be reproduced.
line of politics

Angada means

'

one who gives up his body

well be given to the

may
Moon Soma, who
sacred Soma food by

the

is

Angada devoting

Soma plant as

'

a name which

well as its alter ego

gives up his body to be eaten as the
the gods in the dark fortnight.
He

his

body

to the service of the

Sun Rama.

Accordingly, Prince Angada is placed by Sugriva at the
head of the troop of Vanaras sent to the South in search of
the whereabouts of Sita.
But as it would detract from his
position as a prince and from his command of men and
resources to say that he himself went to Lanka as Rama's
54
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messenger

Vanara is selected for that
But Hanuman's exploits as the

to Slta, a subordinate

work, and he

is

Hanuman.

messenger jumping across the sea to Lanka, comforting
Sita in her distress there, and doing many wonderful works,

made him

so great a favourite

Vanara with the masses

Bamayawa that they began to worship his image
the
throughout
length and breadth of India, so that he has
hearing the

surpassed in popular fame even his King Sugriva and
Prince Angada.

In his wonderful exploits Hanuman seems to be another
metamorphosis of the Moon. His parents are the monkey
probably a metamorphosis of the Sun) and

Kesarin

(lion,

Anjana

(collyrium

night), and he

is

black,

probably a personification of

born as the Amsa son

of

Vayu, the god

of

wind, because he has to jump over the sea through the sky
To account for the name of Hamuman, ( having
like wind.
(protruding) jaws/ it is said that as soon as he was born,
he took the Sun for a fruit and jumped up like another
Rahu, the eclipse, to catch him, that on Bahu's complaining
to Indra that his

own

being usurped by

function of catching the

this

monkey, Indra with

Sun was

his

Vajra

weapon dealt a blow on his jaw so as to disfigure it and
hurl him down lifeless, that seeing his son killed, Vayu got
angry and withdrew breath from all, that Brahm& pacified

Vayu and

resuscitated

gave a hundredth part
with knowledge of

all

Hanuman, and

that the

of his tejas, light, to

the $astras.*

Sun god

him together

What more

do we

want to indicate that Hanuman is the Moon ?
While Hanuman and the other monkeys are searching
in the jungles of the

and

thirsty,

Vindhya mountains, they get fatigued
and enter a den called .Zfo'kshabila (bear's den)

from which aquatic birds are coming out. Groping in the
dark for a while, they find in the cave a beautiful forest in

which everything is golden, and a pond of clear water, in
which they quench their thirst. Maya, the architect of the
Danavas, had built this den and lived in it with the Apsaras
* This
story

is

stated briefly In R&m. IV. 66, and in detail in the
and 36, as counted in the Madras copies.

Uttarak&rala, sargas 35
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nymph Hema.
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But Indra

killed himj and then the
place
the
abode
of
a
becomes
beautiful, brilliant Tapasvini damsel,

named Svayamprabha, self-shining. Hanuman and others
not finding the way out, see Svayamprabha, without whose
help no one entering the den could go out alive. She tells
them to close their eyes, and by the time they open them
As JBiksha means not
and see, they are outside the dec.
but
also
we
the
take
Jfo'kshabila to be
star,
bear,
may
only
the

Day

in

which the Eikshas, stars, hide, as if it
to be the brilliant Lady

den, and Svayamprabha

is

their

of day-

The Moon Hanuman enters the day-den on the new
moon day, closes his eyes, and by the time he opens them

light.

and sees us on the evening of the second day of the bright
fortnight he has come out from the day-den.
Finding Sita nowhere in the Vindhya jungles, the Vanaras
are talking of how the eagle Jaiayu was wounded and died
in the service of Rama, and how they too should fast and
than go back to Sugriva without finding where
Hearing this, an old wingless eagle named Sam-

die rather

Sita

is.

much agitated by sorrow, for he is
the elder brother of Jaiayu, and had not till then heard of the
3
latter s death.
The previous history of these eagles is this.
In the olden time, on the killing of Vntra (by Indra in the

pati crawls forth to them,

Deva-Danava battle), these two birds flew up, each vying
with the other, to reach the Sun first. They went up so
high that the Sun looked as big as the Earth, and Jaiayu,
the younger of them, was unable to bear the burning heat
of the

Out

Sun.

him under

Sampati sheltered
with the result that the wings were
down on the Vindhya mountain. He

of brotherly affection

his wings,

burnt up, and he

fell

lay senseless for six nights,

and then crawled down

to

the hermitage of his well-wisher Eishi Nisakara, who foretold him that he would see Eavana carry away Sita, and
that by giving that news to the Vanaras that would come

her he would regain his wings. In course of
time the Rishi died and departed to heaven. Sampati
crawled up to the summit of the Vindhya mountain, and,
in search of

as foretold,

he saw one day Havana carrying away the crying
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in the sky.
With his eagle eye he could see far, and
in his flying excursions he had often seen Havana and his

place Lanka.

this information,

Having conveyed

Sampati

advises the Vanaras to go to Lanka and find Sita there.
He asks them to take him to the riverside, where he

bathes and offers funeral water to his departed brother, and
regains his wings. Then the Vanaras go to the shore of
the southern sea, and elect Haniiman to
sea to Lanka.

jump

across the

Seeing that the eagles are described as having flown so
near to the Sun, and that one of them

hermitage of Eishi Nisakara,

which

falls

is clearly

down

to the

a name of the

most likely that, like the Sun and Moon, they
some heavenly bodies. As already stated (p. 418
ante), these birds, Sampati and Jaiayu, are either the
planets $ukra and Budha, or $ukra and Bnhaspati.

Moon,

it is

too are

As

regards the first of these two alternatives, I would
explain the story thus. Budha (Mercury) is the planet
nearest to the Sun. He is for the most part merged in the

Sun's Jaia hair, consisting of the dawn, day, and evening
lights.

From

this fact

'

Jaayu,

the creature of the jaia

',

may have been coined as a fit paroksha or suggestive
name for Budha. As he is thus always flying about the
Sun, the fancy is as though his object was to reach the
The next near planet to the Sun is $ukra, bigger
Budha, and therefore fancied to be his
He too is seen flying about the Sun, and
elder brother.
in conjunction with Budha oftener than Mars, Jupiter and
Sun.

in appearance than

'
Saturn, and so the fancy is that he is Sampati, flying
together/ with Budha, as though he vied with him to reach

the

But in course

Sun.

Budha and seen
even after the
setting of

nomenon

is

of

time he

is

detached from

as the

Evening Star in the lap of night,
disappearance of the twilight and the

Budha below the western

horizon.

read as though, unable to bear the

This phefire

of the

Sun's light, he fell down from the company of his brother
into the lap of night, the home or hermitage of the lunar
JSishi Nisakara.

THE

As regards the second
what appears

notice of

When
he

is

alternative, it is necessary to take

to

be another view of the story.

repeating the story to Jambavan, to whose presence
brought by the other monkeys, Sampati says, in

his son Suparsva, who was his support
during his wingless state, that saw Ravam carry away
Sita, and that on hearing that news from Suparsva he

Sarga 62, that

it

was

chided him for not fighting with Havana and rescuing
This contradicts the version given in
Sita from him.
Sargas 58 and 59, which makes Sampafci himself witness
the event without any mention of his son. Sarga 62 seems to

be a later addition, but whoever was its author, there must
be some meaning in his introducing Suparsva. I think that

he must have viewed Samp&ti and Jaiayu to be the planets

Bnhaspati and $ukra, and

Budha

as

the

metamorphosed

Suparsva, the son of the former.

planet

The two

bright planets Bnhaspati and $ukra are brothers, vying,
as it were, with each other for solar conjunction, but in
course of time the former, whose orbit

is larger, falls

com-

pletely into the la.p of night, while the latter remains either
as the Morning or Evening Star near to the Sun, and is

never seen at midnight.

The

original story

seems to have arisen by viewing
birds, while in the subse-

$ukra and Budha as brotherly

quent story those birds are changed into Bnhaspati and
Sukra, making Bnhaspati and Budha father and son. In
doing so, the author of the subsequent story was probably under the influence of another story which had become
popular, and according to which

Kshetraja son

of

is

the son

the

Bnhaspati.*

* I have tried to
explain that story in Vol.

story seems to be the

Budha

1.,

p. 210.

Bnhaspati of that

Sun with Budha (Mercury) as his Kshetraja son born

Moon, because Budha, as the planet nearest to the Sun, is for the
most part in the Sun's light, and because getting solar conjunction oftener
than the other planets he resembles in that respect the Moon who gets solar

to the

conjunction every new-moon day. The fancy, therefore, is that Budha
was born to the Moon, and allotted to the Sun as his Kshetraja son. And
the planet Jupiter was named Brihaspati evidently because it was
poetically fancied to be the Sun in miniature, while the other bright planet
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Apte's dictionary says that Jatayu, tlie friend of Dasa"
once saved his life while he was thrown down along
ratha,
with his car by Saturn, against whom he had proceeded
when a drought, said to be caused by the planet, well-nigh
devastated the earth."
It

this story occurs.

It is not stated in

must be much

later

what Puram

than the Rama-

yawa. But the author of it must have known Jaiayu to be
a beneficent planet, either Sukra or Budha, and therefore
said that he counteracted the malevolent planet Saturn.
This may be compared with the verse ending with
" in the first act of the
"
rakshaty enam tu Budha-yoga/z.
Mudrarakshasa drama.

it is

Having emerged from .Z&kshabila, the star-hiding cavern
Day, and learnt from the Evening Star Sampati the
whereabouts of Sita, Jambavan and others elect Hanuman.
to jump across the sea to Lanka in order to find Sit there.
Jambavan is S/iksharaja, the Bear King, of the bears
forming part of the Vanara army. He says that when he

of

was young he was able to jump across the sea, but that he
has now become old, and that of all the Vanaras the monkey

Hanuman, who is a Brahma&arin, bachelor, in the prime of
life, and who is moreover the Amsa son of Vayu, the god
of wind, is

most competent

It appears to

of the

Moon

to

jump

across the sea.

me that Jambavan is another

personification
as the lord of JRikshas, bears, in the outward

It
sense, but of stars in the real sense (vide p. 386 ante).
be
that
the
of
the
Moon
as
the
lord
of
bears
may
concept

had belonged

Ramayawa

to

an older strata of mythology, and that the

utilized

him

in its riddle of bringing the bears

also within the etymological

meaning

of Vanara,

c

belong-

ing to the forest/ as already explained (p. 422 ante). But
in respect of the feat of jumping, the personification of the

same Moon as the Hari

or

monkey Hanuman should have

preference over the bear, because another name for monkey
'
is Plavaga or Plavanga,
moving by leaps or jumps.' To
Sukra, the priest of the Asuras,
vide Vol.

I.,

p. 296.

was viewed

as the

Moon

in miniature
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marvel of his jumping across the
the sou of the god of wind himself.

suit the

he

is

sea, it is said that

THE SUNDARA-KAtfDA.
Accordingly, Hanuman jumps across the sea. The solution of the marvel of a monkey jumping even across the sea

Hanuman being

a metamorphosis of
the Moon, jumping across the blue sky-sea, and the feats
by him look like varied descriptions of the Moon.

must be found in our

performed

all, the winged mountain Mainaka which had
Indra and taken shelter in the depth of the
from
escaped
sea comes out and flies up to the sky for Hanuman's resting awhile on its back. But having no time to tarry, he

First of

mountain with his touch and passes on.
simply honours the

We

have seen elsewhere (pp. 205 20(5 ante) that the
winged mountains hurled down by Indra are the clouds,

and that the solitary mountain Mainaka which escapes
from him into the depth of the sea is probably Soma's
asterism Mn'gasiras placed in the depth of the sky-sea.
Hanuman as the Moon touches it with his conjunctional
rays.

Then Su-rasa, the mother of Nagas, the snakes

[of Rasa,

nether-world], springs up from the depth in order
to swallow Hanuman as he is jumping through the sky.
They both vie with each other in swelling themselves, but
the

at

last

he becomes as small as the thumb and passes

through her mouth and ear unhurt, and is applauded by her.

As the fabulous snakes are the powers of darkness, their
*
mother may be the Night beginning to swell at the advent
of autumn.
The Moon in his monthly career enters the
Night at the beginning of the bright fortnight, goes on
waxing and then waning, and quits the Night at the end
of the

dark fortnight.

Then a Rakshasi named Sihmika, who

is

JOayagrahi,

catching flying objects by
up from the
his
and
catches
Hanuman by
shadow,
sea,
puts him into
her mouth ; but he manages to come out squeezing her
their shadow, rises

vital parts

and killing

her.
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Sihmika

well

known

RA~MAYAtfA.

in the Puranic

mythology as the
Here she herself seems to play
the lunar eclipse. The IMya caught by her

is

mother of Rahu, the eclipse.
the part of
is

the Moon's light, for

Kh&j& means

bofch

shadow and

lustre.

lu this manner, conquering the impediments on his way,

Hanumau jumps

and enters Lanka

to the other shore,

at nightfall, putting

down

the terrible Genius of that town

as she came to obstruct him at the gate.
Lanka, described as situated on Mount Trikutfa, may be
a metamorphosis of Orion, which in the older story of

Tripuradahana is the skyey town of the three Asnras
burnt down by Rudra. The Moon's illumining this starry

town with

his light

burning Lanka

may be

the meaning of Hanurnan's

as stated further on.

In the cover of the moonlit night Hanuman searches
every nook and corner of Lanka, and at last sees Sita seated
in great grief under a

$imsupa tree

in the

A9oka park

of

Lanka, guarded by hideous Rakshasl women. He can
have no doubt whatever of her steadfast pativratya,
chastity, for, concealed

among the branches

of a tree, he sees

her spurn the addresses of Ravawa, who happens to come
there afc that time to persuade her to submit to his wish.

Ravara
which

leaves her, giving her

to

make up her mind

most distressed state

of

two months' time within

She is in the
Hanuman
when
mind,
presents
to love him.

and with great difficulty he convinces
her of his being truly Rama's messenger and gives her
Rama's ring. In return she gives her head ornament to
himself before her,

be delivered to Rama, and is assured that her husband will
lose no time in killing Ravai^a and freeing her from sorrow,

now

that her whereabouts are

In

all

this there are

known.

two pictures of the same Moon,

the one as the

enemy Ravana, who, having brought Sita
from
the Sun, is making love to her,
her
husband
away
and the other as the friendly messenger who has come from
her husband

news

to him.

to find

and console her and take back her
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The guards of the park make out Hanutnan to be a spy
and try to catch him. He demolishes many trees, kills
Havana's eldest son Aksha and the Panfcasena-nayakas or
five army-generals and others that are sent against him by

when Eavawa's powerful son Indrajit
himself to be caught by him in
allows
comes,
and
warn him of the danger in store
Eavana
order to see
At

Ravawa.

last,

Hanuman
As

for him.

a punishment for this impudence, his

covered with cloths soaked in
serves

him as a torch

to

oil, is

apply

to

tail,

set on flame.

But

the houses of

Lanka

it

however, is not touched by the
flame, and, by her blessing, the fire does no harm to Hanumau. He then jumps back across the sea.

and burn the town.

Sita,

other things, means indriya, sense.
Aksha and the five allied generals seem to be
some internal demons connected with Eavaiia, the personifi-

Aksha, among

Therefore,

cation of

Kama,

Desire.

Hanumau's success makes the Vanaras so much elafced
their way back to Sugriva they commit great

that on

depredation in Sugriva's Madhuvana, Honey-forest, drink
away all the honey in spite of the remonstrance of Dadhi-

mukha, the monkey in charge of the

forest,

and get

exhilarated.

About

this

we may remark

that just as the Vanaras in the

sense of the jungly people might get intoxicated in a grove
of Palm or Toddy trees, our Vanaras as the wonderful

monkeys and bears find their joy in honey, the sweetest
forest produce.
Dadhimukha, as a name for the keeper
of the
Honey-forest,

name

of Rishi

seems

to

have been coined after the

Dadhi&i of the Vedic legends, famed as the

holder of Madhu-vidya, the

Knowledge

of the

Honey.

Dadhimukha

carries his complaint to Sugriva, but the
latter does nob take any notice of the offending Vanaras,

he soon hears the glad news of Hanuman having succeeded in discovering the whereabouts of Sita.

for

Hanuman narrates everything to Eama,and delivers Sita's
head ornament, and, as a convincing proof of his
having
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really seen Sita, he mentions to

Rama

a secret incidence

known only to Sita and Rama, and confided by her to
Hanuman. It is this Once upon a time, when Rama was
:

resting with his head on the lap of Sita in their forest life,
Jayanta, the son of Indra, came as a crow and pecked her
breast, and the blood which dropped from the wound

aroused Rama, who, seeing the offending crow, took up a
blade of darbha grass and discharged it as Brahmastra

Pursued by the grass as the arrow, the
gods for protection, but getting it

against the crow.

crow went

to all the

nowhere in the three worlds,
protection of

one of

Rama

it came back and
sought the
and was spared at the cost of

its eyes.

This also looks

When

himself,

the

like

Sun Rama

another
is

lunar myth.

in conjunction with the golden

star Sita, he is resting on her lap.

day which

and

solar

On

the

new -moon

comes

during that conjunction, the Moon,
as the black bird, is fancied to touch

metamorphosed
Sita, and the red morning light with which she is then
enveloped is her blood. Then the Sun Rama rises, and the
grassy arrow discharged by him is the solar light itself that
goes to the lunar globe. With it pouring upon him,
the renewed Moon springs up, goes through all the
asterisms as if seeking the protection of the deities that
are,,th.e

regents of them, and at the end of: the lunar month
If we make him whirl
to the Sun himself.

comes back

round and round like this twelve times, he completes the
year and comes back to the same Orion-blended Sun. The

myth

an eye may mean the Moon's being
view on only one hemisphere of him.

of his losing

enlightened to our

THE YUDDHA-KiFKA.
Rama, Lakshma??,a, and Sugriva
the southern seashore together

lose no time in going to
with the whole of the

There, Vibhishawa, the third and last brother of Ravana, comes and, seeks the protection of Rama.

Vanara army.

He had

been derided and called a

having- councilled

him

to

restore

traitor

Sita to

by Rava?ia for
Rama, In a

THE
council held,

shana,

Rama
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overrules the others and admits Vibhi-

who becomes

by furnishing information about
enemy in the Lank& war.

useful

the strength, &c., of the

Like R&ma's alliance with Sngriva, his alliance with
Vibhishawa is another act of policy.

Then Rama causes
to the island of

a bridge to be built across

Lanka.

Before doing

so,

the sea

he wishes the

way for the Vanara army to walk over to the
But as the sea does not heed him, be prepares
himself to shoot it and dry up its water by the fire of his
sea to give

island.

Terrified at this, the sea appears in a kingly form,

arrow.

attended by the

nymph forms

of all the rivers,* propiti-

Rama, and tells him to build a bridge across the sea by
the agency of the Vanara named Naita who is the Amsa son
ates

to the

bow must be

As an arrow once

Visvakarman.

of the divine architect

shot somewhere,

King Sea

to discharge it at that part of the sea

tells

set

Rama

near Drumakulya in

water was being polluted by the tribes
of Dasyus (marauders), Abhiras and others infesting that
region.
Accordingly, Rama shoots the arrow into the sea

the west where

its

there, which, dried

up by the

fire of

the arrow, became the

sandy desert called Maru-kantaTa, while the place where
the arrow actually pierced into the ground came to be

known

as Vrana, the wound (of the earth), which, drawing
water from the bowels of the earth, always contains it like
that of the sea itself.t Withdrawing the arrow from the

Rama

blessed the

Mam

region to be free from
sickness and be very congenial to cows (in its oases)

Yrawa,

.

Probably 'from this

ditch has arisen.

Vrana the name

of

the

Runn

of

myth about the formation of the
Indian desert, which is far from the scene of Rama's
bridge in the south, may not have belonged to the
R4tn&yana in its original form. This myth should be
This

compared with what
*In

is

fabled of the prior

our mythology the sea

is

R&ma

of the

a bejewelled wealthy
king with. all the

rivers as his wives.

fOf. the story about the sacred well in East, formed by
(p. 388 ante).

piercing into the ground

Rudi-a-'s trident
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when Kasyapa expelled R4ma
from the land gifted to him by Rama, the sea in the
region of $urparaka (modern Surafc) receded and bared

battle-axe to the effect that

new land

for

Rama

(p.

358 ante).

I have heard

it

said (for

which there must be some Purawic basis) that this prior
Rama had the new land bared by discharging an
arrow at the

sea.

The Vra%a and

the desert are

con-

tiguous to the region of $urparaka, and it is likely
that the story of the subsequent Rama's forming the
Maru land by shooting his arrow at the sea arose from

a desire to make him imitate and excel the feat
prior

Rama.

I

of the

have tried to show that both the Ramas are

the Sun personified. Our ancients must have thought
that the region of the sandy desert was covered by the sea
in some remote age, and the myth that Rama dried up the

arrow simply amounts to the
idea that the action of the solar arrow or rays must have in
sea there

by the

fire of his

course of time dried up the region in question. The idea
that even the sea was bridged is a marvellously bold one.
This idea seems to have given rise to the query How did

King Sea allow himself to be bridled and ridden
As a reply to this, the myth in question
seems to have been invented to show that Rama was so
mighty as to humble the sea, that it was he who dried up
the sea at the Maru laud in the north-west, and that he

the furious

over by

R&ma ?

would have dried

it

up

in the

south also

if

King Sea had

not become submissive to him.

The bridge constructed by NaZa
a hundred Yojanas long.

is

ten Yojanas wide and

*

NaZa, the builder of this wonderful bridge, is appropriately fancied as the son of the divine architect Visvakarman.

The bridge consists of huge trees, hills and rouks uprooted
and put into the sea. The Ramopakhyana of M. Bh. Araw* A
Yojana is said to be equal to nine miles. This bridge of ten
Yojanas wide and a hundred long is a fanciful one, magnifying the width
of the sea between the peninsula of India and the island of Laiikfi into
the round number of 100 Yojanas,
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that the bridge was built because if ships
yaparvan says
had been impressed for the transport of the large army the
maritime trade of the country would have suffered. But

the original poet of the story who uprooted forests and
hills for the bridge could have evolved the required number
of ships by a stroke of fancy if he had a mind to transport
The idea that trees were used gives the
the army in ships.

the bridge was conceived as a floating one.
impression that
indicated
in what King Sea says to Ra"ma in
Indeed, this is

'LetNaZaof your army, the son of
the Bamopakhyana
Visvakarman, build the bridge, to be renowned for ever
whatever trees and stones he puts in me, I
as NaZa-setu
:

;

shall

carry them.

5

Thus Na/a-setu may,

in other

words,

be called NaZa-plava, his float-bridge.

In the Taitt.-Aranyaka VI.

NaZa means the reed.
the

which contains

funeral

Mantras, there

is

a

addressed to the spirit of the departed to this effect

Go thou
Ascend

shine on in the

to Vaivasvata:

this

reed,

nafo,

Having na/a-plava, the

(as)

plava,

raft;

kingdom

7,

verse
:

Yama.

of

go by the reed path.

reed-raft, transport thyself well, transport

thyself very well, transport thyself across (to the shore of

Yama's

kingdom).*

We

have seen

(p.

121 ante] that in the Vedio literature

figuratively the ship for transporting the

sacrifice is

soul to the gods.

It is likely that the reed

good

raft for the

departed symbolizes the ship of sacrifice and other good
works performed during his life here. The reed growing by
the water side

be

made

procurable by the poorest son in order to
the symbol of the ship or raft of sacrifice to be
is

set afloat for his
departed father.

The South came

to

be

looked upon as the terrible region of Yama, the god of
death ; and as Ravawa was located in the South as if he

was a duplicate

me

appears to
*

The

of the terrible

Yama

himself on earth,

it

that the simple NaJa-plava of the Mantra

original of the last sentence is this

Sa tvam naia-plavo bhutva
'

samtara, prataro

ttara.

:

means of transport to Yama's kingdom was utilized
by the poet and magnified into the marvellous NaZa-setu,
as

t|ie

changing naZa, the reed, into the architect NaZa.

The Ramayawa
the sea to the
takes

tator

(VI. 22, 74) likens NaZa's bridge across

The commen-

Svatipatha in the sky.*

Svati-patha

of

path

(the

Svati)

to

mean

the

to

according
Va&aspatya and
Apte's dictionary, means the heavenly Galaxy, the Milky
Way. The simile itself is very grand, but as Svati, the

JSTiayapatha, which,

thirteenth asterism counted from Knttika, and identified
in that dictionary with the star Arcturus, is far from the

Milky Way,

it is

not clear

why

the latter 'was called Svati-

patha.t

The next event
*.

t Did the

it

by the

sefcuft sagare makaralaye
susubhe subhagafo sriman Svatipatha ivambare.

name originate by fancying

arise in another

classical poets,

the Milky

manner

There

Way

to

be the starry

or

is

the regent deity of Svati

is

a fantastic idea expressed

comes when the Sun

Svati star, become pearls.

?

The pearl

is

in conjunction with the

shells at the

bottom of the sea

are

to the surface in order to receive the pearl-forming

up

Svati .drops into them.

Syatl drops

?

who

Kalid&sa and others, that the drops of the Svatf

rain, that is the rain that

fancied to float

is

Sa NaZeua knta/i

path of Vayu, the god of wind,

celestial

Or did

after the construction of the
bridge

may be

This idea about the formation of pearls by the

the result of misunderstanding what

may have

been

a riddle-like saying about the pearl-like stars. As the rains disappear
and autumn sets in when the Sun is in Visakha, the asterism next to
Svati, in the

month

of Karttika, let us suppose the old poets to have

fanqied the last rain clouds of the time

when the Sun

is

in Svati

to. dis-

appear from the sky and reveal the stars in all their autumnal glory as if
they are the pearl drops showered by them in the sky-sea. The riddle

metamorphoses of the sky and
and the myth of the Svati clouds, the

consists in the

pearls

;

its

stars as the sea

last of

the

and

summer

its

cows,

giving birth to the. star-pearls at the advent of the year's Night in aututnn
is like that of the last hour of night giving birth to the Sun, and of the last

hour of day to the

stars.

rain drops of Svati, the

When
name

thus the stars were fancied to be the peapy

of Svatipatha for the

Milky

Way may

hrive

arisen as indicating the Starry Path unveiled from the retiring summer
clouds of Svati. The Milky Way as .seen, in the clear sky of-autumnlis

much admired by our
sarat

!

prasannam

,

poets, wcZe.the

quoted in

'

Raghuvamsa, ETiayapathenaiva
the Vafcaspatya under the;word..KMyapathai
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The

the battle of Lanka.

but

details of

it

are very tedious

Rama

which the victory won would have looked very

No

and

Havana's generals are killed one after a'nother,*
meets with several serious reverses, without

fantastic.

made towards

real progress is

light.

victory until

Havana and Mancfodari,

ludrajit, the son of

He

final

is

killed

by

an adept in the black art of magic,
subterfuge a'ud deception. He twice binds Rama and
Lakshmajia with Nagapasa, the coil of serpents, from which

Lakshmana.

is

:

occasion the heavenly bird Suparna (the enemy
On the second occasion
serpents) liberates them.

on the
of

first

Hanuman

brings the

hill

itself

which contains the

life-

restoring herb.

Probably Indrajit
Aindrajala, the

maya

represents Rava?ia's mastership in
magic of the senses.

or

The next great Rakshasa that
the second brother of Havana.

is killed is

He

is

Kumbhakama,

a giant in form.

He

would sleep continuously for six months.
He had to
be thumped, poked, and trampled upon before Havana'
could arouse and send him to the battle.
He is killed by

Rama

himself.

While Indrajit represents the mischievous
cunning, deceit, subterfuge, &c.,

activity

Kumbhakarna seems

of
to

represent sluggishness.

At

last,

having lost all his fighters, Havana himself fights
Indra sends his own chariot and charioteer

with Rama.

Matali to Rama.
* Their names

Although Rama lops o& Havana's heads,

seem

(killer of friends),

fictitious:

Tapana

Prajangha (Longshanks), Mitraghna

(scoroher) 3 Pratapana (the greater scorcher),

Praghasa (voracious eater), Virupaksha (having hideous eyes), Yidyunmali (garlanded by lightning),
Vidyujjihva (lightning-tongued), Vajramnshii (having adamantine fist), Asaniprabha
(lightning-like), Agniketu
(fire-bannered), Easmiketu (ray -bannered), Suptaghna (killer of the sleeping, creatures),

adamantine

Yajnakopa (enemy

tusks),

Akampana

arms); Narantaka (death to

of sacrifices),

Vajradamshtra (having

(the unshakeable), Prahasta (having long

men),

Devantaka (death to the Devas),

Mahodara (having big belly), Mahaparsva (having big side), Tuddhonmatta
(mad in war), Atikaya (having a huge body), Trisiras (the three-headed),
one of the eons of Havana, and Kumbha and Nikumbha, sons of Kumbhakarwa.
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new heads

spring up again and again. In this manner one
hundred heads of Havana were cut off, and yet he is alive

with renewed heads, and Rama does not know what to do.
The charioteer Matali reminds him of Brahmastra, the

arrow of the god Brahma alias Pitamaha. It has Vayu,
the god of wind, in its feather, the Sun and Agni in the

and the sky as its body. The god Indra had
it from Brahma and used it in conquering the
Rishi Agastya had obtained and given it to
three worlds.
point,

obtained

Rama.

Reminded

of

it,

Rama sets

the sacred Mantras over

it

Vedas, and then discharges
Ravawa and kills him.

it to

in the
it.

his bow, muttering

manner taught

It

splits

in the

the heart of

Rama's arrow, made up

of Vayu, Sun, Agni and the sky,
with
Rudra's
arrow made up of Agni,
may be compared
Sorna and Vislmu, and used in killing the Asuras of the

aereal towns

which

is

a

the

of

hymn

Vedic story.

in praise of the

In Rig-veda VI. 75,

war

chariot,

horses,

weapons, &c., verse 16 addresses the arrow thus
"
Loosed from the bowstring fly away, thou arrow, sharpened
by our prayer.
Go to the foemen, strike them home, and let not one be left
:

alive!"

Griffith..
f

}

is brahmasharpened by our prayer
original of
samsita. This shows that the practice of muttering brah-

The

man, prayer, over the arrow in order to make it efficacious
in its work existed even in the days of the Rig-veda.
Originally the idea of the most efficacious Brahmastra may
have arisen from
the arrow.

But

this practice of muttering brahman over
in the subsequent time when the Upani-

shads had promulgated the Supreme Self as Brahman,
the mysterious Brahmastra spoken of in the epics and

Purawas seems to signify esoterically Brahman Itself as the
Arrow. We have seen in the Essay on Vamana-Tri-

vikrama that Agni, Vayu and the Sun are the deities
pervading earth, air and sky, The Arrow having these
deities and the whole sky as its body must, it appears to
"

me, mean the Infinite Self of Knowledge realized by the
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and as pervading everywhere.

as his true Self

Knower

In

the Upanishaclic lists of the Teachers of Brahma-jnana, the
holds a position next to
god Brahma alias Prajapati
so
that
the
he
is
Brahman,
highest link in the chain of the

Teachers of Brahman.
realized

by Prajapati

Supreme Brahman
the Arrow which
the beginning

Therefore the

in

is

every Knower should get in order to achieve victory over
the great internal enemy Kama. In the case of Rama
who conquers the great Rakshasa of the South, his immediate

appropriately found in fiishi Agastya, the bright
Southern star Canopus. Only the Infinite Brahman free

Teacher

is

selfish desire, used as the Arrow Brahmastra^ can put
an end to the repeated sprouting of Desire.

from

If,

R&vana represents Kama, Rama's

as I think,

him may be compared with Rudra's burning
making him

Even

Ananga, bodiless.

according to

(vide note on p. 414

the verse
ante],

if,

quoted by VedantaMrya
Havana, be taken to represent mind, what

no

is

thereby

killing

Kama and

doubfc the

mind

is

meant

beset with desire, for

with

pure state the Knower can have no quarrel.
In his Vedantic drama, called
Sankalpasuryndaya,*

mind

in its

utilizes

Vedanta7<;arya

He

the

to

Ramayawa

give

likens the soul pent

him the

the body
up
to Sita
imprisoned in Lanka, ruled by Ravana, the mind
having the ten senses in their proud, unbridled state;

following simile.

in

and surrounded by the sea of Samsara, and Hanuman
to the
A/carya or Teacher carrying the Supreme Self

Rama's news

to

it

(and comforting

with the assurance

it

that the

Supreme Self will free it from the bondage and
make it happy by the Sayujya communion with Him).t
I am given to understand that
among the Advaitins there

is

a work called
Vibhagasarira written
* Tradition
says that he wrote this

drama

called

drama

by Arya $ivarama,

in

rivalry to the Advaita

Prabodha&androdaya.

t The verse

in

which

this is said is this

:

Darpodagradasendriyananamanonaktamfear&dhishfTiite

dehesmin bhavasiudhuna parivrite dinatn dasam

asthitafc
|

adyatve Hanuuiatsamena guruna prakhyapitarthaTi puman

lankaruddhavideharajatanay&nyayena lalapyate
56
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in which there is a metaphorical verse to the effect that
Sita is VidyEi or Knowledge, and Lakshmana ITetas or

and that losing

Wisdom,
Samsara,

Vidya in the wilderness

man undergoes sorrow,

Sugriva who

$astra, Scripture, kills Vali

is

of

cultivates the friendship of

who

is

Dainya,

Dejection, builds the bridge of Dhairya, Fortitude, across
the sea of Madana, Desire, kills R&vawa who is Abodba,

who

Nescience, and getting back Sita
edge,

is

who

Svatmara"ma, one

is

Kit or Knowl-

delights in his

own

Self.*

Likewise, verse 50 of the work called Atmabodha, attributed to the great $ankarafearya, metaphorically sees the
hero of the Ramayawa in frhe Knower. It says that having
crossed the sea of delusion and killed the Rakshasa demons
of desire, hatred, &c., and being united

to

(the spiritual

lady) $anti, Peace of Mind, the Knower reigns as
one who delights in himself, f

Atmarama,

These expounders of the Vedanta, whatever the similes
which they have derived from the Ramayawa in order to embellish Vedantic truths, should not be understood as having
ever questioned the popular belief in the historical nature
of the epic.
But superhuman

of the different characters

ten heads and twenty
personages like a monster having
incredible
shoulders being entirely
historically, the probthe
ability is that

whole work

is

As

allegorical.

Sita is

Vedavati, there can be no doubt of her being Vidya. I
have viewed Ravawa as representing Kma, Desire ;

but as Desire
the soul,

is

it

does not
likely

the soul Jivatman

exist

and

Rama

Jivatman's Samsaric state
objects,

and so he

* The verse in which

or

act

independently of

that Ravana was intended

is

is

the

to represent

Supreme

Kamin, the being

all this is said is this

The

Self.

due to his desire for
of desire

selfish

a demon

:

VidyasttaviyogakshubhitanijasukhaTi. sokamohabhipannaTi
jfeetaTisanmitrimitro

bhavagahanagata7i sastrasugrlvasakhyaTi

|

hatvaste dainyavalim madanajalanidhau dhairya setum vibadhya

vidhvastabodharaksha7ipatir adhigataifcijjanaki/i svatmarama7i

t The verse
Tlrfcv&

is this

:

moharwavam, hatva ragadveshadirakshasan,

atmar&rno virajate
yogi sUntisamayukta

||

|

]]
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of ten heads, for, so long as

bad

inclinations,, &c.,

he

is

man

is in

virtually a

44$
the

company
But

demon,

of the
if it is

conceded that Sita is Vidya, it must follow that as soon as
Ravawa makes her the object of his desire in preference
to all other objects he possesses, he has become a

Mumukshu, intent upon being freed from Samsara by
means of her. The outward picture of his wishing for
another's wife and carrying her away by force is simply a
like Arjuna Kartavirya's carrying
paradoxical riddle,

the calf of

Rama Jamadagnya.

The Supreme

Self

away
Para

is

Brahman, and Brahma-vidya is poetically His Spiritual
Wife, because she knows no other than Him as the object
She is ever devoted to Him,
of her knowledge and love.

She is Para
teaching Him only as the Great Truth.
as
contrasted
Great
with
the
the lower
Knowledge,
Vidya,
knowledge Apara Vidya (Muwd-Up.,

I. 1, 5).

Only work

done with Vidya is efficacious (K/iand.-Up., !.,'!, lOj. She
is thus the Great Wife of the Great Being, bub taking Para
'
;
and Para outwardly in the sense of the other , He is ' The
Other' and she 'The Other's Wife'. Man, led by the
selfish desire of his Samsaric Rakshasa or demoniacal state,

feels

when

disposed to rob para, another, of his good things. But
this Rakshasa turns his attention to the Great Other

and covets for and carries away His Most Beautiful Spiritual Wife, even as a bride is carried away in the Rakshasa
form of marriage, his Rakshasa state must come to an end.
It is only when his Vishayamngatnslma is killed in the

form

Ravawa becomes the
Bhiksha or alms from Sita, and

of Marifca that

Spiritual

ascetic receiving
carries her

away.

Brahman is always her only aim, and therefore when Ravawa
makes her his aim he must be held as aiming at Brahman
through her.

That

his asceticism in obtaining

her

a feint, but real in the inward sense of the riddle,

is

is

not

clear

from the fact that he firmly rejects the council of others to
give up Sita, and that he sacrifices all his kith and kin and
his

own body

for her sake.

His kith and kin and his army

are the
personifications of the powers of the accumulated
sin of his Samsaric state.
The last verse of the Isavasya

EAMAYANA.
Upanishad prays to the Supreme Self to conquer our siu
and lead us in good path, and, according to the Keuopanishadj Brahtnau is fche One Victor by whose victory the
Devas are great.
the

Therefore, the

the Jivatmau's

Self of

Supreme

Self, realized as

as his

True Life and

self

aloue

Strength
competent
conquer the internal
and
an
to
the
end
embodied
state of man
enemies
put
whose Mukta state consists in his being freed from body.*
is

to

As the result of bringing Sita Vaiilehi, Ravawa becomes
Videha, freed from the embodied state.
The

solar

and lunar poetry illustrating this paradoxical
Vedanta is simply this. Solar light is the
and the Moon who shines with that light reflect-

riddle of the

Sun's wife,
ed on him is as

day

couies, the

it

were her robber, but when the new moon
The inner meaning of this is
kills him.

Sun

that by taking the light as his knowledge the Moon becomes
and at the end of his monthly career
fully enlightened,

body and becomes one with the Sun, the
the Supreme Self. In the yearly phenomenon

his

sacrifices

emblem, of

the golden star, whether we take it to be Ardra or Rohirw,
The moon
represents the Sun's summer light as his wife.

the so-called robber carrying her away to the acronycal
point when the winter begins, but on the new moon day
that comes at the end of winter the Sun kills him and

is

regains his wife, the golden star. The inner meaning of
this is that in order to burst the winter of Samsara the

Moon

takes the star of knowledge and gets the powers of
winter and his embodied state killed by the Sun as soon
as

summer begins.
To proceed with

body

of

of thy

Vibhishawa weeps over the

the story.
'

Kavawa, saying

great hero, this

:

is

the result

being Kamamohaparita, overwhelmed by the infatuaand not relishing my word. (By thy loss)

tion of Desire,

the bridge of the good is gone, the figure of Dharma is gone,
the essence of sattva, valour, is gone, the object of praise is
gone; the sun has (in thy fall) fallen down to the earth,

the

moon sunk
* Of,

'

DMtva

in darkness, the fire bereft of its
sariram akntam

'

Khfad.-Up. t VIII., 12 and

flame.
13.
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Tapasvin and Agniperforming the Vedic rites, and by thy

this ray brother is a great

Kama,

hotrin, foremost in

perform his funerals.' Rama says in
our object has been served;
ends
at death
Enmity
reply
be
he is to thee so is he to
as
funerals
let his
performed;
permission

I wish, to

'

:

me.*

;

'

Then

weeping of Havana's wife Manctowomen, and Rama tells Vibhishana to console

follows ihe

darian'i other

them and do the funeral

rites to

Havana, bub now,

ascertain Harna's real inclination and follow

refuses to do the rites, on the ground that

it,

in order to

Vibhislurna

Havana was a

sin-

ner having brought away another's wife. Rama repeats the
verse, 'enmity ends at death ', &o., and says that as a brave
warrior that kept the battle ground to the last, Havana is

and that by performing them, Vibhishana would acquire merit and fame. Vibhishana then
cremates Havana's body according to the rituals observed
deserving of the

rites,

in the funerals of

a great

Then Vibhishana

is

sacrifice!'.

installed as the king of

Lanka, and

Sita demonstrates the purity of her chastity by the test of
the fire ordeal, Agni himself, the god of fire, handing her

over to

Rama.

The

fire

ordeal

through the conjnnctional solar

Rama.
As the

last

moment

of the

may mean the
fire

term

star's

passing

when joining the
of

Rama's

exile

Sun-

comes

without any sign of his return, his brother Bharata kindles
a big fire to throw himself into it, but Rama, Sita, and

Lakshinana, together with the allies Sugriva and Vibhishana and their Vanara and Rakshasa hosts, come instantaneously in Havana's skyey Vimaua Pushpaka, to the great
joy of Bharata and of the whole town of Ayodhya, and

then

Rama

is installed.

He

reigns for ten thousand and

ten hundred years.

THE UTTARA-KAJtfDA.

A

great part of the Uttara-kancZa is devoted to the
about the origin of the Rakshasas, Havana's

legends

previous history, his

victory over

Indra and the other

* Mai'anantani vairawi nivrittam na/i
prayojanam

krlyatam asya samskaro

mamapy

esha yatha tava

|

j|
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Devas, and other particulars. Some of those legends are
not quite foreign to the three previous K&nd&s, for they
are alluded to in them briefly here and there, making room
for the details in the Uttara-kanda.

Kawda

stories of that

marked

are

Some

miscellaneous

in the printed

Madras

copy as Adhikapai/ia or addition, and granting more may be;
eliminated as such, there still remain facts which cannot be
eliminated without destroying the sequel of the Ramayawa,
for the finale is not simply the coronation of Kama, but a
consideration of (I) what progeny he had and in what
manner, and (2) how he quitted this world. Passing over
other matters, I shall confine myself to these two points.
On. the first point, the thrilling story is to this effect

is

:

After the coronation Barna spends many the marvellous number
ten thousand happy years with Sita, governing his country well.

She becomes pregnant, and (as it is customary for the loving husband to ascertain and grant whatever innocent pleasures his pregnant wife may wish to enjoy) he asks her whab pleasure she wishes to
r

have,
to

and she says that she would be very happy

if

she was allowed

spend again a few days in the lovely forests in the

company

women who sympathised with her during the
whom she now wishes to honour by presenting valuable

the liishi

jewels to them.

He

of

and

cloths and

assures her that he would soon arrange for the

But then he comes

trip.

exile,

to

know

that,

however belauded he is by his

people for his victory over Eavawa, and for his good government, he
has fallen into ill-fame in one respect, viz., his living with a wife who

had been carried away by Bavaria to a distant place and kept there
the king's wife should be above suspicion, and as
for some months
:

common

people are prone to imitate the doings of the king,
'Bama's example would, it was feared, tend to a general moral
degeneracy of the standard of the purity of wedlock. It is true that
the

Sita proved her purity by the fire ordeal, but that was in another
So, taking advantage of Sita's wish to visit the forests again,

land.

Bama
the

gets his brother

Ganga

Lakshmawa

to take her to the other shore of

river at its junction with the river

her there near the hermitage of Rishi Valmiki.

Tamasa, and abandon
She comes to know

when abandoned there. Hearing her cries, Rishi
Valmiki comes and comforts her, and places her in the company of
the pious Rishi women. In due time she gives birth to twin sons,
Kusa and Lava, so named because, it is said, Valmiki performed the
rite of Baksba (probection from evil spirits) with the Kusa grass to
of her fate only

the one and the Lava grass to the other,

Valmiki brings up and
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educates these boys, and composing the Ramayana, trains

them

to

with the accompaniment of musical instruments. He takes
sing
them with Sita to where Kama is performing the Horse-sacrifice
with a golden image of his wife (for there can be no sacrifice
it

without Patni,

on the bank of the Gomatt river in the

wife),

Staying himself in the vicinity of that place, he
sends the boys to the large concourse of learned men come from all
parts of the realm to witness the sacrifice, and there the whole

Naimisa

forest.

assembly

and the

is

charmed beyond measure bv the sons of the lovely boys
beauty of the epic. "Rama comes to know that the
own sons, and that the author of the epic about himself is

literary

boys are his
E*shi Valmiki, the BJiargava ^descendant of the Gotra of Bhngn). He
sends word to Valmiki to the effect thnt, if Rita has no objection
permitted by him, she may appear in the assembly and
Clad in brown-red dress (of
give proof (pratyaya) of her purity.
asceticism), facing downward and choked with (suppressed) tears,

and

is

Sita follows

Valmiki into the assembly as

if

$ruti (Vedic Knowledge) following (the god)
these words of sapatha or oath

she

is

(the goddess)

Brahma, and ntters

:

As

I have not even thought of in

mind any other than Kama,

the goddess Madhavi (the Earth) give

me

so

an opening!

may
As I ha.ve not worshipped by mind, word, and deed any other
than Rama, so may the goddess Madhavi give me an opening
As this is mv truth, I knowing none other than Rama, so may the
goddess Madhavi give me an opening
!

!

Then instantaneously a throne borne by the wonderful Nagas* bursts
forth from the ground, and ithe goddess of Earth herself (in her
nymph form) welcomes Sita, and placing her on the throne, disappears
with her into Rasatala, the interior of the earth, amid the shower
from the sky, where the celestials applaud Sita's sila,
and the whole assembly is amazed. Thus Sita. who
was found in the Earth when Janaka ploughed and prepared his
of flowers

character,

sacrificial ground
disappears into the same Earth. The god Brahma
himself comes and consoles Rama, saying that he is Vish??,u himself,
that he will rejoin his pure noble wife Sita on his quitting this

world, that his story composed by Valmiki is the best of the Kavyas,
and that no one but himself is worthy of the yasas, fame (of being
the subject) of such works. Rama performs many more sacrifices

with the golden image of Sita before quitting this world.

Vislmu, whose

Awsa

to be, is

known

(Muir's

Texts, IV.

in the

*The

p.

incarnation

Eama

is

represented

$atapatha Brahmanafor his fame
The Taitt. Brahmawa says:
124).

mythical inhabitants of Easatala.
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'Vishmi desired:
praise (of

me)

May I hear pimya sloka,
may -no papi kirti, ill-fame,

;

holy verse or

reach

me

'

In tlie concluding part of the JDiandogya
(Ibid, p. 129).
Upanishad, the knower departing to Heaven says: 'I

become

among

yasas, fame,

the

common

among Brahmans, among Kshatriyas,
The knower should so conduct

people.'

himself as to become famous and leave to posterity his
fame itself as his glorious offspring. Who else can give

fame except the spiritual lady Vidya loved by
I would therefore view Sita as becoming pregnant

birth to this

him

!

with Kama's fame, and giving birth to

Kusa and Lava,

his

own

it

as his twin sons

glorious hear-worthy

fame

personified as the melodious Kusilavas, singers.

itself

In the

fourth of the introductory Sargas of the BalakawcZa, these
two princes, who exactly resemble Kama in appearance,

and who, having got the whole
sing
his

it

Rama who

of the

Ramayana by

heart,

not yet made aware of their being
sons, are throughout called' Kusilavau (in the

to

own

is

two singers. But if it was the poet's intention
to personify Rama's fame itself as his offspring singing and

dual), the

glorifying him everywhere, it may be asked why there is
not only one son as Kusilava, but two sons. The reason

I can suggest is that an only son is not in much favour in
our 8astras, and that in ma sic the effect is the greater
if move than one join in singing together with the ac-

companiment

different kinds

of the

said

is

of instruments.

that the song

to

It

Rama was

sung
distinctly
accompanied by tantri and lava (tantrilayasamanvitam).
Therefore two singers were invented to represent Rama's
singing fame, and
Ku.<?a

it

is

easy to detect that their names
of a play upon the

and Lava are simply the result

word Kusllnva, by breaking

it into the two words, and that
while inwardly this is the real origin of the two names it
is said outwardly that they arose from the use of the Kusa

and Lava grasses.
One becomes Puwyasloka, well-famed,

if

his

fame

is

being born in the shape of a poetical work in the
worthy
of a great poet, and there nourished and
house
mind's
of
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brought up. This seems to me to be the reason why the
twin sons representing, as I fancy, the Bamayawa itself are
made to be born in the hermitage of the poet JBishi V&lmlki,
finally presented by him to Rama
learned assembly.
When thus the poet conceived the idea of making Bama's

brought up by him, and
in the

fame to be born as his two Kusilava or singing sons in the
house of the poet, involving as it does Queen Sita's ac-

couchement in the humble hut of a Brahman poet, it became
necessary to assign a reason for this strange circumstance,
and I suspect that the reason invented for putting away
Sita at the poet's hermitage by fastening the popular suspicion of ku-sila or impure

conduct upon the would-be
is the result of another

mother of Bama's Kusilava sons,

word Kusilava by fancying it to be a sort of
who was (suspected of being)
a woman of impure conduct.
The Vafeaspatya

play upon the

matronymic derived from one
ku-sila,

derives Kusilava from ku-sila, impure conduct.
If this
was the correct origin of the name, it shows that the professional Kusilava, singer or actor,
for his
in music, was

proficiency

though much admired
considered to be of

impure conduct by reason evidently of

his

association

with professional prostitutes, or of his origin from them.
Brahmavidya who knows none other than her Husband,
the

by

Supreme
all

Self, has nevertheless to

the knowers.

be loved spiritually

Because the knower Bavana carries

her away, there comes the
paradox of the suspicion of her
having been seduced by him, and that is made the reason
putting her away. But she is really purity all over.
the contrary the manner in which Bama is made to put
away an innocent wife in her helpless state of pregnancy,

for

On

deceiving her into the belief that she

him with ku-sila so
the riddle goes. But we are

is

being sent on a

pleasure trip, taints

far as the outward

aspect of

to get over all this

by hitting at the real inward aim of the riddle, which is to
make him the father of his glorious singing fame conceived in the

womb

of the spotless lady,

sacred place of a worthy poet.
67

and born in the
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completed when she bears to her huswhile her own steadfast pativratya or
devotion to her husband both when she is carried away
career

band

is

his fame,

by Havana and when she is put away by her own husband,
and her oath and ordeal bearing testimony to the purity of
her character, make her one of the noblest heroines that ever
was pictured by the poetical genius of ancient India. She
as Brahmavidya knows none other than her Husband, the

One

Her disappearance means,
merging in Him.

Self of the universe.

think, her spiritually

I

Phenomenally, the golden star at its solar conjunction
'
disappears from our view into the go ', light, of the Sun,

and ' go ' means
Sita

also the earth.

may be compared with

the

/ig-vedic Sarawyu, the

daughter of Tvashin, the wife of the Sun Vivasvan, and
the mother of the twin Asvins (vide the Essay on the Asvins
in Vol. I).

The whole world assembles

in order to witness

TvashWs

the wedding
daughter, who being made
Savaroa, of the same colour (as that of her husband), and
hidden from the gaze of the mortals, is given to Vivasvan,
but she disappears, giving birth to and leaving behind the
of

She who was made Savarwa appears to me
to be Sarauyu herself, whom I have identified with the star
RohM, whose colour being golden, the fancy is as if she
was given that colour and thereby beautified in order to be
twin Asvins.

be the wife of the Sun at the conjunction. The same
idea of giving a beautiful colour to the bride seems to me to
fit

to

1

be utilized in the Taitt.-Brahmam in respect of Sita Savitri
who, we have seen, is beautified by the application of the
Stha^ara colour to induce the Moou to marry her. But in
the post Vedic time of the Bnhaddevata, the legend o| the
jftitf-veda about Sarawyu was so transformed as to make the
that was made Savarna
form and colour as
same
of the

woman

be Saranyu's substitute,
herself, left by her with her
to

husband at the time of her disappearance from him. Here in
in the Eamayawa the whole world, consisting of the celestials
above and the large concourse of people at the

sacrifice
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our hero of the solar line, comes together to
performed by
ordeal and her joining her husband ; but
Sita's
witness

proving her purity, she disappears leaving behind the twin
Kusilavas, while her substitute consisting of the Suvarwa
or golden image of her -may be compared with Sarawyu's
This
substitute Savama of the story of the Bnhaddevata.

golden substitute of Sita

idea of the

Karmapradipa,

work attributed

a

older than

is

to

Katyayana,

the

and

regarded as aParisishtfa of the Samaveda. In III. 1, 10 of
it, as pointed out by Professor A. Weber, there is a verse

about Rama's performing

image

many

sacrifices

with the golden

of Sita as Patni.*

I shall

now take up

the second point,

The

quitted this world.

viz.,

how Rama

story may be summarised thus

:

llama's mother and stepmothers having died, and their funeral
ceremonies and $raddhas having been performed together with the
distribution of charity on a large scale, Kala, the god of Time,

assuming the form of a Tapasa, arrives as a messenger from the
god Pitamaha (the four-faced Brahma), and obtains a private in-

Rama on condition that if any person should intrude
them
upon
during the interview, that person should be put to
death. Rama informs Lakshmawa of this and places him at the
terview wifch

door.
is

Kala then delivers the message, which is to the
Rama to think of returning to Heaven.

effect that it

time for

arrives, and although
he threatens to pronounce a
whole kith and kin and country if he is

In the meantime Atri's son Bishi Durvasas
Lakshraawa

tells

him

to wait a

little,

curse upon Rama and his
not at once announced. Preferring to forfeit his

cwn life in order
Lakshmana goes in when Kala is still with Rama,
and announces Durvasas. Then on the departure of Kala, Durvasas
who is respectfully received by Rama says to him
My Tapas for a
to save

them

all,

'

:

thousand years has been completed to-day, and I want to eat of thee
whatever food is ready.' Rama offers the food most gladly, on
eating which Durvasas exclaims, 'Sadhu (well done), Rama!'

and

goes away.

Then seeing that Rama is downcast and speechless with sorrow,
Lakshmana urges him to conquer him (i.e., put him to death) and
* The verae

K&mo

is this

:

kritva sauvanilm Sifcam patnim yasasvinim
ije yajfiair bahuvjdhai/i saha bhr&tribhir afcyutaJi,
'pi
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thereby be true to the word given to Kala. Saying that in the case
of one who is so good renouncement (tyaga) is equal to putting to
death, Rama renounces Lakshmawa, who, without going to his
house, goes directly to the river Sarayu, bathes there, and, with
palms joined and raised to the head (in the act of Yogic devotion),
suppresses all his senses and breath, and in that state he is bodily

taken up to Heaven by Indra amid the showers

down by

of flowers

poured

the celestials.

Not only Rama's remaining brothers Bharata and $atrughna, but
the whole of the inhabitants of Ayodhya, make up their mind to
quit this world along with Rama. Like Rama his three brothers
also have two sons each, and these eight sons are installed as kings
of the following countries Rama's sons Kusa and Lava of the south
:

respectively, the capital of Kusa being Kusavati
near the Vindhya mountains, and that of Lava Sravasti Bharata's
sons Taksha and Pushkala of Takshasila and Pushkalavata of the

and north Kosalas

;

Gandhara country Lakshmawa's sons Angada and Kandraketu of
and Malla counbries and Satrughna's sons Subahu
and $afcrughatin of Madhura and Vaidisa.
;

the Karupatha

;

Hearing that Rama intends quitting this world, the monkey king
Sugriva iustats his nephew Aiigada as king of Kishkindha and joins
Rama with many Vanaras, but of them Rama tells Hanuman to live
in this world as long as the

The
Ramayawa is current in it.
Rakshasa king Vibhishawa also arrives, but Rama blesses him to be
king of Lanka as long as the sun and moon endure.

Then

at daybreak the procession starts with

Rama's

sacrificial fire

and the goddesses Sri and Hri attending upon him.
Going to the river Sarayu, he crosses ifc by foot, and then, praised
and welcomed by the god Pitamaha, he bodily enters Vaishwavam
in the van,

Tejas, the Light of Vishwu, together with his brothers,

and becomes

Visimumaya, Vishnu Himself. Sugriva enters (his father) the Sun,
while the other Vanaras enter their own divine fathers. And then
at the word of Vishwu the god Pitamaha establishes the vast crowd
of the followers of Rama in the Heaven called Santanika or Santana
situated above Brahmaloka (the world of the four-faced Brahma)^
and not a soul is left in Ayodhya. At the end of many years
the vacant city will become inhabited again when it gets one

named

Ifo'shabha as its king.

With

this

prophesy the Ramayawa

ends.

Kala

is

the personification of
'

meaning probably

ill-clad/

seems

Time,

l&shi Durvasas,

to represent asceticism

or renunciation, the hunger or desire of which is satisfied
it makes Rama
practice renunciation on the eve of
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his

quitting

this

world.

When Rama

renounces even

Lakshmawa, the best of his kith and kin and one that
followed him in his exile, he must be held as having

Eama is

renounced the whole world. As
of

Vishwu as man, the mode

the representation
of his utkranti or exit seems to

be the same as that prescribed for the enlightened

man

;

and therefore the river Sarayu crossed by Rama may signify
the river supposed to exist as the boundary between this
his going up bodily may simply mean
up in his own true svarupa or state of Self,
the same which in the case of the enlightened man is

world and Heaven

;

his springing

mentioned at the conclusion of the .KMndogya Upanishad
'
esha samprasado 'sma&fcTz-arirat samutthaya Param
as
svena rupewabhinishpadyate '. The
Jyotir upasampadya
:

Light into which he enters may signify the same Great Light
which is spoken of as Param Jyotis in the sentence just

As already

quoted.

stated

(p.

400

ante),

the town of

to represent the body which, the same Upanishad says, is shaken off or abandoned by the man who
has attained the Self (' dhutva sariram akntam kntatma ') ;

Ayodhya seems

and

significant that at

Rama's

exit

is
wholly
the
Ayodhya represents
body, its
inhabitants that quit it along with Rama may be taken
to represent the Pra/nas, senses or vital spirits.*
The sons
left by Rama's brothers at the rate of exactly two by each
it is

abandoned.

Ayodhya

If thus

be in imitation of Rama's twin sons, and to
represent their fame.
Although in the inward sense

seem

to

Ayodhya represents the body,
of that

name, the

outwardly it is the town
kings of the solar line, and

still

capital of the

therefore in order to account for its being inhabited, it
was said that Bishabha, meaning the Best, would re-people

But the subsequent poet Kalidasa, not liking the idea
Ayodhya being in ruins for many generations, makes
the abandoned town appear as a female apparition to Rama's

it.

of

* About the Prawas of the
enlightened soul, see Brih.4r.-up. IV. 4, 6
na tasya prawa/i utkramanti ', or, as the Madhyamdina text says, na
tasmat pran&Ti. utkramanti and the Brahma-Sutras, IV. 2, 712,
:

'

'

1

,
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son Kusa himself, who, invited by her, moves thither and
occupies it with all the inhabitants of his new town.

Although we have finished our survey of the Ramayawa

by taking notice
Kansas,

still it is

of the principal incidents of its seven
necessary now to go to the preamble of

at the commencement of the BalakawcZa, where there is
a remarkable story about how Valmiki, the reputed author
It is to this effect
of the Ramayawa, composed it.

it

:

Once upon a time Riahi Valmiki, ever devoted to Vedio study and
tapas or austerity, questions the divine JMshi Narada as to who is
the best of men living in the world at that time, and Narada tells

him the name

of

Rama

with an epitome of his wonderful history,

and vanishes in the sky to the world of the gods. Then Valmiki,
accompanied by his disciple Bharadvaja, goes to bathe in the clear
water of the river Tamasa not far from the Ganges. On the way he
sees a Nishada, hunter, kill the loving male of a couple of kraunfca
birds,
bird,

and

filled

with soka, sorrow, by the

be addresses the hunter thus

M& nish&da

cries of the bereaved female

:

pratish*Mm tvam agamafc,

sasvattTi samaft,

yat kraunfcamithun&d ekam avadhifc kamambhitam.

Hunter, mayest thou not obtain resting-place for eternal years, inasas thou hast killed, out of the kraunfca couple, that (male) one

much

.

which was infatuated by (Cupid)

desire.

But he is surprised to find that what he uttered in soka, sorrow,
took the form of a well-constructed sonorous sloka, verse. Bathing
in the river, he returns to his hermitage and is brooding over the
verse that sprang from sorrow, when the four-faced god Brahma

Do not be concerned thou hast
appears before him and says
really constructed a sloka ; it was inspired by me ; do thou compose the story of Bama and Sita
(by my favour) every detail of it
'

:

;

;

Accordingly he composes the Eamayawa and
trains the two Kusilavas to get it by heart and sing it.
will shine to thee.'

show that the Raraayawa is an esoteric
Vedantic
truths. A work .on the Vedanta
illustrating
or BrahmakawcZa would be worthy of acceptance if it is
I have tried to

work

shown

to teach or illustrate no new
thing invented by
the author, but
the
truth
old
obtained
only
through a
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The god Brahma alias Prajapati is,
the Vamsas in the Bn'h-ar.-upanishad, at tlie

competent Teacher.
according to

the line of the Teachers of Brahman. So, it is
top of
said that our Vedantic epic was inspired by him, while

Narada

is

Narada

is

utilized as the

immediate Teacher

of

This

it.

famed in theETiand.-Opanishad, Prapai/iaka VII,

as learning the

Bhuman or Infinite

Self from Sanat-Kumara,

the Eternal Boy, the god Skanda himself.

There Narada asks

:

Sa bhagava/i kasmin pratishiMta/i ?
Sir, in what does He (the Bhuman)

"

Sanat-Kumara

replies

rest P

"

:

" In

His own greatness or nob even in greatness. In the world
cows and horses, elephants and gold, slaves, wives, fields
they
and houses, greatness. I do not mean this, for in that case one
call

being (the possessor) rests in something else, (but the Infinite
"
cannot rest in something different from itself.)

He is Infinite, nothing can circumHim
like a finite being enveloped by
scribe Him and make
and resting in a house, for He Himself is the Infinite Home
That

is to

say that as

all, existing everywhere by his own greatness, which
does not depend upon any objects of enjoyment different
from Himself. In this sense, and not in any sense opposed

of

His all-interpenetrativeness by which He has made
Himself the All-Loving Self and as such Himself His own

to

greatness

anything

and
or,

resting-place.

joy,
in

He

is

other

Now

not resting in

not pratishiMta

words,

this very

He

has

no

pratishi/ia,,

word pratishiM

is

used in

the so-called sorrowful verse in which the hunter

wardly cursed not

to

must strike anybody

out-

is

have

It
pratishi/ia for eternal years.
as a paradoxical riddle that this cursa

should be adopted as the benedictory stanza at the beginning of the Ramayawa, and that the god Brahma is made to
bless

it

with the real nature of a sloka.

Now,

sloka,

although ordinarily meaning a verse, means praise, and it
is most
likely that the verse in question, containing a
curse outwardly, was intended to be really a praise or
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Rudra, the Vedic Son God,

not only the
hunter, but also, according to old Purawic legends, the
destroyer of Kama. Likening Vislmu's Amsa Rama to

benediction.

the famous Son

God Rudra, he is by

is

his forest life a hunter

were, killing at last Ravawa, the demon of Kama.
Thus, if we take the hunter of the verse in question to
as

it

signify

Rama and

the two kraunfca birds Ravawa and

Manctodari, of whom the former is killed by Rama, the
verse would be really in praise of the hunter, blessing him
to have for ever no pratishiM. or dependence upon anything
for one

else,

who has

killed selfish desire loves all the

creatures as himself, thereby making himself the whole
Viewed in this light,
universe, independent and infinite.
this riddling verse is a key to the Ramayawa, and therefore

placed at the head of

Valmiki means

it.

'

belonging to valmika, the anthill.' In
one place in the Uttarakawdla he is called Bhargava,
descendant of the line of Varuwa's son Bhngu (Sarga 94,
verse 26), while in another place (Sarga 96, verse 19) he is
Pra&etas
said to have been the son of Pra&etas himself.
is

another name of Varuwa.

in the anthill (p.

330

ante).

Ifyavana, son of Bhn'gu, was

The

object of calling Valmiki

Bhargava may be to liken him to the planet $ukra, who is
called Bhargava and Kavi, poet.
Pra&etas, from whom
Valmiki's patronymic
real poet of the

Pra&etasa

It appears to

wise, intelligent.

is

me

derived,

means very

that whoever was the

Ramayawa, he did not want

to proclaim

his individuality, but that in order to give religious importance to the work, it has been attributed to a divine Rislai,

probably a personification of Agni as the son of the very
intelligent

god Varuwa

himself.

The disciple Bharadvaja who attends upon Valmiki
when composing the work may, in this connection, be
taken to signify Mind. The Satapatha Brahmawa, quoted
in

the Va&aspatya under

that

significance

to

Bharadvaja Rishih.'

the word

Bharadvaja, gives
c

Bharadvaja,

saying

:

Mano

vai
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There are scholars who consider that Rama's victory
over Havana, followed by his coronation and by the saying
at the end of the Yuddhakawda that he reigned happily for

thousands of years, and that whoever heard his story
would be happy here and at the end go to Heaven, was
finale of the
originally the

Ramayawa, and that the whole

of the Uttara-kawcZa including the birth of Rama's twin
sons, and the preamble of the Bala-kawda, are later

Be

additions.

and it may even be granted that those
made subsequent to the time of the other
the Mahabharata. In the later age when the
it so,

additions were

great epic,
epic

any

had become widespread and popular, the absence

of

hero Rama seems to have been
progeny to
a drawback, and so his fame itself was metamorits

felt as

phosed as his singing sons Kusllavas born in the hermitage
of the poet, and he was given a marvellous utkranti or
final

It

exit.

may be mentioned here

that the Maha.-

bharata gives marvellous exits to Kn'shwa and the Pawdavas.
as the Mahabharata begins with
Dhntarashfra's sorrowful stanzas serving as the key or
index to the principal events of that epic, so is the Ramayawa
It is also curious that

so-called sorrowful stanza, which, I have
the key to the principal event of Rama's
The preamble of the Bala-kawdla says that the two
story.
Kusilavas went on singing the Ramayawa in the assemblies
also prefaced

tried to

by the

show,

is

Rama

found them singing in the streets,
took them to his house (vesman), and heard them. This,

of Sushis,

and that

taken by itself, gives the impression that the narration took

The TJttara-kawcfo's locating the
capital.
of
the horse-sacrifice performed in
the
session
narration at
the Naimisa forest may be compared with what is said in
place in

Rama's

the Mahabharata and

many

of the

Purawas that their

narration to Eishis took place at sacrificial sessions in the

same Naimisa

forest.

The Ramayawa having

divided into seven books, the nomenclature of
to them
have been in imitation of the

58

been

Taittiriya Samhita

may

of the Yajur

finally

K&nda given

Veda which

is

divided into seven Kawdas,
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Kannada proverb about a dull man who heard
the Ramayana all the day long, and at the end asked
'
What is Sita to Rama ? But even a learned Paw^it may
There

is a

:

'

well ask that question, for, in days subsequent to the age
of the Ramayawa, strange stories have arisen, one set of

them
in

to the effect that Sita

was the

own

marrying her, married his

Rama

;

sister of
sister,

Rama, who,
and the other

was the daughter of Ravam, who, in
his own daughter. About twenty
abducted
abducting her,
years ago I heard from Honnali Grururaya&arya, an old
pensioned Pauranik of the court of the late Maharaja

that

s

wife Sita

bhe following three stories,
is current in this
part of
State

Kmhnaraja Vadayar of Mysore,
to

which I add one more which

the country,
(1)

Sifca,

of

daughter

viz.,

the Mysore

:

the incarnation of the goddess Lakshmi, was the
Dasaratha and sister of Rama. King Janaka obtained

her as a gift from Dasaratha, who warned him that she would disappear if allowed to touch the ground. Therefore, Janaka always

kept this his adopted daughter on a piiTia, a raised seat of wood.
But one day Bishi Jajali came, and as there was no one else to
she came down to the ground to salute him, with
the result that she disappeared into the earfch. Seven years afterwards she was found in it when Janaka ploughed the ground to
receive him,

perform his

sacrifice.

of Dasaratha,

and

She was not

Rama

then,

recognized as the daughter

married her.

This story, the Paurawik said, is in the Uttara-Vasis^a-Purawa,
also in the Skandottara-Purawa.

and

(2)

Ravana, having conquered

Brahma

as his astrologer to tell

had blessed Ravawa to

all

the gods, appointed the god

him the

and Brahma
Once upon a time

stars daily,

live for six Kofi years.

Brahma had

to wait long at the door of Ravawa's palace without
admittance.
Eishi Narada somehow managed to go in and
finding
told Ravaiia that for the fault of keeping Brahma waiting outside

he (Ravawa) had

lost three-fourths of his age,

and that the remaining

one-fourth too would go away if he abducted a damsel that had
married her own brother. Nobody was aware that Sifca, who was

found in the ground by Janaka and who married Rama, was Rama's
sister (as

his

own

in.

the first story).

By abducting her

Ravarat brought on

ruin.

The Paaranik
Bhargava-Purawa,

said that this

story

was to be found in

the
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Once

a time

upon,

the

Narada and

heavenly songsters

Tumburu went to SVetadvipa in order to show their proficiency in
the court of Narayaa. Tumburu found a ready admittance, while
Narada was

Just then Lakshmi, the spovise of

left coldly outside.

Narayawa, entered the hall in state, and her attendants pushed
Narada aside to clear the way for her. He cursed her to be born as

an Asura. She was accordingly born as the
Ravawa and Maitcfodari. Narada went and predicted to
Bavawa that the child would bring about his ruin. So, Havana cast
her away into the sea. She was washed into a river named Srutamala in Janaka's country, and the Sun god placed her in a lotus in
that river and worshipped her for nine months. Janaka prayed to

the daughter of

daughter of

the

Sun

for a child

and received her in

and married her to Rama.

So,

gift.

He

brought her up

when Rava%a abducted

her,

he

abducted his own daughter, not knowing what had become of the
cast-away child.

The Pauramk

said that this story

was in the Maudgalya-RamaB

Being vanquished and always slighted by Ravawa, the Devas
(4)
a pot of amrita, nectar, as an
began a sacrifice intending to offer
birth
from
it of an immortal being able
the
fire
for
into
the
oblation

Narada told this to Ravana, but lest Ravarea should
become immortal by drinking the nectar, he told him that the pot
intended to be sacrificed was full of poison, because, he said, the
object of the Devas was to get a venomous being to kill him.

to kill Ravawa.

Ravana. went and, driving out the Devas, brought the pot and
left it in charge of his queen Maw^odari, telling her that it was

poison and that she should preserve it most carefully from slipping away into the hands of the Devas, So she did but unfortu;

nately a domestic quarrel ensued between her and her husband,
and wishing to put an end to her life, she drank the so-called poison

with the strange result that she gave birth to a most beautiful girl ;
who, however, as in story No. 3, was cast away into the sea.
This story is current in folklore in this part of the country, and

must have had some Purawic

basis for

it.

The Ramayawa says simply that Janaka found Sita in
the ground. Whose daughter she was and how she got into
the ground before Janaka found her, these stories
try to
explain by inventing facts each in its own way.

The idea that Sita was the

sister of her own husband
been worked out from the identity of the
the Taitt.-Brahmawa with the Sita of the Rama-

Rama must have
Sita of

yawa.

It will

be seen from the former

(p.

394

ante) that
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Prajapati alias Savitn, the father of Sita, creates King
Moon, who loves $raddha, Faith, and who at last marries
Sita.

Thus her husband is the creature
and therefore her own brother as

of

her own

were; and
although in the Ramayawa he as changed into the solar
hero Kama, still the riddle-like idea of sister-marriage,
father,

it

worked out from the Taitt.-Brahmawa, is utilized in our
story in respect of Sita's changed husband Rama also.

We

have seen that while the Taitt.-Brahmawa makes

Sita the wife
at p. 397 ante)

of the Moon,

another Vedic text (quoted

makes her the wife

of Indra,

who

is

a solar

god. This Indra, who, according to the Vedic Subrahman-ya formula, is the Jara or lover of Ahalya, is called
Bvasur Jara, lover of his own sister, in another version of

In JRtg-veda VI., 55, 4 and 5, the solar
riddlingly called Svasur Jara and Matur

the same formula.*

god Pushan
Didhishu,

is

sister's lover

and mother's

suitor.

Ambika who,

according to the Purawas, is the spouse of Rudra, is called
Rudra's sister in the Taitt.-Sam. I. 8,6,1 ; and there is the

Vedic riddle of the Creator's loving his own daughter.
These riddles seem to have arisen by combining the varied
poetical relationships of the Dawn, the goddess of Light,
to the Sun, as his daughter, sister, wife, or mother ; and the

riddles are transferred both to the golden star, either
Rohiwi or Ardra, and to Vafc, the goddess of intellect,
knowledge, &c., because the golden star as connected with

same

the Sun's

summer

the goddess of Light in
light represents

the celestial region, and because the

man from

his sleeping state to his

Dawn who

knowing

state,

'awakens

and who

as the golden star brings forth the brightness of summer
in conjunction with the Sun, is made to represent the goddess of knowledge. The two luminaries the Sun, and

the

Moon who

were lovers

shines with solar light reflected

are as

it

knowledge, which is poetically their
or daughter.
Viewing the Sun's Light as

of light,

wife or sister

* Vide Prof. Weber's
paper on Ahalya, the purport of which
in the Indian Antiquary for October, 1888, Vol. xvii., p. 302.

is

given
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Sun's sister and wife, there is the riddle of sistermarriage. Viewing the Moon's Light as the wife of the

both

tlie

Sun brought away by the Moon

to the night, there is the

Viewing the same
Moonlight as being also the daughter of the Moon, there is
the riddle of his abducting his own daughter. These riddles

riddle of his abducting another's wife.

also to the golden star representing Light
the star
his
Sun
summer
whose
the
with
gets
glory,
conjunction
and the full Moon his autumnal glory. The outward

apply

offensive look of these riddles

for

it is

the nature of a

be paradoxical or offensive in its outward look
vanishes when the inward nature of our Lady as representing spiritual knowledge is known. It is also probable that

riddle to

these

arose by playing with words and attachmeanings to them. The riddle of daughter's

riddles

ing esoteric

husband or lover may have arisen by taking Prajapati, the
lord of creatures, to mean esoterically one who is the pati,
husband, of
ledge

is

(his

own)

praja, daughter.

his daughter, as

it

His innate know-

were, and his love of her

is

Similarly, the riddle of sister's lover may have
arisen by regarding her as the Knower's svasn, sister in
spiritual.

the usual outward sense, but esoterically sva-sri, one's

own

(moral and spiritual) walk or conduct always beloved and
The riddle of mother's suitor may have
practised by him.
also some simple truth underlying it.
of the Ramayawa that Rama was the incarnaVislmu led naturally to the idea that Rama's wife
Sita was the incarnation of Vishwu's spouse, the goddess

The idea

tion of

Lakshmi

herself.

In the Puramc literature older than the

stories in question,

Lakshmi

is well known as Samudraand as Padmalaya, one whose
Therefore it is that the story No. 3

tanaya, daughter of the sea,

home

is

the lotus.

makes

Sita the daughter of the sea by saying that she was
put into the sea. Likewise it makes her Padmalaya by placing her in the lotus. It also makes her Savitri by making

Sun adopt her and bring her up in the lotus. She is
made Sa" vitri because, according to the Taitt.-Brahmana,

the

Sita

is

Savitri,

daughter of Savitn, the Sun.

Now
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Savitri is also a

name

of the sacred Grayatri verse

'
:

Tat

Savitur varewyam/ &c., because the Deity of it is Savitn,
the Sun, and so great is the
religious importance attached
to this verse,

by the

fact of its being the prayer taught to

the initiate when he becomes a

yana ceremony, and by

its

Brahmawa

in the

being used in several

Upana-

rites con-

nected with sacrifices, that it is called Veda-mata, mother
o the Vedas; of
knowledge. This verse is repeated many
times in the daily Sandhya worships, and many people
use the Japa-mala or rosary when repeating it. It strikes
me that our story identifies Sita with this Savitri Gayatri,*
the Mother of knowledge, and that the river $ruta-mala,
meaning the garland of $ruta or Yedic knowledge, signi-

the rosary, which, by the fact of its being in continuous motion at the time of the Japa, is poetically a sarit,

fies

which flows or moves.

river, literally that

The Ramayawa having depicted Havana as the son of
the Rishi Visravas, the grandson of the god Brahma who
is identical with the Yedic
Prajapati, and as a great
katnuka or amorous person, the aim of the story No. 3 in
making the object of his love, Sita, his own daughter seems

be

to

to liken

him

to his ancestor

stories figures as a

kamuka

distinctly identified in

is

Brahma, who

in the

Vedic

own daughter who
the Aitareya Brahma^a with
loving his

Ushas, the Dawn, with Divam, the bright heaven, and with
the star Rohiwi. The spiritual goddess Vafe is all these
metaphorically; they are her emblems. The extremely
innocent meaning of the riddle of the Creator's loving his
own daughter can be made out from what is said about him
in the
of

Bnhadarawyaka Upanishad

which

is this

I. 4, 1

5,

the purport

:

la the beginning

this

was the second-less Self alone as Purusha,
he burnt down (ush) all evils.

so called because before (purva) all this,

* The
reputed Rishi or author of the Gayatri verse
I have tried to

show

pp.

8285,

found by her adoptive father Kawva

signifies

is

Visv&mitra.

that Yisvamitra's daughter
Sakuntala is the Gayatri verse, and that the river Malini where she is

rosary.

in Vol.

i.,

probably the Japa-mala or
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He feared, like any one who is lonely might fear. But by knowing
that fear arises from a second only, and that there was nothing but
But he felt no delight

himself, his fear passed away.

in being lonely.

He made his Self into two as husband and wife. He embraced her,
How can he embrace me, after
and men were born. She thought
'

:

produced me from

I shall hide myself
She
having
became a cow, a mare, a female ass, a she-goat, a ewe, in succession,
but he became a bull, a stallion, a male ass, a he-goat, a ram, and
embraced her, and hence were born cows, one-hoofed animals, goats
"

and sheep.

down

And

.'

thus he created everything that exists in pairs,
He knew, 'I indeed am this creation, for I

to the ants.

created all

himself ?

Hence he became the

this.'

creation,

and he who knows

this lives in this his creation."

Purusha means man or the male

and the manner

sex,

creation here attributed to the Self is sexual, nay,
even beastly, and also sinful by reason of the incest
with daughter. But this is only the outward look of
of

this paradoxical

riddle.

That

from the fact that the author

it

is

a riddle

is

evident

of it plays with the

word

one who
Purusha, and imports into it the meaning of
has burnt down all evils. 3 The Self that has burnt
'

down all evils cannot do any incestuous, beastly act.
The object of the riddle seems to be to show that the
Self is second-less both before and after the creation,
and

inward

the

that

meaning

of

the

Self's

sn'shft,

creation, is the spiritual evolution of himself as the Self

entered into one and all of the creatures,
them
all as
loving
himself, for, as defined in II. 5, 18
of the same
Upanishad, Purusha is one who has entered

has

that

into all bodies or creatures

(puraft/ purusha avisat), they
being pura/i, towns, for him to be in in his Antary&mi

The

aspect.
is

In that
that

is

But

in

he

Self's

from fear

fvee

state
all

;

:

second-less state

he

is

there is

but there

his state

after

before the creation

lonely with none to molest him.
no obstruction to his happiness,
is

no

positive

happiness in

his spiritual creation

of

it.

himself

most happy second-less Self, not by hating and
an
end to any of the creatures in the universe
putting
as a
second, as an alien, to him, but by regarding and
is

loving

the

them

all

as himself.

In this manner he makes his
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Self all the creatures, not in the bodily or animal
sense,
but mentally and spiritually for the sake of his loving all

Creation in the animal sense requires the
the
male
and the female, and they are bodily distinct.
couple,
husband
and
wife
should be of one mind, the saying that
As
they both are one, or that the wife is but the half of the
as himself.

husband,

is

true only ethically,

this riddle of the

second-less

and not physically.
his

Self,

In

second-less-ness

would have been destroyed if he had wedded a second or
another than himself. Therefore it is said that he himself

became

his wife.

sense.

But in the

This can never happen in the animal
spiritual sense the Self as pure Mind
has in his very nature the inborn faculty of Vafe, who, by
reason of the feminine gender of that word, is poetically a
female, and the
ante)

hymn X.

shows that

this

125 of the JR^g-veda (vide p. 274
Lady Vafe represents not simply

Speech, but Wisdom, Knowledge, Devotion, Righteousness,
in fact all that is morally and spiritually high. This his

inborn spirituality is riddlingly himself his daughter, and
his wife also, for it is by loving her that he has evolved
himself as
all

all

the creatures in the sense that he loves them

What incest or

as himself.

sin

can there be in the Self s

loving his own spirituality, and how can he have become the
One Secondless Self of universal love if there was any
selfishness in

down

him

?

It is therefore said that

He who knows

all evils.

of Himself as the whole world will
will

be happy

be free from selfishness, and love

he who does not know

he has burnt

the Self s spiritual genesis
in

it,

for he too

as himself.

all

But

this spiritual genesis will not soar

higher than the animal genesis, which is all that he would
soe in this riddle if he does not lay stress on the Self s

becoming himself his wife and all the creation. Such a
man, as the Bhagavadgita XVI. 8 says, is an ungodly
Asura or demoniac person whose silly idea is that "the
universe is devoid of truth, devoid of fixed principle, and
devoid of a ruler, produced by union

caused by

lust,

Spirituality

(of

and nothing else."
whomsoever born

in

male and female)

.

is

the same Lady
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everywhere, whether as the daughter of the Creator, or as
the daughter of the enlightened man.
Therefore, the
riddle that, in abducting Sita,

Ravawa abducted

his

own

means that he loved his own inborn
daughter, simply
had
and
his embodied Samsaric state killed.
spirituality,
In connection with this riddle about Bavawa, the following
said to be found in a work called Bh&varthastory,

*
Eamayawa, was mentioned

me

to

In the battle of Lanka, Eavawa
at last he set out himself to fight.

in March, 1888.

lost all his relatives

and

sons,

and

Before proceeding, he went to
the mansion of his Queen Maw^odari to bid her good-bye. The
meeting was of a very pathetic kind. The grief of the poor Queen

knew no bounds

;

she had lost

all

her sons, and her husband too

was going to die on the battle-field. She begged him to grant her
one last wish. On his promising to do so, she said: I wish to see
Sifca and Earna brought to our house, and there made to sit together
'

in the

seat of honour, attired in the

most valuable dress, and

me to them,
they are our daughter and
seat.'
Accordingly, Bava?ia

decorated with the most valuable jewels, presented by

honour them exactly as
son-in-law placed on the marital

for I desire to

if

Eama to his palace, where he and his
Queen placed him and Sita together on the marital seat and paid all
honours to them, by which act Eavawa's mind became as pure as
that of a Yogin, and dying immediately in the natural way, he went
to Heaven.

arranged for a truce, sent for

This means that the enlightened soul weds
devotion Sita to the Supreme Self

embodied

Samsaric

state.

Thus

inborn

its

Rama, and gives up the
all

these stories have

boldly taken the liberty of differing from the Ramayawa outwardly, in order to agree with it in one manner or another
in

what was thought

to be its

inward Vedantic sense.

These stories fortn but a small fraction of the
strange amplifications
thafc

and additions

have grown in the

dramas such as the
a volume.

We

may

To

collect all

By Mr. N. Mrayanasvami Aiyangav,

69

the

many
Ramayawa

Upapuranas, and
and in the different
of them would make

later Purawas,

notice here only one

story recited at a performance of

Brahman.

to,

Uttarara'tnafcarita,

vernaculars of India.

*

of,

Solicitor,

who

more instance.
said

lie

heard the

Rama-katha in Madras by a Maharashtra
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The Vasishi/za-Bamayawa, Uttara-kawcZa (adhyayas 11, 12
and 13) says to this effect
On killing the Dasakantha, or ten-headed Ravawa of Lafika, Rama
:

was reigning as King of Ayodhya. But in course of time another
Ravawa surnamed Satakawfe, because he was a hundred-headed
monster, turned up. He lived in a town called Mayapura in the
island called Saka-dvipa in Dadhi-sagara, the sea of curds, beyond
the Lavawa, Ikshu, Sura and Sarpi seas. To kill him Rama set out
with Sita, as she wanted to see the battle. They travelled in the

Vimana Pushpaka. Rama fought with Satakawi/ia, but each
time the latter was wounded and his blood dropped to the ground,
there sprang forth as many Sfatakan^ias as the drops of blood. In
ethereal

manner Rama fought for six months without being able to put
an end to the enemy's repeated multiplication. At last Sita obtained
She fought as Sakti alias Bhadrakali and
permission to fight.
this

killed Sataka%feb with the Brahmastra.

Mayapura, the name

of the so-called town, is a sufficient

clue to the esotery of the story.
It is all the
the Knower or liis most valorous wife
kills

same whether

Vidya, Knowledge,
In this story the victory is won by means
The JOandogya Upanishad says that whatever is

the demon.

of her.

done by means

of Vidya,

Upanishad, and $raddha

is

most

valorous (viryavattaram).

A Vaidik

Brahman

of Snngeri, the seat of Sri $ankara-

fearya's Maifoa in the State of Mysore, when repeating
verse 3 of Big-veda X., 3, as a blessing on the occasion
of his visit to me in 1874 or 1875, mentioned a Nirukta

thereon, which interprets the verse to mean the whole
I took it down," as
story of the Ramayana in brief.

was a strange one ; and I was struck with surprise when
a few years afterwards a Yaidik Brahman from the far-off

it

Telugu country pronounced blessing by repeating the same
verse and the same Nirukta or Nirvafeana.
These are
given in the note below,* enclosing within brackets the
* The verse

is this

:

Bhadro bhadraya safeamana agat
vasaram j&ro abhyefci pas&a';
Suprakefcair dyubhir Agnir viUshi/ian

nsadbhir vanwtir abhi ramam asthat (Ev.

x, 3, 3).
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words which the Telugu Brahman omitted in his pai/ia of
the Nirva&ana. The words in the second and third
brackets do not seem to

hymn
Mr.

the

deity of

Griffith thus
"

in

fit

which

is

The verse

well.

It

Agni.

is

in a

rendered by

is

:

Attendant on the blessed dame the blessed hath

come

:

the lover folldweth his sister.

Agni, far spreading with conspicuous lustre, hath
compassed night with whitely-shining garments."

The

'

'

is ra-ma, for in the Vedas the
night
word rama when used otherwise than as a proper name is
3
taken by scholars to mean ' dark-coloured/ ' black.
This

original for

interpretation of

rama

in the verse in question

is in

accord-

ance with Sayawa, who explains the word thus f ramam =
knshnam = sarvaram tama/i,', that is to say, rama means
:

black and signifies here the nightly darkness.
the verse to this effect

The blessed

He explains

:

Agni while the blessed dame is (his own) light or
the Dawn, attended by whom he comes from the Garhapatya to the
Ahavaniya rite. Then the same Agni, who is Jara in the sense of
is

satrunam jarayita, the destroyer of his enemies, approaches the
same dame who is svasn either in the sense of one who moves by
herself or of sister to him.

Likewise he stands and shines with his

bright light encompassing or overpowering the darkness of night
at the time of the evening Homa rite.

As the Garhapatya and Ahavaniya are respectively the
western and eastero fires, what Saya?ia means seems to be
The

so-called Nirukta thereon is this

:

"Bhadro Ramabhadro bhadraya maiigaZa-rupaya Sitaya safeamanaTi,
sampadyamanaTi. [Bharadvajasramam gatva] asamantad agad aramyam
agat pifcn-niyoga-vasafc.
pftjyam jaganmataram

Jara7i paradaraharta Ravawa/i

svasaram mafcnvat-

Sifcam pas/cad abhyety,

aramya-gamananantaram
Anantaram sefcu-bandhana-

samipe agatavan.
dvara Ravane hate Sifcayam fca 'gnau pravishiayam visvasarthain Agnis
tarn grihlfcva Ramatn Baghanathampasfcad abhimukheriastam (?) suddhe[Vasisht/ia-Visvamitra-]

fcy

abhinivedifcavan [Vibhishamena

samrajyam sauinitrim kritva].

TataTi

supraketair sakalartiharibhir dyubhi/i kantibhi risadbhir varnair akaraviseshais Jcaivam ati-[akara] viseshena sthitavan. Tasyaisha para bhavati."
"
"
The Telugu Brahman, however, added to
Tasyaisha para bhavati
"
these words
tasyofctara bhuyase nirvafeanaya."
:
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Agni present in the G&rhapatya fire at the time of
the evening worship is fancied to go round to the Ahathis

:

vaniya fire to receive the morning worship when he is
attended by the Dawn or when he is fancied to have

approached her, and then he goes back to receive the
evening worship shining brightly in the Garhapatya fire as
if
battling with and conquering the darkness of night.
But his interpretation of Jara as destroyer cannot be
accepted. J&ra
the Sun himself

means the

sentences of the

and

lover,

it

is

probable that

praised as Agni, and that the three
verse present three pictures of the

is

One picture is that he has risen attended
by the Dawn another is that as the lover of his own
sister, the Dawn, he has approached or overtaken her from
behind (pas&at), for first rises the Dawn and then the Sun

morning Sun.

;

;

that (having thus risen) he has overpowered
the dark being, the nightly darkness, with the brilliant

the third

is

colours of his light.

The only other
is

Big-veda

place where the

X, 93,

where

14,

word Rama occurs

it

in the

certainly used as a

is

proper name, to wit, of a famous Asura or heroic being
praised along with Du^sima, Pnthavana, and Vena. Who

he

not known.

appears to
Nirukta or Nirva&ana on Rv. X.
is is

It

S&ya?ia's interpretation, but

me
3,

3

that the so-called

which

is

against

which must have arisen some

centuries ago to be current in such widely distant places
as $n'ngeri on the Western Ghats and the Telugu country
in the east of the Peninsula

Rama

of

it

to

mean

the

by reading the epic into
The blessed

is

Rama and

it

was composed by taking the
of the Ramayawa, and

Rama
thus

:

the blessed

dame

is Sita.

Attended by

her he goes (to the forest by order of his father). Then (pas&at) the
Jara (who is Eavawa) approaches the sister (who is Sita, and who is
called sister because he ought to have looked upon Kama's wife
as snob

as the

having been
fire-ordeal)

mother of the whole world). Then (the bridge
Havana killed, and Sita fallen into the fire in her

built,

Agni (took her up, and said that she was pure, and)
Kama, shining with his brilliant colours.

stood about (abhi)
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Rejecting the Nirukta as spurious, the verse itself is
worthy of note as containing the riddle of the Deity praised
in

it

loving his

own

sister.

There are four Buddhist

some resemblance
princes

wed

their

Dasaratha-Jataka,

Rama who

is

to the

own
is

stories, all of

Ramayawa,

sisters,

in

while the

which present
three of which
last,

called the

a Buddhist version of the story of

stated in

it

to

have wedded his own

sister

work on

the Ramaya?ia, pp. 4 and 5,
quotes a story from Buddhaghosha's
on
the
commentary
Dhammapada. It is to this effect
(1)

In his

Weber

Professor

:

Brahmadatta, king of Baranasi, exiled his sons Mahimsasaka and
JTanda to protect them from the machinations of their stepmother,
to whom he had granted permission to choose anything she might
wish. But her son Suriya refused the kingdom which she chose for

him, and joined the two brothers in their exile. While wandering
in the Himalayan forests a Eakkhasa under the god Vessavawa

dragged down into a pond .ZTanda and Suriya who did not know
Buddha's law but the eldest brother Mahimsasaka who knew the
law procured their release by answering all the questions put by the
;

Rakkhasa. On the death of the king, the three brothers returned
home, and the eldest succeeded to the throne, while Sanda became
Uparaja, sub-king, and Suriya the commander-in-chief.

In the same work, pp. 5 and 6, Professor Weber
the
substance of a story said to be found in Buddhagives
ghosha's commentary on the Suttanipata thus
(2)

:

"The Ikshvaku

king, Amba^/iarajan, to please a young wife,
exiles all his elder children, four sons and five daughters.
The

young

princes,

when they have reached the

forest,

intermarry with

their sisters, with the view of providing a mutual safeguard against
the degeneracy of their race through mesalliance; and they install
their eldest sister Piya in the place of mother.

When,

after a time,

remove her to another part
and there she is found by a king Kama, who has also
of the forest
been driven by leprosy into the forest but has recovered and by
him she is cured and wedded."
the latter

is

stricken with leprosy, they
;

;

(3)

A

legend about the origin of the $akyas, said to be
Gr. Tumour's Introduction to the

quoted in the Hon'ble

THE
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Mahavamsa, and reproduced in Mr. B. Pbcocke's work
India in Greece at pp. 192 196, is to the following effect
:

King Okkaku had
Palini,

and Visakha.

five consorts

By

named Hattha, Sitta, Jantu,
named Okkaka-

Hafctha he had four sons

mukho, Karakando, Hatthinako, and Nipuro, and five daughters,
Piya, Supiya, Ananda, Sananda and Viyitasena. On the death of
Hattha the king married a lovely and youthful princess and had by

named JantUj who on the fifth day of his nativity was
presented to the king, who was so very delighted as to tell the
youthful queen, the child's mother, that he would grant any boon she

her a son

might choose. She chose the crown for her own son. The king
and frowned, but was obliged to grant the wish in honour of

fretted

He

his word.

exiled the four sons of his first wife with a large

army and eight officers of the State, telling his sons to come
Their five
back on his demise and succeed to the throne.
sisters accompanied them voluntarily, followed by great crowds
sympathizing people. On the first day this multitude marched
one Yojana only, on the second day two, on the third three.

of

The

princes considered that

inflict

pain

territory,

it

on others, subdue

would be unworthy of them to
some minor Ka/ja and take his

and that they should build a city in the midst of
Accordingly, they marched to the frontier of Himavanto

wilderness.

and

built a city

named Kapilavastu because

it

was

built

on a

site

a site on treading which even
weak animals such as deer pursued by beasts of prey such as tiger
or lion got power to set them at naught.* Kapila was no other

fixed by Kapila near his hermitage

than the Bpdhisatto (Buddha)

Brahman

He had

himself in a former birth in a

that family and assumed the sacerfamily.
dotal character in the Isi sect. As advised by the officers of State,
in order to avoid

left

unequal matrimonial alliances with the

common

people, the princes treated the eldest sister as their mother and in
due seniority wedded the other four sisters. On their father being'

informed of the founding of the city by his sons, he broke forth
'

My
(addressing himself to his courtiers) into this exultation
most assuredly they are Sakya (self-potential).' Buddha is
:

friends,

called

$akya because he was born

in the line of these four
princes.

The Buddhist Dasaratha-jataka, given in detail in
Professor Weber's work, pp. 113123, is to the following
(4)

effect

:

* This kind of
legend is widely prevalent in Southern India, and the
same may be the case in Upper India also, in respect of the sites of many
old cities built by kings.
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Dasarabha, king of Barawasi, had two sons, Rama-pawdit and
Lakkhana, and a daughter Sita-devi. Their mother having died,
the king married a second wife, by whom he gob a son named

At her

Bharata.

instigation the elder princes were

exiled for

twelve years, and Sifca-devi went with them to the Himalayas of her

own

Lakkhana and Sita-devi treated Ramapandit as their
him fruits and herbs. The astrologers had told

accord.

father and brought

Dasaratha that he would die precisely in twelve years, bub he
died in the ninth year. Bharaba refused to be installed and went
to the forest to bring Rama-pa,c?it back.

Lakkhana and

father's death,

On

hearing of their
but not a

Siba-devi wept bitterly

;

from the eyes of Rama-pa.cit he was quite
unmoved. On Bharata asking the reason, Rama-pandit delivered a
long sermon about the uselessness of grieving for the departed.
drop

He

of tears fell

:

refused to return until the remaining three years were over, and
Lakkhana and Sita, and with a pair of his

sent back Bharata with

shoes made of grass, which the ministers placed on the throne.
"Whenever they committed an act of injustice the shoes struck
each other. From that warning (sign) they reheard the case.
But whenever they adjudicated justly, the shoes remained silent." *
At the end of the three years the PaticZit returned to Barawasi and

was installed with Siba-devi as queen consort, reigned for 16,000 years
and went to heaven. Buddha himself relates this Jataka tale to a hus-

bandman who, having lost
the end Buddha says that
-

In

his father,

was grieving too much and at
was the same Rama.
;

in his former birth he

these Buddhist stories the reason for the exile

all

the intrigue of the' stepmother as in the Eamayana.
not likely that this stereotyped reason repeated
historically

in

respect

of

four

different

kings,

is

It is
itself
viz.,

Brahmadatta, AmbaWfraraja, Okkaku and Dasaratha. One
As
original story seems to have assumed different shapes.
Sita

is

a Vedic goddess connected with sacrifice and the

three Vedas,

who

is it

that is likely to have been the

author of the original story, whether a Brahman who considered his Vedas and sacrifices as the very soul of his

and wanted to utilize the goddess in an epic contruths in it, or a Buddhist who had
Vedantic
cealing
nothing to do with them ? The Dasaratha-jataka virtually

religion,

confesses the great antiquity of the story of
* This

is

Eama by

an improvement upon the Ramayana which does not

anything about the shoes striking each other.

say
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saying that he was a by-gone incarnation of Buddha, The
Mahabharata has an old tale, referred to even in the

Ramaya?ia, about king /Sibils self-sacrifice when tested by
Indra and Agni. The Buddhist $ibi-jataka amplifies that
story and says that $ibi was a previous incarnation of

Buddha (vide Essay on $ibi in Vol. I.). Rishi Kapila is a
name which in the ancient literature of the Brahmans
came to be hallowed and associated with great sageship
and knowledge, and our story No. 3 says that Kapila too
was a previous incarnation of Buddha. Similarly, the
esoteric truths concealed

in

the

Ramayawa having, in
common people, and

course of time, been forgotten by the

Rama

understood only according to his outward picture,

viz., as a great, good, heroic

man, an incarnation

of

Vishnu

himself, the Buddhists appropriated him also as a previous
incarnation of Buddha. The object is to ennoble Buddha

by identifying him with the old hallowed names of the
popular stories of the Brahmans, and the Brahmans have
returned the compliment by saying in some of the later
Purawas that Buddha was the

latest incarnation of Vishw-u.

The reason why in the Dasaratha-jataka there is no
abduction of Sita and no war of Lanka is, as was suggested
by a European

scholar (Professor Lassen,

right), that, as the object

is

to identify

in his previous birth, the popular story

if

I

remember

Rama with Buddha
of Rama is changed

so as to suit the mild character of

Buddha, who, though a
Kshatriya, never waged war, but gave up the world and
became a pious sage. The Rama of the Jataka is a vegetarian living on roots and herbs, and is such a rigid sage as
not to grieve for the death of his own father. But the
Rama of the Ramayawa has the greatest affection for his

weeps like a child on hearing his death, and performs $raddha to him, according to the ancient Aryan
custom, with the flesh of ena, a kind of black antelope ;

father,

described as subsisting not only upon roots and
herbs in his exile, but also upon the flesh of game killed

and he

is

in the jungle.

The extremely mild character

of

Buddhism
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is

clearly

that a

shadowed

new

forth in story No. 3, in

was

city

of pain involved in

infliction

which

it is

said

builb in the wilderness to prevent the

subduing other kings and
Such an ideal can never

appropriating their territory.
view war with favour. The Lanka war in

having thus had to be avoided, the exiled

the South

Eama

is

stated

have gone to the Himalayan jungles in the North, to
which the exiled Pandavas of the other great epic, the

fco

Mahabharata, go.
Mr. J. D. Mayne, in his Hindu

Law and

Usage, 5th Ed.,

custom in ancient times of the incestu-

p. 92, refers to the

ous marriages of $akya princes with their sisters. Buddha
himself is called Sakya-sihma, and it is probable that

Buddhism absorbed a large number of the $akyas who
founded their own dynasty, and that in these Buddhist
legends about princes marrying their own sisters the
custom of the Sakya princes is reflected. These legends
must have arisen long after the rise of Buddhism. Our
ancient Dharma-sutras, some of which are adjudged

by

competent scholars to be much anterior to Buddhism,
and the marriage and other customs recorded in which

must

have

come

down from more

ancient time,

are

unanimous in placing the bride entirely beyond the bridegroom's blood relations. The Eig-veda itself, our most
ancient record, clearly condemns sister-marriage when
f
it says in X. 10, 12
papam ahur yafo svasaram niga/bftMt/
"
it sin that a brother should marry his
have
called
they
"
and we have seen that what is said in the Rigsister ;

veda about the Sun Pushan's or Agni's loving
sister is

his

own

a riddle.

Mahimsasaka

of

story No. 1

means 'the

ruler of the

earth ', and Ifanda and Suriya are the Pali or Prakrit
words for Kandra and Surya, the Moon and the Sun.
That story extols the merit of the knower of the dharma or

The pond mentioned evidently
abyss into which the Sun and Moon

law of Buddha.

signifies

the fancied

sink and

disappear
east,

it is

60

when
said

setting

by

;

but when they

rise

from

it

in the

the devout Buddhist that they do so only
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by the merit
'

to be

of the

knower o the law who alone deserves

the ruler of the earth. 5

This

may be compared with

the Taitt.-Ara?&yaka II. I, 2, which
says that
performs the Sandhya worship and throws

if

one duly

up the water
taken in his palms by repeating the Gayatri verse, the
water thus thrown up becomes the
Vajra weapon and
cuts off the Rakshasas that molest the Sun.
Likewise the
Rakshasa-prasna or questioning by the Rakshasa may be
compared with the Yaksha-prasna incidence at the concluding part of the Ara?iyaparvan of the Mahabharata.*

The idea
is

leper

of the Buddhist story, No. 2, that

very

dictionary, the

Rama was

a

MacdonelFs
According
peculiar.
word Rama means "dark-coloured, black;
to Dr.

It

pleasing, delightful, charming, lovely."

seems to be

derived from ram, to rejoice at, delight in, enjoy, love, &c.
Rama, in the feminine, means a charming young woman.

The

delightful

nature of the

Soma drink being much

curious that the Vedic Rama
praised in the Etg-veda,
Margaveya is the inventor of the Kshatriya's Soma drink,
while Rama Jamadagnya is, as we have seen in another
it is

essay,

a strange

Rama Halabhnt,
delighting

in.

metamorphosis

hala, liquor.

King Soma

Rama Margaveya.

of

the elder brother of Krishna,

so that she

Our Vedic
is

known

is

as

Sita figures as loving

a Kamini.

There

therefore

is

*

There the god Yama alias Dharma hovers about a pond as a Yaksha,
and the younger brothers of Dharmaraja drink the water without heeding
the Yaksha who says to them not to drink without; answering his questions.
The result is that they die. But Dharmaraja answers the questions, the
'

last question
is

man

:

Who

really is

man

'

?

receiving this answer

the fame of whose good works

fills

earth

'
:

He

and heaven

really

who

looks upon happiness and misery alike [working for work's sake undeterred
reverses, and without any selfish desire for its fruit].' Pleased with

by

the answers, the Yaksha

one of his brothers.

Dharmaraja to choose the resuscitation of any
his own uterine and heroic brothers, Bhlma
the victory of the future war of Kurukshetra so

tells

Leaving

and Arjuna, upon whom
depends, Dharmaraja chooses the coming back to life of his stepbrother Nakula out of compassion for that poor orphan whose mother
Madri, when dying, had left him and his twin brother Sahadeva to

much

his care.

Pleased with this disinterested compassion,

the brothers to

life,

Yama

restores all

'
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verbal appropriateness in her husband being called Kama,
the lover, in the Ramayawa, while in the Vedantic sense

Kama

is

one who

is

Atmarama

his delight or love in himself.

or

Atmarama, finding

Now,

all

according to Apte's

ram a among other things means not only black,
but white, and also kushifoam, leprosy, which is of two
kinds, black and white. It is, I think, by catching hold
dictionary;

of this leprosy sense of the

word that the Buddhist story in

question has made Rama a leper. Evidently that stoiy
leaves it to be understood that this leper Rama came to
know the Buddhist Law, cured himself by its merit, and

became Rama in
beautiful,

and

the sense of

also the lover,

one who

is

charming,
'
f
dear

wedding Priya, the

Thus the lesson taught by this story is that by
knowing the Law even a leper cures himself and others of

lady.

leprosy

moral leprosy.

KRISHNA.
The Mahabharata and the Puranas are unanimous in
saying that the god Krishna was an incarnation of the god
Vislmu, born as the son of Vasudeva and Devaki, and
having the aliases of V&sudeva, a patronymic

therefore

meaning 'son

of

Vasudeva

3

,

and Devakiputra,

'

son of the

His story is made up of marvellous legends.
scholars have tried to eliminate his godhood and

lady Devaki.'

From them
all

that

him

is

to a

extravagant and physically impossible, and reduce
human being who, born as the son of one Vasu-

name as a great Kshatriya hero, but who
was
deified for the purpose of hero-worship.
subsequently
But in the case of Krishna, instead of man being deified,
deva,

made

his

me

the contrary seems to

to be

the case, viz., that

god

anthropomorphized and made man god- man
as K>*shna Vasudeva.
Simply because in our ancient

Vislwu

is

Sanskrit literature a being has a patronymic or a matronymic, and is stated to have been born, it does not follow that

human

he must have been a

Varuwa and other

being.
;

f
gods have the matronymic of Aditya , son of Aditi. The
god Indra is said to be the son of the sage Kasyapa and

Aditi.

The god Rudra

is

described in the Br&hmawas as

born as the son of Prajapati.

Even the god Visvakarman,

the Creator of the universe, has been
given the strange
;
f
of
Bhauvana
302
The Purawas
patronymic
(p.
ante).

and the epics say that Vishuu was born on this earth as
the dwarf Vamana, son of Kasyapa and Aditij but
nobody
who will read the legends about him and the Jftig-veda
together will have any doubt whatever about the Pura/nic
Vamana being identical with the Vedic god Vistmu

Trivikrama.

Likewise

Knslma Vasudeva

or

Devakiputra

I shall presently try to show, identical with
is, as
Vishwu,
the God of Sacrifice, the Primeval

Yajna-Purusha,

Sacrifice-Man,

God Himself

as Sacrifice, who, sacrificed
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in the beginning according to the Purusha-sukta, has
become the whole universe, immanent in all things and
creatures.

Parani, the great grammarian, whose age is placed
Max Miiller in the fifth century B.C., and

Professor

others in the third or

fourth

century B.C.,

by
by

mentions

Vasudeva, who, as explained by Patanjali, whose age is
placed by many scholars in 'about the middle of the second
century B.C., is not an ordinary man, but God under

The Buddhist work

that name.

which

is

called

Lalita- Vistara,

stated to have been translated into Chinese in

about 76 A.D., and which

is

considered to have been

handed down by tradition and committed

to writing not

century B.C.,* mentions Krishna, along
with Vaisrava?ia, Kuvera, Indra, Sandra, Siirya, Kama,
later

than the

first

and Rudra, and as these others are undoubtedly gods,
there can hardly be any doubt that he too is intended in
the said work as a god.f Savants, like Drs. G-. Biihler

and R. G. Bhavidarkar, are of opinion that the worship of
'Krishna, Vasudeva alias Narayawa as a god has been
prevailing in India from long before the rise of Buddhism.J
should therefore not be surprised if we meet with his

We

name

in the

Vedic

literature.

The Yajnika or Narayawa section of the Taitt.-upanishad,
Anuvaka I., has, in the Dravida-pa^a of it, five Gayatrt
verses (22
26), the first of which is about Rudra, and the
Vishmi under the three names of Narayawa,
The middle ones are about
Vasudeva, and Vislmu.
Danti, Garuda, and Durga. In addition to these the

last about

Andhra-pai/ia has Gayatris about Nandi, Hiranyagarbha,
*
f

Max
Max

Muller's Chips, Vol.
Miiller in the

I.

(of 1867), pp.

Academy, Aug.

28,

205 and 208.

1880, reprinted in Ind. Ant.,

IX., p. 289.

J Ind. Ant. for June 1889, Vol. XVIII., pp. 184192.

The verse

is this

:

Narayartaya vidmahe,

Vasudevaya dhimahi,
Tanno Vishira/i. prafeodayat.
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Narasihma,

in

both

the

probable that it existed in the Upanishad from
Further on, both the Pastas of the Upani-

is

ifc

occurs

verse

Vislmu-Narayawa-Vasudeva
Pai/ias,

As the

and Agni Vaisvanara.

Bhaskara,

the beginning.

shad in question have an Anuvaka entirely devoted to
Narayawa as the Highest Brahman and Atman pervading
the whole universe, and, at the same time, located in the

The Anuvaka .commences by saying that
Visvaksha, Purusha, names which

heart of man.

He

is

Sahasrasirsha,

remind us of the
'

first

verse of the Purusha-sukta (Rv. X. 90),

Sahasrasirsha Purusha/i sahasrakshaft/ &c.

'

Its

Visvam

'

Purusha
evedam Purusha/i' may be compared with
evedam sarvam of verse 2 of the Purusha-sukta. Thus
'

it is

clear that its

is the
Deity of the Purushaaccord with the other Upanishads

Narayawa

It is in perfect

sukta.

in placing the Deity in the heart, but
in that it indicates that it is God in

that

Agui
(the

is

of

god

in the heart.

placed

established

is

fire)

as

It

it

is

the
says

remarkable

emblem
that

of

Agni

a blazing flame in

warmth pervades
whole body, and that in that flame is established
Narayawa, the Highest Self, Who Himself is Brahma,
the middle of the heart from where his
the

Parama

(the Highest),

Intellect,

consciousness,

Siva, Indra, Akshara, (decayless),

and Svaraj

or

may depart

earlier,

Self-Sovereign.

but

life

the centre of heat, acts.
the Life of

all

lives, is said to

warmth, which again
fire.

remains as long as the heart,
Therefore the Highest Self,

Narayawa, as we

Deity of Sacrifice, and therefore,

His place,

it is

be placed in the heart's

pictured as a blazing, that is living
shall see, is the Supreme God as the

is

when the heart

is

made

appropriately pictured as having the blazing

Agni.

Going higher up, we have the /Satapatha-Brahmawa,XIII.,
6, 1, 1,* which says to the effect that, by being the Seer
and performer of the Purusha-medha sacrifice, Purusha

Narayawa became
passed

all

beings

whole universe) and suratyatish^at sarvam bhutani idam

all this
('

(the

* Muir's
Texts, Vol. IV.,

p. 29.
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There can bo no doubt that this Purusha-

sarvam abhavat').

medha

sacrifice is identical

with the sacrifice spoken of in

the Purusha-sukta, in which the Deity Purusha Himself,

surnamed Yajna (the personification

of Sacrifice), is offered

becomes the whole
and
Purasha
that
universe,
Narayana who atyatish^at/
i.e., surpassed all beings is identical with the Purusha who

up

as the Victim and, thus sacrificed,

(

is

f

described in the Purusha-sukta as

have had

I

speak
gulam.'
'
ing out that the epithet Narayaiia

Brahmana

'

is

Narayana who

Nara,

Man/ and

JBishi

or Seer of the Purusha-sukta

used

is

is

point-

in the

Purusha as

as a patronymic denoting

that

atyatish^at dasan-

of this identity often,

to

'

said

Son

of

put down as the

the Deity Purusha

Himself.*

The question why the epithet Narayana, f Son of Man/
was coined for the Deity Purusha depends upon the inter'
pretation of the words Tasmad Virac? ajayata Virajo adhi
Purusha/i,

'

of verse 5 of the Purusha-sukta, the literal

ing of which

From Him

'

is

in verses 1

(i.e.,

was born Viraj, and from Viraj Purusha/

4)

Although the

mean-

from the Purusha described

scholiasts,

following certain

Puramc

texts,

takeVirajandPurushato.be the different manifestations
of the Purusha of verses 1
4, they take Purusha, Viraj,
and the Viraj-born Purusha

to be all

of three

so

males forming a

that the

generations,
genealogy
Viraj-born
Purusha would be the grandson of Purusha. Viraj is used
both in the masculine and in the feminine. f Viraj in

the feminine

is

by name even
Brahmawa is a

also

one of the Vedic metres mentioned

the Eig-veda. f Now the datapath a
greater authority than either the schoin

Purawas, and it (XIII. 6, 1, 2) clearly takes
the Viraj of verse 5 of the Purusha-sukta, which it quotes,
to mean the metre Viraj, a feminine word.
It says

liasts or the

:

''The Viraj has forty
* Vide Vol.

I.,

pp.

427437

syllables.

;

and pp.

f For instance, mas. in Rv. X. 166, 1
virat.)

| For instance, X, 130,

5.

Heuce he

247249
;

fern, in

(Purusha)

ante.

Rv. X. 159, 3 (atho nie
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obtains the Viraj, according to the text, From him sprang
From
Viraj, and from Viraj Purusha.' This is that Viraj.
the
Purusha
that
he
is
it
this Viraj, therefore,
begets
Sacrifice."* As thus Purusha begets the Yajiia Purusha,
'

came to be regarded as Purusha' s
Son born in the lady Viraj and named Narayawa, Son of
Nara, Man, using Nara as a synonym of Purusha. Thus,
the name Narayam was evolved from the Purasha Hymn,

Man, the

Sacrifice

is

as old as, or

it

latter

be, older than, the

may

Satap.-Brahmawa,

and means the Deity Yajna-Purusha.
If thus Purusha has Viraj born, as
then

the Sacrifice Purusha, from her,

gefcs his son,

Vedic

in this the

Mother, and Son.
describes

Himself
ation,

verse

is

all

5,

Himself

of

The

first

Purusha's

we have

to

to

put

the question,

Verse 5 explains that

appearing as Father,

four verses of the Purusha

He
pervasion everywhere
This being His manifest:

this universe.

we have

and

riddle, often dwelt upon before, f of the
his own daughter and generating the

Creator loving
universe the riddle

Hymn

his daughter,

before going to
bring this about ?

ourselves,

How did He
He (the Father

Purusha) begat

who, as
extended
soon
Himself everywhere (' sa jato
born,
This simply means that His manifestatyarifcyata/ &c.).
Viraj

and, through her,

Purusha,

Son)

(the

as

ation of Himself as

the all-pervading Son Purusha was

brought about by means of Viraj. The Taitt.-Samhita
[II. 3,5, 2 also says that the Creator Prajapati created every-

We must follow the
thing by means of the female Viraj.
Vedas themselves about what Viraj means in connection with
creation,

and they say that Viraj

is

the

goddess Vafc.J

A metre is a well-put,
Viraj means well-shining, the queen.
and
of
all
measured speech,
the metres, that one which is
Viraj was selected to lend

Goddess

of Speech.

its

queenly name to Va&, the

The simple

idea, therefore, is that

by

* Muir's
Texts, Vol. Y., p. 369.
f Vide pp. 268-277; and pp. 462-464 ante.

j Vide Athrava-veda IX.

2, 5

;

Vaj.-Sam. 17, 3

19, referred to in Muir's Texts, Vol. V., p. 370,

;

and Satap.-Br. IX.,

1, 2,
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means

own

of His

in-born Power of Speech

He

has mani-

fested Himself as (the Life of) the whole universe, as the

Son Purusha

;

and

if

we pay due

attention to the nature of

the Son's mother as the Power of Speech, we will find in
Him the Logos or Word, the Son or Bevelation of Mind.

This we

But

may

The

Sacrifice.

in one

and

all,

take the Purusha

Hymn to imply.
the
out
idea of God as
bring
is all this, the Life of life
He
that
concept
is tantamount to the concept that He is

fairly

main object

its

is to

and distributed everywhere, and therefore it is
said that the Son Purusha was sacrificed as the victim and,
thus sacrificed, became the whole universe. Thus the One

diffused

Word

or

Name

sacrificed

The Purusha

Hymn

becomes

sums up

'

Yajnena Yajnam ayajanta
is verbatim the same as Rv.

Brahmawa

(I.

15

and

all

names and forms.

this sacrifice

Devafi/
I.

the

',

by saying:
which

in its last verse,

164, 50,

16) explains to

which the Aitareya-

mean the

offering of

the churned out Agni, who thus generated is well known
in the -R-ig-veda as the Son, into the Ahavaniya fire of the
sacrifice, for it is said that the

churned out Agni

is

the

pasu or victim of the Devas. By quoting this ritual the
Purusha Hymn may well be taken to mean that the

churned out Agni signifies the Son or Manifestation of the
Unseen God, and that, sacrificed as the victim, the Son is
distributed everywhere, as the source of Life throughout
the universe, just as all the lights seen everywhere in the

shining objects of the sky
of

one
I

may

be taken to be the diffusion

light, of one Agni.

would view the Purusha

Hymn

to be another picture

of Va&aspati Visvakarman's all-offering sacrifice (Rv. X.
81) in which He offers up Himself for the purpose of

growing (vndhana/i,)

;

and

it

appears to

me

that

it

is

Visvakarman that Purusha Narayam is
described in the /Satap.-Brahmawa as having seen and
performed the sacrifice by which He becomes all this

in imitation

and surpasses

of

all.

About Tajua
61

or Sacrifice

the E*g-veda has another
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Hymn, X.

130.

is

Yajna

stretched everywhere with his
Puman himself has spun him

threads by the Fathers ; nay,
even to the vault of heaven.

As Puman is another word
Man, I would take him to be identical with
the Deity Purusha. Yajna who is stretched everywhere

for Purusha,

seems to be the sacrificed aspect of

Grod,

who Himself

as

Puman performing the sacrifice has stretched or woven
Him in other words, He has made Himself immanent
;

everywhere in the universe. This stretching seems to mean
the same thing as Yishnu's measuring the whole universe
by his three strides.

As Narayawa means,

we have

as

Son of

seen, the

Sacrifice Purusha, with the churned out sacrificial Agni as
his emblem, likewise his other patronymic Yasudeva

would mean the same Son of
I.

$ukla-Yajur-veda,

we

Sacrifice, if

follow the

2* in taking Yasu as one of the

epithets of Sacrifice. Moreover, there are the triads
of gods as Vasus,
Rudras, and Adityas, belonging
respectively to the regions of Earth, Air, and Sky, and so
the sacrificial Agni located and worshipped on the Earth,
may have been called Vasudeva, the Son of the Yasus.
;

Agni

s alter

called

ego

is

who too may well have been
the Sun beginning the Uttara-

the Sun,

Yasudeva when,

as

yawa of the olden time, he rose in conjunction with the
Dhanish^a asterism which has the Vasus as its regents.

Now

about the name of Kn'shwa.

Krishna, meaning the
of
the
black
In the
name
a
black,
antelope.
particularly
and
Brahmawas
we
often
hear
of^Yajna, the
Yajur-veda
is

Deity of Sacrifice, and also of Agni, as running away from
the Devas, becoming Knslma, the black antelope (k?"islmo

In the Yedic literature Yislmu

bhutva).

is

vai

Sacrifice

well

known

to

as

Yaska's

Yislmu/z.).
According
(Yajno
Yeda-Nighanfn, not only Yislmu, but also the name Prajapati is applied to Sacrifice along with many other names

including Megha, the rain-cloud.
* It

'

says

:

Vaso/i pavitram

Yajna, Sacrifice, quoting the Sruti
asi.'

In the Yedic story about

The commentator takes Vasu

aai.'

'
:

Yajno vai

VasuTi,

to

mean

Yajnasya pavitram
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Prajapati becoming the stag shot by Rudra, Prajapati is
will see in the end
clearly identified with Sacrifice.

We

that our Kn'slma Vasudeva also

takes

him

is

shot by a hunter

to be a mriga, antelope.

who

Parjanya, the rain-

cloud, is likened to the Knshna antelope (Parjanya/i kn'slma

iva khalu vai bhutva varshati

The Boar

another Vedic

is

we have seen
by Indra

is

Taitt.-sam., II., 4, 9, 4).

name

in the Essay on

for the rain-cloud ; and
Varaha that the Boar shot

Sacrifice-Vislmu in the metaphor of the rain-

cloud, because Sacrifice gives Indra the

Soma beverage

as

copiously as the shower of rain.

In the

JK'ig-veda VIII., 96, 13

15, there is a description

of a mythical Krishna, also called Drapsa, the

dripping one.

He

thousand (troops).

drop or the

Amsumati with ten
him out, and leads his own

at the river

is

Indra finds

heroes (the Maruts) to the battle. Drapsa then assumes a
shining form. Indra, with Bnhaspati to aid him, conquers
the godless tribes that came against him. Such is the purport
of the description.

from

it,

Following a legend which has grown

Sayawa takes this Krishna to be an Asura or

demon

whom, along with his godless troops, Indra conquered on
the banks of Amsumati, taking it to mean the Yamun^l river.
Mr. Griffith construes the verses to mean that Indra

conquers the godless tribes, the demons of darkness, and
the darkened Moon, from them, near
protects Knslma,

Amsumati, a mystical
it

may

be said that the

of the sacred

Soma

river of the air.

In support of

Moon Soma is the heavenly
drop.

this

prototype

In the dark fortnight he

is

troubled by the demons of darkness, but at last at the solar
and lunar conjunction of the new-moon day the Sun Indra

takes him under his shelter.

But

if

we take Krishna

to be

the chief of the enemies killed, the fancy is that the Moon
of the dark fortnight is the mythical enemy taking his

with the Sun, but is killed
nightly hosts with him to fight
new-moon
on
the
latter
the
day. The riddle of Indra's
by
killing

the

beverage.

Moon simply means his winning the Soma
As the Aitareya-Brahma?ia distinctly identifies
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Sacrifice Prajapati's Stag form with Orion, we may well
take Krishna to be not simply the Moon, but the Moon's
constellation, the Orion-Deer,
representing the Soma-

dripping with the Sotna for Indra. In winter
this Krishna falls to the sky of night, but when the
sacrifice

in conjunction with him at the beginning of
kills
he
the demon of the wintry darkness, and wins
summer,
Krishna as the Soma-sacrifice, either as the friend rescued

Sun comes

from the demons

Deer-demon

of winter, or, riddlingly, as the so-called

killed in the fray.

Amsu means

the Soma-

plant or juice, also ray. The so-called river Amsumati
may be the place in the sacrificial ground where the Somaplant is pressed on the Soma day.
the Milky Way near Orion.

In the sky

it

may be

Krishna, not as a demon, but as the invoker and praiser
of the gods, is mentioned in another part of the .Big-veda,
The Anukramani attributes the authorviz., VIII. 85.
ship of that

Hymn

Indeed, Krishna
itself.

It is a

Soma-drink.
to

my

is

to

Krishna of the

mentioned

in the

Hymn invoking the
'.

body of the

Hymn

Asvins to come to the

the poet says (
ye Asvins, come
But in verses 3 and 4 the invoker is

In verse

invocation

line of Angiras.

1

:

'
mentioned in the third person thus
ye Asvins, this
Krishna invokes you '. ' ye heroes, hear the invocation
of the singer Krishna'. If we take Krishna, the black
:

antelope, to have been one of the metaphorical names of
Yajna or Agni, either the poet himself had that name,
according to the custom of men being named after this or

that god, or the poet means that not merely he, but the
personified Yajna Purusha Krishna himself of the sacrifice
that is going on invokes the Asvins to the Soma-drink.

Thns, like the names Narayana and Vasudeva, the name
Krishna also for Vishnu proves him to be the Deity of
The two former names being patronymics, it
Sacrifice.
easy to conceive how a legend arose that Vishnu was
born as the Son of Man on the earth, as the son of the
is

Man

Vasudeva, while Krishna served as the proper name
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own name, and not
merely a patronymic or matronymic. When once Krishna
was conceived as the Son of Man, it became necessary to

for him, for one ought to have his

who was

Mother, and it was said that she was
5
Devaki, meaning Goddess.
Like his patronymic Navayawa or Vasudeva, Krishna's

say

his

e

matronymic also as Devakiputra enables us to identify him
with the Son Purusha born from our Lady Viraj of the

We have

seen that Viraj is the name of a
Vedic JOandas, metre, and that she represents the goddess
Va&. Now, the Taitt.-Samhita III. 4, 9 says the metres
Purusha-sukta.

are Devikas, goddesses ('Mandamsi vai devikafi/), and
pictures the full-moon day Anumati as the metre Gayatri,
the bright fortnight Eaka as the metre Trishiuk, the new-

moon day Sinivali as the metre Jagati, the dark fortnight
Kuhuh as the metre Anushiup, while the Moon ITandramas,
called Dhatn (as the Lord of all these goddesses of the

We

lunar month), is pictured as the word Vashai-kara.
are not so much concerned with this picture here as with
the fact that the metres are called Devikas.

As

Viraj is
one of the metres, the queenly one, and therefore entitled
to be called Devika par excellence, it appears to me that

Viraj Devika herself that has been made Krishna's
This can only have taken place in an age

it is

mother Devaki.

when

the character of the Viraj of the Purusha-sukta as the
mother of the Son Purusha was well remembered, and not

when Viraj was mistaken for a male being.
Accordingly, we meet with Kn'slma as Devakiputra even
so early as in the EMndogya-upanishad, and as we have seen

in the later age

the Deity of Sacrifice, the Son of Sacrifice-Man,
noteworthy that the said Upanishad mentions him in

that he
it is

is

connection with the knowledge of Man as Sacrifice (III.
After describing this knowledge, it
Khanc?as 1 6 and 1 7)
'

'

.

concludes by saying that Ghora Angirasa taught

it

to

Kn'shwa Devakiputra, who thereby became apipasa/z,, free
from thirst. The view* of 'Man as Sacrifice', as described
* Man

is

manner : Dividing his lifetime into
treated as the morning-libation to the Vasus, the

said to be Sacrifice in this

three periods, the

first is
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in that Upanishad, is from the spiritual point of view on the

analogies of the ritualistic sacrifice.

In order to give to

Upanishadic view of sacrifice the character of timehallowed orthodoxy, it is said that Kn'shwa Devakiputra
himself simply another
name coined for Purusha

this

Narayana- was the learner and performer of it. This
saying is similar to what, as we have already seen, is stated
in the $atap.-Brahma?ia about

Purusha Narayarea as the

seer and performer of the Purusha sacrifice.

One may say
that this is an anthropomorphic view of Narayawa, but still
his godhood is revealed by the saying that he became all
this

and surpassed all.
Similarly, although
stated to have been a student of Grhora Angirasa,

universe

"Krishna, is

revealed by the epithet of apipasa, free from
Apipasa is one of the eight attributes of the Deity
of the Heart as described in the last Prapai/iaka of the

his divinity

is

thirst.

second as the midday-libation to the Rudras, and the last as the third
The Prawas themselves are to be looked upon as

libation to the Adityas.

the Vasus,

Rudras,

abstains from, that
that

is his

and Adityas. Whatever food and pleasures man
Dlksha; whatever food and pleasures he enjoys,

is his

Penance, liberality, righteousness, kindness, truthfuland "when they say, 'There will

Upasads.

ness, these are his Dakshiwas, largess;

be a birth', and 'there has been a birth' (words used at the Soma-sacrifi.ee,
and really meaning, 'He will pour out the Soma-juice', and 'he has poured
out the Soma-juice '), that is his new birth. His death is the Avabhntha
ceremony (when, the
This

is

sacrificial vessels are carried

away

a spiritual view of sacrifice, indicating that

to be cleansed)."

life

devoted to the

worship of one's own Prauas, senses or vital airs, by abstaining from all
that is prohibited, and enjoying whatever may be lawfully enjoyed such
is

probably what

is

meant by abstinence and enjoyment

and by the

distribution of one's self as the largess of righteousness, kindness, &c., is

good as a sacrifice performed with all its ritualistic ceremonies and symbolisms. I do not think that the birth spoken of means the
As the pressing and pouring of the Soma-juice is
of children.

spiritually as

procreation
believed to
in the

make the

company

sacrificer

born anew spiritually for an immortal life
meaning intended seems to be that, by

of the gods, the

the new birth, is obtained.
leading a righteous life, spiritual birth, called
The senses should be worshipped as the gods themselves by a right mode
of satisfying them, and not dishonored and insulted by offering vicious things
When the senses are rightly worshipped and nourished, the
to them.
re-birth, that

is,

the manifestation of the Self, takes place in

In this manner should man be a

life-long sacrifice.

all its purity.
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To learn was
same EMnd.-upanishad (VIII. 7, 1).
not considered as detracting from godhood when the
The same UpaniDeity was conceived as the Son.
shad has a long chapter about the god Indra serving
his student-ship under Prajapati and learning the Self.

Eudra

is

the Vedic Son God, and

it is

said in the

Puranas

that he was a student under Bnhaspati's father Angiras.*
In the JSig-veda the Arigirases, the first kindlers of the
sacrificial fire (I. 83, 4),

the heroes

who

the sons of the sky (III. 53, 7),
Indra and find out the stolen

fight in aid of

cows of the gods ; are very mythical personages, hardly to
be distinguished from the Maruts. In Rv. X. 108, 10

Sarama characterizes them
of the Angirases is

This adjective
used as the proper name of our Ghora

of the Angirases.

When

as ghora, fearful.

the Deity Krishna had to be

pictured as the learner of the knowledge of sacrifice, a
teacher was found appropriately in the line of the wonderful original kindlers of the sacrificial fire.

Before proceeding further we may take notice of a few
more names of Vishnu, which also, though for the first time
met with in the epics and Puranas, point him out to be the
Yajna-Purusha and also the Son aspect of Him as the Deity
in

Agni and

in Agni's alter ego the Sun.

Padmanabha.

This

name

has the lotus flower in his navel.

Vishnu means that he
The Puranic idea is that

of

from that navel-lotus of Vishnu the god Brahma" sprang.
'
This idea seems to be derived from Ajasya nabhav adhy

Ekam
As

'

arpitam of the Hiranyagarbha Hymn, Rv. X. 82, 6.
Yajna is considered to be the nabhi or navel of the uni-

(Rv. I. 164, 35), I take Aja, the Unborn, to mean
as Yajna-Purusha, in whose navel, which is the firepit of the altar, Agni, the Son aspect of Sacrifice, is placed.
I consider that the One placed in the navel of the Unborn

verse

God

is

Agni, and that

it

is

Agni himself that

Hirawyagarbha, the Golden Child, the same
* Harivamsa
14, 6.

25, verse 33

;

Vishnu-pura?ia IV.

6,

13

5

is

called

who came

to

Bhag.-purtoa IX.
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be described in the Purawas as the god Brahma born from
and placed on the lotus of Vislmu's navel. This idea of
lotus in Vislmu's navel seems to have been derived

from

the ritual according to which a bed of lotus flowers is made
in the pit of the altar before Agni is established in it (Taitt.-

Ar.

I.

and

22, 9

25,

1).

Padmanabha, therefore, denotes

Vislmu as Yajna-Purusha. The same Hymn describes Hirawyagarbha as also the Garbha, Embryo or Child, borne by the
Waters. This picture seems to be of Agni both as the fire

by the water-charged rain-cloud which
is one of the emblems of Sacrifice, and as the Sun in the
blue sky which is likened to the sea, and which is called

of lightning borne

Vishnu -pada.

Damodara.

This name of Visimu means that he has

This name

a cord or cords round his belly.

have arisen from some
connection

with

Sacrifice,

having seven threads.
seven kinds of

light,

which

Agni

is

likely to

performed with thread in

ritual

is

while the

called

is

Saptatantu,

called Saptarfcis,

Sun

is

having

said to have seven

kinds of rays. Surrounded by the rays as rasmis, ropes,
the solar emblem of sacrifice may well have been called

Damodara.

Yajna

is

known for his threads by which he is
The Va&aspatya explains YajnVs
mean one who is stretched by means

stretched everywhere.

name Saptatantu
of

to

words Bhu/i,
and Satyam. These
the seven worlds or stations one above

the seven Vyahntis consisting of the

Bhuva/z., Sva/i, Maha/i,, JanaA, Tapa/i,

are names of

The threads of Sacrifice pass through all these.
Under the word Damodara in the Vishwu-sahasranama,
another.

$ankarafcarya quotes a text of Vyasa to the effect that
damans signify the lokas, worlds, and that as Yistmu

them

all in his belly (he being infinite), he is
This interpretation of daman as loka or
dhaman seems to be an attempt to get at the worlds of the

contains

Damodara.

seven Vyahnfcis by a forced etymology.

Adhokshaja.

This means 'born under an

$ankara&arya takes the

word

to

mean

the Viraj

axle'.

Man, born
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between Sky and Earth, taking aksha to mean the former
and adha/i,, below, the latter. According to the Vafcaspatya,

adhoksha

a word used in respect of passing by a way
of Havirdhana, the car for conveying the
Soma-plants to be pressed. Therefore, Adhokshaja, as a
is

under the axle

name

of Vislmu,

must have arisen in connection with some

ceremony with the Soma-car.

Purushottama.
have been called

As Yajua is Purusha, he seems to
the Best Purusha to distinguish him from

Moreover, the Upanishadic Self is described as
Uttamafe Purushafc (EMnd.-up. VIII. 12, 3).

others.

$rivatsa-lan&7i/ana.

This

name seems

to

me

to

have arisen by viewing the Brilliant Son, Agni, as borne
on the altar of the Yajna-Purusha (vide p. 135 ante).
Kesava. This name must have arisen from the solar
aspect of Vislmu, the Purusha in the
as having golden hairs (7/iand.-up. I.

Hr-ishikesa.
This name

whose

'

This means

one

6, 6).

who

has erect hairs

'.

arisen from. Vislmu's aspect as Agni,
called
sikha, tuft of hair, is upward.
flame,

may have

PuncZarikaksha.
This also

like eyes.'

This means

(laand.-up.

Hari

one who has lotus-

Sun being

solar

so described

I. 6, 7).

This

.

'

must have arisen from the

aspect of Vislmu, the Purusha in the

of

Sun being described

also,

meaning 'Lion/ must have been one

Vishnu's solar names,
Gr

o

vinda

.

This means the finder or obtainer of the

In the Big-vecla Indra is called Grovid, the
finder or winner of cows. As in that Veda Vislmu is closely

cow

or cows.

associated with Indra's feats, and opens the cowfold (Rv.
I.

156, 4),

and

as in Vishnu's

Paramam Padam, Highest

Place, long-horned and nimble oxen are stated to reside
(Rv. I. 154, 6), this must have been the reason of Vislmu' s

Puranic

name

Grovinda.

It

is

evident that

the

same

Highest Place of Vishnu came to be called Goloka, the
world of cows, a world which the Purawas place even above
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of Indra and Brahma,* and which the
Vaishwavism of the Vallabha sect takes to be the Heaven of

the heavens

Vishnu, in which the liberated souls
enjoy eternal bliss.
Celestial

cows must have

the

among

Gandharvas,

celestial

cowherds.

beings brought down by the
Bharata and his army are

will of

Accordingly

and other

celestial

Bharadvaja

to serve

Apsarases
'

gopapravara/i suryavar&asa7&/
cowherds as bright as the sun (Ram. II. 91, verse 46).
As ' go ; means also the Earth, the Mahabharata says that

Vishwu

is

called G-ovinda because he found

and brought

the submerged Earth in his form as the Boar.f The Somajuice held in the vessel (and offered to the gods) is described in Ev. IX. 96, 19 as Govindu, the cow-winning,

$akuna, bird, wearing weapons, going in the sea (the skysea), in the waves of the waters, and proclaiming his fourth

The weapons mentioned seem

dhaman, region.
weapons

to

be the

of Sacrifice consisting of all the sacrificial imple-

The idea seems

to be this.
Identifying the
the
Moon Soma
in
with
offered
the
sacrifice
Soma-juice
in the fourth or highest region of the sky (as the Moon is

ments.J

fancied to be placed in the lap of the stars), it is fancied to
have gone up thither as the bird wearing all the weapons
of

Sacrifice,

and winning heavenly cows there

for

the

The cows signify rays, and therefore Govid
sacrificer.
Govindu seems to mean the same as Svarvid, winner

or
of

Light, which seems to be

happiness of

by the

a metaphor for the bright
Vislmu as the Sacrifice performed

Heaven.

sacrificer is

G a r u d a-d h v a

Govinda, winner of Heaven, for him.
j

The Purarac idea

is

This name means that Vish?m has
Supama and Garutman as his banner.

a.

the bird Garuda alias

that this bird

is

the embodiment of the

Vedas, and that he is the vehicle of Vishnu. This bird
seems to be identical with the Bird of Sacrifice described
in the Taitt.-Sam. IV.

1,

10, 5, as

* Harivamsa

having the different

II. 19, verse 30 ; also the Purlvnas quoted in the
Vaikaspatya.
| gantiparvan 343, 41, quoted by SankaraJcarya under verse 33 of V.S.
J Ten kinds of sacrificial implements are enumerated as being Yajna's

weapons

in the Taifct.-Sam,

I, 6, 8,

2 and 3.
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Vedas connected with sacrifice as his limbs,
and as being the well-winged bird that flies up to Heaven.
Thus sacrifice itself is the high-soaring vehicle of Vishwu,

sections of the

the Deity of Sacrifice. In the stories about Knshwa, he
is often described as
riding on the wings of this bird.

Madhusudana.

This means the killer of the demon

named Madhu. As in

the E-ig-veda the Soma-juice is often
described as being madhu, sweet,* and as the pressing of
the Soma plant is the so-called killing of Soma whose
celestial form, the

Moon,

moon day by Vishwu
killed

seems

to

fancied to be killed on the new-

is

demon Madhu

as the Sun, the

that is

be Soma, a significance which can be

inferred from the riddle of

Madhu's becoming the Son

of

own killer this simply means that the Soma-presser
makes Soma suta, pressed, and as suta means also the son,
the pressed Soma is the son.f
his

:

Madhava.
as in the

derived from Madhu and,
Madhusudana, Madhu means the Soma,
'
pertaining to Madhu/ may have originally

This name

myth

is

of

Madhava,
meant SacrificeVislmu as the Soma
season.

The

Sacrifice.

But there

Madhava

another meaning of

is

as relating to the spring
oshadhi-vanaspatis, herbs and plants, are

described in the Brahmanas as springing in the spring
season after the cold season is over, and as the Soma plant

an oshadhi,

is

may be

it

Soma Sacrifice was
months when the Soma-

that the

generally performed in the spring

plant was well obtainable, and that therefore Vishwu as
the personification of the Soma- Sacrifice was named

Madhava,

Of course Madhava can

vernal. J

a patronymic,

as

'

meaning
is

legendary explanation

son

that

and the

Madhu/
Madhu was one

ancestors of the tribe in whose line Kn'shwa,
* For
instance, vide

B,v.

IX.

2,

9;

5,

be read

also

of

10;

7,

8; 17,

of

the

it is said,

was

8.

f Vide the story of Madhu and Kaiiabha explained at pp. 137 142 ante.
J Speaking of the great sacrifices, other than the Sattras which lasted
for one year } Dr.

Haug

"

says

:

The great

sacrifices take place generally in

spring in the months of .Kaitra and Vaisakha (April and
Ait.-Br. p. 46).

May)"

(Intro, to

KBISHtfA.
is still another interpretation of Madhava.
the
name
as Ma-dhava, it is said that it means
Dividing
the husband of Ma, one of the aliases of the goddess

There

born.

Lakshmi.
is

The idea

of

Vishnu

as the

husband

of

Lakshmi

as old as the Uttara-Naraya?^a portion of the Purusha-

'
sukta which says
Hris fca te Lakshmis fca patnyau/
In the aspect of the Sun, Vishnu has his own /Sri, Light,
as his Wife.
In the Taitt.-Sam. IV. 4, 12, 5, Vishnu's
:

wife is mentioned as the

Lady

ruling

over the world

;

This high concept of
('asyesana jagato Vishnupatni )
her would be appropriate if she is taken to mean Vafc Vidya,
Knowledge, for whom Light is a metaphor. The Earth also
.

considered to be the wife of Vishnu*

is

an idea which

must have arisen by viewing the Altar Vedi as representing
the whole Earth Bhumi, and as being the wife of the Deity
of Sacrifice.
In the Vaishnava literature of Southern
Vishnu

India,

and Nila.

associated with three wives,

is

in the later Sanskrit is
infinite

his rays

Sri, Bhutni,

must be the Sky, Dyo, which
feminine. Of the all-embracing,

Nila, the Blue,

Vishmi, the Sun

is

a glorious symbol embracing

by

Earth and Heaven.
t

As

Upendra.

in the 14'g-veda

Vishnu

associated

is

with Indra in his battles, his name Upendra may have
'
arisen as
one who is upa, by, or near, Indra/ in order to
help him.

Upendra can

also

mean one who

is

a junior

Indra, and so there is the story about how Vishnu as
Vamana was born from Indra's parents Kasyapa and Aditi
as his younger brother, one who, though younger,
to regain the kingdom of the Devas for Indra.

Janardana.
creatures/ who
killed

This means

by Vishnu in the Deva-Danava

A k j u t a.
*

ante.

battles

Asuras, &c.,

forming the

strata of the Purarac legends.

This means

The Ramayana

447

able

the harasser of (the bad)

are the Daityas, Dauavas,

theme of the older

p,

f

is

calls the

'

one who

is

imperishable/

Earth Madhavi, vide the sapatha of Sita,
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The use

of these

names

of

as the aliases of

rarely used)

An

spread in the Mahabharata.

made

to

eliminate from

it

Vislmu (excepting Upendra
Krishna Vasudeva is wideattempt

may perhaps be

the parts or verses in which

'Krishna, is praised or described as the

Highest God; but

if

these wide-spread aliases also be eliminated, one will, I fear,
have to write out a new Mahabharata omitting Krishna,

In

opinion the stories about Krishna, have
their origin with a full knowledge o his identity with
Vishnu.
do not possess the saga of 'Krishna, in its

altogether.

my

had

We

It had been growing for a few centuries
original form.
before assuming the shape it has in the Mahabharata,

Harivamsa or any other Puranas extant, these being

for

the most part amalgamations of old legends.

He who

the great birth of this great Visrmu will
excel his compeers in fame, so said the Rig-veda, I. 156, 2.
tells

This was an inducement for the poets of the subsequent
age to build up stories about the birth or incarnation of

Vishnu.

Accordingly, taking

marked trait

of the Big-vedic

as

its

theme

the

most

Vishnu, viz., his

measuring the
whole universe by his three strides, the story arose as to
how he was born as the son of Kasyapa and Aditi, and how
as a dwarf he begged of king Bali for three paces of
ground, and became a giant measuring the whole universe
by his three paces. That story depicted Vishnu as a

Brahman boy, and the same picture as a
Brahman Rishi may be detected in the atap.-Brahmana's

marvellous

Purusha Narayana, the seer and performer of the PurushaSacrifice, and in the K/iand.-Upanishad's Krishna Devaki-

Man as Sacrifice from Grhora
putra, the student learning
Angirasa. Bub in the same .Rig-vedic Vishnu there are
;

'

traits

which seem

to

have contributed to the making

of

another picture of him as the mightiest Kshatriya warrior.

god Indra who is a great sura,
Vishnu kills in battle the powerful

Allied with the warrior

hero (Ev.

I.

155, 1),

Dasas (Rv. VII. 99, 4 and
structible or inviolable (by

5).

Vislmu

is

any body on the

adabhya, inde-

battle-field),

and
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(Bv. I. 22, 18). As it is the Kshatriya
the warrior and the protector of the people of his
realm, it was conceived that our Vishnu was born as a
Kshatriya, selecting for his birth the line of the lunar
G-opa/i, protector

who

is

dynasty, evidently because the Moon Soma is of all the
gods the most marked as the King, and because in Rv. IX.

which is in praise of the sacrificial Soma, that deity
extolled as being the genitor of wisdom, of heaven and
earth, of Agni, of Surya (the sun), of Indra, of even Vislmu.
96, 5,

is

In Rv.

I.

154, 3,

Vishnu

is

called "Wish an (Vrislme, in the

This name

is shared by many gods, by
But being applied to Vislmu also,
it is a name which, when Vishnu was to be depicted as born
in the royal line of Soma, is most likely to have determined
the selection of the Vrishni tribe of the Yadavas of that

dative), mighty.

Indra more markedly.

for his birth.
The $urasenas, the Dasarhas, the
Satvatas and others seem to have been the sub-divisions

line

of the

Vnshni

Dvaraka, and

so,

tribe spread

when Vislmu

from Madhura (Muttra) to
s birth as Krishna Vasudeva

3

was placed in their line, tribal patronymics were coined
for him as Varshneya, $auri, Dasarha, Safctvatam-pati.
These

tribes, in addition to the

line of their ancestry with

honour of connecting the

King Moon

of the sky,

must

have been very proud of the great distinction conferred
upon them by the placing of the birth of Vislmu as Vasu-

deva in their

and

easy to conceive that, having
thus obtained Vishnu Vasudeva as their heroic tribal god,
line,

it is

the kings of these tribes encouraged Krishna Vasudeva's
worship.

Krishna, named after these tribes as Varshneya, $auri,
Dasarha, Satvata, may be compared with Agni, who in the

Veda

is

named Bharata after his worshippers the Bharatas,
is named Kausika after his
worshippers

and with Indra who
the Kusikas.
Satvata- vidhi

is

the

Vasudeva's worship.

name

No

applied to the

mode

of
is

Krishna

satisfactory explanation
given by
the scholiasts as to the origin and meaning of Satvata, I
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In
is worth.
propose one here to be taken for what it
four
describing the god Indra's inauguration in all the
directions
by the Vasus in the East, by the Rudras in
the South, by the Adityas in the West, and so on, the
Aitareya-Brahmawa VIII. 14 says that the inhabitants of

and that the kings of the Satvats
the title of Bhoja. Dr. Haug takes
have
(Satvatam rajana/0
"
creatures
Satvats to mean
(chiefly beasts)/' and Mr.
living

the South are Satvats,

R. 0. Dutt speaks of the South of the olden days as con" South
Behar, Malwa, and a portion of the
sisting of

Deccan and the regions near Guzarat and to the South of
the Rajaputana District, as yet not Hinduised, but becoming gradually known to the Hindus, and therefore occasionally

mentioned in latest works of the

as regions peopled

human

beings/'

by Satvas,

*

remote past, and
designation of the

This

i.e.,

Brabmam

literature

living creatures, hardly

may have been

the idea in the

mind the old
keeping
Southern people, the jungly peoples of

it is

likely that

in

the South were riddlingly pictured in the Ramayana as
monkeys and bears, though the author knew them to be

human beings

gifted with speech.

Seeing that the Ait.-

Brahmawa

confers upon the Satvats such a worthy title as
Bhoja, meaning the Liberal or the Enjoyer (of happiness),
the author of it had probably no doubt about their humanity,

though at the same time using their old designation that
had been in currency from time immemorial. The Kaushitaki-Brahmana mentions the Satva-Matsyas together, along
with the Kuru-Pa?i/i;alas, and others, so that in those days
the Satvas or Satvats seem to have been the neighbours of
the Matsyas. In the Mahabharata the Bhojas are mentioned along with the other tribes of the Yadavas.

Satvata
Satvats

is

derived from Satvat,

themselves

it

appears to

me

As

that the

were in course of time called the

Satvatas, including several Yadava or Vnshni tribes among
them, and that they became noted for their worship of

Krishna

Vasudeva

alias

Devakiputra.

* Ancient India, pp.
t

220222.

They

did

not
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necessary to discard their old name on the
easy to conceive how they would be proud

consider

it

contrary

it is

;

to retain it in the sense of Sat or

Our

"Krishna,

Vasudeva

is

Satva as powerful, good.
been born not

stated to have

alone, but with an elder brother

named Rama

alias Bala-

deva.
Strictly speaking, Rama also as the son of Vasudeva
should have been called Vasudeva j but he is never called so,

although he is the elder son, and throughout the Mahabharata
and the Puranas Vasudeva is the alias of Krishna, only.

As we have seen that the idea of Vislmu alias Krishna as
Vasudeva is as old as the latter part of the Vedic period,
and as we have no trace of Baladeva in the Vedic literature,
I think that by long usage Vasudeva became the exclusive
name of Kn'shna Devakiputra, that the idea of Rama as
his elder brother is of later origin, and that therefore, it
not being convenient to designate

was

another

Rama

as

Vasudeva, he

Baladeva, which, like
alias,
given
I do not mean to
has
affix
of
the
deva.
Vasudeva,
say
with
the
affix
denoted its wearer to
name
of
deva
that any
viz.,

be a god ; but our Vasudeva and Baladeva are gods.
former's godhood has already been dwelt upon.

The

He

is

the Deity of Sacrifice, whose Son aspect is symbolized by
the sacrificial Agni here and the Sun in the sky. Who

Rama, and why was he introduced as Krishna's
elder brother ? The reply I can suggest is this.As in his
character
Vislmu
is associated with Indra in the
fighting
then

is

.Rig-veda, and as in the Purawac stories he as

Upeudra

is

the younger brother of Indra, so, in imitation, I think, of
this older idea, an elder brother like the Soma-drinking

Indra was provided for Vasudeva, and it is noteworthy
is fond of drink and is often called

that our Baladeva

kshiba, intoxicated, in the Mahabharata.

having the palm tree as the

emblem

He

is

Talanka,

of his banner.

If, as

already stated, Agui with his alter ego the Sun is Krishna,,
it is easy to conceive that his elder brother Rama is the

Soma with his alter ego the Moon Soma. As
Soma
the
beverage is extolled in the Big-veda as the giver
of strength, Baladeva^ the god of strength, is a fit name
sacrificial

EBISHML

Thus our two heroes Vasudeva and Baladeva

Soma.

for
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new forms

are simply

of the old dual gods

Agnishomau,
Moon ; and

Surya/candramasau, Agni and Soma, Sun and
it is

also appropriate that in respect of birth in a lunar line

Soma Rama

is the elder, and Agni Krishna, the
younger
These two are Sons of Sacrifice Vasu, whose
metamorphosis I take Vasudeva to be. Man also becomes

brother.

Soma when he

the father of Agin and

and extracts the other

attrition

by

generates the one

in the

form of the

Soma-juice.

Rama

is

white in colour, and Nilambara, wearing a blue
may the white Moon in the blue sky be

dress, as well

name

described to be, while Krishna, as his

black in colour, and

is

signifies, is

Pitambara, wearing a dress of

yellow or golden colour. The body of the burning wood is
black, while the flame encircling it is golden. The rising
must also bear in mind the
Sun wears golden light.

We

rain-cloud metaphor of Sacrifice-Vishnu. Krishna is often
described in the Puraraas as Nilameghasyama or ineghakn'shna, black or blue like the rain-cloud. Therefore in
his aspect as the rain-cloud, Krishna's golden dress

be the lightning flashing

The idea

all

would

over the rain-cloud.

of Baladeva as the elder brother

and

associate

Krishna Vasudeva being, as already said, of later growth,
Baladeva's names, Rama and Samkarshana, appear to me
Like
to have arisen as a match to that of Krishna.
of

Krishna,

Rama means

ing, lovely.'

So

this

<

black/ but also

name was

'

delightful,

selected as being

fit

charmfor the

Although the name, Krishna, means black,
admits of another meaning. Derived from kn'sh to draw,

lunar brother.
it

drag, or plough,

it

would mean the drawer, the plougher.
said that Krislma is so named not

Accordingly, it is
only because he is black in colour, but also because
he ploughs the Earth, becoming a big piece of the
black metal (the ploughshare).* Therefore, as a match
or

rival

to

this

sense

of

K?'ishna,

Rama was

* M. Bh.
Santiparvan 343, .vv. 49-50.

63

called
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'

.Samkarshawa, he who ploughs very well.' Very well,
evidently because while the Sun takes one year to plough
or drag through the circle of the twenty-seven asterisms^
the Moon takes only one inonth to do so, ploughing the

twelve times in a year. Therefore, out of the two
brothers, Rama, has in this respect won a prize in having
circle

the plough as his insignia a strange thing for a Kshatriya
hero, but it is said that he used the plough itself as his

Another weapon of

mighty weapon.

company

of the plough,

one of the emblems of
is

is

his, fit to

be in the

the musala, pestle. As Soma is
our Rama's pestle

Sacrifice, 1 think

borrowed from Sacrifice whose ten principal parapher-

nalia are called his ayudhani, weapons, including ulukhala
and musala, mortar and pestle.* These two seem to be

used in extracting the Soma- juice, for the chorus of verses
1
4 of Eig-veda I. 28 beseeches Indra to gulp down (the
Soma) that is pressed in the mortar (ulukhala-suta) .

About the white and black colours of Rama and Kn'shwa,
the Mahabharataf says that in order to relieve Earth of her
burden of wicked creatures Vishwu pulled out two kesas,
from his head, one white and the other black, and
that they were born respectively as Baladeva and Kn'shwa
in Rohiwi and Devakl (the two wives o Yasudeva)
The

hairs,

.

hairs signify Vishnu's Awsas,

probably from

and

this

funny myth arose
have

VishWs name Kesava which must

been in currency from long before. In another place,
while saying that Vasudeva is the Amsa of Narayawa, the
eternal

god

of gods, Baladeva is put

down

as the

Amsa

of

the

serpent $esha (the bed-serpent of Vish?iu).J This
I take to be an attempt to account for the name of Baladeva, as the Sesha serpent

and powerful.
The Harivamsa

(II. 2,

is

considered to be very strong

verse 31)

says that Baladeva

Amsa of Soma, the Moon. Indeed, this may
made out from Baladeva's matronymic Rohmeya,

the

* Taitt.-Sam.

t M. Bh.
J M. Bh.

I. 6, 8,

1. 197,
I.

vv.

67, vv.

23.

3034

152-153.

is

well be

the son
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of

Rohmi who

known

well

is

to be the

Moon's fondest wife

In the Harivamsa

(the star Aldebaran).

(1.

55) the parents

Vasudeva and Devaki are taken to be the re-incarnations
of Kasyapa and Aditi who, in the older story, were the
parents of Vislmu as Vamana. Vasudeva's other wife
Rohi?ii also is projected back, for it is stated that she had,

in her former

name

been another wife of Kasyapa under the

life,

and a reason

is stated as to why
Kasyapa
was born again. He carried away Varum's sacrificial
milch cows, and therefore the god Brahma caused him and
the two wives Aditi and Surabhi to be born as Vasudeva

and

of Surabhi,

his

two wives, and

to live

among cowherds. The name

Rohiwi of the red star Aldebaran means also a red cow,
and Surabhi is another name of the heavenly cow

Kamadhenu.

me

to

to

-

Surabhi, the former self of our Rohini, seems

be the cow Kamadhenu herself of the older

legends changed into the lady Surabhi.*
If,

as above shown,

Rama's mother Rohmi

is

the star

Echini, from the phenomenal point of view, it is likely
that similarly Vasudeva is placed in the asterism M?-igasiras

or Orion which

is

the starry form of the Moon, and which
and that the
;

represents Sacrifice as the Creator Prajapati

who is

identified with Aditi representing
Orion's
altar-like quadrangle or the
the Altar, is either
Thus Sacrifice Vasu located in
star Ardra attached to it.

other wife Devaki,

Orion and having Rohini and Ardra on either side of him
as his two wives is the father of Soma and Agni=Moon

and Sun=Baladeva and Vasudeva.

But simply because

be the parents of
does not follow that the same friendly aspect

these stars are fancied in one place to

Krishna, it
should continue in
free to variously

relation to the

other places. The old poets were
metamorphose these and other stars in
all

Sun and Moon, and likewise

in one metamorphosis

he

is in

others the

enemy

* The cow Katnadhenu
Vasishtfra

is,

is

brother or friend
or

demon

whom

I have tried to

killed

if

the

Moon

to the Sun,

by him.

Yisvamitra attempts to take away from
show, in Vol. I., pp. 7173, the star Bohiwi

representing Va/c or Vidya, Knowledge.
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mentioned as the eighth son of Vasudeva.

is

Prominence

KRISHNA.

is .given to

number when,

the eighth

of the

eleven Rudras, the eighth Rudra is extolled.* Rudra, the
Vedic Son God, is well known as Ashiamurti, having eight
forms. In Rv. X. 72 Aditi's sons are mentioned as eight,

one of them being MartancZa, who

and who

eighth son,

In Rv. X. 114,

explained to be the
with Aditya the Sun.

is

is identified

alluded to as being the heroic
eighth among the Riivij priests. In the Udgitha-vidya
of the IDiand.-upanishad, the sacred syllable Oin is
9,

Agni

is

praised as being the best of
highest,

the

the

eighth,

intelligent

Life from the

and

cause

is

all

Rasas,

made

to

signify

the universe,

of

essences,

the

Brahman,

the Prawa

or

Adhyatma, and the Sun from the Adhi-

The prominence thus given
number
have
induced the Paurawiks to
eighth
may
daivata, point of view.

Krishna as the eighth

to the

depict

son.

iSravawa and Bhadrapada were reckoned in the olden

time as the two months forming the rainy season, according
to the system of dividing the year into six seasons consist-

ing of two months each. For this reason the two months
were called Nabhas and Nabhasya, the Cloud and Cloudy.
In the first of these Krishna's birth is placed. In doing so,
his aspect as the metaphorical rain-cloud Krishna, the Blade,
seems to have been taken into account. The exact time

selected for Kn'slma's nativity, the anniversary of which is
celebrated every year, is the midnight of kn'shwashfami or
the eighth day of the dark fortnight of the said rainy month
of Nabhas.f Thus Krishna is conceived as the very dark

rain cloud born in the Cloud
* In Earn. VI.
120, in which

month in order to shower on the

Rama

Dasarathi

is

praised by the Devas at

verse 8 says: 'Rudranam ashfamo Rudra h', 'of the
Rudras thou art the eighth.'
Slta's fire ordeal,

t Vide the texts of the several Purawas quoted in the Va&aspatya under
Krishftashtaml and Jayanti, for Krishna's birthday
Victorious.

The Vishnu-purawa (V.

3,

317)

of this Jayanti night in the rainy season, for

and

raining.

The Bhag.-purana also (X.

it

3,

called Jayanti,
takes
evidently
cognizance
is

says that

151)

it

was then night
it was then

says
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one hand copious rain and other terrestrial benefits for the
of the country, and on the other the Amntam or
nectar of immortality to those who attain Him at the end
of life righteously led here, for the Purarac idea is that

good

is the giver of immortality, an idea which seems to
'
from ' Amn'tatvasya Isawaft of the Purushaderived
be

Vishnu

sukta.

While the majority

the texts quoted in the

of

Va&aspatya place the nativity in the month of tfravawa,
some of them place it on the corresponding night of the
next month,

viz.,

Bhadrapada.

This, the scholiast quoted

in the Va&aspatya says, is no contradiction, because where
the months are calculated as ending on full moon days
(instead of

new moon

days, as is the custom in most parts

of India), the $ravawa

month ends on

its full

moon

day,

and the dark fortnight of it is treated as the first half of
Bhadrapada. But one or two texts say that the Jayanti
.

may be
the

celebrated either in $ravawa or in Bhadrapada, if
knshiiashiami of whichever of these two months of

the rainy season happens to have the star Rohim. It is an
auspicious star, the dearest of the Moon in whose royal
line the birth of our hero is placed.

Krishna's

life

is

divided into two periods, his minority
and his majority as the Kshatriya

as a wonderful cowherd,

hero.

We

have seen that Vislmu's heroism described in

the E'ig-veda and in the old Purauic legends about the

Deva-Danava battles
in the

led to Kn'shna being depicted as born
Vishwu is the adabhya gopa,

Kshatriya caste.

Now

invincible protector.

gopa means not only protector,

midnight, and mentions the Eohini
.

name

star, as

the star of that

tithi,

by the

Ajanajanmarksham, meaning the star of Brahm, the Ajana-janman, born from the Unborn (Vishmi), and although it says that the sky was
of

clear with the stars shining brightly at the time of birth, it says at the

same time that when the Child was taken out immediately afterwards,
it was raining.
The Harivamsa also mentions midnight, and gays that
the stars shone very brightly (ativyakasanta, Bombay reading, vyatyakasanta, Madras reading), the wind blew pleasantly, the directions were free

from dust, the night was Jayanti by name, the star was Abhijit, and the
muhurta Vijaya (II. 4, 1117). The commentator gives no explanation of
the star Abhijit, whether

it

means Eohiii

here.
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but also cowherd, and since the same Jfo'g-veda spoke of
Vislmu's place as containing cows this must have suggested
to the Paura?iiks a

tended

hood

cattle.

to the

theme for delineating Krishna as having
husbandman puts his sons in their boy-

work

strong enough

Knstma's

A

of tending his cattle until they

minority, and

in

placed in the period of his

is

cowherdship

Madhura country famed

the

grow

It is therefore appropriate that

to plough.

for

its

cows.*

But the two things his
by caste and his tending

origin as a high-born Kshatriya
cattle as a

will

Gopa boy

not

go together unless facts sufficient to explain them are
conceived and brought about. The Kshatriya boy must
have, it was conceived, been under some trouble which
compelled him to pass his young days as a cowherd.
story of that trouble

main, to this effect

is,

according to the

Harivamsa

The
in the

:

Krishna's father Yasudeva was a subordinate Kshatriya having
power over cowherds, and paying tribute to Kamsa, the king of
Madhura. His wife Devaki was Kamsa's father's sister. It was

Kamsa that her eighth child would kill him. He
much afraid of any issue from her that he had her well
watched and insisted upon all her issue being made over to him as
prophesied to

became

so

soon, as born.

male children known as the Shadtgarbhas were born, and
by Kamsa one after another. Kamsa was the Asura demon
Kalanemi himself of olden days reborn as man outwardly but Asura
inwardly, having other Asura associates in disguise. The ShadJgarFirst, six

killed

bhas were formerly the sons of Kalanemi ; but as they propitiated
the god Brahma and obtained from him immunity from death at the

hands

of their inveterate foes, the gods,

and

also at the

hands

of all

other kinds of beings (omitting to mention their own class), the
Asnra king Hiranyakasipu took offence at their going to a god for

favour without seeking it from himself. Therefore, he cursed the
Shadgarbhas, who were together (samyuktafo) in the womb of the
waters, to be born as Devaki's six sons, who were not killable by
* In
describing the presents made to Subhadra at her wedding in
Dvaraka, a myriad of milch cows of the Madhura-desa
(M. Bh.

I.

adh. 221, verse 46).

is

mentioned
.
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any others than an Asura, and

own

his

in killing

whom Asura Kamsa killed

children.*

Baladeva was the seventh child conceived by Devaki. The god
Vishnu had the embryo miraculously transferred to the womb of
Yasudeva's other wife Rohwi, who in due time gave birth to
Baladeva,f while it was given out that Devaki's seventh pregnancy
ended in abortion.
In the eighth time, and in the eighth month, J Krishna, was born at
midnight in the form of Vishnu himself to the wonder of the parents,

who adored him

begged him to conceal this beautiful
Vasudeva what pre-arrangement had been
made and what was to be done. So saying, he became a new-born
child, and was taken by Vasudeva and placed by the side of the
cowherd Nandagopa's wife Yasoda who had on the same night given
birth to a female child, which was brought in lieu of Kn'shwa and
divine form.

as god, and

He

told

placed by the side of Devaki. The female child was Nidra, the
goddess of sleep, so that by her power neither Yasoda and her

knew anything of the exchange.
the birth being apprized to Kamsa, he took hold of the child
and dashed her against a rock, bat she sprang up to the sky in a
fairy form and vanished, crying out to Kamsa that his killer had

attendants nor Kamsa's watchmen

On

already been born.

Vasudeva secretly hands over the child Baladeva to the cowherd
Nandagopa, and begs him to take him along with Yasoda and her
(substituted) child Knshwa to Vraja or Gokula (the camp of cowherds
in the forests and pasture lands where kine are kept and tended),
and protect and bring him up as his own child along with Krishna.

Thus the two brothers grow up among cowherds
Nandagopa and Yasoda.

as the sons of

Kamsa, on hearing the fairy's voice in the sky, expresses his
sorrow to Devaki at his having needlessly killed her children, and
(according to the Vishnu-purana V. 5, 13) he deputes many Asura

demons in disguise to find out and kill whatever infant, possessing
extraordinary strength, that existed. This is implied in the Harivamsa also, as the demons that come one after another to kill Krishna
* The
Vishwu-purana (V. 1.) also says that Kamsa was Kalanemi reborn,
it puts down the ShacJgarbhas as the sons of Hirawyakasipu.
That
Kamsa was Kalenemi before is mentioned also in M. Bh. I. 67, verse 68.

but

t It

is

said that on account of the samkarshama or drawing of the
into the other the child was called

embryo from one womb to be put
Samkarshana. The Purawas abound
names.

in this sort of fanciful derivations of

.

I The obvious reason for this earlier time than usual
extra vigilance which the watchers might have
of birth.

-.

shown

is

to evade the

at the usual time
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are stated in

ifc

to be

Kamsa's Asuras.

These (according to the

Bhag.-purama X. 4, 31) say that they would
ing even the toothless sucklings.

Who

is

the extraordinary king

Some

and Asura

?

nemi.

means

It

of time/

If

'

kill all children,

Kamsa who

clue is given in his former

one who has the

we take

fellies (of

is

includ-

both

man

name Kalathe -wheel)

the seasons as being the fellies or

circumference of the wheel of time, either the Sun or Moon
is indicated
by the name Kalanemi, the roller of time ;

but as

the Moon, the lord of night, that is often
metamorphosed as a demon, as explained in several
it

is

previous essays, I take

Kamsa

to be the

Moon.

His own name Kamsa means brass or bell-metal, and a
goblet or drinking vessel. When the Sun is depicted as
gold the Moon may well be silver. But when our hero
himself as Krishna, the Black, can only be described as
k&rslmayasa, iron or steel, the lunar enemy intended to be
killed

by him must be content with being brass or

metal or

bell-

tin.

The Harivamsa

(II. 28,

the combination of

vv. 57

man and

109) says that Kamsa,
Asura, was not the son of his

own

father Ugrasena, but of a Danava (Asura) named
Drumila, the lord of (the aerial town) Saubha, who had a
brilliant chariot

saw

going at

TJgrasena's

will in the sky,

beautiful

wife

in

and who one day

the

forest of

the

where she had gone on a pleasure
Kama
smitten
and,
by
(Cupid), assumed the form of
trip,
her husband and seduced her. She found out her mistake
afterwards, and cursed him to be killed by one who would

Suyamuna mountain

to

be born in the same Kshatriya race to which her husband
belonged. Concealing her shame, she gave birth to Kamsa
as Ugrasena's son. This ugly myth was probably suggested by the meaning of Katnsa as either brass, or bellmetal, the one being an alloy of copper and zinc, the other

Thus Kamsa is made an alloy
of copper and trapu, tin.
There seems to be
of Kshatriya and Danava bloods.
trick in Drumila, such as trapu-mila=druDrumila's town Saubha will be referred to further

some verbal
inila.
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on in connection with the death of the lord of Saubha at
the hands of Krishna.*

Now

about the Shadgarbhas, meaning the six embryos
or children, the peculiarity about them is that they not
only have one collective

samyukta, existing

metamorphosis

name

as

c

Shadgarbha/ but are

I would take them to be

together.

a,

of the Shai-Knttikas, the Pleiades, these

stars of the Krittika as.terism being situated very close to

each other forming a beautiful cluster. If they are these, it
easy to conceive that the water in which they are placed

is

The
dim as not

signifies the blue sky.

cluster has seven stars, but as

one of them

to be well visible to the

is so

eye, only six are generally taken into account as the

As Knttka"

Kn'ttikas.

is

naked

Sha-

derived from kn't, to cut or tear

asunder, this has furnished an etymological reason for
metamorphosing this asterism as a Dauava or Danavas, the
cutters

cut

and

down

killers,

who, in their turn, are fancied to be
Moon at the time of his

or killed by the Sun or

conjunction with them. Krishna's feat over the same
asterism metamorphosed as Putaua will be referred to
further on.
'Like the celestial presence of Rohiwi
stars
to

is,

Kohwi and

my

and Devaki

in the

Orion, the foster mother also of their sons

thinking, placed in another star, viz., $ro7ia.
the giver of fame.
Now, in

name Yasoda means
description of the
1, 2,

$rowa

is,

Her
the

asterisms in the Taitt.-Brahma?za III.
the only one mentioned in

of all of them,

connection with fame.

She

is

Amntasya

'

Gropa,

she

who

and she goes (in the sky) wishing
the
sacrificer), and making punya
(for
Such a
or
a
fame, for the sacrificer.
sloka,
good praise
as
This
Yasoda.
asterism
be
well
name may
paraphrased

protects the Immortal/
for sravas,

fame

dedicated to Vishmi.

is

* That
story

14

22).

is

The next

asterism, $ravishi/ia,

narrated in the Mahabharata

There the lord of Saubha

is

itself

called Salva

is

(Aranyaparvan, adh.
and never Drumila.

The Harivamsa story in question seems to be more recent, utilizing the
lord of Saubha of the older story and making him descend from the sky
all on a sudden and seduce Kamsa's mother.
64
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dedicated to the eight Vasus, and its stars are solicited to
protect Samvatsarina Yajua, the yearly Sacrifice, in the
region beyond the clouds,

c

in the

sky ( te yajnam
The Immortal mentioned as
i.e.,

pantu rajasaA parastat').
protected by tfrona seems to signify Yajiia
asfcerism protects.

whom the Vasu
Yasu asterism is
Nandagopa with Srona,, named Yasoda,
It is probable that this

metamorphosed as
as his wife and as being Gropa in the sense of both the
cowherd woman and one who protects, protecting Knsh.ua,
the incarnation of

Sacrifice

Vishnu.

As these

are the

asterisms in whose region the Sun's winter solstice or the
renewal of the Uttaraya^a of the olden time was taking
place, let us take the child Knstma placed with them for
With Krishna, is
protection to be Vishnu's solar aspect.

placed the

Moon Baladeva

also,

the maker of the months

and seasons.

Vishnu and Bhagavata-PuraMas the
when being carried by Vasudeva to
Yasoda's house, was sheltered from the rain by the hood
of Vislmu's serpent $esha who came down to render that
According

new born

service

to the

child Krishna,,

on that rainy night; and moreover, as the child had
bank of the Yamuna river where

to be carried to the other

Nandagopa and Yasoda were staying, the river, then in
flood, gave way and became knee-deep to Vasudeva. The
river Yamuna seems to be between Madhura and G-okula.
But in the rainy month of $ravana in which Krishna's
birth is placed, there

Yamuna

is

also the aerial river, the rain,

born

summer Sun.

In our mythology the

river is stated to be the

daughter of the Sun

from the action

of the

Taking Krishna, to be not only the metaalso the Sun as the cause of rain,
phorical rain-cloud, but
asterism
there is the serpent
Aslesha, below which the
Vivasvan.

Sun

of the

month

asterism that

is

of

$ravawa passes.

It is, I think, this

metamorphosed as the hooded snake
and the river crossed may signify the

sheltering Krishna,,

rainy season which has to be gone through in the Sun's
to the winter solstice in the region of Vishnu's
journey
star $rona that is metamorphosed as Yasoda.
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infancy
.

(1)

now

dwell upon the

first

four acts of Krishna's

:

When

the Child was growing under the care of Yasoda, a

Danava woman named Pufcana, a wet-nurse in the palace of Kamsa,
came at midnight in the form of a bird, and (then assuming the
form

of a female) suckled Krishna in order to kill him, for whatever
child she suckled had died. Bub Krishna sucked out her life and

she lay dead in her terrible form.
(2) .At another time when Yasoda had put the Child to sleep
under a cart which was standing laden with pots, &c., in front of
her hub, he woke, and, crying for mother's milk as he lay on his back,

kicked up his foot, which struck the cart with such force that
down with its axle broken and the pots smashed.
(3)

it fell

When

the Child began to walk about, he became very troublecalves by their tails, and teasing the people of the
Yasoda tied one end of a rope to his belly and the other

some pulling the
village.

end to a (wooden) ulukhala, mortar, to prevent him from straying
out.
But when she was otherwise engaged, he went on dragging the
and passed through the gap between the stems of two
or bwin Arjuua trees, but as the mortar got across the gap
and would not pass through, he pulled it with such force that the
morfcar

Yamala

trees broke

and

fell

down.

Because the rope was tied to Krishna's
be called Damodara.

The Bhag.-purana

belly, he, ib is said,

(X. 10) gives further particulars

came

to

about these

Kubera, the god of wealth, had two Guhyakas as his sons
named Nalakubara and Mawigriva. They were the servants of the
god Eudra (on Mount Kailasa in the Himalayas where Kubera's
twin

trees.

town Alaka is said to have existed) but they enjoyed drink, music,
and the company of nymphs so much that in their intoxicated stabe
;

they were quite nude even in the presence of .Bishi Narada who
happened to go there. With a view to their ultimate good, Narada
cursed them to become the two Arjuna trees, but possessing consciousness of their former selves, and destined to be freed as soon as

they should come in contact with Krishna, Accordingly, purified
his touch, and becoming Siddhas or perfected beings, they sprang

by

up from the broken
(4)

trees in divine

The cowherds viewed

and shifted

all

forms and glorified him.

these things as forebodings of evil,

camp to the place called Bj-indavana, and the rainy
There, a serpent named Kaliya had made his home in
the depth of the Yamuna river, rendering the water poisonous, and
cattle and even birds shunned the forest on both the banks for fear
their

season came.

of the serpent.

One day

the boy Krishna

jumped

into the water,
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and idivihg in, subdued 'the serpent, and made him leave the river
and go to the sea. Thenceforward the pasture land of the forest
became fit for the cattle to graze on.

The Harivamsa mentions Putana
follow the Vishwu and
first

Bhag.-purawas

and the Cart afterwards.

acts of

after the Cart

I

;

but I

Putana

in taking

would view these four

Kn'slma as a description of the career of the

Uttarayawa Sun through the asterisms of Kn'ttika, Rohmi,
Mn'gasiras or Orion, Punarvasu or Gemini, and Aslesh&
or the Serpent, thus

!

:

The Knttika stars are known
and
other Mothers are considered
They

as

(1)

to children; but in the older story of

Grod converts

them

aUas $ita-Putana

into his Mothers,

the

to be

Mothers.

very hurtful

Kumara, that Son

and the cruel Putana

54 ante. I
one of them, vide pp. 51
have there taken Putana to be the malevolent goddess of

:

is

small-pox, so very hurtful to children. It appears to me
that the same Knttika asfcerism, the stars of which figure
as the wet-nurses of

Kumara,
and

cruel wet-nurse Putana,

is
is

here metamorphosed as the
fancied to be killed by the

Sun Knstma.
(2)

In the

Hindu astronomy the Rohmi asterism

is

likened to a cart, and a planet, such as Saturn and Mars,

when passing under
I

this Rohiiii-sakaia, is said to

break

would therefore take Krishna's breaking the cart

to

it.*

mean

the Sun's passing through the Rohini asterism.
(3)

The mortar

is,

as already stated, one of the articles

of Sacrifice-Man, used in extracting the

Soma beverage

would fancy the mortar

of our story to be the
quadrangle
of Orion, the place of the celestial Soma.
When the Sun
I

passes in the region
fancied to

be tied to

of
it,

this

he

is

and to have tried to drag

it

large

constellation,

'through the Arjuna or white starry tree of the Milky Way.
As Orion abuts upon one side (the western side) of the

though the rnortar was too big
I would take the two celestials that

Milky Way, the fancy
to

pass through

ifc.

is

as

* Vide the texts
quoted in Apte's dictionary.
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spring from the tree to be the two Punarvasft stars. In
the Vedas they are mentioned in the dual, and being two
well-shining stars of equal magnitude situated side by side,

they are appropriately fancied to be twins; and as they are
on the north-eastern side of the Milky Way, the fancy is
as

from that tree when

though they sprang

sanctified

it

by

way through
trees

Sun

the

his conjunctional contact and forced his
The idea of the Milky Way as the twin

it.

may have arisen from a fancy

like this

:

Forming as

the Milky Way does a huge irregular circle varying in
thickness in different places, it is cut by the ecliptic in two
places, once near Orion and again at Scorpio and Sagittarius, so that,

thus cut,

two halves, one

its

to the north

and

the other to the south of the ecliptic, are as it were the
twin trees, with their root and stems together near that

part of the ecliptic which is near Orion, from where they
extend in two opposite directions curving round until their

topmost branches meet at the other part of the ecliptic,
the top sides of the trees being placed there apparently
because it is there at Scorpio and Sagittarius that the

Milky
But

Way

is

broader and more majestic than at Orion.

may be asked, what is there to indicate that the
twins of our story are the twin stars Punarvasu, dedicated
to

it

Aditi in the Vedas, and

upon the God

of

Wealth

?

should they be fathered
It seems to me that the very fact

why

being mentioned as the sons of that god indicates
them to be the Punarvasu stars. Taking Punarvasu to

of their

mean

'the again wealthy

}

or

f

the reproduction of the

3

was thought appropriate
,
Punarvasu stars as the sons of the God

wealthy

over, these

it

two

stars are to

to picture the
of

Wealth.

two

More-

the north of the ecliptic, and

Amara mentions only
Kubera's region is the North.
Nalakubara as the son of Kubera, who himself is known as
Naravahana, having men

to carry

him, as the

God of Wealth

well have, for in the olden time the wealthy folk went
about in palanquins borne by men. Nalakubara as the son

may

of Kubera must have been a widespread idea
long before the
time of Amara, whose business, as lexicographer, was ijot
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to invent, but to take notice of

become

names and words that had
Nala-

well established in the Sanskrit language.

kubara or -kuvara, if taken to mean ' one who has the reed
as his cart pole/ would be a poor name for the son of
Wealth. According to the Vafeaspatya, kuvara means not
only the cart pole, but also a kind of chariot, and the
question is whether Nalakubara was intended to mean
'

Be this as it
(adorned) chariot/
may, in the old legends there was Nalakubara as the son
of Kubera, but in this story two sons of Kubera had to
One who has the

lotus

be invented and named in order to

suit the concept of the
twin stars of Punarvasu as the two sons of the God of

Wealth.
one of the

Therefore, retaining Nalakubara as the name for
stars, Mawigriva was, I think, invented as the
'

name

for the other,

gems

in his neck/ a very

This

is

not

all.

meaning
fit

one

name

who has

(a

for a sou of

The name Punarvasu seems

garland
Wealth.
to

of)

have also

suggested a spiritual idea. Taking it to mean the punarjanman or re-born state as Vasu, Spiritually Wealthy, the

two

sons,

it is

fancied,

in order to deserve to

region.

The paradox

must have had a re-birth

become the two

spiritually

stars in the celestial

of their drinking

may mean

their

drinking the sacred Soma, delighting iii the sacred music of
the Vedas; their nude state, their giving up all selfish
desires ; their becoming the white trees, their becoming

pure in body and mind, devoted to tapas in the knower's
clad in bark like the Arjuna tree itself;*

last forest life,

and

at last

the Universal

Self,

whose emblem

is

the

brilliant Sun on high, is coine in contact with, puts an end
to the tree or embodied state, and gives the Punarvasu
state of re-birth in the sky on high which is symbolic of

Heaven.

The serpent is the Aslesha asterism, which figured
before
as the $esha snake that held up his hood as
once
(4)

an umbrella over the Child. That was a friendly description.
* According to
Apte's dictionary, Arjuna
rind.

is

a kind of tree with useful
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Here an adverse picture

Yamuna

river,

is

brought

and as

at

in.

The Sun plunges

metamorphosed as the
that time he comes in conjunction

season which

into the rainy

is

with the Serpent, the fancy is that he subdued him, while
the sea to which he is sent is the blue sky itself.
I shall

now

Knshwa during
Baladeva

touch upon other acts of Baladeva and
among the cowherds.

their life

kills

the Asura

Dhenuka

:

Once upon a time when they and the cowherds were grazing
cattle, they came upon a grove of Tala or palm trees, and wanted to
But the grove was infested by the Asura
eab their delicious fruits.
named Dhenuka, having the form of an ass or mule, with many
Asuras of the same form under him. Baladeva killed him, rid the
grove of the Asuras, and enabled the cowherds to eat the fruits.

by Tala, yielding delicious fruits, is meant
tree, and that this myth must have arisen by
riddlingly playing with the word Khar jura as Khara-jura,
khara, ass or mule, rough, and jura, hurtful, injurious.
I think that

the

Khar jura

Hence the myth that the

trees, though yielding delicious
infested
the
hurtful ass-demons, the feat of
were
fruits,
by
and
the
them
cowherds to eat the delicious
enabling
killing

Tala fruits being attributed to one who had the epithet of
Talanka settled upon him. There is further the riddle of
the ass -demon being called

Dhenuka, milk-yielding.

There

may here be a covert allusion to the wine or liquid yielded
by the palm tree.
a widespread Vedic legend about Indra's
delivering up Yatis for being devoured by salavnkas,
jackals.* In the Kaushitaki Brahmawa Upanishad these

There

is

Yatis are qualified by the epithet

Arunmukha, declined

by $ankara&arya as a-rut-mukha, and explained by him to
mean those degraded ascetics who have no Vedantic words
or sound (rut) in their mouths,

Upanishadic knowledge.

But

i.e.,

who do not study the
Brahmawa

in the Aitareya

the reading is not Arunmukha but Arurmagha, and taking
this as the right form of the word, Dr. Haug supposes that
* Fide the texts
quoted and dwelt upon in Muir's Texts VI., pp. 491

493.

"the Arurmaghas were no doubt a kind
very likely a

language

degraded Aryas,
in whose

Zend) the words aurvo and magha are
be met with." Be this as it may, the Taitt.'The heads of the Yacis who
4, 9, 2 says:

(the

frequently to

Samhita

of

the ancient Iranians,

tribe of

II.

and they (the
Their juice went up
and became Kariras which are Saumyas, and indeed it is

were being devoured (by the jackals)
Yatis) became Kharjuras, date trees,
the

Saumya oblation

The commentary

mean

of
'

yatayitarah,

that

the same as the
attack.

He

great Tala

rain fall from the sky/ &c.

Bha^a Bhaskara
;

demon

of

or fiend Yatu, derived from ya, to

mean

takes Kharjura to

and Karira to be

tree,

takes the Yatis to

men, and therefore a kind
Thus he takes Yati here to mean

hurters

Rakshas demons.*

of

makes

fell off,

the maha-tala or the

its fruit

which

is

Saumya,

he says, the transformation of the
I do not think that the Yabis
juice ('rasaparinauiatvat').
in question meant yatayitarafe.
Yati means the sfcriver,
delightful, because

it is,

being derived from yat, 'to strive after, endeavour to,
devote oneself to'. Therefore Yati came to mean the
ascetic

who

1 think the

is

striving after spirituality or divine powers.
of Yatis having become the Kharjura

myth

trees has arisen

Kharjura

by likening the

tree to

man who

is

a

straight,

tall,
tall,

branchless

erect being

to that

in particular who is the Yati leading his forest life,
allowing his hair to grow into the not combed state,
state bearing resemblance
his head in that
to the

man

Kharjura
its

tree's crest

foliage.

overhanging with the long blades of

The myth

of jackals eating the Yatis that

become the Kharjuras may be due

to the belief that

though

they are carnivorous they are fond of the Kharjura fruits.f
I think that this Vedic

myth

of the

Kharjura Yatis was

the model for the Khara or ass-Asuras of the Tala trees.

Baladeva who

is

very fond of drink

a prototype in that respect of

is, as already stated,
the Soma-quaffing Indra.

* 'Prawinam yatayitaro rakshoviseshaft YafcayaTi '.
f In this part of India people say that jackals eat date
the trees, and'also sugarcane.

ft-uits fallen

from
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Therefore,

Baladeva
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Indra gets the Aruumukha Yatis

killed,

our

the braying ass-Asuras,
Next, Baladeva kills the Asura Pralamba:
On one occasion when the cowherd boys were afc the play in which
the defeated were to carry on their backs the winners to the
kills

appointed distance, an Asura named Pralamba played with them in
the disguise of a cowherd boy and, being defeated, took Baladeva on

and assuming a gigantic form so high as to make Baladeva
moon on the back of the cloud in the sky, began to run
away with him, but was thumped down and killed.

his back,

look like the

Pralamba means distended, and, according

to

N. A.

Grodbole's Sauskrit-Mahratti dictionary, is one of the names
of the rain-cloud.
Indra, the Rainer, is well known in our

mythology as beating and hurling down the rain cloud.
Baladeva's killing the Cloud-demon Pralamba may mean

Moon is in his glory after hurling down
the rain cloud of the rainy season.
Knshwa holds up Mount Govardhana like an umbrella:

that the autumnal

i

The cowherds made preparation for the annual feast in honour of
the god Indra in which Sakra-dhvaja, the flag of that god, is
worshipped.

But young Krishna induced them

to transfer that

worship to Mount Govardhana, saying that as the agriculturists

perform Sita-yajfia, worship to the goddess of the ploughed field,
the cowherds should perform Giri-yajna, mountain-worship, as they
depend upon the hill sides for pasture and streams of water for
Accordingly, when all kinds of food were heaped on
the top of the mountain as an offering to the Mountain-Deity,
Knshwa himself became a Mountain in form, ate everything and
expressed satisfaction, while at the same time in his usual form he
their cows.

was among the cowherds prostrating before the Mountain, thus
bowing to himself by himself. As thus Indra was denied his
a
for seven days in order
worship, he got angry and rained deluge
to kill the cows and cowherds; but Krishna held up the Mountain
like an umbrella and protected them under its shelter.
Seeing
Indra became humbled, installed Knshwa as Gavam Indra,
Hereafter let
of cows, under the title of Govinda,* saying
both Mahendra (Indra) and Upendra (Vishwu=Knsha) be worshipthis,

Lord

ped in

:

flag staffs.

We

saw (p. 489 ante) that Govinda means the obtainer
cow or cows, that an old explanation of that name is
that Vishnu in his Boar form found and brought the

of

* This
implies a play upon the word Govinda as

65

gavam indra=govinda.
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submerged Earth, that (as stated in the Essay on the Boar)
the Boar Vishnu in carrying the Earth was the Varaha
Mountain, and that the different meanings of Varaha as
boar, as rain cloud, and as mountain which by its name
bhudhara is the carrier of the Earth ', are at the bottom
l

of that story.
Our story evidently takes cognizance of
the verbal tricks of that old story. It is the nature of a

not to express openly, but suggest the thing
intended, and therefore such verbal tricks are not openly
expressed, but have to be inferred from the circumstances
riddle

In the story under consideration our Black
viewed as the Rain Cloud as is indicated by the

of the case.

Krishna

is

allegation that he
tojp

the

of

assumed the form of a mountain on the

mountain.

The

so-called

cloud mountain

distends itself on the tops of mountains. If in the older
story the Boar Vishwu carries the Earth, here Vislmu
is made to
carry the mountain.
a greater feat the feat of carrying
'
even the carrier of the Earth.' In doing so he is made
This seems
to excel and humble Indra who is Gotrabhid.

Krishna even as an infant

As a

verbal trick this

is

worked out by a trick with -the word gotra,
which in the Veda means the cowfold, but which came to
be used as a name for mountain, for rain cloud, and also
for umbrella which protects from sun and rain, as 'go' means

to have been

both water and rays. Indra in his govid or cow-winning
feat is Gotrabhid, the breaker of the cowfold in which the
Paw-is

had confined the cows.*

But taken apart from

attending circumstance, Gotrabhid as the

name

of

this

Indra

was capable of exhibiting him, at least as a paradox, as
one who was inimical to the cows, and who therefore broke
Therefore, as against Indra Gotrabhid,
our Krishna as Gopa, the cowherd as well as the protector
of cows, is made to figure as Gotradhn't, the holder up of

their protection.

gotra or the cow-protecting mountain-umbrella, thereby
the Vraja settlement.
Govardhana, the name
protecting
'
3
of the mountain held up, means cow-prospering.
* These two
epithets of Indra as Govid and Gotrabhid are mentioned
in
X. 103, 6.
Ev.
together
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This story seems to

me

to illustrate that

Vishwu

is

the

that His worshippers
will not suffer, but will be firm (VII. 100, 1 and 4) ; that

Invincible Protector (Rv.

having

Him

I.

22, 18)

;

as their Protector they

may

render the shafts

of trouble as futile as rain beating against a rock.

The whole

of the protected settlement feels grateful to

Kn'shwa and says ' Thou must be a celestial in the guise
Who art thou ? Whoever thou art, thou art
of a cowherd.
:

what

thou

art,

salutation

who

thee

to

He

born our

art

Baudhava (protecting kinsman).'
they must look upon him as no other than their Ba"ndhava,
one of their own class, and that the time will come when
says to

them that

they will know who he is (Harivamsa II. 20). This I
think echoes JBig-veda I. 154, 5, which says that Vishwi is

Bandhu, Kinsman (protecting

Knslma

his people).

loves the milkmaids

In autumn,

bull-fights,

:

wrestling and

all

kinds of plays take place

in the joyous settlement. The Gopa young women become so very
fond of Krishna that in the glorious moonlit autumnal nights they

out to the forests and play, sing and dance with Knshwa,
imitate his acts, embrace and kiss him. "Without minding the
stroll

interdiction of their fathers, mothers

and brothers, they go out in

the nights in search of Krishna, and he enjoys pleasures with them,
paying regard to his infant state (' kaisorakam manayan vai sa ha
tabhir

mumoda

ha'

H. V.

II. 20).

That

is

to say that

it

was not

improper on the parb of an infant to play with young women.
The Yishwu-purawa (V. 13) includes husbands also among their

many of them were married
women, and it says that in the dance called Rasa, as every one of the
damsels wanted to be always holding his hand, so, before forming
the ring, he touched them all one by one with such entrancing effect
interdictors, thereby indicating that

that,

them

although one damsel held another in the ring, every one of
felt she was in touch with Knshwa himself, and that in this

manner, paying regard to his infant state, Knslma loved, and was
loved by, those damsels, He being the All-pervading Self and Lord
in themselves, in their husbands, and in all creatures
One who has
put down

evil (kshapitahitafe).

The Glorious Antaryamin
the

.KMnd.-upanishad,

commit

lustful acts.

is

Self of all

who, according to
Apahatapapman, can never

It is clear that the love

spoken of
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means spiritual communion wifch the Lord of the universe,
and that the enlightened souls in the shape of the milkmaids feel His presence in all creatures and everywhere. The
Bhag.-purana, speaking about the Rasa dance, says that the
single Rn'shna became as many as the damsels
Antaryamin is in one and all.

When

for the

;

that Agni is jara/i,
(I. 66. 4) says
of
lover
the
maidens, the husband
patir janinam,
of matrons, no carnality is meant; on the contrary what is

the

E%-veda

that

Agni

kaninam
meant

is

of the

Dawns

as the

(VII.

with the milkmaids

9,

is

Sun

1).

is

ushasam

the lover

jara/i,

Similarly, Krishna's dalliance

not carnal, but means their spiritual
there is as much carnality in
;

communion with Him

Vedic poet's making his devout thoughts
embrace Indra like wives embracing their husband (Rv.

this as in the

As riddles with words are not always openly
bat
are to be inferred, it may be that the
expressed
idea of Krishna Vasudeva's dalliance with the girls
X. 43,

1).

by playing with and looking upon Vasudeva as
Vasudeva as one who plays (deriving deva from 1 div, to

arose

.

play, sport, dally, &c.,) with vasus, girls..

This dalliance

stated to have taken place in his kaisora or infancy,

is

when

there can be no carnality. As Knslma is Yajna Purusha,
Man outwardly, but the bodiless Antaryamin in all bodies
('

Ayam

love this

Purushafc, sarvasu

Who

Man,

is

;

purshu purisaya^ ), in order to
Para Purusha, the Great Man, with

the ardour and tenderness of a female's love, the
enlightened souls are pictured as young females, hitherto

all

the creatures or wives of worldliness.

Vishnu attends
f

As the

JSi'g-vedic

to the call of his worshippers in the

form of

Yuva

Kutnara/i praty ety ahavam' I. 155,
Young Boy (
6), so our Krishna attends to the call of the milkmaids when

a

a Y"oung Boy. Krishna as the cowherd may be
compared with the Vedic Son Grod Rudra who is Pasupati,

he

is

the lord of kine, and the $atavudriya says about
that 'milkmaids,*

they saw him
*

'

(when) fetching water, saw him

'.

Ufcainam gopaTi adnsan, adnsan udaharya/i

'

,

Rudra
yea,
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Of all the milkmaids, one milkmaid, Radha, who is not
mentioned in the Harivamsa and the Vishwu and Bhag.purawas, figures in some other Purawas as the most beloved
of Krishna; and Jayadeva's sweet songs have made her

As Krishna's play with the milkmaids is placed
in autumn, I think Radha is identical with the Visakha
asterism whose another name is Radha, and whose conjunction with the Sun takes place in autumn.* According to
famous.

Radha is a goddess of the Heaven called
G-oloka, a goddess who is the half as well as the $akti or
power of Vishnu, and who was born on the Earth as the
daughter of a cowherd named Vn'shabhanu, 'the showering
sun/ who may be taken to denote the Rainy Season as the
the Va/caspatya,

predecessor

and father

prosperity.

So,

Autumn

of

Radha means

autumnal star Radha.

Vishnu

as

Knshwa

personified

as the

success, achievement,

loves his

own Power

of

Siddhi.

Krishna

When

kills

the bull-demon Arishia

:

Krishna, was passing pleasant days with the milkmaids

an Asura named Arishia came down at night-fall in the disguise of
a terrible black bull, and made great havoc among the cows and
cowherds; but our Krishna (the Black), like another black
fought with the bull Asura and killed him.

What metamorphosed
name

is

this

Asura

is

clear

bull,

from his

Arishia, Misfortune or Calamity.

Krishna, kills the horse-demon Kesin

:

Kamsa now comes to know that Krishna, is the eighth son of
Devaki, surreptitiously transferred to Gokula. He sends his own
younger brother Asura Kesin, who comes in the form of a vicious
but Krishna's hand thrust into his mouth swells and chokes
him to death. And it is said that because Krishna killed Kesin he
came to be called Kesava.
horse

;

This
(killer

a pun arising from the similarity in sound of Kesiha
A demon of the same name,
of Kesin) and Kesava.

is

Kesin, was met with as the husband of Daityasena in the
* In

the

Visakha,

is

Taitt.-Br. III.

1,

2,

1,

Anu-Radha, the asterism next to
But in later times, autumn

connected with sarat, autumn.

commenced with Yisakha

or Radha,
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Kumara, and explained

older legend about

at pp. 37

38

ante.*

Knslma
Kamsa

kills

Kamsa

:

sends Akrura

(the Peaceful), alias Danapati, son of
$vaphalka, and a devofcee of Krishna, to bring Krishna and Baladeva
to Hadhura for distinguishing themselves there in the tournament
called

Dhanurmakha, the

In the tournament he

bow-feast.

tries to

get them trampled down by his powerful elephant called Kuvalayabut they kill the elephant, aud also the wrestlers Mushftka
piefo
;

and Kanura who were

upon Kamsa and

set

kills

upon them, and

at last

him, while Baladeva

kills

Krishna springs
Kamsa's brother

named Sunaman, Good Name.

Kamsa had dethroned and imprisoned his own father Ugrasena>
who now is released and installed as king by Krishna, who says that
not for self-aggrandizement that he killed Kamsa. Krishna
obtains the heavenly Sabha called Sudharma, the Hall or Court of
it is

Justice or Righteousness, for Ugrasena.

King Kamsa who

is

both

man and

Aaura, and

who sends

Asuras in disguise one after another to kill the infant
Krishna, may be compared with Kubera who, though
R&jadhiraja, and the kingly god of wealth, is the king of
Rakshasas, one who sends his Kauberakas or evil spirits to
* The
Bhag.-purana makes Krishna kill many more Asuras in his
life than are mentioned in the Harivamsa and Vishnu-purawa.
They are (1) Trinavarta, the Asura of whirlwind who tries to carry away

cowherd

Krishna; (2) Vatsasura, a demon in the disguise of a calf; (3) Bakasura,
a demon in the form of a heron, a bird which has given its name to the
cheat ; (4) Aghasura, the demon of wickedness, in the form of a boa snake,
swallowing the cowherds along with Krishna who, however, swells in the
belly of the snake and bursts it; (5) Kubera's follower $aikhaM(fo, having

gem which, on killing him, Krishna, presents to his elder
brother Baladeva; and (6) Vyomasura (the Asura of the sky) who steals

in his head a

away

the cowherds one

by one

of a mountain, but Krishwa

also

makes Krishna rescue

at one time

like

lambs and shuts them up in the cave
kills him, and releases them.
It

catches and

his foster father

when Nanda was bathing

Nandagopa from death twice

:

in the river, Tarawa's son carries

him away; but Krishna goes to Varuna and, being honoured by him, brings
back Nanda at another time when Nanda had gone to the Sarasvati river
;

in the North a snake grasps him, but, beaten

by Krishna, the snake gives
and
named
form
becomes
a
Sudarsana (the goodthat
Vidyadhara
up
looking), who had got into the snake form as a punishment for making
fun of bhe ugliness of the Rishia Aiigirases who are Yirupas
in Rv. III. 53, 7.
applied to them

an epithet
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prowl about and kill children, vide the
Mantraprasna II. 13, which commences by addressing the
'
Ma te kumaram
mother of the new-born babe thus
:

ma

Baksho 'vadhit,
Rakshas or evil spirit
(running in quest of

dhenur

'may not the
thy child; may not the milch cow
her calf) trample him
So, like the
atyasari?ii

',

kill

'

!

cow whose trample is dangerous, most of the demons that
come to kill Krishna and Baladeva are in the forms of
animals.

The idea expresed

in such Puramas as the Bhagavata

is

that although Kamsa was the enemy of Knstma, still, as,
in his constant fear of Him, he had Him always in his

mind, he obtained beatitude when his body was killed by
Him. If Kamsa obtained beatitude by hating God, there

must be in

being an
but
a
devotee
The
inwardly.
enemy outwardly,
Sha^garbhas in killing whom Kamsa kills his own sons may have
this the paradoxical riddle of his

been viewed esoterically as the Shadvargas,

'

the group of

the six/ consisting of

Kama, desire, Krodha, anger, Lobha,
avarice, Mada, conceit, Moha, folly, and Matsara, envy.*
Proceeding from man, these are his sons as it were. So long
as he indulges in these, he is an Asura or demon virtually.
In that state he dethrones and imprisons Dharma or
Righteousness whom he ought to have regarded and
respected as his father. When he kills these Shacfrvargas,
there is outwardly the paradox of his being such an
atrociously bad Asura as to kill children, his own children ;

but unless he

kills

them he

Sons of Sacrifice, against

will not see

Whom

Agnishomau, the

he sends his other associ-

bound state for being killed by them,
own body, symbolizing his bound state,

ates of his
last his

until at
is

killed

and he obtains Moksha, the freed state of bliss in Heaven.
Something like this must be the inner meaning if Kamsa
obtained Moksha.
* Like the Vedio
puii of viewing Kasyapa as Pasyaka by a transposition
would become Shadvarga by the transposition

of the syllables, ShacZgarbha
of

bha and

va,

India as ba.

which

latter,

though written as va,

is

pronounced in upper
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With

the killing of

Kamsa Knshwa's

ends, and he reveals himself

life

as a cowherd

as the Kshatriya.

Baladeva and Knshwa undergo the Upanayana ceremony
and become Brahma/carins studying Dhanurveda under a

Brahman teacher named Samdipani.
Their intellect was so extraordinary that the teacher took them
Moon and Sun, and they learned everything in sixty-four

to be the

days.

When

at the close o the study the

Gurndakshiwa or teacher's

honorarium had to be paid, Samdipani did not want any money or
things, but wished that his only son, dead long since in the sea, be
brought and delivered to him.

Krishna at once dived into the

sea,

and learning there that the son had been swallowed by a Daitya
named Pafi&ajana in the form of a Timi fish, found out and killed
him and took from him the conch Panfeajanya. Not finding the
son there, Krishna, went to Yama, the god of death, fought with and
conquered him and made him deliver up the son. Thus the teacher
obtained his dead son brought back to life (Harivamsa II. 33).

A

story like this cannot have originated

esoteric

meaning.

without an

The Upanayana ceremony gives the

spiritual rebirth called Dvijatva,

and the teacher

is

said to

womb of Vidya, knowledge.
bring forth this
But when G-od Himself as the Son Knslma is the student,
birth from the

the teacher himself

is

benefited

and gets the

spiritual

rebirth in the shape of the son, his soul, rescued from the
Sams&ric death. The sea may be taken to signify the sea
of Samsara, and Pafi&ajana the demon of the five senses.

This Pan&ajana should be distinguished from the Pan&ajanas, the mysterious god-like five tribes famed in the
jRi'g-veda

;

and when Agni

is

called Pan&ajanya in Rv. IX.

66, 20, the sacrificial Agni worshipped by the Panfcajanas
seems to be meant. The conch was used as the war

trumpet, as the sound of victory; and

when Vislmu's conch

seems to have meant the trumpet
or fame of the divine Pan&ajanas. But when the MnfcfcTia-

was called Pan /bajanya,

it

drama (act VIII. verse 2) says that the Pan&ajanas
should be killed along with the woman, it means that the
This
five senses should be subdued along with Avidya.
of
old
drama
in
the
time
that
shows that
Pafifcajana had
kafi

come

to

be freely used esoterically as the

five

senses.
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When

Pan&ajana, the demon of the senses, is killed, the
Panfeijanya conch or fame of the divine Panfeajanas is
obtained, just as knowledge may be said to be enshrouded
in the mist of ignorance, and to flash forth as soon as

ignorance

is killed.

While Kn'shwa Devakiputra's teacher is, according to
-STMnd.-upanishad, an Angirasa, belonging to the

the

Angirases, who, according to the .fi*g-veda, are the first
fire, here in the Purawas he is

kindlers of the sacrificial
called

Samdipani, son of or belonging
'
meaning one who lights well'.

In the Mahabharata,

wherever

anything to do with Knslma, he

is

the

to

Samdipana,

have

Pancfevas

Dvarakavasin, one

who

resides in Dvaraka, a sacred place in the extreme western

projection of the peninsula of Kathiwar, about seven
hundred miles to the south-west of Madhura (Muttra) as

the crow

flies.

to build

Dvaraka

Krishna,
for

got the god Visvakarman
on land which the sea bared by

it is said,

him

v

receding at his request, and the reason assigned for his
seeking for his adult life a place so far away from the scene
of his birth
of

and boyhood

is

that Jarasandha, the powerful
away Knstma and the

the Magadhas, drove

king
Yadavas from Madhura.

That story

is

interwoven with

strange stories about the killing of Sn'gala Vasudeva, and
of Kala-Yavana, the friend of Jarasandha; about Kn'shWs

marryingRukmmi, whom

$isupala, the !Taidya,had intended
about
the
marry;
Rajasuya sacrifice of the Paw^avas in
with
which
connection
Krishna gets Bhima of the Panckto

vas to kill Jarasandha, he himself killing $isupala ; about
the strange births of Jarasandha and /Sisupala; and about
Jarasandha's two strange associates called in the dual

Hamsa-Dimbhau, Hamsa and Dimbha.

These

stories are

found partly in the Harivamsa and partly in the Mahabharata.

Taking up the Harivamsa

first

(II,

Adhyayas 34

60),

the story is briefly this
Kamsa's widows Asfci and Prapti, the daughters of Jarasandha,
whose capital is. Bajagnha, complain to him against Krishna, the
:

66
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husband. Jarasandha makes a strong combination of
the kings* of India against Krishna, and besieges
The divine weapons of Baladeva and Krishna come down

killer of their

almost

all

Madhura.
from the sky.

With them they kill the armies of the enemy right
a war extending over twenty-seven days. At last Baladeva engages Jarasandha in single combat, but a voice in the sky

and

left in

says that one

Hearing

this,

who

is

destined to kill Jarasandha

is

born elsewhere.

Jarasandha becomes dejected and goes back to his

country.

But with reinforcements he comes and besieges Madhura again
times, in none of which the Yadavas

and again, altogether eighteen

On the contrary, on the eighteenth time,
seeing his inexhaustible resources, Krishna goes away to Dakshinapatha, the South, with Baladeva. There they meet Parasu-Rama,

are able to kill him.

who has made $urparaka (modern Surat) his home, having discharged an arrow at the sea and made it recede and bare new land
on which to build that town. Parasu-Rama takes them via (1)
Karavirapura built by the Yadavas of the olden time, whose present
descendant, however, is a very cruel king named Srigala Yasndeva

who has
(2)
(4)

killed

many

of his kith

and kin

to

make

his

sway secure;

the river Venva; (3) the mountain Yajnagiri in the Sahya range ;
the river Khaf vangi at its falls (5) the tpwn Kraun&apura ruled
;

by a just Yadava king named Mahakapi, and (6) from there to
Mount Gomanta in the Sahya range. Leaving them there, ParasuRama goes to Surparaka, while as advised by him they stay at
Gomanta as a safe mountain retreat.
There Baladeva, remembering the Amrita or nectar drunk by him
in his former state as a god, gets plenty of Kadambari wine to drink
a wine drawn from the koiara of the Kadamba tree. The divine
bird Suparwa crowns Krishna with Vishnu's crown.
But Jarasandha finds them out and surrounds Gomanta.

At

last,

by the Jedi king, one of his allies, he sets fire to Gomanta,
with the effect that, from its crest Baladeva and Krishna spring
down into the midst of the assailing army and commit terrible
as advised

execution with their divine weapons which descend from the sky as
before. Baladeva kills Darada, and engages Jarasandha again in
single combat,

when the same

voice from the sky repeats that

born elsewhere.

Hearing this Baladeva stops
the combat, while Jarasandha, dejected and conquered, goes back to
Jarasandha's killer

is

his country.

* These are the
kings of Anga, Vanga, Kalinga, Kasi, Kosalya, Madra,
Saibya, Gandhara, the Yavanas, Karusha, Darada,
Salva, JTedi, Pauralra, Dasarna, Kaisika or Vidarbha, Sauvlra, Pandya,

Trigarta, Kasmira,

Suhma

(Ceylon

?), also

Duryodhana

of the Kurus.
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Then the Zedi king above mentioned, who happens to be Krishna's
combines his army with that of the
Karushas, and sides with Krishna in going to and attacking the
cruel Sngala Yasudeva of Karavirapura, who fights with Krishna
saying that out of the two Yasudevas (Sngala and Krishna) either
the one or the other should survive. 'Krishna kills him with his
&akra weapon, and instals in his place his son Sakradeva.

father's sister's husband,

Then Krishna and Baladeva return

to

Madhura

to the delight of

While there, Baladeva goes alone to Yraja, the scene of
his boyhood, and is welcomed by the cowherds and milkmaids, who
supply him with plenty of drink. He asks the river Yamuna to
Ugrasena.

flow to where he

is lounging with a view to have a cool bath in the
water; but as she does not heed his request but is running on to
meet her husband the sea, he puts his plough to the river and drags

her to where he

is,

thus making her turn aside and flow in the

midst of the Brindavana forest.*

News comes to Madhura that Rukmini, the beautiful daughter of
king Bhishmaka of the Vidarbha country in the South, intends to
marry by means of Svayamvara, i.e., by selecting a husband herself
from among kings assembled from all parts of India. With his
divine bird Suparna Krishna goes to KuncZina, the capital of
Yidarbba, and stays in the house of the brothers Kratha and Kaisika,
the latter being the father of Bhishmaka, and the people over
whom they ruled being known as Krathakaisikas. Kaisika knows
Krishna to be Yishnu Upendra himself, and receives him as a great
guest.

Jarasandha and other enthroned kings have also arrived,

and have planted themselves in regal seats in the Svayamvara
hall.
They would be offended if Krishna who is not a ruling king
be provided with a seat in their midst. Kaisika offers his own

kingdom

to Krishna, but the

god Indra does not

like his sitting

on

another's throne, and so he sends a divine throne, on which Krishna

inaugurated in a divine Sabha or hall in the presence of all the
except Jarasandha, jSisupala (alias Sunitha), Salva, and
Rukmin who is the elder brother of the bride Rukmini and who
is

kings

shares their dislike of Krishna.

These are

left to

adorn the Svayam-

vara hall with their presence, while Krishna is inaugurated by
Kaisika. Then Bhishmaka conies there and says that the proclama-

Svayamvara was all the doing of his young son Rukmin,
and that he himself is against that mode of marriage for his daughter.

tion of the

* One of

in the

fche

names

for river is Sira,

the plougher, because

it

has

way on through the earth. Perhaps there is an abrupt bend
Yamuna river near Bnndavana, and so it was fancied that it was

ploughed

its

caused by the plougher god Samkarshawa's drawing her aside against her
will.
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Testing Bhishmaka's resolve, Krishna says that he too approves of
it, and that Bukmini is the goddess Lakshmi herself intended to

marry him and none else. So saying, he leaves the place, and the
divine hall and the divine throne are withdrawn to Heaven.
Then, among the assembled kings Salva the lord of Saubha
speaks about the Tavana king who, having no issue, had obtained
the most powerful son Kala-Yavana by getting the Brahman JSishi
Gargya to raise issue on a beautiful woman belonging to him. By
the favour of the god Indra, this Kala-Yavana is not killable by the
Yadavas ; and as he is the friend of Jarasandha, Salva councils the
Jarasanlatter to set him up to besiege Madhura and kill Krishna.

dha bemoans his own

inability to conquer Krishna and the necessity
to which he, a great sovereign, is put for seeking the service of a
Yavana. At his request Salva himself goes in his aerial chariot to

Kala-Yavana, who gladly consents to serve Jarasandha, and who,
distributing charity to Brahmans, and sacrificing in the fire for the
success of the expedition, sets out with a large

army

of the

MleM/ias

consisting of $akas, Tukharas, Daradas3 Paradas, Taiganas, Khasas,
Pahlavas, and other kinds of Dasyus.

In the meantime the divine bird Suparna selects a safe site for a
new town for Krishna, at whose request the sea bares out new land
to the extent of twelve Yojanas on which is built the town of
Dvaravati, surrounded by the sea on all sides. To that unassailable
place Krishna transfers King Ugrasena and all the Yadavas of
Madhura, abandoning the latter town which was the ornament of

the very wealthy Madhyadesa (centre of Hindustan).
Transferring the Yadavas to Dvaraka, Krishna himself remains in
Madhura with a few followers, expecting the arrival of Kala-Yavana,
a sealed pot containing a krishwa-sarpa or black.cobra is
sent by Yasudeva, the father of Krishna,, but it is returned filled
with ants, so that the serpent is found eaten up by them. Then
to

whom

Vasudeva betakes himself to Dvaraka, while, as soon as Kala-Yavana
and besieges Madhura, Krishna comes out on foot and runs
but too swiffc to be caught. At last Krishna
on, pursued by him,

arrives

rushes into a cave, in which a king of the Treta age, named
Mu&ukunda, son of Mamdhatn, was sleeping. In the olden time
that king had undergone great fatigue in fighting on the side of the
Devas in the Devasura battle; and as he wanted to enjoy a long
rest, they put him in this cave saying that whoever disturbed his
sleep would be burnt

down by

his

mere

look.

Kala-Yavana

also

enters the cave, and, taking the sleeping man to be Krishna in that
his foot, with the result that the man wakes up
feint, kicks him with

and by his mere look burns him down to ashes. Krishna then
shows himself to Mu/cukunda, who, learning that during his long
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sleep the Treta age has passed and the Kali age come in which men
have become very short, has no desire to have anything to do in that
age, goes to the Himalayas, performs tapas there and departs to

Heaven.

The

cresfc-fallen

Knslma and

of

army

Kala-Yavana

is

taken charge of by

The god
Yisvakarman himself constructs the mansions and fortifications of it,
and the divine Sabha Sudharma is brought down and established in it.
delivered to

King Ugrasena

at Dvaraka.

In the meantime, at the instance of Jarasandha

who and

the

Zaidya king (Krishna's father's sister's husband) are descended
from a common ancestor named Yasu, and who therefore takes a
paternal interest in the Zaidya king's son Sisupala Rukmki's
elder brother Eukmin, the Vaidarbha Prince, makes preparation for

her marriage with Sisupala, overriding her own wish to marry
'Krishna,.
Her father Bhishmaka is unable to assert his own will
against that of his powerful son who is one with Jarasandha and
others in hating Krishna. But Krishna, who has arrived and been
welcomed by Kaisika, carries off Bukmini as soon as she comes out

from the temple to where she had gone to worship the goddess
IndranJ on the day previous to that fixed for her marriage. Baladeva
stays behind with, the Yadavas and fights with and worsts
Jarasandha and others, and then the wedding of
takes place at Dvaraka on a grand scale.

Rukmmi and

Knslma

The account given of Jarasandha and $isupala in the
Sabhapavvan of the Mahabharata in connection with the
sacrifice of the

Eajasuya

King Bnhadratha

Pandavas,

is

to this effect

:

of the

Magadhas, so-called because he inherited
his ancestor Vasu by the god Indra, had no

a divine chariot given to
Once upon a time the great Eishi Za^a-Kausika, son of

issue.

Gotama, came

to his country and sat under
the
by
Propitiated
king and his two queens, the
Mango
daughters of the king of Kasi, the .Zfo'shi gave a fruit from the same
The
tree, which the two queens ate dividing it into two halves.

Kakshivan of the
a

line of

tree.

was that both became pregnant, but one gave birth to a half
or one side of a child from head downward, and the other to the

result

These freaks excibed terror and were cast away. But a
Rakshasi named Jara, whose picture, as a young woman attended
by her children, written on the wall of the palace as well as on the
walls of all houses, was being worshipped daily as Gnhadevi, housegoddess, picked them up, and as soon as she put the two sides
other side.

together they united and became one strong child crying like
thunder. She handed over the child to its father Bnhadratha, who

named

it

Jarasandha, because

it

was united by Jara.
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By worshipping Rudra, Jarasandha became very powerful and
defeated the kings of many tribes, who were obliged to flee from
their countries to the West, South and other places.* He had
$isupala as

his commander-in-chief

Purushottama

(Vishrau),

who

himself another

rated

and two generals named Hamsa and Dimbha

who were not

killable with any kinds of weapons.
At his service
were the king of Karusha the Yavana king who ruled over Maru and
Naraka, like another god Varuraa, in the west; the king of Kunti;
;

Paunfoika Vasudeva, king of Yaiiga, Pandra, and Kiratas, who always
imitated Krishna, assuming his symbols (7cihna)f and others. Having
married Asti and Prapti, the daughters of Jarasandha, Kamsa
;

persecuted the Yadavas;

Samkarshana, had to

kill

and therefore Krishna, together with
But as soon as one danger was put

him.

down another

rose up in the person of Jarasandha who, urged by
widowed daughters, attacked the Yadavas again and again.
Jarasandha's Hamsa and Dimbha who were not killable by anybody

his

died in one of the battles thus

:

Some one gave

out (falsely) that

Hamsa was killed by Baladeva hearing it, Dimbha drowned himself
in the Yamuna river out of grief; Hamsa came to know of this and
;

he

drowned

also

himself.

Losing them, Jarasandha went back

says Krishna himself to YudhishiMra, 'as his
daughters urged him again to the battle, and as his hosts were
innumerable, our clans were obliged to give up Madhura and go
'But,'

dejected.

en masse to Kusasthali, to Gomanta and Raivata mountains, and
ourselves to

Dvarakafrom

fear of Jarasandha.

and no Rajasuya sacrifice (symbolic
formed when he is alive.'

He

is

very powerful,

can be per-

of emperor-ship)

Krishna takes Bhima and Arjuna with him; and the three,
disguised as Snafcakas, go to Girivraja, the capital of Jarasandha,
and entering the .Kaitya-prasada built on a hillock and worshipped
daily, they break the three celebrated Bheris,
"
kettle-drums, kept and worshipped there.
They were such that if
once played upon their sound lasted for full one month." Brihad-

by the Magadhas

ratha had

made them out

of the hide of a flesh-eating

Bishabha or

was killed by him. Jarasandha receives the three Snatakas
as guests, and accommodates them in his Yajnagara, house of
sacrifice.
Giving up the disguise, they say to him that they have
bull that

come

to have a duel with

them.
* The

him and that he may

Thus challenged, he

recollects

(the

fate

select
of)

any one

of

Hamsa and

mentioned are Surasena, Bhadrakara, Yodha, Salva,
Salvayana, PataJWcara, Susthala, Kuiada, Kulinda, Kunti, Panfcala, the
eastern Kosalas, Matsya, and others.
tribes

f About this rival Yasudeva the Harivamsa has a long story which will
be referred to further on.
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Dimbha, tells the ministers to instal his son Sahadeva in his place,
and selects Bhima for a duel with clubs (gada).* They fighfc from
the 1st of the month of Karttika to the 14th of it, when Jarasandha
overpowered and killed, and then Krishna together with the
Bhima and Arjuna goes in triumph in the divine chariot of
Jarasandha, whose son Sahadeva submits to them.

is

victor

Then, conquering and making the kings of all the directions to
submit to the emperorship of Tudhishf/tira, the Bajasuya is performed in the presence of all the kings ; and by desire of the old
veteran Bhishma of the Kuru-Pandavas, the arhawa or honour of the
sacrifice is presented to Krishna Yasudeva whom Bhishma considers
to be the

Supreme Being

But as Krishna is an uncrowned,

incarnate.

throneless Kshatriya, jSisupala of the .Kedis takes objection to the
honour paid to him while there are so many respectable elders

and present at the assembly. He reviles Kn'shm and
Bhishma,f and insults the former by saying that his wife, Kuknmii,
is Anyaptrva,
'one who had been another's', as she had been

invited to

intended to be married to himself

At the time

(i.e.

of birth this $isupala

Sisupala).

had three eyes and four hands,

parents intended to cast him away, but a voice in
the sky said that the infant (Sisu) was very powerful and should be
maintained,! and that his killer in the distant future would be

and the

terrified,

The
one in whose lap he would lose the extra eye and hands.
mother went on placing the infant in the laps of all the visitors, and
in the lap of her own brother's son Knshwa,
the extra eye and hands disappeared. She begged him never to kill
him, but he said he would forgive a hundred wrongs of him and not

when she placed him

more.
Sisupala exceeds the limit in heaping abuses and insults upon
whose Xakra or disc cuts off /Sisupala's head in the

Krishna,

sacrificial

assembly, and

all

the kings see the wonder of a Great Light

issuing out from Sisupala's body

and entering into Krishna saluting

Him!
In such strange legends as these there can be very
* Bhima

is

little

celebrated for his proficiency in club-fight, having studied

it

a powerful man in club-fight. Ifc is said
in M. Bh. Sabha. Adh. 19, verse 26, that the gadii which Jarasandha threw
tinder Baladeva.

Jarasandha

is

from his capital Girivraja came and fell at Madhura, and that the place
where it fell came to be called Gadavasana.
t Krishna's acts of infancy are briefly mentioned here in the Mahabharata.

J

A pun is

meant here: the Sisu

father to maintain (pahi) him.

is

Sisu-pala because the voice told its
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history, while the probability of their containing esoteric

meanings is great.
for the

Yadava

from troubles

from

It

must have taken several generations
have spread themselves,, partly

tribes to

at

home and partly from love of conquest,
Madhura to Guzarat and Kattiwar in

their old seat

the south-west, and probably the seacoast town of Dvaraka"

was one

of their

most flourishing settlements.

Therefore,

Yadava hero and god is appropriately
the home of the tribe, and his after-life at

the nativity of our

placed at

Dvaraka, the farthest limit

of its south-west-ward spread.

Was
it

Dvaraka, meaning the Door-town, so named because
was considered to be the door to the sea trade of that

part of India

?

Anyhow

to locate Vishwu.

gods

He

the

name

suits the place in

which

Dvara-pa, the door-keeper, of the
The Sun (who is one of the forms of

is

(Ait.-Br. I. 30).

Loka-dvara, the Door to the (heavenly) World
(Mnd,-up. VIII. 6, 5). The MahabharataUdyogaparvan

Vislmu)

is

109 describes the West as the beloved region of
(the Sanskrit

god

up (visarjayati) his
Vislmu has his sthana,
in the

West may have

at the

end

to

Vanma

where the setting Sun gives
cows, rays, and where the eternal

of the sea),

place.

This idea of

VishWs

place

arisen from his solar aspect, the Sun,

of his day's work, being poetically fancied to

some resting place in the western

sea.

go
Dvaraka answers

such a place very well.

When

the Mahabharata mentions a place at Madhura as
fell the mace swung by Jarasandha hundreds

the one where

away from the Magadha capital Girivraja, it is giving
expression to what was, in its time, regarded as an old
legend. The Knshna saga must have been added to and
improved on from time to time before the epic assumed its
present shape. As it is, although it mentions the Yavana
of miles

king as one of the friends of Jarasandha,

it does not say
about
Jarasandha's
Kala-Yavana
to
anything
having engaged

drive out Krishna, from Madhura.

It

would appear that the

of Patanjali (about 150 B.C.)

Mahabhashya
says that a
Yavana besieged the Madhyamikas, by whom the inhabitants
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the ^Madhyadesa or central part of Hindustan were
probably meant. It may be that the Harivamsa has added
of

Madhyadesa by the Tavanas ;

to the legend this siege of the

but

it

It

has made

Kala- Yavana a strange being.

its

has made

him a creature

mixed blood.

of

The

concealed reason for this must, I think, be the deriving of
yavana from 1. yu/to mix. This myth is of the same kind

makes Kamsa

as that which

of

mixed

blood.

;

Then, there is Kala-Yavana s running in order to catch
This I think is due to construing yavana in

Knshwa.

another sense, in the sense of javana, the swift, as y and j
are o'ften interchanged. The concealed pun is that the

Yavana was Javana, the

swift,

running

to

catch Krishna,

The Supreme Being
a
bad
The Yedic Deer of
be
'cannot
being.
caught by
Sacrifice runs away even from the Devas, who in order to
the Deer, but the latter

is

keep Agni, the Fire of
:

swifter.

Sacrifice,

must

first

obtain the

faggot of righteousness.

The Yavana

fair

is

attached to our Yavana,

in

but the prefix Kala,
the head of the MlefcMas

colour;

who

is

the purpose of denoting him to be very
destructive, as kala means black, injuring, hurting.

and Dasyus,

Then

is for

again, there

being burnt down
as

is

the strange fact of Kala-Yavana

by the mere look of

Mu&ukunda

Krishna enters the cave in which he

is

as soon

sleeping.

Phenomenally, this I would explain by taking KalaYavana with his hosts of MleM:/&as and Dasyus to be .a

metamorphosis of Darkness pursuing the Sun Knshwa into
the cave or hiding place of the setting point, and King

Mu&ukunda

to

be the

Moon who comes in

conjunction with

the 'Sun on new-moon day, and who immediately afterwards opens his eye as the renewed Moon of the bright
The pursuing Darkness at nightfall loses sight
fortnight.

West, and kicking in that region the
has the potentiality of becoming the
that
renewed Moon
The name Mufcufull Moon, is burnt down by his light.

of the

Sun

in the

1

kunda seems
67

to

me

to

have been coined to indicate the
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Moon

in this

which

is

manner: kunda means the jasmine flower
white in colour, and a pure white thing is likened
to Kunda and Indu, the Moon(kundendudhavala); the Moon,
therefore, is poetically kunda-kirawa,

having jasmine-like
white beams; kirawa, the ray or beam of light, means
that which scatters itself (issuing from a mass of light).
This idea of the

Moon being kunda-kirawa seems

expressed in another verbal

'

form as Mu&u-kunda,

to

be

he who

sheds (mufc) kunda (jasmine beams)/ Grammatically this
word may be of irregular formation ; but so is Mukunda,

one of the names of Vishnu.

This

name

Yislmu must

of

have been well-established so early as the time of the
Vishwusahasranama in which it occurs, and it is explained
as being an irregular

muktim dadati

iti

word

of the

Mukum-daft,

pnshodara kind, meaning
'one who gives mukti,

liberation or beatitude/

The meeting

of

Mukunda and Mu&u-kunda
Heaven

ultimately in the latter's obtaining

must have

beatitude

meaning

also in

been conceived

an esoteric

with

The Moon Mufcu-kunda represents

it.

soul Jivatman, who, in the so-called

Devasura

sleep

his sleeping, his

being

the

battle, fights

with the Asuras, the bad inclinations of mind.
is

resulting

or the state of

His long

dead, to worldly things

:

what

day to worldly creatures is night to the Muni who has
subdued the senses, and what is night to them is day to

is

him (Gita

II. 69).

his continued

In other words, his long sleep means

Samadhi, concentration of mind upon the
Who in due time flashes to him is realized

Supreme

Self,

by him

in the cave of the heart, for the cave

known metaphorical name
Atmans,

Jiva and

for the heart into

Para, have

pravishiau Atmanau

hi'

I.

a well-

which the two

entered (vide

Brahma-sutra

is

2,

'Guham
The
12).

complete when the former realizes his unity
In that unity he has attained paramam
samyam, extreme similarity, with Him. Therefore, he
is taken for Knshwa, and becomes apahatapapman, one

Samadhi

is

with the latter.

who

kills all evil

burns down the tormenting, kicking
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Papman by his own spiritual light. In the Devasura
battle he may have achieved temporary victory over the
Asaras, but final victory over their lord, who is personified
and Dasyus, is achieved only
Sama.dhi
and
of the Supreme Self in the
realization
by long
Such a prabuddha or enlightened man sheds the
heart/.

as the chief of the Mle/bfc/z-as

white, fragrant flowers of his universal love like the
his

Moon

beams, and gets Heaven at the end of his career here.

Krishna's running into the cave and then finding a home
in a sea-girt town may be compared with the older story
about Indra's running away and hiding in water (pp. 167-

180 ante).

Rukmiwi, the spouse of Kn'shwa, means the Golden. As
is the Deity of Sacrifice, his golden
spouse seems

Knslma

to be the

means

goddess of Dakshma, largess

also the southern direction, that

the reason

why

she

is

made

;

and as dakshma

seems to

me

to

be

to figure as the daughter of

the king of Vidarbha to the South of Aryavarta.

Who

is

Jarasandha

?

Jar& means old age.

To compare

with our strange Jarasandha of the epic, whose two halves
are joined and made into one being by Jara, there is the

Vedic Jarabodha, praised in Rv. I. 27, 10, and explained
'
by the commentator to be a name of Agni, meaning one

who

aroused by praise' (/jaraya stutya bodhamana!').
derived jar& from 1. jn, to invoke or praise,
the same root from which jaritn, the invoker or singer,
is

He must have

Dr. Hermann Oldenberg, following
Professor Ludwig, takes Jarabodha for a proper name,
and he translates the verse 10 and the two succeeding ones
thus:

seems to be derived.

10. "0 Jarabodha!
Accomplish fchis (task) for every
a beautiful song of praise for worshipfal Eudra." Or : "
Jarabodha! Administer this (task): a beautiful song of praise fco

Verse

house

:

Eudra who

is

worshipful for every house."
"

Verse 11.
May he, the great, the immeasurable, the smokebannered, rich in splendour, incite us to (pious) thoughts and to
strength."
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"May, he hear
on behalf

"Viersel2.

banner

of the gods,

Rudra

us,. like

of our

the rich lord of

a\

clan j* the.

hymns, Agni with bright

light."

10 seems to be- one of the names or

of verse

This verse

aspects, of Agni.

is in

a

hymn

addressed to

Agni. Whatever may be the meaning of Jarabodha, Agni
himself seems to be addressed as such, and his accomplishing

a song

of praise for
i

priest, it is

Rudra seems

to

mean Ms

inspiring the

Agni being looked upon as the divine
fancied that he himself is inspiring the poet, and

poet to compose

it.

singing through him to Rudra and other deities. In the
sacrificial rituals this verse is very important, as ;
according
to the TaMciya-Brahmawa 4, 2, 15 ; quoted in the Va&aspatya,
styled the Jarabodhiya Saman or song of the Agnishfoma
sacrifice.
According to Dr. Oldenberg, the three verses

it is

form a song

in the

Sama-veda

II. 1013-15.

I would take our Jarasandha to be a metamorphosis of

Agni is Dvimata, born from two mothers (Rv. I.
"
and he is one who when old and worn out became

Agni.
31, 2),

always young again" (Rv. II. 4, 5). Likewise, our
Jarasandha is made to be born from two mothers. The
of the sacrificers
fed daily and
continuously
maintained in their houses. Sandha means putting together,
The old fire shrinking in the ashes as one speck
uniting.
is

Agni

here and another there becomes a young, vigorous, united
flame when fed by dry withered wood, grass or leaves ; so
that poetically the jara. or old age of the fuel makes Agni
In this sense I would take
into a young, united flame. f

be Jarasandha, and for aught we know, this
riddling name may have been coined by taking the Vedic
Jarabodha to mean Agni that is awakened by old, dried
'
wood. Even if jara meant praise ', the fuel offered into

Agni

to

* The
original for

'

like the rich lord of

a clan

'

is

rev&n-iva vispatiTl.

f Here the thought hinges upon the contrast of young and old, Agni
the old, withered wood. But when the thought
being made young by
hinges upon the contrast of living and dead, the idea would be that the
dead, (wood) makes Agni the living.. Speaking of the sacrificial Agni

maintained in
that he

all

is Jiva,

I. 164 says
the
svadhas
kept alive, by

the houses, verse 30 of the riddling

the Living One, moving,

i.e.

Hymn
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fire by repeating- Vedic praises of Agni might: have
been looked on, as the material form of- the praise awaken-'

the

ing Agni into a flame.

and Jarasandha, this gave
scope for inventing the riddle of one mother giving birth
to one half and the other to the other half of the child, and

As Agni

is

both- Dvimata'

1

1

As Jara, old age, is a
his being united' by Jara.
feminine word, its 'personification is in the form of a female,
and it is clear from onr story that a custom; existed of
of

writing her picture on the walls of

worshipping her; One
pictured as an old hag.

all

would expect to find

But she was,

1

young woman attended by her

as a

houses and of

it is

old age

said, pictured

children.

Why?

Evidently because this Grnhadevi, house-goddess, as she is
called, is the personification of that old age of the wood

which maintains Agni in

all

the houses as the ever

young

Having thus the youth-giving power in her, it
to
have been, thought fit to picture her as a young
seems

Child.

woman. But why should

this

goddess be called a Rakshasi?
Old age, it is true,

I think there is a verbal trick in this.

may be viewed

as a terrible Rakshasi taking the lives of

old people, but in the case of Agni our goddess is Rakshasi
in the strange sense of one who maintains and protects

(raksh) him.*

known what Magadha, the name of the country,
But it is a name fit to have been played with as

It is not

meant.

maghardha,

holding

wealth,

and

makba-dha,

holding

or nourishing powers of the Dead, and that he, the Immortal, is the brother
of the Mortal. In explaining the Mrttapas or drinkers of 'the dead, men-

mean the drinkers of Soma which, being
crushed and pressed, is mnta, dead, as it were, I quoted this verse and
said that the so-called Mortal brother of Immortal Agni is Soma (Vol. I.,

tioned in Trisaibku's story, to

p. 552).

Soma

is

the lord of

all

Oshadhis and Vanaspatis, plants and

trees, and I think that Agni as the Living by the powers of the Dead
the fire maintained by the cut and dried, and therefore dead wood.;

is

* Rakshasa

is from Eakshas, literally the thing to be warded off or
guarded from, and therefore used as the name: for malignant demon.
.

The

root* raksh.

against.

means

not: only

to protect.or guard, but. also to guard
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We may

Sacrifice.

of the

detect the former sense in the ancestor

Magadhas being

called Vasu, Wealth,

sense in the .Kaitya*
containing the three
the hide of the wonderful
flesh-eating bull.

and the

latter

drums made

of

Now, according

well-known verse, Rv. IV, 58, 3, Agni is a bull
four
horns, three feet, two heads, seven hands, and
having
tied over three places.
Commentators differ as to the
to the

meaning

of this riddling verse.

As

it is,

it

makes Agni a

strange bull. It is, I think, by viewing Agni as a bull in
another riddling manner that he is called the flesh-eating
bull, for he eats up the flesh-oblations; and yet, in the shape
of the churned out fire, he himself is treated as the Victim

and put into the Ahavaniya fire. He is thus killed as it
were. The three drums may signify the three fires over
which Agni as the Deity of Sacrifice extends.

As

the .Zfo'g-veda likened the Agni of the Jarabodhlya
" the rich lord of a
clan," our Jarasandha, whom I

to

song
would take
Rajasuya

be a metamorphosis of the Agni of the

to

sacrifice, is appropriately

made

to figure as the

;

(

His being
Magadhas.
wealth-holding
described as killed by the Pawcfovas for the sake of their
Rajasuya sacrifice seems to me to be a riddle like Indra's

lord

of

the

of

killer

Makhaghna,

being

Sacrifice

seems to have meant

obtaining

it.

Sacrifice is

Sacrifice.t
his

His

hunting for

The performer

of the Rajasuya or
the
a"
-harta" or bringer of
said to be

killing
it

and

any other
it, as the

datapath a Brahmawa says that Purusha Narayan-a saw the
Panfcaratra-Yajnakratu, brought
of

it

(tarn

aharat,

means to obtain Heaven.
*

.Kaitya,

now meaning

it

and

sacrificed by means
To conquer Svarga

tena ayajata).

Similarly the a-harta of the

a Buddhist temple, formerly meant a sacrificial
monuments of the different kinds of Agni-

as
building, erected probably
fcitis,

such as Drowa-fciti, Kanka-fciti,

f Indra, fond
171, 2)
'

3

and the Taitt.-sam

salutation to Indra

and

Rudra

Daksha's

Syena-fciti.

of the Soma-drink, cuts off the

also.

Sacrifice.

III. 2, 4, 2 says:

head of Makha (Rv. X.

NamaA

Indraya Makhaghne,
Makhaghna'. The same salutation is made to Agni,
The latter is stated in the Purawas to have shot
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seems

sacrifice

harta of

to

it,

but also

ing,

be paradoxically pictured as the sammeans not only killing or destroy-

as sam-hara

the feayana of

Agni

The mystery

being thus

bringing together,
in

akin to

meaning.*

of the killing of Jarasandha

that of killing his general $isupala,

is

surpassed by
hates

who outwardly

but who, when killed, enters into him
Great Light saluting him. It is extremely
improbable that the sacred hall of the solemn Rajasuya

and

reviles Knsh?za,

form

in the

of a

killing a real human being in
with
his
three
$isupala
eyes may be compared to the
Vedic three-headed Visvarupa whom Indra kills, and who

was desecrated by

Sacrifice

it.

The sacred beverage
Heaven (Diva/i Sisnh

seems to be a personification of Soma.

Soma

called the $isu or Child of

is

Rv. IV. 15,

Light

of

6,

IX. 33, 5

Sacrifice

Yajnasya, IX.

86,

;

38, 5),

and also the Life and

(Atma Yajnasya, IX. 6, 8; Jyotir
The pressing of the Soma in the
10).

mythical killing of him, the same which in
the older legends is the riddle of Vislmu's killing the sosacrifice is the

called

demon Madhu and thereby becoming Madhusudana.

The highest Arhana

Knslma

or honour said to have been paid to
in the Rajasuya of the PawcZavas would be quite

appropriate if we take him to be the Deity of Sacrifice.
The bestowal of the Arhana upon him seems to illustrate
his tribal

name Dasarha

as

meaning

'

in his case

one who

is deserving of (pujya-)dasa or (honorable) state
one who is deserving of sacrificial worship. f

',

or as

About Jarasandha's two generals, mentioned often in the
who drown themselves strangely

dual as Hamsa--Dimbhau,
in

the

Yamuna

river in

the battle fought for driving
is an elaborate
story in

Kn'slma out from Madhura, there

* About the
Jfayana of the Eajasuya Agni, the Taitt.-sam. V. 6, 3, 4
says: 'Etad vai Rajasuyasya rupam, ya evam vidvan Agnim fcinute

ubhaveva lokav abhijayati '.
f There is the root das, from which is the verb dasati, he offers, or
bestows ', used often in the Rig-ve&s, in respect of offering oblations or
'

worship to the deities in

sacrifice.
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/EHISEN1A,

Harivamsa

IM. 103131), extending aver twenty nine Adhyayas, according to which the battle is fought
The .gist
'long- a'fter Knshwa has made Dvaraka his home.

"the

!

>(

:

of the story is this
Hamsa and Dirabha are the .sons of Brahmadafcta, king of .the
Salvas. By the favour of Rudra they are not killable by anybody.
While hunting in the 'forest, they are shown hospitality at a sacrifice
:

that was being performed there, and they invite the priests engaged
it 'to "become the priests of their father's Rajasuya sacrifice.

in

.Going :on further in the forest, they come across a

number

ot

Paramahamsas, ascetics, ab whose head is Eishi
They abuse and illtreat them, telling them to give

.Hamsas and
D.urvasas.

asceticism and become Gnhamedhins performing sacrifices.
Durvasas goes to Dvara'ka and complains to Krishna. In 'the
meantime Krishna receives a command from ;Hamsa, and Dimbha to
-the.effectethEtt'the Tadavas should pay tribute, to them, and that he

up

;

should isup ply the large quantity of salt that is^required ior the food
i

Brahmans and -others

to be served to

course the

silly

command

is

in their father's Eajasuya.

Of

treated with contempt, and a battle

is

near the lake Pushkara, and then near Madhura to
fought,
'where Hamsa and Dimbha escape. They :drown themselves in the
first

amuna

river there inithe

manner

stated in the Mahabharata.

In

the battle the Hakshasa HicJimba also sides with .them, but is routed
by Baladeva. If Harasa and Dimbha had not died but continued as
the generals of Jarasandha, it would not have been possible 'for the
PancZavas to kill the latter and perform their Bajasuya.
is an improvement upon that of the 'MahaThe Rakshasa Hidimba belongs to the saga of
The reason for
the Pa?idavas and is killed by Bhima.
mixing him up in the Hamsa-Dimbha battle must have
been simply the similarity of his name to that of Dimbha.

This story

bharata.

Hamsa and iDimbha

look like the duplicate Tepresentations

Jarasandha and $isupala, of Agnl and Soma. Hamsa
means the swan and Dimbha child. Soma, we have seen,

of

is DivaJi Sisu,

Agni
swan.

is

the child of the sky, while in

Rv,. I.

65, 5 ;

described as sitting in -the waters hissing like a

The

riddle of the

drowning

of

Hamsa and Dimbha

may have simply meant Agni and Soma as established in the
water, in the. sky, the one as the lightning of the rain cloud,
the other as

Soma- juice.

Moon or the downpour likened to the
Bat since outwardly they were drawn as bad

.the
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fit

to die, the

Harivamsa story seems

to hinge

upon
made for deriving the nature of their badness from
their very name Hamsa-Dimbhau which, read as Hamsa'
the two that
cftmbau for the sake of the pun, would mean

beings
a pun

hamsa, swan, is an
and cZimba means danger, panic.
That they inwardly mean the sacrificial Agni and Soma is
denoted by their liking for the sacrificers, and in order to
are

dangerous

to

ascetics/ for

epithet of the ascetic

show that they deserved drowning, they are pictured as
partizans of that school of bigoted ritualists which was
to ascetics who gave up the Vedic
quite antagonistic
KarmakancZa altogether as being capable of leading only to

perishable heavens.

The

morale of the

story

is

that,

though. Vishnu Krishna is Yajna-Purusha, He is at the
same time the Supreme Self of the ascetics, and would
never countenance ritualism to go to the extreme of hating
asceticism.

The other remarkable characters met with in our story
are the two rival Vasudevas, Srigala of Karavirapura
whom Krislma Vasudeva kills (p. 523 ante), and PamicZraka
Vangas, PuncZras and Kirafcas who, it is said, assumed
Krishna's symbols (p. 526 ante). About Krishna's killing

of the

Pauncfraka Vasudeva

also,

when the

latter

attacks the

Yadavas at Dvaraka, there is an elaborate story in the
Harivamsa (III. 91102). The Vishnu-purana (V. 34)
The king of
associates the king of Kasi with Paunc?raka.
Kasi's head cut off in the battle near

the air with such force that

it

Dvaraka

falls in his

is

hurled in

own town

Kasi,

but his son propitiates /Sankara and sends the fire of
but the fire of Krishna's
Kritya (sorcery) to burn Dvaraka,

weapon hunts it back and burns Kasi. The victory
over these rival Vasudevas indicates, perhaps, the triumph
If so, the names
of the Vaishnavas over other sects.
have
been intended to
chiefs
their
to
may
supposed
given

JfTakra

indicate that they were inferior beings, one Srigala, the
the striped, either the
jackal, and the other Paundraka,

hyena or the tiger, compared with Vishnu whose name
Hari would make him a lion, The Bhag.-purana (X. 66,
68
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verse 24), however, says that although PaimcZraka hated
Krishna, still as he always had him in mind and wore his

symbols (as the Vaisimavas do wear), all his sin was
washed away and he became Tanmaya, one in substance,
in spiritual nature, with Him, the Supreme Self.

To avenge Krishna's

killing $isupala alias $rautasrava,

Salva who, for that purpose
$isupala'sbrother,and who
ble of

be, is described as

may

named Saubha, capaat
attacks
the Yadavas of Dvaraka
will,
going in the sky

when Krishna
aerial

it

town

is still

has a town

with the Pawdavas.

Salva has in his

a host of Danavas, the enemies of the Devas.

Krishna,, on returning, fights with

and

kills Salva,

breaking

Eakra at
the aerial town by
that it falls down like the Tripura town that was cut
by the arrow of Mahesvara (M. Eh. Arawyaparvan 14
discharging his sun-like

In Vol.

I.

I

have

tried

to

show that the

it,

so

down

aerial

22).

town

Tripura, the Three-Town, of the Asuras is the quadrangle of Orion having the three stars of the Belt in it.

Under another fancy

same Belt

the

charged by the star Sirius Eudra.

is

the arrow

dis-

Salva's aerial town

f

meaning well-shining ', is, according to the
with
Vafeaspatya, synonymous
Haris&andrapura and
Khapura or the town in the sky. It may be that the
Saubha,

capital of the Salva or /Salva country

named Saubha, but
town Orion

in the

myth

was a beautiful town

in question

the starry

seems to be metamorphosed as Salva's
Krishna's Kakra, the solar disc, burns the
aerial Saubha.
Orion Saubha town belonging to King Moon and fancied
to

itself

be infested with the Asuras, the powers of the darkness

Evidently the object of the story of Knshwa's
victory over the Saubha is to show that he equalled Rudra
Tripurantaka of the older legends.

of winter,

the story of the Mahabharata about Krishna's
victory over the lord of the aerial town Saubha arose in
imitation of Rudra's victory over the Asuras of Tripura

But

(the
(II,

if

a story in the Harivamsa
85) by which Kn'shwa is made to surpass, it by

three-town),

82

there

is
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over the town called Shaipura (the
six-town), which, as a contrast to the aerial Tripura, is

achieving victory

the bowels of the Earth.
placed within
this effect

The

story

is

to

:

When Rudra demolished Tripura, some

of

the Asuras of

it

escaped

from him and, performing tapas, obtained from the god Brahma a
large cave called Shatfpura situated by the river Avarta with

emblem

called Bilvodakesvara as the presiding deity of the
In that Shafpura cave, the Asuras were safe from the attacks
of the Devas. In that locality a Brahman named Brahmadatta,
belonging to the Vajasaneyins and a disciple of Yajnavalkya,

Siva's

locality.

began a horse-sacrifice on behalf of Knshwa's father Yasudeva.
The Asuras of Shatfpura, headed by Nikumbha, demanded their share
it was refused to them,
beautiful
Brahmadatta's
many
daughters whom
away
he had intended to give in marriage to deserving men in the Antar-

in the Soma-drink of the sacrifice, but as

they carried

vedi of the sacrifice.

A

battle

was fought between the Asuras and

the Yadava hosts of Vasudeva.

All the other Kshatriyas, including
the Dhartarashiras, sided with the former, while Indra's son Jayanta

At last 'Krishna killed the Asuras and
sided with the latter.
Nikumbha,* gave Shafpura to Brahmadatta, and caused the sacrifice
to be completed and worship paid to Bilvodakesvara.
This,

it is

evident,

arisen about

Avavta

river.

is

a Sthalapurawa-like story that had

a cave called Shaipura situated near the
But the naming of the cave as the Shatfpura

was infested by the Asuras at first must have arisen
by making it to serve as a metaphor for the human body,
which is a cave-town as it were for the soul. The five
senses and the mindf are probably meant by the six of the

that

The Asuras or the bad inclinations reign over
The horse-sacrifice was one of the
first.
the town
But as the senses came to be
highest Vedic sacrifices.
likened to horses good if bridled and controlled, bad if
six-town.

at

no horse-sacrifice or
not bridled (Kaffta.-up. I. 3, 5
11)
can
be
said to be effectively peract
other
religious
any

formed
*

he

if

the Asuras are allowed to dwell in the town.

Nikumbha
is killed,

occurs in certain other Purawio stories also, in all of which
Kumbha, and other demons whose names are com-

as also

pounded with Kumbha.
f These are called mana/ishashf Tiani indriyawi in the Gita
saha in the Kai/ia-up. 6, 10.
punfca jnanani manasa

15,

7 and
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Another demon killed by Krishna

is

Navaka

of

Prag-

jyotisha-pura.

He was

Bliauma, son of the Earfch.

Assuming

the form of an

elephant, he went to Kaseru and abducted Katurdasi, the beautiful

daughter of

Tvashtfri.

He

had four door-keepers named

Muru

or

Mura, Hayagriva, Nisunda, and Pafi&anada. These also were killed.
He had stolen away the kuwtMau or ear-ornaments of Indra's

mother Aditi, and he had brought and confined 16,000 beautiful
damsels of the Devas, Gandharvas and others. Knshwa restores
the ornaments to Aditi, and as the 16,000 damsels wish to marry him
only, he marries them.

plants
(vide

it

Harivamsa

This story

cows

He

in Dvaraka, thus
II.

brings the heavenly Parijata tree and

making the

latter

town virtually Heaven

6365).

may be compared with

the Vedic story of the

away by Vala or the Pawis, but
released by Indra on his killing the latter.
Another form
of Naraka's story is mentioned in M. Bh. Arawyaparvan
of the

gods carried

28, according to which Naraka aspired to
but
Vishmi by (laying) his hand (on him)
Indra,
displace
drew his life out and Naraka^s huge skeleton is stated to

142, verses 15

;

have been seen by the Paw^avas in the region of Mount
Mandara and Akasaganga. This rival of Indra may be a
metamorphosis of the Moon, the Nara or man in the sky,
having the Orion as his huge body and it may be that
the same Oriou is described as Naraka's town Prag;

(
the starry town of the east,' seen rising
Jyotisha-pura,
The summer rays as the beautiful
heliacally in the east.

damsels are fancied to be stolen and confined in the Orion

town

in winter, but the

in conjunction with
releases

it

when he comes
summer, and
take Jyotisha-pura to mean the

Sun conquers

it

at the beginning of

and weds them.

I

meaning the shining ones, are
the heavenly bodies, more particularly the stars. In the
if we take Pr&gjyotisha to mean
daily phenomenon also,
starry town, as jyotims'hi,

;
the east , the East is lighted up at the Dawn
lighted from
and from there the Sun killing the Darkness Demon rises

f

This Jyotisha-pura of the East was
made terrestrial by calling a town in the extreme Bast of
India by that name. That region inhabited as it was by
along with his rays.
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strange people

who were

doubt considered
place

fit

'

of

unfriendly to the Aryans was no

to be called the

despicable

men

'

or hell.*

Naraka country, the
The reason wby this

Naraka was

qualified by the epithet of Bhauma, terrestrial,
have been to distinguish it from the hell Naraka, in

may

which the

souls that

have done bad deeds are believed to

undergo purgatory punishment.

The

meaning concealed in the outer garb of
victory over the Bhauma or terrestrial Naraka seems to be
this

esoteric

He

:

represents the misery of sinful life here, enslavsouls that are personified as the

ing and tormenting the
But Kn'shwa,
damsels.

and weds himself

in his incarnation here, kills him,

spiritually to

the released souls.

The

Harivamsa in another place (II. 88, verse 13) says that the
single Krishna loved the 16,000 damsels by means of His
visvartipa or all-form, that is, as the Self of all He was as

many Knstmas

as the damsels, residing with each

and

all

* M. Bh.
Sabhaparvan, Adh. 27, speaks of Bhagadatta, the friend of
Indra (whose region is the East), as ruling in Prag-Jyotishapura with the
Kiratas, Zlnas and other tribes of the seacoast as his people. He submits
to the

supremacy

of the

Pa?id!avas.

The Vafcaspatya under the word

Prag-jyotisha quotes this, and says that it is identical with Kt\marupa
(near Assam) mentioned in the Kalika-purana, which says that its other

name

Prag-jyotisha arose because in the olden time the god Brahma sent
AB the Sabhaparvan; mentions the

forth (sasarja) nakshatra, star, there.

Etnas (the Chinese),

it is likely

that

by Prag-jyotisha

it

means what was

then the non-l.ryan country to the extreme east of Hindustan. But in
the same Farvan in connection with Jarasandha's story, the king of the

Yavanas

also is called

Bhagadatta ruling over Maru and Naraka situated
West. Maru is the desert in the west of India.

in Varwia's region, the

non-Aryan eastern frontier of India, the western
by people whom the Indo-A"ryans called Mlefcfcfoas
Is the demon
or Dasyus, was styled the Naraka or hellish country.
Mura a personification of the Maru country ? Or, is Multan the corruption
It looks as

if,

like the

frontier also, inhabited

of Mura-sthana ?

Panfcanada, the

and Mnra,is the name

demon mentioned along with Naraka

of the country of five rivers,

i.e., Panjab.
Perhaps,
he represents the country at the confluence of the five rivers to the south
But the name Prag-jyotisha, connected as it is with the east,
of Multan.

canuot properly apply to the Naraka country of the west. It may be
that the two Naraka regions of the east and west are mixed up in the

Harivamsa in order to make one demon of same name,
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them always.

The

love

is

communion

the spiritual

of

the released souls with the Supreme Self.
This is vividly
brought out in a humorous story, prevailing in the vernaculars of the South of India and narrated by Hari-katha

performers, to the effect that Bishi Narada once said to
Krishna ' You have so many women. Can't you spare me
;
The reply was ' Very well, go to their houses and
one ?
:

:

whom you do not see me.' To
whichever house Narada went he found Krishna present
take any of them with

with the mistress of

it.

Besides these damsels of the Anta/ipura or seraglio,

Krishna had,

it

is

whom Rukmini was

said,

the

Queens, among
In the case of the elephant-

eight Mahishis,

first.

headed god Ganapati, who

a steadfast celibate, the

is

eight damsels, with whom he has dalliance in the funny
pictures drawn by the Maharashtra artists, represent the
eight Siddhis of the Yoga. In giving eight Mahishis to

Krishna, the poet either meant a similar esotery, or he
simply followed the conventional idea that to have eight

mark of royal splendour and
the eight directions.
Indra and seven
other deities are the ashiadikpatis or lords of the eight
queens was the highest
authority in

all

and there

is the notion that a
good, able king is
He is like
these eight gods put together.
the Sun or Moon of the zenith attended by the eight ladies,
the directions, the gender of dis, direction, being feminine.

directions,

the atnsa of

all

of Krishna being thus conventional,
another
conventional idea, derived from
and there being
the marital Hymn (Rv. X. 85, 45), that a wife should give

The eight queens

birth to ten sons, the Harivamsa

(II. 60,

33

Rukinini became the mother of ten sons,
nine others,

whose names are

fanciful,

38) says that

Pradyumna and
being

all

derived

The

beautiful.
fcaru,
Bhagavata-pura/na (X. 61)
mentions similar fanciful names as the sons of the otherf

from

seven queens, and says that the 16,000 wives also ha
each ten sons and that in this manner Krishna had million!
of

sons and grandsons.

hyperbole

if

This would be a meauingles

Krishna was an ordinary mortal, but as Go
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He

is

really Visvakuiumbin, Paterfamilias of the universe,

the Father, the Great or Grand Pitamaha, of all beings.
There are marvellous stories about Krishna's first son

Pradyumna, and about Pradyumna's son Auiruddha.
About Pradyumna the story is to this effect
:

Pradyumna

is

the incarnation of

same whom, according

Kama, the Sanskrit Cupid,

to the older legends, the

the

god Rudra had

burnt down by the fire of his third eye. When Pradyumna is a
child of seven days the Asura Sambara carries him away to his

town called Eikshavanta (having Bikshas, either bears or stars),
where Sambara's wife Mayavati brings up the child, and, on his
coming of age, falls in love with him, because she is an incarnation
of Kama's spouse, and it was only in a maya or magical form that
she was Sambara's wife, concealing her real form for Pradyumna.
She tells Pradyumna that he is Knstma's son brought away by the
demon. From her Pradyumna receives the knowledge of the maya
or magic of the Asuras in order to be able to counteract Sambara's

maya,

Sambara

kills

in a battle,

and

arrives at

Dvaraka with his

wife to the great joy of his parents (Harivamsa II. 104

There

is

thus a contrast between the

Krishna

:

latter is

Kama's

the former

father.

Kama

the destroyer of

is

108).

god

Kama

/Siva

and

while the

The contrast, however, is nominal.
bad desire and good desire. It is

has two aspects,
the bad aspect of Kama that /Siva destroys, whereupon
he enters into wedlock with the goddess Uina representing

Vidya, and the

Kama who

as

Ananga

or without

stated to have entered into $iva in his love of

only be the god of spiritual love.

Vishnu Knslma as the father of

body

Uma

The representation

Kama

is

can
of

seems to be due to

an inteution on the part of the author of this story to
indicate his Krishna of the sea-girt town to be identical
with the Creator of the Universe that

is spoken of in the
X.
129
That
One
as
-R-ig-veda
(Source of the Universe)

Which

existed

when everything was

and from Which there

chaotic

water,

arose in the beginning

Kama,

The Upanishadic Supreme
the Creator by cherishbecomes
Satyakama,
to
be
born
the
or
desire
himself as the many.
Kama
ing
In the Vedic rituals one of the aspects of Agni is

the

Self,

Primal Retas of Mind.

Who is

Kama,

in

speaking

of

whom

the

Taitt.-Brahmana

in
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Anuvaka

of III. 12 quotes the jft/ig-vedic Kama of X.
in the next Anuvaka that Agni Kama is

1

and says

129, 4,

who made

he

Prajapati,

and who likewise makes the

who desires only
Satyakama. Satyakama
Truth, or that which ought to be desired. The representation of Agni as Kama shows that the sacred fire was made
is

sacrificer,

warmth

to symbolize the ardour or

tried to

show

Kumara

alias

in the Essay on

Skanda

he

of holy desire.

Kumara

identical with

is

I

that $iva

Agni
would take the same Son God

have

j

son

s

as Hirawyaof the older

garbha, and I
j
story to be metamorphosed as K?"islma s sou Pradyumna,
the Splendrous.
The Harivamsa (II. 104, verse 2, Bombay
says that in Purawa or old tradition

Ed.)

Pradyumna

sung as being Sanat-Kumara.* This is said also in
M. Bh. Adiparvan 67, verse 154.f
Although SanatKumara is known in the Purawas as being the ever young

is

sage residing in Vishnu's Heaven, his original identity
with the god Skanda is clear from the .KMnd.-upanishad
(VII. 25,

About

2),

which says that Sanat-Kumara

Pradyumna's killing the

Indra who

is

mentioned

in

the killer of $ambara.

many

Why

is

Skanda.

demon $ambara,

it

is

places in the jR*g-veda as

was

this feat of the

Vedic

god transferred to the Puranic Pradyunina ? The reply is
that the Eig-veda sometimes attributes the same feat to
gods to Vishwu along with ludra (VII.
Vaisvanara
As Agni Rudra, the
Agni
(I. 59, 6).
Vedic Son God, when pictured by the Paurawiks as
certain other
995), to

God

himself reproduced as the Son
Skanda, so, likewise, Kn'shwa the Deity of Sacri-

fice,

who

having become Father,
as

Son

is

is

the

same Agni seen both

in the

here and the Sun in the sky, is, when pictured as
Father, a reproduction of himself as Pradyumna, the God
fire

In the Eig-veda the Dasa demons such
$ambara are credited with possessing their deceitful

of Divine Love.

as

mayas, marvellous powers, while the gods also

them down have
*

f

their

own mayas.

Ifc

is

who put
by these

'

Sanat-Euin&ra

'

Sanat-Kumaram Pradyumnam viddhi rajan Mahaujasam.'

ite yafo

Purawe

parigiyate.'
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marvellous powers that Indra becomes multiform (Indro

mayabhi/i pururupa iyate Rv. VI. 47, 18). Whatever
$ambara meant ID the E-ig-veda, in our story he seems to
signify Evil, stealing

Spark

of Divine

away and confining
in his house.
The

the Child, the

Love

unselfish, good
man, a mere spark to begin with, is in the clutches
bad side, and both the sides dwell in the same town,

side of
of his

the

But

body or mind.

course of time the

in

grows into a big flame and destroys
representing

maya

and then by the god

in man,

to

According

foreseeing danger

the

enemy.

by

Mayavati,
the

demon

in him.

Vistmu-pura^a V. 27, $ambara,
from Pradyumna, carried him

to his life

away when he was
into the sea,

his

or power, is first mastered

Child

a child of six days old,

where a

swallowed him

fish

;

and threw him
but a fisherman

;
happened to catch the fish and deliver it over to $ambara s
kitchen, where, on its being ripped open, his queen
Mayavati found in it the beautiful child alive, and brought

him up

Mayavati.

incident to the
'

Minaketana

love.

On coming

in secret.

marries

It

banner.

3

of

age he

I think this

story must

kills

$ambara and

addition of

the fish

have been worked out on

'

becoming one of the names of the god of
means 'one who has the fish in his ketana,
But as ketana means also shelter, place, or

body, the myth arose that Kama had his place within
the fish.
The name itself must have arisen in some
reasonable manner.

Kama

has Vasanta, the Spring, as
which is celebrated in

his favourite time, the advent of

It is a month in which the
Phalguna, February-March.
Sun comes in conjunction with the asterism Revati which

in

Hindu astronomy

is

likened to the

fish.

Thus

if

we

take Agni Kama to be symbolized by the Sun of Spring,
the Fish asterism may well have been pictured as his
banner according to one fancy, while according to another
it is

the Fish in which he

is

found in the sky-sea.

About Pradyumna's son Aniruddha the story is that he
Baza's daughter Usha under strange

married Asura
69
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circumstances.

The

twelve Adhyayas.

story is a long one extending over

Its

main substance

is this

:

Ba%a, son of the good Asura King Bali -whom Vishwu as Trivikraplaced in the nether world, was a devotee of the god

ma bound and

Rudra. At the request of Bana Eudra treated him as his own son.
His town was Sonitapura, town of blood.' He had a thousand
shoulders. With them he was like another Arjuna Kartavirya.
He conquered the Devas again and again, and then not liking to
keep his warlike shoulders idle, he solicited Eudra, to find work for
'

them.

Eudra said that he would

in the near future get a strong,

worthy adversary to fight with.
Bana's daughter Usha is a beautiful young woman.
She
hears from her goddess Uma that a young man whom she. would
see and love in her dream on the night of the 12th of the bright half

month of Vaisakha would become her husband. Accordingly,
him in her dream on that night, and describes
his beauty to her maid .Kitralekha, who is an Apsaras nymph, the
daughter of Baza's minister Kumbhanck, and who within seven days
of the

she sees and loves

writes the pictures of all the beautiful youths in the world. Seeing
one picture after another, that of Aniruddha enables Usha to at once

recognise

him

as the

and loves Usha
and where she is, he
sees

Aniruddha also
Not knowing who
and getting thin and absent-minded.

youth seen by her

in the dream.

in a simultaneous dream.

is pining,
A'itralekha travels in the sky to Dvaraka, and announcing herself

Aniruddha as having come from Usha, and telling him that she
would die of love-sickness if he does not see her at once, she carries
him in the sky to Usha's mansion, and the couple are wedded at
once according to the Gandharva form of marriage.

to

The guards

find this out

and communicate

it

to Bana,

who

takes

his daughter without his

offence at a strange youth's

marrying
knowledge and consent; and in a fight which ensues between them,
Aniruddha is at last overpowered and bound by Ba?ia. Thus the
youth who by name is A-niruddha, never restrained,' becomes sam'

niruddha, well restrained.
JRishi

Narada communicates

this to Krishna, who,

accompanied
Yojanas in no time on the wings
of his bird Suparna, and besieges Ba?za's town which is guarded by
Bawa's Agnis, sacrificial fires, of whom Angiras is the most valiant.

by the Yadava

array, travels 1.1,000

Krishna conquers them. Then Eudra's three-headed Jvara (fever
who is under the command of Ba?ia prostrates the
Yadava army, but Krishna overpowers him by the fire of his own

personified)

Eudra himself takes part in the battle on behalf of
Krishna puts him in a stupor, and the god
Brahma induces him to keep quiet and allow Bana to fight for

JKakra weapon.

his devotee Bana, but
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was he (Rudra) himself that had provided martial
Then Eudra and Krishna
embrace each other, and Brahma praises them as being both one in
reality without any distinction, as being Agnishomau (Agni and
birnself, as it

for the shoulders of his devotee.

work

At last, as Bana is immortal by reason of his being the
son
of Eudra, Krishna lops off all the shoulders of Bana
adopted
excepting two, and dismisses him as Jivanmukta, spared with bare
Soma).

bleeding very much. He then marries Aniruddha in the
formal manner to Usha. Rudra renders Bawa free from the pain
of the cutting off of his shoulders, and appoints him to be comlife,

mander

of his

Bana has

Pramathagana army under the

title of

excellent milch cows the drinking of

Mahakala.

whose nectar-like

milk would make one very strong and unconquerable.
Their
guardian is the god Varuna himself. Krishna goes to fight with
Varuna in order to obtain them for the Yadavas. Bub as Varuna
says

that,

he has pledged his word to Bawa to guard them for him,
to continue to be Bana's cows (Harivamsa

Krishna allows them
II.

116-127).

c
Aniruddha, unobstructed, free/ is one of the names of
Vishnu, and so Krishna's grandson Aniruddha seems to be
Knstma himself reproduced as grandson so that he may

thereby be shown to have become a grandfather in his
I would take this grandson Aniruddha to
be phenomenally a metamorphosis of the Moon as the

incarnation.

regent of the Mngasiras asterism of Orion. To my mind
Bawa, meaning the Arrow, is clearly the arrow-like
Belt of Orion.

The same Belt which

in the Vedic story

Rudra's Arrow, shot by Rudra's starry form Sirius
into the body of Orion, the stag form of Prajapati, is
is

Rudra's adopted son Ba?ia.
Usha means the Dawn, but as Yaska makes a distinction
between the Dawn of the atmosphere and the Dawn celespersonified in this story

as

Baza's daughter Usha seems to be the same star
Rohmi (Aldebaran) who in the Yedic story figures as
tial,

Orion Prajapati's daughter, whom the Aitareya Brahma?ia
clearly identifies with that star saying that some call the

daughter of Prajapati Usha or Divatn (Heaven). It is
evident from this that in the days of that Brahmana that
star
rp

was

called not only

The reason

for

naming

Rolmi, but also Usha and Divam.

that star after the

Dawn Usha may
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have been that in the olden time the Day half of the year
was being reckoned to begin when the Sun came to that
star.*

The marriage
that the

Moon

Aniruddha simply means

of TJsha with

as the regent of Orion ; s

Head Mngasiras

is

fondly attached to the neighbouring star Eohini; while the
paradox of Bawa's binding and restraining Aniruddha in
his town means that although the Moon is swift and

unrestrained in his constant journey from star to star in
the sky, still, when viewed as the regent of Mn'gas-iras, he
is

restrained as

fixed

were

it

inBana's Orion town.

Taking Krishna to be represented by the Sun, he overpowers both Bawa, the Belt, and his lord Eudra, the Star
Sirius,

when he

passes through the region of these stars in
At that time of the year there is the

his annual career.

Dog days, and so Rudra's Jvara seems to be
that heat fancied to be caused by Sirius Eudra, while really
it is the heat of the solar disc as Krishna's ITakra.
The
heat of the

Bawa may be explained by Orion being
form of Prajapati as Sacrifice. The Sun's

sacrificial fires of

the

1

starry
conjunction with a star may be poetically described in two
contrary ways ; one is that he overpowers or kills it by his
superior light, the other that he embraces

it

as his friend.

So Kn'slma overpowers Eudra, and also embraces him.
Bana's $omtapura means the town of blood/ There
'

is

the red-coloured Betelgeux which is one of the conspicuous
But this redness of the star is not in itself
stars of Orion.

enough

to have suggested the

name

of

c

the town of blood

}

,

;

'

might have as well been called the ruby town or
Bana's name itself as meaning the
'the coral town
Arrow must have suggested to the poet ' the town of blood/
for

it

3

.

which, as a veiled

name

for the

residence for the Arrow.
that

well

Bana

may

is

bloody battle field, is a fit
Under this view it is noteworthy

stated to have

1

had a great craving

for war, as

the arrow have.

The idea

of

Bana being the

lord of milch cows

may have

* The Mahabharata
story about the Son God Kurnara says that formerly
time was being counted from Rohiwi (vide pp. 56, 57, 62, ante).
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"been suggested

by the

word bana means

fact that the

also

cow's udder, the cows being
go-stana, the milk-giving teat of
no udder. Phenomeput in as without them there can be

be the shownally these cows of Rudra's Bawa, Arrow, may
of summer
monsoon
south-west
rain-clouds
of
the
ering
that

make their appearance soon

after the Sun's conjunction

with Orion.

The

esoteric

meaning

of Bana's story

probably this

is

:

Ba?ia represents the soul, residing in the town of blood, the
human body. The soul, according to the Mundaka-upanishad
II. 2, 4, is to

shoot itself most ardently as an arrow into

the

Self

Supreme
"

upasanisita,

and

Brahman,

arrow

this

sharpened by devotion."

must be

Bawa's beautiful

daughter represents his in-born Faith or Devotion to the
beautiful Grand Son Aniruddha, who is the necessary
reflex of the

Supreme

the universe.

By

Self

Krishna as the Grand Father of

his steadfast

Upasana

of the

Supreme

Bana's in-born Faith succeeds in having a vision of
the Supreme Self as the beautiful Youth on the 12th of theSelf,

bright half of Vaisakha.
The reason for selecting that day

but

left

is

to

is

be inferred.

not openly stated,
The Dvadasi or

obviously
12th day of all the fortnights of the lunar months is well
known to be Vishnu's day, in honour no doubt of his being

the twelfth of the Adityas.

For the purpose

of worship-

ing Vishnu most devoutly as soon as the Sun rises on th&
Dvadasi day, and then breaking the fast, the whole of the
previous day or Bkadasi is to be observed as the day of
fast, devoting its night not to sleep, but to the singing of
both Sansknfc and vernacular songs and Stotras of Vishwu,

Him.* On breaking the fast
on the Dvadasi, one should not go to sleep in the day time,,
but wait till its night time conies. Vaisakha is derived from
or to a deep contemplation of

the star Visakha, whose another
Siddhi, success.
success,

and

its

name

Verbally, therefore,

is
it

Radha, meaning
is

a month of

Dvadasi night the most successful among

* The Vaishnavns
praise no other Deity than Vish?iu; but the Smartaswho look upon Vishwu and Siva as one sing to both the Deities.
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the Dvadasis for Faith's having a vision of her Lover,
the bright Dvadasi having naturally preference over the
dark. *
all

The Devas conquered by Bawa
goal

is

the senses.

are

But the

not reached simply by mastering the senses.

It is

a step preliminary to the devotee's Faith's growing in
beauty and falling in love with God as the beautiful Youth ;

and when that Youth
an

apparent

is

seen and loved by Faith

paradox He

is

bound and

when

confined,

as

i.e.,

cherished in the heart, by Faith's father the other paradox of the tussel with the Grand Father of the universe

comes, and the forest of the extra hands that are lopped

by Him

is

the accumulated

Karma

off

or selfish actions of

previous births, actions which, if not destroyed, would produce further Sarnsaric births.' Bana's two hands that are

spared should be taken to indicate not any remnant of the
selfish Karma, but that he is restored to the natural normal
state of

man.

This

is

a figure of speech meaning that the

soul, freed from the accretions of

own Svarapa,

Karma,

restored to its

is

The

true state of purity, without any alloy.

soul then becomes Jivanmukta, outwardly dismissed with

bare

but really liberated from Samsara even

life,

when

living in this world.

the god of destruction. His Pramathas mean
{
the destroyers.' Mahakala, the Great Time/ is a name
There is
of Rudra himself, as Time is the great destroyer.

Rudra

is

'

poetical

appropriateness

destroying Mahakala,
soul

in

for the

our

Arrow

becomes immortal and eternal

BaWs

becoming

destroys.
like

the

The Mukta

Time, and

is

the

destroyer of the Sarnsaric world.

Having dwelt upon the
*

'

Eitralekha, literally

principal stories of Kn'sh?ia's

she who writes pictures,'

may

life,

be dismissed as

being one of the minor characters introduced for the sake of the embellishment of the story, without there being any starry or esoteric significance
There is, however, the Kitra star, the deity of which is Tvasbin,
of her.
the Fashioner, the Maker of forms. The Moon would be near jT<fitr& on
the night of the bright Dvadasi of Yaisakha. Although this star is far

from Rolrmi, a poet may well
where at will.

utilize its spirit as the

Fairy travelling any.
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now take up

I shall
this

the story about bis tragic exit from
all the Yadava heroes of

world and the destruction of

Dvaraka.

Samba,

a son of

Krishna by

his wife

Jambavati,*

becomes the means of this tragedy. Of the numerous sons
of Knshwa there are stories only about two, viz., Pradyiimna and Samba, the others, as already shown, simply filling

up the conventional number of ten sons for each of the
numerous wives. Pradyumna is, we have seen, the God
of Love, of genesis, while

Samba who

brings about the

tragedy seems to be Pradyumna's opposite, and indeed
Samba is one of the Pura?iic names of Rudra, the god of
destruction.
of the

The

story, as narrated in the

Mahabharata,

The Yadava youths,

is to this effect

in a

fit

Mausala-parvan

:

of frolic, take

Samba

disguised as a

pregnant woman to the presence of the .Zfo'shis Yisvamifcra, Kawva,
and ISfarada, and ask them to phophesy whether she would give
birth to a male child or a female child.

They reply that an iron
musala, pestle, would be born and destroy the whole of the Yadavas.
The frolic is changed into consternation when, accordingly,
Samba instantaneously gives birth to a pestle. The elders coming
to

know

sea,

of this get the pestle well

pounded and dissolved

in the

but in course of time the dissolved particles grow as the Eraka

grass.

Some time

after this, the

Yadavas

of

Dvaraka hold a feast at

Prabhasa on the seashore, and although they had been warned not to
drink, they drink Sura, spirituous liquor, under the influence of

which each extols himself and decries the other, and, pulling out
and using as their weapons the Eraka grass which proves as deadly
as the Vajra weapon, they beat and kill each other. Knshwa himself,

who was watching the brawl, takes
many of them with it.

a handful of the same grass and

destroys

Bala-Kama quits the world in the form of a thousand-headed white
serpent that issues out from his mouth as he is practising Yoga (the
Yogin's breath exercise), and enters the sea.
Then Krishna lies down suppressing all his senses, when a hunter
named Jaras discharges an arrow at the sole of Knshwa's foot,
mistaking him for a deer, but on coming near, finds him to be
Krislwa and prostrates at his feet in great grief.f But Krishna
* She

the daughter of the Bear King Jambavan who figures in the
Sjamantaka story mentioned in the Essay on Gawapati.
is

f According to the ViahTUi-purana, V. 37, a remnant of the iron pestle
remained which was too small to be rubbed down and dissolved j so it was
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Earth and Heaven with His light, goes up
Narayana amidst the applause and praises of

pacifies him, and, filling

to His

own

place as

the celestials.

The

sole of the foot is hit because it

happens to be the mortal

point by reason of Knshwa's omission to besmear
remnant of the milky food eaten by Uishi Durvasas.

The shooting
tlie tliM'ty-sixtli

Krishna and his ascent

of

to

it

with the

Heaven took place

in

year.

Then Arjuna of the Pa?idavas, to whom a messenger had been
and hears from Krishna's father Vasudeva Krishna's
last word to the effect that as the sea would soon swallow up
Dvaraka, he (Arjuna) is to remove his wives from there and

sent, arrives,

establish one of his grandsons, Vajra (the only one left), as king
of his line.
Vasudeva then dies and his wives ascend his funeral

Arjuna finds out the bodies of Krishna and Baladeva,
and cremates them. Then Arjuna starts taking with him Krishna's
queens and the 16,000 wives, together with the old people and
children of Dvaraka, which soon after is deluged by the sea.
On his way through the Panfeanada country, the Abhira marauders
pyre.

attack Arjuna, who, though the greatest hero in the Bharata war
under Krishna's guidance, is now powerless without him, and is

They carry away most

easily overpowered.

With the remaining

ladies

Arjuna

there at Indraprastha establishes

queens some throw themselves

of the 16,000 wives.

at last reaches

Kurukshetra and

Vajra as king.

Of Krishna's

into fire while the others retire to the

forest.
it is
highly improbable that the Yadavas
in a drunken brawl in the wholesale
each
other
destroyed
manner that is narrated. In the Essay on Parasu-Rama

Historically

I have tried to show that the riddle of the great, righteous

king Arjuna Kartavirya's bringing away Jamadagui's

means

his

obtaining the

Kshatriya's

Soma,

calf

and that

Parasu Rama's killing him and all the Kshatriyas and
thereby making the world a-kshatram means their obtaining the na-kshatram or immortal, eternal state by the
merit of their obtaining their Soma.
I think that
this secret of the older story is reproduced here.

thrown into the sea
finding the

bifc

;

a

fish

in its belly,

swallowed

gave

it

it

;

fishermen caught the

to the hunter,

of the arrow which he discharged at Krishna.

who used

it

The

fish,

and

as the point
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spirituous liquor that is drank signifies the sacred
drink as is clear from the Ait.-Brahmana.*

The

pestle which

becomes the means

Soma

of destruction is

one of the so-called weapons of Sacrifice Purusha, the other

weapons being the ladle, the mortar, the deer-skin, &c. ;
and it is used in crushing the Soma plant, or, as the
Vedic idea is, in killing King Soma. The further idea,
that the pounded aud dissolved pestle became the Eraka
grass as deadly as the Vajra weapon, has, I fancy, arisen
in imitation of the Vedic story about Indra's killing
sea.
The
had become

Namu/ci with apam phena, the foam of the

Puramc explanation

is

that Indra's Vajra itself

the foam or had been concealed in it
The Soma crushed by the pestle has

in

an invisible form.

to

undergo another

process, that of being strained through Pavitra, the purifier.f
I fancy that it is in imitation of crushing and straining
King Soma for his becoming the drink of immortality that

Yadavas claiming descent in his line are figured
killed by the pestle for their attaining the state
immortality in Heaven.
the

* The Ait.-br. VIII.
20, about

fche

as
of

Kshatriya's drinking consecrated Sura

ceremony, says that it should be viewed as Soma
itself and not Sura, and that this sacred drink affects the
body of the
Kshatriya "pleasantly and agreeably till it falls down" (a-visrasafr). "Visin the great inauguration

means to fall asunder, go to pieces, collapse. One of the Mantras to
which the Brahmawa refers as repeated by the Kshatriya when drinking
ras

the liquor

We

is

Rv. VIII. 48, 3 which says

have become immortal.'

The idea

'
:

We

that

have drunk the Soma.

the consecrated Sura

Soma itself and not Sura indicates that the
was looked down upon, and yet permitted exceptionally

virtually

the J&g-veda, VII.

is

drinking of Sura
in the ritual.-

In

expressed for indulging in
Sura and gambling with dice. Thus, there being the paradox of Suradrinking being reprehensible and yet practised exceptionally in the ritual
86,

6,

repentance

is

as the Soma-drink securing immortality, the riddle of the Yadavas drinking
Sura and destroying each other means, I think, their drinking the sacred

Soma, and thereby cutting their embodied, mortal state to pieces and
becoming immortal in Heaven.
f Pavitra means also the blade of Darbha grass worn on the ring-finger
of the right hand, twisting the middle of the grass into a ring with the
ends
out straight to a length of about three inches. Without*

stretching
being Pavitra-pa/ni one may not perform any sacrificial or religious act.
This Pavitra may have been viewed as being virtually the Soraa-purifying
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As Vishwu Krishna is the Deity of Sacrifice, it is as it
men who were described as his followers

should be that the

should obtain their sacred drink and get their mortal state
killed under His auspices. As our story arose in a period
.subsequent to the principal Upanishads, it is highly

probable that the drink is intended to be viewed not
in the literal sense, but figuratively in a Vedantic sense,

such as that the purified state of the soul that has become
one with the Supreme Self is itself the drink of bliss, for
the Taitt.-upanishad says that the Self is the Rasa, Juice,
of Infinite Bliss. It should be borne ID mind that the

Maha-Narayawa Upanishad in

its

Anuvaka 'Tasyaivam

vidusho Yajnasya ', &c., describing the Knower as SacriIndeed, what
fice, uses the ritualistic things figuratively.
is

more noteworthy here is the 7Aand.-upanishad's Man as
from the Upanishadic point of view, on the

Sacrifice

analogies of the ritualistic sacrifice (pp. 485-486 ante).
Learning the knowledge of Man as Sacrifice, Krishna

Devakiputra becomes free from

thirst.
Such being the
the riddle of Kn'shwa's people drinking liquor is,
I think, best solved by taking the drink to mean the

case,

Upanishadic Juice of Bliss by drinking which

man becomes

free from thirst.
of the story of incarnation it became
that
Knslroa was born on the earth with
necessary to say
a body. The orthodox dictum is that his body was divya

For the purpose

and aprakn'fca, divine and not due to the Samsaric Prakn'ti.
Anyhow, when the end of the drama comes, there is no
of
longer any necessity for it, and the story that our deity
Sacrifice Kn'shwa was taken for a deer and shot must have
arisen in imitation of the

Vedic story

of

that
Prajapati in the form of the deer

Orion as Sacrifice

is

shot

by Kudra.

Pavitra (purifying the doer of religious acts even as King Soma is strained
and purified), and also as being, like the ladle, deer-skin, &c., a very

another name
important religious weapon the Vajra weapon itself whose
f or killing Papman, evil. I do not know whether the Eraka grass
is Pavi
that is spoken of as grown in water is used in the sacrifice. It may be
that the Dharbha grass of the Pavitra is changed into the grass grown in
water in order to vie with the foam of water of Indra's story.
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In the Purawic story, Rudra becomes Kratu-dhvamsm by
shooting Daksha's Kratu, Sacrifice, which, thus shot, jumps

up to the sky in the form of a deer and becomes the
Starry Deer Orion even with the arrow embedded in its
body.
If

we take

the

thirty-sixth year int wlugli

shot to be intended to
is

Kn'shwa

is

mean

the year Bubna-lratu which
the thirty -sixth in the cycle of sixty Wears' commencing

with Prabhava,

it is

etymologically^thg appropriate year

and making
Kn'shna as the Deer^ of
him ascend to Heaven. It canjopw haveoeeiPthe inten-

J^w

for shooting

tion to

make

Krishna, so short-lived as 36 years.

Accord-

ing to the Vishwi-puraraa V. 37, 20, he lived for one
hundred and one years (varshawam adhikam satam), thus

completing a century, while, according to the Bhag.purawa XI. 6, 25, he lived for one hundred and twenty-Jive
years.

About the

sole of the foot being hit, the original idea

may have been simply

this

Since Sacrifice

:

be shot in imitation of the Vedic

humbly

kiss his foot

says that

!

Knshwa

story, let

But the story as we have got

Knshwa was

is to

the arrow
it

now

mortal or vulnerable at the foot.

The story alluded to about Durvasas
in M. Bh. Anusasana-parvan 159

is

narrated in detail

it is

hard to please comes

:

The

eccentric

Brahman Durvasas whom

begging for shelter and food. Krishna, accompanied by his wife
Riukmwi, receives him as a guest and patiently puts up with his
whimsical acts, such as his breaking and burning the valuable
On drinking the Payasa or sugared milk
things of the palace.
is given to him, he tells Krishna to besmear all his body with
the remnant of the milk that is left in the vessel. Krishna rubs

that

Then jumping
all over the head and limbs.
Brahman gets Kn'shna and Rukmini to drag
whipping them now and anon. Pleased with their

himself with the milk
into a chariot, the
it,

like horses,

he says to Krishna., You are indeed of holy fame in all
the three worlds. Tour body anointed with the milk left by me
has no fear of death but
my son, you have not anointed the
soles of your feet.'
So saying he went away.
'

patience,

;

Durvasas represents asceticism or renunciation, which to
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the selfish world

is

eccentric

in the Essay on the

and

Ramayawa

We

have seen

also

on the eve

foolish.

that

Rama

Nobody who

of his quitting this world feeds Duryasas.

has not controlled his senses and in

whom

there

is

any

selfishness can supply the food acceptable to Durvasas,

of be

be driven by him. As the feeding of a
the most sacred duty of a householder, great
attached to the food remaining after such a

to

fit

is

holy guest
sanctity

is

is

guest

fed,

and

our

story

must be

understood

to

the nectar of immortality itself. Such being
its sanctity, Krishna would have dishonoured and trampled
down upon it if he had brought it in contact with the

liken

it to

Thus analysed, the outward aspect of
the story, that because he omitted to anoint the sole of the
soles of his feet.

foot he

became mortal

at that point, will

have to be given

up, and the suggested meaning accepted, viz., that because
he honoured the guest and his uAMishia food his immortal

fame pervades everywhere.
If there is

any hidden meaning in the

being vulnerable,
of

it

may

be

this,

the phenomenal world, which

viz.,
is

sole of the foot

that the whole

called

the murtarn

(mortal) form of Brahman as
(material)
the
Real
Amurtam or Formless, Immortal
contrasted with

and martyam

Brahman
that

is

(Bnh.-ar.-up. II. 3), is meant by Knshwa's foot
vulnerable, for the Purusha-sukta says figuratively

born things are a pada, foot= quarter, of
while
that which is immortal in the sky is His
Purusha,
that all the

Vedic poet pictures
the all-pervading Purusha concretely as a Giant with all
the creatures and things terrestrial as but a foot of Him in
the sense that they are encompassed by it, while the
tripad or three-quarter.*

remaining tripad of His

By

this the

probably the firmament consisting of the heavenly bodies which, compared with the soondying creatures of the earth, are immortal. Our theologians,
is

'

'
however, take all the born things to mean the whole
phenomenal world that is liable to change and dissolution.

*

'

Pado

'sya visva bhutani fcripad

asyamntam

divi.'
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Thus the perishable, phenomenal world having come to be
figuratively called the pada of Purusha, the knower mentally
destroys

it

in. order to realise the

Real Formless Infinite

Pure God that is pervading in all forms without allowing
Man's selfishness
Himself to be imprisoned in them.
remains, so long as he thinks that he is nothing else
but his mortal, body, and that he has nothing else to
do but to satisfy the unbridled animal cravings of it.
He thereby imprisons himself in it and despoils and
others for his self-aggrandizement.

kills

But when he

the creatures as himself, he grows beyond his
body, virtually giving it up and also the bodies or forms of
other creatures and things which hitherto he had been

loves

all

utilizing for selfish end.

.This

is

the knower's Prapafifcopa-

sama, the giving up or destroying the phenomenal world.
This destruction is tantamount to his spiritual genesis of
himself as one who, for loving all the creatures as himself,
has put himself in them all and become many, the one himself
His unity with them is in respect of
as the manifold.

between which (when divested of their
Samsaric bodies) and his own true state there is no difference whatever. The Self or Life of the true state of the

their true state

One whom they should realize as the Glorious InfiWhole to be divided from Whom is their Samsaric

souls,

nite

Whom

death, to be indivisibly united to
is Purusha, the
Deity of Sacrifice,

is

their immortality
sacrificed as the

Who,

Holy Yictim, has become the whole universe,
that

He

and

all as

in the sense

has out of His universal love put Himself in one
the Light of their heart, as the Self of them-

selves.

The name

means old age.* Old age
an
shooting
clearly
allegory. Let this be the
outer aspect of the story. But as Knslma as the
Deity of
of the hunter, Jaras,

Knslma

is

Sacrifice is Ajara, ageless, let us take Jaras as intended to
represent an ideal old sage, old and wise in knowledge,
* The word
jar& or jaras is feminine, but it is used in our story as a
masculine word, jarah in the nominative,
evidently for the sake of its
personification as the hunter.
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who by a

single stroke destroys for himself the unreal

world and shoots himself into his Real World the Brahman.

The destruction
of their

Tadavas followed by the deluge

of the

town appears

me

to

to

be intended as a picture in

miniature of the time of the dissolution of the universe.

How
out

can

God

be otherwise if God quitted this world ? Withthe world must become sinful. The Vishmi-

it

purawa (V. 38, 8) says, indeed, that on the very day on
which Krishna left this world Kali, the evil spirit of sin

and

assuming a hideous black form.*
Without God the souls must fall into the clutches of the
strife,

entered

internal enemies.
falling into the

it,

This

is

illustrated in the 16,000

hands of the Abhira robbers.

women

Without

Arjuna alias Nara, the Man, the
Male, who, with Kn'shna simply driving his chariot won
victory in the terrible Bharata war, is utterly powerless
their Lord, even heroic

The

to protect those females.

distance between

Dvaraka

and Eastinapura, about 700 miles as the crow flies, is
dramatically annihilated and Arjuna is brought in and put
on the scene at once. The object of this is simply to

God even

illustrate that without

the hero of the Maha/-

bharata was powerless.
All this heightens the effect of the outward tragedy of

God

quitting this world,

quite true at any time

if

and the

facts illustrated
is

the.^world

would be

without God, that

is,

'forgets Him. But really the All-pervading, Eternal, Infinite
God will never be absent from any world ; and therefore

while on the one hand the world

Knslma

is

stated to have lost its

the incarnation of the Deity of Sacrifice, on the

other hand the same Deity under the

name

of Vajra is taken

care of by Arjuna and established at Indraprastha, for the
Taitt.-Samhita (I. 6, 7, and II. 4, 13) says that the belly is
the demon Vntra, that hunger is the great enemy, who
* As

all this is said for the sake of the pathos of the outward tragedy, it
not proper to attempt to fix any chronology from this, and say that the
cycle of time called Kaliyuga which i s i n currency in India commenced

is

from the time of Krishna's death.
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should be killed by Sacrifice wielded as the Yaj.ra weapon.*
In praising Indra, the wielder of the Vajra, which, out-

wardly,

him

is

the thunderbolt, the JBtg-veda

to this effect

'

Aided by

:

I. 8,

thee, Indra,

3 addresses

may we

lift

up

the Vajra, and conquer our foes/ It is explained that the
Vajra wielded by the sacrificers is Sacrifice. As Indra ^s
celebrated as possessing the Vajra weapon, our story
appropriately establishes Sacrifice Vajra afc Indraprastha,
a town named after Indra. The story in the Mah&bharata
that Indraprastha was built on the site of the Khanc?ava
forest of the Kurukshetra country burnt and destroyed by
is

Arjuna with the aid of Krishna.

A review of the story of Krishna would not be complete
without some notice of the Pawtkvas, the heroes of the
Mahabharata, whose Kinsman and Friend he is, and of
the author and promulgator of the epic.
say a few words about
I.

II.

who

I shall therefore

.The main story of the Pawckvas.
Their grandson Parikshit ; his son
the

is

snake-sacrifice

;

fiishi

III.

Janamejaya

hearer of the epic in the session of his
and certain others connected with his story.

first

Vyasa

Krishna

alias

reputed author of the epic
his son $uka.

;

his disciple

Dvaipayana,

the

Vaisampayana ; and

I-

The

facts stated about the PawdEavas

go to indicate that

they are extremely mythical and allegorical.
Their father is PancZu, hence their patronymic Pam?ava.

His wife Pritha

alias

Kunti

(a

native of the Kunti country),

Krishna's father, is the mother of the first three
PancZavas, Yudhishf/ara alias Dharmaraja, Bhima, and

sister of

Arjuna, while his another wife, Madri

Madra
*

country),

is

Man would be an

passions.
state

But

which the

and animal

(a

native of the

the mother of the fcwins, Nakula and

angel but for his hungering belly and his animal
them, and the divine form or spiritual

Sacrifice subdues
saorificer gets

desires.

on quitting this world

is free

from hunger
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JRishi Durvasas had imparted to Pn'tha in her
a
girlhood
Mantra, saying that any god invoked with, it
would come and give her a son from his divine essence.

Sahadeva.

So, with her husband's permission, she invoked the gods
one after another,

Yama alias Dharmaraja, Vayu, and Indra

and got the three sons from them respectively. With the
same Mantra, Madri invoked the twin Asvins and got her
twin sons. These five brothers married a common wife
Panfeali (a native of the Panfeala country)

born from the

sacrificial fire,

There

now

is

thus polyandry.

That custom existed and even

exists in a part- of India.

But

in the long list of

whose line the Pa;idavas are placed, there is
not a single instance of polyandric marriage. It is introduced in the case of the Pawdavas as having taken place
ancestors in

not in accordance with any custom, but as an extraordinary
I look upon it as a paradoxical
to indicate that the five Pa?trlava
there
reasons
riddle,
being

and exceptional event.

brothers represent the soul consisting of the five Pranas or
Indriyas, wedded to the single lady who may be Buddhi,

the

Lady

The poet who conceived the idea

of intellect.

of

P&nfcalfs polyandry had Vedic riddles to imitate.

In the two Vedic stories about the birth of the Son God
B/udra there

the riddle of Aushasi's polyandry, for one

is

story makes her the common woman of the Year and
the Seasons, and the other of Agni, Vayu, Aditya, and

.Kandramas.*

There

is

further the JRig-vedic idea of the

* These stories are in the Satapatha and Kaushitakl Brahmanas
(vide
339345). I have tried to explain them in

Muir's Texts, Vol. IV., pp.
Vol.

I.

pp.

484493.

As

it is

distinctly stated that this

Son God Uudra of

eight names and forms has entered into all forms and is not visible, it is
clear that He is God Infinite pervading in all forms. His mother Aushasi
is

the

nymph form of Ushas, the Dawn, and seems to represent Vafc who
many Vedic stories about Creation. As God exists eternally in

figures in

all time and pervades through nil space, He seems to be depicted in one
story as the Son realized by Father Prajapati personified as the sacrificial
Time as the ever-recurring Seasons and Year, while the object of the other

story seems to be to indicate Him as the Son realized by all the deities
presiding over Space, for Agni, Vayu, and Aditya are the well-known
triads presiding respectively over the regions of Earth, Antariksha and
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single lady Surya being loved by the Asvins, Soma, Agni
and Gandharva. In the Vedio literature subsequent to the

.Rig-veda the two eyes, two ears, two nostrils, and the mouth
metaphorically styled, variously, as the Devas or

are

Visvedevas

;

as the Seven $irsha%ya Prawas

Pra?ia

.Bishis.

means breath,

life,

as

life

;

as the

Seven

in this world is

inseparably connected with breath. But as the eyes and
ears also are called Pranas, it is clear that Prawa in this

connection

is

used not in the ordinary sense of 'breath, but
and knowing principle, that which came

as the inner living

to be called 7it or JKetana, the
ears, nose,

and mouth the

knowing

self itself

self.

By the

eyes,

seems to be meant as

the knower of form, sound, smell and taste. Sometimes
the Seven Pra%as in the head are put down as mind, speech,
breath, the two eyes, and the two ears.

is

In the $atap.-brahmana (Muir's Texts, IV. 21 23) there
the idea of the seven Prawas performing austerity as the

seven fiishis of

whom

the middle Prawa, called Indra in

the riddling sense of Indha, the kindler, kindles or inflames
them all ; of their sending forth [apparently themselves or

by austerity as] seven Purushas ; and
then of those seven Purushas becoming one Purusha who

their essence purified

Agni and who as Prajapati creates the universe. Thus
the one Purusha or male is composed of seven Purushas.
is

Latterly the Pra?*as came to be
technically called Prawa,

known

as five in

number,
Apana, Vyana,Udana, and Samana.

In the J57iand.-up. III. 13, 1 6, these are identified respectively with eye as the Sun, speech as Agni, ear as the Moon,
breath (vayu) as Akasa, and mind as the god Parjanya,

and are

collectively styled the Five

Brahma Purushas.

Sky. According to this triad idea the Sky as the region of all the
heavenly bodies consisting of sun, moon and stars is the third region
dedicated to the sun Aditya who is the grandest among them. But
sometimes, distinguishing the day luminary from the nocturnal twinklers,

the starry region -which is higher than that of the sun is called turiyam
dbama, the fourth region, dedicated to the night luminary the moon whose
starry form is Orion.

Therefore, the

after the triad deities must, I think,

fourth region.

71

moon .Kandramas

that is mentioned
be understood as the deity of the
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It is therefore likely that the

Five Pancfavas are the

personifications of the five Pranas or vital spirits .connected

with the senses, and named after such deities as were
considered appropriate. Problematically, in their order of
seniority the five brothers may be specified thus Yudhish:

third,, the vital spirit of the sense of hearing, Bhiraa, of
touch, Arjuna, of sight, and the twins, of taste and smell.

Their respective elements are Akasa (ether),
Agni (fire or light), Water, and Earth.*

In consonance with the position
governing or ruling
brother

is

member

an eldest son as the

of

put down as the son of the kingly god

justice, a

name which

Bhima, the sense

god

(wind),

of a family, the first Pawc^ava

the Controller, whose another

king of

Yayu

of wind,

is

Yama,

Dharmaraja, the

the son has inherited.

of touch, is appropriately the son of the

Vayu.

powerful, Bhima

name

As

this

god

is

considered to be very

described as having the strength of
of
thousands
elephants put together. Bhima means the
fearful

is

with Vnkodara,

another name.

The

'having

wolf's

belly/

ferocity of the Maruts,

as

hi's

the gods of

tempest, seems to be represented in him.
Indra, the father of the middle PancZava Arjuna, may be
taken to represent Agni, for in the list of the seven Prawas
Indra is the middle Prana as the klndler. Arjuna means

the white.

According

to $atap.-br. II. I, 2, 11,

secret name'of Indra himself.

Arjuna is a

When thus the third son was

pictured as the incarnation of Indra, the most heroic god
of the Vedic literature, the god of thunder and lightning,

way was paved for making him the greatest hero
among the brothers, and this may be the reason why
the

although

all

the five vital spirits are Purushas (males),

Arjuna alone has the
lence.

Again,

Nara,

the

*

alias

when thus

way

According to the

was paved

of

Nara, male, par excelArjuna came to be called
for

mixing

him up

with

Taitt.-up., this is the order of creation also, viz.,

from Akasa Vayu, from Vayu Agni, from Agni Water, from Water Earth,
and so on.
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Nara

the

of older legends,

who and Narayana

stated

are

have been two gods, two JRishis nay the one god in
two forms noted for their austerity and heroic deeds.*
"We have not the Mahabharata in its original simplicity.
The saga of the Pawckvas, simple in origin, must have

to

swelled bit by

bit,

one idea leading to another, and newer

ideas being inserted to qualify or supplement the original
ones.

representing taste and smell as
twins, are fathered upon the Asvins.f Originally the
selection of the Asvins for their fathership may have been

The twin

brothers,

But as the

on account of the twin nature of these gods.
Asvins are known also for their beauty, this
reason

may be

the

the twin brothers (more especially Nakula) are

why

described to have been very beautiful.

Now, there
bharata
(

1

)

Maha-

are four explanatory riddles in the

itself (I.

196 and 197) about the polyandry

:

was the precedent of a
named Jaiila marrying Seven Eishis. These

It took place because there

pious woman
I take to be the Seven

Pranas or

Jfrishis

of

the head

mentioned in the Bnh.-ar-up, with the lady Va& as the
eighth of them.
(2)

Another pious

woman had

married ten brothers,

all

having Pra&etas as their one common name. I fancy these
ten are the five Jnana and the five Karma-indriyas, all

coming under the category of indriya. True, only a jfianaindriya may be called prafeetas, cogniser, but the karmaindriyas also furnish knowledge of their different kinds of

experience.
(3)

The

five

PancZava brothers were five former Indras

who were very proud and were

therefore put

by the god

$ankara into a pit in a mountain and made to be born on the
earth.
The word indriya is derived from Indra. Indra's
* Vide
pp. 245249 ante.
f Of the twins Nakula

Nakula means the
represent smell.
a remarkable hunting animal, and
therefore its power of scent must be very keen. Sahadeva may be taken

may

ichneumon, the tracker, because
to

mean

'

it is

the companion-deva= indriya, sense.'
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strength or power

came

to

mean

is indriya,

vital spirits or

and

this

word

powers, for

in the plural

even when one

wanting, bodily efficiency is impaired. As only
one god Indra is known in the Vedas and Purawas, the
paradoxical five Indras can only mean the five indriyas,
sense

who

is

as Prawas are the so-called Purushas.

(4)

In her former birth

not finding a suitable
Pleased with it, the god

Paii&ali,

husband, performed austerity.

uSankara appeared and enquired what she wanted.
She
Grive me a husband ', and repeated this request

said

'

:

five times.

said

c
:

He

said

How this

!

I

'
:

You

She

will get five husbands.'

only want one husband

He said

;
.

l
:

As

you repeated the request five times you will have five husbands in your next life.' Such is the story. To really

mean

the Deity as not knowing the mind of the devotee is
The riddle is easily
to take away all godhood from Him.
solved by taking the five males to be the five Purushas of
who make up the one Purusha or soul.

the senses

According to the Jaimini Bharata, Panfcali was in
her former life the faithful wife of a leprous old sage of
(5)

the Gotra of Mudgala, who, pleased with her devotion,
became five beautiful youths and loved her in those five

forms in the worlds of sun, moon, Indra and other gods.
Bearing in mind that a riddle never expresses but indicates,

what more do we want

to indicate that the five

like the old sage of five forms, are but one

PaftJavas,
the soul.

In the case of personifications, it is inevitable for the
poet to place his heroes and heroine in some royal line and
country, and provide parents, &c., for them. Accordingly
the common wife of the five brothers was put down as the

daughter of King Drupada of the PanMla country, hence
her names Draupadi and Pan&ali. Paiifeala is drived from
pan&a,
clear.

five.

Why the

name is not quite
that because Haryasva

country had this

The legendary explanation is
named Mudgala,

blessed his sons

Yavinara, and Kampilya

Sn'njaya,

to be aZam,

to protect his five provinces, they

Bn'hadishu,

enough or efficient,
were known as Pan&alas
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and their country collectively the PanMla country (VislmuBe the origin of the name as it may,
purawa iv. 19, 59)
.

one which was capable of an esoteric meaning being
imported into it. The heroine is Pan&ali because she as
it is

Buddhi

Now,

is

alam

for the

in the older

five

Pra?ias as her husbands.

Upanishads the Pan&ala country

is

mentioned in close alliance wibh the Kuru country as the
Kuru-Panfealas.* Therefore, the poet had not to go far,
but select PMfcali's neighbouring Kuru country as the
country of her five husbands a country whose Kshatriyas
called themselves the Bharatas after their great ancestor

Bhavata Daushyanti of legendary fame. By reason of being placed in that country and in its Kshatriya tribe the
five

husbands got Kaurava and Bharata as their country

and

tribal epithets.

to

These epithets are shared by their cousins, who appear
be esoterically the bad passions. Whereas in the old

legends about the Deva-Asura wars, the bad passions
were personified as demons, here they are personified as

Bhratnvyas, cousins, because in. the Yajur-veda Bhratnvya
used in the sense of enemy. Indeed, the Devas and
Asuras of the old legends are step-brothers, they being

is

both Prajapatyas, born of the same father Prajapati
(Kasyapa) from different mothers. Of them the Asuras
are

senior

and the Devas

junior. t

This peculiarity

is

reproduced in the case of our contending cousins by making
their respective fathers, Dhntarashira and Paw<2n,
-stepbrothers, of

ViMtravirya

whom

the former born from the

is senior,

and the

latter

first

wife of

born from the second

wife junior.

The key idea of the Mahabharata is therefore the war
between these cousins for lordship over the Rashfaa or

kingdom which., inwardly, seems to represent the moral world.
As man is not born enlightened, but gropes in the mist
*

Brih.4r.-up., III.

1,

1; 9, 19

5

and Kaush., IV.

1.

Vide also p. 207 ante about
SaikaraMrya^
interpretation of the Devas and Asuras mentioned in the Ifttand.-up. I. 2.

f Vide Bnh.-ar-up.

I.

3.
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and persecuted by them,

of the dark passions, troubled

are conquered on his getting true knowledge,
the Rashra is at first possessed by them, and therefore
until they

the inimical cousins of the five brothers are called Dharfcasons of Dhn'ta-rashfra

rashtfras,

dom

is

'

one by

whom

the king-

held or possessed/ who, it is said, was born blind.
his sons are indicated to be the sons of nes-

this

By

The

cience.

wife selected for

of the Gi-amdhara country.

3

him

It is

'
Gamdhari, a native
said of her that out of

is

for her husband's blind state she blindfolded

sympathy

her eyes from the time of her marriage with him. As a
contrast to the sons of blind Dhntarashira the five brothers

were styled the Pawdtavas, sons of P&nda, the White.*
King Dhntarashira Vai&itravirya (son of ViMtravirya)
mentioned in the

is

Kanaka branch

of the

Yajur-veda

as a well-known person. f This is the very name given
to the father of the cousins of the PawcZavas.
There is

nothing to show that in the time of the Ka/Aaka the

Mahabharata story

existed.

On

the contrary

it is

likely

arose subsequently and that the old name Dhntarashtra Vaifcitravirya was adopted as suitable for the

that

it

esoteric purpose of the story.

The Vedic

Yaifcitravirya

* Dhritarashtra

Part

is an old name. In the SarpabaK Mantras, Ekagnikawda,
Dhritarashtra Airavata and Taksliaka Vaisaleya are mentioned
the snakes. In the Vafcaspatya one of the meanings given of

II.,

among

Dhntarashira
said in

M. Bh.

.Syeni (hawk),

is

hamsa, flamingo, named also Dhartarashira because it is
that, out of the five mother birds, viz., Kaki (crow),

I. 66.

Bhasl (a bird of prey), Dhntarashtri, and Suki (parrot),

gave birth to hamsas, flamingoes. Dharafcarashira is said
to be that kind of flamingo whose bill and feet are of black colour. In

Dhn'tarashtfri

the Harivamsa (II. 91, verse 36, Bo. ed.) the flamingoes are called DhartaIt may be that when this name was adopted for the inimical
rashiras.
cousins, its flamingo sense

was

also borne in

mind and influenced

the*

being called Pawciava as if they belonged to the white kind
for being molested by their cousins of the Dhritarashira kind.

five brothers

of

Hamsa

In the SVet.-up I. 5 6 the soul is metaphorically called Hamsa, flamingo,
whirled in the Brahma-fcakra (the wheel of the Samsaric body) consisting of several five-groups. .Eakra means also dominion and is there-

same import as rashira.
persecute the five Pawdavas.

fore of the

t

Vide. Dr.

The

inimical cousins possess

it

A. A. Macdonell's History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 285.

and
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not have been an historical personage, but our
Vaifeitravirya Dlmtarashfra is a mythical personage whose

may

or

may

virya, seed or issue, is vi&itra, wonderful, extraordinary, for

the story

is

that his wife gave birth to a

lump

of flesh,

hundred and one

bits,

and that

which was cut
these

into one

put into as

pots containing clarified
butter, became developed into the blind man's one hundred
sons and a daughter named Dussala.
Of the sons Duryobits,

many

c
dhana, one with whom it is hard to battle ', and Dussasana,
f
one whom it is hard to rule ', are the prominent ones, the

names of many of the other sons being similarly fanciful.
In making the bits grow in pots, the older myth about the
60,000 Sagaras is imitated. The object of making the

man

}

'

Sataputra, having a hundred sons , seems to
be to denote his being Sataputra in the riddling sense of
one whose sons are cut and killed, for sata, hundred, seems
blind

to

be derived from

cut down.

sat, to

in the cutting of the

lump

This

may be
and

of flesh into bits,

sons are killed at last in the battle

:

detected
all

these

thus Dhritarashira

Sataputra becomes Hataputra.
If the first and foremost of the cousins

is
Duryodhana,
war with and conquer, the first of the Pawdavas
is called
Yudhish^ira, one who is firm in battle/ for
otherwise victory to them would have been
impossible.
The plot of the main story is very simple

difficult to

f

:

Pan^u

dies

when

his god-born five sons are minors.

Their bad

cousins plot against their lives, so that,
escaping from the house of
lac into which they are
wander
decoyed and which is set on fire,

they

about incognito,

till

at last one of them, Arjuna,

shows

his skill in

archery in Pan/ball's
brothers marry her.

Svayamvara tournament, and all the five
They build a new town, Indraprastha, by
-burning the KhancZava jungle, and perform the Rajasiiya sacrifice
which confers the proud position of emperor
upon their first brother.
Envious of this, Duryodhana challenges him to a
play of dice. On
his side he has his maternal uncle $akuni who is
an expert in the
game, whereas Tudhish^ira does not know its secrets, and
yet
considers it due to his high
the
position to
The
accept

challenge.

he stakes all his possessions one after another, and at
last his empire, and loses it.
He is exiled to the jungle with his
brothers and wife for twelve years and another which is to be

result is that

spent
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as Ajnatavasa, without their being found out by their cousins, for
the condition is that if found out the exile is to be repeated. The

jungles to which they go are Dvaitavana and Kamyakavana. They
pass through the incognito year successfully in disguise in the town
of Virata, the king of the Matsya country. They then negotiate for
getting the kingdom, at least .a half of it or even five villages but
as Duryodhana refuses to give any share, the destructive Bharata
;

war takes place on the
on both

battle-field of

Knrukshetra.

Millions are

hundred cousins and their
generals Bhishma, Drona, Kama, Salya and others. The victory is
due to the presence of Kn'shwa Vasudeva among the PawcZavas on

killed

sides, including all the

the battle-field and to his acting as charioteer to Arjuna.
It is all very well to

the

marry Bnddhi, secure a footing in

mind by weeding out

sacrifice.

cost,

But

jungle, arid perform the Rajasuya
the moral emperorship, acquired at so much

must come down

if

the temptation of the senses

is

So long as the internal enemies, the Bhraare
allowed
to remain, there can be no safety.
tnvyas,
was
fashionable even in the times of the
Dice-playing
not resisted.

J5%-veda, but the poet of X. 34 says
people are allured

wanderers, and

by

it,

how they

how

thoughtless

are rendered homeless

how

the time wasted in the play might
be
with advantage
employed in one's own lawful pursuits
In the Purva-Mimamsa dice-playing is mentioned
of life.
as forming part of the Rajasuya sacrifice.* This play in
the assemblage of kings and princes in the Rajasuya must
have been more as a pastime with limited stakes than

wreckless gambling. Historically speaking, it is not likely
that any king in India ever staked his wife and his empire
I would fcake the aksha-dyuta of our story to
in the play.
mean esoterically the playing with the indriyas, senses, for

aksha means also indriya and body. Without knowing
the secret of the senses, our gamester plays, led on by
temptation, and loses.

In the story of NaZa who also loses his kingdom by
his adversity
gambling with dice and spends the period of
as horse-keeper and
latter

when

* Vide Prof.

charioteer of king

driving to

Max

Damayentfs

Miiller's Sin Systems of

Jftitupani/a,

father's

the

town points

Indian Philosophy, p. 264.
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out a Vibhidaka tree to

number
number

him the

to

dead leaves fallen under the tree and the

of

the leaves

branches.

counts

NaZa and mentions

of

its

and

fruits

standing on

two

its

Na/a stops the chariot, cubs down the trees,
leaves and fruits, and finds the numbers men-

tioned by the king to be quite correct. It is a wonder
to NaZa how by merely seeing the tree the king was
able

mention the exact numbers, he being such a

to

great

proficient

to

refuses

in

drive

him the knowledge

samkbyana,

further
of

counting;
the

until

king

as

samkhyana

and

Naa

imparts

to

well as of aksha,-

hndaya, the heart of dice. With that knowledge NaZa
able to win back his kingdom. The Vibhidaka is
is
the tree of whose nut the dice were made, and therefore the

jKig-veda calls

dice

Vibhidaka

(VII.

86',

6;

NaZa represents Nara, man, that his
his playing with the senses, and
dice
means
with
playing
that the Vibhidaka tree cut down by him is the subtle

X. 34)

.

I think that

Samsaric body. The two branches may signify the two
branches of Karma as Pmzya and Papa, the former bearing

impermanent, limited happiness, and the latter misery. Of
the leaves and fruits which are the aggregate results of
previous acts, some have dropped
their

down

dead, by reason of

having been enjoyed by the soul in its previous
remain on the tree are those

births, while the others that

that remain to be enjoyed in this and future births unless
the subtle Samsaric body is cut down by knowledge and
realization of the unselfish, all-loving Self.

The Samsaric

body
metaphorically mentioned in the Bhagavad-gita as
tree. In Na/a s story, the metaphor is on the
Asvattha
the
is

;

Vibhidaka or dice
metamorphosis

tree,

because

its

plot hinges on the

of dice as the senses.

Thus the playing with the senses without knowing their
nature and how to control them is attended with loss of the
moral kingdom. That this is the inward meaning is further
indicated by the place of exile being called Dvaita-vana
and Kamyaka-vana. Dvaita is clearly a technical word in
the Vedanta, as opposed to Advaita.
72

Kamyaka

is

derived
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from kama,

and

desire.

selfish desire,

Suffering in these jungles of strife
the soul repents and learns knowledge

by experience.
About the ajnata-vasa

or residing incog, the Sanatsujatiya
section of the Mahabharata, Chapter II, verse 32, says
that the Brahman or knower should live in the midst of
his jnatis, blood relations, with his

unknown

to

them

(ajnata-Jcarya).*

movements or actions
In his commentary on

$ankar a/Darya quotes a Purawic verse which says to
the effect that the senses and their objects and the passions

this,

such as anger, arrogance, &c. are the (inimical) jnatis.t
The soul has to reside in the midst of these internal
enemies, but

it

must

so reside as not to

be found out by

not caught by them. The soul must be like the
'
winner in ' the hide-and-seek in which his winning depends

them

on his not being found

out.

Tapas the soul makes

itself

withdraws

itself

In the time of Upasana or
to the cousins as it

unknown

from the sensual world.

We have

referred to the idea of Arjuna as the Amsa of
the heroic Indra having led to his being called Nara, the

male, par excellence, and how the name Nara led to the idea
of his being an incarnation of one of the dual gods Nara-

As Krishna is identical with Narayana,
Nara was capable of originating another
name
Arjuna's
train of thought As Nara he was taken to represent man,
the Jivatman, while Krishna is Paramatman who is
one who urges, impels, stimulates/ J This is
Preritn'

Narayanau.

:

(

illustrated in

Kmtma's urging Arjuna

and not shrink back.

His urging

is

to fight the

in the

enemy

form of that

wonderful Vedantic discourse, the Bhagavad-gita.
The
Paiidavas declare war, the two contending armies stand in
battle-array

and Arjuna

to the fight,
*

led on

by the charioteer Krishna
l
but he shrinks back saying, How can I kill
is

Nifcyam ajnata-fcarya me ifci manyeta brahmawa7i
jnatinam tu vasan madhye tarn vidur brahma?iaui budha/i||
|

f Krodha-manadayo nifcya vishayas fcendriyani
efca eva samakhyata jiiatayas tatvadarsibhi?i||
% The Svet.-up

I,

6 says the

Supreme

Self

is

fta
|

Preritn.
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and kin

my kith

?' Historically
speaking', this is extremeand
the
long Vedantic sermon would be out of
ly unlikely
place on the battle-field. But from the Adhyatma point

of view, all this fits in

am

say, 'I

a sage, I

very well. It is all very well to
able to crush the enemies'; but

am

when one is actually placed face to face with them with
the enticing world of the senses hitherto loved as kith
and kin he shrinks back, aud that is the very occasion
when the Paramatrnan should preach the Vedanta to him,
strengthen his mind, remove his erroneous notion of the
world, and urge him on to the battle.

Now, the one-hundred Bhratnvyas may be
passions.
especially

the bad
But the generals are very noble characters,
the veteran old bachelor Bhishma.
Though

he fights on the side

of the

are with the Pan-cZavas.

So

Dhartarashiras his sympathies
Drowa the Brahman teacher

is

and general. The jaya or victory of the Pancfoivas has perhaps two aspects, the conquest over the bad passions and
the conquering at the same time certain high qualities.

The

'

conquering' of Svarga and other desirable things are

often mentioned in the Vedic literature

;

it

simply means

'winning or obtaining'; it is a paradoxical expression
giving scope for the riddle of an outward fight and victory

on the

battlefield.

Karwa, one of the generals,

When

is

a very strange character:

Pritha the mother of the Pawdavas was an unmarried

girl,

see whether the Manfcra imparted to her
effective, invoked the Sun God with it, and he

she, out of curiosity to

by Durvasas was

appeared at once and gave her a son from his essence.

Not daring
become a mother, she
floated down the child in the river. It was picked up, and adopted
by
a Siita or charioteer of Dhn'tarashtfra. The child was named Karoa,
who became so valorous that Duryodhana made him his friend.
Before the war began, the mother of the PtmcZavas divulged the
to face the scandal of an unmarried girl having

secret to

Kama

and asked him

to

come over

to their side

;

but he

said that having been abandoned by her, and having eaten Duryodhana's salt for so many years, he must fight on his side. He was

born with an impenetrable armour. As he would give
anything
that was asked of him after he had finished his daily Sun-worship,
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the god Iiidra in the form of a Brahman begged of him for the
armour, and he at once cut ib out from his body and gave it for if
;

he had

it

on,

Arjuna would not have been able to

kill

Kama.

the story. Kama is thus the eldest brother of
the five Pandavas. Esoterically, he may be the personification of mind, abandoned and allowed to go to the

Such

is

side of the

enemy, but

at last

conquered on the removal of

the obstructive coat.

The

victory

side of the

is

not

Pandavas

won without

fearful sacrifice on the

:

Arj ana's most valorous son Abhi-manyu, born from his exclusive

Bala-Rama and Krishna, is killed in
and others collectively, as he was
Karwa
Drowa,
by
too powerful for any single one of them to cope with.
wife Subhadra, the sister of

battle, attacked

The Upa-Panckvas born

to the five Pa?wfovas in Pailfcali,

and who

are exactly five in number, are killed in cold blood by the Brahman
teacher Drowa's son Asvatthaman who enters the camp of the

PawcZavas in the darkness of the night

when

all

are asleep.

This

is

found out when the day breaks, and Asvatthaman, when attacked
by all the Pa?xckvas, discharges a mysterious arrow rather an
for annihilating them and their
progeny but Krishna protects them and also the embryo in Abhimanyu's widow Ufctara; and then Asvatthaman is caught and made
to part with a mysterious Mawi, gem, which was a sahaja or natural

incantation as an invisible arrow
;

adjunct of his head. In due time the embryo is born as Parikshit,
so named because he was born when all the Kurus (excepting the
five Pa?idavas)

had been parikshma, aimhilated, or cut

off,

in the

war.*

About Abhi-manyu, Manyu means anger,

also

ardour.

may perhaps be said that Abhi-manyu represents anger,
pride, or egoism which ought to be destroyed.
Manyu is
It

used in the sense of anger in Rv. VII. 86, 6. But in the
sense of intense ardour Manyu is a deity praised in
Rv. X. 88 to guard the worshippers with his Tapas or

.warmth of

In this good aspect I think we

austerity.

should view the noble youth Abhi-manyu who dies on the
battle field fighting most valiently in the cause of righteousness.

This kind

of

death

is

highly praised in the

epics as the most disinterested self-sacrifice that a soldier
* This

is

a play on Parikshit.
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can perform, and as not being death or destruction, but
immortal, eternal life in Heaven. Without Abhimanyu's
immortal self-sacrifice the victory of the Pawc?avas would

have been insipid. As the Ajnatavasa in the town of
Viraia signifies, as already observed, the practice of Upasana or Tapas in which the senses are withdrawn from the
sensual world,

it

is

at the completion of

it

that Arjuna

obtains Virata's daughter Uttava (the High Lady) as a
bride for his son Abhimanyu, as if she is the Siddhi or

A

wonderful story about Abhi-manyu's
Success of Tapas.
will come further on.
Parikshit
posthumous son

The

five

Upa-Pawdavas that are killed

in cold

blood

appear to signify the Samfcita or accretion of the Karmas
performed by the five Praraas of the soul, and would have,
if

not killed, operated as the

migrations.

Under

this

cause of further

view the Brahman who

trans-

kills them,

can only be the Upanishadic Brahman who, as a riddle, is
the ruthless killer of the seed of Samsara. The gem of
the head that

Brahman

obtained seems to signify the knowledge of
It is the Victory won.*
realized.
is

The second PancZava, Bhima

alias Vn'kodara,

'

having

wolf -like belly', is stated to have drunk the blood of
Duryodhana's brother Dussasana who had rudely dragged

PanMli to the public hall at the end of the dice-play. In
the epic itself this blood-drinking act of Bhima is con_
sidered reprehensible. In the Udyogaparvan, 140, the
whole battle

is

likened to a grand sacrifice and Bhima' s

drinking the blood to the Sutya or Soma-drinkmg. I
think the blood-drinking should not be understood literally,

but simply as an idea born from the logic of likening the
battle to a sacrifice which is not complete without the
Soma-drink.

The field of this great Bharata war between the Pawdavas and the Dhartarashiras, the two branches of the
*
.

The

Taitt.-ar

must have some

I.

11, 5

speaks enigmatically of a Mani or gem which
The Yedantic poet of the subsequent

esoteric meaning.

age is raostlikely to have metamorphosed Brahmaic knowledge
gem worth winning.

only

itself

as the
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'

Kurus,
acts.'

appropriately Kurukshetra, literally the field of
In the Brahma?ias Kurukshetra is mentioned as the
is

Devas. It is by those
Devas put down the Asuras. In order to
the internal enemies in the Bharata war the acts of

field of the sacrificial acts of the

acts that the
kill

the Plmdavas are martial, and esoterically Kurukshetra,
the field of their acts, must be sought for in the mental
world.
the sons of Pan&ali, leave no issue

The Upa-Pandavas,

So princes of the historical period claiming
descent in the Bharata- varasa were safe from any imputa-

behind.

tion of polyandric blood in their veins.

The manner of the exit of the Pancfovas to Heaven, as
M. Bh. Mahaprasthaua and Svargarohaiia-

described in
parvans,

On

wonderful

is

:

Erishwa's quitting this world, the five brothers and Pan/call

journey to the north, practising Yoga. First, Pan/calx falls down
dead, then Sahadeva, then Nakula, then Arjuna, and then Bhima.*
Without minding their fall, the eldest brother Dharmaraja goes

by a faithful dog. To the god Indra who comes
You have
with a celestial chariot to take him on and who says

on, followed

'

:

* Does the
tion of

fall of

the wife and the last four brothers

Buddhi and the lower Pramas in the

first

Prawa

mean
?

the absorp-

There

is

what

the Devas} round Brahman
the absorption of the Devas in Brahman, vide Taitt.or, in other words,
up. III. 10, 4, 'and M. M.'s note thereon on p. 68 of Up., Part II. The
concluding chapter of the Ait.-br. is about Brahma?ia7i parimara. There

is called

Brahmaraah parimara, the dying

(of

figures as Brahman, while Lightning, Rain, Moon, Sun, and Fire
are the five Devatas that undergo the parimara or absorption of one in
the other in the above order till at last Agni or Fire (in whom the first

Vayu

four are absorbed)

is

absorbed in Brahman.

of these five Devatas, the

After describing the parimara

Brahmawa describes their punar-janman, re-birth

or evolution one from the other in the inverse order, and concludes by saying enigmatically to the effect that one (who knows BrahmawaTi parimara)
should, in order to put his

enemy stands and

enemy down, stand and be awake when the

awake, never sleeping before the enemy has fallen
asleep. It is likely that the enemy that is spoken of is the internal
enemy, viz., the evil propensity, who should be well watched and not
allowed to overtake the soul unawares, and that the so-called Devatas are
is

the five Pranas described allegorically as Lightning, Rain, Moon, Sun,
and Fire, there being great diversity of fancy among the old poets in
respect of the allegorical Devatas selected as names for the Prarcas.
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given up wife and brothers, and yet are attached to this unclean
animal/ he replies that he would never give up his faithful dependant even for the sake of Heaven.* Then in what was shown to him
as

Heaven he

is

astonished to find his

enemy Duryodhana

seated on

a throne, and angrily turns away from him, but he is told that one
should nob cherish any feeling of enmity, anger or aversion to

another in Heaven.

Wishing

to see his wife

and brothers and also

the eldest brother Karea, he is taken to what is shown to him as
hell, the bad smell of which is unbearable, and where he sees them

undergoing torment. They say to him: "Good soul! You waft
from you a pleasant fragrance which alleviates our pain. Be
pleased to stay with us.' And although he is invited to enjoy
happiness in Heaven, he says that he prefers to stay in hell in order
to comfort them. Then the gods themselves go there, and the hell

Dharma (Yama) says to him
good to see misery first and then happiness, and not vice versa.
Therefore you were shown the vision of Duryodhana being enthroned

vanishes by their light, and the god
(

:

It is

and of your own brothers undergoing torment. You shall presently
see your brothers and others in eternal Heaven. Yonder is the
sacred Ganga river of the sky. By bathing in it, you will be freed
from your mortal state and go to the eternal worlds of Heaven.'
Accordingly he bathes in it, gives up his mortal body, becomes
nirvaira, free from enmity, and getting a divine form, goes with all

the

and Dharma to where Govinda (Vishnu Krishna)

gods

is

shining in the form 'of Brahman (Brahraewa vapusha), devoutly
attended upon by Arjuna. Pan/cali, the other brothers, and also
Kama are there in divine forms also Abhimanyu united to Soma;
;

the five Upa-Panc?avas as five brilliant Gandharvas; Bhishma
united to the Vasus, Drowa to Bnhaspati, Dhntarashfra to

Kubera the god of wealth in
and all others on both
;

brothers,

fact
sides

even Duryodhana and his

who gave up

their bodies

on

the battlefield obtained eternal Heaven.

the story. When the darkness of nescience and
removed, the spirits oi: all the personified things,
and
bad, that hated each other and waged war here,
good
meet in harmony in Heaven, where there is no enmity.

Such

is

sin is

II.

King Janamejaya Parikshita
Vedic

literature.

Among

is

mentioned even in the

the great personages of ancient

* The faithful
dog seems to represent Dharma, moral merit. Taking
advantage of the outward aspect of the Pra?ias and Buddhi as brothers
and wife, it is shown that the soul has to discard its kith and kin here and
go to Heaveti with moral merit only as the companion.
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legendary fame who were inaugurated with the Aindra Mahabhisheka ceremony, the Aitareya Brahmana (VIII. 21)
first, and says that he
and
Earth
the
whole
performed the horseconquered
In
another
sacrifice.
part (VII. 27) it says that he performed a Vi-Kasyapa or Kasyapa-less sacrifice, that is, a

m'entions Janarfcejaya Parikshita

from which he excluded the priestly clan Kasyapas
In a subsequent age this
(vide pp. 365, 376, 377 ante).
tickled the riddling
have
to
seems
word, Vi-Kasyapa,
induced
him to make the
and
spirit of the myth-maker

sacrifice

Vi-Kasyapa

in which Kasyapas were made
But it would be wrong to say that
Vedic fame annihilated the priestly clan

sacrifice

one

nihil, i.e, annihilated.

so great a king of

Kasyapas, the descendants of fiishi Kasyapa; he would have
thereby committed the sin of Brahmahatya. Therefore,
from among the different kinds o creatures that had come
to be fabled in old legends as having sprung

from Kasyapa

the snakes (the fabulous sons of Kadru, one of his wives)
were selected as the Kasyapas fit to be annihilated, just as

the Asuras, the sons of Kasyapa, are selected in the older
stories for being killed \ hence the riddle of Janamejaya's

performing Sarpa-sattra., a

sacrifice in

which he burned

In riddles, we must give up the outward meaning and seek the inward one. In the Bigveda Indra kills the Ahi or snake Vn'tra, the enshrouder,
millions of snakes.

either the darkness or anything else that

shuts out light.
Darkness metaphorically represents evil, sin, as opposed to

knowledge. The fiig-veda 1. 189, 1, which is embodied
as the last verse of the Isavasya Upanishad, says to this
'
effect
Agni, lead us on by a good path. Keep far from,

light,

:

us crooked evil juharawam ena/i).
(

3

Therefore, there can be

no doubfc that esoterically the venomous jihmaga or crookedgoing snakes represent evil or sin, and this inner meaning
of the

snakes in respect of several old Puramc myths

explains them very well. Therefore, Janamejaya^s killing
the snakes means his killing the bad passions, which arise

from Indriya-varga or Indriya-jana, the group of the
untamed senses. Janam-ejaya means ' terrifying men/
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i.e.,

one who

is

a terror to (bad) men. From the Vedantic
must be a terror to the group of the

point of view, one

enemies within himself before he can be

fit

to punish

bad

Therefore, whatever Janamejaya meant originally,
by fastening this esoteric sense upon the name that the

men.
ifc

is

riddle of his killing the so-called snakes seems to have
arisen,

Further, the legend about him says that he performed
the Sarpa-sattra in revenge, because his father Parikshit
died of snake-bite.
The story is to this effect
:

King Parikshit

or Parikshit, as his

name

is

often written in the

and Purawas goes out hunting. He hits a deer and pursues
even like the god Rudra who, hitting the deer of sacrifice, is
pursuing it in the sky. Losing sight of it, he wanders about in
epic
it

quest of

Much

it.

fatigued, he

comes upon a Eishi named $amika,

peaceful to all creatures, and who is standing speechless
like a post because he is at that time observing Maunavratra, the
'
practice of silence. The King asks him, Have you seen the deer

who

is

way ?' Repeating the question again and again, and
receiving no answer, he puts a dead serpent round the neck of the

pass this

silent sage,

and goes home. The sage's young son named iSringin
from a playmate of his, and curses the King

(the horned) hears this

by the serpent Takshaka within seven days. Going to
him wearing the dead serpent and weeps, and, at
the practice of silence, tells him that he has cursed the

to be bitten

his father he sees

the end of

King. The father upbraids his son but as the curse is irrevocable
he sends word to the King forewarning him of the coming danger.
The King causes to be constructed a raised building called
;

Ekastambha-prasada, the

single-pillar-hall,

and stations himself in

it

well guarded, to prevent any serpents getting in.
On the seventh day two Brahmans meet together on the way to
the King's town. One is Kasyapa, an expert in medicine and

He

says he

is going to cure the
King if he should .be
and
get large fees from him. The other says
by Takshaka,
that he himself is Takshaka in disguise going to bite the King.
To test Kasyapa's power, Takshaka bites a Nyagrodha tree by the
wayside and it is burnt down to ashes by the fire of. his venom.
Kasyapa collects the ashes and saying his incantations over them

incantations.
bitten

makes a sprout to come out from them and grow as the very tree
that was burnt down. Takshaka says
Your skill is great, but
withal you will not save the King as there is the Brahman boy's
As you want money. I myself shall give it to you.' So
curse.
saying, he gave him money and sent him away
'

-.
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find
Disguised as Br&hmans, Takshaka and some other snakes
admittance to the presence of the King, pronounce blessing upon
him, present him with the sacred grass and fruits, and come away.
The King distributes the fruits among his ministers, and keeps one

Finding in it a very small worm, he laughs and says
The sun of the seventh, day is setting. I have no
Let the Brahman boy's word become true if this
poison.

for himself.

to this effect
fear of

worm

is

'

:

Takshaka.'*

springs up, bites the
building by the

Really

Takshaka in disguise, who at once
him and the (single-pillared)

it is

King and

destroys

the poison.

fire of

The King's son Janamejaya who, people

say, is amitraghatin,
then installed even in his infancy. He
comes to know of his father's death from Takshaka's bite. He
therefore begins the Sarpa-sattra in which the priests cause by the
power of their mantras or incantations millions of snakes to come

bad people,

killer of the

and

fall into

the

fire.

is

At

last

when Takshaka

is

called,

he seeks

Indra's protection and hides in his cloth ; but Indra leaves him to
his fate lest he himself should be hurled into the fire along with
him. Thus left, Takshaka is drawn down to the fireside by the
of the mantras; but just at that time a

power

young Brahman boy

named

Astlka, son of Jaratkaru, arrives and praises the sacrifice
and begs King Janamejaya to grant him a boon. The priests say
to the

King

'
:

should be;

Your

but

sacrifice

has (so far) gone on as rightly as it
it
behoves you to

(before proceeding further)

(ascertain and) grant this boy's request.'

He

is

an extraordinary boy.

His father Jaratkaru was an old sage

who never intended to become married, until one day he saw the
Fathers hanging down at the brink of a pit, and heard from them
that unless he begat a son they would fall down.
He makes a promise to get married if he could get a bride of his own name On
account of his old age, no girl in any town or village liked to marry
him. At last, in despair, he bawled out in the jungle thus ' Is there
:

anybody here having a
to enable

me

girl of

my name, and

to save the Fathers

willing to

'

?

Hearing

this,

wed her

to

me

Yasuki, the king

who happened to have a sister named Jaratkaru, and who
had heard a prophecy that many snakes would die in the Sarpasattra, but that a son borne by her of a sage of her own name would
of snakes,

save a few of them, at once married her to him. Spending a few days
with her, the sage left her. She cried, saying You are leaving
He said, Asti (there is).'
me. Is there any prospect of progeny ?
,'

'

In due time she gave birth to a son, who

'

is

named Astika, because

* In the outward
aspect of the story there seems to be a vein of
sarcasm in what the King says. Anyhow, the fact is that the fatal

word

is

uttered by himself, wishing to be bitten by Takshaka.
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the sage said

asfci,

and who becomes very learned in the Vedas even

in boyhood.

Such is the history of the boy Astika that has come to King Janamejaya for a boon. Asked by the King to state his wish, the boy
May the sacrifice stop now, may not Takshaka be put into
says
the fire and killed.' As he sticks to this request and will not
'

:

accept any amount of wealth in lieu of the granting of
stops and Takshaka

fice

is

it,

the sacri-

saved.

During the session of this sacrifice it is that Eishi Yyasa alias
Kn'shwa Dvaipayana, the author of the Mababharata, comes and tells
Janamejaya to hear the sacred story of the PamZavas from his disciple Vaisampayana, who accordingly narrates the Mahabharata to
him in that great sacrificial assembly (M. Bh. I. 4060).

Thus, there

is

the riddle of the very snake that kills

Parikshit being left alive, while millions of others are destroyed. Therefore, Takshaka should mean something good

inwardly in this story, whatever else he
stories.

The Vedic name

seems

me

to

to

is

may mean

Parikshit.

have been built by playing with the name

in three forms, viz., (1) Parikshit (with the long
'

ing

the seer or knower

or bitten

;
;

and

(3) the

;

(1)

'

(2)

;

Pari-kshata,

name

is

to

i)

he who

Vedic form Pari-kshit.

of thus playing with the
lesson, thus

in other

But our story

The

meanis

cut

object

evolve a Vedantic

:

The King

is

Parikshit (pari-ikshit),

c

he who sees

The Kai/ia-Upanishad I., 1, 12, says to
the effect that having seen (parikshya) the non-eternal
nature of the worlds gained by works performed with

or examines well.'

desire,

in

man, in order

hand

know Brahman,

should, with fuel
a
G-uru
(samitpa?zi), approach,
(teacher) who is
to

"
$rotriya, learned, and Brahrna-nishi/ia,
dwelling entirely
in Brahman."
Our story illustrates this thus
The hunt:

ing means the hunting after the objects of the selfish
world. The fatigue felt at last denotes that the hunting
is examined and seen to be productive of
misery.
$arnika,
is the teacher, his silence
indicating his being
Brahma-nishi/ia, for one who dwells entirely in Brahman
is deaf and dumb to the outer world.
The dead serpent
would fit into the place of the fuel with which the
disciple

the peaceful,
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should approach the teacher. Fuel is dead wood. But simply
carrying fuel for the fire of tlie Gruru is useless without the
poisonous serpent of

selfish

the verse

f

The boy

desire being dead.

$nngin seems to be the sacred

fire

JSTatvari

is

Agni who, according to
horned, and who is the

snnga ', &c.,
Son generated and maintained by the $rotriya
teacher.
He represents the Supreme Self with Whom the
teacher has become one as he dwells entirely in Him, and
Spiritual

Who

the Source of Knowledge.
(2) When the dead serpent is presented, the disciple
becomes fit to receive Brahmaic Knowledge. As a parais

doxical riddle the

Knowledge is conveyed in the shape
which inwardly is a blessing, and the so-called
serpent Takshaka seems to signify Final Death due to
Knowledge. We must remember the old idea that the
of the curse

embodied

state as the tree of

Samsara should be cut

Takshaka means
with the sword of Knowledge.
who cuts, ' for the name is derived from taksh, to

'

off

one

''

'to fashion/
of his

cut,'

Parikshit, the knowev, should, in

Samsaric embodied state,

wounded, by Final Death.

Death

respect
be Parikshata, cut or
in the

Samsaric state

not Final Death, for, until the Samsaric subtle body
endures, there are births and deaths again and again. This
The
is illustrated by the metaphor of the Nyagrodha tree.

is

were free to select any tree they liked as a
In the Bhagavad-gita it
metaphor
in the story of Nala, it is the
is the Asvattha tree ;
old poets

for the Samsaric body.

Nyagrodha whose descending roots, when they have touched the ground, become a new
Vibhidaka tree

tree,

with the

here

;

life of

tree, therefore, is a

it is

the

the old tree transferred into

fit

thing to serve as another

it.

This

example of

the Trma-jalayuka mode of the soul's transmigration
spoken of in the Bnh.-Ar.-upanishad IV. 4, 3. Now, this

Samsaric

tree,

when

knowledge joined to

bitten by

it,

is

Death without Brahmaic

born again, and Kasyapa who

resuscitates the tree seems to be the personification of the

accumulated

Karma

for future births.

abiding in the subtle body as the seed
By the illustration of the Nyagrodha
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tree,

Takshaka

is

shown

to

have two aspects,

one as the

Ordinary Death, the other as the Final Death due to
It is in the latter
Brahmaic knowledge.
aspect that
bites
the
That
Takshaka
does not mean
Takshaka
King.
any natural serpent is evident from his destructive fire.

Now, while on the one hand the powers

of darkness or sin

are personified as the poisonous serpents, on the other it is
clear from the serpents spoken of in the Sarpabali Mantras

being in the sun's rays ('ye v& suryasya rasmishu

as

tebhyafo sarpebhya/i ') that the rope-like solar rays also are
kind of serpents. Such being the case, it is
personified as a

how the lightning gliding about in the sky
fancied
as a sarpa, serpent, the creeping
been
have
may
or gliding thing, and how the cutter Takshaka whose fire
easy to conceive

is

destructive

which

is

may

be the personification of thunder-bolt,
This would explain

the Vajra weapon of Indra.

Indra's befriending Takshaka.

The Taitt.-Arawyaka I. 9
among which are
In the Puramc

describes the different kinds of lightning,
the lightnings called Vasuki-vaidyutaL

literature as well as in the story in question

as the

king

of serpents.

Vasuki figures

The Aranyaka, immediately

after

describing the lightnings, says enigmatically to this effect

Vyasa Parasarya
as

my

death.'

'

said,

wish for being killed by lightning only
this, him [the lightning] will not kill
be so killed). *
1

He who knows

without his wishing (to

A

:

riddle like this

must have had some inner meaning, f
original meaning, a Vedantic poet

Whatever was the

pondering over this riddle can only take the lightning from
which death is wished to signify the thunder- bolt of Brah-

maic knowledge as destruction to the Samsaric state of
man the only kind of destruction which he ought to wish
for.
We may fairly take the author of our riddling story
to

have evolved his Takshaka by pondering over passages
* This seems to be the sense

The

original is this

Sa

hovafca

aifefcfoam iti.

if

I have correctly apprehended

it.

:

VyasaTi ParasaryaTi, vidyud-vadham evahatn
hanti ya evam veda.

mn'tyum

Na tv akamam

f This riddle

will

be referred to again and explained in connection

with Vyasa as the author of the epic.
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like this.
e

When

to

have himself wished
There

on receiving the fruit says,
in this/ he is thereby shown

Parikshife

Let Takshaka bite tne

if

he

for

is

being bitten.

the enigma of the King's sitting in the
(3)
In the story about
sihgle-pillar-hall when he is bitten.
is

the Man-lion, the pillar from which Narasihma springs was
taken to mean the heart (vide p. 244 ante}. About the
Parikshitas there

is

a remarkable passage in the Bn'h.-ar.-

It is there said that the

up. III. 3.

Parikshitas

"went

Where those go who have performed a horse-sacrifice," and
to the question, "And where do they go who have
performed a horse-sacrifice ?" the answer given is this
:

"thirty-two journeys of the car of the sun is this world. The
earth surrounds it on every side, twice as large, and the Ocean
surrounds this earth on every

side, twice as large.

Now there is

between them a space as large as the edge of a razor or the wing of
a mosquito. Indra, having become a bird, handed them (through
the space) to Vayu (the air), and Vayu (the air), holding them
within himself, conveyed

formed a

The

them

to

where they dwell who have per-

horse-sacrifice."

original

explained to

This small space is
for space is akas-a.
be "between the two halves of the mun-

The whole passage is enigmatic, and it is
under
the outward garb of the universe or
that
likely
the
human
macrocosm,
body itself is meant as being a
dane egg."

miniature universe, the microcosm. If so, the very small
akasa, as large as the edge of a razor or the wing of a
mosquito, can only mean the dahara or small akasa of the
heart mentioned in several Upanishads as the seat of that
Self Who is contemplated on in the Upasana worship. The
soul realizes that Self as its Self, finding Him in the innermost recess of the heart, and therefore the enlightened soul's

small region of

Vedic
that

literature

World from

ritual

to

is

or through the akasa of the purified heart,*

* Under this view Indra

them over

World

from or through that
the heart* When thus there were in the
the Parikshitas famed for having gone to

exit to the Eternal Spiritual

Viyu the god

may mean the central Pr&rea, and his handing
may mean their journey to the Spi-

of wind

World in the swiftest manner in which that god, not simply as wind
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the Vedantic poet that has evolved the sfcory of Parikshit
from the Yedic Janamejaya's patronymic Parikshita and the
Parikshitas of the Upanishad, would have done an injustice
if he had really intended for their ancestor a bad mode of

No, he appears to have followed the spirit of the
Upanishadic passage in question, only he has expressed

exit.

The body has the heart

his thoughts in riddles.

single pillar,

and

the heart itself

is

as its

the single-pillar-hall in

the akasa of which Parikshitas soul establishes itself realiz-

ing the Self there; and from there it goes to Heaven,
while the body is demolished by that Final Death which is

due

to

(III. 7,

the knowledge of Brahman. In the JB*g-veda
1 ; X. 65, 8) the dual deities, Earth and Sky, are

called pari-kshita pitara,

'

the

(all-)

encompassing parents/

The one here and the other on high encompass all things
within the space between them. The knower Parikshit,
getting his Samsaric state parikshata, cut and destroyed,
by Takshaka, obtains Moksha, liberation, and is Parikshit
the all-encompassing free Self. If, however, our Uttara's
'
one who is stationed
son Parikshit is intended to mean
above,' the

Above may be taken

to

mean the region

Uttaram Jyotis or Highest Light which
" above
the darkness

(of

is

of that

tamasas pari,

ignorance*)."
'

About Astika, his father Jarat-karu means the old sage
or poet
I would take the female Jarat-karu, ' the old
;

.

to signify either Vafe or $raddha, wedded to
the sage gets his Saviour Son Astika who seems to
either the Universal Self as the Secondless Sat,

poetess',

whom
mean

'

'

Existence, who is to be simply believed as asti ( He is ) f,
or astikata, firm belief in that Existence.!
Therefore this
but as the Spirit ruling over wind

words as swift as mind.
VIII. 6,

Of.

over swiftness

can convey

sa yavat kshipen manafo,' &c.,

;

in other

EMnd.-Up.

5.

* Vide
ETiand.-up. III. 17,
to

'

;

l

67 at the end of

Ghora Angirasa's

tuition

Krishna Devaklputra.
t Vide Kat7ia-up., VI. 13

'

astityevopalabdhavya/i'.

J The story itself derives Astika from asti. Astika means one who
believes that there is (asti) God. Astika with long 1 may be intended to

mean

'

(the Deity) of the believer Astika' or

'

his belief.'
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Son reveals Himself

to

Janamejaya when he has

killed all

the snakes, the bad passions, and saves Takshaka, the
Final Death, as that Death is Moksha, Liberation. About
this philosophical aspect of Death, there is

Yama

God of Death teaching the
world and Brahman to Nafciketas in
the

Mntyu

alias

existence of the other

the Kai&a-upanishad,

and the Bn'h.-ar.-upanishad includes Mntyu Pradhvamsana
'
or Death the son of Destruction in the list of the line of
'

the teachers of Brahma-vidya.

my explanation of Parikshit and Janamejaya is correct,
shows how ingeniously and yet easily a Vedantic riddle
has been woven round the Yedic Janamejaya Parikshita,
and how the story of his father has been evolved. For
If

it

we know,

aught

this

Vedantic riddle had arisen and

existed separately in the legends even before the origin of
the story of the Pawdavas, or before its first expansion

(vyasa) into the form of an epic.
As the esoteric import of the killing of the sons of

VaiMtravirya Dhntarashfra
patronymic,
along with

Mantras)

is

i.e.,

(a

name which with another
name of a serpent

Airavata, occurs as the

the serpent Takshaka in the Sarpa-bali
the same as that of the so-called Sarpa-sattra

Parikshita, this king was considered
utilized
as the person in whose sacrificial
be
worthy
assembly the epic was first promulgated the object is to
extol the work by showing that even a great king of Vedie
of

King Janamejaya
to

:

fame

honoured

vamsa

of the epic

down

to

kings.

by hearing it. The Bharataand Purawas, from Bharafca Daushyanti

himself

Janamejaya Parikshita, is a very long line of
But the Ait.-Brahma,a, in connection with the

inauguration, mentions nine names of whom
Janamejaya is the first and Bharata Daushyanti the last;

Aindra

they are independent names ; and it is extremely doubtful
whether in the time of that Brahmawa Janamejaya was at

known as a descendant of Bharata. Probably, from
the fact of his being mentioned in the Ait. -Br&hmana as a
great sacrificer and conqueror of the whole earth the old
all

legendaries had styled him a native of the country of the
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;

Kurus, literally the actors or doers ; and as the epic is
in the form of a dialogue between
Janamejaya and Vaisamp&yana, the object of its making the former a descendant
of its P&%d5ava heroes of the Kurus seems to be to show
with what great family interest he heard the story, questioning the narrator often for explanations and details.
In order, therefore, to

make him

a descendant of the

PawdJavas, the thing that had to be done

was simply

link his wonderful father, the subject of the Vedantic
of Parikshit Parikshata

Parikshit, to

Abhimanyu

to

pun

as the

and say that he was born when all the Kurus
(except the five PawcZavas) had become parikshiwa, annihilated (in the Bharata war), and that he was parirakshita,

latter's son,

protected, even in the

womb by Knshwa.

The concluding portion

of the

Mahabharata says that

having heard the soul-purifying stories about his ancestors
in the session of the snake-sacrifice,

Janamejaya distributed

the sacrificial dakshiwa or largess and returned to Hastinapura from Takshasila. This implies that the snake-sacrifice

was performed at Takshasila, the capital of the Gandharas.
In the Adiparvan, Adh. 3, which is in prose, Janamejaya
introduced as engaged in a long session of sacrifice at
Kurukshetra ; as having gone to Takshasila to bring that
country under his sway ; and as receiving, on his victorious

is

return from there, an advice from Eishi Udanka to perform the snake-sacrifice and kill Takshaka and other snakes
7
avenge Parikshit s death from Takshaka's bite. It is
not clear from the Adiparvan whether the snake-sacrifice

to

was performed at Kurukshetra, or whether Janamejaya went
It may perhaps be

to Takshasila again to perform it there.

presumed that the so-called snake-sacrifice means simply
'
'
Janamejaya's war with the Nagas or people of the hills
of the Gandhara country, and that as Naga means both the
'
snake and hilly/ the myth of the snake-sacrifice was
'

invented.

'

But I think that

tion for basing

very weak presump-

upon it Janamejaya's war with the hill tribes
an historical fact. My own opinion is that

of Grandnara as
74
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the paradox of the snake-sacrifice arose from the Vedic
and the
Janamejaya's Vi-Kasyapa sacrifice, his own name

name

of his father being utilized for

riddle about them.

As

weaving a Vedantic

the riddle arose that the snake-

was performed in order to punish the serpent
Takshaka, it was easy of all the places in India to assign

sacrifice

that place for the sacrifice the name of which, Takshasila,
was akin to Takshaka in sound. Takshasila seems to mean

the fashioned rock/ and

f

it

is

very probable that some

local circumstance gave scope for this denomination of the

place.
III.

Now

about Vyasa, the reputed author of the epic. This
name, applied to a work, means vyasa-grantha, enlarged
The
of the Mahaor extensive work/ *
'

subject-matter
bharata and the old Purawas must have existed originally
in the form of short legends in Sanskrit verse or prose, and

them may have been in the old vernaculars. But
when they were enlarged and amplified, they no doubt
some

of

be known as vyasa-granthas.
This vyasa or
seems
to
have
been
personified as the author
enlargement

came

to

Vyasa.

Hence the idea that the Mahabharata and all
The Vislmucomposed by Vyasa.

the Purareas were

purawa, III., 3, says that there have been several Vyasas in
the past Yugas, all of them incarnations of Vislmii.

The i&shi-ship

of

several

hymns

of the

^g-veda

is attri-

buted to the Deities themselves.

Evidently following this
the
personified Vyasa as the author of the epic
precedent,
and Purawas was put down as an incarnation of Vishmi ;

and

just as Janamejaya, the reputed first hearer of the epic,

selected from the Vedic literature, the reputed author
of it also was identified with a Vedic JS-ishi of the name of

was

Vyasa, the same who

mentioned in the Taifct.-Arawyaka
Vyasa Parasarya (son of Parasara). This at once gave
him the distinction of belonging to thei famous Gotra of
is

as

* This word, vyasa-grantha, occurs in M. Bh. I. 70, verse 46.
mentator explains it to mean vistnta-prabandha.

The com-
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There may have been a Rishi

of the

name

of

Vyasa

Parasarya ; but when the Arawyaka says that he wished
for death from lightning (vide p. 581 ante), it is a riddle most
'

have been constructed by taking Vyasa,

likely to

extensive/ to

mean the

the

rain cloud that spreads itself exten-

There is the old idea of the god Indra
sively in the sky.
the
rain
cloud
with his Vajra weapon of lightning
beating

and causing the heavy downpour

The

of the thunder-storm.

cloud dies by being changed into water upon which the
livelihood and prosperity of the people depends. Therefore,
the poetical idea underlying our riddle seems to be this,
viz.,

that the rain cloud

ficing that

it

is

so very generous

wishes to be

killed

and

self-sacri-

by lightning and

distri-

buted everywhere as the downpour of universal good. It
is so very
easy to utilize this as a Vedantic metaphor
:

by the thunderbolt of knowledge, roan distributes
himself as the milk of kindness and charity to all ; he
struck

becomes amnta, a word meaning not only water, milk, and
nectar, but also immortal.

Under

this

rain cloud

view of Vyasa having been taken

which

is

black to look

to

mean the

at, it is significant

that

name for the reputed author of the epic,
to
him is Kn'slma, the Black. The story
given

in adopting that

the alias
is

this

:

Once upon a time, when a young virgin Daseyi, woman

of the

fisherman as well as boatman caste, KaZi by name (on account of her
blackness), was rowing in her boat Bishi Parasara (who wanted to be

taken to the other shore of the

Yamuna

river),

he

fell

in love with

and causing darkness to cover the place, procreated on her his
son Parasarya. The son was born instantaneously (sadyotpanna) in
a dvipa or island of the river, and went away with his father. He
was called (1) Vyasa because he divided or expanded (vyas) the four

her,

(2) Krishna because he was black in colour, and (3) Dvaipabecause
he was born in the island. Parasara makes the woman
yana
a virgin again having a good scent in lieu of the fishy scent she had

Vedas,

Under the name

of Satyavati she married

King $antanu
Vyasa arrives instantaneously the moment she thinks of him, and at her request pro-,
creates Dhntarashtfra and Pa%$u on Vi&itravirya's two widows, and
Vidura (the Wise) on their Sudra maid servant (M. Bh. 1. 105).

before.

and as her son Vifeitravirya died

childless,

;
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Thus the author

made

the very Prajapati
or author of the stepbrothers, whose sons, like the Devas
and Asuras who are both Prajapatyas, fight with each other
in the

of the epic

Bharata war.

is

In the Vasish^a Mawckla of the

.Rig- Veda, VII. 18, 21, three names are mentioned, P'arasara, $atayatu, and Vasishi&a.
Taking the middle name

to

mean

$akti, these three

names are explained as belongand grand-

ing to a Tripaurusheya line of son, father,

from the son upwards. Vasishi/ia, $aktya,
and Parasarya are the Pravara Eishis of the Parasaras, a
branch of the Vasishiftas.* In this branch of the VasishiTias
father, counting

has the reputed author of the epic been placed by the
mention of the Arawyaka's Vyasa as Parasarya.
The existence from the Vedic days downwards of the

an historical

priestly clan of Vasishi/ias is

fact, like the

existence of the solar and lunar lines of kings, whatever
may be the number of mythical personages introduced into

the ancient genealogies of those kings. But just as their
reputed ancestors, the Sun and the Moon, are not human
beings, but heavenly luminaries placed at the head in order
adorn and ennoble their lines, and just as in the Vamsas

to

of the Bnh.-ar.-upanishad the

Brahman above him

god Prajapati himself with

placed as the ancestor of the line
of the teachers of Upanishadic knowledge, the reputed
ancestors of the priestly clan are involved in myths which
is

go to indicate that the sacred fire Agni himself, the priest
of priests, has been personified as Vasish7&a, $akti, and
Parasara^ thus
with generating the sacrificial fire Agni by
(1) In connection
attrition, the two Sakhas of the Yajur-vedaf are unanimous in
saying that Urvasi and Pururavas are the two pieces of wood, lower
:

and upper, from which Agni,
upper
which

cries

Vasish^a
* Vide

As

called

Ayu,

;

Life, is generated, the

churns being appropriately called Pururavas, that
very much.' Now, when Rv. II. 9, 1 clearly calls Agni
when the Vasish^a Maw^ala, viz., Rv. VII. 33, 10 12

stick that

Max

Muller's Hist. Sans.

'

Lit., p.

385.

for the Sukla-sakha, see Satap.-br. translated by Bggling, Oriental
Max Miiller, Part II, p. 91. As for the Krishua-sakha,
series, edited by
aee Taitt.-sam. I. 3, 7, 1. This occurs in the short Yajush formulas them-

f

selves.
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from Urvast like the
says that Vasishf/ia flashed forth

fire of light-

ning and was laid on the lotus and when it is clear from the rituals
that the churned-out fire is placed on a bed of lotus flowers, there
;

can be no doubt that Urvasi's son VasishiTia
(2)

The Vedic

literature of the

as the son of Vasishf 7ia

is

Agni.

Brahmama period mentions Sakti

and as thrown into the sacred

fire

by the

Saudasas by repeating the pragatha verse, Rv. VII. 32, 26, the
second half of which says: May we enjoy Light.'* One version of
the story says that Vasishi/ta himself uttered this when his son was
'

thrown into the fire. The idea of Vasishtf7ia himself uttering this is
evidently due to the fact of the authorship of the whole of this
Mandala being attributed to him. But his uttering this when the
Saudasas killed his own son
'

Su-das,

One who gives

In the Eig-veda, King

is

a riddle.

is

often mentioned as the friend of

In the subsequent time Sudas came to be styled Sudasa
The riddle which changes

Vasishi7ia.

and

well,'

his descendants or people Saudasas.

the friendship into enmity between the Vasishi7ias and the Saudasas
must have arisen from the double sense of the root das, one ' to give '
and the other to hurt or bear ill- will (vide note on p. 299 ante). The
churned-out Agni is treated as the Victim and thrown into the
Ahavaniya fire, and when, according to another view, Agni himself
is the priest and is, as such, fancied to have taken part in the
'

'

priestly function of generating the son Agni,

he becomes the father

'

'

under whose very eye the very hurtful (su-das) Saudasa Kshatriyas
throw his son into the fire. The inner meaning of the riddle is that
they were very liberal' Yajamanas that performed the sacrifice in
'

which the act

of offering

Tajna, the churned-out

fire,

into Yajna,

the Ahavaniya fire, is the most ancient rite vide Rv. I, 164, 50
90, 16) as explained in the Ait.(repeated in the Purusha-sukta

X

Brahmawa

It is sacrifice that enables the

performer of
Light in Heaven. Thus the riddle is very simple. And
when the old Purawic stories say that King Sudasa or Saudasa
became a Rakshasa and killed and ate Sakti and other sons of
it

1. 16, p, 38.

to enjoy

seems to be a riddle worked out by outwardly making
Su-dasa as ' the very hurtful Rakshasa cannibal. There also in the
end the King is indicated as being a sacrificer by the nature of his
son that is born on the mother's beating her belly with stone. That
Vasishf/ia, it

'

mode

of birth indicates the son to be the

got in the sacrifice by pressing the

Soma

Soma

juice, the

kingly son

creeper.

(3) About Parasara, the Puranic story which says that he performed a sacrifice in the fire of which be destroyed thousands of

Rakshasas
snake

a sacrifice of the same esoteric kind as Janamejaya's
must have arisen by taking Parasara to mean the

sacrifice

* Muir's
Texts, I, p. 329.

~~
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in Rv.

Agni praised

demons, among

them away (para

X. 87 as Raksbohan, the

whom

is

Vnjina,

killer of

He is

evil or sin.

the Rakshas

prayed to

kill

srinihi)*

Thus are the Agni-iiatures of Vasish^a, $akti, and
Parasara into whose line our Vyasa Parasarya alias Krishna,
is

In

introduced with a wonderful story about himself.

connection with "Krishna, Devakiputra I have tried to show
that the rain cloud is a metaphor for Sacrifice and that the

Knstma is a metaphor for both Sacrifice and
who
himself
Agni/
represents Sacrifice. Our Eishi Krishna's
black deer

instantaneous birth indicates him to be Agni, but in order
to suit his so-called blackness are selected for his birth the

black girl Kali, and the river Yamuna whose another name
is KaZindi, and moreover there is his father's
apparent

conduct

black

:

the

succumbing

woman

sorting with a low-class

marriage. But
the inward one

mode

all this is
is

of getting

pure.

him

which the sacred

to

Cupid

and

the outward aspect of the riddle ;
If Bishi Krishna is Agni, the only

as son

fire is

is

by performing

generated.

I

sacrifice in

have tried

Manu's ship and Varuna's boat

in connection with

con-

without any form of

to

in

show

which

that the ship or boat is a metaphor for
So I would take the boat into which Parasara
mean Sacrifice. The Dasa girl that rows it seems

Vasishi^a

sails,

Sacrifice.

gets to

to signify Dakshiwa,

'

largess, charity or gift', without

complete. There are two roots of das,
;
'
one to give, bestow , the other to hurt, kill '. In the
latter sense the fisherman who kills fish in catching them

which no sacrifice

is

'

is

Dasa.

But the riddle

of our story

must have been

worked out by playing with the word dasa so as to mean
'

esoterically

one who gives.' f

The Mahabharata
Karshwa-Veda

or the

is

styled the fifth

Veda, and also

Veda promulgated by Bishi Krishna.

It is said that the epics

and Purawas are the upa-bnhmana,
This must be the

explanation or expansion, of the Vedas.
*.-For

details

about

TJrvasi

Parasara, vide Essay about

f Vide

p.

them

and Pururayas, VasishtTta,
iu Vol. I.

160 ante about .the fishermen iof JSahneha.

Sakti

and
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our Vyasa was also called Veda-Vyasa. But
susceptible of meaning one who divided or

why

name was

this

expanded the Veda itself into the four Vedas. This idea
seems to have proceeded from the presumption that originally there was only one Veda and that it got expanded

The work

into the four Vedas.

and divided

of expansion

and division was not the work of a single personage or of
a single age. Still when the expansion itself of the Vedas,
like the expansion of the epic, is poetically personified, let

our Vyasa, Agni as he

Our Vyasa,

is,

be even Veda-Vyasa.

in addition to entering into the authorship

of the vast literature of the epic
his

name

also

to

to certain other

the commentary on

It is likely that

and Purawas, has given
of different kinds, and

works
the

Patanjala-Yoga-sutras.
of the commentary

whoever was the author

he did not wish to proclaim his name and was forgotten,
and that as the work is the Vyasa-grantha or expansion of
the subject matter of the brief Sutras, it was styled Vyasa's
work. Moreover, there are instances in subsequent times
of authors having added to their own names the title of

Vyasa conferred upon them evidently because they wrote
extensive works.*
*

(1) Sndarsana, the author of the Srutaprakasika, a

by which he expanded and made more
flribhashya, had the title of Vyasa.
(2)

Kshemendra was

explicit the

called Vyasa-dasa.

He

voluminous work

sense of Ramanuja's

wrote

many works and

translated into Sanskrit Gunad/iya's Brihatkatha which has been lost, but
which is extolled for its excellence and poetical beauty by the poet Bawa

and others.

have been in the Bhutabhasha alias Paisafci
" a term
applied to a number of Low Prakrit
dialects spoken by the most ignorant and degraded classes."
This is the
definition of the Goblin Language given in Dr. A. Macdonell's Hist. Sans.
It is said to

bhasha, the Goblin Language,

Lit., p. 377.

But in the case

of GunaciTiya's work,

extolled, it is difficult to believe that it

was

whose beauty

is so

in the Goblin dialect.

much

It

must

have, I fancy, been in an old respected Prakrit like the Pall of the old
Buddhist works, but as the language became obsolete, it was spoken of as

the past or dead language ', but continued to be studied by
the learned few of the later age for the sake of enjoying the beauty of
'

Bhutabhasha,

in it.
As bhuta, past, means also pisafca, goblin, it is easy
how may a Sanskrit poet, in admiring GunacITiya's work, have
a punning humour and said, 'how beautiful is the work even

works written
to conceive
fallen into
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Strangely enough, our Vyasa has also entered into the
of
authorship of the Brahma-sutras which belong to a kind

The idea of
reverse of Vyasa-granthas.
from two
I
of
Sutras
these
think,
arose,
Vyasa's authorship

literature the

suppositions, one that the Bhikshu-sutras of one Parasarya
mentioned in Parani's Sutras must be the Brahma-su'tras

which, discussing as they do Vedantic topics, are fit to be
honoured by none others more than the Bhikshus or ascetics

;

the other that instead of the author of the famous

Brahma-sutras being allowed to be an unknown Parasarya,
he must be our famous Vyasa Parasarya himself. But
independent designation for the
were
called the Sutras of Badarayawa.
they
Whoever was the author of them, on several points on
there

another

arose

Brahma-sutras

:

which there was diversity of opinion he quotes Badarayawa
in such a manner as to indicate that Badarayana's view is to
be accepted as final. This no doubt gave
that the Brahma-sutras uphold the views

and that

their author is either

descendant of

rise to

of

the idea

Badarayawa,

Badarayana himself or a

Badarayawa, meaning son or descenda name that applies to any body belonging to that Grotra. Thus, sprung independently of each
one as
other, the two designations for the Brahma-sutras
ant of Badara,

c

his, for
is

'

Parasarya' s Sutras ', the other as Badarayarea's Sutras'
flowed on and came to the confluence. But how can they

How

meet ?

can Parasara's son be identical with Badara' s

This difficulty was got over by an
our Vyasa Parasarya is not a
ingenious explanation
in
the
of son or descendant of Badara,
sense
Badarayawa

sou or descendant

?

:

in the sense of one whose ayana, restingthe
sacred
Badara place known as Badarikasrama
place,
or Nara-Narayawasrama on the Himalayas.

but

is

Badarayawa
is

=

'

The myth once started by
language
rendering Bhutabhasbl as PaisaMbhasha stuck to the work and continued
Sanskrit was better cultivated than an obsolete Praknfc and
to roll on.
though

it is

was the

in the bhuta

pisafca

!

literary language of the learned throughout India,

and so the

work was translated into Sanskrit and enjoyed in that form. Thenceforward no body cared for the original and it was lost. This is how the
excellent work in the Bhutabhash& became itself bhuta, past, dead.
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of Vyasa as the author of expanded works, we
take notice of the metrical Smntis called Vn'ddha-

A propos
may

Manu, Vnddha-Parasara, &c.
additional matters not found in

They are found to contain
Manu, Parasara, &c. They

are later works not as authoritative as the latter.
therefore, seems to

me

Vn'ddha,
have been prefixed to them in the

to

concealed sense of the enlarged (editions of) Manu, Parasara,
&c, For the sake of making them respected the idea
suggested by the title is that they are the works of older
sages of the same names, or works written by the same
sages in their more advanced years. For that matter, the
older metrical Smn'tis themselves are the expansions of
the different Dharma-sutras. In Manu itself it is said that

Sumati, the Wise, compiled it. In Parasara some unknown
'
I tell ye these laws according to the ancient
author says
words of. Parasara '.
:

Now

about Vaisampayana, the reputed narrator of the

epic to Janamejaya, the same Taitt.-arawyaka which mentions Vyasa Parasarya in I. 9, 2 mentions in I. 7, 5 a sage

named Vaisampayana,

'

son of Visampa.' It seems to be
very sage that has been utilized as the narrator
He may have been a historical personage
of the epic.

this

Visampa from whom the
only by his patronymic.
is derived seems to mean, or to have been
patronymic

known

(

one who protects
looked upon as meaning, Visam-pa,
people/ Now, when the Vedic King Janamejaya was
utilized as the hearer of the epic, it
select at the

and the choice

same time a
fell

became necessary

to

suitable person as the narrator,

upon the Yedic Vaisampayana, evidently

whom

because Visam-pa from

name grammatically

of the

that

same kind

name

is

derived

as Janam-ejaya,

is

a

and

because there would be a verbal paradox in bringing
'
'
together the son of the people-protector as the narrator,

and

'

'

This bringing
together of the seemingly incongruous would be suitable
and harmonious if the Brahman's people-protecting be
the people-terrifier

as the hearer.

understood as his vrata or practice
of ahimsa and dava,*
*
%l

non-hurt and kindness, to
75

all

creatures, while the Kshatriya

594

Idng must necessarily be a terror to bad people in order
I do not know if the Vedic
to protect the good from them.

anywhere that Vaisarnpayana

literature says

is

the disciple

does not, the arranger of the
Vy&sa Par&sarya.
in
selecting Vaisampayana as the narrator had simply
epic
to put him down as the disciple of the author of the epic,
If

of

it

for the respectability of a Vedantic author

is heightened
he has worthy disciples studying and promulgating his
work. The other epic also is made to be narrated to Rama

if

not by the author Valmiki himself, but by his disciples the
twin Kusilavas.

to

As indicating tha.t the epic that was described as narrated
Janamejaya came down to posterity through heralds as

Paurawiks

it is

said in the preamble of

it

that the herald's

(
son (Sauti) the Paurawik, named Ugrasravas, one who
has heard terrible things ', son of Romaharshawa, one who
makes the hairs (of his hearer) stand erect (by thrilling
'

stories)

\ narrated the epic

finally to the

people at $aunaka's

Roma-

twelve-year session of sacrifice at Nairn isarawya.

harshana and Ugrasravas must strike any questioning
mind as being supposititious, and not historical. The thing

meant

is simply this
the epic contains thrilling stories
such as the terrible Bharata war, the snake-sacrifice, &c.
:

One who

is
supposed to have heard it tells it to his son and
him, and the son on hearing the terrible stories,
them to all. The same kind of preamble is affixed to

thrills
tells

many

of the Pura?ias, with this peculiarity, viz., that their

Suta the herald, while the narrator of the epic
is Sauti, son of Suta.
Although the Purawas in their present state may be later than the epic, old Puranas existed,
narrator

is

and the name Purawa
styled Itihasa.
suit the title

'

'

means old ', while the epic
it
seems to me that in order
Therefore,

old

'

itself

of the Purawas, father Suta

is

is

to

put down

as their narrator while the Itih&sa, older though it may be,
c
but lacking in the title of old ', is put down as narrated

by

the son of Suta.

Some

recensions of the preamble of the epic has this
god Bralima deputed e,y en, a god,

addition, viz., that the

;
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the elephant-headed Gawapati, to write down the epic to
the dictation of Vyasa according as the latter went on

composing and uttering the verses. This god is credited
with great intelligence. In addition to it, he with his
'

elephantine head may well be called Hastin, having the
hand'. In the case of the elephant Hastin, its hasta is
the proboscis, but hasta means also the hand without which
there can be no hastakshara or handwriting ; and therefore the reason for the riddle of selecting Gawapati for
writing down the epic seems to be that among the gods he
alone can be called Hastin.

Let Vyasa enter into the authorship of all voluminous
works. But what is the use of the historian or the poet or
the author of marvellous stories

voluminous,

i.e.,

vast and great

if
?

he does not make himself

Our Vyasa makes himself

vast and great by means of his son $uka, as can be made out
from the story about the birth and exit of Suka. The story is

found in M. Bh. $anti (Mokshadharma) parvan 324334.
It is a long one.
Omitting the details, ifc may be stated
thus

>

:

Vyasa is a bachelor and yeb even without a wife he must needs
have a son. He prays to Rudra to grant him a son who in firmness
should be like any of these

(deities), Agni, Earth, Apas (Waters),
Vayu (Wind), and Antariksha (Sky). Rudra says Yes, you will
get a son of that, kind. Then Vyasa begins to generate the sacred
fire by attrition.
At that time an Apsaras nymph, GhntaM, comes
:

and shows herself in the form of a female parrot of extraordinary
beauty, at whose mere sight Vyasa swells with love and his Betas
[by which the Self seems to be meant] falls on the Aranl that
is being churned, and instantaneously a child
springs forth from it
and shines even like the sacred Agni generated by attrition. The

named

child is
(2)

$uka

Araneya because he sprang from the Arami, and
was born on his father's seeing the

(1)

(parrot) because he

female parrot. As soon as he
the bachelor student.

is

born, he

is

initiated

and becomes

Suka always hankers after Moksha, liberation, and begs his father
him what to do to get it. The father tells him to go to

to tell

King Janaka Vaideha by humbly walking
obtain knowledge from him.
gist of

which

Give up all desire for the worldly
objects
do not do the least injury to any creature; be

is this

practice' truth, &c.

all the distance and
Janaka imparts the knowledge, the

:

;

;
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extremely kind to all creatures ; in short, see Self in one and
the creatures and all the creatures in Self.

Suka then

on Mt. Hirnavat, where the

rejoins his father

all

of

latter's

four disciples, viz., Sumantu, Vaisampayana, Jaimini and Paila are
studying the Vedas under him. At the completion of their studies

Vyasa dismisses them saying: Go ye to the world and expand the
Veda and teach it to deserving disciples. Let the four castes hear
(

placing the Brahman at the head.
let all see happiness (bhadra) '.

it,

and

Let

all cross

On

their departure, only his

danger (durga)

young son Suka is left to fill the region of Mfc. Himavat with the
sacred sound of the Vedas along with himself as they both repeat
them in the established manner of the oral study of them. At that
time the wind blows violently and the repeating is suspended, as the
custom is not to study the Vedas when there is rain, strong wind,
&c.* but Suka makes the wind itself the subject of discussion and
learns from his father all about the Seven Winds and the Prawas,
;

vital breaths or spirits.

This study takes place in that region of Mt. Himavat where
Vishwu had performed tapas for obtaining a sonf, and where the
Son God Kutnara had thrown down his Sakti weapon, challenging
Let him lift up this Sakti (if there is any
the whole world, saying
'

:

one)

who

is

greater than myself, to

more lovable^ and who

whom

(my) lovable ones are

(both) brahmawya, pious, and heroic,
without another like himself in the three worlds.' Vishnu, the Pure
is

Self (or pure-minded), lifted

it

up

easily with his left

The whole Earth shook when

it

hand and shook

shook.

Addressing Prahlada,
son of Hirawyakasipu (the Daitya King), Vislmu said: 'See the
No one other than himself [or who is not like
valour of Kumara

it.

!

him] can do this {i.e., lift up and wield the Sakti] '. Not brooking
this word, Prablada put his hand to the Sakti, but unable to shake
Such is
it, ejaculated a terrible sound and fell down in a swoon.
the account given of the place where Suka studied the Vedas.
* The Vedas are to be learned
orally when everything is calm, so that
may be clearly heard from the

the sound of each word and intonation

mouth

of the teacher

and not mixed up.

a story in the Harivamsa that Pradyumna, son of Krishna,
was born on the latter' s pleasing Rudra with tapas.
f There

is

J The original is priyM. yasya adhikam priyaTi. To the Knower the
whole world becomes priya, lovable, for the sake of the love of (the
:

universal) Self (Bnh.-ar.-Up. II. 4).

he

In the early legends Prahlada is not the great devotee of Vishwu which
the Vishnu and Bhag.-puraTias, vide p. 237 ante. Kumara's Sakti

is in

seems to be Spiritual Power, vide pp. 54 55 ante. By the Vishnu of our
story Kn'sh-na seems to be meant, and its object, in so far $& Krishna's
lifting Kumara's $akti is concerned, seems to be to show that Devaki's son
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To the same place Rishi Narada comes when Suka is alone and
teaches him Knowledge for liberation, commencing his teaching by
mentioning Sanat-Kumara as a great authority on the subject.
There are two modes of exit, one through
Then Suka thinks
'

:

Moon from whom there is a return to samsara even like the
Moon thafc dies and is born again and again the other through the
Sun to there from where there is no return. I must therefore seek
the latter exit.' With face lifted up to the Sun, and, firmly established in the Pada or State of Brahman free from the three qualities
(of Prakriti), Suka flies up, and, addressing all the directions, trees,
the

;

plants and
crying out

'

all

things, says

:

If

father comes in quest of

my

me

So saying,
he goes on to the junction of two mountain peaks, which at once
are sundered apart and give way to him, and he becomes Brahman
'

'

Suka

do ye

!

all

give answer to him

'.

(Brahma-bhutaTi), the Self of all, existing everywhere. And when
all the directions and things
Suka
the father comes crying out
in response, for it is Suka who speaks
Bho7i
in the universe say
'

'

!

'

'

!

from within them

all,

so that there is a deafening chorus of

'

'

Blaolt

!

Suka went to the Highest Place (Paramam
both bashful and glad, the former at his own
scate of saktata or attachment (to his Son), the latter at his Son's

ringing everywhere.

feels

Vyasa

Padam).

Then the god Budra says to Vyasa
state.
favour thou wilt always see the JO.aya, Shadow or
Light, of thy Son never going away from thee.

muktata or freed
'

sage

!

:

By my

According

to the ritual, in

upper churning stick is

generating the sacred fire the
to touch ghnta or clarified

made

were the would-be son Agni himself
as seed laid on the lower stick from the womb of which he
butter which

is to flash

as

is

it

forth as Ayu, the Living

One

or Life.*

Rudra

Agni himself as the Vedic Son God of eight names and
eight forms while his invisible ninth aspect as Kumara the

is

Child has entered into

Purawic Son God
is

besought

forth

all

Kumara

forms, and he is the father of the
alias

Skanda.

Rudra, therefore,

to give the Spiritual Son, the Self that flashes

when the mind

is

churned with dhyana, deep, con-

tinued, contemplation by the

Knower who

is

ttrdhvaretas

Krishna equalled or excelled the Son God of the older legends. Krishna's
ability to lift the Sakti and the Daitya or Asura Prahl&da's inability to do
so

may be compared

of the
gods

with the success and non-success respectively of Indra

and Virofcana of the Asuras in respect of knowing the Self

(mnd.-up. VIII. 712).
*

Eggling's translation of $atap. br. Part

II.,

pp. 91 and 118.
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or tTrdhvamanthin (vide p. 215 ante).

Whatever may be her

Vedic name.

made

here she seems to be

GhntaM

is

an old

significance elsewhere,

to represent the

ghntakta or

buttered mother Arawi, and yet she is kept apart from the
Ararat and the Son is born, not from any physical contact
the agitation of mind at seeing her. What
meant seems to be this, that in the sacred fire generated

wifch her, bufcf rom
is

from the

Aram

is

seen at the same time the Self generated

by the churn of contemplation ; that GhntaM is the mental Aram who may be taken to be $raddha, Paifeb, seen in
her climax; and that the Retas
Son, realised by contemplation.
the sky is a metaphor for the

the Self, the Spiritual
The bird soaring freely in

is

Knower

of

Brahman

(vide

the text quoted in Vol. I. p. 236).
Here, of all the birds
the parrot is selected as being etymologically an appro-

metaphor for the Pure Bright Self, as $uka means
It is derived from suit, to burn, glow, &c.,
bright, gaudy.

priate

the same root from which

name

purea

pure, purifying.
bright, white

is

derived $n&i, bright, clear,

Yedas to Agni who is Pavaka,
Prom the same root is derived $ukra,

applied in the

another name of Agni, also of Retas. The
in $uka's story will at once

outward indelicacy of the Retas
vanish

when

its real significance as the Self, so
easily
the
circumstances of the story, is understood.
suggested by
The selection of the parrot's name for Vyasa's Son seems

to have suggested the
she-parrot,

by

myth

that

saying that the

makes him the son

nymph

of a

appeared in that

form.

When

the Self that was realised was depicted as the

Spiritual

Son born

like

Agni by

attrition,

it

became

necessary to attribute a career to Him that was "born, and
that career is that of the Self itself as the Ideal Vedantic

Student and Knower.
teacher or teachers

As

a student must have a worthy

who themselves should have had worthy
$uka is King Janaka

teachers, the teachers selected for

and

Ri&lai

Narada.

These are famed in the Upanishads as

having received Knowledge, the one from Yajnavalkya and
the other from Sanat-Kumara. In respect of Knowledge
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the caste of the teacher

is

immaterial, for

it is

laid

down

Knowledge from a Brahman, or from a
a Vaisya, or even from a ni/ca or lowor
from
Kshatriya,
born Sudra, the student should put faith in it.* The two

that obtaining

mountain peaks that go asunder and make way for $uka
mean the two skull bones of the head that are believed to
be sundered apart by the Knower's Self as it makes its
upward exit. This idea is as old as the Taitt-Upanishad
'
6
(I.
&c.), which says that
vyapohya sirshakapale,
'

:

splitting asunder the

Vyahntis,
of)

two skull bones and uttering the three

Knower

the

enters or

pervades (the regions
while Mahas, the fourth

Agni, Vayu and Aditya,
'

Vyahnti, meaning
Infinite)

Narada

the Great or Vast,

The

Brahman.

'

lodges him in (the

Self taught by

in the .KTiand.-Upauishad is

Sanat-Kumara

Bhuman,

to

Vast, existing

everywhere. $uka as this Infinite Self gives answer to
Vyasa from within all the things and directions of the
Thus it is that Vyasa becomes ( Extensive ' by
universe.

means

of his Spiritual Son, the Infinite Self.

The sundering
onward progress
splitting of

of the
is

two mountain-peaks in Suka's
same esoteric import as the

of the

Mt. Kraunfca by the god Skanda, while in

respect of the

manner

of birth our 6'uka is the imitation of

not only Skanda, but also of his

first

ancestor Vasishi/ia

have tried to show, is Agni flashing forth from the
mind of Urvasi, the mother Ararci, and who is also called
who,

I

the Drapsa that is skanna

and

laid

on the lotus with divine

12.
There Drapsa seems to mean
chant, Rv. VII. 33, 10
Betas in the sense of son. Agni is the divine sou because
he is generated by attrition. In one and the same breath

Agni is called Our Father and
Son whom the gods made

that

also the

One, the Father of this First
first

Manu

Agui as

or

Man, the

his First or

He is the
TvasMn (I.

widespread
95, 2)

;

Son

as the First

first

of

Our Father,

or Living
the
Ayu being
supposed
sacrificer that generated

Ayu

Foremost Child (Rv. I. 31, 10
11).
Garbha, Germ, of the Creator

nay He himself

is

Tvashin

* Vide M. Bh.
g&ntiparvan 319, verse 87.

(ibid., 5).
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is

the Son of the gods and yet at the same time

Father (Rv. I. 69, 1).
They (the gods) longed
with their concordant minds for Retas or Seed in their

their

As pointed out by Dr. Oldenberg the
(I. 68, 4)
Retas seems to mean Agni. That Agni is not simply the
visible fire but the Creator of the universe is denoted in
bodies

.

the second half of which says that He has
This Son of fche gods, of the
Tvash^n
himself is also the Spiritof
the
Creator
man,

the verse

itself,

adorned the sky with stars.*
first

ual

Son

of every sacrifice!', for

it

is

said that

is

Agni

delightful in the sacrificer's house like a son born (I. 69, 3).
In I. 142, 10 there is the prayer, May Tvashtfn pour forth
for us in our navel That

Adbhufcam) with

By

many

Wonderful Seed (Tat Turipam

treasures, plentiful

by

itself,

&c.

the Wonderful Seed, Agni himself that is generated in

the sacrifice seems to be meant.

be the Son mentioned in

The same Seed seems

to

3, 9 (see also III. 4, 9) as
"
Through (the gods') hearing (our prayer) a manly son is
born (to us), tawny-coloured, rich in gain, bringing vigour,

loving the gods.

May

II.

:

-Tvashin deliver for us a son, the

navel, and may he then go to the abode of the gods".
The tawny-coloured Son can only be Agni, the Deity of

he loves the gods because he is regarded as
he goes to the gods because
the priest worshiping them
he is well known as the carrier of fche sacrificer's oblations
the

Hymn;

;

them; he

is the navel evidently in the sense of his
Tie
the
of Life upholding the universe.
It is Agni
being
as the sacrificer's Son that is addressed in the Taitt.-

to

brahmawa III. 7, 7, 10 as PutraTi/ pitre lokakrit Jataveda/i,
'
Thou art,
Jatavedas, the Heaven-securing Son for thy
:

father (the sacrificer that generates thee)
as old as the Rig-veda,.

'.

This idea

is

In the dialogue, Rv. X. 95, between

* The Primal Ketas
spoken of in Rv. X. 129, 4 as the Bandhu of Sat,
the Bond of Existence, found by poets by searching well in the heart,
to be Agni himself as the Life immanent in the universe, upholding
The wonderful beings who are mentioned in verse 5 of the same
Hymn as retodhafo asan mahimanaTi asan, may be the gods as bearing

seems
it.

:

the Betas,

i.e., Agui, in their bodies
they bear Him,

;

they are great and mighty because
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Pururavas and TJrvasi the son for whose birth Purura'vas
longs most ardently, and who, being "born as the worshipper
of the gods, releases him from the bondage .of death and

makes him immortal, is clearly Agni that is mentioned in
The Vedic poets were not above desiring for
verse 12.
progeny, wealth, happiness and victory. It is because
a son was very lovable to them, and because at the same
time they attached great importance to generating the
sacred Fire Agni, that they called him the most beloved
the gods, of their ancestors and of themselves.
Generating the sacred Fire meant the performance of a

Son

of

great sacrifice such as the Soma-sacrifice, which no doubt

became a

costly rite

;

and

it is

easy to conceive

how the

may have arisen that without generating Agni as
the Saviour Son there was no obtaining Heaven.

belief

The Bnh.-ar.-up. I. 5, 17 20 is about the dying father's
entering into his son together with his own spirits, address'Thou art Brahman (Vedic study) ; thou art the
ing him
:

sacrifice

mean

;

thou art the world

'.

His entering seems to

his infusing his spirituality into his son

and transfer-

ring to him the family nna, debt or duty, of serving the
T&shis with Vedic studies ; the Gods and the Fathers,

with sacrifices
for it

is

said

;

the world, with hospitality, charity, &c.,
If there is anything done amiss
by the

'
:

father, of all that the son delivers

therefore he

is

called Putra, son

3
.

him (mun&ati), and
The idea seems to

be that the son that steps into the place of the father
on receiving charge from him should continue the
duty,
supplying any omission on the part of the father.
entering into the son does not mean that there

The
is

no

the father, for, says the Upanishad, when
he enters with his spirits into his son and dies, divine vital
spirits enter into him (the father) ; he becomes the Self of

Heavenly

life for

beings; as the (Highest) Deity is, even so does he
become. In saying that the son is called Putra because he
delivers (mun/rati), a pun upon the tra of the name is

all

implied as meaning tra, to protect or deliver. In subsequent time the pun assumed another form by reading Putra
76
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as Put-fcra or

'

mean

It is

Hell.

he who delivers from Put

Agni

the Saviour Son in the

',

making Put

to

generated in the sacrifice that is

full

sense of the word, as he secures

immortal heavenly life ; but the ordinary son also came
to be looked upon as a sort of saviour, as he performs

Sraddha for the benefit of the ancestors and is expected to
rectify whatever was done amiss by them, his generating
the sacred Agni and performing the great sacrifice being
considered as securing Heaven not only for himself, but also
for those of his ancestors who chanced to die without per-

forming

it.

Therefore, when the stories say that Agastya and Jaratkaru were urged by their departed ancestors to beget a
son as the only means of saving them from falling down
into the pit, and that Parasara, Vyasa and others longed

and begat him in a strange manner, I feel convinced that the son spoken of in these riddling stories is

for a son

Agni; that Agni generated as Son
simply the visible

fire,

in the sacrifice is not

but Ayu, the Living One, that

is

realized as having entered into all creatures and things as
Visvayu, the Life of all ; that the same Living One is
all by the Knowers who have
given
the
of
the
rituals ; and that our Vy&sa's son
symbolism
up
$uka as the Self of all, existing everywhere, is the only

realised as the Self of

Saviour Son

the Spiritual Retas or Vlrya, Strength or

Valour

Knowers.

of the

ADDENDA AND CORRIGENDA.
Pages

1217, and

31 on the meaning o the Vedic verse
jRishis, Arundhati, and the Knttikas.

about the Seven

According to the Sutras of Apastamba who follows the
order of the Mantras of the Taittiriya Ekagnikawda, the
first by repeating the Mantra given
and then Arundhati by repeating the verse
in question.
But the Gn'hya-sutra of Hmwyakesin says
that the Seven I&shis are worshipped first and then the

polar star

on

is

worshipped

p. 1 ante,

polar

It

star.

not clear

is

where Apastamba means

be located, whether in the Knttikas (Pleiades),
or in Ursa Major, There can be no doubt that by the

Arundhati

to

Seven .Z&shis Hirawyakesin means Ursa Major. Following
the commentator of Hirawyakesin, Dr. Oldenberg translates
" The Seven j&shis who have
the verse in question thus
:

led to firmness she, Arundhati,
six

Knttikas

(pleiads)

who

may

:

stands

first

among the
who

she, the eighth one,

leads the conjunction of the (moon with the) six Kn'ttikas,
"
the first (among conjunctions), shine upon us
S. B. E.
!

XXX.

The commentator has

194.

p.

'

'

vahantiyam

be

to

'

evidently taken
vahanti' (nom. singular) and c iyam.'
taken to mean the first conjunction,

f

;

is

Mukhya-yogam
which,

it is

assumed,

is

with the moon by reason evidently

of the position of the Krittikas as the first of the asterisms
in the Vedic list.
But it is not clear how Arundhati
if she is a shy star in Ursa
Major, have anything
do with the Knttikas, and how she can be called
the eighth. I think that Haradatta, the commentator of

can,
to

Apastamba,

is

the plural verb

and 'iyam'

correct in taking
'

vahanti

;

to the bride,

Pranas,

senses or

(p.

vital

vahantiyam

to consist of

referring to six of the Knttikas,

who and not Arundhati

tioned as the eighth.
About the Seven jRishis there

$atapatha Brahma?ia

'

'

is clearly

is

men-

the idea in the

33 ante) that they are the Seven
powers, and that by means of
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austerity they

become a

Prajapati alias Agni.
to

single Purusha, namely the Creator
This seems to indicate the Creator

be the Universal Soul consisting of pure sense-powers
Seven -Rishis. This idea may be as old as

as the so-called

the .Bfcg-veda

itself,

for in praising the Creator Visvakar-

man, who, by being described as having eyes, hands,
and feet everywhere, is indicated to be the all-pervading,
all-knowing Universal Soul, it is said (X. 83, 2) that He is
the One beyond the Seven Jtl-ishis. It is likely these Seven

When

.Rishis are the

sense-powers of the One Soul.

Sun

and pervades everywhere by means

that sees

the

of his

light is taken as an emblem of the Universal Soul, and is
praised in the-Big-veda as being the Soul of all movable

and immovable objects (Surya atma jagatas tasthushas

we may

well

conceive

how

easily the concept of the

&a),

Sun

as metaphorically the Soul of the universe might have led
the old poets to locate in the Sun the sense-powers also
i

along with the Soul. The Valakhilya ^shis being clearly
identified in the Vedic rituals with the Seven $irshanya
Fracas, the Pura?iic idea of their residing in the Sun may
have come down even from the Brahmawa period. Fora
a.

starry personification of these Seven B-ishis, there seems
to have presented itself to the imagination -of the ancient

Indo- Aryans the very grand northern constellation of the
Seven .Rikshas of Ursa Major (n'ksha means both star and
bear).

In the $atapatha Brahmawa

II.

1,

2,

which I

happened to see since writing the Essays on Arundhati and
Kumara, the idea is found as an old one that the stars of
Ursa Major formerly called jR-ikshas are the Seven .S/ishis,
and that they had the Knfctikas as their wives. There must
have been some poetical reason for regarding the J&kshas
of Ursa Major as the Seven JRishis, and the Kn'ttikas as thenwives.

The former, situated by the northern side of that part
where the power of the summer Sun was in its

of the ecliptic

climax in the Vedic days, were, I fancy, pictured as the Sun's
most powerful Prams, the so-called Seven jBishis males
1

by reason

of the masculine

gender of both nshi and nksha

(nksha, feminine in the classical Sanskrit, was masculine
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number

Likewise the Kn'ttikas having the same

of stars as the

Seven

Ei'shis,

and situated

at the

region where the vernal San began to assert his power at
the close of winter, were also, I think, regarded as the Sun's

Fracas in a milder aspect, for which reason, I think, and
also because the name K?"ifctika is feminine they were fancied
to

be the wives of the
It

jftishis

of

likely that the Seven

is

Ursa Major.
-frishis mentioned in the

Mantra in question in connection with the
Kn'tbikas are the .Sushis of Ursa Major.
I now give up
that part of my theory which fancied Arundhati of the
Taittiriya

Kn'ttikas to be, a representation of Rohiwi when she is in
conjunction with the Sun and therefore shy or veiled in
his superior light.

Compared with

their

husbands in Ursa

Major the Kn'ttika stars are of shy modest light; therefore, they were looked upon as the heavenly forms of

Of them the one counted as the first is
wifely modesty.
the most shy and modest and therefore called A-rundhati,
non-dazzling; and their husbands, representing as they do
the senses or intelligences, are fancied to have brought

about her dhruvata or starship (in the form of that very
modest shy star), while the remaining six ladies of the
group, as if to honour her for her extreme modesty, are
fancied to bear facial union (for her), i.e., conjointly kiss her

Such seems

on the

face.

Mantra

in question.

to

me

to

be the drift of the

Mantra had not looked upon the Knttikas as
it would nob have wished the bride to prosper
happy
But the $atap.-brahas another like them.
as the eighth
If the

wives,

mana

referred to, gives expression to a different
view of the Knttikas. After laying down that the GarhapaII.

1, 2,

tya and Ahavaniya fires may be set up under Agui's
asterism the Knttikas, it raises a fictitious objection by
were the wives of the
saying that originally the Knttikas
times
called the Si'kshas
in
former
were
-B^shis
who
Seven

they were precluded from intercourse
with their husbands; for the latter, the Seven i&shis,
(bears)

rise

;

but

thafc

in the north,

and they, the Knttikas, in the

east;
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and that therefore

if one sets
up the fires under the
Knttikas he may have the misfortune of being precluded
from intercourse with his wife. It overrules this objection

thus:

"But he may

Kn'ttikas)

Agni

;

for

nevertheless

Agui doubtless

is

sefc

that they have intercourse"-

Thus the relationship of
admitted,

is

up

(his fire

their mate,

under the

and

it is

with

(S. B. E. XII. p. 282).

husband and

wife,

though

by bringing in the
The distance between the two constellaall times, and did not stand in the way of

relegated to the past time,

idea of divorce.
tions existed at

the older poets bringing them both together spiritually in
happy wedlock even though Agni was the Deity of the

Knttikas. Varied are the fancies of poets. Accordingly in
the subsequent time of the $atap.-brahmana a myth-maker
seems to have read the Kn'ttikas' having Agni as their
Deity into the paradox of those Eishi-wives having
intercourse with Agni, that is committing adultery with

one other than their husbands.
riddle the
as

name Knttika

is

meaning those that are cut

off:

their husbands, they are Knttikas.

that the Seven

jfo'shis

In bringing about this
have been played with

likely to

cut

off or

separated from
bear in mind

When we

represent the Prawas or vital spirits

and that the same Brahmarz-a has said in another place
that the Seven Prawas became a single Purusha as Agni by

means

of austerity, the

paradox of adultery vanishes.

The Satap.-brahmawa about Agni's intercourse with the
Eishi-wives must be counted as one of the old riddles
availed of in fashioning the wonderful story of the Mahabharata about the birth of the Son God. Its Arundhati

who is not among the divorced is, as explained in the Essay
on Kumara, one of the faint stars near the Seven Eishis of
the Great Bear, Vinata being made to take up her place in
the group of the Knttikas.

In connection with

my

view that phenomenally the Son

God of the Mahabharata story is the young vernal Sun
when he is on the lap of his mothers, the Krittikas, and
that as the Sun is one of the aspects of Agni, it is fancied
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the child of the fatherly Agni located in the
higher region as the deity of -those stars, it may be
stated here that the idea of the vernal Sun Agni as the
is

child of the

my

itself if

Knttikas seems to be as old as the B*g-veda
interpretation of the first hymn of Mandala III.
It speaks of the ancient births as well as the

is correct.

recent ones

of

Agni that

generation after generation

is
(v.

worshipped on the altar
This seems to mean
20)
.

that the act of generating the sacrificial Agni and worshipping him on the altar was an ancient custom repeated again

and again from the days of older generations. This immortal
god is the domestic god dwelling in the homes of the mortals
Evidently to show that this immortal god is
symbolized not simply by the fire on earth but also by the
18).

(v.

fire, his birth in the upper region is spoken of in
the earlier part of the same hymn. He is Apam
Garbhaj
Son of the Waters (v. 13). Ordinarily this would mean
the lightning fire born in the water-charged rain clouds.

heavenly

But there
this

seven

is

hymn
young

at the
in its
sisters

same time something extraordinary in
description of the Waters.
They are
and wives; daughters of Heaven; seven

Vawis giving birth to the single child Agni; they are

samiM, turned towards each

other,

bearing

in

their lap the

unbounded space clothing
grown
himself in light (vv. 311). Agni thus described seems to
be the Sun, while his seven mothers that are samiM seem
child that has

to

mean

in the wide

the closely situated seven stars of the Knttika

asterism pictured in the relationship of mothers to the
young vernal Sun. Their being called the Waters seems
to

be due

to the

imagery of Agni as the Son

of the

Waters

or rain clouds being carried higher up and applied to the
Sun Agni. It became therefore necessary to picture some

permanent object in the sky as the rain clouds, the Waters,
and of all the asterisms the choice fell upon the Knttikas.

Why ?

Because I think they were known even in the time

of the

B^g-veda to belong to Agni.

The

best season for

setting up the sacred fire is Vasanta, spring, the face or
first of the seasons; and the best asterism for that purpose
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is

Agni's

so that it

own

astevism the Kn'ttikas (Taitt.-br.

would seem that Agni was

season on some convenient

tithi

set

up

I.

in the

1

,

2, 1),

Vasanta

the asterism of which was

This makes Agni so set up the child as it
were of the Kn'ttikas. I consider it likely that the custom
of setting up the sacred fire in Yasanta and under the
the Knfctikas.

Knttikas came down to the Brahmawa period from the
time of the Big-veda. How natural, therefore, it was for
the priestly poet of the hymn to picture the vernal Sun
when in conjunction with the seven Knfctikas as their son
3

set up or born
Under this view of the Sun as the
Son of the seven Waters in the sky, it is significant that
the individual names given in Taitt.-br. III. 1, 4, 1 to the
seven Knttikas are names of rain clouds variously pictured

Agni

as those conjoint sisterly

Waters Son

in the sky on high.

(vide pp.

13

Rv. IX. 103, 3 mentions the seven
They seem to mean the

14).

Vanis or sounds of the Sushis.

seven principal metres in which /fo'shis, poets, composed
their chants. In the case of the birth of Agni as lightning,
the thunder of the rain clouds

metaphorically the sacred
metres singing together in the shape of chants uttered by
the priests when the sacred fire is generated. Transferring

the

simile

higher up,

the

is

same seven Knttikas, the

motherly Waters, are also the seven metres singing to the
birth of the vernal Sun Agni.

Pages 56
a

62. I fancied that the Abhijit of bhe story is

But

fictitious one.

real

it

now appears

to

me

that she is the

one situated between Uttara-Ashad^a and Srona.

As the number

of the asterisms

is

popularly twenty-seven

without counting Abhijit among them, and as Abhijifc is
far away from the ecliptic (mde'Mr. Tilak's Orion, p. 203),
the myth imagines that formerly Abhijit had her place on
the ecliptic, but afterwards disappeared from that place
and fell down to the point where she now is. Her imag-

ined former place is either where Kn'ttika now is on the
or that point of the ecliptic between U.-Ashac?/ia
ecliptic,

and Srona, which

is

on a line with her present position.

In
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to

imply

that

Abhijit's retirement from the ecliptic resulted in the re-adjustment of the spaces between the other asterisms so as
to

make room for the Krittikas as one of the asterisms.
Sama may be taken to mean not even, but equal. Also

the verb abhavat

may be

corrected into bhavet

;

and what

Indra says in verse 10 may be put thus: 'Accordingly,
whereas formerly Kohmi was [the beginning point of time],
(now) time beginning with DhanishiM, has been fixed by

Brahma, (thinking
in the

mode

manner [i.e., by allowing
from DhanishiM, a place for

that) in this

of counting time

the Kn'fctikas in order to supply the deficiency caused by
the retirement of Abhijit] the number (of the asterisms)

would become equal
94, lines 2

Page

(to

what

it

was

before, viz., 27) /

10; also page 192, the last two lines,

about Vislmu of the three strides being the Sun. Although
the Sun is one of the forms of Vishnu, still, when dwelling
further on in the Essay on Yamana-Trivikrama on Vishwu's

three strides,

veda and

it

has appeared to me that both in the RigPurawic legends Vishrni is not the Sun

in the

with his morning, midday, and evening steps, but the Deity
of Sacrifice with his first step on the Earth, the second in
the Air, and the third in the Sky. See also (Satap.-br. I.
"
Vistmu, truly, is the sacrifice ; by striding (vi9, 3, 9
for the gods that all-pervading power
he
obtained
kram)
:

(vikranti)

which now belongs to them. By his first step he
same (earth), by the second this aerial expanse,

this

gained
and by his last

(J.

p. 268).

of Earth, Air

(step) the sky"
The same three regions

Eggeling, Part

I.,

and Sky

pervaded by Vishwu's three strides are mentioned again in
The form of Vishnu
Satap.br. III. 6, 3, 3, Part II., p. 1 55.
in the third station

is

the Sun,

who

as the

summer San

opens up the flood-gates of the heavenly river, the summer
rains.

Pages 268, 269 about the meaning of sumat-jani in
Ev. I. 156, 2. Jani is usually taken to mean wife;
77
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but in the jftig-veda where the Maruts are called bhadrajanaya/i, and where Agni who is well-known as being

dvimata

called

is

mean

jani

to

Part

I. p.

dvijani,

clearly

Prof.

Max

Miiller has taken

mother, not wife (Vedic Hymns,
the meaning of sumat, I have
in Vedic Hymns, Part II., Bv.

As to
know that

359).

come to
142,7; V. 2, 4; and III. 3,9, it has been taken to
mean with, or together. Yaska's meaning, svayam,, is given
since

I.

in the Nirukta in respect of Rv.

I.

162, 7

only;

the exact

meaning being unknown, svayam seems to be guessed as
the probable meaning there. Such being the case, there is
no certainty of Sumat-jani of I. 156, 2 meaning f one who
7
But even avoiding that meaning, we may
himself is wife.

same result by construing sumat, which is
Su as a prefix
divided as su-mat, in another manner.
The
means good, beautiful, as in su-katha, su-kany, &c.
arrive at the

'

mat means having,

or with, as in vasu-mat.
Sumat,
an adverb may mean beautifully, while in a
compound word it may mean beautiful. May Nighfc and
Dawn sit down on the sacrificial grass beautifully (I. 142, 7).
affix

\

therefore, as

The highly shining Agui walks

beautifully far

from

his

herd (V. 2, 4). Agni spreading ail
about in a conflagration seems to be likened to a herd grazdwelling place like a

ing

all

about in the pasture land, or he himself or his alter
is a herd of rays.
Resplendent Agni who is

ego the sun

sumat-rafcha, having a beautiful chariot, has

encompassed

Or the swiffc- moving
the dwellings or lands (III. 3, 9).
mean
chariot metaphorthe
beautiful
or
the
sun
may
Agni

may mean either
one who is a
'one who has a beautiful mother/ or
If we adopt the latter meaning, we have
beautiful mother.

ically.

Similarly sumatjani in

I.

156,

2

f

3

Vishnu described as

being Purvya (Ancient=Father),
Naviyas (New, Young=Son), and the Beautiful Mother.
Vishnu is Naviyas, I think, in his aspect as Agni who is
often called Nava, Navishi/ia and Yavish^a (vide Index
of

Vedic

II)
Father, mother, and son are
idea of any one of them being
the other twq.
The sacred Agni

Hymns, Part

correlative terms, the

impossible

without

.
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attrition was fondly called Sirjata, the Beautibut as he represents the omnipresent, eternal
himself is Father, Mother, and Son. In other

by

is

Self-born.

what the Brahma^as have called Svayambhu,
Speaking of the First-born Svayambhu Brah-

Taitt.-Br. III. 12, 3, 1 says that He himself is
Father, Mother, and Son (sa eva putraft sa pit& sa mata).
When describing Adifci to be all the gods and everything

man, the

that
is

is

and

will be, the .Rig-veda I. 89, 10 says that Aditi

Father, Mother, and Son.

2, in

Likewise

in the verse, I. 156,

question Vishnu seems to be described as being this
viz., the Purvya (Father), the Naviyas (Son), and

triad,

the Beautiful Mother.

Page 370, about the pun on the word nakshatra in the
I have since come across the same kind
of pun on the word in the $atap.-br. II. 1, 2, 19 (Part I.,
Taitt.-Brahmawa.

"

The gods said, They who
have been powers (kshatra), shall no longer (na) be powers
p. 288).

It is to this effect

'

(kshatra)

!

Hence the powerlessness (na-kshatratvam)

the nakshatras.

For

of

one need only take
since he took away from

this reason also

the sun for one's nakshatra (star),

them

<

:

their energy, their power/'

Thus, for the sake of

had been
the pun, it is mythically assumed
the kshatra class, the powerful or military class, but that
the sun whose light swallows them all in the day time
that the stars

makes them na-kshatra, powerless. This strengthens the
conclusion arrived at that Parasu-Rama who makes the
kshatra class na, no, nihil, is phenomenally the sun, and
King Arjuna the White and the Kshatriyas annihilated
by Rama are the moon and the stars.
that

The purport given of the Vedic
lines 2628.
is a little incorrect.
about
According
Raksho-raja
passage
to Haradatta's commentary, Brahma?iasputra is an epithet
Page 412,

applying to Agni, and not to Rakshoraja.
purport

is

this

'
:

The Kauberakas

The correct

sent or urged

by
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Eakshor&ja go to the village along with their wives wish(killing) those (children) that are nofc (yet) initiated.

ing for

(May)

this

Brahmanasputra saying,

(i.e.,

the Kauberakas), them

out),

them Indra, them Bnhaspati.'

kill these, catch these

About Lanka in the south

may Agni pursue (and

drive

as the abode of the Eakshasas

of the Eamayawa, the south as the region of evil spirits is
an old Vedic idea. The $atap.-br. I. 4, 5, 3 says that

"Indra drove

off

towards the south the evil

spirits,

the

Eakshas."

Page 413, about Eavawa being so named because the
god /Siva made him cry. $iva is Eudra, meaning the
crier or howler, and whatever is terrible, cruel, is called
Wishing to indicate the terrible nature of the
Eakshasa king of Lanka by his very name, the poet called
him Eavawa, the crier or howler, and as a Eakshas he is
raudra. The myth in question must have arisen by look-

raudra.

ing upon Eavawa as

if

he were a second Budra, a rival in

As such a rival the myth
himself.
to
hurl
Eudra from his moundown
him
as
trying
depicts
tain top, but he is outwitted and made the humbled
Thus whether a terrifying howler to
Eavawa, crier,
his inferiors, or a humbled crier to the superior howler

name

to the

god Eudra

that subjugates him,

Page 436,

Eavana

4

lines

his arrow at the sea

is

Eavawa.

6 about Parasu-Eama's discharging
and making it recede. See M. Bh.

Drowaparvan, adh. 70, that is the sixteenth of the Part
known, as the Shodasarajika; also the Harivamsa story
quoted on

Page

p.

581,

522 ante, lines 14

lines

Vyasa Parasarya

23

says.

about the meaning of what

25,

have come to know that the

I

commentators take the verb
but thinking or regarding

17.

ai&fe/iam to
'

:

mean not wishing^

I think or regard death from
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}

lightning only to be death
They say that Vyasa said so
because by reason of the most terrible and sinful nature of
.

death from lightning he thought that only to be fit to be
I doubt if
called death, and not the other kinds of death.
this
like

was the meaning intended. The whole passage looks
a riddle. The second sentence says that he who

the meaning of the riddle, him the lightwithout his wishing to be so killed. The
converse of this is that if one wishes to be so killed, he will

knows

this,

i.e.,

ning will not

kill

and therefore, if we take the verb ai&Mam in
its well-known sense of wishing, the first sentence means
thafc Vyasa was one who wished for death from lightning

be

so killed,

only as his death.

APPENDIX.
Being also an Orionisfc in my own way, I read with great interest
the learned criticisms* on Mr. Tilak's Orion and Prof. H. Jacobi's
paper On the date of the Rig-veda. I was not aware of them till some
months after Vol. I. was printed. I shall dwell upon certain
fa cts and propose a modified theory regarding the date of the
Eig-veda: Ancient Hindu dates are, as characterized by a learned
:

"

ninepins set up only to be bowled down again." It
being impossible to fix the date of the Big-veda with certainty, any
theory about it can only be left to be judged either as having some
Brofessor,

degree of probability, or as being utterly improbable.

The lunar month with its striking phenomena of full and new
moon was the month in vogue in the olden days. Although

ifc

ends with a fraction of the 30th day, it was popularly spoken of as
having 30 days. It is the period of twelve such popular lunar

months that seems
year of 360

days.

to be

spoken of in the

At the same time

jfa'g-veda, 1. 164, 48, as the

it

was known that twelve

short of the solar year by about 12 days. Both the
intercalary lunar month and the annual intercalary period of 12 days
know how the
occur in the Rig-veda (I. 25, 8; IV. 33, 7).
lunations

fell

We

former

is utilized.

the intercalary

Without interfering with the system

month

of

adding

at fixed intervals, but as a supplement to

it

for approximately fixing the

day of the winter solstice every year,
the annual intercalary period of 12 days seems to have been utilized
in forming the quinquennial Yuga, the years of which are called
Samvatsara, Parivatsara, IdavaCsara, Iduvatsara and Vatsara.f
Yuga has come down from the Vedic age, as the names of its

This
five

years are mentioned in the Taittiriya Samhita. V. 5, 7. Prof.
thinks that it occurs in the JJig-veda itself, III. 55, 18 (Hist

Weber

.

*

By Prof. G. Buhler, Prof. G. Thebaut, and Prof. W. D. Whitney
published respectively in the issues of the Indian Antiquary for September 1894 (Yol. XXIII., pp. 239249), April 1895 (Vol. XXIV., pp. 85100),
and December 1895 (Yol. il>., pp. 361-369). The English translation of
Prof. H. Jacobi's paper is printed in Ind. Ant. for June 1894 (Vol. XXIII.,
pp. 154-159).

f Under the Vislmu-Purawa

II. 8,

71 the commentator Vishwu&itta

quotes the verses of Vriddha-Garga to this effect
with the sun in Sravishifoa will occur in the month of
:

'

The winter

M&gha

solstice

in this order

in Samvatsara, the first year, on the pratipad or 1st of bright half

:

(i.e.,
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Ind. Lit. p. 113, note 127), but as the verse

is very enigmatic,
nothing certain can be made out from it. As the passage of
the Kausbitaki Brahmawa about the time for commencing the

called gavam-ayana,

sacrifice

the winter solstice to
the

moon

full

custom

of

the

coincide

month

quoted by Prof. Thebaut, takes
with the new moon preceding
of

it

Magha,

of connecting the solstice with

is

likely

that the

SravishiM in the Vedanga

But
Jyotisha had come down from the Brahmana period.
not known in what pada of that asterism, whether in the first,

it is

or the second, or the third, or the fourth, the solstice was taking
place at that period for what is the first point of that asterism in
;

respect of the sun's entry into it once in a year is the last point on
coming to which the winter solstice left it altogether and preceded
to the asterism next behind it.* As at the time of the annual solar

conjunction the asterism is not visible, it was not possible in the
olden days to connect any exact pada of it with the solstice; all that
solstice would occur on
some day during the time the asterism remained heliacally set in
the month of Magha. Magha having thus come to be known as the
first month of the sun's northward journey, the solstitial day was
popularly and conventionally, and not with astronomic exactness,

could be done was to be sure that the

fixed to be the pratipad or the very first day of that lunar month,
inventing the quinquennial Tuga in order to make the conventional
solstitial

day to reverb to the same pratipad at the commencement

immediately after new moon as the starting point of the Tuga) in Parivafcsara, the second year, on the 13fch of bright half in Idavatsara, the third
;

;

year, on the 10th of dark half

;

in Iduvatsara, the fourth year,

on the 7th of

bright half ; in Yatsara, the fifth year, on the 4fch of dark half , so that
when the next Yuga begins the winter solstice will come back to the 1st of
the bright half of Magha.' It will be seen that the interval between the

lunar dates of one year and another for the solstice is 12 tithis. It seems
to be left to be understood that one intercalary month will have heen

added

in the course of the third

year so as to

make

the solstitial day go back

to the bright half in the fourth year, and the adding of another interfifth year would terminate the
Tuga on
calary month in the course of the
or last day of Pausha the last month of that year. Therequoted by the same commentator as that of LagacZaMr. M. Rangacharya on p. 19 of his work on the
which
same
(the
fc&rya
Tugas quotes as from the Vedanga Jyotisha) says that the quinquennial
the

new moon

fore, another verse

Tuga begins with

the bright half of M&gha (of the
(of the fifth year).

first

year) and ends

with the dark half of Pausha

* As two asterisms and a
quarter make a zodiacal sign consisting of 30j
each asterism consists of 13 20' and each pada or quarter of it 3 20'.

The precession
asterism.

of the equinox is at the rate of about 960 years through an
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Yuga. In course of time another popular and convertmethod seems to have arisen of celebrating the solstitial day

of the next
tional

fixedly every year on the seventh of the bright or first half of Magha,
calling it fi/atha-saptami, the reason for this being evidently this
poetical idea, viz., as the sun's car was fancied by the Bisbi to be

drawn by
(Rv.

I.

by a single horse named Sapta, Seven
day of the month in question
the sun Saptasapti's commencement of his

seven horses or

164, 2), so let the seventh

represent the time of

northward journey.
It is true that the Yedanga Jyotisha fixes the winter solstice afc
the very beginning of Sravishi/ia and the summer solstice at the
middle of Aslesha, but this also seems to be conventional,

and not due

any exact observation

to

of the points; for

it is

not likely that at the very moment when an astronomer arose to
observe and fix the points exactly, the winter solstice happened
to be exactly at the very beginning of SravishfTia, whereas on the
it

contrary

is

easy to conceive how, having Sravishi7ia regarded
and as the starting point of

as the asterism of the winter solstice

time from the ayana or solstitial point of view, it could be thought
appropriate to make the start not from any fraction, but from the

very beginning of that asterism, j ust as the beginning of any asterisra
"When
is the starting point of the moon's journey through it.
thus the starting point of the winter solstice was assumed to be the
point of Sravish^a, the summer solstice had as a matter of
course to be placed at the middle of Aslesha, taking the number of
first

twenty-seven. With the solstitial points thus
conventionally fixed, the two equinoctial points would be one at
the beginning of Bharawi's fourth pada, i,e., at 10 of Bharani,

the asterisms as

the

other at the beginning

of Yisakha's second pada, i.e., at
sun's annual progress from 10 of Bharawi
to the first point of Krittika would take place so soon as within four
days, and as there is no lunar month named after Bharam, the two

The

3 20' of Yisakha.

solstitial

and the two equinoctial months were popularly Magha and

Sravana, Yaisakha and Karttika.

The same sense

of conventional propriety

point of Sravish7ia

from the

induced the selecbion of

which selected the

first

point of view seems to have
the first point of Knfctika, and not the
solstitial

fraction of any star such as 10 of Bharani, from the equinoctial

point of view for the Vislmu-Purawa, after saying in II. 8, 67 that
the two Vishuvans, equinoxes, are when the sun enters Mesha
;

(Ram) and Tula

'When

(Scales),

says further on in verses

7679

thus

:

in the first part of Kntfcika, the (full) moon will
be in the fourth [third?] part of Yisakha; when the sun is in the

the sun

is

third part of Yisakha, the full

moon

will

be at the head

(i.e.

the
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first

point) of Knttika: then indeed

(i.e.

at both the occasions) is the

sacred Vishuvan time for worshipping the gods and Fathers and
for giving alms.' The commentator Yishwu/iiitta says that these

Yishuvans in Knttika and Visakha were

of the olden days.

Still

they continued to be celebrated by special worship.
It

is

argued that

"

we must disabuse our minds

of the notion of

the equinoxes vernal or autumnal having been of any importance
for the Hindus previous to the time when the influence of Greek
"
that in the Brahmana period,
astronomy began to make itself felt
;

although the winter solstice was known as occurring in the month of
Magha and is mentioned in connection with the gavam-ayana sacri-

which lasted for the whole year, still the equinoxes were not
known, as they were not, it is argued, as marked and noticeable
phenomena and as easy to find out as the solstices and that in the

fice

;

Brahmawas the word ViBhuvan
middle time of that

sacrifice

itself

did not

mean

equinox, but the

a time which with the beginning of the

placed optionally either in Magha, or Phalguna, or .Kaitra
did not correspond with any of the equinoxes. But let the phenomena of the months of midwinter and midsummer be ever so much

sacrifice

felt

as a whole, the daily progress of time to the longest or to the

shortest day, that

is

to the

sun's northernmost or southernmost

and imperceptible, unless the sun's shadow or
sunrise and sunset are daily marked, as the progress

point, is as gradual

the points of
to the time when day and night are equal, that is to the time when
the sun rises in the true east midway between his northernmost
points.
Simply because the Brahmawa found it
enough to mention only the winter solstice in connection with the
gavam-ayana we cannot say that the equinoxes were not known,
any more than we can say that the summer solstice also was not

and southernmost

known

;

on

the

contrary

when,

as

is

conceded, the

longest

and the shortest days were approximately known, the equally
interesting time when day and night are equal was most unlikely to
have escaped notice.

The same word vishuvan which meant the
'

f
middle of the ayana of the cows was fit to mean as well the middle
the
of
two ayanas of the sun Gavampati, the Lord of cows or rays.*

* Vishuvan as a fixed technical word for equinox, if not current in the
Brahma-na period itself, must have begun to be so in the subsequent time,
but long before the points were shifted to Mesha and Tula, Sam&,
the year, is an old Vedic word (' payasequal ', as one of the names for
vatidugham uttaram uttaram samam' Bv. IV. 57,7), sometimes used
'

in

Atharva Veda in the sense

of half-year also, vide Dr. Macdonell's

Side by side of the sacrificial year gavamayana, a civil year
beginning from any of the equinoxes is likely to have existed under the
name of sama.
dictionary.
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The passage

in the Vishnu-Purana already quoted shows that the
old equinoxes in Krifctika and Yisakha were so
important as to be

observed religiously a cusbora which must have come down from
the olden time that preceded the shifting of the equinoxes to the
first points of Mesha and Tula. The
subsequent astronomers retained
the old name vishuvan that had been in use for equinox, but shifted
the points because the old points had, in course, of time, preceded
so far away as to involve a difference of nearly a month between
them and the correct time. That the old equinoxes were very

by there having been even two gods,
and Visakha, named after the old equinocasterisms Krittika and Yisakha.

important

Skanda
tial

is

also indicated

alias Kartbikeya

To show

that the priests of the

of the true east,

Datapath a-br., II.
not deviate from the
of that

Brahmawa period knew the point

Mr. S. B. Dikshife refers to a passage in the
1, 2, which says that the Knttika asterism does
east,

and he advances the opinion that the age

Brahmawa must be about 2990 or 3000 B.

0.,

when, according

to his calculation, that asterisin

was on the equinoctial line so as to
be fit to be spoken of as not deviating from the east.* But
allowing
that the point of the true east was known approximately, it may
well be questioned whether that Brahmawa is so old as 2990 B. C.

The passage is in praise of the Knfctika asterism as the fittest under
which one may set up his sacred fires. Heading the list of the
Nakshatras that asterism belongs to Agni himself, the god of fire
;

and allowing that

it

was looked upon in the Brahmawa period as the

star of the vernal equinox when the sun rose in the central point,
the east, it is easy to conceive how the situation of that star even to

the north of that point by a few degrees, though not on the point
would be sufficient to mark it popularly as the star of the east.

itself,

But Prof. Thebaut's reasons are very weighty when he holds that
the mention in the Brahmawas of the Phalguni full moon, and also
of the Kaitri full moon, as the face of the year is due in the first
case to Phalguna having been the first month according to the
ITaturmasya system which divides the year into three seasons of

four months each, and in the second case to JTaitra having been the
first month of the Vasanta season according to the system which
divides the year into six seasons of two months each. The- Taitt.samhita I. 4, 14, in enumerating the months of the six seasons,

^begins with Madhu and Madhava which, further on in IV. 4, 11, are
Commencing
clearly defined as forming the Vasanta season.
six seasons from Madhu we get Tapa and Tapasya, i.e.,
Magha and Phalguna, as antyanamanau n'fcu, the months of the
Yet as Magha was important as the first month of the
last season.

the

* Indian Antiquary for August 1895, Vol. XXIV,,

p. 245.
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northward ayana, preference was given to it for commencing
the gavam-ayana. With Magha as the month of the winter solstice,
,it follows that the vernal and autumnal
equinoxes occurred respecsun's

not at the beginning of the first Vasanta month Madhu alias
Zaitra (the third from Magha) and of the first Sarat month Asvayuja, but at the end of them, i.e., in the middle of the Vasanta and
in the middle of the Sarat season. When the
equinoxes were shifted

tively,

Mesha and Tula, then also they were placed the one in the middle
Yasanta, the other in the middle of Sarat (vide Vishwu-PuraMa
II. 8, 67).
We should therefore give up the idea that the six

to
of

months

of the three seasons of Yasanta,

Grishma, and Yarsha were

vernal to the autumnal equinox. We should
realize the fact that in recognising the solstitial and equinoctial
points approximately, the beginnings of Yasanta and $arat about
exactly from the

one month before the vernal and autumnal equinoxes were also
recognised.

The arrangement of the asterisms with Krittika at their head as
found mentioned often in the Taitt-Samhita and the Brahraams
must have come down

to

them from a more remote

age.

The

whether the same arrangement can be fairly inferred to
have existed in the time of the Etg-veda itself, and if so what

question

is

drawn from that fact as
In connection with these asterisms the
inference can be

to the date of the Sig-veda.

deities to whom they aj-e
dedicated are also very important, The following are the asterisms
that are either clearly mentioned in the .Rig-veda, or may be

supposed to be referred to in
(1)

it

:

Ev. X. 85, 13, viz., Agha (old name for
Magha) as the asterism under which kine are killed for the
wedding feast, and the two Arjunis (Purva-Phalguni and

Three are mentioned

in

TJttara-Phalguni) as those under which the wedding takes
As in verse 36 of the same hymn Bhaga and
place.

Aryaman are prominently mentioned as the givers of the
bride to the groom, it is likely that they were already known
and that because Bhaga
as the deities of the two Arjunis
;

means

'

'

dispenser of prosperity the star dedicated to that
deity was considered very auspicious for the wedding. The
bride is blessed to be su-bhaga, prosperous, and have saufelicity (verses 25 and 33 of the same
The interval between the composition of the earliest
and the latest hymn cannot be more than 200 or 300 years
at the most, and though the hymn in question may be one

bhagya, (conjugal)

hymn).

of the latest, still the

marriage custom, it refers to connected with the above stars must have come down from a
prior time.
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Another asberism, Tishya, is mentioned in Rv. X. 64, 8, along
with Kn'saou and Eudra, who are probably Sirius and

Ardra
(3)

The

(vide Yol.

Taitt.-br.

I.,

p. 240).

III. I, 2, 7 addresses the asterism $atabhishaj

dedicated to Yaruna as " satam sahasra bheshajani dhatta7i,"

an expression which seems to be adapted from Tarawa's
praise in Rv. 1.24,9 as "satam te rajan bhishaja7i sahasram." The fact that of

Yarum

only

I. 24,

9

is

the numerous verses praising
adapted in the Brahmana for its
all

starry Yaruwa in Satabhishaj makes ifc
probable that in the Big-veda also that asterism was known
of the

praise

to belong to Yaruwa.*
(4)

In the story of the Ait.-brahmam about Prajapati's love of
his own daughter she is clearly identified with Rohmi, an
asterism dedicated to Prajapati himself
is referred to in

Rv.

1. 71,

5

;

X.

61, 7

;

;

and the same story
we may venture

so that

say that Rohiwi was known in the Eig-veda also as
dedicated to the Father God.

to

(5)

Connected with the same myth is Orion which, according to the
same Brahmama, is the starry Stag form of Prajapati. That
myth, both in the Brahmawa and in the Eig-veda, speaks
of Prajapati's Retas;

and as the Soma beverage

styled in

is

Retas of the Powerful Horse, the Stag and
the Horse seem to be two poetical pictures of the same

Rv.

1.

164, 35 the

Orion, whose head, called Mngasiras or the Stag's Head, is
Soma the Moon, the deity of the Soma drink.

dedicated to

When

in another place,

Rv.

I.

84,14,

an Asvasiras or Horse's

Head is mentioned as Indra's weapon, the same Stag's
Head dedicated to Soma seems to be meant. Indra being
known as doing his martial deeds invigorated by the Soma

Soma in the sky on high seems to have
been pictured as Indra's powerful weapon, while the Mnga
that figures in the Ynshakapi hymn seems to be the same

drink, the starry

Orion Stag representing the Soma-sacrifice (vide Essay on

The JBig-vedic people
they did not notice of all
the stars the very grand Orion and picture him in diverse
manner. It is admitted that the Yedic deity Soma and the
Ynshakapi separately

printed).

should have been blind indeed

f

deity

Haoma

of the ancient Parsis are identical,

the description of
*

The verse

is

Haoma

in the

Haoma Yasht

noticed in Mr. Tilak's Orion, p. 158;

identity with the passage in the

here.

if

its

and that

as having

almost verbal

Brahmana about $atabhishaj

is

noted
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the star-bespangled girdle " applies to Orion with his Belt
The location of the celestial Soma in
(vide Orion, p. 144).
"

Orion by these two Aryan peoples is likely to have taken
place before their separation, The systematic dedication
of all the remaining asterisms to other deities may have
taken place after the separation.
that the seven Krittikas (the beautiful cluster of
Pleiades) as dedicated to Agni were known to the B/ishi

(6) It is likely

of
(7)

Rv. III.

1 (vide p. 607).

The poets of the JKg-veda did not think ib fit to compose
hymns for the exclusive praise of all the asterisms. But
when so many of them are found mentioned casually in
connection with other subjects, it is likely that all the 27
or 28 asterisms were known, some under names which have

come down

to the Brahmana period, but others probably
under quaint old names not well traceable now. When
Rv. X. 85, 2 says that Soma the Moon is placed on the lap

of the Nakshatras, it

seems to mean by the Nakshatras

not the stars generally but the lunar asterisms. If my
interpretation of Ev. V. 73, 3 is correct, the N ahusha Yugas

mean

the asterisms with which the

moon comes

in con June-

tion one after another (p. 161).

.

If it is allowed that the asterisms were known in the Big-vedic
period with the Kn'ttikas as Agni's asterism, the custom of counting
them from that asterism must have also come down from that period,

for of all the deities

Agni

well

is

known

as the

mukha

or face of

them, and therefore, it was natural that the first asterism was
dedicated to him. The question is whether, at the time when
that asterism was dedicated to Agni, it was the star of the vernal
equinox.

period

If so, the

itself,

2300 B.

Eig-veda must be placed within the Kn'ttika
in the early part of it, say at 2500

somewhere

*

But if scholars
more ancient time

of the

Vedic literature are disposed to go to a
may be

for the period of the Uig-veda, then it

held as not improbable that the arrangement of the asterisms with
the Knttikas at their head dedicated to Agni was made at a time
*

In the Introduction to Vol.

I.,

I stated that

" the
ftig-vedic period

may be roughly placed from 600 to 900 years previous to 1426 B. 0.,
which latter is the period when the point of the vernal equinox is said to
I was then under the impreswas
the highest limit of fche
Bentley
by

have been in the region of the Knttikas."
sion that 1426 B.C. mentioned

Kntfcika period.

1472536

I

now

find that Prof.

Weber, who had

B.C. as the Knttika period, has corrected

(Hist. Ind. Lit,, p. 30, note).

it

to

at first taken

27801820

B.C.
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when the

heliacal conjunction of that asterism coincided with the

first of the seasons, about one month previous to the vernal equinox whose point was ab that time somewhere
near Orion's head. As fche Knttikas (like any other star) remain

beginning of spring, the

and invisible for aboub a month, this gives a wide
margin of several centuries, within which to continue to connect the
same asterism with the beginning of spring. Even the JRig-vedic
people may have inherited from their ancestors the custom of

heliacally set

connecting the heliacally sefc Knttikas with the beginning of spring.
If so, it may even be that the beginning of spring in their own days
coincided with the early parfe of the time of the invisibility of that
asfcerism, that is almost immediately after it fell into the grasp of
the evening sun; and that the point of the vernal equinox had
already come to the asterism Biohwi (Aldebaran). But in course of
time the Brahmawa period came and made Knttika, the asterism of

the vernal equinox with Sravish^a alias Dhanishift/a as the starting
point of the sun's northward journey. This is what seems to be

meant when the Mahabharata story about the birth of the Son God
says that formerly Eohini (Aldebaran) was the starting point of
time, but that afterwards Dhanishf/ia

point (pp. 56
tha,

62).

was

fixed

upon as the starting

Since there can be no doubt about the Dhanish-

star having been regarded as the star of the winter solstice

from the

Brahmam

period

down

to several centuries afterwards, the

Dhanishtf7ia of the story as the starting point can only

mean the

starting point of the sun's northward journey, while the myth
which the same story gives about establishing the Krittikas in the
sky, read in connection with Dhanishi/ia as the point of the winter
solstice, can only mean that the Knttikas were made the asterism of
the vernal equinox. The saying that previous to this change
Bohini was the starting point seems to mean that star to have been

the asterism of the vernal equinox. Although the story is later
than the Brahmawa period, it is difficult to believe that the fact mentioned in it of Eohini having once been the starting point * was a

* Eohini as the
starting point need not necessarily mean that she ever
occupied the first place in the list of the asterisms any more than Dhanishi/ia as the starting point means that the list wag ever made to
star. My theory amounts to this. The time-hallowed
commencing with Kn'ttik& because at one time it marked the advent
of Vasanta about one month prior to the vernal equinox, was maintained
intact~by the Eishis of the Big-vedic period as Knttika had not yet

commence with that

list

ceased to be connected with the

first

month

of

Vasanta ; but

at the

same

time they marked Eohini as the star of the vernal equinox of their own
days. In the Br&hmana period and also for centuries afterwards the

same

list

beginning with Knttika was maintained; Knttika had then

.
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baseless invention.

We

while on the contrary

can suspecb no objecb for such invention,
most likely that the story had some old

it is

tradition to rely on.

Allowing that the point of the vernal equinox
had already preceded over several degrees of Rohii, but not
yet

left

ib,

the centre of the Big-vedic period

may be roughly placed

in

about 3000 B. 0.

My explanation in Vol. I. of the riddle of the Subrahmawya formula
about Indra's loving Ahalya and his becoming a mena or woman for
Vnsbanasva may be pronounced by others as nothing more than an
ingenious theory. Still it amounts to this: When the Sun is in
conjunction with Robbzd (Aldebaran) and thus loves her, she is

Ahalya, 'one that has merged in day/ while the full moon that
happens during that time happens in conjunction with Jyeshi/ta (the
star Antares), also called Eohi?d because, like Aldebaran, Antares
also is reddish and as JyesbiJia is the starry form of Indra himself
;

by reason
lover

of

being the devata of that star, ib is as though the
one Rohmi (Aldebaran) became himself at that time a
of his

woman, another Rohiwi,

for the full

Moon

to love.

This myth or

riddle was current even in the time of the E-ig-veda, as it is alluded
to in I. 51, 13; and the reason for thus enigmatically praising the

Sun is the probability of Rohmi having been regarded
days as the asterism of the vernal equinox. If thus the
Yedic people made a funny astronomic riddle about the Sun and
Rohini- loving

in those

Moon

month of their vernal equinox in conjunction with
Echini and Jyeshi/ia, it is noteworthy that the
Mahabharata story about the Son God Skanda alias Karfctikeya

full

the

of the

asterisms

makes, among many funny things, an astronomic riddle about the

Sun and/itM Moon of the raonfch of the vernal equinox of the Kn'ttika
period in conjunction with the asterisms Kritbika and Visakha, by
saying that a p.irb lopped off from the body of the Son became the
god Visakha. As the Moon is the Sun reflected, the fancy of the
is as though a sakha or branch lopped off from the Sun on
the lap of the Knbtikas is the full Moon in conjunction with the
Visakha asterism, the idea of the lopping off and the branch being
riddle

the result of covert puns

come

to the middle of the

upon the names

of these

Tasanta season; therefore

two asterisms.
it

was regarded as

the asfcerisui of the vernal equinox, marking Dhanishf/ia as the starting
point of the Ufctarayana.

ABHAYAM,

4, 5.

Ahalya, 18, 178, 395, 403, 419, 460,.

5659, 61, 501,
AbMmanyu, 572 585.

Abbijit,

608, 609.

Abhira robbers. 435, 552, 558.
Adbhuta, Agni, 27, 37, 39, 46, 63,
379, 390, 600.
41, 72, 128,

248,

129, 221, 222,

283-286, 309315, 476,

942, 493, 499, 500, 509, 540;
identified with earth

291,

293

different

;

and

altar,

meanings

294296.

of,

37,

of the taker, 311, 312, 316.
A" dityas, 89, 126, 206, 230, 258, 274,
291, 305, 309, 310, 321, 482,
486, 495 ; the twelve, 285287,

311313.
176, 180, 181, 402, 410, 440,
441, 602; see also Oanopus.
nameless brother of, 410.
4,

6, 11, 21, 22, 24,

3242,
68,

69,

2730.

46, 47, 51, 56, 63, i65,
7175, 77, 79, 108,

110114,
138-140,

152154,

75.

Aldebaran, see Rohmi.
Ambattaraja, 469, 471.

Ambarisha, 343, 346, 347.
Ambika, 383, ,460.
nectar, got by churning
the ocean, 219 229.

Amsa, 311, 312.
Amsuman, 81, 82, 84.
Amsumati river, 483, 484.
Ananta snake, 220.
Anasuya, 331, 397, 409.

Anga

Agastya, 83, 96, 100, 123, 154, 171,

Agni,

Alchemy, 74,

Amnta,

87, 187, 211, 284
290, 321, 560, 561 ; in the sense

iditya, 36,

7.

Akasa-ganga, 7, 93, 95, 540, 575.
Aksha, son of Eavawa, 433.
Alaka,, 507.
Alcyone, 15.

Adhokshaja, 488.
Aditi,
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Ajavidhi,

122, 125131,
145, 146, 149,
156, 159, 160,

135,
150,

162,
163, 166, 167, 170, 171, 175,
177, 184, 189, 191, 193195,
198, 204, 205, 208, 211-213,
218, 239, 254, 255, 257, 258,

260, 263, 264, 267, 274, 275,
277, 283, 285, 291293, 296,
297, 301, 307, 320, 322324,
326, 328333, 336, 340342,
344, 345, 347, 348, 351, 353,
358, 359, 361, 362, 366, 369,
379, 390, 391, 401, 410, 417,

country, 77,

143146.

Angada, son of Tali, 424, 425, 452.
son of Lakshmana, 452.
Angaraga, 397, 409.
Angiras, 89, 321, 322, 484, 546.
Angirases, 16, 40, 112, 187, 267,
268, 292, 295, 321, 327, 328,.
345, 518.

Aniniddha, 545550.
Anjana, 426.
Anuhlada, 236, 285, 324, 325.
Anumati, 485.

Anuradha asterism,

9, 10, 59,

517.

Apnavana, 340, 343.
Apsaras nymphs, 130, 171, 178, 213,.
216 birth of, from the churned
;

ocean, 222.
Arawyani, 40B.

Ardra

star, 65,

9193,

95, 139, 326,

395,398,444,460,499, 548,620Arishfa, Asura, 517.
Arishianemi, 81.

344346,

370.

422, 424, 425, 440, 445, 456,
466468, 472, 473, 478, 481,
482, 484, 487489, 494, 496,
499, 516, 547, 561, 580, 588

Irjikas,

591, 595, 597-602, 606-608,
618, 621 ; as Kama, 35, 79, 543
545 ; as Kapota or dove, 77,
78; as Rakshohan, 28, 424,
590 ; as the Spiritual Son, 599
602 ; as A" yu or Visvayu, 597,

Parcdava, 419, 526, 527, 552,
559, 562, 567, 570, 571,,
574, 575.
Arjunl stars, 101, 177, 619.
ArMka, 344, 346, 356.
Aruwaketu, 213.

599, 602.

Artmdhati, 12,13,

Agniloka, 204.

79

Arjuna, Kartavirya, 340,351,355
364, 368375, 378, 443, 546,.
611.
558,

1521, 27,
40, 41, 49, 61, 331, 603, 605, 606.

3034,

INDEX.
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Arunmuktias, 366, 511, 512.
Arushi, 339, 341.

Bharata, brother of Rama, 400, 401,
405, 407409,445, 452, 471,490.

Arurmaghas, 365, 366, 511, 512.

Bhargas

Aryaman, 311, 312, 619.
Asamanja, 81, 84, 117.
Asat and Sat, 278290.
Asitamngas, 364, 365.

Bhargavas, 159, 322, 354, 405.
Bhargavt, 228, 321, 341.

1 slesha

asterism, 50, 176, 506, 508,
510, 511, 616.
Ashfamtirfci, 54, 89, 387, 388, 500,
560.

Astika, 335, 578, 579, 583.
Asuras, 6, 84, 136, 168, 185, 186,
191, 192, 200203, 207, 208,
214, 220224, 228, 247, 281,
282, 284-287, 289, 313, 354,
355, 393, 398, 415, 492, 530,
538, 539, 565, 576.
Asvasiras, 189, 620.
Asvins, 7, 16, 97, 98, 129-132, 159,
161, 162, 209, 265, 274, 326,
327, 329331, 333, 366, 381,
401, 450, 484, 560, 561, 563.

Asvamedha

sacrifice,

187, 239, 319,

361, 371, 372.

Asvatbha tree, 45, 569, 580.
Asvatfchaman, 572.
Atlas, 15.
Atri, 129, 362, 409, 451.
Aurva, 320, 339343, 358.

Aurva-Bhn'gu,
Aushasl, 560.

340342.

Aycdhya, 400.

of Savitri, 41, 46.

Bhima, Pajidava,

44, 181, 182, 521,
526, 527, 536, 559, 562, 573, 574.
Bhtshma, 527, 568, 571, 575.

Bhishmaka, 523, 524.
Bhratnvyas, 565, 568, 571.
81, 228, 320322, 325, 339,
341, 346, 367, 368, 456.
Bhngus, 112, 322, 327, 328, 339

Bhngn,

344, 346, 356, 357, 370, 377
379 their treasure, 341, 342.
;

Bhujyu, 129132.
Bhutabhasha, 591, 592.
Bhtitaviras, 365.

Boar, see Varaba.

Brahma,

16, 21, 55, 57, 58, 64, 73,

75, 76, 82, 106,

124, 133,

197,

108-110, 118,

135137,

210, 220, 222,

Badarikasrama, 136, 355, 592.
Badarayana, 592.

Bahuda

river, 360.

230232, 285

469, 471.
of the Salvas, 536.
a Brahman, 539.
Brahmahatya of Indra, 168170
of Arjuna Kartavtrya, 368370.

496499, 503, 506, 511
513, 518520, 522, 523, 551,
552, 572.
Bali, Asura, 237,238, 241, 283290,
314318, 493, 546.

Baladeva,

Bawa, Asura, 237, 545549.
Bandhu, 114, 163, 166, 279, 316, 515.
Befcelgeux, see Ardra.
Bhagadatta, 541.
Bbadrakali, 466.

Bhadrasakha, 54, 55.
Bhaga, 236, 274, 311, 312, 334, 619.

8284,

88, 89, 92, 95,

99,

Bharadvaja, 152, 408, 454, 490;
representing mind, 456.
Bharawi asterism, 59, 616.
Bharata, son of Dushyanta, 408,
565, 584.

is a, 182.

Brahmanafc. parimara, 575.

Brahmaloka, 58, 59, 180, 452.
Brahmawaspati, 27, 29, 36, 271, 278,
383.

Baka, Asura, 44, 518.
Bala and Atibala, 401.

Bbagiratha,

195-

287, 321323, 386, 391, 392,
441, 451, 452, 454, 455, 458,
488, 490, 502, 539, 541; see
also Prajapati.
Brahmadafcta, of Buddhist legend,

Brahmawa, who really
'

141,

199-201, 204, 205, 208

Brahma-purushas, the five, 34, 561.
Brahmarandhra, 44.
Brahmastra, 440, 441.
BrahmocZapa, 134.
Bnhadratha, 525, 526.
Bnhaspati, 10, 27, 28, 168, 170,
171, 178, 286, 365, 366, 383,
[428, 429.
396, 487, 575.
the planet Jupiter, 387, 418,
Budha, the planet Mercury, 167,

418,

428430.

Buddha, said to have been Kapila,
Rama, aad Sibi, 470472.

CATSfOPUS,

96, 176, 180,

202, 402,

410, 441.
Cow, killing of at the

wedding feast,
176, 177; the best of gifts, 158.

DADHIKI,

130, 137, 174, 342, 433.

Dadhimnkha, 433.
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Dahara or dahra,

42, 103,

383385,

582.

Daitya, meaning of, 298300.
Daityas, 38, 221, 230, 231, 235,

23724-1, 314.

4, 7, 247, 249.

72, 248, 382, 404, 555.

Dakshma,

Dharmaraja, Pa?idava, 181, 182, 559,
562.

the god Yama, 334, 562.
Dhartarashfaas, the inimical cousins
of the Pawdavas, 539, 566, 571,

Daityasena, 38, 517.

Daksha,

Dhanvantari, 220, 222.

Dharma,

28, 130, 160, 164, 531.
7, 45, 50, 59, 61, 88,

Dakshiwayana,

573.

the flamingoes, 566.

99, 175, 176, 616.
Darnodara, 48, 507.

Dhatn, 7, 311, 312.
Dhenuka, Asura, 511, 513.

Danava, meaning of, 298 300.
Danavas, 37, 38, 64, 83, 84, 199,

Dhntai'ashira,

206, 221, 314, 505, 538.
DaiicJakarawya, 409412, 415.
Dantavaktra, 236.
l

f

8, 36, 37, 70, 90, 95, 112,

Dh-ghatamas, 97.
Diti, 221, 222, 314
Aditi,

175,

the Brahman, the other to the
Kshatriya, 370.
Delnge, 120127, 133-135, 194,
195.

61,

6, 22, 28, 37, 38, 40, 47," 59,

65,

64,

8183,

67,

70,

75-77,

91, 92, 107,

126, 131,
163, 168171, 173,
195, 196, 199, 200,

136, 140,
175, 191,
202, 205, 217, 219223, 228,
230, 231, 234, 237, 238, 252,
281286, 293, 313, 354, 355,

379, 391393, 404, 415, 459,
481, 492, 524, 539, 540, 546.
the senses, 29, 178, 198, 207,
208, 315, 332, 400, 550, 565.
good inclinations, 224, 314.
divided into different castes,
366.

Devahuti, 113.

Devakanyas, 171.
Devaki, 476, 485, 498,

499,

502,

503, 505.

Devarata, 404, 405.
Devasena, 28, 37, 38, 47, 55, 56.
Devikas, the metres, 485.
Dhanada, 230, 283 ; see also Kubera.

Dhanishtta, 50,
482, 609,
Sravisht/ia.

5659,

622, 623.

;

contrasted with

291300.

Divodasa, 299.
Drona, 568, 571, 572, 575.
Drumila, 504, 505.

226, 255, 263, 324, 325, 460,
462, 467, 468, 516, 547, 560.
celestial, the star Bohi?ji, 21.
Day and Night as belonging one to

Devas,

568,

Dilipa, 82.

^yy.

5

Dasa. 160, 590.
Dasaj 299.
Dasagriva, 231, 414.
Dasaratha, 143, 494, 535.
Dasyus, 153, 155, 156, 206, 435.
Dattatreya, 355, 357359, 362.

Dawn,

meaning the senses,

Dice, as
569.

Danti, 477.

Danu,
T-kA
Danu,

Vaifeitravirya, 457,
571, 575, 584, 587.
Airavata, a snake, 566, 584.
Dhruva, the Pole Star, 1 -4, 7, 12, 95.

565567,

61, 87, 88,
See also

Drupada, 564.
Dundubha, 334, 335, 338, 377.
Dundubhi, a demon, 423.
Durga, 386, 477.
Duryodhana,. 567, 568, 575.
Durvasas, 222, 227, 362, 451, 452,
536, 552, 555, 556, 560, 571.

Dushana, Rakshasa, 411.
Dushyanta, 408.
Dussala, 567.
Dussasana, 567, 573.
Dussima, 468.
Dvadasaditya, 284, 312.

Dvaita-vana, 568, 569.
Dvaraka, 502, 521, 524-526, 528,

536538, 543, 546, 551, 552, 558.
Dvimatn, 532,

533.

Dvita, 168.
as the altar, 71, 72, 111,
112, 185, 189, 192195, 212 ; lift-

EARTH,

ed up by the Boar Vislmu, 195
200; identified with Aditi,
291294; Visvakarman's gift
of, to Kasyapa, 301308, 319 ;
Kasyapi, 304, 315 ; wife of
Vishwu, 492.
Ekasnnga Varaha, 195, 196 286.
Ekata, 168.
Elephants, the directions

as, 111,

112.

Eos, 255.

FATHERS

(Manes), 61, 89,

103, 114, 117,
391, 392, 578.

213, 259,

101370,
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Fish, 120, 122-125, 133, 136, 147,
149, 158, 160, 164, 195.

Haoma,

620.

GADHI,375.

Hari, Vishmu, 246, 247, 251, 252,.
489, 537.
Harisfcandra, 538.

Gajasura, 387, 388.

Hasta

Garaipati, 379387, 551; as the
scribe writing theMahabharata,

595 ; mouse of, 380, 383385.
Gandhari, a goddess attending upon
Budra, 64.
wife of Dhntarashira, 566.
Gandharva, guardian of the bride,
21, 23, 24 lover of Surya, 561.
;

evil spirit, 54.

:

Gandharvas, 18, 171, 213, 216, 230,
334, S92, 412,413, 540, 575.

Gaiga river, 69, 73, 74; descent of,
from heaven, 81102; 117,

10381383,

star, 9,
Hasti/cfcTiaya, 381, 383.

385, 387.

Hayagriva, Vish?m, 136, 137.
- Asura, 135, 137, 167, 399, 540.
Hayasiras, 340, 341.
Hell, 391, 575.
Hema, 415, 427..
Helios, 132, 255.

Herodotus, 151.
Hidimba, 536.
Himalaya, Mt., 43, 69, 70, 81,

84,.

90, 94, 95, 97, 230, 339, 347.
Hmmyagarbha, 5, 29, 30, 42, 68, 71,

104,

106109, 214, 477, 487.
230245, 285, 502,

158, 162, 224, 289, 411, 454.
Gangadhara, 90, 92, 95.
Gargya, 524.

Hirawyakasipu,

Garuda or Garutman, 255, 288, 289,
386, 477 see also Suparwa.

Hiranyanabha,

503, 596.

Hirawyaksha, 200, 203, 209, 236, 285.

;

Garudadhvaja, Vishnu, 490.
Garucii, 40, 46 ; see also Vinata.
Gaufcama, 178, 179.
Gaiiri, 26, 64, 379, 380, 383, 392.

Mt., 205.

42, 71, 104, 201.
Hri, 7, 8, 286, 452, 492.
Hnshikesa, 489.

Hiranyaretas,

6,

Gavam-ayana, 617, 619.

IDA", 121, 124, 210.
Ilvala, 96.

Gavijafca, 158, 159, 165, 167.

Indra, 4, 7, 28, 29, 35, 37, 38, 47,

Gaya, Asura,

--

389393.

48,51,55,56, 81,94,121, 143,

390, 391, 393.
Gayasiras,' 253, 254.
[462, 474.
Gayatri, 41, 42, 46, 47, 101, 392,
Ghora, iiigirasa, 485, 486, 493.

153, 155, 160, 162, 163, 167
180, 183-186, 189193, 200,
203, 205, 206, 208, 213, 218,.
219, 222, 227, 235, 237, 240,
241, 254, 260, 263, 265268,.

GhrMM,

333, 595, 598.

274,

Girivraja,

526528.

Ifrishi,

390.

- King,

283287,
311313, 324,

Golakanatha, 386.

332,

82, '415 -417.
Goloka, 489, 517.

Gokama,

Gopas, celestial, 490.

Gotama, 403.
Gotra, cowfold, 190, 268.
Gofcrabhid, 266, 267, 514.
Govardhana,

lifted

Mt.,

up

by

Krishna, 513, 514.
Govinda, 489, 490, 513, 575.
Govindu, 490.

Guha-shashiM, 69.
Guhyakas, 507.
,

84, 339,

355358,

371, 378.

Eaimavati, 90.

333,
366, 368, 391, 392, 394, 397,
398, 401, 403, 418, 422, 426,
427, 431, 434, 439, 440, 445,.
460, 472, 476478, 483, 487
490, 492494, 496, 511514,
5] 6, 525, 531, 534, 535, 539
542, 544, 553, 554, 559, 560

564, 574, 576, 581, 582,
587, 620, 623.
Indras, the PancZavas formerly the
five, 563.
Indradhanus, 404.
562,

Indrajit, 439.
Indrami, 525.

591.

HAIHAYAS, 83,

290, 299, 300,
325, 329, 330,
355, 356, 363, 365,

Indra-Parvatau, 206.
Indraprastha, 552, 558, 559.

[43, 45, 354, 536.

Hamsas ^flamingoes,

the ascetics as,

Hamsa-Pimbhau, 521,526,535537.
Hamsadvara, 46, 354.
Eamiman, 205, 426, 427, 430434,
439, 441, 442, 452.

JAHNiVt,

97.

Jahnavi, Gaaga, 83, 92, 97.

Jahnu, 83, 84, 88, 92,
Jahusha, 132.
Jajali, 458.

95100.

INDEX.

Jamadagni, 46, 320, 343359, 368
calf of,
552.

370, 376;

368-371,

355,

358,

Jamadagnafc, Vatsah, 340, 343, 368.
Jambavan, 380, 381, 386, 429, 430,
551 ; daughter of, 386, 551.

Jambha, Asura, 235, 236.

Kama born

as

Pradyumna,

543, 545.

Kamadhenu,

222, 499.
Kamali, 348, 349.
Kamayani, 348, 349, 352.

Kamarupa

country, 541.
507,

Kamsa, 502505,

519521.

526, 529.

399, 402- -405, 447,
458, 459, 595, 598.
Janamejaya, 285, 335, 365, 376,
377, 659, 575, 576, 577589,
593.
Janardana, 245, 392.

Janaka, 397,

Kamyaka-vana, 568, 569.
.ffanda, Moon, of a Buddhist legend,.
469, 473.

Janasthana, 411, 415.
Japamala, 75.

BTaTida-Bhargava, 377.
Ea?icJa-Kausika, 525.
Kandala, 372, 420, 421.
JTandra or Eandramas, 477,
560, 561.

Jara, Gnhadevi, 525, 529.
Jaras, the hunter shooting Krishna,
551, 557.
Jarabodha, 531, 532, 534.

JEandrabhaga, 140142.
.Kandrajyotipura, 380.
jBTandraketu, 452.
Zandrasekhara, 90, 222.

521528,

Jarasandha,

531-536,

541.

Jaratkaru, 578, 583, 602.
Jatarupa, 75.
Jatayu, 417, 418, 427429.
Jaiila

Zanura, 518.
Kawva, 336, 462, 551.
Kapila, 82, 84, 87, 101, 103-119,.
239, 470.

<

marrying Seven Kishis, 563.

Jaya, 409.
Jayanta, 434, 539.

Kapilavastu, 470.
Karavirapura, 522, 523, 537.

Kardama,

113.

Kama,

Jivanmukta, 547, 550.

568, 571, 572, 575.
Kartavirya-dipa, 360, 375.

Jupiter, 15.

Kdrttikeya, 37, 48, 49, 353,

Jvara of Eudra, 546, 548.

Kapota, 78.
Kasi, 388, 389, 435, 525, 537.
Kaseru, 540.

78.

Kabandha, 418, 419.
Kadru, 219, 377, 576.

Krishna, 548.
Kakshivan, 97, 525.
Kala, 285, 300, 301, 451, 452.
Kalagni, 343.
Kalakhanjas, 237.

Kalanemi, 502504.
Kala-Yavana, 521, 524, 525, 528,
529, 531.

Kaliya serpent, 507.

Kalmashapada, 145.

Kama, Agni,

35, 39, 63, 543545 ;
of Creation (Ev.

the Cause

4), 213, 279, 543.
father of Sraddha, 349.
as evil desire destroyed

X. 129,

by
76-78, 227, 388, 389,

Siva,
;

made Anaiga in

country, 145

the Aiiga

.

worshipped as a god, 477.
79-ft

4, 136, 211, 212, 283286,
291, 300315, 319. 356-358,.
374, 375, 405, 436, 476, 492,.
493, 499, 519, 565, 576.
Kasyapas, 365, 377, 576.

Kasyapa,

Kaikeyi, 400, 407.
Kailasa, 84, 387, 413, 414, 507.
Kaisika, 523, 525.
Kaiiabha, 136139, 142, 240.
JEaitya of the Magadhas, 526, 534.
Kakra, of Vishnu, 138, 375; of

543

618,.

623.

JyeshiJia asterism, 623.

KA,

485,.

Kasyapa, the physician, 577, 580.
Kasyapi, 212, 304, 305, 377.

Zaturmasya,138,618.
Kauberakas, 412, 518, 611.
Kausalya, 400, 407.
Kausiki river, 347.

Kaustubha gem, 220.
Kavasheya, 210.
Kavi, planet Venus, 456.
KayMhava, 235, 236.
Kesarin, 426.
Kesava, 489, 517,
Kesin, demon killed by Indra,.
37,38.
another
demon killed by

Krishna, 517.
a Muni mentioned in the Rig-veda, 215, 216, 218.
Kesini, a goddess attending upon'
Eudra, 64.
a queen of Sagara, 81.
"

Khagama, 334, 336338.
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Khan-daparasu, 406.

Kshetrasyapati, 395.

Khandava

Kubera,

forest, 559, 567.

171, 412, 477, 507, 510,
518, 575 ; see also Vaisravana.
Kuhu, 485.

Khandavayanas, 356.
XTiandodeva, 421.

Kumara, the Son God,

Khapura, 538.
Khara, 411.
Kharjftra Yatis, 511, 512.
JTTiayapatha, 438.
Kilasi, 413,

Kumaras and Kumarls, 51
Kumbha, 236, 539.
Kumbhakarwa, 236, 439.
Kumbhawda, 546.

Kimpurnshas, 230.
Kinnaras, 230, 412.

4194,21.

Kirti, goddess, 286.

Knntl, 559, 560, 571.

of Hirawyakasipu, 235, 241.
of Vishnu, 236, 241.
ffitra star, 9, 10, 550.

Kurma,

itrakuia,,407 409.
Zitralekha, 546, 550.
Eitraratha, 351.

73, 75,

77, 78, 81, 106, 145, 146, 208,
251, 275, 300, 351, 353355,
373, 379, 500, 518, 606.

JTinas, 541.

Kiratas,

27, 29, 30,

3843, 4656, 6369,

.

53.

211-213, 220,
182, 327, 345, 356,
392, 495, 552, 559, 565, 568,
574, 585.
Kusadhvaja, father of Vedavati,
78, 110, 111,

Kurukshetra,

396.

Kratudhvamsin, 385, 555.
Kraufi&a, Mfc., 413 ; rent by Kumara,
43, 46, 599; by Parasu-Eama,
354.

brother of Janaka, 405,

Kusa and Lava, 446448,

452, 454,

457.

Kraufifea birds, the pair of, 454.

Kusilavas, 448, 449, 451, 454, 457,
594.

Kraufifcapura, 522.
Krintatra, 205.

KuvalayapMa, 518.

Knsanu,

Kusavati, 452.

620.

JTyavana, 83,

Kn'shwa, a Eishi mentioned in
Rig-ve&a, 484.
a being mentioned in Eg-veda
as Drapsa, 483, 484.
god, 43, 51, 247, 285, 380,
381, 384-386, 476559, 568,
570, 571, 585, 590, 596 ; shot in
the thirty-sixthyear, 552557.
Devakiputra, the disciple of

Ghora A ngirasa, identified with
god Krishna, 485, 486, 493,
537,554.
Dvaipayana, 160, 559,
587, 590; see also Vyasa.

579,

59, 61, 62, 64, 73, 75, 139, 438,

508,603609/616, 617
621-623.

Kshatriyas, hating Brahmans, 339,
340, 342.

356-358,

by Parasu-Rama,

364,

368, 552; the

hidden meaning of

the

act,

369373.
stars as, 340, 341,369, 370,552.
Kshemendra, 591.

KsMrasamudra,

;

157160, 164166,
339, 341, 343, 377,

ant-hill

grown over him,

330, 331, 456.

LAKSHMA2VA,

400, 401, 405, 407,
409, 411, 416, 418, 419, 424,
434, 439, 445, 451453, 471.

Lakshmi,

7, 8, 26, 69, 286, 392, 458,
459, 461, 492, 524.
Lavawa, Asura, 142.
Likhita, 360.
Logos, 273, 481.
Lokadvara, 258, 528.

65, 66, 600.

Lola, 143.

Lopamudra, 331.

MADA,

330, 332.

Madhavl, 447, 492.

Madhu, Asura, 136138,

142, 143,

167, 240, 535.

Knttivasas, 388, 389.
Kntya, 233, 537.

7- annihilated

456

Lokaknt,

Knshma-jayaniii, 500, 501.
Kntavirya, 339, 340, 371, 378.
Knfctikas (Pleiades), 1215, 17,
20,21, 31 33, 48 51, 56, 57,
505,
619,

320333,

a good being that built Madhura, 142.
Madhusudana, 140, 283, 491, 535.

Madhyadesa, 524, 529.
Madhyamika-Devagaiia, 187.
Madyamikas, 528.

MadrV559.
Magadhas, 521, 525, 526, 533, 534.

Magha

asterism, 19, 50, 87, 88, 90,
96, 100, 101, 137, 139, 176, 177,
619.
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Maha-Gaya, 390.
Maha-Kala, 547, 550.

Mayavin, 423.
Maydvati, 543, 545.
Meru, Mt., 35, 41, 45, 199, 204, 304,
305, 307, 333, 336, 342, 353;
has three golden peaks, 204.
Milky Way, 7, 93, 94, 141, 205, 438,

Mahakapi, 522.
Maha-Meru, 304, 305.
Mahanata, 225.
Mahesa, 387.
Mahtmsasaka, 469, 473.

484, 508, 509.

Mahisha, Asnra, 64, 65, 79, 373, 388.
Mahishmati, 357, 359.
Mainaga, Mfc., 413.
Mainaka, Mt., 200, 205, 206, 431.

Makha, 393.
Makhagbna, 183, 185, 240, 246,382.

Mind, the Creator

of words,
Minaketana, 545.

363.

AshadTia, 138; .isvavuja,
138, 619; Bhadrapada, 95,
96, 99, 138, 379, 380, 381, 500,
:

Mamateya, 295, 298.
Mamdhata, 147149, 155.

99,

Man

501; JyeshtTia,

as Sacrifice, 485, 555.

Mana, 128.
Manasa, Mt.,

creating by

270275.

Mitra, 4, 120, 122, 127, 255, 274,
293, 298, 311, 312, 347, 348,

Months

Malini river, 462.

as,

means

3, 95, 349,

617619

37, 38, 208, 354.

;

Mawdakarm, 410.

615-619; Margasirsha,

Mandara(Mt.),.220, 222224,359,

99, 100,

540.

son of Hiranyakasipu, 237.
Mandodari, 414, 415, 439, 445, 456,
459, 465.
Mancluki, 456.
Man-lion,

230252,

285, 287, 472,

582.

Mamgriva, 507, 510.
Manu, 2, 120127, 133135, 146,
195, 208, 210, 264, 265, 301.

Prajapati, 239, 240.
Satyavrata, 135.

daughter

- offspring

69,

389;Phaiguna, 545, 617, 618;
Pushya, 175, 176; Sravana,
95, 99, 135, 139, 175,
500, 501, 506; Vaisakha, 49,
50, 546, 547, 549, 550.
Mngasiras asterism, 55, 59, 65, 91,
50, 87,

92, 95, 98, 125, 126, 133, 138,
175, 189, 206, 232, 245, 262,
268, 342, 343, 363, 382, 395,
396, 431, 499, 508, 547, 620.

250, 251;

see

Mnta, the pressed Soma, 140.
Mritapas, 140, 533.
Mn'tyu as Aditi, 294.
Mn'tyu Pradhvamsana, 584.
Mudgala, 564.
Muka, Asura, 419.
Mnfcukunda, 524, 529, 530.

Manya, 122, 123.
Manyu, 572.
Markandeya, 37, 133135.
MariM, 285.
Mari&a, 402, 415-417, 443.

Mukunda,

530.

Muni, Vatarasana, 215218.
the Old Sage residing in the

Mars, planet, 428, 508.
Martawda, 309311, 500.
land, 435, 436, 526.

heart, 164.

150154,

218, 230,
265, 366, 413, 483, 487, 562;
birth of, from Diti, 299, 300.

Maruttas, 358.

3,

157, 388,

also Sirius.

of, 121, 124.
of, 121, 126, 210.

Maruts, 28, 71,

125, 147,

Mngavyadha, 246,

Manthara, 407.

Maru

389;

Karttika, 99,
136, 138; Magha, 96, 97, 176,

JTaitra,

.

Matali, 439, 440.
...
Matamga, \ 41
2q
9~ 423
Matamgas, }
the
54.
evil Mothers, 47, 51
Mains,
Matsya, son of Samada, 122, 149.
Matur didhishu, 460.

Murtikavata, 351, 353.

Mura 01- Muru, a demon,

540, 541.

Musala, of Bala-Rama, 498.
that becomes the means of the
destruction of the Yadavas,

551553.

-

.

Maudgalya, 34.
Maya, 415, 426.
Maya, 227, 231, 233,

543-545.
TvAshtrt, 412.

Mayapura, 466.

415,

439,

Mushfika, Asura, 518.

NiBHI

of Aja, 487.

NagabhushaTia, 417.
Nagapasa, 288, 317, 439.
Nagas, 288, 422, 585.

Nahusha, 158, 160167, 333; becomes a snake, 170, 171, 175
182

Naimisa

;

Tugas

of,

161, 621.

forest, 447, 457, 594.
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Na&iketas, 245, 584.

Nyagrodha

.

Nakshatras, stars, as Kshatriyas,
341; as Na-kshatram,
340,
powerless, or annihilated Kshatriyas, 369, 370, 552, 611 ; the
lunar asterisms, 618, 621.

Nakula, 559, 562, 563, 575.
Nala, the husband of Damayanti,
568,569,580.
the builder of R&ma's bridge,

435438.
Nalakubara, 507, 509, 510.
Nala-plava,
Nala-setu,

^

}

3g
**'> 4d8

J

'

Nalayani, 34, 331,

N&ma-rupa,

names

and

forms,

tree, 577, 580.

OKKAKU,

470, 471.
160, 230, 231, 242, 500.
Orion, 2, 3, 55, 65, 69, 80, 9199,
125128, 131, 137139, 141,

Om,

143, 146,
167, 172,
194, 202,
261, 262,

147, 154,

157,

166,

176, 180, 189192,
206, 212, 240242,
266, 268, 277, 293,,
328, 329, 335, 336, 342, 343,
345, 373, 381, 387389, 392,
393, 395, 396, 398, 399, 417,
434, 484, 499, 505, 508, 509,

538, 540, 547549, 554, 555,
561, 620622.

269278.
Namufei, 172, 553.
Nandagopa, 503, 506, 518.
Nandana forest of the gods, 197,
198.

PADMANABEA, 487.

Nara, Arjuna Pa<Java, 221, 562,

their seeing

570.

N&ada,

68, 72, 73, 84, 235, 284,
288, 359, 387, 454, 455, 458,
459, 507, 542, 546, 551, 597
599.
Naraka, Asura, 540, 541.

Naraka country, 526,

541.

Nara-Narayanau, the two ancient
gods as well as ftishis, 221,

245249,

563.

Naraaihma, see Man-lion.
Narayawa, origin of the name as
meaning Purusha's Viraj-born
SOD, 247249, 315, 479, 480?
identical with Vishnu, 133,
196, 199,
285, 315,

219-221, 245249,

341343,
477-481, 484486,

358, 459,
498, 552,

570.

Narmadii, 359.
Nasatyas, 209.

41,9.

Pawdu, 565, 566, 587.

PMavas, 559575,

579, 584, 585

;.

Nahusha who as

the Ajagara snake grasps Bhima, 181 ; their Yaksba-prasna
incidence, 474
sacrifice,

;

their Rajasuya
526, 527,.

361, 521,

531535.
Panis, 94, 190, 192,
540.

266268,

514,

Panfcajana, a demon, 520, 521.
Pan&ajanas, the Vedic, 162, 293,.

309, 345, 370, 520.
as the five senses, 412, 520.
Pan/cajanya conch, 520, 521.
Panfc^la country, 564.

PanMli, 560, 563567, 572,

574,.

575.

Panfcanada, a demon, 540, 541.
country, 541, 542.
Panfeapsaras lake, 410, 412.
Panfcaratra sacrifice, 534.
Pafifcasenanayakas, 433.
Panfeasrotas, 410.
Pafifcavatf, 411, 417.

Navaka, 54, 55.
Navyasrama, 144.

P&pman,

Nidra, 503.
Night, 85, 170, 175, 324, 325, 370,
431.

sin, designated Tamas,
darkness, 6, 173, 207, 333.
Param Jyotis, 201, 453.

Parama-pada, 253, 254, 266, 267,
312, 489, 597.
Parasara, 160, 587
602.

Nikumbha, 236,539.
Nila, goddess, 492.

llSSa,}

Pampa, 411,

220,223,225,226.

Parasu-Eama, 46,

589, 592, 593,
159,

320, 340,

364, 367378, 385,
405, 406, 435, 436, 443, 474, 483,
522, 552, 611, 612 ; the lakes of
blood made by> 356, 357, 359.

350360,

NJiambara, 497.
Nirvana, 234, 245.
Nisafcara, Rish]V427, 428.
Nishada, 160, 454.
Nishiya, the Svati asterism, 9, 10,
59,438.
Nisunda, Asura, 540, 541.
Nnsihma, see Man-lion.
.

Parijata tree, 222, 540.
Parikshit, father of Bheki, 18.
or Parikshit, father of Jana-

mejaya,559,572, 573,

577585.
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JParikshitas, 582, 583.

Parjanya, 326, 363,

3tj6,

Puman, 482.
Punarvasu stars, 508

561.

Parvata and Indra, 206.
Parvati, 64, 386.
Pasfcya country
345.
Pasupati, 516.

famed

for its Soma,

.Patala, 83, 84, 285, 287, 288, 318.

Paulomas, 237.
Pavitra, 553, 554.
Phalgunl stars, 101, 177, 334, 619.
Pippalada, 165.
.Pisafcas, 214; their dialect, 591,
592.
see also BrahPitamaha, 401, 418
ma and Prajapati.
Piyfr of the Buddhist story, 469.
;

.Pleiades, see "Knttikas.
Pleione, 15.

551, 596.
.Pragjyotishapura, 540, 541.

246,

285-289, 313, 325, 596.
6, 7, 10, 11, 22, 24, 29,
30, 33, 36, 37,41, 55, 61,66, 71,

Prajapati, 4,

78, 109, 110, 113, 124, 144, 146,
168, 193, 196, 200, 205, 210-

214,
262,
335,
409,
484,

240, 246, 248, 261,
275, 300, 313, 314, 321,
353, 381, 394396, 400,
441, 461, 462, 476, 483,

237,

487, 499, 544, 547, 555,
560, 561, 565, 588, 604, 620.
Trajapatyas, both Devas and Asuras
as sons of Prajapati, 206, 207,
565, 588.
Pra/cetas, Varuna, 456.
ten brothers of this name
marrying a single woman, 563.

Pralamba, Asura, 513.
Pramadvara, 333336.
iPramatha-gana, 379, 388, 547, 550.
Pramafci, 320, 333, 334, 339.
Prams, 33, 34, 70, 73, 109, 118,
160, 306308, 400, 453, 486,
560563, 574, 575, 582, 596.

Pra7iay4ma, 72, 182, 224.
Prasena, 380, 381.
'Prasenajit, 348, 351.

Prasusruka, 343.
Pratardana, 358.
Pravargya, 183, 191, 211, 404.
Pntha, see Kunti.

Prithavana, 468.
Pulasti'Jamadagnis, 348.
Pulastya, 324.
1
.Puloma,
Pulomaja,
322, 324, 355.
[

Puloman,
80

)

196, 200, 209, 210, 213,
231, 233, 239, 240, 242,

247249,

270, 275, 300, 311,
312, 315, 335, 393, 462, 463,
the whole universe
479
;
478,
as a pada of, 556, 557.
the one consisting of seven
Parushas, 33, 561; of five

Purushas, 561, 564.

479, 481, 486, 493,

Pradyumna, 542545,

231238, 241243,

173,

225,

Purushamedha, 478, 479.
Purusha Narayana, 248, 249, 47S,

Poliandry, 560, 563, 564.

Prahlada,

510.

Puwdarika, 392.
Pundarikaksha, 489.
Punyasloka, Vishnu, 241.
Purnkutsa, 150.
Pm-uravas, 18, 70, 341, 588, 601.
Purusha, 4, 5, 7-40, 33, 134, 163,

534..

Purushottama, 242, 489.
Pushan, 183, 213, 274, 312, 394.
Pushpabhadra, 386.
Pushpaka vimana, 412, 445, 466.
")
Pushkala,
Pushkalavata,
j
Pushkara, 536.
Put, the hell of, 66, 67, 602.
Putana, 53, 505, 507, 508.
Putra or Puttra, the son as the
saviour of his father, 66, 507,
.

508.

EADHA,

the

asterism

Visakha,

517, 549.

milkmaid loved by Krishna,
517.

Bahu, 221, 418, 419, 426, 432.
Eajagnha, 521.
Raka, 485.
Rakshas or Rakshasas, 28, 84, 199,
203, 214. 230, 412, 413, 485,
612 ; of Lanka fanciful names
of, 439.

Rakshoraja, Kubera, 412, 413, 611.
Rama, Bhargava or Jamadagnya,
see Parasu-Rama.

Margaveya, 364,
368, 376, 474.
the hero of the

365,

367,

Raniayaa,

135, 142, 174, 195, 235, 283,
284, 324, 356, 394-468 ; Buddhist version about, 469 474 j
a strange nirvafeana about,
based on a. passage of the Rig-

veda,

466468.

one mentioned in the Btg-veda,
468.

Halabhrit, elder brother of
Krishna, see Baladeva.
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Rambha, 409.
Rasa or Rasatala,

j

83, 137, 192,
199, 202, 209, 358, 431, 447.
Rasa dance, 515, 516.
Rathasaptami, 616.
Rati, 77.
RavaTia, 235, 236, 324, 359, 364,
394, 396, 398, 406, 411418,

4274-29, 432 - 434, 437, 439
446, 450, 456-459, 462, 465,

466,468,612.
Rewuk&, 348-355, 359.
Betas, of Agni,

4042, 7375,600,

602; of Rudra, 56,69,71,72,
77, 223 ; of the Horse, 371 of
Mind, V9, 194, 213, 321, 543 ;
of
of
Prajapaci, 321, 620
of
143, 145;
Vibhanefaka,
;

;

Yyasa., 595, 598.

7680,

82, 84,

89-91,

95, 99,.

205,

106,

108, 195, 204,
228, 237, 240, 245,
275, 326, 336, 343,
366, 373, 379382,
400, 406, 413, 414,

216,.

261, 274,.
355, 363,.

385-389,

417, 432,.
435, 456, 460, 476, 477, 483,
487, 500, 507, 516, 526, 531,
532, 536, 538, 546, 547, 548,
550, 554, 555, 560, 595597,.

612; drinks vishn, 218226;
his Kirata or Sahara form, 419;
his Sarabha form, 245252;.
his self -sacrifice, 321; is be-

witched by the female form of
Vishwu, 223 ; his bow, 404, 405;.
his arrow, 440; his form as
half man and half woman, 25.

Revati asterism, 545.

Rudras, 89, 126, 216, 230, 258, 274,.
482, 486, 495 5 the eleven, 500.

JBtbhua, 206.

Rukmin, 523, 525.

Bijlka,

RukmM, 521525,

344-346.

320, 343, 344, 346, 355, 356,
375, 377, 405,
Bikshabila,'426, 427, 430.
Uiksharaja, Jambavan,
king of
bears, of stars, 386, 430.
Bikshas,bears of the Raraayana,422.
stars of Ursa Major, 604.
JBishabha, 452, 453.

jRtfcika,

JBtshi-wives, 34,
389, 390.

3941,

46, 66, 353,

Risya, stag, Orion as, 145, 335
also Taramriga.

;

see

Sisyasringa, 143, 400.
Bita, 43, 214, 293.
Vishnu aa the Child of, 269.

Ruma, 424.
Runn of Cutch,
Ruru, 320,

531, 542, 555.

435.
338, 339, 377.

333336,

SABARAS, 419421.
Sabari seen by Rama, 419, 420.
Sadasaspati, Agni, 2729, 35.
Sacrifice, see Yajfia Purusha.
Sagara, 8189, 117.
Sagaras, the sixty thousand, 81
101, 103,

114117,

Sagara, the ocean,
Sagaras, 86, 87.

89,.

567.

made by the

Sagittarius, 509.

Bitaja, 35, 110.
.Situs, seasons, as the genitors of
the Son God, 37, 41, 66, 560.

Sahadeva, Magadha, 526.
Pawdava, 560, 562, 563, 575.
Sahas, Agni, 63.
Sahasrapad, a Uishi, 334338, 377.

Bttuparwa, 568, 569.
Rohimeya, Baladeva, 498.
BohiTit, the star Aldebaran, 16

tfakadvJpa, 466.
gakata, Asnra, 507, 508.
SafcJ, 170, 171, 175-178, 181, 324.

19,
21, 22, 26, 31, 56, 57, 6163,
91, 137, 138, 141, 146, 147, 167,

240, 293, 325, 326, 328, 329, 335,
373, 386, 395, 396, 398, 444, 450,
460, 462, 499, 501, 505, 508, 547,
605, 609, 620-623.
a name also of Jyesh<fi.a, the
.star

Antares, 623,

daughter

of

Hiranvakasipu,

239.
4

wifeof Vasudeva, 498, 499, 565.
a name of Jambavati, 386, 551.

Romaharshawa, 594.
Romapada, 143, 145, 146.
Rndra, 24, 28-30,36, 42, 43,

64-66, 68-71,

Sakradhvaja, 513.
Sakti, goddess, 466.

weapon of Kumara,
65, 596.
son of VasishtTia,

54, 55, 64,,

588590.

Sakuni, 567.
Sakuntala, 35, 164, 336, 408, 462.
Sakuntika, 225.
Sakyas, 469, 470, 473.
Salilam, 193, 194, 196.
Salva, the lord of Saubba, 505, 523,.
524, 538.

Bohita, 344.

52, 56,

Safclpati, 38.

51,
73, 74.

Samada, 122, 147, 149.
Samantapafifcaka, the five lakes of
blood made by Parasu-Rama,
356, 357, 370.
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Samba, 551.

Satyavan, 336.

Sambara, Asura, 233, 265, 543-545.
Samdtpani, 520, 521.
Samhlada, Asura, 236, 325.
Samlka, 577, 579.
Samkarshana, 497, 498, 503, 523,
524 see also Baladeva.

Saubha, the aerial town of Salva,

;

Sampafci, 418,

-

427430.

Samudra, sea and sky, 85, 86.
sea, churned by the Devas and

219229 is figured as
king, 435437 myth as to how
Asuras,

water became saline, 342,

343.

Samudravasas, Agni, 340342.
Sanat-Kumara, 68, 72, 455, 598;
born as Pradyutnna, 544.
Sandhya-worship, 474.
fifankara,the god, 362, 537,563, 564.
Sankha, conch of Vishnu, 138, 520,
521.

-

Aanra,

136138,

Saiikhafeuda, 518.
Sankhya, 106, 114,

167, 398.

117119.

Saikhyayoga, 105, 118, 239.
Santa,

144147.

Santanika heaven, 452.
Santanu, 587.
Saptatantu, a name of

Savitri, 41, 46, 101, 255, 261, 262,

312, 363, 395, 396, 400, 460.
Savitri, Gayatri, 41, 46, 236, 402.
>

goddess, 392.
wife of Satyavan, 331, 336.

Scorpio, 509.
Seasons, see Bi'tus.
Senanya, Eudra or Agni, 28, 29;
Skanda, 42, 67, 69.
Sesha snake, 111, 417, 498, 506, 510.
Seven Eishis, 2, 7, 10, 12, 1618,
81, 33, 37, 38, 46, 53, 77, 78,
112, 133, 170, 171, 176, 230,
353, 561, 563.
the stars of the Great Bear, 2,
7, 20, 21, 31, 33, 36, 61, 95,

177,

esoterically the seven SirshanPrstoias or senses, 20, 33, 34,

Sacrifice,

36, 41, 78, 164, 178, 306, 307,

309, 561, 563,

Sarabhaiiga, 410.

Sarama, 192, 267, 487.
Saramyu, 450, 451.
16, 36, 74, 91, 92, 151,
162, 249, 326, 327, 347, 391, 392.
Saravana, birth-place of Skanda, 69.

Sarasvati,

Sarpa-sattra of Janamejaya, 335,
559, 576578, 589.
Sarvamedha sacrifice of Visvakar-

man, 301, 319, 361.
Saryamavat, 345, 346.

327333.

Sasarpari, 348.

Sat and Asat, 278280.
Satabhishaj asterism, 620
Satahrada, 409.
Satakanf ?ia-E,avawa, 466.
Satayatu, 588.
Satpati, Agni, 162, 163, 166.
Satrajit, 380, 381, 385.
Satrughatin, 452.

Satrnghna, 142, 143, 400, 401, 405
407, 452.
Saturn, 386, 387, 428, 430, 508.
Satva.-Matsyas, 495.
_
Satvate

494,495.

Satyakama, 543, 544.
Satyam, the Truth of the Pranas
34, 70, 73, 78.

176,

603606.

ya

488.

Saryati,

155-157;

Sandasas, 358, 589.
/Saunaka, 320.
Sauti, 320, 594.
Savara, 16, 450.

j

;

its

504, 505, 524, 538.

Saubhari, 147-149, 154,
see also Sobhari.

603606.

Seven Adityas, 305, 309.
Seven Suryas, 304-311.
Seven Purushas, 33, 561.
Senses, mentioned in Vedic works
as Devas, Visvedevas,the Seven
ftishis, the Seven Valakhilya
Et'shis, the Seven Purushas,
the Seven Suryas, also as Five
Brahma-Purushas,

306315,

561

;

214,
33,
see also Pan-

Jcajanas.

Shadgarbhas, 502, 505, 519.
Sha/pura, 539.
Ship of Manu in the deluge, 120.
in which VasishtTia
127, 590.
of the Asvins in which Bhujyu
is protected, 129.
called Navyasrama in which
of

Varuna

sails,

Risy&sriinga is brought, 144.

a well-known Vedic metaphor
for sacrifice furnishing a clue
for the solution of the aforesaid

myths, 121

126, 128,

130132

146.
Sibi, 472.

Siddhas, 230, 507.
Siddhasrama, 401, 402.
Siddhi, spouse of Bhaga, 236.
Siddhis, the eight, 542.
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Sraddha, daughter of the Sun, 394

Sihmika, 431, 432.
Sindura, 387.

396.

Sinlvali, 89, 485.
Sipivishtfa,

.

Vishu,

328.

Siradhvaja, Janaka, 397, 399.
Sirius, the Dog star Mn'gavyadha,
55, 65, 139, 141, 176, 202, 240,

246, 250, 387, 388,
547, 620.

395, 538,

Prawas, 33, 34, 38, 215

Sirshawya

,

16,

Sisumara,
93, 117, 122.
Sisumatns, 51, 52.

of

daughter

Janaka

and

heroine of the Ramaya^a, 62,
135, 205, 235, 284, 324, 331,
392, 394, 396399, 402407,
409, 411, 416418, 423-430,

432434, 44145.1, 458462,
465, 466, 468, 469, 471, 472,
474.
daughter of the Sun, 261,

394-400, 402, 450, 459462,
465, 467.
river, 83, 140.
Sita-yajna, 397.
Sita-Putana, 53, 508.

Skandapasm&ra,

9194,

54, 56,

54.

152154,

156.

150, 152, 154,
168, 172, 183190,
212, 223, 237, 239,
245, 261, 262, 265,
274, 276, 293, 305,

149,

156,

167,

194, 208,

241243,
266, 268,
324, 327,

339, 344348, 360
372, 375, 390, 392, 394, 420
422, 424, 425, 430, 474, 483,
484, 486, 489491, 494, 496
499, 508, 510, 533, 534536,
552, 553, 554, 561, 620, 621 ;
Pitriman, 89; of the Kshatri-

329333,

yas, 365, 366, 368.
136, 137, 167, 398.
Sonitapura, 546, 548.
Southern Cross, 93.

Somaka, Asara,

Sraddha, 35, 37, 293, 301, 331, 392,
*466, 583, 598.

loved by Jamadagni, 349

Sukanya, 327,

352.

330332.

Sukra, Agui, 72, 598.
priest of the Asuras, 231, 287,
289, 316; planet Venus,' 320,
418,

21, 28, 38, 39, 65, 87,
96, 98, 99, 121123,

138-140, 142, 143, 146, 147,
-

595599,

602.

2730,

3,

135, 237, 324, 418, 419,
442, 452.

Saka, son of Vyasa, 559,

37, 4751,
68, 69, 351, 354, 455, 544, 597,
599, 618, 623 ; see also Kumara.

2,

269,

422427, 433435,

Sivaratri, 90.

Soma,

222, 223,

Sripanfcami, 69.
Srivatsa mark of Vishwu, 133, 135,
489.
Sron-a asterism, 58, 62, 87, 88, 137,
313, 505, 506, 608.
Srutakirti, 405.
Srutamaifi, river, 459, 462.
Sthagara alankara, 394396, 450.
Sthulakesa, Rishi, 333, 334, 336.
Sthulasiras, Eishi, 418.
Subahu, Rakshasa, 402.
son of Satrughna, 452.

Sngriva,

Siva, see Rndra.
Siva, wife of Aiigiras, 40.

Sobhari, 150,

goddess, 220,

Subhadra, 502, 572.
Sadas, 589.
Sudarsana, Mt., 413.
a Vidyadhara, 518.

wife of Indra, 397.

Skanda,

Sri,

SriEgin, 577, 580.

525527,

535-538.
Sita,

;

Sravasti, 452.
SravishtTia asterism, 59, 88, 137,
505, 614616, 622; see also
Dhanisht/ia.

452; born from the sea, 227,
228 ; see also Lakshmi.

306, 307, 309, 604.

Sisupala, 236, 521, 523,

Sramanas, 215, 218, 223, 224, 419.
Sravana asterism, 3, 87, 93, 96, 99,
see also Sroma.
100, 137, 139

428430,

456.

Sumautu, 596.
Sumat-jani, 268, 269,
Sumitra, 323.
Sumitra, 400, 407.

609611.

Sunahpufc&Jia, 344, 345.
Sunafrsepa, 164, 343347.
Sunahotra, 344.

Sunaka, 320, 344.

Sunaman, 518.
Sunolaiigula, 344, 345.
Suparna, 32, 81, 82, 130, 131, 215,
219, 255, 523, 524, 546; see also
GarucJa.
Suparsva, 429.
Surabhi, the cow Kamadhenu, 222,
Sura, spirituous liquor, born when
the sea was churned, 220, 228 ;
drunk by the Yadayas, 551
554.
Suras, Devas, 222, 228.
Surasa, 431.
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Surasenas, 494.
Suriya, 469, 473.
gurparaka, 411, 436, 522.
Surya, 21, 395, 561.
Suryas, seven and many,

Trivishtopa, 92, 288.
Tumburu, 409, 459.

Tvashtn,

offspring of Kasyapa, 305, 313,
314.

Sushoma, 345.

;

Sutala, 287, 288, 317.

.

"..
'

Sutikslma, 410.
Sutya, 185, 186,289.; '.
SvAhA, 32, 3436, 4042, 51, 56,
,

167170,

172,
540,

Mt., 38.

Ugrasena, 504, 518, 524.
Ugrasravas, 594.
UMaissravas, horse of Indra, 219,
220, 222.

Ulukhala, dragged by Krishna, 507,
51, 64,

65,

69, 70, 73, 74,

7678,

Sveta, king, 180.
Mb., 40, 42, 56, 69, 72.
Svetasvatara, 104, 115.
Svetasvatarl, 135.
Syamantaka gem, 380, 381, 385, 551.
SyAparnas, 364, 365, 367, 376.

son of Bharata, 452.
Vaisaleya, the serpent

so-called, 566.

that bites and kills Parikshit,

577-586.

208, 543, 546.
Upendra, Vishnu, 492, 493, 523.
Upa-Pandavas, the five, 572 575.

ftrdhvamamhin, 215, 227, 219, 598,
fjrdhvaretas, 227, 384, 597.
tJrmila, 405.
Ursa Major, see Seven Eishis.
Urva, father of Aurva, 340.

Urvasi, 18, 70, 143, 145, 341, 358,
588, 589, 599, 601.
Ushas, see Dawn.

Usha, daughter of Bana,
Uttama, 2, 3.

545550.

tTttanapada, 2.
UttarA, 572, 573, 583.
UttarashacJTia asterism, 58, 59, 62,
608.
7, 45, 50, 5861, 87,
88, 94, 96, 99, 100, 135, 137,
139, 170, 176, 180, 482, 506, 508,
614616, 622, 623.

Uttarayawa,

Takshasila, 452, 585, 586.

Talajanghas, 83, 84.
Talaiika, Baladeva, 511.

Tamasd

UDAYA,

Uma,

Svati rain drops fabled as becoming
pearls in the sea, 438.
Svatipatha, 438.
Svayambhu, 210, 214, 321.
Svayamprabha, 427.

Takshaka,

17,

508.

63, 64.

Svarbhanu, 129.
Svasnr jara, 460.

TAKSHA,

16,

274, 312, 365, 368, 450,
550, 599, 600.
'

the

river, 454.

Tara, wife of VA11, 423425.
wife of Brihaspati, 425.

VADAVAGNI,

Taraka, Asura, 75, 77, 79, 80, 373.
Tarakas, so-called Asuras, 373,
Tarakamaya war, 373.
Tara-mnga, Orion as Sacrifice Stag

Vadhryasva, 323.
Vaidurya, Mt., 199, 204.
Vaikhanasas, 149, 213215.
Vaikuntaa, 136.
Vaisampayana, 285, 559, 579, 585,

hunted by Sirius Rudra, 382

342.

Vadh-iisaras, 322.

593, 594, 596.

388, 417, 577.

Tataka, 402.
Thracians shooting at rain cloud,151.

Vaisravawa, 409, 412, 413, 469, 477 ,
see also Kubera.

Tishya asterism, 620.

Vaisvanara, 2, 3, 7] 239, 478.
Vajra, weapon, 168, 169, 172 -174,
190, 553, 554, 581, 587.
metaphor for Sacrifice, 6. 173,

Tortoise, see

Kurma.

Trasadasyu,

150153,

,

155.

Triraurtis, 204.

559.

Tnwajalayuka, 580.
Trmavarta, Asura, 518.
Tripura, 80, 538, 539.

Vajra, the only Yadava that survived and was established at

Trisandhya, 392.
Trisanku, 177, 420, 533.

Vaifc,

Indraprastha, 552, 558, 559.

Trisiras, 411.
Trita, 168.

Trivikrama, Vishnu, 93
strides,

253268,

5

his three

282290,

314-318, 440, 476, 546, 609.
80-a

16, 20, 31, 34-36, 41, 64, 74,
81, 91, 143, 248, 249, 270275,
326, 353, 396, 399, 460, 462,

464, 480, 485, 560, 583.
Va&aspati, 16, 248, 271, 481.
Vala, 540.
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Valakhilyas, 33, 112, 213-215, 219,

306,604.
Vail, 237,

422425,

Vi-Kasyapa

454, 456, 594.
Vamana, Vishnu. 93, 193, 236, 241,
264, 281290, 313, 314318,
440, 476, 493.
Vanaras, 418, 421, 422, 433.
Vani, 151.
Vawis, the seven, 607, 608.

183212, 231, 265, 282,
322, 483, 490, 513, 514.
the vama mosha, or emusha,

Varaha,

185, 190, 191, 393.
the mountain, 199, 203, 204.
Asura, 186.

Vinata, 32, 33, 40, 46, 53, 56, 57,
219, 606.
VindhyavaH, Queen, of Bali, 289.
Viprafcitti, 285.
Virftdha, 409, 410.

Virashiaka, 54, 55.
Virai (Viraj), female, 5, 247, 248,
479, 480, 485.
male, 485, 488.
Virata, king of the Matsyas, 568,
573.
Virofcana,

236238,

Visakha, the god,

120, 122, 127-129,
146, 171, 222, 228, 230, 265,
271, 274, 285, 287, 294296,
298, 311, 312, 321, 344, 347,
4, 64,

348, 366, 456, 476, 499, 518,
526, 541, 547, 590; pasa of, 288,
317, 620.

282, 284, 313.

4851,

54, 55,

618, 623.

Visakha asterism,

Asura, 265.

Yaruwa,

sacrifice, 365. 377, 576,

586.

4,4,2.

Vaimiki, 407, 421, 446, 447, 449,

VarMn,

Vibhisbawa, 434, 435, 444446, 452.

438, 517, 549,

9, 10,

4850,

616618,

59,

623.

Vishnu, 2-4,

7, 87, 92, 93, 95, 96,
106, 111, 113, 124,
135140, 149, 169, 170, 173,
328, 353, 355, 360, 386, 391,
392, 396, 398400, 417, 440,

98,

100,

447, 452,

453, 461,

476478,

222, 223.

482-484, 488498, 501506,

Vasishifta, 18, 20, 39, 40, 46, 106,
127129, 153, 154. 358, 865,
362, 401, 408, 499, 586590,
599.

513, 515, 517, 520, 528, 530,
535, 537, 540, 546, 54-9, 575,
596; as Varaha, 196, 197, 198
210; as the Tortoise, 219222;
as Sacrifice or Yajna-Purusha,

Vastoshpati, 390.
Vasu, Agni, 71, 72.

260,

Varum,

spirituous liquor,
Vidya, 321.

183193,

196, 256,

476-491,

257,

259,
aa

553555;

SaoriBoe, 87, 110.
ancestor of the Magadhas, 525,
534.

one of the twelve Adityas, 312,
313, 549 ; as half man and half
woman, 25; as the Mohini

Vasudeva, 476, 484, 498503, 506,
524,539,552.
Vasudeva, Vishnu or Krishna, 64,

female, 223, 226 ; door-keeper of
the gods, 266, of Bali, 290, 317 ;
see also Trivikrama, Man-lion,
Mrayana, &c.

.

476-^

82, 84, 87, 101, 106, 110,

478,

482485, 493496,

499,

516, 523, 537.
PauTidraka, 526, 537.
Srigala, 522, 523, 537.

Vasudhi,

Vishnupada, 4, 253.
Vishnupadi, 93.
Vislmupatni, 492.
Vishuvan, equinox, 617.
Visravas, 412, 413, 462.

71, 72, 82.

Vasaki, 220, 222, 223, 578, 581.
Vasus, 59, 89, 126, 230, 258, 274,
482, 486, 495, 506, 575.
Vatapi, 96.
Vatarasanas, 213216, 227, 384.

Visvakarman,

10, 11, 56, 110, 123,
148, 193, 212, 248, 260262,
271, 280, 300304, 319, 361,
362, 374, 405, 412414, 435
437, 481, 521, 525, 604.
Visvamitra, 46, 47, 64, 97, 154, 283,

36, 69, 71, 72, 182, 213, 216218, 230, 254, 258, 275, 357,
363, 387, 426, 427, 440, 560
562, 582, 595, 599.
Veda-gruti, 135137, 141, 398.
Vedavati, 396, 442.
Vena, 468.
Venus, see $ukra.

VISTO Devas, 29, 109, 118, 127, 258,

VibMwdaka, 143146.
VibMdaka tree, 569, 580.

Vi-Syaparna

Vayu,

347, 348, 355, 376,
420, 462, 499, 551.
Vzsvantara, 364, 365, 376.
Visvarupa, 40, 167169, 172, 365,
368, 535.
Visvavasu, 23, 334.
336,

344,

401403,

274, 293, 306, 309, 390.
'

sacrifice, 364, 376.
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Vivasvan, 16, 311, 312, 450, 506.
Vraja, 266, 268.
or Gokula of Krishna, 503,
514, 523.
Vrawa, 435, 436.

196, 198, 199 5 as Mnga or stag
with Orion as his starry form,
55, 329, 381, 382, 554, 555, 577.

Yajnavalkya, 352, 539, 598.

Yama,

Vriddha, the epithet of, applied to
certain works, 592.
Vn'shabhanu, 517.
Vrishakapi, 199, 205, 620.

Yamalarjuna

Vnshasipra, 265.
VnshaTiasva, 623.

Yamuna

Vnshwi

167170, 172175, 183,
184, 265, 332, 365, 366, 427, 576.
Vyasa, 106, 559, 579, 581, 586
599, 602, 612, 613.
Vntra,

380,494, 495, 521, 522,

524526,
547

28, 536, 538,
destruction of, 551

;

558.

trees,

507510.

river, 2, 91, 149, 158, 162,

518, 526, 535,
536, 587, 590; daughter of the
Sun, 506; drawn aside by

483, 507, 511,

tribe, 494, 495.

YiDAVAS,

146, 171, 182, 197,

40, 64,

205, 230, 245, 255, .287, 363,
366, 391, 392, 437, 520, 560,
562, 575, 584.

546,
554,

Baladeva, 523.
Yasoda, 503, 505507.
Yatis, 217, 224.
of a certain

kind killed by

Indra, 168, 365, 511.
Yavanas, 524, 526, 529, 541.
Year, 4, 37, 41, 560.
526, 527, 559,
560, 562, 567, 574, 575.
the
Knta, 106, 196, 221 the
Yuga,
Treta, 525; the Kali, 525, 558 ;
the quinquennial, 614 616.

YudhishWiira, 133,

.

Yajfia Purusha, 2, 4, 5, 10, 28, 41,
92, 93. 98, 110, 159, 160, 194,
211, 212, 240, 247, 256, 257, 259,
260, 371, 393, 404, 476491,
553 ; as the Ship, 121134,437
as the Vajra weapon, 173; as

;

;

Varaha or boar, 183192, 195,

ZODIAC,

8,

9

;

the signs of

and Tula, 616-619.

Mesha

p
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